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AMERICA IS

BEING

PRE-SOLD

ON

Powerful

FULL-COLOR

ads in national

publications will

reach the reading

eyes of

77,000,000!
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THE YEAR OF PARAMOUNT'S NEW CONCEPT

SUPER-HITS
TO RESTORE HIGHEST ATTENDANCE LEVELS

PARAMOUNT'!

4EXT 6-MOh

PRODUCT I

A NEW CONCEPT O

4fa

Every Paramount picture

presented in '53 reflects our

W/WIJfflTt intention to make only
' top-quality attractions. In

addition to extra story-and-

star values, an all-time high percentage of

Paramount productions will be made in color

by Technicolor. Paramount leads the industry

in meeting present day boxoffice demands.

A NEW CONCEPT OF V fresh and sure-fire planned

program adding new names

to Paramount's ticket-

selling stars is currently in

operation for '53. Many
have been widely publicized in other fields:

Rosemary Clooney, Audrey Hepburn, Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Yul Brynner. Thus they are

immediately ready for maximum star stature.

A NEW CONCEPT O Fresh, aggressive showman-
ship ideas meet the chal-

lenge of selling each new

Paramount picture. For '53

Paramount has dramatically

amplified the means of communication to the

public and this pioneering in new interest-

compelling devices will continue as a primary

means of extending the present film audience.



Cecil B. DeMille'S

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

HENRY WILCOXON - IYLE BETTGER • LAWRENCE TIERNEY EMMET! KOI*
'

CUCCIOL A -ANTOINETTE CONCCUO

IJuced and Directed by CECIL B. DeMILLE • Produced with the

deration ol Ringling Bros. • Barnum & Bailey Circus • Screenplay

jfredric M Frank. Barre Lyndon and Theodore SL John • Story by

Fredric M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett

BURT
LANCASTER

SHIRLEY
BOOTH
Hal Wallis'

PRODUCTION

Come Back,

with

RICHARD JAECKEL

Co starring

TERRY MOORE •

Directed by DANIEL MANN • Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS

Based on the original play by William Inge

Produced on the stage by the Theatre Guild

THUNDER

Stirring

A1AN DEBORAH

MARIES CORINNE

Produced by EVERETT RISKIN

I ted by CHARLES VI DOR • Screenplay by JO SWERLING

Adaptation by

f
'GEORGE TABORI and FREDERICK HAZLITT BRENNAN

From the novel by Alan Moorehead

COLOR sy

TECHNICOLOR

NOAH BEERY -GRANT WITHERS

Written for the Screen and Directed by LEWIS R. FOSTER • Based on a novel by Tom Gill

Produced by William H. Pine and William C.Thomas

CHARLTON HESTON

RHONDA FLEMING

JAN STERLING

FORREST TUCKER
in

PONY
EXPRESS

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Directed by JERRY HOPPER

Screenplay by CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN
Story by Frank Gruber

Produced by NAT HOLT

THE WAR
OF THE

WORLDS
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
Produced by GEORGE PAL

Directed by BYRON HASKIN
Screenplay by BARRE LYNDON

Based on the novel by

H. G. WELLS

DEAN JERft/

MHBAS

EDDIE MAYEHOFF POLLY BERGEN

Directed by Screenplay by

NORMAN TAUROG - FRED P. FINKLEHOFFE wi MARTIN RACKIN

Additional Dialogue by tLnUUU ULLmAil From a story by

FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE and SID SILVERS

v.-

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
starring

RAY MILLAND
ARLENE DAHL

WENDELL COREY
PATRIC KNOWLES - LAURA ELLIOT

Directed and Written for the Screen by

LEWIS R. FOSTER
From a novel by Max Murray

Produced by

WILLIAM H. PINE, and WILLIAM C. THOMAS

ISLAND
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
Starring

LEO 6ENM" DOH TffllOR
MkGfHE BARR/- EISA L4NCHES7IR

And introducing

DOROTHY , AUDREy". JOAN
BROMLEY DMOti EMM

Produced by PAUL JONES

Directed by F. HUGH HERBERT and ALVIN GANZER

Screenplay by F. HUGH HERBERT
Based on the novel by William Maier



To Bring You

Up-To-Date On
The Fabulous

SUCCESS
STORY OF M-G-M's

IVANHOE
The pre-release first-run engagements of colossal "IVANHOE" have written

a bright new page in box-office history.

At a time when this industry needed the stimulation of a truly gigantic

attraction, M-G-M brought to packed houses the Technicolor wonders of Sir

Walter Scott's famed novel. Here on the big theatre screen the fans gasped

at the cavalcade of Knights, the spine-tingling duels-on-horseback, the

storming of besieged castles, the romances of heroes and fair ladies, the

beauty and terror of the Glory Age, all of it filmed in magnificent Techni-

color in the actual locations of the story.

M-G-M's barrage of advertising and exploitation reverberated throughout

America, in national magazines, in tremendous newspaper campaigns, on the

air, everywhere.

The amazing extended run record of "IVANHOE" is evidence of its mass

appeal and its penetration from coast to coast. Here are some of the long runs:

At Press Time: 11 weeks in Cleveland, Philadelphia, Detroit; 8 weeks in Chicago, New
York City; 7 weeks in Pittsburgh, Miami, Miami Beach, San Francisco, Los Angeles (2 theatres);

6 weeks in Washington, D. C, Minneapolis, Oakland; 5 weeks in Boston, Mass. (2 theatres),

Buffalo, Baltimore, St. Louis, Seattle; 4 weeks in Atlanta, New Orleans, Houston, Kansas City,

Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Toledo, Omaha, Salt Lake City; there were more than 35 cities where it

played 3 weeks and 75 cities where it played 2 weeks, with one week stands in many others.

Millions of Americans await the opportunity to see this greatest attraction of

our time, millions who have seen it are eager to enjoy its spectacular thrills again.

In response to exhibitor requests that "IVANHOE" be placed in

regular release, we are happy to make it available for general showing on

February 20th. (A ,/„„. t0 remember. Brotherhood Week's Silver Anniversary Feb. 15-22)



MYERS ASKS NEW SALES POLICIES

JJh Annual geport Allied CcuhmI CalU Jot

Overhauling CAtabltiked £aleJ PclicieJ

Following are selected portions of the text

of A. F. Myers annual report to the board

of Allied States Association.

While the year just ended was one of the

most active in Allied's history, and some ad-

vances were made by the industry as a

whole, we cannot look back upon it with

satisfaction because little or no progress was
made toward the solution of two funda-

mental and—as I believe—interrelated prob-

lems.

I refer to (1) the failure definitely to as-

certain the causes of or to provide a remedy

for the continuing boxorfice decline and (2)

the failure to evolve a formula for an equit-

able division of boxoffice receipts as between

distributors and exhibitors.

The interrelation of these problems, if not

already apparent, will be made clear in the

ensuing discussion.

As regards declining theatre attendance,

we have only the divergent, self-generated

opinions of individual industry members who
generally find it more comfortable to put all

the blame on the other fellow than to engage

in honest soul-searching as to their own re-

sponsibility in the matter. We must recog-

nize that much of our theorizing during the

past few years was false and should now be

abandoned. We can no longer indulge the

theory that the people have temporarily

abandoned the theatres because of a shortage

of ready cash. This view will not stand up
against the fact that 1952 was a year of high

wages, widespread employment and un-

precedented prosperity.

The motion picture business was built on

the once solid foundation of the theatres.

During the past six years there has been a

gradual subsidence of that foundation; and

if it fails, the whole structure will collapse.

Therefore, 1953 must be devoted unremit-

tingly to a concerted effort by all industry

elements to strengthen the business at the

theatre level. When the theatres are restored

to health and vigor, the condition of the re-

mainder of the industry will automatically

improve.

A New Approach

On the basis of recent experiences I think

we must hereafter accept with reservations

the idea, attributed to Nicholas Schcnck,

that there can he nothing wrong with the

motion picture business that a few good pic-

tures won't cure. It is generally accepted

that, last year, the average quality of the

pictures was higher than any year in recent

times. During the summer conditions im-

proved, seemingly in keeping with the

Schenck dictum, and some felt that we were

on the road to recovery. In retrospect we
wonder if that improvement was not due

more to the attractions of the air cooled

theatres in a blistering summer than to the

excellence of the product.

It is evident, therefore, that there must lie

a new approach to our problems if they are

ever to be solved. We must discard, or

greatly modify, some of our notions as to

what is wrong and devise new methods for

correcting conditions once we arrive at the

source of our troubles. While an occasional

exceptionally fine picture will be well

patronized, we realize that all the brains,

talent and capital available in Hollywood
cannot produce enough such pictures to sus-

tain the industry.

The best way to again interest many
people in motion picture entertainment, es-

pecially the younger set, is to create the im-

pression that it is smart to go to the movies.

That in itself would make an excellent

slogan.

Distribution In A Rut

Based only on my observations as a

movie-goer, it seems to me that the missing

patronage is in the younger group. Audi-

ences seem to me to be on the average, at

least 20 years older than the audiences of a

few years ago. A supreme effort must be

made to re-engage the interest and support

(if the young people. This does not seem to

call for radical changes in the pictures. The
pictures currently being released are calcu-

lated to entertain all types of patrons. In-

stitutional advertising and publicity stress-

ing the superiority of motion picture enter-

tainment over all others, the desirability and

benefits of a "night out" and the comfort

and convenience of the theatres, would vein

to be in order.

Let us have more pictures of gay young
couples streaming into the theatres and

fewer pictures old men and women.

I am mure than ever convinced that, if

the business is to survive, there must be a

big shake up in distribution with radical re-

forms in pricing policies and practices. The
motion picture business is unique in that

due to a chronic product shortage the dis-

tributor, instead of pricing his products with

a view to recovering his costs plus a reason-

able profit, bases his price on the exhibitor's

gross receipts, placing all stress on the value

of the celluloid and taking a dim view of the

importance of the exhibitor's brick and mor-

tar. Worst of all, the distributor insists that

the rate of his participation shall increase as

the volume of the gross rises, thereby des-

troying all incentive on the part of the ex-

hibitor to exploit the picture and promote

attendance.

The exhibitor is regarded not as an inde-

pendent merchant, but as a mere agent for

exhibiting the pictures, wholly dependent

upon the distributor. This has come about

with the contraction of product sources and

decrease in the number of films available,

which have virtually destroyed the exhibi-

tor's bargaining power and left him at the

mercy of the film companies.

While these archaic attitudes and oppres-

sive methods have until recently served the

film companies well, and were endured by

the exhibitors during flush times, they must

now be indicted as a chief cause of the in-

dustry's low state and as the principal bar

to a united all out effort to stimulate theatre

attendance.

The industry can fight its way back only

if it is united in spirit and purpose and that

unity can never be achieved and the fight

can never be won so long as the exhibitors

are gouged by the distributors and are actu-

ally penalized for their energy and ingenuity

in improving their theatres and exploiting

the pictures. Incentive selling versus penalty

selling has been disicussed in exhibitor

circles and in the editorial columns of the

trade papers until it seems trite. Yet upon

the transition from the one policy to the

other rests the salvation of the motion pic-

ture industry.

Exhibitors Patience Exhausted

As shown by the Annual Reports for the

past several years, Allied has been as insis-

tent in bringing this matter to the attention

of the film companies as it was in warning
them against the consequences of their mo-
nopolistic practices before and after the

Government filed its divorcement suit in

1938. Now, as then, our warnings fall upon
deaf cars. When a year or so ago the film

companies sent an emissary to interest

(Continued on Page 8)
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ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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MYERS' REPORT: frceHtifie Plan Would Stimulate Cxphitatic*

(Continued jiorn Page 7)

Allied in arbitration, representing that tin-

was a matter of great concern to them,

Allied expressed interest in an all-inclusive

arbitration system and sent an outline of

such a plan to the distributors and later ap-

pointed a committee to enter into negoti-

ations with them concerning it.

The controlling fact is that the distribu-

tors flatly refused and, according to recent

trade paper accounts, still refuse to consider

any provision for the arbitration of film

rentals, which Allied at all times stipulated

should be included in such all-inclusive ar-

bitration system.

In the circumstances this board, at the

Chicago meeting, had no alternative but Lo

reject the distributors' draft of an arbitration

plan and to direct the officers to initiate and
carry on a vigorous and determined cam-
paign to secure relief from the extortionate

and oppressive policies and practices of the

distributors, resorting to whatever legal

means may be open to them.

In addition, the convention unanimously
adopted a resolution which originated with

the delegates and was presented by John C.

Vlachos, of Michigan, urging that Allied

implement that portion of the statement of

policy calling for an all-out campaign to

secure necessary reforms in distribution

The Vlachos Resolution petitioned the board,

through the General Counsel, to conduct

a nation-wide investigation to ascertain

whether the policies and practices com-
plained of—especially the practice of grant-

pre-release runs of the better pictures at in-

creased admission prices—are in violation of

the injunctions issued against the film com-
panies in various Government proceedings,

or of the anti-trust laws.

The Struggle Ahead

From the course charted by the board and

the convention, there can be no wavering or

turning back. The officers are directed, if

necessary, to resort to litigation, legislation

and appeals to various public agencies. It

may be that when the Department of Justice

is reorganized under the new Attorney Gen-
eral the cases against the film companies will

be reviewed and action taken toward making
them effective. It is no secret that following

the resignation of Robert L. Wright the De-
partment of Justice lost interest in the

motion picture cases. Whether the ineffec-

tiveness of his successors was due to inex-

perience and timidity, or was a reflection of

the attitude of Attorney General McGrath,
is not certain. There is reason to believe

that McGrath was more interested in build-

ing up television at the expense of the movies
than in helping the motion picture industry

or any segment of it. Attorney General

McGranery held office for only a short time

preceding the election and, after the election,

the Anti-Trust Division, like many other

executive agencies, rolled over for a com-
tort a b 1 c nap until the tolling of the bell on

January 20.

In the General Counsel's opinion it would
have been useless, possibly hazardous, to

try to interest the Anti-Trust Division in the

subject matter of the statement of policy

prior to the Inauguration.

As an anchor to windward, I suggest the

advisability of specifically authorizing the

officers, or an appropriate committee, in

their discretion to bring the subject matter

of the statement of policy and the Vlachos
Resolution and such other matters as they

deem proper to the attention of the Small

Business Committees of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Senate of the United

States. We may hope, of course, that the

executive heads of the film companies, with

greater vision than that displayed by those

with whom we have thus far been compelled

to deal, will see the wisdom of yielding a

measure of the power incident to their con-

trol of the films for sake of the greater ad-

vantage which will accrue from a united

assault on the existing boxoffice depression.

Need For A Formula

The legal status of the so-called pre-re-

lease runs or roadshows, with attendant fix-

ing of admission prices, should be promptly

determined. This merely requires a reversal

of the indulgent attitude—or worse—of the

Department of Justice towards the methods

employed by the film companies in market-

ing "David and Rathsheba," "Quo Vadis,"

"Greatest Show On Earth," "Miracle of

Fatima," "Streetcar Named Desire," "Ivan-

hoe" and "Snows of Kilimanjaro".

What must now be apparent to all

thoughtful industry members and observers

is that the industry cannot hope to

strengthen its position or even to survive

under present "hide and hair" pricing poli-

cies. Those policies worked—or appeared to

work—during periods of high industry pros-

perity when substantial profits accrued to the

exhibitors even though the film companies

exacted an unfair division of the gross re-

ceipts. That they are ruinous under present

conditions is demonstrated by the large

number of closed theatres, the number of

theatres teetering on the edge of failure and

the inability of the exhibitors to maintain

and improve their theatres and adequately

to advertise and exploit their pictures. Unless

the industry's best brains can now be mar-

shalled to devise a method for fairly divid-

ing the boxoffice dollar, it is idle to speculate

about the future of the motion picture busi-

ness. It will have no future.

What is needed is a formula that is based

on normal grosses for a test period, different

classes of pictures, or different types of oper-

ation, or for all or any combination of these.

This would require the determination of a

"let live" film rental up to such normal gross

and, further, that the distributor's participa-

tion in the ovcrge should decrease as the

gross increases so a to provide the necessary

means and incentive for exhibitors confident-

ly and competently to set about the all-im-

portant task of reselling motion pictures to

the people.

The idea of incentive selling is not new.

As a phrase it has been bandied about for

several years. I claim neither originality nor

perfection for the skeleton plan I have given

you. In fact, it might only serve to delay

progress for any one person or group to

propose a complete, definite plan to the rest

of the industry. More time inevitably would
be spent in seeking its imperfections than in

trying to find its virtues. Moreover, any
such plan, before being adopted, would have
to be tested in actual practice and such ex-

periments would require the close co-oper-

ation of distributors and exhibitors involved.

There is reason to believe that a few tests

of incentive selling have been made or are

in contemplation. However, there has been

no broad acceptance of the principle in any
branch of the industry.

If there is a vestige of statesmanship in

the motion picture industry, here is its

greatest challenge and its greates oppor-

tunity. Nothing could give the business a

bigger lift than the development of an equit-

able formula for pricing films. Such a project

would not constitute price-fixing in either a

practical or a legal sense. It would not re-

strain or impair whatever competition now
exists among the film companies. And deal-

ings between distributors and exhibitors

would be affected only to the extent that

there would be introduced an element of

mutuality which is now sadly lacking. The
result would be to restore confidence and

good feeling among all branches of the in-

dustry and enable and inspire the exhibitors

fully to perform their mission as the in-

dustry's ambassadors to the public.

Television

After many postponements the Federal

Communications Commission finally held a

preliminary hearing in the matter of allocat-

ing television channels to theatres. The
hearing on controversial issues is scheduled

to get under way early this year. For reasons

pointed out in the last annual report and

which have been explained to the board on

numerous occasions, Allied is co-operating

in this proceeding to the extent of furnish-

ing evidence and testimony, but is not taking

a leading part. Not until the Commission
has been reorganized by the replacement of

some of its members will the way be clear

to formally present Allied's position that

commercial television should be elevated to

the UHF sector in order to make VHF
channels available for theatre television.

The Department of Justice took over

where the FCC left off as the movies chief

tormentor among the Government agencies,

bringing against the film companies wdiat is

perhaps the most extraordinary proceeding

ever filed under the Sherman Act. The
avowed purpose is to compel the film com-
panies to license to television broadcasters

their latest and choicest films. Following

(Continued on Page 32

)
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20th Century-Fox

has invested

nOOfiOOfiOO

in your

immediate

future!



bcCG^USC we look forward to the future with

the optimism, faith and confidence

which has made our industry great-

b6CQ/US6 you must be fortified with the kind

of attractions which will meet the

challenge of today's market-

bsCdUSC our plans are based on a roster of

properties encompassing the magni-

tude, scope and variety to meet that

challenge-

bsCClllSC Technicolor productions will con-

stitute fully 50% of our releases during

the first six months of 1953-

bsCCiUSS we are bringing you big-league

Technicolor musicals like CALL ME
MADAM, GENTLEMEN PREFER
BLONDES, FARMER TAKES A WIFE,

TONIGHT WE SING and STARS AND
STRIPES FOREVER.



because world acclaimed best-sellers like

MY COUSIN RACHEL, THE PRESIDENT'S

LADY, THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO,

WHITE WITCH DOCTOR, THE
EGYPTIAN, and CS. Forester's SAILOR

OF THE KING have a pre-sold audi-

ence waiting.

because we have the resources, the will to

win, the established technique and

know-how based on showmanship

experience learned in exhibitor ranks,

and a distribution organization dedi-

cated to the prosperity of our customers.

because as always, 20th will back you

with the strongest, most extensive

advertising, publicity and exploitation

campaigns — with the superior brand

of ingenuity which has always char-

acterized our promotional efforts.

HISTORY!



Sensation Of The Industry!

Ernest Hemingway's

"THE SNOWS OF
KILIMANJARO

Technico/or

Gregory Peck

iusan Hayward-Ava Gardner
Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck

cted by Henry King

The Big Musical About

The Girl Of Show Business!

THE I DON'T
CARE GIRL

Technicolor

>i..ring Mitzi Gaynor
David Wayne
Oscar Levant

Produced by George Jessel

_ Directed by Lloyd Bacon

tits

SUSAN HAYWARD
CHARLTON HESTON

in IRVING STONE'S Bost-Scllcr

THE PRESIDENT'S
LADY

with FAY BAINTER

Produced by SOL C. SIEGEL
Direcled by HENRY LEVIN

Nov»l by living S'ontj

Super- Tension !

THE STEEL TRAP
Joseph Cotten andTeresa Wright

Written & Directed by Andrew Stone

, Ben E Friedlob Production

fleoied by 20lh Cenlury-Fo*

3 Years In The Making!

Tens Of Thousands In The Cast!

THE
THIEF OF VENICE

tarring

J Maria Montez
Paul Christian

A Robert Haggiog Production

Released by 20lh Century-Fox

The Celebrated

Collier Magazine Story!

DESTINATION GOBI
Technicolor

richard"widmark
don taylor

Produced by Stanley Rubin

Directed by Robert Wise

Tlie Fabaious Guys And Tlieir Gals!

Damon Runyon's

BLOODHOUNDS
OF BROADWAY

Technico/or

.tarring

£ Mitzi Gaynor . Scott Brady

fV\ Produced by George Jessel

J vSl Directed by Harmon Jones

The Box-Office

Lift Of Your Life!

TAXI
Dan Dailey

Constance Smith
Produced by Samuel G. Engel

Directed by Gregory Ratoff

RICHARD BURTON ,„

THE DESERT RATS
~.ta„.n, JAMES MASON a, Ronw

ROBERT NEWTON
Produced by Robert Jacks Directed by Robert Wise

ML

The High-Water

Mark In Suspense!

NIAGARA
Technicolor

Marilyn Monroe • Joseph C

Jean Peters
Produced by Charles Brocket!

Directed by Henry Hathaway

The Last Flaming Days Of
The C.ree Rebellion!

PONY SOLDIER"
Technicolor

llQM.ng

Tyrone Power
with Cameron Mitchslt ond Thoma. Gomez

Produced by Samuel G. Engel

Directed by Joseph M. Newman

Yottll Bv Delighted To meet...

THE
GIRL NEXT DOOR

Technico/or

Dan Dailey June Haver

Dennis Day
Produced by Robert Bossier

Directed by Richard Sole



The Greatest Musical Show On Earth!

John Philip Sousa's

STARS AND
STRIPES FOREVER

Technicolor

CLIFTON WEBB DEBRA PAGET * ROBERT WAGNER

Ruth Hussey

.. Produced by Lamar Trotti

Directed by Henry Kosler

/

The Musical That's

Bustin' Out All Over!

"THE FARMER
TAKES A WIFE

Technicolor

BETTY GRABLE DALE ROBERTSON
Thelma Ritter John Carroll

Produced by Frank P. Rosenberg

Directed by Henry Levin

From lh. Si

BETTE DAVIS
Brings A Woman's Heart And Soul To

"THE STAR
CO tlorrlng

STERLING HAYDEN
Produced by Cert E Friedlob

Directed by Stuart Heisler

Rflfoied through lOth Cenlmy For

The Ill-Time. Ill-Star Musical Smash!

Irving Berlin's

CALL ME MADAM
Technicolor

Ethel Merman • Donald O'Connor
Vera-Ellen George Sanders

Music and Lyrics by Irving Berlin
Produced by Sol C. Siegel

Directed by Walter Lang

The Strangest Adventure

The Screen Has Ever Seen!

TREASURE OF THE

GOLDEN CONDOR
Technicolor

-9 Cornel Wilde

Constance Smith
Produced by Jules Buck

Directed by Delmer Doves

Timely... Taut...

And Parked With TNT!

MAN ON
A TIGHTROPE

Horrmr,

Fredric March Gloria Grahame
Terry Moore Cameron Mitchell

Adolphe Menjou
Produced by Robert Jacks
Directed by Ella Kazan

Over 31.000,000 Readers

Are Waiting To See

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
in Daphne du Mourier's

"MY
COUSIN RACHEL

RICHARD BURTON
Produced by Nunnally Johnson

Directed by Henry Koster

The Glory Ind The Fury

Of The West !

THE SILVER WHIP
Dale Robertson

Rory Calhoun

Robert Wagner
Produced by

Robert Bassler and Michael Abel
Directed by Harmon Jones

// Will Steal Your Heart!

MY PAL GUS
Richard Widmark

Joanne Dru

_ Audrey Totter

P George (Foghorn) Winslow

L
Produced by Stanley Rubin

Directed by Robert Porrish

World Premiere Soon...

Radio City Music Hall

TONIGHT
WE SING

Technicolor

. EZIO PINZA- ROBERTA PETERS
TAMARA TOUMANOVA

I ANNE BANCROFT- ISAAC STERN
I BYRON PALMER • ,.!,

K

:., JAN PEERCE
\ V / DAVID WAYNFDAVID WAYNE

Produced by George Jesscl

Directed by Mitchell Lcisen

Her Greatest Smash Since

"Duel In The Sun"!

JENNIFER JONES
CHARLTON HESTON

KARL MALDEN

"RUBY
GENTRY
Directed by King Vidor

A Bflrnhafd Vidor Preienfalion

Releaied by 20th Century Fo«

The Savon's Big Tropical Musical!

DOWN AMONG
THE SHELTERING

PALMS"
Technicolor

to„hg William lundigan Jane Greer - Milzi

Goynor-David Wayne-Gloria De Haven

Producod by Fred Kohlmar

Directed by Edmund Goulding



...and watch for...



A Tribute

ADDLPH ZUKDR, PIONEER

A little man with sparse white hair

knd tears wetting the crinkles around

Ms eyes stood before a thousand

people in the Palladium ballroom in

Hollywood, where, many years before,

he had established the first film studio

in that golden city on the Pacific

coast. Most of those present also had

tears in their eyes, but they were taller

in height and younger in age. Yet

none towered as high in the history of

the motion picture industry as Adolph

Zukor.

Mr. Zukor, whose 50th year in

movie business is being celebrated this

year, coincidently with his 80th birth-

day, was, fittingly, given one of the

greatest tributes ever paid to any in-

dividual in the annals of moviedom.

Fittingly, because virtually all of those

who had come from all over the

country to pay homage to "Mr. Motion

Pictures" owed their success, in some

measure, to him. Perhaps Texas Bob

O'Donnell's introductory statement

sums it up best:

"It may well be said that Thomas

Edison invented the motion picture and

Adolph Zukor took it from there."

Even the city officials there were in-

debted to Mr. Zukor, for without his

contribution to the movies, Los

Angeles might never have grown to

the great metropolis it is today, and

the movie center of the world.

Yet for all the people who owe their

success to Adolph Zukor, it is his own

success story that is, probably, the

mot fascinating and, certainly, the per-

sonification of America's golden op-

portunities.

Born January 7, 1873, in Ricse,

Hungary, he came to this country at

16, an orphan, and started to toil in

this land of opportunity as an appren-

tice in an upholstery shop for $2 per

week. Soon, he was earning a mag-

nificent $4 as a furrier's apprentice,

and there was no holding back this

fledgling tycoon. He invented and pa-

tented a fur clasp, and soon rose to

prominence in the fur trade.

Many looked askance when he left

this promising situation to open a

penny arcade on Fourteenth Street in

New York on that historic date, March

3, 1953, the start of the movie empire

now known as Paramount.

Mr. Zukor's accomplishments over

the past 50 years were brought home

chokingly on that day last week in

Hollywood. When Mary Pickford

embraced him and presented him witli

a rose, she symbolized the affection

felt for this pioneer by the many, many
stars who were discovered or given

their first push toward fame and for-

tune by Mr. Zukor.

Or when Paramount president Bar-

ney Balaban, at a luncheon attended,

symbolically, by the 80 oldest em-

ployees in point of service, unveiled

tlie bust of Adolph Zukor to remain

permanently at the Paramount studio,

one could remember that day it was
dedicated at the Paramount Theatre.

It was then that Adolph Zukor's

guidance, and the firm foundation he

had built, helped pull the company
through the rough days of the early

Thirties.

Mr. Balaban's fervent tribute to Mr.

Zukor pointed this up when he said:

"As president of Paramount Pictures,

I have been credited with much of the

progress made by our company during

the years that followed Paramount's

emergence from its difficulties in the

middle 1930's. What I did was merely

to build upon the solid foundation that

Adolph Zukor's vision had created be-

fore me. There was no drastic change.

There was no fundamental shift in

policy. It was the structure that

Adolph Zukor built that stood the test

of time and experience."

But perhaps the most significant

factor of this industry salute to Adolph
Zukor is that it is as much a tribute to

his future as to his past. Mr. Bala-

ban's accolade, that for Mr. Zukor "the

past is merely a guide to the future,"

was borne out in the dean's own words
that day.

Instead of reminiscing about his

past, this 80-year-young had his eyes

focused firmly on the future. Reflect-

ing the same confidence and foresight

that first brought him into the movie

industry, Mr. Zukor predicted that "we
are just on the threshold of the great-

est era the screen has seen, an era

which will bring fabulous new stars,

startling new technical developments

and the best stories in years." His

voice exuded enthusiasm and his

words backed his belief.

It is appropriate, indeed, that this

Zukor Golden Jubilee should be spon-

sored by the Variety Clubs—"The

Heart of Show Business"—for this is

a celebration that comes from the

heart of the people of moviedom. We
join with his counless friends in wish-

ing him a full measure of health and

happiness. For Adolph Zukor, Pioneer

in the American tradition, we wish,

too, many more active years of con-

tribution to the betterment of this

great art-industry we all love.
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THE STARS ARE SINGING' GOOD START FOR ROSEMARY CLOONEY
Rates • • • where musicals go

Paramount

99 minutes

Rosemary Clooney, Anna Maria Alberghetti,

Lauritz Melchior, Bon Williams, Tom Mor-
ton, Fred Clark, John Archer, Mikhail

Rasumny, Lloyd Corrigan, Don Wilson
Red Dust

Directed by Norman Taurog

Kentucky's latest gift to Hollywood is off

to a head start. This breezy, tuneful musical

is pop-singer Rosemary Clooney's first

movie. It's a hit. She's a hit. La Clooney

won't make the lads swoon, but she has

character and a winning way of handling

herself that will make her popular with

youngsters and oldsters alike, male and fe-

male. Irving Asher has produced it attra-

tively in Technicolor and under Norman
Taurog's direction laughs come two-a-

minute. There's marquee value not only in

the Clooney moniker. Famed singer Mel-

chior has a big following. So has that audi-

ence-winning 16-year-old soprano Anna
Maria Alberghetti, though exhibitors will

wish she could drop the unmanageable
"Alberghetti" part of it. Bob Williams and

his dog Red Dust contribute some delicious

humor. "The Stars Are Singing" should

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER' MILD
Rates • • + generally

Universal

9Sy2 minutes

Tyrone Power, Piper Laurie, Julia Adams,
John Mclntyre, William Reynolds, Paul

Cavanagh, Robert Warwick, John Baer

Directed by Rudolph Mate

Universal's Technicolor costume romance
"Mississippi Gambled" has been given a

lavish production by Ted Richmond, hypoed

by the Tyrone Power name. Unfortunately,

these assets have to buck the liabilities of

scripter Seton I. Miller's formula story,

which is ladened with some trite dialogue

and slowed down by Rudolph Mate's leisure-

ly direction. There is, however, a good ro-

mantic angle and the action sequences are

of the rugged sword-and-knuckle variety.

U-I's exploiteers are fully capitalizing the

colorful era that provides the background

garner good grosses everywhere. It will

benefit by highly favorable word-of-mouth
reaction.

STORY: Orphan stowaway Anna Maria
Alberghetti gets into the U. S. illegally and
is befriended by Lauritz Melchior, one-time

opera star, and his Brooklyn neighbors,

Rosemary Clooney, Tom Morton and Bob
Williams, struggling vaudevillians. Anna's
sweet voice thrills them and when they read

that the police are hunting for the girl they

hide her. Clooney conceives the idea of

using Anna's talent to further her own
team's careers. Meanwhile, she persuades

an ex-boy friend to launch a campaign to

legalize Anna's Maria's entry into the

country. The resultant publicity scare so

impresses one of Clooney's agent friends

that he books the act after seeing Anna en

a TV program which she has entered in an

assumed name. But the Immigration Of-

ficers speedily catch up with the thrilling

stowaway. Just as she is being led away a

telephone call comes through from Wash-
ington. Anna's own sweet voice, and the

publicity stunt, have resulted in the White
House being swamped with appeals to allow

the girl to remain in America. With a

smile, she says through the 'phone, " Thank

you, Ike". COULTER

ROMANCE OF COLORFUL ERA

for this production and the marquee po

tential of the star, with the result that exhi

bitors can anticipate that "Gambler" will be

a strongly pre-sold attraction. If the dis-

tributor's campaign is backed by proper ex-

ploitation at the theatre level, grosses should

be well above average in most situations.

. Tyrone Power turns in a suave perform-

ance, but his abilities aren't used to full ad-

vantage. Julia Adams, John Mclntyre, and

Paul Cavanagh are good in supporting roles.

Piper Laurie is decorative, opposite Power,

but flits through her role with little con-

viction.

STORY: Tyrone Power, fencer and card

player, boards a Mississippi gambling boat

at St. Louis in the 1850's and teams up with

veteran river gambler John Mclntyre. At

New Orleans, Power falls in love with Piper

Laurie. He tries to return to her a necklace

1

ROGUE S MARCH' TALKY, TRITE PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as supporting dualler

MGM
71 minutes

Peter Lawford, Richard Greene, Janice Rule,

Leo G. Carroll, John Abbott, Patrick

Aherne, John Dodsworth, Herbert Deans

Directed by Allan Davis

An adventure-drama, genus "Gunga Din"

and "Lives of a Bengal Lancer", "Rogue's

March" is a minor league entry that has

little in common with its predecessors. Pro-

duced and written by Leon Gordon, the film

is loaded with talk and familiar intrigue in

its early reels. Excellent battle sequences,

filmed in the Khyber Pass, India, do raise

the yarn out of its lethargy near the end,

but this action hardly makes up for a well-

worn, predictable story. A light romance

and a devil-may-care brand of acting, in the

"veddy-veddy" British tradition goes with

this Metro offering, which figures to be use-

ful only as a supporting feature in all situ-

ations.

Director Allan Davis has failed to realize

any of the potential in an adventure yarn of

this type. In addition to pedestrian story, he

had to cope with the dashing Peter Lawford,

who plays every scene as if he is about to

whip out a tennis racket and shout "tennis,

anyone?". Janice Rule is decorative in the

CLOONEY—A PERSONALITY

Rosemary ("Botch-A-Me") Clooney,

whose fabulous success as a pop
singer has swept her to Hollywood is

being cleverly handled by Paramount.
' )n film she's not pretty-pretty, but
she has an engaging manner, and
Paramount has wisely given her, in

her first picture, a personality role.

She stands up very well to the test and
with a little experience, and the right

kind of vehicle, could be heading for

stardom in a big way. Most of the

singing in "Stars Are Singing" isn't

done by Clooney at all, but by little

16-year-old Anna Maria Alberghetti.

She's a lucky gal, is Miss Clooney, to

have hit a studio with the sound
common-sense of not trying to make
a glamor-puss, an opera star, or a dra-

matic actress out of her in her first try.

She strikes us as having something of

the Ginger Rogers touch (plus a sexy

voice) about her. LC

fyiitui fatty*

he has won from her obnoxious brother,

John Baer. She snubs him. To finance the

project, they fleece a number of suckers and
one of them commits suicide. The dead
man's sister, Julia Adams, is befriended by
Power and she falls in love with him. Com-
plications ensue when John Baer, in turn,

falls for Julia. She rejects him. Blaming
Power, Baer challenges him to a duel, but

disgraces himself. His father, Paul Cava-
nagh, orders him out of the house. In a

scuffle with Power, Baer is killed. Laurie,

meanwhile, marries a banker, but the mar-
riage is not successful. Later, Laurie's hus-

band disappears when his bank goes broke,

and Power loses his fortune. He and
Mclntyre go back to the river boat, and as

it pulls away Laurie realizing she has loved

Power all along, scrambles aboard and em-
braces him. YORK

romance department, with supporting roles

being acceptably carried out.

STORY: A captain in the Royal Midland
Fusileers, Lawford becomes the dupe of a

communist spy ring. With his regiment

being shipped off to India, Lawford is ar-

rested and court martialed. He escapes the

civil authorities and enlists in the army as

a private. Meanwhile, his fiance Janice Rule

has followed the regiment to India and is

being courted by Richard Greene, a friend

of Lawford's. By coincidence, Lawford is

sent to India, where a red-inspired rebellion

is in progress. After a pitched battle with

the insurgents, in which Lawford performs

one heroic feat after another, he is cleared

of the former charge and reinstated with

his reg'ment and his girl. NEIL
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omulus presents JOSE FERRER in John Huston's "MOULIN ROUGE"- Color by Technicolor • with ZSA ZSA GABOR

ANOTHER

TOP GROSSER

FROM THE

COMPANY

THAT GAVE YOU

THE AFRICAN

QUEEN" «V

SUZANNE FLON . And Introducing COLETTE MARCHAND A ROMULUS Production • Directed by JOHN HUSTON

Screenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston • From the Novel "MOULIN ROUGE" by PIERRE LA MURE



THE NAKED SPUR' STEWART
Rates • • • generally

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

91 minutes

James Stewart, Janet Leigh, Robert Ryan,

Ralph Meeker, Millard Mitchell

Directed by Anthony Mann

"The Naked Spur" is not a Technicolor

western in the usual sense. There are most
of the usual appurtenances peculiar to this

type of film, but they are merely the props

to drape a story that keeps the audience on

tenterhooks until the very last minute. Di-

rector Anthony Mann has paced the Sam
Rolfe-Harold Jack Bloom screenplay beauti-

fully, like a well-balanced meal. The mild

courses are interspersed between some furi-

ous action, pointing up the violence when it

occurs and constantly sharpening the ap-

petite for the next burst of action-spiced

sequences as it builds its suspense to the

pulse-pounding climax. Photographed in

Colorado's Rocky Mountains, William
Mellor's camera work captures some of the

most beautiful backgrounds ever to grace a

movie screen as it follows the danger-ridden

return of a wanted murderer for his reward
by three men, strangers to one another, and

WESTERN WITH A BIG B. 0.

the wily workings of the criminal to set one

against the other. Except for one spectac-

ular dialogue-less Indian battle, only five

characters are seen in the cast, each por-

trayed with artistry and conviction. There
is little doubt that this should register

strongly with audiences generally, and, with

the star names and word-of-mouth to bolster

grosses, it should be a hefty money-getter

in all spots. It's a lulu for action houses.

While James Stewart is the most promi-

nent name in the cast, his role and perform-

ance is no more impressive than those of

Robert Ryan as the crafty fugitive, Millard

Mitchell as a crotchety gold prospector, or

Ralph Meeker as a dishonorably discharged

Army officer who muscles into the human
stake. Janet Leigh gives by far her finest

performance as the girl Ryan keeps under

his thumb. If one were to choose the best of

the portrayals, it would probably be Mitchell,

in some of the most realistic makeup this

reviewer has ever seen, who would win the

honors. The Rocky Mountains could be

added to the list of magnificent portrayals.

This is an all-star picture in every sense of

the word.

STORY: Posing as a sheriff on the trail

of a murderer, but actually after a $5000

reward for his return, dead or alive, James
Stewart enlists the aid of Millard Mitchell,

a gold prospector who could direct him lo

his prey, Robert Ryan. They trap Ryan on

a high plateau, and the shooting brings

Ralph Meeker, an Army officer discharged

for getting an Indian girl into trouble. The
three capture Ryan and find a girl, Janet

Leigh, with him. They begin the long

journey to Kansas, with Ryan, constantly

under watch, trying to set his captors against

each other in the hope that they will dis-

agree and give him an opportunity to escape.

When Stewart discovers Blackfeet Indians,

a normally peaceful tribe, trailing the group

to wreak their revenge on Meeker, he sends

Meeker off, hut the latter deliberately starts

a shooting battle with the redskins and the

men are forced to kill all of them. As they

near their destination, Ryan lures Mitchell

into leaving with him for a fictitious gold

cache, then kills the old man and sets a trap

for the others. Janet, however spoils Ryan's

plan and in a final desperate battle Ryan is

killed, and Meeker dies trying to recover

his body in boiling rapids. Stewart, now
wanting Janet as his wife more than the re-

ward, buries Ryan and the two start home-
ward. BARN

THE I DON'T CARE GIRL' MUSICAL PORTIONS GOOD, STORY WEAK
Rates • • + generally except in action houses; more with exploitation

As the film progresses, it is difficult to de-20th Century-Fox
78 minutes

Mitzi Gaynor, David Wayne, Oscar Levant,

Bob Graham, Craig Hill, Warren Stevens,

Hazel Brooks, Marietta Canty, Sam Hearn,

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

"The I Don't Care Girl" is a fine Techni-

color musical effort production-wise, but an

inept script drags it down considerably.

While it is brightened by some flashy musi-

cal sequences, featuring the brilliant dancing

talents of Mitzi Gaynor, the story—sup-

posedly inspired by the life of Eva Tanguay
—starts well, but soon lapses into a hodge-

podge that borders on the ridiculous, even

for a musical. Scriptor Walter Bullock uses

an unconventional device to present his yarn.

The film begins in producer George Jessel's

office and flashes back as various associates

of Tanguay recount her past. This contriv-

ance, however, serves not only to slow the

pace, but it breaks up the continuity as well.

termine whether it is a presentation of the

life of Tanguay, or the trials and tribulations

of Jessel, the producer. The whole thing is

topped off with an abrupt ending that will

have audiences doing a double-take and ask-

ing "wha hoppen?" The Gaynor dance pyro-

technics are the film's saving grace. This

plus the color, the title, and the David
Wayne- Oscar Levant names should bring

the film into above average grosses in the

deluxers, but word-of-mouth won't help in

the sub runs. Exploitation of the Tanguay
name and Gaynor dancing and costumes

should give it a boost. Nothing here for the

action houses.

Director Lloyd Bacon and his cast are

decidedly limited by the script. But not so

in the Jack Cole production numbers* Mitzi

Gaynor shows plenty of sparkle and verve

as- Eva Tanguay. The "I Don't Care" and

"Beale Street Blues" sequences are certainly

worthy of a better picture. Oscar Levant

checks in with his usual musical role as

Oscar Levant.

STORY: George Jessel, in preparing to

film the life of Eva Tanguay, has his script-

writers interview various persons who knew
her. These interviews result in episodic

flash-backs, the first of which shows Mitzi

Gaynor (Tanguay) being dicovered by a

hoofer, David Wayne. Wayne makes her

part of his act and she meets the song and

dance team of Oscar Levant and Bob
Graham. Gaynor falls in love with Graham,

but Graham has a wife to complicate

matters. Switching back to Jessel's office,

Levant arrives on the scene to refute

Wayne's story and take credit for making

Gaynor a star. He tells how it was through

his efforts that she met Ziegfield and went

on to success. Still later, Graham joins the

conference and, as the man whom Gaynor

loved, fills in what the others left out. The
end leaves everybody wondering what the

real story is. NEIL

THE HOAXTERS' STRONG ANTI-COMMIE FEATURETTE

MGM
37 minutes

Narrated by: Marilyn Erskine, Howard Keel,

George Murphy, Walter Pidgeon, Dore

Schary, Barry Sullivan, Robert Taylor,

James Whitmore.

Produced by Dore Schary

"The Hoaxters" is an intelligent, devasta-

tingly effective propaganda short which

turns a scorching spotlight on Communism,
and all the other "isms," past and present,

which plague the democratic free way of

life. It was assembled by Dore Schary and

a hand-picked crew of MGM craftsmen, em-

ploying the March of Time technique. Ex-

hibitors should be able to exploit this profit-

bly and it can be used in place of a second

feature.

The eight narrators trace the treacherous

foreign policy of the Soviet Union toward

this country, as background for the visual

impact of captured films from behind the

Iron Curtain. The approach is literate, in-

formative and engrossing.

Drawing a shrewd parallel between the

forces of Communism and those of Hitler,

Mussolini and Tbjo, the picture ties together

hitherto unreleased news clips of history in

the making. Yet, while purporting to alert

Americans to the dangerous inroads being

made into this country by Communist forces,

this 37-minute featurette wisely warns

against the endangerment of the democratic

liberties under the guise of anti-Communism.

Particular stress has been placed on trac-

ing the constantly reversing attitude of the

Soviet Union toward this country in its ef-

fort to gain world domination. Producer

Schary has entrusted the counter-arguments

to such great Americans as Franklin D.

Roosevelt, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Adlai E.

Stevenson and J. Edgar Hoover—using

news clips frm their many quotable public

utterances.
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS

953 the Yvtir o/ Decision /or Jl«r#Vf/o##i

1953 may prove to be the year which

shapes the destiny of the motion picture in-

dustry. Within the next 12 months the pro-

duction, distribution and exhibition branches

of the business should have a fairly conclu-

sive answer to the question of television's

ability to hold potential movie-goers glued

to their miniature home screens.

It would seem wise, therefore, to survey

the line-up of films already in release, or

soon to be set for '53 release, and evaluate

them as suitable weapons with which to

stage this crucial battle.

For one thing, the 1953 releases will be

more globe-circling in their scope. Included

in the line-up of pictures completed and

awaiting release are stories of such far-flung-

places as Africa, India, Japan, Israel and

Europe—plus some unusual North American

backgrounds in Canada and Mexico. To

mention but a few of the more outstanding

films with foreign backgrounds, there are:

Stanley Kramer's "The Juggler" (Kirk

Douglas-Milly Vitale), made in Israel: Para-

mount's William Wyer comedy, "Roman

Holiday" (Gregory Peck-Audrey Hepburn),

filmed in Rome; "Treasury of the Golden

Condor" (Cornel Wilde-Constance Smith),

shot in its native locale of Nicaragua; "Mon-

soon" (Ursulla Thiess), with an authentic

Indian background; "Affair in Monte Carlo"

(Merle Oberon-Leo Genn), made in Mon-

0

The industry was stimulated last week by

the announcement from Darryl F. Zanuck,

vice-president in charge of production at

2()th Century-Fox, that his studio will turn

out more high-cost, top pictures in 1953 than

at any time in the history of the company.

While the Fox schedule for the year in-

cludes 36 features, the big news was the dis-

closure of an imposing slate of seven Tech-

nicolor productions, which, alone, will cost

more than $20,000,000. Zanuck called this

probably "the highest outlay for super-

specials" in Hollywood annals.

The big seven are "The Robe", to be pro-

duced by Frank Ross and directed by Henry

Koster; "Prince Valiant," with Robert L.

Jacks producing; "The Story of Demetrius,"

produced by Ross; "King of the Rhyber

Rifles," Frank P. Rosenberg producing;

Irving Berlin's "There's No Business Like

Show Business," Walter Lang directing, and

the best-seller novel "The Egyptian",

Zanuck's personal production for the year

starring Marlon Brando,

This is 20th Century-Fox's answer to TV
—and a mighty powerful answer it is!

aco; "Decameron Nights," filmed in Spain;

"I Confess" (Montgomery Clift), which

Alfred Hitchcock made on location in Can-

ada; "Sombrero" (Ricardo Montalban), and

at least a half-dozen others, made in Mexico;

and "Return to Paradise" (Gary Cooper),

in Samoa; as well as upwards of a dozen

outstanding properties filmed in England.

Even many of the productions filmed in

Hollywood have a foreign flavor—the actual

locales having been authentically recreated

on the Southern California sound stages. In

this group are: "Fair Wind to Java" (Fred

MacMurray-Vera Ralston); "Road to Bali"

(Bob Hope-Bing Crosby-Dorothy Lamour)

;

"Blackbeard the Pirate" (Linda Darnell-

Robert Newton); "Salome" (Rita Hay-
worth); and "Julius Ceasar" (Marlon

Brando-Deborah Kerr).

Also boding well for the industry in this

critical year is the wide diversity in the sub-

ject matter of films to be released. Musicals,

comedies, dramas, fantasies, adventure stor-

ies, and the currently popular science-fiction

yarns are all well represented.

Outstanding among the musical offerings

coming up are: "Hans Christian Andersen"

(Danny Kaye-Jeanmaire), which is already

playing to packed houses in New York and

Los Angeles; "Stars and Stripes Forever"

(Clifton Webb-Debra Paget); "April In

Paris" (Ray Bolger) ; "The Desert Song"

During his stay here on the west coast,

Paramount president Barney Balaban con-

ferred with studio chiefs Y. Frank Freeman

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Accent on Super-Specials

(Kathryn Grayson-Gordon MacRae); and
"She's Back on Broadway" (Virginia Mayo).

Walt Disney's "Peter Pan," is almost cer-

tain to be one of his biggest money-makers.
Fox's "My Cousin Rachel" (Olivia de Havil-

land-Richard Burton) and Metro's "The Bad
and the Beautiful" (Lana Turner-Kirk Doug-
las) should attract wide attention among the

lovers of drama. For adventure addicts,

there are: Republic's "Thunderbirds" (John
Derek-John Barrymore, Jr.-Mona Freeman);
U-I's "Sioux Uprising" and Alied Artists'

"Hiawatha". Promising in the field of com-
edy films are: "Never Wave At A Wac"
(Rosalind Russell-Marie Wilson), "The
Stooge" (Martin and Lewis) and "The Lady
Wants Mink" (Ruth Hussey - Dennis
O'Keefe-Eve Arden). Metro, Paramount,
Columbia and Republic will provide science-

fiction yarns.

All in all, it seems to stack up as pretty

formidable filmfare for combating the small-

time stuff that makes up the bulk of TV
entertainment. Good pictures is the first,

necessary step to win back the stay-at-home
public, that everyone recognizes. Backing
the product must be big-time showmanship,
the kind of ballyhoo that bespeaks a confi-

dent, enthusiastic frame of mind about our

industry's future. We look for '53 to be an
encouraging year for the future of movie
business.

o

and Don Hartman about further means of

effecting economies. Some more help was
lopped off the payroll and a couple producers
are winding up there duties on the lot.

Balaban, rated one of the most astute

financial men in the business, is determined
to have his studio operate smoothly well
within the limits of the present-day box-
office potential. A realist, the Paramount
top executive is insisting that the lot's work
be so thoroughly organized that every dollar

expended show a fair return.

There has been a steady retrenchment
policy in effect here for many months. High-
priced star, producer and director talent that

could not safely be counted upon to deliver

proportionate returns on their salaries have
gradually been lopped off the payroll. More
will probably go.

0 o

1\K() emerges from the long hiatus, this

month, to launch a 1953 film slate of 20 or

more pictures. Between January 15 and
February 1, three pictures will go into pro-

(Continued on Page 22 >
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
(Continued from Page 21)

duction, including "Second Chance", which

will likely star Robert Mitchum and Linda

Darnell; "Arizona Territory" (Robert Ryan)

and a Technicolor escapist feature, "Son of

Sinbad," which is yet to be cast. Also slated

for early starts are: "The Silver Horde,"

based on the Rex Beach novel; "High

Frontier," a Park Ranger story to be filmed

in one of the national parks, and Harried

Parsons' long-postponed, "Size 12".

Although C. J. Tevlin, RKO's new vice-

president in charge of studio operations,

tells FILM BULLETIN that the 20-picture

slate is sufficient to meet the distribution or-

ganization's demands, Howard Hughes is

known to be on the prowl for independent

product. Several new story properties for

RKO's own production company are also in

the process of negotiation.

The 1953 schedule is expected to be pro-

duced at the rate of approximately two per

month, although studio executives freely

admit that the schedule may be thrown off

considerably by casting snarls and color

commitments.

0 0
Paramount launched the new year by

jumping into the field of television produc-

tion. Through it's TV subsidiary, Para-

mount Television Productions, the company
placed the first of 39 half-hour dramatic

shows before the cameras on January 5. The
Danziger brothers, Edward J. and Harry L.,

will be in charge of production on the slate

of films, with Burt Balaban serving in a

supervisory capacity. Paul Raibourn, presi-

dent of Paramount Television Productions,

made this statement in connection with the

launching of the TV production: "Although

this marks the first venture into the produc-

tion of films for television, we believe that

TV and motion pictures are sister arts and

that each has a constructive contribution to

make to the other."

0
Columbia is starting five pictures this

month, which almost doubles the record of

any month during 1952. Moreover, this high

level of production will be maintained

throughout most of the new year, according

to present planning. Gene Autry's "Saginaw
Trail" teed off the heavy January schedule

on January 4, under the direction of George
Archinbaud and the producer helming of

Armand Schaefer. "Mission Over Korea"

(John Derek), to be produced by Robert

Cohn, and Sam Katzman's "Prisoner of the

Casbah" are both slated to roll January 13.

"Crusin' Down the River" (Billy Daniels-

Bell Sisters-Dick Haymes-Connie Russell),

a Jonic Taps musical, rolls on the 19th; and

"Rough Company," Lewis Rachmil's first

production for Columbia, is slated to start

the following week. Stanley Kramer's "The
Cyclists' Raid" (Marlon Brando), originally

set for a late January take-off, now goes on

February 2. Anson Bond's first for the

Gower Street company, tentatively titled

"Operation 16-Z," also is set for a February
start.

0 o
Republic added three more pictures to the

new slate which got underway this month,
thereby boosting to five the total number of

films due to roll in the first 60 days of 1953.

On January 5, director Hary Keller,

launched "Commando Cody, Sky Marshal of

the Universe". Others coming up during

the two month period are: "Iron Mountain
Trail" (Rex Allen), to be directed by
William Witney; "El Paso Stampede"
(Rocky Lane western), Harry Keller direct-

ing for Rudy Ralston; "Sea of Lost Ships,"

a Joseph Kane production, and "A Champ
From Brooklyn," to be produced by William

A. Seiter.

0 0
United Artists will bankroll an increasing

number of the films it releases in 1953

—

both for theatres and television. At the

present time, UA has committed itself to

financial participation in exactly half of the

next 30 films on its schedule. In addition,

plans are being finalized in New York to set

up similar financing deals for video pro-

ducers. The company's share in the 15 thea-

tre films coming up will range from 10 to

50 per cent.

0 0
Warner Brothers, which introduced sound

to motion pictures, has scooped the trade by

taking the lead among major companies in

the production of three-dimensional films.

Jack L. Warner has just concluded a deal

with Milton L. Gunzburg of Natural Vision

Corp., for an undisclosed number of commit-

ments. The first of several NV films slated

for '53 will roll on the WB lot on January

15. It will be "The Wax Works", a chiller,

which Andre deToth will direct. A three-

dimension expert will be provided the studio

in much the same way that Technicolor as-

signs tint technicians to the various lots

which utilize their services. Gunzburg him-

self may move onto the Warner lot as the

Natural Vision consultant.

0 0
Universal-International closed down its

television subsidiary, which had been turn-

ing out 30-minute dramatic subjects, during

the closing days of 1952, and will devote its

efforts, exclusively to producing theatre

films during the new year. The only filming

for TV which is now contemplated will be

in the field of spot commercials.

During the few months that the TV sub-

sidiary was in operation, 13 vidpix for the

"Fighting Man" series were turned out at a

cost per picture of around $27,000.

Kxecutives of the company give as their

reason for shutting down this type of pro-

duction, the "insecurity (if the television

market". The physical properties of the unit

will be kept intact, however, for immediate

resumption of production when the situation

changes.

STAR BRIGHT

RICHARD BURTON

Twenty-six year old English actor, Rich-

ard Burton, who claims that everything con-

nected with his career "has always come too

easily," is finding that Hollywood stardom

is certainly no exception. Few newcomers
in recent years have created more excite-

ment in the film colony than he has. As a

result of his first role—Olivia de Havilland's

leading man in "My Cousin Rachel"—critics

and movie-goers alike have hailed him the

"find" of the year, and Darryl F. Zanuck
has rewarded him with the coveted part of

Marcellus in "The Robe."

Any way you look at it, this rugged, dark,

green-eyed newcomer to Hollywood is the

answer to a press agent's dream. Ten years

ago, at the age of 16, he made up his mind
that he wanted no part of the life of a coal

miner in South Wales—a vocation which
his entire family for generations back had all

pursued. So what happened? He answered

an advertisement in a newspaper and became
an actor—just like that.

Since then he has appeared in scores of

plays on the English stage, starred in five

British films for Alexander Korda, and

played a leading role in a Broadway hit play.

Following his first stage role—the one he

won through that fateful newspaper adver-

tisement—Burton won a scholarship to Ox-
ford, where he studied English and Italian

language and literature. There he continued

acting in "The Ouds," school dramatic so-

ciety. After a year he joined the Royal Air

Force and was sent to Winnipeg, Canada,

to train as a navigator. Nine months later

the war ended and he returned to London
to resume his stage career.

He has that intense dramatic quality that

makes Laurence Olivier so fine an actor.

He's not the "pretty boy" type, this Richard

Burton; he's dynamic. Exhibitors may find

they're turning his good luck to their own
advantage, by giving him a big build-up.
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BLUE CHIP PRODUCTION

Kathryn Grayson (as Grace Moore) and Fortunio Bonanova (as Dr. Marfioti, her vocal coach)

'THE GRACE MDORE STORY'

The life story of Grace Moore, who was one of Holly-

wood's most magnificent singers and one of the theatre's

and ooera's most exciting personalities, should have a

ready-made boxoffice among the millions of ardent fans

who still revere her memory. But Warner Brothers shouldn't

have to rely on the nostaglic draw of her magic name

to sell "The Grace Moore Story", which, on the basis

of the daily "rushes", stacks up as

Warner's finest picture in over a

year.

Kathryn Grayson has dyed her hair

blonde for the title role and emerges

as a striking new personality. This

film promises to carry her to new

heights of popularity with the movie-

going public.

Wisely, Jack Warner has avoided

making "The Grace Moore Story" a

biography, in the strict sense. Rather,

it is a picturization of the colorful

highlights of Miss Moore's career

from early girlhood through her tri-

umphant debut at the Metropolitan

Opera Company. Through the film's

Technicolor footage, a parade of the

great personalities of the Broadway

show world and the concert and

opera stages wend their way. Among
Miss Grayson portrays tin

star at her high school commencement

those to be portrayed in the picture are: Mary Garden,

George Gershwin, Vincent Youmans, John McCormack
and Gatti-Cassaza.

Merv Griffin, the radio and recording star, gets his

first big picture break in one of the two romantic leads op-

posite Miss Grayson. Other cast toppers are Walter Abel,

Douglas Dick, Ann Doran and Rosemary DeCamp.

John Monks, Jr., wrote the screen-

play, using as his source for material,

Miss Moore's autobiography, "You're

Only Human Once", which was pub-

lished during the final years of her

life. Gordon Douglas is directing the

production for Henry Blanke, dean of

the Warner producing staff. Ray

Heindorf is the musical director and

LeRoy Prinz is directing the chore-

ography.

Music for the picture will run the

scale from church hymns, to popular

tunes, to operatic arias. Featured

will be some of the hit songs of the

era from 1917 to 1928, plus scenes

from three of the top Broadway musi-

cal stage hits of that period. A total

of 31 musical spots are slated in the

script, of which 20 feature Miss

Grayson's singing.
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Hollijuccd Wctefock

Heard in Hdllywddd
By JAY ALLEN

Overseas production during the first half of

'53 will be more than double what it was during

the same period last year, with 21 already set

for foreign treks between now and June 30 . . .

86 Technicolor films are now completed and

awaiting release, plus 25 more in production

—

and an additional 49 in preparation—an all-

time high . . . Sidney Franklin one of the real

old timers among Metro producers, is taking a

year's leave of absence, and it's not for an

especially happy reason . . . First Dale Robert-

son and now Ty Power has nixed the starring

role in Len Goldstein's "Gatling Gun" for 20th-

Fox . . . Edward L. Alperson reportedly has

offered Arch Obler $2,000,000 for an outright

buy of "Bwana Devil," which ought to measure

a fourth dimension to that little boxoffice

sleeper.

0 0
Fox will divvie up a buck per share to the

stockholders before any of the execs can get

reimbursement on their reduced salaries . . .

Lippert secured the rights to re-issue J. Arthur

Rank's 1947 hit, "Chu Chin Chow" (Anna May

Wong), and tagged it for a March release . . .

The King Brothers are dickering for a new

German third-dimensional process called Gratze,

which doesn't require Polaroids . . . Byron Haskin

drew the director assignment on George Pal's

Technicolor opus, "Conquest of Space," for

Paramount.

<o o
Columbia teed off 1953 with an all-time

record high of 37 writers, working on what Harry

Cohn terms "the most important group of liter-

ary properties the studio has ever owned" . . .

Barbara Rush, late of Paramount's Golden

Circle, gets a term pact at U-l . . . Republic

upped Rex Allen's oater schedule from six to

eight for '53
. . . Rita Hayworth reported back

to Columbia for "Miss Sadie Thompson" on Jan-

uary 5, being just too, too princess-y, which isn't

going to help her bad press.

o o
Milton L. Gunzberg, Natural Vision prez, pre-

dicts the majors will produce between 12 and

15 three-dimension films this year . . . William

Hammerstein II ankled his Paramount musical

producer pact after one year, indicating that

Don Hartman hasn't changed his mind about

tunefilms being too risky an undertaking . . .

Fox has updated the release of Bette Davis' "The

Star," from March to late January—banking on

La Davis copping an award nomination in Feb-

ruary.

0 0
Paramount is launching a nation-wide talent

search as a promotion for "The Stars Are Sing-

ing"—idea being to feature two singers from

each town on Lauritz Melchior's 1 04-city con-

cert tour . . . Al Zugsmith's American Pictures

Corp. will triple its output for 1953, with six

films to be made at a total cost of $3,500,000

. . . Milton Sperling set a February I starting

on "Blowing Wild" (Gary Cooper-Barbara Stan-

wyck), which Hugo Fregonese will direct on

location in Vera Cruz. Warner's will release

. . . RKO gets the releasing rights on Julian

Lesser's "The Lost Hours" (Mark Stevens-Jean

Kent), produced in England.

O 0
Director Arthur Lubin has formed his own inde

production company for the making of two films

—one starring Irene Dunne, and the other, Mae
West . . . Jerry Wald has activated "His

Master's Voice," screen cavalcade of the record

business "from Caruso to Como" for Columbia.

RCA-Victor is cooperating—making all of its

records and sound tracks available . . . Janet

Leigh is the seventh Metro star to go on loan-

out in a month—she to U-l to co-star with Don

O'Connor in "Walking My Baby Back Home".

0 0
Fox has already scheduled a sequel to "The

Robe," and the latter film doesn't start shooting

until next month! Follow-up will be titled "The

Story of Demetrios," and was conceived for the

purpose of getting additional use out of lavish

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

This month marks the fortieth anniversary

of Samuel Goldwyn's entry into show busi-

ness. His motion picture colleagues have

paid their enthusiastic respects by persuad-

ing the mayor of Beverly Hills to officiary

designate a "Samuel Goldwyn Day."

But it is not his 40 years as a successful

movie-maker that is generating so much talk

about Producer Goldwyn, these crisp winter

days. Katlu-r, Hollywood is talking about

paying him another type of tribute— -one

which has no connection with sentiment or

anniversaries. The movie colony is debating

the merits .if his latest picture, "Hans Chris-

tian Andersen," and wondering how many
Academy awards it is going to walk away
with in March. A group of high-placed

costumes and sets created for "Robe" . . . MGM
bought and completed screenplay of "Rhap-

sody" from Paramount, along with the services

of Charles Vidor who previously had been set to

direct it . . . Lippert will release Arthur Hilton's

"Project X" story of an atom submarine, which

rolls January 15 . . . Gable's next for Metro will

be "Green Fire," an original by Everett Free-

man dealing with emerald mining in South

America . . . Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon

have delivered the first in the series of scripts

they've contracted to write for Columbia.

0 0
William Calihan has been handed the pro-

ducer assignment on Allied Artists' "The Rocket's

Red Glare," based on the life of Frances Scott

Key . . . Michael Kraike is a new producer with

Screen Gems—Columbia's TV subsidiary . . .

Republic will use some of its television film

footage, abandoned when the company shut

down its telepix unit, as the basis for a new

theatrical picture.

Academy members, discussing this year's

awards the other evening, summed it up this

way: "It looks like Goldwyn has done it

again. He'll probably sweep the awards this

year, just like he did in 1948, with "Best

Years of Our Lives."

Looking back over his 40 years of movie-
making, Goldwyn has been able to chart a

course for his future production, which he

believes will be profitabe. "Hollywood pro-

duces too many documentaries," he says.

"Pictures that are factual, but do not inspire

audiences or lift them out of themselves,

contribute too little to the benefit of the peo-

ple. Factual productions may have their

value, but a picture that is enjoyed by all

members of the family is thel only truly

great picture. In the future, I plan to con-

centrate as much as possible on such films."

Goldwyn's first motion picture, back in

1913, was "The Squaw Man," made in con-

junction with Jesse L. Lasky and Cecil J!.

DeMille. It was this great trio of movie
pioneers, who brought Geraldine Farrar to

the screen, as the star of "Carmen," in 1915.

Miss Farrar later became the star of Gold-

wyn's own company which was blended into

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, while Goldwyn went
on to form his own company, which still

exists today.

Some of the old-timers in Hollywood have

long ago passed their peak, productionwisc,

and are living on past reputations. No so

for Sam Goldwyn, who goes on turning out

the kind of films that provoke great public

interest, roll up top grosses and prove over

and over again that there is no entertain-

ment to match the potential of the motion

picture.

We salute Samuel Goldwyn, veteran, pio-

neer, movie man with vision.

Th o Sp ot light
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SHORT S HitJEC TS

COLUMBIA'S A. MONTAGUE
will have the most unique international

sales meeting in the company's his-

tory. For two days the general sales

manager and his branch and division

managers will talk about only one pic-

ture. The sessions, due for the Drake
Hotel in Chicago on the 16th & 17lh,

will be devoted exclusively to the sales

and promotion plans for "Salome,''

the company's big Rita Hayworth pro-

duction for 195.5 and what Columbia is

touting as its most important produc-

tion ever. The Friday sessions will in-

clude a screening of the picture, while

the Saturday confab wil hear an out-

line of the ad-publicity campaign by
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. and the policy

plans for worldwide sales and distri-

bution, to be unveiled by Montague.

The sales chief met with his cabinet

and the company's domestic division

managers last Wednesday (7th) to

complete the ground work for the un-

usual confab, and to set up the sales

and distribution plans for "Salome."

Here's one sales meeting that ought to

create a helluva stir in the industry.

TOA'S PROGRESS REPORT has a sensi-

ble list of do's and don't's for cashiers.

Among them is a warning not to "read for

your own amusement while on duty, nor

manicure, chew gum, fix hair, apply cos-

metics, or eat anything." We hate to think

of what this wil do to the concession busi-

ness. But there is one "don't" that will seem

a bit ridiculous to some theatremen: "Don't

allow large amounts of money to accumulate

in the box office." And after all their pray-

ing, too.

SERIOUSLY, that TOA report has some
excellent suggestions for proper methods of

handling the customer by all employes—the

doorman, the usher, and even the manager.

Compiled from the very fine service manual
recently published by Sidney Meyer and

Mitchell Wolfson (former TOA president)

of Wometco Theatres, it offers valuable

hints on behavior, fire and panic treatment,

a treatise on answers to "How's the pic-

ture?" and general suggestions that would

be of value to any theatreman, even if only

to remind him and his help how to handle

the public.

THE RECORD-SMASHERS: 20th-Fox's

"Stars and Stripes Forever" with an all-time

Christmas Day boxoffice record at the Roxy,

ended up with a mammoth $157,000 for the

week. With the Ice Colorama show on stage,

it seems settled down for a marathon run

. . . The "Bwana Devil" grosses continue

phenomenal. At the Warner Aldine in Phila-

delphia all existing records for the 1300-seat

house were shattered as the Arch Oboler

three-dimensional film hit a $37,000 high for

its first week. And this in the face of the

snowstorm, rain and other elements that

should have diminished the audiences but

couldn't . . . "Hans Christian Andersen"
maintains its record-smashing performances.

New marks were set in Christmas Day open-

ings at the Astor in Boston, the Colony in

Miami Beach and the Beverly in Beverly

Hills. In Boston, "HCA" topped by more

than 50% the previous record holder, "The

Best Years of Our Lives," another Goldwyn

film . . . John Huston's "Moulin Rouge"

piled up the biggest single day's gross in

the history of the Fox Wilshire Theatre in

Los Angeles in its Dec. 28 opening, winding

up with a new high for the week at the

house where it opened to make it eligible

for the Oscar derby . . . The New York
City bus strike failed to prevent long lines

at the Victoria for "Come Back, Little

Sheba," due to finish its third weekend at

the house last week. The first two broke

house records . . .

-

AT "COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA" PREMIERE

There was i/uitr a turnout oj exhibitors and distri butors for the Paramount film at the Victoria open-

ing. Among those mi hand, from left. Mr. it Mrs. Samuel Rosen oj Fabian Theatres, and Mr. &
Mis. George Dembow, National Screen Service; Paramount Distributing Corp. president A. W.

Schtvalberg; Mi. X- Mrs. Walter Reade, Jr.; Mr. & Mrs. Emanuel Frisck.

EDITORIAL
Movies' Friend

The movies' best friend in the newspaper field,

the Hearst chain, keeps right on plugging.

Following that fine Chicago Herad-Amerlcan

limerick contest, the New York Journal-American

is running a contest that should be a powerful

stimulant to moviegoing. Describing the deal,

the Journal notes that "from January to De-

cember, Hollywood turned out a stunning array

of films," and iS asking its readers to share

$1000 in cash prizes if they can match the

awards of the nation's film critics' selections in

the Associated Press poll for the best three

movies in '52, best, actor, best actress, best

supporting actor and best supporting actress.

In the text describing the competition, the

paper urges the readers to see the "fine" films

which opened before Christmas, included among
the list from which selections are to be made.

"Their (Hollywood's) products, infinite in range,

are regarded as wholesome entertainment and

a fine medium for education," the article says.

"Your opinions are respected by the producers

who are constantly striving to provide film

fare."

In this way, the paper promotes not only an

upsurge during a normally slow season, but

gives the moviegoers a stake in the pictures to

be made in the future.

In addition to the cash, a special cocktail

party is being planned for the winners, to be

attended by film notables and to be held the

day the AP announces the results of their poll.

The Hearst chain of newspapers has con-

sistently upheld the movie industry, even when

some film people themselves were voicing dire

predictions of disintegration. Once again this

influential voice is proving its friendliness to

the movies. STEIN

MONEY TALK: Warners' profit dropped

in 1952 a bit shy of $2,000,000, but still re-

corded a net of $7,229,000, after paying more
than that—a whopping $7,700,000—in taxes

and after a provision of $550,000 for contin-

gent liabilities. In 1951, the company netted

$9,427,000, paid out $9,100,000 in federal taxes

and had a provision of $700,000 for contin-

gent liabilities. Included in the operating

profit for the year ended August 31, 1952, is

a profit of $878,000 from sales of capital

assets, before taxes, which compares with a

corresponding profit of $1,189,000 for the

previous year. Gross also showed a dip from

$116,909,000 in 1951 to $112,422,000 in '52.

Those two big fires at the studio didn't hurt

the company a bit. Claims were settled with

the insurance companies for $4,515,000 on

the basis of replacement cost rather than on

the depreciated book value of the properties.

The excess of the replacement cost over the

book value is not included in the 1952 net . .

.

Columbia's 13-week profit for the quarter

ended Sept. 27, 1952, was pretty well on a

par with the same period in 1951, with

higher taxes making the difference. Oper-
ating profit was $208,000 for the '52 quarter,

compared with $215,000 for the preceding

year's period.. Taxes, however, jumped to

$80,000—despite the lower figure—from the

(Continued on Page 28)
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BULLETIN
Exploitation & Merchandising

UEPAMMfflT

Warners' pre-release Miami run of "The
Jazz Singer" was given a flying start New
Year's Eve in its dual pre-release engage-

ment in Miami's Paramount and Miami
Beach's Reach theatres. After the hoop-la

at the world premiere on the West Coast in

the Fox Beverly in Beverly Hills, the special

engagement stirred up plenty of excitement.

There was a full day of locally promoted
pageants, the Orange Bowl Parade, water

carnivals and aerial displays, with a number
of national and local dignitaries paying tri-

bute to the show and vice-president Major
Albert Warner. The ad campaign was
started three weeks in advance of opening.

With the Warner mansion in Miami Beach
one of the landmarks of the resort center,

the local newspapers gave plenty of space

in feature stories, along with scenes, from

the Technicolor film. A radio saturation

campaign blasted announcements to every

set within several hundred miles, with a

solid barrage of chain breaks throughout

the day and night. Record shops played

Danny Thomas and Peggy Lee discs for 10

days, with complete credits to film and play-

date. There 10,000 balloons with "The Jazz

Singer" imprint distributed by drum ma-
jorettes during the Orange Bowl parade and

500 three-color two-sheet billboards, while

every downtown Miami and Miami Beach
hotel and nite spot carried cards announcing
the showings, plus heralds, bumper strips,

milk bottle hangers. The Florida State Thea-

tres and WB really did a job. The returns

show it.

* * #

Now its chlorophyll in movie merchandis-

ing. Walt Disney has arranged a tie-up for

his RKO release, "Peter Pan," with the Col-

HASjJLM mm

On her recent tour to publicize RKO's "Montana
Belle" Mnri Kenny, who looks like .lane Russell

and has <i couple other of her attributes, appeared
this way with manager Mori Levine at the II nine;

Stanley, Philadelphia.

FRONT & CENTER
Above is a view of the Roxy Theatre, New York,

the night 20th-Fox staged its brilliant televised

premiere of "Stars and Stripes Forever". Below,

standing front & center, Spyros P. Skouras re-

ceives a Marine Corps citation at the American

Embassy in Paris commending his company for

its pictures about the Marines, and, specifically.

"Stars & Stripes".

gate-Palmolive-Peet Co. for the latter to

promote a special "Peter Pan" chlorophyll

soap inspired by the film—and no wise

cracks! Display material kits featuring

"PP" characters will go out to more ihan

50,000 retail outlets throughout the country

to coincide with local playdates of the Dis-

ney film. Feature of the promotion is a

Disney "Never-Never Land" adventure map,
18 x 24 inches and beautifully illustrated in

color, to be offered to children as a premium.
It should make a swell decoration for any
kid's room—and a swell stunt for selling

"Peter Pan."

Another big tie-up is the one with Post

Cereals division, with 10,000,000 boxes to

carry the characters, a series of small comic

books within the Post "Corn Fetti" cartons

and plugs twice a week <m the "Captain

Video" TV show.

* s< *

The re-relcase of "Cleopatra" by Para-

mount will be spurred by some special "live"

display material. Included arc a 60 \ 20

Day-Glo banner, a 39 x 59 Day-Glo Standee,

a 10 \ 13 Day-Glo counter card, and a two-

side Day-Glo twirler. These and other dis-

play materials can be ordered direct from

the Evans Printing and Poster Co. of Dallas,

Texas, A special insert in the pressbook

describes and illustrates the accessories.

Selling New Stars

While it seems that the screen should be the

natural medium for selling new stars, too often

it becomes merely a vehicle for carrying the

personalities to the public via their appearances

in feature pictures—and then it stops. Some-

times there is a special build-up on Life's cover,

or a Look spread, or a Sunday supplement fea-

ture, when a reporter or an editor detects a

new player's potential or gets an angle for a

story. And sometimes, the star is made by

public word-of-mouth, after a particularly ef-

fective role in a movie.

One company, however, seems to have hit

upon an unusual angle—sell the star in the

movies! Paramount has made a seven-minute

Technicolor subject entitled "Meet Rosemary

Clooney". While Miss Clooney has made her

mark in radio and on discs with such song

successes as "Come-On-A My House," "Half

As Much" and "Boch-A Me", few moviegoers

have seen the lovely young singer. To stimulate

audience excitement over her first motion pic-

ture, "The Stars Are Singing," Paramount is

making the reel available—gratis—to exhibitors.

In addition, a special combination mailing piece

and press sheet on the short will be given to

exhibitors who play the subject.

It took a long time for the movie industry to

realize that it had the medium to sell itself

right on its own screens with the COMPO series

of shorts on various facets of moviemaking. It

should be interesting to watch whether it can

sell new personalities on its theatre screens.

STEIM

Fox is spending a quarter of a million

dollars for advertising and exploitation for

its "Taxi". Vice-president Charles F.infeld's

announced point-of-sale promotion will be

employed to a greater extent than ever

before. Billboards, special newspaper teasei

(Continued on Page 28)

e s how Columbia S "Strange Fascination" was

tied in by Ralph Carenza of Springfield's BijOU

Theatre with II Sl'R's morning program in a

".\arne the Blonde Contest". The big blow-up in

the theatre lobby plugging the program was

matched by disc jockey Boh Lloyd's plugs.
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Exploitation and Merchandising

(Continued from Page 27)

ads, saturation TV and radio campaigns and

a co-op ad campaign, all geared to individual

openings, will be employed. In addition,

there will be a number of specials including

complete campaign mats, auto bumber ban-

ners, sectional valences and ushers' badges.

Special screenings for civic and educational

leaders, clergymen and other opinion makers

round out a sound local level campaign.

The Orpheum in New Orleans used the above tie-

in with a department store for the striking win-

dow display for Columbia's "The Four Poster'.

Lauritz Melchior is combining business

with ballyhoo in his concert tour, which will

be interrupted briefly when he flies to Wash-
ington from an appearance in Texas to sing

at the inauguration on January 20. Mel-

chior will return to Oklahoma City from the

inauguration to continue his tour which will

take him to 104 cities in the U. S. and

Canada, during which he will conduct a

talent hunt, and, incidentally, do plugs for

his new Paramount Technicolor musical,

"The Stars Are Singing". Winners of the

talent hunt will be screen-tested by—of all

people—Paramount.

# * *

Universal seems to have a valuable

property in its two-reel Technicolor special,

"The World's Most Beautiful Girls," and

it's going to do something about it. The
subject, filmed during the 1952 "Miss Uni-

verse" Beauty Pageant at Long Peach,

Calif., features 78 lovelies three of whom
were signed to U-I contracts. The trio,

Jackie Loughery ("Miss United States"),

Valeric Jackson ("Miss Montana") and Ruth
Hampton ("Miss New Jersey") will be tour-

ing on a coast-to-coast promotion through

January and February for openings. It will

A treasure hunt, with bicycles as prizes was set

up by Cincinnati RKO Crand manager Elwood

Jones. Jr. for H' arners "Abbott & Costello Meet

Captain Kidd".

have its debut, with special featuring, at the

Loew's State World Premiere of "Girls in

the Night", in New York.

* * *

The new Red Skelton film, "The Clown",

has a huge line of promotion possibilities

especially geared for maximum effectiveness

at' modest cost. Among the items are a

special ring which proved so successful with

"Ivanhoe," balloons with "The Clown" im-

printed and room for theatre listing, a four-

color plastic stick-on for glass doors,

counters and windows. Metro also has set

lip for order such novelties as an animated

flasher pictorial button (like the ones used

recently in the national elections), "smarty-

pants" patches that glow in the dark (the

teen-agers should go for these), special

masks and hats, various clown accounter-

ments (extra size shoes, red nose, etc.) and

a whole line of fluorescent items—bumper
strips, usher badges, flags and pennants,

streamers. It's getting the all-out treatment

designed especially for selling in your own
town, and it's worth looking into.

The New York Victoria really went all out on its

front for "Come Back. Little Sheba". The huge

display covered the adjoining stores as well as

the marquee.

Shard Subj€>cts

(Continued from Page 26)

$50,000 revenue bite in '51, leaving the com-
pany with a net of $128,000, compared with

$165,000 in the '51 quarter.

CHARLES M. REAGAN, Metro's sales

chief, met with his sales managers in Chi-

cago for the periodic get-together of the

field and home-office executive forces to get

a line on business generally. In addition to

Reagan, the home office was represented by
assistant sales manager Edward M. Saun-

ders and eastern sales manager John P.

Bryne.

METRO'S REAGAN
Sales Must Go On

OF MEN AND THINGS: Universale

board chairman N. J. Blumberg became a

grandfather again when daughter Mrs. Stan-

ley Meyer unveiled a son at St. John's Hos-

pital in Santa Monica on New Year's Eve
. . . Colosseum general counsel David Bez-

nor has been named vice-chairman of the

industry committee handling movie partici-

pation in National Brotherhood Week . . .

Paul Webster is now Republic's midwestern

district manager. He formerly headed the

Des Moines branch . . . Charles G. Drayton

was elected assistant treasurer and assistant

secretary of RKO Radio.

KICKOFF FOR the Adolph Zukor Golden

Jubilee, which will be punctuated through-

out 1953 with some of the fanciest affairs in

industry history, was the big shindig on his

birthday, Jan. 7, at the Hollywood Palla-

dium. The affairs for the little old man who
has made his indelible mark on this industry

were a classic of significance. He placed

his hand and foot prints in the forecourt of

Grauman's Chinese Theatre (an honor nor-

mally accorded only to those who appear on

the screen, not behind it); he was tendered

a huge birthday luncheon on the Paramount

lot, attended by studio officials and veteran

Paramount employees, most of whom began

their film careers under the famed show-

man's leadership.
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Sheba' Lauded as N. Y.

Cities' Award Winner

There was little room for doubt left, the

ay after "Come Back, Little Sheba" opened

t the Victoria Theatre on Broadway, that

his Paramount film would win the New
^"ork Film Critic's Award as the best motion

licture of 1952 (which it did overwhelm-

ingly). Reviewers on metropolitan dailies

ccorded this film version of the successful

tage play their praise in fortissimo.

Space forbids more than the briefest

hackings of the critic's laudatory comments,

lit the following will give the reader an

dea how enthusiastically "Come Back, Little

Sheba" was received.

The Time's Bosley Crowther commented
he film "makes as poignant and haunting a

Irama as was brought forth upon the stage."

:Je noted that "enough cannot be said for

he excellence of the performance Miss

ooth gives . . . And the excellence of Mr.

ancaster should not be overlooked."

In almost every sense (it) brings Broad-

ay to the screen," wrote Otis Guernsey in

he Herald Tribune. He felt "it provides a

ront-row seat for every one . . . there is a

ne show to be watched from these seats,"

nd lauded Miss Booth's efforts as a

twenty-four-carat performance".

After according the film an Excellent

ovie-meter rating, the Post's Archer Win-

ten sums up his feeling for the picture with,

I can't say that a picture of this sort is

headed straight for a Box Office bonanza,

but it does shine with a lustre of serious

purpose, of clear-sighted meaning, of honor-

able avoidance of cheap pandering to estab-

lished popular practices."

In the World-Telegram, Alton Cook feels

Miss Booth's performance is "obviously can-

didate for a whole cabinet of yearend awards

and probably will bring its lady a lasting

niche in movie stardom." In comparing it

to the play, Cook notes, "Fusion of a lot of

elements that turned out to be exactly right

have vastly expanded its stature on the

screen."

Beginning her review with "the chief

certainty today is that Shirley Booth will

win parctically every movie award handed
out this year," Rose Pelswick of the Journal-

American believes "the entire picture is ex-

cellent, absorbing, adult drama."

STOP YOU'RE KILLING ME'
WARNER BROS.
"Completely wacky, thoroughly entertain-

ing farce . . . one wild-eyed slapstick gag
after another . . . You'll find it fun."—Pels-

wick, N. Y. Journal-American.

"In the warming-over process, it has in >

t

been robbed of the typical Runyon combi-
nation of capricious fancy and rugged
humor. Its gags, old and new, are flavor-

some and lit the unworldly cynicism of the

story."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . I, .

Effective rehash of the fourteen-year-old 'A

Slight Case of Murder' . . . Amusing pos-
sibilities are fully exploited . . . The number
of adjectives that can he justly applied lo

this historic hocuspocus is legion."—Win-
sten, N. Y. Post.

"QUOT6S" What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

"Jittery piece of work, laboring the

Damon Runyon-Howard Lindsay carica-

tures until they come apart under this

pounding by a gilded hammer . . . Every

(.nee in a while some piece of telling slap-

stick breaks through, but mostly the picture

just fiddles around acting nervous in its

fancy clothes."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald

Tribune.

"Maybe it isn't exactly murder that the

Warners have performed . . . But it is an

elaborate job of mayhem that the brothers

have recklessly done . . . Where the origi-

nal roughhouse . . . was a beautiful piece of

farcical satire done with a mischievous dead-

pan, this latest traffic ... is a mixture of

Technicolored ( WarnerColor) musical and

broad-beamed burlesque, thrown togethei

with little inspiration,"—Crowther, N. Y.

Times.

MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID'
M-G-M
"Lavish and happy entertainment for the

whole family . . . handsomely mounted pro-

duction."— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-Ameri-

can.

"Luxuriance of razzle-dazzle that includes

Hippodrome acts, water ballets, bathing suit

shows, diving performances, low comedy
. . . but it does not include the felicities of

a reasonably fascinating script."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times.

"Screenplay is certainly not the most am-
using or captivating musical book of the

year . . . but, glimpses of water spectacle

rank with the best in the Williams pictures,

and they should excite even the most water-

logged sensibilites."—Guernsey, N. Y. Her-

ald Tribune.

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

stupendous, colossal and all the other 'ter-

rfic' descriptive adjectives in spectacular

Technicolored scope and effect."—Thirer,

N. Y. Post.

"Gala doings should satisfy the gaudiest

demands of patrons . . . Wildest, craziest

spectacle ever centered around Ether Wil-

liams."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

'HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN'
RKQ

"Full of exquisite production and pains-

taking craftsmanship . . . should receive

further elevation . . . Pretty and graceful a

picture as has come down the rocky pile this

year."—Crowther, N. Y. Times.

"Probably the mastcrwork of Goldwyn's

long producing career . . . Film that should

conjure a nostalgic tear or two."'—Cook,

N. V. World-Telegram.

"A bona fide Goldwyn dazzler . . . Big,

merry and tuneful ... So much spread

across the screen that one hardly knows
where to begin."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald

Tribune.

"Good Plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Lavish and grand . . . replete with melodies

. . . N'oii should find HCA satisfying re-

laxation."—Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"A blend of charm . . . romance . . .

humor ... of beautiful ballets, rhymetic

songs, glowing colors and georgeous sets."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American.

HANGMAN'S KNOT'
COLUMBIA
"Western with a bit more steam than is

ordinarily generated by a minor movie . . .

Has an edge on the average horse opera."

—

Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Exciting outdoor drama . . . that fairly

crackles with action and suspense."—Pels-

wick, N. Y. Journal-American.

"The Western, a movie staple often mis-

used and maligned through stereotyped pro-

duction, is given handsome, credible and edi-

fying treatment."—Weiler, N. Y. Times.

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Far

superior to routine prairie stuff . . . intelli-

gently put together."—Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"Western that is a good find for devotees

of that department, well supplied with

scenery and action."—Cook, N. Y. World-

Telegram.

TORPEDO ALLEY'
ALLIED ARTISTS

"Earnest but embarrassingly routine little

films . . . that juggles an authentic technical

background and a flabbily concocted story

. . . Harmless but thread bare tribute to a

far worthier subject."—H. H. T., N. Y.

Times.

"Best of the sequences are the action it-

self ... A lot of pictures have treated us

to this same rough form of warfare."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Strictly

routine . . . Director Landers has done an

earnest job."—Thirer, N Y. Post.

"If you think the plot is complicated, you

haven't seen encugh submarine sagas on the

screen."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

PONY SOLDIER'
20TH CENTURY-FOX

"Clean, simple and enjoyable melodrama
. . . Neither high romance nor spectacle . . .

Clean-cut, uncomplicated type of film which

is fine escapism for adults and manna for

the younger set."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herlad

Tribune.

"Stiff-backed and slow—a pretty good Sat-

urday morning picture for the boys in the

Beaver Patrol."—Crowther, N. Y. Times.

"Exciting Indian tale . . . Picture draws

most of what dignity and credible force it

does have from a quiet, earnest performance

by Tyrone."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Sweeping outdoor drama . . . with arrow

and rifle battles, chases, tribal councils and

effective outdoor backgrounds."—Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal-American.

"hair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Makes you think of brightly painted

children's toys ... A full assortment of

dcrring-dos, dust-biting, whistling bullets"

—Winston, X. Y. Post.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

THERE ARE MANY SIDES TO RUBY'
20th Century-Fox has a powerful an many-sided exploitation film in "Ruby

Gentry," one that carries appeal to anyone old enough to know about the birds and the

bees and angles that ran be levelled at either or both sexes. Sex, love, violence, tension

and strong drama offer a variety of exploitation facets, but perhaps the most effective

one is the role portrayed by Jennifer Jones, that of a tempestuous and beautiful girl who

gains revenge on an entire town that had castigated her but loses the man she truly

loves.

Miss Jones has been established as one of the screen's finest actresses ever since

her starring debut in "Song of Bernadette." She has since run the gamut of roles,

from ingenue to hot-blooded half-breed. As Ruby Gentry, this toothsome lass leans

considerably toward the latter type of portrayal and does more to a sweater and blue

jeans than most stars could accomplish in a bikini. But Ruby, too, has many sides. Her

moods in this film (above), beautifully portiayed in the exceptionally fine selection of

stills, can make a most provocative blow-up for a theatre display to attract both male

and female. For the ladies, the soap opera angle can be used with the teaser line, "Any

Woman Could Tell About Ruby Gentry". For the men, the passion and violence can be

spotlighted and a teaser like "Any Woman Knew About Ruby Gentry . . . but Every

Man . . . Had to Find Out . . . For Himself!" And, of course, a blow-up of Miss

Jones as she appears in some of the scenes above wouldn't exactly repel the eye.

Individual scenes as samples of the lusty nature of the picture should also be used

to display pieces for best effect. When Ruby digs her fingernails into Charlton Hes-

ton's face, a sequence built around that scene would make an excellent attention-getter.

Or the climactic swamp scene as the lovers are pursued by a crazed killer. These and

other shots, perhaps combined in a group of sequences, are top-notch seat-sellers.

The newspaper ads (below) are also outstanding. For the most part, they empha-

size the sex and drama in no uncertain terms, with provocative art and copy, but they

include a variation that can be angled at any audience.

There are many sides to Ruby. The showman can have a field day with her.

RUBY BUILDUP
"Ruby" and Jennifer Jones are the names to

feature in your campaign, with the stress on the

first to get the title into public consciousness. A
number of ways to accomplish this are outlined

in the press book, all requiring only nominal cost,

others through tie-ups that require no cost, only

ingenuity and the doing.

A news release to the papers announcing that

all girls named Ruby will be admitted free on

opening day is suggested as a means of impress

ing the title (a lobby board or front panel could

be used in conjunction). Also, utilize newspapers

by running classified teaser ads, like "I'd Like

Very Much To See You at (address of Theatre)

next Friday evening—Ruby". A similar campaign

can be worked by telephone, with the operator

saying: "This is Ruby speaking. You don't know

me, but just remember the name is Ruby, Ruby

Gentry. I'll be in town real soon to start things

jumpin". I'll be looking for you at the Blank

Theatre." Similar copy could be used in postcard

mailings.

A promising suggestion is the one for throw-

aways. These can be inserted in newspapers—

•

with a bit of financial persuasion for the news-

boys—and have the boys hawk the papers with a

line like, "Ruby's comin'! Read all about it!"

DISPLAYS
You'll garner plenty of attention with a mar-

quee cutout of Ruby. There is plenty of material

available in stills (for blow-up) and posters for

an eye-catching cut-out. Several of the stills are

excellent for this purpose. Placed atop the mar-

quee, with a spotlight on it, you could slow down

car traffic considerably—and speed up boxoffice

traffic. A similar cut-out could be used in th

lobby.

In most of the scenes, Ruby wears dungarees

and a sweater. Both of these, particularly the

latter, are the basis for a strong department store

tie-up. A great many of the teen-agers, both girls

and boys, use dungarees as standard equipment

and they won't fail to be impressed with a window-

display of Ruby in that outfit. You should have

no trouble getting the store to cooperate—most of

them will even make the blow-up themselves, use

it in window and counter displays—and thank

y«in lor the opportunity.
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RUBY GENTRY
Jenifer Jones has come a long way from the gentle, wide-

eyed little girl she portrayed in the film that brought her star-

dom, "Song of Bernadette". This accomplished young actress

went way over to the other extreme in "Duel in the Sun" to play

a half-breed Indian hellion, and few who saw that film will ever

forget her tempestuous character or the climactic bloody crawl-

ing of the two lovers to die in each other's arms.

Miss Jones has another "Duel" type role in "Ruby Gentry",

as a sex-filled beauty who is desired by men but rejected by
society. She is the girl from the other side of the tracks who
falls in love with a rich blue-blood, Charlton Heston. Enraged
when he jilts her for marriage with another blue-blood, she

marries an older man for his money but is still rejected by the

born-to-the purple. Her revenge on the town when they unjustly

accuse her of murdering her husband, the eerie hunt through a

Carolina swamp, and the abortive rebirth of love between the girl

and the blue-blood makes for strong drama.

By a peculiar coincidence, the film ends with the same

bloody, muddy passion that memorized "Duel ". An idea of this

can be gleaned from the scenes pictured here, as she and Charl-

ton Heston, frustrated lovers, trj l«> escape in a swamp from her

religious-fanatic brother, out to kill them. Above, steeped in

slime, the two kiss between the snipers shots, and below, as-

tonished unbelief as Heston is killed; hysterical rage as realiza-

tion dawns, and a final kiss on her dead lover's lips.



MYERS' REPORT: Askt CtuAade to «eSUte Oiln* Popularity

(Continued from Page 8)

widespread criticism by motion picture ex-

hibitors and the press, the Department has

tried to soft-pedal this feature of the case

and to make it appear that it is merely de-

signed to enjoin an alleged conspiracy amnii-

the film companies not to supply films to

television. But this attempt to avoid the

consequences of a terrible blunder ignores

the fact that the Department's petition con-

tains an extraordinary prayer for a manda-
tory injunction to compel the defendants to

do business with the broadcasters.

The rage for home television seems to

abate as the novelty wears off and its limita-

tions as an entertainment medium becomes

more apparent. If the rapid burning up of

personalities and material does not have the

television people worried, it ought to. Of

all TV offerings the comics have been the

most successful and the headliners of a few

years ago provoke only yawns today. And

Joe Miller is not inexhaustible. The movies'

task is to lure these disenchanted set owners

back into the theatres where, to quote a

recent writer on the subject, they "can view

a fine picture in a commodious atmosphere,

in the company of happy crowds".

Tax Campaign

Turning to the brighter side, a record

must be made of the current COMPO cam-

paign to repeal the admissions tax insofar as

it applies to motion picture theatres. This is

truly an all-industry undertaking under the

co-chairmanship of Col. H. A. Cole of Allied

and Pat McGee of TOA. It differs from the

1950 campaign in that there is no appeal to

the general public and it is contemplated that

the benefits shall accrue directly to the in-

dustry. The extraordinary progress made in

terms of individual congresmen and senators

committed to repeal excites admiration and

encourages optimism. Unless engulfed in

some overriding congressional or adminis-

tration policy, there is good reason to expect

that this abominable tax will be repealed at

the present session of Congress.

The importance to the industry of the re-

peal of the admission tax, provided the bene-

fits are equitably distributed, cannot be over-

estimated. Certainly it would be a lifesaver

for the theatres. It would automatically in-

crease the distributors' revenues on percent-

age pictures. Therefore, the entire industry,

and everyone interested in it, should support

Messrs. Cole and McGee to the limits of

their capacity and influence, being careful at

all times to conform strictly to plans and

instructions issued by these gentlemen for

their guidance. However, we must not lose

si^ht of the fact that by their control of the

films, the distributors have it within their

power to appropriate to themselves all the

benefits resulting from favorable congres-

sional action by the simple—but brutal—ex-

pedient of increasing the number of percent-

age pictures, exacting higher percentages and

raising film rentals generally.

That is why Allied must pursue with

strength and determination the program of

action formulated at Chicago notwithstand-

ing present rosy prospects of tax relief. Even
though the motion picture industry should

attain the maximum prosperity foreseeable

in the next few years, still it will never be
a healthy and happy industry unless that

propserity is fairly apportioned among its

constituent members.

COMPO
Lacking broad-visioned leadership and vir-

tually penniless, COMPO limped along for

almost three years without making much of

an impression on the industry and without

substantial accomplishment. Ry last spring

it had reached so low a state that no out-

standing industry figure would accept the

presidency. \n this extremity a governing

board of three—Al Lichtman (20th Century),

Sam Pinanski (TOA) and Trueman T. Rem-
busch (Allied)—was elected as a temporary

expedient. Under the "triumvirate" COMPO
has expanded in usefulness and has pros-

pered. Much of its success is due to a fi-

nancing plan devised by Mr. Rembusch
which has made COMPO a going concern

with money in the bank.

In June there was a Texas COMPO meet-

ing to which representative industry figures

from all over the countryv were invited.

Three Allied men—President Snaper, Mr.

Rembusch and the General Counsel—attend-

ed for theavowed purpose of forcing action,

if possible, on a COMPO project to seek

repeal of the Federal admissions tax which

had been authorized many months before

but on which no action has been taken. In

this mission they succeeded. TOA named
Pat McGee to replace the ailing Rob
O'Donnell as Co-Chairman of the drive and

we all know of the splendid work which the

smooth-working team of Cole and McGee
has done.

At the Chicago board meeting there was

a division of opinion as to COMPO's prob-

able usefulness after the tax campaign is

ended. The immediate question was whether

participation by Allied thereafter would not

be banned by the declaration of policy. In

order to avoid any action that could in any
degree weaken the tax campaign, the board

renewed Allied's membership unconditional-

ly until the next convention board meeting,

at which time the question will again arise.

Rut assuming the conditions of the decla-

ration of policy are met and the way is

cleared for wholehearted co-operation, there

is no reason why COMPO, under the tri-

umvirate and with proper additions to the

staff, should not perform many useful

functions in the years to come. I am con-

vinced that the motion picture industry has

the capacity for organizing and co-operating

for the promotion and protection of its in-

terests when resentments growing out of un-

fair treatment are ironed out. In support of

this 1 cite the almost complete co-operation

which characterized the 1950 tax campaign,

the amount of co-operation rallied for the

Movietime tours and the splendid support

given by all segments to the Cole-McGee
lax committee.

What I should like to see is a united all

out assault on the boxoffice depression—

a

grand crusade to deliver the industry from
its present difficulties and restore it to its

throne as undisputed monarch of the enter-

tainment world. With the entire industry

pulling together, I am convinced that the

effort would succeed. If I did not truly

believe this, I would not be meeting here

today. In order to share this belief, it is

only necessary for anyone—even the most
hardener skeptic—dispassionately and calm-
ly to compare motion picture entertainment

with any other entertainment available,

either free or at a price. The American
people can be trusted to discern and appre-

ciate quality in the long run and undoubtedly
recovery would follow in the course of time

and without any special effort, but the in-

dustry cannot wait that long.

The grand crusade should start at the

earliest possible moment; and if the film

companies continue to ignore Allied's appeal

to reason, then every step taken in pursu-

ance of the declaration of policy to bring

them to their senses will hasten the day
when the crusade for recovery can begin.

Allied In 1952

As the condition of the movie business

deteriorates the demands on the theatre as-

sociations for all manner of service increase.

The grim part of this is that in many in-

stances the organizations' income dwindles

as the work expands. Nevertheless, all

Allied units came through the year intact

and, just as the year ended, we were all

made happy by President Snaper's announce-
ment that Allied Independent Theatre

Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania "has re-

sumed full activity in National Allied". We
are encouraged to believe that additional

regional associations will affiliate with Allied

during the next twelve months.

Generalizing on the subject it can be said

that those organizations which employ an

experienced business manager or secretary

and undertake to aid the members in the

problems of theatre operation—including

film buying—are coming through the present

ordeal in better shape than those that do not

render such service and merely dabble in

legislative and public relations as the need

therefor arises. It is hard for a theatre

owner with greatly reduced income to see

any advantage in paying dues to an organi-

zation which is not engaged in activities of

immediate benefit to himself. It was in the

full realization of this that the directors in

Chicago decided that "for the time being,

and until the distributors shall reform their

destructive policies and practices, Allied

leaders should confine their participation in

co-operative undertakings to those projects

which promise direct, immediate and sub-

stantial benefit to the exhibitors, so that they

may be free to devote their available time

. . . to measures for the protection of Allied

members."
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PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€flS€ R€CORD
1951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Completed (54)

Completed (19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Jalopy -

COMPLETED
Arctic Flight

Army Bound -

Battle Zone
Canyon Ambush
Dead Man's Trail

Desert Pursuit
Disc Jockey 177)
Fanqs of the Arctic
Fargo
Flat Top IC)
Feudin' Fools
Gold Fever
Gunman, The
Here Comes the Marines
Hiawatha IC) -

Highwayman, The IC) (83) ...

Homesteaders, The
Jungle Girl
Kansas Pacific (C)
Kansas Territory (73)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Gorcey-Hall

Rel. No. Rev.

..Morris-Albright 7-20 5210 ...

Clements 10-52 5216
22 ...

.5244
5243 ...

520?
21

5222
5226...

. 5201
5213...
5220.....

5252 .....

5212..

Man from Black Hills (78)
Mexican Silver

Montana Incident
Night Raiders
Northwest Territory (61)
Rose Bowl Story, The IC) (73)
Sea Tiger (71 1

Son of Belle Starr
No Holds Barred
Tangier Incident _

Texas City
Torpedo Alley
Vicious Years, The
Waco 168)
Wagons West IC) (70) ....

White Lightning
Wyoming Roundup
Squared Circle, The
Yukon Gold

179)

..Hodiak-Christian 9-52
Brown-Coates 10-12
Brown-Ellison 7-6
Morris-Caruso 5-52
Simms-O'Shea 8-23 21 6-18
Kirby-Grant 12-28

.Elliot 9-52.
Hayden-Carlson 11-52
Gorcey-Hall _ 9-14..

Morgan-Calvert 6-8 .

..Wilson-Knight . 4-13
Gorcey-Hall ... 6-15...

Edwards-Dugay 12-7 5202 _
Hendrix-Coburn 9-8 20 — 8-27

..Elliott-Vallin -

...Sheffield-Sharpe
Hayden-Miller 12-52

-Elliott-Stewart 5-4.
Brown-Ellison _. _. 3-52..

Wilson-Clyde
..Wilson-Stewart 8-17...

Wilson-Knight ... 2-52 .

Grant-Chinook 12-9
Thompson-Miles 8-24 5204
Archer-Chapman 7-52 5218
Larsen-Castle
Bowery Boys 12-52 5214

.. Brent-Aldon
Brown-Ellison .12-30
Stevens-Malone 1 1-52 23...

Cook-Moore 2-18
...Elliott ... 2-52 5224 .

Cameron 6-29 5203
Clements-Bestar
Wilson-Coates 11-9 5254 .

. Kirkwood-Gleason
Grant-Hyer . 8-52 5221 ...

24
.5225..
5242 ...

5253.*

5251...

6-30

COLUMBIA
1951-52 Features

Serials

Completed (71)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

No. Rev.

7-28

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Conquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
49 Men Ireland-Denning

COMPLETED
Affair in Trinidad (98) _ Hayworth-Ford 9-52
All Ashore (T) Rooney-Lawrence
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
Apache Country (62) Autry-Buttram 5-52
Assignment— Paris (85) _Andrews-Toren 10-52 8-25
Barbed Wire (61) Autry-Buttram 7-52
8lue Canadian Rockies (58)..... Autry-Buttram 11-52
8rave Warrior (T) 173) ... Jon Hall 6-52 5-19
Brigand. The IT) (94) Dexter-Lawrence 7-52
California Conquest IT) (79) Wilde-Wright 7-52 6-30
Captain Pirate IT) (85) .....Louis Hayward . 8-52 431 7-28
Clouded Yellow, The (89) Simmons-Howard 8-52 10-8
Congo Bill McGuire-Moore ....

Cripple Creek (T) (78) .....Montgomery-Booth 7-52 6-30
Eight Iron Men (80) Colleano-Franz 12-52 11-3
Firefighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
Five Angels on Murder J. Kent-D. Booarde
5,000 Fingers of Dr. T., The IT) Hayes-Healy
Four Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer 1-53
Golden Hawk (T) (83) Fleming-Haydn 10-52 508
Hangman's Knot (T) 181) Scott-Jarman 11-52
Happy Time, The (94) Boyer-Driscoll 12-52 506 6-30
Her Wonderful Lie ...Kiepura-Eggerth
Invasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle 12-52
Jack McCall, Desperado (T) Montgomery-Stevens
Juggler, The Douglas-Vitale
Junction City (54) Starrett-Burnette 7-5Z . 486
Jungle Safari ...Weissmuller-Greene
Kid From Broken Gun (56) .....Starrett-Bunett 8-52 481
Ladies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue). Monroe-Jergens 11-52
Laramie Mountains 154) Starrett-Burnett 4-52 485
Last of the Comanches IT) - Crawford-Hale 8-52
Last Posse, The Crawford-Derek ...

Last Train From Bombay (72) _Hall-Ferraday 8-52 504 8-1
Let's Do It Aqain ITI Wyman-Milland
Member of the Weddinq, The (911 Waters-Harris 12-29
Montana Territory ITI 164) McAllister-Hendrix

.
6-52 438 6-30

Pathfinder, The (T) (78) Montogmery-Carter 1-53
Paula (80) Young-Smith 6-52 436 5-19
Prince of Pirates (T) Derek-Rush
Rainbow Round My Shoulder IT) (78) Laine-Daniels 9-52 503
Red Beret, The (T) Ladd-Andrews

. . ......

Red Snow (75) Madison-Mala 7-52 439
Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Rough, Tough West (54) Starrett-Burnette . . 6-52 . 487
Salome IT) Hayworth-Granger

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.

"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on 1951-52 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

-Menjou-Franz 5-52 434 _
Reagon-Douglas .....7-52

Mickey Rooney 5-52 428

Sniper, The (87)
Storm Over Tibet 187)

Sound Off (SO 183)
Target—Hong Kong Denning-Loo
Vatican, The IT) (42) _ Documentary Special

Voodoo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
Wagon Team (61) Autry-Buttram 9-52 476
Walk East on 8eacon 198) _. Murphy-Gilmore . 6-52 426 5-5
War Cry IC) _ ..... Montgomery-Long . . 435
Winning of the West (57) Autry-Burnette 1-53

Yank in Indo-China, A 167) Archer-Dick 5-52 435
Strange Fascination 180) ..._Moore-Haas 12-52 505 ...10-6

1951-52

LIPPERT
Completed (40) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Cairo
Spaceways
COMPLETED
Bad Blonde
Captain Kidd (Reissue) (89)
Gambler and the Lady (71)

Great White Hunter (Reissue) (89)

Hellgate 187)

I'll feet You
Johnny the Giant Killer (T)

Jungle, The 174) _
Loan Shark 179)

Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)

Outlaw Women (C) (75)
Pirate Submarine 1691

Scotland Yard Inspector (73)

Secret People 187)

Stolen Face, The (71)

Stronghold 173)

Tall Texan, The - —
Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63)

Valley of the Eagles 183)

Winqs of Danqer 172)

Cast
George Raft
Duff-Bartok

Rel. No. Rev.

Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton
Dane Clark
Peck-Preston
Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
Cameron-Romero
Raft-Hart
Tracy-Sawyer
Windsor-Rober
Special Cast
Romero-Maxwell
Cortesa-A. Hepburn
Henreid-Scott
La ice-Scot?
Bridges-Cobb
Special Cast
Warner-Gray
Z. Scott

12-12 5210
12-26 5204
12-12 5209
9-5 5113
1-16 5206

5205
7-4 5112

_ 5-23
I 1-28
6-2

...... 7-18
10-31
8-25
6-16.
2-52

2-13-53
..... 1 1-14

4-25
4-1

5111
5203
5105
5110
5202
5116
5109
5107
5207
5201
51 14

5106

Rel. No.

METRO -C OLDW Y N -MAYER
1951-52 Features Completed (113) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Band Wagon, The IT) Astaire-Charisse
Invitation to the Dance (T) Kelly-Youskevitch
Latin Lovers (T) Turner-Montalban
Main Street to Broadway ..All-Star

Mogambo (T) Gable-Gardner
Years Ago Tracy-Simmons

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker 1-53

Apache War Smoke (67) Roland-Horton 10-52 305
Bad and the Beautiful, The 1 1 18) ... Turner-Douglas 1-53

Because You're Mine (T) (103) Lanza-Whitmore 10-52 . 304
Carbine Williams 193) Stewart-Hagen 5-52 231
Clown, The (91) Skelton Greer 1-53

Code 2 - Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie 171) Johnson-Leigh 4-53
Cry of the Hunted Gassman-Sullivan
Dangerous When Wet Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The (71) Keel-Greer 1-53 12-1

Devil Makes Three, The (90) (T) Kelly-Angeli _ 9-52 302 8-25

Rev.

12-1

10-6

9-8
4-21

Dream Wife Grant-Kerr
Everything I Have Is Yours IT) 192). Champion-O'Keefe 10-52 306
Fearless Fagan 1781 Leigh-Carpenter 8-52
Girl In White, The (93) Allyson-Kennedy 5-52
Glory Alley 179)
Girl Who Had Everything, The
Holiday for Sinners (72)

Caron Meeker 6-52
Taylor-Lamas
Young-Rule 7-52

10-20
241 7-14
232
234

239 6?30
309 10-20

307 6-30

237
.. 301
_ 303 .... ... .

312 11-17

Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams 11-52
I Love Melvin ITI O'Connor-Reynolds .. 3-53
Ivanhoe IT) (106) - R.Taylor-E.Taylor 8-S2
Jeopardy Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53
Julius Caesar .__ Brando-Mason
Lili IT) Caron- Ferrer
Lovely to Look At 1102) (T) Grayson-Skelton 7-52
Merry Widow, The (T) (105) Turner-Lomas ... 9-52
My Man and I (99) Winters-Montalban 9-52..

Million Dollar Mermaid (T) (115) Williams-Mature 12-52
Naked Spur, The IT) Stewart-Ryan 2-53
Never Let Me Go ... Gable-Tierney
Pat and Mike 193) Tracy-Hepburn 6-52
Plymouth Adventure (T) (104) Tracy-Tierney 11-52
Prisoner of Zenda IT) 1100) Granger-Kerr 11-52
Ouo Vadis (T) 1168) Taylor-Kerr
Remains To Be Seen Allyson-Johnson
Rogue's March Lansford-Rule 3-53
Scaramouche IT) 1115) S. Grainqer-E. Parker 6-52
See How They Run _ Dandridqe-Horton
Skirts Ahoy IT) 1109) ...William-Blaine 5-52 233 .... 4-21
Sky Full of Moon 175) .. Carpenter-Sterling 12-52 11-17
Sliqht Case of Larceny Rooney-Bracken _ «

Small Town Girl (T) J. Powell-Granger 4-53
Sombrero IT) Montalban-Anqeli . 3-53
Steak for Connie Johnson-Leigh

235
310
308
218

236

6-16
11-3
10-20
1 1- 19
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Story of Three Loves (T)

Time Bomb (77) ....

Vaquero (Ans)
Vicki (T)

Wahington Story (82)
rou For Me (701 .

Young Bess IT)

Young Man With Ideas 184)

...All-Star Cast

...Ford-Vernon
Gardrer-R. Taylor
Garson-Pidgeon
Johnson-Neal 7-52
Lawford-Greer 8-52
Sommons-Granger -

Ford-Roman 5-52 230

238
240

7- 14
8- 11

3-10

PARAMOUNT
1951-52 Features Completed (79) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Caddy, The
Here Comes the Girls IT)
Sangaree IT)

COMPLETED
Anything Can Happen (107)
Arrowhead IT)

Atomic City, The (85)
Blaiing Forest (T) [91)
Botany Bay IT)

Caribbean (T) 195) ..

Carrie (118)
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Denver & Rio Grande (T) (89)
Encore (90)
Forever Female
Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada IT)

Houdini (T)

Hurricane- Smith (T)
Jumping Jacks 198)
Jamaica Run IT)

Just For You (T) (104)
Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos
Militarv Policeman
Off Limits
Pleasure island IT)
Pony Express (T)

Red Mountain IT) 184)
Road to Bali IT) (91)
Roman Holiday
Savage. The (T) (95)
Scared Stiff .

Shane (T)

Somebody Loves Me (T) (97)
Son of Paleface (T)

Stalag 17

Stars Are Sinaing, The (T)
Stooge. The I 1001
Thunder in the East (981
Turning Point, The I85(
Tropic Zone IT) 194)
Vanquished. The ITI

War of the Worlds (T)

Cast
Martin & Lewis
Hope-Martin
Lamas-Dahl

Rel. No. Rev.

Ferrer-Hunter
Heston-Palance
Barry-Clarke
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd-Mason
Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones ....

Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
O'Brien-Hayden
Maugham Stories
RogersHolden
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarli-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Hope-Maxwell
Hope-Rooney
Genn-Taylor
Heston-Flemming
LaddKennedy
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck.Hepburn
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur _

. Hutton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson _.

5-52 5117

6-52
12-52

9-52
8-52
12-52
2-53
4-52
7-52

5120
5207

3-10

10-20

5202
5123
5208
5213
5115
5122

7-52 5129

6-16

4-7

1-14

10-52 5204
7-52 5121

9-52 5201

6-16

4-53
3-53

5-52
12-52

5215

5113
5209

11-52 5206

10-52 5203
8-52 5124

12-1

10-4

9-8
7-14

3-53 5214
2-53 5212
1-53 5210
10-52 5205.
1-53 5211

1 1- 17
10-4

12-29

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75) ....

Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn
Gorilla (74)

Breakdown (74)
Callinq Mr. Death 163) (Reissue)
Cairo Road (85)
Cuban Pete 161) (Reissue)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Geisha Girl (67)
House of Darkness (63)
House of the 7 Gables. The (97)

I Reissue

)

If This Be Sin 1741
Inside Job (45) (Reissue)
Johnny Comes Marchinq Home 174)

(Reissue)
Kid Monk Baroni (80)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue)
Maytime in Mayfair (T) (74)
Mug Town (40) (Reissue)
Missing Head (42)

(Reissue of "Stranqe Confession")
Mr. Pip HOI) (Reissuel
My Death is a Mockery (47)
Private Buckaroo 168) IReissue)
Summer Storm (92) (Reissue)
Vanishing Body 165)

(Reissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (82)
Wide Boy 166)

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Barker-Wescott 1 1-52

Luskosi-Mitchell 10-52
Richards-Bishop ... 9-52
Chaney-Naish 1-53
Harvey-Portman 10-52
Arnez-Smith I 1-52

Auer-Buford 11-52
Hyer-Andrews 8-52
Harvey-Shaw 10-52
Sanders-Price 2-53

Loy-Greene 1 1-52
Curtis-Rutherford 12-52.
O'Conner-Jones 2-53

Cabot-Knox 8-52
Ball-Brent 11-52
Wilding-Nagle 8-52
Dead End Kids 12-52
Chaney-Joyce 1-53

Hull-Holmes 2-53
D. Huston-Byron 12-52
Harry James 2-53
Darnell-Sanders 9-52
Karloff-Lugosi 1-53

Harvey-Shaw 9-52
Shaw-Tafler 12-52

REPUBLIC
1951-52 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (22)
Completed ( 0)

Completed (15)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(2)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast

City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Perilous Voyage Ralston-Brian

COMPLETED
Bal Tabarin 190) Lawrence-Ching 6-1 5129
Black Hills Ambush (54) . . . .., Lane-Waller 5-20 5172

Rel. No. Rev.

Border Saddlemates (47)
Desperatoes Outpost (54)
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) _

Gobs and Gals 184) ,.

I Dream of Jeanie (Tr) (90)
Lady Wants Mink, The (Tr) ..

Marshal of Cedar Rock
Old Oklahoma Plains 140)
Old Overland Trail

Ouiet Man. The (T) 1129) ..

Ride the Man Down (Tr) 190)
San Antone
South of San Antone
South Pacific Trail (40)
Sun Shines Bright .

Sweetheart Time (Tr)

Thunderbirds 198)
Thundering Caravans 154)
Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr)

Tropical Heat Wave (74)
Valley of Missinq Men _

WAC From Walla Walla 183)
Woman of the North Country
Woman They Almost Lynched,

(90)

(90)

The

Allen-Kay
Allen
..MacMurray-Ralston
..Downs-Hutton
Middleton-Shirley
Hussey-O'Keefe ...

Lane-Waller
Allen-Kay
Allen-Hall
Wayne-O'Hara
Donlevy-Tucker
Cameron-Whelan
Cameron-Whelan
Allen-Estelita
Winning er-Whelan
Middle ton -Norman
Derek-Barrymore
Lane-Waller
Monroe-Leslie
Estelita-Hutton
Lane-Waller
Canova-Dunne
Cameron-Hussey
Lund-Leslie

4-15
10-8

5-52
4-15

5143
5174

7-25

I 1-52

10-20

5128
5104 .....

5144

5108

7-14

5-19
11-3

I 1-27
7-20

5201
5173

10-10 5109
10-1

10-10
9-5

5123
5107 8-11

RKO RADIO
1951-52 Features Completed (76) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
McNally-Smith ...

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Split Second .

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne
Annie Oakley 191) (Re-issue) ...Stanwyck-Foster
Androcles and The Lion 198) Simmons-Young
Beautiful But Dangerous ..

Simmons-Mitchum
Beware, My Lovely (77) Lupino-Ryan
Big Sky, The (140) . . Douglas-Martin
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99) Darnell-Newton
Body Snatcher IRe-issue) Karloff
Break-Up Simmons-Mature
Bystander, The Mitchum-Simmons
Captive Woman 145) Clarke-Field
Clash By Night (105) Douglas- Stanwyck
Desert Passage (40) _ Holt-Dixon
Difference, The O' Brien-Lovejoy ...

Face to Face 192) ... Mason-Preston
Faithful City 184) J. Smith-Ramati ...

Half-Breed, The IT) (81) Young-Carter
Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Granger
Jet Pilot (T) (118) Wayne-Leigh
King Kong IRe-issue) Cabot
Leopard Man, The IRe-issue) . O'Keefe
Look Who's Laughing (79) ...Ball-McGee
Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum
Man Who Fooled Hitler Werner
Montana Belle IT) (81) Russell-Brent

Narrow Margin (71) McGraw-Windsor
Never Wave At A Wac Russell-Wilson

Rel. No. Rev.

No Time for Flowers 183)

One Minute to Zero (105)
Peter Pan (T)

Story of Robin Hood IT) 184)

Sudden Fear (110)
Tarzan and the She Devil

Too Many Girls (85)

Under the Red Sea (47)

Wild Heart, The IT) 182)

Lindfors-P. Christian

. Mitchum-Tallman
Disney Cartoon Feature
Todd-Rice -

..Crawford-Palance
Barker-MacKenzie
Ball-Arnaz
Hass-Berl
Jennifer Jones

9-52
9-52

1 1-52
2-53
9-52
8-52
12-52
4-52

10-52
6-52
5-52

11-52"
5-52
5-52

I 1-52

6-52
6-52
8-52
10-52

1 1-52
5-52
1-53
2-53
8-52
2-53
7-52
8-52

8-52
10-52
7-52

384
383
348

302
341

271

306
229
230

309
303
228

269
270
381
304 .

308
226

8-11

12-15

6-16

12-1

4-7
5-5

301

391
362

382
305
274

__ IO-<

4-7

12-15
7-28

8-11

6?2

20th CENTURY-FOX
1951-52 Features Completed (80) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
Desert Rats
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Sailor of the King
White Witch Doctor (T)

Mason-Burton 4-53

IT) Russell-Monroe
Hunter-Rennie -

Hayward-Mitchum

COMPLETED
Baptism of Fire -

Belles On Their Toes IT) (89)

Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) 190) .

Call Me Madam (T)

Deadline U. S. A. (87)

Destination Gobi (T) -

Diplomatic Courier 197)

Don't Bother To Knock (76) —
Down Among the Sheltering Palms(T)
Dream Boat (83)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T)

Fight Town (T)

Girl Next Door. The IT)

I Don't Care Girl IT) 178)

Kangaroo IT) 184)

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78)

Leave Her to Heaven ( 1 1 0) IReissue)

Les Miserables (104) —
Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) ....

Lydia Bailey IT) 189)

Man On A Tightrope
Monkey Business 197)

My Cousin Rachel (98)

My Pal Gus 1831

My Wife's Best Friend 1 101) -

Nearer My God to Thee
Niagara IT) 189)

Night Without Sleep 177)

Number, The
Outcasts of Poker Flat. The (81)

O. Henry's Full House 191)

Mature-Moore
Crain-Loy - 5-52

Gaynor-Brady 11-52

.Merman-O'Connor -

Bogart-Barrymore 5-52
Widmark-Taylor 4-53
Power-Neal 7-52
Widmark-Monroe 9-52
Lundigan-Greer -

Webb-Francis 8-52
Grable-Robertson 2-53
Crain-Robertson
.Haver-Dailey - -

Gaynor-Wayne 1-53

O'Hara-Lawford 4-52

213
234

215

222
224

11-17

4-21

4-14
7-28

223 ...

307

-14

302
217 .

218 -7-
__. 255
. 225 8-11

_ 227
.219 _ 4-16

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52
Tierney-Wilde ... 6-52

..Rennie-Paget — 8-52

Peters-Hunter .
9-52

Robertson-Francis 4-52.

March-Moore
.Grant-Rogers 1 0-52 230.

deHavilland-Burton 1-53 301 12-29

Widmark-Dru 12-52 233 12-15

Baxter-Carey - 10-52 ... 231 —
..Webb-Stanwyck -

Cotten-Peters 2-53 304

Darnell-Merril 1 1-52 . 235 -

-Winters-Widmark •- ••

Baxter-Robertson 5-52 214 4-14

Crain-Granger . 9-52 228 - -
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Pickup on South Street Widmark-Peters
Pony Soldier (T) (82) Power-Edwards
Powder River Calhoun-Calvet
President's Lady, The Hayward-Heston
Pride of St. Louis 193) Dailey-Dru
Rains Came, The (95) (Reissue) Power-Lov
Ruby Gentry (82) J. Jones-Heston
Sailor of the King ... Hunter-Rennie
Silver Whip, The (73) Calhoun-Robertson
Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) ( I 14) Peck-Hayward
Something For The Birds 181) Mature-Neal
Stars and Stripes Forever (T) 189) Webb-Paget
Steel Trap 185) Cotton-Wright
Taxi (77) Daley-Smith
Thief of Venice 191) Montez-Christian
Treasure of Golden Condor ITI 193) Wilde-Smith
Tonight We Sing IT) Pinza-Peters
Wait Ml The Sun Shines Nellie IT) I 1 08 ) Peters-Wayne
Way of a Gaucho IT) 191) Tierny-Calhoun
We're Not Married (85) Wayne-Rogers
What Price Glory (T) (III) Cagney-Dailey
With A Song In My Heart IT) (117) Hayward-Calhoun

12-52 237

3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
1 1-52
2-53
12-52
3-53

309

233
239
232
305
304
308

7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52
4-52

220
229
221
226
210

115)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Actors and Sin 194)
Babes in Bagdad 179)

Bandits of Corsica, The
Breakinq the Sound Barrier
Confidence Girl 181)
Cry the Beloved Country
Encounter
Fighter, The (78)
Guerrilla Girl

Guest Wife 190)
High Noon 185) ......

Invasion U.S.A.
Island of Desire (T) (103)
It's in the Bag (87)
Kansas City Confidential
Lady Vanishes, The 185)
Limelight (143) ...

Luxury Girls

Melba
Miss Hargreaves
Monsoon
Moulin Rouqe IT) (123)

Outcast ot fhe Islands (C) 191)
Outpost in Malaya
Park Row (83)
Phantom From Space
Red Planet Mars (87)
Red River (125)
Return to Paradise (T)

Ring, The (78)
River. The (T) (99) ...

Rough Shoot
Scarlet Spear, The (An)
Swords Against the Mast .

Thief, The 185)
Tom Brown's Schooldays 193)
Tombstone Trails

Tulsa 188) (T)

Two Gals and a Guy (70) _ _.

Untamed Women 170)
When I Grow Up (90)
Without Warning 175)

Witness, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast

Robinson-Hunt
Goddard-Lee

...fereene-Raymond
Todd-Richardson
Conway-Brooke

.. Lee-Poitier
Lorring-Muni
Conte-Brown
Dantine-Marianna
Colbert-Ameche
Cooper-Kelly
O'Shea-Caslle
Darnell-Hunter ...

Allen-Benny
Payne-Gray
Redgrave-Loc kwood
Chaplin-Bloom
Sernas-Laurent
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Ferrer-Marchand
Richardson-Kerima
Claudette Colbert
Evans-Welch
Seay-Nash
Graves-King
Wayne-Dru
Cooper-Hayes
Rios-Moreno
Swinburne-Shields
McCrea-Keyes

. Archer-Hyer
.Payne-Reed

. Milland-Gam
Davies-Newton
Montgomery-Hunter
Hayward-Preston

.. Paige-Alda
Jewel Productions
Preston-Scott
Williams-Randall

..Bergman-Brando

Rel. No.

Stone

1-23

9-52
7-30

Got

Kr

8-4
9-52
1-16
9-52
10-23 Chap
1-30

12-14

7- 1 I

I 1-26
8- 12

Lop

5-15
6-6 Hawks

9-25
2-15 Ren

UNIVERSAL

Rel. No.

Dec
Apr
Nov
Dec
Sept
May
Mar

Aug

July
Feb

305
217.
302
304
232
219

228

224
311

I 1-17

4-52 211 -

6-52 .... 256 .

1-53 303 12-29

I 1-3
12-1

12-1

5-19
10-20
7-14
7-28
2-25

UNITED ARTISTS
1951-52 Features Completed (65) In Production (0!

Rev.

7- 18 6-2
12-7

12-21

8-22
6-16

6-16

5-5

8-25

I 1-3

12-29
. 5-19

8-25

10-10 Pop 10-6

1 1—2

6-6 Wan
... 8—3 1

9-52
.
4-20
5-8

Rev.

1951-52 Features Completed (92) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Fast of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
Prince of Bagdad (T) Mature-Field
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Stopover Stanwyck-Carlson

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Go to Mars Abbott & Costello
Against All Flaqs 183) Flynn-O'Hara
Battle of Apache Pass, The (T) (85) Chandler-Lund
Because of You 195) Young-Chandler
Black Castle. The McNally-Greene
Bonzo Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn
Bronco Buster IT) 180) Lund-Brady
City Beneath the Sea IT) Ryan-Powers
Column South (T) Murphy-Evans
Duel at Silver Creek, The (T) Murphy-Domergue
Desert Legion IT) Ladd-Dahl
Francis Covers the Big Town Donald O'Connor
Francis Goes to West Point O'Connor-Nelson
Girls in the Night Holden-Farrell

Golden Blade, The IT) Laurie-Hudson
Gunsmoke IT) Murphy-Drake
Has Anybody Seen My Gal (T) (89) Colburn-Laurie ...

Man From the Alamo Ford-Adams
Horizons West IT) (81) Ryan-Adams
!t Grows On Trees 184) Dunne-Jagger
Ivory Hunter ITI (951 Steel-Sheridan
Just Across the Street 791 Sheridan-Lund
Lady Pavs Off, Th» 180) Darnell-McNally
Law and Order IT) Reagan-Malone
Lawless Breed. The IT) (831 Hudson-Adams
Lone Hand IT) McCrea-Hale
Lost in Alaska Abbott-Costello

12-1
4-7

10-20

8-25
4-21

Mar
July 226 6-30

Oct 235 10-6
Nov 303 11-17
June 221 6-2
June 223 6-2
Nov 202..

Jan 306

Aug 229 7-28

Chandler-Cabot
O'Hara-Nicol
Blyth-Gwenn

Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion . . Main-Kilbride
Meet Me at the Fair ITI 187) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler (T) Power-Laurie
No Room for the broom 182) Curtis-Laurie
Raiders, The IT) 182) . Conte-Lindfors
Red Ball Express
Redhead From Wyoming, The IT)

Sally and Saint Anne
Scarlet Angel (T) 181) DeCarlo-Hudson
Seminole (T) Hudson-Hale
Sioux Uprising IT) Chandler-Domergue
Son of AM Baba IT) (75) Curtis-Laurie
Take Me to Town IT) Sheridan-Hayden
Thunder Bay (T) .. . Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier, The IT) Cotten-Wlnters
Willie and Joe Back at the Front (87) Ewell-Lembeck
World In His Arms. The (T) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer IT) Chandler-Brady

Jan
Feb
May
Nov
May
Jan
Jul"
June
Mar

Sept

Sept.
Oct
Aug
Oct

310
2l\i

301
218
309
225
222

231

230
233
227 .

234

12-15

5-5

6-16

8-25

10-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1951-52 Features Completed (62) In Production (4]

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

1 104)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Blue Gardenia, The
Grace Moon Story, The IT)

Lion Is In th Streets, A ITI

Plunder of the Sun

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170)

About Face IT) 194)
April in Paris IT) I 101 )

Big Jim McLain 190)

Big Trees, The ITI [89)

Bugles in the Afternoon (T) (85)

By the Light of the Silvery Moon(T)
Carson City IWC) 187)

Cattle Town (71)

City Is Dark, The
Crimson Pirate, The IT)

Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess
Iron Mistress, The (T) (110)

Jack and The Beanstalk ISC) (78)
Jazz Singer, The (T)

Lion and the Horse. The (WC) 183)
Lost Patrol, The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun IT) (82)

Mara Maru 198)
Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102)
Operation Secret 1108)
San Francisco Story, The (80)

Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway (WC)
She s Working Her Way

Through College IT) 1 101)
Springfield Rifle IWC) 1931
Stop, You're Killinq Me IWC) 186)

Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (109)
Streetcar Named Desire, A 1122)
System, The
3 For Bedroom C (NC) (74)
Trouble Along the Way
Where's Charley? (T) (97)
Winning Team, The (98)

Cast
BaxterConte
Grayson- Abel
Cagney-Hale
Ford-Lynn

Abbott-Costello
MacRae-Bracken
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Douglas-Miller
R. Milland-H. Carter
Day-MacRae
Scott-Massey
Morgan-Carey
Nelson-Hayden
B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Crayson-MacRae
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Abbott-Costello
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Roman
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
McCrea-DeCarlo
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Rel. No.

12-27
5-3 I

1-3
8-30
3-29
3-8

6- 14

12-6

9-27

I 1-22
4-12

4- 19

1-31

5-3
10-11

I 1-8

5- 17

208
122
209
201

117.
I 16

123
207

202

206
I 18

119

211

120

203
205
121

Rev.

12-1

4-21

9-8
2-25
3- 10

5- 19

12-1

4-21

12-29
4-7
9-8

10-20
4-21

Mayo-Reagan 7--12 128

Cooper-Thaxter 10--25 204 .. 10-6
Crawford-Trevor 1- 17 210 12- 15

Roger, Jr.-Wyman 7--26 129 .... 7- 28

Brando-Leigh 3--22 104

Lovejoy-Perrin
Swanson-Warren 6--21 124 .7*4- 16

Wayne-Reed
Bolqer-Mc Lerie 8--16 130 7- 14

Day-Reagan 6--28 125 6-1

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and managers, who

cooperated with us by putting return trailers in

the proper addressed containers and for

wrapping and addressing all return advertising.

We can serve all theatres better if they give us

a copy of their program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your

patrons have left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St.. Phil*. 7

LOcust 4-0100

Member National Film Carriers
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Titanic SPECTACLE! Tempestuous ROMANO

Terrific LAUGHS!
A great play— ten times greater on the screen— witl

its sweeping conflict, tender love story, glorious com
edy— all captured on a canvas aflame with the excite

ment of pagan Rome's proudest era

!

JEAN SIMMONS
as Lavinia, a Christian

too lovely for martyrdom

VICTOR MATURE
a stem Roman captain

susceptible to beauty

Diitributtd by

R K O
RADIO

JEAN SIMMONS • VICTOR MATORE

ROBERT NEWTON • MAURICE EVANS
and

ALAN YOUNG

'ANDROCLES'

ROBERT NEWTON
as Ferrovius, a giant who
lost his temper

MAURICE EVANS
as Caesar, suave, wily,

elegant and cruel

ALAN YOUNG
as Androcles, henpecked

tailor who loved lions

Produced by GABRIEL PASCAL" Directed by CHESTER ERSKINE Screen Adaptation by CHESTER ERSKINEand KEN ENGLUND

ACE ATTRACTION FOR BROADWAY S SHOWCASE CAPITOL THEATRE NEW YORK CI1

Back BROTHERHOOD WEEK, Feb. 15-22
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Keep
your eye
on the
'52 polls*

and the
'53 grosses..

Paramount
is leadin

both...with

money product!

£fe TOP GROSSING FILM OF '52

in Variety . . . Cecil B. DeMille's
" The Greatest Show On Farth."

TOP GROSSING STARS OF '52

in Motion Picture Herald's Fame

. . . Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.

Brotherhood Week's Silver Anniversary Feb. 15-22, 1953



ALAN DEBORAH CHARLES CORINNE

ROMLDBEAGAN •RHONDAEMMG EM
TROPIC 'ZONE

Color byTECHNICOLOR.

Biggest "Road" jam in

history at the box-

office! "Road To Rio"

business or better.

Opens this week at New

York's Astor Theatre.

Over 500 exciting open*

ings have set this up

as the biggest-drawing,

modern adventure film

Ladd has made in the

last two years.

In its first openings-

like Cincinnati, Lima,

0., San Francisco, its

spectacular grosses are

blazing hotter than its

red-hot romance.

DEAN MARTIN - JERRY LEWIS
IN

7H

HAL WALL®

fx

PRODUCTION'

BURT SHIRLEY
LANCASTER • BOOTH

Come Back, heba

"Best of the Martin &

Lewis pix" says Film

Daily."Best of the Martin

& Lewis grosses 'say 400

previews, anticipating

YOUR February profits.

Great in N. Y. and L. A.!

Other early dates will

open up pre-selling mar-

kets for you to cash

in big when Academy

Awards are handed out!

And following these: two beautiful big ones in color by TECHNICOLOR—

"THE STARS ARE SINGING" and "THE GIRLS OF PLEASURE ISLAND"



Babes
MEANT BUSINESS!1

First 3 engagements...SOCKo!

SHREVEPORT-Strand

PENSACOLA-Saenger

BATON ROUGE -Hart
Watch San Francisco and Denver

dates coming up.., and it's

V\ only the beginning!

PAULETTE GODDMD • GYPSlfROSEIEE

^RICHARD NE1T-JOHNBOIES
Screenplay by FELIX FEIST and JOE ANSEN • Directed by EDGAR G. ULMER

Produced by THE DANZIGERS, EDWARD J. DANZIGER and HARRY LEE DANZIGER

ft ,sCA

Date tl

thmTTrM



Viewpoints
JANUARY 26, I 9 5 3 # VOLUME 21, NO. 2

JcttihyA $rv\n ah Cxecutitfe J Wctebock

Movie Glasses

People have their special sun glasses,

their reading glasses. One movie man,

who is plenty high on the boxoffice

potential, of third-dimension films, dis-

counts the detriment of those incon-

vient little cardboard specs being

handed out to "Bwana Devil" audi-

ences. He foresees the not-too-distant

day when the public will carry their

own polaroid glasses to the theatre for

viewing 3-D films. That is, until the

day when the movie scientists develop

a practical depth-dimension system

that requires no viewing glasses.

'Snows' Title

Some theatremen were skeptical

about 20th-Fox's choice of the title

"Snows of Kilimanjaro". They felt it

had no boxoffice punch.

So there's the report on the per-

formance of "Snows" at Goldman's

Midtown Theatre in Philadelphia. It

is just winding up a 15 weeks run. It

rolled up one of the most sensational

grosses in Philly history, topped in

recent memory only by "Ivanhoe". It

brought Fox revenue of over $1(10,000

for the one engagement, almost doubl-

ing the branch's highest previous first-

run take.

Of course, Goldman built a spectac-

ular front for the Midtown and that

didn't hurt "Snows" one bit. Adver-

tising still pays, apparently.

Lucy Up, Morris Down
"I Love Lucy" is TV's top-rated

program, but Harry M. Wooten's an-

nual survey of the cigarette market

shows that "Lucy's" sponsor, Philip

Morris, showed a sizeable sales de-

crease during 1952.

Not content to sit still, PM is in-

troducing a new king-size ciggie and
going to back it with a big advertising

campaign.

Folks Short of Cash?

They say money's getting tighter,

but the Winter Home Furnishings
Market, which has just closed in Chi-

cago, reports that dollar sales were

about 15 percent ahead of last year's

total.

The Wall Street Journal says that

their survey of banks and credit men
reveals that the public is bearing up
well under its huge consumer debt

load—biggest in U. S. history.

And in Detroit auto manufacturers

are aiming at a 1953 output of between

5 and 5.3 million new cars—more than

23 percent above 1952. At least, that's

good news for drive-in operators.

Unprofitable TV
Having done some elementary arith-

metic on television program costs and

audienceship "Tide," the advertising

trade mag, comments:
" There has already started a chorus

of complaints, which will build up as

we go along, that the unit costs of

television are getting out of hand. We
happen to agree, but . . . consider it

unfortunate that the mortality rate of

TV network advertisers is as great as

it is; scaring that the networks today

are getting more than half their bill-

ings out of a literal handful of com-
panies, and shocking that nothing

more is being done about what ap-

pears to be an inexorable, upward
grind of costs and downward list of

users."

A couple weeks ago, the Wall Street

Journal, terming TV advertisers "cost-

groggy", reported that an hour at

peak nighttime on the NBC network

now costs $58,575, compared to $45,-

925 last year. And that has to be

added to a $20,000 hike in the produc-

tion cost of an hour's show.

How far can that balloon expand?

BULLETIN
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Jimmy Grainger

Congratulations to one of the in-

dustry's most popular film executives.

Backed by a wealth of experience,

James R. Grainger figures to do an

outstanding job in revitalizing RKO
Radio Pictures. Few film men can

boast such a host of personal contacts,

most of whom regard Jimmy with

real affection.

Non-Taxable Money
The film companies have been made

jittery again as a result of that decision

handed down by the U. S. Tax Court

in favor of William Goldman. Ruling

was that two-thirds of the triple dam-
ages won in anti-trust cases is not

subject to income tax, on the ground

that it is penalty.

Film Lawyers feel this will stir up

a new wave of suits, and it might, at

that.

Limit on Sports

The Television Committee of the

National Collegiate Athletic Associ-

ation handed down itjs edict again

limiting telecasting of football to one

game weekly, same as last year. The

decision, reached despite the strenuous

objections of Notre Dame and the

LJniversity of Pennsylvania, propon-

ents of unlimited TV, is predicated on

a big "if", which will be resolved only

when the U. S. courts rule in the

Government's monopoly suit against

the National Professional Football

League. That case opens in Phila-

delphia today, January 26th.

Movie people, of course, will be root-

ing for the pro footballers.

Magazine Potency

Magazines receive more exposures

per advertising dollar than radio, TV
or newspapers, according to the latest

research of Marketscope Research Co.

of Newark, N. J.

A Competitor Advertises

Motorola, Inc., makers of radio and

television set>, plans an advertising

budget of $12,000,000 for this year. (!)
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LANA AND KIRK HAVE GONE TO WORK!
Beautiful Business Everywhere For M-G-M's Sensational Hit

(Press Time Flash l) Music Hall topping terrific engagement of "Million Dollar Mermaic I

"THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUI
*

M-G-M presents Lana Turner . Kirk Douglas • Walter Pidgeon • Dick Powell in "THE
BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL" • co-starring Barry Sullivan . Gloria Grahame • Gilbert

Roland • with Leo G. Carroll Vanessa Brown • Screen Play by Charles Schnee • Based on

a story by George Bradshaw • Directed by Vincente Minnelli • Produced by John Houseman

{A date to remember. Brotherhood Week 's Silver Anniversary Fe 11



COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA
late* • • • + where exploited

3aramount

19 minutes

Jhirley Booth, Burt Lancaster, Terry

tfoore, Richard Jaeckel, Philip Ober, Liza

jolm, Walter Kelley

directed by Daniel Mann

"Come Back, Little Sheba" is a picture ot

riumphs, and it will be a resounding box-

ffice success. It is a triumph, first of all,

or producer Hal Wallis, who was not given

uch chance of creating a money-making
lm from the William Inge stage hit. It is

triumph, above all, for actress Shirley

ooth, who has recreated her stage role into

masterpiece of screen acting. It is a tri-

mph, too, for every other member of the

ast and for director Daniel Mann. For

aramount and for the exhibitors who play

'Sheba" will be a great dollar triumph,

he Ketti Frings screenplay has kept intact

he stage play, and, under Mann's direction,

he camera has captured all the heartbreak,

ragicomedy, the frustrations and the sharp

ontrast between vibrant youth and blowzy
middle age disillusionment. Dramatically,

jthe film builds slowly but surely to its

pounding climax when the reformed alco-

holic, played by Burt Lancaster, after a

bitter disappointment, hits the bottle and at-

tempts to kill his wife. The dialogue and
situations are completely adult, with some
of the scenes between a pair of youngsters,

Terry Moore and Richard Jaeckel, coming
in just under the Johnston office wire, as

POWERFUL ADULT DRAMA BOASTS GREAT PERFORMANCE

well as tin- discussions between Lancaster

and Miss Booth. In both content and ex-

ecution, this is definitely tint for the kiddies.

Its appeal, of course, will strike most deep-

ly with the discriminating, but it shouldn't

In- written off for any adult moviegoer. The
dramatic impact is bound to hit hard every-

where. With the Lancaster name for the

marciuee, the prominence given Miss Booth

in the Oscar derbies and a bountiful bonus

from word-of-mouth, "Come Back, Little

Sheba" should be one of the year's top

grossers.

In a difficult role which could have fallen

into caricature in less expert hands, Miss

Booth holds it completely within credibility,

shading every scene with an amazing natu-

ralness. Burt Lancaster reveals hitherto un-

known dramatic talent. While his role is,

by comparison to Miss Booth's, rather color-

less, he makes the violent drunk scene one

audiences will long remember. Only two
other players, Terry Moore and Richard

Jaeckel, have roles of any importance and

they handle them well. The former is a

perfect contrast to the frumpy Lola of Miss

Booth, bouncing about in tight sweaters with

a sexy innocence. Several bit roles are ex-

pertly handled.

STORY: A reformed alcoholic, Burt Lan-
caster, makes a meager livelihood as a chiro-

practer, while his wife, Shirley Booth, eager

to please him, but lazy and irresponsible,

spends her days listening to the radio and
mourning for her little lost dog, Sheba.

Their childless marriage has resulted in a

dull, listless existence. Lancaster harbors

a bitterness over the fact that he was forced

to marry his wife when she became preg-

nant, then lost the child at birth. Shirley's

mother-love was transferred to the dog and

she calls for it constantly, even though she

knows that it is useless. Their dowdy home
is brightened with a young boarder, Terry
Moore, a college student majoring in art and

engaged to a boy back home. Lancaster

sees in her the youthfulness his wife has lost

and, when an athlete, Richard Jaeckel, comes
to pose for her, he rightly suspects Jaeckel

of wolfish motives. On the eve of the ar-

rival of Terry's fiance, he sees Jaeckel enter

her room. Not knowing that she has re-

pulsed the athlete, he feels that she will

meet the same fate as his wife, and, in bitter

disappointment, leaves the house to get

drunk. When he returns the next morning,

he attacks Shirley in a drunken rage and

almost kills her before he passes out. In a

hospital alcoholic's ward, he comes to his

senses, realizes that his wife's love is

genuine. She, too, realizes her dowdoness is

a handicap to their happiness. When he re-

turns home, the house is neat, Shirley's hair

is combed, her dress simple and clean and

she tell him that she has given up the idea

that Sheba will return. They come to a new
understanding and new hope for happiness.

BARN

PETER PAN' DISNEY CARTOON FEATURE HITS ANOTHER B.O
Rates • • • + where cartoons click; much less for action houses

comicbook hardened youth of this generationRKO Radio (Walt Disney)

76^4 minutes

Voices: Bobby Driscoll (Peter Pan), Kath-
ryn Beaumont (Wendy), Hans Conreid

(Capt. Hook), Bill Thompson (Smee),

Heather Angel (Mrs. Darling), Paul Collins

(Mr. Darling), Tommy Luske (John),

Candy Candido (Indian Chief) and Tom
Conway as narrator.

Walt Disney, in what appears to be his

best effort since "Snow White", has another

sure-fire hit in "Peter Pan". The imaginative

characters of the James M. Barrie classic,

touched by the magic Disney wand, come
to vivid life by his masterful touch. Here-

tofore subjected to the limitations of the

legitimate stage, "Peter Pan" is given its

head by Disney and soars into the realm of

Never Land via the screen's broad scope.

There is comedy, beauty, music and adven-

ture in the proceedings, with an assortment

of characters that hasn't been equalled since

those fabulous Seven Dwarfs. The famed
characters, Peter, Wendy, Tinker Hell, Cap-

tain Hook, Smee, the Lost Boys, the Croco-

dile and all the others have been portrayed
in the Disney manner to appeal to both
children and adults. Perhaps some of the

scenes will be frightening to the more timid

youngsters, but we doubt that the TV- and

will cringe before such comparatively mild

horrors as the Crocodile hungarily stalking

Captain Hook after having gotten a taste of

his hand. "Peter Pan" is truly happy enter-

tainment for every member of the family,

and, with the huge promotional push behind

it by Disney and RKO, will register solid

grosses everywhere, with best returns, of

course, in family spots.

The voices representing the various char-

acters are perfectly suited to their cartoon

prototpyes. Bobby Driscoll as Peter gives

the "boy who wouldn't grow up" an impish

quality, yet one full of assurance and leader-

ship of his cohorts. As the soft-voiced

Wendy, Kathryn Beaumont is gentle and

tender in her tones; Hans Conreid gives a

full-bodied villainy to Captain Hook's vocal-

isms, and Bill Thompson endows the timid

pirate Smee with the marble-mouthed tones

of Fibber McGee's Air. Wimple. Three of

the most amusing characters are voiceless

—the mischeivous sprite, Tinker Hill, who
makes herself understood by silvery bell

tones; Nana, the huge dog who acts as

nursemaid for the Darling children, and I lie

Crocodile, whose pop-eyes and gestures

speak for themselves. Needless to say, Dis-

ney's handling of the color is without peer.

STORY: Wendy, the adolescent daughter

of the Darlings, 011 the eve of getting her

BULLSEYE

own room, significant of the growing-up

process, calls Peter Pan, a fictional boy who
refuses to grow up. He teaches Wendy and

her younger brothers, John and Michael how
to fly and they take off for Never Land.

When they arrive, Captain Hook and his

pirate crew, mortal enemies of Peter, attempt

to trap Peter, capturing first Tinker Bell, his

tiny pixie friend, and then Wendy and her

brothers in an attempt to ascertain Peter's

dwelling place. Meamvhile, a crocodile that

had snapped off Hook's hand keeps pursing

the pirate chief hungrily. A clock that the

crocodile had swallowed, however, continu-

ally warns Hook of the monster's proximity

and sends him into terror. Peter, meanwhile,

has been instrumental in saving the Indian

princess from the pirates and earns the red-

skins' gratitude, thereby saving John and

Michael and a group of motherless waits

from being burned at the stake. In a final

attempt to get rid of Peter, Hook sends him

a time bomb, hut Tinker Bell warns Peter

in time, then leads him to the Pirate ship,

where Hook is about to make his captives

walk the plank. 1 11 a desperate battle, Hook
is thrown into the sea, where the crocodile

is waiting for him, but manages to outswim

him over the horizon. Peter then takes the

boys and Wendy, who now realizes that

she will have to grow up, back home to her

family* BARN
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THE JAZZ SINGER' NEW VERSION OF JOLSON HIT HAS OLD HEART-THROB
Rates • • • or better generally

Warner Bros.

106 minutesi

Danny Thomas, Peggy, Lee, Mildred Dun-
nock, Eduard Franz, Tom Tully, Alex
Gerry, Allyn Joslyn, Harold Gordon, Hal
Ross, Justin Smith, Anitra Stevens

Directed by Michael Curtiz

Warners' new Technicolor production of

the Al Jolson hit that made history as the

first "talkie" a quarter of a century ago
won't be the sensation that the original was,

but it stacks up as a strong boxoffice grosser.

The age of the story is overcome by a sump-
tuous production, topflight performances,

sure-fire dramatic situations and the staging

of the musical numbers. Basically, the story

remains intact, telling of the conflict within

the son of a cantor whose heart is on the

stage, while duty calls him to succeed his

father in the synagogue. It has been brought
up to date and adjusted to give Danny
Thomas a chance to display his own special-

ties. Laughs, tears and music vie with each

other for prominence and all come out with

honors about even under the sure-handed di-

rection by Michael Curtiz of the Frank
Davis-Leonard Stern-Lewis Meltzer screen-

play. W hile Jewish audiences will be moved
most by the ritualistic portions of the film

and the cantorial hymns, the sequences are

handled so that any denomination can find

both beauty and interest in them. The
drama of the father-son conflict and the

gentle and understanding wisdom of the

mother will be universally effective, as will

the comedy and popular music. In the latter

departments, Thomas shines with his styling

of songs and gags and Peggy Lee socks

over several topnotch tunes. Here is a blend

of solid entertainment. Grosses should be-

well above average in all situations.

Danny Thomas makes the role of the

cantor's son believable and appealing. De-
spite a so-so voice, he makes every note

count with his personality and gets over

some hilarious comedy. For dramatic im-

pact, it is hard to see how the performances

of Eduard Franz, as the cantor, and Mildred

Dunnock, as the jazz singer's mother, could

be surpassed. Both are superb and are

largely responsible for the film's emotional

sock. Another standout in the cast, Alex

Gerry as Thomas' Uncle Louie, will have

audiences roaring with his constant business-

switching and some of the best comedy lines

in the film. Director Michael Curtiz paces

the picture like DeSpirito on a winner, inter-

lacing laughs, tears and music in well-bal-

anced proportion.

STORY: Danny Thomas returns from
Korea, after his discharge, to his home in

Philadelphia, where his father, Kduan

Franz, is the cantor of an old and bcautiffll

synagogue. Danny, encouraged by nigh

club singer Peggy Lee, decides to ko inn

show business. He is dismayed to hear m
father announce that Danny will succeed

him as the next cantor. When he wins!

spot in a Broadway show with Peggy, H
asks his father to relieve him of the succefj

sion, but the cantor, enraged, sends him ot

to New York without his blessing. Th
show flops and after a succession of disad

pointments, Danny returns home to take ova

as cantor. He works hard at it, but his heaj

is not in it and when he once again decidd

to leave for the stage, his father disown-

him, declares his son is no more and sajl

Kaddish (prayer for the dead) for him. Al

though Peggy wants him to go on a nigr

club with her, he maintains that he muJ

make his own succes. After a year of sul

cessful appearances he reaches the top an

is a big Broadway star. On the openitij

night of a new show, which is also YM
Kippur eve, he learns that his father is serf

ously ill and rushes to his bedside. Ther

the cantor asks his son's forgiveness fd

being so implacable, and with his fatfn

listening from his bed, Thomas takes hi

place in the synagogue and sings Kol Nidnj

the traditional Yom Kippur chant. BARd

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN' DELIGHTFUL FAIRY TALE WITH DANNY KAYE
Rates • for class houses; slightly less generally; not much for action spots

RKO Radio (Goldwyn)
111 minutes

Danny Kaye, Farley Granger, Jeanmarie,

Joey Walsh, Philip Tonge, Erik Bruhn,

Roland Petit, John Brown, John Qualen
Directed by Charles Vidor

The magic combination of Samuel Gold-
wyn and Danny Kaye has always meant box-

office and "Hans Christian Andersen" won't

upset this tradition. While it's not the sort

of film that the two have ever made in con-

junction before and it is a much more sub-

dued Danny Kaye than the screen has ever

known, the fairy tale quality, reminiscent of
" The Wizard of Oz", makes it a delightful

feast for the eyes and a happy entertainment

for every member of the family. The Tech-
nicolor is magnificent, giving the imaginative

sets an aura of fantasy in keeping with the

preface explaining that this is not the actual

story of the great spinner of children's tales,

but a fairy tale about him. Superb, too, are

the breathtakingly beautiful ballet sequences,

featuring Jeanmarie, the French ballerina

discovery. And for heart-appeal, the relation

between the young apprentice, played by

Joey Walsh, and the story-telling cobbler

registers strongly. In this vein, it would be

hard to top Danny's song about the Ugly
Duckling to a little shaven-headed, sad-

eyed youngster, who is shunned by his play-

mates because of his appearance. There are,

however, some drawbacks for the younger

set, as well as those who crave earthier

entertainment. The abundance of ballet,

several talky stretches and the obvious story

may cause some seat-shifting among these

moviegoers during the Ill-minute running

time. For the most part, however, word-of-

mouth will be excellent, especially among
class audiences. Elsewhere, the Danny Kaye
draw and the picture's promotion guarantee

that it will be a top-drawer attraction, ex-

cept for action houses.

Danny Kaye, as the gentle story-teller,

exudes a warm appeal that almost makes up

for the absence of his unusal versatile talents

for comedy, song and dance. While he sings

several songs, notably such tunes that have

reached prominence on the Hit Parade as

"No Two People", "Thumbelina" and "In

Old Copenhagen", his tongue-twisting scat

songs and riotous comic shenanigans are

lacking and may be missed by those who
have come, expecting Danny to strut his

popular stuff. Jeanmarie fully lives up to

the lavish advance notices as the saucy and

tempestuous ballerina with whom the cob-

bler falls in love. In the supporting cast,

Farley Granger, has little to do except

storm around as the ballet director, but

young Joey Walsh makes his role of the

cobbler's apprentice appealing and hear

warming. To say the production is lavi.!

would be a great understatement.

STORY: In a little Danish village, cobbll

Hans Christian Andersen spends most
his time telling stories to the children, wll

adore him. When his story-telling keel

the youngsters from school, the irate schod

master demands that Andersen leave to\w

To save Hans the ignominy of being thro\<

out, his apprentice, Joey Walsh, persuad

him to go to Copenhagen. There the H
no sooner set up shop than Hans is thro^l

into jail. Joey learns that the premiere BalJ

rina (Jeanmarie) is in need of a cobbler

repair her dancing slippers and gets Hai

out of prison on that basis. Hans falls

love with Jeanmarie as soon as he sees h(

but soon learns that she is married to t

ballet director, Farley Granger. He writ

her a love letter in the form of a fairy ta

but she leaves before he can see her. 1

awaits her return in Copenhagen and

ecstatic when he learns that she has ma
a ballet out of his story. In an attempt

see her on opening night, he is locked in

closet and misses the ballet. The next mot

ing, Jeanmarie sends for him, learns he

in love with her and explains she can lo

only her husband. Hans return to his villa}

where he is welcomed as a hero and t

town's greatest celebrity. PHIL

(MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 12)
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ititen, farther—

BROTHERHOOD IS GOOD BUSINESS!

CxcluMie $L BULLETIN teatute

by Leonard Coulter

If you are one of those people to whom
otherhod Week is just an annual nuisance

u had better think again. And, without

ing callous, you may as well think in

ms of dollars and cents.

Have you, for example, ever wondered

lat would happen if the motion picture in-

stry were run by bigots? If pictures about

ws or Catholics, say, were outlawed by the

n in charge of certain studios,- or barred

)m the screen by exhibitors hidebound

th prejudice? Or if, because of race or

:ed, certain people were not permitted to

„y movie tickets?

The U. S. A. thank God, is relatively free

( such taints, but if you want it to be kept

tat way you have to fight for it. And par-

tularly if you are a movie exhibitor, for

|u are the person best equipped in your

(Immunity to solve, or, at least, diminish

te problems of segregation, destroy anti-

cial cliques and help stamp out hostility.

Aid in helping your community towards en-

];htenment and progress, and in fostering

le spirit of democracy, you won't do any-

<ie any harm, least of all yourself.

This is a cold, brutal way of looking at

rotherhood Week, but this is a cold and

utal world. If it weren't, the Week might

•ver have come into existence at all. It

iKinated in 1928 when Al Smith, running

r President on the Democratic ticket and

came the object of a malignant smear

nipaign, not because of his political views,

it because he was a Roman Catholic. It

as another manifestation of the hate cam-

ligns which, over the years, had been

veiled against Jews, Protestants, Catholics

id others, which gave Adolf Hitler his cue

the ugly thirties, and now, apparently,

vays Josef Stalin and his associates in the

remlin.

1/ Smith Campaign

>purs Beginning

Twenty-five years ago, spurred to action

yi the Al Smith campaign former Chief

UStice Charles Evans Hughes, Newton, I),

laker, former Secretary of War, and former

resident of the Federal Council of Churches,

Parkes Cadman, founded the National

'inference of Christians and Jews. They
/ere quickly joined by Roger W. Straus,

Sol A. Schwartz, nation id motion picture chair-

man of Brotherhood Week, flanked by Dr. Everett

Clinchy and Max Youngstein, addressing the

industry leaders and the trade press on this

year's drive.

Chairman of the American Smelting and

Refining Co., who is this year's chairman of

the NCCJ silver anniversary and Brother-

hood Week committees, and by Dr. Everett

R. Clinchy. Clinchy was elected President

and has held that office ever since. The
founders adopted a program "To promote

justice, amity, understanding and co-opera-

tion among Protestants, Catholics and Jews,

and to analyze, moderate and finally elimi-

nate intergroup prejudices which disfigure

and distort religious, business, social and

political relations, with a view to the estab-

lishment of a social order in which the re-

ligious ideals of brotherhood and justice

shall become the standards of human re-

lationships." Every year since then the

President of the United States has been

Honorary Chairman of the National Con-
ference—and in 1953 Dwight D. Eisenhower.

It wasn't until 1939 that the film industry

started to take an active interest in the cam-

paign. J. Robert Rubin persuaded a few

top executives to contribute towards the

expense of a conference in Williainstown on

Citizenship and Religion. In the following

year the industry's drive was vastly ex-

panded. A series of annual luncheons was

begun by a committee which included Will

H. Hays, Jack Cohn, Albert Warner, John
Reed Kilpatrick, Barney Balaban, Nate
Spingold, Herman Robbins and Harry
Brandt.

That was the beginning of a formidable

movement. Industry contributions grew
from an initial $1,700 to around $117,000,

and in 1946 a suggestion by David O. Selz-

nick that the campaign be renamed the

American Brotherhood Campaign was
adopted, with active participation by exhibi-

tors throughout the country. Rubin is still

chairman of the National Conference's

amusements division. Among the national

chairmen of the motion picture division have

been Spyros P. Skouras, David Weinstock,

Ned E. Depinet, Charles M. Reagan, George
Skouras. Present national chairman is RKO
Theatres' Sol A. Schwartz, who says frank-

ly: "The motion picture industry has, over

the years, done a fairly god job in spread-

ing the message of Brotherhood throughout
the country. But by no mean stretch of the

imagination can it be called the kind of job

we are capable of doing."

Top Industryites

Head Drive

In the decade before our industry joined

the parade, the National Conference had

many major achievements to its credit. In

1932, for example, Henry Smith Leiper of

the World Council of Churches and Dr.

Clinchy went to Berlin, where Nazism was
rising and addressed a luncheon party of

German businessmen in the Kaiserhof Hotel.

Goebbels had launched his vitriolic anti-

semitic campaign. Leiper and Clinchy urged

their listeners to raise a fund for the edu-

cation of the German people in human re-

lations. But the businessmen turned their

proposals down flat. Within a year Hitler

was in power and many of the businessmen

who had rejected the appeal to reason were

dead, maimed, destitute or in concentration

camps.

Then came the worst moment of all.

Hitlerism began to spread through the

United States. In 1933 American Protes-

tants, Catholics and Jews banded together

to give it battle. Father J. Elliot Ross, Rabbi

Morris Eazaron and Dr. Clinchy crossed the

American continent to sound a warning

against this new breed of hate-mongers. The
team spoke in 38 cities, travelled 9,000 miles

and addressed 129 meetings before 54*000

( Continued on Page 20)
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Bert E. Friedlob presents
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EUNSON * Music composed ndl



lowing

ich 20th

mtury-Fox

smashes as

'PINKY"

"DAVID and

BATHSHEBA

"THE SNOWS of

KILIMANJARO"

and

"MY COUSIN RACHEL"

SKY-HIGH PRAISE!
"A Bette Davis Triumph!"

—Walter Winchell

" 'The Star' is a rich, intelligent and
sensitive vehicle which will carry Miss

Davis smack up to an AcademyAward
—Louella O. Parsons

"Academy nomination for Bette Davis

in
VThe Star'." —Hedda Hopper

"Before awarding Academy prizes,

wait until you see Bette Davis in 'The

Star'." —Ed Sullivan

"Bette Davis is superlative in an Acad-

emy Award performance."
—Sheilah Graham

"Bette is a cinch to get another Acad-

emy nomination." —Sidney Skolsky

"The star is perfect for the picture and

the picture is perfect for the star."

—Motion Picture Herald

Record-Smashing Business!

4th Sensational Week!

4 Star Theatre, Los Angeles!

WD Rips the mask off II

the klieg capital in

I with Natalie Wood

|
HEISLER ' Original

y VICTOR YOUNG

mm
Warner Anderson • Minor Watson • June Travis Produced

Story and Screenplay by KATHERINE ALBERT and DALE

A Bert E. Friedlob production. Released by 20th Century-Fox



CONFIDENTIALLY CONNIE' AMUSING DOMESTIC COMEDY
Rates + in family houses; good dualler

M-G-M
71 minutes

Van Johnson, Janet Leigh, Louis Calhern,

Walter Slezak, Gene Lockhart, Hayden
Rorke, Robert Burton, Marilyn Erskine,

Kathleen Lockhart, Arthur Space

Directed by Edward Buzzell

While never pretending to be anything

more than a modest-budget domestic come-

dy, "Confidentially Connie" is quite enjoy-

able. It has been endowed with writers, cast

and a director who milk a lightweight story

for all it is worth. Screenwriters Max Shul-

man and Herman Wouk have provided some
neat dialogue and amusing situations in tell-

ing this tale about a young, underpaid col-

lege professor who is badgered by his

wealthy father, and expectant wife, to give

up teaching for a more lush life on a Texas
ranch. Though not exactly hilarious, still

the result is a chucklesome and heart-warm-

ing affair. With Van Johnson for the mar-

quee and a topflight supporting cast, this

generally

Stephen Ames production shapes up as

better-than-average material for the family

spots and a good dualler generally.

All performances are first-class, but it is

Louis Calhern who dominates the film as a

rich Texas cattleman and father of Van
Johnson. Janet Leigh, in the role of John-
son's wife, displays a decided flair for come-
dy that will no doubt be exploited in future

assignments. Van Johnson, who would
rather starve as a college professor than live

as a wealthy rancher, is convincing though
almost relegated to the background by the

Calhern and Leigh performances. Director

Edward Buzzell has garnished much of the

action with little domestic subtleties that

will be greeted with knowing chuckles by
family audiences.

STORY: Van Johnson, who gave up the

life of a rich cattleman for the teaching pro-

fession, and his wife, Janet Leigh, are fight-

ing a losing battle with the cost of living.

When Leigh, who is pregnant, is advised by

her doctor to eat plenty of meat, another

GIRLS IN THE NIGHT' EXPLOITABLE MELODRAMA
Rates • © + where exploited as dualler

Universal-International

83 minutes

Joyce Holden, Glenda Farrell, Harvey Lem-

beck, Glen Roberts, Don Gordon, Jacylynne

Greene, Anthony Ross, Susan Odin, Patricia

Hardy

Directed by Jack Arnold

Here is one of those modestly produced

films that turns out to be crammed with

highly exploitable selling angles and more
than average entertainment values. The am-
munition is there in a theme dealing with

teen-age crime and sex, and where the ex-

hibitor gives "Girls in the Night" appro-

priate ballyhoo, it should deliver surprising-

ly good grosses. The production by Albert

J. Cohen is on-the-spot stuff, with authentic

atmosphere of New York's lower East Side.

Jack Arnold directs Ray Buffum's story for

sensationalism and suspense, with enough

excitement to keep action fans happy. He
tops it off with a spectacular chase across

high-voltage power lines, which ends in dis-

aster for a young hoodlum.
There isn't a name in the cast worth

marquee space, and some of the young-

sters show need of more training. However,
Patricia Hardy is an attractive newcomer
Jaclynne Greene is first-rate as the neigh-

borhood's ugly duckling. Best performance

is turned in by veteran Glenda Farrell, as

the mother of a slum family.

STORY: Anthony Ross, promised a

better job, dreams of taking his wife, Glenda

Farrell, and their children, Patricia Hardy,

Harvey Lembeck and Susan Odin, out of

the squalor of New York's crime-infested

lower East Side, but he has an accident.

Patricia, who has just won a local beauty

contest, is hard-hit by her father's mis-

fortune. Rather than spend the rest of her

life in the slums with Glen Roberts, whom
she loves, she refuses to marry him. Harvey

blow is dealt to the already strained budget.

Johnson is in line for a belter job, however,

which would enable him to remain in the 1
small college, rather than returning to the

ranch and father, Louis Calhern, whom ha
dislikes. Calhern, who wants the couple to

come back to Texas, arrives at the colleg<B
and proceeds to complicate matters. OiH
learning that Leigh isn't getting enough

meat, Calhern arranges with the meat

market to give her special prices, and at-

tempts to keep the fact from Johnson, who
would resent it. 'This results in a price war,

with the whole town cashing in—the under-

paid faculty in particular. Calhern's meddl-

ing also prevents Johnson from getting the

new job. Johnson decides to return to the

ranch, but learns of his father's plot and

changes his mind. Calhern is rebuked once

again and goes back to Texas. Johnson]

however, learns that his father had provided

the college with an endowment that will en-

able the faculty to have a well-needed raise,

and all ends happily. NEIL

Lembeck, her brother, decides to help the

family fortunes by stealing a fake beggar's

hoard of cash. Just before he and Joyce

Holden arrive to steal the money, the beg-

gar is murdered by Don Gordon, a hoodlum

who is making a play for Patricia. Jaclynne

Green, an ugly, frustrated girl, is in on the

secret. She tries to blackmail the young

thieves, and also blackmails Gordon into
|

making love to her. Gordon decides to get

rid of Jacylnne. Meantime, to clear them-

selves of suspicion, Patricia, Glen, Joyce

and Harvey go after the real killer. They
find him on the point of murdering Jaclynne

in a deserted warehouse. He escapes, and

is chased to a huge overhead crane, where

the hoodlum, trying to save himself from

falling, is electrocuted. Harvey is charged

with robbery, but, because of his help to the

police, is put on probation. His father's

health restored, and promotion won, the

family moves to a healthier home with a

bright future at last. COULTER

ANDROCLES AND THE LION' POSES BOXOFFICE PROBLEM
Rates • • as dualler generally; more for c

RKO release

98 minutes

Jean Simmons, Robert Newton, Victor Ma-

ture, Maurice Evans, Alan Young, Elsa Lan-

chester, Reginald Gardiner, Gene Lockhart,

Alan Mowbray, Noel Willman, John Hoyt.

Jim Backus, Lowell Gilmore

Directed by Chester Erskine

In transferring Bernard Shaw's play

about Christianity in ancient Rome, pro-

ducer Gabriel Pascal has missed a good

many cues, with the result that "Androcles

and the Lion" emerges as tepid entertain-

ment for both mass and class audiences.

Shaw's caustic wit has suffered on the

journey from stage to film, and the charac-

ter of young Androcles, as played by Alan

Young, appears almost a simpleton, which

lass houses

was certainly not Shaw's intention. The
treatment will disappoint the famous late

author's fans. For general audiences, Pascal

missed the opportunity to make "Androcles

and the Lion" a spectacle in the vein of

"Quo Vadis", but he didn'e even give it

Technicolor. This RKO release will be a

boxoffice problem in most situations. Above
average grosses should be realized in class

spots, but elsewhere it will require strong

feature support.

A fine cast was employed to play the

principal roles. Jean Simmons is lovely and

talented. Good performances are executed

by Victor Mature, Maurice Evans and

Robert Newton, as well as by most of the

others. Unfortunately, Chester Erskine's di-

rection just fails to jell the story.

S TORY: Alan Young, a devout Christian,

escapes to the hills outside Rome to escape

persecution. Young aids an injured lion. He
has always been fond of animals. But he is

eventually rounded up and marched to the

capital with other Christian prisoners, who
include Jean Simmons and strong-man

Robert Newton. Victor Mature, the Roman
captain, falls in love with Jean, but fails to

win her from her faith. The prisoners are

put into the Arena, but Newton, when beset

by the gladiators, defends himself with such

vigor that the Emperor pardons him and

olfers him a job in the Praetorian Guard.

When Androcles entprs the arena the lion

he is to fight turns out to be the one he be-

friended. It stops roaring and begins waltz-

ing with him; right into Caesar's box. Under

Androcles' guidance, even the. Emperor finds

he can handle the lion. Delighted, he re-

leases all the Christians and Jean goes happi-

ly to her handsome captain. COULTER
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ALLIED ARTISTS

liA Obtains $ Million Bank

i.oan To Lure Inde Producers

I Allied Artists is on the prowl for outside

Irroduct from independent producers to bol-

I ter the 1953 releasing slate. Toward that

Hnd, and also to hypo its own production,

I'lie company has just negotiated a $1,000,000

I evolving loan which permits guarantees up

I o $500,000 covering bank loans to producers

llclcasing under the AA banner.

AA'S BROIDY

Gets Fresh Money

The new credit agreement was made with

[the Hankers Trust Co., of New York, and
fche Security-First National Hank of Los
Angeles. All previous loans to AA and the

parent company, Monogram Pictures Corp.,

hvere fully liquidated prior to inking the new
deal, according to president Steve I'.roidy

and treasurer George P>. Hurrows.

Broidy also revealed to the Hollywood
press that AA's income and profits arc con-

tinuing at about the same average rale as in

the period ended last September 27, when
the quarterly report showed a net gain of

$125,897.

Seven story properties are now being

scripted for future AA production. They
are: "Hajji Baba," to be produced in color

by Walter Wanger; "Pocahontas," a Hayes
Goetz production, also in color; "Fighter

Command" and "The Rockets' Red Glare,"

assigned to producer William Calihan," and
likewise earmarked for tinting; two Bowery
Boys comedies, "Clipped Wings" and "Loose

in London," to be produced by Ben
Schwalb; and "Off the Record" (George

Brent), a Lindsley Parsons production.

In addition, executive producer Walter

Mirisch has just assigned William Calihan

to handle "The Forty-Niners" as a big

budget outdoor production, scheduled to roll

this summer. A name star is being sought

for the lead.

There are no productions before the cam-

eras at the present time, and none has been

definitely scheduled before February 13,

when Schwalb will greenlight the filming of

"Clipped Wings."

COLUMBIA

Record Technicolor Output

Set With 30 Tinters For '53

Columbia continues to forge toward the

front with its 1953 production plans. On
the basis of current commitments, negotia-

tions and story purchases, the company
seems destined to come up with a slate of

pictures which will far outrank anything it

has undertaken in a great many years. A
record 30 features will be filmed in Techni-

color during the year—15 of them under

Jerry Wald's supervision.

As an example of the star-power which

Columbia is striving to attain in its new
product, negotiations were opened earlier

this month with Katharine Hepburn, to star

in "Circle of the Day," an upcoming William

Fadiman production which lay Dratler is

currently scripting. Other top stellar talent

recently pai ted for the new slate include:

Montgomery ( lift, Burt Lancaster and Joan

Crawford.

Having taken over Frank Harris' famous

autobiographical novel, "Reminiscences of a

Cowboy", from Horizon Pictures, Columbia

is hoping to induce Humphrey Bogart to

play one of the leads, with Montgomery
Clift tentatively set for the role of the author,

Haris.

Among the more interesting projects Wald
has lined up for the new slate is a combina-
tion live action and cartoon feature, to be
titled "Slapstick," which wil depict the his-

tory of that category of broad comedy in

American show business. It will be pro-

duced as a joint effort of Columbia and
United Productions of American creator of

the Gerald McBoing-Boing cartoons.

Of special interest also, is a new agree-

ment just signed, for Columbia to finance

COLUMBIA'S WALD
Fifteen In Color

and distribute five pictures to be made in

France. First of this group to go before

the cameras will be "Dr. Cazenave" (Jean

Cabin-Madeline Robinson). Others are:

"Beautiful Mind" (Jean Richards), "Julictta"'

(Danielle Darrieux-Charles Boyer), "Reverse

of Paradise" (Arletty), and a documentary

about Versailles to be directed by Max dc

Vaucorbeil.

One of Columbia's top-budgeters for the

year, "From Here to Eternity" (Montgom-

ery Clift-Burl Lancaster- Frank Sinatra), to

(Continued on Pope It)
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be produced by Buddy Adler, will roll next

month.

Three less impressive features are slated

to be shooting by the time this is in print.

They are: "Prisoners of the Casbah," a

Technicolor feature which Richard Bare is

directing for producer Sam Katzman; "Mis-

sion Over Korea," Fred Sears directing for

Robert Cohn; "Cruisin' Down the River,"

musical directed by Richard Quine and pro-

duced by Jonie Taps. Casting was being

done on short notice and was not available

as we went to press.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Tells Franchisers

Bigger Pictures Next Year

Robert L. Lippert intends to break away

from low budget films next year to concen-

trate on fewer and bigger pictures. That was

the word he gave the 28 Lippert franchise

holders at the recent convention in Chicago.

Just prior to the convention, Lippert sold

the last of the 28 franchises which he for-

merly owned. He is committed to supply

the new owners with a minimum of 20 re-

leases during 1953. Before leaving Holly-

wood for the meeting, however, he intimated

that the number of releases would probably

exceed his commitment by as many as a

half dozen features.

Twelve pictures have already been set for

release during the first five months of this

year. The line-up includes: "The Tall

Texan" (Lloyd Bridges-Lee J. Cobb-Marie

Windsor); "I'll Get You" (George Raft);

"Spaceways" (Howard Duff-Eva Bartok)

;

"Project XII," an atomic submarine yarn;

"Bad Blonde" (Barbara Payton); "Bachelor

in Paris" (Dennis Price-Anne Vernan-

Mischa Auer); "Park Plaza 605" (Tom
Conway); "Perils of the Jungle" (Clyde

Beatty); the reissue of "Chu Chin Chow;"

two Romulus productions, "Twilight Wo-
men" and "The Little Big Shot"; and a

Technicolor feature, "Johnny, the Giant-

Killer."

The two Romulus films are the first pic-

tures from that company to be released in

this country, outside of Romulus' special ar-

rangement with United Artists on "African

Queen" and "Moulin Rouge".

At the convention, Lippert reportedly

raised $500,000 from his franchise holders,

for financing four proejeted film properties.

He plans to match that figure out of his own
bank account.

One of the productions which he will

bankroll is "Sins of Jezebel," to be produced

by the newly formed Jezebel Productions.

No starting date has been set.

Only one picture definitely committed for

Lippert release is currently before the cam-
eras. That is: "Cairo" (George Raft), an

Erros Productions film shooting in Rome.
Exclusive Films' "Spaceways" (Howard
Duff-Eva Bartok) wound in London early

this month.

PARAMOUNT'S RAIBOURN
First Major Vidpix Studio

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Metro Readies 3-D Film,

Shooting Starts 30-60 Days

MGM is jumping on the three-dimension

band wagon. Rumors were current that this

studio would empoly its own 3-D system

from the outset, but now it has been made
known that negotiations have been practical-

ly completed with Natural Vision Corp. for

lease of its cameras, which require the use

of polaroid specs by the audience.

The story selected for the Natural Vision

film is "The Arena", a rodeo yarn written

by Arthur Loew, Jr. Plans call for it to

roll within 30 to 60 days. Warner Bros,

already has a NV film in production and

Columbia is set to start one shortly.

The studio is continuing to loan out its

top name stars to other studios, and, at the

same time, is concentrating on building up
young talent for much of its own product.

Many of these newcomers will be given an

opportunity to disport themselves in a new
version of the musical, "Hit the Deck,"

scheduled to roll early this summer. Joe
Pasternak will produce the musical feature.

Particular interest is being focused toward
the Culver City lot this month as Dore
Schary prepares to start filming a special

documentary picture dramatizing the fight

for removal or lowering the 20 percent tax

on theater admissions. The finished film will

have the smallest audience ever to view a

Hollywood motion picture; namely the

handful of members of Congress who com-
prise the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee. Herman Hoffman, Schary's principal

aide on "The Hoaxters," will produce the

short, with the cooperation of all major
studii is.

Ei^hl pictures were in front of the MGM
cameras this month, including: "Invitation

to the Dance" (Gene Kelly-Igor Youske-
vitch), Technicolor musical, now in its

fourth month of shooting; "The Band
Wagon" (Fred Astaire-Cyd Charisse), also

in Technicolor, and in its third month of

production; "Mogambo" (Clark Gable-AvS
Gardner), Technicolor adventure being shoH
in Africa; "Latin Lovers" (Lana Turner!
Ricardo Montalban), Technicolor musical;!
"Fame and Fortune" (Spencer Tracy-JeaB
Simmons); "All the Brothers Were ValianB
(Robert Taylor-Stewart Granger), and "Thel
Big Leaguer" (Jeff Richards).

Two new projects have been added to

Metro's future production slate. "The Seal
let Coat" will star Stewart Grander and]
Michael Wilding. A story about Westfl
Point's defense against the British fleet ini

1780, it will be filmed in Technicolor. Rob-
ert Pirosh will direct. The other addition!

is the result of a combination of two stories'

of the Korean war, both of which ran re-i

cently in Satevepost. James Michener'sl
"Forgotten Heroes of Korea" will be made|
a part of Commander Harry Burns' storyij

"The Case of the Blind Pilot."

PARAMOUNT

Liquidation Of Backlog

Slows Down Para Production

It now seems likely that not more thai

two or three films will be made on Para
mount's home lot during the first half o

1953. Moreover, only two Paramount pic

tures are scheduled for production off thi

lot. This is in line with president Barne*
Balaban's plan to liquidate some of th.

heavy backlog of features lying in the com
pany's vault.

Actually, only one feature is definitely se

for the six months' period, and that is "Ele
phant Walk" (Dana Andrews-Vivian Leigh})

which producer Irving Asher will put be-i

fore the Technicolor cameras in Ceylon
February 2. Nevertheless, it seems likel;

that at least one, "New Kind of Love" (Yu
Brynner) will be added to the working rostei

within the next 30 to 60 days. "White Christl

mas," which was taken off the scheduli

when Crosby withdrew from the cast, ha

now apparently been re-listed for productioj

starting in August. Bing wanted to take
'

European Vacation before starting the filrr!

It seems particularly lamentable tha

Paramount should be cutting down on it

production of musicals at this particula

time. At a recent press screening of "Th(
Stars Are Singing," the company unveile<

some of the most promising new boxoffic

talent to come out of Hollywood in a mont'
of Sundays. Not only the picture, but it

topline players, Rosemary Clooney, Marii

Alberghetti and Tom Morton registered a
smash hits with the critical Hollywood audi

ence. Here's a picture that will undoubtedl

rank well toward the top in this year's box;

office winners, and is a cinch to leave audi'

ences calling to see more of its young stars

But if Paramount is pulling in its oars o|

theater production, the same does not seer

to be the case in the field of films for tela

vision. Paul Raifoourn, president of Para

mount Television, has just revealed plan;

for construction of the first vidpix studio t

be built in Hollywood by a major film corr

pany. No date was announced for the statj

(Continued on Page lt\
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of construction on the new project, but it is

expected to get underway by mid-year. In

the meantime, any telepix shot by Para-

mount, will be made on the main lot. Many
of the remaining sound stages left unoccu-

pied by the production cut-back will prob-

ably be rented out to independent producers.

Of the two pictures in production during

January, "The Caddy" had to be closed down
because of an injury to Jerry Lewis. This

Martin-Lewis comedy had been shooting

for more than a month when Jerry had to be

rushed to a hospital following a crack-up on

his motor bike. The one remaining film on

the stages is "Sangaree" (Fernando Lamas-
Arlene Dahl) in Technicolor.

REPUBLIC

Production Pace Due to

Pick Up in February-March

An upbeat in production is due to get

underway at Republic early next month.

Starting in February will be a couple of

westerns, "Iron Mountain Trail" (Rex

Allen), due to roll on February 2, with

William Witney, who just signed a new
pact, directing, and "El Paso Stampede"

(Alan "Rocky" Lane), starting February

11, Harry Keller directing. Filming started

this month on the serial, "Commando Cody,

Sky Marshal of the Universe," also heing

directed by Keller. A March 3 starting date

has just been set for "Champ From Brook-

lyn," with William Seiter to produce and

direct.

"Laughing Ann" (Wendell Corey-Forrest

Tucker-Margaret Lockwood), a Wilcox-

Neagle Production for Republic release, is

nearing completion in England. Herbert

Wilcox is doubling as producer and director

on the film.

The Republic people are looking forward

enthusiastically to the two-theatre world pre-

mier of "Fair Wind to Java" (Fred Mac-
Murray-Vera Ralston) in Miami this coming

Thursday (29th) night. This is expected to

be one of the company's biggest grossers.

The premiere will conclude the series of

sales meetings held in various sections of

the country within the past few weeks. Presi-

dent Herbert Yates, distribution chief James
R. Grainger and other executives will attend

the Miami confab preceding the preem.

RKO

Grainger Definitely In,

Production Activity Looms

Well, RKO has at last gotten itself an

executive head. Contracts have been signed

between Howard Hughes and James K.

Grainier, and it is expected that by the time

you read this an official announcement will

have been made of Grainger's move into the

JAMES R. GRAINGER
Go-Getter

presidency of RKO Radio Pictures. It is

quite likely that this satisfactory solution to

the company's management problem will

result in eliminating the receivership suit

pending against RKO in New York Supreme
Court. i ij

Grainger, long-time vice-president in

charge of distribution for Republic Pictures

Corp., and before that with 20th Century-

Fox, is one of the best qualified film execu-

tives extant. He is respected throughout

the industry as an outstandingly shrewd

businessman, a top film salesman, and what

is known in trade parlance as an "all

around go-getter." Even the block of mi-

nority stockholders must feel that his ap-

pointment gives RKO a great break in its

effort to get rolling again after the Stolkin

debacle.

Herbert Yates, president of Republic,

reached an agreement with Hughes on Janu-

ary 15, whereby Grainger was released from

the final three years of his contract with

that company to assume this new role.

Hughes reportedly selected Grainger sole-

ly on his own faith in the man, without

counselling either from the RKO board or

any of the various banking interests involved

in the company. Barring some last minute

bitch, he will report to RKO to take over

his new duties, around mid February. Little

time will undoubtedly be lost, following that,

in putting an end to the long production

hiatus at the studio.

Another Grainger, Edmund, meanwhile,

has started some production activity. "Ari-

zona Outpost" (Robert Ryan) is slated to

roll at the studio during the first week in

February. Another Grainger production,

"Second Chance", will roll on location in

Mexico about two weeks later.

Ken Murray, who is currently filming his

first theatre movie since "Bill and Coo" in

1948, is on the verge of signing a releasing

deal with RKO. The picture, titled "The

Marshall's Daughter," features, in addition

to Murray, his television vocalist, Laurie

Landers, Preston Foster and Buddy Baer.

Sherman Harris is executive producer,

William Bork is directing.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

20th Fox Aims to Be Top

Studio in Class Productions

It's fast becoming the consensus in

Hollywood that 20th Century-Fox will

step into the foreground among major

motion picture studios during 1953, rivalling

or outstripping M-G-M, with the production

of strictly Class AA filmfarc.

That opinion is based not alone on Darryl

F. Zanuck's recent announcement that his

company has scheduled seven super-collos-

sals to be produced at a total cost of $20,-

000,000, but also on the 29 remaining films

w hich are being shaped up to complete the

year's production slate.

In addition to the seven top films, 20th-

Fox is now in the final stages of pre-pro-

duction planning on such intriguing proper-

ties as: "A Man Named Peter," "How to

Marry A Millionaire," "The Reno Brothers,"

"All of Me," "Gatling Gun," "Happy Scoun-

drel," "The Kid From Left Field," "Twelve

Mile Reef," "The Proud Ones" and "Mock
the Midnight Bell". Considered from any

viewpoint—casting, story values or budgets

—this entire group of upcoming productions

fully promise to live up to Zanuck's boast

that 20th will make only "the kind of top-

flight entertainment that cannot be remotely

approached by any other medium".

"How To Marry A Millionaire," which

rolls in early February is a typical example

of the over-all quality which the company is

investing in its new slate. Starting with a

tip-top script, Zanuck has cast the produc-

tion with such outstanding stars as Betty

Grable, Marilyn Monroe, Lauren Bacall,

Rory Calhoun and David Wayne. And to

further assure the success of the film, he

has entrusted the production reins to Nun-
nally Johnson, one of the best producers in

the business.

In addition, Fox is planning to enter the
|

field of three-dimensional production in '53,:

possibly with as many as three features, i

"The Robe," it is reported, may be shot

simultaneously for flat projection and three-

dimension. .

Three features are currently in front of

the cameras: "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"

(Jane Russell-Marilyn Monroe), now enter-

ing its third month of shooting, with

Howard Hawks directing for producer Sol

C. Seigel; "White Witch Doctor" (Susan

Hayward-Robert Mitchum), Henry Hath-i

away directing, Otto Land producing; anc

"The Ship Story" (Jeanne Crain-MichacI

Rennie), produced by Robert Bassler and di-

rected by Joseph Newman. The first two

are in Technicolor.

A switch has been made in the order of

Fox releases for the next two months. The
February slate will be "Treasure of the

Golden Condor", "The Silver Whip" anc

"Niagara". Moved back in the schedule arc

"Taxi", which will be the first March re-

lease, and "The Farmer Takes a Wife",

which will be held back until the summer

(Continued on Page 17/
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UNITED ARTISTS

Expect 'Bwana' Pact Hitch

To Clear for UA Acquisition

The deal for UA's acquisition of "Bwana
Devil", the Natural Vision three-dimensional

lulu, is taking longer than was expected to

conclude, due, it's reported to a hitch in-

volving Edward L. Alperson, who has some

interest in the subject. However, ocmpany

officials were sure it would be closed any

hour late last week. It will probably be a

participating deal with producer Arch

Oboler for the early stages of the film's

national release, after which United Artists

will own it outright.

. With a total of 36 films set for delivery

jthis year, and negotiations well underway

for most of the 1954 product, United Artists

is preparing to go in for increased partici-

pation in financing inde producers.

William Heineman, UA's executive sales

chief, indicated to several independent pro-

ducers during a recent west coast visit that

his company is now in a sound position for

financing packages1 which appear to have

real merit.

United Artists has already entered into a

i financing deal with an Italian film group,

las reported here six weeks ago.

A $500,000 advertising budget—largest al-

located by UA hi more than ten years—has
: been set for "Moulin Rouge". Indications

are that the company will continue to ex-

pand exploitation budgets on all of its top

(product in 1953.

Three new features—two completed and

the other soon to start—were acquired this

[month for UA release. "The Joe Louis

Story," which Stirling Silliphant will place

tin production on February 9, with Robert

Gordon directing, heads the new acqui-

sitions. The completed features are: "Genghis

Khan," (Manuel Conde), lensed in the Phil-

ippines, with Conde also producing and di-

recting; and "The World-Eater" (Richard

: Carlson), an Ivan Tors' science-fiction film.

F. Hugh Herbert's film production of his

|

stage hit, "The Moon Is Blue" went before

the cameras last Wednesday. William

Holdcn, David Niven, Maggie McNamara,
Dawn Addams top the cast. Otto Prem-

inger is directing.

Arthur Krim revealed in his progress re-

port to the company stockholders, this

month, that gross business in 1952 was up

fifty per cent over the previous year. Thus,

for the second year in a row, UA has oper-

ated in the black, after many years of heavy

losses.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

New Lipton 3-Year Pact

Spotlights Admen's Value

In line with this company's policy of hold-

ing on to the executive personnel which has

made one of the industry's most suc-

U-I'S LIPTON

Services Spelled Out

cessful majors, a three-year contract was
handed vice-president David A. Lipton. The
new pact calls for a pay increase and calls

for his services in an "executive and admin-

istrative" capacity, in addition to direction

of the advertising, publicity and exploitation

department.

This, in fact, merely spells out in legal

form services which Lipton has been render-

ing the company in recent years. He has

played a substantial role in pre-production

conferences since transferring his activities

to the west coast several years ago. No
company in the; business has produced a

better "commercial" product than U-I in the

past three years, and some credit for this

can be attributed to the ad chief's feel for

what the public will buy.

Other film companies would do well to

consider employing the talents of their ad-

vertising executives to help fashion produc-

tion policies. These men know what will

sell and their advice could prove extremely

useful to the studio heads.

Very hush-hush, Universal-International

has been working on a third dimension

camera which company executives hope to

have in operation by early Spring. Sources

close to William Goetz say he expects to

employ the new gimmick on at least three

productions this year.

Production on the lot has been at its

lowest ebb in a long time, but will begin to

climb in early February. Last week two pic-

tures were before the cameras: "Drifting"

(Tony Curtis-Joanne Dru-Lyle Bctger) and
"It Happens Every Thursday" (Loretta

Young-John Forsythe). "Drifting" is a Ted
Richmond production, directed by Rudolph
Mate. Anthony Leader is producing the

Loretta Young starrer, with Joseph Pevney
behind the megaphone. Both are in black

and white.

This week (January 26), producer Howard
Christie will begin filming the new Abbott
and Costello comedy, "Abbott

Meet Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde," with

Charles Lamond directing. On February 2,

two Technicolor features will roll: "Walkin 1

My Baby Hack Home" (Donald < •'Connor-

Janet Leigh), and "Hack to God's Country"
(Rock Hudson - Steve Cochran - Barbara

Rush). Lloyd Bacon wUl direct the musical

for producer Ted Richmond, and Douglas
Sirk handles the megging on "Country" for

producer Howard Christie.

The only other feature scheduled to start

in February is "Wings of the Hawk" (Glenn

Ford-Abbe Lane), a Technicolor actioner to

be produced by Aaron Rosenberg and di-

rected by William A. Wellman.

WARNER BROTHERS

Warners Rainbow-Happy

With 75% in Color in Year

Warners has stepped forward in recent

months as one of the foremost producers of

color films. Now the pace is to be accele-

rated. Of the 26 new features scheduled to

go into release between now and February
of 1954. 75 per cent will be tinted. Of the

19 color releases, 11 will be in Technicolor,

five in WarnerColor, two in SuperCinecolor

and one in Natural Color.

According to present plans, this company
will start the 3-dimension, Natural Vision

cameras rolling on "The Wax Works" (Vin-

cent Price-Vera Miles) around March 1.

This should give Warners at least a 60 day
jump on any of the other major studios con-

templating three-dimensional production.

"The Wax Works" will be shot in color,

with Bryan Foy producing and Andre de

Toth directing. According to well-informed

sources, Jack Warner is paying Milton

Gunzberg, prexy of the Natural Vision com-
pany, a $50,000 royalty for use of the equip-

ment on the feature.

Four films are now in production, with a

pair more due to start in the next week.
Currently before the cameras are: "The
Grace Moore Story" (Kathryn Grayson-
Walter Abel), "Calamity Jane" (Doris Day-
Howard Keel-AIyn McLerie), "The Eddie
Cantor Story" (Keefe Braselle-Marilyn Ers-

kine) and "Sulu Sea" (Burt Lancaster-Vir-

ginia Mayo). All but the latter are in Tech-
nicolor.

On January 28, producer Milton Sperling

and director Hugo Fregonese will start film-

ing "Blowing Wild" (Gary Cooper-Barbara
Stanwyck-Ruth Roman-Anthony Quinn) on
location in Vera Cruz. On February 2, pro-

ducers John Wayne and Robert Fellows will

green light their independent production of

"Island In the Sky" (Lloyd Nolan-Ward
Bond-Walter Abel).

Will Rogers, Jr. has been signed for the

lead in "The Boy From Oklahoma", which
Michael Curtiz will direct. Jack Warner as-

signed Frank Davis to write a yam cut to

Rogers' dimensions and this is the result.

The new plan of reorganization, providing
for a new picture company and a new thea-

tre company, will become effective as of

March 1. An amended reorganization plan
incorporating several minor changes required
by the sale ot the new theatre company
stock by the Warner brothers and their

families, and other transactions of the past

two years, will be submitted to company
stockholders at the annual meeting, Febru-
ary 17.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Against the background of a huge mural

of "Salome" as* portrayed by Rita Hay-
worth, Columbia's distribution chief, Abe
Montague, told a sales staff gathered from

all parts of the country in Chicago's Drake

Hotel, about the decisions regarding the

selling of what Columbia terms its biggest

picture.

The company's first international sales

convention ever held for a single picture

heard Montague lay down the terms for bids

for "Salome," due for Easter showings on a

pre-release basis. They were also told that

Columbia has "neither the right nor the

function to fix admission prices." However,

Montague added, "we also recognize the

fact that, in the recent past, pictures of

similar scope and nature have done extreme-

ly well in situations where the exhibitor has

voluntarily presented these super-attractions

at increased prices."

With pre-release engagements limited to

theatres in cities of at least 75,000 popula-

tion, the terms for offers included a mini-

mum dollar guarantee to Columbia; a mini-

mum run guarantee; a first week participa-

tion of 50% minimum, with specified per-

centages for subsequent weeks; control

figures to determine holdovers beyond the

guaranteed minimum run; the amount the

exhibitor proposes to contribute for the local

advertising campaign, and "such other in-

formation as the exhibitor may consider im-

portant in helping us to evaluate his offer

more carefully."

The sales policy for further release, said

Montague, will be announced shortly after

the first pre-release openings.

With Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., detailing the

million-dollar advertising and promotion

program (see What the Showmen Are
Doing) and other Columbia toppers includ-

ing president Jack Cohn expressing their

confidence in the film's high grossing poten-

tial, the delegates came home fired with a

fervor that bids fair to produce the greatest

selling effort ever made for a Columbia pic-

ture.

A whopping drop of more than $33,000,000

in admission tax receipts for the first 11

months of 1952 from the 1951 corresponding

period's take, was reported by the Treasury

Department. On the basis that the tax on

movie admissions represents around 65% of

the figure, it wasn't easy for the film in-

dustry to take. New York, biggest of the

contributors to the amusement tax coffers,

dropped a cool $6,000,000 from the '51

eleven-month figure of $65,167,000. Others

hard hit were California, Illinois, each dip-

ping about $3,000,000, and Pennsylvania and

Ohio, each dropping around $2,000,000 from

the previous year's figure. Fourth highest-

grossing state in the country, Texas, was
comparatively fortunate with a $1,500,000

drop. Out of the 48 states, only six showed

an increase, in each case only slightly above

EDITORIAL
Speak Up!

Last Spring, a seed was sown that gives

promise of bearing valuable fruit.

Under COMPO sponsorship, Universale public

relations director, Maurice Bergman took on the

assignment of a two-week speaking tour in

several Ohio cities, addressing business and

civic groups on behalf of the industry. It was

much in the nature of an experiment to deter-

mine the reaction of these groups to an off-

screen personality presenting a case for the

movie industry. It was a tough assignment, what
with jeers about the television monster, double

features, non-moviegoers scoffing at the

"Movies Are Better Than Ever" claims, and

other handicaps.

Yet Bergman's honest and engrossing presen-

tation before these groups met with resounding

success. It met with success because it was de-

livered in masterful fashion, because it brought

realization to these groups how important a

theatre was to their own business, and because

the man who spoke to them knew what he was

talking about from a long and many-sided ex-

perience in movie business.

Now, Maurice Bergman has taken on an even

more difficult assignment. He will head a com-

mittee, under COMPO sponsorship, to study the

possibilities of rounding up a speakers' bureau,

that is, a pool of able industryites who can

repeat his Spring performance throughout the

country throughout the year. It is obvious what

this could mean in the fight against the admis-

sions tax specifically, and for public relations

generally.

Bergman has issued a plea for volunteers with

speaking talent to aid in this project. If he gets

enough response, steps will be taken immediate-

ly to create the speaking pool.

"There are hundreds of platforms that are

waiting for our use," Bergman urges. "Other

industries have made it a policy to provide

speakers for these platforms. As a consequence

they have been able to tell their story to those

groups of business and civic leaders who formu-

late public opinion. Our neglect of this oppor-

tunity is all the more inexcusable because more

than any other business we have the personali-

ties that conventions and other gatherings would

like to hear."

COMPO has the ammunition. The industry is

full of showmen who have the talent and the

experience to pass the ammunition to the public.

Let the come forth and be heard. STEIN

the '51 amount. The upbeat states were

Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico.'

Oregon and South Carolina.

PROFIT & LOSS: Year-end financia

statements from two majors showed a com-

bined drop of better than $5,000,000 ovel

last year's figures. Loew's slipped $3,000,00(

below the '51 fiscal year, ended August 31

and Warner Bros, dropped better thai

$2,000,000 in the same period.

The Loew's annual report recorded a tie

of $4,692,000, after Federal taxes, as com-J

pared with $7,804,000 the preceding year

For the 12 weeks ended Nov. 20, LoewV
showed a net of $332,000, compared witl

(Continued on Page 26

"The Jazz Singer" premiere at the Paramount in New York was the first gala picture debut of the new

year, with celebrities galore laming out for the benefit performance, proceeds going to the National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. At top, some of the crowds that flocked to the opening. Below,

from left, Si Fabian, circuit chief: Robert Taylor being interviewed by Dennis James over the

WJZ-TV telecast, and Bob Wcitman, Danny Thomas and Karl Wilson receiving check for the pro-

ceeds on behalf of the March of Dimes.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

'Stars' in Midwest

The glamor of a movie world premiere is

jetting more and more recognition by the

novie companies. Now its Paramount with

ts "The Stars Are Singing" blanketing the

nidwest with radio and television coverage

In the Maysville, Ky A debut, January 28.

Chosen because it's the birthplace of a

[creen newcomer who will probably be the

jemale star discovery of the year, Rosemary
looney, the festivities from Maysville will

tpread out via air and TV waves over six

nates—West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, In-

liana, Illinois and Michigan. The entire fa-

cilities of radio station WLW in Cincinnati,

knd video stations WLW-T, Cincinnati;

WLW-D, Dayton, and WLW-C, Columbus

Will air the premiere events, to be high-

ighted by the crowning of Miss Clooney as

''Queen of Song" at ceremonies attended

Dy a hugh array of state and local digni-

:aries headed by the Governor of Kentucky.

The screen has never had a better medium
than TV from which to project its glamor.

tWe hope and expect to see more of these

premieres via video.

PaTamounCs "Road to Bali" got plenty of pub-

licity with this tie-up with Star-Kist Tuna at

Von's 19 super-markets. Sarong girl Nina Reid

shows customers how to fill out entry blanks to

win a Dorothy Lamour sarong, dinner for two at

the Brown Derby and tickets for the film.

'Salome' Soars

Columbia Pictures held a unique meeting

in the Hotel Drake over the weekend of the

17th. Ati entire nationwide executive sales

organization was assembled to discuss the

sales, advertising and promotion program for

one picture, "Salome". It was the first time

PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR.

A Million for "Salome" Bally

in the company's history that a single pic-

ture was so treated.

As the Columbian's faced a 13 x 24-foot

color mural of Rita Hayworth as Salome,

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., presented a million-

dollar advertising program and a staggering

lineup of publicity and exploitation plans

that should merit every showman's attention.

Just as an example, the ad setup will sell

"Salome" to more magazine and newspaper

readers than the total of the entire popu-

lation of the U. S., according to the com-

bined circulation of the media. In the two-

month pre-release period, full page, full color

ads are scheduled for five top national mag-

azines, 15 fan magazines and the three prin-

cipal Sunday magazine supplements. That

totals 176 million readers.

The publicity breaks have already begun.

With the journals grabbing at the oppor-

tunity to display the photogenic Miss Hay-

Rita Hayworth as "Salome" in

the Dance of the Seven Veils.

worth in the famous "Dance of the Seven

Veils", full color breaks began with a spread

in the American Weekly and in the N. Y.

Sunday News magazine on the 18th. Look,

in its Jan. 27 issue, featured the star on the

cover and in a two-page color spread. Lay-

outs have been set for Life and several other

national and fan magazines.

The tie-ups are just beginning. A nation-

wide beauty contest, promoted by Flexees,

which will back it with a $100,000 national

campaign, has been set. Decca is giving the

"Salome" album its greatest backing since

"The Jolson Story"; the network TV show,

"Chance of a Lifetime" is plugging the pic-

ture on every program for 13 weeks.

From the initial presentation by Lazarus,

this could go on for columns. We only

mention these few merchandising items as

an example of the unprecedented national

campaign Columbia is unleashing for "Sa-

lome". Coupled with its announced program
of local level cooperation, it would be crimi-

nal for any exhibitor who plays the picture

not to take advantage of the huge galaxy

of promotion aids.

This pair of kiosks drew lots of interest when it

was set up by manager Carl Jamroga in the lobby

of the Beach Theatre. Miami Beach. Jamroga

also arranged with steamship and air lines for

gratis trips to contest winners.

Cooking With Gas

One of the longest continuing tie-ups be-

tween a film company and a commercial out-

fit will go into its third consecutive year

this April. Howard Dietz, Metro v. p. and

ad-publicity director, revealed that his com-
pany had renewed tlie deal with Quality

Rakers of America in which M-G-M stars

(Continued on Page 23)
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BROTHERHOOD IS GOOD BUSINESS!
(Continued from Page 9)

people. A year later Monsignor Hugh Mc-
Menamin, a Catholic priest of Denver, Colo-
rado, proposed the establishment of a

Brotherhood Week—a rededication of the

principles written into the Preamble to the

Declaration of Independence. It has con-

tinued ever since, and its importance has

grown. In 1934 some 300 communities par-

ticipated. Last year the total was 7,000.

Brotherhood Week this year will be ob-

served February 15-22, with the slogan

"Brotherhood— For Peace and Freedom. Be-
lieve It! Live It! Support It!" The Anni-
versary Committee headed by Roger W.
Straus, includes Benson Ford, vice-president,

Ford Motor Co. and Thomas E. Braniff,

president Braniff International Airways. Max
E. Youngstein, vice-president of United
Artists, is chairman of public relations.

Says Dr. Everett Clinchy: "No man wants
to repeat the history of the past 25 years.

No man who has learned anything from the

past wants to look forward to a future of

more wars, more race riots and dictator-

ships, more crematories for the disinherited.

We have lived through a quarter-century of

hate, violence and calumny on a scale the

world has rarely seen. The years ahead will

be trying for the most valiant souls. We
need persons who, aware of the evils of anti-

Semitism and anti-Christianism, will join in

saying 'This must not happen again' ".

Why should the motion picture industry

renew and reinvigorate its efforts behind this

year's Silver Anniversary Brotherhood
Week? President Eisenhower has given the

answer: "Without understanding of each
nther or without a spirit of brotherhood, we
would soon cease to exist as a great nation."

That, alone, should be good enough for most
of us.

12,000,000 Back

Brotherhood Campaign

A tremendous amount of hard work has

been done already. Twelve million Ameri-

cans have been mobilized behind this huge

drive—8,500 churches, 2,200 women's clubs,

I,250 youth groups, 1,650 veteran's groups,

II,700 schools, 890 colleges and 192 labor

unions. But the task still to be accomplished

is equally formidable. The National Con-

ference is aiming at a 1960 target of a

standard chapter in every city of 100,000 or

more population, and a committee in every

town of 10,000 or more. It seeks to spread

its ideals throughout the world.

It takes to itself at least part of the credit

tor the elimination of race segregation in

schools in California, Arizona and New
Jersey during the past seven years. It has

organized Brotherhood groups in Paris,

Geneva, Nuremberg, Home, Toronto and

Honolulu, It has collected 30,000 books and

$7,000 to help stock the shelves of the Free

University of Berlin. It has sponsored

summer session courses for 700 school

teachers and community leaders at 25 uni-

DR. CLINCHY
It Must Not Happen Again'

versities. It has subsidized studies by scien-
tists specializing in human behaviour. In
1952 alone it conducted 9,300 institutes,

workshops and group leader conferences,
distributed 2,800,000 pieces of literature and
organized 30,000 showings of educational
films to an audience of 70,000,000.

The Conference's income reached its peak
in 1951, with a total of $2,035,789. Last year,

unhappily, there was a decline to $1,954,000.

It is a sobering thought that, at this decisive

moment in history, with America entering
into the world's leadership, the NCCJ's
funds should be shrinking rather than ex-

panding. That is why 1952's Brotherhood

without understanding of each

other, or without a spirit of

brotherhood, we would soon

cease to exist as a great nation.'

— DWICHT D IISINHOWII

Brotherhood]
WEEK

THE ONE-SHEET
Foi Theatre Lobbies

Week campaign is so vital. Only $100,000

would set up a professorship in group re-

lations at one of America's great universities

and carry it for five years; $25,000 would
support a yearly series of college confer-

ences and inter-collegiate programs of inter-

group education; $20,000 would produce a

motion picture for use in theatres, churches
and schools.

Max Youngstein, who talks our own lan-.

guage, believes that the National Confer-

ence's anniversary year can establish a newt
record if the industry gets behind it with

enthusiasm. "Brotherhood", he stresses, "is

good business".

"A lot of the people associated with the

National Conference of Christians and Jews!
are not motivated solely by altruistic'

reasons. There's nothing to be ashamed of)

in that. If, in giving momentum to a truly

worthwhile movement like this, they gain'

some selfish advantage, why should we put

ourselves on a higher moral plane and refuse

to associate with them? Why should we,

view Brotherhood Week at a distance be-

cause of some probably imagined scruple?

Liaison Established

With Other Media

"One of the things that has always mystiJ

fied me is that the motion picture industry

never established any permanent liaison with

other channels of communication—with

radio, television, newspapers, books or mag-
azines. We were always regarded as an in-

dustry apart. We were the outsiders whe
were roped in when a good cause came along

"Now, thanks to the National Conference

of Christians and Jews, we have such liaison

through its Communications Commission. Ij

gives us equal status with the other media ]

have mentioned. Through it we are now in

close touch with industrial leaders, politi

cians, Cabinet members—people of immensi
influence. They're not just do-gooders. The*

are practical men, with a realistic outloo!

and I can't see why we shouldn't be veH
happy to be associated with them. Wheil
we want them to do something for us, wj
are in a position to go to them and invitl

their co-operation, and vice-versa. I believe!

when this liaison has been developed full>|

we will have created the most powerful

public relations machine the motion picturl

industry has ever had.

"There are a thousand ways in which t hi I

new vessel of over-all co-operation and coll

laboration can be of mutual benefit. If an

exhibitor in the LTnited States is plagued b

some problem in human or social relatior,

ships, which is affecting the community an

hitting his business, I, for one, would we
come the chance of laying the probler

before the National Conference and helpin

to straighten it out. If we can solve it w
shall all benefit—financially, morally ani

nationally. That's why I say, and say quit

openly and unashamedly. Brotherhood

good business. Get behind it."
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;
/ Shattering AnAuer To The

Utile lining £ccnt Screen*

20TH-FOX TRUMPS
Seven (7) motion pictures to cost $20,000,-

0! Can you imagine what happy compar-

bns (for us) the public will be making be-

een such movies and the trivia they view

their little television screens! How do

u think Sid and Imogene, Lucy and her

w baby, or Uncle Miltie and his old gags

11 stack up against the scope and magni-

ence of multi-million dollar, Technicolored

oductions like the big seven to come from

e 20th Century-Fox studio this year? What
shattering way to trump TV's aces.

Darryl Zanuck said this vast production

oject represents the "highest outlay for

per-specials" in Hollywood history. It

irtainly shapes up like the kind of enter-

tinment that can't be matched on the

] inted page, on the stage, or in any man's

1 ing room.

The septet, budgeted at $20,000,000, will be

I aded by one of the most ambitious pro-

actions ever attempted by 20th- Fox, or any

|„,i i m company—"The Robe". After 10 years

preparation, construction work for the

000,000 production has been started at the

ath-Fox studios. An army of carpenters,

]
inters and electricians are working on the

I interior and 10 exterior sets, utilizing

ght of the studio's 15 sound stages and 60

|r cent of the 360-acre back-lot area. The
Itravaganza is due to hit the screen in

Jptember.

Others in the "super-specials" group are

"The Story of Demetrius," "King of the

Khybar Rifles," Irving Berlin's "There's No
Business Like Show Busines," "Prince Val-

iant," "Sir Walter Raleigh" and Zanuck's

personal production of the year, starring

Marlon Brando, "The Egyptian."

Plenty of Aces

The company won,t however, have to de-

pend on its forthcoming trump cards to beat

TV's hand—it has plenty of aces waiting

and ready to be played, right on the top of

the deck. Starting 1953 with a back-to-back

pair like "Stars and Stripes Forever" and

"My Cousin Rachel," 20th is about to re-

lease the high ones: "Call Me Madam,"
"Niagara," "Man On a Tightrope," "Taxi,"

"Titanic" (formerly "Nearer My God to

Thee"), "The President's Lady," "Tonight

We Sing," "Destination Gobi," "Fight

Town," "Baptism of Fire," "Sailor of the

King," "Desert Rats," and a pair of big

musicals, "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," the

Marilyn Monroe-Jane Russell starrer, and

the Betty Grable tuner, "The Farmer Takes

a Wife."

This is the product that Zanuck has aptly

described as "the kind of top-flight enter-

tainment that cannot be remotely approached

by any other medium." Let's take a closer

look at some of it.

"Call Me Madam", Irving Berlin's musical

satire of a fun-loving lady ambassador, has

WML -

CALL ME MADAM

Ethel Merman in the role she made famous
on the stage, joined by Donald O'Connor,

Vera-Ellen and George Sanders for a four

star cast. Sanders, incidentally sings for the

first time in a movie, and those who haven't

heard his fine baritone on Tallulah's radio

program, "The Big Show," are in for a de-

lightful surprise when the suave actcr un-

leashes his vocal cords. Vice-president Ein-

feld, commenting on the film after viewing

it at the studio, predicted that it will "rank

as one of the all-time top grossers in the

history of the industry."

Top Musicals

Of the other six Technicolor musicals *o

go out in 1953, it seems that "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes" is foolproof insofar as box-

office is concerned. With the Monroe-Rus-
sell names and the promise of lush produc-

tion values, it looks like another boxoffice

bullseye.

"Tonight We Sing," cast with topflight per-

formers such as David Wayne, Ezio Pinza,

Roberta Peters, ballerina Tamara Touma-
nova, violinist Isaac Stern and the voice of

Jan Peercc, should be another in the musical

field that bodes b.O. values. It is set for

a February debut in Radii) C ity Music Hall.

Others in the 20th-Fox musical carnival

are Betty Grable's first picture in two years,

"The Farmer Takes a Wife"; two Nfitzi

Gaynor tunefilms, " The I Don't Care Girl,"

and "Down Among the Sheltering l'.ilins."

including such players as David Wayne,

(Continued on Page 22)
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20TH-FOX TRUMPS TV!
(Continued from Page 21)

( )scar Levant, Jane Greer, Gloria DeHaven
and William Lundigan, and "The Girl Next
Door," which top-casts June Haver, Dan
Dailey and Dennis Day.

Drama gets plenty of attention, too, in the

20th- Fox line-up. "Niagara," the suspense

film starring Marilyn Monroe, Joseph Cot-

ten and Jean Peters, backed by a provocative

ad campaign, is on its way into theatres in

February.

"Man On a Tightrope" is another suspense

film, this dealing with a circus playing its

way to freedom from behind the Iron Cur-

tain. Starring players are Frederic March,

Adolphe Menjou and Terry Moore, the

young actress who registered so well in

"Come Back, Little Sheba." The war situ-

ation, in this category, is taken care of with

NIAGARA

"The Desert Rats," story of the men who
defeated General Rommel; "Destination

Gobi," starring Richard Widmark, and

"Baptism of Fire," with Victor Mature fea-

tured in the Korean war drama.

Already tagged as a real "sleeper," in the

vein of "Miracle on 34th Street," is the

comedy-drama, "Taxi," which stars Dan
Dailey and a promising newcomer, Con-

stance Smith. In its preview screenings, the

enthusiasm among the viewers has cued a

greatly expanded advertising and promotion

campaigned by 20th-F"ox.

Among the other off-beat pictures, the

drama of the tragic sinking of the Titanic

is pictured in the film, "Titanic," formerly

designated as "Nearer My God To Thee."

A brilliant cast, headed by Clifton Webb,
I'.arbara Stanwyck and Thelma Ritter marks

it as one to be watched.

TAXI

In the historic vein, going back to the

fore part of 19th Century Americana, is the

Sol C. Seigel production of "The President's

Lady," starring Susan Hayward and Charl-

ton Heston.

Also scheduled for the first half of '53 are

a pair of melodramas, "White Witch Doc-
tor" with Susan Hayward and Robert Mit-

chum sharing the stellar billing, and "Pickup

on South Street," a Widmark starrer.

Among the independent productions Fox
will release are Bette Davis' latest film, "The
Star," a Bert E. Friedlob production, which

showcases Miss Davis in the type of picture

for which she has become famous. There is

Oscar talk about her performance. Edward
L. Alperson has for 20th release "Invaders

TITANIC & TONIGHT WE SING

From Mars," a science novelty in the vein

of "The Day the Earth Stood Still."

A resume of the first nine-months' sched-

ule for 1953 finds more than half of the an-J

nounced 24 films in Technicolor. Thirteen

of the slate will be tinted, resulting in color

film availability at the rate of at least one

picture per month, with two tinters sched-

uled for February, April, June and July.

The holiday release schedule for 1953 lias

been given special attention. Based on the

recent success of the ordinarily slack Yule-

tide season—Fox put five major productions

into release with excellent success—distribu-

tion director Al Lichtman has arranged for

major releases to coincide with holiday

movie-going: The Easter season, for in-

stance, will see three of the biggest, "Call

THE PRESIDENT'S LADY

Me Madam," "Tonight We Sing" and "Tl

President's Lady", ready for exhibition.

The emphasis laid by ad-publicity ch

Charles Einfeld on local level promotion w
go wide-open in '53. About 80 per cent

this year's ad-publicity budget has be

earmarked for regional and point of sale pi

motion, with the logical hypothesis that ca

paigns can be custom-tailored to the ar

or even the individual situation.

Already benefiting from this pre-sellil

blueprint are the January releases, "ll

Cousin Rachel," "The I Don't Care Gill

"Ruby Gentry" and "The Thief of Venicl

"Taxi," "Niagara" and "Tonight We Sir!

are also getting the treatment.

From every indication, 20th Century-I x

is holding a hand that any other medi tl

can't beat. It should go down with evw
trick—in spades!
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Continued from Page 19)

nd pictures get national advertising and

ublicity through the various media spon-

ored by Quality, producers of Sunbeam

iread. The Metro product and players will

ontinue to be featured on billboards, bread

wrappers and labels, as well as in newspaper

ds. There are also special cutouts for store

isplays. So far the films set for the Quality

(O-op will feature June Allyson in "Battle

rircus," Esther Williams in "Dangerous

iVhen Wet," Marge & Gower Champion in

|Give A Girl A Break," and Debbie

Reynolds in "Affairs of Dobie Gillis". The

• read company, which has spent $10,000,000

n ads and publicity plugging Metro stars

nd pictures, is expected to exceed the

55,000,000 spent last year.

Odeur for 'Moulin'

United Artists is striking deep into co-op

ie-ups for its "Moulin Rouge". So far the

ist includes Lanvin Perfumes, Van Heusen

hirts, LaCrosse Manicuring Products, Ran-

lom House publishers, Covington Fabric

:orp. and the Lin Lite jacket-manufacturing

ompany. Among the most interesting is

he Lanvin deal, which calls for an all-media

)romotion, involving newspapers, magazines,

adio, TV, window and counter displays

hroughout the country. Stars Zsa Zsa

jabor and Colette Marchand will be fea-

ured in the Lanvin campaign in the pro-

notion on its "My Sin" and "Arpege" per-

umes. The co-op will be launched immedi-

itely with a series of newspaper articles,

to be followed with ads in all leading fashion

mags in March and April, combined with a

radio and TV series. Lanvin salesmen and

representatives are being supplied with com-

plete promotion kits for window and counter

displays.

sr.

1

'
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Loew's State manager Sam Pearlman concocted

a "Treasure Chest" street stunt to promote the

Broadway engagement of RKO's "Blackbeard the

Pirate". The "treasure" was chocolate candy

wrapped in gold foil.

U-I P.A.'s

David Lipton's U-I star appearance pro-

gram, with accent on the younger comers to

familiarize audiences with their personalities

in advance of their pictures' openings, is

operating in full force. In addition to the

"Mississippi Gambler" p.a.'s, another quintet

of youngsters from "Girls in the Night"

were making the rounds for the latter pic-

ture. After an around-the-clock promotional

effort via TV, radio, and newspaper inter-

views in New York for the Loew's State

opening, the players—Patricia Hardy, Har-

vey Lembeck, Glen Roberts, Jaclynne

Greene and Don Gordon—swept on to a four

day stint in Connecticut and for another

series in New Jersey, in connection with the

openings.

Look Like Monroe

The Roxy showing of 20th-Fox's "Niaga-

ra", the Marilyn Monroe starrer, is getting

some valuable publicity with 20th's current

snapshot contest to locate blondes in New
York who bear resemblance to the star. The

contest on the film, which opened at the

Roxy Jan. 21, will offer, in addition to the

prizes to be announced later, guest appear-

ances on Dave Garroway's WNBT tele-

vision show, giving Garroway a nice hunk

of pulchritude to grace his program, and

giving the film a nice hunk of publicity.

Metro's Mermaids

Those six Metro "mermaids" who just

completed a tour of the country on behalf

of "Million Dollar Mermaid" ran up an im-

pressive list of publicity breaks. Collective-

ly, they visited 57 cities, appeared on 124

radio shows, 52 TV programs and garnered

some 37,000 inches of space in various pub-

lications, including front page copy and

photos.

Bargain for Early Birds

Breakfast, transportation and admission,

all for a quarter, garnered plenty of atten-

tion for the opening of M-G-M's "Above

and Beyond" at the Glen Falls (N.Y.) Para-

mount. Manager W. J. Straub staged a

real early bird matinee show, with the thea-

tre opening at 5:45 a.m., and transportation

to the house, donuts and coffee included in

the 25c admission price. Widely circularized

with handouts and a 40 x 60 cutout in front

of the theatre, even bad roads, snow and ice

couldn't keep away the crowds.

Heavy Duty

Roy Williams, all 320 pounds of him, is

doing double duty for Walt Disney. The

quarter-century veteran of the Disney or-

ganization is giving delightful chalk talks

that entrance his audience while he socks

Winner of the Miss Universe contest, Finland's

Armi Kuuselc, featured in U-I's special featurette,

"The World's Most Beautiful Girls". Three of the

beauties are touring the country on behalf of this

and other U-I films.

over a message on behalf of "Peter Pan".

The publicity is coupled with happiness for

adults and children alike. Last week, for

instance he visited the children's wards of

Bellevue Hospital and brought squeals of

delight from the hospitalized tots at a special

"Peter Pan" party, as he whisked out, on an

average of 19 seconds per drawing, the won-
drous characters in the film, as well as other

Disney classics. Needless to say, there was
ample coverage and the resultant publicity

couldn't help but raise the Disney stock.

'Bali' Bally

A set-up similar to the one previewed for

newspaper, radio and trade-paper people in

the lobby of the Victoria for Paramount's

"Road to Bali" screening has been arranged

on a much larger scale for the New York
opening on January 29th at the Astor.

Gimbels will supply the tropical pets display

—monkeys, birds and fish; the National

Sawdust Company gives out with tropical

decor—fish netting, cocoanuts, sea-shells and

sand, and doubles for Bing, Bob and Dottie,

as well as two sarong-clad models will serve

as opening day hosts and hostesses. One
thing the Victoria screening didn't have will

be a barker dressed as a gorilla (a female of

the species gives Bob a hard time in the

film.

Paging Orson Welles

I f you should receive a small box con-

taining a weird figure resembling a space-

man from Mars, don't dump in into water

and call the fire department. Look deeper

and you'll see a folder, its cover emblazoned
with "Is this Bing Crosby or Bob Hope?"
It's Look Magazine's unique way of calling

to exhibitors' attention the fact that its Janu-

ary 27th issue will carry an unusual ad on

Paramount's "Road to Bali". The folder's

answer to the cover question: "It's either

one . . . they're both out of this world in

'Road to Bali'."
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EXPLOITATION PICTUEE

U-l RAISES THE ANTE
\\ orkin» on several fronts. Universal-International

has geared a promotion campaign for ""Mississippi

Gambler that bids fair to top any film the company
has ballyhooed in recent year.-.

The saturation premiere throughout the Mississippi

River Valley for "Mississippi Gambler", with its three

key-city super openings and another 350 pre-release

dates in the area is a cue to the huge promotion effort

I -1 is expending on the picture. The coverage by
radio, newspapers and magazines spread out word of

the picture and the premieres through the entire

country. On the Mutual Broadcasting System network,

heard weekly over 535 stations from coast to coast,

the "True or False" program had .-tars Piper Laurie.

Julia Adams, and the trio of lovelies from "The Most
Beautiful Girls in the YA orld" appear on the program,
a salute to the picture. Similar hoop-la was performed
at the Memphis premiere the following day, and then

al the New Orleans debut a day later.

From this hub the promotion will continue to spoke

out for pre-selling on both national and local levels.

The national magazine campaign is expected to reach

an advance audience of some 77.000.000 readers, with

full color ads in Look, Saturday Evening Post, the

Sundav supplements and full pages in the fan mag-
azines. The stars will tee off the picture in 50 other

towns in Mississippi River Valley area, and then move
on to p.a.'s. radio and TV appearances and interviews

throughout the country.

Wholesale listings of theatres and playdates were

run by U-I in large display newspaper ads for the

\ alley openings, certainly an unusual procedure for a

film company—to stand the total expense on local

les el advertising.

To aid in the local-level campaign, a special pub-

licity-promotion-exploitation kit designed particularly

for on-the-spot merchandising has been made available

by U-I for any exhibitor playing the picture. The kit

represents an exhaustive study of the exploitation-pub-

licity men in the industry. Working under the direction

of David A. Lipton and Charles F. Simonelli. the U-I

boxofheers have gone into amazing detail about the

tie-ups I including actual lists of the dealers in each

territory for the tie-in product), stunts, displays, ac-

cessories, street ballys.

There is a section on gambling hints from John

Scarne, the famed gambling expert who was profes-

sional advisor on the film, with a pamphlet on the

subject "Don'ts in Gambling"'. There are suggested

co-op ad layouts, street stunts that should cause plenty

of attention. Hollywood hair stylings, teaser stickers,

suggested newspaper plants, and other hints too numer-

ous even to mention, and many of them clearly illus-

trated.

This kit is an absolute necessity for anyone who
intends to do more than put the name on the marquee.

Properly handled, it could make the difference in some

decimal points in your boxoffice figures.

However, the marquee value is nothing to be sneezed

at either. Tyrone Power, as the gambler who would

"play anv game, any stakes, for your money, your

woman or your life." is the big name, with two of

Universal's brightest young stars. Piper Laurie and

Julia Adams, for additional draw.

The showman has a tremendous selection of exploi-

tation possibilities from which to choose for local

levelling. Backed by U-I's own great promotion, "Mis-

sissippi Gambler" should rake in plenty of blue chips.

Mt LI PLAT ANY CAMC

For Your Money

Your Girl

^

1

fo* room money

% iT&m # ...OH YOU* Lift

W

Tyrone ower
PfPCR LAURIE JtlUA ADAMS

ississippi
j |Y

ADS & ACCESSORIES
Among the excellent variety of newspaper ads,

perhaps the most provocative is the one pictured

aliove. The copy, emphasizing the gambling, ad-

venture and romance, is supplemented hy some
of the exciting scenes from the film to malo:

provocative and striking eye appeal.

There is also a good variety of posters, ranging
from the one-sheet pictured below, to a full color

24-sheet.

STUNTS
Several excellent ideas are outlined in the press

book as well as the kit. While the latter, a fat

volume of ideas, each well detailed, should lie

consulted and utilized, a quick gleaning of the

press book can give the showman ample ammuni-
tion for stunts based on gambling, such as a news-

paper "play a free game with the 'Mississippi

Gambler','" using several stills with Tyrone Power
holding a poker hand (see opposite page) and
the contestants asked to name the cards or the

hand he is holding. Classified ads in the news-

paper would give hints. Another idea is to have

a pair of girl parade down the street, with one

in a barrel captioned "We gambled with the

Mississippi Gambler", and the other holding a

giant playing card announcing playdate.

Or Your Life
ONE SHEET
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

MISSISSIPPI

GAMBLER

The pre-Civil War days on the Missis-

sippi were noted for two major industries

—cotton and gambling. Universal-Inter-

national has chosen the latter as the basis

for its big Technicolor production starring

Tyrone Power and featuring U-I's young
pride-and-joys. Piper Laurie and Julia

Adams.

Power is seen as an adventurer with a

bent for gambling, who travels along the

Mississippi on the river boats to indulge

his fancy. He becomes involved with a

pair of New Orleans aristocrats. Piper

Laurie and her brother. John Baer, after

he cleans out the latter in a poker game.

Resolving to settle in New Oilcans and
build a respectable gambling house. I'ower

and his philosophical gambling partner,

John Mclnlyre, run into situations that

make for plenty of suspense, drama and

action—not to mention some torrid ro-

mance, hi the process, one of Power s gam-
bling victims commits suicide: the dead

man's sister. Julia Adams, teams up ro-

mantically and professionally with Power;

Baer turn coward in a duel with the gam-
bler: Power loses his fortune when the

banker-husband of Piper runs out with the

funds, and the inevitable reconciliation

with the lovely Miss Laurie ends the film

on a happy note.

Ted Richmond produced. Kudolph Mate
directed from the screenplay 1>\ Scion I.

Miller.



SHORT SUBJECTS
(Continued from Page 18)

$2,089,000 in 1951. The latter figure, how-
ever, included a $515,000 adjustment for

prior years' taxes, and a pre-tax income
from foreign countries of approximately

$2,000,000. The foreign revenue in the last

12-week period has not yet been realized and
is not included in the statement. Grosses for

the 1952 fiscal year, on the other hand,

moved ahead from the preceding year to

$178,525,000, from $176,199,000.

Warners' 1952 net took a $2,198,000 dip

from the year before as the company
profited to the tune of $7,229,000, compared
with a '51 net of $9,427,000. Gross take was
down, also, to $112,422,000 in '52, compared

with $116,909,00(1 in the preceding year. For
the quarter ended Nov. 29, 1952, the report

by president Harry M. Warner, noted that,

while the figures were not available, profit

before capital gains and before taxes, will

be "considerably lower" than the corres-

ponding $4,170,000 profit the year before.

Bill Gehring, 20th-Fox executive assistant

sales manager, had his day at Toots Shor's

in New York when 200 industryites con-

vened in a tribute to the 35-year veteran

with Fox. Climaxing "Bill Gehring Week"
throughout the entire 20th-Fox organization,

the occasion saw heartfelt kudoes from

president Spyros P. Skouras, vice-president

Charles Einfeld (pinch-hitting as toast-

master for distribution chief Al Lichtman
wTho was unable to attend because of illness)

and prominent exhibitor, distributor and
trade press leaders.

Cinerama keeps garnering top personnel

for its top echelon organization. Latest of

the executives to affiliate with the outfit is

John Joseph, who has taken the post of field

exploitation and publicity director. Former-
ly with Metro and Universal in top adver-

tising and publicity posts, Joseph has also

had extensive theatre experience, including

positions with Balaban and Katz, and RKO
Midwest Theatres chains. He will begin

with playdates for the process in the Mid-
west, first of which was recently announced
for Detroit.

The Candid Camera technique, heretofore

used in Columbia short subjects, will be ex-

tended to make a feature length film. Photo-

graphed entirely with concealed cameras,

produced Allen Flint aims to have a seven-

reeler, designed especialy for distribution in

foreign markets, to give the world an oppor-

tunity to watch Americans caught in the

act of being themselves. Four different

language versions are included in the initial

plans, which call lor distribution in the

Spring.

Abe Montague, president of the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital, found the yeo-

man work he had done on behalf of the pro-

jected "Harold Rodner Research Section" of
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BILL GEHRING
Tribute for 35 1 ears

the Hospital rewarded with a check for

$27,000, representing 400 individual situ-

ations. The laboratory, to be established at

the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at Sara-

nac Lake, N. Y., will be a memorial to

Rodner, a former Warner executive, who
dedicated his life to help the sick and needy.

The project nearest his heart was the Hos-
pital, where he hoped to establish a modern
laboratory for development of tuberculosis

cures. Tragically, he died before this could

be accomplished. It is a tribute to Mr. Mon-
tague that he was able, within such a short

time, to lead the way toward making
Rodner's dream a reality.

B. B. Kreisler, president of International

Film Associates, distributor of foreign films

in this country, made final plans for distri-

bution of Francinex Films' "Paris Affair"

and SCP Films' Italian production, "Ring

Around the Clock". In New York for

huddles with Kreisler were Francinex' Anne
Buydens, who looks more like a movie star

than a film company representative, and

SCP executive director Coletti, producer of

"Ring Around the Clock".

Among the most influential voices during

the "Bests" season is the General Federation

of Women's Clubs. Here are its choices: 10

Best, in order: "The Quiet Man," "Come
Back, Little Sheba," "Breaking the Sound
Barrier," "High Noon," "Hans Christian

Andersen," "The Thief," "Singin' in the

Rain," "Five Fingers," "Story of Will

Rogers," and "The Promoter." Other bests

in their individual categories included: War
picture, "Fight Iron Men"; Comedy, "Fear-

less Fagan"; Adventure, "Story of Robin

Hood"; Tragedy, "Cry the Beloved Coun-
try"; Farce, "Where's Charley"; Documen-
tary, "Under the Red Sea", and Foreign,

"Forbidden Games".

In another "Bests" derby, the N. Y. Film
Critics selections, United Artists was g$
proud of its showing after taking seven out

of eight places in the final round of voting,

that the company set up a coast-to-coal
network of radio and TV "listening parties"

for the NBC broadcasts of the Awards cere*

monies on January 17. The UA branchd
combined with local Variety Tents to urge
radio and TV stations to carry the shows,
arranged to have local newspaper reviewers
and editors, as well as exhibitors and othefi

industryites, present at the "listening!

parties". Of the awards for best picture!

director, actor and actress, UA scored if

every category except best actress, whicB
went to Shirley Booth for Paramount 1

!;

"Come Back, Little Sheba". UA pictures

and performances named were in "HiglJ

Noon", "African Queen", "Breaking th<

Sound Barrier" and "Limelight".

RKO launches its Silver Anniversar;

drive on March 6 to run for 16 weeks. Sale

chief Charles Boasberg is aiming at an RK(
subject in every theatre in each of the U
weeks.

PEOPLE: Lem Jones, 20th Century- Fox'i

new Short Subjects Sales Manager, has ha

a career that included contacts with tw

near-presidents—of the United States, thz

is—and one president—of a film company
After leaving the staff of the New Yor
Herald Tribune to become Thomas I'

Dewey's press secretary, when the latta

was New York's D.A., he later took tl

post of Wendell Wilkie's press secretar

As history has recorded, neither Dewey n<i

Wilkie made the presidency, so Jones di

cided to hitch his wagon to a bona fid

president. Spyros P. Skouras. He serv< 1

as assistant to the 20th-Fox president and

several executive sales posts, finally repla :

ing Peter J. Levathes as shorts chief, aft ;

the latter resigned to become a vice-prei =

dent of Young and Rubicam. Distribute

director Al Lichtman, has named Pi!)

Williams as Jones' assistant . . . Joy

'

O'Hara, executive vice-president of tfl

MPAA, and long-time associate and con|

dante of Eric Johnston since the MP.A!|

president was heading the U. S. Chamh.

of Commerce, died Jan. 13 in his hotel rocl

at the Waldorf-Astoria. He was 59 ... I

new post was created by the abolition I

RKO's North-South division, formerly hea

ed by the present general sales managl

Charles Boasberg. David Prince, forrr

Southeastern district manager, heads tl

new divisional set-up as sales manager :fl

the entire South. Western division manap"

Walter Branson will take over the Canad l

managership . . . Emery Austin, forn

southern division press representative I

M-G-M, has been upped to assistant to pi

licity manager Dan S. Terrell. He will
|

in charge of exploitation . . . Lester I

Issac is Cinerama's new assistant genel

manager of theatre operations in charge f

technical services. He will work with g|.

Joseph Kaufman on plans to extend the rfr

process to at least 25 key cities during H 5.



€XHIBITORS fORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

GOOD SALE
Allied MPTO of Western Pa.

The news regarding the purchase by

[essrs. Fabian and Rosen of the stock in

Earner Theatres from the Warner brothers,

indeed cause for rejoicing. The gentlemen

ve helped us by re-establishing faith and

Dnfidence in our industry at a time when

e are sorely in need of it. When two old-

me showmen, such as they are, are willing

invest the money, which apparently is

eing invested, it makes us stop and wonder

hat the "calamity howlers" are talking

}out . . . and I mean some like the very

rominent head of a big, formerly affiliated,

rcuit who some months ago foresaw the

holesale closing of our theatres, principally

lose of the little independent. Our thanks

the clan Fabian for the lift we needed!

Sll

pic

MANAGER'S PROBLEM
ITO of Ohio

This is probably a radical solution for the

roblem of finding good managers for key

neatres but it may come to pass some day

nyway. There are too few young men will-

ig to become assistant managers in thea-

res, the traditional stepping stones to

lanagerships. The long hours, week-end

»ork and relatively low pay are drawbacks

n these days of 40 hour weeks, time and a

alf for overtime and no lack of jobs for

very high school and college graduate. Let

s assume that the functions of the manager

>e split in half. One man, the most re-

ponsible of the two, who has had experi-

nce, works a regular business day. He
nerchandises the pictures, writes ads,

nakes tieups. He superintends the cleaning

f the theatre, sees that it is supplied with

rticles necessary for its smooth running,

tc. It 6:00 he goes home for the day. At
hat hour, the other half of the management
earn appears on the scene. He is the house

nanager. He sees that the lights are turned

in, supervises the sale and collection of

ickets, the seating of patrons, sale of

andy, etc. Meanwhile, he can be learning

he job of the other man. This man can be

i school teacher, a bank clerk, a municipal

mployee or a student. The combined
salaries are not more than any good circuit

s willing to pay a manager and an assistant.

The easier hours and chance for opportunity

jffer better recruitment possibilities. There
nay be some circuit general managers who
will be willing to shoot us for making such

i radical suggestion but it does seem to offer

it least a partial panacea for the manage-
ment problem.

THOSE TV OLDIES
Allied Theatre Owners of Ind.

Tempering any great optimism about 1953

is the news that Republic has sold 104 of

its features released from 1937 to 1948 to

WCBS-TV. If TV is competition to the

theatres, and the opinion polls arc predomi-
nately that it is, then every new source of

motion picture theatre type product is going

to intensify that competition. Admittedly

not as good product, but still product that

you have to charge for that the patron can

get at home for free. Republic's HURRI-
CANE SMITH with Ray Middleton and

Jane Wyatt (a picture sold to TV) may not

be as good as Paramunt's HURRICANE
SMITH (released about a month ago) but

it can have only one effect on theatre grosses.

How fast other companies sell product

made for theatres and paid for by theatre

customers to TV is a matter of simple arith-

metic. As long as theatre sales plus TV
sales is greater than theatre sales only, prod-

uct will go to TV. When a distributor who
sells to TV finds that the revenue from his

theatre customers drops further than his

TV gain, then he wil stop selling TV. It's

that simple. Of course, we are not talking

about companies that use their faciliities to

make pictures exclusively for television ex-

hibition.

SATURATION POINT
Allied Caravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central

An exhibitor writes: "Leopards never

change their spots and the film companies
never stop trying to nickle and dime you to

death. Latest gimmick, Warners want a 25c

increase in cost of trailers. Some places only

colored trailers. Exhibitors who go for this

gouge will just increase their overheads in

the face of falling grosses. Some members
report that after resisting this they bought

their trailers at the same old price"—And
why not? Surely Warners are not going to

hinge the sale of a picture on an extra two
bits for the trailer. We strongly urge not

to budge an inch for anyone who wants to

add one cent to the cost of anything you
buy for the time being. We've reached the

saturation point on expenses. Surely, film

companies, film carriers, equipment manu-
facturers and even janitors must realize that

we cannot add pennies and dollars to our

overhead any longer. We know we can't

pass it on to the public in higher prices.

Falling grosses already signifies that the

public no longer has as many bucks as they

used to have. Again we urge you, we en-

treat you to RESIST anything that adds

one cent to your overhead or your film

rental. Theatres continue to close, exhibitors

continue to take on part time jobs and peo-

ple want more money from the theatres. It's

ridiculous.

IT'S A FUNNY BUSINESS
ITO of Ohio

Suppose that when the distributor's sales-

man visited you or you visited the exchange,

you agreed on a deal and then instead of

signing the contract you said, "Leave this

with me a while. I want to consult someone
in New York (or Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Pittsburgh or Atlanta) and if he doesn't tell

in c I've made a bad deal, I'll go through

with it. On the other hand, I might not be

able to get word to you until after ['ve

played the picture, but don't worry about

that. Whatever I decide on later, that's it.

I'll play it on those terms". How far would

you get? Yet that's exactly what the sales-

man and even the branch manager tells you.

And stranger still, that's exactly the answer

that the salesman or branch manager would

get if he went to a circuit theatre instead of

the man he knows has the right to buy the

pictures at the terms that he dicides on. The
circuit gives its buyers that right. If they're

wrong, that's too bad. If they're wrong too

often, they get fired. But the salesman tells

you he's got to take it up with his home
office or his district or division manager or

all three. How bad would it be if the distri-

butors left the same discretion to their sales-

men and branch managers as the circuits

leave to their film buyers? The only fore-

seeable result would be better salesmen and
branch managers, better relations between
exhibitor and distributor and happier exhi-

bitors. Well, it's fun to speculate anyway.

DRIVE-IN NOTE
ITO of Ohio

We have noted several drive-ins around

the state which have sold their attraction

boards during the winter season for adver-

tising purposes. Automobiles, food, clothing,

etc. would be good prospects for this kind

of special billboard advertising at an at-

tractive rate. And for those drive-ins either

owned in association with an indoor theatre

or in friendly relationship with one, how
about advertising the week end show in

town ?

THEATRE Cr MERCHANT
ITO of Ohio

Some time when you have a chance just

walk around within two blocks in each di-

rection from your theatre some evening.

Note how many store windows are lighted.

Now ask yourself, why they are lighted. It's

to attract people to look at the merchandise.

But who would look at this merchandise if

it were not for your theatre? Remind your

fellow merchants of this some time. You
might also point out that when a woman
passes a iighted window on her way to or

from a show, she is in a spending mood,
either anticipating the pleasure of the enter-

tainment you have in store for her or en-

joying it in retrospect. If those merchants

were to advertise "On your way to the

Bijou Theatre tonight to see Susie Zilch in

'Why Girls Leave Home', see our newest

children's shoes" (or refrigerators or pa-

jamas or hats or what have you), then they

would be doing themselves as much of a

favor as they are helping you. You might

take note of the newspaper ads in your own
town or neighborhood, or the window dis-

plays and offer some of these merchants a

place to advertise their wares in your lobby

in the daytime, perhaps with some industrial

or commercial short subject on the screen

about their own businesses. They'll soon

have a new awareness of your part in their

business.
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QUOT€r What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

Critics Cool & Caustic

To 'Androcles and the Lion'

With the exception of the Journal-Ameri-

can's Rose Pelswick, New York film critics

reviewed RKO's "Androcles and the Lion"

and termed the film "clumsy and slow",

"hcllow sham", and "diluted comedy". The
concensus is that Shaw's play was turned

into a burlesque of the original, which, as

Herald Tribune's Otis Guernsey writes,

"cannot make up its mind whether it is in-

tended as a satire, a spectacle or a slapstick

comedy."

Guernsey also felt that "most of the pic-

ture is too cumbersome for anything as

adroit as wit." He admitted that "there is

an occasional spash of color . . . but it has

neither unity, purpose nor style."

The Time's Bosley Crowther noted that

"the sets are too often flimsy and artificial,

the group scenes too often drab and the

close-ups of individuals too often flat and
prolonged." He concluded with "the intel-

lectual content of the drama suffers from

staging that is dull; the fantasy and drollery

of it seem curiously clumsy and slow."

Grading it with a Fair plus Movie Meter

Rating, The Post's Archer Winsten caustic-

ally observed, "The results do not even

achieve a resounding 'deplorable'. They
fritter away any sense of an author's intel-

lectual approach, achieving a convocation of

actors' styles and a confusion that dilute the

comedy of the original."

In the World-Telegram, Alton Cook was
unimpressed with performances. He wrote

of Young, "turns Androcles into one of the

helpless blunderers of a Young radio pro-

gram, but this time without much humor."

In his opinion, "to enjoy full relish of the

merits of this picture, pretend it is a big,

exciting story inspired by the old Androcles

legend."

Only the Journal-American's Pelswick was
enthusiastic about the film feeling it had

been "given the plush treatment by RKO
. . . filmed on a large and lavish scale." She
notes that the picture "emerges as a com-
bination of Shavian wit, movie Slapstick, and
pagentry."

THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL'

M-G-M
"Superficial piece of work, a glib comment

on show business offered in a slick, profes-

sional style and running right down the aver-

age line of movie entertainment."—Guernsey,

N. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Engrossing, highly colorful entertainment

. . . deftly directed . . . smoothly scripted

. . . M-G-M has given it glossy and glamor-

ous production."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American.

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Among ordinary films, this would be the big

one . . . Only comparisons with a great pic-

ture would cut it down to size, a melodra-

matic display of the Creative Process in

Hollywood, mostly brilliant surface and

facile, familiar plot."—Winsten, N. Y. Post.

"Through all o! this gory demonstration

of the miserable innards of a man, the

doctors are also displaying the innards of

Hollywood . . . But somehow, for all this

probing . . . there does not emerge a clear

picture of exactly how movies are made
. . . Crowded and colorful picture, but it is

choppy, episodic and vague."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times.

"Other movies in confessional mood have

castigated fellow workers hut probably

never in such outspoken terms . . . Once
again, the wise men of the Music Hall have

picked out for themselves the top hit and the

top entertainment around our town just

now."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

THE JAZZ SINGER'
WARNER BROS.,

"Good(Movie Meter Rating). . .(Thomas)

is a terrific entertainer . . . Good job of

bringing a sentimental tear jerker up to

date."—Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"Brilliant re-make of famous movie . . .

Effective blend of sentiment and music.''

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American.

"Resurrected all the qualities of its origi-

nal—sentimental, tearful and tuneful . . . No
new revolution . . . but very likely a gratify-

ing pile of dollars at the Paramount."—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Standard success story that has hardly

improved with age . . . Selling unadorned

and sometimes corny sentimentality that

cannot be disguised by smooth patter or

snappy ditties ... It is a well-dressed, well-

mounted show and its principals' hearts are

in the right place. But it is nothing new or

especially exciting."—E. W., N. Y. Times.

RUBY GENTRY"
20TH CENTURY-FOX

"Occasionally as dramatic and romantic

as could be wished . . . 'Ruby Gentry' is pur-

veying pure, old-fashioned passion, corny

and uncut, and she doesn't care who knows

it."—Weiler, N. Y. Times.

"Ordinarily, Miss Jones would have a

script like the one provided by Silvia

Richards roped and Hog-tied. Somehow,
the action gets away from her and a slick,

flat picture without any perceptible boiling-

point comes out on the screen."—J. P., N. Y.

Herald Tribune.

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Rings with tempestuous fervor against in-

triguing scenic backgrounds . . . Movie-

going gals will sop this up . . . We felt as

thought we were, maybe, reading a cheap

novel as it unreeled."—Thirer, N. Y\ Post.

"The telling of this story of a character

ruthless dominance suffers by the presence

of Jennifer Jones, an actress better fitted to

the working of timid, girlish wiles. Director

King Vidor could not get the necessary force

from the young lady but he had managed

well in other details."—Cook, N. Y. World-

Telegram.

"Miss Jones makes the most of her role,

and the storm-tossed moocl of the script N

neatly sustained."— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American.

'A MEMBER OF THE WEDDING'
CO LUMP. I A I

"Looks exactly like the television -tyle oM
presenting a play—stiff and cramped . .H
Miss Harris projects every mood and tone,

from the screen with frenzied force, turning

her triumph of stage acting to an over-l

wrought and montonously hysterical per-

formance."—Cook, X. Y. World-Telegram
|

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . WhaJ
was fine in the faraway of the footlights,^!

still haunting but not logical when the sam<<

scene is presented in movie closeup . . . Sul

perior to the average run of Hollywood prcS

duct, if only because it is so different . .J
but it's not one we'd like to see again, nol

can we put a stamp of true greatness upoi

it."—Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"Follows the original very closely; set

much so that it seems almost a filmed stag. ;

play even to its stylized, theatrical mood."— 9

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American.

"Vibrant and sensitive sketches . . . tha;

were drawn with such skill and perceptioifl

. . . on the stage are viturally duplicated i
j

the transfer of the play to the screen, bu

their effect is considerably less arresting ol

pervasive in the picture medium."—CrowJ
ther, N. Y. Times.

"This Stanley Kramer production of thij

stage play ... is a misfit on the screen . .1

A monotonous and uncomfortable show."-]

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

MY COUSIN RACHEL'
20TH CENTURY-FOX

"Excellent screen translation of Daphi.

du Maurier's literate romance . . . MasteB
fully mounted and staged . . . this nin III

teenth century adventure provides some dll

licious thrills ... If one can accept the ill

conclusion as an adequate stimulant

thought—or even overlook it—one can ha _4
a lot of pleasure from this film."—Crowthd|

N. Y. Times.

"Grand without being forceful, mof

puzzling than mysterious and more posjl

than exciting—a minor thriller all dressj|

up in a big production . . . Elaborate count*B

feit of a thriller . . . but there is hardly mcl
than a couple of bated breaths in the wh«
business."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald TribunB

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . WritJ
Producer Nunnally Johnson has toiled sk:Ii

fully, director Henry Koster has applied*

very high polish, and the performers :f

positively enameled in the perfection." I

Winsten, N. Y. Post.

"Right out of the top drawer . . . Ij

mensely entertaining blend of suspense al

romance with mystery overtones . . . R|
in mood and atmosphere, expertly acted al

skillfully handled."— Pelswick, N.Y. Jourri

American.

"Fascinating puzzle picture about obsc !

workings of good and evil . . . Wonder f

game . . . tricks are so sly, they leave 1 a

endless debate and curiousity in their wak r

—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.
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P*ODUCTIOn
8 R€L€AS€

II

R6CORD
ALLIED ARTISTS

i'5 I -52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

55)

I
19)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

>MPLETED
ctic Flight

ny Bound
Itle Zone

( nyon Ambush _

lad Man's Trail

I serf Pursuit

he Jockey (77)

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

..Morris- Albright 7-20 52 1 0 ....

Clements 10-52 5214
..Hodiak-Christian 9-52 _ 22......

Brown-Coates 10-12 5244
,_ Brown-Ellison 7-4 5243

Morris-Caruso 5-52 5209
.... Simms-O'Shea 8-23 21

ngs of the Arctic Kirby-Grant 12-28 5222
rgo Elliot ... 9-52. 5224
it Top IC) Hayden-Carlson 11-52
udin' Fools Gorcey-Hall 9-14
>ld Fever _„ Morgan-Calvert 4-8
inman, The Wilson-Knight 4-13
>re Comes the Marines Gorcey-Hall 4-15
awatha (C) Edwards-Dugay _ 12-7
ghwayman, The IC) 183) Hendrix-Coburn

4-18

5201
5213..
5220..
5252
5212
5202

9-8 20 8-27
>mesteaders. The .....Elliott-Vallin 2-53

. lopy Gorcey-Hall
ngle Girl _ .Sheffield-Sharpe _
nsas Pacific (C) Hayden-Miller 2-53 24
msas Territory (73) Elliott-Stewart 5-4 5225...

an from Black Hills (78) Brown-Ellison ... 3-52. 5242
exican Silver Wilson-Clyde _
ontana Incident „ ...Wilson-Stewart 8-17 5253... _
ght Raiders Wilson-Knight ... 2-52 5251...
jrthwest Territory (41) Grant-Chinook ...12-9
ise Bowl Story, The IC) 173) Thompson-Miles 8-24 5204

(

a Tiger (71) Archer-Chapman 7-52 5218
>n of Belle Starr Larsen-Castle ...

o Holds Barred Bowery Boys ......

ingier Incident Brent-Aldon
xas City Brown-Elliscn ...

irpedo Alley _ Stevens-Malone
cious Years, The (79) Cook-Moore
'aco 148) ..Elliott

'agons West (C) 170) Cameron

12-52 5214..
2-53
12-30
1 1-52
2-18
2-52
4-29

23

5224
5203

hite Lightning Clements-Bestar
'yoming Roundup Wilson-Coates 11-9 5254
quared Circle, The Kirkwood-Gleason
jkon Gold Grant-Hyer 8-52 5221

4-30

COLUMBIA
952-53 Features

Serials

Completed (38)

Completed ( 3)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

Cast
Haymes-Totter

Rel.

— 1952-53 —
N PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time
ruisin' Down the River IT)

COMPLETED
ffair in Trinidad (98) Hayworth-Ford ?
II Ashore IT) Rooney-Lawrence .....

>mbush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
cache Country (42) Autry-Buttram 5
assignment—Paris (85) -Andrews-Toren 10
arbed Wire (41) ._ -...Autry-Buttram 7
lue Canadian Rockies (58) Autry-Buttram II
rave Warrior (T) (73) Jon Hall ... 6-
rigand, The (T) (94) Dexter-Lawrence 7-

-alifornia Conguest IT) (79) Wilde-Wright 7.

-aptain Pirate (T) (85) Louis Hayward '

8-

i-louded Yellow, The (89) Simmons-Howard 8
-ongo Bill McGuire-Moore ..

onquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
-ripple Creek IT) (78) Montgomery-Booth 7
ight Iron Men (80) Colleano-Frani

""
12

irefighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
ive Angels on Murder J. Kent-D. Bogarde
7„™ e " Ireland-Denning
>,000 Fingers of Dr. T., The IT) Hayes-Healy
;our Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer j.

golden Hawk (T) (83) ...Fleming-Haydn 10-
Hangman's Knot (T) 181) Scott-Jarman 1

1

Happy Time, The (94) . _ ...... Boyer-Driscoll 12
Her Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
Invasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle 12-
Jack McCall, Desperado IT) Montgomery-Stevens
Juggler, The ...Douglas-Vitale
Junction City (54) Starrett-Burnette 7
Jungle Safari .Weissmuller-Greene ...

Kid From Broken Gun (54) Starrett-Bunett 8-
Ladies of the Chorus (41) (Reissue) Monroe-Jergens II-
Last of the Comanches (T) Crawford-Hale 2-
Last Posse, The Crawford-Derek
Last Train From Bombay (72) _Hall-Ferraday 8-
Ut s Do It Aqain ITI Wyman-Milland
Member of the Wedding, The 191) Waters-Harris
Montana Territory ITI 144) McAllister-Hendrix 4-
Pathfmder, The IT) (78) Montogmery-Carter I-
^"'a 180) Young-Smith 4-
Pnnce of Pirates (T) Derek-Rush
Rainbow Round My Shoulder IT) 178) Laine-Daniels 9-
Red Beret, The (T) Ladd-Andrews
Red Snow (75) Madison-Mala 7-
Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Rough, Tough West (54) Starrett-Burnette 4-
"lome IT) Hayworth-Granger

.

No. Rev.

52 7-28

8-25

5-19

431

4-30
7-28
10-8

4-30
I 1-3

508

504 4-30

52

-5Z

52
52
53

484

481

52 504

. 12-29
438 4-30

434

503

439

5-19

52 487

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1951-52 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Sniper, The (87)

Sound Off (SO (83) ... Mickey Rooney
Storm Over Tibet 187) _ Reagon-Douglas

Menjou-Fram 5-52
5-52
7-52

Moore-Haas 12-52
Denning-Loo 2—53
Documentary Special
Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52

434
428

505Strange Fascination (80)
Target—Hong Kong
Vatican, The IT) 142)

Voodoo Tiger (47)
Wagon Team (41) Autry-Buttram 9-52 474...

Walk East on Beacon (98) Murphy-Gilmore 4-52 424
War Cry IC) Montgomery-Long 435.
Winning of the West 157) Autry-Burnette 1-53

Yank in Indo-China, A 147) Archer-Dick 5-52 435

10-4

5-5

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (13) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Cairo

COMPLETED
Bad Blonde .

Captain Kidd IReissue) (89)
Chu Chin Chow
Gambler and the Lady 171)

Great White Hunter (Reissue) (89)

Hellgate (87)
I'll Get You
Johnny the Giant Killer (T)

Jungle, The 174) _
Mr. Walkie-Talkie 145)

Outlaw Women IC) 175)
Perils of the Jungle
Pirate Submarine 149)

Scotland Yard Inspector (73)

Secret People (87)

Spaceways -

Stolen Face, The 171) - -
Stronghold 1731

Tall Texan, The
Tromba, the Tiger-Man (43) —

Cast
George Raft

Rel. No. Rev.

Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton
Anna May Wong
Dane Clark
Peck-Preston
Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
Cameron-Romero
Tracy-Sawyer _

Windsor-Rober
Clyde Beatty .......

Special Cast
Romero-Maxwell
Cortesa-A. Hepburn
Duff-Bartok
Henreid-Scott
Lake-Scott
Bridges-Cobb
Special Cast .

12-12
3-53
12-24
12-12

9-5
1-14

1 1-28

... 4-2
3-53
7- 18

1 0—3 I

8-25

5210
5215
5204
5209
.5113
5204
5205
5112
5203
5105
5214
5110
5202
5114

4-14 5109
2-52 5107

2-13-53 5207
...... 1 1-14 5201

METRO- COLDWYN -MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rel.Cast
Taylor-Granger
Astaire-Charisse
Tracy-Simmons

. Kelly-Youskevitch
Turner-Montalban
Gable-Gardner

Tavlor-Parker 1—53.

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Band Wagon, The IT) ....

Fame and Fortune
Invitation to the Dance (T) _

Latin Lovers IT)

Mogambo (T) ....

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122)
Apache War Smoke (47) ... Roland-Horton 10-52
Bad and the Beautiful, The 1118) Turner-Douglas 1-53

Because You're Mine IT) 1103) Lanza-Whitmore 10-52
Carbine Williams 193) Stewart-Hagen 5-52
Clown, The (91) Skelton-Greer 1-53

Code 2 Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie 171) Johnson-Leigh 4-53
Cry of the Hunted Gassman-Sullivan ...

Dangerous When Wet . Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The 171) Keel-Greer 1-53

Devil Makes Three, The 190) (T) Kelly-Angeli 9-52.
Dream Wife _ Grant-Kerr .

Everything I Have Is Yours IT) 192) Champion-O'Keefe 10-52
Fearless Fagan 178) I eigh-Carpenter 8-52
Girl In White, The 193) Allyson-Kennedy 5-52
Glory Alley 179) Caron-Meeker 4-52

No.

313
305
315
304
231

302

Rev.

12-1

10-4

9-8
4-21

12-1

8-25

304
241
232
234

10-20
7-14

Girl Who Had Everything, The
Hoaxters, The 1371
Holiday for Sinners 172)
Hour of Thirteen, The (80)

I Love Melvin IT)

Ivanhoe (T) (104)
Jeopardy
Julius Caesar
Lili IT) 181)

Lovely fo Look At (102) (T)

Main Street to Broadway
Merry Widow, The IT) (105)
Mv Man and I (99)
Million Dollar Mermaid IT) 1110'

Naked Spur, The IT) 1911

Never Let Me Go Gable-Tierney
Pat and Mike 193) Tracy-Hepburn
Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104) Tracy-Tierney 11-52
Prisoner of Zenda IT) 1100) Granger-Kerr 11-52
Ouo Vadis ITI 1148) . Taylor-Kerr
Remains To Be Seen Allyson-Johnson
Ride. Vaquero lAns) Gardrer-R. Taylor
Roque's March 1841 Lansford-Rule 3-53
Scaramouche IT) 1115) S. Grainoer-E. Parker 4-52
See How They Run Dandridqe-Horton
Skirts Ahoy IT) 1109) William-Blaine 5-52
Skv rull of Moon 173) Carpenter-Sterling 12-52
Slight Case of Larceny Rooney-Bracken
Small Town Girl (T) I. Powell-Granger 4-53

Taylor-Lamas
Documentary

. Young-Rule 7-52
Lawford-Addams 11-52
O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53
R. Taylor-E. Taylor 8-52
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53
Brando-Mason
Caron-Ferrer
Grayson-Skelton 7-52
All-Star
Turner-Lomas 9-52
Winters-Montalban 9-52
Williams-Mature 12-52
Stewart-Ryan 2-53

239
309

1-12
4?30
10-20

307 4-30

237

301
303
312 I 1-17

235
310
308
218

324
234

4-14
1 1-3

10-20
11- 19

1-12

233
311

4-21
I 1-17
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Sombrero IT) Montalban-Angeli 3—5S
Steak for Connie
Story of Three Loves IT)

Time Bomb 177)
Vicki IT)

Wahington Story 182) ......

You For Me 170)
Young Bess (T)

(122)
_ Johnson-Leigh

All-Star Cast
...Ford-Vernon
Garson-Pidgeon
Johnson-Neal 7-52
Lawford-Greer 8-52
Sommons-Granger

Young Man With Ideas 184) _..Ford-Roman 5-52

. 238 ...7-14

240 8—1

1

230 3-10

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production (2)

~ RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Caddy, The
Sangaree IT)

COMPLETED
Anything Can Happen (107)
Arrowhead IT)

Atomic City, The 185)
Blazing Forest [T) 191)
Botany Bay IT)

Caribbean IT) (95) ..

Carrie 1118)
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba 1991
Denver & Rio Grande IT) 189)
Encore 1901
Forever Female
Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada IT)

Here Comes the Girls (T)
Houdini (T) . ...

Hurricane Smith IT)
Jumping Jacks (98)
Jamaica Run (T)

Just For You IT) (104)
Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos ...

Military Policeman
Off Limits
Pleasure Island IT)

Pony Express (T)

Red Mountain IT)

Road to Bali (T)
Roman Holiday
Savage, The (T)
Scared Stiff

Shane IT)

Somebody Loves Me (T) (97)
Son of Paleface (T) ...

StMao 17

Stars Are Sinoinq. The (991
Stooge, The 1 100)
Thunder in the East 198)
Turning Point, The (85(
Tropic Zone IT) 194)
Vanquished, The IT)

War of the Worlds IT)

Cast
Martin & Lewis
Lamas-Dahl

Rel. No. Rev.

Ferrer-Hunter
Heston-Palance
Barry-Clarke
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd Mason
Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones
Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
O Brien-Hayden
Maugham Stories
Rogers- Holden
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarW-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman ...

Crosby-Dauphin ....

Barry-Carke
Hope-Maxwell
Hope-Rooney
Genn-Taylor

5-52 5117 .3-10

6-52
12-52

5120
5207 10-20

9-52 5202
8-52
12-52

5123
5208

6-1

A

2-53 5213
6-52
7-52

5115
5122

4-7

7-52 5129 1-14

10-52 5204
7-52 5121
5-53
9-52 5201

6-16

8— II

184)

191)

(95) .

Hes*on-Fleming
L^dd Kennedy
Hope -Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis _

Ladd-Arthur
Hu*ton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson

5215
4-53
3-53
4-53
5-52 5113 .

12-52 5209

11-52 5206

12-1

10-4

10-52
8-52

5203
5124

9-8
7-14

3-53 5214
2-53 5212
1-53 5210
10-52 5205
1-53 5211

1-12

I 1-17
. 10-4
12-29

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Battles of Chief Pontiac 175)
Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn

Gorilla 174)
Breakdown (76)
Callinq Mr. Death 163) IReissue)
Cairo Road (85) _i
Cuban Pete (61) (Reissue)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Geisha Girl (67) _. _

House of Darkness (63)
House of the 7 Gables, The (97)

I Reissue

)

If This Be Sin 174) . .,

Inside Job (65) (Reissue)
Johnny Comes Marching Home 174)

IReissue)
Kid Monk Baroni (80)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) IReissue) ...

Maytime in Mayfair (T) (74)
Mug Town 160) (Reissue)
Missinq Head 162)

IReissue of "Stranqe Confession"
Mr. Pip (101) IReissue)
My Death is a Mockery (47)
Private Buckaroo 168) IReissue)
Summer Storm (92) (Reissue)
Vanishing Body (651

IReissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (82)
Wide Boy 166)

— 1952-53 —
Cast

Barker-Wescott

Luskosi-Mitchell
Richards-Bishop
Chaney-Naish
.Harvey-Portman
Arnez-Smith
Auer-Buford

. Hyer-Andrews
Harvey-Shaw
Sanders-Price

Rel. No. Rev.

1 1-52

10-52
9-52
1-53

10-52
1 1-52

1 1-52
8-52
10-52
2-53

Loy-Greene
Curtis-Rutherford
O'Conner-Jones

I 1-52
12-52
2-53

...Cabot-Knox 8-52

...Ball-Brent 1 1-52 .

... Wilding-Nagle _ 8-52

... Dead End Kids 12-52
Chaney-Joyce 1-53

)

Hull-Holmes 2-53
...D. Huston-Byron 12-52.
Harry James 2-53

...Darnell-Sanders 9-52
Karloff-Lugosi 1-53

... Harvey-Shaw 9-52
Shaw-Tafler 12-52

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (10)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 6)

In Production

In Production
In Production

( 1 )

(0)

(0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Lauqhinq Ann IT)

COMPLETED
Bal Tabarin 190)
Black Hills Ambush 154)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Corey-Tucker

Rel. No. Rev.

Lawrence-Chinq
Lane-Waller

6-1 5129
5-20 5172

10-8. 5174
City That Never Sleeps .Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost (54) Allen
Fair Wind to Java ITr) MacMurray-Ralston .

Gobs and Gals (86) Downs-Hutton ._ 5-52 5128
I Dream of Jeanie ITr) 190) Middleton-Shirley 4-15 5104..

Lady Wants Mink, The (Tr) Hussey-O' Keef e 3-5

Marshal of Cedar Rock Lane-Waller 2-1 5241

Old Oklahoma Plains (60) Allen-Kay 7-25 5144 .

Old Overland Trail Allen-Hall 2-25
Perilous Voyage Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man, The IT) 1129) Wayne-O'Hara 5108
Ride the Man Down ITr) 190) . ... ... Donlevy-Tucker 11-52 5202
San Antone Cameron-Whelan 2-15

South of San Antone Cameron-Whelan ..

South Pacific Trail (60) Allen-Estelita

Sun Shines Bright Winninger-Whelan
Sweetheart Time ITr) Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds 198) Derek-Barrymore .

Thundering Caravans 154) ... Lane-Waller
Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109

Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton 10-1

Valley of Missinq Men Lane-Waller
WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123

Woman of the North Country 190) Cameron-Hussey - 9-5 _ 5107

Woman They Almost Lynched, The Lund-Leslie —

7-U

5-M
11-3

... 10-20...

11-27 5201
7-20 .5173.

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising 181) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne 9-52 384 —
Annie Oakley 191) (Re-issue) Stanwyck-Foster 9-52 383

Androcles and The Lion 198) Simmons-Young 11-52 368

Beautiful But Dangerous Simmons-Mitchum _ 2-53 .....

Beware, My Lovely (77) -. Lupino-Ryan 9-52 302 . 8-1

Big Sky The (140) . Douglas-Martin 8-52 361 —

J

Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (991 ... Darnell-Newton 12-52 12-1!

Body Snatcher IRe-issue) Karloff . 4-52 271

Break-Up Simmons-Mature 3
Bystander The Mitchum-Simmons — - .

Captive Woman 165) Clarke-Field 10-52 306

Clash By Night 1105) Douglas-Stanwyck 4-52 229 4-li

Desert Passage (40) Holt-Dixon ...

Difference, The
Face to Face 192)

Faithful City 186)

Half-Breed, The IT) 181)

Hands Across the Sea

O' Brien-Lovejoy

Hans Christian Andersen IT) 1120)

Jet Pilot IT) 1118)
King Kong IRe-issue) Cabot
Leopard Man, The IRe-issue) O'Keefe

Mason-Preston I 1-52

. J. Smith-Ramati 5-52
Young-Carter _ 5—52..

Rennie-Peters

309
303
228

12-

4-

5-

Kaye-Granger 11-52

Wayne-Leigh
6-52
6-52

Look Who's Lauqhinq (79)

Lusty Men, The (113) ...

Man Who Fooled Hitler
Montana Belle (T) 181) .....

Narrow Marqin 171)

Never Wave At A Wac
No Time for Flowers 183) Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53

269
270
381
304

Ball-McGee - 8-52

-Hayward-Mitchum ... 10-52

Werner —
.. Russell-Brent 1 1-52 308

.. McGraw-Windsor . 5-52 226
Russell-Wilson 1-53

10-

One Minute to Zero (105) - Mitchum-Tallman 8-52

Peter Pan (T) ... Disney Cartoon Feature 2-53 .

Split Second McNally-Smith

Story of Robin Hood (T) (84) .....Todd-Rice

Sudden Fear (110) —Crawford-Palance
Tarzan and the She Devil Barker-MacKenzie

Too Many Girls 185) Ball-Arnaz 8-52

Under the Red Sea (47) ._ Hass-Berl 10-52

Wild Heart, The IT) 182) Jennifer Jones 7-52

301

12-1

7-2

7-52 391
8-52 ... 342 8-1

382
305
274

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (27) In Production (3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T)

Ship Story. The
White Witch Doctor IT)

COMPLETED
Baptism of Fire — -

Belles On Their Toes IT) 189)

Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) (90)

Call Me Madam (T) _
Deadline U. S. A. 187)

Desert Rats
Destination Gobi (T)

Diplomatic Courier (97)

Don't Bother To Knock (74)

Down Among the Sheltering Palms(T)
Dream Boat 183)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T)

Fight Town (T)

Girl Next Door. The (T)

I Don't Care Girl IT) 178)

Invader From Mars
Kangaroo (T) (84) —
Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78)

Leave Her to Heaven(IIO) IReissue)

Les Miserables (104)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) _
Lydia Bailey IT) 189)

Man On A Tightrope
Monkey Business 197) _
My Cousin Rachel [98)

My Pal Gus 1831 -

Mv Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara IT) 189) -

Night Without Sleep (77)

Number, The
Outcasts of Poker Flat, The 181)

O. Henry's Full House (91)

Russell-Monroe -

Crain-Rennie
Hayward-Mitchum

...Mature-Moore - —
Crain-Loy 5-52
.Gaynor-Brady 11-52..

...Merman-O'Connor
_Bogart-Barrymore 5-52
Mason-Burton 4-53...

Widmark-Taylor 3-53
Power-Neal 7-52
Widmark-Monroe 9-52..

Lundigan-Greer
Webb-Francis 8-52
Grable-Robertson
Crain-Robertson
.Haver-Dailey

213
234

215

II-!

222
224

223
307

7-:

O'Hara-Lawford 4-52.. 217

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52 218 —

8

Tierney-Wilde 4-52 255 ......

Rennie-Paget 8-52... 225 — 8-

Peters-Hunter - 9-52 227 .._

Robertson-Francis 4-52 219 6-

March-Moore —
Grant-Rogers 10-52 230 .,-

deHavilland-Burton 1-53 301 12-

Widmark-Dru 12-52 233 12-

Baxter-Ca rey 1 0-52 _ 23 1

Cotten-Peters 2-53 306

. Darnell-Merril ...... 1 1-52 _, 235

.Winters-Widmark _ - - -
Baxter-Robertson 5-52 216 .... 4-

. Crain-Granger .... 9-52 228
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Ikup on South Street Widmark-Peters
Iny Soldier IT) 182) Power-Edwards
Iwder River Calhoun-Calvet ....

issident's Lady, The Hayward-Heston
lins Came, The 195} (Reissue) Power-Lov
I by Gentry 182) J. Jones-Heston
lilor of the King Hunter-Rennie
ver Whip, The 173) Calhoun-Robertson
tr, The 189) Bette Davis
lows of Kilimanjaro, The IT) ( 1 1 4) Pec k-Hayward
imething For The Birds 181)
jrs and Stripes Forever (T) 189)

!;el Trap 185)

>i (77)

ief of Venice (91)

12-52 237 11-17

Mature-Neal
Webb-Paget
Cotton-Wright ..

Daley-Smith
..Monte z- Christian
Webb-Stanwyck

basure of Golden Condor (T) (93) Wilde-Smith
night We Sing (T) (1091 Pinza-Peters

'ait Til The Sun Shines Nellie (T) 1 1 08) Peters-Wayne ....

ay of a Gaucho IT) (91) Tierny-Calhoun
e're Not Married (85) Wayne-Rogers
hat Price Glory (T) (III) Cagney-Dailey

4-52
1-53

2-53

10-52
10-52
12-52
I 1-52
3-53
12-52

2-53

7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52

256
303

309

12-29

233 11-3
239 12-1

.232
305
304 12-1

308

220 5-19
229 10-20
221 7-14
226 7-28

Rel. No. Rev.

4-2

UNITED ARTISTS
-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

OMPLETED
:tors and Sin 194) Robinson-Hunt
ibes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee
mdits of Corsica, The Greene-Raymond
eaking the Sound Barrier (115) Todd-Richardson
snfidence Girl 181) Conway-Brooke
•y the Beloved Country Lee-Poitier
counter . Lorring-Muni
ghter. The (78) Conte-Brown
jerrilla Girl Dantine-Marianna
jest Wife (90) Colbert-Ameche
igh Noon (85) Cooper-Kelly
vasion U.S.A O'Shea-Castle
land of Desire IT) (103) Darnell-Hunter
s in the Bag 187) _ Allen-Benny
insas City Confidential Payne-Gray
idy Vanishes, The 185) Redgrave-Lockwood
melight 1143) ...Chaplin-Bloom
ixury Girls Sernas-Laurent
'elba Munsel-Morley
iss Hargreaves (Catherine Hepburn
onsoon Thiess-Douglas
oulin Rouge IT) (123) Ferrer-Marchand
utcast ot the Islands (C) (91) Richardson-Kerima
utpost in Malaya Claudette Colbert
irk Row (83) . .. Evans-Welch
lantom From Space Seay-Nash
aiders of the Seven Seas Payne-Reed
ed Planet Mars (87)
ed River (125)
turn to Paradise IT) ._

ng, The (78)
iver, The IT) (99)
ough Shoot McCrea-Keye
carlet Spear. The (An) „ _ Archer-Hyer
hief, The (85) ... Milland-Gam
om Brown's Schooldays (93) Davies-Newton
ombstone Trails Montgomery-Hunter
ulsa (88) (T) Hayward-Preston
wo Gals and a Guy (70) _ Paige-Alda
Intamed Women (70) _ Jewel Productions
Men I Grow Up 190) _ Preston-Scott
Without Warning (75) Williams-Randall
Witness, The Bergman-Brando

7-18
12-7

12-21

78-22

1-23

9-52
7-30

8-4
9-52
1-16
9-52
10-23
1-30

Stone

Got

IlicZ

Chap

6-16

............

5-5

8-25

1 1-3

Graves-King
. Wayne-Dru
Cooper-Hayes ...

Rios-Moreno
Swinburne-Shields

12-14

7- 11

I 1-26
8- 12

5-15
6-6

9-25
2-15

10-10
-11-2

Lop

Sml

Hawks

Ren..

12-29
5-19

8-25

Pop 10-4

6-6
8-31
9-52

.4-20
5-8

Wan

UNIVERSAL

Rel. No. Rev.

Dec .305 12-1

Nov 302 10-20
Dec ..... 304
Sept 232 8-25
Mar

1952-53 Features Completed 126) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Drifting Curtis-Dru
It Happens Every Thursday Young-Forsythe

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Go to Mars Abbott & Costello
Against All Flags 183) Flynn-O'Hara
Because of You (95) Young-Chandler
Black Castle, The McNally-Greene
Bonzo Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn
City Beneath the Sea IT) Ryan-Powers ....

Column South IT) Murphy-Evans
Duel at Silver Creek, The IT) Murphy-Domergue
Desert Legion (T) Ladd-Dahl
East of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
Francis Covers the Big Town Donald O'Connor
Francis Goes to West Point . O'Connor-Nelson
Girls in the Night Holden-Farrell
Golden Blade, The IT) Laurie-Hudson
Gunsmoke IT) .. . Murphy-Drake
Has Anybody Seen My Gal (T) (89) Colburn-Laurie ......

Man From the Alamo Ford-Adams
Horizons West (T) 181) Ryan-Adams
!t Grows On Trees 184) Dunne-Jagger
Ivory Hunter IT] (95) Steel-Sheridan
Just Across the Street 79) Sheridan-Lund
Lady Pays Off. The (80) Darnell-McNally
Law and Order IT) Reagan-Malone
Lawless Breed, The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams
Lone Hand IT) McCrea-Hale
Lost in Alaska Abbott-Costello
Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion . . Main-Kilbride .

Aug 228

July
Feb

224
311

Mar
July 226 6-30

Oct 235 10-4
Nov 303 1 1-17
June 221 6-2
June 223 4-2
Nov . 202..

Jan 306

Aug 229 7-28

Meet Me at the Fair IT) (87)
Mississippi Gambler IT) 1981

No Room for the Groom 182)
Prince of Bagdad IT)

Raiders, The (T) 182)
Redhead From Wyoming, The IT)

Sally and Saint Anne
Scarlet Angel IT) (81) .

Seminole IT) _

Sioux Uprising (T)

Son of AM Baba (T) 175)
Stand At Apache River IT)

Stopover
Take Me to Town IT)

Thunder Bay IT)

Untamed Frontier, The IT)

Willie and Joe Back at the Front ( 87) Ewell-Lembeck
World In His Arms, The IT) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer (T) Chandler-Brady

Dailey-Lynn
Power- Laurie
Curtis-Laurie
Mature-Field
Conte-Lindfors
OHara-Nicol
Blyth-Gwenn
DeCarlo-Hudson
Hudson-Hale
Chandler-Domergue
Curtis-Laurie
McNally-Adams
Stanwyck-Carlson
Sheridan-Hayden .

Stewart-Dru
Cotten- Winters

Jan
Feb
May

Nov
Jan
Jul"
June
Mar

Sept

Sept.
Oct
Aug
Oct

310
220

301
309
225
222

231

230
233
227
234

12-15
1-12
5-5

4-14

8-25

10-4

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (26) In Production (4)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Calamity Jane IT)

Eddie Cantor Story, The ITI

Grace Moon Story, The (T)

Sulu Sea

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Day-Keel
Brasselle-Erskine
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mavo

Rel. No.

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) (70)
About Face IT) 1941
April in Paris IT) 1101)

Big Jim McLain (90)
Blue Gardenia, The
By the Light of the Silvery Moon(T)
Carson City IWC) 187)

Cattle Town 171)
City Is Dark, The
Crimson Pirate, The (T) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Song, The (T)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess ....

Iron Mistress, The (T) (110)
Jazz Singer, The IT) 1 104)
Lion and the Horse, The (WC) 183)
Lion Is In th Streets, A IT)

Lost Patrol. The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)

Mara Maru 198)
Miracle of Fatima (WC) (102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun _

San Francisco Story, The (80)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) ™.
She's Working Her Way

Through College IT) (101)
Springfield Rifle IWC) (93)
Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) (84)
Story of Will Rogers, The (T) (1091
System, The
3 For Bedroom C (NO (74)
Trouble Along the Way
Where's Charley? (T) (97)
Winning Team, The (98) _

Abbott-Costello
MacRae-Bracken
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Baxter-Conte
Day-MacRae
Scott-Massey
Morgan-Carey
Nelson-Hayden
B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Roman .,

Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
McCrea-DeCarlo
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cocnran

Mayo-Reagan
Cooper-Thaxter
Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lovejoy-Perrin
Swanson-Warren
Wayne-Reed
Bolger-McLerie ...

Day-Reagan

12-27 208
5-31 122
1-3 209

Rev.

12-1

4-2

1

8-30

4-14
12-4

9-27

201

123
207

202

11-22 204
2-14 .212
4-19 119

9-8

5-19
12-t

-24

1-31

5-3
10-11

I 1-8

211 12-29
120 4-7
203 9-8
.205 10-20

5-17 121 4-21

7-12 128 ...

10-25 204 . 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-24 129 7-28

4-21

8-14
4-28

124 4-14

130
125

7-14
4-2

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and managers, who
cooperated with us by putting return trailers in

the proper addressed containers and for

wrapping and addressing all return advertising.

We can serve all theatres better if they give us

a copy of their program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your

patrons have left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St., PhiU. 7

LOcust 4-0100

Member National Film Carriers
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It's the story of "what made motion pictures great". . . the saga of eye-

filling razzle-dazzle ... in the lobby . . . out in front . . . and on the screen

. . . the big Box Office story ... of bill-posting that shouted about your

great attractions . . . heralds that sought out patrons and brought them in, in droves . . . and away-from-theatre dis-

plays that dazzled an eager public . . . with the oft-repeated news of glittering entertainment!

This story isn't finished! A new chapter is just begun . . . with new big HITS . . . brighter, richer ACCESSORIES

. . . and colorful, exciting new TRAILERS . . . with STANDEES and DISPLAYAWAYS . . . Novelty Advertising

and COLORful new SPECIAL TRAILERS . . . the Showman's ammunition . . . that blasts resistance . . . and builds

patronage! ... to write a new chapter to the Showmanship Story ... A Best SELLER at any Box Office!





THE MISSISSIPPI



AMBLER is outgrossing

every U-l picture in the 41 year

history of this company in more

than half of its first 40 engage-

ments; topping THE EGG AND I in

23 out of these 40 situations;

topping BEND OF THE RIVER in 33

lout of the 40 situations!

[ississippi {JJambler
bySETON I. MILLER . Produced by TED RICHMOND • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

COLOR BV



Keep your eye on '53...

already started with these

great Top Grossersi

THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO r ^

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

MY COUSIN RACHEL 1
RUBY GENTRY 1

NIAGARA Technicolor

TAXI

DESTINATION GOBI r < n o/o,

THE STAR
THE PRESIDENT'S LADY
TONIGHT WE SING (

CALL ME MADAM e ncoior

MAN ON A TIGHTROPE
TITANIC

THE DESERT RATS
THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES red

and Watch for THE ROBE Technicolor

and more to come!

SOON.. . WORLD PREMIE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAi

There's No Business Ql Century-Fox Business!



lewpotnts
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ACT CALMLY ABOUT 3-D

By this time, every theatreman's

head is awhirl with a confusion of

terms that were vague or unknown to

him just a few weeks ago. Natural

Vision, Cinemascope, Tri-Opticon,

wide-angle lenses, compression and

rectification of images, stereophonic

sound, and so forth, are being bandied

about in every trade story he reads

these days. If it's any comfort (which

it certainly is not), the exhibitor may
rest assured that the confusion is not

confined to theatre operators; Holly-

wood is going 'round and 'round, too.

All this is due to the sudden tech-

nological revolution that has burst

upon our industry. The confusion is

to be expected for it happened sudden-

ly and the public forced the issue by
displaying a voracious appetite for 3-D
film fare.

Enough confusion already abounds
and we do not desire to add to it by
trying to explain 3-D's technical as-

pects, which might be antiquated by

the time this is read. There is a real

danger in the present excitement and
disorganization that pervades the in-

dustry. We wish to keep our remarks

as simple and as constructive as pos-

sible.

The third, or depth, dimension has

now been added to the cinema

medium. As far as we can learn to

date, the depth-from-front-to-back ef-

fect can be obtained only by having

the spectators wear polaroid glasses.

No method of creating the depth il-

lusion has been found without the use

of such viewing glasses. This is the

Natural Vision system employed in

"Rwana Devil".

Contrasted to this are the Cinema-
scope and the Cinerama systems,

which provide peripheral vision on a

panoramic scale from side to side. In

the most simple terms, these method '

aim to engulf the spectator's norma!
full range of vision by use of a very

wide screen, thus creating the effect

of sitting in the midst of the action.

The spectator feels as if he is partici-

pating in the events taking place on

this huge panoramic screen. The ef-

fect is heightened by a stereophonic

sound system.

Cinemascope, the system controlled

by 20th Century- Fox, is a happy
simplification of Cinerama, since it re-

quires only one projection booth.

Cinerama employs three cameras, three

films, three projection booths. Cine-

mascope photographs the picture by a

wide angle lens, compresses it into a

single 35 mm print, then rectifies, or

"releases", the compressed image by
using a wide angle lens in the regular

projector. This is a most promising

development, for it eliminates the need

for viewing glasses.

The big question that is puzzling the

film producers is this: Will the paying

public prefer to wear polaroid glasses

to get the more acute depth dimension,

or will it accept the panoramic "par-

ticipation" effect of Cinemascope,

without the inconvenience of wearing

special movie glasses?

How difficult that question is to

answer for industry leaders can be

gleaned from the extraordinary grosses

being rolled up by both Cinerama and

"Bwana Devil". The public seems

ready to accept either, or both, of

these cinematic systems.

So, today, our industry faces a major

dilemma: Shall it convert to something

like Natural Vision (with glasses), or

Cinemascope (without glasses)? There
are some who see the possibility that

the two systems could be combined to

obtain a really magnificent effect--

real depth on a panoramic scale (with

glasses). But, this wonderful and un-

likely possibility aside, a decision must
be made.

We caution care. Our industry has

gone through a couple trying years,

but it has survived and shows promise

of starting an upward trend even with-

(Condnued on Page 7)
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NO EXCLUSIVE ON 3-D: There has

been little doubt in the minds of those in

the know on third-dimension that it could

be adapted for TV. Henry Donovan,

Telemount-Mutual Productions producer,

claims he will shortly start work on a

series of I 3 television films, which the

living room audience can see in depth

dimension by wearing polaroids. Well

they can't get the Cinemascope or Ciner-

ama wide-screen effect.

EXPANDING ECONOMY. A total of

$8,277,000,000 was distributed by U. S.

corporations in dividends during 1952

—

about 2 per cent more than in the previ-

ous year. It was a record, the Commerce
Department reports. Who says there's no

money about?

BOOMINGEST BOOM: Three-dimension-

al films ("depthies" to you) are working

up the boomingest boom. Paillard, the

Swiss company which makes the Bolex

16 m.m. three-dimension camera for am-

ateur use, has had several approaches

from Hollywood, and one impatient New
York theatre-owner says he's going to

project enlarged, short-subject Bolex films

on his screen.

In the offing, by the way, is an am-

ateur stereopticon snapshot camera and

projector which will sell for the combined

price of $50—about a third less than the

average tag on a stereo camera alone.

UNIOUE is what we would call the

newspaper ads featuring dark glasses on

Bette Davis in the Rivoli (Broadway) ads

on "The Star". It was always considered

taboo to show a movie star wearing specs,

but those Rivoli ads are striking and they

have forks talking. It was somebody's

bright idea.

PUSH, PUSH, PUSH for reduced ad-

mission taxes. Now's the time to give the

industry's drive an extra thrust. Knowl-

edgeable Wall-streeters say personal,

death and corporation taxes will all be

cut some time this year.

IT COULD HAPPEN HERE, but prob-

ably won't—community viewing of tele-

vision programs. It is thriving in France,

where it is sponsored by village schools

in places without theatres and where local

residents can't afford their own TV set.

Admission price is usually about 6 cents.

PROSPERITY OMEN? More Govern

ment savings bonds were purchased in

January than were cashed in—first time

this has happened since war in Korea.

STRIP TEASE: 20th Century studio

bosses are contemplating legal action be-

cause one of the company's stars is por-

trayed on a new line of those highball

glasses which do tricks with the lady's

clothes when used for iced drinks.
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-MOTION PICTURE HERALD

-MOTION PICTURE DAILY

YOU'LL AGREE WITH TRADE PRESS!
"The exhibitor who can't make money with this picture should seek other means of a livelihood.

Chills, thrills and suspense. High octane acting." —SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"It's a money picture for just about anywhere. Excellent."

"Entertainment ingredients, action, suspense, Technicolor."

"A taut, rough, tough outdoor melodrama made to order for the western action addict. . .Techni-

color and a group of stars headed by James Stewart insure ticket sale." —VARIETY

"Absorbing tale. Performances outstanding. Should attract lusty grosses."—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Drama topped with action, intrigue, and suspense." —EXHIBITOR

"Actionful, suspense laden on every count. Super western. Substantial grosses wherever booked."
-BOXOFFICE

"Absorbing manhunt in the wilds of Colorado. Outdoor scenery spectacular." —FILM DAILY

"Hefty money-getter in all spots. A lulu for action houses. All-star picture in every sense of the word."
-FILM BULLETIN

date to rtmimker. BrriihrrhnnJ Weel'i Vitvir Annn^n,,^ r»A m_o^

M-G-M presents

JAMES STEWAR
JANET LEIGH
ROBERT RYAN
RALPH MEEKER

"THE NAKED
SPUR"

with

MILLARD MITCHELL

Color by TECHNICOLOR

Written by SAM ROLFE

and HAROLD JACK BLOOM

Directed by ANTHONY MAW
Produced by WILLIAM H. WRIGI
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out the stimulation of 3-D. Let's not

blow our tops about this new develop-

ment. The blessing of the depth di-

mension might turn into a nightmare

if the industry doesn't act calmly. The
demand is for cooperation in the

furtherance of the technological phases

of 3-D. A uniform system must be

decided upon and developed to make
it practical enough and economical

enough to be adopted by the great

mass of theatres in the world.

Either of the two forms of third

dimensional illusions opens vast new
vistas for exciting dramatic visual ef-

fects in motion pictures. Our business

is poised on the brink of a great new
era. We hope the industry's leaders

will approach it with appreciation of

their stewardship, and full consider-

ation of the interests of every element

in the business and the desires of the

ticket buying public. MO WAX

Myers Asks

Standardization

The following plea for standardi-

zation of third dimension produc-

tion and projection equipment was

contained in a bulletin issued by

A. F. Myers, of Allied States:

"Now is the time for the responsible

heads of the film companies to pause

and consider. It is natural for each

to delude himself that he has a "revo-

lutionary" method, or process, or

gadget and that he can force all others

to adopt it or get out of the motion

picture business. Motion Picture

Patents Company got away with that

sort of thing for a few years in the

early days but it has not been tried

since the Supreme Court repulsed

William Fox's Tri-Ergon attack. In

its present state, the industry is in no

condition to suspend operations pend-

ing the outcome of a battle of the

giants. And if each giant has a dif-

ferent method and there is no mechan-
ical interchangeability, it is not to be

expected that many theatres will be

equipped to handle films made by dif-

ferent methods and the giants may find

themselves without retail outlets. In

all the publicity being handed out,

there can be detected no consideration,

sympathetic or otherwise, for the small

exhibitors' problems.

"It is proper that in a competitive

spirit each company should try to

come lip with the best system, but

like the automobile manufacturers they

should work under an agreement that

the discoveries or acquisitions of one

should be made available to the others

so that at the earliest possible time all

3D pictures will be produced by the

best and most economical method,

whether it be Cinemascope or Para-

mount's or Universal's masked mar-

vels, or a combination of all three. If

assurances that this will be done could

be given now, it would relieve a great

deal of the current anxiety in exhibitor

circles and enable the whole industry

to move into a new—possibly great

—

era confident and unafraid.

"With all due respect to those whom
we have just referred to as giants, not

one is strong enough to withstand

such a battle as seems to be shaping

up. And if one should pull through

it would find that in the meantime it

had lost its market; that the theatres

are no longer there to absorb its pro-

ducts. The danger that now confronts

the industry is not fanciful, but real.

It concerns every person engaged in

or dependent upon the motion picture

industry. Unless a standardized 3D
product can be devised, and unless the

exhibitors can be supplied with accept-

able flat pictures during the transition

from 2D to 3D, the entire industry will

come crashing down and the responsi-

bility will rest on those now striving

for mastery."

Hollywood's

Report on 3-D

HOLLYWOOD:.—The mass swing-

over to three-dimension production is

on. All of the majors, nearly all of the

minors, and even many of the inde-

pendent production units are either ac-

tively engaged in turning out their first

3-D pictures, or are planning produc-

tions to go before the cameras in the

also immediate future.

Probably the 20th Century-Fox

Cinemascope process will be the one

most widely adopted throughout the

industry, not alone because it can be

\iewed without special polaroid glasses,

but also because it requires only a

single camera and projector. However,
indicative of the current indecision and

experimentation was the move by 2()t!i-

Fox, immediately following the an-

nouncement that its entire future pro-

gram would be made in Cinemascope,

to produce a couple films quickly in a

system similar to Natural Vision, re-

quiring viewing glasses. One of these,

"Inferno", will be filmed in color and

it is supposed to start next Mondav
(Feb. 16), the same day "The Robe"

rolls in Cinemascope.

Spyros Skouras and Darryl Xanuck

made it emphatically clear that 20th

Century would make the Cinemascope

process available to all other com-

panies, in order to assure uniformity.

One of the first majors to jump on

the Fox Cinemascope bandwagon was

MGM, which announced that it is re-

vamping production plans in order to

turn out a sizeable number of 3-D

films, utilizing this same technique.

Harry Cohn prexy of Columbia pic-

tures, has indicated that his company,

too, will launch immediate 3-D pro-

duction, employing the process. Co-

lumbia has previously set a trio of pic-

tures to be filmed in the Natural

Vision 3-D process.

Even Warner Brothers, which is

currently shooting "House of Wax"
in Natural Vision, is reported contem-

plating swinging over to the Fox pro-

cess. Paramount, which is employing

its own Paravision process in the film-

ing of the Pine-Thomas feature, "San-

garee," is investigating a possible

switch to the Cinemascope principle.

Paravision, unlike Natural Vision, re-

quires only one projector. However,

it does require the use of the polaroid

glasses for viewing.

Universal-International, which has

been secretly filming a trio of musical

shorts, as well as the feature "It Came
From Outer Space," in 3-D, also is

using a system which employs two

strips of films and requires the use

of glasses. No statement was avail-

able at this writing, as to whether the

company is contemplating the aban-

donment of the process for Cinema-

scope, or a similar process. However,

it seems a safe bet that U-I will beat

all competitors into release with the

group of 3-D shorts.

Earlier last week, C. J. Tevlin, vice-

president in charge of RKO studio

operations, said his company will join

enthusiastically with the rest of the in-

dustry in whatever uniform type of

production the majority of studios em-

ploy. Then, as the eventful week drew

to a close, RKO officials hastily called

a press conference to display a new

3-D camera, which, it claims, over-

comes some of the kinks in other

stereoscopic systems. Designed by

John A. Norling, chairman of the

stereoscopic committee of the Society

of Motion Picture and Television En-

gineers, this camera is constructed to

run two strips of film through twin

lenses and allows the two negatives to

be used either as 3-D, or reduced to a

regular 2-D print. The viewtindcr also

permits the cameraman to see scenes

in third-dimension.

For details on current 3-D and

regular film production, see REPORT
FR( >M THE STUDIOS, Page 11.
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BATTLE CIRCUS* BOCART IN WAR MELODRAMA ABOUT MEDICS
Rates • • • — generally on name values

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
90 minutes

Humphrey Bogart, June Allyson, Keenan

Wynn, Robert Keith, William Campbell,

Perry Sheehan, Patrica Tierman
Directed by Richard Brooks

The Bogart and Allyson names, flip di

alogue and some stirring doses of melodra-

matics make this film of the medics' role in

the Korean war a fairly good bet for box-

office. It could have been a better show.

While the title is apt, referring to the circus

tactics required by the medical corps as they

strip down their hospital tents and move to

another area at a moment's notice, it will

be a handicap for theatres whose clientele

shuns war films. On the credit side, how-

ever—and this should be exploited—the ro-

mantic angle isn't dragged in by the heels,

as has too often been the case in other war

films. As handled by the two stars, it is

light, logical and laugh-provoking, serving

as a welcome relief to the grimness that is

of necessity, attached to the role of the men

who take care of the wounded in war. Some
'>! the scenes have a synthetic quality, but

this will bother only discriminating audi-

ences. The flare-ups of action and the snappy

innuendoes in the dialogue will occupy t ie

attention of the masses. This isn't the epic

iif the Army medical corps, but it is sound

screen fare that bodes well for the boxotticc

wherever given strong promotion.

It may be a bit difficult, at first, to accept

Humphrey Bogart as a medic. However, as

director Richard Brooks, who also did the

screenplay, steers the star, he capitalizes on

the talents that made him such a popular

draw. As a tough doctor, disillusioned in an

unhappy marriage, with an eye for a pretty

girl and Scotch, Rogart fills the role with

conviction. June Allyson is a happy choice

for the nurse on whom the doctor sets his

amorous sights. Keenan Wynn as the top

non-com, and Robert Keith as the chief, are,

as ever, competent and decided assets to the

film.

STORY: Humphrey Rogart, a medic at

the Korean front, is attracted to June Ally-

son, a nurse who has just joined the unit,

after he protects her in a strafing foray. Al-

though Robert Keith is head of the medical

unit, Rogart does the major portion of the

work, aided by his top sergeant, Keenan

Wynn. Bogart makes a play for Allyson, I

but gets wary when she starts taking his ad-

vances seriously. Allyson, however, makes

an impression when she persuades a crazed

Communist prisoner to give up a live gre-

1

nade with which he threatens the medics

during surgery. After a grueling operation, •

I'.ogart gets drunk and is unable to attend

an emergency call. Keith serves an ulti-

matum on llogart about drinking, then calls

on Allyson to keep Bogart in shape. In tiie

ensuing relations, Bogart falls in love with

her. An attack forces the "battle circus" to

move immediately. The nurses take the

wounded on one route while the able-bodied

attempt to get through on another. Under

Bogart' S direction, with some hair-raising

experiences, the two groups get together

again and Bogart and Allyson arc reunited.

BARN

I CONFESS' SUSPENSE BY HITCHCOCK
Rates • • + generally; more for action and art houses

Warner Bros *'le >nterest ' n 8 backgrounds of old Que-

93 minutes

Montgomery Clift, Anne Baxter, Karl Mai-

den, Brian Aherne, O. E. Hasse, Roger
Dann, Dolly Haas, Charles Andre
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

"I Confess" is a suspense drama that packs

an entertainment punch because Alfred

Hitchcock knows what it takes to make a

good movie. The George Tabori-William

Archibald screenplay deals with the provoc-

ative theme of a priest, who, having heard

a murderer's confession, himself becomes
suspected of the killing. The script is in-

clined to talkiness, a fault which the famed
director did not entirely overcome, but his

masterful touch is very much in evidence as

the plot strands steadily draw tighter and

tighter. On the whole, it's a rather somber
tale, which Hitchcock has relieved by utiliz-

m
bee, where it was shot to fine scenic ad-

vantage. On the strength of the names of

Hitchcock and stars Clift and Raxter, "I

Confess" shapes up as a slightly above-

average grosser, best for action and art

houses, although it will need a strong ex-

ploitation push in most situations.

The key performances leave somethings

to be desired. Montgomery Clift underplays

the role of the priest in a key so low that he

fails to project a real, dramatic character.

Anne Raxter, on the other hand, makes her

characterization a bit too heavy. The film's

outstanding performance is turned in by O.

E. Hasse, as the neurotic killer.

STORY: Dressed in the robes of a priest,

O. E. Hasse murders a man. Returning to

the church, where he works as a caretaker,

Hasse disposes of the cassock, then goes to

Montgomery Clift, a priest, to whom con-

fesses the murder. Unable to reveal infor-

mation given in confession, Clift tells Hasse

to give himself up to the police. Hasse, how-

ever, safe with the knowledge that Clift

won't tell, refuses to pay for his crime.

Meanwhile, police inspector Karl Maiden

learns that a priest was seen near the crime.

Further investigation reveals that the mur-

dered man had been blackmailing Anre

Raxter, and that before Clift had become a

priest, he was engaged to Raxter. Clift if

tried for murder, but remains faithful to his

vow. Hasse and his wife, Dolly Haas, viev.

the trial and Haas begins to weaken. Clift

is found not guilty, but is not completely

vindicated. When the waiting crowd begin;

to torment Clift, Haas breaks down am

starts to confess her husband's guilt. Hasst

shoots her down, but is himself shot by th<

police. Dying in Cliff's arms he makes hi;

last confession. NEIL

I LOVE MELVIN' LIVELY LITTLE MUSICAL COMEDY IN TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • + where tunefilms are preferred

M-G-M
73 minutes

Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Una
Merkel, Richard Anderson, Allyn Joslyn,

Les Tremayne, Noreen Corcoran, Jim
Backus, Barbara Ruick and guest star Robert

Taylor

Directed by Don Weis

A slick little musical, geared for good-

natured fun without an ounce of reason, but

plenty of rhyme, M-G-M's "I Love Melvin"

is a Technicolor holiday for audiences who
go lor frothy nonsense. This George Wells

production spins on a standard boy-meets-

girl story by Laslo Vadnay, which is beset

by all the usual complications. Part and

parcel of the plot is the operations of "Look"
magazine, which will undoubtedly provide

the film with plenty of high-voltage pub-

licity in this high-circulation national pub-

lication. It is during the George Stoll musi-

cal number that "1 Love Melvin" hits its

entertainment peak, the real gem being the

"Football Ballet" sequence. "Melvin" isn't

a big-time musical by a long shot, but it

figures to get above-average grosses where
tunefilms click.

Director Don Weis has managed to keep

the action moving at a spritely pace, aided

by the youthful exhuberance of pert Debbie

Reynolds and Donald O'Connor. Reynolds

is easy on the eyes and ears, as she dances

and sin^s with all the assurance of a veteran

performer. O'Connor works hard, as usual.

Allyn Joslyn and Jim Backus contribute

good comedy performances. Robert Taylor

makes a flash appearance in an opening se-

quence which has I )ebbie dreaming she's ;i

Hollywood star.

STORY: Debbie Reynolds is in t

chorus of a Broadway show when she me
Donald O'Connor who works for Look ma
azine. In an effort to make an impress)

on Reynolds, O'Connor, an office boy, te

her he is a photographer. Debbie's father

Allyn Joslyn, dislikes O'Connor and is push I

ing a marriage between well-to-do Richan

Anderson and his daughter. In competinj

with Anderson, Donald promises Debbi

that he will get her picture on the cover o'

Look. He is unable to do it, but when ;

show-down develops, in which Anderson i

about to ask Joslyn for permission to marr;

I >ebbie, O'Connor fakes a cover with lie

picture on it. This leads to many compli

cations, but w hen the smoke clears, boy-gets

girl and girl-gets-picture-on-cover of Loom
NEIL
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THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL' STRONG ADULT DRAMA
lites • • • or better generally

J-G-M
:6 minutes

lina Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon,

lick Powell, Barry Sullivan, Gloria Gra-

lime, Gilbert Roland, Leo G. Carroll, Van-

<sa Brown, Paul Stewart

Hrected by Vincente Minnelli

I This is a strong, tough, cynical, adult

lama about Hollywood and its people.

lult audiences should find it engrossing,

ad strong grosses should result in the great

:,ajority of theatres. The fine cast and the

:ory content spell big boxoffice. "The Bad

;id the Beautiful" does not depict Holly-

ood in sympathetic terms. "The Bad" in

t lis screenplay by Charles Schnee is an

nbitious, callous young movie producer,

ayed by Kirk Douglas, who -limbs to suc-

•ss over the prostrate forms of people who
ust and love him. "The Beautiful", played

I.ana Turner, is the drink-addicted

lughter of a dead former matinee idol, the

rl who is raised to stardom by the heel-

;ro and, unfortunately, falls in love with

m. These are not the most attractive types
: people in the movie capital, but as por-

ayed in this John Houseman production

>r Metro they are fascinating people, and

leir lives make for exciting drama. Vincente

[innelli might have tightened up portions

i" the film to good effect, but, in the main,

is direction gets plenty of impact into each

f the sequences tracing the producer's re-

• • • GOOD

lations with the four people whose careers

and personal lives he dominates.

In the two principal roles, Kirk Douglas

is dynamic and Lana Turner is beautiful.

As the other people over whom Douglas

crawls in his ruthless climb, Dick Powell, a

writer, Barry Sullivan, a director, Walter

Pidgeon, a producer, turn in good, sound

peformances, but all are overshadowed by

Douglas. Gloria Grahame is a stand-out as

Powell's party-loving wife and Gilbert Ro-

land has a few good moments as the Latin

lover who has a tragic affair with her.

STORY: Embittered by the fact that his

father, one of the movie pioneers, died a

poor man, Kirk Douglas resolves to make
Hollywood pay attention to him as a pro-

ducer. He teams up with director-writer

Barry Sullivan and forces unit producer

Walter Pidgeon to give them a start. They
turn out low budgeters and achieve a little

success. Sullivan, who has a story that he

believes can make a big picture, tells it all

to Douglas, who promptly promotes it.

When the studio wants to use a famous

foreign director, rather than Sullivan, Doug-
las readily ditches his pal and agrees.

Having made a name for himself, Douglas

is soon a prominent producer. In search of

a certain type for a small role, Douglas finds

Lana Turner, usually tight on drink and

loose of morals. He molds her into a fine

acrtess and she falls deeply in love with him.

Lnwilling to tie his career to her, he allows

her to find Elaine Stewart, a sexy young

extra, living in his home. Heartbroken,

Lana walks nut of hi- life. Next, Douglas

is seen persuading Dick Powell, young

Southern author, to come to Hollywood to

prepare a script from his successful novel.

Powell's pretty and ambitious wife, Gloria

(irahame, interferes with his work, so Doug-
las induces him to go away to a resort to

complete the script and arranges for movie

star Gilbert Roland to romance Gloria while-

Powell is away. Roland and Gloria are killed

in a plane crash, presumably while running

away together. When the film from Powell's

story is produced, it is a failure and Douglas

ends up broke. He accidentally tells Powell

that he had arranged the affair between his

wife and Roland. The writer hits him and

walks out. Years, later, the four people

whose lives he had crossed are in together:

Pidgeon, still a unit producer; Lana, now a

famous star; Sullivan, a top director, and

Powell, with a Pulitzer Prize to his credit.

Pidgeon tells them that Douglas is calling

him from abroad and has plans for a come-

back attempt. He wants their help. They
all recall how he treated them and refuse, but

as they leave Pidgeon's office, it seems

thev will reconsider. PHIL

NIAGARA' STARS THE BIG BOXOFFICE GIRL
ates • • • generally

Oth Century-Fox

9 minutes

flarilyn Monroe, Joseph Cotten, Jean Peters,

lasey Adams, Denis O'Dea, Richard Allan,

)on Wilson, Laurene Tuttle, Russell Collins,

Vill Wright, Lester Matthews, Carleton

f
oung

)irected by Henry Hathaway

There seems to be little question as to the

)Oxoffice potentialities of "Niagara," but it

S unfortunate that the film fails by a wide

nargin to measure up to Marilyn Monroe's

ulling power. She is certainly the hottest

*ar in moviedom, and the exploitation the

iOth-Fox boxofficers are giving her day in

Utd day out will handsomely pay offi exhibi

ows who play "Niagara". Dramatically,

here is much to be desired in the screen-

play. One knows what is coming with each

sequence, none of the characters reaches the

lepth of credibility. It is unabashed cxploi-

tation of the assets of two visual wonders

done in Technicolor. Monroe in bed, in a

slip, in a shower, in a dress with a neckline

"down to her kneecaps", and with a hip-

swinging stride that the camera follows

lovingly from all angles, showcase the star.

The Falls, however, get almost as much at-

tention from the lensmen and often dwarf

the scenes played against their majestic

background. Other notable sights, the Maid

of the Mist, the Cave of the Winds and, the

Hell Tower are formidable competition for

the cast. Miss Monroe is, unfortunately,

killed off well before the climactic ride over

the Falls, a wild journey topped off with a

helicopter rescue which would do credit to

a Pearl White thriller.

The cast is peopled with competent players,

but they are over-shadowed by the emphasis

on Monroe and the Falls. As her neurotic

husband, Joseph Cotten turns in an an-

guished performance, first as the prey anil

then as the stalker. Wholesome and bru-

nette. Jean Peters contrasts nicely with tin-

scarlet of the star. Casey Adams is an ener-

getic nonentity as Jean's eager-beaver hus-

band on their "second honeymoon", A modi-

cum of comic relief is supplied by Don Wil-

son and Laurene Tuttle,

STORY: A couple arriving at Niagara

Falls on their second honeymoon, Jean

Peters and Casey Adams, are shunted to

other quarters because Marilyn Monroe, a

newlywed, claims her husband, Joseph

Cotten, is "sick", indicating that he is mental-

ly ill. Actually, Monroe is plotting Cotten's

murder, intending to go off with another

man. Peters becomes involved in the in-

trigue when she aids Cotten after a tantrum

inspired deliberately by Monroe. The at-

tempt on Cotten's life fails, and when Mon-

roe comes to identify tin- body found at the

bottom of the Falls, she finds that it is her

lover, not her husband. The shock land.-,

her in a hospital, but she runs away in fear

of Cotten's revenge. He pursues her relent-

lessly, finally cornering her in the balls' Bell

Tower and killing her. In an attempt to

escape to the U. S. he steals a motor yacht,

with Peters a forced passenger. The boat

runs out of gas and begins drifting toward

the balls. In a last conscience-stricken ges-

ture, Cotten scuttles the craft, dumps Peters

on a rock at the brink of the Falls and goes

over with ilu- boat to his death. BARN

More Reviews on Page 14

I

i
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS

ixclum QL
r
BULLETIN feature

by JAY ALLEN

With all the excitement here in Holly-

wood about Natural Vision 3-dimensionals,

wide-screen Cinemascope, etc., production

plans for the next month or two will be sub-

ject to sudden and unexpected changes.

However, everyone recognizes that the

transition from two-dimension, or "flat"

films to 3-D will take time and there will be

need for a full supply of the familiar 2-D

pictures to keep the great bulk of theatres

running.

At the moment this is being written, some

40 features are slated to be rolling during

February, five of them using the process re-

quiring polarized viewing glasses and one

to be filmed in 20th-Fox's Cinemascope

(wide screen, but no glasses required).

Topping the list in any category is 20th

Century's $4,000,000 Technicolor production

of "The Robe", which seem destined to be

filmed simultaneously in wide-angle Cinema-

scope and in the "old fashioned" two di-

mension. Richard Burton and Victor Ma-

ture are set for the male leads, and it now
seems likely that Jean Simmons will be able

to fulfill her commitment for the feminine

lead, although producer Frank Ross and di-

rector Henry Koster may have to shoot

around the leading lady until her status with

Howard Hughes, to whom Miss Simmons is

under contract, is finally decided.

Already shooting in the polaroid 3-D sys-

tem are Pine-Thomas' "Sangaree' (Fernan-

do Lamas-Arlene Dahl) for Paramount and

Warner Bros. "House of Wax" (Vincent

Price). The latter will be the first depth

feature to reach theatres after "Bwana
Devil" and it promises to be a real hair-

raiser. Other depth-dimension films sched-

uled to roll this month are M-G-M's "Arena"

(Feb. 11), Columbia's "Fort Ticonderoga"

(Feb. 16) and Fox's "Inferno" (Feb. 16).

There is also some mighty important two-

dimensional product on the February sched-

ule, among them: M-G-M's "Mogambo"
(Gable-Ava Gardner) and "All the Brothers

Were Valiant" (Robert Taylor - Stewart

Granger- F.lizabeth Taylor); Paramount's
"The Caddy" (Martin & Lewis) and "Ele-

phant Walk" (Vivien Leigh-Dana Andrews),
Universal's - International's "It Happens
Every Thursday" (Loretta Young-John For-

sythc) and "Walking My Baby Back Home"
(Donald O'Connor-Janet Leigh), Warner's
"So This Is Love"—formerly titled "The
Grace Moore Story"—(Kathryn Grayson-
Walter Abel) and "The Eddie Cantor Story"
(Keefe Braselle-Marilyn Erskine), United
Artists' "The Moon Is Blue" (William Hol-
den-David Nivcn) and "Beat the Devil"

(Humphrey Bogart-Jcnnifcr Jones).

In a major realignment of the duties of

Universal studio executives, Edward Muhl,

v.p. and former studio general manager, has

been moved up to the post of general pro-

duction executive. At the same time, James
Pratt, former production manager, was ad-

vanced to the position of executive manager,

where he will assume some of the functions

previously handled by Muhl. Gilbert Kur-

land replaces Pratt as production manager,

with George Golitzen as his assistant.

Under this new arrangement, Muhl, Pratt

and Ernest Nimms, the studio's editorial ex-

ecutive, will comprise a studio executive pro-

duction board, under the direct supervision

of William Goetz. David Lipton, v.p. in

charge of advertising and publicity, will

serve as consultant to the committee, as part

of the additional duties reported in the last

issue of FB.

In announcing the realignment, president

Milton R. Rackmil stated that the moves
were designed "to meet the expanding ac-

tivities of the company and give the studio

greater flexibility in facing the rapidly-

changing conditions within the industry."

0 0
After a brief hiatus for improving plant

facilities, Allied Artists will start rolling

about mid-February. Eleven features, five in

color, have been slated to go before the

cameras by the end of June.

Walter Mirisch, the studio's executive pro-

ducer, announced this ambitious slate at a

recent meeting with the company's pro-

ducers. At the same time, he revealed that

Edward Morey, Jr., is being promoted from
an associate to ful! producer status. Morey's

first film will be "Green Hills of Idaho,"

story of a wild horse, slated for color film-

ing.

The eleven features scheduled to roll be-

tween February and late June arc: "The
Black Knight" and "Wichita," both to be

lensed in Technicolor; "Pocahantas," "Tab-
loid," "Fighter Attack," "Slade," "Clipped

Wings," "Safari Drums," "Murder Without
Tears," and the above-mentioned "Green
Hills of Idaho".

0 <0

Paramount has established a new high in

production costs during the past four

months, with an average budget of $1,353,-

000 on the last nine pictures. Total o>st nf

producing this portion of the year's slate

was $12,375,000.

This enormous figure includes the costs

on two Pine-Thomas and one Nat Holt inde

production, in addition to the six features

turned out by Paramount's contract pro-

ducers. The figure may soar even higher,

due to the continued shut-downs on "The
Caddy," which still has three or four weeks
to go, as a result of Jerry Lewis' motorbike

crack-up. Higher budgets were for "Here
Come the Girls," "Roman Holiday," "For-

ever Female," "Little Boy Lost," "Houdini"
and "The Caddy".

The year's peak budget may be the one
being set up for "White Christmas," which
has just been put back on the "active" list.

Bing Crosby who had previously turned the

part down in favor of a European holiday,

has reconsidered the matter, and will now
start to work in early August. Donald
O'Connor will have a top role. The budget
is expected to go well over the $2,000,000

mark.

0 o
At Fox, the big news was the announce-

ment that all produce henceforth will be
made in the wide-angle Cinemascope (no

glasses). This was quickly upset by the an-

nouncement a couple of days later that two
films would be rushed into production in the

3-D system requiring polaroid glasses. First

of these will be "Inferno", slated to roll in

a week, the day on which "The Robe" will

start in Cinemascope.

Some skeptics in Hollywood doubt that

Fox will plunge so completely, so suddenly

into a type of production that requires thea-

tre re-tooling. They look for a good portion

of the 1953 program to be made in the

standard two-dimensional process. We'll

just have to watch developments closely and

report them to you issue after issue.

0 o
Republic has swung into the greatest up-

surge of activity in more than a year, with a

dozen new writer assignments passed out

during January. Eleven of the twelve prop-

erties were also assigned producers for film-

ing this season.

By and large, the emphasis is on action

yarns, although less than half of them fall

into the "western" category. Rather, there

will be emphasis on unfamiliar locales, such

as Africa and Canada.

The producer assignments are: "Brother

Van" and an untitled Canadian story, for

Joseph Kane's slate; "Professor and the Co-

ed" (Vaughn Monroe) and "Sante Fe Pas-

sage," both to be produced by Sidney

Picker; "The Dakar Story," story of Africa,

being scripted by Virginia Kellogg, for pro-

ducer John H. Auer; " Those Who Dared,"

producer Edward J. White; "Jesse James

Was My Neighbor," Alan Dwan; an untitled

Northwest Mounted Police story for Stephen

Auer; an untitled western will be made by

Rudy Ralston, and a serial by Franklin

Adreon.

0 <o

On the heels of James R. Grainger's ap-

pointment as president of RKO, the Gowcr

Street lot started getting up steam for the

immediate start of three new picures. Grain-

(Continued on Ptigc 12)
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
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Hollywood

Heard in
They're giving odds in top film circles that

United Artists will cop the lion's share of the

top Academy Awards, with "High Noon" and

"Moulin Rouge". Not bad for a company that

was down to its last reel a couple of year's ago

. . . Mae West makes a film comeback in Co-

lumbia's "Pal Joey" which Billy Wilder will roll

in the fall . . . Three-dimension is coming out in

the open: Collier Young and Robert Sparks have

acquired the national franchise for a windshield

coating process for showing 3-D pictures in

drive-ins.

Dick Powell is mulling a term producer-di-

rector pact at RKO, thanks to the raves on "Split

Second" . . . Robert Stillman and Jack Broder

will produce nine Technicolor pictures in Brazil,

over the next five years ... It looks like it will

be der Bingle, Rosie Clooney and Donald

O'Connor for Paramount'; "White Christmas",

which couldn't be improved on by Santa Claus,

himself . . . And speaking of Paramount, 'tain't

so that Pine-Thomas will ankle the lot upon com-

pletion of their current contract.

Crosby takes the television plunge with a

series of filmed telepix for General Electric . . .

Wanna' bet the Rogers and Hammerstein musi-

cal, "Oklahoma," ends up on the Cinerama

screens? . . . Alex Nicol, who asked for, and

got, his release from U-l, walked right into a

starring role in Republic's "The Champ From

Brooklyn," which rolls March 3 . . . They're

calling it the MGM Talent Agency: Fernando

Lamas goes on his third loan-out in a row, for

the starring spot in Frank Melford's "The

Diamond 0 ueen ' " starting March 3.

February 9 (that's today!) is when Ralph

Stolkin has to come up with an additional pay-

ment to Howard Hughes for his RKO stock, or

dump the whole thing in Hughes' lap . . . Len

Goldstein is slated to launch "Vicki" in 3-D and

"The Kid From Left Field" in 2-D, on March 2,

and then this busy guy at 20th is supposed to go

on Stage 5 to tee off "The Happy Scoundrel" a

day later . . . Looks like Bruce Newberry, Re-

public's managing director in England, will re-

place Jimmy Grainger as the company s top

sales exec . . . Everybody suspects that MGM
and Paramount's sudden slow-down in production

is simply to avoid building up an over-abundant

backlog of 2-dimensional pictures . . . Hal

Wallis is negotiating a package sale to Col-

lumbia of his prize property, "Scalpel," which

would include Charlton Heston as the star.

Schary has given the okay for Metro star ap-

pearances on television—providing they exploit

studio product . . . There'll be no revision In

Columbia's sales policy on "Salome," no matter

how loudly Allied States Association shouts.

That's what the head man said! . . . Lindsley

Parsons set "Slade," life story of the famous

killer of western outlaws, as a summer color pro-

duction for Allied Artists ..." Donovan's

Brain" (Lew Ayres-Sonny Tufts), rolls on Feb-

ruary 12 in Mexico—a Dowling Production . . .

(Continued from Page II)

ger will start his three year pact—which, in-

cidentally, is guaranteed by the Hughes Tool

Co.— the middle of February, lie is expected

in Hollywood about the 12th for conferences.

The flurry of activity on the long-slumber-

ing hit was occasioned by the launching of

set construction for Edmund Grainger's two
productions, "Arizona Outpost" (Robert

Ryan - Arthur Hunnicutt) and "Second
Chance", and Robert Sparks' "Son of Sin-

bad". Two of the largest sets ever built at

RKC) are being erected for the two Grainger

films.

Actually, the Grainger productions are the

forerunners of a slate of four pictures which

he expects to roll within a 60 day period.

The others are "The Glacier Story" and

"Space Pioneer". Alfred Werker has been

assigned to direct "Arizona Outpost". Pro-

duction of "Second Chance" will be handled

by Sam Weisenthal.

0 o
MGM is lopping eight Minis off its 1953

production slate, as a result of top echelon

executive meetings held at the studio late

last month, to work out new economy mea-

sures. This brings the total number of films

now scheduled for production during the

year, to 30.

Contrary to widely circulated rumors in

Hollywood, Dore Schary announced that the

studio will not shut down for the summer
months. Nevertheless, MGM toppers freely

admit that there will be further personnal

lay-offs as a result of the tightening up
process now being put into effect These
layoffs will not assume any major propor-

tions, however, as had been feared for a

w hile.

Schary has hastened to assure the press

that there will be no cutting to the bone on

budgets of the pictures still remaining on
this year's schedule. To the contr?ry, he

pointed out that the studio will continue t J

The King Brothers may film "Carnival," their

next for UA— in a German 3-dimension process.

Jot down these name for top stardom, within

a couple of years: U-I's Mamie Van Dorn, who
must have been cast in the same die as Marilyn

Monroe, and MGM's Ed Perdom, former Old

Vic player who combines real ability with his

amazing good looks . . . RKO has the inside

track on Georgie Jessel's first inde film, "Rip

Van Winkle," which will star Jimmy Durante . . .

Mervyn Leroy brought in "Latin Lovers" on

schedule and $150,000 under budget, in spite

of Lana Turner's four-day illness.

Paramount will finance and distribute the

Panama-Frank comedy, "Knock On Wood"
(Danny Kaye), on a participation basis . . .

Columbia bought "The Galileans," story about

Mary Magdalene, to star her nibs, Hayworth

. . . U-l is now spending a healthy fortune each

year to groom its growing stable of new players.

in vest generously in all films which deinani

lavish treatment.

The revised 1953 slate, Schary said, call!

for 13 features to start within the next three

months. This schedule includes a minimum
of two features to be filmed in one of the

three dimensional systems, either wide-angli

C inemascope, or one of the processes requir-

ing the polaroid glasses.

0 0
Robert L. Lippert is rushing into the

three-dimension field with the forthcoming

release of "A Day in the Country," 15-minute!

short subject produced by Jack Ricger. The
featurette, in black and white, utilizes

Rieger's own process and can be projected

on regular theatre equipment without special!

installations. Special glasses, known as an-'

aglyph, will be recpiired. They arc in red

and green, rather than the clear polar id;

used for the Natural Vision process. Ri lease

is slated for late February.

O 0
Although Columbia's production has be<

gun to move into high gear, volume-wiss
there is little evidence so far of any of th.

real quality production wdiich the studio r<a

portedly has been planning. Three film

rolled in January: "Cruisin' Down the RiveS
(Dick Haymes-Audrey Totter-Rilly Daniels)!

"Prisoners of the Casbah" (Gloria Grahamei
Cesar Romero) and "Mission Over Korea]

(John Hodiak-John Derek). The first tw
are in Technicolor.

Scheduled February starters are: th;

Natural Vision 3-D production "Fort Ticon
deroga" (George Montgomery); Sam Kataj

man's "The Killer Ape" (Johnny Weiss
muller), directed by Spencer Bennet; Stanlei

Kramer's "The Cyclists Raid" (Marlol

Brando) and "Jet Commandos". With th

exception of the novelty of the 3-D entr

and the Kramer film, none of these woul
appear to be much above the usual Columb^
program level.

0 o
Jack L. Warner has concluded a deal wit

Milton Gunzburg of Natural Vision, Cord
for a second feature to be filmed in th]
dimension. It will be made following com
pletion of the current "House of Wax" ( Yin

cent Price-Frank Lovejoy) being made
j

Natural Vision and WarnerColor. U

Other new Warner starters are: "Su

Sea" (Hurt Lancaster-Virginia Mayo), pr<

duced by Sam Bischoff and directed t

Arthur Lubin, and "Three Sailors and
Girl" (Jane Powell-Gordon MacRae-Gei
Nelson) Technicolor musical directed by R<|

Del Ruth for producer Sammy Cahi

Balance of the current on-set group an
"So This Is Love" (Kathryn Graysos

Walter Abel), "Calamity Jane" (Doris Daj

Howard Keel), "The Fddie Cantor Stori

( Keefe Hraselle - Marilyn Frskinc) ar

"House of Wax". Latter four are all

color.
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SHE'S BACK ON BROADWAY'
Rates • • as dualler; more where exploited

Warner Bros.

95 minutes,

Virginia Mayo, Gene Nelson, Frank Love-

joy, Steve Cochran, Patrice Wymore, Vir-

ginia Gibson, Larry Keating, Raul Picerni,

Ned Young, Jacqueline de Wit, Condos &
Brandow, Douglas Spencer

Directed by Gordon Douglas

This Warner musical-drama filmed in

WarnerColor tries hard to be something

worthwhile, but doesn't succeed. It is fairly

entertaining musically, but the drama is

hampered by an unimaginative Orin Jan-

nings screenplay. LeRoy Prinz has staged

some modest musical numbers that are easy

on the eye and ear, but when the story about

a beautiful movie acrtess trying to stage a

comeback on Broadway takes over, "She's

Back on Broadway" slows down to a series

of pat situations. It just doesn't jell. Vir-

MUSICAL DRAMA DOESN'T JELL
heavily

ginia Mayo's physical assets are exploitable,

however, and in houses where musicals are

well received, "She's Back On Broadway"
should do fair business as a dualler.

None of the cast receives much of a break

from the script, but Steve Cochran, as a

cynical young director in love with Mayo, is

ui able to appear convincing in a role that is

fashioned from anything but logic. Virginia

Mayo is appealing during the musical se-

quences, which is,a welcome break from her

flat dramatic assignment. Supporting players

Gene Nelson, and Patrice Wymore also

check in with some neat musical perform-

ances. Dance team Condos and Brandow
provide a top notch sequence that definitely

carries the stamp of class.

STORY: Virginia Mayo is a movie actress

riding the trough of three boxoffice flops. In

an effort to regain prestiege, she accepts an

offer to appear in a Broadway musical, to

be directed by Steve Cochran, whom she

threw over when she previously left New
York for a big Hollywood contract. Coch-

ran resents Mayo being in the play, thinking

her appearance is just to satisfy a whim.

Mayo convinces him she is serious about the

show and things are almost patched up be-

tween them when Cochran learns that Mayo
is really on the skids in Hollywood. He now
thinks she will use the show as a spring-

board to renewed success, and will desert

when Hollywood dangles a lush contract

betore her. He needles Mayo into quiting

the show during rehearsal, but the plan back-

fires and instead of Mayo, it is Cochran who
is out of the show. Eventually, Mayo per-

suades Cochran to return, in time for the

musical's out-of-town opening. The show is

panned by the critics, but Mayo is acclaimed

for her performance. Hollywood again

wants her, but she decides to remain with

the show and work toward making it a

Broadway hit. NEIL

THE HITCH-HIKER' EXCITING SUSPENSE MELLER
Rates • • + as dualler generally; OK

RKO—Filmakers

71 minutes?

Edmond O'Brien, Frank Lovejoy, William

Talman, Jose Torvay

Directed by Ida Lupino

"The Hitch-Hiker" is a suspenseful, wire-

tight, little melodrama that can stand on its

own merits in action houses and rates as a

.cpflight dualler elsewhere. In telling the

.Mory of a murder-crazed convict who forces

„Vo men to take him on a nerve-wracking

.ato ride through Southern California, this

Collier Young production clamps on the

pressure at the outset and never lets up

until the climax. By keeping the filmshort,

action taut, and dialogue to a minimum, the

on its own in action spots

story—written by director Ida Lupino and
Young—maintains a feeling of hard-hitting

realism. This is an example of intelligent,

economical film-making at its best. There
is plenty of exploitation material for the ex-

hibitor who would give a modest little pic-

ture like "The Hitch-Hiker" an extra push.

While the story itself is dramatic (sup-

posedly based on a true incident), director

Ida Lupino has heightened the effect by
allowing the action to unwind in a relaxed,

true-to-life way. Photography is also keyed

to achieve this effect. William Talman is

excellent as the murderous hitch-hiker, pro-

ducing a graphic character calculated to grip

the imagination in an unrelenting vise. Ed-
mond O'Brien and Frank Lovejoy, the tor-

mented vacationers, underplay their roles

effectively in keeping with the over-all tone

of the film.

STORY: Escaped convict William Tal-

man seeks to hitch-hike his way through

California to freedom in Mexico. He meth-

odically murders all drivers who pick him

up. Hitching a ride with vacationers, Ed-

mond O'Brien and Frank Lovejoy, Talman
directs them to drive to a coastal town in

Southern California, announcing they will

stay alive as long as they behave and are

useful. In any event, they will both die at

journey's end. Then begins the torturous

drive south, always keeping to back roads in

the mountains and Talman always keeping

the ever present pistol at his victim's heads.

The rest of the story involves the police

efforts to capture Talman in a situation that,

at any second, could explode in death fr.i

the hapless O'Brien and Lovejoy. NEIL

"Fabulous" is a much-overworked word

in Hollywood, but it's hard to find a more

descriptive term for those two colorful pro-

ducers, Bill Pine and Bill Thomas, whose

outstanding showmanship and shrewd sales

policies have won them the well-earned title,

"The Dollar Bills". During their twelve

year partnership, they have made 74 pic-

tures, parlaying their accumulated experi-

ence and earnings to build up the most con-

sistently successful independent unit now
operating in the film industry.

With each successive picture, the two Bills

have increased their budgets and aimed their

guns for bigger, better and more important

product. In their 74th production, "San-

:
?aree," which is now before the cameras,

|hey have made headlines by the fact that

ihis will be Paramount's first j-dimensional

feature. It is being rushed to completion.

"Sangaree" has a script based o:i a best-

jelling novel, and one of the hottest com-

binations of stellar talent currently to be

found in movie town. As born press-agents,

they realized the drawing power of Fer-

nando Lamas and Arlene Dahl, whose off-

screen romantics arc hitting all of the papers,

Th e Sp otliyht

PINE & THOMAS
The "Dollar Bills"

and immediately assigned them to the star-

ring roles.

This will be followed by still another

"first" for the producer team—a top-flight

musical, starring Guy Mitchell, whose re-

cordings of popular songs are currently well

toward the fore on all of the "hit" parades.

This ambitious project, to be titled, "Those

Sisters From Seattle," will also star John

Payne, Rhonda Fleming, plus that popular

recording trio, The Bell Sisters, and pos-

sibly even Mindy Carson. The production

will be filmed in Technicolor, and, like "San-

garee," will employ both the flat and three-

dimension technique.

In addition to "Those Sisters From
Seattle," the Pine-Thomas unit will also pro-

duce this year, "Lost Treasure of the

Andes," "High Voltage"—and probably even

a fourth film.

Their current release is "Tropic Zone"

(Ronald Reagan-Rhonda Fleming-Estelita)

—an outdoor adventure drama, filmed in

Technicolor. Their "The Vanquished" (John

Payne-Jan Sterling-Coleen Gray-Lyle Bett-

ger), also in Technicolor, is scheduled for a

June release.
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BLUE CHIP PRODUCTION

"The i uddfi

The records on past Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis

Bmedies seem to -indicate that this is one team which

Iver fails to click with the paying- customers. Reports

lorn the set of "The Caddy", indicate that another

bxoffice bonanza is on the way. We hear that this

oe—their eighth—is their most amusing comedy to

dte.

Unlike past Martin & Lewis pictures, "The

addy" is not a Hal Wallis production. It marks the

jmics' first venture into the field of independent pro-

uction, with their own York Pictures Company. How-

/er, it will be a Paramount release—as have all of

leir previous films.

The story portrays Jerry as a great golfer, who

t forced to turn caddy when he can no longer play

efore tournament crowds. He teaches Dean the game,

addies him to fame and fortune, and is just about to

lake him a real immortal of the game when a riot

n the golf course at Pebble Beach suddenly changes

heir careers from golf to show business.

In addition to the drawing power of Martin &

j^ewis, the picture will offer as additional marquee

ustre, the names of such great golfing stars as Ben

logan, Sammy Snead, Jimmy Thompson, Julius Boros

Ind Byron Nelson. In each case, the golfers will be

>ortraying themselves. And for romantic interest,

here are Donna Reed and Barbara Bates.

Jerry gives director Norman Taurog his

thoughts on the ploying oj a scene.

Paul Jones, one of the industry's top comedy pro-

ducers, is master-minding the production, while

Norman Taurog handles the direction, as he has done

on two previous M&L hits
—"The Stooge" and "Jump-

ing Jacks".

Added to the exploitation potential of the picture

will be four Marry Warren song hits, which promise

real fodder for the hit parade lists. Particularly out

standing in this department are: "That's Aniore" and

"Whistlin' Kind of Morning."

All in all. it looks like "The Caddy" should defi-

nitely enhance Martin and Lewis' position as America's

No. 1 boxoffice attractions. That's good news for

exhibitors.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Adjust, Or Else

Gaunt, but optimistically perky, Al Daff

showed the effects of 30,000 miles of travel

in 27 days. The Universal executive v. p.

pulled on his coat, revealing quite a gap be-

tween the buttons and the heltline as the

result of a hectic schedule that included 18

meetings with Universal sales people, as well

as talks with theatremen, throughout the

world. But it was worth it, he said, and

gave the trade some pertinent facts on both

the overseas and domestic situations in the

changing movie industry.

Adjustment to these new conditions, Daff

feels, is necessary for survival. Longer runs,

fewer pictures seem to be in order. The
quantity requirement for theatres that run

double feature programs will have to be ed-

justed. "Maybe," he observed, "the dual

feature policy is obsolete."

The advent of television, three-dimension,

and the rapid-fire changeovers required are

even more pronounced overseas than here.

In most of the countries visited, the U
topper met with anxious queries as to the

effect of TV, eager expectation for 3-D pro-

duct and other new developments. He was
plagued with questions on theatre closings,

so heavily publicized and had to explain th;.t

the openings of drive-ins, shifts in popula-

tion, obsolete houses, and other changes

were the hidden factors. Realization of the

fact that more theatres are operating than

ever before surprises Europeans, he noted.

Here and abroad, the trade press carries

tremendous weight, he said. The optimism

that must be a part of successful theatre

operation, Daff emphasized, can be genera!ed

by "factual" coverage in the trade press,

with stress on the upbeat, needed to offset

the "promiscuous" stories that deplore the

state of the industry.

Business is up throughout Europe, he

noted, with the exception of England. And
it isn't TV that's hurting it, it's FOG. The
worst mist in memory has been knocking

the pins from under the British movie busi-

ness. Even when a Briton does go to a

cinema, the fog is apt to creep into the thea-

tre so heavily that often the screen is totally

obscured.

Dependence on American films overseas

places a tremendous responsibility on our in-

dustry here. England's fog will clear but

they're going to need pictures for the people

to see. America is the fountainhead, said

Mr. Daff.

Blumenstock on Ad Campaigns

Mort Blumenstock, Warner advertising

v.p., is at the home office to set up advertis-

ing and promotion plans for the company's

forthcoming release. Both Blumenstock and

Ben Kalmenson, distribution v.p., who also

came on from the studio, wei e highly en-

thusiastic about the "rushes" they had seen

of Warner's first 3-D production, "House of

Wax".
While in New York, the ad chief will plan

the campaigns on Hitchcock's "I Confess''

(Montgomery Clift-Anne Baxter), "By the

Ligh* of the Silvery Moon" (Doris Dav-

U-I'S DAFF
There'll Be Changes

WARNER'S BLUMENSTOCK
East on Ad Plans

Gordon MacRae), "She's Back on Broad-

way" (Virginia Mayo), "The Blue Gardenia"

(Anne Baxter-Richard Conte), "The Desert

Song" (Kathryn Grayson, "Trouble Along
the Way" (John Wayne) and "House of

Wax".

RKO Moves
The new RKO ad-publicity-exploitation

staff will be headed up in the following

manner: Ellison Vinson, of Foote, Cone and

fielding, directs advertising from the West
Coast, with Ben Grimm as his Eastern arm;

Perry Lieber is national director of pub-

licity and exploitation, functioning from the

studio; the publicity department is headed

by Mervin Houser and exploitation by David

Cantor. The latter two appointments were
made by Lieber on liis visit to New York
last week. Richard Condon, who headed the

company's ad-publi city -exploit at ion depart-

ment, resigned last week in the switch of

ad-publicity headquarters to Hollywood.

RKO'S GRAINGER
Off to the West Coast

People

RKO Radio president James R. Grainger

is huddling with studio toppers on produc-

tion plans. The new prexy spent his first

week on the job in New York getting ac-

quainted with management and operations,

then hopped off to the Gower Street lot . . .

Ed Williamson is Warners new South-

western district manager. His former post

as Dallas branch manager was taken over by

H. C. "Cotton" Vogelpohl, with James C.

McCrary moving into the latter's post as

sales manager . . . Al Rylander, for the past

seven years Columbia's director of special

events, has been upped to exploitation man-

ager. He replaces Harry K. McWilliams,

who joined Screen Gems, TV film outfit, as

director of advertising and public relations

. . . Manny Reiner has been named foreign

manager for Samuel Goldwyn Productions

. . . Herbert Barnett has resigned as as-

sistant to the president of General Precision

Equipment Corp., to take the post of execu-

tive vice-president of Cinerama, Inc. Barnett

is SMPTE head for 1953-54 . . . With the

promotion of Leo Pillot as 20th-Fox special

events director, John Norcop moves into the

post as assistant exploitation manager . . .

David Rosenthal is the new UA Cleveland

branch manager . . . S. J. Gardner has as-

sumed managements of M-G-M's San Fran-

cisco office . . . Clayton Bond, Jr. up to

national TV sales rep for 20th-Fox. He re-

places Phil Williams.

Cinerama in Detroit

After the phenomenal success of Cinerama

in New York, it was merely a matter of

when and where the process would spread.

Detroit will be the first to show it, it is

announced by Cinerama head of theatre

operations, Joseph Kaufman. Detroit's Music

Hall, a $3,000,000 house, is in the process of

conversion to get set for the midwest launch-

ing on March 23. .According to Kaufman, no

(Continued on Page 20)
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(Continued from Page li)

To]), the huge crowd witnessing the ''Fair Wind

to Java" ceremonies, and (below) Miami Mayor

Chelsie J. Sencrchia making a presentation to

Vera Ralston and Herbert J. ) ates.

'Fair Wind' Preem
That shindig Republic put on for its

world premiere of "Fair W ind to Java" Tru-

color biggie at the Beach Theatre in Miami
Beach had 'em flocking as can be witnessed

in the scene on this page. The arrival of

Republic president Herbert J. Yates, star

Vera Ralston and co-star Fred MacMurray
signaled the opening of an elaborate pro-

gram. The Hollywood contingent, in ad-

dition to Yates and the star, included co-

star Fred MacMurray, Victor McLaglen,
Robert Douglas and Buddy Baer. The heavy

schedule of civic ceremonies, p.a.'s and radio-

TV appearances was climaxed by a mam-
moth parade in which the streets were
blocked off for the first time in the city's

history. And who says movies and star->

don't bring 'em out?

// alter Kessler. manager of Foew's Ohio Theatre

in Columbus, with young C.het Allen, singing star

of U-Ts "Meet Me At The Fair." inspects the

unusual street display Kessler rigged up featuring

a mechanical orchestra.
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Star Building

Star build-ups as an integral part of mer-

chandising movies, both individually and col-

lectively, got another shot in the arm with

the plans announced by Paramount ad-pub-

licity-exploitation vice-president Jerry Pick-

man and Eastern production manager

Russell Holman. Always an advocate of the

star-building theory (the "Golden Circle"

has become an institution), Paramount now
has its sights set on a special drive to plug

its screen newcomers. Foremost in the pro-

gram is the girl who made such a splash in

"The Stars Are Singing", Rosemary Clooney.

Pickman's description of the young singer

as "the answer to the exhibitors' prayers for

new star material" was verified at the com-

pany's division and branch managers' meet-

ing in New York. There was a resounding

'A cs!" when Pickman asked the sales man-
agers if the company's short subject intro-

ducing Rosemary-—given to theatremen

without charge—was well received by exhibi-

tors and the public. More such buildups are

planned for Audrey Hepburn, Pat Crowley,

Joanne Gdbert, Joan Taylor, Brian Keith,

Yul Brynner, Gene Barry, and several other

players who have shown unusual promise.

There is little doubt that it takes a good

picture, or one with a gimmick, to make box-

office. But the first question still asked when
a new picture is mentioned: "Who's in it?"

Movie stars continue to be the most gla-

morous people in the world, and the star-

building program remains one of the most

important factors in merchandising movies.

M-G-M's "Above and Beyond" covered hulj o

Times Square with a banner stretching acrosi

the traffic island in front of the Loew's Building

The film's theme, the dropping of the first aton

bomb, made it a natural for the tieup with tin
|

/ . S. Air Force.

Plugs for 'Pan'

The Disney Organization and RKO Radit

are giving "Peter Pan", the all-time work

insofar as tie-ins are concerned. And i

$25,000,000 worth of merchandise and pro

.

motion aren't the works, it'll have to do unti

something more comes along. The tie-i;

campaign, as it was outlined in an impressiv

meeting in New York for the press of al

trades involved, will see "Peter Pan" mer

chandise in virtually every department store

drug store, food market, record and niusi

shop, toy and children's apparel stores i:

the country. In outlining the merchandisinj

phase of the campaign, Disney's H. T

Heiser cited 52 manufacturers who ar

making "Peter Pan" merchandise, with an

other dozen expected to be added this year

The plans for the tie-ins were underway 1

months ago, when the early rushes gave th

Disney merchandising division ideas of wha

items could be encompassed. Some $5,000,00

worth of advertising will be spent this yea

by the manufacturers to sell the $20,000,00

worth of merchandise bearing the "Pete

(Continued on Page 20

NEW ACHIIVEM1NT iu

Some of the display material featured in the "Peter Pan" promotional tie-up with 52 manufacture

in the advance campaign. Better than §5.000.000 will be spent by 12 organizations in advertish

the "Pan" merchandise, including RCA Victor. Derby Foods. International Shoe Company, Colga*

Palmolive-Peet, anil Admiral Corporation, among others. The last-named has earmarked an unpari

Idled $2.(100.000 oj promotion hi a campaign that will continue foi 26 weeks. There will be 1

000.000 pieces of merchandise, as currently set up, carrying the "Peter Pan" imprint.



SGT. JAY HALL
'WOUNDED IN KOREA
WANTS 90 SECONDS OF
TOUR SCREEN TIME -

( lease read his trailer narration below)

"low do you do . . . ladies and gentlemen . . . my name is Jay Hall...

e sergeant of the 7th Marines. I'm an ex-sergeant because of this

F rple Heart and a piece of shrapnel that got me over in Seoul.

"lorea is pretty rugged . . . you learn a lot of things over there besides

s ldiering . . . you learn about your buddies . . . and what they are thinking

aout the war and . . . about home. That's what I want to talk to you

aout . . . home . . . and something that is happening here.

"t's called Brotherhood Week . . . and it was good news to all of us in

lorea to learn that President Eisenhower is the honorary chairman.

Jere's something he said ... I clipped it out of a newspaper . . .

'Without tolerance, without understanding of each other,

without a spirit of brotherhood, we should soon cease to exist

as a nation. Let every American pledge that no taint of re-

ligious or racial animosity shall trouble our national unity.'

j
\Maybe we didn't say it just that way in Korea . . .where we had all kinds

i: buddies ... all races and religions . . . and we were all fighting for

ue same thing . . . unity . . . peace and brotherhood.

;ighting for brotherhood here at home can be just as rugged as fighting

>r peace in Korea . . . It's rough for the mothers to say goodbye . . .

>r sweethearts to be parted . . . and sometimes never re-united . . . for

le families that are broken up.

There is a way that all of us can help . . . join with the President . .

.

elieve in what he says ... to take an active part in Brotherhood Week

y making a contribution to help in the educational work that's being

one. . . by making this country a better place to live in and giving all of

s a better understanding of our neighbors ... no matter who they

re. Please help . . . thank you. Sign up in the lobby ! The Honor Scroll

vith your name will be sent to the White House."

"OKAY, SGT. JAY HALL"

15,000 American showmen will run

your Brotherhood Week Trailer. They

will put the Honor Scroll in their lobby

and run the 20-foot trailer that says:
|

"This is Brotherhood Week. Join up.

Sign the Honor Scroll in our lobby,"

BROTHERHOOD WEEK • FEBRUARY 15-22 • SILVER ANNIVERSARY
L
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(Continued from Page 16)

Pan" label. The great majority of this pro-

other theatre in Michigan will show Ciner-

ama for at least a year. If it goes as well

there, proportionately, as it has in New
York, where attendance has now hit the

half-million mark, the Music Hall should

pay off the mortgage on the installation

before competition set> in.

Howard Diet.. M-G-M v.p.. plays host at the

"Above and Beyond" premiere. With the adver-

tising executive are: Metro starlet Elaine Stewart,

and Melvin Frank and Norman Panama, pro-

ducer-director-writer team of the picture.

Stewart's Pants

Elaine Stewart, the "Starlet" who scored

so heavily in a minor role in Metro's "The
Bad and the Beautiful" stole the show at the

Broadway May fair premiere of "Above and
Beyond" against such formidable competition

as the U. S. Air Force, star Eleanor Parker

and the galaxy of celebraties. The newcomer,
who has been getting a raft of publicity a la

Monroe, in those now-famous toreador pants,

had the necks craning. The invitational pre-

miere, covered via television, radio and news-
reel, was pointed up by a parade through

Times Square to the theatre by Air Force

men, Wafs, and a color guard, all from

Mitchell Field, and the First Air Force Mili-

tary Band of 62 men.

Pre-Release Purge

New Jersey Allied has called on the De-
partment of Justice to get an injunction

against the "discriminatory and destructive"

policy of pre-release at key runs. The prac-

tice is condemned as "an illegal extension

of clearance which, if generally adopted, will

result in the closing of many independent

theatres that until now have survived the

depression in the movie industry." The unit

argues that when the pre-release is with-

drawn from the keys for several months and
offered later to subsequent runs, clearance

is extended far beyond the norm.

U Makes News
Universal had good news for its stock-

holders with a reversal of the trend in profit

statements. While most of the film com-

panies were following the pattern of lower

nets despite higher or maintained grosses, U
showed an increase in net and a lower gro>s.

The figures, it was noted, were for 52 we< k s

for fiscal 1952, ended Nov. 1, and 53 weeks
the preceding year—which makes the net in-

crease even more impressive. For '52, the

company netted $2,307,000, as compared with

$2,267,000 in '51; Taxes last year came to

$4,290,000, for '51, $3,125,000. Income from

film rentals and sales grossed $64,128,000 in

'52, compared with $65,172,000 for '51. The
company paid two semi-annual dividends of

50c each on the 961,698 shares of common
stock outstanding. Earnings amounted to

$2.15 per share.

Brotherhood

Dore Schary's trailer to help promote

Brotherhood Week, February 15-22, which
will be included in the newsreel releases for

February 6 and 13, will be augmented by a

20-foot clip urging patrons to sign the Honor
Roll in participating theatres' lobbies. The
clip will be gratis, can be obtained from
National Screen Service.

Astor in Color

Astor Pictures, which has supplemented

its re-release schedule with a program that

will include 10 new releases, stepped out

with two Cinecolor features which it ac-

quired outright from producer Hall Shelton.

The pair, "Love Island" and "Born to the

saddle," currently playing the Fox West
Coast circuit and California and the RKO
chain in New York, will be released national-

ly in April. Astor president R. M. Savini has

also signed for a half dozen features from
Hal Roach, Jr., and one each from Jorge

Caputo and Robert Presnell.

Coronation Beat
Universal-International got a beat on the

forthcoming coronation of Queen Elizabeth.

Executive v.p. Alfred E. Daff has completed

arrangements to handle distribution of "A
Queen Is Crowned", only Technicolor film

to be made of the much-awaited event. An
hour-long feature, produced by the J. Arthur

Rank Organization and narrated by Sir

Laurence Olivier, it will go out as a June

release on U-I's schedule.

Exotic Lunch

Two of Iran's most famed dancers will

make their motion picture debut in a lavish

dance sequence in Columbia's "Prisoners of

the Casbah." The notice from Columbia

notes that the pair, Shooshik and Magda
Sahakia, are favorites of Shah Mohammed
Riza Pahleui. They should all be a sensation

on a menu.

Ate being!

(Continued from Page 18)

motion won't merely give a tag line to the

film. The ads have the picture "built into"

the copy so that the title and the characters

involved are the predominant factors. When
RKO's general sales manager Charles Boas-

berg said he had never seen anything that

even approached in scope the campaign 1

r

"Pan", he wasn't kidding.

Triple Promotion

Universal-International is inaugurating

triple-header ad campaign to plug theatre

playdates for its territorial saturation lauch-

ing of "City Beneath the Sea." For the first

time, the company will combine television,

radio and newspapers to highlight the in-

dividual playdates in four separate areas. The
Cleveland territory will be inundated for the

February 8 opening; Detroit, Feb. 12; Bos-

ton, the 19th, and San Francisco, for the

27th. Radio and TV spots, video trailers,

display ads in the four cities' newspapers, all

will be used to bring theatre and playdate

to the public's attention.

Army Backs 'Wac'

RKO's "Never Wave At A Wac", the Roz

Russell-Paul Douglas-Marie Wilson starrer,

will have the Army behind it. The Depart-

ment of Defense has urged the commanding
generals of all six U. S. Armies to lend

every assistance to theatre managers and

RKO field men to exploit the picture.

Harold Lyon, manager oj the Paramount in Kan-

sas City, went all out for the re-release engage-

ment of DeMille's "Cleopatra". The lobby display

at top was flown from Egypt by Trans-U
7

odd

Airlines to the theatre for an advance bally. As-

sistant manager (bottom, left) starts off one of

the Roman chariots which toured the entire Kan-

sas City area as part of the street bally.
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

OTHERS HIT HARD
Allied ITO of Indiana

There is a myth flourishing that Radio and

lovies are being murdered by Television but

ewspapers are unharmed. Supposedly,

eople are reading their newspapers more
lan ever before— or as much. " Trends in

irculation, Penetration and Advertising

:ates" proves "T'ain't so." It shows the

teady downward trend of newspaper circu-

itions in big TV cities.

Now there are even newer figures. In New
ork, first quarter circulation reports show
aily circulation losses of 159,826 over the

;imilar period of last year. At the same
ime, Sunday circulation has declined slightly

ver 350,000. And in Chicago every single

ewspaper has lost again—a total of 115,000

aily and 129.000 Sunday.

We wish we could murder that myth

—

Newspapers seem to be hurt worse than any-

me.

KEYNOTE OPTIMISM
ITO of Ohio

Bad as business is, we must not let the

>ublic think we are on the rocks. The
Federal Admissions Tax is surely putting

heatres on the shoals, but it is not con-

sidered wise by the COMPO committee at

his time to appeal to the public to aid our

rampaign to repeal it. Certain exhibitors

have been interviewed by the press and their

'down-beat" stories are flooding the papers.

Should some occasion arise and you can
not avoid making press comment on the tax

repeal campaign, we suggest that the follow-

ing thought be advanced instead of the usual

"business is oft 00% since television":

"Yes, we are deeply interested in having
the 20% tax removed. The motion picture

theatres of this country can no longer stand
giving up 20c out of every dollar taken in.

As a matter of fact, there is no retail busi-

ness in town, selling a mass article at low
price, which could exist on 80c of each dollar

of sales. It isn't economically possible and
the movie theatre is the only retail place of

business that is expected to exist on that

cock-eyed basis. There is no denying that
movie attendance is off but the vast majority
of theatres still have enough enthusiastic-

regular moviegoing customers to support
them nicely— IF that 20c were not grabbed
by Uncle Sam as our phantom-partner.
Millions still k<> to the movies and are quite

willing to pay our admission prices, which
have advanced so little over the years. Al-
most every theatre that has closed or is in

the red would he open and fairly prosperous
today if there were no 20% tax. 'That tax is

much more ruinous than TV or any Other
economic factor in the theatre business
today."

'The foregoing is suggested only if you
MUST be quoted. We still are not seeking
publicity and the less of it, the heller, at this

stage ot our campaign.

PERCENTAGE GRIPES
Allied C aravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central

Remember last fall when we thought we
were so damn smart and kept promising

bigger business after this big bumper corn

crop was harvested. Well, they've got it in

the cribs, sealed and are staying away from
pictures this winter at an unheard of tempo.

We'll expose our ignorance of economics
further and try to justify it by the falling

market of hogs, cattle and grain. Product

has something to do with it. The super's

that are doing big business in the cities and
in other sections of the country are no balls

of fire in the mid-west in average towns. The
ad writers for the distribs keep on going

into convulsions about the crowds, the

promise of SRO and the pot of gold at the

end of every Technicolor rainbow, but no-

body we know, (and admittedly our ac-

quaintance is small) is getting yellow fingers

from dipping them into that promised gelt.

We noticed Fox in a trade paper ad an-

nounced 36 coming pictures
—

"all master-

pieces" or words to that affect. How worn
and grooved that old record must be getting.

1 don't give a damn who makes 36 pictures,

about 15% of them are going to be really

something, 50% will be average, about 10%
below average and the rest flops. Intentions

are naturally to make every one good. But

it's the intention of Stan Musial to get a hit

every time he goes to bat, too. He only hit

about ,326 last year and Fox or anyone else

making pictures are no more skilled in their

profession than Stan is in his. Remember
this when you buy pictures that overly-eager

distributors put in one or two allocations

higher than they expect to sell them.

EXTRA BUCKS
Allied Caravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central

Allied member Hob Krueger of Sioux City

writes telling of a cartoon show to end all

cartoon shows which he held for his small

fry. Hob scraped together 21, that's right,

21 cartoons, raised his regular price from 16c

to 25c, received not a complaint and had a

house packed way beyond his seating capa-

city for a cartoon carnival for kids between
Christmas and New Years day. Gave away
comic pencils which cost him about a penny
a piece, made himself some money and came
up with a fine piece of showmanship. Rec-

ommends it to all exhibitors. Sounds good
to us.

BALLY PROFITS
ITO of Ohio

The best demonstration of what publicity

can do was evidenced last week in Columbus
with this picture. Chet Allen, the star is a

Columbus boy and Universal brought him
and the Hoy Choir featured in the picture 1"

appear on the stage three times opening day.

'There were more than 70 breaks in the news-
papers somtimes three in one paper. Radio
and TV were saturated. As expected, the

business was great on opening day. Rut to

show the value of this kind of personal ap-

pearance, business was just as good on the

Sunday following the Saturday opening and
kept up well all week. While admittedly,

Loew's Ohio, which was responsible for the

wonderful publicity reaped a substantial part

of the benfiets, theatres within a 100 mile

radius of Columbus will also benefit for the

name of the picture will be familiar to everj -

one who reads a newspaper. Not only Co-
lumbus papers, but others, too, picked up
the stories. It was an excellent example of

how publicity can turn an average picture

into a whing ding. Let's hope all the sub-

sequent runs benefit, too.

PRE-RELEASE

Allied ITO of Indiana

All the old complaints about pre-release,

advanced price pictures were summarized

with particular disheartenment that now,

when the business so vitally needed the best

product obtainable, the flow of the very best

pictures was being bottle-necked to the rank

and file exhibitor by the pre-release system.

'The group believed that this piling of

clearance on top of clearance was in direct

violation of the dictates of the Supreme

Court and hoped that some legal tests could

be made. "How," asked theatre owners with

sub-runs and small towns keyed off large

cities, "can the distributor justify several

months clearance on some pictures when

they consider 30 or 45 days is sufficient and

reasonable to protect the prior run on hun-

dreds of other pictures— including some ver\

excellent product"'"

ASCAP
North Central Allied

ASCAP has recently given out reduced

rates for small theatres and is presently

beaming benevolently while its individual ex-

ecutives back slap one another for their far-

sightedness, but w e can not help observing

that this is only hindsight. If Allied had

sat on its fanny and let exhibitors sign up

unthinkingly, it would never have happened.

Instead, we scurried about, found music

for you to play at no cost and ASC W, feel-

ing the bite on selling its service, did only

what anyone would do—reduce the cost.

Our advice to you is to continue your

present policy—let the reduction go un-

noticed—and maybe ASCAP will see the

lighl and start treating this business as a

legitimate one —not like the film companies

do—getting from you as much as the traffic

will be?.r.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

SHEBA' IS TRIPLE-THREAT LULL

SHIRLEY BOOTH
Out For An Oscar

One of the greatest performances the screen has ever held, a sizzling romance and

frank, stark drama offer showmen a three-pronged exploitation spear in Paramount's

"Come Back. Little Sheba" that should strike deep into the increasingly discriminating

mass audience. Already acclaimed by the various "Bests" selections, including the New
\ ork Film Critics, and almost a certainty for Academy Award honors, a new (for the

screen) actress, Miss Shirley Booth, makes this Hal Wallis production one of the most

compelling dramas in recent years.

On the performance angle, exhibitors have a ready-made ballylulu. They can use

the rave quotes from the critics, award blow-ups and, subsequently, the Oscars that

should accrue. The latter factor is, of course, still in the nebulous stage, but there

seems to be little probability of any other player topping Miss Booth in the Oscar derby.

Certainly she will be nominated for the coveted statuette for her portrayal of "Lola

Delaney" and this alone should be fodder for the exploitation campaign. The theatre-

man won't go far out on a limb with a prediction of an Oscar for Miss Booth.

Girl Spells Trouble

There will he plenty of talk, too, about the

realistic handling of the romance between young

Terry Moore and Richard Jaeckel. The former,

exerting a vibrant, youthful sexiness in a most

innocent manner, registers strongly as an exciting

personality. Her influence on Burt Lancaster's

" Doc Delaney", capitalized by the ad-line: ''That

Girl in His House . . . She Spelled Trouble!"',

can be a potent ticket-seller. In this direction, the

unabashed seduction scenes between the musc ular

young Jaeckel and Terry are a revelation of frank

film-making that may lift eyebrows. Its realistic

presentation, however, and the fact that it does

not overstep the bounds of good taste for adult

viewing will spur good word-of-mouth and the ex-

hibitor need not be wary of playing it up.

As delineated by Miss Booth, the drama builds

to a violent climax in which Lancaster has an op-

portunity to shine as the ex-alcoholic who returns

to the bottle and nearly kills his wife in a

drunken rage. This sequence, too, is powerful

promotion material. Blow-ups of some of the

stills on the drunk scene will make eye-catching

displays. Don't overlook this possibility, since it

also serves the purpose of bringing the Lancaster

name, with its strong draw, into the merchandis-

ing.

Ail-Around Campaign

Paramount's campaign, as offered in the press

book, is geared for any or all of the three big

selling points. The ads (below) capitalize on the

Booth awards, the romance, and the dramatic

power. There are lobby board suggestions dra-

matizing tthe theme, with the shouts "This is the

woman he married!" and "This is the girl he

wanted!" Another board features the characters,

with Lancaster as "Doc ... A frustrated man

fighting hard to control the violent passions tor-

menting him;" Miss Booth as "Lola . . . Doc's

love-starved middle-aged wife who re-lived each

day with memories of her past;" Terry Moore as

"Marie . . . Teasing . . . Tantalizing . . . The kind

of girl who could spell only trouble", and Richard

Jaeckel as "Turk . . . The amorous youth whose

attentions to Marie stir Doc to an outburst of

fury."

Pressbook Ideas

Paramount also offers methods of capitalizing

the stage play, promotions for window displays

and co-ops, street ballys, contests, giveaways and

teasers for the classified section. All of these can

be extra bonuses for the major three-way pro-

motion, with the accent on Shirley Booth's per-

formance.

This is adult drama and it should be sold that

way. Circus-type ballyhoo would be unwise, ap-

parently, but there are plenty of intriguing and

provocative angles in the press book to lure the

grown-ups. Use them.
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COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA
Producer Hal Wallis braved screen tradition when he took over the production reins on "<

i me
Hack. Little Sheba," the successful Daniel Mann stage hit. It is rare when a daring and contro-

versial stage play is movie boxoffice, even rarer when a screen unknown takes on the principal role.

But Wallis took the gamble—and won. With stage -tar Shirley Booth uncorking a brilliant portrayal,

as "Lola", the film emerges as both an artistic triumph and one which premises to be a topflight

grosser.

The theme is a provocative one: The dial) existence of a childless couple, forced into a mar-

riage many years before when the girl became pregnant: the frustration in the husband that led to

alcoholism and an Alcoholics VnonyiTlOUS pledge: the brightening brought b) a young anil prelt)

college student boarder, her affair uitli an athlete and another blow to the husband; and. finally

lis recourse to drink with drastic consequences that bring him to realization ol the deep and true

relation u tth his w ife.

Rarely has the screen depicted a 'tar with such unflattering candor as Miss Booth i- subjecte !

to in "Come Back. Little Sheba". Her lulMiodied portrayal, one ol the greatest in screen annals,

will set them talking.
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Critics Say Monroe & Falls

Power 'Niagara' to Success

Marilyn Monroe and Niagara Falls liave

been teamed in Twentieth Century-Fox's

"Niagara" into what the N. Y. film critics

unanimously agree is a picture that shouldn't

be missed, regardless of whatever minor
faults thi> Technicolor production may have.

Admittedly, the story isn't the most original

theme to be seen in a film, but the scribes

feel that "Niagara" generates enough sex,

suspense, and action to overcome the trans-

parent and predictable plot.

The Times' Abe Weiler writes, "the pro-

ducers are making full use of both the

grandeur of the Falls and its adjacent areas

as well as the grandeur that is Marilyn

Monroe." This critic feels that while the

writers "are relating a story that is scarcely

a tribute to their imaginations," and "Miss
Monroe is not the perfect actress at this

point," still, "the falls and Miss Monroe are

something to see."

"Director Henry Hathaway has put on

quite a show," says Otis Guernsey in the

Herald Tribune. In his opinion, the script

"is a steady, stable combination of menace
and comedy relief . . . enough going on in

between scenic shots to preserve the atmos-

phere of a half-beautiful, half-dangerous

proxy visit to Niagara."

After tagging the film with a (iood Movie
Meter Rating, the Post's Archer Winsten
says of Monroe's contribution, "I don't

believe that an audience will fail to grasp

what it's all about, and perhaps gasp secret-

ly. Whether with delight, disgust or amuse-

ment will depend on individual age, con-

dition, and aptitude." Of the picture itself

he writes, "let it be stated positively that

there's a bumper crop of suspense, violence,

action."

The World-Telegram's Alton Cook en-

thusiastically stated it is "the most exciting

movie experience of the season, a harrowing

ordeal for even the steeliest nerves." Like

the other critics he feels that "next to its

presentation of the falls, the movie concen-

trates hardest on making the most of the

presence of Marilyn Monroe." In his opinion,

"This is a vist to Niagara Falls under the

most exciting auspices possible."

"Marilyn is at her eye-filling best," penned

Rose Pelswick in the Journal-American. She

finds the film an "Exciting suspense yarn

. . . slick melodrama, with director Henry
Hathaway sustaining a tense and taut mood."

'NO TIME FOR FLOWERS'
RKO

"Picks up a clown's balloon and slams it

impishly and vigorously against the absurd-

ities (of) life under Communist rule. Result

i- unbridled hilarity."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram.

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . At-

tempts to do for Communist Czechoslovakia

what 'Ninotchka' did to Communist Russia.

It doesn't succeed to the same hilarious

extent."—Winsten, N. Y. Post.

"Especially lively and funny film despite

tlx- obvious barn-like target at which it

scatters broadsides . . . Takes a swift and

"QUOT6S" What the Newspaper Critics Sag About New Films

well-aimed kick at the seat of the Red peek-

and-tell organization." — Pihodna, N. Y.

Herald Tribune.

"Meant to . . . ridicule and lampoon the

absurdities ... of the Communist police

state ... (it) is a weak and labored affair,

and it jests pretty loosely about matters that

are anything but droll."— B. C, N. Y. Times.

'THE CLOWN'
M-G-M

"it has been more than twenty years since

Metro released its slightly saccharine but

sturdy 'The Champ' . . . This time, the yarn

. . . evolves as a workmanlike but hardly

imaginative rewrite of an old theme."

—

Weiler, N. Y. 'Times.

"Picture has its score of laughs, the broad

kind that the comic wins on the air, and also

gets a fair quantity of tears. But the com-
bination is never very well melded."—W. H.,

N. Y. World-Telegram.
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Many people like a picture full of claptrap,

if it isn't gloomy, and quite a few art lovers

luxuriate in gloomy films if they contain no

claptrap. But it's the combination of both in

'The Clown' . . . that wears you down."

—

Winsten, N. Y. Post.

"Ingredients are all too familiar . . . We
see little of the old Skelton . . . Generally

dismal picture."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald

Tribune.

"Skelton terriffic . . . Off to a slow start,

'The Clown' warms up as a heart-warmer

and at the finish is jerking tears."

—

O'Connor, N. Y. Journal-American.

GIRLS IN THE NIGHT*
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL)

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Fair-

ly familiar juvenile delinquency screen stuff

. . . Marquee moniker is going to suggest

things, no doubt, which the tightly packaged

little picture does not present."—Thirer,

N. Y. Post.

"Fast moving and well acted drama."

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American.

"U-I has gambled on a group of untried

youngsters with astonishing success ... At

least a couple of starring careers are likely

to blossom from this start."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram.

"Slow-moving film, quite standard of plot

and superficial of characterization."—P. V. B.,

N. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Story is as drab and creaky as its tene-

ments . . . Merely touches on the poignant

drama inherent in the plight of the under-

privileged and follows—without generating

much emotion—a threadbare melodramatic

line."—Weiler, N. Y. Times.

FACE TO FACE'
RKO
"A seemingly ill-matched pair of short

stories have been put together and turned

into a thoroughly satisfactory picture."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.
" The overall tonic effect of 'Face to Face'

bracketing the handiwork of two masters

. . . may convince some spectators that any

ogres currently besetting the screen can be

surmounted by a good story."—H. H. T„

N. Y. Times.

"Two stirring stories . . . highly entertain-

ing picture that boasts excellent handling on

every count."— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American.

"Pairing of two long shorts that has more

rhyme than reason . . . Combination is low-

horsepower entertainment."—Winsten, N. V.

Post.

TAXI'

20TH CENTURY-FOX
"When the interest is mainly in hacking,

' Taxi' is colorful and fun . . . Minor discom-

forts . . . may be overlooked, or tolerantly

discounted, and a ride with it easily enjoyed.'
1

—Crowther, N. Y. Times.

"When 'Taxi' comes to grips with reality,

it has warmth and down-to-earth humor . . .

The change from tough-mindedness to mush

is a little hard to take."—Pihodna, N. Y.

Herald Tribune.

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) ... A
sleeper . . . It's a little picture with big

appeal . . . Sweet, romantic, comic, senti-

mental . . . without being gushy."—Thirer,

N. Y. Post.

"Minor and flimsy little picture, but its

settings and the endearing charm of Miss

(Constance) Smith make it pleasant, time-

passing trivia."—Cook, N. Y. World-Tele-

gram.

"Entertaining comedy . . . director Greg-

ory Ratoff keeps the featherweight story

bouncing briskly through a variety of divert-

ing mixups and complications."—Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal-American.

'A TALE OF FIVE WOMEN'
UNITED ARTISTS

"Practically a guided tour of Europe . . .

Story idea is a good one even if the similar-

ity of situations tends to make the narrative

somewhat repetitious."—Pelswick, N. Y
Journal-American.

"Stodgy, dragging, humorless film . .

And that's about all, except that the photog-

raphy . . . could have had more originality.'

—B. H., N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Poor Plus (Movie Meter Rating) . .

Script writers . . . spend so much time get

ting the story clarified, and told again fo

dullards in the audience, that they never ac

complish much in the present tense."—Win

sten, N. Y. Post.

"Rambling film . . . reasonably good idei;

for a romantic comedy is lost in the shuffl

. . . Result is a hash, unrewarding even as i

travelogue."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tri

bune.

"Dreary and embarrassing film . . . Storj

idea, a provocative one, is stifled by a heavy,

handed and generally unprofessional treat,

ment, including a steady flow of hollow

sounding dialogue and a maze of flashback::

which at times seems to disconcert even th

cast."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times.
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IRODUCTIOn
i R€L€flS€ R€CORD
951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Completed (55)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

M PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

OMPLETED
rctic Flight
rmy Bound
attle Zone
anyon Ambush
•ad Man's Trail

•serf Pursuit

isc Jockey (77)
anqs of the Arctic
argo
lat Top IC)
eudin' Fools
old Fever _

The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Re.. No. Rev.

Morris-Albright 7-20 5210 .

Elements 10-52 5216
Hodiak-Christian 9-52 22
Brown-Co-ites ... 10-12 5244

5243
5209

21

5222
5226
5201
5213.
5:20
5252 .

5212
5202..

Brown-Eilison 7-6
. Morris-Caruso 5-52
Simms-O'Shea 8-23 .

Kirby-Grant 12-28
. Elliot 9-52 ..

Hayden-Carlson 1 1—52 .

Gorcey-Hall 9-14
Morgan-Calvert „ 6-8.
Wilson-Knight 4-13

lere Comes the Marines Gorcey-Hall . 6-i5
liawatha I CI Edwards-Dugay ._ 12-7
ighwayman, The IC) 183) Hendrix-Coburn 9-8 ..

omesteaders. The Elliott-Vallin 2-53
alopy Gorcey-Hall
ungle Girl Sheffield-Sharpe —
ansas Pacific IC) .. Hayden-Miller 2-53 24
ansas Territory 173) Elliott-Stewart 5-4 5225

6-18

20 3-27

1an from Black Hills (78)
lexican Silver

(ontana Incident
ight Raiders
lorthwest Territory 1611

Brown-Ellison 3-52 ...

Wilson-Clyde
Wilson-Stewart 8-17.
Wilson-Knight 2-52 .

1 2-9

5242

5253......

5251.. ....

Grant-Chinook
ose Bowl Story, The (C) 173) ...... Thompson-Miles
ea Tiger 171) Archer-Chapman
on of Belle Starr Larsen-Castle
4© Holds Barred Bowery Boys .

angier Incident Brent-Aldon
exas City Brown- Ellisen
orpedo Alley _ .... Stevens-Malone
icious Years, The (79) Cook-Moore
Vaco 168) _ ..Elliott

Vaqons West (C) (70) ... Cameron
Vhite Lightning Clements-Bestar
Vyominq Roundup Wilson-Coates
>quared Circle, The Kirkwood-Gleason
'ukon Gold Grant-Hyer

8-24
7-52

12-52
2-53
12-30
I 1-52
2-18
2-52
6-29

5204
5218

5214

23

5224
5203

COLUMBIA
1952-53 Features

Serials

Completed
Completed

38)

3)

In

11-9 5254

8-52 5221

Production

Production

6-30

(2)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Haymes-Totter
Graham-Romero

Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
I , TITLE—Running Time
>uisin' Down the River (T)
'risoners of the Casbah (T)

COMPLETED
Affair in Trinidad 198) Hayworth-Ford
Ml Ashore IT) Rooney-Lawrence
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap IT) Derek-Hodiak
*Dache Country 162) Autry-Buttram
Assignment—Paris (85) _. _Andrews-Toren
Barbed Wire (61) Autry-Buttram
Big Jump, The (T) Ladd-Andrews
Blue Canadian Rockies 158) Autry-Buttram
Brave Warrior IT) 173) Jon Hall
Brigand. The (T) (94) Dexter-Lawrence
California Conquest IT) (79) Wilde-Wright
Captain Pirate (T) 185) Louis Hayward
Clouded Yellow, The 189) Simmons-Howard
Congo Bill McGuire-Moore
Conquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
Cripple Creek ITI (78) _ Montgomery-Booth . 7
Eight Iron Men (80) Colleano-Frani 12
Firefighters, Th e . Williams-Reynolds .
Five Anqels on Murder J. Kent-D. Boqarde
?' Ireland-Denning
5,000 Fingers of Dr. T.. The (T) Hayes-Healy
Four Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer I-

Golden Hawk (T) (83) ......Fl eminq-Haydn 10
Hangman's Knot IT) 181) Scott-Jarman IIHappy Time The 194) ...... Boyer-Driscoll 12
Her Wonderful Lie KieDura-Eggerth
Invasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
Jack McCall, Desperado IT) Montgomery-Stevens

No. Rev.

9-52 7-28

431

508

506

8-25

5- 19

6-30
7-28
10-8

6-30
11-3

9-22

6-30

-52

Juggler, The Douglas-Vitale
Junction City 154) Starrett-Burnette ... 7-
Jungle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
Kid From Broken Gun (56) Starrett-Bunett 8
Ladies of the Chorus 161 ) (Reissue) Monroe-Jerqens II-
Last of the Comanches IT) 185) Crawford-Hale 2-
Last Posse, The Crawford-Derek ... .

Last Train From Bombay (72) ...Hall-Ferraday 8
Let s Do It Aqain IT) Wyman-Milland
Member of the Weddinq, The (91) Waters-Harris
Montana Territory IT) 164) McAllister-Hendrix 6
Pathfinder, The (T) (78) Montogmery-Carter I-

£
a

.

uld 180) Young-Smith 6
Prince of Pirates (T) Derek-Rush
Rainbow Round My Shoulder IT) (78) Laine-Daniels 9-

Red Snow (75) Madison-Mala 7
Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Rough, Tough West 1541 Starrett-Burnette . . 6
Salome IT) (1031 Hayworth-Granger .,

52... 486..

52 481

-52 504 8-1

438

436

12-29
6-30

503
439

5-19

9-22

52 487

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1951-52 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Sniper, The (87) _..„

Sound Off (SO (83) ..

Storm Over Tibet 187)

.Menjou-Franz
Mickey Rooney
Reagon-Douglas

5-52
5-52
7-52

434
428

505Strange Fascination (80) —Moore-Haas 12-52
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning-Loo 2-53
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckhart .. 11-52
Wagon Team 161) Autry-Buttram 9-52 476
Walk East on Beacon 198) Murphy-Gilmore 6-52 426
War Cry IC) Montgomery-Long _ 435..

Winning of the West 157) Autry-Burnette 1-53
Yank in Indo-China, A 167) Archer-Dick 5-52 435

10-6

5-5

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (13) In Production (I)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Cairo

COMPLETED
Bad Blonde .

Captain Kidd (Reissue) (89)
Chu Chin Chow
Gambler and the Lady 171)

Great White Hunter IReissue)
Hellgate 187)
I'll Get You
Johnny the Giant Killer IT) .....

Jungle. The 174) _
Mr. Walkie-Talkie 165)

Outlaw Women (C) (75)
Perils of the Jungle
Pirate Submarine 169)
Scotland Yard Inspector (73)

Secret People 187)

Spaceways -

Stolen Face, The (71)

Stronqhold 173)

Tall Texan. The - —
Tromba, the Tiger-Man 163)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
George Raft

Rel. No. Rev.

(89)

Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton 12-12
Anna Ma" Wonq 3—20 .

Dane Clark 12-26
Peck-Preston 12-12
Hayden- Leslie 9-5
George Raft 1-16...

Animation Feature -

Cameron-Romero 7—4
Tracy-Sawyer 11-28
Windsor-Rober 6-2 .

Clyde Beatty 3-13
Special Cast 7-18
Romero-Maxwell 10-31
Cortesa-A. Hepburn
Duff-Bartok
Henreid-Scott
Lake-Scott
..Bridges-Cobb
Special Cast

8-25

6-16
2-52
2-13

I 1-14

5210
52 15

5204
5209

.51 13

5206
5205
5112
5203
5105
5214
51 10

5202
5116

5109
5107
5207
5201

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (44) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART

Rel. No.

1-53 313 12-1

10-52 305 10-6
1-53 315

— 1952-53 —
IN PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time Cast
All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Affairs of Dobie Gillis Reynolds-Uan
Invitation to the Dance IT) Kelly-Youskevitch
Mogambo IT) Gable-Gardner

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker
Apache War Smoke (67).. Roland-Horton
Bad and the Beautiful, The 1118) Turner-Douglas
Band Wagon, The IT) Astaire-Charisse

Because You're Mine IT) 1103) Lanza-Whitmore 10-52 .... 304
Carbine Williams 193) Stewart-Hagen 5-52 231

Clown, The (91) Skelton-Greer 1-53 316

Code 2 Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie 171) Johnson-Leinh 4-53

Cry of the Hunted Gassman-Sullivan
Dangerous When Wet Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The (71) Keel-Greer 1-52 314
Devil Makes Three, The (90) IT) Kelly-Angeli 9-52 ... 302
Dream Wife - - Grant-Kerr . ,.

Everything I Have Is Yours IT) (92) Champion-O'Keefe 10-52 306
Fearless Fagan 178) leigh-Carpenter 8-52 241
Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons
Girl In White, The 193) Allyson-Kennedy 5-52 232
Glory Alley 179) Caron-Meeker 6-52 234 .

Girl Who Had Everything, The Taylor-Lamas
Hoaxters, The (36) Documentary 319
Holiday for Sinners 172) Young-Rule 7-52 239 .

Rev

9-8
4-21

1-26

12-1

8-25

10-20
7-14

1-12

6?30
309 10-20Hour of Thirteen, The (80) ...Lawford-Addams 11-52...

I Love Melvin IT) O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53
Ivanhoe IT) (106) R.Taylor-E.Taylor 8-52 ...... 307 6-30
Jeopardy Stanwyck-Sullivan 2—52 317
Julius Caesar _ ... Brando-Mason ..

Latin Lovers IT) Turner-Montalban
Lili IT) 181) Caron-Ferrer
Lovely to Look At (102) IT) Gravson-Skelton 7-52 . 237 .

Main Street to Broadway All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) (105) Turn°r-L-mas 9-52 301 9-22
Mv Man and I 199) Winters-Montalban 9-52 .303
Million Dollar Mermaid IT) (110) Williams-Mature 12-52 312 1 1-17
Naked Spur, The IT) 1911 Stewart-Ryan 2-53 318
Never Let Me Go Gable-Tierney
Pat and Mike (93) . Tracy-Hepburn 6-52 235 .

6-16
Plymouth Adventure IT) (104) Tracy-Tierney 11-52 310 . 11-3
Prisoner of Zenda ITI (100) Granger-Kerr 1 1-52 ... 308 . 10-20

Ouo Vadis IT) 1168) Taylor-Kerr 218 11-19
Remains To Be Seen Allyson-Johnson
Ride. Vaquero lAns) Gardrer-R. Taylor _„_....
Roque's March 1841 Lansford-Rule 3-53 320 1-12
Scandal At Scourie IT) Garson-Pidgeon
Scaramouche IT) 1115) S. Grainger-E. Parker 6-52 236 6-30
See How They Run Dandridae-Horton .... . - -

Skirts Ahov ITI 1109) William-Blaine 5-52 733 4-2

1

Sky full of Moon 173) Carpenter-Sterling 12-52 311 11-17
Slight Case of Larceny Rooney-Bracken
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Small Town Girl (T) J. Powell-Granger 4-53
Sombrero IT) Montalban-Anqeli 3-53
Steak for Connie Johnson-Leigh
Story of Three Loves IT) (122) All-Star Cast
Time Bomb 177) Ford-Vernon
Wahington Story 182) Johnson-Neal 7-52
You For Me 170) Lawford-Greer 8-52
Young Bess IT) — Sommons-Granger
Young Man With Ideas 184) Ford-Roman 5-52

238
240

7- 14

8— 1

1

230 3-10

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Caddy. The Martin & Lewis
Eleph.nt Walk IT) Leigh-Andrews
Sangaree IT) Lamas-Oahl

COMPLETED
Anything Can Happen 1107) Ferrer-Hunter 5-52 5117 ... 3-10
Arrowhead IT) Heston-Palance -

Atomic City. The 1851 Barry-Clarke 4-52 ... 5120
Blazing Forest (T) Payne-Moorehead 12-52 5207 10-20
Botany Bay IT) Ladd-Mason
Caribbean (T) 195) Payne-Dahl __ 9-52 5202 ...

Carrie 1118) Olivier-Jones 8-52 5123 6-16
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue) Colbert-Wilcoxon 12-52 5208
Come Back Little Sheba (99) Lancaster-Booth 2-53 5213 1-26
Denver I Rio Grande IT) (89) OBrien-Hayden 6-52 5115 4-7
Encore 190) Maugham Storiei ... 7-52 5122
Forever Female Rogers Holder.
Greatest Show On Earth (T) 1151) Stewart-Hutton 7-52 5129 1-14
Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls (T) Hope-Martin _ -

Houdini IT) ........... ,.„.... Curtis-Leigh
Hurricane Smith (T) _.DeCarlo-lreland
Jumping Jacks (98) Martin-Lewis
Jamaica Run (T) ... .. Milland-Dahl
Just For You (T) (104) Crosby-Wyman
Little Boy Lost Crosby-Dauphin
Los Alamos Barry Cark«
Militarv Policeman Hope-Maxwell
Off Limits Hope-Rooney
Pleasure Island (T) Genn-Taylor
Pony Express (T) _. Hes*on-Fleming

10-52
7-52
5-53
9-52

5204
5121

5201

9-22
6-16

8-11

Red Mountain IT) 184) Ladd Kennedy
Road to Bali ITI (91) Hope-Cro_y-Lamour
Roman Holiday Peck-Hepburn
Savage, The (T) (95) Heston-Hanson
Scared Stiff .Martin-Lewis
Shane (T) _ Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) Hutton-Meeker
Son of Paleface (T) Hope-Russell
St*laq 17 Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singing, The (99) Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The 1100) Martin-Lewis
Thunder in the East (98) Ladd-Kerr
Turning Point, The (85 { __... Holden-Smith
Tropic Zone (T) 194) Reagan-Fleming
Vanquished, The (T) Payne-Sterling
War of the Worlds (T) Barry-Robinson _

4-53
3-53
4-53
5-52
12-52

5215

5M3 .

5209

11-52 5206

10-52
8-52

5203
5124

12-1

. 10-4

9-8
7-14

3-53
2-53
1-53
10-52
1-53

1-125214
5212
5210 ..... 11-17

. 5205 10-6
5211 12-29

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75)
Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn

Gorilla 174)
Breakdown 176)
Calling Mr. Death 1631 (Reissue)
Cairo Road 185)
Cuban Pete 161) (Reissue)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Geisha Girl (67)
House of Darkness (63)

1952-53 —
Cast

Barker-Wescott

Rel. No. Rev.

11-52

10-52

House of the 7 Gables, The (97)
(Reissue)

If This Be Sin (74)
Inside Job (65) (Reissue)
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74)

( Reissue)
Kid Monk Baroni (80)
Lucy Goes Wild 190) (Reissue) _.

Maytime in Mayfair (T) (74)
Mug Town (60) (Reissue)
Missing Head 162)

IRelssue of "Strange Confession'
Mr. Pip (101) (Reissue)
My Death is a Mockery (67)
Private But. karoo 168) (Reissue)
Summer Storm (92) (Reissue)
Vanishing Body (65)

IReissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (82)
Wide Boy 166)

.
Luskosi-Mitchell

..Richards-Bishop 9-52
Chaney-Naish 1-53 ...

..Harvey-Portman .10-52
Arnez-Smith 11-52

Auer-Buford 1 1-52
..Hyer-Andrews 8-52
..Harvey-Shaw .10-52
Sanders-Price 2-53

Loy-Greene 11-52
. Curtis-Rutherford 1 2-52.

O'Conner-Jones 2-53

...Cabot-Knox 8-52

..Ball-Brent .1 1-52

...Wilding-Nagle 8-52..

...Dead End Kids .......12-52

Chaney-Joyce 1-53

)

Hull-Holmes 2-53
D. Huston-Byron 12-52.

Harry James 2-53
Darnel I- Sanders 9-52
Karloff-Lugosi 1-53

..Harvey-Shaw 9-52
Shaw-Tafler 12-52

City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen

Fair Wind to Java ITr) MacMurray-Ralston
Gobs and Gals (86) Downs-Hutton 5-52

I Dream of Jeanie ITr) 190) _ Middleton-Shirley 6-15

Lady Wants Mink, The ITr) Hussey-O' Keefe 3-5

Marshal of Cedar Rock Lane-Waller 2-1

Old Oklahoma Plains 1601 Allen-Kay 7-25

Old Overland Trail Allen-Hall 2-25

Perilous Voyage Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man, The (T) 1129) Wayne-O'Hara
Ride the Man Down ITr) (90) ...............

Donlevy-Tucker

San Anton* Cameron-Whelan
South of San Antone Cameron-Whelan
South Pacific Trail 160) Allen-Estelita

Sun Shines Bright
Sweetheart Time (Tr) ..

Thunderbirds 198)

10-8. 5174

5128
5106 7-14

5241
5144

1 1-52
2-15

5108
5202

5-19

11-3

10-20
Winninger-Whelan
Middleton-Norman
Derek-Barrymore - 1 1-27 5201

Thundering Caravans 154) .. Lane-Waller 7-20 5173

Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109

Tropical Heat Wave 174) Estelita-Hutton 10-1

Valley of Missing Men Lane-Waller

WAC From Walla Walla 183) Canova-Dunne 10-10 5 23

Woman of the North Country 190) Cameron-Hussey _ 9-» slU'

Woman They Almost Lynched, The Lund-Leslie

8-11

RKO RADIO

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (10)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 6)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Lauqhinq Ann IT) Corey-Tucker

COMPLETED
Bal Tabarin 190) _ Lawrence-Ching
Black Hills Ambush (54) . Lane-Waller

Rel. No. Rev.

6-1
5-20

5129 _
5172

I

1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (I)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

No Escape

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Ayres-Tufts

Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) (Re-issue)

Annie Oakley |9I) ! Re-issue)

Androcles and The Lion 198)

Beautiful But Dangerous
Beware, My Lovely (77)

Big Sky, Th* 1140)
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (991 ....

Body Snatcher (Re-issu*) —
Break-Up ... - -

Bystander, The
Captive Woman (65)

Clash By Night 1105) ._ -

Desert Passage (60)

Difference, The
Face to Face 1921

Faithful City (86)

Half-Breed, The IT) 181) -
Hands Across the Sea
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120)

Jet Pilot (Tl (118)

King Kong (Re-issue)

Trevor-Wayne 9-52 . 384

.Stanwyck-Foster 9-52 383
Simmons-Young 1 1-92 368

Simmons-Mitchum 2-53 .....

. Lupino-Ryan 9-52 302

Douglas-Martin 8-52 361

Darnell-Newton 12-52

Karloff _ 4-52.

Simmons-Mature
Mitchum-Simmons

1-26

8-11

_____

271

Leopard Man, The (Re-issue!

Look Who's Laughing 179)

Lusty Men, The (113) —
Man Who Fooled Hitler

Montana Belle (T) (81)

Narrow Margin (71)

Never Wave At A Wac
No Time for Flowers 183)

One Minute to Zero (105)
Peter Pan IT) 177)

Split Second - - —
Story of Robin Hood (T) 184)

Sudden Fear (110) —
Tarzan and the She Devil

Too Many Girls (85) —
Under the Red Sea (67)

Wild Heart, The IT) (82)

Clarke-Field - 10-52

Douglas-Stanwyck 6-52

.Holt-Dixon -5-52 ..

. O' Brien-Loveioy .t~m—
Mason-Preston - 11-52

_J. Smith-Ramati 5-52 .....

Young-Carter _ 5-52 _

Rennie-Peters
Kaye-Grainger 11-52......

Wayne-Leigh
. Cabot 6-52 ......

O' Keefe ...
4-52

306
229
230

6-14

309
303
228

12-1

4-7
5-

5

1-26

269
270
381
304

308
226

301

Ball-McGee 8-52

...Hayward-Mitchum 10-52

Werner
Russell-Brent - 1 1—52

—

McGraw-Windsor 5-52
..Russell-Wilson 1-53

Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53

Mitchum-Tallman ...8-52

Disney Cartoon Feature 2-53

McNally-Smith - - »---

„..Todd-Rice 7-52 391.

..-.Crawford-Palance 8-52 ..... 362

_ Barker-MacKenzie - ™~
Ball-Arnaz 8-52 382

Hass-Berl 10-52 305

. Jennifer Jones 7-52 274

10-4

4-7

12-15
7-28
1-26

8-11

6?2

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (29) In Production

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
Dangerous Crossing

COMPLETED
Baptism of Fire -

Belles On Their Toes IT) (89)

Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) 190)

Call Me Madam (T)

Deadline U. S. A. 187)

Desert Rats
;
.

Destination Gobi (T)

(2)

Crain-Rennie

Diplomatic Courier (97)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among the Sheltering PalmsIT)

Dream Boat (83)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T)

Fight Town (T) - -
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T)

Girl Next Door. The IT)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)

Invader From Mars
Kangaroo IT) 184) —
Lady in the Iron Mask I NO (78)

Leave Her to Heavend 10) (Reissue)

Les Miserables (104)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) 192) _
Lydia Bailey IT) (89)

Man On A Tightrope
Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel (98)

My Pal Gus 183)

Mature-Moore
Crain-Loy
Gaynor-Brady
.Merman-O'Connor
Bogart-Barrymore
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Power-Neal
Widmark-Monroe
Lundigan-Greer
Webb-Francis
Grable-Robertson
Crain-Robertson
Russell-Monroe
.Haver-Dailey
Gaynor-Wayne
H. Carter-A. Franz

5-52
11-52
4-53
5-52
4-53
3-53
7-52
9-52

8-52

1-53
3-53

O'Hara-Lawford 6-52

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52

Tierney-Wilde —
Rennie-Paget
Peters-Hunter

6-52
8-52
9-52
6-52

My Wife's Best Friend (101) _
Niagara IT) (89)

Night Without Sleep 177)

Number, The —-—
Outcasts of Poker Flat. The 181)

O. Henry's Full House Mil)
Pickup on South Street

Robertson-Francis —
March-Moore 4-53

.Grant-Rogers - - 10-52..

deHavilland-Burton 1-53

Widmark-Dru - '2-52

.
Baxter-Carey 10-52

Cotten-Peters - 2-53

_Darnell-Merrll 11-52

_Winters-Widmark —
... Baxter-Robertson 5-52
Crain-Granger ...9-52

Widmark-Peters

213
236
311

215

222
224

223
307

302
314
217 .

218
255 ...

225
.227..
219 ...

315
230.
301
233
231

306
235

11-17

4-21

4-U
7-28

1-12

3-i<f

Ml.

l2-2<
12-1!
9-2;

216
228

4-n
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>ny Soldier IT) (82) Power-Edwards .....

>wder River Calhoun-Calvet ....

esident's Lady, The Hayward-Heston
tins Came, The 195) IReissue) Power-Loy
iby Gentry (82) J. Jones-Heston
liior of the King Hunter-Rennie
Iver Whip, The 173) Calhoun-Robertson
ar. The (89) Bette Davis
lows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) ( 1 14) Peck-Hayward
imething For The Birds 181) Mature-Neal
ars and Stripes Forever IT) 189) Webb-Paget
eel Trap 185) Cotton-Wright
kxi 177) Daley-Smith
lief of Venice 191) Montez-Christian
tanic Webb-Stanwyck
easure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith
might We Sing ITI 1 109) Pinza-Peters
ait Til The Sun Shines Nellie (T) (108) Peters-Wayne ...

'ay of a Gaucho IT) i9l) Tierny-Calhoun
'e're Not Married 185) Wayne-Rogers
'hat Price Glory (T) (III) Cagney-Dailey
'itch Doctor IT) Hayward-Mitchum

12-52

4-53
6-52
1-53

237 1 1-17

2-53
3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
I 1-52
3-53
12-52

2-53
4-53
7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52

.312
. 256
303 12-29

316
9-22

238 11-3
239 12-1
232
305
304 12-1

308 ZIZ."
.310
220 ..... 5-19
229 10-20
221 7-14
226 7-28

UNITED ARTISTS
,952-53 Features Completed (33) In Production (i)_________

— 1952-53 —
H PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time Cast
oon Is Blue, The Holden-Niven

COMPLETED
ctors and Sin (94) Robinson-Hunt 7-18 6-2
ibes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee 12-7
indits of Corsica. The 181) Greene-Raymond 2-27
-eaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson 12-21

Rel. No. Rev.

vana Devid 13-D)

onfidence Girl (81)
ry the Beloved Country ..

icounter
ghter. The (78)
uerrilla Girl 181)

uest Wife 190)
iqh Noon (85)
ivasion U.S.A
land of Desire IT) (103)
's in the Bag 187)
ansas City Confidential
ady Vanishes, The 185)
imellght (143)
uxury Girl 1961
lagnetic Monster
lelba

liss Hargreaves
lonsoon 179)
loulin Rouae ITI I I 181

)utcast ot the Islands (C)

Stack-Brltton
Conway-Brooke
Lee-Poitier
Lorring-Muni
Conte-Brown
Dantine-Marianna
Colbert-Ameche
Cooper-Kelly
O Shea-Castle ....

.Darnell-Hunter

.Allen-Benny
Payne-Gray
Redgrave-Lockwood
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens- Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Ferrer-Marchand

(91) Richardson-Kerima

8-22

1-23

9-52
7-30

Stone

Got

.

8-4
9-52
1-16
9-52
2-6 Chap

1-30
2- 18

>utpost in Malaya Claudette Colbert
ark Row (83) Evans-Welch „.
.hantom From Space Seay-Nash
aiders of the Seven Seas Payne-Reed
ed Planet Mars (87) Graves-King
ed River 1125) Wayne-Dru
•turn to Paradise IT) Cooper-Hayes
ing, The (78) _ Rios-Moreno
iver. The IT) (99) Swinburne-Shields
ough Shoot McCrea-Keyes
carlet Spear. The (An) Archer-Hyer
hief. The 185) Milland-Gam
om Brown's Schooldays (93) Da vies-Newton _
ulsa 1881 IT) Hayward-Preston
wo Gals and a Guy (70) Paige-Alda
Intamed Women (70) Jewel Productions
Veils Fargo Express Montgomery-Hunter
Vhen I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott
iVithout Warning (75) Williams-Randall
witness, The Bergman-Brando

12-14
2-10
7- 11

1 1-26
8- 12

Lop

Sml
5-15
6-6 Hawks

9-25
2-15 Ren

6-16

6-16

.5-5

8-25

7 1 -3

12-29
. 5-19

8-25

10-10 ..Pop 10-6
...11-2

. 6-6 Wan
8- 31

9-52

4-20
5-8

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (26) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Abbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jeckyll & Mr. Hyde Abbott-Costello

'rifting Curtis-Dru
t Happens Every Thursday Young-Forsythe

COMPLETED
\bbott and Costello Go to Mars Abbott & Costello
Against All Flags 183) Flynn-O'Hara

Young-Chandler
McNally-Greene

. Perreau-Gwenn ..

Ryan-Powers
Murphy-Evans

lecause of You (95) .

Hack Castle, The
lonzo Goes To College (79)
^ity Beneath the Sea IT)
Column South IT)
)uel at Silver Creek, The IT) Murphy-Domergue
)esert Legion (T) Ladd-Dahl
East of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
Tancis Covers the Big Town Donald O'Connor
:rancis Goes to West Point O'Connor-Nelson
Jirls in the Nioht 183) Holden-Farrell
Solden Blade, The (T) Laurie-Hudson
junsmoke IT) Murphy-Drake
Has Anybody Seen My Gal (T) (89) Colburn-Laurie
Man From the Alamo Ford-Adams
Horizons West IT) 181) Ryan-Adams
It Grows On Trees 184) Dunne-Jagger
Ivory Hunter IT) (951 Steel-Sheridan .....

Just Across the Street 79) Sheridan-Lund
Lady Pays Off, The 180) Darnell-McNally
Law and Order IT) Reagan-Malone
Lawless Breed. The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams
Lone Hand IT) McCrea-Hale
Lost in Alaska Abbott-Costello

.

Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride

Dec 305 12-1

Nov 302 10-20
Dec ..... 304
Sept 232 8-25
Mar

Aug 228

July
Feb

Mar
July

Oct
Nov
June
June
Nov

224
311 1-26

226 6-30

.235 10-6
303 11-17
221 6-2
223 6-2
202..

Jan

Aug

306

229

Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion . . Main-Kilbride
Meet Me at the Fair IT) 187) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198) Power-Laurie
No Room for the Groom 182) Curtis-Laurie
Prince of Bagdad IT) Mature-Field

Jan
Feb
May

Raiders, The IT) (82)
Redhead From Wyoming, The (T)

Sally and Saint Anne
Scarlet Angel IT) (81)
Seminole IT)

Sioux Uprising IT)

Son of Ali Baba IT) (75)
Stand At Apache River IT)

Stopover
Take Me to Town IT)

Thunder Bay IT) . .

Untamed Frontier, The IT)

Willie and Joe Back at the Front 1 87) Ewell-Lembeck
World In His Arms, The IT) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer (T)

Conte-Lindfors Nov
O'Hara-Nicol Jan
Blyth-Gwenn Jul"
DeCarlo-Hudson June
Hudson-Hale Mar
Chandler-Domergue
Curtis-Laurie Sept
McNally-Adams
Stanwyck-Carlson
Sheridan-Hayden ..

Stewart-Dru
Cotten- Winters Sept.

Oct
Aug

Chandler-Brady - Oct..

310
220

301
309
225
222

231

230
233
227
234

12-15
1-12

6-16

8-25

10-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (26) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Calamity Jane IT)

Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax IWC)
So This Is Love IT)

Sulu Sea

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO (70)

About Face (T) (94)
April in Paris IT) MOD
Big Jim McLain (90)
Blue Gardenia, The
By the Light of the Silvery Moon IT)

Carson City IWC) 187)
Cattle Town (71)

City Is Dark, The . .

Crimson Pirate, The IT) 1104)
Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT) ....

His Majesty O'Keefe (T)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Jazz Singer, The IT) (106)
Lion and the Horse, The IWC) 183)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)

Lost Patrol. The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)

Mara Maru (98)
Miracle of Fatima IWC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
San Francisco Story, The (80)

Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway (WCI 195)

She's Working Her Way
Through College (T) (101)

Springfield Rifle IWC) 193)
Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) 186)

Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (109)
System, The
3 For Bedroom C INC) 174)
Trouble Along the Way
Where's Charley? (T) (97)
Winning Team, The (98) _

Cast

Day-Keel
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mavo

Abbott-Costello
MacRae-Bracken
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Baxter-Conte
Day-MacRae
Scott-Massey
Morgan-Carey
Nelson-Hayden
B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter

Ladd-Mayo
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Roman
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
.Ford-Lynn
McCrea-DeCarlo
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Rel. No. Rev.

12-27 208 12-1

5-31 122 4-21
1-3 209
8-30 ... 201 9-8

6-14
12-6

9-27

123
207

202

5-19
12-1

9-22

2-28 213
1 1-22 206
2-14 212
4-19 119

1-26

1-31 211 12-29
5-3 1 20 4-7

10-11 203 9-8
I 1-8 205 10-20

5-17

3-14

121

214

4—2

1

Mayo-Reagan
Cooper-Thaxter
Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lovejoy-Perrin
Swanson-Warren
Wayne-Reed
Bolger-McLerie
Day-Reagan

7-12 128
10-25 204 ... 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 129 7-28

6-21 124 6-16

8-16 130 7-14
6-28 125 4-2

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

7-28

THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and managers, who

cooperated with us by putting return trailers in

the proper addressed containers and for

wrapping and addressing all return advertising.

We can serve all theatres better if they give us

a copy of their program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your

patrons have left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St.. Phil*. 7

LOcust 4-0100

Member National Film Carriers
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The Regist

for "The St
"THE STARS ARE SINGING" starring Rosemary

Clooney • Anna Maria Alberghetti • Lauritz Melchior

with Bob Williams • Tom Morton • Fred Clark • John

Archer and Red Dust • Color by Technicolor • Produced

by Irving Asher • Directed by Norman Taurog

Screenplay by Liam O'Brien • Based on a story by

Paul Hervey Fox.

and for "Co
Burt Lancaster • Shirley Booth in Hal Wallis' Produc-

tion "COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA" co-starring

Terry Moore with Richard Jaeckel • Directed by Daniel
|

Mann • Screenplay by Ketti Frings • Based on the

original play by William Inge • Produced on the stage
I

by the Theatre Guild.

and for "Til
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis in Hal Wallis' Produc-

tion "THE STOOGE" co-starring Eddie Mayehoff

Marion Marshall • Polly Bergen • Directed by Norman
Taurog • Screenplay by Fred F. Finklehoffe and Martin

Rackin 'Additional Dialogue by Elwood Ullman • From

a story by Fred F. Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers.

and for'Ro
Bing Crosby • Bob Hope • Dorothy Lamour in "ROM
TO BALI" • Color by Technicolor • Produced by Harr

Tugend • Directed by Hal Walker* Screenplay by Franl

!

Butler, Hal Kanter and William Morrow • New Songs-

Lyrics by Johnny Burke • Music by James Van Heuser

Because Paramount M



ire Ringin

A.re Singing
First dates top many of Paramount's top musicals of recent years!

Fosemary Clooney launched as sensational new star with a Meet-The-
khibitor Tour as initial engagements hold—and hold—and hold!

Back, Little Sheba"
Already blazing into the "Oscar" headlines with Academy nominations

Ur Shirley Booth and Terry Moore. Long-run pre-release

engagements hitting tremendous business. And 40-million-reader

tational magazine ad campaign now breaking!

tooge"
<ne of the very biggest that Martin & Lewis have made. Top business

llus reported from major keys right across the country. Third

stand-out week at New York Paramount now— and it's typical of

smash holdovers everywhere!

[b Bali"
iet on this "Road" fast if you're not one of the hundreds of showmen
vho've already topped their "Road to Rio" gross. In its first runs and
low in subsequent situations, it's ahead of all the "Road" shows!

IsThe Money-Makers

!

ind Cecil B. DeMille's "The Greatest Show On Earth" Continues To Be The Greatest Boxoffice Show On Earth!)

L



HATS IN THE MR
It will be a festive Easter with
M-G-M's Technicolor Musical!

Be prepared with the Biggest Easter Attraction. It's got

everything an audience wants in a gala holiday show!

M-G-M presents Color by Technicolor "SOMBRERO" • starring RICARDO MONTALBAN . PIER ANGELI
VITTORIO GASSMAN . CYD CHARJSSE . YVONNE de CARLO • with Rick Jason • Nina Foch • Kurt
Kasznar • Walter Hampden • Thomas Gomez • Jose Greco • Screen Play by Josefina Niggli and Norman Foster

Based on the novel "A Mexican Village" by Josefina Niggli • Directed by Norman Foster • Produced by Jack Cummings
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It is disturbing to read most of the

mail from exhibitors that comes to

our desk these days. The complaints

about various sales policies of the film

companies grow constantly more bitter

and more threatening, and anyone with

half a memory can see another storm

brewing that will blow us right back

into the Federal courts.

Within one day last week, we re-

ceived letters from three theatremen

in widely separated areas of the

country, operators of large as well as

small houses), each containing acri-

monious criticism of certain distribu-

tors. And each was colored by a tone

of desperation that bodes ill for an in-

dustry which already has suffered

enough loss through internecine strife.

One exhibitor charged that salesmen

with different film companies are col-

laborating to "put the squeeze on" the-

atres in an area when there is a short-

Siorm S itjn u is
age of available product. Another

letter warned that the writer was ac-

cumulating evidence on price-fixing to

file an action in Federal court. He
termed all advanced-price deals a

"definite violation of the law".

The third exhibitor accused the

major distributors of deliberately seek-

ing to "freeze out" the smaller thea-

tres, now that "they have the first-

runs and key houses bidding to the

high heavens against each other for

the choice product". He is finding it

increasingly difficult to buy an ade-

quate supply of pictures for his two

theatres, "and the majors just seem
satisfied to let me die for want of pic-

tures, because they are taking so much
revenue out of situations near me."

The resentment and the desperation

pent up in this man is laid bare in his

closing remarks. We submit them
here for the consideration of any dis-

tribution executive who might be in-

terested to know what one exhibitor

is thinking today.

"They might not want my busi-

ness, but I need their pictures

to stay in business, and my
understanding of the law is that

I am entitled to be able to buy

films. This business has been

my only business for over 27

years. I won't be forced out of

it this way without the g—
damndest court fight any man
ever put up."

Each little exhibitor is little, but a

lot of wrathful little exhibitors could

grow into a giant. There is an urgent

need today for mature, beneficent judg-

ment by the film executives in con-

sideration of the plight of those little

exhibitors. MO WAX

Allied and TOA will soon get to-

gether on problems engendered by 3D,

principally standardization, so that the-

atres will be able to plan sensibly for

the future. Both organizations have

called for a single medium. Allied's

Myers wants the companies with all

the "secret systems" to get together

to work out the one to be used; TOA's
Starr feels exhibitors' demands for

standardization now is premature, that

the current "free-for-all" is a healthy

process to determine the eventual sys-

tem. But both advise theatremen:

"Move with caution." . . . Spyros

Skouras, back from an overseas meet-

ing with the inventor of the lens used

in CinemaScope, predicts that between

two and three thousand theatres will

be equipped to show CS by next Oc-
tober. Construction of the new screen

at the home office was started last

week for the demonstration . . . First

demonstrations are due for exhibition

by mid-April with scenes from "The
Kobe" . . . The hundreds of exhibitors,

distributors, audio-visual experts who
viewed the uncut rushes on Para-

niount's "Sangarec" were enthusiastic.

Filmed in both Paravision (with

glasses) and Hat, it's expected to be

ready for theatres in May, according

to Bill Pine.

RCA is ready now with a packaged
31) kit to permit speedy conversion of

3D DEVELOPMENTS
projection equipment for the stereo

process. It includes two interlocking

motors; mounting plate which can be

attached to the two soundhead motor

mounting bolts toward the gear side

of the complete projector installation:

a silent chain and two sprockets to

couple the motors, and special screws

for attaching the sprockets to their re-

spective motor shafts. Also provided

are upper and lower 5500-foot film

magazines to replace the smaller con-

ventional magazines and two small

blowers to keep the polarized filters in

the projection ports cooled. Lower
magazine is equipped with a special

belt-driven film takeup. Kit lists for

$711.20. Price, of course, doesn't in-
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cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
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Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424;
Barney Stein, Managinq Editor; Leonard Coulter,
New York Editorial Representative; Richard N.
Newton, Publication Manag3r; Robert Heath,
Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35
West 53rd Street New York 19, N. Y., Circle
6-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 659 Haverford
Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., Hillside 8183;
Jay Allen, Hollywood Ediror.

Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, $3.00
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elude cost of equipment needed to in-

crease the power supply . . . The Nor-

ling process to be used by RKO ex-

clusively to produce its own 3D films

is claimed to be the first "built from

the ground up". Instead of two

cameras, it houses a twin optical sys-

term, uses a double negative magazine

and has a special finder so that the

cameraman can view the scene in 31'

and adjust the lens for depth.

Allied of Illinois has warned against

"hasty" unloading of recent pictures

to TV because of the 3D frenzy. Says

it has documentary proof of TV films

depressing the box office, that the

dumping would be disastrous . . . Ap-

parently the intermission in movie

houses is due back. In its guide to ex-

hibitors for stereoscopic showings, the

Motion Picture Research Council asks

a 24-inch reel with 5000 feet capacity

in order to have a two-hour show with

an 8-minute intermission . . . Darryl

Zanuck's answer to complaints of con-

fusion about 20th-Fox's complete con-

version to CinemaScope: "All our

major productions of the future will

be produced in CinemaScope/' . . .

Life had a two-page spread on the

film industry's "most frenzied boom
since birth of sound". Emphasis in the

picture story was on the one Natural

Vision camera in existence ("guarded

like a crown jewel").
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BETTE DAVIS

nominated for the

Academy Award for

her performance in

I "THE STAR"

IS READY

TO BREAK

RECORDS

FOR YOU!

4th SMASH WEEK, RIVOLI, N.Y.! 9th RECORD WEEK, 4-StarJ!
Bert E. Friedlob presents BETTE DAVIS in "THE STAR" co-starring Sterling Hoyden • Produced by Bert E. Friedlob • Directed b iM

Heisler Original story and screen play by (Catherine Albert and Dale Eunson * A Bert E. Friedlob Production • Released by 20th Cen f-M



AGAIN MAKE

MOVIE HISTORY?

Al Jolson as

'The Jan Singer'

Cxclu^e $L BULLETIN Oufon

Lightning, they say, doesn't strike

twice, but there is a possibility that the

phenomenon will occur in our movie

business.

It is just a few months over a

quarter of a century ago that Warner

Brothers made movie history with the

release of the first "talkie", which was

really a "singie". For a couple years

before, the film makers had been keep-

ing an uncertain eye on development

f sound pictures, but caution and timidity ruled. Then,

M Jolson's voice was heard in "The Jazz Singer", and the

mad rush was on. Warners was catapulted from a minor

position into the ranks of the top major film companies,

and the motion picture industry embarked on a new era

of prosperity.

Today, we stand again on the threshhold of something

new and exciting, but the circumstances are not the same.

Someone else, a comparatively unknown, "hungry" inde-

pendent producer, Arch Oboler by name, took that initial,

laring gamble on the production of the first feature film

with a depth dimension. And, no matter what the critical

opinion of "Bwana Devil", its amazing boxoffice record

has accomplished what "The Jazz Singer" did 25 years

before. Mr. Oboler made third-dimension an actuality.

How, then, might Warner Brothers again make movie

history, with 3D history seemingly already made?

The Warner lot is presently engaged in the production

of a three-dimension film, which is practically certain to

be the first one completed by a major studio. With Para-

mount and Columbia breathing hot on their necks, War-

ners is pushing "House of Wax" toward a mid-April re-

leasing date. They figure to beat the field by a month, at

hast. While the novelty of "Bwana Devil" captured the

public's imagination, and will probably continue to roll up

fantastic grosses for months to come, the Warner film

promises to have even greater impact.

There are two tremendously significant historical as-

pects in connection with "House of Wax".

Number one: it will provide the industry with a crucial

example of the true tri-dimensional system (requiring

polaroid glasses), and may very well decide for the entire

(Continued on Page 10)

75.

76.

77.

78.

CLOSE SHOT SUE AT BED

Cathy lying on It. One of tht girl's hands is across
her breast. Sue reaches for it, finds it cold.

Cathy — t

SUE:

She fumbles among the articles on nearby table, fiends a
match, strikes it. Her friend lies with her head strangely
twisted to one aide. Sue hears a faint SOUND, beyond the
bed , looks , sees

:

CLOSE SHOT "THE MONSTER"

coming out of the darkness on the other side of the bed.
A black -cloaked figure, the face a formless mass of
scarred tissue. He is MOVrNO TOWARD CAMERA, into the
very eye of it, seemingly OUT OF THE FRAME, hla eyes
alight with" 7anatlcism and insanity.

FULL SHOT INT. CATHY'S ROOM
DIMENSIONAL EFFECT

Aa the match flickers out In Sue's hand, she SCREAMS
and plunges toward her own door but the Monater blocks
her way. Instantly she changes her course and dashes to
the window, steps out over the low sill onto the adjoin-
ing roof of a one-atory building. The Monster darts
after her.

BXT. ROOF OF ADJOININO ONE STORY BUILDINO (F00)



CLOSE SHOT JARROD ON LADDER

Now the flames are leaping up at him and his clothes ar

blazing. With the opening in the skylight half made he

to pull himself up - but at that instant the burning 1?

collapses and topples backward with Jarrod clinging to

falls backward and Jarrod comes plunging directly at CA)

LENS and into the flames.

DIMENSIONAL EFFECT

pulling himself to him r.«» ~ ,burning g.. >t he ^
riow of gas. H« pic k. ..^ r^u^^^ wlthout turning ofr ik™1 into .nd prep

P
i=0

k
: fQ Z*™* ASUll'*.

30. ANOTHER ANOLE JARR0T> Js p o>

.DIMENSIONAL EFFECT

18$.

extend

CL0SE SHOT * ^^ "
ln« c\oV|lf

l? Tow «°ve8 the
roof-toP^ eage of* dQW P^n

|n0

and %Vv 182S ^r^r"sft»h °r ,„att efFE£I

'House of If ax Script Illustrates New Approach to Screen Writing for 3D

WILL WARNERS AGAIN MAKE MOVIE HISTORY?

•IIP I t'viin itfiif Ms "Attack" on Audience Emotions

(Continued fiom Page 9)

industry whether it should plunge ahead in

this medium, or switch immediately and

completely to 20th Century-Fox's Cinema-

Scope wide-angle process, which creates the

illusion of a third dimension through sheer

scope.

Number two: "House of Wax" undoubted-

ly will reveal to a greater extent than here-

tofore the exciting new cinematic effects

that can be achieved by the polaroid pro-

cess, thus giving us all a clearer view of the

entertainment and boxoffice potential of this

kind of 3D.

The number one question of whether the

industry will convert to the so-called "true"

three-dimension (Natural Vision type) film,

or to CinemaScope, with its illusion of audi-

ence participation, is moot, and certainly

cannot be given mature judgment until Cine-

maScope is demonstrated. For the purposes

of this discussion, we aim to give those who

are closely watching 3D developments an

insight into the new ideas that are occupy-

ing film people's attention in the production

oif Hollywood's first major studio tri-di-

mensional films.

"House of Wax" may or may not make

movie history, but it throws some light on

the startling new techniques that are being

employed to create unique third-dimension

effects. On these pages are reproduced por-

tions of the script written for the Warner

3D picture, and the parts shown were se-

lected to illustrate as vividly as possible how

the depth dimension will be used to create

the greatest emotional percussion on the

audience viewing "House of Wax". No

doubt. Paramount, in "Sangaree", and Co-

lumbia, in "Fort Ti", will introduce some

clever 3D gimmicks of their own.

The choice of a suspense melodrama with

They'll Smell the Smoke
'

horror overtones was a shrewd one, an

a reading ©f the script of "House of Wax
opens one's eyes to the kind of jolting optic?

tricks that can be brought to play on th

spectator's senses. As a matter of fac

"House of Wax" might frighten some irri

pressionables fairly out of their wits.

Imagine, if you will, the impact of a seen

like the one numbered 76, shown in th

script excerpt on the preceding page. Th

girl, Sue, has just discovered the dead bod

of her friend, Cathy, stretched across a be

—murdered. In the dark room, she hears

sound, looks up and see . . . TH F. MOr<-

STER:

"Cuming out of the darkness on the othi

side of the bed. A black-cloaked figure, tl

face a formless mass of scarred tissue. He

MOVINC TOWARD CAMERA, into the J
eye of it. seemingly OUT OF THE FRAMi

his eyes alight with fanaticism and insanity

An enthusiastic Warner executive, wf

had seen rushes of "House of Wax", said 1

is convinced that 3D has opened a "va

new vista" before the movie makers. Speal

ing of the scene in which the wax worl

burns down, he declared: "It's so realist!

that people will feel the heat of the bla;|

and they'll smell the smoke!" The effect

heightened, he claims, by WarnerColor.

Countless new tricks-of-the-trade will 1

hatched from day to day by Hollywood!

(Continued on I'age I
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ILL WARNERS AGAIN MAKE MtlVIE HISTORY?

Onv Quvstivnz Will ih<> S*uhliv Acwpl

Sliuidy IPivt of 3IP RwfttirigBfj of##.v>

mtinued from Page W)

een writers and directors to utilize the

jpth dimension to induce all sorts of emo-

nal stimulation upon movie audiences,

her portions of I he script shown mi these

ges further demonstrate the new approach

movie script writing required for the tri-

nension film.

iThere is the scene in the interior of the

Ikx works during the fire, the character

llrrod (played by Vincent Price) trapped in

lie blazing building: He seeks to escape by

Rider through a skylight, but the foot of the

Idder is burning and it collapses, toppling

[Ickward with Jarrod clinging to it. The

l ixt shot is from the floor, up at the ladder,

i flowing Jarrod clinging to the top rung as

(falls backward, and Jarrod "comes plung-

,'g directly AT CAMERA LENS and into

te flames".

Similar dimensional effects are depicted in

lenes No. 30, when a chair is thrown at

krrod in a fight, he ducks and it "comes

|irtling toward the CAMERA, THROUGH
JHE FRAME and toward the audience",

lid No. 185, an interior of Sue's bedroom,

[here she sleeps. In this shot, the camera

'>oks through the open window and the

(Tonster can be seen on the roof-top across

In areaway. "Clinging to his rope he

jerches on the edge of the roof, kicks off

pd swings across the areaway toward the

Vindow, plunging DIRECTLY INTO
rAM ERA."

i These scenes illustrate vividly the kind of

tereoscopic-cinema devices by which, in

'fleet, the audience is "attacked" by images

pat come at it from the screen. The ex-

erience of the spectators might be compared

o what would happen at the circus, if the

erialists, in the death-defying leap, were to

niini down to within inches of the tense,

ipturned faces. But let's dispel the impres-

lion that shock effects might be the only

kind a 3D film can provide to excite the

viewer.

Perhaps with an eye toward future musi-

als in depth, producer Bryan Foy and di-

rector Andre de Toth have made the most

if a sequence in an old-fashioned indoor

leer garden (1400 vintage), where the scene

pens on a line of can-can dancing girls,

their legs "kicking straight into the EYE
oh' THE CAMERA".

It is conceivable that every last man in

the audience will imagine himself at a ring-

side table, with the girlies kicking directly

over his head. Well!

(Continued on Page 32)

IHT. ELASTIC 0W™> CA.E «lth
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A Ringside Table jar Every Man
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Oscar Predictions

We may not go along with all the nomi-

nations for the Academy Awards, but it

shapes up as a classy batch of celluloid for

1952. Going out on the limb (if you'll ex-

cuse the mixed metaphor) angels fear to

tread, we'll take "The Quiet Man" for best

picture among such competition as "Greatest

Show on Earth," "High Noon," "Ivanhoe"

and "Moulin Rouge"; Kirk Douglas for

"The Bad and the Beautiful" over Marlon

Brando ("Vivi Zapata"), Gary Cooper

("High Noon"), Jose Ferrer ("Moulin

Rouge")—that red tinge will hurt—and Alec

Guinness ("Lavender Hill Mob"); Shirley

Booth—and we think we're on solid ground

here—for her masterpiece in "Come Back,

Little Sheba" over Joan Crawford ("Sudden

Fear"), Bette Davis ("The Star"), Julie

Harris ("Member of the Wedding") and

Susan Hayward ("With A Song in My
Heart"). Direction is a tough one, but

DeMille, whose illustrious career doesn't in-

clude an Oscar, may come in on a senti-

mental basis for "Greatest Show"; otherwise,

it's a toss-up between John Ford ("Quiet

Man") John Huston ("Moulin Rouge"),

Fred Zinnemann ("High Noon") and Joe

Mankiewicz ("Five Fingers"), with Huston

having the edge. For supporting actor and

actress, we'll take Richard Burton in "My
Cousin Rachel" and Gloria Grahame in "The

Bad and the Beautiful". So if we're wrong,

so shoot us, put bullets through us, but we

like 'em.

Ramsay to U-I

U-I created a couple of new posts in vice-

president David Lipton's advertising-pub-

licity department. Clark Ramsay, resigned

his post as v. p. of the Monroe Greenthal

ad agency to lake the newly-created post of

executive assistant to Lipton. He will handle

the company's national advertising and to

correlate promotional activities. Anoth?r

new executive position was handed to Al

Horwits. For the past four years studio

publicity director, Horwits was upped to

"executive aide" to the studio executive com-

mittee to handle special public relations and

special projects involving studio talent. His

assistant, Sam Israel, takes over the post of

publicity director.

Chain Polls Patrons

Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres' poll of its

patrons on the "10 Most Enjoyable Pictures

of 1952," and most popular actor and actress

not only gave the chain a line on audience

choice. It also served to make moviegoers

conscious of the high quality <>f the movies.

Paul H. Lyday, the circuit's advertising di-

rector, notes that the ballots cast surpassed

the 50,000 expected, and even more im-

portant had the patrons "talking 'good enter-

tainment'." The results showed "Greatest

Show on Earth" on top, beating out "Quo

Vadis" by 6000 votes, with "Snows of Kili-

manjaro", "African Queen", "High Noon",

"David and Bathsheba," "With A Son^ in

My Heart", "Story of Will Rogers", "Street-

Pa<}« 12 FILM BULLETIN February 23, 1 953

car Named Desire" and "The Quiet Man".

Top actor was John Wayne, with Gary

Cooper and Gregory Peck as runner-ups.

Actress popularity was topped by Susan

Hayward, Doris Day and a surprising third

was Marilyn Monroe.

3-D Threatens Tax Fight

[TO of Ohio sees a threat to the industry

campaign for removal of the Federal admis-

sions tax in the stories about 3-D. They feel

the publicity in the trade press, picked up

and reprinted by the lay press, gives the im-

pression that the nation's theatres are about

to experience a "business bonanza". The

stories about Cinerama, Natural Vision and

Cinemascope give the public, senators and

congressmen, says ITO, the idea that all

theatres would benefit immediately by the

introduction of these new techniques. "There

is not one single installation of this process

(Cinerama) considered for the State of

Ohio", it is stated; NV is regarded as a

"curiosity which would have a brief accept-

ance by the public, but was by no means the

cure for the theatres' ills," and Cinemascope

"has created even greater confusion with its

multitude of announcements, each one con-

tradicting the one previously issued". The

initial restriction of Cinemascope to first run

theatres in cities of 100,000 or more leaves

eight communities in all of Ohio eligible for

the process.

Tent Topics

Those lucky dogs who get down to Mexico

City for the 17th Annual Variety Clubs

International convention, May 18-21, are

destined for an extra-special dose of color.

May is fiesta month south of the border and

the hosting Mexico City Tent is lining up a

real ball . . . Coca-Cola will have a big part

in the proceedings. Exec Harold Sharp and

Coke's most famous salesman, Morton

Downey, are down there now for discussions

... So is Col. Bill McCraw, VC's executive

director . . . Dick Dickson, who has staged

the fabulous Roxy shows, will be in charge

of the climactic Humanitarian Award dinner

. . . Chairmanning the gala affair is Luis R.

Montes, one of Mexico's leading exhibitors

. . . Variety award of 1952 for outstanding

humanitarian work in the 41 Tents went to

the Dayton group for establishing Variety

Manor Children, a hospital for emotionally

disturbed children. International Chief

Barker Jack Beresin and Main Guy Marc

Wolf were on hand for the honor.

WB Stockholders Approve
Approval of the Warner divorcement plan

and purchase of the theatre company by

Fabian Enterprises was overwhelming in the

stockholders' balloting last week. Almost

4,0(10,000 proxy votes were cast in favor;

only 41,000 voted against the plan of re-

organization and 46,000 against the sale to

Fabian. The new theatre company will be

known as the Stanley Warner Corporation.

( Mincers and directors will be named next

month after sale of the Warner brothers'

stock in tin- theatre company is completed.

Money Talk

Warner Bros. Pictures net slipped down

to $1,072,000 for the three months ended

Nov. 29, 1952, compared with the prece

year's quarterly net of $2,605,000. The latter:

figure, however, includes a profit of $93 5,001!

from sale of capital assets—principally thea-

tres under divorcement decree ruling—

w

the last quarter realized only $24,000 fr

sales of capital assets. Gross amounted
$26,378,000 for the quarter ended last

vember, compared with $29,558,000 for

corresponding period the preceding year.

Admission tax receipts for the calend;

year 1952 dropped a whopping $32,246,000

Total for '52 was $312,396,000, comparci

with $344,643,000 for '51. Take from m
houses is estimated at 55% to 65% of tota

amusement taxes. Taking a 60 per cen

average for movies, the tax take from thea

tres was about 19 million dollars lower, in

dicating close to $100,000,000 less in movi

admissions than in 1951.

Republic showed an increase in net profi

for the fiscal year ended Oct. 25, 1952, df

spite a slight drop in gross and an increase

tax bite. The '52 net $759,000, compare

with $646,000 for the preceding annun

Gross came to $33,085,000, compared wit

$33,409,000 in '51. Taxes were estimated I

$823,000, compared with $660,000 for th

previous year.

Stockholders OK Col. Execs

Columbia's stockholders, with 80% <

stock represented, renewed Jack Cohn's cOJ|

tract for four more years as executive vie

president. They also approved A. Montague
pact as sales manager and granted hi)

option for 10,000 shares of the company

stock. The full slate of directors electee

Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, A. Schneider, Lq

M. Blancke, N. B. Spingold, A. Montagu
Donald S. Stralem, Alfred Hart and A. 5

Sontiabcnd.

About People

NSS president Herman Robbins marki

the organization's 33rd anniversary with I

"rededication by NSS and its employes

the principles of 'service'." . . . Bob Shapi

has been upped to executive manager of t'

New York Paramount . . . Named to t'l

IMPPA's Motion Picture Industrial CounJ
at the indies' recent meeting were SteJ

Broidy, Association president, Robert Li;

pert, Lindsley Parsons and Jack Broder .

Bob Hope will be honored by a thousa

members of the entertainment industries

the Friars annual testimonial banqu

George Jessel, will handle the proceedin

. . . Burton E. Robbins was nominated f

presidency of New York's Cinema Lodge

B'nai B'rith to succeed Martin Levine .

Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres ad head 1

came a granddaddy again. Daughter, ML
Sidney Unger, gave birth to a little gal In

week . . . Metro's Sam Forgoston's si

Jeffrey will be bar-mitzvahed the end of tl

month.

ik
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ALLIED ARTISTS

lirst AA 3D Film in NV

leadied for April Shooting

I 'Allied Artists lias set its first 3-dimension

oduction, "The Maze", to roll in April,

allowing a series of conferences, company

ppers decided to employ the Natural

ision process for its entry into the new

pth trend. However, FILM BULLETIN
informed that AA is making no long-term

mmitments with the Natural Vision com-

ny, in order to be free to switch to any

the various other processes currently

ing tested by other studios.

Like some of the other 3D films being

ade in the sudden switch-over, "The Maze''

a supernatural type of yarn, published

iginally in novel form in England. Futur-

tic Salvador Dali has contracted to design

e sets, indicating that there will be some

ltisual trappings in the film.

Inspired by the high boxoffice trend

'Hiawatha," production head Walter

[irisch has just ordered a speed-up in start-

ig "Pocahantas." Hayes Goetz has been

anded the producer assignment on the fea-

irc, which will be filmed in color, at the

irliest possible date.

"Massacre At Deer Creek" has been set

>r an April start as the first of the four

Vi\d Bill Elliott starrers to be made this

ear. Vincent M. Fennelly will produce.

The only feature currently filming is a

owcry Hoys opus, "Clipped Wings" (Leo

Urrcey-Huntz Hall), which Ben Schwalb

laced before the cameras on February 13.

Jext to roll will be Walter Wangers "Hajji

!aba," in Technicolor, starting around

larch 20.

COLUMBIA

]ol. Rushing Tort Ti' in NV

Jut Cohn Favors Cinemascope

Columbia executives still haven't settled

hi what type of three-dimension equipment

he company will employ in its 1953 pro-

luction program. However, Harry Colin is

lelieved to favor 20th-Fox's Cinemascope-,

in the long run, largely because it \>> the

By JAY ALLEN

system which appears likely to be most uni-

formly used throughout the industry.

In the meantime, however, Columbia has

rushed "Fort Ti" into production in the

Natural Vision 3-D process. Shooting on

the Technicolor production, which stars

George Montgomery, began February 16. It

is expected to be ready for release late in

May.
Another problem of policy which is being

thoroughly mulled over by Cohn and his

associates, is the type of stories to be filmed.

The top brass is not happy with the box-

office reception of the so-called "quality"

productions turned out by the Stanley

Kramer Company, and is considering a more
down-to-earth type of pictures. It appears

that a high percentage of the 22 major pro-

ductions to be turned out by the company
this year will be slanted for mass appeal, and

anything "arty" will be avoided like the

plague.

In planning for this program, Colin and
executive producer Jerry Wald continued to

build up a formidable producer line-up. The
latest addition to the roster is Fred Kohlmar,
who recently exited 20th Century-Fox, after

a seven year association there. This makes
a total of five new producers signed by the

company since Wald took over his duties

there. The others are: Robert Arthur,

William Fadiman, Lewis J. Rachmil and

Ranald MacDougall.

Three productions, in addition to "Fort

Ti", have gone before the cameras tins

month—one more from Sam Katzman's
Esskay Productions, one from Stanley

Kramer, and one from Columbia's own pro-

duction outfit. On February 16, Kramer
launched "The Cyclists Raid" and the title

was promptly changed to " The Wild One"
(Marlon Brando-Mary Murphy). There are

rumors that this film might be the object of

censorship or boycott, because tome folks

claim it will help the Soviet cause. Laslo

Benedek is directing the film for Kramer.
( >n that date (16th) Esskay Productions

started "Fort Ti", which W illiam Castle is

directing.

Earlier ill the month, production got

underway on "Mission Over Korea" (John

Hodiak-John Derek-Audrey Totter), which

Fred F. Sears is directing For producer

Robert Colin; and 'The Killer Ape"
(Johnny Wcissmullcr-Carol Thurston), a

Katzman production, directed by Spencer

I Jennet.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Sells 26 1951-52

Releases to L. A. TV Station

The only activity of note—and one that

won't set well with exhibitors—is the sale

of more of Lippert pictures to television. 26

features on the company's 1951-52 schedule

were leased to a Los Angeles TV station

and a Chicago TV station latched onto an

additional 20 films released between 1949 and

1951. Some of the features in the Los

Angeles deal are still playing theatre dates.

Included in the L. A. package, which Lip-

pert reportedly sold for $80,000, with un-

limited runs, are: "Little Big Horn," "Sa-

vage Drums," "Return of Jesse James,"

"Fingerprints Don't Lie," "Pier 23," "Stop

That Cab," "Danger Zone," "Three Des-

perate Men," "Varieties on Parade," "Yessir,

Mr. Bones," "Man Bait," "Wings of

Danger," "Pirate Submarine," "Stronghold"

and "Kentucky Jubilee".

The Chicago deal reportedly involved a

financial transaction of $40,000.

Usually well informed sources report that

these two deals complete Robert L. Lippert's

commitments with his former partners, and

that he alone will be involved in any future

transactions.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Metro Not Plunging, But

Edging Into 3-Dimensionals

With the 3D revolution torturing produc-

tion plans in most of the studios, M-G-M
seems to be moving most cautiously of all.

Like a colossus that is undisturbed by the

turmoil around it. mighty Leo is watching

and waiting—although not exactly idle. < >n

February 10, Metro rolled its first 3-di-

mension production, a rodeo yarn titled

"Arena" (Gig Young-Polly Bergen-Jeau

Hagen), employing the polariod glasses sys-

tem for depth effect, Richard Fleischer is

directing the !i .tnre, which is being shot in

Anscolor. "Rope's End" (William Holdcn-
Rohert Ryan) will be the studio's second

3D feature, scheduled to roll around March

(Continued on Page 14)
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(Continued from Page 13)

15, also in color. John Sturges will direct

for producer Nicholas Narfack.

Also scheduled for 3D treatment is "Kin-

Arthur and the Round-Table," starting later

this spring. Starring Robert Taylor and Ava

Gardner, this will be one of the company's

biggest of the year. It will be filmed almost

entirely in England, with Richard Thorpe

directing, Pandro Herman producing.

This studio continues to exercise more of

the strict economy measures outlined at a

recent studio policy meeting. Budgets are

being pared on some of the more costly pro-

ductions, and contractees, whose pacts per-

mit, have been notified that they will be

dropped from the payrolls the minute their

work is finished on a picture.

"Interrupted Melody," the projected bio-

pic of Marjoric Lawrence, is an example of

a costly picture being held up because of

budget. The production was postponed

earlier this month, in order to give studio

execs an opportunity to pare down the

$2,000,000 budget.

Five Metro features are currently filming,

in addition to the 3D "Arena": "All the

Brothers Were Valiant" (Robert Taylor-

Stewart Granger-Ann Blyth), Technicolor

adventure yarn, being directed by Richard

Thorpe for Pandro Berman; "Easy to Love"

(Esther Williams-Van Johnson-Tony Mar-

tin), also in Technicolor, with Charles

Walters directing the Joe Pasternak pro-

duction; "The Big Leaguer" (Edward G.

Robinson-Vera-Ellen), a Mathew Rapf pro-

duction directed by Robert Aldrich; and

"Saaida" (Cornel Wilde-Mel Ferrer-Rita

Gam), in Technicolor which producer-di-

rector Albert Lewin is shooting in French

Morocco.

"Affairs of Dobie Gillis"(Debbie Reynolds-

Bobby Van) was completed earlier this

month, in the almost unprecedented shoot-

time of 13 days. Don Weis directed for pro-

ducer Arthur Locw, Jr.

PARAMOUNT

Can Para, Make Flats

Into 3D Wide-Angle Films?

With an overall backlog of $350,000,000

worth of 2-dimension films to be disposed

of in a market that has suddenly gone 3-

djmension crazy, the entire industry is look-

ing hopefully toward Paramount, which pro-

fesses to have an experimental optical pro-

jection system which can give a depth il-

lusion to flat surface films.

The system entails the simple installation

of a special wide angle lens on standard

projectors, which it is claimed, could be ac-

complished for $2500. The fact that it does

not require the viewer to wear glasses in-

dicates that it is a panoramic system similar

to CincmaScope.

Very secretive tests have been conducted

at the studio for the past several weeks on

this system, and it "leaks" out that the

results have been highly successful.

However, this new system of projection is

not interfering with Parami Hint's plans to

produce much of its future product in Para-

vision—its own 3D (with glasses) process.

More and more of the company's upcoming
productions are being ear-marked for depth

perception filming.

Don Hartman has just signed Juan Craw-

ford to a percentage deal for the starring

role in "Lisbon," which Irving Asher will

produce this spring, following the comple-

tion of "Elephant Walk". A similar deal is

being negotiated with Jimmy Stewart, to

handle the co-starring part.

Three pictures are currently in production

here: Pine-Thomas' "Sangaree' (Fernando

Lamas-Arlene Dahl), the 3D Paravision-

Teehnicolor feature being directed by Ed-

ward Ludwig; "Elephant Walk" (Vivian

Leigh-Dana Andrews), also in Technicolor,

with William Dieterle directing; and "The

Caddy" (Martin-Lewis), Norman Taurog

megging for producer Paul Jones. Next to

roll will lie the Pine-Thomas Paravision

feature, "Three Sisters From Seattle" (Gene

Harry - Rhonda Fleming - Guy Mitchell),

which director Lewis Foster expects to start

on March 15.

REPUBLIC

Frank Lloyd Acquisition

Bolsters Republic Outlook

The signing of veteran producer-director

Frank Lloyd, three-time Academy Award
winner, is a feather in the cap of Herbert J.

Yates, who outbid several major studios to

get Lloyd on the Republic roster on a long

term pact. It also gives added credence to

Yates' announced plans for raising the

quality of the studio's output.

Lloyd has been in semi-retirement for the

past eight years. His last directing chore

was "Blood On the Sun", released by United

Artists. He won his Academy Awards for

direction of "The Divine Lady" (1928),

"Cavalcade" (1932) and for production of

"Mutiny On the Bounty" (1934).

At the time Yates left for a business trip

to Europe, no definite assignments had been

handed Lloyd under his new pact.

Two pictures for Republic release arc cur-

rently before the cameras. "Laughing Ann"

(Wendell Corey-Forrest Tucker-Margaret

Lockwood), a Wiicox-Neagle production,

which is being filmed in Technicolor at one

of the London studios, is in the final days

of shooting, under the producer-director

tutelage of Henry Wilcox. The other, "El

Paso Stampede", a Rocky Lane western,

is shooting on the Rpublic lot. Harry Keller

is directing for producer Rudy Ralston.

Next to roll will be: "The Champ From

Brooklyn" (Charles Winninger-Hope Emer-

son), on March 16. William A. Sciter will

produce and direct.

Earlier this month, filming was completed

on the Rex Allen opry, "Iron Mountain

Trail".

RKO

Both Graingers Now

Keys To RKO Resurgence

lames R. Grainger has been elected pr

dent of RKO and Howard Hughes onfl
again holds the controlling stock intercsjl

Hughes also is personally $1,250,000 lichen

for having relinquished control for a 20-)

week period.

The immediate future of RKO now resm

pretty much in the hands of the tw 1

Graingers, Jimmy and producer Edimifl
whose important job it will be to get thi.«

company's studio back on an even keel

Pro, but is the big need here, lor unless s,,ni(

films are put into work quickly, there wil

be a wide gap in the release schedule b)

early summer.
The syndicate, headed by Ralph Stolkin

which held the controlling interest (lurinj.

this brief interim, has now retired to thj

sidelines to lick its wounds and ponder thl

staggering financial loss incurred in the

transaction.

Oddly enough, amidst all of this com
fusion, RKO has somehow managed to keep

abreast of 3D developments. Negotiation*

have been completed for use of the Nordling

Steroptic Camera, which was first exhibited

at the New York's World Fair 15 years al
This is a single camera with a twin optical!

system, a double magazine and a binocuM
view finder so cameramen can line up scenfl

three-dimensionallv. It requires the use cl

Polaroid glasses by the spectator.

It is still too early to foretell what portiql

of RKO's production will be devoted to 3m
filming, but it is a safe bet that it will bl

considerable. Hughes, with his keen intereJ

in all facets of engineering, is known to bl
extremely interested in the whole idea.

On the current production scene, Edmund
Grainger holds the entire spotlight. Ra
Beach's "The Silver Horde," to be filmed m
Technicolor in Alaska, was reactivated this

month as Grainger's third 1953 productiJ
He expects to start shooting in mid-AuguB
co-incident with the Alaskan salmon rul
which figures prominently in the storj

Grainger is presently shooting "Second]

Chance" (Linda Darnell), in Taco, Mexicfl

with Sam Weisenthal handling the prodti
tion assignment and Rudy Mate directing!

W ithin the next two or three weeks, Graingei

will tee off "Arizona Outpost" (Dale Robert-!

son), on which he will personally handle \hi

production reins. All three of the Graingea

features will be sorely needed by RKO, folj

lowing the long production lapse.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Three 'Flats' on Schedule

Before CinemaScope Swingover

With C inemaScope having become the big?

word m Hollywood today, 20th-Third Di-l

mensiOn-Fox might seem an appropriate'

name for this Westwood motion picture com-i

(Continued on Pope 16)
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pany these days. There can be no doubt that

Fox has taken the industry lead in swinging

over to the new depth-perception filming,

and will probably come to be ;h closely as-

sociated with the process as Warner Bros,

were with sound in movies.

From the standpoint of the production

company itself, probably the outstanding

feature of CinemaScope is that it will not

increase the cost of filming a feature by

much, if anything. Sets will probably be

built larger, but oilier savings will offset

even this added cost.

Aside from one picture now shooting, only

two more features will be filmed in tin- con-

ventional process before Fox converts i 1 s

entire program to 3D. The new films set for

flat treatment are both Leonard Goldstein

productions, "The Kid From Left Field,"

which rolls on March 2, and "All of Mr"
(Johnnie Ray), to go May 25.

Two features, "Inferno" and "Vicki", will

be filmed in the same process that has been

christened with a medley of names by other

companies, but remains basically the double

negative stereoscopic process that requires

polaroid glasses for depth illusion. The
balance of the 3D pictures will be shot in

Fox's CinemaScope, the wide-angle process.

The first nine pictures to roll in Cinema-
Scope: "The Kobe," February 23; "How To
Marry A Millionaire," February 24; "Twelve
Mile Reef," April 6; "Hell and High Water",

April 27; "Story of Demetrius," May 1;

"River of No Return," May 11; "Prince

Valiant," June 1; "Sir Walter Raleigh," June

22; "King of the Khyber Rifles," July 0.

"The Robe," which was to have started

on February 16, was delayed the additional

week because the lens and attachments for

filming in the new process had not been re-

ceived from France, where they were re-

turned for servicing after their first Holly-

wood tests.

UNITED ARTISTS

UA Strong in 3D Field,

Claim Company's Officials

The scuttlebutt floating around Holly-

wood, inspired by moans of a few inde-

pendent producers, has it that LJnited Artists

is doomed by the onrush of 3D. The belief

in some quarters is that since UA is strictly

a releasing company for independent pro-

duct, it won't be able to keep pace with 3D
developments, the reasoning being that the

major studios, with their huge financial

backing, research facilities and technical

manpower have all the advantages in de-

veloping the new systems.

Far from being in the worst position

among the majors, UA officials are confident

the company is in one of the best positions.

Dealing, as it is, with independent producers,

UA isn't saddled with fat inventories like

some of the others, and can pick up pro-

duct, even after it has been completed, for

release at any time as was done with "Bwana
Devil"—made by an independent. The com-
pany has been assured by holders of every

3D process yet devised that the systems are

available to UA and its producers. None of

the costly research is being borne by UA.
A permanent liaison between the distri-

buting company and independent producers

was established by the appointment of

Robert F. Blumofe, as UA's West Coast rep-

resentative. Blumofe formerly was with

Paramount and most recently with Music

Corporation of America.

"The Moon Is Blue" (William H olden-

David Niven-Maggie McNamara-Dawn Ad-

dams) is the only picture now shooting,

which has a definite UA releasing commit-

ment. However, it is regarded certain that

John Huston will turn over "Beat the Devil"

(Humphrey Bogart-Jennifer Jones) to UA,
in view of the tremendous grosses piled up

oti his "African Queen" and "Moulin Rouge".

Around mid-March, producer Carl Krue

ger will begin filming "Sabre Jet" (Robert

Stack), for UA release. Also coming up in

March are two Wisberg-Pollexfen produc-

tions: "Mrs. Jezebell" (Gertrude Michaels-

Lyle Talbot), and an untitled drama, star-

ring John Payne, to be filmed in Pathecolor.

UA will also release Arch Oboler's "The

Twonky," as part of the deal under which

the company purchased the major portion of

"Bwana Devil". "The Tonky" was pro-

duced and directed by Oboler more than a

year ago.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Four Features Roll As

U-l Awaits 3D Decision

Universal-International, with four films

shooting, is one of the few busy studios in

town this month—although still far below

its normal production level. Like the other

companies, it is sparring for time until an

industry-wide decision can be reached on

three-dimension.

No definite decisions are expected to be

made on U-I's future 3D plans until the

completion of "It Came From Outer Space"

(Richard Carlson-Barbara Rush), this com-
pany's first venture into depth filming, via

the polaroid principle. By that time, the in-

dustry, as a whole, should have reached some
sort of decision on the various 3D systems

and a degree of standardization might have

been achieved. For U-I, as for every com-
pany in the business, this decision will be

made by the ticket-buying public.

The three "flat" films now in production

at the studio are: "Abbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" ( Abbott-Costello-

Boris Karloff), Charles Lamont directing,

Howard Christie producing; "Walkin' My
Baby Hack Home" (Donald O'Connor-

Janet Leigh), Lloyd Bacon directing for

Ted Richmond, and "Back to God's Country"

(Rock Hudson-Steve Cochran-Marcia Hen-
derson), with Joseph Pevney directing for

producer Christie. The latter two are being

filmed in Technicolor.

WARNER BROTHERS

No Case of 3-DT's at WB;

'Maximum Production' on Tap
Jack L. Warner grasped the opportunity

presented by the industry's current state of

indecision about tri-dimension developments

to get in a plug for a raft of "flat" films his

studio has in work. Since there is going to

be plenty of old-style two-dimensional pic-

tures on the market for a long, long time to

come, Warner's expression of "confidence in

the tangible terms of maximum production"

was well taken. He gave evidence that

Warners, at least, is not suffering from the

3-DT's that have most of the industry ac ting

like a drunk in a hurricane.

This lot has units working on eight fea^

tures, making this the only studio in town

working at full capacity. More than 1,600

performers and technicians are employed on

the various units, and all of the studio's

sound stages are in use. Seven of the pic-

tures are in color— four in Technicolor and

three in WarnerColor. ( )f the units at work,

six are dance troupes doing musical produc-

tion numbers.

Half of eight films are not in actual pro-

duction, but are occupying sound stage space

for rehearsals. These are: "So Big" (Jan<

Wyman-Sterling Hayden), produced b)

Henry Blanke, directed by Robert Wise

"The Boy From Oklahoma" (Will Rogers

Jr.), directed by Michael Curtiz, produce"!

by David Wcisbart; "Riding Shotgun" (Ran

dolph Scott), directed by Andre de Toth

produced by Ted Sherdeman, and Miltoi

Sperling's United States Pictures production

"Blowing Wild" (Gary Cooper- Barbar

Stanwyck-Ruth Roman), directed by Hug'

Fregonese.

The following four are actually shooting

or in editing stage: "So This Is Love

(Kathryn Grayson-Walter Abel), produce

by Henry Blanke, directed by Gordo

Douglas; "Calamity Jane" (Doris Da)

Howard Keel-Allyn McLeerie), produced b

William Jacobs, directed by David Butle'

"The Eddie Cantor Story" (Keefe Braselb

Marilyn Erskine), produced by Sidne

Skolsky, directed by Alfred E. Greei I

"House of Wax" (Vincent Price-Frar

Lovejoy-Phyllis Kirk), Natural Vision 3

feature in WarnerColor, directed by Anil

de Toth and produced by Bryan Foy. 4
four are in color.

Jack Warner is not going to lose any tin

pushing into work the studio's second N
three-dimensional. It will be "Burfl

Arrow," in WarnerColor and Guy Madis<

was signed last week for the lead. Gordi

Douglas will direct.

Warner and producer Joseph Bernha

were working out a multiple picture deal

the time FILM BULLETIN went to prej

Rernhard's first film under the pact w<9
be "The Moonlighter" (Barbara Stanwycl

which is already in preparatin.

George Cukor has been inked to dir<

Judy Garland in the musical version of
'

Star Is Born". Moss Hart is writing t

screenplay, with Ira Gershwin and Hare

Arlen making words and music. In t

light of Judy's own career, how about

titling this "A Star Is Reborn"?
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MR. ZUKOR TODAY

ADOLPH ZUKOR-

Below, from left: Zukor's venture

Into the entertainment world with

Hale's Tours, penny arcade on Union

Square, which he operated with

William A. Brady; the old 56th St.

in New York, original Paramount

studio; anyone for tennis in this il-

lustrious group includes the late

Marcus Loew, Sam Bernard, Milton

Wolff, Lou Teller and Lew Fields,

with Zukor as the fall guy; with

Jesse Lasky looking over blueprints

for what became the present Para-

mount studio in Hollywood; with Will

Hays in front of model of the then

new Paramount building cn Times

Square.

Right now, at the tender age of 80, young

Adolph Zukor is oul on the Paramount lot,

both feet plunged deep into the melee of 3D!

A half century in movie business—THE
half century that made movies the greatest

mass entertainment medium in the world

—

hasn't slowed him down a whit. Theatre-

man, producer, siar-maker and guiding light

of one of the greatest of film empires,

Adolph Zukor Continues to keep a firm hand

in the company's activities. He has always

celebrated his birthday at his desk, rededi-

cating his will to keep Paramount an im-

portant source of entertainment.

In New York's Waldorf Astoria next week,

the men who make and show motion pic-

tures will gather to pay tribute to the 80-

year young Adolph Zukor. The date is

March 4, 50th anniversary of the pioneer's

opening of his first penny arcade on Union

Square in New York City. Those who will

attend the Golden Jubilee owe much to the

man they are honoring, perhaps even their

livelihood. Without the instrument for de-

velopment of the industry that Adolph Zukor
provided, it would be hard to determine

where the fledgling he nurtured might have

gone.

Those 50 years are fraught with signifi-

cant landmarks, beginning with Hale's

Tours, the penny arcade venture that

launched his movie career. He teamed with

Marcus Loew to build a chain of nickelo-

deons. Loew branched off with the Schenck

brothers into theatre operation, then founded

another great film company that was to be-

come Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Multiple reel films were given their big

chance when Zukor, in 1912, imported

"Queen Elizabeth" from Europe and formed

the Engadine Corp. for its distribution. The
Sarah Bernhardt starrer proved to Zukor

that famous names combined with famous

stories were an undeniable lure and the Fa-

mous Players Film Company was born. He
evolved the slogan "Famous Players in Fa-

mous Plays". It proved sensational.

Then came the coup that founded the star

BARNEY BALABAN & ZUKOR

system. If there weren't enough famou

names to be had for the pictures needed ti

service theatres, Zukor felt, then make un

knowns famous. Zukor found a little girj

with long curls and a charming sweetiM
that he believed the world would take to it

heart. He built her into "America's Sweet'

heart" and Alary Pickford's draw as a sta

has never been equalled in movie historj

From that point, Paramount's roster ha
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At the right: Star-builder Zukor

with Rudolph Valentino; with

Mary Pickford at the height of

her career; with silent pictures'

matinee idol Charles Ray; sign-

ing aviatrix Ruth Elder for his

"Glorifying the American Girl,"

Florem Zienfeld's ( left) famous

by-line.

MOVIE INVENTOR EDISON & MOVIE-MAKER ZUKOR

ways had stars of stature and a fervent

m to keep building new personalities.

The association with Cecil B. DeMille and

sse Lasky brought two of the most sue
ssful producers in movie history to what

as later to become Paramount. Such

assks as "The C overed Wagon" and "The

en Commandments" built the studio into

e top ranks.

There is a long, long list of landmarks for

e movie industry that can be claimed by
dolph Zukor. There are those on the

cord and quite a few that were the result

his guidance that do not appear. His

lodesty has neared self-effacement. Hut his

lergy and wisdom belies it. Perhaps his

tvn account of a chat with Barney Balaban

significant:

"In 1936," Zukor recalls, "I met Barney
alaban on a train from Chicago to New
ork. He was at that time a fellow member
Paramount's Board of Directors. There

as talk among the directors of elevating

Mr. Balaban to the presidency. He told me
about it as we rode that train together, but

he begged me to return to the presidency

myself. I promised to sleep on it overnight.

Next morning, as we neared New York, I

had made up my mind. I was already—shall

we say—past early middle age and the

burden of the presidency was a heavy one.

i told Barney that 1 had reached an age
when I wanted a little leisure, a little free-

dom from constant pressure.

"'You are young and enthusiastic,' I told

him. 'I want you to be president'."

Barney Balaban was a splendid choice, as

Paramount's strong position in the industry

attests. But we beg to disagree with Mr
Motion Picture on two of his statements. He
could never be "past early middle age," nor

could he ever accept "leisure" or "freedom"
from the work that has been his life blood

for 50 years.

Adolph Zukor will always be "young and
enthusiastic".



THE STAR' DAVIS LIFTS MEDIOCRE DRAMA TO BOXOFFICE VALUE
Rates • • • on star and Oscar publicity

20th Century-Fox

89 minutes

Bette Davis, Sterling Hayden, Natalie Wood,

Warner Anderson, Minor Watson, June

Travis, Katherine Warren, Kay Riehl, Bar-

bara Woodel, Fay Baker, Barbara Lawrence
Directed by Stuart Heisler

Only the performance of Bette Davis, in

a role that seems to have been tailored for

her, saves "The Star" from plunging into

maudlin soap opera. That performance,

however, has been blown up to major box-

office proportions by an Academy Award
nomination, her ninth, and a batch of pub-

licity in the Hollywood syndicated columns.

This, coupled with her b.o. draw, and 20th-

Fox's sock publicity-exploitation campaign,

will push it into the good-grosser column.

As a star past her heyday, trying to regain

her once-eminent standing without realiza-

tion that there is a world outside of Holly-

wood, Miss Davis runs a gamut of dramatic

acrobatics. As a proud star, a tender mother,

a raging temperamentalist, a despairing sot,

and finally, a woman of love, she showcases
her talents to great effect despite the trite-

ness and obviousness of the Katherine Al-

bert and Dale Eunson screenplay. Under
Stuart Heisler's direction, t lie film moves
slowly for the most part, occasionally ex-

ploding into bursts of drama and one hectic

drunken drive by the disillusioned Star. It

is difficult to figure what word of mouth will

do to this picture. Talk about the Davis

performance will be good, but overall con-

census on the film won't help a bit.

Others in the cast are overshadowed com-
pletely by la Davis. Sterling Hayden gives

a wooden portrayal as the one-shot ex-star

who teaches the star to be a woman. Na-
talie Wood has a few brief teary interludes

as Bette's awkward-age daughter. Warner
Anderson as the star's agent and Minor
Watson as a producer, underplay effectively

in minor roles. Bert E. Friedlob's produc-

tion is modest.

STORY: In debt because of lavish spend-

ing and being a soft touch for her friends

and relatives, fading movie star Bette Davis

is arrested and thrown in jail for drunken

driving. She is aided by Sterling Hayden,
whom she once made a star for one picture

that flopped and drove him from Holly-

wood. Locked out of her apartment for non-

payment of rent, Hayden, now a boat re-

pairman, takes her to his home. Apparently

convinced by Hayden that she seek work
outside of the studios, she gets a sales job

with the May Company, but, humiliated by
customers who recognize her, she once again

sets out for a screen career. She takes a

screen test for a secondary role as an older

woman, then deliberately plays the part so

that she can grab the youthful lead. When
she views the test, she realizes how ridicul-

ous she appears in that type of role. Th
crowning blow comes when she is offered

the role of a has-been by a young writer.

She runs back to Hayden to be a woman in-

stead of a star. BARN

THE GIRLS OF PLEASURE ISLAND' HEART-WARMING AND HUMOROUS
Rates • • + as dualler, except for action houses

Faramountl

95 minuteal

Leo Genn, Don Taylor, Gene Barry, Elsa

Lanchester, Peter Baldwin, Dorothy Bromi-

ley, Audrey Dalton, Joan Elan, Michael

Moore, Philip Ober

Directed by F. Hugh Herbert and Alvin

Ganzer

"The Girls of Pleasure Island" is an en-

gaging little comedy-drama moving at a

leisurely pace. While it is inclined to talki-

ness, and some of the footage could have

been pruned, this Paramount offering will

be; generally well received.', Produced in

Technicolor by Paul Jones, the film recounts

the problems faced by a British plantation

owner and his three teen-age daughters,

when 1500 Marines invade their secluded

South Pacific paradise. Screenwriter and co-

director F. Hugh Herbert has supplied many
of those parential problems faced by fathers

whose daughters are learning about men for

the first time, and the results are heartwarm-
ing and humorous. It's a family picture all

the way, tailored for teenagers and parents.

Lacking star names, "The Girls of Pleasure

Island" has need of a strong exploitation

campaign to realize its b.o. potential.

Directors Herbert and Alvin Ganzer have

added neat touches to compliment this story

of young love. Leo Genn, as the worried

father, is sympathetic and registers well.

F.lsa Lanchester checks in with a warm and

humorous performance as the housekeeper

and governess. In the title roles, newcomers
Dorothy Bromiley, Audrey Dalton, and Joan

Elan personify vivacious youth experiencing

their first loves, with Miss Dalton giving

every indication of being star material.

STORY: Leo Genn is an English copr

grower living on a South Pacific Isle witfl

three young daughters who have never

known men other than their father and

natives. With the coming of 1500 Marines

to build an airstrip, Genn is worried as to

how his lovely girls will react wdien con-

fronted with men for the first time. Despite

Genn's efforts to discourage it, nature runs

its course and soon three rousing love affairs

are in progress. The real romance occurs

between Audrey Dalton, Genn's eldest

daughter, and Marine officer Don Taylor. It

is sharply interrupted, however, when the

Marines complete their job and are ordered

to another island. Taylor promises to come

back after the war, but the war ends, and

Dalton waits in vein. Then, just as Genn is

about to take his girls back to England,

Taylor shows up for the happy ending.

NEIL

r

'DOWN AMONG THE SHELTERING PALMS' MILD COMEDY WITH MUSIC
Rates • • as dualler

20th Century-Fox

86 minutes;

William Lundigan, Mitzi Gaynor, David

Wayne, Gloria DeHaven, Jane Greer, Billy

Gilbert, Gene Lockhart

Directed by Edmund Goulding

Failing to capitalize on an inherently

amusing story, and lacking the entertaining

qualities of an all-out musical, "Down
Among the Sheltering Balms" grinds out a

series of pal situations that won't get much
of a ri^c out of audiences. This Technicolor

film involves a detachment of GI's assigned

to a South Pacific paradise, whose natural

inclinations are hampered by orders not to

fraternize with the beautiful native girls.

Produced bv Bred Kohlmar, this plot is

given lightweight treatment and garnished

with songs, but its exploitabilities are never

fully realized. There is a fair romantic angle,

but many of the sequences are silly rather

than funny. Originally scheduled for a May
1952 release, "Down Among the Sheltering

Palms" shapes up as double-bill material for

the family spots and nabes. Action houses

can pass it by.

Director Edmund Goulding has done only

a routine job in handling the film. The
Claude Binyon-Albert Lewin-Burt Styler

screenplay lacks sparkle and the cast is not

given much chance to register. Only Mitzi

Gaynor manages to click, but she has a

subordinate role as a native girl given to

island commander William Lundigan. Lund-

igan, Jane Greer, David Wayne and Gloria

De Haven just lack the material they need.

Billy Gilbert checks in with a few amusing

bits.

STORY: Army captain William Lundigan,

in command of an occupation force on a tiny I

South Sea island, is faced with the problem

of keeping up the morale of his men while

enforcing a non-fraternization order. Hi"

job is first complicated by the arrival of Jan

Greer, who is the niece of the local mission-

ary. Later, native chief Billy Gilbert pre

sents him with a lovely maiden, Mitzi Ga

nor, as his "wife". Resolving this proble

Lundigan i> next plagued by the arrival o

newspaper correspondent, Gloria De Have

She promptly raises havoc with the GL
morale, and sets her sights on Lundiga

but he has already fallen for Greer. Thi

situation almost brings about the cour

martial of Lundigan and the demorali/atio

of his command, hut all is happily resolve

in the end. PHIL
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TREASURE OF THE GOLDEN CONDOR' GOOD TECHNICOLOR ADVENTURE
Rates — as dualler and where exploited

tains interest throughout and .should be wel20th Century-Fox

90 minutes

Cornel Wilde, Constance Smith, Finlay

Currie, Walter Hampden, Anne Bancroft,

George Macready, Fay Wray, Leo Carroll

Directed hy Delmer Daves

"Treasure of the Golden Condor" is not

the usual derring-do costume melodrama
that has become so familiar to moviegoers.

It is solid, off-the-beaten track adventure

that should register with most of the dis-

criminating moviegoers as well as the action

fans. Cornel Wilde, as a rebellious bonds-

man seeking a treasure in the Guatemalan
wilds to restore his rightful heritage as a

Marquis, ripples his muscles, wrestles with

a boa constrictor and performs other feats

of heroism that should sit well with the

ladies. Enhancing the production is the

beautiful color photography, well-paced di-

rection and a topflight supporting east, in-

cluding such notables as Walter Hampden,
Finlay Currie, Leo G. Carroll and a pair of

young, eyefilling newcomers, Constance

Smith and Anne Bancroft. While the tale

occasionally stretches credibility, it main-

received generally. Scenes in the Central

American jungle, filmed for the first time,

are an effective background for the action,

contrasting nicely with the French aristo-

cratic lavishness depicted in the fore and
rear portions of the film. The title may
hamper it in class spots, hut proper exploi-

tation, especially of the fine supporting cast,

could offset this in these houses. It should

make a good dualler generally ami could

stand alone were exploited.

Cornel Wilde handles his assignment as

the proud bondsman effectively without re-

sorting to broad melodramatics as would
have been the temptation. Constance Smith
combines beauty with a sensitive perform-

ance. She is one of the brighter prospects

among the upcoming stars. Finlay Currie,

as a sailor whose life has been dedicated to

seeking the fabulous treasure, matches ex-

cellence with Walter Hampden and Leo G.
Carroll, although the latter pair's roles are

whittled to mere spots. Production is on a

high scale.

STORY: Taken from his home by his

uncle, a marquis, to be a bondsman, Cornel

Wilde continually rebels against the humilil
ation he is forced to suffer as a stablehanj
He is attracted by the marquis' daughter,
Anne Bancroft, and she to him, bin they are]

forced to keep their meetings secret. After'

discovery of their affair, the marquis gives

him a sound beating. Km bi t ten d, Uildc
runs off, knowing that if he is caught it

would mean the death penalty. Meeting with
a sailor, Finlay Currie, who has a treasure]

map of a hidden fortune in Guatemala, the

two team up to search for the treasure. In

the jungle, Currie finds his daughter, Conl
stance Smith, who has been left there afteJ
his wife had died on one of his previous un|
successful attempt, to locate the treasure!

After an arduous journey, the three locatl
the fortune in jewels and narrowly escape,

death in retrieving it. Currie, however, hsl
fallen in love with the country and decide!
to stay, Wilde returns to France and using
the jewels, buys his freedom and established

his right to the estate the marquis hafl

usurped. Realizing that he is not in lovl
with Bancroft, but with Smith, he turnj
over the estate to other bondsmen, and reJ
turns to Guatemala for his happiness. I'.ARN

COUNT THE HOURS' FAIR MURDER MELLER FOR DUAL BILLS
Rates • • as dualler qenerally; slightly better for actioners

RKO
74 minutes

Teresa Wright, MacDonald Carey, Dolores

Moran, Adele Mara, Edgar Barrier, John

Craven, Jack Elam, Ralph Sanford

Directed by Don Siegel

'This low-budget production by Benedict

Bogeaus for RKO release will serve ade-

quately as a dualler where coupled with a

comedy or musical. It moves at a fairly fast

pace in unfolding the tale of a man falsely

accused of murder, his devoted wife, and

the lawyer who finally saves him from exe-

cution. "Count the Hours" doesn't traverse

any new ground, but the performances arc

good enough to make the screenplay by
Doane R. Hoag and Karen DeWolf seem
better than it actually is. The telling is

abetted by some good bits of suspense busi-

ness by director Don Siegel and John
Alton's shadowy camerawork. The names
of Teresa Wright and MacDonald Carey will

help this draw some business. It should
do best in action houses.

Miss Wright and Carey merit better ma-
terial than they have here. Other roles are

adequately handled, with Adele Mara a

standout as killer Jack Flam's sexy girl-

friend.

STORY: John Craven, itinerant fruit-

picker, is accused of murdering a farmer
and his wife. All the evidence seems to point

directly to Craven, and even MacDonald
Carey, who is appointed his attorney by the

court, believes him guilty. However, when
Carey meets Craven's wife, Teresa Wright,
and sees he'- utter devotion and faith in his

innocence, he starts to probe into the case

thoroughly, despite the local prejudice. His

activities on behalf of Craven cost Carey

many of his paying clients, but he continues

to work on the case with the help of Teresa.

On the eve of Craven's scheduled execution,

Carey gets a tip that leads him to the real

killer, Jack Flam, and Craven is freed. PHIL

INVASION, U. S. A.' EXPLOITABLE PROGRAMMER
Rates • • as dualler; slightly more for action houses

RColumbia Pictures

74 minutes*

Gerald Mohr, Peggy Castle, Dan O'Herlihy,

Robert Bice, Tom Kennedy, Wade Crosby

Directed by Alfred E. Green

'The basic premise upon which "Invasion,

U. S. A." was made is a thought-provoking,

timely, and gripping gimmick, but the

makers of this Columbia programmer have

swamped the plot with a rambling script

and an obviously inadequate production

budget for such a monumental undertaking.

Nevertheless, ii has exploitation possibilities

that should bring fair returns. Producers

Albeit Zugsmith and Robert Smith used

every short cut possible in filming a pseudo-

documentary of an invasion of the United

States hy a comunist force. Much of the

ai t ic in is displayed by means of a TV news-

cast with Woild War II film clips dubbed

m. Kolurt Smith's screenplay was rigged

so only a minimum of new action footage

was required, and he apparently tossed all

logic aside while developing the script. In

spite of these drawbacks, however, the film-

ing of American cities being ravaged by war
is an intriging and awesome sight. Where it

is exploited to overcome the lack of name
values in the cast, "Invasion, U. S. A.''

should do fair business generally as a dual-

ler, especially in action spots.

Allied F. Green has done a skillful job
in bridging his low-budgel production scenes

with tin- exciting new sreel clips.

STORY: Seated in a New York bar is a

California businessman, a Texas cattleman,

a U. S. Congressman, and woman-of-no-pro-

fession, Peggy Castle. They are watching a

large screen TV sel, on which commentator
Gerald Mohr is giving the latest news. Tiring

of the talk of war, they request the bartender

to turn off the set. Then one by one they'

reveal their apathy and selfish interests in

regard to America's defense preparations.

Later, Mohr walks in, and reveals that un-

identified airciaft have been sighted ovet!

Alaska. Seated at one end of the har is

hypnotist, Dan O'Herlihy. He has beer

listening w ith disgust to the various view
j

points of the others. He addresses the group

and they are soon watching him with a fixer

stare. Thereafter, the TV set is again turnei

on revealing that Alaska is being hit witl

Atomic bombs. 'The invasion is on, and a:

various U. S. cities fall to the invador, th

listeners leave the har to return home, wher
they are killed by the neniy. When th

country is a shambles and each of them ar

dead, O'Herlihy reveals their experience']

have been a product of mass hypnosis, an

they all leave the bar. supposedly better fo

their experience. N KI I.
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A mere two years after the new management took over, with the company in the
bla< k. the TJA toppers look much mure relaxed. Seated, from left, II Minn; J.

Heineman, Arnold Picker, Max Youngstein, Arthur B. Krim and Robert Benjamin.

Those Bright Young

United Artists Boys!

On February 15, 1951, this notice arrived

h our desk: "Governor Paul V. McNutt

id Lloyd Wright announced today that the

bntract for the transfer of management con-

b) of United Artists to Arthur B. Krim

hd his associates has been delivered out of

scrow."

What was the legacy Arthur P>. Krim and

is associates received in taking over the

bmpany's management? A film company

ithout production facilities, precious little

Iroduct—what there was of any consequence

:>uld have been put into a pea-pod without

enting the peas—a heavy loss accumulation

;id a monthly income far below expenditure.

Shortly after they took over, the new
resident and the men he had selected to

cll> straighten out the mess, met with the

ress. There was a hush as Krim cleared

is throat. Ordinarily not the tense type,

ml a man who knows how to relax, the

cad of the new management now looked

trained. Speaking as though he needed

very ounce of encouragement he could

Ulster, he talked about the company's dif-

culties and problems. Some of it sounded

cry much like whistling in the dark, but in

le youthful, new L'A president's voice was
tone of determination that was not to he

enied. And that same attitude was evident

n the grim faces of his associates around

lie room: Bob Benjamin and Max Young-

tein lolling on the window ledge, Rill I teine-

nan and Matty Fox leaning against the wall,

'hey all knew what they were up against

tm that, at best, it would he many many
souths before the red ink would turn to

lack. Less than one year later, Krim proud-

ly announced that an audit showed the com-
pany to be in the black in the first year of

the three-year test period.

Well, United Artists today is still a long

way from the eminence that the company-

enjoyed during the good old days of Pick-

ford, Fairbanks, Chaplin, Goldwyn, et al,

but in two years the bright young men who
took UA over in its darkest hour have taken

some big strides toward a renaissance of the

kind of organization that occupied such an

important niche in the industry scene a

decade or more ago.

Gross Upped 50%

In 1952, UA's gross volume of business

was increased by approximately 50 per cent,

building its world gross from some $20,000.-

000 to $30,000,000. Profits have riot risen

proportionately, because of mounting costs

and because the liabilities the Krim group

inherited from its predecessors has not yet

been entirely liquidated. Too, they have

given a new lease on life to one oi the most

vital segments of production—the indepen-

dent producer. They're getting a tremendous

kick out of the aid and encouragement they

have been able to give to 1

1

i i — almost for-

gotten man of the industry.

Now, let's see what manner of men are

these who have been able to do during a

period of film depression what so main

before them failed to do when the industry

was in lush days.

Arthur Krim is 42, a native New 1

> orker,

a bachelor of arts (Columbia) and an at-

torney. He's been with the Xew York law
linn of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin and Krim
since 1932. For six years he was treasurer

and a director of National Screen Service.

In 1946 he left to become president of Eagle
Lion. After three years in that post he

joined the army as a first lieutenant and
came out three years later a lieutenant

colonel. Then two years ago, he was made
head of the team which took command of

the then fast-foundering United Artists Cor-
poration.

Where he once talked freely about the

company's losses and problems, today he's

less voluble—and certainly less strained. He
is more cagey about UA's finances, for with

success has come a measure of caution or

restraint. Hut one thing he will eagerly dis-

cuss—and with justifiable pride—is the work
he and his associates have been putting into

UA, its achievements and its forthcoming

program. It has been a team operation. The
backgrounds of some of those responsible

with Krim tor the company's withdrawal
from the brink of bankruptcy are worth con-

sidering.

["here's Bill Heineman, a show veteran of

35 years experience, handling the sales or-

ganization as vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution. Bill, bom in Wisconsin in 1899,

got into movie business as a youngster be-

fore World War I. Me was a poster clerk

and booker in the Seattle office of Pathe.

He's been with Universal and Goldwyn, was
vice-president of United World Pictures,

and general sales manager of the J, Arthur

(Continued on Page 24)
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Those Bright Young UA Boys
(Continued from Page 23)

Rank ( >rganization here, as well as Eagle

Lion distribution chief.

There's Brooklyn-born Bob Benjamin (43)

a member of the same law firm as Krim,

who took a job as errand boy with the

Film Board of Trade on his 15th birthday

and has been "in films" ever since—with

Pathe, Hank, Universal, Kagle-Lion, United

World. Today he is Chairman of UA's

board of directors.

There's that human dynamo Max E.

Youngstein, also a vice-president and a New
Yorker, who got into motion pictures in PHI,

when In was 28, and has held in turn the

vice-presidencies of Eagle-Lion, Paramount

and United Artists. Max was once Hal

Home's general manager, and Twentieth

Century-Fox's assistant director of adver-

tising, publicity and exploitation.

Finally, there's a newer member of the

team, able, progressive vice-president Arnold

Picker, whose father before him was in

movies and who knows the foreign field, of

which he is in charge, as intimately as any-

one.

The backbone of United Artists, the inde-

pendent producers, has ben strengthened

with talent and funds. Partial financing is

being offered to worthy film-makers and the

calibre of product is showing steady im-

provement.

Krim feels that "there are many talents

which can work best under the discipline of

a studio operation, but there are others who
can reach fulfilment only if they work auto-

nomously, and that is the group we have

been trying to create a vessel for."

Sweep of Critics Awards
From that vessel, in the past year, have

come such winners as "African Queen",

"The Thief", "Limelight" and "High Noon".

The New York Film Critics, naming their

Bests of the Year, gave seven out of eight

places to United Artists' pictures. Says

Krim: "The pay-off has been at the box-

office. This company last year was able to

service the exhibitors of the world with two
authentic blockbusters-—two films which

were numbered among the eight largest

grossers, two out of eight coming from the

independent field: 'African Queen' and 'High

Noon'."

The company, under the Krim regime, will

also have a double distinction in the acqui-

sition of "Bwana Devil", first full-length

feature in third-dimension. Outbidding all

competitors, UA copped the fantastic 3-D

money-maker.

Peering into the future, Krim claims that

United \rtists' program contains at least

ten or twelve pictures which will also be

"block blisters". That's pretty big talk, but

there is plenty of merchandise on the shelf

or in work for UA that looks good. Here

arc some of the highlights:

"Moulin Rouge", John Huston's Techni-

color extravaganza about the life and loves

in Paris of the maimed painted Toulouse-

Lautrec, starring Jose Ferrer, is a picture

which has already sent most critics into

panygerics of praise and will probably rate

among the ten best pictures, not only of

1953, but perhaps of the past ten years. It

is an Academy Award candidate.

" The Moon Is Blue". This is F. Hugh
Herbert's film version of his comedy stage

hit. ll is under Otto Preminger's direction,

with Williams Holden, David Niven and

Maggie McNamara. Lawn Addams, beauti-

ful blonde starlet, plays the second feminine

lead. A simultaneous German version is

being made, with three top-flight German
stars: Johannes Heesters, Hardy Krueger
and Johanna Matz.

Flynn Swashbuckler
" The Golden Blade". This is a swash-

buckling adventure romance, in Lastman-
color, starring F.rrol Flynn. It is being pro-

duced in Italy under Milton Krinis' di-

rection, with the protography in charge of

Academy Award winner Jack Cardiff, and
with Gina Lollobrigida playing opposite

Flynn.

"Melba" is the musical biography of Dame
Nellie Melba, the famed Australian singer,

produced by S. P. Eagle and directed in

Australia and Britain by Lewis Milestone.

Eagle's last big picture was "African

Queen", and in this one, Metropolitan Opera
star Patrice Munsel makes her screen debut,

with a cast including Robert Morley, Dame
Sybil Thorndike and Martita Hunt. Built

into the picture are excerpts from 11 popular
operas, and many of the operatic scenes were
made at Covent Garden Opera House In

London.

"Return to Paradise", made in Samoa with
Gary Cooper, has just finished shooting
under the direction of Mark ("Bright Vic-
tory") Robson. It's a Technicolor job on
the grand scale.

Mickey Spillane series. Screen versions

of two Mickey Spillane tough-guy detective

novels, which revolve around the character
of Mike Hammer, are going into production
soon, and will have a UA release. They are

"I, the Jury", and "Kiss Me Deadly". Spil-

lane's stories are, frankly, sex and slaughter
stuff, but since 16,000,000 copies of the books
have already been sold in the U. S. alone,

there ought to be a market for the films.

"Magnetic Monster" is a science-fiction

film drama starring Richard Carlson, di-

rected by Curt Siodmak. It deals with the

discovery of an element which doubles its

size and explosive power every few hours
and threatens to blast the earth out of its

orbit. This one is ready for release.

Phere are other big ones due—"Raiders
of the Seven Seas", "Gilbert and Sullivan",

"Via Flaminia" (which will be retitled) and
"Crossed Swords".

MOULIN ROUSE
Can-Can and Atmosphere

The UA team believes it is starting 1953

so far ahead of last year that the company
will end up with "a substantially larger

number of big ones" than in 1952.

Said Arthur Krim the other day, "All on

this evidence of how far we are progressing'

is more important than the figures of profit

or volume. We are in this industry for thd

long pull, and we are establishing ourselves

as the independent producer's company. The

big studios will undoubtedly continue to

give to the industry most of its product, and

there is no reason why this should not be.

But we believe it is in the interests of the in-

dustry as a whole that the independent

should be given every opportunity to expand

and develop."

BWANA DEVIL
3D Bonanza
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EXHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

Thetitremen on
Allied of Indiana

From the trade papers and newspaper

stories breaking during the present week it

is difficult to tell whether there is a genuine

stampede to 3-D or whether some of the

bulls are merely pawing the ground to see

which can stir up the most dust. An unwary

reader might get the impression that all pro-

ducers are going immediately in to 3-D and

that flat pictures are as outmoded as magic

lantern shows. Some of the publicity is

good, some mischievous. In the doubtful

class is Spyros Skouras' blurb about Cinema-

scope. It is reminiscent of his explosive

enthusiasm for Eidophor—an enthusiasm

that may have chilled since the FCC's testy

"put up or shut up" order in the theatre

television proceeding. With most of the film

companies carrying inventories of flat pic-

tures, and the overwhelming majority of

exhibitors lacking equipment to play any

other kind, one may question the wisdom

of proclaiming to the public that from now
on there will be nothing but depth pictures.

Pending a report by the Committee on

3-D and further word from Mr. Snaper, we
can only summarize developments as gleaned

from trade paper articles and, especially,

from The Wall Street Journal for February

2, which contains the best story on the sub-

ject that has come to our attention. Accord-

ing to the latter at least six Hollywood

studios "are now scampering into hurried

—

almost frenzied— plans for 3-D films".

From now on "spectacle pictures" will

have nothing to do with Cecil B. DeMille.

It will refer to pictures employing the

Natural Vision method which requires the

use by the audience of polarized glasses.

This method, or a reasonable facsimle there-

of, will be employed by Paramount, Metro,

Columbia and Warner Bros, in making
presently projected pictures. Universal is

said to be experimenting with a "mysterious

method" and refuses to release the results.

Paramount hope soon to demonstrate a new
system which will give an impression of

depth without goggles. Metro is said to be

Striving for a spray that will condition

screens for Natural Vision so as to obviate

the expense of installing new ones. It now
appears that the cost of equipping a theatre

for Natural Vision will not be as heavy as

was feared. Prospects' are bright that it

may be done for less than $1,000. The real

problem is whether pictures produced by
this method will be forthcoming in sufficient

volume to warrant the expense or whether
the producers will switch to some other sys-

tem that does not require glasses.

* * *

ITO of Ohio

At the present time there are on the

market three pictures, two of which can be

used in atiy theatre. More pictures using

these processes arc forthcoming shortly. The

equipped theatres are the ones which will

have the box office bonanza. We've been

looking for the panacea which will bring

our industry out of the doldrums—this is it!

( )f the three pictures on the market we
will discuss only two. Cinerama being

dropped lor the moment as too expensive

for the average theatre.

"Bwana Devil", a feature picture in Tech-

nicolor being distributed by I'nited Artists

is frankly a very poor picture as a piece of

entertainment. However, the illusion is so

interesting that the public is flocking to see

it. In Cleveland, from all reports, business

has been great at the Allen Theatre. It is

possible that this week will chalk up a gross

of $50,000 at a $1.25 admission of which 25

cents is Federal tax.

This attraction is slated to open in Colum-
bus on Feb. 19 at the RKO Palace. In the

meantime. Tri-Opticon, photographed in a

different way but projected in the same
manner will open at Loew's Broad in Co-

lumbus on Wednesday of this week. This

is a series of short subjects, partly in black

and white, partly in Technicolor. This

should be shown before "Bwana Devil" since

the public will accept the short subjects first

as almost a feature attraction but might not

do so after you have shown a feature picture.

"Bwana Devil" is viewed through glasses

with cardboard frames which are discarded

by the patron after use. They cost some
theatres 8 cents each—others 10 cents. This

sounds like a film deal.

An intermission is necessary, before and

after each showing of "Bwana Devil" or the

Tri-Opticon film. This will prove to be a

bonanza for the concession business. Let's

hope that the distributor doesn't try to claim

a percentage of that.

Of course you will have to purchase 24

inch reels to take up the film as it comes
through your projectors. Six such reels

should be sufficient for any installation but

four will do the trick if you use the exchange

reels for rewinding.

Only a theatre supply house can give you

the exact figures on costs but here is an ap-

proximate list:

Silver Screen 15 x 20 ft $340

18 x 24 ft 485

22 x 30 ft 760

Approximately let's say $ 600

Interlocking device for projectors

$150—$350 250

Additional rectifier or generator

$300—$500 400

Additional wiring 100

Magazines (four of 24 inch size) 300

Polaroid filters for projector 20

Static master brush to clean filters 12

Spirit level to make adjustments 2

Two Fans to keep filters cool avoiding

warping or buckling _ 20

Approximate cost total $1704

ATO of the Gulf States

If one is to judge industry-headlines cor-

rectly, the bullish and magic Third Dimen-

sion development is becoming a fever for

which remedy and control seems to be by-

passed. Instead, there is a mad scramble

for monopoly and each distributor staking

his own claim in his own private way with

his own special system is out gunning for

the controls. These chosen and selected few

working at polar ends in direct competition

to each other have cast such a spell of awe

and anxiety over the nation's independent

theatre owr ners that nothing short of be-

wilderment has set in.

The cavalcade of 3-D forms as reflected

in the headlines casts a bleak aspect on our

future as a whole but there is no reason why
it should. For the trouble is not 3-D itself,

but a lack of co-ordination and a uniformity

of development on the part of the private

interests who now control the patents. They

cannot foresee the dire necessity of working

as a team for the ultimate end of a single

standardization of the equipment needed for

the new reproductive science. They present-

ly are at variance and their goals are not for

the most good for all, but the most profit

for each.

This is nothing new. It happened with

the advent of Sound and only by the per-

sistent and patient work and influence of

Allied back in 1929 and the cooperation of

David Sarnoff who unlike others could see

beyond the third dimension of his nose, was

the desperate need of standardized sound

equipment finally realized. The original il-

legal clause as handed down by the distribu-

tors stipulating in their contracts "self-ap-

proved sound" was kicked out so fast by our

Attorney General upon justifiable pressure

from Allied that the distributors were happy

to get out of the whole mess.

You, Mr. Exhibitor, probably know as

much, if not more, about the new systems

now under experimentation as we do. Be

that as it may, it becomes necessary to single

them out as best we can. Cinerama is 2\

science in itself and its closest parallel is

Cinemascope whose patents are under the

control of 20th Century-Fox. Both these

mediums employ large screens: Cinerama

the very wide curved screen and Cinema

scope the wide flat screen. The othci

medium, that is the one used for the presen

taiion of "Bwana Devil", is, at this time, re

garded as the pure 3-D or Third Dimension

( >ur impression is: no one yet knows if 3-1

will In swallowed up by Cinerama or Cine

mascope, or whether further advancement

in the science will scrap all present ma

chinery and crystallize the most advantage

ous elements of each into a complete ag

gregate as another system entirely. It mos

assuredly follows, however, that we mus

have standardization of equipment.
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'Bali on the Ball

Paramount keeps pounding away with the

Road to Bali" campaign. Having gotten a

ig break with the eight-instalment ang-

iography of Bing Crosby in the Saturday

Evening Post, this was augmented by huge

\
nsplay ads by the Post in 600 U. S. and

anadian newspapers. The film was pointed

p in the ads which range from full page to

i) line insertions. The SEP is also supply-

ig theatres with colorful 40 x 60's, announc-

ig the series, for posting in lobbies. An
lea of the extent of the SEP's ad campaign

m be garnered from the fact that news-

apers in every city that has a sale of at

past 500 copies of the SEP will carry the

ds. That means circulation topping 36,000,-

,00 and readership at least double that. Para-

mount branches are distributing special bro-

hures to exhibitors explaining various tie-

,ps which can be made in connection with

he SEP series.

Candy Industry Spreads

Some $25,000,000 will be spent by the

andy industry's leading manufacturers for

dvertising in 1953, a survey by the trade

lublication, Candy Industry, avers. Accord-

rig to the findings, three of the confectioners

kill spend alone a total of five and a quarter

pillions. They are Peter Paul, Inc., Mars,

nc. and Planters. This means that the

weets-makers will go well over the ad

•udget for 1951 and 1952. It also means a

big boost for the concessions stands in the

lation's theatres.

Futurama

An "Electromagnetic Futurama" is the

mpressive phrase used by United Artists to

lescribe its touring exhibit to plug its new
idence-fiction drama, "The Magnetic Mon-
ger". The display, due for a cost-to-coast

our of major cities, will demonstrate the

>perations of such devices as a miniature

nechanical memory machine, an anti-gravity

Universale "City Beneath the Sen" received tt

special assist at the RKO Palace in Cleveland

when l.t. Harry K. Rieseberg gave pointers on
diving equipment used in the lobby. Manager
Mux Mink is 'it right.

ROAD TO BALIm **•»• »t Mxmt >

».i wuwiii »r-0ts row Rutio

A pair of the "Bali" ballys using gorilla angle:

At top, a giant gorilla (or man dressed as one)

buys the first ticket at the New York Astor Thea-

tre. He then toured the city to plug the film.

Below. Louisville's Riulto manager J. J. Mussel-

man had man costumed us gorilla drive around

town in tie-up with Ford agency.

belt, a model atom-smasher, a photon-gun

and an electronic oscilloscope. If this is a

bit obscure to non-science fiction devotees,

star Richard Carlson, a part-time scientist

in his own right, will explain the operations

on the West Coast. After that, Jarma Lewis,

featured player in the film, will take over the

commentary for the nationwide tour.

Stills Switch To Color

The emphasis on color is now being ex-

tended to stills. M-G-M is making this im-

portant promotion facet in 8 \ 10 size avail-

able to exhibitors on the same rental basis

as black and white -tills. Explaining that

the 11 x 14 color -tills "haven't caught on to

a degree where it's economically wise to

continue their production," the 11 \ 1 4's will

be discontinued and the 8 x 10's expanded.

Beginning with "1 Love Melvin" and "Som-

brero", there will be nine 8 \ 10 (inters on

all color films thereafter. To make sure that

exhibitor- know of this new service, sample

stills will be included in every accessory

sample kit which goes to some 600 circuits

and first run theatre-; some 5000 more thea-

tre- will be untitled by mailing pieces and

the field Staff is using personal contact and

letters to spread the word.

Fox Does It Again

20th-Fox did it again with a big double-

truck featuring one its pictures by a big-city

department store. This time it was Macy's,

really spreading out on "Tonight We Sing"

with two full pages in the dailies. As in the

case of the May Company in Los Angeles

and Gimbels in New York, the copy was
angled with the spotlight on the picture, only

more so. In fact, the right-hand page was
devoted completely to the film, with the

store mentioned only in the headline,

"Macy's believes New Yorkers will flock to

see 'Tonight We Sing' . .
." The other page

led into the plug with "Shop Macy's the

store with more till 9 on Thursday . . . then

you'll still have time see the movie about the

man who brought more music to more

people.
—'Tonight We Sing'." That's quite

a parlay for the 20th organization—and quite

an idea for theatremen who have the initi-

ative to organize a similar set-up in their

own town.

This Way For Treasure

A colorful parchment-like map, authenti-

cally detailing locations of sunken treasures

is being made available by Universal for

lobby display in connection with openings

of "City Beneath the Sea". The map was

prepared by Lieut. Harry E. Rieseberg,

world's foremost authority on sunken trea-

sure. It should make an interesting and eye-

catching display.

Lucky 13

There aren's many people who know what

Triskedekaphobia is, but at least one exhibi-

tor managed to cash in on it—and a lot more

can. Montague Salmon, who handles the

reins for Broadway's Rivoli theatre, struck

a telling blow against Triskedekaphobia

—

okay, we'll end the suspense and tell you

it'- fear of the number 13—and a typical

(Continued on Page 30)

Looking over the various brands of merchandise

at the press luncheon to display the great variety

o) tie-ins on "Peter Pan" are. from left. Disney's

Card Walker, Leo F. Samuels. I im cnt Jeffords,

II. T. Heisser, RKO sales head Chart's Boasberg

end Disney domestic sales manager Irving Ludu ig.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

STAR OF STARS IN THE STAR'

GREATNESS ISN"T ALWAYS PRETTY

There are few stars in Hollywood's history that have maintained the fan following

that is Bette Davis'. To her admirers—and they number in the millions—she is the

star of stars, the great lady of the screen who has never failed to meet the highest

standards of the thespic art. Her two-time Oscar selection, as well as nine nominations

for an Academy Award, including the forthcoming selections for her portrayal in

"The Star." establish that reputation beyond doubt.

"The Star" is a natural for Miss Davis. As an aging actress, famed as an Oscar

winner, who tries to hang on to her laurels of the past, then finally decides to be-

come a woman instead of a celebrity, Bette fits into the role as snugly as Monroe in

a satin gown. It's a one-woman show, esconced in the fascination that is Hollywood.

With its enhancement by the recent nomination of Miss Davis for the Oscar for her

performance in the film, it stacks up as a hefty exploitation film.

The star, the title, the Davis-tailored story are all hooks on which to hang the

public interest. The appeal to the legions of Davis fans is obvious. It should be angled

to play up the brilliant performance she gives, in a role no one else could have played

—the '"Star of stars in the role of roles."

CO-OP CAMPAIGN
Bette Davis' performance and the title an- ideal

for tie-up ads with local merchandiser. "Starring1!

merchandising specials have already been pre*

tested by the May Company in Los Angeles and

Gimbel Brothers in New York. Both used two-

page spreads which featured Miss Davis and "The

Star" as the dominant theme of the ad- (see

"What the Showmen are Doing" in Feb. 9 issue

of FILM BULLETIN*.
The film offers a wonderful opportunity to ad

range tie-ups with the big department store or

super-market in your town. Consult with the mosAi

imaginative, modern local merchandiser to art

range ads to break with playdate. The ad wiB

draw attention to both the film and the "Starl

merchandise. Promotion impact can be added by

carrying the theme into the windows of the co-

operating stores.

ADS
A unique ad campaign can be scheduled. When

the New York Rivoli opened the film, it defied a

taboo long a tradition in film ads—that the star

NEWSPAPER ADS

*m TOMORROW « « * 25»tv<mli iw « »»»

.„„. „„ esrrc nAVK .."'rur cfAff"— ^—

«

never be shown wearing glasses. The resu

(above) was a revelation. It caused a flurry <

talk, and, naturally, a boost for the boxoffice.

The regular ads on the picture are highly e

fective, playing up the star, the story and tr

kudoes for the performance. To the four-star co[

at the right can be added the Oscar nominatifl

Miss Davis received last week.

There is also a highly provocative radio ar

TV campaign. The former has spot transcriptioi

with Davis' voice and open ends for playda

identification, and a five-minute interview wi',

the star, leaving blank spaces for the local a,

nouncer's questions to give the illusion of a stud

interview. Both are free and can be obtained

order. There is also a special 20-second TV sir.

or "Telop" for video presentation.
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iving in the past glory that was once hers, the star

lutches her Oscar. Sterling Hayden is the dubious

oeclator. Below, the disillusioned star sees her fame

ut on the auction block.

THE STAR

Bette Davis handpicked the only film in

vhich she will appear in 1953, "The Star' , a

!Oth-Fox release. Her choice, apparently, was

i happy one— it earned her the ninth Academy
Ward nomination of her illustrious career.

The story of "the last six days in the life of

in actress and the first six hours in the life of

1 woman" finds the star arrested for drunken-

less after a steady decline. Befriended hy a

former actor, Sterling Hayden, she tries to

escape the Hollywood net by taking a job in

he May Company as a salesgirl. Recognized

md humiliated, the star seeks a renewal of her

Fame in pictures, but only succeeds in making
herself ridiculous angling for the role of the

young lead. Her realization comes at a Holly-

wood party when, relegated to the background,
!she is asked by an eager beaver stage producer
ilo play a falling star. She leaves the tinsel of

the screen for the role she has never tried—-

being a woman and a wife.

Bert K. Friedlob produced, Stuart Heisler

directed from an original screenplay bv
[Catherine Albert and Dale Eunson.



(Continued from Page 27)

showmanship thrust on Friday, Feb. 13. Ap-

proached by Nick Matsuokas, head of the

National Committee of 13 Against Supersti-

tion, Prejudice and Fear, to aid in the Com-
mittee's war against triskedekaphobia, Sal-

mon went to town. He offered anyone pre-

senting the traditionally unlucky $2 bill in

payment for a ticket on that date free ad-

mission to the ticket-buyer's guest. He ad-

mitted free the 13th person seeking ad-

mission on the 13th minute of every hour

during the 13 hours of the theatre's oper-

ation. The theatre's entrance had step

ladders for anyone wishing to enter from

under, open umbrellas indoors and for other

superstition defying gimmicks. The theatre'

lobby had a big exhibition on the "Ways of

Superstitions", with displays from all parts

of the world, supplied by the Committee.

There will be two more Friday the Thir-

teenths this year. W hat about it, showmen?

Circulation Busters

Perhaps if a theatreman had tried it, there

might have been the devil to pay. But the

New York Daily News seems to have gotten

away with a promotion on the forthcoming

20th-Fox musical, "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," and it-- two stars, Marilyn Monroe
and lane Russell, that had the whole town

talking. As an advance for the cover on it>

Sunday Coloroto section of the 15th, plus a

two-page layout inside, a reproduction of the

cover was featured in big display ads in the

other X Y dailies and the News' fleet '>t

trucks was plastered with posters similar to

the ads. The big headline, "The Battle of

the Bulges", was stripped in a white block

which covered the area of the buxom pair

just below the shoulders and just above the

waist. To see the rest of the picture, you'd

have to buy a copy of the paper. We don't

have the circulation figures yet, but it would

be reasonable to assume that the Sunday
Xews of Feb. IS may have busted some sort

of record as a restdt of the teaser—with

resultant publicity for the picture it would

have been impossible to buy.

"Jazz Singer" Contest

The Hearst chain of newspapers, always

a plugger for movies, is sponsoring a series

of nationwide "Jazz Singer" contests, tying

in with local engagements of the Warner
musical. While the aim is to find the most
popular "Jazz Singer" via local newspaper
coupon balloting, participating theatres can

also tie in with local radio stations to invite

entrants to audition with tunes from the film.

Record shops would also be a part of the

promotion, soliciting patrons to enter the

contest via tape or wire recordings. Finalists

w ill appear on stage of theatre to be judged

by committee of disc jockeys, radio station

musical directors, band leaders, etc.

The Rocky Mountain premiere of "The Naked

Spur" featured a tie-up in Denver with canary

Peggy King in a p.a. in the record department

of the Denver Dry Goods Co. The store went all-

out in promoting the MGM film.

Another 'High Noon?
Remember what "High Noon", last year's

hit titled ballad by Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned
Washington from the film of the same name
did to bring the title in front of the public?

Tin- same team has delivered a similar gadget

for I'A's "Return to Paradise" and it will

get the same build-up the original received.

Look for it.

PA. CENSORS WARN SHOWMAN
The Pennsylvania censor board is clamp-

ing down on sensationalism in advertising

of movies. Claiming they have been "deluged

with complaints", especially about newspaper

ads containing "lurid sensationalism", the

Board served notice to all exchanges and ex-

hibitors in the State to cut the practice, or,

if in doubt, to submit the banner, poster or

ad to the Board,

Haymes P.A.'s

Dick Haymes, with two Columbia musi-

cals due for release soon, is busy doing p.a.

leg work on behalf of the films, "All Ashore"
and "Cruisin' Down the River". After an

intensive round of TV shows, including

Jackie Gleason's Thursday CBS-TV net-

work telecast, in New York, he joins Co-
lumbia's "All Ashore" national tour of four

lassies from the musical's cast and will stay

with the troupe for part of its coverage of

key city openings.

Indians Again On Path
U-I's Indians are on the wahoo-path again.

Latest of the company's Technichillers to

get the benefit of a redskin tour is "Semi-

nole" which had its world debut at three

Miami Theatres on Feb. 20, launching terri-

torial saturation openings of the picture out

of the Jacksonville and Atlanta exchanges.

The "Seminole" campaign will be high-

lighted by a tour of eight Seminole Indians

in the same way the earlier Indian films,

"Comanche Territory," "Tomahawk" and
" The Battle at Apache Pass" were so effec-

tively done. The "Seminole" Indian tour

Coming this Sunday . . .

took lor story and pkturesjn the Sunday News Coloroto Section

Cover of the A. Y. Daily News Sunday supple-

ment for "Gentlemen Prefer Blondest

marks the eighth picture released by U-I

since the first of the year which has been

backed by touring personalities to keys and

sub-keys.

Clooney-Conscious
Rosemary Clooney's build-up continues

apace. Latest of the Paramount gimmicks to

make the country Clooney-conscious is a re-

institution of the fan photo giveaway by the-

atres for her screen debut in "The Stars Are

Singing". An 8 x 10 autographed photo of

the new screen star has been lithographed

for distribution in theatres at opening ma-

tinees and as promotion giveaways on radio

and TV shows.

S-R Plugs 3-D
Stereo-Realist camera dealers throughout

New York City joined in the promotion of

the Broadway premiere of "Bwana Devil",

in a tie-up with United Artists. By the time

the picture opened on Feb. 18, some 900 of

the Stereo-Realist outlets had been supplied

with window display materials, ad mats and

promotion booklets to plug the 3-D film.

Concurrently with his engagement of ''Niagara

Max Chasens (right) of the Shor Theatre it

Atlantic City had a giant postcard iruiting patron

to sign their names for Marilyn Monroe fan club

They would then receive autographed photo. Vci

to Chasens is Glenn Norn's. 20th-Fox Atlant'

Division sales manager, and at left. Sam Diamond

20th-Fox Philadelphia branch manager.
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?fQUOT€S What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

JVm I - Press Lavishes Pr€tise an *Maulin Mtautje 9

Rarely does a film receive the concerted

Icclaim accorded United Artists' Technicolor

roduction, "Moulin Rouge" by the N. Y.

lm critics. The picture was greeted with

lerbal bouquets of "magnificent motion pic-

Ufe achievement," "one of the most felici-

bus movies ever made," and "probably the

host beautiful picture ever made". It was

onsidered by some reviewers as director

ohn Huston's greatest picture in his Int-

roducing career. For the most part, they

ased their praise on the excellent produc-

pn elements, relegating the story and in-

ividual performances to a less enthusiastic

Lvel.

"Emerges unquestionably to be the most

ivacious and exciting illustration of bohemi-

n Paris ever splashed upon the screen . . .

THE STAR*

OTH CENTURY-FOX
"Designed for moviegoers particularly in-

vested in watching a stormy feminine dis-

lay of histrionics . . . Offers Miss Davis'

ans a chance to watch a real star turn done

y a top-notch movie actress."—Guernsey,

J. Y. Herald Tribune

"Bette Davis has an emotional carnival

. . Recent seasons have brought us a

umber of pictures about jaded stars ('Sun-

.et Boulevard', 'All About Eve', etc.) and all

;f them have been outstanding pictures. 'The

itar' upholds the tradition."—Cook, N. Y.

Vorld-Telegram

"Bette Davis' memorable portrayal of a

ading stage star in 'All About Eve' ... is

epeated by her almost in toto . . . Even
hough redundant and familiar, as this per-

ormance inevitably is . . . Miss Davis still

nakes its sizzle."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

.aced as it is with hokum and the Bette

Javis brand of theatrics . . . this is the kind

'f picture than can easily be torn to bits by
nemies or enjoyed by those who are open-
ninded on such subjects as Davis, stardom,
nd standard thinking on Hollywood."

—

Vinsten, N. Y. Post

ABOVE AND BEYOND'
d-G-M
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

'arker and Taylor give it all they've got,

vhich is enough to touch an average audi-
nce."—Winsten. N. Y. Post

"A surpassing him; all should sec it . . .

\ saga of the skies, it pulls you up on the
•dge of your seat."—O'Connor, N. Y.
ournal-American

"Only possible objection is that it is . . .

veil worn . . . The story is set down straight-
orwardly with a minimum of the spcclacu-
ar laboratory hokum that usually accom-
lanies movies narratives of scientific ad-
vance."—Cook, N. V. World-Telegram

"Presented under pressure and with a good
leal of excitement

. . . 'Above and Beyond'

3

Exquisiteness of the illustration is superla-

tive and complete . . . Sheer stimulation is

not only charming, but it develops a flow of

emotional response within the bewitched be-

holder that is keyed to the plot."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times
"Distinguished far beyond most ordinary

movie biographies. The color is phenomenal

. . . Monumental piece of work, but for

technical rather than emotional reasons . . .

Magnificent motion picture achievement.''

—

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"John Huston has created the masterwork

of his notable career . . . Every detail of this

film leaves its inspiring touch on memory
. . . Dust off the Oscars, you people out in

Hollywood's Academy. Here comes 'Moulin

Rouge'."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

is far from perfect, but much of it is a force-

ful tribute to the men tough enough to take

the extraordinary punishment of command."
—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"So long as attention is directed to the

strictly technical activities . . . this tediously

long and earnest picture has substance and

plausibility . . . But the long-drawn and in-

timate attention that the script writers and
the picture give to the heart-throbs ... is a

bit on the ostentatious side."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times

•PETER PAN"
RKO RADIO
"Disney has made an animated cartoon

jamboree . . . Much of it is immensely funny

. . . and that is all anyone could ask of a

full-length cartoon movie . . . When it be-

comes a lark ... it is magic, indeed, and

sparkles with the magic dust of laughter."

—

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Has the story but not the spirit of 'Peter

Pan' as it was plainly conceived by its

author . . . However, that's not to say it isn't

a wholly amusing and engaging piece . . .

The kiddies and their parents were beating

down the doors yesterday."—Crowther, N. Y.

Times
"Not the best Disney, except where it

bursts the Barrie boundaries entirely and
reverts to Disney's old, mad slapstick . . .

Barrie's 'Peter Pan' merely used as a point

of departure . . . Best things in the picture

are also Disney."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Considerably more violent and slapstick

than one would expect in any version of

Barrie's play. Once the Barrie devotee's

surprise is over, he can settle down t<> pretty

good rough-and-tumble Disney entertain-

ment . . . Concentrated on boisterous fun

and excitement."—Cook, N. Y. World-Tele-
gram & Sun

"Delightful fairy tale that will captivate

children of all ages . . . Pure excapisl fare,

blending whimsy and make-believe with

lively action and lilting humor."— Pelswick,

X. Y. Journal-American

"Excellent (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Probably the most beautiful picture ever

made . . . Film that moves you to pity and to

understanding, and that is rare indeed in a

picture that succeeds also on the level of

period and clothes and customs . . . This

year's first major American film, a credit to

John Huston and the Paris where it was
made."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Visually exciting, magnificently photo-

graphed drama that's bound to become one

of the most talked about pictures of the year

. . . Most imaginative use yet made of Tech-

nicolor."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- American

"Paris has never been so beautiful on the

screen. Scenes are alive with vitality and

character, greater than in any picture Eve

ever seen."

—

:Hale, N. Y. News

'ROAD TO BALI'

PARAMOUNT
"This veteran and camera-scarred team is

the neatest, smoothest combo of comics novv

working the fun side of the screen . . . (it)

is a whoopingly hilarious film, full of pure

crazy situations and deliciously discourteous

gags, all played with evident relish and split-

second timing by the team . . . Never better

in their happy excursions down the 'Roads'."

—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Jiggles along in the informal style of a

Bing Crosby-Bob Hope vehicle, and it offers

another pleasant ride for all comers . . .

Soothing kind of entertainment, with an oc-

casional roar in the midst of many chuckles,

and it is all too rare in modern screen

comedy."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
"Bing and Bob . . . are at their best when

they forget the script and romp about their

own 'business' in Bali. Each has a line and
the line is loaded with laughs"— < >'Connor,

N. Y. Journal-American

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER'
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
"No royal flush, to be sure, but it certainly

is well-worth seeing. Sit in for a round and
I'll wager, you'll give it a hand."—O'Connor,
N. Y. Journal-American

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Some-
thing distinctly ingratiating about ' The Mis-

sissippi Gambler* . . . Picture will give your

subconscious too oft-expressed wish-fancies

a vigorous workout."—Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Flashily ante-bellum and as obviously pat

as a royal flush . . . Notwithstanding its

costumes, duels, courtly manners, gaming
and brawls, (it) is standard stuff."—Weiler,

N. V. Times
"Yesterday morning's first audience at the

Slate applauded . . . The stilled action called

for something in the way of demonstration.

The film wasn't quite funny enough for

laughs."— Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Whole thing is a plushy, golden dream

—

perhaps something you might enjoy most if

von happened to be asleep."—Cook, X. Y.

World-Telegram
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WILL WARNERS AGAIN

MAKE MDVIE HISTORY?

CinemaSeope
Vs. Polaroids

(Continued from Page II)

Of course, the biK, the primary, question

that is tantalizing production executives, as

well as everyone else in the movie business,

is how well the public will take to a steady

diet of polaroid glasses for their moviegoing.

While no one can yet be classified as an

expert in any phase of the 3D boom, some

of the industry's keenest executives have

been expressing doubt that interest can be

maintained in the stereoscopic system in-

definitely. They contend that the incon-

vience and strain of wearing the spectacles

will cool the public's ardor once the novelty

is worn thin. That is why these men art-

hoping and banking on the success of Cine-

maSeope.

Re that as it may, there is a substantial

school of opinion that the polaroid process

is going to have a very merry time for quite

a while. Right now, they point out, the

public is buying any kind of film in depth,

even a program of 16-millimeter abstracts

thrown up on only part of a regular theatre

screen. This section of the industry argues

that with the release of pictures like "House

of Wax", "Sangaree" and "Fort Ti", people

will get a real taste of the visual excitement

that can be brought them via the stereo-

scopic system and, glasses or no, they will

demand more of the same. Time and ex-

perience, alone, will provide the answer. The

answer may come very soon after "House of

Wax" opens at the New York Paramount

and the Mastbaum, in Philadelphia, about

the middle of April.

One thing is certain: movie history will be

made in one form or another this year 1953.

lirush aside those skeptics who deny that

the third dimension will bring about a revo-

lution in the movie world. Without contra-

dicting the contention that the basic dra-

matic elements, story, direction, perform-

ance, will still prevail, one has to be afflicted

with the worst possible case of myopia to

fail to see the vast, untapped fields of enter-

tainment that can now be explored with this

added dimension. Whether the ultimate tech-

nique employs the polaroid glasses or the

C inemaScope screen, one or another form of

31) will enable the industry to boast, truly:

Movies Are Better Than Kvcr.

"House oj H' ax" director Andre De Toth (beside

camera in dark coat) directs scene in. In front

of him and under hand of wax monk is star Vin-

cent Price. Phyllis Kirk stands on woodpile next

to wax effigy of Joan of Arc.

The Pursuit

Things To Check

For 3D Installation

tt ith four third-dimension films ("Rwana
Devil", "House of Wax". "Sangaree". "For:

TO to be in release within two months,

exhibitors should check their projection

equipment for the following:

1. Can present wiring carry load of simultaneous

use by both projectors?

2. SCREENS:—
1. Projection Angle

2. Projection Distance

3. Overall Screen Size

4. Type of Arc Lamp—Carbon Size

5. Amperage

6. Width of Theatre

7. Balcony or Flat

8. How Old Is Present Screen?

3. INTERLOCK
1. Is Soundhead Motor High Speed One in

Front or Low Speed in Rear?

2. Name of Soundhead and Model Number

3. Type of Base

4. GENERATOR
1. How Many in Theatre?

2. Size, Condition, etc. of each

3. Condition of Generator Wiring

4. Do We Need Rectifier?

5. ARC LAMPS
I. Do they need adjustment?

6. PROJECTORS
Name and Model Number

Equipment Needed:

—

1. (2) Polaroid Filters

2. A Spirit Level

3. Static Brush for Filters

4. Two Fans to Help Keep Filters Cool

5. One Hundred Feet of 3D Test Film to

See if Machines in Focus

6. Spare Reels

7. Housing for Reels

8. Magazine Size in House at Present

a. All New Magazines Needed

9. Do Projectors Require Lowering for Mag-

azines?

10. Do They Require Being Pushed Back to

Make Space for Filters?

Hoy Roberts is about to be strangled in third-

dimension by The Monster.

Projection booth at Warner studio converted />)

Natural Vision screenings. Special polarized filt

directly over wall phone makes image on screti

properly polarized for audience Hearing glassi

Second projector similarly equipped.
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'RDDUCTIOn
I R€L€flS€ R6CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS
i 9! -52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

155)

:
i9)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

N RODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

;0 PLETED
\ret Flight
• -m Bound —
dtf Zone
iann Ambush
)eai Man's Trail

)e$t Pursuit

>isclockey 177)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rei. No. Rev.

..Morris-Albright 7-20 52 1 0 ....

Clements 10-52 5216...

22 ....

5244 ....

5243 ...

5209
21

..Hodiak-Christian 9-52
. Brown-Co-ites 10-12
..Brown-Ellison 7-6.
Morris-Caruso 5-52
Simms-O'Shea 8-23

-ane of the Arctic Kirby-Grant 12-28M .Elliot 9-52
lat*>p IC) - Hayden-Carlson 11-52

euc ' Fools - - Gorcey-Hall „ 9-14
iok Fever Morgan-Calvert 6-8

iun in, The Wilson-Knight 4-13
teriComes the Marines Gorcey-Hall 6-15
-lia\tha IC) - Edwards-Dugay 12-7
liglayman, The (C) 183) Hendrix-Coburn - 9-8
loin readers. The - Elliott-Vallin 2-53
ale Gorcey-Hall
unci Girl

Pacific (C)

6-18
5222
5226

... 520 1

.5213.. „

.5220
.5252......

.5212
. 5202..
...... 20 8-27

-Elliott-Stewart
Brown-Ellison
Wilson-Clyde
Wilson-Stewart

2-53 24
5-4 5225..

. 3-52 .... 5242

5253...zzrz
2-52 .... 5251- _
12-9 ....

8-24 . 5204...

n 7-52 5218

tails Territory 173)

.tanrom Black Hills (78)

Aex sn Silver

onna Incident
il Raiders _ Wilson-Knight

.

lor1*est Territory 161) . _ ...Grant-Chinook
!ostlowl Story, The IC) 173) Thompson-Miles
ea ger (71) Archer-Chapmai
ion

: Belle Starr Larsen-Castle
•4o >lds Barred Bowery Boys .t. .12-52
anor Incident Brent-Aldon 2-53

exa City Brown-Elliscn 12-30

orpJo Alley „ Stevens-Malone 11-52 23
'ici.s Years, The (79) Cook-Moore 2-18
Hat 168) Elliott 2-52.

fVacns West (C) (70) Cameron 6-29
Vhi Lightning Clements-Bestar
fVyuing Roundup
>qu ed Circle, The
'uk Gold

5214

5224
5203 6-30

Wilson-Coates 11-9..

..Kirkwood-Gleason
Grant-Hyer 8-52

5254

5221

COLUMBIA
' 9 ?-53 Features

Serials

Completed
Completed

(41

3)

In

In

Production (2)

Production (0)

Rel. No. Rev.

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN RODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

For Ty IT) 13-DI Montgomery-Vohs
vlis>n Over Korea Hodiak-Derek
CC'IPLETED
Mf, in Trinidad 198) Hayworth-Ford 9-52 ... 7-28
Ml shore IT) 180) Rooney-Lawrence 3-53
Am'ish at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
Assnment—Paris (85) Andrews-Toren 10-52 ... 8-25
lar d Wire (61) Autry-Buttram 7-52
"ig ump, The IT) Ladd- Andrews

12-52 11-3

i.u Canadian Rockies (58) ...Autry-Buttram 11-52
lri<nd, The IT) (94) Dexter-Lawrence 7-52
Cabrnia Conquest (T) (79) Wilde-Wright 7-52 6-30
Cai^in Pirate (T) (85) _ Louis Hayward 8-52 431 7-28

Simmons-Howard 8-52 1 0—8
. McGuire-Moore

Coiuest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
Cri.le Creek (T) (78) ..Montgomery-Booth .....7-52 6-30
Crun' Down the River IT) Haymes-Totter
Eig Iron Men 180) Colleano-Frani
Finghters, Th e Williams-Reynolds ...

Fiv Angels on Murder (88) J. Kent-D. Bogarde 3-53
49t Man, The Ireland-Denning

Fingers of Dr. T., The IT) Hayes-Healy
Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer 1—53

Go en Hawk (T) (83) ..Fleming-Haydn 10-52 508 9-22
Hainan's Knot (T) (81) Scott-Jarman 1 1-52 .. .

Ha>y Time, The 194) — -Boyer-Driscoll 12-52 506 6-30
He|Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth

ion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle 12-52
McCall, Desperado IT) Montqomery-Stevens
ler, The -Douglas-Vitale - ...

hon City ( 54) Starrett-Burnette 7-52 486
le Safari — . Weissmuller-Greene ... ..

KnFrom Broken Gun (56) ..Starrett-Bunett 8-52 481
!S of the Chorus 161) (Reissue) Monroe-Jergens . 11-52
of the Comanches (T) (85) Crawford-Hale 2-53
p°»e, The Crawford-Derek
Train From Bombay 172) _. _Hall-Ferraday 8-52 504 8-1
Do It Again IT) Wyman-Milland .

M iber of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris
tana Territory IT) 164)

3-53
McAllister-Hendrix . 6-52

OiJop of Old Smoky 1591 Autry-Burnette 3-53
Paifmder, The IT) (78) Montogmery-Carter 1-53
p*a 1801 Young-Smith 6-52

3-53

438

436
P'ce of Pirates IT) 1801 Derek-Rush
fV:>ners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
R. bow Round My Shoulder IT) (78) Laine-Daniels 9-52 503
K'l Snow (75) Madison-Mala 7-52 439
Hn of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Um* (T) (103) Hayworth Granger

12-29
6-30

5-19

9-22

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Savage Mutiny (73) Weissmuller- Stevens 3-53...
Storm Over Tibet 187) Reagon-Douglas 7-52
Strange Fascination (80) Moore-Haas 12-52
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning-Loo 2-53
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
Wagon Team (61) .. Autry-Buttram 9-52
Walk East on Beacon (98) Murphy-Gilmore 6-52
War Cry (C) Montgomery-Long .. .

Winning of the West (57) Autry-Burnette . 1-53

505 10-6

476
426
435

5-5

LIPPERT
1952-53 Completed (15)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

COMPLETED
Bachelor in Paris Price-Auer
Bad Blonde Payton-Wright
Cairo George Raft
Captain Kidd (Reissue) 189) Scott-Laughton
Chu Chin Chow Anna May Wong
Gambler and the Lady (71) Dane Clark
Great White Hunter IReissue) (89) Peck-Preston
Hellgate (87) Hayden-Leslie
I'll Get You 1791 George Raft

Johnny the Giant Killer (T) Animation Feature
Jungle, The (74) Cameron-Romero
Mr. Walkie-Talkie 165) Tracy-Sawyer
Perils of the Jungle (631 Clyde Beatty
Pirate Submarine 169) Special Cast
Scotland Yard Inspector (73) Romero-Maxwell
Secret People (87) Cortesa-A. Hepburn
Spaceways - Duff-Bartok
Tall Texan. The (84) Bridges-Cobb
Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63) Special Cast

In Production (0)

Rel.

3-27
4-24

12-12
4-10
12-26
12-12

. 9-5
1-16

7-4
1 1-28
3-20
7- 18

10-31
8-25

2-13
11-14

No.

5213
521

1

5210
5215
5204
5209
5113
5206
5205
5112
5203
5214
51 10

5202
5116

5207
. 5201

Rev.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (7)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Arena (Ans) (3-D)
Big Leaguer, The
Easy To Love (T)

No. Rev.

Saaida IT)

Take the High Ground lAns)

COMPLETED

Apache War Smoke (67)

Bad and the Beautiful, Th

Because You're Mine IT) 1103)

Code 2 169)

Robinson-Ellen
Williams-Johnson
Gable-Gardner ~

.

Wilde-Ferrer
Widmark-Stewart

Taylor- Parker 53 313 12-1

Revnoldt-Uan ...

Roland-Horton 10--52 305 10-6

Turner-Douglas 1--53 315 2-9

Bogart-Allyson 4-53 2-9

Lanza-Whitmore 10--52 304 9-8
Skeltnn-Greer 1--53 316
Meeker-Forrest _ _

Johnson-Leigh 4--S3 322 1-26

..Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas ___

Keel-Greer -53 314 12-1

Kelly-Angeli ._ 9 -52 302 8-25

Dangerous When Wet -. —
Desperate Search, The (71)

Devil Makes Three. The 190) IT)..

Dream Wife - Grant-Kerr -

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92)...Champion-0
,

Keefe 10-52 306
Fearless Fagan 1781 Leigh-Carpenter
Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons .

Glery Alley 179) ...Caron-Meeker ..

Girl Who Had Everything, The 169) Taylor-Lamas ._

Hoaxters. The (36) Documentary
Holiday for Sinners 172) Young-Rule 7-52
Hour of Thirteen, The (80) Lawford-Addams
I Love Melvin (T) (771 O'Connor-Reynolds

241

10-20
7-14

6-52 234 -

319 1-12

239 6730
309 10-20
323 2-93-53

Invitation to the Dance (T) ....

Ivanhoe IT) 1106)
Jeopardy 170)

Julius Caesar
Latin Lovers IT)

Lili IT) 181)

Kelly-Youskevitch
R. Taylor-E. Taylor 8-52 307
Stanwyck-Sullivan . 2-53 317

Brando-Mason
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer

6-30

Lovely to Look At (102) IT) Grayson-Skelton 7-52 237

Main Street to Broadway All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) 1105) Turner-L^mas 9-52 301 9-22

Mv Man and I (99) Winters-Montalban 9-52 .., 303 .

Million Dollar Mermaid ITI 1110) Williams-Mature 12-52 312 . 1 1-17

Naked Spur. The IT) 191) Stewart-Ryan 2-53 318

Never Let Me Go — Gable-Tierney 327
6-U
I 1-3

10-20
I 1-19

Pat and Mike 193) Tracy-Hepburn 6-52 235

Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104) Tracy-Tierney _ 1 1-52 310

Prisoner of Zenda IT) 1100) . Granger-Kerr 11-52 . 308

Ouo Vadis IT) (168) Taylor-Kerr 218

Remains To Be Seen Allyson-Johnson
Ride. Vaauero lAnsI Gardner-R. Taylor ...

Rogue's March 1841 Lansford-Rule 3-53 320

Scandal At Scourie IT) Garson-Pidgeon
Scaramouche IT) 1115) S.Grainger-E.Parker 6-52 236

See How They Run Dandridge-Horton 326

Sky Full of Moon 173) Carpenter-Sterling 12-52 311 11-17

Slight Case of Larceny Rooney-Brac ken

1-12

6-30
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Small Town Girl IT) 1931 J. Powell-Granger 4-53

Sombrero IT) Montalban-Angeli 3—53

S»*ry of Three Loves |TI (1221 All-Star Cast
rime Bomb (77) Ford-Vernon
Wahington Story (82) _
You For Me (701 -

Young Bess IT)

325
324

.Johnson-Neal 7-52 . 238 7-14

Lawford-Greer 8-52 .....240 8-1

1

.....Sommons-Granger

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Caddy. The Martin & Lewis
Elephant Walk IT) Leigh-Andrews
Sangaree IT) (3-D) Lamas-Dahl

COMPLETED
Anything Can Happen (107) Ferrer-Hunter
Arrowhead (T) _ Heston-Palance
Atomic City, The 185) Barry-Clarke 4-52
Blazing Forest (T) (911 Payne-Moorehead 12-52

Botany Bay IT) Ladd-Mason
Caribbean IT) (95) Payne-Dahl 9-52
Carrie 1 1 181 Olivier-Jones 8-52
Cleopatra I 1041 Reissue) .

Colbert-Wilcoxon 12-52
Come Back Little Sheba 199) . . Lancaster-Booth 2-53
Denver & Rio Grande (T) 1891 O Brien-Hayden 6-52
Encore (90) Maugham Stories 7-52
Forever Female Rogers- Holden
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) Genn-Taylor 5-53 5215
Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151) Stewart-Hutton 7-52 5129
Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls (T) Hope-Martin
Houdini IT) Curtis-Leigh
Hurricane Smith (T) _ DeCarlo-lreland

No.

5-52 5117

5170
5207

5202
5123
5208
5213
5115
5122

Rev.

3-10

10-20

6-16

Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen
Fair Wind to Java (Trl MacMurray-Ralston
Gobs and Gals 186) Downs-Hutton
I Dream of Jeanie ITr) (90) Middleton-Shirley
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens

Lady Wants Mink. The (Tr) Hussey-O' Keefe
Marshal of Cedar Rock Lane-Waller
Old Oklahoma Plains 160) Allen-Kay
Old Overland Trail Allen-Hall

Perilous Voyage Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man. The IT) 1129) Wayne-O'Hara
Ride the Man Down ITr) (90) Donlevy-Tucker
San Antone Cameron-Whelan
South of San Antone . ... Cameron-Whelan
South Pacific Trail (60) Allen-Estelita

Sun Shines Bright . Winninger-Whelan
Sweetheart Time (Tr) ._ Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds (98) Derek-Barrymore
Thundering Caravans 1541 ... Lane-Waller
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) 190) Monroe-Leslie

Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton

Valley of Missing Men Lane-Waller
WAC From Walla Walla 183) Canova-Dunne
Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey
Woman They Almost Lynched, The Lund-Leslie

1-26
4-7

1-14

10-52
Jumping Jacks 1981 Martin-Lewis 7-52
Jamaica Run (T) Milland-Dahl 5-53
Just For You (T) (104) Crosby-Wyman 9-52
Little Boy Lost , Crosby-Dauphin
Los Alamos Barry-Carke

5204
5121

5201

9-22
6-16

8-11

Hope-Maxwell
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Ladd Kennedy

4-53
4-53
5-52

Hope-Cros±>y-Lamour 12-52

Military Policeman
Off Limits
Pony Express (T) _

Red Mountain IT) 184)
Road to Bali IT) (91)
Roman Holiday . Peck-Hepburn
Savage, The IT) (95) _ _Z.'_ Heston-Hanson 11-52
Scared Stiff Martin-Lewis
Shane (T) Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) . Hutton-Meeker 10-52
Son of Paleface IT) Hope-Russell 8-52
Stalag 17 Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singing, The (99) Alberghetti-Clooney 3-53
Stooge, The 1100) Martin-Lewis 2-53
Thunder in the East (98) .1' .7. Z7 Ladd-Kerr 1-53

5216
5217
5113
5209

5206

12-1

1 0-6

5203
5124

9-8
7-14

Turning Point, The (851
Tropic Zone ITI 1941
Vanguished, The (T)

War of the Worlds (T)

Holden-Smith 10-52
Reagan-Fleming 1—53
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson 5-53

5214 1-12
.5212

5210 11-17
5205 . 10-4
521 1 12-29

5218

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75)
Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn

Gorilla 174)
Breakdown (76)
Calling Mr. Death 163) (Reissue)
Cairo Road (85)
Cuban Pete (61) (Reissue)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Geisha Girl (67)
House of Darkness (63)
House of the 7 Gables, The (97)

(Reissue)
If This Be Sin (741
Inside Job 165) (Reissue)
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74)

( Reissue) .

Kid Monk Baroni (80)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue)
Maytime in Mayfair (T) (74)
Mug Town (60) (Reissue)
Missing Head (62)

(Reissue of "Strange Confession"
Mr. Pip (101) (Reissue)
My Death is a Mockery (67)
Private Buckaroo 168) (Reissuel ...

Summer Storm 192) (Reissue)
Vanishing Body (65)

(Reissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (82)
Wide Boy 166)

Cast

Barker-Wescott

Rel. No. Rev.

11-52

Luskosi-Mitchell 10-52
Richards-Bishop 9-52
Chaney-Naish 1-53
Harvey-Portman ...... 1 0-52 ...

Arnez-Smith 11-52
Auer-Buford .11-52
Hyer-Andrews 8-52
Harvey-Shaw .10-52
Sanders-Price 2-53

Loy-Greene 1 1-52
Curtis-Rutherford 12-52.

O'Conner-Jones 2-53

.Cabot-Knoi ...8-52...

..Ball-Brent .11-52...

.Wilding-Nagle _ 8-52

.Dead End Kids 12-52
Chaney-Joyce _ I—53 ...

I

Hull-Holmes 2-53
_D. Huston-Byron 12-52.
.Harry James 2-53
.Darnell-Sanders 9-52...

Karloff-Lugosi 1-53 .

Harvey-Shaw 9-52...

Shaw-Tafler 12-52

10-8. 5174

5-52 5128
6- 15 5106 7-14

3-30
2-1

7-25
2-25

9-14

5241
5144
5146

8-195108
11-52 5202 11-3
2-15 5203

1 0-20 5145

1 1-27 5201
7-20 5173
10-10 5109
10-1 5126

10-10 5123
9-5 . 5107 8-11

3-20

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rel

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) IRe-issue) Trevor-Wayne
Annie Oakley |9I) IRe-issue) ...Stanwyck-Foster

Androcles and The Lion 198) Simmons-Young
Beautiful But Dangerous Simmons-Mitchum
Beware, My Lovely 177) Lupino-Ryan

Big Sky, The (140) Douglas-Martin
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99) Darnell-Newton

Break-Up - - Simmons-Mature
Bystander, The Mitchum-Simmons
Captive Woman (651 Clarke-Field

Clash By Night 1105) .. Douglas-Stanwyck .,

Desert Passage (60) —Holt-Dixon

Difference, The O'Brien-Loveioy -

Face to Face 192) Mason-Preston

Faithful City 186) - J. Smith-Ramati
Half-Breed. The IT) (81) ..Young-Carter

Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters
Hans Christian Andersen IT) (120) Kaye-Grainger
Hitch-Hiker, The O'Brien-Lcvejoy

Jet Pilot ITI 1118) Wayne-Leigh
King Kong IRe-issue) Cabot
Leopard Man. The IRe-issue) O' Keefe
Look Who's Laughing (79) -Ball-McGee
Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum ...

Man Who Fooled Hitler Werner
Montana Belle IT) (81) - Russell-Brent

Narrow Margin 1711 ... McGraw-Windsor
Never Wave At A Wac Russell-Wilson

No Escape Ayres-Tufts

No Time for Flowers 183) ... Lindfors-P. Christian

One Minute to Zero (1051 Mitchum-Tallman
Peter Pan ITI 177) Disney Cartoon Feature

Split Second - McNally-Smith

Story of Robin Hood (T) (84) Todd-Rice

Sudden Fear 1 1 10) Crawford-Palance

Tarian and the She Devil Barker-MacKenne
Too Many Girls 185) Ball-Arnai

Under the Red Sea (67) Hass-Berl

Wild Heart. The ITI (82) _ Jennifer Jones -

No. Rev.

9-52 .... 384
9-52 383

1 1-92 368 1-26

2-53
9-52 302 8-11

8-52 361
12-52 12-15

10-52 306
6-52 229 6-16

5-52 230
....„..„

309" ZTi-T
5-52 303 ........ 4-7

5-5? 228 5-5

1 1-52 1-26

3-53 2-9

6-52 269
6-52 270
8-52 381 ...

10-52 304 . .... iw

11-52 308
4-75-52 226

1-53

2-53 12-15

8-52 301 7-28

2-53

8-52
10-52
7-52

391
362

382
305
274

1-26

8-11

6?2

2 0th CENTURY- FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
Blueprint For Murder
Inferno IC) (3-D)

COMPLETED
Baptism of Fire

Belles On Their Toes (T) (891

Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) 190)

Call Me Madam (T)

Dangerous Crossing

Deadline U. S. A. (87)

Desert Rats

1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

REPUBLIC
Completed (10) In

Completed ( 0) In

Completed (7) In

Production ( I )

Production (0)

Production (0)

Destination Gobi (Tl 1891

Diplomatic Courier (97)

Don't Bother To Knock 176) ~—
Down Among the Sheltering PalmslT)

Dream Boat 183)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Laughing Ann (T)

COMPLETED
Bal Tabarin (90)
Black Hills Ambush 154)

City That Never Sleeps

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Corey-Tucker

Rel. No. Rev.

Lawrence-Ching ,. 6-1 5129 .....

Lane-Waller 5-20 5172
Young-Powers

Farmer Takes A Wife, The IT)

Fight Town IT) ..... •• -
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T)

Girl Next Door. The (Tl

I Don't Care Girl (T) 178) -

Invader From Mars
Kangaroo (T) (84) „.....„...__-

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78) ...

Leave Her to Heaven! 1 10) (Reissue)

Les Miserables (104) --

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) —
Lydia Bailey IT) 189)

Man On A Tightrope -

Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel 198)

My Pal Gus (83) -

My Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara IT) (89) - -

Night Without Sleep 177)

Outcasts of Poker Flat. The 181)

Cotten-Peters
Ryan-Lundigan -

..Mature-Moore - —
Crain-Loy — 5-52

_Gaynor-Brady 11-52.
_Merman-0'Connor 4-53...

Crain-Rennie

_ Bogart-Barrymore . .. 5-52.

Mason-Burton 4-53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53.

.. Power-Neal 7-52

. Widmark-Monroe 9-52

Lundigan-Greer
Webb-Francis
Grable-Robertson
Crain-Robertson
Russell-Monroe —
Haver-Dailey
Gaynor-Wayne 1-53

H. Carter-A. Frani 3-53

O'Hara-Lawford 4-52

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52

Tierney-Wilde *-S2

.Rennie-Paget 8-52

Peters-Hunter '-52
Robertson-Francis 4-52

March-Moore 4-53

Grant-Rogers — 10-52

213 - -

236 H-17
311

215 4-21

... 8-52

222
224

223
307

6- 14

7-21

deHavilland-Burton 1-53.

Widmark-Dru 12-52

Baxter-Carey ......10-52

Cotten-Peters 2-53

..Darnell-Merril - 1 1-52

Baxter-Robertson 5-52 6-1*
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Henry's Full House (III) Cram-Granger
ckup on South Street Widrnark-Peters

Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Power- Loy
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie

ony Soldier IT) 182)
Dwder River IT)

resident's Lady, The
ains Came, Ihe 1951 (Reissue)
uby Gentry (82)
ailor of the King
ilver Whip, The 173) Calhoun-Robertson
tar, The 18?) Bette Davis
nows of Kilimanjaro, The IT) 1 1 14) Pec k-Hayward
omethinq For The Birds 181) Mature-Neal
tars and Stripes Forever (T) 189) Webb-Paget
teel Trap (85) Cotton-Wright
axi (77) Daley-Smith
hief of Venice 191) Montei-Christian
'tanic Webb-Stanwyck
reasure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith
onight We Sing IT) (109) Pinza-Peters
/ait lil The Sun Shines Nellie (T) ( 1 08 ) Peters-Wayne
Vay of a Gaucho (T) (91) Tierny-Calhoun
Ve're Not Married (85) Wayne-Rogers
Vhat Price Glory (T) (III) Cagney-Dailey
Vitch Doctor IT) Hayward-Mirchum

9-52

12-52

4-53
6-52
1-53

2-53
3-b3
10-52
10-52
12-52
1 1-52
3-53
12-52

2-53
4-53
7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52

228

12-29

237 11-17

312
256
303

309
316

233
239
232
305
304

308
310
220
229
221
226

9-22
1 1-3
12- 1

12-1

5-19
10-20
7-14
7-28

6-2

12-7
2-27
12-21

8-22

1-23

9-52
7-30

Stone

Got

6-16

6-16

Limelight (143)
Luxury Girl (961
Magnetic Monster

8-4
9-52
1-16
9-52
2—6 Chap

1-30
2- 18

Kr . 5-5

III 8-25

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
,

T
if
LE—1^Running Tim. Cast Rel. No. Rev.

."toon Is Blue. The Holden-Niven
COMPLETED
Kctors and Sin |94) Robinson-Hunt 7-18
\ssassin, The Gregson-Grahame
labes in Bagdad (79) Goddard-Lee
landits of Corsica. The (81) Greene-Raymond
Breaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
Iwana Devid (3-D) Stac k-Britton
Confidence Girl (81) ...Conway-Brooke .

~ry the Beloved Country _ _ Lee-Poitier
incounter Lorring-Muni
nghter. The (781 _..Conte-8rown
guerrilla Girl 1811 Dantine-Marianna
c-uest Wife (90) Colbert-Ameche
High Noon (85) Cooper-Kelly
Invasion U.S.A. O Shea-Castle
sland of Desire (T) (103) Darnell-Hunter
Its in the Bag 187) Allen-Benny
Kansas City Confidential Payne-Gray
Lady Vanishes, The (85) Redgrave-Lockwood

Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron

Melba Munsel-Morley
Miss Hargreaves Katherine Hepburn
Monsoon 179) Thiess-Douglas
Moulin Rouae IT)

1
1 18) Ferrer-Marchand

Outcast ot fhe Islands IC) (91) Richardson-Kerima
Outpost in Malaya Claudette Colbert
Park Row (83) Evans-Welch
Phantom From Space Seay-Nash
Raiders of the Seven Seas Payne-Reed
Red Planet Mars (87) Graves-King
Red River (125) Wayne-Dru .... .

Return to Paradise IT) Cooper-Hayes
Rmg, The (78) Rios-Moreno
River The IT) (99) Swinburne-Shields ..

Rough Shoot McCrea-Keyes
Scarlet Spear. The (An) Archer-Hyer
Thief The 185) Milland-Gam
Tom Brown's Schooldays 193) Davies- Newton
Tulsa (88) (T) Hayward-Preston
Two Gals and a Guy (70) Paige-Alda
Untamed Women (70) Jewel Productions ....

Wells Fargo Express Montgomery-Hunter
When I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott _
Without Warning 175) Williams-Randall

.

Witness, The Bergman-Brando

Lop

12-14
2-10
7- 1 1...

I 1-26
8- 12

Sml
5-15
6-6 Hawks

12-2?
... 5-19

9-25
2-15

10-10

1 1—2...

6-6
8- 31

9-52

.4-20
5-8

Ren

Pop

8-25

10-6

Wan

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (28) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast

Abbott-Costello
Hudson-Cochran
Carlson-Rush
O'Connor-Leigh

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Abbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jeckyll » Mr. Hyde

Back to God's Country ITI
It Came From Outer Space 13-DI
Walkin' My Baby Back Home IT)

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Go to Mars Abbott & Costello
Against All Flaqs 183) Flynn-O'Hara
Because of You 195) ... ... .... Young-Chandler
Black Castle. The McNally-Greene
Bomo Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn .

City Beneath the Sea IT) Ryan-Powers
Column South (T)

. Murphy-Evans
Drifting Curtis-Dru
Duel at Silver Creek, The (T) Murphy-Domergue
Desert Legion IT) Ladd-Dahl
East of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
Francis Covers the Big Town Donald O'Connor
Francis Goes to West Point O'Connor-Nelson
Girls in the Ni*ht 1831 Holden-Farrell
6olden Blade, The (T) . Laurie-Hudson
Gunsmoke IT) Murphy-Drake
Has Anybody Seen My Gal IT) (89) Colburn-Laurie
Man From the Alamo Ford-Adams
Horizons West IT) (81) ...Ryan-Adams
t Grows On Trees 184) Dunne-Jagger

It HaDpens Every Thursday Young-Forsythe
Law and Order IT) Reagan-Malone
Lawless Breed. The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams

Rel. No. Rev.

Dec
Nov
Dec
Sept
Mar

305
302
304
232

12-1
10-20

... 8-25

... Aug .228..

July
Feb

Mar
July

Oct
Nov

Jan

224
311

226

235
303

306

-26

6-30

10-6
11-17

Lone Hand (T)

Lost in Alaska
Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion
Meet Me at the Fair IT) (87)
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198)
Prince of Bagdad IT)

Raiders, The (T) (82)
Redhead From Wyoming, The (T)

Sally and Saint Anne
Scarlet Angel (T) (81) -

Seminole (T)

. McCrea-Hale
Abbott-Costello
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kiibrioe
Dailey-Lynn
Power-Laurie
Mature-Field
Conte-Lindfors
O'Hara-Nicol
Blyth-Gwenn
DeCarlo-Hudson
Hudson-Hale

Aug 229

Jan
Feb 310

Sioux Uprising IT) ... Chandler-Domergue
Son of Ali Baba (T) 175) . Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River (T) McNally-Adams
Stopover . Stanwyck-Carlson
Take Me to Town (T) Sheridan-Hayden
Thunder Bay (T) Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier, The IT) Cotten-Winters
Willie and Joe Back at the Front 187) Ewell-Lembeck
World In His Arms. The IT) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer (T) Chandler-Brady

Nov
Jan
Jul"
June
Mar

Sept

Sept.
Oct
Aug
Oct

301
309
22b
222

231

230
233
227
234

7-28

12-15
1-12

6-16

8-25

10-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (27) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Calamity Jane IT)

Eddie Cantor Story, The (T)

House of Wax (WC) (3-D)

So This Is Love 11 1

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) (70)

About Face (T) (94)
April in Paris IT) MOD
Big Jim McLain (90)
Blue Gardenia, The
By the Light of the Silvery Moon(T)
Carson ciiy iWui it)7l

Cattle Town 171) .. .

City Is Dark. The
Crimson Pirate, The (T) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT)

His Majesty O'Keefe (T)

I Confess 1951

Iron Mistress, The IT) 1 1 10) ...

Jazi Sinqer. The IT) (107)

Lion and the Horse, The (WC) (83)
Lion Is In th Streets, A IT)

Lost Patrol. The (WC)
Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)

Mara Maru (98)
Miracle of Fatima (WC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
San Francisco Story, The (80)

Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) (101)

Springfield Rifle (WC) (93)
Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) (86)
Story of Will Rogers, The IT) 1 109)
Sulu Sea
System, The
3 For Bedroom C (NO (74)
Trouble Along the Way
Where's Charley? (T) 197)
Winning Team, The (98)

Cast

Day-Keel
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy
Grayson-Abel

Abbott-Costello
Mac Rae-Brac ken

Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Baxter-Conte
Day-MacRae
Scurt-Massey
Morgan-Carey
Nelson-Hayden
B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lancaster-Rice ...

Clift-Baxter

Ladd-Mayo
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Roman
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
McCrea-DeCarlo
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Rel. No.

12-27
5-31
1-3
8-30

6-14
12-6

9-27

208
122
209
201

I 2 J

207

202

2-28 213

1 1-22 206
2-14 212
4-19 II?

5-17

3-14

121

214

Mayo-Reagan
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lancaster-Mavo
Lovejoy-Perrin
Swanson-Warren
Wayne-Reed
Bolqer-Mc Lerie

Day-Reagan

6-21 124

8-16
6-28

130
125

Rev.

12-1

4-21

9-8

5-1?
12-1

?-2 2

2-?

1-26

I-31 211 12-2?

5-3 120 4-7

10-11 203 ?-8

II-8 205 10-20

4-21

2-?

7-12 128

10-25 204 . 10-*
1-17 210 12-15

7-26 12? 7-28

6-16

7-14
6-2

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and managers, who
cooperated with us by putting return trailers in

the proper addressed containers and for

wrapping and addressing all return advertising.

We can serve all theatres better if they give us

a copy of their program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your

patrons have left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St., Phila. 7

LOcust 4-0100

Member National Film Carriers
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133.2%

INCREASE .£

105%

INCREASE

.

102.3%

INCREASE

47.6%

INCREASE

42.4%

INCREASE

s^r?ff/X2/Zg all your costs with

the LOW COST, Service-

With-A-Smile Policy of The

Prize Baby

See who's sitting at the bottom...

it's the Prize Baby . . . low, LOW man on

your totem pole of towering costs in

your living expenses and in the opera-

tion of your theatre (living costs alone

have risen an average of 90.8% since I

1939). * His negligible increase in costs

to you, IF ANY, stands out in striking

contrast to the tremendous increase in

prices on all your basic purchases dur-

ing this period.

*= * Price Increase of Basic Commodities according to

Bureau of Labor Statistics

nwionm SERVICE
of mfinausmY





town... sin by sin!

It's Jennifer Jones 1

greatest smash sine*

"Duel In The Sun" I

Bernhard-Vidor Productions, Inc. pr

Produced by JOSEPH BERNHARDand ^



OT WHAT IT TAKES

KIND OF SITUATION !

I towns, subsequent runs -it

nence! "Ruby" is just as hot in

1 situation as she was on the

k any man who's dated her

ig up for "Ruby" everywhere!

El JONES-CHARLTON HESTON-KARL MALDEN in RUBY GENTRYwith Tom Tuiiy

sc'fd by KING VIDOR - Screen play by SILVIA RICHARDS • Story by Arthur Fitz-Richard • Rel eased by 20th Century-Fox



PUT
THIS
IN
YOUR
PIPE
AND
SMOKE
IT!

is

factor Anl
h* 1

SENSATIONAL AUDIENCE PREVIEWS IN N. Y. AND L. A.

M.o.M„.,CARY GRANT • DEBORAH KERR WALTER I
PIDGEON .."DREAM WIFE".*, bettast.John- buddy baerB

EDUARD FRANZ • Screen Play by SIDNliY SHELDON, HERBERT BAKER and ALFRED LEWIS LEVITT

Directed by SIDNEY SHELDON • Produced by DORE SCHARY
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Are Movies

For The Masses?

A critical question was posed to the

industry in general and the film com-

panies in particular by A. F. Myers:

Will the screen, like the stage, price

itself out of the market to become a

"class" instead of a "mass" medium 0

It is a sobering query and Mr. Myers

presented in his recent Allied States

Association bulletin a clear-cut analy-

sis of the present trend toward higher

prices and fewer theatres that may
snowball the bulk of exhibition outlets

into oblivion. It should be considered

carefully by anyone who makes, sells

or shows motion pictures.

The film men, Mr. Myers says,

seem to have forgotten that our in-

dustry grew great on a mass market.

It is significant that its pioneers came
principally from manufacturing and

mercantile lines. They were going into

the movie business—and that's just

what it was to them, a business. They
knew, as Mr. Myers points out, that

"success in business depends not on

high prices, but on volume". They
made movies available—and note that

word "available"—to every town and

hamlet in the country.

"The small theatre is to the big the-

atre what the branch line is to the

railroad—a feeder," Allied's counsel

says, and the moviegoing habit was
acquired in the neighborhoods and

small towns. The threat to the exist-

ence of the small theatre, it follows,

is also jeopardizing the moviegoing
habit. "The present day movie moguls
seem to forget all this in their anxiety

to make a fast buck from advanced ad-

mission price pictures in a few key

spots. They entertain the wierd notion

that screen entertainment can be re-

stricted to a comparatively few high

admission houses in the large cities

and that the public will troop to those

theatres in sufficient volume to make
up for the 15,000-odd theatres that will

be forced to close."

The growing prevalence of "pre-re-

lease" pictures in key cities, Mr. Myers
charges, is one of the most formidable

forces threatening the small theatre's

existence. The requirement to raise

admission prices, while not in the con-

tract, is implicit, he points out, and
this coupled with the film companies'
refusal to recognize as clearance the

time elapsed between the end of the

special run and the start of the regular

run, is forming a "pattern" in which

"every picture suspected of being a

boxoffice hit" is getting the pre-release

treatment.

With the competitive bidding setup,

the "long purse" of the big chains

freezes out even the big city houses on

the pre-release system as currently

practised. Allied argues that thousands

of theatres aren't even given the op-

portunity bid because of the 75,0000

population minimum requirement in

many of the pre-release setups.

These practises, he claims, are vio-

lating the clearances and admission

price-fixing clauses in the Decree.

"We have put our position before

the film companies as forcefully and

as clearly as we know how. Thus far

all warnings have been ignored. From
now on we intend to follow through

on our Chicago-New Orleans program,

using every legal means available."

It probably isn't just idle talk when
he says: "This may be a hot fight."

But can it be avoided by some intelli-

gent leadership on both sides?

3D Developments

Hitches in delivery of 3D equipment

are responsible for the huge backlogs

of orders piled up in various theatre-

supply outfits handling the 3D ma-
terial. Major barrier is the scarcity of

screens and the special 500-foot maga-
zines needed. National Theatre Supply,

for instance, is giving a 60-day delivery

date on screens and reels, but has its

fingers crossed. The magazines, so far,

come from only one manufacturer,

Wenzel Projector Co. in Chicago, who
supplies all distributors, including

RCA. The latter is meeting the same
bottleneck in screens and reels for its

BULLETIN
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3D kits, recently announced as being

in their dealers' hands.

The whole 3D commotion was
doused with cold water by Republic's

Herbert J. Yates in London last week.

True depth-dimension, he feels, is still

a long way off, so Republic will "con-

centrate on making 20 good pictures

and forget all about this business of

glasses and wide screens".

Cecil B. DeMille sees some promise

in the 3D processes, he said in a Cleve-

land address, but feels that it's still

"the story and not the gadgets" that

brings them in . . . Bill Forman, presi-

dent of Pacific Drive-In Theatres has

revealed that experiments to adapt the

various depth processes for his 40-

theatre circuit are currently underway.
The drive-in chain is "in the 3D field

now with both feet", he said.

Polaroid, manufacturer of the 3D
glasses, after a 20-fold boost in pro-

duction of the lens material in the past

six weeks, is upping the figure another

ten times. The exclusive distribution

agreement with the Gunzberg Natural

Vision Corp. expires on July 15 . . .

The Columbia 3D process used on the

quickly completed "The Man Who
Lived Twice" uses two interlocking

cameras that photograph directly with-

out the use of mirrors, the studio re-

vealed after keeping mum on the ma-
chine . . . Warners is converting its

Brooklyn Laboratory to supplement-

ing the studio's processing of W'arner-

Color to handle the stock increase re-

quired for the two film tracks neces-

sary for 3D.

Producer Boris Morros reportedly has

a screen that can make 2D into 3D
without any other equipment. It is

claimed that once the screen is in-

stalled, any 2D picture gets the illu-

sion of depth without special lenses,

booth alterations or glasses. Cost and
size are about the same as convention-

al screening, it's said. Sounds just too

good to be true . . . John Curry of

National Theatre Supply feels it is

quite possible for the average exhibitor

to equip his house for depth-dimension

for about $1,000 using the Walker high

intensity screen. This, he notes, how-
ever, does not include theatres with

large balconies because of projection

distortion where the booth is housed

too high for the maximum 12-degree

beam angle.

J. Arthur Ranks' John Davis is on

his way to these shores to look over

the 3D situation for the big boss . . .

Loew's stockholders were assured by
vice president and treasurer Charles

Moskowitz that 3D will not threaten

the company's $80,000,000 inventory of

2D films. But unsettled conditions

caused by 3D has cut down on Metro
production. The advent of any mass
play of 3D films is still a long way
off, he says, so don't worry, stock-

holders.
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A Veto iHcrie Itlitacte?

CinemaScope

CxcluMe ^BULLETIN 9eature

Every last theatreman who has witnessed the

awesome magnitude and felt the encompassing im-

pact of Cinerama probably has sighed and muttered

unto himself: "Ah, if only I could have this won-

drous thing without rebuilding my theatre to install

it!" But, what with the required three projection

booths and other necessary alterations, the six pro-

jection machines, with two men to each booth, it

was sadly apparent to those who attended the ex-

perimental screenings out on Long Island or the

current engagement at the Broadway Theatre that

Cinerama—in its present form, at least—is destined

to remain a dream for the average exhibitor.

Now, theatremen no longer dream of Cinerama.

The exciting promise of panoramic projection in

almost triple screen scope for theatres both large

and small—only a wisp of gossamer to the movie in-

dustry a month or so ago—today is a thing of sub-

stance and real hope, thanks to the imagination and

enterprise of Spyros P. Skouras. The president of

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation, indefatigable

in his efforts to bulwark the industry in its present

competitive struggle, found a panoramic projection

system that requires only one booth and the same

two standard projectors used in every theatre.

CinemaScope is the name given this wide-screen

process, and it has been aptly dubbed "the poor

man's Cinerama"—not for want of value or merit,

but because it promises to be available within the

financial capacity of the great mass of theatres

throughout the United States and the world.

CinemaScope, in its photography and projection

phases, appears to be simplicity itself. A special

lens attached to the standard 35 millimeter motion

picture camera, by warping or "squeezing" the

photographed image, makes it possible to encompass

scenes approximately two and one-half times wider

than what is normally taken in on a frame of 35mm.
The image on both sides of each frame is compressed

and elongated, much as your figure might be dis-

torted by one of those curved mirrors in a carnival

fun house. The height of the picture is not increased,

only the width.
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On the exhibition end, a special lens is attached to t

standard 35 millimeter and the distorted image on the film

corrected, or "spread out" to appear on the screen as it w

photographed. The theatre, then, must have a screen appro:

mately two and one-half times wider than normal size to 2

commodate the expanded picture.

Before plunging deeper into the technical phases, le

turn to consideration of some questions about the entertai

ment and business aspects of this wide-screen system. T



c

m
Seen here is one of the first scenes filmed

for "The Robe", shown as it will appear in

CinemaScope. The sketch of the concave,

panoramic screen was drawn bv George

Davis, art director for "The Robe". Out-

side arrows at the too indicate width of

the CinemaScope screen, while inner arrows

show the comparative size of standard

screen. The three stereophonic sound horns

spotted above the scene actually will be

behind screen. Light from the CinemaScope
lens on projector is shown at lower right.

The scene is at the crucifixion. On the hill

of Golgotha stand the Greek slave, De-

metrius, plaved bv Victor Mature, and the

Roman centurion, Paulus (Jeff Morrow),

who aided in the crucifixion.

four most common questions being

asked about CinemaScope are these

:

(1) What are the entertainment ad-

/antages of the wide-screen system,

iside from sheer size? (2) How does

-inemaScope compare with and differ

rom the so-called "real" three-dimen-

;ion processes, which require polaroid

glasses for viewing? (3) What will be

the public's choice between these two

new exciting developments in the

movie world? (4) What will it cost?

No answer to the first question need

be given to anyone who has seen Ciner-

ama, to which CinemaScope is closely

akin. But for you who have not ex-

perienced the thrill of watching a

filmed roller coaster ride and imagined

that you,yourself, were actually taking

the ride, the explanation is that the

CinemaScope screen gives the spect i-

tor the illusion of participating in what

is happening on the screen. The basis

for this sensation is simply that the

viewer's full range of vision is taken in

bv the wide screen, thus imparting to

(Continued on Page 8)
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In this scene from "The Robe", based on the famous Lloyd C. Douglas novel Betta St. John, who plays Miriam, sings of

Jesus to the Christian converts in a Palestine villaqe. Standing by her is Dean Jagger, who plays the patriarch, Justus.

Cinemascope
£pHtcA £kcuraA £takeJ Jaitk

9* Wide Screen Vj. Pelatci4 3fa

(Continued from Page 7)

the spectator the feeling of sitting in the

midst of projected people and events.

The CinemaScope audience- will enjoy all

the visual impulses gathered from a seat

near the legitimate theatre stage, plus the

enchantmnt of all the additional effects that

only the motion picture can offer. The size

of full scenes will be enormous, while close-

ups should be overpowering. The fact is

that CinemaScope should bring to fruition,

as has Cinerama, the true magnificence of

the motion picture.

What are the comparisons and differences

between CinemaScope and the various depth-

dimension processes, like Natural Vision?

The 1)1) (or, if you prefer, 3D) systems

create a definite illusion of depth through

the polaroid viewing glasses. In such forth-

coming depth-dimension films as "House of

Wax" (Warner Bros.), "Sangaree" (Para-

mount) and "Fort Ti" (Columbia), images

will give the illusion of "attacking" the audi-

ence as they move forward on the screen, or

of standing out in bold relief.

4udietide Participates

CinemaScope, on the other hand, provides

peripheral vision, which means the eyes do

mil see only what is in front of them, but

also the image on the right and left. This

gives the spectator a sense of participation in

the action shown, as in Cinerama's roller

coaster ride mentioned before. Th audience

witnessing the above scene from "The Robe"

will have the impression of being right in

the midst of the group of Christian converts

pictured here, the illusion heightened by the

curvature of the screen and the stereophonic

sound system, which is designed to bring

voices from their approximate location with-

in the vast panorama.

As to question of the choice between these

two new and exciting developments, Spyros

Skouras is staking his hope for the future

on CinemaScope, because he is convinced

that the wide-angle lens most effectively and

most dramatically realizes the cinematic

potential. Never one to dally, Skouras had

no sooner acquired the rights to Cinema-

Scope than he translated his faith into con-

crete terms, ordering his company's most

expensive production of all time, "The

Robe", to be made with the wide-an<-:le (as

well as the standard) lens. Shooting started

on February 24th.

Mr. Skouras' confidence is shared by 20th

Century-Fox production head, Darryl F.

Zanuck, who expressed himself in these

words: "It is my conviction that next Oc-

tober 1st (when "The Robe" is due to gc

into release) the motion picture industry will

enter a new era, as far-reaching as the trans-

fer from silent pictures to sound in 1927.'

(Continued on Page 25,

Spyros P. Skouras is peering through a CinemaScope lens, which is being adiusted

by the inventor, Professor Henri Chretien, and Farl I. Sponable, 20th Fox research

director. The photograph was made in the Chretien's laboratory at Nice, France.
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BEST OF SCIENCE-FICTION YARNSTHE WAR OF THE WORLDS'
ates • • • or more where exploited

aramount

) minutes

ene Barry, Ann Robinson, Les Tremayne,

ewis Martin, Bob Cornthwaite

irected by Byron Haskin

By far the most effective of recent science-

:tion stories to reach the screen, "The War
the Worlds" is an exploitation film tint

>tlld reach surprising bo.xoffice levels if

pported by a proper campaign. Based on

le H. G. Wells novel of Martian invasion,

roducer George Pal has made use of some

i the most spectacular screen effects in film

istory to make this fantastic yarn a fas-

nating adventure, abetted no little by

riking Technicolor. Starting in pseudo-

ientific manner, it establishes the possi-

lity of an attack from space, then develops

into a horrifying sequence of events that

ill make even the strongest stomachs

uiver. Pal's acknowledged genius with

;alis tic miniature photography makes every

:ene a masterpiece of special effects.

The disintregration of men, machines,

rid famous buildings, the impervious-

(Zeiieu> fating*
• POOR • • FAIR

• • • GOOD • • • • TOPS

ness of the monstrous machines to even the

atom bomb, the sight of great cities laid in

ruins and the pitiful inadequacy of any of

our weapons against the Martian attack is

frightening in its reality. The audience

will be glued to their seats throughout the

film. More than that they'll come out talk-

ing about it. The realism is heightened by

a sound track commentary by Sir Cedric

Hardwicke. Grosses will be directly in ratio

to the amount of exploitation given this.

Get 'em in and word of mouth will do the

rest to make this a sock b.o. offering.

A pair of newcomers, Gene Barry and

Ann Robinson, make an effective debut in the

top rolls. The real stars of the picture, how-
ever, are producer Pal and his special effects

staff, and photographer George Barnes.

STORY: A flaming object is seen falling

from the sky into the California hills. One
of the witnesses, a famous scientist, Gene

Barry, is puzzled because of the shallow

crater left by the huge object. When radio-

activity is found, his suspicions are further

aroused and he calls in the military. Before

they can arrive, three men who were sent

to guard it are turned to ashes by a snake-

like head which shoots out disintegration

rays. The Army arrives but its most potent

weapons fail to pierce a dome-like bubble

that surrounds the machine. As more of

these objects drop from the skies into stra-

tegic areas throughout the world it becomes
evident that it is a planned pattern to take

over the planet. The monsters run rampant

destroying great cities, wiping out popula-

tions by the thousands. The panic strickened

mobs lose every vestige of civilization after

an atomic bomb fails to halt the Martians.

Working desperately to discover their vul-

nerability, Barry manages to get a sample of

Martian blood, discovers it is hyper-anemic.

One of the monsters, as it is about to blast

a crowded church, suddenly crumbles to the

ground. The miracle prayed for to save

the world is accomplished by the smallest

living object—a germ. BARN

DESERT LEGION' COLOR, ACTION, CLAMOR—AND LADD
lates • • • generally

Jniversal-International

6 minutes

llan Ladd, Richard Conte, Arlene Dahl,

ikim Tamiroff, Leon Askin, Oscar Beregi,

Anthony Caruso, Don Blackman, Dave
lharpe, Ted Hecht, Sujata and Asoka,

ieorge J. Lewis, Henri Letondal, Peter Coe
directed by Joseph Pevney

With a top-of-the-marquee cast, wonderful

Technicolor photography and swashbuckling

Jtory, this is good for anybody's money. The
.^add name, the Dahl glamour and a desert

brill er in the great tradition of "Beau

peste" spell hefty coin for all types of thea-

Ires. "Desert Legion" is played straight for

Irama, excitement, color. Irving Wallace

.ind Lewis Meltzer wisely resisted the temp-

tation to weave the usual bit of corny humor
into the plot, and no one will miss it. Thrill-

ing highlights are Ladd's hand-to-hand spear

duel with Richard Conte, and the decisive

battle between the Legion and Conte's band

of Arab throat-slitters. While the pace is

fast and the fights rough, there's isn't too

much gore for the youngsters.

Performances are uniformly good. Dead-

pan Alan Ladd gets more zest into this role

than in most, Arlene Dahl's scanty costumes

are provocative. Richard Conte is a villain-

ous villain. The topflight production was

handled by Ted Richmond.
STORY: After being ambushed with his

patrol in the Algerian desert, Legionaire

captain Alan Ladd is saved by a gorgeous

redhead, Arlene Dahl. When he receives a

mysterious note from his rescuer, he sets

off without permission and finds her in the

mountains. Arlene turns out to be the

daughter of Madara's ruler, Oscar Beregi.

Ladd soon discovers that Beregi's supposed

friend, Richard Conte, who is in love with

Arlene, is really head of the raiding band and

is plotting the city's capture. In a duel Conte

is defeated, but Ladd is taken prisoner. To
save Ladd's life, Arlene agrees to marry
Conte, but with Beregi's aid he escapes from

the dungeon, captures the city guards and

arrives on the scene to prevent the massacre

by Conte's men of the Foreign Legionnaires

who are racing to Ladd's aid. Conte is killed

in a fight with Ladd, plunging to his death

over a precipice and Ladd goes back to

liberated Madara and Arlene. COULTER

THE GIRL WHO HAD EVERYTHING' FAMILIAR RICH GIRL & GANGSTER PLOT
Rates • • + as dualler

M-G-M
59 minutes

Elizabeth Taylor, Fernando Lamas, William
Powell, Gig Young, James Whitmore, Robert

Burton, William Walker
Directed by Richard Thorpe

While "The Girl Who Had Everything"

is slickly produced and boasts a boxoffice

marquee, this Metro film rates little better

than the average programmer. Art Cohn's

screenplay, produced by Armand Deutsch,

tells the familiar story of a poor-little-rich-

girl who becomes romantically involved with

the boss of a nationwide gambling syndicate,

against the advice of her father. For the

most part a conversation piece, there is little

real action and nothing has been done to

freshen a well-worn plot. Despite the so-

phisticated dialogue and efforts of a com-
petent cast, it emerges as a tired and pre-

dictable soap opera. The short running time

and probable adverse word-of-mouth serve

to clinch the stamp of dualler on this one.

The gangster angle should give this a bit of

added value for action houses.

Hobbled by the screenplay, director

Richard Thorpe turned this out according

to the book. Not even the old pro, William

Powell, was able to register more than a

routine performance—and his is the best of

the lot. Elizabeth Taylor, as the spoiled

brat, is decorative, but emotionally unsym-
pathetic and dull. Fernando Lamas is un-

impressive in the role of the syndicate boss.

STORY: In Lexington, Kentucky, crimi-

nal lawyer William Powell lives in semi-

retirement with his lovely, wilful daughter

Elizabeth Taylor. She is being wooed by

rich Gig Young, but feels she want a more
exciting life than just being married. Mean-
while, Fernando Lamas, head of a gambling

Syndicate, and a former client of Powell is

due to appear before a Washington crime

investigating committee. He manages to

talk Powell into being his counsellor. Lamas
has captured the public's imagination and

Taylor sees in him the excitement she

craves. At the close of the hearing, in which

Powell and Lamas thwart the committee,

Taylor joins them and tosses her noose on

Lamas. The disapproving Powell quickly

takes his daughter back to home. Lamas
soon follows and buys the adjoining estate.

Before long, Lamas and Taylor are in love

and he plans to reform and lead a decent

life. Powell objects violently, but the pair

go to New York to be married. Lamas first

informs his syndicate that he is pulling out,

but the move is complicated when he learns

that Powell is going to give the crime com-
mittee new evidence. Lamas then shows his

true colors to Taylor and threatens to kill

her father. The syndicate, however, feels

that Lamas is dispensable and he is mur-
dered. NEIL
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DESTINATION GOBI GOOD ACTION & ADVENTURE
Rates • • + generally; more for action houses

paratively believably, though occasional situ-
20th Century-Fox
89 minuted

Richard Widmark, Don Taylor, Casey

Adams, Murvyn Vye, Darryl Hickman,

Martin Milner, Ross Bagdasarian, Judy
Dann, Rodolfo Acosta, Russell Collins

Directed by Robert Wise

A well made adventure-drama, "Destina-

tion Gobi" brings to the screen an interest-

ing story of a U. S. Navy weather team

assigned to a remote station in the Gobi

Desert of Mongolia during World War II.

Produced in Technicolor by Stanley Rubin,

the engrossing plot involves efforts of the

Japanese to wipe out the land-bound Navy
group, while the sailors enlist the aid of

friendly Mongol horsemen. Despite some
far-fetched developments, the yarn, sustains

interest and generates some rough-and-ready

humor, amid frequent bursts of violence.

Everett Freeman's screenplay unwinds com-

ations may prove somewhat incredible to

the more discriminating moviegoer. There

is no romantic intere st. Assisted by the Wid-
mark name, "Destination Gobi" shapes up

as good action house material, with fair-plus

returns indicated generally.

Director Robert Wise has given the action

an air of authenticity, despite the script.

Richard Widmark handles his assignment of

a Navy chief smartly and manages to avoid

the stereotyped performance often registered

in such roles by others less astute.

STORY: During World War II, thief

Petty Officer of a U. S. aircraft carrier,

Richard Widmark, is assigned to handle a

small Navy weather party at a remote base

in the Gobi desert, a distasteful task for any

self-respecting sailor. After months in the

desert, the small party is warned to be on

the lookout for Jap cavalry, which is trying

to locate and destroy the vital weather

station. While preparing makeshift di fenses,

the group is approached by a band of nomad

Mongol horsemen. Widmark tries to make

friends with them and persuade the chief,

Murvyn Vye, to aid the Navy in the event

of a Japanese attack. Widmark has some

U. S. cavalry saddles flown in, and trades

theim for Vye's promise of help. Soon after,

Jap planes attack and the frightened Mon-

gols disappear with the saddles, supposedly

leaving the Americans stranded with most

of their equipment destroyed. Widmark de-

cides that the only chance for survival is for

the small group to march to the sea, which

means crossing the burning Gobi desert. The

trip is a hazardous one, but time and again

Vye's Mongols turn up to help them. After

some exciting escapades, Widmark and his

men reach tin sea, where the Mongols stfl

a Chinese junket and they all sail into tfl

Pacific and the safely of the .American fleet

NEIL

SOMBRERO' LONG AND INVOLVED STORY OF MEXICAN ROMANCES
Rates • • as dualler generally

M-G-M,
103 minuted

Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli, Vittorio

Gassman, Yvonne de Carlo, Cyd Charisse,

Rick Jason, Nina Foch, Kurt Kasznar,

Walter Hampden, Thomas Gomez, Jose

Greco
Directed by Norman Foster

While "Sombrero" weaves three love

stories against Technicolorful Mexican back-

grounds and runs the emotional gamut from

bright humor to stark tragedy, the result is

an over-long entertainment muddle that

promises little more than average success

at the boxoffice. The screenplay by director

Norman Foster and Josefina Niggli, from

Niggli's book, "A Mexican Village", con-

tains some sequences that are genuinely

entertaining, but the constant skipping from

one plot-thread to another is confusing and

tends to dissipate audience interest. The oc-

casional songs and dances are engaging,

particularly the gypsy number danced by

Cyd Charisse. "Sombrero" will be a box-

office problem in most situations, but it

should do fair business where coupled with

an average co-feature.

Though many individual scenes in this

Jack Cummings production are good, di-

rector Foster has been unable to tie all the

loose ends into a compact film. It is at its

best in the Ricardo Montalban-Pier Angeli

sequences, which warmly and humorously

recounts a courtship that is hindered by a

mock feud between two Mexican villages.

STORY: Vittorio Gassman, young scion

of a small Mexican village, is secretly in

love with Yvonne de Carlo, but their ro-

mance is complicated because de Carlo is a

"nameless' woman. Ricardo Montalban falls

for a girl from a neighboring village, Pier

Angeli, but a feud between the, town?, keeps

them apart. Rick Jason and Cyd Charisse

are separated by Charisse's brother, who is

a bullfighter who believes that only hfe

sister's innocence keeps him from being

killed in the arena. Gassman is waiting foi

his aged father's death before he reveals t(

the community his love for de Carlo, wher

the young man learns that a brain tumoi

will soon kill him. De Carlo unselfishly con.' 1

vinces Gassman that he must marry ;

woman of his station and have a chil<

worthy to carry the family name. He die

before the marriage is consumated, but 4

Carlo is given a name and home by Gass

man's father. The Montalban-Angeli M
quences develop into a comedy of errors, ii

which they finally end the feud and are fre

to marry. When Charisse's brother learnl

of her love for Jason, the superstitious bull

i

fighter vows to kill him. She obtains

gypsy charm and directs it at her brother. HI

is subsequently killed in the arena and Jaso

|

and Charisse are united. NEIL

PONY EXPRESS' HOLT OATER FOR THE ACTION FANS
Rates • • + as dualler generally; more in action houses

Paramount!

89 minuteai

Charlton Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Forrest

Tucker, Jan Sterling, Michael Moore, Henry

Brandon, Stuart Randall, Pat Hogan

Directed by Jerry Hopper

One of the more ambitious ventures by

producer Nat Holt, westerns specialist, this

Technicolor version of the founding of the

historic Pony Express is burdened with an

incredible script that won't sit too well with

the more discriminating moviegoers. There
are, however, enough bursts of action and

some suspenseful sequences with Indians to

make it a good attraction for the action

fans. The episodic quality that belabors the

film makes it seem longer than it s 89

minutes running time. The Charles Marquis

Warren screen play founders in some shal-

low waters of mock romantic and synthetic

action for about a half hour before it finally

gets into the theme of the Pony Express.

However, wdien two of the old west's most

famed characters, Bill Cody and Wild Bill

Hickok, get together to make the Pony Ex-

press a reality, the credibility reaches fan-

tastic limits. As portrayed by two of the

more rugged Hollywood stars, Charlton

Heston and Forrest Tucker, one can sit back

and enjoy the derring-do that follows with

gusto. It's overlong for dual bills generally

but, properly exploited, should be able to

stand alone in action spots.

Heston is a vigorous and sardonic Buffalo

Bill who makes the ladies swoon just by
looking at them and strong men quake in

terror when he appears on the scene. Tucker

is a much more subdued character, belying

his name as Wild Bill Hickok, but registers

effectively. As a dynamic hellcat, an ema-

ciated, crew-cut Jan Sterling steals the sho*l

from Rhonda Fleming.

STORY: Losing his horse in an Indial

attack, Charlton Heston, as Buffalo Bil

hitches a ride on a stagecoach carryin

Rhonda Fleming and her brother Micha

Moore, on their way to California to he

foment a seccession from the L^nion by tl

State. Heston foils an attempted 'kidnaj

ping' of the two passengers then learns 'i

their true intent when he finds the who

thing was staged. Since the only commur
cation lines between California and the Mi

west is the projected Pony Express, HestO'j

with Forrest Tucker as Wild Bill Hicko

lends his energies towards getting the Poi

Express through. After much intrigue II

the seccessionists, Indian trouble, and a las.|

ditch attempt to sabotage the Pony Expre I

stations, Heston and Tucker get the E'J

press through; PHIL
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$7,000,000 OF FAITH

I THEATER BUSINESS!
By LEONARD COULTER

They're mixing concrete and knocking

down walls on the eighth floor of the War-

ner Brothers building in New York, and the

reason is Simon H. Fabian. < )n Saturday,

February 28, Warners transferred their the-

atres to a new company called Stanley

Warner Corporation. ( )n the morning of

March 2 the Warner family sold their stock

in that company to Fabian Enterprises, Inc.

and that very evening Si Fabian became its

President.

It was an event of significance to the

motion picture industry, and especially for

the exhibition side. It was the story of the

faith of two men—Fabian and his long-time

associate, Samuel Rosen—in the future of

movie business, faith to the extent of an

obligation in excess of seven million dollars,

which they will pay for the Warner Brothers

controlling stock interest. And it was also

the start of a personal adventure.

Si Fabian, built like a bulldozer, fresh of

complexion, sparse of hair and, at time-,

strangely shy, is no oldster setting out on a

career. He has only passed hi- fifty-third

birthday. His experience within the industry

is considerable and his judgment about its

future is mature.

Started with Father

Born in Paterson, New Jersey, where his

father was in the theatre business, young

Si was at high school when the first Fabian

house was built and every afternoon he

helped out his dad as an usher. That was in

1914. During the war, he graduated from

Harvard, then got a job with First National

where he learned the distribution ropes. In

1923, after some experience as exchange

manager, he went into his father's theatre

business and, when it merged with the

Stanley circuit three years later Si was made

vice-president iti charge of film buying an 1

stage booking. He joined the board of War-

ners in 1928, but was restive. Within two

years he was out on his own again, organiz-

ing a theatre building company, and then

started his own circuit.

SI FABIAN

'My Kind of Business'

Now he w ill be operating some 300 War-

ner houses in addition to the fifty-odd in the

Fabian chain, and, like a shrewd executive,

he is taking over into his new organization

the key men from the old Warner liros.

Circuit Management Corp. Good theatremen

are a scarce commodity these days, so it wa>

not surprising that showmen of the calibl

of Harry Kalmine and Moe Silver wen

named to the board of directors of the

Stanley Warner Corporation, to sit wit!

Fabian, Rosen and David G. Baird, chair

man of the Finance Committee, in formin

lating policy.

Enjoy Confidence

At the fountain of this new organization

of course, will sit the Messrs. Fabian ami

Rosen, a fine pair of captains for any team<

When the sale of the Warner theatres sto^jj

to Fabian Enterprises was first announced

the accompanying statement said: "Th

Warner brothers are happy that their stoci

is to be acquired by such well known veter

ans in the exhibition of motion pictures, an

feel that under this arrangement the besi

interests of the stockholders and employee

of the new theatre company will be prf

served." This expression of confidence i'

typical of the respect in which Fabian an

Rosen are held throughout the industry,

They enjoy a reputation for integrity and fcl

sound theatre operations through the man

years of their association.

It means something, therefore, when ;|

Fabian confesses: "I have been in the bus

ness since 1914. I have great confidence!

it, and in its future. I don't think we hav'

even begun to meet the full potentials of tl

business. Mass entertainment such as v,

can offer will always be wanted."

If you ask Fabian whether that's tl

reason for his acquisition of the Warn

theatres, which represent a depreciated il

vestment of about $70,000,000, he will he:

tate a moment, and then add, "Well, part;

that. You see, it's my kind of business." I

What is the basic reason for Si's enthu:

asm? Why is he so optimistic at a time wh
\

other exhibitors are still inclined to deep,

the furrows in their brows. One of t

reasons is the new turn which the indust

(Continued on Ptige i I
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
20th Century-Fox is rapidly converting its

joiluction techniques to plunge into fuil-

<ale production of CinemaScope features.

',vo of the wide-screen features are already

lining, and at least another pair are being

i shed for early starts.

''The Kobe" (Jean Simmons-Richard Bur-

tin-Victor Mature-Michael Rennie) finally

jjlt underway on February 24, with the

I jollywood press invited to view the first

lily's shooting. A week later, on March 2,

lie second CinemaScope feature, "How To
Ijarry A Millionaire" (Betty Grable-Marilyn

» Jonroe-Lauren Bacall) also went into pro-

action.

I The press, which has waxed hot and cold

ii the various 3D and wide-screen processes

(ewed in recent weeks, was in unanimous

sreement that, as of now, CinemaScope ap-

•ars to have the least drawbacks. Prac-

I pally everyone who visited the set of "The

obe," or glimpsed the tests which were

inducted prior to actual filming, was agreed

jat here is a picture w hich will make motion

Jcture history.

o o

I Columbia, for its part, is in the midst of

5 roving to the industry that depth-dimension

oductions, like flat films, can he turned

it on short budgets and condensed shoot-

ig schedules. As a matter of fact, the time

ement may eventually prove to be even

ss on I)- 1) features, inasmuch as there will

it less editing to be done after filming is

pmpleted.

In a bid to heat its competitors to the

:reen with a continuous supply of tri-

pmensional films, Columbia rushed "The

[an Who Lived Twice" before the cameras

n February 16, and expects to have the

nished product playing in theatres within

ne month. Filmed in black and white, it is

eing made by Columbia's own 31) process,

jimilar to Natural Vision.

Actual shooting time on "The Man Who
Lived Twice" totals only 11 days, which is

houl as line as any producer has thus far

ieen able to cut it, even for the conventional

lat surface pictures. It is a Robert Cohn
iroduction, directed by Lew Landres, and

tars Kdmond O'Brien and Audrey Totter

Without the need for color processing, it

s likely that "The Man" will go into re-

ease ahead of Columbia's "Fort Ti" which

larted production a couple weeks earlier,

t may actually be the first depth-dimension

major-produced picture.

0 0
Stanley Kramer is discussing a future re-

easing tie-up with several major companies,

ind will probably exit Columbia long before

iiis contract expires, in March of 1454. Al-

though none of the principals will confirm

it, FILM BULLF.T1 X hears fro,,, an un-

impeachable source that only final details

remain to be worked out before announcing

a resumption of his old deal with United

Artists. Arthur Krim is understood to have

promised Kramer the same kind of all-out

financing deal that he held with Columbia.

According to the best available informa-

tion, the parting with Columbia will likely

take placs in early summer, after Kramer
has completed his currently filming "The
Wild One" (Marlon Brando), and "The
Caine Mutiny," which is now being cast.

0 o
Allied Artists may be the first studio in

town to turn out a feature in both 3-dimen-

. ion and the wide-screen process. "The
Maize," which starts late this month, already

holds a Natural Vision commitment, and

negotiations are now underway also to film

it in 20th Century-Fox's CinemaScope.

0 o
The resignation of Joseph M. Schenck,

one of the industry's most seasoned and

respected figures, as executive head of pro-

duction for 20th Century-Fox. made one

realize what extensive changes are taking

place m our industry. Schenck declared that

because of his interests in the theatre and

allied businesses, he could no longer give

enough time to his duties with Fox. His

move was seen as being required by the

divorcement provision of the anti-trust de-

cree. He is the major stockholder in L'nited

Artists' Theatres.

Darryl F. Zanuck was quoted as saying:

"1 know that Joseph Schenck's continuance

with our company has entailed a personal

sacrifice. Ours has been a long, harmonious

and happy association. I don't think there

is an association comparable to ours in the

history of motion pictures. I have the great-

est respect and affection for Joseph Schenck."

o o
Warners will have its first Natural Vision

3D feature, "House of Wax" (Vincent

Price), in release by early April. The feature,

which was completed on February 23, re-

quired a total of five weeks' filming.

The second Natural Vision production was

placed before the cameras at WB's valley

lot on February 25. Titled, "The Burning

Arrow," it stars Guy Madison and Frank
Lovejoy, and is directed by Gordon Douglas
and produced by David Weisbart,

Daily rushes on "House of Wax", which

were shown to the press, brought the gen-

eral reaction that this first major studio

depth-dimension idin will prove to he a real

sin icker.

0 0
Columbia studio people feel thai their up-

coming production will give them our of the

strongest programs in company history.

They point to such pictures as "From Here
to Eternity" (Montgomery Clift-Burt Lan-
caster-Deborah Kerr), "Miss Sadie Thomp-
son" (Rita Hayworth), "The Big Heat"
(Glenn Ford), and "The Caine Mutiny". All

of these are to face the cameras within the

next six weeks and will he followed in March
by the next Judy Holliday picture, "A Name
tor Herself", scripted by Garson Kanin and

Ruth Gordon.

0 o
John Wayne and Robert Fellows, who re-

cently made "Plunder in the Sun" for

Warner Brothers, have just signed a new
four-picture deal with studio, which provides

for total financing and distribution of the

pictures. One of the four films in the new
arrangement, will consist of a package from
John I

;arrow.

0 0
Republic tees off a heavy schedule of thea-

tre and television films this month. The pro-

gram of new theatre films includes: "The
Champ From Brooklyn" (Alex Nicol-Au-
drey Totter-Charles Winninger-Hope Emer-
son), which William A. Seiter will produce
and direct; "Constable of Carson City"

(Alan "Rocky" Lane), western to be directed

by Harry Keller for associate producer Rudy
Ralston; "Sea of Lost Ships," to be pro-

duced and directed by Joseph Kane, and an

untitled serial, which associate producer
Franklin Adreon will master-mind.

Herbert J. Yates recently completed a deal

in London for the production of 12 vidpix

to be made abroad over the next several

months. The first of the group rolls March
9. The TV seies will he directed by R. G.

Springsteen and deal with England's famed
Scotland Yard.

o o
Universal - International has allocated

$1,000,000 this year for building up new-

talent, on the premise that new faces are

as important as any of the new DD or wide-

screen processes, when it comes to appeasing
the public's jaded tastes. Twelve young con-

tract players will get the big exploitation

push, according to U-I execs. And it is the

studied opinion of FILM BULLETIN'S
stalT, that there isn't a more likely group of

future stars in the entire industry, than the

majority of these newcomers. Included in

the group are: Suzan Ball, Mari B1.uk hard,

Palmer Lee, Hugh O'Brian, Marcia Hender-
son, Mamie Van Dorn, Richard Long, Jack
Kelly, Kathleen Hughes, Barbara Rush, Lori
Nelson, Ruth Bampton and Russell Johnson.

In addition to advertising and publicity,

the $1,000,000 budget will be used for ex-

panding the studio's schooling of new-
comers. U-I will place great emphasis on
dramatic training, rather than over-emphasis
oi physical appeal.
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Heard in Hollywood
By JAY ALLEN

Fox's Call Me Madam" would still be a mint,

called by any other name. It's heads and

shoulders above any other musical seen in years.

Best ever turned out by Fox . . . Audie Murphy's

next for U-l is titled "Three Were Renegades,"

and is set for a March 10 start; Ross Hunter

producing . . . Dore Schary vows there'll always

be two-dimension pictures. "3D, like color, just

isn't suitable for every script," he says . . .

Future screen credits for Technicolor Corp. will

read: "Release prints by Technicolor".

0 0
James Stewart is so pleased over the pocket

full of change he's collected from U-l on per-

centage deals, that he's agreed to split the

profits at Paramount on a new war story, tenta-

tively titled, "Strategic Air Command" . . .

And if you think those percentage deals can't be

pure gold for the stars, just check Ty Power,

who figures to draw 750 G's from "Mississippi

Gambler" . . . Jerry Wald, who sitith at the

right hand of Harry Cohn will be handed the

reins of production in mid-April, when Cohn

takes off on a six-weeks' sabbatical.

0 0
Paramount claims to be on the verge of

coming up with something new in a combination

wide-screen, depth-dimension system that doesn't

require glasses. All very hush-hush . . . 20th-

Fox is shooting a flat surface, 16mm. version of

"The Robe," simultaneous with its CinemaScope

filming, to be used in churches and schools . . .

Bob O'Donnell, of the Texas Interstate Circuit,

paid Pine-Thomas' ParaVision production of

"Sangaree" the supreme compliment: "It has

all of the scope, both in production and cast,

that 'Gone With the Wind' had" . . . Collier

Young is taking an RKO release for "When the

Wind Dies," tinted action-drama which he'll

film in Chile this spring.

0 0
April showers will bring 3D in torrents.

Warner's "House of Wax", Columbia's "Fort

Ti" and "The Man Who Lived Twice" and Para-

mount's "Sangaree"—not to mention the still-

playing "Bwana Devil"—will all be in release

. . . The national P.T.A. council has selected

Anna Maria Alberghetti as its choice of the

"star of tomorrow" . . . John Wayne and Bob

Fellows plan to build up their own stock com-

pany of players for their Wayne-Fellows Pro-

ductions . . . RKO is planning a sequel to "Sin-

bad the Sailor", with Louis Jourdan starred, and

Ted Tetilaff directing for Robert Sparks . . .

Allied Artists got an okay from the Navy to film

"Annapolis '53", which will roll early this

summer, in color.

<o o
Insiders at Metro expect production to be cut

still further for the next fiscal year, beginning

September I—possibly to as low as 24 pictures.

The current schedule was sliced from 38 to 30

. . . Allied Artists has the inside track in the

race to corral releasing rights on "Top Secret,"

the much-talked-about Associated British thriller

. . . Jack Warner claims the edited footage on

the Coronation will be flown out of London on

the same night the queen is crowned, and will

be processed in the Hollywood WarnerColor

labs within 48 to 60 hours . . . Judy Holliday

goes back before the Columbia cameras on

May 5, as the star of the Kanin-Gordon yarn,

"A Name For Herself". George Cukor will

again be her director.

0 0
George Sherman, now on the final year of

his seven-term U-l director's pact, wants any

new deal to be non-exclusive, so that he can

do outside pictures . . . Paramount paid off Yul

Brynner to the tune of $75,000, and he's now

talking a deal with Columbia . . . Big screens

means big scenes for stars who've been getting

away with 30 seconds of dialogue per take . . .

The deal for Billy Wilder to direct "Pal Joey"

for Columbia, is kaput . . . Isn't Paramount

planning both ParaVision and wide-screen treat-

ment on "Red Garters"? . . . And C. B. DeMille

is proceeding at a cautious pace with his prepa-

rations for "The Ten Commandments". Figures

it will probably get either the 3D or wide-screen

treatment—possibly both.

O o
United Artists is dreaming of a $3,000,000

gross on "Bwana Devil" in the next 20 weeks.

Has to move fast ahead of the new 3D crop . . .

"Kiss Me Kate" will be Metro's first musical in

depth-dimension . . . Joe Breen denies widely

published reports that the MPA has banned ex-

hibition of Stanley Kramer's "The Wild One,"

outside the United States. Says Breen: "The

Johnston office has neither the authority nor

the inclination to be concerned about distribu-

tion of motion pictures anywhere."

The Spotliyht

JAMES R. GRAINGER

The day after James R. Grainger was of-

ficially elected president of RKO, his private

secretary told a member of the Hollywood

press that he had received 5,317 congratu-

latory letters and wires from practically

every one of importance in the business.

These messages came from producers, di-

rectors, exhibitors, executives and even bank-

ing officials. This outpouring of good wishes

only confirmed the general opinion that

there are few men in the industry better

liked and respected.

Grainger's unexcelled knowledge of all

matters relating to motion picture sales

policies, theoretically should give RKO its

greatest shot in the arm since long before

World War II. when it was one of the

biggest money-making companies in the

business.

Grainger, affectionately known as "Jimmy"
to America's showmen, has figured promi-

nently in the entertainment field since the

turn of the century. He began his career as

an advance agent for road shows and circuses,

preparing sales campaigns and paving the

way for appearances back and forth across

the nation. And he is still doing the same

thing, on a larger scale, in the motion pic-

ture industry. His integrity and movie know-

how have become legend with exhibitors and

salesmen, who never question his opinion of

a product. One exhibitr stated in his con-

gratulatory message: "A Grainger deal has

never gone sour."

Born and educated in New York City,

Jimmy's first association with the movie in-

dustry was as a western representative for

the old Edison talking pictures company.

In 1916, he joined the Fox Film Corporation

as assistant to the general sales manager.

He left that post to join Marshall Neilan

Productions, which released through First

National Pictures. At the same time, he

represented William Randolph Hearst in the

distribution of Cosmopolitan Pictures. His

next association was with Goldwyn Pictures

Corp., as vice-president and general sales

manager. When Goldwyn and Metro

merged, Grainger became vice-president and

general sales manager of Metro-Goldwyn.

After one year, in 1924, he resigned to re-

turn to Fox; to take charge of distribution,

was elected a v. p. in 1930, and remained until

1933. He later occupied the same position

at Universal, leaving that organization in

1938, to become vice-president in charge of

sales and distribution for Republic Pictures

Corp. And it was from this post that Ho-

ward Hughes was fortunate enough to snare

him for the new RKO presidency.
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Paramount Pictures Corporation

and its personnel

join in affectionate felicitations to

ADOLPH ZUKOR

on the happy occasion of

THE ADOLPH ZUKOR GOLDEN JUBILEE, 1903-1953

—celebrating fifty years of service to the motion picture

And Paramount extends thanks to

Variety Clubs International for its sponsorship of this

industrywide tribute to Paramount's beloved founder.



u>m4 Wctefoek

Above: With the lights set overhead, Donald O'Connor,

Janet Leigh and Buddy Jackett get ready to do i. tricky

dance routine in a music shop.

Right: Janet Leigh imlils the spotlight in one scene while

in the other she joins O'Connor in a black jaee act as

part aj a traveling minstrel show.

BLUE CHIP PRODUCTION

"Walking My Baby Back Home'

It's been ten years since Universal-International re-

1

leased its last big-scale musical production. But on the

basis of the raves FILM BULLETIN has been hearing 1

about its currently filming "Walking My Baby Hack
Home", it seems fair to assume that tunefilms will soon

again be playing an important part in the studio's future

production plans.

Sparked by the brilliant talents of a youthful duo,

Donald O'Connor and Janet Leigh, "Walking My Babi
Hack Home" promises to be one of the liveliest musicals

turned out by any studio in town in recent month-. And
to add further lustre to the film, producer Ted Richmond
introduces a new comic, chubby Buddy Hackett, who looks

like a sure bet for future stardom.

Lloyd Bacon, who directed many top musicals during

the past 20 years, claims that this one is shaping up as one

of his best. And Louis DaPron, who has been O'Connor's

dance director for the past ten years, unblinkingly describes !

the dancing as "the most sensational ever recorded on film."

In Technicolor, the picture boasts 11 song and dance]

and three instrumental numbers. Some are established hits,

such as the title song and "The Glow Worm," while others

are new ballads, written especially for the picture. In twol

of the numbers, O'Connor and Miss Leigh are supported-

by The Sportsmen and The Modernaires.

O'Connor is cast as a World War II Army private who'i

has organized an all-serviceman's dance band, just prior

to his discharge. Janet Leigh, a WAC sergeant, is the

vocalist with the group. Despite plans to keep the entire

group together after the war, Miss Leigh takes a powder on

the band.

To further complicate matters, O'Connor learns thaffl

his recently deceased grandfather has willed him $5,000 to

be used for singing lessons, with a promise of the entire

fortune if he can make good in a public concert. However,

O'Connor uses the money to reorganize the band. I'ventu-

ally, he does make his concert debut at C arnegie Hall, but

as a maestro of jazz, rather than as a classical singer.

The daily rushes indicate that there is going to be

plenty of bright comedy, glossy production numbers and

zippy solo routines to keep the film moving at a fast pace.
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They drove the Golden Herd

a thousand miles

through Apache

ambush!

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

SAN ANTONE
starring

ROD ARLEEN FORREST KATY
CAMERON • WHELAN • TUCKER • IURADO

with RODOLFO ACOSTA • ROY ROBERTS • BOB STEELE • HARRY CAREY, JR.

Screen Play By STEVE FISHER • Based on the Novel "THE GOLDEN HERD"
By CURT CARROLL • Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
(•public Pictur«i Corporation



SHORT SUBJECTS
Tax Repeal Now?

With the industry backing the Mason bill

for admissions tax repeal there is a "good
chance" that repeal will conic al lliis session

of Congress, according to co-chairmen of

COMPO's tax repeal committee, H. A. Cole

and Pat Magee. Urging the industry to dis-

regard any discouraging rumors and keep

plugging, the co-chairmen base their opti-

mism on information garnered directly from

"leading members of both houses of Con-

gress who are in closest touch with legis-

lation pertaining to tax matters". It won't

be easy, they say, but there is enough am-
munition in the COM PO coffers to warrant

hope for a successful campaign this year.

The Mason bill (H.R. 157) was selected by

the committee because of its simplicity and

directness in providing immediate elimina-

tion of the tax on motion picture theatres.

Nembery Rep. Sales Head

The appointment of C. Bruce Newbery as

Republic vice president and sales chief to

succeed James R. Grainger indicates the im-

portance of president Herbert J. Yates'

world-wide outlook for the company. New-
bery, named by Yates in London, leaves his

post as vice president and chief executive

officer of Republic's British organization to

take up his new duties in New York this

week. Richard G. Yates, former associate

assistant to Grainger maintains that post

under Newbery.

Schenck Leaves Fox

Joseph M. Schenck's resignation as ex-

ecutive production head of 2()th-Fox is an-

other phase of the company's divorcement

overhauling. Schenck, a major owner of the

United Artists theatre circuit, announced his

withdrawal so that there would be no con-

flict between the two interests. As founder

with Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century, which

later became 20th-Fox, Schenck ended a 21-

year tenure with the company.

Zukor Jubilee Glitters

The turnout for that fabulous Adolph

Zukor Golden Jubilee Dinner last Wednes-
day night at the Waldorf was a magnificent

tribute to Mr. Motion Pictures. Keynoted

by Bernard M. Baruch, a line of celebrities

as long as the history of movies paid homage
to the movies 80-year-old dean. Featured

speakers on the rostrum included Paramount
president Barney Balaban, and Bob O'Don-
nell, ringmaster of Variety Clubs Inter-

national, which is sponsoring the Jubilee.

Colosseum Non-ReJ

Members of the Colosseum of Motion

Picture Salesmen have been asked to sign

an affidavit that they arc not members of

the Communist party. Colosseum president

Ray Wild notified President Fisenhower that

the action, sponsored by San Francisco's

Bill Tomlinson, was enthusiastically received

by the entire membership.

CinemaScope Next Week

The eagerly awaited demonstration of

CinemaScope will be held on or about Mon-
day, March 16th, 20th Century-Fox expects.

The home office projection room is currently

undergoing alterations for the first press and
public demonstration of the process. Scenes

from "The Robe", first CinemaScope film,

will be shown.

Cinerama Moreover

Cinerama, having passed a $1,000,000 gross

for its one showing at the Broadway in New
York, moves over to the Warner on June
1st for a three month run. Reason for the

switch, says exhibition director Joseph Kauf-

man, is the Warner's larger seating capacity.

The West coast premiere takes place April

29th, following the Detroit opening, March
23rd.

Fabian Takes Over

The Fabian-Warner deal was finalized last

week with Si Fabian taking over as president

in the new Stanley-Warner theatre com-
pany. He maintains presidency of the Fabian

chain; Samuel Rosen became vice president

and treasurer of S-W, same post he holds

with Fabian.

SMPTE Spotlight on 3D

The forthcoming convention of the Society

of Motion Picture & Television Engineers

will be watched eagerly when it tackles the

3D situation during the 4-day meeting begin-

ning April 27. Slated for attention also are

color television standards and subscription

TV. Latest developments in drive-in engi-

neering will be another highlight.

25,000,000 To See Osear

The initial showing of the Academy
Award presentations on television is ex-

pected to reach some 25,000,000 viewers on

the nationwide NBC-TV show, March 19.

Normally starting at midnight or there-

abouts in the East, the time has been moved
up to 10:30, Eastern Time, and the proceed-

ings cut down to an hour and a half for the

TV presentation.

Opera Not Spinach

Audience reaction to "Carmen", first thea-

tre television showing of an opera directly

from the Metropolitan, indicates there will

be more of the same, according to Theatre

Network Television, Inc. Of the 4000 ballots

cast by the viewers, 87% showed that they

would come to see other operas on theatre-

TV and 91% felt that the presentation was

"excellent". Less than 1% said they did

not like it.

'Salome' Preem on TV

Columbia's "Salome" will get the full

scale Klieg-light treatment for its world

debut at the New York Rivoli, March 24th.

Interviews with celebrities will be telecast

from the lobby.

EDITORIAL
Misfit Sneaks

Screen writer Nunnally Johnson has a gripe

about sneak previews. He feels that the incom-

patibility of the picture being sneaked with the

film the audience originally came to see too

often results in a false evaluation. An Abbott

and Costello crowd, for instance, wouldn't take

too kindly to a "Come Back, Little Sheba". He

proposes that pictures to be tested be openly

advertised, just as they would be for a regular

release. They would then draw the crowd that

would normally be attracted to such a picture.

Obviously this would offer a far more accurate

guage of the picture's value to the audience for

which it's designed.

Johnson's suggestion makes sense.

If the sneak preview policy has any merit in

these days of selective audiences, it should

certainly be handled wisely enough to ensure a

proper audience. Getting a surprise package

can be a lot of fun, but it can also be awfully

disappointing for the wrong recipient.

Memoranda

The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital

Christmas Salute is nearing the $110,000

mark and may go to $125,000 by the time

it is closed out at the end of march . . .

Barney Balaban will serve as honorary

chairman of the 1953 Joint Defense Appeal

campaign. The JDA has set its sights on

$5,000,000 to advance the activities of the

American Jewish Committee and the Anti-

Defamation League . . . United Artists

branches are pushing the company's current

Bernie Krauze sales drive with a special 8-

week campaign to commemorate the second

anniversary of the present regime. Vice

president Max Youngstein is heading the

campaign special.

People

Harry M. Pimstein, RKO vice president

and attorney for the company since 1926, has

resigned. An anti-trust specialist, he suc-

cessfully defended RKO in every lawsuit in

which he took active part . . . Don Mersereatt,

associate publisher and general manager of

the Film Daily, has resigned after 30 years

association with the trade paper . . . Arthur

Krim is back in New York after three weeks

in Hollywood lining up product and pro-

ducers for UA . . . Charles Boasberg and

RKO shorts head Sidney Kramer were in

Toronto last week for the final session of a

cross-country series of meetings on the com-

pany's 25th anniversary drive . . . U-lS

Milton Rackmil, Al Daff and Ben Cohn

came back from South America last week in

time to meet with board chairman Nate

Blumberg, just arrived from the West Coast.

And David Lipton also is in from the studio

to plan ad campaigns on forthcoming U-I

releases.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

/

lark Hendrix, manager of the Fine Arts Theatre. Beverly Hills, Calif., set up this theatre-front

'is/day for the engagement of "Come Back, Little Sheba". It was the first time that 15-foot en-

largements were permitted by Beverly Hills authorities to flank a theatre boxoffice.

Preem for Plebeians

I Some 600 patrons of neighborhood thea-

I res in the New York area will rub elbows

llrith the traditional first night celebrities in

co-op set by Paramount with nine theatre

Inrcuits for the New York premiere March
0th of "The Stars Are Singing". Five

llatrons of each of the 60 theatres involved

AW be given a pair of ducats for the gala

ffair. Approximately two million entry

(flanks from which the first nighters will be

hosen were filled out—which is really brini-

ng the premiere into the neighborhoods.

Metro & Look
i Metro is really capitalizing on the ample

Opportunities offered by Look magazine for

Promotion of movies. Already sporting

hree big displays on its pictures in Look
lince the first of the year ("Bad and the

beautiful", "Above and Beyond", and "Mo-
;ambo"), as well as a "Julius Caesar" lay-

put and the Look Awards naming Fernando
Lamas, "Singing in the Rain" and "Ivan-

hoe", Metro's boxofficers have another trio

pf layouts in as many issues between now
knd April 21st.

1000 Trailers for 'Shane'

"Shane", touted by Paramount as its

(greatest Technicolor western, will have a

record number of trailers for its summer re-

lease. One thousand prints have been
ordered, topping by 100 the company's pre-

vious trailer high on a Technicolor film.

Sullivan Plugs 'Gobi'

Latest of the movies to be plugged on Ed
Sullivan's Toast of the Town Sunday night

CBS network show was 20th-Fox's "Des-
tination Gobi". Sullivan has really been
doing a job in tins direction, and, we might
add, one of mutual benefil to both movies
and Mr. S.

Leo Platter Co-op

MGM Records, in addition to urging its

dealers to contact theatre managers on any

disk that has anything to do with a current

movie, is actually supplying the distributors

with a movie playdate service, listing city,

theatre and playdate. It's right smart pin-

point promotion.

'Call Me Madam' Launched

20th Century-Fox shoved off on its cam-
paign for "Call Me Madam" with a bounty

of space and publicity when Ethel Merman,
star of the Technicolor musical tossed a

shindig (by courtesy of 20th-Fox) for blue-

bloods and show people paralleling the fabu-

lous affairs tossed by her prototype in the

film, Perle Mesta, combined with a preview.

Sunday Supplement Boosts WB
American Weekly, biggest Sunday sup-

plement, will feature Warner stars and films

in the next two consecutive issues. The
March 15th edition will carry story and arc

layout on WB star Virginia Mayo and plugs

for her forthcoming musical, "She's Back
on Broadway". The following week a byline

story by Alfred Hitchcock will have scenes

from his latest release, "I Confess".

More For U-I Stars

U-I has earmarked a million dollars to de-

velop new screen personalities this year. This

expanded star-building program, based on

the success of Shelley Winters, Jeff Chand-
ler, Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie and several

others who were given the benefil of the

company's star development campaign, will

intensify the highly effective personal ap-

(Continued <>n Page 24)

Pressbook Award
Theatremen are apt to take for granted

that invaluable aid to showmanship—the

pressbook. It is fitting, we believe, that rec-

ognition be bestowed upon those pressbooks

which best serve the needs of theatre show-

men. This is the first FILM BULLETIN
Pressbook Award:

"Moulin Rouge"
As packed with ideas as the picture it

represents, United Artists' pressbook on

"Moulin Rouge" is a revelation for the

showman. Beginning with the striking, full

color cover, the 20-page, 14 x 21 book is

crammed with exciting ads, natural tie-ups

keyed to local exploitation, stunts and pub-

licity suggestions. Stressing the pre-release

campaign, which has whetted moviegoers

appetites for several months with breaks in

all of the leading national magazines, the

pressbook makes capital of the critics'

kudoes and the seven nominations for this

year's Oscar.

The wonderful breaks the picture re-

ceived in both Life and Look are combined
with a lively series of can-can girl stunts.

Using the Life and Look features with em-
phasis on the can-can sequences, the com-
pany has prepared a 40 x 60 display in full

color for the lobby and then widened out

on I hi-* theme to embrace the theatre front.

The lusty ad campaign depicted is pro-

vocative, full of movement, and sure to

kindle want-to-see. The ads range from a

full campaign on one mat to 000-linc dis-

plays.

So cleverly have the ads been constructed

that at any theatre playing to an adult audi-

ence can be assured of a selection, no matter

what angle.

Max Youngstcin and his staff of box-
officers are to be congratulated on the com-
bination of eye appeal and ideas contained

in the "Moulin Kouge" pressbook. It is

a fitting receipient of the first FILM
BULLETIN Pressbook Award.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

'I Confess' A Hitchcock Natural
If a moviegoer were to be quizzed: "What dire-dor do you associate with suspense1

pictures?" there would be little doubt abort the answer. The name of Alfred Hitch-

cock has become synonymous with suspense, even to a point where the very specialized

technique he uses in socking over his stories ma\ be said to have reached the lower

case adjective, "hitcheockian".

In "I Confess," the portly master of suspense has the added advantage of an un-

usual and provocative story, the services of a pair of Hollywood's most capable young

stars, as well as a fine supporting cast, to deliver a meaty exploitation dish to theatre-

men. Warners has given it a choice set of ads. display suggestions and promotion

aids in that direction. They have enhanced the theme- that of a former soldier who

has turned to the priesthood, hears a confession of murder, and. because of the sanctity

of the confessional, is unable to reveal the killer when he himself is accused—by pos-

ing the problem in a teaser to the audience:

"What would you do?".

Both Montgomery Clift, as the pries!

caught in a trap of circumstances, and

Anne Baxter, as his pre-ecclesiastical love

and the innocent instrument in the chain

that almost hangs him. make potent mar-

quee and display fodder. There are also

a multitude of angles available in the story,

provocatively portrayed in the ads and

posters. For suitable areas, the aspect of a

priest accused of murder, tastefully and

sympathetically handled as it is, is worthy

of consideration, especially in predominate-

ly Catholic sections. This should be care-

fully watched since the implications in the

regular ads, while stimulating to the gen-

eral moviegoer, may be disturbing to those

in the audience who are touchy on the

subject.

But first and foremost, it's a Hitchcock

picture and that's the big angle to sell.

ADS & ACCESSORIES
The hulk of the promotional aids are angled at]

the two stars and. oi course, tied in with the titlfl

the Hitchcock name. Shown ahove is a full-colofl

standee, cut out on compo hoard and heavifl

hacked with strong easel. At left is a suggesteM

display, blown up from still 788-60 or from presfl

hook cover, to he mounted on a 40 x 60. Below

some of the larger newspaper display ads.

it You Knew

What He Knew,.

t t
MONTGOMERY GLiFT

ANNE BAXTER
NEW WARNER BROS. SENSATION

[title a ^ d billing]

THIS

IS

m °£CBT-

1

THIS

IS

> ^m
"m escape!
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Bound by the sanctity of the confessional, Montgomery Clifl

hears himself accused of murder, but cannot reveal the

killer's identity.

I CONFESS
Imagine suspense maestro Alfred Hitchcock

given a situation like this: An escaping murderer,

dissuised in priest's robes, runs into a cathedral,

discards his cassock and confesses his crime to the

priest. Going to the scene of the murder, the priesl

encounters a girl he knew and loved before enter-

ing the priesthood, and their meeting, observed by

tlii' homicide iinestigator, begins turning the wheels

that draw tight the circumstantial net to indict the

innocent clergyman. His lips sealed by the confes-

sional box' sanctity, the priest goes on trial for

murder.

The situations arc made to order for the Hitch-

cock technique <>f building suspense to almost un-

bearable proportions. Montgomery ('.lift is seen as

the priesl faithful to his vows even in the shadow

of the electric chair; Anne Baxter plays the girl in-

nocently involved in the web because she had been

a victim of blackmailing schemes by the murdered

man. (). K. Hasse. a> the neurotic killer who sits in

court and watches the man near execution whose

scaled lips proteel him, is a notable addition to the

cast whic h includes Karl Maiden and Brian Vherne.
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Lobby display plugging the disc jockey talent

search show on stage of Circle Theatre, Indian-

apolis, far Paramount'S "The Stars Are Singing".

(Continued from Page 21)

pearance tours. Casting director Roberl

Palmer notes that the new names to be

plugged will be carefully cast, given special

schooling to develop their particular forte

and will be well attended by press agentry

—and that's how stars are built.

Women's Clubs Boost 'Sing'

Several million women will he on the look-

out for 20th- Fox's "Tonight We Sing" be-

cause of an invaluable boost by the General

Federation of Womens' Clubs. All 17,0000

chapters have received a letter lauding the

film from Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, chair-

man of the groups' motion picture division,

which will be brought to members' attention

at meetings, in discussion groups and by-

bulletin board posters.

Drop in Ad Rates

Good news for Philadelphia exhibitors

was the announcement by that city's after-

noon paper, The Bulletin, that it was reduc-

ing movie classified theatre listing rates for

its Sunday editions from 75c per line to 50c

per line. Another blow against the disparity

between regular advertising rates and movie

page rates.

RKO Florist Tie

A natural tie-in for RKO's "No Time for

Flowers", will find exhibitors contacted di-

rectly by their local florists throughout the

country. The Florists' Information Council

is sending a special bulletin, plugging the

picture and its tieup possibilities, and urging

flower dealers to contact RKO exchanges

for information regarding local play dates.

Some of the thousand newsboys who were guests

of Allied Artist's special screening of "Hiawatha"

in Los Angeles. In foreground, star Keith Larsen

presents a Hiawatha bicycle to 1 1-year-old

Anthony Aguilar, carrier boy of the month.

TV's Guuri Side

The two-headed monster that is TV has been

showing its benevolent face a little more fre-

quently. As a medium for promotion of new

movies, there is little doubt as to TV's force in

socking across forthcoming pictures on home

screens. A few of the companies, principally

Metro and Fox, have used this medium to good

advantage. They have realized the value of

"home trailers" and the immensely extended pro-

motional coverage a picture can receive when

properly tied in with a national network show.

An example of this was vividly displayed on

Ed Sullivan's March I "Toast of the Town" show,

when highlight film clips from "Battle Circus"

were featured. An added touch was the person-

al appearance of Leslie Caron, MGM star, as

part of the TV audience. It wasn't just a one-

shot stunt. It marked the first of eight Metro

pictures to receive this time-of-release promo-

tion on Sullivan's popular CBS show. The "Battle

Circus" scenes stressed, wisely, the romantic

and dramatic scenes in this Korean war film. It

served to give millions of sit-at-homes who were

watching the show a hearty appetite for the

picture.

Obviously this is a most effective way of

reaching the so called lost audience. Mutually

beneficial to both film companies and the TV

shows, with t^e latter receiving top notch free

entertainment material and the picture receiving

the plug, there seems little question that this

can and should be expanded.

Star lure was pointed up when the crowds came

out for the two-theatre world premiere in Quebec

of Warners "I Confess". Star Anne Baxter, above,

was besieged by autograph hounds wherever she

went. Director Alfred Hitchcock and Miss Baxter

(below) receive Mystery Writers award.

An impressive window display teas set by the Liberty Music Shops in New York for 20th-Fox's

"Tonight We Sing" RCA Victor sound track film.
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CinemaScope

In the above scene from "The Robe", Richard Burton fights for his own life, and those of a band

of Christians, with Roman centurion Jeff Morrow. Below is an effective close-up as Burton, who

plays the Roman tribune, Marcellus, seeks to learn if Justus (Dean Jaggerl is a follower of Christ.

'Continued from Page 8)

The 20th Century-Fox's officials' enthusi-

ism for the wide-screen system is shared to

Varying degrees by other film executives,

i\ho have under consideration the Skouras

iffer to make CinemaScope available to all

ihn producers and studios.

. Like every other film man extant, Spyros

Skouras has a keen eye peeled on develop-

nents in the depth-dimension field, as well.

His company is not putting its eggs exclu-

sively in the wide-screen basket, as evidenced

,iy the prompt scheduling of a couple

Natural Vision DD features.

: What will be the ticket-buying public's

Ultimate decision between the depth system

requiring polaroid glasses and the panoramic

screen ^ A sound conclusion shared by man)'

pf the industry's keenest observers is that

both of these dramatic film forms will find

great favor. And these sages foresee every

theatre everywhere eventually equipped with

k big CinemaScope screen, which will also

be utilized for depth films projected on the

standard size center portion. This will be

accomplished merely by draw curtains to

cover the two end sections of the wide

screen.

Great Visual Variety

Consider, you movie theatremen, what

wondrous visual variety you will have to

offer your patrons by presenting one week

in eye-filling spectacle on that expansive

panorama screen and the next week a depth-

dimension movie that will attack their emo-

tions as no other entertainment medium ever

could! That is what the near future-

promises you.

Now, what will CinemaScope cost? Today
little exact information on this vital question

is available. Last week, the president of

20th Century-Fox, who works like a demon,
took time out from his crammed schedule

to talk to FILM BULLETIN about the

cost factors.

"My aim", Mr. Skouras said, "is to bring

CinemaScope within the price range of every

exhibitor everywhere in the world." Those
knowing his devotion to the exhibition

branch of the industry will readily accept

the sincerity of that statement.

His plan is to package the entire Cinema-
Scope equipment for theatres: lens, screen,

stereophonic sound. Lenses already arc in

production and Skouras expects to have be-

tween 3000 and 5000 sets of lenses delivered

by the end of this year. The first 500 are to

be made by Professor Henri Chretien, the

inventor, in France. Other orders are being

placed with the best opticians throughout

the world.

Standard 35 millimeter projection lenses

range from $75 up to $400, the latter for

big drive-in theatres. It might be assumed

that the CinemaScope lens will be in the

several-hundred-dollars range. The screen,

approximately two and one-half times wider

than standard size, will have to be (as it is

for 3D projection) the silver type to reflect

maximum light. The cost can be estimated

at about three times the price of a standard

size silver screen, plus labor charges for con-

struction of the 5 feet-deep concave frame

on which it will be stretched.

No Loss of Light

Earl I. Sponable, 20th-Fox technical di-

rector, told us that the CinemaScope screen

entails practically no loss of light because

of its directional design, which reflects evenly

back to the audience. He also declared that

both 3D and standard size two-dimensional

films can be shown most effectively and

without distortion on tin- center section of

the wide screen, which won't run into the

curved areas.

The major cost problem in l ineinaScope

will be the stereophonic sound system. The
two additional horns require special wiring

and increased amplification from the pro-

jection booth. It is this problem chiefly that

is occupying the attention of Skouras and

the Fox engineers these days. So far, stereo-

phonic sound is still a $10,000 to $15,000

proposition, but experiments and negoti-

ations are being conducted constantly with

RCA, General Precision Laboratories and

Altec in an effort to evolve a practical sound

system at a price the mass of exhibitors can

meet. Spyros Skouras isn't a man to accept

defeat, so it's a reasonably safe bet that the

problem of a sound system for CinemaScope

will be developed—at the right price.

Everything made by man eventually pro-

duces a compensating factor. Even the atom

bond) will probably be neutralized some day.

So, it appears, the movie business is pro-

ducing an antidote for television. Cinema-

Scope and depth-dimension films offer the

public such fascinating and exciting new
entertainment forms that our industry ap-

pears to be poised on the brink of the era

of its greatest prosperity.
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€XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

'PAN' TERMS
Allied of New Jersey

In spite of constant warnings, pleas and
discussions, it seems as if distribution, with

little foresight and reckless thrashing about,

| intends to drive hundreds, perhaps thous-

ands, of theatres out of business.

The RKO deal on "Peter Pan" at the

present time is 60% for distribution and 40%
for exhibition. No exhibitor and very few
people in distribution would argue the point

that a theatre cannot exist if it must pay
these sort of terms on a potentially good

i grossing picture. "Peter Pan" is basically a

picture that will appeal to children and thus

: matinee business will far exceed evening at-

tendance. It is necessary for the welfare of

the industry that as many theatres play this

subject as is possible. However, as exhibi-

I tors and practical business men, this is an
economic impossibility. James Grainger has

just taken over as President of RKO. For
years Grainger was known as a good film

man. It is unlikely that RKO has one
:
hundred per cent say about the sales policy

as far as the Disney picture is concerned
but it certainly would be advisable for the

Disney representative and Grainger or Boas-
berg to face the facts that will eventually

cause tremendous friction. No one in the in-

dustry doubts that it is RKO's intention to

;
force exhibition to raise its prices for this

picture. That, of course, is against the law.

It seems futile to appeal to distribution as

far as equities are concerned. Perhaps all

i they leave are the courts. Exhibitors who
have shown pictures and advanced their

prices have perhaps from time to time shown
a very short-sighted profit but what now.
When RKO comes to sell you this picture,

let them know how you feel. Drop Charlie
Boasberg a line. Write Jimmy Grainger. Of
course, the monkey-see, monkey-do policy
of distribution has given RKO the pre-re-

lease idea which is perhaps the phoniest and
most absurd gimmick that the "ivory tower
boys" have figured up to this time. If this

continues, the thought of many exhibitors

that distribution intends to write off many
theatres in this country may well be a fact
in spite of protestat ions. Exhibitors through-
out the country are finally becoming aroused
by the greedy, hysterical and unbalanced
sales policies. Stop them now!

DON'T BUY TOO EARLY
ITO of Ohio

When a distributor first markets a picture,

he is full of enthusiasm for it. The general
sales manager sees it as making a barrel of
money and he passes his enthusiasm down
tlu line through district, division and branch
managers to salesmen. After the first few
engagements, his enthusiasm is often dam-
pened by the performance of the picture. It

is very often dropped in allocation from its

original top several notches.

Therefore, unless you. must make your
deals early to meet an early availability,

don't buy until alter the picture has had a

few early runs. The Fox Exchange in Cin-

cinnati and Metro Exchanges in both Cleve-

land and Cincinnati are the only ones wc
can vouch for as willing to make a down-
ward adjustment if pictures do not meet
early expectations. In some cases, these ad-

justments have been made without request

by exhibitors. There may be other exchanges
where this practice is followed—we just

haven't heard of them. In other cases, wait

until the picture has opened in a few spots

—you'll make a better deal.

CAUTION ON 3D
Allied Caravan

To us, it looks like the 3D bubble may
develop into about three things. (1) A pos-

sible terrific boom for theatre business. (2)

A novelty that the people will accept for a

time with glasses, show breaks, etc., but

which prudent small towners had better bide

their time carefully so as not to have ex-

pensive equipment become obsolete when
and if standardization is accomplished. (3)

It may become standardized soon and result

in a great shot in the arm for the industry

which will again result in the inevitable "dog

eat dog" battle over who is going to reap

the just share of benefits as regards film

rentals. Whatever happens in the oncoming
rush of 3D, rest assured it is not going to

be the answer to an idealistic dream of just

swamping you with unearned money. In-

vestments and film prices, percentages and

roadshows, work and worry is still the steel

frame work of this business.

TV SELLING
Allied of Indiana

Metro is planning to sell "Jeopardy" in

this territory on a saturation booking basis

backed by a TV advertising program con-

sisting of 12 spots per day for 10 days prior

to the opening of the picture. The TV spots

will be used on Indianapolis, Bloomington
and Louisville stations. We are advised that

exhibitors playing the picture on the satu-

ration date will be asked top terms. We
don't think our cooperation would be very
enthusiastic in getting in on this multiple

day and date run for several reasons.

First, all the old arguments against the

methods of saturation selling apply to this

picture. Here is good ordinary 69 minute
program melodrama that you would expect

to normally be allocated in about the third

bracket and kicking it up to top terms is

too much to pay for the TV selling. Prob-
ably Metro is entitled to some contribution

to its campaign from those exhibitors who
play in the saturation, but the hike from 3rd

to top bracket is too high a price.

Second, the industry's problem is to coax
people away from their living rooms and
their TV sets. If a TV campaign that goes

into these homes does woo them down to

the theatre then it is very important to im-

press the stranger with how superior tin-

movies are to TV presentations "Jeopardy"
impresses us as a picture that would not be

too hard for TV to handle. It is black and

white—not the beautiful color that people

can't get on their TV screens. The pro-

duction is very simple. There are no elabo-

rate sets, the cast is small, there is not even

a change of costumes in the picture.

If we get the set owners to sample the

movies, why not try to give them a picture

more calculated to bring them back again.

Why not employ the TV campaign on a pic-

ture like "I Love Melvin". Let them try to

get that kind of entertainment on their TV
sets.

STRAWS IN THE WIND
Allied Caravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central

Last night we had the pleasant surprise

of doing a full house forth of business on a

bottom allocated picture—and I'm sure Mr.

Lew Levy will be glad to hear this—the pic-

ture was "Just Across the Street" Conclu-

sions from this is that either it was just such

a nice day Sunday after Fri.-Sat. blizzard

that they wanted to get out; or that things

are going to start breaking; or that despite

what the critics and ad writers say, the

people still want down to earth, good human
comedies—a situation that we've been harp-

ing on for a year—Straw No. 2, of the un-

pleasant variety is that rumor has it TV is

about to come out with a TV projector that

sets the set in one end of the room and

throws the picture on the opposite wall

where you hang a screen. (Talk about the

straw that broke the camels back. Or talk

about the hand-writing on the wall!). Straw

No. 3 We read the other day where the

birds are arriving back in the southland two
weeks ahead of schedule this year. Could be

a harbinger of an early spring. And how
about that theory that as summer appro-

aches business slumps in the theatres. Just

ain't so up in this North country. We look

forward with open arms to spring and

summer business.

PRINT SHORTAGES
AITO of la. -Neb.

We wonder if film company heads can

possibly be aware of the terrific waste in

express and air-express charges, telephone

and telegraph, overtime, bus and car ex-

penses, etc., and the grief attendant to close

circuiting of too few prints that has become
a regular part of their exchange operations

as bookers try to serve their accounts with

half-way decent dates on current releases?

400 prints for 3,000 simultaneous bookings

is just—a math, impossibility! It's well

known and proven fact that far more money
is regularly wasted, thus, than would be re-

quired to furnish exchanges one or two ad-

ditional prints on fast-breaking pictures! If

they do know this, then the company heads

must be maintaining this very real print

shortage for other reasons than economy.
But in all fairness let it be stated that Uni-

versal does seem to have more prints, can

and does start pictures earlier, and takes

care of dates with much less than average

trouble. W hy not the others?
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$7,000,000 OF

(Continued from Page 14 J

has taken as a result of 3D and wide-screen

projection. "There is absolutely no question",

Si said the other day, "about the tremendous

interest generated among the public by 3D.

In every situation in which we have played

'Bwana Devil' we have done a land-office

business even in comparison with the period

of our greatest prosperity. Frankly, 'Bwana

Devil' isn't a masterpiece of movie produc-

tion; when we have really learned bow to

use this new medium and to make pictures

of quality, using the facilities of the major

studios, I am sure sensational things will be

done".

Outlook for 3D

Rushes of some hundreds of feet of War-

ner's "House of Wax" which he had seen,

added Si, were very impressive. The tech-

nique is so superior to anything yet achieved

that "it is like the difference betweer. night

and day." He reminisced briefly about the

introduction of sound. Remember "Lights

of New York"? A year after it made its

phenomenal bow you couldn't show it any-

where. "That's what happening already with

3D".

Fabian's own conviction about 3D is best

demonstrated by the fact that his new com-

pany already has made deals for over 70

theatres. By the end of this month more

than 230 of Stanley Warner theatres will be

equipped for three-dimensional projection,

or be well forward with installation.

Marriage with H ide-Angle

Nor is his interest confined to true 3D.

Contracts have been signed for the transfer

of Cinerama from the Broadway Theatre to

the Warner (the old Strand Theatre).

Present plans call for it to open at the

Warner some time in June—on a five-year

lease. I asked Si how he judged 3D in

relation to wide-angle systems such as Ciner-

ama and CinemaScope. "Wide-angle", he

answered readily, "has phenomenal possi-

bilities. Great opportunities are inherent in

the big screen and in the new kind of pic-

tures it makes possible. But I personally

believe there will be a marriage of wide-

angle and 3D. It is too early to go farther

than that; too much experimentation still

has to be done. But I can tell you this,

when equipment for wide-angle becomes

available it will go into our theatres."

One thing that has many exhibitors

worried is what is going to happen to the

FAITH IN THEATRE BUSINESS!

Executives of the newly forme/I Stanley Warner Corporation held their first press

conference last week. President Si Fahian is at the head of the table; to the right

are Samuel Rosen, executive v. p., and Harry M. Kalmine, v.p. and general manager.

small house which cannot readily purchase

and install new capital equipment such as

that needed for 3D and wide-angle. What

advice has Si Fabian to offer? Perhaps his

own words, reported exactly as he uttered

them, will offer comfort or, better still, in-

spire enthusiasm and encouragement.

"There is still big business to be done with

good pictures in whatever medium they are

made—3D, wide-angle or 'flat'. The figures

being grossed, for instance, by 'Peter Pan'

and 'Hans Christian Andersen' are phe-

nomenal. I think that all the excitement

caused by the new systems is important; but

so is the fact that a wonderful batch of

orthodox (2-dimensional) pictures is coming

up in the next few months. They are so

good that I consider business will go ahead

of last year. And that just isn't empty opti-

mism. It's based on a very careful analysis

of forthcoming films."

But won't there be a shortage of "flat"

product, caused by a slowing-up of studio

production while 3D and other plans arc

being developed? Says Si: "You have to re-

member this fact: the industry has a very

substantial inventory. There are so many

finished pictures in Hollywood that a slight

slow-up in production isn't likely to make

any appreciable difference to the supply

position—and, in any event, those 3D pic-

tures which are released in the meantime

will undoubtedly play extended runs."

What It Will Cost

Fabian does not think the cost of a change-

over to 3D is likely to cripple the average

theatreowner. "If you have a perfect set-

up", he says, "you can make the changeover

for about $1100, excluding labor costs. I ha

is purely the material expenditure. Thil

total might work out at about $1300. Ii

would, of course, be more if new wiring had

to be brought into the theatre and new genj

erators installed. In that case the figuri

would possibly be nearer $2000." He admita

however, there are some houses where evel

that modest expenditure would not be justil

fied. There are several in the Warner and

Fabian circuits, now closed, which mai

never be reopened, no matter if the industry

hits a new peak of prosperity. "There art

others, marginal theatres, which are opea

today, but which long ago ceased to haw

any real value and should have been closed.1

In all he says, and the way he says it, SI

Fabian strikes you as a man brimming wits

confidence, but not given to idle speculatioi

or to rash gambles. With a great new chafl

of theatres under his command he has nd

illusions. He plans no harebrained "gim^

micks". Asked whether he was having anjl

innovations, Si explained "No, we're jua

going to carry on with the old, tried and

trusted, practices that have always paid-ofi,

in the past". Theatre television interests hiiq

greatly, but Si's feeling is that it won''

amount to much until many more theatres

than at present are equipped.

For anyone in the business who has beer

feeling slightly under the economic weather

we suggest a brisk half hour with Simon Hi

Fabian. His cool common-sense, his refusa>

to be blinded by mere promises arid idl<

rumors, and his calm assurance of whB

tomorrow will bring for those who, like him-

self, "only know movies", will serve us M
well in the exciting years that lie ahead.
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'iODUCTIOn
tR€L€AS€ R6CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS
|$|-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

55)
19)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

MPLETED
A]c Flight

y Bound
. le Zone ... „

/on Ambush ...

icpl Man's Trail

rt Pursuit - _
Jockey 177)

cis of the Arctic

a o

p Top IC)
e|in' Fools

Fever
man, The
IWatha IC)

lifwayman, The (C) 183)

esteaders, The
aby
uile Girl —
das Pacific (C)

a as Territory 173)

1 from Black Hills 1.78)

)| can Silver

Mana Incident
ehwest Territory IAD
o Bowl Story, The (C) 173)

e Tiger 171)

oof Belle Starr

Molds Barred
aiier Incident
es City

o edo Alley
ious Years, The 179)

Vo 168)
/ions West (C) (70)
/ e Lightning
1/ ming Roundup
cired Circle, The
uin Gold

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rei.

...Morris-Albright
. Clements
...Hodia k-Christian
. Brown-Coates
...Brown-Ellison

..Morris-Caruso
Simms-O'Shea
Kirby-Grant

.Elliot

Hayden-Carlson
Gorcey-Hall
Morgan-Calvert ....

Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay ...

Hendrix-Coburn ...

..Elliott-Vallin

Gorcey-Hall
...Sheffield-Sharpe ...

. Hayden-Miller
-Elliott-Stewart
Brown-Ellison
Wilson-Clyde
..Wilson-Stewart .....

..Grant-Chinook
Thompson-Miles ...

Archer-Chapman
. Larsen-Castle
Bowery Boys
..Brent-Aldon
Brown-Elliscn
Stevens-Malone ...

Cook-Moore
...Elliott

Cameron
Clements-Bestar ...

Wilson-Coates
...Kirkwood-Gleason
Grant-Hyer

7-20
10-52
9-52

. 10-12
7-6

... 5-52
8-23
12-28
9-52 .

I 1-52
9-14

... 6-8 .

4-13
12-7 ...

9-8
2-53

2-53
5-4

.....3-52...

8-17
12-9
8-24
7-52 ...

12-52
2-53
12-30
I 1-52
2-18
2-52
6-29

I 1-9

8-52

No.

5210.
...5216...

22...

5244
5243

. 5209 .

21

5222
5226
5201

...5213...

5220 .

5252
.5202..

20

24
5225
5242.

5253

5204
5218

5214

Rev.

6-18

3-27

23

5224
5203

5254

5221*

6-30

52-53 Features

Serials

COLUMBIA
Completed (41) In Production (2)

Completed (3) In Production (0)

Rel. No. Rev.

9-52
3-53

10-52
7-52

1 1-52
7-52
7-52
8-52
8-52

7-52

12-52

3-53

1-53
10-52

1 1-52
12-52

1 2-52

7-28

8-25

431

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

f PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

c Ty IT) (3-D) Montgomery-Vohs
A ion Over Korea Hodiak-Derek

: MPLETED
ilir in Trinidad (98) Hayworth-Ford
UAshore IT) 180) Rooney-Lawrence
k iush at Tomahawk Gap IT) Derek-Hodiak
k gnment—Paris (85) -Andrews-Toren
I.ied Wire (61) .._ Autry-Buttram
i Jump, The 1TI Ladd-Andrews ....

II Canadian Rockies (58) Autry-Buttram
Ir and, The IT) 194) Dexter-Lawrence
; fornia Conquest IT) (79) Wilde-Wright
1 tain Pirate IT) (85) _ Louis Hayward
J
ided Yellow, The 189) Simmons-Howard

'''go Bill McGuire-Moore
: quest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
;>ple Creek IT) 178) ...Montgomery-Booth
*, sin' Down the River IT) Haymes-Totter .

liit Iron Men 180) Colleano-Franz ...

;i fighters. Th e Williams-Reynolds
-r Annels on Murder 188) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
I'i Man, The Ireland-Denning
i.'O Finqers of Dr. T., The (T) Hayes-Healy
:<- Poster, The 1 1031 Harrison-Palmer
3 ;den Hawk IT) (83) ...Fleminq-Haydn .

Higman's Knot IT) (81) Scott-Jarman
l-)py Time. The (94) Boyer-Driscoll
H Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eqgerth
'rsion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
J k McCall, Desperado (T) Montgomery-Stevens
J gler, The Douglas-Vitale
J ction City 154) Starrett-Burnette
J gle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
K From Broken Gun (56) Starrett-Bunett
L ies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue) Monroe-Jergens
Lt of the Comanches (T) (85) .... Crawford-Hale
Lt Posse, The Crawford-Derek .....

Lt Train From Bombay (72) _. _Hall-Ferraday
L's Do It Aqain ITI Wyman-Milland
Kmber of the Weddinq, The (91) Waters-H arris
tntana Territory IT) 164) McAllister-Hendrix .

C Top of Old Smoky 1591 ... Autry-Burnette
Phfinder, The (T) (78) Montoqmery-Carter
Fiice of Pirates ITI (801 Derek-Rush
Fioners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
Pnbow Round My Shoulder IT) (78) Laine-Daniels
H Snow 175) Mad ison-Mala
tiers of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
|ome IT) (1031 Hayworth-Granger .

''age Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens
Srm Over Tibet (87) Reagon-Douglas
anqe Fascination 180) _Moore-Haas

508

506

6-30
7-28
10-8

6-30

11-3

9-22

1.6-30

2-23

7-52

8-52
I 1-52
2-53

8-52

3-53
6-52
3-53
1-53
3-53

9-52
7-52

3-53
7-52
12-52

481

504

438

503
439

8-1

12-29
6-30

9-22

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color
pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Target—Hong Kong (66) Denning-Loo 2-53
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger 167) _Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
Wagon Team (61) Autry-Buttram 9-52
Walk East on Beacon (98) .... Murphy-Gilmore 6-52
War Cry (C) ...Montgomery-Long
The Wild One Brando-Murphy
Winning of the West (57) Autry-Burnette 1-53

476
426
435

5-5

L I P P ERT
1952-53 Completed (15)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

COMPLETED
Bachelor in Paris Price-Auer
Bad Blonde Payton-Wright
Cairo George Raft
Captain Kidd (Reissue) (89) Scott-Laughton
Chu Chin Chow Anna May Wong
Gambler and the Lady 1711 Dane Clark
Great White Hunter (Reissue) (89) Peck-Preston
Hellgate 187) Hayden-Leslie
I'll Get You (791 George Raft

Johnny the Giant Killer IT) Animation Feature
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65) Tracy-Sawyer
Perils of the Junqle 163) Clyde Beatty
Scotland Yard Inspector 173) Romero-Maxwell
Secret People 1871 Cortesa-A. Hepburn
Spaceways - Duff-Bartok
Tall Texan. The (84) Bridges-Cobb
Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63) Special Cast

In Production (0)

Rel.

3-27
4-24

No.

5213
521 I

Rev.

5210
5215
5204
5209
5113
5206
5205

I 1-28 5203
3-20 5214
10-31 5202
8-25 5116

12-12
4-10
12-26
12-12
9-5
1-16

2-13
1 1-14

5207
5201

METR O-CO LDW YN -MAY E R
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (7)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Arena lAnsI 3 D
Big Leaguer, The
Easy To Love IT)

Mogambo (T)

Saadia IT)

Take the Hiqh Ground lAns)

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122)
Affairs of Dobie Gillis

Apache War Smoke (67)

505 10-6

Bad and the Beautiful. The (118)
Band Wagon, The (T)

Battle Circus 190)

Because You're Mine (T) (103)
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 1691

Confidentially Connie 171)

Cry of the Hunted 180)

Dangerous When Wet
Desperate Search, The (71)

Devil Makes Three, The 190) (T)

Dream Wife 110!)

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92)

Fearless Pagan 178)

Fame and Fortune
Girl Who Had Everything The(69)
Hoaxters, The 136) .

Holiday for Sinners (72)

Hour of Thirteen, The (80)

I Love Melvin (T) 177)

Invitation to the Dance (T)

Ivanhoe ITI (106)
Jeopardy (70) ...

Julius Caesar _
Latin Lovers IT)

Lili IT) 181)

Lovely to Look At (102) IT)

Main Street to Broadway
Merry Widow, The (T) I 105)

Mv Man and I 199)

Million Dollar Mermaid IT) (110)

Naked Spur. The IT) 1911

Never Let Me Go -

Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) I 100)

Quo Vadis ITI 1168)

Remains To Be Seen -

Ride. Vaouero lAns)
Rogue's March 1841

Scandal At Scourie ITI 190)

Scaramouche ITI 1115)

See How They Run
Sky Full of Moon (73)

Slight Case of Larceny
imall Town Girl IT) 193) ...

Sombrero IT)

Story of Three Loves IT) 1122)

fime Bomb 177) . ...

Washington Story (82)

You For Me 1701

Young Bess IT)

4-53
10-52
1-53

4-53

1-53
9-52

321

304
316

322

2-9
9-8

1-26

314
302

12-1

8-25

Cast Rel. No. Rev.
Taylor-Granger
Young-Bergen
Robinson-Ellen
Williams-Johnson
Gable-Gardner
Wilde-Ferrer
Widmark-Stewart

Taylor-Parker 1-53 313 12-1

Revnolds-Van
Roiand-Horton 10-52 305 10-6

..Turner-Douglas 1-53 315 2-9

Astaire-Charisse ...

Bogart-Allyson
. Lanza-Whitmore
Skelton-Greer
Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas
Keel-Greer
Kelly-Angeli
Grant-Kerr
Champion-O'Keefe 10-52 306 10-20

Leigh-Carpenter 8-52 241 7-14
Tracy-Simmons
Taylor-Lamas
Documentary

...Young-Rule
Lawford-Addams
O'Connor-Reynolds

. Kelly-Youskevitch
. R. Taylor-E. Taylor
Stanwyck-Sullivan
Brando-Mason

. Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer

. Grayson-Skelton 7-52 237 -

...All-Star -

...Turner-Lomas 9-52 301 9-22

Winters-Montalban 9-52 .. 303

Williams-Mature 12-52 312 11-17
Stewart-Ryan 2-53 3 18

Gable-Tierney 327
Tracy-Tierney 11-52 310 11-3

Granger-Kerr 11-52 . 308 10-20

Taylor-Kerr 218 . 11-19

Allyson-Johnson
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule
Garson-Pidgeon
S. Grainger-E. Parker
Dandridge-Horton
Carpenter-Sterling
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger
Montalban-Angeli
All-Star Cast -

Ford-Vernon
Johnson-Neal 7-52 . 238 7-14

Lawford-Greer 8-52 240 8-11

Sommons-G ranger

319 1-12

7-52 239 6?30
1 1-52 309 10-20
3-53 323 2-9

8-52
2-53

307
317

6-30

3-53 320 1-12

6-52 236 6-30
326

12-52 311 1 1-17

4-53 325
3-53 324
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PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production (3)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Caddy. The
Elephant Walk IT)

Sangaree (Tl ( 3-D I

COMPLETED
Arrowhead (T)

Atomic City, The (85)
Blaiing Forest IT) (91)
Botany Bay |T|

Caribbean (T) (95)
Carrie 1118)
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Oenver 8 Rio Grande IT) (89)
Encore 1901
Forever Female
Girls of Pleasure Island ITI 1951
Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada IT)
Here Comes the Girls IT) ._

Houdini IT)

Hurricane- Smith (T)
Jumpinq Jacks (98)
Jamaica Run IT)

Just For You (T) (104) ...

Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos
Military Policeman
Off Limits
Pony Express IT)
Road to Bali ITI (911
Roman Holiday
Savage. The IT) (95)
Scared Stiff

Shane IT)

Somebody Loves Me IT) (97)
Son of Paleface (T|

Stalag 17
Stars Are Singinq, The (99)
Stooge, The 1 100)
Thunder in the East 198)
Turning Point, The (85(
Tropic Zone (T) (94)
Vanquished, The (T)

War of the Worlds (T)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rel.Cast
Martin & Lewis
Leigh-Andrews
Lamas-Dahl 5-53

No. Rev.

Heston-Palance
. J3arry-Clarke
.
Payne-Mobrehead
Ladd-Mason
Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones ....

Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
OBrien-Hayden

. Maugham Stories
Rogers- Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Hope-Maxwell
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleminq
Hope-Crosby-La mour
Peck-Hepburn ...

... Heston-Hanson
. Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur

_ Hutton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis ...

Ladd-Kerr
... Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson

4-52 5120
12-52 5207 10-20

9-52 5202
8-52 5123 4-16
12-52 5208
2-53 5213 1-26
4-52 5115 4-7
7-52 5122

-53 5215 2-23
7-52 5129 1-14

10-52 5204
7-52 5121
5-53
9-52 5201

9-22
6-16

8-11

4-53 5214
4-53 5217
12-52 5209 12-1

11-52 5206 10-4

10-52
8-52

5203
5124

. 9-«
7-14

3-53 5214 1-12
2-53 5212
1-53 5210 ...... 1 1-17
10-52 5205 10-4
1-53 5211 12-29

5-53 5218

. Auer-Buford
Conrad-Garrison
..Hyer-Andrews ...

Harvey-Shaw

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
Admiral wa< a Ladv (Reissue 1871 Hendrix-O' Brien
Atomic Monster (Reissue) (651 Chaney-Atwili

(Formerly The Man-made Monster)
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75) Barker-Wescott ...

Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn
Gorilla (74) , Luskosi-Mitchell

Breakdown (76) Richards-Bishop ...

Calling Mr. Death 163) (Reissue) Chaney-Naish
Cairo Road 185) Harvey-Portman
Chinatown Squad IReissue) 166) Hobson-Talbot
Cuban Pete 161) IReissue) Arnei-Smith
Dark of Sts. of Cairo IReissue) (59) Gurie-Zucco
Fame & the Devil (80) _.

Flyinq Saucer IReissue) 169)
Geisha Girl (67)
House of Darkness (63)
House of the 7 Gables, The (97) Sanders-Price

I Reissue I

If This Be Sin (741 Loy-Greene _.

Inside Job (65) (Reissue) Curtis-Rutherford
In Society IReissue! 183) Abbott & Costello
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74) O'Conner-Jones

(Reissue)
Kid Monk Baroni (80) Cabot-Knox
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue) ...... Ball-Brent
Maytime in Mayfair (T) (74) Wllding-Nagle
Mug Town (60) (Reissue) Dead End Kids
Missing Head 1621 Chaney-Joyce

IReissue of "Strange Confession")
Mr. Pip 1 101) IReissue) Hull-Holmes
My Death is a Mockery (471 _JD. Huston-Byron ....

Private Buckaroo (68) (Reissue) ...Harry James
Salomy, Where She Danced

(T) (Reissue) (97) DeCarlo-Carr.eron
Summer Storm (92) (Reissue) Darnell-Sanders
Strange Conquest IReissue (64) Wyatt-Bishop
Tiger Island IReissue) (72) Bickford-Young
Vanishing Body (65) Karloff-Lugosi

(Reissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (821 Harvey-Shaw
Wide Boy (66) Shaw-Tafler

2-53
4-53

I 1-52

10-52
9-52
1-53

10-52
3-53

1 1-52
3-53

I 1-52
4-53
8-52
10-52
2-53

11-52
12-52.
3-53
2-53

8-52
11-52
8-52
12-52
1-53

2-53
12-52.
2-53

3-53
9-52
5-53
5-53
1-53

9-52
12-52

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (10)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production

In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

Rel. No. Rev.

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Lauqhinq Ann (T)

COMPLETED
Bal Tabarin (90) Lawrence-Ching 6-1 5129
Black Hills Ambush (541 ..„.., Lane-Waller - 5-20 5172 .

City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen 1 0—8— 5174

Cast
Corey-Tucker

Fair Wind to Java (Tr) MacMurray-Ralston
Gobs and Gals 186) Oowns-Hutton 5-52 5128

I Dream of Jeanie (Tr) (90) Middleton-Shirley 6-15 5106.....

Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens
Lady Wants Mink, The (Tr) Hussey-O' Keef e 3-30

Marshal of Cedar Rock Lane-Waller 2-1 5241

Old Oklahoma Plains (60) Allen-Kay 7-25 5144

Old Overland Trail Allen-Hall 2-25 5146

Perilous Voyage . Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man. The IT) (129) Wayne-O'Hara 9-14 5108

Ride the Man Down ITr) (90) Donlevy-Tucker 1 1-52 5202

San Antone Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203

South of San Antone Cameron-Whelan
South Pacific Trail (60) Allen-Estelita 10-20. 5145

Sun Shines Bright Winninger-Whelan —
Sweetheart Time (Tr) _ Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds 198) Derek-Barrymore 1 1-27 5201

7-14

e-n
11-3

Thundering Caravans (54) ... Lane-Waller 7-20
Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10

Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton 10-1

Valley of Missing Men Lane-Waller
WAC From Walla Walla 183) Canova-Dunne 10-10

Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey '-5

Woman They Almost Lynched, The Lund-Leslie 3-20

5173 .

5109
5126

5123
5107 8-1

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Second Chance Linda Darnell

Son of Sinbad Ursula Theiss

Rel. No. Rev

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising 181) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne 9-52 ...... 384

Annie Oakley 191) IRe-issue) ..Stanwyck-Foster 9-52 - 383 .

Androcles and The Lion (98) Simmons-Younq 11-52 . 368..

Beautiful But Dangerous Simmons-Mitchum - 2-53 ..............

Beware, My Lovely (77) _. Lupino-Ryan . ... 9-52 - 302

Big Sky, The (140) .._ Douglas-Martin
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (991 .... Darnell-Newton
Break-Up ..Simmons-Mature •—
Bystander, The Mitchum-Simmons .........

Captive Woman (65) Clarke-Field 10-52 306

Douglas-Stanwyck 6-52 229

Wright-Carey 4-53

Holt-Dixon ...
5-52 230..

8-

Clash By Night 1105)
Count the Hours 1741

Desert Passage (60)

Difference, The ..

Face to Face 192)

Faithful City 186)

12-52 12-1

6-i

i-:

. O'Brien-Lovejoy
12-

4-

5-

IC

Mason-Preston 1 1-52 309

J. Smith-Ramati 5-52 303

Half-Breed. The (T) 181) Young-Carter .5-52 228

Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters .............
,

Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Grainger 1 1-52 .
I--

Hitch-Hiker, The O'Brien-Lovejoy .... 3-53 i

Jet Pilot IT) 1118) Wayne-Leigh - - -—
King Kong IRe-issue) Cabot - - *-52 269

Leopard Man, The IRe-issue) O'Keefe *-S2 "V "

Look Who's Laughing (79) Ball-McGee - 8-52 - 381..

Lusty Men, The (113) -.Hayward-Mitchum 10-52 304...

Man Who Fooled Hitler ...Werner
Montana Belle (T) (81) Russell-Brent ...11-52 308

Narrow Margin (71) McGraw-Windsor 5-52 226.

Never Wave At A Wac ......Russell-Wilson 1-53

No Escape Ayres-Tufts

No Time for Flowers (831 Lind.fors-P. Christian 2-53 ........

One Minute to Zero (105) Mitchum-Tallman 8-52 301 .

Peter Pan IT) 177) Disney Cartoon Feature 2-53

Split Second McNally-Smith -
,

Story of Robin Hood (T) (84) Todd-Rice - - 7-52 391

Sudden Fear (110) ........ Crawford-Palance 8-52 362 »-

Barker-MacKemie - 1

Ball-Arnai - 8-52 382

Hass-Berl 10-52 305

Wild Heart, The (T) (82) .. Jennifer Jones 7-52 274 6

12-

.7-

I-

Tanan and the She Devil

Too Many Girls 185)

Under the Red Sea (67)

Rel. No. R.

20th^ CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Blueprint For Murder Cotten-Peters ...

Inferno (C) (3-D) Ryan-Lundigan

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90)_Gaynor-Brady
Call Me Madam IT) 1117) Merman-O^Connor
Dangerous Crossing Crain-Rennie

Desert Rats Mason-Burton

Destination Gobi IT] 1891 Widmark-Taylor

Diplomatic Courier 197) ._ ..Power-Neal

Don't Bother To Knock (76) Widmark-Monroe
Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) 187) Lundigan-Greer

Dream Boat (83) _ — Wel
?
k
?
-F

i
a,

?
c;s

i
'

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T) Grable-Robertson

Fight Town IT) ... Cram-Robertson

11-52
4-53

236
311

4-53
3-53
7-52
9-52
3-53
8-52

313
222
224
317
223
307

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T) Russell-Monroe

Girl Next Door, The (T) Haver-Dailey

Glory Grigade, The Mature-Moore
I Don't Care Girl IT) 178) Gaynor-Wayne
Invader From Mars H. Carter-A. Frani

Kangaroo (T) 1841 O'Hara-Lawford
I

.....

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78) L. Hayward-Medina
Leave Her to Heaven! 1 10) IReissue) Tierney-Wilde

Les Miserables (104) Rennie-Paget

Lure of the Wilderness (T) 192) — Peters-Hunter ...........

Lydia Bailey IT) 189) .Robertson-Francis _

Man On A Tightrope March-Moore

Monkey Business (97) Grant-Rogers

My Cousin Rachel (98) - deHavilland-Burton

My Pal Gus (83) - W.dmark-Dru
My Wife's Best Friend 11011 Baxter-Carey

Niagara IT) 189) Cotten-Peters

Night Without Sleep (77) ___ - Darnell-Merrll

1-53
3-53
6-52
7-52
6-52
8-52
9-52
6-52
4-53
10-52
1-53

12-52
10-52
2-53
11-52

J02
314
217 .

218
.255

. 225 .

227 ...

8

.219 *l

.315 -
. 230
301 12

233 12

231 . »

306
..235... -

1
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Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun- Robert son
Bette Davis

(tcasts of Poker Flat, The 181) Baxter-Robertson
0 Henrv's Full House HID Crain-Granger
1 kup on South Street ...... .... Widmark-Peters
hy Soldier ITI 1821 . .. Power-Edwards
Uder River ITI Calhoun-Calvet
hsident's Ladv. The 1961 Hayward-Heston
Foy Gentry (82) J. Jones-Heston
! lor of the King
•ver Whip, The (73)
Ir, The 18?)

laws of Kilimanjaro, The IT) 1 1 14) Peck-Hayward
Imething For The Birds 181) Mature-Neal
Iirs and Stripes Forever IT) 189) Webb-Paget
!;el Trap (85) Cotton-Wright
"<i 177) Daley-Smith
ief of Venice (91) Montez-Christian
lanic Webb-Stanwyck
1 asure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith
night We Sing ITI (109) Pinza-Peters
Hit lil The Sun Shines Nellie(T) ( I 08) Peters-Wayne
ay of a Gaucho IT) 1 9 1 > Tierny-Calhoun
Vre Not Married (85) Wayne-Rogers ....

hat Price Glory (T) (III) ...Cagney-Dailey
"tch Doctor IT) Hayward-Mitchum

5-52
9-52

12-52

216
228

6-16

4-53
1-53

2-53
3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
I 1-52
3-53
12-52

2-53
4-53
7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52

237 11-17

12-29
312
303

309
316

233
239
232
305
304

308
3 10

220
229
221 ...

226

2-23
9-22
I 1-3
12-1

.... 1 2— I

2-23

5-1

9

10-20
7-14

.7-28

UNITED ARTISTS
?52-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

l>on Is Blue. The

OMPLETED
• tors and Sin (94)
sassin, The
Ibes in Bagdad 179)
Indits of Corsica. The 181)
eakinq the Sound Barrier (115)
ana Devil I3DI lAns) 1851

'mfidence Girl (81)
y the Beloved Country _..

jhter, The (78)
>lden Arrow (82)
lerrilla Girl 181)

lest Wife (90)
gh Noon 185)

and of Desire IT) (103)
s in the Bag (87)
nsas City Confidential
dy Vanishes, The (85)
ntelight 1140)
xury Girl 196)
agnetic Monster 175)
blba
ss Hargreaves
jnsoon (79)
sulin Rouae ITI I I 18)

jfcast ot fhe Islands (C)
jtpost in Malava 188)
rk Row (83)
antom From Space
iders of the Seven Seas
d Planet Mars 187)
d River 1 125)
iturn to Paradise (T)
ng, The 178)
ver, The IT) 199)
>ugh Shoot
arlet Spear, The (An)
>n of the Reneqade (57)
lief, The (85)
mbstone Express
m Brown's Schooldays (93)
ilsa 188) IT)

"O Gals and a Guy (70) ....

[itamed Women 170)
hen I Grow Up (90) .

ithout Warning (75)
itness, The

Cast
Holden-Niven

Rel. No. Rev.

(91).

Robinson-Hunt
Gregson-Grahame
Goddard-Lee
Greene-Raymond
Todd-Richardson
Stack-Britton
Conway-Brooke

.. Lee-Poitier
Conte-Brown
Meredith-Aumont
Da n tine- Maria nna
Colbert-Ameche
Cooper-Kelly

..Darnell-Hunter
.Allen-Benny
Payne-Gray
Redgrave- Lockwood
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens- Ferrero
Carlson-Byron ...

Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Ferrer-Marchand
Richardson-Kerima
Claudette Colbert
Evans-Welch
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Graves-King
Wayne-Dru
Cooper-Hayes
Rios-Moreno
Swinburne-Shields
McCrea-Keyes
Archer-Hyer
Carpenter-Irving
Milland-Gam
Montgomery- Hunter
Davies-Newton
Hayward-Preston

. Paige-Alda
Jewel Productions
Preston-Scott
WHIiams-Randall
Bergman-Brando ...

7- 18

12-7
2-27
12-21
3— 1

3

8-22

6-2

3-20
1-23

9-52
7-30 .

8-4
9-2
1-16
9-5
2-6

1-30
2- 18

Stone

Got

6-16

6-16

Kr

Chap

... 5-5
8-25

1-3

12-14
2-10
7- 11

1 1-26
8- 12

5-15
6-6

9-25
2-15

3-27
10-10

Lop

Sml

Hawks

Ren

Pop

12-2?

._ 5-19

8-25

10-6

11-2
6-6

8-31
9-52
4-20
5-8

Wan

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (28) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART

M PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

bbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jeckyll & Mr. Hyde
ack to God's Country (T) ....

Came From Outer Space (3-D)
/alkin' Mv Babv Back Home IT)

COMPLETED
»bbott and Costello Go to Mars
gainst All Flags (83)
ecause of You 195)
lack Castle, The
onzo Goes To College (79) ..

:ity Beneath the Sea (T)
'.olumn South IT)
'rifting

)uel at Silver Creek, The IT)
esert Legion (T)
:ast of Sumatra IT)
rancis Covers the Big Town
rands Goes to West Point
iirls in the Ninht 183)
oolden Blade, The IT)
Junsmoke IT)
Has Anybody Seen My Gal IT) (89)
vlan From the Alamo
Horizons West IT) (81)
t Grows On Trees 184)
t Happens Every Thursday
Law and Order (T)
Lawless Breed. The IT) (83)

1952-53 —
Cast

Abbott-Costello
Hudson-Cochran
Carlson-Rush
O'Connor-Leigh

Rel. No. Rev.

Abbott & Costello
Flynn-O'Hara
Young-Chandler ...

McNally-Greene
Perreau-Gwenn ...

R/an-Powers
Murphy-Evans
Curtis-Dru
Murphy-Domergue
Ladd-Dahl
Chandler-Maxwell
Donald O'Connor
O'Connor-Nelson
Holden-Farrell
Laurie-Hudson
Murphy-Drake
Colburn-Laurie ...

Ford-Adams
Ryan-Adams
Dunne-Jagger
Young-Forsythe
Reaqan-Malone
Hudson-Adams

316
Dec 305 12-1
Nov 302 10-20
Dec 304
Sept 232 8-25
Mar 302

Aug 228

July
Feb

224
311 1-26

Mar
July 226 ... 6-30

Oct 235 10-6
Nov 303 11-17

Jan 307
Feb 310

Nov 301
Jan 309
Jill" 225
June 222
Mar

Sept 231

Lone Hand (T) McCrea-Hale
Lost in Alaska Abbott-Costello Aug 229
Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion . . Main-Kilbride
Meet Me at the Fair IT) 187) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198) Power-Laurie
Prince of Bagdad (T) Mature-Field
Raiders. The IT) (82) . Conte-Lindfors
Redhead From Wyoming. The IT) O'Hara-Nicol
Sally and Saint Anne Blyth-Gwenn
Scarlet Angel (T) (81) DeCarlo-Hudson
Seminole IT) Hudson-Hale
Sioux Uprising (T) Chandler-Domergue
Son of Ali Baba (T) (75) Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Stopover Stanwyck-Carlson
Take Me to Town IT) Sheridan-Hayden
Thunder Bay (T) Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier, The ITI Cotten- Winters Sept 230
Willie and Joe Back at the Front 187) Ewell-Lembeck Oct 233
World In His Arms. The IT) _. Peck Blyth Aug 227
Yankee Buccaneer (T) Chandler-Brady Oct 234

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (27) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Day-Keel
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy
Grayson-Abel

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Calamity Jane IT)

Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax (WCI (3-D)
So This Is Love ITI

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170)
About Face IT) (94)
April in Paris IT) 1 101

)

Big Jim McLain 190)
Blue Gardenia, The
By the Light ot the Silvery Moon IT)

Carson City IWC) 187)
Cattle Town (71)

City Is Dark, The . Nelson-Hayden
Crimson Pirate, The IT) (104) B. Lancaster
Danger Forward Wilde-Cochran
Desert Song, The IT) ferayson-MacRae
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Jazz Sinqer. The IT) (107)

Lion and the Horse. The IWC)
Lion Is In th Streets, A IT)
Lost Patrol. The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun (T) 182)

Mara Maru (98)
Miracle of Fatima IWC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108) Wilde-Thaxter
Plunder of the Sun Ford-Lynn
San Francisco Story, The (80) McCrea-DeCarlo
Sea Rogue (T) Flynn-Campbell ...

She's Back on Broadway (WC I 1 95 1 Mayo-Cochran
She's Workinq Her Way

Through College IT) 1101) Mayo-Reagan
Springfield Rifle (WC) 1931 - Cooper-Thaxter
Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) (86) Crawford-Trevor
Story of Will Rogers, The (TKI09I Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Sulu Sea Lancaster-Mavo
System, The Loveioy-Perrin
3 For Bedroom C (NCI (74) Swanson-Warren
Trouble Along the Way Wayne-Reed
Where's Charley? IT) (97) Bolger-McLerie ....

Winning Team, The 198) _ Day-Reagan

Rel. No.

183)

Abbott-Costello
MacRae-Bracken
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Baxier-Conte
Day-MacRae
Scort-Massey
Morgan-Carey

Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Roman
Roland-Clark

2-28
I 1-22
2-14
4-19

213
206
212
I 19

7-28

12-15
1-12

6-16

8-25

10-6

Rev

12-27 208 12-1

5-31 122 .
4-21

1-3 209
8-30 201 9-8
3-28 215

6-14 123 5-19
12-6 207 12-1

9-27 202 9-22

2-9

1-26

1-31 211 12-29
5-3 120 4-7

10-11 203 9-8
1 1-8 205 10-20

5-17 17 1 4-21

3-14 214 2-9

7-12 128

10-25 204 .. 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 12? 7-28

4-18 Z'ii'i'Z"

6-21 .... 124 6-16
4-4 216
8-16 130 7-14
6-28 125 6-1

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

Jan

THEATRE MANAGERS and OWNERS

We thank all theatre owners and managers, who
cooperated with us by putting return trailers in

the proper addressed containers and for

wrapping and addressing all return advertising.

We can serve all theatres better if they give us

a copy of their program Tuesday each week.

IMPORTANT
Don't put your return film in the lobby until all your

patrons have left after the last show.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
236 N. 23rd St., Phila. 3 — 1239 Vine St.. Phil*. 7

LOcust 4-0100

Member National Film Carriers
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TECHNICOLOR
IS THE TRADE-MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT T. KALMUS, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
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CinemaScope

Is on Its Way !

System

MADE?



BOGIE

DOES
IT

AGAIN!
(That Academy Award
winnerfor *African Queen"

is terrific!)

First 13

Spots Beat

-G

22& TODAY

Famed

Above And

Beyond !

M-G-M presents

HUMPHREY BOGART

JUNE ALLYSON

BATTLE CIRCUS
With

KEENAN ROBERT
WYNN * KEITH

Screen Play by

RICHARD BROOKS
Bated on a Story by Allen Rivkin and Laura Kerr

Directed by

RICHARD BROOKS
Produced by

PANDRO S. BERMAN

rr«»
J

FIRST .*o"t»;
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Mint in the Meantime
The excitement engendered through

out our industry and in the public

press by the advent of CinemaScope

and depth-dimension is all to the good.

We stand poised at the dawn of what

should be a new golden era for movie

business.

Yes, but in the meantime the busi-

ness of producing, distributing and ex-

hibiting films must go on, and every

effort must be put out by the industry's

showmen toward sustaining maximum
public interest in moviegoing during

this transitional period. The publicity

about panoramic-screen and depth di-

mension developments, stimulating as

it is, must not be allowed to over-

shadow our own enthusiasm, or that

of the public, for the many two-dimen-

sional pictures that will be released,

exhibited and enjoyed for a long time

to come. It is the job of the film com-
panies to maintain exhibitors' spirit,

just as it is the theaterman's job to

stimulate his public's appetite for the

films he will show. This is the day-in,

day-out exploitation task we face, and

even the wonderful technological ad-

vances to come should not be permitted

to divert our efforts.

The need to look straight ahead be-

comes all the more cogent in the light

of the bright prospects for a great

summer season. Business already

shows signs of responding to the

warmer weather and there is every

reason to assume that the course of

events, which has witnessed a sharp

upsurge in theatre grosses for the past

few summers, will prevail again this

year.

Even in the past couple cold month-*,

the better films have been doing out-

standing business. Theatermen have
gathered a great deal of encourage-
ment from the strong grosses rolled up
by such pictures as "Hans Christian

Anderson," "Ivanhoe," "The Star,"

"Moulin Rouge, I'he Bad and the

Beautiful," "Peter Pan," "Mississippi

Gambler," "Road to Bali," "I Confess,"

to mention just a fistful of recent re-

leases.

1 rue, the boxoffice situation is not

quite as happy yet for subsequent-run
theaters, but with product of this cali-

bre now seeping through to them, the

robins should bring a gay song to the

Smaller exhibitors before long.

Now that we are moving into the

warm weather period, it would be ex-

tremely short-sighted to muff the op-

portunity to boost business by failure

to capitalize the fine array of merchan-

dise theaters will be offering during

the next three or four months. No one

could ask for a more exciting lineup of

pictures than will be released this

spring and summer.
From 20th Century-Fox, there will

be "Call Me Madam," "Tonight We
Sing," "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"

"The President's Lady," "Titanic," and

"Man On a Tightrope". M-G-M will

deliver "Never Let Me Go," "Battle

Circus," "Lili," "Bandwagon," and "In-

vitation to the Dance". From War-
ners, "Trouble Along the Way" (a

great surprise!), "Blue Gardenia" and,

of course, the 3D "House of Wax".
From Paramount will come "War of

the Worlds," "Shane," "Off Limits,"

and "Sangaree" in 3D. From Uni-

versal, "Desert Legion," "Take Me to

Town," "All I Desire," and, for some
theaters, "Ma and Pa Kettle on Va-

cation". United Artists has its won-
derful "Moulin Rouge," and Columbia

will be offering "Salome" and the 3D
"Fort Ti".

On the basis of performance during

mild weather periods, the quality of

current and coming product, and the

stimulation of public interest in movie-

going resulting from 3D and Cinema-

Scope, FILM BULLETIN makes this

flat prediction:

The summer of 1953 will be the best

for the motion picture theater business

in the last half-dozen years.

But this prediction will be realized

only if distributors and exhibitors both

exploit their product to the hilt.

BULLETIN
FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 4-7424;
Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter,
New York Editorial Representative; Richard N.
Newton, Publication Managsr; Robert Heath,
Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35
West 53rd Street New York 19, N. Y., Circle
6-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 459 Haverford
Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., Exbrook 5-5949,
Sunset 3-4335; Jay Allen, Hollywood Editor.'

Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, S3. 00
in fhe United States; Canada, $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in

the United States; Canada, $7.50;
Europe, $9.00.

3D DEVELOPMENTS
The New York Paramount will have

25 amplifiers fur the WarnerPhonie
sound for the debut of its depth-dimen-

sion scarer, "House of Wax", on April

10. Altec, handling the WarnerPhonie
installations, is pushing like crazy to

meet the batch of subsequent bookings,

due for the latter part of April and
early May . . . RCA's stereophonic

sound production is also going at a

dizzy pace after a successful preview

and demonstration of initial models for

company toppers . . . Ballantyne of

Omaha has plunged into the 3D field

with the manufacture and distribution

of interlocks.

The prologue in Columbia's "Fort

Ti" will contrast the movies' custard

pie-throwing era with 3D. Gimmicks
like Indians throwing tomahawks and
torches out of the screen and will be

climaxed with torrid dancer Julie New-
meyer removing her garter and tossing

it into the audience's lap . . . Warners
are keeping their fingers crossed for

supply of prints for "House of Wax"
to meet the six-continent opening-

dates, all before the end of April . . .

Surveys of theaters for 3D conversion

will cost around $25, theatermen were

told by Altec ami RCA spokesmen.

It's a good investment.

The shortage of polaroid specs, de-

spite the stepped-up production, may
hold up openings in several locations.

Excessive orders and alleged hoarding

of the overage have snarled the new
orders . . . National Film Service is

taking orders for expendable "Pola-

lite" glasses, adjustable to the wearer

and, for extra comfort, a fabric cover-

ing on the earpieces. Delivery begins

May 15 . . . First city to take official

cognizance of 3D is Harrisburg, Pa.,

with the mayor's proclamation of

"Three-Dimension Day" for the open-

ing of "Bwana Devil" . . . 3D pioneer

John Norling cautions on screening-

room showings that use a small

screen. Advises theatermen to screen

it on their own big one to get true

effect.

A Chicago TV outfit has taken ads

in the newspapers inviting the public

to three-dimensional TV showings.

Claims it can be adapted to present

sets for $10—but it won't be ready for

sale for a while . . . Motiograph will

begin production of 25-inch magazines

within the next two months. Also

working on a new line of generators

especially developed for 3D . . . Stan-

dard & Poor's analysis of the 3D situ-

ation stresses "standardization". Se-

lection of an inferior system or refusal

to standardize could result in chaos,"

the Wall St. firm warns . . . UA has

scheduled the first of Mickey Spillane

films, "I, the Jury" for the Dunning
Stereo-Cine process. Shooting begins

around April I.
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The two versions of this scene from "The

Robe" illustrate the operations of the Cine-

maScope lenses. Above is shown how the

camera lens compresses the wide scene into

the width of 35 mm film, while to the right

is seen the same scene after the projector

lens corrects the image by expanding it to

natural proportions. The players in the

scene are Richard Burton and Betta St. John.

Opened fa Jjhdiatrij

Cxc/uMe rMn. BULLETIN Statute

By JAY ALLEN

A broad, bright new vista opened last

eek before the excited eyes of several

undred theatremen, studio executives and
lembers of the press, as 20th Century-Fox
nveiled CinemaScope, the wide-screen film

rocess.

The enthusiasm of those who witnessed

le series of invitational showings through-

ut the week was summed up most eloquent-

i by two of the prominent film executives

ho got their first glimpse of the panoramic
inemaScope screen giving vast new scope

) the cinema art.

"The greatest advancement in the history

f motion pictures since sound!" This from
erry Wald, executive producer for Colum-
ia Pictures. And, from William Goetz, pro-

uction head of Universal-International: "I

link CinemaScope is wonderful and that it

'ill be a great shot in the arm to our in-

ustry and to the motion picture public."

Fox presented some of the daily rushes
torn "The Robe" and "How To Marry A
I illionaire", along with panoramic scenes
f tin- New York skyline, an auto race, and
n airplane flying over mountains and lakes.

Almost without exception, the reaction

CinemaScope

Is on lis Way

was: "This is it!" The opinion was general

that this new cinematic process which Spyros

P. Skouras and his associates at 20th- Fox

are sponsoring will bring about a revolution-

ary change in our industry. While it may be

exaggeration to compare the impact of

CinemaScope to the introduction of sound

on film, hardly a soul present at the demon-
strations doubted that the expanded type of

filming and projection made possible by

Professor Henri Chretien's wide-screen

lenses will result in a resurgence of public

interest in motion pictures and a great era

of prosperity for the industry at large.

And to heighten the guests' enthusiasm

was the announcement, on the very day of

their arrival, that MGM had signed a con-

tract with Fox to utilize the CinemaScope
process in forthcoming Metro product. Al

Lichtman advised that camera lenses would

be made available to Metro before the end

of this month, and the first M-G-M Cinema-

Scope feature would go into production soon

thereafter. This was the first step toward

standardization by the industry—a hopeful

sign for theatermcn, since the problem of

finding one uniform system has been one of

the greatest bugaboos in converting for

three-dimensional or wide-screen product.

CinemaScope offers many advantages over

the other systems thus far demonstrated

—

in addition to the basic advantage is that it

does not require the use of glasses, and em-

ploys only one camera and one projector.

Its panoramic curved screen creates the il-

lusion of making the actors become almost

one with the audience and lends great force

to the action scenes. Off-screen players

sound as though they speak from the wings,

while waiting to come on stage.

To say, however, that CinemaScope

creates the full illusion of true depth-di-

mension is an overstatement. Objects on the

screen do not give the effect of moving out

to touch the viewer. Rather, the feeling is

more one of being in the same room with

them, but separated by realistic distances.

As such, CinemaScope does not lend itself

to the gimmick treatment which lias been

so generally employed in polarized 3D films.

However, some of the industry's keenest ob-

servers are of the opinion that this may be

an advantage, rather than a draw-back. Once

(Continued on Page 23)
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REGARDING

TV SUPPORT
FOR

y

FOR EASTER!
On Sunday, March 29th, the top-rated TV show ED

SULLIVAN'S "TOAST OF THE TOWN" will pre-sell

"CALL ME MADAM" for you with a preview of high-

light scenes from this great 20th Century-Fox musical.

This tremendously popular program is viewed in

homes coast-to-coast via CBS-TV network and affiliates.

CASH IN ON THIS GREATPROMOTION!
Now is the time to plan and pur-

chase spots just before and after

"Toast of the Town" when it pre-sells

"Call Me Madam" in your city! Put this

hour-long TV show to work for you!

THERE'LL BE NO EASTER LIKE A

sat**
9 c

°°f»>rali0„,Hi
CENTURY-FOX EASW



At the tender age of three,

little Roy Fitzgerald never sus-

pected that he would grow
up to be a famous movie
star named Rock Hudson.

CxcluMe f/kt BULLETIN feature.

By LEONARD COULTER

Any boy in the United States, they say,

has a chance of becoming President—unless

lie's lucky. And any truck-driver may, by
(he same token, become a film star, as Rock
Hudson can testify. The road to stardom,

like the road to the White House, covers

some pretty rugged terrain. It is, therefore,

gently ironic that in all the adulation screen-

dom's famous names receive there is little

recognition of the all-important fact that

they've had the guts to take it on the chin

while they've been learning the movie game.

Stardom, it seems, is a compound of both

talent and endurance—but especially the

latter.

As every exhibitor knows, star worship is

a vital ingredient of showmanship. While
outstanding motion pictures containing no
'marquee" names do sometimes click at the

boxoffice, no one can deny the value of pop-
ular favorites in attracting the public. So
filmdom, like stage producers, baseball mag-
nates, boxing promoters, et al, is always on

Are Stars Born

or Manufactured?

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
The Rig Treatment

the prowl for a steady flow of new talent

and fresh faces, of stars-in-the-making.

In recent years, practically every Holly-

wood studio has been busily engaged in the

search for personalities that can be moulded
into star material. The sudden discovery

that many of the older luminaries had passed

their peak, the decline in boxoffice grosses,

the ever-present hunger of the public for

exciting new faces—all these factors played

a part in star-building projects at the vari-

ous studios.

Only a few months back, Rosemary
Clooney was just another vocalist going

'round and 'round on disc jockey turntables.

One song, "Come On-A My House", zoomed
her into prominence and Paramount grabbed

Rosemary. She has been getting the Big

Treatment, a 21-gun ballyhoo that pushed

her into a starring role in her first film, "The
Stars Are Singing".

M-G-M executives spotted an exciting new
face in a minor role in "The Bad and the

Beautiful", and almost immediately the com-
pany's high-powered publicity machine was
rolling in high gear to make Elaine Stewart

a name that theater men would want to put

on their marquee.

Other companies have been busy, too. No
comment is needed here on the tremendous

job done by the 20th Century-Fox publici-

teers in pushing Marilyn Monroe to the

fore. Warners is slowing developing Allyn

McLerie, who was plucked from the stage

cast of "Where's Charley?", while Columbia

had Aldo Ray, whose first film role was

sheerest accident. He drove his brother to

the studio for a try-out in "Saturday's Hero''

and was picked instead.

Accidents like Aldo Ray happen occasion-

ally, but the star-building process on a

"scientific" basis is most effectively exempli-

fied in a project at Universal Studios called

The Development Program. It is the stable

which has turned out such boxoffice pacers

as Rock Hudson, Jeff Chandler, Piper Laurie,

Julia Adams, Shelley Winters, Tony Curtis

and Audic Murphy. It was an idea born of

necessity when, after a period in the dold-

rums, Universal realised it had to make pic-

tures the public wanted, and would pay to

see—not those which big-name, $100,000-a-

picture players preferred in the hope of win-

ning critical acclaim and, perhaps, an Oscar

nomination. In those days the company was

without a long list of stars. It couldn't af-

ford one. So the late great Sophie Rosen

stein was brought in as dramatic coach and

test director. She launched the Project,

which has since grown into a major oper-

ation with an annual budget, including the

"students" salaries, of around $800,000, under
the direction of Robert Palmer, studio cast-

ing director.

For 1953, says Palmer, the bill is likely

to be nearer $1,000,000 for this "new faces"

program, which aims at finding promising
new talent. The "big push" this year will

go behind Susan Ball, Mari Blanchard, Ruth
Hampton, Marcia Henderson, Barbara Rush
and Russell Johnson.

Greatest burden falls, perhaps, on Sophie

Rosenstein's successor as drama coach

—

Estelle Harmon, who is generally the first

person these potential starlets meet at the

studio. She drags them through their first

awesome audition and, from that moment,
rarely lets them out of her sight as they

progress through their gruelling course of

"school". There is the voice class; selected

movies illustrating specific values—direction,

music, acting; diction or singing lessons;

dancing or riding; lectures by Hollywood
technical experts or executives, and every

day there's physical training, wardrobe fit-

ting, screen-tests or, rehearsals. Then comes
the great day in June when Estelle Harmon
puts on a stage show at the 400-seat Phan-
tom Theater on the Universal lot, where the

(Continued on Page 24)

ELAINE STEWART
Spotted in a Minor Role
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BLUE GARDENIA GOOD SUSPENSE SHOW
Rates • • + generally as top dualler; more in action spots

Warner Bros.

90 minutes

Anne Baxter, Richard Conte, Ann Sothern,

Raymond Burr, Jeff Donnell, Richard Erd-

man, George Reeves, Ruth Story and Nat

"King" Cole

Directed by Fritz Lang

An oft-told story gets suspenseful and ex-

citing treatment under the sure directorial

hand of Fritz Lang in "Blue Gardenia" to

make it a good attraction in the upper dual

slot in every location; best, of course, in

action houses. It's the tale of the very good

girl, who goes out on a heartbreak fling, gets

intoxicated and finds herself supposedly a

murderess. The Charles Hoffman screen-

play uses tried, but effective, gadgets to build

the suspense, including the Winchell-like

columnist who gets the girl to reveal her

"guilt", then finds the real culprit. Director

Lang, however, shines up the old hack with

some tense sequences and an eye-opening

secduction scene just before the murder that

lifts this above the average murder meller.

While marquee is only moderate, there are

plenty of exploitation values that can life

this into a profitable category. Among them
are the appearance of Nat "King" Cole, sing-

ing the title song, and a provocative series

of ads Warners has worked up. Properly

handled, "Blue Gardenia" could bring sime

surprising returns.

A batch of capable players are encom-
passed in the proceedings and all deliver.

Anne Baxter is, perhaps, just a bit too sym-
pathetic a heroine, her character precluding

the possibility that she could be a murderess.

Conte is effective as the columnist. Raymond
Burr scores as the hulking lady's man. Ann
Sothern, as Miss Baxter's wholesome room-

male, teams with Jeff Donnell for the film's

comic substance. Alex Gottlieb has given it

good production values.

STORY: Telephone company operators

Anne Baxter, Ann Sothern and Jeff Donnell,

who room together, are interviewed by

columnist Richard Conte for a feature story.

Raymond Burr, playboy artist, is interest®

in Sothern whom he is sketching at work,

and gets her phone number. He calls her for

a date and contacts Baxter instead. Anne
has just been jilted by her soldier boy friend

and accepts Burr's invitation. After plying

her with food and drink, at a cafe called the

"Blue Gardenia", Burr takes her to his apart-

ment and makes advances. In fighting him

off, she strikes him with a poker and passef

out. When she recovers and finds Burr lyiny

dead on the floor, she runs off in a panic

Exploiting the mysterious "Blue Gardenia

Girl," Conte makes a plea in his column foi

the girl to give herself up to him, promising

her the best of legal aid. As the net close;

in, Baxter contacts Conte, posing as thi

murderess' friend. The police trap her anc

she believes Conte has betrayed her. Thi

columnist, however, working on new clues

reveals that Burr had been killed by a forme

admirer while Baxter lay unconscious, ( onti

gives up his little black book for a perma
nent association with the "Blue Gardenii

Girl". BARN

ABBOTT & COSTELLO GO TO MARS' FUN & SEX-APPEAL

Rates • • + in most situations

Universal

761/2 minutes

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Robert Paige,

Mari Blanchard, Martha Hyer, Horace Mc-

Mahon, Jack Tesler, Hal Forrest, and the

Miss Universe Beauties

Directed by Charles Lamont

After a series of sorry ventures, Bud Ab-

bott and Lou Costell seem to have hit on

better times with this Universal-International

release. Their latest, a fantastic film con-

cerning a space-ship adventure to Venus

(not Mars, as the title wrongly states), is in

the knockabout tradition which made Bud

and Lou prime favorites everywhere. It's

a highly commercial property, rich in exploi-

tation values and should lift the boys a good

way toward the eminent boxoffice status they

once enjoyed. Besides the popular science-

fiction angle, the picture features a screenful

of beauties in eye-opening costumes. While
inclined to sag in the middle, it tightens up

as several acres of feminine charm are intro-

duced, and thence goes into high. The trick

photography works in several chuckles, as

when the space-ship goes racing through

the Lincoln Tunnel and causes a reformed

alcoholic to dive into the nearest bar. The
A & C fans will be happy with this one, and

so will audiences generally.

The two comics turn in rollicking per-

formances and one of Universal's young
stars, Mari Blanchard, as the man-hungry
queen of Venus, displays all-round (sic)

talent. Director Charles Lamont plays it

strictly for laughs. Howard Christie's pro-

duction is above average for the duo's recent

ventures.

STORY: Abbott & Costello are loading

supplies for a space-ship about to leave for

Mars, when Lou accidentally touches th

switch and the craft takes off. After terrify

ing the residents of New York with its craz;

antics, the ship touches down in Ne\

Orleans during the Mardi Gras. Bud an>

Lou think they're on Mars. Blamed for

robbery, they race back to the ship and tak

off again with the actual robbers as stow

aways. This time they really go out of thi

world and land on Venus. Queen Mari

Blanchard crowns Lou king of the plane

which is populated by beautiful women. Th
only other males are Bud and the two ban

robbers. The queen discovers that Lou I

untrue to her. She banishes them. The
take off for earth and, on arrival, are greetei

as heroes and are given a Fifth Avenue pj|

rade. In the midst of the procession a pretti

girl kisses Lou, whereupon an outsize ostrjil

egg drops from space and splatters Lou-

with the compliments of Queen Mari. LECC

PROBLEM GIRLS' LOW-RATED
Rates •, better where exploited

Columbia

70 minutes

Helen Walker, Ross Elliott, Susan Morrow,

Anthony Jochim, James Seay, Marjorie

Stapp, Roy Regnier, Eileene Stevens, Tom

Charlesworth, Beverly Garland, Joyce Jame-

son, Nan Leslie, Joyce Jarvis, Mara Corday

Directed by E. A. Dupont

Produced on a shoestring, the only value

"Problem Girls" might have is in its exploi-

tation potential. A minor entry all the way,

attempts—unsuccessfully—to capitalize on a

theme that whould have had to be handled

delicately and tastefully to be effective.

Shorn of this and burdened with a confused

QUICKIE

story, unpleasant characters and no relief

from the sordid atmosphere, the sole angle

is in the title and its ballyhoo possibilities.

Producers Aubrey Wisberg and Jack Pol-

lexfen have focussed the film on a tale of a

private school run for delinquent or psycho-

pathic daughters of the rich. Working on

this depressing theme, also scripted by Wis-

berg and Pollexfen, director E. A. Dupont
doesn't help with slow-paced direction. This

Columbia quickie, at best, is suitable only

for the lower half in transient and action

spots.

STORY: Ross Elliott gets a job on the

faculty of a school for the neurotic daughters

of wealthy families. He finds the principal,

Roy Regnier, is just a drunk. The school is

really run by Helen Walker and her love

James Seay. One of the rackets they a:|

working is a scheme to get hold of a fortui 1

left by an oil millionaire to his daught

when she is 21, and whom Seay has marri<[

for that purpose. Elliott discovers that t!

girl supposed to be Seay's wife, and is he

prisoner in an upstairs room, is an impostf

It is learned that Seay has murdered h

wife, and is trying to pass off the other g'

as the heiress, so that when she dies he c;

pick up the inheritance. Elliott, howevi

breaks up his little scheme and in a bri«

half-hearted struggle shoots Seay dead

self-defense. Elliott turns the school into

legitimate enterprise and marries the girl

has saved. LEON
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CALL ME MADAM' MERMAN, BERLIN & FOX HIT THE MUSICAL JACKPOT

ates • • • •

)th Century-Fox

17 minutes

thel Merman, Donald O'Connor, Vera-

llen, George Sanders, Billy De Wolfe,

[elmut Dantine, Walter Slezak, Steven

eray, Ludwig Stossel, Lila Skala, Charles

•ingle

'irected by Walter Lang'

20th Century-Fox's version of Irving

erlin's Broadway hit musical, "Call Me
ladam", is a lulu of a musical, sure for

nash business. Actually improving on the

onderful original, with the redoubtable

thel Merman giving the type of fireball per-

irmance that made the stage show an SRO
traction, and Donald O'Connor, Vera-Ellen

id George Sanders co-starring, here is box-

ffice personified, a Technicolor extrava-

uiza calculated to light up the industry

ith all the brilliance of an aurora borealis.

Ihis lavish Sol C. Siegel production has

i.erything—the Berlin music, laughs galore,

-stful singing and dancing, and a spritely

ory about a happy lady-ambassador who
lays havoc with a mythical duchy in

urope. Essentially, it is Merman's show,

he powers it to a zenith in movie entertain-

lent. Smack from her opening number,

The Hostess with the Mostes' on the Ball",

ie sets a dazzling pace. As she runs the

amut, employing subtle satire and pratfalls,

rama and farce, and, of course, the hearty

• POOR • • FAIR

• • • GOOD • • • • TOPS

voice that has kept her on top of the lung-

power entertainers, Miss Merman provides a

warmly human and earthy character that

will register strongly with all audiences. But

the others, while overshadowed by Merman-
power, add considerably to the proceedings.

George Sanders, particularly, is due to be a

happy surprise to those who haven't been

exposed to his fine baritone. It's all solid

entertainment, the entire 117 minutes of it,

and very possibly earmarked for the musical

of the year.

Miss Merman socks across the now fa-

miliar "You're Just In Love," "The Best

Things For Me Would Be You," and a swell

new number, "International Rag", as well

as other lesser-known songs for one of the

truly fine musical scores for a film. Her
treatment of these numbers are as delightful

as the brash handling she gives the lady-

ambassador portrayal. Her co-stars are also

in fine fettle. George Sanders, in addition to

his usually polished performance, uncorks a

first-rate voice. It is also refreshing to see

him in a sympathetic role, and he carries it

off beautifully. Vera-Ellen and Donald

( ''Connor provide the young romance as well

as carrying several song and dance se-

quences, "It's A Lovely Day Today", "What
Chance Have I With Love" and "Something

to, Dance About". In supporting roles, Billy

De Wolfe, Walter Slezak and Steven Geray

add to the gaiety. Director Walter Lang has

kept the show bubbling and made good use

of the many little subtleties, as well as the

broad comedy, in Arthur Sheekman's script,

taken from the Howard Lindsay-Russell

Crouse book.

STORY: Ethel Merman, wealthy and un-

inhibited Washington society matron, is ap-

pointed American ambassador to the small

European duchy of Lichtenburg. Unem-
ployed reporter Donald O'Connor talks

Merman into hiring him as her press attache

and accompanies her to her new post. On
arriving in Lichtenburg, Merman learns that

the ministers are trying to obtain a loan

from the \J. S. The money is to be used as

a dowry for the royal princess Vera-Ellen

and Merman has instructions to refuse the

loan. She does so successfully, until she

meets the Secretary of State, George Sanders,

with whom she falls in love. Meanwhile,

O'Connor meets Vera-Ellen and their ro-

mance also blossoms. Before long, there are

complications over the money, and both ro-

mances appear on the rocks when Merman
and O'Connor are recalled to Washington.
All ends happily, however, when Sanders is

appointed ambassador to the U. S. and Vera-
Kllen renounces her royal title to marry
O'Connor. NEIL

fROUBLE ALONG THE WAY' SURPRISE HIT, ANOTHER GOING MY WAY 1

ates • • • + generally

/arner Bros^

)1 minutes

shn Wayne, Donna Reed, Charles Coburn,

herry Jackson, Lief Erickson, Marie Wind-

er.

•irected by Michael Curtiz;

A delightful combination of heart-interest,

mtball ethics and the lighter side of the

atholic Church, "Trouble Along the Way"
i one of those rare films that will have

>mething for everyone and very much for

lost. Blessed with an unusual story, a

ealth of titillating dialogue and John
Vayne, there is little doubt that Warners
<as the best boxoffice attraction in many a

noon, one that will build on critical acclaim

nd word-of-mouth, just as did "Going My
Vay". It has many of the down-to-earth

.lements of that distinguished film—the

liimor, the human interest, the importance
f sound principles. It has, also, excellent

botball action, the sure-lire dramatic factor

iherent in a well-played parent-child rela-

ionship, and a logical climax that throws no

ops to the lovers of the clinch at the fade-

'iit, while leaving an aura of happiness and

ood will about the picture. Interweaving
he plight of a small Catholic school, deep
ii deht because of its rector's open-hearted-

ness, with a situation involving a famous but

disreputable football coach, attempting to re-

tain custody of his 11-year-old daughter, the

plot combines the two into a heartwarming

tale that will strike deep into the emotions.

With John Wayne as the coach, Charles

Coburn in a hearty role as the father rector,

and Sherry Jackson precocious as all get-out

as the youngster, it all whips into a film that

everyone will like. Give this one plenty of

push. Your patrons will appreciate it—and

they'll tell their neighbors.

As the ousted football coach who seeks

sanctuary in a small Catholic school to keep

his young daughter, John Wayne is excel-

lently cast and does one of his best jobs.

Charles Coburn makes the most of the juicy

role as the aged head of the college, com-
bining wisdom, principles and naivete to de-

lightful effect. Young Sherry Jackson is a

scene-stealer all along the away and gets off

adult lines like a veteran. For decorative

value, Donna Reed makes the grade and

manages the romantic angle in effective

manner. Michael Curtiz' direction is paced

for a well-balanced blend of laughs and

heart-throbs that will send them out talking

it up.

STORY: Long-time rector of a little

Eastern college, St. Anthony's, Charles Co-

burn is told the school must close unless he

meets a deficit in its operation of $170,000.

He feels that a winning football team may
be the solution and seeks out John Wayne,
a coach who has been tossed out of several

colleges for unethical practices. Wayne re-

fuses the offer, but when he is threatened

with losing custody of his daughter, Sherry

Jackson, by Marie Windsor, his vengeful ex-

wife, supposedly because of unwholesome
living conditions, he takes the job at St.

Anthony's When Coburn, with the aid of

the Cardinal, lines up a schedule that in-

cludes Holy Cross, Villanova and Notre
Dame ("Couldn't you get even one Protes-

tant school?"), Wayne enlists a team of

huskies and whips them into a squad that

arouses the nation's interest. Policewoman
Donna Reed, however, feels that the child

belongs with the mother and presses the

mother's custody suit, although she feels at-

tracted to Wayne. On the day of the open-

ing game, Windsor gets a court order for

Sherry to attend a party at her home. When
Reed sees how unhappy the child is, she

takes her to the football game, which is won
by Wayne's team. Coburn learns of Wayne's
methods of recruiting the team and abolishes

football at the school, but the hierarchy

decrees that St. Anthony's will continue in

existence, despite the debt. In a court trial.

Reed establishes that Sherry's only need is

a proper mother and Wayne indicates that

Donna's it. BARN
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Pictuxitta 'People

A mutual salute was exchanged as Harry M. War-

ner ivas honored at Los Angeles Junior Chamber

of Commerce banquet, and in turn, saluted the

C. of C. At right, the organization's Bob Grover,

and, left, director George Woodford.

Sales Meeting—At top, Hen Kalmcnson (seated, < enter) presides over Warner district managers met

ing. From left: Robert Seltzer. Henry Hcrbel, Roy Haines. Norman Moray. Ed Williamson. Knlme

son, W. 0. Williamson, Jerry Abrose, Hall W alsh. Jules Lapidus, Art Anderson, John Kirby. Hash

Masters, Bernard Goodman and Ben Abner.

Below, sales chief Charles Boasberg conducts RKO Radio's 25th Anniversary drive in New Orlean

(seated) Ralph II illiams, Dave Prince. Frank Mooney, Boasberg. Ben Cammack. Standing. J. Rogt

Lamuntia, Rory Branon, Ira Stone, Doug Dcsch, Cam Price, Sol Sachs, R. V. Reagin.

C. Bruce Newbery who has taken over as U. S.

director of sales for Republic Pictures.

Adlai Stevenson and Dore Schary at the former's

8 100-a-plate dinner in Los Angeles' Biltmore

Hotel. Schary delivered the "response" following

the defeated presidential candidate's address.

At the "Call Me Madam" party and screening a la Perle Mesta. at left. Mrs. Spyros Skouras. In ing i

lin. Ethel Merman and Spyros Skouras: right Mrs. Charles Einfeld, Charles Einfcld and Miss Merm

Honoring A. Montague on his 20th anniversary as Columbia sales manager are. from left:

seated, Paul N. Lazarus. Jr., N. B. Spingold. Rube Jackter, Jack Cohn. Montague. A. Sch-

neider. Standing. Seth Raisler, Nat Cohn. Maurice Grad. Irving Wormser, Lou U einberg.

Dr. M. A. Goldstein. George Josephs. Vincent Borrelli. Mori Wormser, Joseph Freiberg.
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STUDIO SIZ6-UPS

ALLIED ARTISTS

our Films, Including First

D Effort, Staged Next Month
Allied Artists was re-lighted this month,

blowing a 60-day production vacation to

ilow for needed physical improvements on

le lot.

First picture to roll after the shut-down

as a Bowery Boys opus, "Bowery Knights"

Leo Gorcey-Huntz Hall) which went into

dive production on March 11. Edward
ernds is directing for producer Ben

chwalb.

Four more features are slated to go before

le cameras within the next 30 days, headed

y AA's first 3D venture, "The Maze," which

roducer Richard Heermance expects to roll

n April 2. On March 30, Walter Mirisch

.ill green-light "Safari Drums" (Johnny

Iheffield), with Ford Beebe directing. On
vpril 2, producer William F. Broidy will

egin filming "Murder Without Tears," and

^pril 21 is the starting date set for the next

rom Lindsley Parsons, "Northern Patrol"

Kirby Grant).

Allied Artists is one of the first companies

o make first-run product available to Tele-

meter, the TV subscription service which

legins a series of tests in Palm Springs, Cali-

ornia, within the next few weeks. AA ex-

cutives, who have banned the sale of their

>roduct to TV, reason that the Telemeter

etup will not harm exhibitors, inasmuch as

Itudio, exhibitor and the Telemeter Corp.

'ire all cut in on the profits. Definite details

if how this will be worked out have not yet

)een made public.

COLUMBIA

Plenty of Flat And 3D

Product Planned for April

Barring last-minute hitches, nine features

ire expected to be rolling by the end

:>f the month. "From Here to Eternity"

Montgomery Gift-Deborah Kerr-Burt Lan-

caster-Frank Sinatra - Donna Reed) got

underway on March 7, with hind Zinneman
directing for Buddy Adler. On March 17,

producer Robert Arthur and director Fritz

Lang teed off on "The Big Heat" (Glenn

Ford-Gloria Grahame) and Sam Katzman
launched "Thunder Jet Commandos", Fred
Sears directing. And, if casting snarls can

Cxc/uMe $L BULLETIN %ttm

By JAY ALLEN

be worked out, Rita Hayworth's next, "Miss

Sadie Thompson", will be placed before the

cameras during the coming week. Aldo Ray
is slated for a top role.

Other features slated for March starts are:

"Ten Against Caesar," "Operation 16-Z,"

"Rough Company" (Van Johnson), and

"Last of the Poney Express" (Gene Autry),

plus a serial, "Adventures of Captain Kidd".

Three-dimension production is also com-

ing in for some attention on the stepped-up

schedule, with shooting slated to get under-

way on a depth-dimension western, "Rene-

gade Canyon" (Sterling Hayden). Colum-

bia used its own depth-dimension process

for "Man in the Dark", originally titled "The

Man Who Lived Twice", (Edmond O'Brien-

Audrey Totter), which director Lew Landers

and producer Wallace Mac Donald rushed

through on an 11-day schedule. Two
cameras are employed, without the use of

mirrors. It is described as simple, light and

mobile, and operates on the same speed as

normal black and white set-ups. As with

others of the Natural Vision type, two pro-

jectors are required for exhibition, and Pola-

roid glasses for audiences. The system will

next be used on the studio's production of

"Strongarm" (Broderick Crawford-Roberta

Haynes-John Derek), which is slated to roll

April 7.

Sam Katzman completed the 3D "Fort Ti"

(George Montgomery) on March 7, and is

rushing it through the editing and scoring

processes for a May 15 release. Katzman's

next DD features for Columbia will be

"Charge of the Lancers" and "Tripoli to the

Sea". Like "Fort Ti," they will employ

Natural Vision cameras.

"LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

With Activity at Minimum,

Rumor Lippert Withdrawal
It will not surprise some Hollywood ob-

servers if Robert L. Lippert withdraws from

production-distribution activities before long.

Production of pictures with Lippert releasing

commitments has been practically nil of

late, and there is little indication of a pick-up

in the immediate future. There is an omi-

nous quiet around this company these days.

"Project X", t<> be produced and directed by

Arthur Hilton, is the only production sche

duled, with April 1 as the tentative starting

date.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Schary Repeats Schenck

Denial of Studio Upheaval

Some gossipers have been trying to read

into the recent economy moves at this studio

causes for disaffection in the top echelon

ranks. Whispers that Dore Schary was un-

happy and would soon leave Metro had been

heard by your Studio Size-ups reporter, but

no confirmation could be obtained. Finally,

last Tuesday, Loew's Inc. president Nicholas

M. Schenck scotched the rumors with a flat

"absolutely no truth" denial. "I cannot make
this denial too strong", he said. Schary ad-

vised FILM BULLETIN directly with the

same words: "There is absolutely on truth to

this rumor."

As for reports that the studio would halt

operations during the unsettled production

period, Mr. Schenck declared: "Like other

studios, we have been going through a series

of realignments and some reorganization,

but we are continuing, under Mr. Schary's

supervision, an active program of produc-

tion."

And to even a casual Hollywood observer,

there was plenty of evidence to support

Schenck's contention. Unlike most studios,

which have been slackening off on produc-

tion during this indecisive period of 3D ex-

perimentation, Metro has been operating at

a peak level during most of March. In all,

eight pictures will have been in some stage

of production by the end of the month.

Nevertheless, every effort is being made to

economize during the period, by requesting

executives and department head-, to take

leaves of absence when not acutally working
on a picture.

A joint announcement last week by
Nicholas Schenck and Spyros Skouras de-

clared that "arrangements have been con-

cluded for Loew's to move forward with

Twentieth Century-Fox on CinemaScope".

It was also stated that M-G-M would soon

announce its first picture to be made with

the wide-screen process.

MGM launches its own depth-dimension

process with the start this week of "Rope's

End" (William Holden- Klcanor Parker-John

Forsythe-Kcenan Wynri). The process, to

be known as Met roVision, requires the usual

polaroid glasses and is equally suitable for

(Continued on Page 12)
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(Continued from Page 11)

color or black-and-white filming. Ansco-
Color is being employed on "Rope's End".

Pictures currently in production are: "Mo-
gambo" (Clark Gable-Ava Gardner), Tech-

nicolor, produced by Sam Zimbalist and di-

rected by John Ford; "All the Brothers

Were Valiant" (Robert Taylor - Stewart

Granger-Ann Blythe-Betta St. John), Tech-

nicolor, Richard Thorpe directing for pro-

ducer Pandro S. Berman; "Take the High
Ground" ( Richard Widmark-Elaine Stewart-

Karl Maiden), AnscoColor drama being pro-

duced by Dore Schary and directed by
Richard Brooks; "The Arena" (Gig Young-
Polly Bergen-Jean Hagen) 3D, AnscoColor
rodeo yarn, directed by Richard Fleischer

and produced by Arthur Loew, Jr.; "Easy to

Love" (Esther Williams - Van Johnson),
Technicolor musical, directed by Charles

Walters and produced by Joe Pasternak;

"Saadia" (Cornel Wilde-Mel Ferrer-Rita

(jam), Technicolor, produced and directed

by Albert Lewin in French Morocco; "The
Great Diamond Robbery" (Red Skelton-Cara

Williams), which director Robert Z. Leonard
and producer Edwin H. Knopf put back in

work around mid-month, after Skelton's re-

covery from surgery.

Joan Cawford goes into her first Metro
picture in a decade when she stars shortly in

"Why Should I Cry?". Michael Wilding will

be her leading man in this story about a

musical comedy star in love with a blind

pianist. It will also be Miss Crawford's first

singing-dancing role in a long time.

PARAMOUNT

Story, Not Gimmicks, To Be

Featured in Paramount 3Ders

On the basis of all the depth-dimension

films thus far displayed for the Hollywood
press, it is evident that Paramount is ap-

proaching the new medium in a more con-

servative way than other studios. Unlike the

others, this company seems to regard 3D as

a scientific improvement by which greater

clarity and the illusion of depth are added

to conventional story-telling on film, rather

than as a gimmick to create startling effects.

"Sangaree," the Pine-Thomas 3D feature

made by ParaVision( like Natural Vision) is

handled as a straight dramatic script. Here
and there are seen an occasional effect that

"attacks" the audience, but, for the most
part, it sticks to the straight filming tech-

nique. Production chief Don Hartman and
oilier Paramount executives apparently feel

that the public will prefer a minimum of

fancy camera didoes to shock them.

But, then there is the school of thought

that the depth-dimension opens an entirely

new cinematic technique that should be capi-

talized to the limit, if it is to intrigue and
attract the public. We'll debate it elsewhere.

With production now definitely set to start

in September on the big Irving Berlin musi-

cal, "White Christmas," Paramount is lining

up one of the best boxoffice casts ever as-

sembled on the lot. The public's reception

to Donald O'Connor and Vera-Ellen as a

dancing team in "Call Me Madam,"
prompted Paramount to seek to re-team
them for "Christina^," along with Bing
Crosby and Rosemary Clooney. Berlin is

now devoting his full time to preparing the

production, for which he will receive $500,000.

Hal Wallis has signed Shirley Booth to

star in "About Airs. Leslie", the Vina Delmar
novel about a motion picture boarding house.

It will be directed by Daniel Mann, who did

such an outstanding job on "Come Back,

Little Sheba". Wallis has assigned Ketii

Flings to do the screenplay. Production is

expected to get underway in late July or

early August.

One of the two pictures shooting here last

week, "Elephant Walk" (Vivien Leigh-Dana
Andrews), had to be halted when Miss Leigh

suffered a nervous breakdown and was hos-

pitalized. Then, it was announced last Tues-

day that she would not be able to continue

in the role and a substitute will have to be

found. An unhappy and costly mishap for

Paramount.

The one feature currently going is Pine-

Thomas' ParaVision feature "Those Sisters

From Seattle" (Gene Barry-Rhonda Flem-
-ing Agnes Moorhead). This is being filmed

in Technicolor, with Lewis R. Foster direct-

ing.

REPUBLIC

Production Slow But Steady;

Derek Borrowed from Columbia

Two pictures are currently filming at this

studio, with four more slated to roll within

the next four weeks. "The Champ From
Brooklyn" (Alex Nicol - Audrey Totter -

Charles Winninger-Hope Emerson), with

William A. Seiter as producer-director and

a western, "Constable of Carson City" (Alan

"Rocky" Lane), directed by Harry Keller

for producer Rudy Ralston, went before the

cameras on March 16.

On March 30, producer-director Joseph

Kane expects to launch "Sea of Lost Ships",

for which John Derek has been borrowed
from Columbia. The next day Alan Dwan's
production of "Flight Nurse" is scheduled

to roll. The latter concerns the evacuation

of wounded from Korea. No cast has been

set at this writing.

On April 17, two more films are slated to

roll: Sidny Picker's production of "The Pro-

fessor and the Co-ed" (Vaughn Monroe) and

"Home in Texas" (Rex Allen), William

Witney directing for producer Edward J.

White."

RKO

Grainger Starts Cameras

Turning After 8-Month Lull

Following a four-week series of confer-

ences attended by all of the top executives of

RKO, James R. Grainger, the new prexy,

finally launched a schedule of production on

March 16. One feature rolled on that date.)

another started rehearsals, and a third H
scheduled to start March 30. These are thf
first films, with the exception of one, "Sp|3
Second", to go into production here in about
eight months.

"Second Chance" (Linda Darnell-Robert
Mitchum), now shooting, is RKO's first 3H
effort, being filmed with the studio's own!
depth-dimension cameras. "Arizona Out-
post" (Dale Robertson-Arthur Hunnicutt)j
was rehearsing last week and is now before!

the cameras. The March 30 starter will bq
"Son of Sinbad" (Keith Andes-Mona Free-]

man-Ursula Theiss). Sam Weisenthal is pro-1

ducing and Rudy Mate directing "Second
Chance," Alfred Weeker is directing "Ari-

zona Outpost" for producer Edmund GrainJ
ger, and Ted Tetzlaff will direct "Sinbad'

for producer Robert Sparks.

Reports persist that when Bryan Fojj

leaves Warners he will take over a top studd
spot with this company.

It was further announced that beginning
May 1, RKO will distribute Sol Lesser'ii

" The 3-D Follies," the first musical filn

made in stereoscopy. Lesser has employed ;

3D process known as Stereo-Cine, developer

by Raphael Wolff. It is the opinion of you

reporter, who witnessed several scenes from

I lie picture, that this system boasts fine colo

definition and less eye-strain than other 31]

processes we've seen.

Further interest was drawn to RKO, thi

month by the announcement that negoti

ations are underwy with Cinema Producl
tions, the exhibitor film-financing grout

which recently participated in the making c|

"Main Street to Broadway", for a co-opei|

ative production deal on a slate of 6 to!2 pit I

tures. If and when the deal is consummateil
it will call for all high-budget features-l

which is something RKO needs to bolstfl

its backlog.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

CinemaScope Exclusively

From Now On, Zanuck Decrees i

The big excitement out here in Hollywon

during the past week was engendered ll

20th- Fox's demonstrations of CinemaSco I

to other film company executives, exhil I
tors and the press. With Spyros Skour; I
Darryl Zanuck, Al Lichtman and CharlB
Einfeld hosting, the intensely interestI
visitors were given their first peek at tl
coming wide-screen process that may revM

lutionize the industry within the next fl
months.

Meanwhile, with the completion of "B
Prepared" (Clifton Webb), -which rolls I

April 6, and Elia Kazan's "WaterfronB
set to go on the following day, 20th CentuiH

Fox will convert exclusively to CinenH
Scope, Zanuck declared.

This means that the studio not only I
dropping all future production of the I

called "flat" films, but also that it is cancHJ

ling out any plans for filming a portionM

its product in the three-dimensional polarHJ

system.

(Continued on Page V
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THE ONLY FULL-LENGTH FEATURE
IN COLOR BY !TfecJinlco€ot
OF THE CORONATION

OF QUEEN ELIZABETH U

NARRATED BY

AURENCE OLIVIER
NARRATIVE BY CHRISTOPHER FRY

MUSIC BY THE LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ARTHUR RANK ORGANIZATION PRESENTS

A QUEEN IS CROWNED
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE^f^^^

AVAILABLE ABOUT JUNE IOth
ONLY THROUGH UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES
It will be well worth your while to wait just a few more days after the

Coronation on June 2 in order to show your patrons nothing less than the whole

story of this once-in-a-lifetime experience.

CONTACT YOUR UNIVERSAL BRANCH MANAGER NOW!



STUDIO SIZ6-UPS
(Continued from Page 12)

In switching to all-out CinemaScope pro-

duction, Fox has been forced to drop six

films originally slated to roll between April

1 and the end of July. They are: "Justice

Brown," "Camp Followers," "The Big

Fight," "The Form Devine," "The Black

Widow" and "The Fifth Rider". Zanuck
tells FILM BULLETIN that the latter two
will later be assigned for CinemaScope film-

ing at a future date. Meanwhile, a host of

studio workers have been let out for the

transition period. This, presumably, will be

the story at all film studios during the next

two or three months.

Fox is purchasing over $650,0(10 in new
sound equipment, to be installed within the

next four months. The purchases will in-

clude new field recording equipment and the

installation of the stereophonic sound sys-

tem in three studio projection rooms.

A total of five pictures are currently at

work on the lot. They are: "Inferno"

(Robert Ryan-William Lundigan-Rhonda
Fleming), employing the depth-dimension

polaroid system in color, directed by Roy
Baker and produced by William Bloom;
"The Robe" (Richard Rurton-Jean Simmons-
Victor Mature-Michael Rennie-Betta St.

John) produced by Frank Ross and directed

by Henry Koster; "The Kid From Left

Field" (Dan Dailey-Anne Bancroft), pro-

duced by Leonard Goldstein and directed by

Harmon Jones; "Vickie" (Jeanne Crain-

Jean Peters), also produced by Goldstein,

with Harry Horner directing; and "How To
Marry A Millionaire" (Hetty Grable-William

Powell-Marilyn Monroe-Lauren Bacall), in

Technicolor, with Jean Negulesco directing

for Nunnally Johnson.

UNITED ARTISTS

Walcott-Marciano Film

Gives UA Another 3D First

United Artists will release the first three-

dimensional film of a major sports event,

when Nate Halpern, head of Theater Net-

work Television, films the Heavyweight

championship bout between Rocky Marciano

and Jersey Joe Walcott in the 3D black and

white Stereo-Cine process. Elaborate plans

arc now being worked out to set up the 3D
cameras around the ring in Chicago, where

the bout will take place on April 10.

Another important releasing deal just an-

nounced by UA is the signing of a contract

with John Huston to handle distribution on

"Matador", which will be filmed in 3D, in

Spain, beginning in September. Jose Ferrer

will star in the screen adaptation of the

Barnaby Conrad novel.

UA has also purchased a 25 per cent in-

terest in Ken Murray's feature film, "The
M arshall's Daughter," giving the company
full distribution rights. Laurie Anders is

the star of the picture.

Two off-beat films set for UA release are:

"Volcano" (Anna Magnani), Italian feature

directed by William Dieterle, and a docu-

mentary travel feature, "Song of the Land,"

filmed in color by Ed Harrison and Frances

Roberts. The latter took years to film, and

includes shots of all sections of the Noth
and South American coasts. Total cost of

the picture was $200,000, and John Nesbitl

is being paged to handle the narration.

According to west coast scuttlebutt, UA
is on the verge of full-scale entry into the

financing end of TV film production. Com-
pany is understood to have guaranteed a

bank loan to Steffen Scharff to produce and

direct a series of 26 15-minute programs, to

be titled "Telegram". Tin- fust half of the

slate is understood to he set for immediate

filming.

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL

Lull In Production As U-l

Toppers Eye 3D Possibilities

Universal-International production, which
has remained at a high level throughout

most of the past year, is expected to go into

a slight slump until some time around mid-

June, while the company toppers appraise

the future of 3D and/or wide-screen filming.

Two to three pictures will undoubtedly be

filming most of the time during this interim

period, but none of them is expected to be

of the high-budget variety which could cost

the studio any great loss, whichever way the

tide turns.

Some of the company's key executives are

far from convinced that 3D is here to stay.

And it is with a great deal of satisfaction

that they point out that all pictures filmed

in their own stereo process can also be

shown in the conventional manner.

The only productions of major calibre

definitely scheduled are: "The Glenn Miller

Story" (Jimmy Stewart) and "Saskatche-

wan" (Alan Ladd), which Raoul Walsh will

direct. Both will be made on participation

deals with the stars, and both are set for

summer starts. Ladd reportedly will draw

50 per cent of the profits on "Saskatchewan"

just as he did on "Desert Legion". No de-

cision will be made until later on whether or

not the two features will be filmed in either

3D or wide-screen processes, or whether

they will be in the conventional two dimen-

sions.

Of importance to small-town exhibitors is

the word that the seventh Kettle film, "Ma
and Pat Kettle Hit the Road Home", will

roll within the next week or two.

Fourteen pictures have been set for re-

lease by the company in the May-August
period. The schedule is: May: "The Lone
Hand," "Law and Order" and "It Happens
Every Thursday". June: "Column South,"

"Take Me To Town" and the Coronation

film, "A Queen Is Crowned". July: "Francis

Covers the Big Town," "All 1 Desire" and

"The Great Sioux Uprising". August:

"Thunder Bay," "Forbidden" (formerly

"Drifting") and "Abbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde". These 12 pic-

tures will be augmented by "It Came From

Outer Space," in 3D and "
I he Cruel Sea,"

which have not been assigned definite re-

lease dates.

WARNER BROTHERS

WB Personnel Morale High

While Executives Plot Future

Although there is no thought of a studio

shut-down, Warner Brothers has notified its

employees that there will be a drastic pro-
duction cutback during the next 90 days,
while the company executives size up future

3D plans. During the lull, labor crews will

be put to work rebuilding some of the sounfl
stages burned out during the two disastrous
fires of the past year.

Employees are being urged to take ad-
vantage of their two-weeks' paid vacation-;
during the lull, in order to avoid ordering
compulsory layoffs. Actually, only a skele-

ton crew will be needed to keep the studio
operating during the period.

Like most other companies, Warners
wants to avoid going out on a limb with all-

out conversion to 3D or wide-screen pro-
duction, until the results are in on the initial

offerings. Even the employees who will be
effected by the order agree that such a move
is only sound business practice, with the

results that morale remains high at the plant.

Like most everyone else in Hollywood, they
feel that the future is brighter, at this time,

than it has been for the past three years,

and they are willing to go along until future

plans can be safely plotted. During the lull,

preparations for production will continue on

future films, 90 per cent of which will he in

either WarnerColor or Technicolor.

Bryan Foy has asked for a settlement of

his contract. In dissolving the pact, Foy
announced that he had no definite future

plans, although rumors continue in Holly-

wood that he is headed for the top produc-
tion spot at RKO.

Eight pictures are currently shooting fort

Warner release: "Calamity Jane" (Doris

Day-Howard Keel), Technicolor musical di-

rected by David Butler and produced b\

William Jacobs; "Three Sailors and A Girl'

(Jane Powell-Gordon MacRae-Gene Nelson)
t

Technicolor, Roy Del Ruth megging for pro

ducer Sammy Cahn; "Blowing Wild" (Gap
Cooper-Barbara Stanwyck-Ruth Roman), ;

Milton Sperling United States Pictures pro!

duction directed by Hugo Fregonese: "Sd

Big" (Jane Wyman-Sterling Hayden), pro

duced by Henry Blanke and directed b.

Robert Wise; the 3D Natural Vision pro!

duction of "The Boy From Oklahoma" (Wifl

Rogers, Jr.-Nancy Olson), W'arnercolor, fea

ture directed by Michael Curtiz and pro*

duced by David Weisbart; "The Hurnin

Arrow" (Guy Madison-Frank Lovejoy <

Natural Vision 3D western in WarnerColoi
directed by Gordon Douglas and produce'

by David Weisbart; and "Riding Shotgun

(Randolph Scott-Joan Weldon) Warned
Color, with Ted Sherdeman producing

Andre deToth directing, and Melford Pr<

ductions' "Diamond Queen" ( Fernanc

Lamas-Arlene Dahl), directed by Joh
1

Hrahm and produced by Frank Melford.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

/

Pressbook Award
Theatremen are apt to take for granted

that invaluable aid to showmanship—the

pressbook. It is fitting, we believe, that rec-

ognition be bestowed upon those pressbooks

which best serve the needs of theatre show-

men. In this issue the FILM BULLETIN
Pressbook Award goes to:

"Tonight We Sing"
Fw t-nty-four king-size pages of selling aids

a' jammed into 20th Century-Fox's cam-

pgn book on "Tonight We Sing." Ever

sice Charles Einfeld instituted the format

fJ pressbooks at 20th-Fox that alternated

il ad mat layout with publicity and exploi-

t;ion pages, so that clipping out one ad

vuldn't destroy another that the theatreman

ht use for a window card or herald, the

Fox manuals have been a blessing to show-

Done in a grand manner, as befits the pic-

ture it represents, one of the outstanding fea-

tures is an ABC of the film's popular at-

tractions and a rundown on how to sell it,

depending on the theater's budget and the

theatreman's enterprise. The book also high-

lights the musical opportunities, such as a

free radio transcription, a lobby sound effects

record, also gratis, and the huge record tie-

ups; RCA Victor, with cities, distributors

and record managers listed, the Columbia

album, and the long list of radio and TV
breaks.

To 20th Century-Fox boxofficers, a laurel

for a handsome and handy aid to showmen,
men. The one on this film is a must for the

enterprising exhibitor.

Here Is What You're Selling:

1. Entertainment for everybody: a big picture with ingredient! to insure appeal (or

the youngest and the oldest, for the dyed-in-wool moviegoer end the lest member
of trie "lost audience

"

2. An offbeat attraction: something totally different from the usual movie
perience. It has been demonstrated that these off-the-beaten-tracl, important
attractions are the ones doing today's biggest business, registering grosses in

fact undreamed of in any other movie era.

ADVANCE PENETRATION
Male careful preparations in advance of the coming of

this mighty attraction. Contact clubs and organiiations

to invite their co-operation in supporting a film of Out-

standing cultural appeal coupled with popular guarantee.

OPINION MAKERS
Community leaders like club officials, civic, fraternal and

religio'is representatives, newspapermen and the like

should be invited to advance opinion-maker screenings to

enlist their aid in your campaign.

LOCAL ENDORSEMENTS
.oca I level originating endorsements mean the most to

your own community; they will take the word of the lead-

ers they know and respect. Secure testimonials from local

VIPt such as editors, women's club chairmen, etc

CONTACT NEWSPAPERMEN
Make a particular pitch for the support of top-level news-
men: editors, music critics and writers; managing editors;

and even publishers. Start your publicity-planting of news
end photos as soon as your booking is set. Treat "Tonight
We Sing" as a "special" in every sense.

ORGANIZATIONAL LIST
Contact Chamber of Commerce; civic, fraternal, religious

end veterans organhetions; ci ''ural groups, such as mu' ; "

approc' l^bs; women'- »nd better film* e

ciU"
'

• "i oih ~ ' . »od»**'«

Here

Is

How
to

Sell

It:

TALK, WRITE,

WIRE, PHONE
Use every meant of personal commur
4, *ilable to you to reach opinion-m

< often musics'

3. The kind of picture that can be teen only on tfie big-screen of the motion picture

theatre. Nothing lets can hold this panorama of music, romance, opera, ballet,

drama, concert and comedy—all in the breathtaking beauty of color by Techni-

color.

Nearly two unforgettable hours of enchantment, distinguished in its presentation,

but down-to-earth in its appeal. A holiday event in motion picture attendance.

BULLETIN BOARDS
School, library, organiiational clubhouse and concert hall

bulletin boards will be open to news of "Tonight We Sing";

plant stories, picmres and pleydato information in such

LOBBY, STREET BALLYHOO
Your campaign begins at your theatre; use the front of it

for powerhouse salesmanship: the lobby record (see en-

other page), star blow-ups, attractive color stills, marquee
valance and other po-sters and accessories (see back pag-

es). Do a thorough billboarding job in your community
on paid locations, and back this up with a good sniping

follow-through; post "Coming" and replace with "Now"
as appropriate. Big-scale newspaper advertising will pay
off; publicity planting of stories and scene mats should be
diligently pursued. Street Ballyhoo stunt of two elegantly-

tailored musicians in full-dress walking the streets opening
day with "Tonight We Sing . . . Join Us at the Bijou

Theatre" lettered on their backs wiH draw attention.

PREMIERE EVENT
Open "Tonight We Sing" to acclaim with a night opening
to benefit some worthy local musical charity. Local or-

chettra (school orchestra or band plus chorale will do)
to perform our front and on stage. TV and radio coverage,
plus lots of newspaper story-and-pix breaks, will accrue
from such a stunt sponsored by committee or town dig-

nit ariet

schools and nru>

U-I Steps Up
David Lipton is stepping up U-I's already

fast-paced promotional pattern for the 14

films on the Spring and Summer schedule to

get the ballyhoo-hah. "Thunder Bay," the

James Stewart Technicolor starrer, says the

exploitation-publicity-advertising director, is

set for the biggest promotion effort in the

company's history. Increased use of TV pro-

motion and star p.a.'s for keys and sub-keys
will highlight the intensified program. A
special setup, as yet undisclosed, is planned
for the company's first DD film, "It Came
From Outer Space".

3 More MGM on 'Toast'
The next three Metro films to be "Toasted"

by Ed Sullivan's network show will be
"Small Town Girl" on April 12, "Never Let
Me Go," May 3, and "Dream Wife," May
31. The company is following through with

star appearances on the show wherever pos-

sible. The last one, "I Love Melvin", which
received the Sullivan treatment March 22,

had Debbie Reynolds in the flesh.

'/ Confess' Brochure
Warners has circulated a high-tension

four-page brochure for its release of Alfred

Hitchcock's "I Confess" that should stir

plenty of interest. Featuring glowing en-

dorsements by members of the Mystery
Writers of America, and provocatively illus-

trated, the folder is going nationwide to

thousands of colleges, public libraries and

community groups.

Showmanship Plus
Manager Arthur Darley of Springfield's

(Mass.) Arcade Theatre didn't miss a single

publicity or public relations trick when he

played Columbia's Dick Haymes starrer, "All

Ashore." Using free admission gimmicks,

radio contests, tie-ins, store windows anil

(Continued on Page 16)

Rivolucky

The anti-triskedekaphobes were at it again

ljt Friday the 13th. Montague Salmon, boss

< Broadway's Rivoli had such a good re-

ajion from his stunt last month that he or-

Biized a "Salome Chapter No. 13" for the

Itional Committee of 13 Against Super-
ivtion and Fear and has arranged that the

Some Chapter's 13 members be guests of

t|i Rivoli at the world premiere of the Co-
1 nbia picture on March 24. Each member
\ll occupy seat 13 of the first 13 rows and
^\ march into the theatre in a body led by
tpir candidate for the title of "Miss Tris-

Ulekaphobia of 1953." As part of the con-
|uing stunt, the f'mal selection of "Miss

will be made next November, the last

iday the 13th of this year. Salmon is also

£ming up with Columbia and radio station
INS for a "Salome" beautv contest.

On tour for U-Ps "Seminole", this group o) St

ville, Tenn., with Tennessee Theatre managei

minole Indians s</uut before their special bus in Knox-

Aubrey Couch (left) and Joe Shields, assistant managei.
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(Continued from Page IS)

street ballyhoo, lie got the newspapers in-

terested with a free ticket stunt granting an

open door to anyone presenting two of tin-

star's records for donation to the local vet's

hospital. Three radio contests grabbed an-

other hunk of public interest; music stores

featured the Haymes discs in a co-op; even

the Navy pitched in with two dozen Navy
recruiting "A" boards and a batch of equip-

ment which Darley featured in an empty

store next to the theatre. The boxoffice told

showman Darley what a fine job he had

done.

LIU
wuriieo ifau ho a

A pair of models, costumed and ballooned in

keeping with M-G-M's "Lili". gate free rides on

the carousel shown. The lucky guy in the middle

is Dick Brandt. Trans-Lux executive.

Clooney Looney
Upstate New York radio stations have

gone on a Rosemary Clooney spree for the

openings of her starrer, "The Stars Are
Singing." In the Albany area, disc jockeys

on all seven stations were plugging the star

and the picture, with similar situations

happily filling the airwaves in Syracuse, Buf-

falo, Rochester, Ithaca and Glens Falls.

Streamlined 'Pony Express'
A "modern Pony Express' will carry the

stars of Paramount's "Pony Express" to its

world bow at St. Joseph, Missouri. Charlton

Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Jan Sterling and

Forrest Tucker will be carted over the orig-

inal route via a North American Airlines

luxury liner.

Toymen Plug 'Dr. 77
Columbia's Stanley Kramer production,

"The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T" will be plugged
on thousands of toy shelves as the result of

a variety of displays at this year's Toy Fair,

held at New York's McAlpin Hotel last

week. No less than six major manufacturers

have designed their new line of toys around

the "Dr. T" theme, which features a string

instrument ballet sequence.
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WORLD
PREMIERE

TUESDAY

GALA PREVIEW
MON. EVE. 8:30
Benefit North Shore

Hospital of Manbasset

Stars, celebn

gayety, Telecast over

WPIX Channel II,

8:30 to 9 P.M.
LESLIE CARON
In Person,

Jinx McCrary and

Herb Shriner M. Cs,

Regular performance:

start Tuesday.

travelling carnival.

You'll fall in love with

Lili, the lonely girl,

poignant and appeal-

ing, who finds a haven

and romance with

There's a screenful of TECHNICOLOR
enchantment, song and ballet in M-G-M's
film as gay as its hit tune "Hi-Lili-Hi-Lo."

Gil presents "LILI" starr.ng LESLIE CARON
MEL FERRER • JEAN PIERRE AUMONT • •»!»

ZSA ZSA GABOR . KURT KASZNAR . Se.e«n

Play by HELEN DEUISCH > Biieo on ) Sloiy by PAUL GALLIC0
Di'CCled by CHAftLES WALIERS > Pioduced by EDWIN H KNOPf

TRANS-LUX^

LAST TWO DAYS— "FACE TO FACE"

EXTRA. Two Oufttandtng Short Svbioehl • Mary [lien tulo'i

"Spook Sport" • AcodeTi/ Nominee: "Romance of Trontportatton"

I married
anymore!'
All New York is talking about
ttielr startling romance ... the

man with a secret too great

to (hare . .. the girl Who fell

in love with a hero!
"Highest rating.1" }

acclaim* the Daily News

ABOVE
AND

BEYOND
licit', ABOVE AND BEVON0 Until ROBERT TAYLOR

ELEANOR PARKER ...» »«(S iwimons • «"»»>» t«s«i«t

I sing their own provocative versions of how to

sell Metro's "Lili" and "Above and Beyond" hi

newspapei ads. The Trans-Lux featured the whim-

sical story and star, the Mayfair stressed the

marital and romantic aspects.

EDITORIAL
Milk Dn The Doorstep

An item in a recent Independent Theatn

Owners of Ohio bulletin should hit home

showmen. It brought into the light an obvioui|

but oft forgotten, thesis—that sometimes hY

simplest ideas are the best.

Using the State Fair gimmick that drew sue

crowds in Ohio last year, Cincinnati exhibitor

tied in with the city's Gas & Electric Compan

and the local newspapers for a movie display

the utility's downtown office. Running froi

March 16 to April 9, six of the film companii

were furnishing exhibits, such as props froi

recent pictures, costumes, miniature sets; th

Gas & Electric Company Is giving away $ 20C

worth of prizes and is taking 2000-line ads

the Cincinnati newspapers calling attention

the display, noting that every woman who go>

in will receive a free washcloth and, each da

50 prizes will be given away; the Cincinna

Post is conducting a "Flicker Queen" conte!

more than 50 theatres are calling attention

the display with trailers.

Yes, it's a familiar story—the State Fair ide

the co-ops, the giveaways, trailers. It's as f

miliar as the bottle of milk on the doorstep ea

morning. And just as necessary and nourii

ing. BARN

r

-J

Loew's State and U-l worked up this crol

stopping street bally for the showing of "(I

Beneath tlie Sea." The diving suit was uuthe\

and the sufferer inside patrolled the theatic frl

Different Pressbook

The fu st of RKO's press books, a c

paign manual on "The Hitch-Hiker,"

come out under the new setup centering I

publicity workings on the West Coast
|j

model of efficiency and good looks,

usual fluff and hackneyed superlatives

conspicuously and happily missing. A
ture is a group of exploitation ideas sup

by theatremen. W atch for this one.

For Teeners

Seventeen Magazine is offering exhib

promotion material aimed at the teen-a

for "The Stooge." The package includ

glossy print of the mag's "Picture off!

Month" seal, a repro of the review a

10x13 full-color cover, all for free.

Martin-Lewis comedy was named S(|n

hen's Picture of the Month for Februar
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romulus presents JOSE FERRER in John Huston's "MOULIN ROUGE"
Color by Technicolor • with ZSA ZSA GABOR • SUZANNE FLON I I

And Introducing • COLETTE MARCHAND • A ROMULUS Production

Directed by JOHN HUSTON • Screenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston

From the Novel "MOULIN ROUGE" by PIERRE LA MURE

7ACADEMYAWARD NOMINATIONS!



SHORT SUBJECTS
CinemaScope Migration

The 20th-Fox executive offices were virtu-

ally emptied as the toppers headed westward

last week for the CinemaScope showings at

the studio. The Fox delegation, headed by

Spyros P. Skouras, Al Lichtman, Charles

Einfeld, Murray Silverstone, and W. C
Gehring, included a bevy of division, district

and branch managers. They'll be staying on

for conferences with Darryl Zanuck, after

exchanging greetings with the hundreds of

exhibitors and industry figures who flocked

to the showings.

Cahill Heads WB Technical Dept

What with the fast-moving developments

in 3D, wide-angle projection and stereo-

phonic sound, it was practically a matter of

minutes before a post to handle the brand

new field would be created by one of the

film companies. Warners took the step with

the naming of Col. Frank E. Cahill, Jr. as

Coordinator of Technical Activities. A well-

known motion picture engineer, head of

sound and projection at the Burbank studios

when the talkies came in and then with the

Warner circuit, where he also supervised

theatre TV activities, Cahill may be an im-

portant cog in two industry eras, sound

and 3D.

Grainger Sales Confab

RKO president James R. Grainger had his

first get-together with the company's home

office sales toppers last weekend (20-21), to

deliver a first-hand report on his recent visit

to the studio and his huddles with Howard
Hughes. It was the new president's first

sales conference since his election to the

post Feb. 18.

Texas COMPO Expects 2000

Rob O'Donnell expects better than 2000

attendance at the Texas COMPO confer-

ence, which has been set back from its June

date to the end of September. Every drive-

in theatre owner will be extended a special

invitation to a joint conclave held at the

same time with the first meeting of the In-

ternational Drive-in Theatre Owners Ass'n.

U Officers Re-Elected

Universal Pictures renamed the full slate

of officers at the recent board meeting: N. J.

Blumberg, board chairman; Milton R. Rack-

mil, president; Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-

president; Leon Goldberg, vice-president and

trasurer; Adolph Schimel, v. p., secretary and

general counsel, and John J. O'Connor,

havid I.ipton and Edward Muhl, vice-presi-

dents.

3D Queen

It had to come eventually. We now have

a 31) queen. Phyllis Kirk, starring in War-

ners "House of Wax" was named by Parade

magazine as such and will run a feature on

ihi- fully-rounded young lady.

Happy Technicolor

There was a happy glow about Techni-
color president Herbert T. Kalmus when he
made his annual report to stockholders. He
had much good to tell—a record net profit of

$2,069,000 for 1952, beating the record high

of $1,918,000 in '51; a new high in negative

sales of 29,887,631 feet, topping the previous

year (also a record) by almost 4,500,000

feet; 97 features exceeded by 21 the '51 mark,
also a former high, and so on right down
the line. The future looks even better, Dr.

Kalmus reports. With Cinerama, Cinema-
Scope and depth-dimension looming as a

new era for the motion picture industry, and
a good percentage to be tinted. Technicolor
really seems due for a boom. Their Brooklyn
plant has been enlarged to handle not only
their own three-color process, but single

negative tint films, such as Ansco Color,

as well.

Exposition Postponed

Concentration on the tax repeal campaign
has caused postponement of COMPO's
Motion Picture World Exposition, originally

scheduled for the Texas State F"air next Os-
tober, until 1954, says Exposition chairman
Bob O'Donnell. He made it clear, however,
that it was an invaluable public relations

project that was not to be abandoned. As
presented at the Texas COMPO executive

board meeting, the co-op tie-ups with allied

industries would have made this year's ex-

position a profitable venture for COMPO.

Actors Sue For $50 Million

More than $50,000,000 in legal suits have
been lodged by 23 film actors and workers
against 16 movie companies and the House
Un-American Activities Committee. Claim-
ing that they had been put on a "blacklist"

which barred them from employment in

movies, the 23 charged that the Committee
and the producers had conspired to prevent

them from film work unless they had "ac-

ceptable" political beliefs or were considered

"approved" by the House group. Resump-
tion of hearing on the Red influence in

Hollywood before the new House Committee
are due for March 23.

Memoranda

The MPEA has instituted a one-third hike

in American film rentals for pictures play-

ing in Norway. The new pact calls for

rentals to be jumped from 30 to 40 per cent

and also provides for "special price negoti-

ations" on five "super" pictures annually.

3D comes under "separate arrangements"

. . . The 113 circuits, plus the 800-odd indi-

vidual theatres cooperating in the Coin Col-

lecting Box project for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital Fund have already sent

better than $25,000 into the till . . . Of course,

it's past St. Patrick's day but here's a tip

for houses catering to descendants of the

Ould Sod. Harry Dugan's "Hills of Ireland",

tinted in Kodachrome, is a consistently

strong grosser in those spots.

EDITORIAL
Action, Not Tears

Exhibitor Joe Fecheclc, of Brownsville, Pa.,

once had three theatres. Two of them closed

because of operating losses. He just couldn't

afford to pay 30 per cent of his gross into the

Federal and city treasuries. For nine months he

fought to have at least the 10 per cent tax re-

moved in Brownsville. When the last theatre was

on the verge of closing, he went to the people

of his town and took a paid advertisement ir

the newspaper to present his case. He tolc

them that 28 employees had been deprived o

their livelihood; that the people in the Browns

ville vicinity had sought their movie entertain

ment in other communities, leaving the town'

merchants holding the bag. He told them to g<

to the city council and sound off. They did. An<

the tax was removed.

Joe Fecheck fought for his livelihood and fo

those who earned it from his enterprise. Th

weepers and wailers could learn a great dea

from exhibitor Joe Fecheck.

Action, not tears, will bring results in th

fight against the onerous taxes that are levie

on movie admissions.

Walton Jo ;ns Grainger At RKO

Jimmy Grainger's long-time aide at R>

public, Edward L. Walton, has followed h

boss over to RKO as Grainger's executh

assistant, a new post for the conipan

Walton "is not being brought as a replac

ment for anyone," the RKO president er

phasizes. Walton, while headquartering

New York, will cover the country as Grai

ger's "personal representative".

About People

Herbert Gillis, Paramount's Philadelpl

sales manager, went to Cincinnati as bran

manager. He succeeds William Meier, w
remains in Cincy as sales manager. Also

Paramount, Robert Ableson moves up Af

6 from salesman to branch sales head, si

ceeding, Ralph Carmichael, resigned .

Fred Goldberg has dropped his job as Rr

assistant publicity manager for a public

managership under Jonas Rosenfield, put

relations head of Italian Films Export . •

Another I. F. E. appointment has Da I

Hanna, newspaper movie editor and forr
'

West Coast editor for FILM BULLET I

as public relations representative in the ccj-

pany's Rome offices . . . Herbert J. Ben '

moves to Washington as Metro branch im-

ager to succeed Jerome Adams, resigi •

Charlotte's Thomas E. Bailey goes to •

Louis to fill Bennin's former post as bra I'

manager . . . Bill Hendricks is the new i

1
"

sistant studio publicity director at Warn-'.

Hendricks' former exploitation spot hast"

taken over by John G. McManus, WB
cine Coast Theatres district manager )

u

publicity chief.
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

WATCH THAT LOCAL TAX
Allied MPTO of W. Pa.

i

Arc you of those theatre men in a town

here the Council is levying a 10% admis-

on tax? Or arc you a more fortunate

erson who hasn't been touched by the local

ix—yet?

If you arc in the first category, you may
elieve that your personal connections with

Duncilmen and others, your own influence

^
town, and the startlingly distressing story

on can give of your own theatre or thea-

fes, will secure for you the relief that you

uist have and should have. It is quite pos-

ble that it will work out that way, it

ptually has happened in a few cases out of

nndreds.

i If you are in the second category, you may
c living in the comfortable assurance that

jit can't happen here". The councilmen or

tie members of the School Board are your

ersonal friends, in fact you, yourself served

couple of terms on one body or the other.

Jr. Theatre Man, we have seen too much of

lat—it too often happens that your close

iend on the Council or Board will suddenly

pnk you on the head with this 10% tax.

iter all, why not? Doesn't the borough

eed money? You have a swell business, you

eed only to go to your theatre in the

veiling, open it, then watch the profit start

5 roll in. You haven't a worry in the world,

.nd not only that, you don't pay it; you
lerely add a small amount to your admis-

on charge, the customers don't mind, and

iverybody is happy.

Brother, if you think this unrealistic frame

f mind isn't held by the members of your
overning bodies, you haven't probed very

,eeply. Yes, they know you have been hurt

y TV; secretly, they may be a bit pleased

y it because they have been rather jealous

f your "success". But they don't believe

lat you have really been hurt and they do
ot believe actual figures that you show them.

There is only one out for us; we must
ave this tax abolished at the source. A
tate senator or a representative is usually an
Uelligent person who can take a longer

iew and is not so closely tied in with any
,ne local situation. They are impressed with
our problem when you talk with them and
jive them a frank and accurate report of

lour situation. Nearly all of them are dis-

atisfied with one phase or another of the

Enabling Act, and they will listen to you.

HOW TO DRIVE 'EM TO TV
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana

'ear Editor:

"This has been griping me for a long time
:nd I've finally gotten to the point where I

an'l keep it to myself anymore . . . Where
lo theatre managers get the nerve to raise

rices on every GOOD movie that plays
ere?

. . . Would they think of lowering the
nee for some of these ancient double fea-
ures, or similar run-of-the-mill movies? Oh,
o! 'I hat standard price is good enough for
hat

. . .
( >n top of that I had someone with

hacking cough behind inc. | missed half

of the expensive movie . . . From now on

I'm more in love with my TV set than ever".

The above letter, signed "Movie Hater",

appeared last week in one of our State news-
papers. It is quoted here as a word of

caution that the box office success of many
of the so-called "specials" may not be the

one and only simple factor on which to base

a decision to hike your price. Are you close

enough to your patrons to know that the at-

titude of this letter writer is a rare exception,

or is it possible that you are throwing away
good will and gradually losing your regular

customers in spite of your profit on the

"specials". It's a decision to make before

you sign a deal at terms that leaves you no
alternative but to raise your admission.

PUBLIC OSCAR
Allied Caravan of la., Neb., Mid-Central

March 19 they pass out those little per-

sonal opinions of what's superparexcellcnt

known to the world as "Oscars" which
identifies the particular piece or person, who
is blessed with receiving one, as being best

of breed. When we were young in this busi-

ness and awe-struck by the glamour and

publicity given these momentous happenings

we were very impatient with a fickle public

that could ignore these prize winners just

as readily as they did the also-rans. We
still like the idea of the "Oscars"—breaks up

the monotony of the same old cheesecake

and inconsequential publicity that leaks out

of those departments' faucets—but we have

the means of naming the REAL national

champions of everything in the movie busi-

ness. We have the only places that have

contact with the people. Why not organize

a National Poll to run one month a year

—

say January—and let the people select the

winners of the various departments? Not
the technical side, but the best picture,

actors, supports, shorts, etc. COMPO could

do this.

FILMS TO TV
ITO of Ohio

Jack Kirsch, president of Allied of Illinois

has written to each of the film companies

asking them to withhold their pictures from

television. He has received replies from

three companies which have already sold a

number of pictures to television. Allied

Artists says "It is not our intention or desire

to sell pictures, beyond the ones we have

sold, to television—whether there is three

dimension, five dimension or twelve dimen-

sion. 1 hope this states our position clearly".

Robert L. Lippert of Lippert Pictures says

in part: "I made a sale some time ago of

75 of my pictures to television, hut following

this sale, we decided to withhold further re-

leases to television indefinitely." If this situ-

ation changes, we will advise you.

Republic Pictures through Herbert J.

Yates, its president, answered Jack with a

long letter in which he said the directors

and stockholders of his company required

that money be raised to finance the co t of

pictures costing from $750,000 to $2,000,000.

Now we quote Mr. Yates: "the only other

source was to sell seme of our old pictures

to television, that is old pictures exhibitors

would not buy at any price". Come now, Mr.
Yates, do you really believe that there was
no money in some of those old John Wayne
pictures? It looks as though Republic is

TV's angel.

A PATTERN
ATO of Indiana

(From an Allied Caravan Member)
"Some time ago I went through my back

file of bulletins on a number of older fea-

tures. I was amazed at the pattern so many
of the better pictures followed. It seems that

tlie big majority of them start out at per-

centage or 100F and hold that level for a

number of weeks. Then they start dropping

to second and third allocations and some-
times lower.

"I suppose it is only natural before a lot

of experience at the box office the distribu-

tors are going to be a little prejudiced about

how strong a picture they have. And even

if there was some doubt in their minds the

film company was going to get the benefit

of a doubt. Now I have always tried to be

a good fellow and made my contracts first

crack out of the box as soon as the salesmen

called after they had a picture they could

offer me, even though in my small town it

would be months before the picture was
available for me to play. After I made this

analysis I began to wonder why I should

deal while the distributor was still so over-

enthused about his product. Now I am
waiting to buy a little closer to play-date

and I am making much fairer deals and

making them a lot easier, too. A careful

study of Caravan, instead of just looking at

isolated reports, has really paid off for me."

SUPERLATIVE BLUES
Allied Caravan of Iowa-Nebraska

After a survey of 40 of its bureaus. Better

Business News reports that unprovable

superlatives are causing public criticism and

making advertising an ineffective tool for

some businesses. The courts can't do any-

thing about superlative claims that are based

on nothing more tangible than an opinion or

personal valuation of a service. But the

injury is done in the following ways:

1. They do not meet the tests of credibility.

The ad writer can't have the knowledge

to make such a claim and the producer

doesn't have the monopoly on ability to

justify the claim.

_'. They exploit gullibility. But even the

most gullible finally learn they arc being

exploited and learn to discount such

claims.

3. They confuse the public. When several

competitors make the sameputTcd up claim

the public has no choice but to disbelieve

all of them.

4. They frequently arc not even sincere. The

public discounts not only the claim itself

hut advertising in general.

What the hell are we selling—soap?
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Two-Headed Exploitation 'Monster
Every so often, a film comes out of Hollywood that is immediately dubbed a

"natural" for exploitation. The "natural" categories are. broadly, the subjects that

treat of (1) >c\. 12) timeliness and (3) the unusual, particularly the science-fiction

field. "The Magnetic Monster" embraces both the second and the third categories.

What with atomic energy, fissure, the A-bomb and the H-bomb in the headlines,

and a wierd "cosmic octopus that threatens to strangle Earth," the combination is truly

an exploitation natural. The first element is handled in terms that have now become

household words as well as headlines. The second leaves the beaten track with a menace

that instead of the hackneyed monstrosities so familiar to moviegoers, the villain is a

maps of energy, capable of destroying the world,

that could conceivably he unleashed in the welter

of atomic experiments currently underway. Col-

laborating on the screenplay, producer Ivan Tors

and director Curt Siodmak have given the United

Artists exploiteers plenty of material from which

thej can cull a campaign.

Stunts

Plenty of head-turning street stunts are sug-

gested in the press book. One has two men in

the anti-magnetic suits carrying a container

painted to resemble the box used in the picture

to hold the monster. They might bear signs on

their backs, or suspended from a rod holding the

box, with copy : "We are the men who stand be-

tween earth and doom. Come to the Blank Thea-

tre and see how in 'The Magnetic Monster'."

A variation of this can have the two men take

the container to the theatre—via the busiest

streets in town—in a truck marked DANGKK.
Newspaper coverage on the stunt, with photogra-

phers for the actual delivery to the theatre, would

be ideal. Delivery of the print to the house,

properly covered, would also be effective. The

film could be carted in a special crate labeled

with the title.

Displays

Tying in with the scientific aspects, the UA
boxofficcrs are sending out an "Electromagnetic,

Futurama" exhibit across the country, with Jarma

Lewis, featured beauty in the film, to explain its

workings. Among tthe bona fide gadgets are a

miniature mechanical memory machine, an anti-

gravity belt, a model atom-smasher, a photon-gun

and an electric oscilloscope. If the exhibit does

not reach your town, it can be reproduced in your

own lobby as suggested below. The exhibit can

be modified, even enlarged, with applicable elec-

tronic equipment borrowed from local college, in-

dustrial plant or research laboratory.

The theme lends itself to a super-showmanship

campaign outside the theatre as well. Posters,

< utouts, thrill and shock copy from the ads should

be effective attention-getters. A "See" board

40 x 60 can be set up on an easel near the box-

office and similar copy used in door panels. This

can be patterned on the ad shown at right (topi.

Another good display would be a pair of big

standees of men in the anti-magnetic suits on

both sides of the boxoffice.

ATOM SMASHER
JOO.OOO VOLIS Of
6L6CTP.ICITYCAN SMASH

CERTAIN ATOMS INTO

£ N E ROV ! TO SMASH.

'THE MAGNETIC MONSTER

THE BRAIN MACHINE

%ssssbt

MACHINE!
A MACHINE WHICH
ACTUALLY REMEMBIRS
THE IMAGE OF AN
OBJECT PLACED
UPON IT IS PART OP
THE ELECTRONIC BRAIN

USED TO PLOT THE
WAR A6AINST

THE MAGNETIC MONSTER'

i=0
=——

=

=*=!

COSMIC
MYSTERY FORCE!

MAGNETISM FORCES

METALS TO DO ITS

«NI|-bKA¥ITY
BELT!

IN S PACE AROUND THE

EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
MYSTERIOUS MAGNETIC

LINES OF FORCE EXACTLY

COUNTERACT THE EARTH'S

GRAVITATION.

THE MAGNETIC MONSTER

CAN OVERBALANCE THE

EARIHS GRAVUY,SEND IT

SPINNING INTO DOOM.

EINSTEIN PROVED THAT LIGHT IS

COMPOSED OF'BU NDIIS OF EN ERGY*
CALLED PHOTONS. A GUN FIRING
PHOTONS SCATTER THE ELECTRONS

IN THE TARGET RELEASING
ENERGY IN THE FORM OF FIRE.

BUT EINSTEIN'S PHOTONS ARE
MERELY FOOD FOR .

THE MAGNETIC MONSTEHj

TME<»SC'"a|ANJ0"
Mi

THAtrN^^oHSTe"

SCIENCE BATTLES
"THE

MAGNETIC
MONSTER

This Exhibit
demonstrates some of the force*
ond weapons mobilized by Sci-
ence to control or destroy

THE MAGNETIC MONSTER
Each display is scientifically
authentic, superimposed over the
«,ence-f,ction adventures in this
astounding new movie thriller!

NEWSPAPER ADS

Tie-Ups

LOBBY DISPLAY

The "monster" should be a natural for tie-u

with science-fiction addicts, of which there i

a surprising number. Almost every town has

organized group devoted to this topic and th

will be valuable sources of contact to spread I

word on the picture. A list of science-fiction 1

clubs is available from UA's Special Events I,

partment in New York; screenings for scienti:

heads of these groups and public officials she

pay off handsomely. Radio or TV appearan

regarding the action to be taken in such an err

gency should make an exciting and interest-]

yoking show.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE of the issue

from top: Atomic researcher Leonard Mudie is stricken by the radio-

we clement he created in an unauthorized experiment ; the "monster''

rst discovered in a hardware store when a lawn mower moves without

visible means of propulsion ; Richard Carlson and other scientists

<>frve the monster in action; Carslon and Dan Forbes, in anti-magnetic

Elective attire, track down the multiplying element with a Geigei

nter, and finally the two scientists pit a huge tetratron against the

Mister. At center, the radioactive mass as seen through the let nitron.

THE MAGNETIC MDNSTER
One of the hypotheses evolved from the Oak Ridge labora-

tories is the hasis for Ivan Tors' produetion of "The Magnetic

Monster". Playing around with atomic energy, it is not im-

probable that a force could be unleashed that might destroy our

planet. On this theory. Tors has fashioned a movie that should

fascinate the serious moviegoer as well as those who dote on
science-fiction stories.

It all begins when a hardware store manager finds that his

metallic appliances have become magnetic and calls on the

Office of Scientific Investigation to find out why. The investi-

gation reveals the existence of an element, developed in the

atomic energ) experiments, that devours energy from its sur-

roundings and doubles in size every 11 hours. Locating the

source of the element, which is threatening to destroy the earth,

a pair of scientists rush in multiplying force to an undersea

laboratory in Nova Scotia, where the "monster" is bombarded
b) a huge atomic machine. finally destroying itself in the con-

flict.

Harry Redmond, Jr. and Jack Glass handle the special

elici ts under ( 'ml Siodmak's direction.
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??QUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Sat) About New Films

Leslie Caran Enchants Critics In 'Lili
9

The majority of New York film critics find M-G-M's Techni-

color production "Lili" retreshing and delightful entertainment. Its

success, however, is due largely to the performance of Leslie Caron,

who scored heavily in "An American in Paris". Most of the

scribes agree that it is Caron's charm and appeal that make the film

such a whimsical, heartwarming attraction. Whatever faults "Lili''

may have—and several are found—are generally attributed to

Charles Walters' direction and the script by Helen Deutsch.

The World-Telegram's Alton Cook writes, "Nosegay of charm

and whimsy, a fragile delight . . . Leslie Caron plays Lili with an

artless, childish affection . . . The naive sentiment of the story is

given a fairy story glow by this dainty miss."

In the Times, Bosley Crowther penned enthusiastically, "Love-

ly and beguiling little film, touched with the magic of romance and

the shimmer of masquerade . . . Simplicity and freshness Leslie

caron showed in 'An American in Paris' has been captured again

. . . Warmth and appeal in this delicate entertainment relies verl

largely on her charm."

"It is neither rich enough nor poignant enough under ( hark

Walters' direction," obeserved Otis L. Guernsey in the Heral

Tribune. But he feels the film "shines out upon 'Lili's audience

blinding them to many of its faults and casting its virtues in tH

best possible light."

The Journal- American's Rose Pelswick feels it contains "hea.

and humor and a great deal of charm . . . Falls in no standai

musicomedy pattern .

The one dissenting voice is Archer Winstcn of the Post wli

writes, "One of those precious undertakings which skirt a narro

edge of the precious and labored ... A picture calling for extren

subtlty, and a director lacking it." Winsten admits, however, th

"another could find this same film alight with the magic of lo

and innocence, and French carnival, in a quaint French town <

the studio lot."

'SHE'S BACK ON BROADWAY'
Warner Bros.

"Backstage musical done to a turn again

. . . Commonplace melange of misunder-

standings, dances and uninspired score and

an obvious yarn."—Weiler, N. Y. Times.

"Hep and lively musical comedy . . . Di-

alogue is witty, the songs are lilting and the

story is the one that is standard for back-

stage musicals."—Cook, N. Y. World-Teie-

gram & Sun.

"Makes a great show of inside informa-

tion, but on the whole it is a weakling show-

business story, loosely conceived and poorly

made."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Slick dish . . . Director Gordon Douglas

certainly has given it adult treatment, which

is more than we can say for lots of other

filmusicals which have been accorded more

lavisli production and flashier names."

—

Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"THE STARS ARE SINGING"
Paramount
"Miss Clooney is certainly introduced in

an ambitious way . . . Given full opportunity

to display both her verve and her voice in

this musical comedy hodge-podge . . . Clap-

trap of the most uninspired sort—a plot held

together with musical numbers and humor
that might be taken for glue."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times.

"Paramount has joined Arthur Godfrey,

Major Bowes and all the other new-talent

hunters . . . Hit the jackpot in this one . . .

Rosemary Clooney a girl with a gag and an

exuberant mood as well as the songstress we
knew about . . . Mostly a pellmell rush to

crowd in long looks at all these people. Most
if the looks turn out pleasantly."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun.

"The singing is something to hear . . . Too
bad that such sweet sound might be lost to

a potential audience because the bridge ma-

terial between the songs had hardly anything

to recommend it."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald

Tribune.

"Name it and (the picture) has it . . .

Rosemary Clooney bounces across the screen

with an ingratiating, effortless ease, and

whether she's singing, dancing or just being

herself, Paramount's newest star scores on

every count."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American.

'BWANA DEVIL'

United Artista

"Inadequate story . . . plunging about in

torpid fashion, without making sense or sus-

pense . . . Large-size stereoscope—an illusion

that fluctuates greatly and is crudely and art-

lessly used . . . Under these circumstances,

it would be difficult to judge the cinematic

and dramatic potential of the three-dimen-

sional process."—Crowther, N. Y. Times.

"As a novelty it has ... an enormous ap-

peal ... as a show it is a tedious movie, pre-

sented in a mechanical form that is very,

very far from adequate . . . True, it does

creat a real three-dimensional illusion, with-

out eyestrain and with little inconvience in

wearing the glasses . . . Almost all motion

blurs to some extent and this is a denial of

the very essence of the motion picture."

—

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

"Action shots . . . somehow without much
kick . . . concentrating too deeply on what

tricks they might provoke . . . The lions do

not jump right at you; the color is glaring

. . . and the specs have a way of falling to

one's nose . . . (but) the audience likes it

... At the State, business was three lines

outside."—Thirer, N. Y. Post.

"An interesting development, and one that

should mean much to motion pictures with

future technical improvements."—Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal-American.

'CITY BENEATH THE SEA'
Universal

"llanal and uninspired . . . not only trails

some stale predecessors but holds little or

nothing in the way of subterranean novelty

. . . Entire enterprise, including a fairly

ambitious finale, ^'ves the impression of

having been slun^ together during lunch

time."— H. H. T., N. Y. Times.

"Goes underwater, down wdiere the ba

point pens flourish, to stage its big momer
. . . Camera seems to run across everythi

except Minnie, the Mermaid, in its frequ<

plunges."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Same old dime novel movie about jamm
air hose-, and surface skulduggery .

,'

Undersea mixture as concocted many tin

before, with no extra seasoning to set it !

from the commonplace."—Guernsey, N.

Herald Tribune.

"Bang-up escapist yarn . . . romps threw

its melodramatic paces with lusty comedy
well as action."—Pelswick, N. Y. Jourr

American.

'TONIGHT WE SING'
20th Century-Fox

"Main charm of the film is its use

Pinza's splendor and its generous pop c*

cert and ballet souffle . . . One long flow f

melody . . . Pinza at last comes into >

proper stature as a movie performer."—Cc
,

N. Y. World-Telegram.

"Variety show of classical art with s< e

plot thrown in . . . Top-notch singing ,d

dancing ... As a movie story it conn S

cliche after cliche of sentiment and s!

business fable . . . Does have the ring of fe

golden melody when the concert artists :e

over the spotlight."—Guernsey, N. Y. He d

Tribune.

"Rambling conglomeration of musical

ture and cheap romance with a catch ii

throat . . . When Mr. Wayne is juffl

around in the simulated antics of an et (li-

on t impresario, it is miserable and maw
—as dull and tasteless as such stuff ca

—and unfortunately a good part of the

ture is devoted to such affairs."—Crow
N. Y. Times.

"Won't thrill the discriminating, but

a melange that pleases the larger cro

'This plushy production in Technicol

George Jessel's, and it was directec

Mitchell Leisen, both of them sharp

dents of popular taste."—Winsten, N
Post.
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CinemaScope Is On Its Way!

The curved screen used for the Hollywood demonstrations of Cinema-

Scope on a stage of the Fox studio dwarfs the men standing at each end.

Continued from Page 5)

he newness has worn off the depth-dimen-

ion, these people feel that audiences are apt

o tire of gross exhibitionism, such as hav-

ing objects appear to be hurled directly at

liem.

CinemaScope does not encompass the

pectator's range of vision quite as fully as

oes Cinerama, but neither does it entail the

installation of three projection booths, nor

:oes it show seams, as Cinerama does where
he three sections of screen are joined. And
inemaScope probably ultimately will cost

ne-tenth of the $50,000 to $100,000 outlay

equired to install Cinerama.

The Hollywood showings of the Fox sys-

em revealed its highly realistic impact. The
udience was made to feel a part of what
ranspired on the huge screen. Of particu-

ar interest to this observer was the smooth-
tess with which the transition from panor-

mic to intimate shots was accomplished,

vithout any jolting effect on the audience.

\nd most surprising of all was the highly

-ffective manner in which CinemaScope
ends itself to intimate interior scenes.

As a matter of fact, everyone attending

he showing agreed that CinemaScope pro-

SPYROS P. SKOURAS

vides the perfect medium for a biblical spec-

tacle, such as "The Robe". Many of the

scenes take on the warm, artistic glow of a

stained glass window which might have

been done by one of the masters in early

Rome. Yet, the flexibility of the system gave

those parts of the film shown last week the

intimacy of live theater. One major exhibi-

tor commented on leaving the showing:

"There is no question in my mind but what

'The Robe' is going to be the biggest gross-

ing picture in all Hollywood history!"

The CinemaScope screen, designed to give

added brilliance, is two and one-half times

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

as long as it is high. According to Dairy]

F. Zanuck, who played host at the shewing,

this is approximately the proportions of the

eye's vision. The median size of screen is

expected to be approximately 65 by 25 feet,

although screens in certain large houses such

as the New York Roxy, would measure up
to 80 feet in length. For the preview, the

screen was hung on a stage of the old Fox
studio. In some scenes, there was an oc-

casional awareness of the diagonal seams
which connect the dozen or so strips of the

screen's fabric, but this is a minor (law

which Fox officials are sure will quickly be

eliminated. Even so, they were only ap-

parent during an occasional -erne where

there was an uninterrupted expanse of sky

or water.

Mr. Zanuck predicted that through the

use of CinemaScope it will be possible for

all studios employing the process to turn

out bigger and better pictures, actually at

less cost than many of the conventional

"flat" films.

"We have learned one thing in filming

'The Robe'," Mr. Zanuck said, "and that is

that the additional scope of the lens requires

decidedly less camera set-ups, which has

always been one of the most costly aspects

of production." He especially impressed on

exhibitors and the press the fact that Cine-

manScope utilizes 35 millimeter film, and

that showing of features filmed in the pro-

cess, require only three installations in a

theater—one projector, the screen and ad-

ditional sound equipment.

AL LICHTMAN

It is difficult to make a true estimate of

the stereophonic sound system utilized in

the CinemaScope showing, due to the ad-

verse conditions under which it was dis-

played. One of the sound stages had been

converted into a theater for the showing,

with the result that accoustics were defi-

nitely on the inferior side. However, it was
apparent that the dramatic effect created by

the additional speakers will be an exciting

feature of CinemaScope, even marred, as it

was, by the imperfect accoustical facilities

available for this demonstration. It can be

expected that by the time the New York
demonstrations, are held at the 2100-seat

Rivoli and the 5800-seat Roxy in mid-April,

stereophonic sound will be at its wonderful

best.

Some idea of the tremendous interest that

CinemaScope has stirred in exhibitor ranks

can be gathered from the advice that a New
York theaterman has offered a $500,000 .guar-

antee for the premiere showing of "The
Robe". Showmen everywhere seem to be

convinced that a bright new era for the

entire industry will be opened by the advent

of the panoramic screen. This reporter of

movie events concurs heartily in that pre-

diction. CinemaScope is really something
to behold!
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Are Stars Manufactured?
(Continued from Page 7)

neophytes display their ability before the

company's executives and the casting di-

rectors of other studios on the look-out for

an exchange player.

The case of Rock Hudson shows how well

this policy pays off for Universal. Unknown
when he started at the studio, he now gets at

least 3,000 fan letters a month from adoring

Age 18 and just a gob stationed at Glen-

view. Illinois, he still never suspected . . .

bobby-soxers and frustrated grandmothers.

One of them, addressing him as "My darl-

ing, dearest Rock", wrote of her unbearable

loneliness without him and added, "I shall

die with a kiss on my lips for you". Ad-
vertising agents are seeking him for endorse-

ments, national magazines are featuring him
and crowds mobbed him in London when he

was there during the Royal Command Per-

formance—scaring the daylights out of him.

His contract with the studio has put him in

the chips: $1000 a week, rising during the

next seven years to about three times that

sum.

The vital statistics on Rock Hudson are:

legal name, Roy Fitzgerald; birthplace, Win-
netka, 111.; birthdate, Nov. 17, 1925; nation-

ality, Swiss-Irish descent; height, 6 ft. 3 in.;

weight, 197 lbs.; eyes, brown; hair, brown.

This breaker of feminine hearts was not,

however, perfect raw material for movies.

He is what Universal has made him, and
has the good sense to acknowledge it. "I'm

glad," he says "I was given a slow build-up

by the studio. It has meant that when they
finally got around to giving me starring

roles in really big pictures I was ready for

them ..."

Not much more than four years ago Roy
Fitzgerald was earning $60 a week driving

truckloads of beans and fruit for a Los
Angeles wholesaler. At Winnetka's New

Trior High School, from which he had grad-

uated in 1944 he'd won no laurels, his sole

mark of distinction was that he had played

the part of Jesus Christ in a couple of stu-

dent presentations. He went into the Navy
soon after graduating and the only promotion
he got was to laundryman, third class. His
speech frequently lapsed into the illiterate.

He was slightly near-sighted and his teeth

wanted fixing. Under the GI bill he tried t">

enter the University of California after his

Navy discharge, but failed. Rather than go

back to his father's electrical appliance busi-

ness, he took a job as a trucker, until some-
one told him he might as well have a crack

at movies. With a set of cheap photographs,

Roy called on David O. Selznick's chief

talent scout, Henry Willson. Selznick

couldn't be bothered to give the tousle-haired

kid a screen test. Walter Wanger advised

Willson to "bring him back when he knows
something". But Raoul Walsh, then making
"Fighter Squadron" for Warner's, gave him
a bit part and in due course Rock presented

himself at the studio with a new name
dreamed up by Willson, who'd got the idea

from an auto ad: Rock Hudson.

Then Rock began taking voice lessons. He
joined an acting class. After eight weeks
work on "Fighter Squadron" at $175 a week
he signed a contract with Walsh for less,

but Walsh couldn't find him enough work
and within a year Universal bought Rock,

paid off Walsh and Willson ( though the

latter remained his agent) and shoved him

into a trifle titled "Undertow". No one

noticed young Hudson. Then he did "I Was
A Shoplifter," "Peggy," "Winchester 73,"

"Tomahawk," "The Fat Man". He was no

sensation, but he seemed to be finding his

feet, and after two years in the grinding

routine of U-I's training school the publicity

department got to work.

Rock found himself wished into a series of

stunts calculated to attract the columnists

and the magazine feature writers. He was
given permission to take a couple of drinks

at Ciro's bar occasionally and to eat in the

better restaurants. He was introduced to

Vera-Ellen and sent with her to the Press

Photographer's Costume Ball, both of them

daubed in gold paint, as Mr. and Mrs. Oscar.

He went to parties, to the theater, and once

escorted Gary Cooper's wife to dinner by
special arrangement. Physically he was de-

veloping nicely under the tender care of Uni-

versale PT instructor, onetime prizefighter

Frankie Van. Frankie sweated a lot of fat

off him, but there was one thing he couldn't

change. Rock's ears were badly hinged and

had to be taped back. His cracked teeth

were given the studio treatment.

By the time he had finished "Iron Man",

Rock was in decidedly good shape. He was
willing and good-natured. He was tireless.

In 1951 he worked five months without a

single day off and never once complained. "I

asked for work when I signed up", he re-

marked afterwards, "and I got it." He ap-

peared in "Bend of the River", "Has Any-
body Seen My Gal?", "Scarlet Angel" and

"Horizons West", and then he hit the jack-

pot at last with "The Lawless Breed". Sud-i

denly the moviegoing public "discovered"

Rock Hudson—or thought it had. He was a.

star and a celebrity. Exhibitors began tell-

ing L'niversal's salesmen, "He's got some-|

thing the customers want". Fan magazine!

polls were giving him the big build-up. I m-

versal's publicity department brought hind

into New York for radio and television ap-i

pearances. They sent him out on a personal!

appearance tour. He gained poise, and hel

earned publicity. Here was a new star, and

the public was clamoring for him.

Luck' Maybe, but Rock Hudson woulda'l

have amounted to a bag of beans unless Uni j

versal had invested in him and assured hi:'

future. The company's risk was a calculatet

one. To date it has paid him at least $150,

000, spent several million dollars on the film 1

he has played in, and footed a hefty pub
ij

licity bill. Probably the total Rock has cog)

Universal comes to around 4 or 5 niillio

dollars. That he will provide his sponsors

with a handsome dividend is a foregon^

conclusion by now. Barring accidents, h|

looks like becoming the bobby-soxer's lateij

idol, though he's still raw enough (or ur|

spoiled, if you prefer to look at it that wayi

to feel embarrassed watching his own film
,

. . . that (above) he would one day

be received by the Queen of England,

or that (below) fans would line up
\

in theater lobbies to get his autograph.

He is certainly no latter day Valentino, w
a screen lover his technique is still that aP

truck driver. "I just go in and mash#
make-up", is how he describes it. None f
less, Rock Hudson, is a valuable commeiP
property and in his story lies the answew
the eternal question: "Is a star borrw

made"?
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R6CORD
ALLIED ARTISTS

951-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

55)

19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

owcry Knights

COMPLETED
irmy Bound -

attle Zone
Canyon Ambush
>isc Jockey 177)

anqs of the Arctic

argo -

lat Top IC)

•.unman, The -
liawatha IC)
lighwayman, The (C) 183)

lomesteaders, The
alopy
ungle Girl

ansas Pacific IC)
lexican Silver

lorthwest Territory 161)

on of Belle Starr ...

lo Holds Barred
angier Incident

sxas City -

orpedo Alley ...

icious Years, The 179)

/hite Lightning

/yoming Roundup
iquared Circle, The
ukon Gold

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Gorcey-Hall

Rel.

Clements
...Hodiak-Christian
.. Brown-Cortes
Simms-O'Shea
Kirby-Grant

..Elliot

Hayden-Carlson
.. Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay ...

Hendrix-Coburn ...

...Elliott-Vallin

Gorcey-Hall
...Sheffield-Sharpe ...

Hayden-Miller
Wilson-Clyde

.. Grant-Chinook
Larsen-Castle
Bowery Boys

. Brent-Aldon
Brown-Ellison
Stevens-Malone ...

Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar ...

Wilson-Coates ....

. J<irkwood-Gleason
Grant-Hyer

No. Rev.

-52 5216
-52 22
-12 .5244
-23 21 6-18
-28

-52 ...

5222
5226

-52 .... 5201
-13 5252 .

!-7 .5202
)-R ?n R-77
•53.....

""24"""

12-9

12-52 5214
2-53
12-30
1 1-52 23..

2-18

11-9 5254

8-52 5221**

COLUMBIA
952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (7)

Serials Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
John Derek
Brando-Murphy
Clift-Lancaster
Autry-Burnett
Alan Ladd
Hayworth-Ray

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

enegade Canvon IT) IDD)
/ild One, The
rom Here to Eternity
ast of the Pony Express
lell Below Zero IT)

liss Sadie Thompson ...

a Heat, The Glenn Ford

COMPLETED
ffair in Trinidad 198) Hayworth-Ford
II Ashore IT) 180) Rooney-Lawrence
ifnbush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
arbed Wire (61) Autry-Buttram
ig Jump, The IT) Ladd-Andrews
ilue Canadian Rockies 158)..... .....Autry-Buttram
rigand. The IT) 194) Dexter-Lawrence
lalifornia Conquest IT) (79) Wilde-Wright
"aptain Pirate IT) (85) Louis Hayward
louded Yellow, The 189) Simmons-Howard
'Ongo Bill „ McGuire-Moore
Conquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
>irjple Creek IT) 178) Montgomery-Booth
Iruisin' Down the River (T) Haymes-Totter
ight Iron Men 180) Colleano-Franz
irefighters. Th e Williams-Reynolds ....

ive Angels on Murder 188) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
ort Ty IT) IDD) Montgomery-Vohs
9th Man, The Ireland-Denning
,000 Finqers of Dr. T., The (T) Hayes-Healy
our Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer
'lass Wall. The 180) Gassman-Grahame
iolden Hawk (T) 183) Fleming-Haydn
tangman's Knot IT) 181) Scott-Jarman
Happy Time. The (94) Boyer-Driscoll
ier Wonderful Lie ...Kiepura-Eggerth
nvasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
lack McCall, Desperado IT) Montgomery-Stevens
uggler, The ...Douglas-Vitale
[unction City (54) Starrett-Burnette
'ungle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
Kid From Broken Gun (56) ..Starrett-Bunett

,

-adies of the Chorus 161) I Reissue) ...Monroe-Jergens ....

-ast of the Comanches IT) 185) Crawford-Hale
Last Posse, The Crawford-Derek
Last Train From Bombay (72) _Hall-Ferraday
Let's Do It Again (T) Wyman-Milland
Man in the Dark IDD) O'Brien-Totter
Member of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris
Mission Over Korea Hodiak-Derek
Montana Territory (T) (64) McAllister-Hendrix .

On Top of Old Smoky (59) Autry-Burnette
One Girl's Confession Moore-Haas
Pathfinder, The IT) (78) Montogmery-Carter
Prince of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush
Prisoners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
roblem Girls Walker-Elliott
Jainbow Round My Shoulder (T) (78) La ine-Daniels
Red Snow (75) Madison-Mala ...

Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Salome IT) 1103) Hayworth-Granger .

Savage Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens
Storm Over Tibet (87) Reagon-Douglas
Stranqe Fascination (80) ..Moore-Haas
Target—Hong Kong 1661 Denning-Loo

Rel. No. Rev.

9-52
3-53

7-52

"l 1-52
7-52
7-52
8-52
8-52

7-28

431

6-30
7-28
10-8

7-52

12-52

.'"3-5*3'.'.

1-53
4-53
10-52
11-52
12-52 504

508

6-30

11—3

9-22

6-30

12-52 2-23
4-53

7-5Z

8-52
11-52
2-53

8-52

4-53
3-53

6-52
3-53
4-53
1-53
3-53

486

481

504

438

8-1

12-29

.6-30

4-53
9-52
7-52

503
439

9-22

3-53
„ 7-52
12-52 505 10-6
2-53

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Vatican, The (T) 142) Documentary _ Special
Voodoo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckhart I 1-52
Wagon Team (61) Autry-Buttram 9-52 476
Walk East on Beacon (98) Murphy-Gilmore _. . 6-52 426...

War Cry IC) Montgomery-Long 435..

5-5

The Wild One Brando-Murphy
Winning of the West 157) Autry-Burnette 1-53

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (15) In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Bachelor in Paris (63)

Bad Blonde
Cairo
Captain Kidd IReissue) 189)

Chu Chin Chow

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Price-Auer 3-27 5213
... Payton-Wright 4-10 .521 1 .

George Raft
...Scott-Laughton - 12-12

.
5210

.Anna May Wong 4-24 5215
Gambler and the Lady (71) Dane Clark 12-26 5204
Great White Hunter (Reissue) 189) Peck-Preston 12-12 5209

Hellgate (87) Hayden-Leslie 9-5 5113.

I'll Get You 179) George Raft 1-16 5206

Johnny the Giant Killer (T) Animation Feature 5205

Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65) Tracy-Sawyer 11-28 5203..

Perils of the Junqle 163) Clyde Beatty . 3-20 5214

Scotland Yard Inspector (73) Romero-Maxwell 10-31 5202

Secret People 187) Cortesa-A. Hepburn 8-25 5116...

Spaceways Duff-Bartok -

Tall Texan, The 184) .. Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207

Tromba, the Tiger-Man 163) Special Cast I 1-14 5201

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYE R
1952-53 Features Completed (48) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Young-Bergen
Williams-Johnson
Skelton-Williams

Rel.
IN PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time
Arena lAnsI ( 3-D )

Easy To Love (T)

Great Diamond Robber, The
Mogambo IT) - Gable-Gardner
Saadia IT) Wilde-Ferrer

Take the Hiqh Ground lAns) Widmark-Stewart

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker 1-53

Affairs of Dobie Gillis Reynolds-Van

All the Brothers Were Valiant (T) Taylor-Granger

Apache War Smoke 167).. —Roland-Horton

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118) Turner-Douglas

Band Wagon, The IT) Astaire-Chansse

Battle Circus 190) Bogart-Allyson

No. Rev.

313 12-1

1-53

4-53

Because You're Mine (T) 1103)

Big Leaguer, The
Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 169)

Confidentially Connie 171)

Cry of the Hunted (80)

Dangerous When Wet IT)

Lanza-Whitmore 10-52
Robinson-Ellen
Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer 1-53

Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh 4—53
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas

305
315

321

304

326
316

10-6
2-9

2-9
9-8

10-52
8-52

7-52
I 1-52
3-53

8-52
2-53

Desperate Search, The (71) Keel-Greer 1-53

Devil Makes Three, The 190) IT) Kelly-Angeli ...

Dream Wife 199) Grant-Kerr

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92) Champion-O Keefe

Fearless Fagan (78) Leigh-Carpenter ....

Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons

Girl Who Had Everything, Thel69) Taylor-Lamas

Hoaxters, The 136) Documentary

Holiday for Sinners (72) Young-Rule

Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams
I Love Melvin IT) (77) O'Connor-Reynolds

Invitation to the Dance IT) Kelly-Youskevitch

Ivanhoe IT) 1106) - R. Taylor-E Taylor

Jeopardy (70) Stanwyck-Sullivan

Julius Caesar — — Brando-Mason
Latin Lovers IT) Turner-Montalban

Lili IT) 181) Caron-Ferrer

Lovely to Look At 1102) (T) Grayson-Skelton 7-52

Main Street to Broadway All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) 1105) Turner-Lomas 9-52

Mv Man and I 199) Winters-Montalban 9-52

Million Dollar Mermaid IT) 1 1 10) Williams-Mature 12-52

Naked Spur, The IT) 191) Stewart-Ryan 2-53

Never Let Me Go - Gable-Tierney

Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104) Tracy-Tierney 11-52

Prisoner of Zenda IT) (100) Granger-Kerr 11-52

Ouo Vadis (T) 1168) Taylor-Kerr

Remains To Be Seen Allyson-Johnson

Ride Vaauero lAns) Gardner-R. Taylor

Rogue's March 184) Lansford-Rule 3-53

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190) Garson-Pidgeon

Scaramouche IT) 1115) - S.Grainger-E. Parker 6-52

Sky Full of Moon 173) Carpenter-Sterling 12-52

Slight Case of Larceny Rooney-Bracken

Small Town Girl IT) 193) J Powell-Granger 4-53

Sombrero (T) 1103) Montalban-Angeli 3-53

Storv of Three Loves IT) (122) All-Star Cast

Time Bomb (77) .... Ford-Vernon

Washington Story 182) Johnson-Neal 7-52

You For Me 170) Lawford-Greer 8-52

Young Bess IT) Simmons-Granger

322

314
302

306
241

319
239
309
323

307
317

1-26

12-1

8-25

10-20
7-14

........

1-12

6730
10-20

2-9

6-30

237

301

303
312
318
327
310
308
218

9-22

11-17

320

11-3
10-20
11- 19

1-12

236
311

6-30
I 1-17

325
324 3-9

238
240

7- 14

8- 11
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PARAMOUNT

Cast
Martin & Lewis
Martin-Lewis
Fleming-Barry

Rel. No. Rev.

4-52
12-52

9-52
8-52
12-52
3-53
6-52

5120
5207

5202
5123
5208
5213
5115

10-20

6-16

1-26

.... 4-7

7-52 5122

-53
7-52

5215
5129

1952-53 Features Completed (33) In Production (3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Caddy, The _

Money From Home IT) I3DI
Those Sisters From Seattle I ParaVI IT)

COMPLETED
Arrowhead IT)

Atomic City. The 1851
Blazing Forest IT) (91)
Botany Bay IT)

Caribbean IT) (95)
Carrie 1118)
Cleopatra (104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba 199) .... .

Denver & Rio Grande IT) (89)
Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 190)
Forever Female
Girls of Pleasure Island (Tl [951

Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada IT)

Here Comes the Girls IT)

Houdlni IT)

Hurricane- Smith (T)
Jumping Jacks (98)

,

Jamaica Run (T)

Just For You (T) 1104)
Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos _

Military Policeman
Off Limits (891
Pony ExDress (T) (101)
Road to Bali IT) 191) .

Roman Holiday
Sangaree IT) 1 3-D I

Savage, The (T) (95)
Scared Stiff

Shane IT)

Somebody Loves Me (T) (97)
Son of Paleface (T)

Stalag 17
Stars Are Sinqinq, The 199) IT)
Stooge, The 1 100)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (851 .....

Tropic Zone IT) (94)
Vanquished, The (T)
War of the Worlds ITI (851

Heston-Palance
Barry-Clarke
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd-Mason
Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones
Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
O' Brien-Hayden ...

Leigh-Andrews ...

Maugham Stories
Rogers Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow _..

Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis ...

Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Hope-Maxwell
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Hope-Crosby-La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson

10-52
7-52
5-53
9-52

4-53
4-53
12-52

5204
5121

2-23
1-14

9-22
6-16

5201 8-1

5216
5217
5209

3-9
12-1

5204 I 0-4

10-52
8-52

3-53
3-53

1-53
10-52
1-53

5203
5124

5214
5212
5210

. 5205
5211

.. 9-8
7-14

1-12

11- 17
.10-4
12-29

5-53 5218 3-9

COMPLETED
Admiral was a Ladv IReissue 187)
Atomic Monster 'Reicsue) (65)

IFormerlv The Man-made Monster)
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75)
Bela Lugosi Meets a Brooklyn

Gorilla (74)
Breakdown 174)
Calling Mr. Death 143) (Reissue)
Cairo Road (85)
Chinatown Squad IReissue) 144)
Cuban Pete (41) (Reissue)
Dark of Sts. of Cairo (Reissue) (59)
Fame & the Devil (80) _ _
Flyinq Saucer IReissue) 149)
House of Darkness (43)
House of the 7 Gables, The (97)

( Reissue)
If This Be Sin 174) , .,

Inside Job 145) (Reissue) _
In Society (Reissue) (83)
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74)

(Reissue)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue) _..

Mug Town (40) (Reissue) _
Missing Head 142)

Mr. Pip MOD IReissue)
My Death is a Mockery (47)
Private Buckaroo (48) (Reissue)
Salomy, Where She Danced

IT) (Reissue) 197)
Summer Storm (92) (Reissue) ...

Strange Conquest IReissue (44)
Tiger Island (Reissue) 172)
Vanishing Body (45)

(Reissue of "Black Cat")
Wall of Death (82)
Wide Boy (44)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Hendrix-O' Brien 2--S3
Chaney-Atwil: 4-53

. Barker-Wescott II--52

. Luskosi-Mitchell .10--52
Richards-Bishop ... 9--52
Chaney-Naish 1-53
..Harvey-Portman 10--52
Hobson-Talbot 3--53

Arnez-Smith .... 1

1

-52

Gurie-Zucco 3--53

Auer-Buford 1 1--5Z
Conrad-Garrison 4--53

Harvey-Shaw 10--52
Sanders-Price 2--53 .

Loy-Greene 1 1--52 .

Curtis-Rutherford 12--52
Abbott & Costello 3--53

O'Conner-Jones 2--53

..Ball-Brent II -52

Dead End Kids 12--52
Chaney-Joyce I--53

)

Hull-Holmes 2--53

D. Huston-Byron ... 12--5Z
Harry James 2--53

DeCarlo-Cameron 3 -53

Darnell-Sanders 9 -52
W/att-Bishop 5 -53

Bickford-Young
Karloff-Lugosi

5 -53 .

1--53

Harvey-Shaw 9--51
Shaw-Tafler 12 -52

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (II)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Champ Fom Brooklyn. The Nicol-Totter

COMPLETED
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen
Fair Wind to Java ITr) ._ MacMurray-Ralston
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens

Rel. No. Rev.

10-8 5174

Ladv Wants Mink, The ITr) ...

Laughing Ann IT)

Marshal of Cedar Rock
Old Oklahoma Plains 140)
Perilous Voyage
Ouiet Man, The IT) (129)
Ride the Man Down ITr) 190)
San Antone
South of San Antone
South Pacific Trail (601

Sun Shines Bright
Sweetheart Time (Tr)

Thunderbirds (98)
Toughest Man in Arizona ITr) 190)

Tropical Heat Wave (74)
Valley of Missinq Men
WAC From Walla Walla (83)
Woman of the North Country 190)

Woman They Almost Lynched, The

3-30

2-1
7-25

9-14
I 1-52
2-15

5241
5144

5108
5202
5203

Hussey-O'Keefe
Corey-Tuc ker
Lane-Waller
Allen-Kay
Ralston-Brian
Wayne-O'Hara
Donlevy-Tucker
Cameron-Whelan
Cameron-Whelan
Allen-Estelita

Winninger-Whelan
Middle ton- Norman
Derek-Barrymore 11-27 5201
Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109
Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126

,. Lane-Waller
Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Cameron-Hussey 9-5 5107
Lund-Leslie 3-20

8-K
iu:

10-20 5145

8-1

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Robertson-Hunnicutt
Linda Darnell
Horton Dancers

Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Arizona Outpost (C)
Second Chance
3-D Follies, The IEC) IStCI

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising 181) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne
Annie Oakley 191) IRe-issuel Stanwyck-Foster
Androcles and The Lion 198) Simmons-Younq
Beautiful But Dangerous Simmons-Mitchum
Beware, My Lovely (77) Lupino-Ryan
Big Sky, The (140) .... Douglas-Martin ...

Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99) Darnell-Newton
Break-Up Simmons-Mature
Bystander, The Mitchum-Simmons
Captive Woman 165) Clarke-Field
Clash By Night 1105) - Douglas-Stanwyck
Count the Hours 174) Wright-Carey
Difference, The O'Brien-Loveioy ...

Face to Face 192) Mason-Preston
Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters
Hans Christian Andersen IT) (120) Kaye-Grainger
Hitch-Hiker, The
Jet Pilot (T) 1118)
King Kong IRe-issuel

Leopard Man, The I Re-issue) O'Keefe
Look Who's Laughinq (79) - Ball-McGee
Lusty Men, The (113) —Hayward-Mitchum
Man Who Fooled Hitler Werner
Montana Belle (Tr) 181) Russell-Brent
Narrow Margin (71) McGraw-Windsor
Never Wave At A Wac Russell-Wilson
No Escape Ayres-Tufts

No Time for Flowers 183) Lindfors-P. Christian

Ore Minute to Zero (105) Mitchum-Tallman
Peter Pan ITI 177) Disney C-irtoon Feature
Split Second McNally-Smith
Story of Robin Hood IT) 184) Todd-Rice
Sudden Fear 1110) . Crawford-Palance
Tarzan and the She Devil Barker-MacKenzie
Too Many Girls (85) Ball-Arnaz

Under the Red Sea (47) Hass-Berl

Wild Heart, The (T) (82) Jennifer Jones

No.

9-52
9-52

384
383

11-52 . 348 1-

2-53
9-52
8-52

302
341

8-

12-52 17-

O'Brien-Loveioy
Wayne-Leigh
Cabot

10-52
4-52
4-53

I 1-52

1 1-52
3-53

4-52
4-52
8-52
10-52

1 1-52
5-52
1-53

2-53
8-52
2-53

7-52
8-52

8-52
10-52
7-52

304
229

309

249
270
381

304 .

308
224

301

391
342

382
305
274

6-

I-

12-

.7-1

I-

20th' CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

How to Marry A Millionaire (T)

Inferno Id (3-D)
Kid From Left Field, The
Robe, The IT) ICinS!
Vickie

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) (90)__

Blueprint For Murder
Call Me Madam IT) 1 1 14)

City of Bad Men ITI

Dangerous Crossing
Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi ITI 189)

Diplomatic Courier (97) -.

Don't Bother To Knock (74)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)

Dream Boat (83)
Farmer Takes A Wife. The IT) 181)

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT)

Girl Next Door, The (T)

Glorv Briaade 182)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)

Rel.Cast
Grable-Powell
Ryan-Lundigan
Dailey-Bancroft
Burton-Simmons
Crain-Peters

Gaynor-Brady 11-52
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Power-Neal
Wid mark- Monroe
Lundigan-Greer ...

Webb-Francis

No.

4-53

4-53
3-53
7-52
9-52
3-53
8-52

234

311

313
222
224
317
223

II''

I i

'

i

; !

Grable-Robertson 307
Russell-Monroe
Haver-Dailey
Mature-Moore

Invader From Mars (CI (78)

Kangaroo (T) (84)

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78)

Leave Her to Heaven ( 1 10) IReissue)

Les Miserables (104)
Lure of the Wilderness (T) 192) __
Lydia Bailey IT) (89) .

Man On A Tiqhtrooe I 105)

Monkey Business (97) _
My Cousin Rachel 198)

My Pal Gus 183)

My Wife's Best Friend 1101)
Niagara IT) (89) .....

Night Without Sleep (77)

O. Henry's Full House HID
Pickup on South Street 180)

Gaynor-Wayne 1-53

H. Carter-A. Franz 3-53

O'Hara-Lawford - 4-52

L. Hayward-Medina .
7-52

Tierney-Wilde 4-52
Rennie-Paget — 8-52

Peters- Hunter — 9-52 .

Robertson-Francis 4-52
March-Moore 4-53

Grant-Rogers 10-52 .

deHavilland-Burton 1-53

Widmark-Dru . 12-52 ..

Baxter-Carey 10-52

Cotten-Peters 2-53

Darnell-Merril 11-52 .

Crain-Granger 9-52 _

Widmark-Peters -

302
314
217..

218 ...

.... 255
225

_ 227...

219
315

.... 230..

301

233
231
304

235
228 .

I 1
I

5
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,ny Soldier IT) 1821

iwder River IT)

esident's Ladv. The 1961

by Gentry 1821

ilor of the King
Iver Whip, The 173)

The 1891

Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet ...

Hayward-Heston
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun-Robertson
..Bene Davis

12-52 237 1 1-17

ows of Kilimanjaro, The IT) ( 1 14) Peck-Hayward
mething For The Birds (81) Mature-Neal
ars and Stripes Forever IT) 189) Webb-Paget
eel Trap 185) - .....Cotton-Wright

xi (77) Daley-Smith
ief of Venice (91) Montez-Christian
*anic (98) Webb-Stanwyck
;asure of Golden Condor (T) 193) Wilde-Smith
night We Sing (Tl (109) Pinza-Peters

ait lil The Sun Shines Nellie ( T) 1 108) Peters-Wayne
ay of a Gaucho IT) (91) Tierny-Calhoun
e re Not Married (85) Wayne-Rogers
hat Price Glory (T) (III) Cagney-Dailey
hite Witch Doctor. The IT) Hayward-Mitchum

4-53
1-53

2-53
3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
I 1-52
3-53
12-52

312
303

309
316

238
239
232
305
304

12-29

2-23
9-22
I 1-3
12-1

12-1

2-53
4-53
7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52

308
310
220
229
221
226

2-23

5-19
10-20
7-14
7-28

UNITED ARTISTS
952-53 Features Completed (35) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

PMPLETED
tors and Sin (94) Robinson-Hunt 7-18 6-2

Gregson-Grahamesassin, The
bes in Bagdad (79)

Indits of Corsica. The 1811
eakinq the Sound Barrier (115)

i ana Devil I3DI lAns) (85)
i nfidence Girl (81)
ly the Beloved Country
llhter, The 178)
(Iden Arrow 1821
( errilla Girl 181)

(est Wife 190) ...

Igh Noon 185)
land of Desire IT) (103)

I in the Bag 187)
Insas City Confidential
Idy Vanishes. The 185)
helight 11401
l'<ury Girl 1961
lignetic Monster 175)
Hba IT)

tss Hargreaves
> nsoon 179)
Ion Is Blue. The
t ulin Rouae ITI I I 181

Goddard-Lee
Greene-Raymond
Todd-Richardson
Stack-Britton

..Conway- Brooke

. Lee- Poitier

. Conte-Brbwn
Meredith-Aumont
Dantine-Marianna
Colbert-Ameche
Cooper-Kelly
Darnell-Hunter
Allen-Benny
Payne-Gray

. Redgrave- Lockwood
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand

7- 18

1 2-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-22
Stone

Got

Kr

3-20
1-23

9-52
7-30
8-4
9-2
1-16
9-5
2-6 Chap

1-30
2- 18

12-14

6-16

6-16

(tcastotfhe Islands IC) (91) Richardson-Kerima
.

Claudette Colbert
Evans-Welch
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes
Rios-Moreno
Swinburne-Shields
McCrea-Keyes
Archer-Hyer
Carpenter-Irving
Milland-Gam
Montgomery-Hunter

< tpost in Malaya 188)
l-k Row (83)
lantom From Space
liders of the Seven Seas IT)

Id Planet Mars 187)
Hum to Paradise IT)
Iig. The (78)

Jer, The ITI (99)
Ijgh Shoot
' arlet Spear. The lAn)
n of the Reneqade (571
ef, The 185)
nbstone Exoress IT)

n Brown's Schooldays (93) Davies-Newton
' sa 188) IT) Hayward-Preston
Jo Gals and a Guy (70) Paige-Alda
tamed Women (70) Jewel Productions
hen I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott

' tness, The Bergman-Brando

3-6
7- 11

I 1-26
8- 12

5-15

9-25
2-15

Lop

5-5
8-25

I 1-3

12-29
5-19

Sml

Ren

3-27
10-10

I 11-2
6-6

8- 31

9-52
4-20

Pop

Wan

8-25

10-6

UNIVERSAL
?52-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast

ck to God's Country IT) Hudson-Cochran
3dy's Bunch IT) O'Hara-Chandler
ree Were Renegade'; ITI Murphy-Nelson
alkin' Mv Babv Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh

OMPLETED
)bott and Costello Go to Mars Abbott & Costello
>bott and Costello Meet

Rel. Rev

'Dr. Jeckyll & Mr. Hyde Abbott-Costello
lainst All Flaqs (83) Flynn-O'Hara
I I De sire Stanwyck-Carlson
cause of You 195) Young-Chandler
sck Castle, The McNally-Greene
nzo Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn
ty Beneath the Sea IT) Ryan-Powers
>lumn South IT) Murphy-Evans
iel at Silver Creek. The (T) Murphy-Domergue
serf Leqion IT) 1861 Ladd-Dahl
it of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
rbidden Curtis-Dru
ancis Covers the Bid Town Donald O'Connor
rls in the Ninht 1831 Holden-Farrell
alden Blade. The (T) Laurie-Hudson
jnsmoke IT) Murphy-Drake
an From the Alamo . Ford-Adams
orizons West IT) (81) Ryan-Adams
Came From Outer Space (3-D) Carlson-Rush
Grows On Trees 184) Dunne-Jagger
HaDpens Every Thursday Young-Forsvthe
iw and Order IT) Reagan-Malone
'wless Breed. The (Tl (83) Hudson-Adams
>ne Hand IT) McCrea-Ha'e
st in Alaska Abbott-Costello
a and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride

April 316

Aug
Dec 305 12-1

Nov . 302 10-20
Dec 304
Sept 232 8-25
Mar 308
June
Aug 228
Apr 315 3-9

Aug
July
Feb 311 1-26

Mar

Oct
May
Nov
May
May
Jan
May
Aug

312

235
322
303
319
318
306

229

10-6

1 1-17

7-28

Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacaion . Main-Kllbrlde
Man From the Alamo IT) Murphy-Domergue
Meet Me at the Fair IT) 187) Dailey-Lynn Jan
Mississippi Gambler ITI 198) Power-Laurie Feb
Prince of Bagdad IT) Mature-Held
Oueen Is Crowned. A IT) Documentary June
Raiders, The (T) (821 Conte-Lindfors Nov
Redhead From Wyoming. The IT) O'Hara-Nicol Jan
Seminole (T) Hudson-Hale Mar
Sioux Uprising (T) Chandler-Domergue July

Son of Ali Baba IT) (75) Curtis-Laurie Sept
Stand At Apache River ITI McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town (T) Sheridan-Hayden June
Thunder Bay (T) . Stewart-Dru Aug
Untamed Frontier, The IT) Cotten-Winters Sept.
Willie and Joe Back at the Front (87) Ewell-Lembeck Oct
World In His Arms, The IT) .. Peck-Blyth Aug
Yankee Buccaneer IT) Chandler-Brady ... Oct

307 12-15
310 1-12

301
309
313

231

321

230
233
227
234

8-25

10-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (8)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Blowing Wild Cooper-Stanwyck
Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC) I NV) Rogers-Olson
Burning Arrow. The Madison-Lovejoy

Calamity Jane ITI Day-Keel
Diamond Oueen IEC) Lamas-Dahl
Ridinq Shotqun (WC) Scott-Weldon
So Big Wyman-Hayden
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) Powell-MacRae

Rel. No. Rev.

1104)

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) (70)
April in Paris IT) 1 101 )

Big Jim McLain 190)
Blue Gardenia. The 1901

By the Light of the Silvery Moon IT)

Carson City (WC) 187)

Cattle Town (71)

City Is Dark. The
Crimson Pirate, The IT)

Danger Forward
Desert Song, The (T)

Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax (WC) (3-D)
His Maiesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) ( 110)
Jazz Sinqer. The ITI I 107)

Lion and the Horse, The IWC) (83)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)

Lost Patrol. The (WC)
Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)

Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway ( WC I ( 95

)

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) (101)

So This Is Love IT)

Springfield Rifle (WC) 193)
Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) (86)

Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (109)
Sulu Sea
System, The 187)

Trouble Along the Way
Where's Charley? IT) (97)

Abbott-Costello
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Baxter-Come
Day-MacRae
.>^.,!i-iviaS»ey

Morgan-Carey
Nelson-Hayden
M. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter

Ladd-Mayo
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Mayo-Reagan
Grayson-Abel
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lancaster-Mavo
Lovejoy-Perrin
Wayne-Reed
Bolger-McLerie

12-27 208 12-1

1-3 209
8-30 201 9-8
3-28 215 3-23

6-14 123 5-19
12-6 207 12-1

9-27 202 9-22

4-25 218

2-28 213
11-22 206
2-14 212
4-19 119

2-9

1-26

I-31 211 12-29
10-11 203 9-8
II-8 205 10-20

3-14

7-12

214

128

2-9

10-25 204 10-6
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 129 7-28

4-18 217
4-4 216 3-23
8- 16 130 7-14

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW !

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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Mr

If HIGH PRICES have you seeing stars . . . you'll

find the answer in the Bureau of Labor Statistics

report . . . which shows that the cost of living

has shot skyward an average of 90.8% since

1939 . . . with Food contributing to the tune of

133.2% . . . House Furnishings 105% .. . Clothing

102.3% . . . and so on, to dazzling heights!

Exhibitors Digest reports an even greater

skyrocketing of your theatre's operating costs

. . . with an average increase of 98.9% since

1940 ... including an increase of 115% in the

cost of projection equipment and supplies . . .

143% in the cost of seats... 106% for janitor

supplies ... 93% in stationery supplies . . . and
so on . . . into the wild blue yonder!

When you compare these astronomical fig-

ures . . . with the negligible increase, IF ANY,
you have paid NSS during all these years of

rising costs . f. you will recognize the down-fo-

earth, service-with-a-smile policy that has

earned the reputation of The Prize Baby of

the Industry!

mmmv XCtee/i service
pmzfB/iBr of n/f/oousmr
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LEADERSHIP
HOLLYWOOD!

In the capitol of the film world M-G-M for the second successive year

has been accorded more Academy Awards than any other company.

Among M-G-M's Awards, there were 6 just for "THE BAD AND THE
BEAUTIFUL." Exhibitors are putting this ticket-selling fact into the news-

paper ads of this great attraction. M-G-M has also added it to the trailer.

Tops In Shorts Too!

M-G-M leadership in the Short Subject field is proven again with the

selection of the Tom and Jerry Technicolor cartoon "Johann Mouse" as

the Oscar winner for The Best Cartoon. This is M-G-M's 8th Academy

Award for Technicolor Cartoons.

BROADWAY!
In the capitol of show business the M-G-M trade-mark is more importantly

on theatre marquees than that of any other company, as we go to press:

STATE - Now: M-G-M's "THE NAKED SPUR" (Tech.)

Coming: M-G-M's "I LOVE MELVIN" {Tech.)

MAYFAIR —Just completed 9-week-engagement:

M-G-M's "ABOVE AND BEYOND" • Now: M-G-M's "JEOPARDY"

CAPITOL -Next: M-G-M's "BATTLE CIRCUS"

MUSIC HALL-Just completed: M-G-M's "STORY OF THREE LOVES" (Tech)

TRANS-LUX 52nd St.- Record-breaking extended run: M-G-M's "LILI" (Tech.)



3D DEVELOPMENTS

The Public Will Decide

The motion picture industry has

been blasted out of its familiar orbit

by the sudden emergence of the twin

technological phenomena of stereo-

scopic and panoramic, or wide-angle,

projection of films. As is usual, such

changes bring in their wake some, ex-

treme thinking and irresponsible talk.

Everyone wants to be a prophet.

This is the movie of the future, or it's

just a gimmick that will fade. The
controversy waxes hotter—and be-

comes the more confusing—as opin-

ions solidify into the concrete of firm

convictions. The automobile would

eliminate the train; the airplane would

make the auto obsolete; 3D would

antiquate 2D, and now the wide screen

would obviate the polaroid depth-

dimension movies. Thus it goes.

If anyone had suggested, before

"Bwana Devil", that an audience would

consent to wear glasses, many on top

of their own spectacles, to view a

movie, the presumptuous suggester

would have been laughed down by
these very same prophets who now
predict that this or that system is the

one that will stay and the other will

go. Yet many still insist, even after

the boxoffice performance of a poor

example of depth dimension like

"Bwana Devil", that people won't wear

glasses.

The vast enthusiasm engenedered

by the demonstration of CinemaScope
a couple weeks ago certainly augurs a

bright future for the panoramic screen

system. There is great promise, too,

in the new technological developments

exhibited at the Universal and Para-

mount studios in the direction of ex-

panding the scope of the movie screen,

even for standard two-dimensional

films. These are healthy signs of the

accellerated progress in the develop-

ment of the screen's entertainment

values.

These developments certainly do not

shut the door to the possibilities in tin

Polaroid or stereoscopic process. A
pattern is gradually developing that is

drawing closer the compatibility of

depth dimension and wide screen in

the same theatre.

We go along with Jack L. Warner
in his criticism of "self-appointed

spokesmen" who attempt to make de-

cisions for the public by decrying the

use of depth-dimension glasses. "l'<>la-

roid viewers", Mr. Warner declared,

are a comfortable part of viewing
properly photographed (and he stressed

this repeatedly) three-dimensional

motion pictures. Physicists and physi-

ologists, with all the facts of optical

science in their possession, as yet are

unable to conceive the possibility of

true three-dimensional film viewing

without an accessory . . . We are con-

vinced that the public will wear such

viewers as effortlessly as they wear

wrist watches or carry fountain pens."

Press and exhibitor enthusiasm for

initial showings of "House of Wax" is

a much more accurate gauge than the

opinions of these self-appointed spokes-

men for the public's likes and dislikes,

Warner said. "Substitutes will find

their own level but will not affect good

entertainment, intelligently conceived

and produced. Good entertainment

makes its own markets."

Mr. Warner urged the moviemakers

to "let the public decide in the matters

of merit and material and to refrain

from confusing with claims, counter-

claims, statements impossible of proof,

prophecies and early decisions on

'They will or they won't'. Let us elim-

inate confusion instead of creating it."

Ultimately, of course, the public will

make the decision on what form its

movie entertainment shall take. It will

manifest its desire in a manner that

will require our industry to take heed

—by its response at the boxoffice. But

it need not be an "either this or that"

ruling. We believe that people's choice

will depend on quality, whether it be

presented in depth dimension, panor-

amic-screen, or a combination of these

processes.

The development of a system of

compatible processes means that mo-
tion pictures will be able to offer what

entertainment always strives to offer

—variety.
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High points of Universal-Interna-

tional's interesting new screen and

lens. Adaptable for use in orthodox

21), 3D and wide-screen. Ratio is 2 to

1 (demonstration screen was 25 x 50

feet), compared with CinemaScopes'

2.66 to 1. When regular 2D is pro-

jected on new screen with wide-angle

lens, ratio of standard film jumps to

1.85 to 1 from normal 1 to .75 ratio.

High reflective surface increases light

approximately four times in intensity.

Shallow curve of screen (maximum 3

feet in 50-foot width) permits depth

dimension use without affecting focus.

Lens, easily fitted on standard pro-

jector, is standard wide-angle type not

covered by patents and can be machine

made by any reputable optical house.

( >nly alteration in booth equipment in-

volved is a change in the aperture

plate.

CinemaScope's adaptability to small-

estest theatres, it is claimed by Fox.

was successfully demonstrated for top

circuit executives in Darryl Zanuck's

private projection room. Screen size

was 7 x 11 feet, although this seems

an odd ratio for the system . . . Sypros

Skouras says new shipments of Cine-

maScope lenses are arriving from

France and enough will soon be avail-

able for a series of simultaneous show-

ings of the process in key areas. Orders

for the CinemaScope package have

now passed the 1500 mark.

Postponement of the Marciano-

Walcott fight to May 15 should work

to the advantage of theatremen who
have been trying desperately to get 3D
installations in time for the fight films.

UA, distributor of the championship

bout reels, isn't a bit sad about it,

either. Cinerama's six-month gross

passed the $1,200,000 mark in its New
York engagement. The Detroit open-

ing at the Music Hall hit $30,000 in

the first week, maintained capacity

house except for the Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday matinees. Ad-

vance sale has reached $12,000.

First drive-in 3D showings made
their bow on March 27 when "Bwana
Devil" opened at the Twin Open
Drive-In and Chicago's Original

Drive- In . . . RCA has a new silvered

surface screen especially designed for

31) and wide-screen showing. Also

recommended for 2D in houses using

suprex or high-intensity carbon arc

light sources.

Larger theatres are now installing

four projectors for continuous 3D
showings without intermission. \\ il

liam Goldman's Randolph in Phila-

delphia is one of the first houses so

equipped. Extra projectors, says

RCA's J. F. O'Brien, not only elimi-

nates the break in the program, but

also the need for oversized film reel-.
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MARI BLANCHARD
ROBERT PAIGE HORACE McMAHON and the MISS UNIVERSE CONTEST BEAUTIES

Directed by CHARLES LAMONT • Screenplay by D. 0. BEAUCHAMP and JOHN GRAM • Produced by HOWARD CHRISTIE

A CHARLES J. FELDMAN



CHARLES GREEN

Y&cclum ^BULLETIN ?eature

by Leonard Coulter

Charlie Green is a millionaire. His press

gent says so, anyway. But Charlie's money
i sometimes a nuisance to him—a great

uisance. It gets him into fights. Because

f it, he thinks, shameful things have been

one to him. He says he and his wife and

leir children have been humiliated. His

ood name and reputation have, he claims,

een gravely injured. He's suffering "an-

uish" and "humiliation" and his business

as been damaged.

The fight Charlie's in right now is with

"wentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation,

/hose management he has vowed to oust,

[e apparently hopes that at the company's

ext annual meeting on May 19 he will have

ollccted enough stockholders' votes to in-

tall his own nominees in control. He aims

0 destroy the guiding influence of Spyros

kouras, 20th's President, and of Darryl

'anuck, production chief.

1 his man wouldn't stand out in a crowd.
Ic's in his late forties, a native New Yorker,

1 average build, with brown hair, blue-gray

yes and a salesman's gift of the gab.

'harles Maybruck, of the New York public

elations linn of Krbe-Maybruck Associates,

nc, which "handles" Charlie Green, thinks
ie s "a most extraordinary man"; a self-

nade millionaire, though he's mils' half-

ducated. He never even finished high

chool. Green's own firm is in the electrical

ippliance field: "He's a jobber", explains

Abrte fill CIm— He betnand^ httijenfa!

CHARLIE GREEN?
Maybruck. Originally, however, it was a

wholesale drug outfit, doing a nice trade in.

among other things, contraceptives. Charles

is inclined to bridle when this is mentioned.

"What's illegal in that?", he snaps.

Mr. Green is "Charlie" to his friends and

admirers. One of his greatest admirers ad-

dresses him in that intimate style. Mr.

William Cody, a probate court justice of

Detroit, Mich., once sprang to Mr. Green's

defense at a meeting of stockholders in a

Minneapolis company of which Charlie won
control by means not dissimilar from those

he is now using on 20th-Fox.

Mr. Cody, an enthusiastic, if not particu-

larly articulate gent, got up and said, "We
owe Charlie Green a vote of thanks, because

only through the efforts of a type of indi-

vidual that Charlie Green represents himself,

being so outspoken and so strong in his con-

victions and in his mannerisms that he was
able to do the job he did for this company,
taking a losing company and putting it on

its feet from $900,000 and making it pay

. . . Charlie, from my way of thinking you

have done a good job".

This gratuitous pat on the back was
quoted recently in one of the most important

documents in the United States—the "Con-

gressional Record" of the House of Repre-

sentatives. It formed part of a statement by
Charlie defending himself against a previous

reference made in the "Record" to his activi-

ties, both entered for publication there by
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr.

The first of them appeared on February

20th, 1953 (pages A833-834) and consisted

entirely of an article which has been pub-

lished in "Collier's" magazine under the

heading "How Mobsters Grabbed a City's

Transit Line": "Minneapolis-St. Paul street-

car and bus riders are at the mercy of hood-

Jums who control the company—fares have

been hiked twice, service reduced, employees

lired—patron's wonder what will happen." In

presenting it to the Speaker of the' House,

Congressman Roosevelt had noted, "I trust

it will be of interest to my colleagues".

Now this, thought Charlie Green, when he

SPYROS SKOURAS

heard about publication in the "Record", was
the unkirtdest cut of all. For, without Mr.

Roosevelt's knowledge, he was suing "Col-

lier's" for libel. This was adding insult to

injury. Charlie was so upset, and so eager

to have his name cleared, that he let Mr.

Roosevelt know how hurt he felt. Roosevelt

courteously invited Charlie to defend him-

self. So Mr. Green prepared a long state-

ment for the "Congressional Record". It

(Continued on f'<igc H)
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WHO IS THIS MAN GREEN?

#>*»««V.v Association with 'MJnsavoru Vhurueters'

(Continued from Page 7)

was published on March 19, and is well

worth buying and reading, for it sheds a

great deal of light on the business dealings

of the man who is gunning for domination

of Twentieth Century-Fox.

Charlie might have been smarter to ignore

the whole thing, for when FDR, Jr., rose to

present the rebuttal, lie made a few pungent

remarks. He said that when entering the

"Collier's" article in the "Congressional

Record" in the first place, it had interested

him "because I have been conducting an un-

relenting fight ... to expose the infiltration

of racketeers and mobsters into legitimate

business. Since inserting this article, 1 have

been informed that one of the persons

mentioned derogatorily in the article, namely
Charlie Green, has instituted an action in the

Federal District Court for the Southern

District . . . against the publisher of 'Collier's'

magazine, claiming that the article was false

and libellous.

"Also," continued Mr. Roosevelt, "I have

been informed that he is currently engaged
in a proxy fight for the control of another

large and reputable corporation. Since I am
a firm believer in the constitutional principle

that anyone who is accused of a misdeed

should have the right of rebuttal and refuta-

tion, I herewith, under leave to extend and
revise my remarks, include the following

statement submitted to me by Charles

Green."

His First Proxy Fight

That statement, prepared by Green him-

self, suggested that the thing which was
burning Charlie up was "Collier's" insinu-

ation that his association with the Twin
Cities Rapid Transit Corporation of Min-

neapolis-St. Paul brought him into contact

with gangsters, mobsters and racketeers. He
was angry, too, because "Collier's" had

called him a "get-rich-quick character"

whereas, said Charlie, he had been a sub-

stantial investor in a number of important

corporations for years.

For instance, he'd bought stock in the

Twin Cities corporation in 1945. The invest-

ment deteriorated. Charlie staged his first

proxy contest. In conjunction with other

stockholders he forced a change of manage-

ment in 1949. Charlie Green was elected

president.

It wasn't an unmixed triumph for Green

however. He admits in his rebuttal: "I wish

to emphasize the fact that I had no need for

this office. It necessitated my resignation

from the presidency of my own company, a

position which paid me considerably more

earnings that the $40,000 annual salary re-

portedly paid me as president of Twin Cities

Rapid Transit Co.

"In addition to the reduced income, the

transfer "i my activities entailed the uproot-

ing of my family from a pleasant and

cherished environment of friends and rela-

tives and removal to a strange community.''

Charlie sold his house in Mamaroneck,

New York, at a loss of $14,0(K), and set out

to reorganize the Twin Cities Transit busi-

ness. Personnel was cut (with compen-

sation), unprofitable lines were discontinued,

an operating deficit of nearily a million

dollars was turned into profit and, says

Charlie, a regular dividend policy was

started.

All this disturbance of his home-life and

the "sacrifice" of his home at Mamaroneck
wasn't without some relief. "I admit frank-

ly", Green continues, "that I made a sub-

stantial profit on the sale of my stock in the

Twin Cities Transit Corporation. That is

the reason I invested in the company, the

reason investors buy stocks".

Threats Against Him

But Charlie Green's troubles weren't over,

even then. He submitted his resignation as

president of TCT, only to be disappointed.

The Governor of Minnesota, he recounts,

the newspapers, public officials and civic-

minded residents, all urged him to recon-

sider, and the board of directors refused to

let Charlie go. So he reluctantly agreed to

carry on.

Worse was to come. This unhappy man
was menaced. "Threats were made against

my life. Because of those, and the threats

against the lives of my family, I appealed

to the chief of police in Minneapolis and

subsequently to the chief police officer of the

county in which Minneapolis is located."

What happened? Charlie was rightly

worried; yet both officials refused to assign

him any protection, and it was only when
the Governor was persuaded to act that a

bodyguard was appointed to watch over

Charles Green—at the State's expense.

When the "Collier's" article was published,

allegedly charging Green with being associ-

ated with racketeers, felons, mobsters and

other unsavory and notorious characters

(Charlie's own words) he was doubtless

astonished, because he'd anticipated an

entirely different kind of write-up. He'd

spent four days with Gordon Schendel, the

writer, giving him facts, and was under the

impression that the article, when it appeared,

was going to have the title "Something is

Rotten in Minnesota". During Charlie's libel

proceedings his lawyer, questioning Gordon

Manning, managing editor of "Collier's"

magazine, asked: "So that you would not be^

justified in indicating in any of your publica-

tions that there was a link or any alliance

between Mr. Green and any gangsters or

mobsters?" Mr. Manning replied "We do

not link Mr. Green with mobsters or

gangsters".

So much for Charlie's unfortunate experi-

ences in Minnesota. Unhappily, the jinx fol-

lowed him into New York. In 1946 the Green

Sales Co., Inc., bought a substantial interest

in United Cigar-Whelan Stores. Once again

Mr. Green found himself stuck with stock

that didn't pay a dividend. In April, 1951. he

advised the management of United-Whelan

that he and a group of stockholders—associ-

ates, relatives and friends—were dissatisfied

with the company's management and oper-

ations and wanted something to be done

about them.

"A sharp disagreement developed betweer

United-Whelan's management and my group

and in May, 1951, we commenced enlisting

the support of other stockholders . . . for th

removal of the board of directors."

After filing the necessary documents witl

the Securities & Exchange Commission

Charlie, who had with him holders of mor

than one-third of the common stock, re

quested a special meeting, but Walter G|

Baumhogger, then president of United

Whelan, received an advance copy of "Col:

lier's" announcing the forthcoming articl

about Charlie Green's activities in Minn<

apolis. This might have influenced Unitec

Whelan stockholders in the looming prox

fight, but the Securities and Exchange Con

mission would not allow the article to 1

distributed by Mr. Baumhogger and his a

sociates for the purpose of proxy solicitatio

Stalked by ''Lie

When the battle was joined, Green ai

his friends and fellow dissidents proved su

cessful in winning control of United Ciga'

Whelan Stores management, but Charl

now chairman of the company's executi 1

committee, says sadly, "The lie [about 1

consorting with gangsters] haunts me a

will probably stalk me to the end of my lift.

A week or two ago Charles Green, throu

his public relations advisors, issued a sta

ment reporting that during the first f

calendar year of operation under his mana*

ment, United-Whelan turned a loss of $81

059 into a profit of $721,366, and paid

common stock dividend for the first ti

since 1937.

Jubilant at this success, Charlie Gri i

went downtown last March 26 to make

speech before the Customers Brokers As
t

-

ciation on the whys and wherefores of pn

tights. The meeting, held at Schwartz' F-

taurant on Broad Street, opened on a c; i

enough note. Green had made it clear bef ;e

the proceedings began that he wasn't go ;

to make any mention of his bid for con |'l

of Twentieth Century-Fox, in view of e

action he and the "Green Group" inten d

taking against the company, and the B
that certain requirements of the SEC hai <>

be fulfilled.

(Continued on Page >)
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SALOME' BIBLICAL SPECTACLE WITH PLENT Y OF PAY-DIRT

?uji«ejj 'Rating OOOO
Or beMer in all situations

olumbia

)3 minutes

ita Hayworth, Stewart Granger, Charles

aughton, Judith Anderson, Sir Cedric

ardwicke, Alan Badel, Basil Sydney, Mau-

ce Schwartz, Rex Reason, Arnold Moss,

jjata and Asoka, Robert Warwick, Car-

en d'Antonio, Michael Granger, Karl "Kil-

r" Davis

irected by William Dieterle

"And when a convenient day was come,

at Herod on his birthday made a supper

his lords, high captains and chief estates

Galilee; and when the daughter of the

id Herodias came in and danced, and

eased Herod, and them that sat with him,

e king said unto the damsel, Ask of me
hatsoever thou wilt, and I will give it thee,

nd he sware unto her, Whatsoever thou

ialt ask of me, I will give it thee, unto

e half of my kingdom. And she went

rth and said unto her mother, What shall

ask? And she said, The head of John the

iptist. And she came in straightway with

iste unto the king and asked, saying, I will

fat thou give me by and by in a charger

je head of John the Baptist. And the king

ms exceeding sorry; yet for his oath's sake,

id for their sakes wThich sat with him, he

ould not reject her. And immediately, the

jng sent an executioner, and commanded
Is head to be brought . . . and gave it to

.e damsel, and the damsel gave it to her

other . . . .

"

That is the Bible story, from the Gospel

St. Matthew, of the beheading of John

the Baptist at the ocurt of King Herod. The
"damsel" mentioned is not even named. She

was first caled Salome in the 20th century

by British playwright Oscar Wilde.

Wilde's play and Massenet's opera, based

on the Bible incident, has also created the

impression that Herod's stepdaughter was
a good-for-nothing beauty who had John

the Baptist beheaded when he spurned her.

There's nothing in the Bible to support

that contention. Matthew's report of the

incident could be read to mean that Salome's

scheming mother, Herodias, tricked or forced

her daughter into demanding John's head.

That is the charitable interpretation used

in Harry Kleiner's screenplay. Whereas the

Bible says the Prophet's head was delivered

to Salome, this picture shows it being given

to Herodias, without Salome's knowledge

It is this variation on the Biblical theme,

which has caused some critics to carp at

Columbia's "distortion" of the story.

Exhibitors need not, therefore, worry

themselves on that account. The picture

should not offend those with even the strong-

est religious scruples. There's a big mar-

quee value in the cast. Rita Hayworth, as

Salome, is, perhaps, somewhat too much
like Gypsy Rose Lee in her interpretation

of the Dance of the Seven Veils but she

never looked more beautiful. Charles Laugh-

ton is effective as Herod, although he in-

dulges in his usual posturing. Other per-

formances are topnotch, especially those by
Stewart Granger, Basil Sydney and Alan

Badel, whose interpretation of John the

Baptist is particularly effective. Dieterle's

direction, generally, is competent and Buddy
Adler's production is sumptuous.

It's the biggest, most lavish picture Col-

umbia has ever made-—and the most costly.

With its combination is name stars, expen-

sive production, gorgeous costuming and

superb photography by Charles Lang—much
of it done in the Holy Land itself—it cannot

miss being a heavy grosser.

STORY: Licentious King Herod of Gal-

ilee (Charles Laughton) and his scheming

wife, Herodias (Judith Anderson), are in

deadly fear of a prophet called John the

Baptist (Alan Badel) but Herod refuses

his wife's pleas to have John destroyed,

fearing he will be stricken with disease.

Salome (Rita Hayworth), daughter of Her-
odias, returns from Rome on a galley bring-

ing to Galillee a new Governor, Basil Syd-
ney, and a handsome commander, Stewart

Granger. Granger is in love with Salome,

but when she, unaware of her mother's

lecherous character, tries to persuade him
to arrest John, Granger refuses, for he has

come under the Prophet's spell. Herod,
however, himself orders John's arrest, not

only to silence his criticism of the palace,

but to protect him from Herodias. An angry
mob gathers outside the palace. The terri-

fied queen suggests to Salome that she give

herself in love to the king, after dancing
for him, and that she claim as her reward
the head of the Prophet. Revolted, Salome
nonetheless dances in the hope of saving

John without having to yield herself to

Herod, but Herodias has meantime told her

husband that the girl will submit to him in

exchange for John's head. As Salome sheds

the sixth veil, therefore, Herod gives the

order to the executioner, who arrives just in

time to prevent John's rescue by Granger
and his soldiers. Salome is about to ask for

John's release, when the Prophet's head is

carried into the palace, and a great howl
comes from the horrified crowds outside.

Salome denounces her mother's vileness.

Herod flees in terror, and the picture ends on
a hillside with Salome and Granger listening

to the words of Christ. COULTER

slEVER LET ME CO' LEANS ON CABLE POPULARITY

3cUiKC44 ^<UcHf Q O O
On strength of star's name

-G-M
minutes

lark Gable, Gene Tierney, Bernard Miles,

ichard Haydn, Belita, Kenneth More, Kar-

Stepanek, Theodore Bikel, Anna Valen-

;ia, Frederick Valk, Peter Illing

irected by Delmer Daves

"Never Let Me Go" is an adventure-

eller that will have to lean heavily on

e power of Clark Gable's name at the

ixoffice. The story of an American who
ces the problem of releasing his Russian

ife from the confines of the Iron Curtain

at first, intriguing. Early scenes, which
ovide interesting glimpses of life in Soviet

>vernmental circles, heighten the premise
the story. Hut this Clarence Brown pro-

iction soon lapses into a yarn fraught with

'incidence and improbabilities. The more
scriminating audiences will be amused,
ither than impressed, with these implausi-

ble events. Those who don't mind taxing

their imaginations will find the later reels

exciting and suspenseful. The Gable-Gene

Tierney love angle is appealing and some
humor is provided by taking cynical punches

at Russian foibles. "Never Let Me Go"
should provide fair-to-good business in all

situations, but it will probably disappoint

Gable's loyal fans.

As a U. S. correspondent with a Soviet

marital problem, Clark Gable registers a

rugged performance within the limits of

the Robert Millar-George Froeschel screen-

play. Gene Tierney, opposite Gable, is sym-
pathetic and ably handles the role of his

Russian wife. Over most of the route, direc-

tor Delmer Daves keeps the action moving
and achieves an effective atmosphere in the

o

P

OOOO tops O O O GOOD

O 0 AVERACE 0 POOR

Russian sequences. Checking in with good
Supporting roles are Bernard Miles and
Richard Haydn.
STORY: In Russia at the close of World

War II, U. S. correspondent Clark Gable
marries Russian ballerina, Gene Tierney.

Gable writes a story that isn't approved by
the Soviet censors and is asked to leave the

country. When Gable applies for a visa

for Tierney, he is at first unsuccessful. After

some string-pulling, the visa is granted bul

the Russians double-cross them at the last

moment, and Gable is forced to have the

country without Tierney. In England, Ga-
ble joins forces with Richard Haydn, who
also has a wife in Russia. They buy a

small fishing rescue boat, and lay plans to

sail to Russia and rescue their wives. With
the aid of British newscaster in Moscow,
Kenneth More, they plan to have the two
women go to a Russian coastal resort on a

given date. Then Gable and Haydn set sajl

tor Russia. Alter much trial and tribula-

tion, the nun finally succeed in liberating

their wives and go sailing into the sunset.

N E 1 1

.
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PARAMOUNT REPORTS TO TW

i4

Road To Bali/' Paramount's first '53 release, set off a chain -reaction

increased boxoffice revenue which has been sustained by all our product durii

the year's first three months. Extra production values, backed by vigorous pi

selling, have resulted in top performance by all these current Paramount hit:

"OSCAR" WINNER FOR "BEST PICTURE OF YEAR"

& CECIL B. DeMILLE'S

f The Greatest Show On Earti
JfeML Color by Technicolor

IMIillillM

"OSCAR" WINNER FOR "BEST ACTRESS"- SHIRLEY BOOTH f 1

A HAL WALLIS' * J

f Come Back, Little Sheba £\
JLr

Tfr
starring Burt Lancaster. Shirley Booth, Terry Moore, Richard Jaeckel V~J

NEW BRIGHT STAR, ROSEMARY CLOONEY. IN ^
ffi lift 41 Cl^MA Ama OlMrflMrf j

1^1 me Mars Are oinging («|

Technicolor, starring Rosemary Clooney, Anna Maria Alberghetti, Lauritz Melcior

i

ANOTHER TOPPER FROM THE TOP MONEY STARS A
hal wallis' The Stooge ^ p

starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis



moN's exhibitors!
ON THE FIRST

QUARTER OF 1953...

"

******;«k

k

LOOK FORWARD TO:

The Easter Showof Shows AXX 1 !mjfA
UTT LimiTS

^T^^t ; m^/ Bob Hope, Mickey Rooney,

JL ^jSaLi Marilyn Maxwell

l!th month of all-time records

3: the greatest entertainment

)i earim Ana now ine top

lademy Award added to over

2i major worldwide honors . .

.

The romantic comedy TTI _ f\
J -^l^ f\

£

world-premiered in Korea ||C UNlS Ul

£1 Pleasure Island
fl^J Technicolor. By F. Hugh Herbert

n . - who wrote "Kiss and Tell"

Sowcased in special dates,

sine holding up to 14 weeks.

\l iii nloi/ino tn full nrint fanaritv/
11 w uidyiiig lu iuii pi mil udpauiiy

id sensational business on

tial wave of "Oscar" interest...

The American epic

Pony Express
J&jMJa Technicolor. Charlton Heston, Rhonda

/^Sjpijr Fleming, Jan Sterling, Forrest Tucker

Ply right away this musical

«n tne puuiics new Tavoriie!

W've tremendous plans for her:

nc:t with Bob Hope -soon in 3-D

-hen she'll sing with Bing...
i

"The most effective #
horror picture ever r|A lAl^P II

T

produced 1 IIC If CI! III
— The Independent it ,_ _

The Worlds

Njusands of showmen have

tied another Martin & Lewis

retard to those that have gone

we -because this big corn-

er is full of story value too...

AND SOON: 30 SANGAREE
Technicolor

George Stevens' SHANE
Technicolor
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MAN ON A TIGHTROPE' BIZARRE SUSPENSE THRILLER

Sutiiete IZati*? O O O
For class and art houses; should do above

average generally

20th Century-Fox

105 minutes

Fredric March, Terry Moore, Gloria Grah-

ame, Cameron Mitchell, Robert Beatty, Alex

D'Arcy, Richard Boone, Pat Henning, Paul

Hartman, John Dehner, The Brumbach
Circus

Directed by Elia Kazan

A tense thriller that builds to nail-biting

dimensions, "Man On a Tightrope," has a

bizarre story and foreign-film atmosphere

that may not sit too well with the general

run of patronage. On the other hand, for

the discriminating and for art house custo-

mers, here is a topflight study of suspense

and conflict and the myriad personalities that

go to make up a circus. Filmed in Europe

it is the most biting denunciation of life

under Communist rule yet made in a feature

film, carrying a wallop in its understatement

that all the leering and teeth-knashing

couldn't begin to approximate. A look at

the credits might explain why there is so

much good in it. Elia Kazan directed, Rob-

ert E. Sherwood wrote the screenplay and

Franz Waxman the musical score. All have

done a superb job on this story, based on

an actual incident, of a fantastic plan for

an entire circus to cross the Czech Iron

Curtain border into Allied territory. Under

Kazan's direction, performances are gems
down to the last player. The three princi-

pals, Fredric March, Gloria Grahame and

Terry Moore, all of whom have figured in

Academy Awards, are better than they have

ever been, but they are no marquee giants.

Photography, too, is much like the forein'i

type, much of it spotty and vague, although

there are some beautiful shots.

"Man On A Tightrope" will require strong

selling for successful boxoffice returns in

the average situation. In art and class spots,

it should bring outstanding grosses. Critical

acclaim will help.

STORY: His circus taken over by the

"people's government" when Czechoslovakia

comes under Communist rule, Fredric March
plans long and carefully to maneuver the

circus to a position along the border where

he can cross with his troupe and equipment

to liberty. Under constant surveillance by

the State Police, March is further bedevilled

by his young and attractive second wife,

Gloria Grahame, and by a romance between

his daughter, Terry Moore, and a circus

hand he believes to be an informer, Cameron
Mitchell, actually an American Army de-

serter looking for his father. A midget he

fires goes to a rival circus and reveals the

plan to escape, but instead of going to the

police, the rival circusman aids in the at-

tempt. In a tense and elaborately detailed

plan, March overcomes every obstacle ex-

cept a "loyal" tent boss who threatens to

destroy the operation. March knocks him

out and binds, gags and hides him. As they

near the border, they go directly to border

guard headquarters under pretense of giving

a show for the soldiers. Taking the un-

suspecting guards by surprise, the troupe,

with the massive equipment, rushes over the

bridge to Allied territory, but March is

killed by the fanatical tent boss. Grahame,

though grief-stricken, orders the circus to

go on, as March had requested. BARN

BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON' NOSTALCIC MUSICAL FOR FAMILY

StuiKCM Rati*? GOO
Where musicals click; weak where

action required

Warner Bros.

101 minutes

Doris Day, Gordon MacRae, Leon Ames,

Rosemary DeCamp, Billy Gray, Mary

Wickes, Russell Arms, Maria Palmer, How-

ard Wendell, Walter Flannery, Geraldine

Wall, John Maxwell, Carol Forman

Directed by David Butler

As the title suggests, this nostalgic Tech-

nicolor musical takes dead aim at the family

trade and should satisfy audiences who like

their entertainment on the lilting lightweight

side. The story of young love, complicated

by a bringing-up-father theme, is routine,

and has been given the tried-and-true domes-

tic treatment. But by setting it in the con-

vivial atmosphere of the era following World

War I, and sprinkling it with tunes from

"the good old days," a pleasing musical

has resulted. This William Jacobs produc-

tion boasts a Doris Day-Gordon MacRae
romance that should appeal to the young set

and a comedy of errors involving parenthood

to tickle the fancies of the oldsters. Thea-

tremen who found "On Moonlight Bay" a

profitable venture can expect more of the

same from "By the Light of the Silvery

Moon."
Director David Butler has megged his cast

through the competent Robert O'Brien-Irv-

ing Elinson script in a workmanlike way.

Doris Day gives her typical bright and re-

freshing performance, and, as always, her

vocals are mighty pleasing to the ear. Op-
posite Day, Gordon MacRae is adequate,

although any year now he may outgrow

these juvenile roles. In a brother-brat

assignment, Billy Gray checks in with a

carload of chuckles. Leon Ames, Rose-

mary DeCamp, and Mary Wickes make
warmly humorous contributions in support-

ing parts.

STORY: Doris Day and her parents, Leon

Ames and Rosemary DeCamp, are busily

planning a wedding which only awaits the

arrival of Day's fiancee, Gordon MacRae.

MacRae, recently discharged from the army,

arrives home to put a damper on things by

announcing the marriage will have to wait

until he saves a nest egg. This declaration

sets in motion the ofT again-on again ro-

mance between Day and MacRae. A new

complication arises when Day's father,

Ames, is called upon to review the script

of a road show before leasing the town

theatre. Ames copies an objectionable part

to submit to the bank's board of directors,

who are in charge of the theatre. Day ac-

cidentally finds the paper and believes it

is a love note written by her father to one

of the actresses. When MacRae borrows

some money and tells Day that they can be

married immediately, she refuses, feeling

that she must stand by her mother. Later,

MacRae finds the note and thinks it was

sent to Day by another man. Eventually,

the misunderstandings are ironed out and

all ends well. NEIL

THE SYSTEM' FAIR CRIME MELODRAMA
action houses and transient

As dualler generally; more for action houses

Warner Bros.

87 minutes

Frank Lovejoy, Joan Weldon, Bob Arthur,

Paul Picerni, Donald Beddoe, Jerome Cow-

an, Dan Seymour, Fay Roope, Frank Rich-

ards, Victor Perrin, Al Gordon

Directed by Lewis Seiler

A better-than-average entry in the gam-

blinu-syndicate vs. crime-committee series,

"The System" contains good fodder for the

)allyhoo spots.

While this Sam Bischoff production treads

a familiar path, the way has been brightened

by a realistic and human atmosphere achiev-

ed by competent direction and excellent act-

ing. The action, more emotional than physi-

cal, grips the audience at the outset and

holds attention throughout. Jo Eisinger's

screenplay is geared to achieve a natural and

authentic treatment of a story usually dom-
inated by gun-fist action and mock heroics.

The result is a low-key, tension-packed film

with little comedy relief. Lacking star names,

"The System" will have to be sold, but if

heralded properly, it should attract fair

returns as a dualler generally, and better

in action houses.

While Frank Lovejoy is effective in tin

role of a gambling boss operating withou

the usual underworld toughness, the per

formances of key supporting players giv<

"The System" much of its entertainmen

;

punch. Donald Beddoe turns in a warm an<,

life-like portrayal of a veteran reporter wh. ;

goes on his first and last crusade. Victol

Perrin comes up with an almost classic stud

of a psychopathic killer. Supplying a mil

romantic angle oposite Lovejoy, Joan We
don is appealing. Director Lewis Seiler ha

really tied it together by discarding tb

obvious melodramatic techniques for toucht

that heighten the feeling of reality. NEI
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COMING YOUR WAY IN MAY!...
Date it now! Get in on 300-theatre day-and-date saturation May 1 3th . . . pre-sold by tremen-
dous news-making "Operation Titanic" showmanship promotion April 11-12 at Norfolk Naval
Base . . . and triple TV barrage via Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" April 19, May 3, May 10!

Here's no business like §§i century-fox business.'

20lh Century-Fox pretentt "TITANIC" starring Clifton WEBB • Barbara STANWYCK • ce-itarring ROBERT WAGNER • AUDREY^^^L^C
DAITON • THELMA UTTER with Brian Aherne, Richard Basehart, Allyn Jotlyn, James Todd, Frances Bergen, William Johnstone. Pro- / I At. J
duced by CHARLES BRACKETT. Directed by JEAN NEGULESCO. Written by CHARLES BRACKETT, WAITER REISCH, RICHARD BREEN / ll/Z^/J



tytcriej & 7elei)iAbH JihJ Cach Other

Huge TV camera catches audi-

ences at Eastern ceremonies in

New York's International Theatre.

No one suspected that when three of the

film companies which had always sponsored

the annual Academy Awards refused to lend

any financial assistance, it would be a bless-

ing in disguise. But it was.

Unable to obtain the support he needed to

keep him afloat, little Oscar was foundering

and about to sink for the first—and probably

last—time, when the movie industry's arch

enemy, television, came to the rescue. The

result is now history and marked a mile-

stone, or perhaps it \va< the wedding stone,

in the relations between these two mass

entertainment mediums.

But let us review briefly the situation that

led to the happy state that saw an estimated

34,000,000 view the Academy Award festivi-

ties on March 19 for the first time, most of

them glued to their sets for a solid two

hours that stretched beyond midnight in the

eastern part of the nation.

Ever since the video youngster started

flexing his muscles, most of the movie people

had shunned his loving advances. They be-

came indignant, and justly so, when his woo-

ing turned to threats to come across with

players and pictures, or face a court action.

Here was a kid that was closing their thea-

tres by keeping people at home, adding

insult to injury by demanding movie talent!

Lived With, Ij Not K Is Mil

Those in the movie industry who were

willing to admit the inevitable—that TV
would have to be lived with, if not kissed,

kept urging that movies capitalize on video's

exploitation possibilities. Some of the film

companies and the exhibitors who could af-

ford it, treaded gingerly with TV trailers on

the bigger pictures, but it wasn't enough to

prove anything.

The national networks, however, gradually

wheedled stars for TV appearances. Ed
Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" show began

a regular series of clips from new films,

usually with a film star on stage or in the

studio audience, and a multi-million audience

of TV stay-at-hoiners sat up and took notice

of the movies.

Hut the high point was reached when the

National Broadcasting Company put the

Oscar presentations on a 61-station TV net-

work, sponsored by RCA, for a solid two

hours. On radio, 195 stations carried the

show. The program was recorded by the

Armed Eorccs Radio Service for trans-

mission to American troops throughout the

world. RCA paid the $250,000 bill, shelling

out $HK),()(K) for the video-radio rights to the

affair, another $100,000 for the time and

spending $50,000 to exploit the show.

Here then was a situation where the movie

industry's most publicized event was saved

from obsolescence; a wealth of publicity and

promotion for the movies evolved; millions

of people who had stopped going to theatres

were made movie-conscious; the Academy
not only didn't have to pay, they actually

profited financially: literally millions of

dollars worth of talent paraded free for the

television audience; NBC was the beneficiary

of a sponsored two-hours worth of time, and

RCA, footing the bill, also received a helluva

bargain, garnering talent and an audience

that was worth many times the quarter of a

million the company spent.

It was undoubtedly one of the biggest tit-

for-tat breaks any two competitors ever

rendered each other. Nobody lost on the

deal. And the movies pulled off its greatest

promotion stunt at a time when it was sorely

needed—without paying a red cent.

NBC, fairly bursting with pride at this op-

portunity, made the most of it. For weeks

preceding the event, TV and radio spots and

station breaks called attention to the great

occasion. Newspaper ads, publicity blurb'

and features made further capital of the

affair. The millions who had listened in b)i

radio since 1930 were, for the first time, t(

sec the gala event and the galaxy of stars.

Smooth I'rodurtion

The priceless parade of talent began a

10:30 with arrival of the movie people i

limousines at the RKO Pantages Theatre i

1

Los Angeles and at the NBC Internation;

Theatre in New York. With Bob Hop
adroitly handling the West Coast cen

monies and Conrad Nagel emceeing in Ne

York, it was a masterpiece of timing an

smoothness under MGM musical direct'

Johnny Green's supervision. With monito

and big-screen projection, the switches wc

accomplished in split-second precision.

Millions watched Bob Hope, who was

excellent form, introduce past winners, wlf

in turn, made this year's presentations. T
awards were climaxed by the best-pictu

Oscar to Cecil 1!. DeMille for "The Great<'

Show On Earth". From his "Squaw Mai

in 1913, first feature-length film to he ma

in this country, through the next 40 yea

Forty years and (iH pictures aftei Cecil H. DeMille made his first

feature, "The Squaw Man", the veteran at long last received his

Oscar. DeMille (seated, light) directs a scene from the 1913 film.
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Match

cMillc's record of 69 boxoffice successes

ill probably never be equalled, but the 71-

»ar-old DeMille had never before been

iinored
by the Academy. This time he also

ceived the coveted Irving Thalberg Award

r his contributions to movie entertainment.

The other selections saw sure-shot Shirley

ooth receive her statuette in New York for

'r classic in "Come Hack, Little Sheba";

ary Cooper, on location, was unable to ac-

pt in person his second Oscar ("Sergeant

ork" in 19-W ) for the "High Noon" per-

rmance. John Wayne accepted for him, as

did for John Ford, who took direction

mors for "The Quiet Man". In the sup-

irting roles category, Anthoy Quinn, also

i absentee on location, made the grade for

,"iva Zapata", and Gloria Grahame took

minine honors for "The Bad and the Beau-

ul".

The interest, enhanced by the TV presen-

tion, in the Academy selections was im-

ediately apparent. News commentators on

dio and TV made it their headline item

e next morning. It was front-paged in

wspapers from coast-to-coast and dis-

ssed in columns. And there was plenty of

i ntroversy, both in the press and among
e public.

Most prominent item of disagreement was

e selection of DeMille' s production over

ligh Noon" and "The Quiet Alan". The

rmer was the favorite, having received

veral "best picture" awards, including the

ew York Film Critics'. While the choice

"Greatest Show" delighted industryites,

ere was grumbling of "politics" and some
m critics charged the Academy with play-

g footsie with Hollywood's top brass and

eding boxoffice success, rather than

tistic merit.

Controversy Gpod

The dissension made for plenty of news-

per copy, both in TV and movie columns,

ic rimes' Bosley Crowther, for instance,

plored the emphasis in the voting on the

nventional and sentimental, overlooking

e "vitality" and "regard for courage and

ogress in the art of the screen".

I he parade of old-timers for special

yards, even to Harold Lloyd, overlooking

c newcomers who were current ly advanc-

g the film-making art, was another bone
contention. There were other selections

at kepi the pot boiling, and probably will

r some time to come—which is all to the

'ml.

lie rapprochement effected on March

At lop. best actress Shirley Booth receives her Oscar at the New
York end. Note the TV monitors which carried both the East ami

W est Coast ceremonies for the audiences. Below scene from best pic -

ture, "Greatest Show on Earth", and. right, best actor Gary Cooper.

19th between the movies and television is a

happy one, especially for motion picture ex-

hibitors. Most of the talk about accord be-

tween these two big competitors has been in

the vein of inducing the film companies to

service their product to TV stations—a sure

way to poison the blood-stream of the

nation's theatres.

Now, at last, the Academy Awards presen-

tation has pointed the way to the kind of

cooperation between movies and television

that will profit all and hurt no one. It opens

a new vista for the two mediums.
The huge interest in movies engendered

by the Awards telecast provokes the

thought: Why not regular TV shows featur-

ing top film talent (at appropriate hours) to

exploit coming film releases? Such shows
might be sponsored by individual companies

or by the movie industry as a unit? And
outside sponsors might be interested in pil -

ing up part of the check.

This much is for sure: no, but no. medium
of selling motion pictures has ever been

devised to compare to television. If the

recent Academy Awards show served to

convince any remaining skeptics within our

industry, it was truly an historic event.
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LJLJJE CHIP PRODUCTION

Veteran Hollywood observers insist that

no motion picture every produced has gen-

crated as much advance enthusiasm as 20th

Century- Fox's "The Robe," which was

placed before the CinemaScope cameras a

little over a month ago. Many of the

hundreds of exhibitors, press representatives

and trade people who witnessed some of the

scenes from the picture during the recent

CinemaScope showings in Hollywood, are

of the opinion that this is potentially the

biggest money-picture in all film history

Certainly, FILM BULLETIN feels justified

in naming "The Robe" its Blue Chip Pro-

duction of this issue.

So fabulous are some of the sets which

studiotechnicians designed for the produc-

tion, that top Hollywood stars, executives

and columnists, are badgering Fox officials to

gain admission to the soundstages where it

is being filmed. One set alone, representing

the Hill of Golgotha, cost $55,000 to build,

Produce/ Frank Ross, director Henry Koster and

cinemalographer Leon Shamroy set up a scene.

yet it is only one of 31 sets constructed for

the production.

The completed picture will cost an esti-

mated $4,000,000, will run two hours and 20

minutes, according to present plans.

To give an idea of the elaborate planning

that has gone into the production, one needs

only to study the time charts on the "Hill of

Golgotha" sequence. Occupying every inch

of the studio's largest sound stages, the

replica of the site where Jesus was crucified

takes in a breath-taking scope, encompass-

ing not only Golgotha but the city of Jeru-

salem and the hills and valleys surrounding

it. It took 15 men three weeks to bring in

the 55 tons of dirt that were used for the hill.

Sixty carpenters labored for six weeks lay-

ing the 100,000 feet of lumber which formed

the base for the dirt. The huge panoramic

backdrop, which measures 35 feel high by

655 feet lorn;, required the work of l2 artists,

working for five weeks.

To light this massive set, it was was

necessary to install 291 lights, which require

35,000 amps. To create this much electricity,

the study had to rent two generators to be

used with the seven they already owned,

making this the largest electricial outlay ever

employed in the filming o a picture.

The cast is headed by Richard Burton,

Jean Simmons, Michael Rennie, Victor

Mature, Betta St. John, Dean Jagger, Jeff

Morrow, Torin Thatcher, Ernest Thesiger,

David Leonard, plus 50 supporting actors

and more than 5,000 extras.

frank Ro>.s, who paid $100,000 for the

screen rights almost ten years ago—and later

turned down $1,000,000 to relinquish those

rights— is producing the picture. Henry

Koster is the director. Philip Dunne gets

credit for the screenplay, although nearly a

dozen writers have worked on the property

during the time since Ross first purchased it.

Gina Kaus wrote the first treatment on the

book, which, incidentally, had sold 2,403,888

copies, as of last December 31. Using Miss

Kaus' treatment as the basis for the screen-

play, Ross then hired radio writer Herb

Meadow to collaborate with Ernst Vadja, an

experienced screen writer, in developing a

completed script. This was the script Ross

turned over to 20th Century-Fox, and which

Philip Dunne worked on to turn out the

actual shooting script.

The picture is being filmed on a 64-day

shooting schedule, and is expected to he

ready for a pre-release engagement in New

York, by mid-September. 20th-Fox claims

to have an offer of a half million dollars for

the premiere engagement.

Richard Burton and Dean Jagger rehearse n scene

before the CinemaScope cameras for Koster.
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS

Universal-International has joined the

:ompanies which have come forward with

heir own depth-dimension and wide-screen

processes. On April Fool's Day (of all

lays!), U-I demonstrated a most interesting

lew screen and projection lens, which allow

or widening of standard two-dimension

ilms to panoramic size, and for improved

eflection on depth-dimension pictures.

Developed by the studio's own technicians,

he equipment shown here accomplished sev-

ral surprising things: (1) the special wide-

ingle lens expanded the width of a regular

|Smm print to almost twice normal width;

|2) the 25x50 foot curved screen accomo-

dated a standard 2D picture, a 3D stereo-

scopic picture and the widened 2D picture

(111 with greater brightness than any ordin-

ary screen. Universal officials claim that the

[effective brilliance of their screen is four

itnes greater than the average.

The cost of this new process, we are told,

will be lowest of any of the new systems yet

ievised for theatres. The only installations

equired wil be the expansion lens, a wider

iperturc plate and the curved screen.

0 0

Paramount has been giving visiting exhi-

>itors and industry leaders a preview show-

ng of its new film projection system, which

nay provide the answer to marketing Holly-

wood's $3OO,(X)0,O00 inventory of films made
iy the standard two-dimension method.

Studio officials said it will require another

5 or 4 weeks to display the new system

>ropei ly.

Ultimately, what Paramount is striving

or, is an all-purpose" screen, which can be

ised to display any type of picture, whether

t be three-dimension, wide-angle or regula-

ion 21). This is what all exhibitors are

noping to find, before making the costly

nstallations for showing CinemaScope,

Cinerama, Natural Vision 3D, or any of the

jther contemplated innovations.

I

For the preview showing, portions of two-
limension films, made by both Paramount
ind Columbia, were thrown on the new type

»f screen, which adds size, but creates onlv
i mild illusion of depth. The dimensions
measure 33 feet in width, 25 feet in height
rind eiuht feet in depth, with curvatures at

the back and sides of the screen.

V. Frank Freeman contends that the
screen increases vision for regular 2D films,

from a previous 30 decrees across to as high
as 75 decrees. (Cinerama boasts 140 degrees,
and CinemaScope, 90).

I he screen on which the demonstrations
were made, was suitable fur a 1.00(1 seat

theatre. Cost of the screen is expected I"

run around $600.

M-G-M is also preparing a device for add-

ing scope to two-dimension pictures. Studio

engineers, according to a company spokes-

man, have recently come up with a new lens

which will give the 2D product a wide screen

effect and an illusion of depth.

As in the case of Paramount, the system

is still in the final stages of experimentation,

and, for that reason, is still shrouded in con-

siderable secrecy. However, a realiable

source advises us that the new lens will

probably be ready for press and trade show-

ings within the next three to four weeks.

0 0
Probably the most controversial claim

made on the various new techniques, have

come from jack Warner, who told a meet-

ing of 300 visiting exhibitors, that 3D with

glasses is still the best bet to succeed with

the paying customers. In a hotly worded

address, before a showing of Warner's first

3D venture, "'House of Wax," the studio

head took sharp issue with what he termed:

"irresponsible comments and criticism by

self-elected spokesmen who make desicision

for the public.

"The most important fact, and I stress the

word 'fact'," he said, "is that Polaroid

viewers are a comfortable part of viewing

properly photographed three-dimension

motion pictures. We have proved to our

own satisfaction that there is no inconveni-

ence of any kind in wearing Polaroid viewers.

We are convinced that the public will wear

such viewers as effortlessly as they wear

wrist watches or carry fountain pens."

Warner pointed out that he had seen

CinemaScope and several other of the new
processes, and, to date, there has been

nothing which would persuade him to switch

future Warner Bros, production away from

the stereoscopic 3D system.

0 0
20th-Fox plans call for production and

releases of twenty CinemaScope features, all

in Technicolor, from October of this year,

through 1954. The three to be ready for 1953

release are: October, "The Robe" (Richard

Burton-Jean Simmons-Victor Mature); No-

vember, "How To Marry A Millionaire"

( Betty Grable-Marilyn Monroe-Lauren Ba-

call); December, " Twelve Mile Reef" (Terry

Moore-Robert Wagner-Gilbert Roland).

Hinh on the list of '54 productions are:

"King of the Khyber Rifles", "Prince

Valiant", Irving Berlin's "There's No Busi-

ness Like Show Business", Zanuck's pro-

duct ion of "The Egyptian" and " The Queen
of Sheba". It is evident from this array of

Spectacles that Fox officials intend to cap-

italize fully the scope of CinemaScope.

Every one of the 20 scheduled productions

is of the grand-scale variety.

James R. Grainger has decided to ride

along with the 3D current for the present,

at least. The new RKO head ordered 100

per cent three-dimension production during

the next 60 days. Then he will review the

situation.

Three films are currently in production, all

in the steroscopic 3D system, and a trio

more have just been assigned starting dates,

between now and the end of May. Two have

already been completed.

It is interesting to note that only one of

the pictures on this slate will utilize the Nor-

ling 3D camera, for which RKO recently ac-

quired sole rights. That single exception is

"Louisiana Territory," which is already com-
pleted, having been filmed on location in

New Orleans by RKO-Pathe. The other

finished 3D product is Sol Lesser's musical,

"3- D Follies".

It is understood that all of the pictures

thus far slated are adaptable to standard

showing in theatres not equipped for 3D pro-

jection. All of the features, with the excep-

tion of "3-D Follies", will be made in East-

man color.

Now in work are: "Second Chance"

(Robert Mitchum-Linda Darnell), "Arizona

Outpost" (Dale Robertson-Stephen Mc-

Nally), and "Son of Sinbad" (Keith Andes-

Mona Freeman). Slated to go between now

and late May are: "White Swamp," April

15; "The French Line," April 20; and

"Thunder in the North," May 15.

0 0
Allied Artists has been making repeated

announcements of big production programs

in recent week, but, actually, practically

nothing worth noting has gone into work at

the studio in quite some time. Another big

announcement was made by executive pro-

ducer Walter Mirisch a week or so ago, in-

cluding three projected features slated to

start this month. But no castings for the

films were available w hen we went to press.

Looks like AA officials are sitting tight to

see what the effects of 3D will be.

0 o
David A. Lipton, Universal-International

veepee in charge of advertising and publicity,

is mapping an intensified national promotion
program to plug 14 spring and summer U 1

releases. Among the pictures receiving the

big build-up will be: " Thunder Bay" (James
Stewart), "The Cruel Sea" and U-I's first

3D film, "It Came From Outer Space."
" Thunder Bay" will be backed by the most
elaborate promotion of any picture in com-
pany history.

Lip toil also declared that tours by U-I
stars will he continued. Arlene Dahl will

(Continued on Pupc IH)
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Hctliju>ce4 Notebook

STAR BRIGHT

ANNA MARIA ALBERGHETTI

A veteran movie columnist, after the pre-

view of "The Stars Are Singing", remarked:

"We finally have another Deanna Durbin!"
She was referring to Anna Maria Alber-

ghetti, Paramount's 16-year-old Italian im-

port, who, two years ago, won the hearts of

the New York critics in her debut at Car-

negie Hall.

Actually, the teen-aged singer had ap-

peared in two previous Hollywood movies,

but it was not until "The Stars Are Sing-

ing" that Paramount was able to come up
with a proper show-case for displaying her

talent. Whether she will achieve the heights

reached by Miss Durbin some years ago
remains to be seen. Hut no one will deny
that a brilliant new star has appeared in the

Hollywood heavens.

Anna Maria was born to music. Her
father, Daniele Albcrghetti—who, incidental-

ly, has been her only voice teacher—was
prominent throughout Italy as a director of

the famed music conservatory in Milan. Her
mother was a well-known concert pianist,

in her own right.

She made her concert debut in her home
town of Pesaro, in northern Italy, when she

was 12 years old. In the year that followed

she made a concert tour of Italy, Scanda-

navia and Spain, and won the continent's

acclaim as the most exciting new prodigy in

many years.

Miss Alberghetti, with her entire family,

came to America in 1950, and in that same
year she made her Carnegie Hall debut.

Following that, she appeared with the New
York Philharmonic Society at Lewisohn

Stadium in New York, with the Philadelphia

Symphony at Robin Hood Dell, and on

eastern television shows.

Her next assignment is "Summer Song,"

a Technicolor production to be filmed in the

national parks of Utah and Arizona.

Heard in Hdllywddd
Walt Disney is reissuing 90 cartoon shorts, in

6-picture packages to fill out the lower half of

double bills . . . Is L. B. Mayer trying to woo his

son-in-law, Bill Goetz, away from U-l? Wanti

him to head up production for Cinerama . . .

Rogers and Hammerstein will produce "Okla-

home," starting in July, for Joseph Schenck and

Mike Todd's new Magna Theatre Corp. Their

wide-screen process is Cinerama with one pro-

jector . . . Producer Maurice Duke launches

"Prisons of Love," Russ Colombo biopic in July,

Perry Como starring . . . Way ne- Fe 1 1 ows Pro-

ductions will film "Mau Mau" in Africa, for

Warner release . . . Walt Disney is making his

TV bow, but only as a production consultant of

a series of telepix being filmed by Zorro Pro-

ductions, renting space on the Disney lot.

Despite Sarnoff's denials, rumors persist that

one of the major studios is planning a wedding

with NBC-RCA . . . Warwick Productions has

taken over "Lochinvar" from Columbia, and will

produce it for Columbia release . . . "I, the

Jury," which rolls today, is the initial film in

Dunning 3D, black and white process, United

Artists will release . . . Harry Horner drew a

seven-year director's pact at Fox, calling for

two pix per annum . . . Paramount will suffer

a mighty big loss as a result of Vivien Leigh's

breakdown. Liz Taylor replaced the ailing Miss

Leigh in "Elephant Walk" . . . Keefe Braselle

drew a 7-year non-exclusive pact at Warners,

as a result of his fine thesping in the Eddie

Cantor biopic.

There are now 12 feature productions at work

in wide-screen and 3D . . . Fox has a I 2-picture

commitment with Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, for

Technicolor processing on all scheduled Cinema-

Scope productions . . . The Ponti & De Laurentis

3D production of "Odyssey" (Kirk Douglas)

rolls in Rome, this month, in two versions—3D

Gaevert-color and 2D Technicolor . . . Fanchon

and Marco's Hollywood Paramount will show

only 3D feature in the future.

Owners of small Los Angeles theatres got a

stiff jolt, last week, when the IATSE Pro-

jectionists' Local 150 voted to require two men
in the booth when two projectors are used

simultaneously for projection of 3D films

John Rawlins will produce a series of films for

UA release, starting with "Shark River," rolling

April 15 . . . Gene Nelson ankled Warner
Brothers to freelance . . . Evelyn Keyes will star

for Sam Spiegel in Horizon Pictures' "Love

Nothing," to be made in Hollywood, this fall

. . . Richard Jaeckel took over the second male

lead in Republic's "Sea of Lost Ships" (John

Derek-Wanda Hendrix), which rolled April I.

MGM is shooting "Rope's End" in 3D, 2D and

CinemaScope. Now, that's playing it safe! . . .

"Wings of the Hawk" (Van Heflin-Julia Adams)

rolled last week, as U-I's second feature in 3D

. . . Marlon Brando will star in Darryl Zanuck's

1953 personal production, "The Egyptian," roll-

ing in October—in CinemaScope, natch . . .

Gross to date on C. B. DeMille's "Greatest

Show on Earth" is $18,000,000. Looks like

DeMille's finally going to make the grade in

Hollywood . . . Nat Holt produces "Flight to

Tangiers" (Joan Fontaine-Jack Palance) for

Paramount, starting May 18 . . . Warners is

staging an around-the-clock premiere for "House

of Wax," at the Warner L. A. theatre, starting

with a midnight spook show on April 17.

"Knock On Any Wood," Danny Kaye inde for

Paramount release, starts this summer, in 3D and

wide-screen process . . . Another group of

eastern industrialists is after Howard Hughes'

RKO stock . . . Joan Crawford sings and dances

in MGM's "Why Should I Cry," just like she did

when she was the queen of the lot a-way back

when . . . Irving Berlin has called off his pro-

jected 3-picture deal with Fox . . . Warners

have been able to obtain only 12 WarnerPhonic

sound systems, and will have to move them from

theatre to theatre, while "House of Wax" plays

the circuit . . . Bryan Foy, who recently ankled

Warners, is prepping a 3D, Natural Vision inde,

"The Mad Magician".

REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
(Continued from Page 17)

travel on behalf of "Desert Legion," Mari

Blanchard for "Abbott and Costelio Go to

Mars," and Ronald Reagan and Ruth Hamp-
ton will hit the road to tub-thump for "Law
and ( )rder".

0 0
Robert I.. Lippert, Jr., is making his debut

in independent film production with a series

of action films to be released through his

father's Lippert Productions Company. His

first project will be "The Great Jesse James

Raid," to be made in \nscoColor. Casting

is now underway, preparatory to a mid-April

start. Reginald LeBorg will direct.

Jose Ferrer has put his signature on a pact

with C olumbia to co-star with La Hayworth

in "Miss Sadie Thompson", adapted from

Somerset Maugham's famous play "Rain".

Aldo Ray also will be in the cast. It will be

produced in 3D and Technicolor, and much

of the shooting will take place on location

in Hawaii. Jerry Wald will produce it per-

sonally; Curtis Bernhardt will direct.

CORRECTION

In the FILM BULLETIN issue of March

23rd, "The Boy From Oklahoma" was

listed incorrectly as a 3D Natural Vision

production. Is is a 2D production in

Wa rn erColor.
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Technicolor Congratulates

ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS 1952

Best Motion Picture

"THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH"
CECIL B. DeMI LLE- PARAMOUNT

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award

CECIL B. DeMILLE
PRODUCER OF "THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH'

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Direction

JOHN FORD
"THE OUIET MAN"
ARGOSY-REPUBLIC

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Cinematography—Color

"THE QUIET MAN"
ARGOSY-REPUBLIC

WINTON C. HOCH AND ARCHIE STOUT

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Original Film Story

"THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH"
FREDERIC M. FRANK, THEODORE ST. JOHN, FRANK CAVETT

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Scoring of a Musical Picture

"WITH A SONG IN MY HEART"
20TH CENTURY-FOX
ALFRED NEWMAN

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Art Direction—Color

"MOULIN ROUGE"
ROMULUS FILMS-UNITED ARTISTS

PAUL SHERIFF

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

Best Set Direction—Color

"MOULIN ROUGE"
ROMULUS FILMS-UNITED ARTISTS

MARCEL VERTES

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Costume Designing—Color

"MOULIN ROUGE"
ROMULUS FILMS-UNITED ARTISTS

MARCEL VERTES

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Special Effects

"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

A. ARNOLD GILLESPIE, DEP'T HEAD

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Short Subject—One-Reel

"LIGHT IN THE WINDOW"
ART FILMS PRODUCT IONS-20TH CENTURY-FOX

BORIS VERMONT, PRODUCER

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Short Subject—Two-Reel

"WATER BIRDS"

WALT DISNEY-RKO

(Print by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Short Subject—Cartoon

"JOHANN MOUSE"
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FRED OUIMBY, PRODUCER

(Color by TECHNICOLOR)

• Best Documentary -Feature

"THE SEA AROUND US"
RKO

IRWIN ALLEN, PRODUCER

(Print by TECHNICOLOR)

TECHNICOLOR
IS THE TRADE-MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT T. KALMUS, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANACER
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SHORT SUBJECTS
CinemaScope Sampling Demand

Al Lichtman is sampling the country to

determine the demand for CinemaScope. Ap-
plication forms have gone out to all ex-

changes to be distributed to exhibitors. The
20th-Fox distribution chief also reveals that

in addition to the 1200 requests on hand,

National Theatres has ordered the process

for 217 of its showcases.

Bidding Blasted Before House
Southern California TOA sounded off

against competitive bidding and the decree's

outlawing of block booking at hearings

before the sub-committee of the Senate

Small Business Committee in Los Angeles.

SCTOA spokesmen claimed that 75 per cent

of their member theatres lost money last

year, 49 were forced to close because of in-

dividual picture selling and the bidding sys-

tem, which has hiked film rentals.

Balaban Beams
Barney Balaban's report to stockholders

beamed optimism as he predicted that the

1952 net would maintain the '51 figure and

extolled the 3D and wide-screen processes

as a boon to moviegoing. (The dip in Para-

mount's stock from 31% to 29, perhaps in-

congruous with the bright prospects, was in

line with the overall slump on the market

following the peace talk.) Good news for

exhibitors was the disclosure of a new screen

designed to give "greater scope and an il-

lusion of depth" to 2D films. No glasses.

Tackle Homecoming Congressmen
COMPO'S Tax Repeal Campaign Com-

mittee urges exhibitors to watch for date of

Congress' adjournment and hop on their

congressmen as soon as he gets home to get

assurances of an early date for hearing on

the Mason Bill. Don't be afraid to make
contact, says the Committee. Congressmen,

when home, want to sound out the senti-

ments of their constituents.

3D Novelty Out in Year—Goldwyn
The novelty of 3D will wear off in about

a year, Samuel Goldwyn told New York
film critics. While it will serve to enhance

pictures in a technical sense, the real payoff

will continue to be in those with the best

stories and best casts, he said. There will be

a new type of screen, he feels that will add

an illusion of greater depth. The Magna
65mm. wide screen film process, could verv

well be the system of the future. Mr. Gold-

wyn noted that he is a stockholder in United

Artists and through that company a stock-

holder in Magna.

Theatres To Stay—But Not So Many
Like the iceman who said there'll always

be ice-boxes, thcatremen are saying that

there'll always be theatres, says Hallmark's

Kroger Babb. Then adds, "But not so

many of them." Three-D ami wide-screen,

he feels, will provide temporary relief for

the big houses and first runs, but "the cancer

is still there and television will continue to

steal, satisfy and keep the big-profit chunk

of the motion picture theatre's normal audi-

ence" until intra-industry problems arc'

solved and "until they all wake up to the

time-worn fact that advertising pays."

RKO Ad Move Completed
RKO Radio last week completed its switch

of the advertising department from New
York to Hollywood, director of national ad-

vertising, publicity and exploitation Perry

Lieber disclosed. Ellison Vinson, head of

the motion picture division of the Foote,

Cone and Belding ad agency, will supervise

all major ad functions.

Million-Dollar Gross for 3D Bout
UA expects a million dollars in boxoffice

receipts to be realized from the 3D films on
the Marciano-Walcott title fight. Despite the

television audience, it is expected that curi-

osity to see the bout in depth will bring in

a greater audience than has ever witnessed

a fight film in theatres.

AA Sets First Int'l Confab
Allied Artists president Steve Broidy has

set up the company's first International

Sales Convention. It's due for the Roney
Plaza Hotel in Miami Beach, with more than

150 sales representatives from all over the

world on hand, including the entire British

sales force.

Oscar Combo Among UA Toppers
Bill Heineman is tickled with the results

of its twin star Academy Award combina-

tion, "High Noon" and "African Queen",

both of which had "best actor" winners the

past two years. UA distribution chief claims

its among the top money-makers on the UA
schedule, and held a nation-wide telephone

conference call with all UA branch and

district managers to tell them so.

Color TV for Coronation
Great Britain is readying the debut of

color TV for the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth this summer. The Lawrence color

tube developed by Paramount's Chromatic

will be located in public places and in hospi-

tals for the occasion, marking the first public

showing of color TV. Meanwhile, Chro-

matic's Richard Hodgson announced he was
offering it to set manufacturers here "for

production immediately." Pending no Na-

tional Production Authority hitches or in the

House & Senate committees' investigation of

the color TV situation, says Hodgson, "the

public can have it in 1953."

Tinted Windshields Threat to Drive-Ins

Little-known problems of drive-in oper-

ators: Tinted windshields and non-adjustable

sun-visors on cars are a definite hazard to

drive-in business, according to a survey by

National Screen Service's Paul Short for

International Drive-In Theatre Owners
Ass'n. The tinted windshields reduce vision

approximately 34 per cent. Considering that

this type of glass will appear on some 5,000,-

000 cars during the next 18 months, this

factor will have a definite effect on drive-in

business. In fact, when the information wis

revealed at a recent As^'ii meeting, seven

members who were planning new drive-ins

dropped the idea for the time being. Thj
non-adjustable visors cut off 75 per cent cj

the screen for back-scat viewers, it nJ
found. It's expected, however, that practical

ly all manufacturers can be persuaded t:

make adjustable visors.

Tent Topics
Ned E. Dcpinet will be the princip

speaker at the testimonial luncheon tenders

Tuesday (7th) by the Boston Variety Tei

for W. H. (Larry) Gardner, retiring RK
salesman . . . International Chief Bark-a

Jack Beresin has set up a luncheon meetirj

with members of the publicity and publ J

relations advisory committee at Variety Ch]
Rooms of the Piccadilly Hotel April 16.

Money Talk
20th Century-Fox netted $4,747,000 fj

1952, an increase of $439,000 over 1951. Gro.

from film rentals also went up to $93,166,0

from the previous year's $92,489,000. Tl

1952 net figure included a special credit

$1,077,000 from a change of accounting pr

cedure at the time of divorcement to brill

foreign operations to same date as domest

Earnings per share came to $1.71 at the ei

,

of '52, compared with $1.47 at the end of 'f

Columbia's net dipped to $247,000 for t

six-month period ended Dec. 27, 1952. F
the similar period in '51, net profit was $43

000. Earnings per share of common w
17c, compared with 45c at the end of t

previous year's period.

Monogram Pictures Corp. showed a slig

dip in its net profit for the 26 weeks end

Dec. 27, 1952, with $221,000 after taxes coi

pared with $235,000 for the '51 similar perio

It was noted that '51 period carried no t

reserve, whereas the current figure includ

a tax bite of $88,000. Gross increased

$4,540,000, compared with $4,330,861.

People
Milton A. Gordon has been retained

United Artists as financial consultant,

was formerly a senior officer of Wal
Heller & Co., Chicago banking conci

which figured prominently in the Kri

Benjamin takeover . . . Robert F. Blumc

West Coast representative for UA in neg(

ations with inde producers, is setting up !

company's new Hollywood offices at

Samuel Goldwyn studios . . . Jack Kin

was re-elected president of Allied Theat I

of Illinois for a three-year term . . . E

Mersereau, former Film Daily associate p

lisher and general manager, has joined B •

office magazine in the same capacity .
•

Milton Mohr has been named assistant p

licity manager at RKO . . . Resignation f

Clayton Eastman as Warner Buffalo brai i

manager set off the following branch h I

switches: Nat Marcus moves over from J
-

waukee to Buffalo: Ralph H. Dunbar fr '

Cincinnati to Milwaukee, and James •

Abrose moves up to head the Cincini i

branch . . . Harry Dressier replaces H 1

Gillis as sales manager of Paramount's P '

adelphia exchange. Edward Feinblatt ta 9

over Dressler's Harrisburg territory.
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] e Paramount Theatre in New York

n'nt all out on its advance jor the

''ouse of Wax" premiere April 10.

.long the striking lobby displays was

is huge flash fronting the balcony rail.

'Madam' Ballys

'Call Me Madam" was plugged for two
uisecutive weeks on Ed Sullivan's "Toast

i the Town" video network show. With
e Roxy opening spliced between the two
! ndays, March 22 and 29, it received a rare

lost. The first week had a special teaser

uiler to call attention to the following

"ek's telecast, which had a 6-minute clip

'owing Ethel Merman, Donald O'Connor
;d George Sanders in scenes from the 20th-

>x musical and a special go-see recom-
i nidation by host Sullivan . . . Another
i portant tie-up for the film has been set

Uh Decca, which is supplying 300 disc

j:keys with a special Merman radio publi-

<y package. It consists of two records di-

I'tly from the film's soundtrack; one, an

(en-end interview transcription with the

fir simulating an actual talk with a local

ition personality; the other, featuring two
< the hit songs, designed for cut-in use with

1p interview disc.

Hinterlands Get P. A.
Shapely Ava Norring, featured in "Snows

' Kilimanjaro" and in "O. Henry's Fuil

buse," treks to Columbiana, Ohio, to act as

dcbrity hostess of a double debut: 20th-

>x's "Treasure of the Golden Condor" and
I la opening of the Manor Theatre. After a

iccession of star appearances in big city

jemieres, it's refreshing to hear of a p.a. in

hinterland town. And Columbianans are

agog over circuit head George Manos'
luis for the star's appearance and theatre

ening.

'Wax' Stereo Realist Tie

Warners and David White Co., manu-

facturers of the Stereo-Realist three-

dimension still camera, have set up a national

promotion campaign to coincide with nation-

al distribution of "House of Wax". Stereo

Realist, which is experiencing a windfall

from the 3D boom, is going all-out on its

advertising and display accessories featuring

the film. National magazines like Holiday,

Retter Homes & Gardens, Newsweek, Time,

New Yorker and popular and trade photog-

raphy journals will break ads around release

date. The ads will also be used in counter

display pieces, as well as a unique 3D
counter piece in full color featuring the stars.

Camera dealers are being notified of local

playdates so that they can cooperate on

mutual displays in store windows and thea-

The old-time walking flash sign was used by Ed

McGlone, manager of RkO Palace in Cincinnati,

for his run of tt timers "I Confess". He had the

young man walk through crowded 'nidtown areas

with this flash box; controls in each pocket

lighted up each line alternately.

tre lobbies. The White company is making
available to dealers sets of 12 color stereo

pictures from "House of Wax" for showings
to customers.

Getting It Coming, Going
There may be more canny showmen than

Sam Goldwyn, but we can't think of any off-

hand. His "Hans Christian Andersen" is

paying off two ways, at the boxoffice and via

his family. A five-page illustrated story, "1

Love Watching Sam Making Movies," in

the April issue of Woman's Home Com-
panion, is reaching a readership of some
16,000,000. The Companion is plugging the

story in seven major city newspapers, via

1800-line ads. So Goldwyn gets the benefit

of full-page ads paid for by the Companion.

Oh, by the way, the author is Mrs. Samuel

Goldwyn—who also got paid for the article.

Heston Tour Sock
C harlton Heston has been as busy as a 3D

installator in p.a.'s for 20th-Fox's "The
President's Lady," in which he stars. His

10-day flying journey through the South and

Southwest was praised by theatremen as a

real boost for good-will and general movie

publicity, and an important factor in insur-

ing the film's success in subsequent runs, as

well as the openings which featured his ap-

pearance.

Stewart Build-Up
M-G-M is giving the big treatment to

Elaine Stewart, who caught the public fancj

in her sexy role in " The Had and the Beauti-

ful." Recent issues of both Look and Life

devoted considerable space to the raven-

haired beauty, the daughter of an ex-con

from New Jersey. The Life picture story

(Continued on Page 22)
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(Continued from Page 21)

was particularly spectacular, from the hubba-

hubba cover to the three and one-third pages

devoted to "A Starlet Goes Home to Jersey",

detailing her visit to her home in Montclair.

She has star billing in her next, "Take the

High Ground." The Life story was a smart

job of selling this attractive newcomer as

both a sexy siren and as a wholesome, pretty,

small town girl. Life, it seems, is making

up to the movies, as evidenced in recent

plugs to films and movie personalities such

as this.

Lovejoy Air Plugs
Warners has given Frank Lovejoy first

major assignment to plug its 3D "House of

Wax" on the air. The actor will appear on

eight air programs, including the popular

Truth or Consequences and the People Are
Funny shows, in early April.

NDERFUL REALLY HAPPENS..,

EL GOLDWYN's
MUSICAL. WONOIRFILM

Hans
hi is I ia it

dersen
HNICOLOR

Kaye
: jTanmaire

TV Boost For A & C Film
U-Fs "Abbott & Costello Go To Mars"

be promoted coast to coast through the 3.5

TV stations which carry the weekly A & C
video films on a local sponsor basis. Exhibi-

tors should contact individual sponsors of

the TV pictures to exploit openings in their

cities. Another plug will be forthcoming

when the two comedians star on NBC's Col-

gate Comedy Hour on April 26.

'President's Lady' On 'Toast'
Another 20th- Fox film got the Sullivan

treatment over the CBS "Toast of the

Town" network show Easter Sunday, with

highlight clips from "The President's Lady".

'HCA' Ad Switch
A switch in the tone of the campaign on

"Hans Christian Andersen" has become ap-

parent in recent newspaper ads. It is es-

pecially evident as the run progresses into

later weeks. Apparently this has been

brought about by theatremen's experience

that while business is booming in the early

part of the run, the draw seems mostly to

encompass children and older people. When
attendance from this group began to slack,

it was necessary to seek an approach that

would bring in the youthful element, those

in their teens and early twenties. Where the

original ads (upper left) had the whimsical

Danny Kaye in costume, the new approach

(bottom) featured the modern Danny with

his impish smile and grimaces, the Kaye of

clowning, scat songs and vibrant personality.

The operetta-like tone, featuring the pair of

lovers, the story-teller with kids grouped

around him, and standard ballet shots, was

supplanted by stress on the Hit Parade

songs, practically all of which have become
smashes, the romance, and here, was a

DANNY KAYE musical. Where Jeanmaric

was used, it was in an unorthodox ballet,

usually stressing sex. Thus the draw was
angled directly at the element that was
sparse in the fore part of that run.

Most pictures have angles that can draw
virtually any section of the moviegoing

public. It takes the alert showman to recog-

nize which and when to use them.

f Continued on Page 23)
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Pressbook Award
Theatremen are apt to take for granted

that invaluable aid to showmanship—the

pressbook. It is fitting, we believe, that rec-

ognition be bestowed upon those pressbooks

which best serve the needs of theatre show-

men. In this issue the FILM BULLETIN
Pressbook Award goes to:

The Girls of Pleasure Island

Trvt» cuti«i on on Uaij

lS<X>

sHrrinq

An imaginative ad campaign, buit arourn

a situation comedy with hilarious exploita

tion possibilities, detailed in Paramount'

showmanship manual, rates "The Girls o

Pleasure Island" the pressbook award fo

this issue.

Exploiting to the hilt the situation whereii

1500 Marines land on an island where dwe'

three lovely young girls who have neve

known the company of men, the rowdy al

mosphere that pervades the ads makes fo

a provocative approach in both copy and ar

The cartoon theme, as shown above, i

tied in with "Operation Sarong" and fe;

tures most of the ads. It's rare when or

illustration tells the whole impish story, bi

here' is one of those rare cases. The copy ac

more titillating interest. Where most a<

only hint at the story, Jerry Pickman's pres

book department has wisely concentrated c

broadly stating the situation and letting tl

audience take from there. It's a teaser car

paign in reverse.

An unusual facet of the complete cai

paign mat, which has a medley of ads ai

scenes on one board, is the inclusion of a

ditional small space slugs under the standa

column measure. They are good for spa

underlines, after-opening and directory a<

In the exploitation section, a clever cai

paign has been worked out. Local endon

ments with photo of endorser, name and c

dress, and a line like "I've got a date \v

'The Girls . . . etc'." should make excelh

teaser ads. Smart suggestions for str

stunts, Marine tie-ups, a date quiz, and p

vocatively worded classified teasers il

among the other exploitables.
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he Stanley-Warner circuit tie-up with the Philadelphia Daily News, Chevrolet dealers, and Lit Bros,

epartment store jor the fabulous $25,000 jackpot "dream home" in the chain's showmanship drive

nds these principals at the inaugural ceremonies for the new home: Christian Kirsch, oj Chevrolet

:

lax Robb. Lit Bros, v.p.; {'resident Judge Harold L. Ervin: Harry E. Robinson. Chevolet; Ted

chlanger. S-W zone manager: Lee Ellmaker, Jr.. Daily News; and II illiam Barrett and Frank

Facciolo, "dream home" builders.

Continued from Page 22)

S-W Showmanship Jackpot

.
The long-range "Showmanship Crusade",

mnched by Stanley-Warner Theatres to

ypo theatregoing, has swung into high,

lescrbied by Ted Schlanger, S-W Phila.

jne manager as the biggest promotional

impaign at theatre level by any group of

leatres, the first few days of the campaign

as, according to the chain, had a public re-

lonse beyond the fondest hopes of those

ho concocted the idea. The initial phase

ad emphasis on selling, promotion of good-

—ill. special giveaways; then the feature was
'lunched. In conjunction with the city's

uhloid, the Daily News, a fabulous give-

way of a $25,000 jackpot "Dream Home'',

Dmpletely furnished and equipped, right up
i a 1953 Chevrolet in the garage. The in-

iigural opening of the "Dream Home"
irried a bonanza of publicity in the News,
nblazoned on the front page and featured

u page 3 and beyond. The paper will be

lugging for eight weeks on the contest,

hich began March 23 with the inaugural

stivities. The idea is to clip an official

allot from the paper, till it out and drop it

If at any S-W theatre. At the grand draw-
ig, which will be piped into all the chain's

leatres, all tin- winner has to do is to

lentify the picture of a Hollywood star thai

ill appear in the News that day. Here is

uly big-scale showmanship.

Babb's All-Girl Sales

Kroger Babb, whose showmanship has

uilt his Hallmark Pictures into a film or-

anization that gets the greatest return cut

I each dollar spent for a picture, has turned
is talents to exploiting the sales force. He

plans the industry's first all-female sales or-

ganization on the theory that "the distribu-

tor of the future is going to get more for his

sales dollar from female personnel than from

film salesmen."

Coburn Air Stint

Charles Coburn, with a delightful perfor-

mance in the equally delightful "Trouble

Along the Way" under his belt, has taken

to the airwaves on behalf of the film. A
series of radio and TV appearances, which

began last week with tin- Philip Morris and
Milton Berle shows, will take right through

April 17 nn a busy schedule of network

shows.

Army For 'Off Limits
The U. S. Army co-op Paramount has set

up fur the Hope-Rooney starrer, "Off

Limits," can be explited by exhibitors

wherever there is an Army recruiting office.

The Army shipped 10,000 "Off Limits"

EDITORIAL
Macy's Again

Macy's is not only continuing, but stepping up

its newspaper ad campaigns that tie in with

movies. Apparently, this set-up has been paying

off for the company, and they are capitalizing

on the public's renewed interest in movies. The

store takes a film and utilizes the theme or, if a

musical, a song, or even a bit of business and

builds an eye-stopper around it.

For instance, in a two-page spread, Macy's

called attention to its Cash-Time Plan, based on

the "Can You Use Any Money Today?" number

In "Call Me Madam." One full page and three

quarters of the other had scenes and copy de-

voted to the picture. A few days before, the

store in a full-page ad "dropped a deep

curtsey" to U-I's J. Arthur Rank production, "The

Penny Princess," tying the film in with its cheese

products. Again the bulk of the ad played up

the picture, cleverly utilizing the Schneeze ("re-

lated to cheese, but mighty different"), chief

product of this mythical country. Clever adver-

tising, wonderful breaks for these films—and an

idea for smart showmen to advance to their

local department stores. BARN

posters to its offices throughout the country,

with the Military Police Corps distributing

another 5,000 nationally.

Denver's 'Mars' Bally
A bang-up promotion built around those

"heavenly bodies", Universal's starlet Mari

Blanchard and two of the "Miss Universe"

girls, Anita Ekberg and Judy Jorell, was
worked up for the Denver premiere of

"Abbott & Costello Go to Mars." Working
together, Jack Wodell, manager of the Para-

mount; Velma Bulkley, ad head of Wolfberg

Danver Theatres, and U-I field representa-

tive A. Mike Vogel knocked off a series of

seat-selling stunts: The theatre co-sponsored

a "date party" at Lowry Airforce Base with

the Denver Post, promoting a caravan of

1953 Hudson jets to cart the girls from the

airport to the street parade. Department

store tie-ups featured the original costumes

worn by Miss Blanchard and Miss Ekberg,

modeled by the gals themselves. The house

front had a spectacular rocket ship, Oil

wires, which moved up and down.

Wodell offered a U. S. Savings Bond for

the bi-si exploitation idea for the campaign.

// indow display ut the French Government Tourist

agency on Fijth Avenue for the New York engage-

ment of Metro's "Lili" ut the Trans-Lux 52nd St.

Big front displays aren't exclusive with I . S.

theatres. The London I'laza Theatre splashed like

this for "Come Back. Little Sheba".
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??QUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Sag Ahoat New Films

'Satoine* Gets Tongue-in-Cheek Treatment
There was a tendency among most of the New York film

critics to adopt a cavalier attitude toward Columbia's "Salome,"

the Rita Hayworth starrer currently on display at the Rivoli.

The boys frankly expressed the view that the film has the box-

office goods, but they carped about Columbia's interpretation ot

the biblical tale about events at the court of King Herod and

Salome's role in the decapitation of John the Baptist (see FILM
RULLETIN's review in this issue).

Quite forthright in his review was the Post's Archer Win-

stein, who declared: "This is the kind of film your observer would

not be caught dead at, as they say, if it were a plain matter of

self-indulgence. But he must take into consideration the triple

draws of La Hayworth, the spectacles of crimson and gold, gore

and religion, and the primary, magnetic influence of SEX in

respectable surroundings. It would not be at all surprising if

this picture were to become a success without the help of your

faithful blurb-maker."

However, Winstein reported that he was "mildly surprised

to find a substantial company assembled to do justice to the

sensational head-on-a-platter incident."

Bosley Crowther in the Times called the picture "a flam-

boyant. Technicolor romance ... a lush conglomeration of

historical pretenses and make-believe, pseudo-religious ostenta-

tion and just plain insinuated sex." He alleged that "Salome"

suggests less respect for biblical authenticity than for "the

delights of theatrical couture and the well-advertised alurements

of a famous glamour queen."

A "movie mixture presented many times before," was Otis

L. Guernsey, Jr.'s appraisal in the Herald Tribune. "A combin-

ation of musical comedy lavishness, dime novel melodrama and

Biblical passion, with the stock characters dusted off once a^ain

for a vaudeville show of production." The devotional aspect!

Guernsey says, are "handled with restraint and taste."

Alton Cook's World-Telegram review dripped with derisive

comments on Miss Hayworth's performance: "Surroundings in

this new picture must have stirred memories of her days of

oriental splendor with Aly Khan . . . The 'Salome' story has

been fixed up to suit Rita's screen reputation . . . She has become

a sweet innocent who just loved to dance for her friends . .

The Dance of the Seven Veils lasts six minutes, a little better

than one veil every 60 seconds. Rita leaps and whirls with all

her usual disorderly abandon and finishes by writhing on a large

piece of red velvet."

Miss Rose Pelswick, reviewer for the Journal-American,

found the film "spectacular," the sets and costumes "gorgeous,"

the cost "imposing." Her view of Miss Hayworth was much
kinder than that expressed by her male contemporaries. 'Miss

Hayworth gives a glamorous performance," said Miss Pelswick.

"She's beautifully photographed, wears the costumes of the

periods with grace and charm, and brings the picture to a vivid

climax when she does the famous Dance of the Seven Veils in

a swirl of multi-colored chiffons."

'CALL ME MADAM"
20th Century-Fox

"Whatever pleasure Ethel Merman bestowed

in 'Call Me Madam' on the stage . . . may

be counted a minor fraction of the pleasure

she is sure to convey in repeating it on the

screen . . . Seeing her in this picture is like

never having seen her before . . . For with

all the explosive amusement in its book and

with all the melodious wit and gusto in its

. . . songs, it is obvious that the indispens-

able, indestructible Miss Merman is the

reason for the buoyance in this show."

—

Crowther, N. Y. Times

"Merman is a tempest of musical comedy

perfection . . . showing movie belles a thing

or two in Irving Berlin's political jamboree

. . . 'Call Me Madam' is Ethel Merman's

private party, and she razzle-dazzles the

guests with her own display of fireworks all

the way."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Merman stage hit . . . comes to the screen

as a greatly improved show . . . (She) has

an air of spreading affection all over her

audiences. They will spread it right back, all

over her picture."—Cook, N. Y. World-

Telegram

"You can roll out all the superlatives in

the book for 'Call Me Madam'. It's tops . . .

Has everything: a perfect cast, show-stop-

ping songs and dances, a hugely entertaining

story, rich production . . . and a zingy pace."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"Excellent (Movie Meter Rating) . . . This

is Merman in high gear, and there's nothing

much higher than that . . . There won't be

another musical comedy like (it) this year."

—Winsten, N. Y. Post
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'THE NAKED SPUR"
M-G-M
"James Stewart . . . undoubtedly has one

of the best roles of his career . . . 'The

Naked Spur' may be included at this early-

date as possible award contender for this

year."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Unusual Westerner, a tense outdoor

drama that's strong on characterization as

well as action . . . Each of the five stars con-

tributes an excellent performance, and

Anthony Mann's taut direction makes the

most of an equally taut script."—Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal-American

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Rugged outdoor drama, taut, tense, sus-

penseful, replete with good craftsmanship in

all directions . . . Maybe it's a man's movie,

but we, a mere female, relished it because

it's a good movie."—Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Refreshingly tough and taut as they come

. . . economical with words, generous in

deeds, both dastardly and noble, and swiftly

paced in settings that are superb and seem-

ingly just created for Technicolor . . .

Hewed to the old-fashioned concept that

motion pictures should move. It does so in

a thoroughly adult, convincing and enter-

taining style."—

W

r
eiler, N. Y. Times

'I CONFESS'
Warner Bros.

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

new Alfred Hitchcock picture ... is his best

in quite some time . . . interesting for its

impeccable presentation of Quebec itself on

location, for its admirably varied parade of

characters, for its puzzling Catholic dilem-

ma, and for its outstanding performances."

—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Eerie tale, sometimes suspenseful an

sometimes leaning toward the absurd, playe

out in the innuendo and camera accents usu

in Hitchcock films . . . unmistakably Hitcl

cock, but only a fair wine of that not<

vintage."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribui

"Hitchcock's famous talent for brewing

mood of fine suspense with clever directk

and cutting is spent on a nigh suspensele

script . . . Though moments in the picture I

have some tension and power . . . the co

sequence is an entertainment that tends

drag, sag, and generally grow dull."

Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Hitchcock and his scenarists . . .ha

worked a creditable degree of tension
j

skillful accumulation of effects of sm'

details. The complex mess with its occasic

al overtones of soap opera bathos does t'

seem to deserve such craftsmanship. T

sound treatment, however, will lift a stc

that verges on drivel up to hit status,

least."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

'PENNY PRINCESS'
Universal (J. Arthur Rank)

"Coy little whimsy which the Sutton th;

tre people brought from England in one,'

their less discreet moments."—Cook, N. I

W'orld-Telegram.

"Lightweight film . . . contains a II

chuckles at the expense of the AmericlS

and British . . . Story barely manages 0

hang together for the allotted hour an a

half."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune
|

"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) . . . molB

by too heavy a hand to be rated a RriB

import in the droll manner. Trouble is, m
more dull than droll."—Thirer, N. Y. li



VHP IS THIS MAN GREEN?

Started Buying into Fox in 1944

( mtinued from Page 8)

Poor Charlie! Questioners were insistent,

/ter listening to him for some 40 minutes a

s urity salesman in the audience asked,

[Fell, aren't you going to make any com-

mit on the 20th Century-Fox fight?"

'No", answered Charlie.

'Well, what in hell are we doing here",

marked his questioner. He grabbed his

cit and left. One or two other members of

t • audience departed, but questions about

2'h-Fox persisted, and Charlie was needled

iilo disclosing some of his thoughts.

He confessed he was going on with his

p>xy fight with 20th at that company's an-

nal meeting in May. He expressed himself

d satisfied with the company's dividend

r':ord, and with the accounting system used

vich, he claimed reflected more substantial

e-nings than were warranted. He thought

Syros Skouras had shown lack of foresight

ii not getting into the television field

p>mptly, as Paramount did, and that Cine-

n.Scope didn't impress him overmuch as a

s n of genius.

j-reen had gone to the meeting intending

t keep mum about his plans, but here he

vs blabbing them to the very rafters of

Miwartz' Restaurant. And on that same
dy, to make matters worse, Spyros Skouras,

ij his report to Twentieth Century-Fox
s>ckholders, cut some of the ground from

v.der Charlie's feet by frankly admitting,

"/e are not very happy with the results of

t;; past two years". Executives of the com-

I.ny, added Skouras, who were earning over

SX) a week had all voluntarily accepted 50

ircent salary cuts in a determined effort to

sing the company back into more pros-

jrous days. They were succeeding, too, for

's an indication of our continued efforts,

(r world-wide film rentals for the first ten

veks of 1953 are 17.6 per cent ahead of the

sue period of 1952".

The year 1953, as everyone knows, i> the

list promising and exciting the motion pic-

Ire industry has faced since the "film

lorn". Once the confusion of the transition

iriod has passed, 3D, wide-angle, stereo-

] onic sound and other technological ad-

'inces, including theatre TV, will probably

ling audiences flocking back to the theatres.

> these fields, Spyros Skouras and his asso-

fctes in the Twentieth Century-Fox organi-

jtion have been particularly active. All this

i unfortunate for Charlie Green. On this

i
'casion his timing may have gone awry,
r, nn the face of it, this is just the wrong-

r *t possible moment to pick a light with the

mpany's management.

Charlie, however, has got himself into a

tie from which he may now find it dif-

ult to retreat. For his assault on Twentieth
sntury-Fox is different from his successful

tacks on Twin Cities and United-Whelan.
nose two companies were not big earners

DARRYL ZANUCK
Offered Presidency by Green

or dividend payers. Twentieth is. It has a

long and successful record and an unexcelled

business reputation. Nevertheless, on both

the company and its president, Spyros

Skouras, Green and his associates have

served notice of legal action.

The complaint makes numerous accu-

sations, including the following:

Spyros Skouras and Darryl Zanuck
exercise complete domination of control

over Twentieth

;

Both men influenced the board of di-

rectors to enter into employment agree-

ments which were excessive and exorbi-

tant, and a waste of the company's assets;

The death benefits payable to their

estates ($250,000 in the case of Skouras

and $750,000 in that of Zanuck) were il-

legal and improper;

They have been reimbursed for fic-

titious expenses.

On April 2, Charlie Green feeling, perhaps,

that a bit of publicity wouldn't do him any
harm, called a press conference in the Li-

brary Suite of New York's St. Regis Hotel,

at which he handed out copies of the Skouras

and Zanuck employment contracts and of a

statement explaining why he was fighting

Twentieth.

He and his family, Charlie confessed,

bought Twentieth stock in 1944. They paid

up to $54 for it, and sadly watched it decline

(in common with most other movie se-

curities). "I . . . never intended that funds

of the company . . . should be used to velvet-

cushion the uncharted future leisure of

Zanuck and Skouras", gibed Charlie's State-

ment, referring, of course, to the death bene-

fits payable under their employment con-

tracts. The statement went on, sneeringly.

to refer to "this gravy-train-beyond-the-

grave", to "one-sided contractual benefits",

to "unbelievable benificence". The well-

known fact that all Twentieth executives

earning more than $500 a week have ac-

cepted voluntary salary cuts was glossed

over in Charlie's snappy statement.

When everybody at the press conference

had read their fill of this free literature,

Charlie Green stationed himself in the middle

of the room and offered to answer questions.

Samples:

Mr. Green, how much stock do you and your

group control?

I better leave that to my attorneys. I

would rather not discuss that until I have

filed with the SEC, but I can say this: we
represent a goodly proportion of the stock.

It runs into millions of dollars—at cost—not

at market value.

V hen do you expect your suit against the com-

pany to come to trial?

Do you know anything about trial pro-

cedures? Then you tell me. You don't?

Nor me, either. But you can be sure of one

thing: it will come to trial.

If Skouras and Zanuck gave up their contracts

would you call off the suit, or would it still go to

trial?

This thing has now got to be adjusted

legally . . . We are not fighting simply to

have a legal test, but . . . (interruption)

// you gained control of the company. Mr.

Green, what would your policies be in regard to,

say. cutting down costs and salaries? W ould you

change the structure of Twentieth Century-Fox

in any way?

I'm not interested in what goes on in the

motion picture business. These salaries—

I

mean, the salaries of some of the top execu-

tives—are excessive for the services rendered.

Mr. Green, you have said that you offered

Darryl Zanuck the presidency. Doesn't this go

contrary to your complaint that his earnings are

excessive?

No, when I met with him at the beginning

of January, I didn't know7 anything about

this contract. I still think he is a very bril-

liant man, but there's a limit to the vain,

even a most brilliant man can have.

Does your thinking on salaries extend to stars

and literary properties?

My argument has always been that a com-

pany is run for the benefit of the stock-

holders and not to build a dynasty for the

management, and if a company can't make
money for its stockholders something has

to be done about it.

II ould ton liquidate it?

I don't say liquidate it at all, but 1 do say,

run the company for the benefit of the stock-

holders.

What further claims and charges

does Charles G recti make? How
would his policies affect the exhibitor

branch of the movie industry ? These

questions and others will be ansuered

in the second installment of II I/O

IS THIS IMA CHARLIE GREEh ?

in the April 20 issue of FILM
Bl LLETIN.

<
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EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
of the issue

The Hitch-Hikei

Collier Young and Ida Lupino, op(

ating as The Filmakers producJ

director team, have collahorated I

several modestly budgeted pietur

that have caughts the critics and au<

ences by surprise. Theatremen w
have taken advantage of the exploit

tion possibilities in these hims ha

been delighted by the returns at t

boxoffice. The Filmakers' latest

probably the best of the group. T
story was chosen from new spar

headlines about a killer who used t

hitch-hiking device to murder his V

tims. From all reports, W illiam T\

man, as the killer, unleashes one of t

most evil characterizations sir

Richard Widmark's maniacal-laughi

Tommy Udo in "Kiss of Death."

Beginning with two murders by 1

hitch-hiker, who remains faceless ml

he picks up two men, Edmond O'Brj

and Frank Lovejoy, near the Alexic

border, and, at gunpoint, forces th

to drive him across the border iifl

what he believes will be safety. Tl"

'

terrifying journey is a masterpiece!

suspense. Their lives depend on gU

ting the killer through, though tlj"

know that they will be shot down al P

they have served their purpose. In 'a

fight against time, as they proceed o|
the Mexican wasteland, there is alwj

a gun ready to kill them. Even w;

the killer sleeps, they are never s

because of a physical quirk in

killer's left eye that always keep.1
'

open.

The tenseness continues to mounB
police efforts to stop the flight threr II

sudden death for the two hapless I
tims. A bang-up climax puts an en<H

the suspenseful 70 minutes.

From top, William Talman as the

thumb-riding killer: Frank Lovejoy anc\

Edmond O'Brien fail in their attempt tl\

rush their captor; bottom, with the mur
\

derer's gun as a persuudor. the two men

buy supplies to keep them going, t/iougll

they know they are to be eliminated

at any moment.



1XPL0ITATI0N PICTURE

ailored Campaign for RKO Sleeper
KO's "The Hitch-Hiker" is what

tfe trade calls a "sleeper". A surpris-

ifly exciting suspense melodrama, it

hs been given a made-to-order selling

cnpaign "Wire-tight" and packing

"lenty of exploitation material," as it

ildescribed in the FILM BULLETIN
r.iew, the RKO boxofficers have

nllv gone all out on the press book

tlmake the most of the promotion pos-

S'ilities.

The first to come out of the new
s up transferring RKO's ad-publicity

dpartment to the West Coast, the

mnual is a model of showmanship as

itdetails the angles to be plugged in

c >y and art. Press material, ads and

eploitation are set down in bold and

s iple form.

Theatremen's Ideas

Screenings were held for a group of

pjminent Southern California theatre

eecutives. The reflected not only their

echusiasm about the picture, but went

iio suggestions on how to sell the

s )w that should ring bells with show-
n.n. Fanchon and Marco's Bob Holt,

a vising a solid suspense promotion,

ejthuses, "I'd screen the life out of the

p ture. Show it to people who will

tlk about it in advance of opening to

inure word-of-mouth," and suggests

paying up "the sensational perform-

rss waiting:...

ance of Bill Talman. He's a 'new star'

for sure !" Fox West Coast's Dean Hy-
skell notes that "both title and subject

matter are ideal for an over-all blanket

co-operative campaign sponsored by

auto dealers and clubs, and insurance

companies," to emphasize the danger

of giving lifts. There are several other

practical suggestions from theatremen

that could be adapted to virtually any

situation.

Another vital selling angle is intro-

duced. A special screening was held

for top TV and radio personalities and

their suggestions for promotion on

those media were reproduced. Person-

alities like Art Linkletter ("People Are

Funny"), Jack Webb ("Dragnet"),

Elliott Lewis ("Suspense"), and other

airwave toppers and gave their tips on

radio and video exploitation. They're

practical and could be arranged in a

co-op with the stations at little or no

cost to exhibitors. In certain cases, of

course, payment for air time would be

involved.

Shock Copy
Another innovation is a compact run-

down on the newspaper ad linage so

that exhibitors can order mats with

highest efficiency. The ads themselves

are a striking and interest-grabbing

lot. The admen have concentrated on

just waiting;

I ...tothumb
another

Who'll be
his next
victim...
YOU?

Hova you ever picked up

hitch-hiker? We guarantee

you won't ever,. .after seem

this picture) It screams with

thrilts...it rings with trutht

rn»Mi/ inwrmv rnMmin A'nnirM iaiii i iaa
*S*l|SMlBjs*sM

iue you ewer picked up

TAI MAN m

/ f \
a hitch-hiker ?

We guarantee you

won't oyer.., after you

see this picture!

(in 'in himw

Tke Hitch-Hiker
Htt Itory it

blood chitting

tgtp«nte- (romn

at orty lh» ten

hoi ov«r known

(HI trttk-Mt.n

nmnMn O'Ooicm . cdamw i ra/cmv u/ti i iam tai mam

simple illustration and shock copy that

punches across the film's theme, as

seen below.

Quotes on reviews from the various

trade papers on "The Hitch-Hiker" are

sprinkled throughout the pages and

should be valuable in buying and sell-

ing the film.

A terse treatise by producer Collier

Young and director Ida Lupino on

"Why We Made 'The Hitch-Hiker'"

offers good opportunity for heralds or

lobby displays. They talk about their

excitement when they considered the

story
—"We were dealing with real

people caught in one of the most dra-

matic adventures of our times. The

basic theme was the question—in a

race against death, which survives?

The sane or the criminal mind? The
answer provides the strange, driving

suspense of 'The Hitch-Hiker'."

In similarly striking form, the press-

book presents a whole batch of exploi-

tation ideas—each punctuated by in-

sertion into the hitch-hiking hand. In

addition to those pictured above, ideas

for a safety jingle contest, tie-ups with

the local Safety Council. Enquiring Re-

porter stunts, screenings for P. T. A.

and a soda fountain tie-up stunt for a

"Hitch-Hiker" sundae (an ice-cream

concoction with a lady-finger sticking

out like the thumb) should generate

plenty oi talk.

Here is one time a pressbook is a

must. This one truly makes the most

of the potential grossing power of a

film that might have slipped by.
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

ON THE OSCARS
ITO of Ohio

The Academy Awards just passed are

great things for many people. In certain

places they don't mean a thing. There has

long been agitation for a poll in which the

public would have the choice.

Such an award has been started right here

in the state of Ohio. The theatres of Canton,

downtown and neighborhood all cooperating

with the help of the local newspaper con-

ducted their own poll this year. The winners

selected by vote of 18,000 moviegoers in a

city of 110.000 were Doris Day and John

Wayne. The Canton boys intend to throw

a big celebration and hope to have the stars

in person to receive the awards they have

promoted.

They have printed sample ballots which

gave the names of stars and pictures which

could be voted for. They offer the oppor-

tunity for any theatre to get in on the deal

by simply getting the ballots from them.

Conduct your own poll locally through your

own newspaper, or if the newspaper does

not wish to cooperate, do it in the lobby or

through some neighboring store. Then, if

you wish, send the results along to Canton

where they can be added to the totals from

other cities and you will be able to share in

the publicity which accrues from a state-

wide award.

* * 4

Allied ITO of E. Pa.

Academy Awards—For two hours, start-

ing at 10:30 p.m., last Thursday night, I

watched the telecast of the Hollywood and

New York ceremonies of the Motion Picture

Academy Awards for 1952. This was a ter-

rific success and did an outstanding job of

public relations for every segment of the

motion picture industry. It was encourag-

ing to hear and see the glamorous figures of

Hollywood make such splendid statements

about motion pictures and to watch the dig-

nified manner in which the entire affair was
conducted. Best of all, it was gratifying that

an outstanding boxoffice attraction and

motion picture achievement won the top

Oscar. I refer, of course, to the "Greatest

Show On Earth". More contacts like this

with our patrons will help rebuild the box-

office.

—Sidney E. Samuelson

EMERGENCY ON TAX
Allied ITO of la. -Neb.

We have had several letters from exhibi-

tors discouraged by the publicity emanating

from Washington that no taxes will be cut

until budget balance is in sight; of more
necessary Federal expenditures; of Reed's

income tax bill tied up in the Rules Com-
mittee, etc. Frankly and honestly, I don't

feel that way at all! I believe we will gain

exemption from the admission tax this year

because ours is a bona-fide, provable emer-

gency, and also because the Congress will

be shown facts and figures proving that the

Government will lose more money by fail-

ing to take this tax off us, than by taking it

off, thereby helping us stay in business, pay-

ing other taxes! I believe the present propa-

ganda from Washington is to give this Ad-
ministration time to find out where they

stand financially before they are deluged by
a flood of tax-cutting Bills by ambitious

Congressmen, and that it will not handicap

ours, a real emergency.

Col. Cole, Pat McGee and their Committee
have done, are doing, a terrific job on this

collecting proof, making contacts and the

many arrangements necessary. Weekly re-

ports show steady increase in the numbers
of Representatives and Senators for us.

Now, the COMPO Tax Committee
urgently calls upon all exhibitors and all

people in this industry to write their Repre-

sentatives, House Office Bldg., Washington,
D. C., informing them that H. R. 157 by Mr.

Mason is the bill agreed upon for the emer-

gency exemption of Movie Theatres from

the Federal Tax on Admissions, and ask

their support of this particular bill. Exhibi-

tors should add any facts they can about

their own situations—your theatre business

continuing to go down, prospects for the im-

mediate future; that Third Dimension can-

not help you now because your small theatre

will not be able to get it for 1}^ to 2 years

at the earliest and you can't stick it out that

long. Emphasize your emergency and urge

immediate passage of H. R. 157 to save your

business from ruin.

ROADSHOW REISSUES?
Allied ITO of E. Pa.

The RKO home office is overheated about

its double feature reissue "Fort Apache" and

"Blood On the Moon". Here is a very in-

teresting quotation from General Sales Man-
ager Boasberg's announcement: "We will

launch this great twin bill in keeping with

the handling of the most important attrac-

tions. The early engagements will be given

special advertising and exploitation cam-

paigns. The program will not be available

to small towns until it has played the key

cities in their proper order of progression."

Just what this means, nobody knows. Could

it be that RKO, having road-shown a enr

toon will now try to sell a double feature

reissue on a road show, pre-release, forced

advanced admission price basis? Has RKO
forgotten its many loyal small town exhibi-

tor customers who have supported it

through all its difficulties?

DON'T RUSH WITH BAD 3D
Allied ITO of E. Pa.

Warning on hasty showing of "so-so" 3D
films—The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin of

Saturday, March 4. 1953, printed an article

written by Laura Lee, its very astute motion

picture critic. She cautions the industry on

souring the public against 3D pictures by

showing films which "arc neither as exciting

nor do they seem as clear as the three di-

mensional films exhibited in New York at

the World's Fair more than fifteen years

ago". Miss Lee points out that the 3D
Shorts showing at a first-run downtown
Philadelphia theatre have a "confusing un-

evenness", were "jerky and disturbing" and

"badly blurred". These films were made by

a Hritish process called Stereo Techniques,

Ltd., and were shown in England a couple

of years ago. It might be well for exhibitors

to wait for what we are advised will be good

3D pictures now in production and soon to

be released, rather than hurriedly showing

so-so 3D films which result in disappoint-

ment, dissatisfaction, and build up resistance

to the whole idea of 3D.

NO TAX ON CLASSES
ITO of Ohio

Since it is probable that some people will

have polarized glasses for viewing Natural

Vision Pictures, we requested from the

Treasury Dept. a ruling on whether a thea-

tre could not charge for admission in tiie

following manner:

Admission _ 42c

Federal Tax 08c

Polarized Glasses 25c

(optional)

Total .» 75c

We quote from the Head of the Techni-

cal Ruling Division in Washington, Mr. H.

T. Swartz as follows:

"Re letter February 24 concerning appli-

cability admissions tax to twenty five cen

charge for polaroid glasses worn to viev
|

three dimensional pictures, on basis tha

purchase of glasses not a condition to ad
]

mission and such fact is clearly made knowi

to patrons. Held such charge not subjec

to tax."

In plain language this means that yo
]

can. for example, sell 50 cent tickets bu

charge 75c if at the time of the sale of th.

tickets the patron also wishes to buy thl

polaroid glasses. In making a request fc|

the ruling, the undersigned admitted frankl

that there would probably be few peop
j

who would not buy the glasses.

The question of whether the distribute

on a percentage engagement of a three dj

mensional picture can cut into the profits u

the glasses is entirely different, of coursi

But it would seem that the exhibitor wl

wants to purchase the glasses outright wou

benefit by the sale of them and the disti|

butor would be entitled to his share of t

percentage only on the admission price.

In carrying out this policy, note that t

word "Optional" must be displayed in cc

nection with the price of the glasses in ore,

to conform to the ruling of the Treasuj

Dept. Also note that the tickets you 5l

must conform to the standard rulings 1;

have no mention of the glasses. In the

stance shown, 50c tickets would be sold b

the cashier would handle the whole trajl

action at once for 75c. Should some pati-

say that he did not wish to buy the glass

he could only be required to pay 50c.
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lODUCTIOn
R€L€fiS€ R6CORD

II
ALLIED ARTISTS

1-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

55)

19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

.PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Jo;ry Knights

MPLETED
Bound - -

3d e Zone _
Znon Ambush
5i Jockey 177) -

Fa is of the Arctic

Fajo —
Hi Top IC)

5man, The
Hi/atha IC)
Hiiwayman. The (C) 183) ...

He esteaders, The ...

la by
iu lie Girl

Kaas Pacific (C)

Mi can Silver

N< hwest Territory 161 )

Sc of Belle Starr -.

NHolds Barred
Taiier Incident —
re s City
To edo Alley
Vi >us Years, The 179)

vV 'e Lightning
Warning Roundup
Scared Circle, The
Yon Gold

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Gorcey-Hall

Rel. No. Rev.

Clements
..Hodiak-Christian
Brown-Coates ....

Simms-O'Shea
Kirby-Grant

-Elliot

Hayden-Carlson
Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay ...

Hendrix-Coburn ....

.Elliott-Vallin

Gorcey-Hall
...Sheffield-Sharpe ...

Hayden-Miller
Wilson-Clyde
Grant-Chinook

.. Larsen-Castle

..Bowery Boys
.. Brent-Aldon
Brown-Elliscn
Stevens-Malone ...

Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar .

Wilson-Coates .....

...Kirkwood-Gleason
Grant-Hyer

10-52
9-52.

. 10-12
8-23
12-28
9-52 .

I 1-52
4-13
12-7

... 9-8.
2-53

2-53

r.i'2-9.'.!

12-52"

2-53
12-30
11-52
2-18

ZYi-r..

8-52

5216
22...

5244
21

5222
5226
5201
5252
.5202.
......20 ...... 8-27

24

"I2TCZ!

ZI.23Z

5254.7..1

5221—

II
COLUMBIA

I 52-53 Features Completed (43)

Serials Completed ( 3)

In Production (7)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

II PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Rogade Canvon IT) IDD)
Wj One, The
Ftn Here to Eternity
Li of the Pony Express
Hi Below Zero IT)

M; Sadie Thompson
Bi Heat. The

C MPLETED
Aiir in Trinidad 198)
A Ashore IT) 180)

Asush at Tomahawk Gap (T)

B.aed Wire (61)
8i Jump, The IT)

B; Canadian Rockies 158)
Biand, The (T) 194)
Cifornia Conquest (T) (79) .._

C>tain Pirate (T) 185)
Cuded Yellow, The 189) „...

Cigo Bill

C quest of Cochise IT)
Caple Creek IT) 178)
Cisin' Down the River (T)
E it Iron Men 180)
F fighters, Th e
F> Angels on Murder 188)
Ft Ti IT) (DDI
4 1 Man, The
5)0 Fingers of Dr. T., The IT)
F r Poster, The 1103)
G ss Wall, The 180)
Gden Hawk IT) (83) „_
Hgman's Knot IT) (81) „..

Popy Time, The (94)
F Wonderful Lie
lusion, U.S.A. (74)
J k McCall, Desperado IT)
Jigler, The -

J ction City (54)
J gle Safari
k From Broken Gun (56)
Llies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue).
Lt of the Comanches (T) (85)
1 1 Posse, The
lit Train From Bombay 172)
I s Do It Again IT)
>n in the Dark IDDI
*mber of the Wedding, The 191) ..

*.sion Over Korea
ntana Territory IT) 164)

< Top of Old Smoky (59)
Ce Girl's Confession
fhfinder, The IT) 178)
fnce of Pirates IT) 180)
Fsoners of the Casbah (T)
Fblem Girls 170)
Snbow Round My Shoulder IT) 178)
ti Snow (75)
f'ers of the Whistling Pines
9ome (T) (103)
''age Mutiny (73) ...

'•rm Over Tibet (87)
ange Fascination (80)
Target—Hong Kong 166)

Cast
John Derek
Brando-Murphy
Clift-Lancaster
Autry-Burnett
Alan Ladd
Hayworth-Ray
Glenn Ford

Rel. No. Rev.

Hayworth-Ford
Rooney-Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Autry-Buttram
Ladd-Andrews
Autry-Buttram
Dexter-Lawrence ...

Wilde-Wright
Louis Hayward
Simmons-Howard
McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Montgomery-Booth
Haymes-Totter
Colleano-Frani
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Montgomery-Vohs
Ireland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Harrison-Palmer
Gassman-Grahame
.Fleming-Haydn
Scott-Jarman
-Boyer-Driscoll
Kiepura-Eggerth
Mohr-Castle
Montgomery-Stevens
Douglas-Vitale
Starrett-Burnette
Weissmuller-Greene
.Starrett-Bunett
Monroe-Jergens
Crawford-Hale
Crawford-Derek
.FHall-Ferraday
Wyman-Milland
O'Brien-Totter
Waters-Harris
Hodiak-Derek

. McAllister-Hendrix
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Montogmery-Carter
Derek-Rush
Graham-Romero
Walker-Elliott
Laine-Daniels
.Madison-Mala

. Autry-White
Hayworth-Granger
Weissmuller-Stevens
Reagon-Douglas

_Moore-Haas
Denning-Loo

9-52
3-53

17-52"

1 1-52
7-52
7-52
8-52
8-52

7-52

1 2-52

3-53.'.*

1-53
4-53
10-52
1 1-52
12-52

~l 2-52
"

4-53

7-28

431

508

506

6-30
7-28
10-8

6-30

9-22

6-30

"2-23

7-52 .486

8-52. Z48T
I 1-52
2-53

8-52

4-53
3-53

6-52
3-53
4-53
1-53
3-53

4- 53
9-52
7-52

504

438

503
439

8-1

12-29

6-30

3-23
9-22

3-53
7-52
12-52 505

2-53

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.

"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the

Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time

in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)

Cinecolor, (SC) Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-

color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary ......Special......

Voodoo Tiger (67) ...-Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
Wagon Team (61) Autry-Buttram 9-52 476
Walk East on Beacon 198) Murphy-Gilmore ...6-52 426 5-5

War Cry IC) Montgomery-Long 435
The Wild One Brando-Murphy
Winning of the West (57) Autry-Burnette 1—53

"6-18 1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (15) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Night IReissue)
Bachelor in Paris 183)

Bad Blonde 180)

Cairo
Captain Kidd IReissue) 189)
Gambler and the Lady (71)

Great White Hunter IReissue)
Hellgate 187)

I'll Get You 179)

Johnny the Giant Killer IT)

Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)

Perils of the Jungle 163)

Scotland Yard Inspector (73)

Secret People 187)

Tall Texan, The 184)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63) ..

White Goddess 173)

(89)

Cast Rel. No.

Anna May Wong 4-24 5215
Price-Auer 3-27 5213
Payton-Wright 4-10 5211

George Raft
Scott-Laughton 12-12 5210
Dane Clark 12-26 5204
Peck-Preston 12-12 5209
Hayden-Leslie 9-5 5113
George Raft 1-16 5206
Animation Feature - 5205
Tracy-Sawyer 11-28 5203
Clyde Beatty 3-20 5214
Romero-Maxwell 10-31 5202
Cortesa-A. Hepburn . 8-25 5116
Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207
Special Cast 11-14 5201

Jon Hall 3-27 5224

Rev.

Rev.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (48) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

Arena lAns) 1 3-D )
Young-Bergen

Easy To Love IT) Williams-Johnson
Great Diamond Robbery, The Skelton-Williams

Mogambo IT) Gable-Gardner -

Saadia IT) Wilde-Gam
Take the High Ground lAnsI Widmark-Stewart

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond 1122) Taylor-Parker 1-53

Affairs of Dobie Gillis Reynolds-Van

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger

Apache War Smoke 167) Roland-Horton ...

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118) Turner-Douglas

Band Wagon, The (T) Astaire-Charisse

Battle Circus 190) Bogart-Allyson

Because You're Mine (T) (103) Lanza-Whitmore
Big Leaguer, The Robinson-Ellen

Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Clown, The 191) Skelton-Greer

Code 2 169) Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie 171) Johnson-Leigh ...

Cry of the Hunted 180) Gassman-Sullivan
Danqerous When Wet IT) Williams-Lamas .

Desperate Search, The 171) Keel-Greer

Devil Makes Three. The 190) (T) Kelly-Angeli

Dream Wife 1991 Grant-Kerr
Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92). Champion-O'Keefe 10-52

10-52
1-53

4-53
10-52

1-53

1-53
9-52

313

305
315

321
304

1 0-6
2-9

2-9
9-8

326
316

322

314
302

1-26

10-6

Fearless Fagan 178) Leigh-Carpenter 8-52

Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons
Girl Who Had Everything, The (69) .... Taylor-Lamas
Hoaxters, The 1361 Documentary
Holiday for Sinners (72) ...Young-Rule - 7-52

Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams 11-52

I Love Melvin (T) 177) O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53

Invitation to the Dance IT) Kelly-Youskevitch
Ivanhoe IT) 1106) R.Taylor-E.Taylor 8-52

Jeopardy 170) Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53

Julius Caesar Brando-Mason
Latin Lovers (T) Turner-Montalban
Lili IT) (81) Caron-Ferrer
Lovely to Look At 1102) (T) Grayson-Skelton 7-52

Main Street to Broadway — All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) (105) Turner-Lomas 9-52

Mv Man and I 199) Winters-Montalban 9-52

Million Dollar Mermaid IT) 1110) Williams-Mature 12-52

Naked Spur, The IT) 191) Stewart-Ryan
Never Let Me Go
Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)

Prisoner of Zenda IT) (100)

Quo Vadis (T) 1168)
Remains To Be Seen
Ride. Vaouero lAns)
Rogue's March 184)

Scandal At Scourie ITI (90)

Scaramouche (TI 1115)
Sky Full of Moon (73)

Slight Case of Larceny
small Town Girl IT) 1931

Sombrero IT) 1103)

S*orv of Three Loves (T) (122)

fime Bomb 1771
Washington Story 182)

You For Me 170)

Young Bess IT)

306
241

319
239
309
323

307
317

12-1

8-25

10-20
7-14

3-9
1-12

6730
10-20

... 2-9

6-30

237

Gable-Tierney
Tracy-Tierney I 1-52

Granger-Kerr I 1-52
Taylor-Kerr ...

Allyson-Johnson
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule 3-53
Garson-Pidgeon
S. Granger-E. Parker 6-52
Carpenter-Sterling 12-52
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger 4-53
Montalban- Anqpli 3-53
All-Star Cast

_Ford-Vernon
Johnson-Neal 7-52

Lawford-Greer . 8-52
Simmons-Granger

301

303
312
318
327
310
308
218

320

9-22

11-17

236
311

I 1-3

10-20
11- 19

1-12

6-30
11-17

325
324 3-9

238
240

7- 14

8- 11
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PARAMOUNT
RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Caddy, The Martin & Lewis
Money From Home IT) I3DI Martin-Lewis

Those Sisters From Seattle I ParaVI IT) Fleming-Barry

COMPLETED
Arrowhead IT) ....] ...

Atomic City, lhe 185)

Blazing Forest IT) 191)

Botany Bay IT)

Caribbean IT) 195)
Carrie 1118)
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba 199)

Denver & Rio Grande IT) 189)

Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 190)
Forever Female
Girls of Pleasure Island ITI 195)

Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151

Rel. No. Rev.

Here Comes the Girls
Houdini IT)

Hurricane Smith IT) .

Jumping Jacks 198)
Jamaica Run IT)

Just For You IT) 1 104)

IT)

Los Alamos . _..

Military Policeman
Off Limits !89)
Pony Ev^ress IT) 1 101 I

Road to Bali ITI 191) Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree (T) 1 3-D ) Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) 195) Heston-Hanson
Scared Stiff Martin-Lewis
Shane IT) . . Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me IT) (97) Hufton-Meeker
Son of Paleface IT) Hope-Russell
Stalaq 17 Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singing. The 199) IT) Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The 1100) Martin-Lewis
Thunder in the East 1981 Ladd-Kerr
Turning Point, The (85( Holden-Smith
Tropic Zone IT) 194) Reagan-Fleming
Vanquished, The IT) Payne-Sterling
War of the Worlds IT) 185) Barry-Robinson

Heston-Palance
£arry-Clarke 1.3. 4- 52 5120
Payne-Moorehead 12- 52 5207 10--20

Ladd-Mason
Payne-Dahl 9--52 5202
Olivier-Jones 8--52... 5123 6 -16
Colbert-Wilcoxon 1

2--52 5208 ....

Lancaster-Booth 3- 53 5213 -26

O Brien-Hayden 4--52... .5115 4-7

Leigh-Andrews ...

7.-5? 5122

Genn-Taylor 4--53 5215 2 -23

Stewart-Hutton 7--52 5129 1 -14
Pavnp-Morrow
Hope-Martin ...

Curtis-Leiah
DeCarlo-lreland 10--52 5204 9 -22

Martin-Lewis 7 -52 5121 6-16
Millond-Dahl 6--53

Crosby-Wyman _. 9 -52 5201 8-II
Cmsbv-DauDhin
Barry-Carke
Hoop-Maxwell ...

Hope-Rooney 4--53 5216
Hesfon-Fleming 5--53 5217 3-9

1-53 5209

5-53
I 1-52

10-52
8-52

3-53
3-53
1-53
10-52
1-53

5206 10-6

5203
5124

9-8
7-14

5214 1-12
5212
5210 1 1-17
5205 10-6
521 1 12-29

5-53 5218 3-9

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
Admiral was a Lady (Reissue 187)
Atomic Monster (Reissue) 165)

(Formerlv The Man-made Monster)
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75)
Calling Mr. Death 1631 (Reissue)
Cairo Road (85) _
Chinatown Sguad IReissuel 166)
Cuban Pete 161) (Reissue)
Dark of Sts. of Cairo (Reissue) (59)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Flyinq Saucer (Reissue) (69)
House of Darkness (63)
House of the 7 Gables, The 197)

I Reissue)
If This Be Sin (74)

Inside Job 165) (Reissue)
In Society (Reissue! 1831
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74)

(Reissue)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue)
Mug Town 160) (Reissue)
Missing Head (62)

IReissue of "Strange Confession")
Mr. Pip (101) IReissue)
My Death is a Mockery 167)
Private Buckaroo (68) IReissue)
Run For the Hills (76)
Rhythm of the Island 1 60.) I Reissue I

Salome, Where She Danced
Song of the Saronq 165) (Reissue)

(T) (Reissue) (97)
Strange Conquest IReissue 164)
Tiger Island IReissue) 172)
Vanishing Body 165)

IReissue of "Black Cat")
Wide Boy 166)

Hendrix-O'Brien 2-53
Chaney-Atwil! 4-53

Barker-Wescott 1 1—52
Chaney-Naish I —53
.Harvey-Portman 10-52
Hobson-Talbot 3-53
Arnez-Smith 11-52
Gurie-Zucco 3—53
Auer-Buford 11-52
Conrad-Garrison 4-53 .

Harvey-Shaw 10-52
Sanders-Price 2-53

Loy-Greene I 1-52
Curtis-Rutherford 12-52
Abbott & Costello 3-53
O'Conner-Jones 2-53

Ball-Brent 11-52
Dead End Kids 12-52
Chaney-Joyce 1-53

HullHolmes 2-53
D. Huston-Byron ... 12-52
Harry James 2-53
B. Payton-S. Tufts 4-53
A. Jones-J. Frazee 5-53

N . Kelly-W. Gargan 5-53
DeCarlo-Cameron 3-53
Wyatt-Bishop 5-53
Bickford-Young 5-53
Karloff-Lugosi 1-53..

Shaw-Tafler 12-52

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (II)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

( 1 )

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Champ Fom Brooklyn. The Nicol-Totter

COMPLETED
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen -

Fair Wind to Java (Tr) MacMurray-Ralston
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens

Rel. No. Rev.

10-8. 5174

Ladv Wants Mink, The (Tr) ..

Laughinq Ann (T)
Marshal of Cedar Rock
Old Oklahoma Plains (60) ...

Perilous Voyage
Ouiet Man, The (T) 1 1?9)
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90)
San Antone
South of San Antone
South Pacific Trail (60)
Sun Shines Bright .....

Sweetheart Time (Tr)

Thunderbirds (98)
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90)
Tropical Heat Wave 174)
Valley of Missing Men
WAC From Walla Walla (83)
Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman They Almost Lynched, The

Hussey-O'Keefe 3-30
Corey-Tucker --—»l
Lane-Waller 2-1 5241
.Allen-Kay 7-25 5144 .19
Ralston-brian 1

Wayne-O'Hara 9-14 5108 8-19

Donlevy-Tucker 11-52 5202 ||_3

Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203
Cameron-Whelan _, ]

. Allen-Estelita 10-20 5145
Winninger-Whelan a'i

Middleton-Norman
Derek-Barrymore 11-27 5201
Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109 JH

. Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126

...Lane-Waller -

Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Cameron-Hussey 9-5 5107 8-1

Lund-Leslie 3-20 d

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (3

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE— Running Time

Arizona Outpost IC)
Second Chance
3-D Follies, The IEC) IStCI

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) (Re-issue)
Annie Oakley 191) IRe-issue)
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Beware, My Lovely (77)
Big Sky, The (140)
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99)
Break-Up
Bystander, The _

Captive Woman (65)

Clash By Night 1105)
Count the Hours 174)

Difference, The
Face to Face 1921

Hands Across the Sea
Hans Christian Andersen IT) 1120)
Hitch-Hiker, The
Jet Pilot (T) 1118)
King Kong IRe-issue)

Leopard Man, The IRe-issue)
Look Who's Laughinq (79)

Lusty Men, The (113)
Man Who Fooled Hitler
Montana Belle (Tr) 181)

Narrow Margin (71)

Never Wave At A Wac .

No Escape
No Time for Flowers 183)

Ore Minute to Zero (105) ...

Peter Pan (T) 1771

She Had to Say Yes
Split Second . —
Story of Robin Hood (T) (84)
Sudden Fear 1110)
Tarzan and the She Devil
Too Many Girls (85) -

Under the Red Sea (67)
Wild Heart, The (T) (82)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Robertson-Hunnicutt
Linda Darnell
Horton Dancers

Rel. No. Rev

Trevor-Wayne _

Stanwyck-Foster
Simmons-Younq
Lupino-Ryan
Douglas-Martin
Darnell-Newton
Simmons-Mature
Mitchum-Simmons
Clarke-Field
Douglas-Stanwyck
Wright-Carey
O'Brien-Lovejoy
Mason-Preston
Rennie-Peters
Kaye-Grainger
O'Brien-Lovejoy
Wayne-Leigh
Cabot
O'Keefe
Ball-McGee
-Hayward-Mitchum
Werner
Russell-Brent.
McGraw-Windsor
Russell-Wilson
Ayres-Tufts
Lindfors-P. Christian

. Mitchum-Tallman
Disney Cartoon Feature
Simmons-Mitchum
McNally-Smith
Todd-Rice

. Crawford-Palance
Barker-MacKenzie
Ball-Arnaz
Hass-Berl
Jennifer Jones

9-52 384
9-52 383

1 1-52 368 ...3-3

9-52 302 8-

8-52 361
12-52 l?-l

10-52
6-52
4-53

I 1-52
3-53

6-52
6-52
8-52
10-52

1 1-52
5-52
1-53

2-53
8-52
2-53
2-53

7-52
8-52

306
229

309

269
270
381
304 .

308
226

8-52
10-52
7-52

301

391
362

382
305
274

Cast
Grable-Powell
Ryan-Lundigan

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

How to Marry A Millionaire (T)

Inferno IC) (3-D)

Kid From Left Field, The Dailey-Bancroft

Robe, The IT) ICinS) Burton-Simmons
Vickie Crain-Peters

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90) ...

Blueprint For Murder
Call Me Madam IT) 1117)

City of Bad Men IT)

Dangerous Crossing
Desert Rats (88)

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Diplomatic Courier (97) -

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) 187)

Dream Boat (83)

Farmer Takes A Wife. The (TH8II
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT)

Girl Next Door. The 192)

Glorv Brioade 182)

I Don't Care Girl (T) 178)

Invader From Mars (CI (78)

Kangaroo (T) 184) ,

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78)

Leave Her to Heaven (110) (Reissue)

Les Miserables (104)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) —
Lydia Bailey (T) 189)

Man On A Tiqhtrope 1105)

Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel 198)

My Pal Gus 183)

Rel. No.

Gaynor-Brady
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson ....

Crain-Rennie
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Power-Neal
Widmark-Monroe
Lundigan-Greer ...

Webb-Francis
Grable-Robertson
Russell-Monroe
Haver-Dailey

-52

-53

236

311

53
53 313

52 222..

52 224
53 317
52 ....... 223

.

307

Mature-Moore 7-

Gaynor-Wayne I-

H. Carter-A. Franz 5-

O'Hara-Lawford .....4-

My Wife's Best Friend ( 101

)

Niagara (T) (89)

Niqht Without Sleep (77) ....

O. Henry's Full House (HI)
Pickup on South Street 180)

L. Hayward-Medina 7-

Tierney-Wilde — 4-

Rennie-Paget 8-

Peters-Hunter 9
Robertson-Francis 4-

March-Moore 5-

.Grant-Rogers 10-

deHavilland-Burton I-

Widmark-Dru 12-

Baxter-Carey 10-

Cotten-Peters 2-

Darnell-Merrll II-

Crain-Granger 9-

Widmark-Peters 6-

53 ..

53 302
53 314
•52 217..

52 218.
52 255.
-52 225
-52 227..

52 .219..

53 315
-52 230..

53 301

52 ..... 233
52 231
S3 306
•52 235..

52 .... 228
•53

12-

12-

7-

I-

20th' CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (31) In Production (E

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —
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i\ Soldier IT) 182) ................ Power-Edwards
jjter River IT) Caihoun-Caivet
rident's Ladv. The 194) Hayward-Heston
il Gentry 182) J. Jones-Heston
lilr of the King , Hunter-Rennie
lr Whip, The (73) Calhoun-Robertson
\i\ The 189) . Bette Davis
ic. s of Kilimanjaro, The IT) (114) Peck-Hayward
jr thinq For The Birds (81) Mature-Neal
'a, and Stripes Forever IT) 189) Webb-Paget
e Trap 185) Cotton-Wright
dI77) Daley-Smith
lit of Venice (91) Montez-Christian
tic 1981 Webb-Stanwyck
e.ure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith
irht We Sing (Tl (109) Pinza-Peters
a lil The Sun Shines NellielTI I I 08) Peters-Wayne
h of a Gaucho IT) 191) Tierny-Calhoun
'ee Not Married 185) Wayne-Rogers
'b: Price Glory IT) llll) r.aqney-Dailey
'h" Witch Doctor. The IT) Hayward-Mitchum

12-52
6- !>3

4-53
1-53

2-53
3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
I 1-52
3-53
12-52
5-53
2-:3
4-53
7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52
7-53

237 11-17

"'3I2ZIIZZ
303 12-29

309
316

233
239
232
305
304

2-23
9-22
I 1-3
12-1

12-1

2-23308
3 1 0

220 5-19
229 10-20
221 7-14
224 7-28

UNITED ARTISTS
92-53 Features Completed (35) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

i RODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No. Rev.

OIPLETED
rii Screams Beatty-Buck
is sin. The Gregson-Grahame
b in Bagdad (79) Goddard-Lee
n ts of Corsica. The 181) Greene-Raymond
e inq the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
'4i Devil I3DI lAns) 185) Stack-Britton
yhe Beloved Country Lee-Poitier
dI n Arrow 182) Meredith-Aumont
jeilla Girl 181) Dantine-Marianna
je Wife 190) Colbert-Ameche
g Noon (85) ... .Cooper-Kelly
ai of Desire IT) (103) _ Darnell-Hunter ...

the Bag 187) Ailen-Benny
in s City Confidential _ Payne-Gray
d Vanishes. The 185)
m.ght 11401
viHappy
H Girl (96)
aotic Monster 175)

bll (T)

isHargreaves
Dn on 179)
oo Is Blue. The
oui Rouae IT) 1 1 181

lit st In Malaya 188)
irkow (83)
anm From Space
lie s of the Seven Seas IT)

id lanet Mars 187)

Hi to Paradise (T) Cooper-Hayes
ngjhe (78) Rios-Moreno
ve The IT) 199) Swinburne-Shields ....

lut Shoot McCrea-Keyes
ait Spear, The (An) Archer-Hyer
in

: the Renegade 157) Carpenter-Irving
iat*1an From Tangier Asther-Coleman
lie The (85) Milland-Gam
im tone Exoress IT) Montgomery-Hunter
imrown's Schooldays 193) Davies-Newton
'Is. (88) (T) Hayward-Preston
<o -als and a Guy 170) Paige-Alda
nt< ed Women (70) Jewel Productions
hf

(

l Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott
The Bergman-Brando

Red grave- Lock wood
Chaplin-Bloom
Massey-Burr
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron ...

Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
Claudette Colbert
Evans-Welch
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Graves-King

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-22
3-20
1-23

9-52
7-30
8-4
9- 2

1-14
9-5
2-4

4- 15

1-30
2- 18

12-14

3-6

I 1-24
8- 12

5-2 7

5-15

9-25
2- 15

5-15

3-27
5-8

10-10

Kr 5-5
8-25

Chap I 1-3

Sml

Ren

Pop

8-25

10-4

n E, I

'itiks,

ir
9!!-53

11-2
4-4

8-31
9-52
4-20

Wan

UNIVERSAL
Features Completed (30) In Production (51

1 RODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

acl'o God's Country IT)
•ac s Bunch IT)
ire Were Reneqades IT)

(ah' Mv Baby Back Home IT)

JO PLETED
bbt & Costello Go To Mars 17/
bbt and Costello Meet

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hudson-Cochran
O'Hara-Chandler
Murphy-Nelson ...

O'Connor-Leigh

Rel. No. Rev.

II Desire
ec.se of You 195)

on: Goes To College (79) .

:itv!eneath the Sea (T)
:olin South IT)

•ueit Silver Creek. The (T)

ort den

•umoke (T)
lar ;rom the Alamo

« nd Order (T)
3w;s Breed. The
on Hand (T) .

»ti Alaska
la

la d Pa Kettle on Vacaion

Abbott & Costello Apr 316 3-23

Abbott-Costello Aug
Flynn-O'Hara Dec 305 12-1
Stanwvc k-Carlson

..Young-Chandler Nov 302 10-20
McNally-Greene Dec 304

. Perreau-Gwenn Sept 232 8-25
Ryan-Powers Mar 308
Murphy-Evans June
Murphy-Domergue ... Aug 228 ....

Ladd-Dahl Aor 315 Y-9
Chandler-Maxwell
Curtis-Dru Aug
Donald O'Connor July
Holden-Farrell Feb 311 1-24
Laurie-Hudson
Murphy-Drake Mar 3 17

Ford-Adams
Ryan-Adams . . Oct 235 10-4
Carlson-Rush May 322
Dunne-Jagger Nov 303 11-17
Young-Forsy the May 319
Reagan-Malone May 318
Hudson- Adams Jan 306
McCrea-Ha'e May
Abbott-Costello Aua 229 7-28
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr 314

Man From th? Alamo IT)
Meet Me at the Fair IT) (87)
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198)
Prince of Bagdad (T)
Oueen Is Crowned. A IT)
Raiders, The IT) (82)

Murphy-Domergue
Udiley-Lynn
Power-Laurie
Mature-Field
Documentary
Conte-Lindfors

Redhead From Wyoming, The (T) O'Hara-Nicol
Seminole (T) Hudson-Hale
Sioux Uprising (T) . Chandler-Domergue
Son of AM Baba (T) 175) Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town (T) Sheridan-Hayden
Thunder Bay (T) Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier, The IT) Cotten- Winters
Willie and Joe Back at the Frontl87)Ewell-Lembeck
World In His Arms, The IT) Peck Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer IT) Chandler-Brady

Jan
Feb

June
Nov
Jan
Mar
July

Sept

June
Aug

Sept.
Oct
Aug
Oct

307
310

301
309
313

231

321

230
233
227
234

12-15
1-12

8-25

10-4

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (8

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Blowinn Wild Cooper-Stanwyck
Bov From Oklahoma. The IWC) Kogers-Olson
Burning Arrow, lhe Madison-Lovejoy

Calamity Jane IT) Day-Keel
Diamond Oueen ICC) Lamas-Dahl
Ridinq Shotqun IWC) Scott-Weldon
So Big Wyman Hayden
South Sea Paradise Lancaster-Mayo
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) Powell-MacRae

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170) Abbott-Costello
April in Paris IT) (101) Day-Bolger
Big Jim McLain 190) Wayne-Olson
Blue Gardenia The 190) Baxrer-Conte
By the Light of the Silvery Moon(T) Day-MacRae
Larson oity |<H,I io/I Scort-Massey
Cattle Town (71) Morgan-Carey
City Is Dark, The Nelson-Hayden
Crimson Pirate, The (T) (104) B. Lancaster
Danger Forward Wilde-Cochran
Desert Song, The IT) Grayson-Mac Rae
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT) Brasselle-Erskine
House of Wax (WC) (3-D) Price-Lovejoy
His Majesty O'Keefe IT) Lancaster-Rice
I Confess 195) Clift-Baxter
Iron Mistress, The IT) 1 1 10) Ladd-Mayo
Jazz Sinqer. The IT) 1107) Thomas-Lee
Lion and the Horse. The IWC) 1831 Cochran-Teal

Rel. No. Rev

12-27 208 12-1

1-3 209
8-30 201 9-8
3-28 215 .... 3-23

4-14 123 5-19
12-4 207 12-1

9-27 202 9-22

(T)

182)

1102)

Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Lion Is In th Streets, A
Lost Patrol. The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun IT)

Miracle of Fatima (WC)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway IWC) 195)

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) (101) Mayo-Reagan

So This Is Love IT) Grayson-Abel
Springfield Rifle IWC) 193) ... Cooper-Thaxter
Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) (84) Crawford-Trevor
Story of Will Rogers, The (T) ( 109) Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Sulu Sea Lancaster-May)
System, The 187) Loveioy-Perrin
Trouble Alonq the Way I 101 I Wayne-Reed
Where's Charley? (T) (97) Bolqer-McLerie ...

4-25

2-28
1 1-22
2-14
4-19

1-31

10-11

I 1-8

3-14

7-12

218

213
204
212
I 19

2-9

1-26

211 12-29
203 9-8
205 10-20

214

128

2-9

10-25
1-17
7-24

4-18
4-4
8- 14

204 10-4
210 12-15
129 7-28

217
214
130

3-23
7-14

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW !

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve \onr I'OI. [LITE

glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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Anothet History -Making FIRST from

WARNER BROS.
From the studios that first successfully introduced

sound to the motion picture screens of the world...

WarnirPhonic
Heard for the first time by 500 of the nation's leading

exhibitors in a series of screenings now being held in

WARNER BROS. 3-DIMENSION STUDIO AUDITORIUM, in

Burbank, the astounding revolutionary audio complement

to

HOUSEorWAX
in

WarnerColor
THE FIRST A

3-DIMENSION FEA
PRODUCED B'

A MAJOR STUD

MUSIC! DIALOGUE! EFFECTS!
The richest beauty of sound comes to you in the screen's first complete

electronic merger of dimension -camera and dimension -microphone in

their most fully dreamed -of relations.

WarnirPhonic
is the

wedding march

of Sound and

3-Dimension.

I



$3 per Year

yfmt
25c per Copy

BULLETIN
APRIL

Leadership Needed
— ..Iff. •Jiphiistwst

!

it* o^«.o^V
ab



From Paramount

Stars That Are Big

Action That Thrills

Adventure That Excites

Sex That Allures

Sets And Exteriors That Amaze

Technicolor That Beautifies It All

AND IT'S ALL IN

3 DIMENSION
TO GIVE A NEW DIMENSION

TO BOXOFFICE PROFITS

!

This is the 3-D picture that was worth waiting for!

Not speed but bigness was Paramount's goal in

assembling the great selling elements that make

this an important attraction for every screen!

The Best-Selling Novel of Young America's

Lustiest Days Comes Turbulently Alive!

STARRING

,ith FRANCIS L SULLIVAN -C
SCREENPLAY BY

DAVID DIINHAN • FR





Launched to the nation in BIG campaign

starting with telecast on ED SULLIVAN'S

top-rated "TOAST OF THE TOWN" over

CBS -TV. 26 million fans will see thrills from

the picture in their homes. Watch the trade

press for details of M-G-M showmanship

behind a great showman attraction.

M-G-M presents

CLARK GABLE • GENE TIERNEY

NEVER LET ME GO
with RICHARD HAYDN

Screen Play by RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEL

Adopted From the Novel "Come the Down" by Roger Box

Directed by DELMER DAVES • Produced by CLARENCE BROWN

V

wm. mm

wisssm...

<mmi

from M-G-M

RICHARD HAYDN
ten. .. . , RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEl

ABOVE: Fan ad (part of big campaign) shows theme of promotion "Gable

and his captive bride."
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Leadership iVppffprf, 3€r. Johnst&nl

What a pity that spokesmen for the

independent theatremen should feel

impelled to carry their plea for

standardization of tri-dimensional and

panoramic screen processes to the

halls of Congress. We find it difficult

to believe that our industry is so de-

void of leadership and so lacking in a

sense of community of interest that it

must be forced to adopt a uniform sys-

tem that will enable all theatres to

exploit the exciting new technological

developments that have brought such

bright promise for the future of movie

business.

When Abram F. Myers of Allied

told a Senate Small Business sub-

committee the other day that his or-

ganization believe= the failure to

standardize new projection technique?

must be viewed as "deliberate purpose

on the part of the film companies to

exclude most, if not all, of the inde-

pendent motion picture theatres from

the business
-

', he was giving voice to

the fears of thousands of small theatre

operators. These exhibitors need the

stimulus that stereoscopic 3D is giving

the boxoffice. They are looking for-

ward with hope to the coming of the

panoramic screen. They are entitled

to share in these great developments.

Mr. Myers told the Senate group: "I

submit that if there was a will to de-

velop a standard process in order to

protect thousands of [the film com-

panies'] old customers, it could be

done. The cooperative development of

standard processes and practices in

order to foster and preserve existing

competition is in the public interest

and not in restraint of trade."

This is a crucial moment for Eric

Johnston to assert his leadership of

the Motion Picture Association of

America. Each of the eight major film

companies in that organization arc-

engaged in various technological de-

velopments to the same end. For their

own welfare, for the prosperity of all

theatres, and for the entertainment of

the movie-going public, cooperation

among these companies is now logical

and essential. If the business of our

industry is to be conducted as such,

and not as a "rat race" to beat the

market, Mr. Johnston should insist

that the tri-dimension and panoramic

screen processes of every studio should

be tossed into a common pool. The
outcome likely would be a uniform

system that would add dimension and

scope to motion pictures and great

profit to all concerned.

We hope Mr. Johnston acts quickly

and boldly. MO WAX

Five major distributors have replied

to the query by Allied Theatres of

Illinois as to plans for production of

standard 2-dimensional features. Con-

cerned with the problem of a sufficient

flow of product to smaller houses that

cannot tool up for three-dimension

and wide-screen films, ATI president

Jack Kirsch asked the film companies

for details on 3D and 2D production.

Kirsch announced receipt of these

replies:

Abe Montague, Columbia: Will con-

tinue to make 2D; all 3D will be avail-

able as 2D also; program of "approxi-

mately 40-odd pictures."

Arthur Krim, UA: Will have 65

pictures in next 18 months, all avail-

able in 2D, whether or not made in 3D
or wide-screen.

Al Lichtman, 20th-Fox: 37 pictures

released this year, 3 in CinemaScope,

one possibly in 3D. C'Scope films not

available in 2D "as this would require

doublt production cost;" but 3D avail-

able for 2D showing.

Charles Reagan, MGM: Has suf-

ficient backlog of 2D for at least a

year's supply. 3D features, as of now,

will also be filmed in 2D.

Hen Kalmenson, Warners: "Virtual-

ly the same assurances expressed bv

Reagan".

Ace producer - director George
Stevens, whose highly touted "Shane"

3D DEVELOPMENTS
will have its large-screen debut at

Radio City Music Hall, feels that the

ideal screen ratio is 1.66 to 1 (standard

is 1.33 to 1). Further observations by
Stevens: CinemaScope's 2-1 ratio is

"over-elongated"; 3D, if it is to have

permanent value, must be coupled with

the big screen and stereophonic sound;

standardization of any one screen or

any single process will reduce com-

petition and progress.

A. F. Myers revealed that a Nation-

al Allied board statement had called

upon the film companies, "in order to

save the great majority of the thea-

tres" to "promptly agree upon a

standard method for achieving 3D or

the illusion thereof," and to make same
available to all classes of theatres, not

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
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Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424;
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Newton, Publication Manag?r; Robert Heath,
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West 53rd Street New York 19, N. Y., Circle
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Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., Exbrook 5-5949,
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in the United States; Canada, $4.00;
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Europe, $9.00.

just the big city showcases. An Allied

committee will keep in close contact

with film companies and equipment

manufacturers and dealers, will offer

suggestions, and attempt to spur speed-

up of theatre equipment.

SMPTE's Boyce Nemec squelched

reports that the Society is testing, ap-

proving or comparing values of screens

and other products for 3D use.

CinemaScope Products, Inc., is the

new 20th-Fox subsidiary set up to

handle distribution of the Miracle

Mirror Screen, all-purpose screen for

use with all wide-screen, 3D or

standard projection systems . . . RCA
says it has a new plastic weave screen

to meet a "pressing need" for a com-
bination screen for 2D and 3D. It's

aluminum coated, without perforations

because the porous weave permits free

passage of sound and eliminates hot

spots.

The new Radio City Music Hall

big screen for the "Shane'' showing

measures 30 x 50 feet, widens aspect

ratio to 1 to 1.66 . . . The SMPTE
has issued an 18-page report on 3D
developments and conversion instruc-

tions for theatres . . . Bausch & Lomb
will supply only 20th-Fox with the

special lenses needed for CinemaScope.

The film company, in turn, will make
it available to other optical manu-
facturers, but only through 20th.
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WHO IS

THIS MAN

CHARLIE GREEN?
66

SPYROS SKOURAS & DARRYL ZANUCK
The Proxy Fighter 99

[

Cxclu^e ^BULLETIN feature

By LEONARD COULTER

Motion pictures like children are some-

times carelessly produced. Not so, a much
less imaginative but equally labored form of

production—the profit and loss statement.

But all three can linger to haunt you.

Charles Green has professed to cruel and

unusual afflictions upon his 20th Century

market position. This is indeed a wierd

allegation from a man who, we are sure, will

agree that to make money one should buy

low and sell high.

If we are to take Charlie at his word, he

began buying into 2()th in 1944. Allowing

that the Proxy Fighter was a prudent buyer,

we assume that he purchased near the low

of 21 %. Notwithstanding, he couldn't have

paid more than the year's high of 28. By
1946 the stock was selling near a peak of 64.

Those were bullish days, but it takes some-

thing less than a Bernard Baruch to figure

that a 40 point profit in a speculative in-

dustry is fair booty, indeed.

\\ hy didn't Charlie sell? Was it because

20th had one of the strongest financial posi-

tions in the trade, some of the most astute

executive leadership in Hollywood? Was it

because Charlie, like most market losers, was

too timid at the lows, overextended himself

at the highs? Or, was it because he had

plans against the management?

Whatever the reason, Charlie held too

long. While the professional trading ele-

ments were switching excitedly into infant

television situations, 20th sagged to a low of

22'/,. I'.ut there were other companies and

other stockholders. The motion picture sell-

oii was industry-wide. Loew's dipped from

41 to 18-H; Warner Brothers from 28 to 12;

Columbia from 36^ to 11^6; Universal 49%
to 12. Mr. Skouras has not yet been indicted

as the dark and evil force behind these

declines.

Are we to believe Charlie is a bad loser?

< )r was he a loser at all? 2()th's dividend

record since the present management took

over, bitterly assailed by Creen, can stand

on its own two feet. Unmatched by any

company but Loew's in terms of consecutive

years paid, 20th has yielded a more than

generous return since 1942. Fox has long

been a darling of the high-income buyers in

the market with an average ten year return

close to 10% ranking solidly above the in-

dustry's average. In the nine years Green

has held the stock, the figures say he has

collected better than $21.00 per share. That

nearly matches his original price. In fact,

20th ranks first in the field in terms of

market value increase—plus dividends—over

the period 1942 to 1952.

Careless With Facts

So Charlie didn't do that badly, after all,

did he? Had he plunged into his acquisition

of 20th with the same bold aplomb of his

other coups, he would be a financial titan

today. Why, oh, why, didn't Charlie make
his derring-do stand at the 1944 low instead

of waiting for the dike to break in '47 to

average down. In the stock market one must

support his judgment with action. 20th is

on the rise once more. Buy low; sell high.

That's the simple trick, and one that Charlie

should remember.

For a man who has made a lot of money
in business, and has had the nerve to lead

minority groups to battle against the man-

agements of two important American com-
panies, Charlie Green is sometimes careless

with his facts.

When he recently announced that he had

begun legal proceedings against the 20th

Century-Fox Film Corporation and it-, di-

rectors, he made two gross mis-statements.

He told a press conference in New York that

Spyros Skouras, 2()th-Fox president, didn't

know a thing about the CinemaScope lens

until iie "bumped into" a man named Spon-

able. Presumably, in relating this incident,

Charlie was under the impression that Mr
Skouras has been sold a pup by some ob

scure confidence trickster, for he went on ti

imply that the anamorphoscope lens (th>

basis of CinemaScope) had been knockin;

around for years, and an Fnglish group ha<

allowed its option on it to lapse.

Now, it is perfectly true that a Britisl

group did hold an option on the lens, an(

did not renew it. Spyros Skouras, himself 1

has told the story many times. He has neve

pretended Professor Henri Chretien 's len

is a recent invention, or even that it is pro '

tected by patents. But Charles Green'
,

abysmal ignorance of the fact that Ear

Sponable, who first told Mr. Skouras abou

the professor's lens, is 20th's Technical an>
i

Research Director, and met Mr. Skouras b;,

appointment when they were both in Europe

is indeed surprising.

When they heard the loquacious Cliarli

discribing this chance meeting with Spon

able, some of the reporters at Green's pres

conference tried to put him straight. "But'

said one of them, "how could Mr. Skoura

'bump into' Sponable? Didn't you kno\

Sponable is the company's research expen

employed by Mr. Skouras?" Charlie per

sisted in his silly story for a few minute

before reluctantly bowing to superio

knowledge.

Charlie Green's other blunder was aboui

Eidophor, the Swiss-invented big-scree I

theatre TV system controlled by Fo>-

Charlie appeared to be laboring under th

delusion that Twentieth-Fox had missed tli

boat with Eidophor, saying that now some-

one else had come along—the Magna Thea

tre Corporation—with the same thing. 0
this point, too, the patient newsmen in tli

Library Suite of the St. Regis Hotel had t|

explain to Mr. Green that his thinking wa

slightly addled. The Magna system, cj

course, is a system of wide-angle film pre

jection using 65 mm stock, and has nothin

at all to do with theatre TV.

(Continued nn Puge 'i\
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VHD IS THIS MAN GREEN?

Stunts ttfnoranrv of Film industry Problems
\Antinued from Page 6)

these blunders would he, perhaps, inex

ciable among people with a motion picture

inustry background. Mr. Green—despite

hi eagerness to nominate representatives to

tl board of Twentieth-Fox—obviously

han't got that background. He is an elec-

tral appliance vender, broker or jobber, he

u.'d to have a wdiolesale drug house of his

on, he's now with United-Whelan Stores,

ai for a year or two he bossed a transit

aporation in the Twin Cities. So he can,

pdiaps, be excused for the errors he made

atliis press conference. But is such ignor-

aie excusable in a man who professes to

knw enough about the motion picture in-

cf try business to be able to judge the

wth of Spyros Skouras and Darryl Zanuck

tc 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation?

G-en would dispense with their services, if

h' should be able to grab control of the

c<npany.

Sought Compromise, He Says

Vhat Charlie Green lacks in knowledge,

h vever, he more than makes up for in en-

tl siasm, for some of his replies to questions

r;5ed at his conference set him off at a

v itable verbal gallop. He was asked, for

iitance, what steps he'd taken in his dis-

c^sions with Twentieth-Fox to reach a

c npromise, and whether he was seeking

c itrol rather than agreement. His reply:

I'm glad you raised that point. Nothing

hfarther from the truth. I have been in

n-nerous meetings with Spyros Skouras.

Jr first meeting was at the Metropolitan

(ib early in January. At that time we dis-

eased things generally. There's been some
^understanding on his part of what was
sd, or was not said, but I won't argue

aDut that. However, I met with him on

oier occasions. There were also various

i ermediaries that tried to bring peace be-

teen the factions. I met with a key mem-
tr of their board, a prominent banker, and

s d at that time I was perfectly willing to

tmpromise. We did not want control of

tp company or to put in officers, president

vice-president, or anything like that, but

were looking for a voice in the manage-
i nt at the policy-making level.

I can tell you who the man—the banker
was. There's no secret about it. Robert

ihman. I said to him very clearly that my
jection was to the four management di-

pors or employees, Donald Henderson,
ilfred Eadies, Murray Silverstone and
illiam Michel. They represent no stock,

it they and Skouras automatically make a

forum and a majority. They have five out

nine votes automatically. They're really

e management. There is this management
'Hi]) df five men. Will they admit their

istakes when a policy mistake is made"''

"I suggest", Grce-. continued, "that we
ould gladly tak'. lour men on the board

and let them have five and have this banker

occupy tenth place on the board as an inde-

pendent director."

Charlie Green wanted to talk, to make out

a case for himself. Following, in italics, are

other questions fired at him by reporters and

his answers.

You mean, let the company retain five of the

present directors that you approve of. put in four

of your men and this banker?

Yes, retain the five I said were okay.

Skouras suggested he would be more than

pleased to work out a compromise, but he

wanted a compromise on the following lines.

He would name five other people of promi-

nence and influence. I thought it was a

pretty good idea; however, there was a gim-

mick. He wanted to name my five men for

me and tell me they were my represent-

atives.

I wasn't invited to submit a list of ten or

fifteen names from which he could select

five. That's our democracy! So we reached

an impasse. I laughed at the idea. We had

no further discussions.

About ten days ago a top corporate

official approach me — or rather, ap-

proached my attorney—to use his good

offices to see whether a compromise could

not be effected. Skouras was reached on the

phone at the Coast after I had agreed to a

five-five plan. In my five would have been

this banker and another man of unquestioned

integrity and three others, all successful busi-

20th-Fox Ranks High

In Earnings, Dividends

For the period 1942 to 1952, 20th Century-

Fox compares favorably with the market and

statistical trends in the industry, and in some

respects outranks its leading rivals.

For instance, the market value of 20th com-

mon stock has appreciated 256%, giving it the

second widest growth range in the field. In

terms of increase of book value per share it

is the undisputed leader. Most significant to the

financial analyist is its sterling earnings and

dividend performance since the present manage-

ment took over the helm. In each instance it

leads the pack having earned over this period

$49.92 per share common stock and paid out

$24.40 per share in dividends.

Despite two years of market doldrums, 20th

is again stirring speculative interest with con-

sistently high trading volume dating back to

February. The March 21 issue of the usually

reliable FITCH SURVEY reports on 20th; "Al-

though an initial success has been scored by

other producers using processes requiring glasses,

it is felt that CinemaScope will find a more

welcome response from viewers, which could

result in Twentieth Century's productions being

lucratively received by the paying public."

ness men, I would name. Then we would

have three economists—any three we could

agree on—making with Skouras' men a 13-

man board. We thought Skouras agreed to

that sort of a plan. That's why I said last

week at the Customers Brokers Association

meeting 1 wanted to hold back from any
discussion, as it might send .the two groups

farther apart.

Mr. Skouras came back from the Coast

later than expected. We met with him on

Tuesday. We started about one o'clock to

kick this thing around at the Metropolitan

Club, but we reached an impasse again, so I

suggested there was no point in further

negotiations, but he said try again.

The last of the meetings took place this

morning [April 2]. My attorney drove with

Mr. Skouras this morning and was at the

20th Century offices until 11 a.m., came back

to his own offices, discussed it with his

associates, and we decided that Mr. Skouras

does not want to compromise. He still wants

to call off the proxy fight and at some future

date he might consider giving the minority

representative a seat on the board.

Sees It As Stockholder War

What about the company's meeting to ballot on

the abolition of cumulative voting. Did you see

that in the papers this morning?

I did not think our affairs ought to be

fought out in the press. It was a civil war
between the stockholders in the company
and it should have been fought out at thai

level. But this morning I notice that the

company has made some sort of press re-

lease. This fight is so unnecessary and is

going to cost this company a lot of money.

We had no wish to give up negotiations. In

fact, at 1:30 we were still trying to work
out a compromise. I told my attorney 'Mr.

Skouras is an egomaniac'. My attorney said

'Maybe you mean an egocentric'. I said, 'No,

an egomaniac'.

Mr. Skouras takes this matter personally

and feels that his honor and personal repu-

tation are involved. In our compromise
meeting Tuesday he strongly objected to me
being on the board. I said I will withdraw

my name from the slate if that will bring

about compromise and we will name three

people of repute and honor, all with sub-

stantial holdings in the company, because

that's very important.

Skouras said no; he did not accept at thi--

time anybody associated with me in any

manner or form. Mr. Skouras, I said, you

made an impassioned plea to me how you

have given practically your whole life to this

company and for the greater success of this

company. If you and 1 are divergent person-

alties that you think would clash . . . Then
he said, 'No, I like you. I would rather have

men like you around me instead <<i yes men
who won't stand up to me'.

(Continued on Page 29

)
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STEVE COCHRAN RAYMOND MASSEY • DICK WESSON • ALLYH McLERIE • RAY COLLINS • PAUL PICERNI • MARK DANA

ALBANY
Warner Sireenlng Room

HON. Pearl St. • 8:00 P.M.

ATLANTA
20th tenlury-Fox Screening Room

.197 Walton St.H.W, ' 2:00 P.M

BOSTON
RKO Screening Room

122 Arlington St. 2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
20th Century Fox Screening Room

290 Franklin Street 8 00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
20th Century- (ox Screening Room

308 S. Church SI. • 2:00 P.M.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room

1307 So. Wabash Ave. • 1.30 P.M.

CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Th. Screening Room

Palaco Th. Bldg. f . 4th • 8 00 P M.

CLEVELAND
Worner Screening Room

2300 Payne Ave. • B. 30 P.M.

DALLAS
20th CenluryF*>* Screening Room

1803 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.

DENVER
Paramount Screening Room

2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room

112* High St. • 12:4$ P.M.

DETROIT
Film Exchange Building

2310 Cass Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
326 No. IHinw'j St. • 1:00 P.M.

JACKSONVILLE
Florida Theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm.

1 28 F.. Forsyth St. • 2:00 P.M.

scri WR

.NSA5 C

20th Centery-F I

1 720 Wyandot! P
LOS ANGF
Worner Scfowi

202S S. Vermel

MEMPHIS
20th Cental I

151 Vance**.
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Gordon

TECHNICOLOR * it
7f

ACRAE
BASED UPON A PLAY BY LAWRENCE SCHWAB, OTTO HARBACH. MUSICAL NUMBERS STAGED AND DIRECTED BY LcROY PRINZ

;SCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2nd, SIGMUND ROMBERG AND FRANK MANDEL MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF PRODUCED BY RUDI FEHR directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE

KE

otrkreenhu) Boom

mk<n. ' 2:00 P.M.

COS
'

'in Room

A<j- 2.00 P.M.

r&'tojection Room

">'2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

200 S. liberty St, • 1:30 P.M.

NEW YORK
Homo Office

321 W. 44th St. • 2:15 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20lh Century-Fox Screening Room

10 North Lee St. • 1:30 PA

OMAHA
20th Century F o> Screening Room

150Z0ovenportSf. • 1.30 P.M.

PHILADELPHIA
Warner Screening Room

230No.)3fhSt • 2:00 P.M.

PITTSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.

PORTLAND
Star Sc. Rm.

925 N. W. 19th Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

314 Cost 1st South • 1.00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Screening Room

205 Golden Cgte Ave. - 1.30 P.M.

SEATTLE
Modern Theatre

2400 Third Ave. • 10.30 A.M.

ST. LOUIS
S'renco Screening Room

3143 Olive St. • 1:00 Ml.

WASHINGTON
Warner theatre Building

13thtf.St«.H.W. • 7:30 P.I
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By JAY ALLEN

ALLIED ARTISTS

AA to Continue with 2D;

3D "Maze" Gets Starting Date
Executives of this outfit, apparently con-

vinced that the vast majority of smaller the-

atres which play its product will not be tak-

ing the 3D plunge in the immediate future,

seems content to confine practically all of

its activities for the present to turning out

modest-budget conventional (2D) product.

However, after threatening to start its first

3D feature, "The Maze", for the past month,

Allied Artists finally set a definite starting

date, April 20, for the cameras to turn on

this yarn about a haunted British castle.

Harry Neumann was named director under

producer Richard Heermance, while Richard

Carlson and Veronica Hurst, a British gal,

were given the top roles.

Meanwhile, there has been little activity of

any sort on this lot, although producer as-

signments have been announced on a batch

of spring and summer standard 2D films.

Four pictures, we're told, are scheduled to

roll yet this month, headed by "Fighter

Command" (Sterling Hayden), which Wil-

liam Caliban will produce. Others slated to

go are: "Vigilante Terror" (Bill Elliott),

Vincent M. Fennelly producing, Lewis

Collins directing; Lindsley Parsons, produc-

tion of "Northern Patrol" (Kirby Grant-

Chinook), which Rex Bailey will direct; and

"Murden Without Tears" (Craig Stevens-

Joyce Holden), a William F. Broidy pro-

duction, directed by William, Beaudinc

which rolled last week.

In addition to "Northern Patrol," Lindsley

Parsons has scheduled two more personal

productions for spring and summer filming.

They are: "Mexican Quest" (George Brent),

which rolls in mid-May, and "Slade," to be

filmed later in color.

COLUMBIA

Six Musicals to Get New

Vitascope Treatment in Year

Columbia's 31), wide-screen process, Vita-

si ope, will be used on six musicals to roll at

the studio during the next year, according

to Jerry Wald. Heading the list is "Miss

Sadie Thompson" (Rita Hayworth-Jose
Ferrer-Aldo Ray), which Wald and director

Curtis Bernhardt are already filming in the

Hawaiian Islands.

Among the other three-dimension musicals

on the year's slate are: "Pal Joey," the

current Broadway revival; "The Great

White Way"; "The Franz Liszt Story"; a

musical re-make of "My Sister Eileen,"

which is currently on Broadway under the

title of "Wonderful Town", and an item

titled "Debut". Fred Kohlmar has been set

to produce the "Sister Eileen" remake.

Kohlmar is also replacing William Wilder

as the producer on "Pal Joey".

Columbia is in the midst of one of its peak

production periods. In all, there is scheduled

a total of eleven productions during April.

They are: "From Here to Eternity" (Burt

Lancaster-Montgomery Gift-Deborah Kerr-

Frank Sinatra), which has been shooting

since March 7—Fred Zinnemann directing

for Buddy Adler; "The Big Heat" (Glenn

Ford-Gloria Grahame), now in its fourth

week of filming, under the producer-director

guidance of Robert Arthur and Fritz Lang;
"China Venture" (Edmond O'Brien-Barry

Sullivan), Anson Bond producing and Don
Seigel directing; "Miss Sadie Thompson", in

Technicolor; "Renegade Canyon" (Sterling

Hayden-Big Boy Williams), produced by
Kenneth Garnet and directed by Ray Nazar-

ro, filmed in 3D and Technicolor; "Strong-

arm" (Roberta Haynes-Broderick Craw-
ford), produced by Lewis J. Rachmil; "The
Nebraskan," Technicolor western, which

was still un-cast at this writing; Esskay

Picture Company's "Charge of the Lancers"

(Paulette Goddard-Jean Pierre Aumont),

produced in Technicolor by Sam Katzman,

directed by William Castle; Brown-Scott's

production, "1 Ride Alone" (Randolph

Scott), produced by Harry Joe Brown;
"Scalpel" (Charlton Heston-Lizabeth Scott),

directed by Irving Rapper and produced by

William J. Fadiman; and "El Alamein," a

Wallace MacDonald production which is yet

to be cast.

Jose Ferrer moves into Stanley Kramer's

"Caine Mutiny" when he finishes "Sadie

Thompson". "Mutiny" is due to start in

July.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

Lippert Installs 3D in Own

Houses, Eyes Inde Depthies

Robert L. Lippert has indicated his fait

in the future of 3-dimension and Cinema

Scope pictures by ordering the installatio

of both types of screen in his entire chai

of theatres. And although his releasing coir

pany has not yet latched onto any full lengt

3D pictures, he is known to be watching th

independent market for them, although it i

hardly likely that any will fall in his lap fc

some time to come.

The only picture currently in productio

which bears a Lippert releasing commi
ment is "The Great Jesse James Raic

(Willard Parker-Barbara Payton-Tom Nea

Wallace Ford), which is being produced b

Robert L. Lippert, Jr., in AnscoColo

Reginald LeBorg is the director.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Metro Rolls First 3D Feature,

Testing Own 3D, Wide-Screen

Contrary to general belief, MOM is st

not definitely settled on any of the ne

mediums for filming its future product. Tl

indecision held up production on "Ropi

End" (William Holden-Eleanor Parker), t

company's first scheduled 3D feature whii

producer Nicholas Nayfack originally i

tended to roll the first of April. It final

rolled last week, with John Sturges directin

Three systems are still under considf

ation: CinemaScope, Metrovision, a 3D pi

cess requiring the use of Polaroid glassi

and a wide-screen process developed

MGM's own engineers, which is said to

very similar to CinemaScope. The Met

wide-screen process is still undergoing tei

and improvements, and it is likely that

decisions will be reached until the tests i

completed.

The only features in production at t

present time art two standard 2-dimensi

films, "Easy To Love" (Esther Willian

(Continued tin Page •
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insures your future

with the greatest

array of hits in our

company's history!



THEM NOW! DM
. START PLANNII

Sensation of the Industry!

Ernest Hemingway's

THE SNOWS OF
KILIMANJARO

Technicolor

starring

GREGORY SUSAN AVA
PECK HAYWARD GARDNER

Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck • Directed by Henry King

The year's top suspense thriller!

"4

MAN ON A
TIGHTROPE

starring

FREDRIC MARCH • TERRY MOORE

GLORIA GRAHAME • CAMERON MITCHELL

Directed by Elia Kazan • Screen Play by Robert E. Sherwood

Produced by Robert L. Jacks

westined to outgross'lhe Frogmen"!

INV

DESTINATION
GOBI
Technicolor

starring

RICHARD WIDMARK • DON TAYLOR

Produced by Stanley Rubin * Directed by Robert Wit*

Unusual! Off-the-beaten-

path entertainment!

IVADERS FROM MAR

Smashing records everywl

Irving Berlin's

CALL ME MADA
Technicolor

starring

ETHEL MERMAN • DONALD O'CONN

VERA-ELLEN • GEORGE SANDERS

Music and Lyrics by IRVING BERLIN
Produced by Sol C. Siegel • Oirected by Walter I

j

Based on the Musical Comedy "Call Me Modem

by Howard Lindsay and Russel Croute

In the boxoffice traditi

of "The Desert Fox"!

photographed in COLOR
starring

HELENA CARTER • ARTHUR FRANZ

JIMMY HUNT
An Edward I. Alperson Production

Released by 20th Century-Fox

Today's new fighting man

...in action!

THE
DESERT RAT

starring

RICHARD BURTON • ROBERT NEW!
•ilk t*k*rt Dw|l« • Twin ThfJckw

•n« JAMES MASON

Prefect*! ky l*b*rt I. Jacks • Direct**: »r bkwt I

Grand-slam

family entertainmen

THE GLORY
BRIGADE

starring

VICTOR MATURE
Produced by William Bloom • Directed by Robtrt 0. W*k|

LEFT FIELD
j

starring

DAN DAILEY • ANNE BANCRO

LLOYD BRIDGES • BILLY CHAPI'j

Produced by Leonard Goldstein * Directed by Horn
j

WHITE WITCH
DOCTOR

Technicolor
starring

SUSAN HAYWARD • ROBERT MITCHUM
Produced by Otto Lang • Directed by Henry Hathaway



HEM NOW!...
YOUR CAMPAIGNS

!

vng boxoffice history!

GHT WE SING
Technicolor

starring

E 0 PINZA • ROBERTA PETERS

lAl TOUMANOVA • ANNE BANCROFT

STlN • BYRON PALMER • DAVID WAYNE

d the Voice of JAN PEERCE

ucefay George Jessel • Directed by Mitchell Uisen

T DOOR
Technicolor

starring

AN DAILEY • JUNE HAVER

DENNIS DAY
ui by Robert Bossier • Directed by Richard Sole

Aother musical smash!

Howard Hawks'

GENTLEMEN
REFER BLONDES

Technicolor
starring

JANE MARILYN CHARLES
USSELL • MONROE • COBURN

it i by Sol C. Sltgel Directed by Howard Hawks

One of the greatest

love stories of our time!

Irving Stone's

THE
PRESIDENT'S LADY

starring

SUSAN HAYWARD • CHARLTON HESTON
Produced by Sol C. Siegel • Directed by Henry Levin

High Tide of Western Adventure!

POWDER RIVER
Technicolor

starring

RORY CALHOUN • CORINNE CALVET

CAMERON MITCHELL
Produced by Andre Hakim • Directed by Louis King

Fabulous adventure

on the high seas!

SAILOR OF
THE KING

starring

JEFFREY MICHAEL WENDY
HUNTER • RENNIE • HILLER

Produced by Frank McCarthy • Directed by Roy loulling

Bosed on the Novel "Brown On Resolution."

As big as its title!

TITANIC
starring

CLIFTON WEBB • BARBARA STANWYCK

ROBERT WAGNER AUDREY DALTON • THELMA RITTER

with BRIAN AHERNE and RICHARD BASEHART • Produced

by Charles Bracket! • Directed by Jean Negulesco

A big one with a real wallop!

PICKUP ON
SOUTH STREET

starring

RICHARD WIDMARK • JEAN PETERS

THELMA RITTER

Produced by Jules Schermer • Directed by Somuel Fuller

There's No
Business Like

O
Century-Fox
Business!



THEY ADDED A DIMENSIG

Cxclu^e % BULLETIN feature

by JAY ALLEN

and BARNEY STEIN

"Three-D Squared", they call it.

"They" are the army of electronic sound

engineers whose research over the last gener-

ation has resulted in a sound system

designed to round out the depth illusion

aurally as well as visually—stereophonic

sound, or, in its up-to-date form, Warner-

Phonic Sound.

Just what is meant by "3-D Squared"?

Simply, it is the feeling of the third dimen-

sion'—depth—in both sight and sound, so

that the onlooker not only sees the image

fully rounded, hut also hears the sound

emanate from the area in which it is happen-

ing on, or even off, the screen, as though he

were in the center of it. In combination,

and properly presented, these twin miracles

of photography and sound are the closest

thing to association by the audience, with the

thing called the play, that science has yet

conjured. What changes stereophonic sound

will bring in the motion picture industry are

Mill in the field of conjecture, but it certainly

has received a headlong push with the

emergence of three-dimension and wide-

angle screen projection, with RCA and

Warner Bros, engineers carrying the ball.

"Fantasia" Used It

Just as both of these sight processes have

been kicking around for many years, so has

three-dimensional sound. Its first large-

scale use was attempted with Walt Disney's

"Fantasia" in 1940, with a triple sound track

on the film to bring the musical effects to

the audience as the orchestra, under Leo-

pold Stokowski's sensitive fingers, responded

from right, left, front or back. The sound

track was linked to a series of auditorium

side speakers, as well as to the main speaker

behind the screen, and. each of the three

channels carried the left, center and right

sounds, respectively. There were two major

handicaps to the perpetuation of the system

used in "Fantasia," however: (1) the pro-

hibitive cost of installation, since it was for

only one film, with the prospect of use in

the future either nil, or for an occasional

isolated novelty picture by some daring pro-

ducer who might try it again, and (2) the

motion picture industry was under no threat

from any other entertainment medium for

its audience.

It was Cinerama that started the ball roll

ing, slowly at first because Cinerama was

one of its kind, was not within the reach,

either financially or in sufficient quantity, of

all hut a few of the nation's theatres. Its

huge stereophonic sound system required

five main speakers behind the screen, as well

as the array of side and rear speakers along

the auditorium walls, as well as three pro-

jection booths and huge alteration costs.

Then came 3-D with "Bwana Devil", 20th

Century-Fox with CinemaScope and the

floodgates were opened. It meant 3-D and

wide screen in hulk with a corresponding

market for stereophonic sound.

Development was accelerated by the

country's largest manufacturers of sound

equipment. The studios put their technicians

full time on stereophonic sound. First to

emerge with a marketable sound package

was Warner Bros., pioneer in movie sound.

The system called WarnerPhonic is a com-

bination of multi-speaker and multi-channel

hook-up. Here's how it works:

Three main speakers, each identical in

construction and fidelity, are set up behind

the screen. These are similar to the single

main speaker currently in use, six feet wide

and 11 feet high. Along the walls and rear

of the auditorium, spaced approximately 25

feet apart, and about 20 feet above the audi-

ence, are a set of auxiliary speakers, each a

Jack L. Warner and Bill Mueller oj WB sound

department examine WarnerPhonic magnetic

sound reproducer. Tape carries three-channel

sound track only.

full-range duo-cone high fidelity speakei

Where there is a balcony, the auditoriun

speakers are set against the soffit, flush alonj

the ceiling formed by the balcony. In th

balcony, the speakers form the same patterr

rising with the slope of the seating to remai:

about 20 feet above the audience at eacl

location.

The heart of the system is in the projec

tion booth. A magnetic sound reproducer

carrying only a 35 mm three-channel mag
netic sound tape, is synchronized with th

twin projectors required for 3-D projection

The reproducer, with three sets of doubl

conduits, feeds into the three main speakers

supplying the left, center and right witl

sound as it is picked up in the original film

ing by three microphones placed similarly oi

the sound stage and the orchestra recordini

stage. The microphones will be situated i

different parts of the set so that dialogut

music and accompanying sound effects ar

recorded at different distances from thei

source. When reproduced in the theatn

dialogue and sound effects, as well as th

musical background, have "depth" and ac

tually "rove" with the players.

Composite Emergency Track

The twin projectors, also, each carry

sound track, making five in all. Th i r.gr

projector channel feeds the auxiliar

speakers for additional sound, such as ofi

stage noises, music and other aural effect

designed to give the illusion of participatio

with the visual images. The left projectc

carries a composite sound track, incorpc

rating both the main sound and the effect

This remains silent while the other fot:

channels are operating. Should there be

failure in the reproducer, however, where

might go dead if the tape should break, c

go out of synchronization, the projections

can immediately switch the sound to th

composite track, which would feed all tli

sound into central main speaker, just as i;

present operation. There would thus be onll

a momentary interruption in sound, just lonl

enough to throw a switch, instead of tlij

long lapse while repairs are made.

Naturally, there will be variations in tfl

(Continued on Page 2ll

The sketch at right, showir.l

placement of speakers and uinri

arrangement for W arnerPhon
|

system, was prepared by the " ''

ner studio sound engineers /I
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Exhibs Before Senate Committee

Both Allied and TOA were heard in

Washington last week as Senate Small Busi-

ness Committee hearings opened. Ten wit-

nesses, headed by board chairman A. F.

Myers and president Wilbur Snaper were in

the Allied contingent. TOA's representatives

will concentrate on arbitration "to break the

stymie that has been created in intra-industn

negotiations in this field," exec. v. p. Walter

Reade, Jr. revealed. High film rentals which

result in forcing advanced admissions, Reade

told the Committee, "do not lend themselves

to arbitrability," that the Department of

Justice has the responsibility to see that

"relief granted in that case be observed and

complied with."

"Wax" Preview Brings 'Em Out

Motion picture industryites and the gentle-

men of the press almost filled the New York

Paramount for the special press preview the

night before its opening, April 10. Company
toppers watched it with mixed interest:

"Will this help or hurt me? Am I going to

be stuck with 2D if this takes, or with 31)

if I convert and it doesn't catch on?" Thea-

tremen. too, were posed with the question:

"Shall I go to the expense of installation?

Will the novelty wear off? Will the

equipment I buy become obsolete?" Many
in the audience felt eyestrain and were

annoyed with the glasses. Some liked the

WarnerPhonic sound effect, others felt it

was distracting and overpoweringly loud as

it blared out from 25 speakers encircling the

audience. This much was agreed, however,

it was true depth as has never been seen

on the screen before; objects did actually

seem to come out of the screen into your

face. Color was exceptionally good. The
horror type of picture is ideal for 3D presen-

tation.

Texans Ease State Tax

Texas did it again. The State admissions

tax was adjusted finally after an all-out

battle by Texas exhibitors to remove the

burdensome levy from the smaller exhibitors

who were fighting for existence, when
Gov. Allan Shivers signed the bill to make
it law. Under the new setup, all theatres

charging less than 80c admission are exempt

from the State tax; up to 90c, there is a

three-cent levy; over 90c, five cents, plus one

cent on each 10c over a dollar. The Texas

campaign saw every representative and

senator in the capital contacted, most of

them several times, in person by exhibitors.

Citizens Join Ohio Censor Fight

The censorship fight in Ohio is getting

hotter. Joining with ITO of Ohio, an Allied

affiliate, a state-wide "Citizens Committee"

has been formed to support repeal of the

State's 40-year-old film censorship laws, as

advocated in a bill introduced by Ohio State

Senator Charles A. Mosher. The Citizens'

Committee, which includes high-ranking

figures in industry, religion, arts, education,

business and the press, called for support of

the Mosher Bill "to bring Ohio law in line

with a ruling by the Supreme Court which

said that the motion picture—like the press

—is 'included within the free speech guaran-

ty of the First and Fourteenth Amendments'
of the U. S. Constitution." Ohioans, it was
stated, don't want to be told what movies

they can see—any more than they want to

tell them which newspapers or magazines

they can read. A break here could start the

ball rolling in the other five States that still

have movie censorship laws.

Test Seen In Upped Admissions

Another Ohio test may be forthcoming

—

one that may be a major factor in the grow-
ing problem of compulsory advanced ad-

missions. Rube Shor, Cincinnati exhibitor

leader, who had advertised "Peter Pan" in

two theatres at regular prices while seven

other theatres (not Shor's) carried advanced

admission price ads on the same amusement
page, was told by the Disney Organization

that unless the advanced admission price

policy was followed, the exhibitor's contract

with RKO was invalid and Shor was playing

the picture "at your own serious peril." Shor

lashed back, insisting that his pact with

RKO was binding, and if the distributor

insisted on setting the admission price, it

would be a violation of the industry decree.

Since Disney is not a party to the decree, his

organization is not legally bound by the

price agreement terms, but RKO is. The
same would apply, of course to Samuel

Goldwyn's insistence on advanced ad-

missions for "Hans Christian Andersen." A
court test may have to go to the highest

tribunal again, but it may be the only way
to bring the advanced admissions boil to a

head.

People

James A. Mulvey, president of Samuel

Goldwyn Productions, will hold a dual cele-

bration on Monday (20th). The date marks

his 30th Anniversary with the organization

and his 54th birthday. Samuel Goldwyn is

in New York for the occasion . . . Jack

Beresin is being honored for his "devoted

support to the Philadelphia Variety Club

Camp for Handicapped Children" at a testi-

monial dinner in Philly Monday (20th) night.

Most of the $50 per plate goes to the charity.

Danny Kaye will entertain . . . Mort Blu-

menstock returned to the WB studio after

setting up the "House of Wax" premiere at

the N. Y. Paramount . . . Darryl Zanuck was
at the White House recently for a private

talk with Ike. Where was Charlie Green?

Gagliardi Heads WB Sound

With WarnerPhonic sound system point-

ing up the added importance given the WB
sound department, the appointment of Gio

Gagliardi to succeed Frank Cahill as head

of the division is worthy of special note. A
veteran of 23 years with WB, he was former-

ly with the N. Y. Edison Co. for five years.

Hughes Sued—Again

Another stockholders suit was tossed

against Howard Hughes and RKO in Lo-

Angeles Federal Court. The latest one was

filed by Milton Friedman, holder of :i

thousand shares of the company's stock

asking for payment of $1,000,000 by Hughes
to RKO Radio Pictures Corp., based on tin

profit Hughes and former president Ned I

Depinet realized on the Stolkin syndicate's

forfeiture of the down payment for the

Hughes stock holdings.

Para Sets W arm-Weather Biggies

Paramount's warm weather schedule wi!

meet exhibitors' demands for "big" pictures

on a year-around basis, according to A
Schwalberg. The distribution chief revealei

in the May-June-July schedule of "Sangaree,'

first 3D in Technicolor; the Martin & Lewi

comedy, "Scared Stiff", and the "specia

Academy Award release" of "Greatest Show

el Earth" plus a "complete supplement?!-;,

promotion program" on the latter to cas!

in on its Oscar.

UA-TV Expands

Growing importance and expansion o

United Artists' television division was in

dicated with a realignment and increase ii

the sales staff. George Shupert, UA-TV v.p

and general manager named: Robert W
"Pat" O'Brien to head Midwestern divisiot

sales; Milton E. Olin divisional head for thi

mid-east; Nat V. Donato for upper N. Y

state, New England and Canada; Bomai

Lowrance in the South and Southwest

Shupert assistant Bob Gaertner also takr

over as business manager.

Money Talk

Paramount Pictures Corp. with a soaring

gross of $106,090,000 for 1952, more than ;

ten million dollar increase over 1951, stil

held the long end of the net stick after taxe-

The '52, net, $5,899,000, compared with th

previous year's $5,459,000, albeit only by th

grace of profit on "sale of real property

netting $559,000, included in the 1952 figure

Amount earned per share w-as $2.52 a

against $2.33 at the end of 1951.

United Paramount earnings dropped al

most $4,000,000, to $6,961,000 for 1952 fron

$10,705,000. Gross held up. with $1 15,627,00

compared with $115,747,000 in '51. Primar

difference resulted from higher film rental

and greatly reduced income from capita

gains.

Universal's consolidated net of $47.\0fl

for the 13 weeks ended Jan. 31, 1953, toppc

the comparative 13 weeks last year despit

a huge increase in taxes. Net for the fir.'

'52 quarter was $411,000 after tax provisio

of $280,000. For the '53 quarter, the tax bit

was $675,000.

Republic net jumped to $345,000 after taxej

of $380,000 for the quarter ended last Janr

ary, compared with $187,000 for the corn-

ponding 1952 quarter.
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Here's how the Paramount Thea-

tre. Denver, set up the spectacu-

lar front for world premiere ol

Universal-International's "Abbott

& Costello Go To Mars." The

rocket was an animated display,

moving up and down along wires.

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

Texas Plans Oscar Contest
That ever-lovin' Texas COMPO show-

lanship outfit has another hot idea. The

Ian, submitted by Phil Isley, Texas Allied

resident calls for a statewide campaign to

recede next year's Academy Awards to ex-

act utmost advantage of the boxoffice value

f the Oscars. The huge interest in the

:nnual derby, as evidenced in the unprece-

ented TV audience, will be exploited via a

ontest with $10,000 in prizes going to

atrons polling most nearly the actual Oscar

wards. Paul Short, NSS divisional manager,

rill set up the deal, which will include a

ontest package, available to exhibitors

ationwide, at production cost of $48.50. In-

luded will be three special advance color

railers, 40 x 60's, streamers, standees, mats,

osters, the whole works for a complete

ampaign. It's expected that on a nation-

wide basis, business could be increased by

8,000,000 or more purely on the basis of

)scar exploitation.

1-D Day Proclaimed for 'Wax'
With typical Hoolywood flourish, Los

Kngeles City Council officially proclaimed

Vpril 17 as "3-D Day" for the around-the-

lock premiere of Warners' "House of Wax".
Earners was cited in the proclamation as

ontributing a revolutionary achievement

anking in importance with their introduc-

ion of sound to the screen. Calling attention

o the premiere as the vehicle which will

'spotlight" the attention of the world upon

his city," the municipal fathers hung laurel

A-reaths on the brothers Warner "for wide-

ning the entertainment and cultural horizons

of their fellow men, with resultant benefits

to their nation, state and community."

"Shane" Linked With Greats

The New York Sunday Times of April 5

placed "Shane," George Stevens' Paramount
production, in distinguished company. In its

Magazine Section, the paper spread two-

pages on "50 Years Going That-a-Way,"
beginning with "The Great Train Robbery"
in 1903, then going through such all-time

greats as "The Squaw Man," "Sand," "The
Covered Wagon," "The Iron Horse," "The
Virginian," "Stagecoach," "High Noon" and
ending up with "Shane". Inference is, of

course, that it ranks with these classics, a

bigger boost than thousands of lines of

paid promotion.

In screening the film for the press, Para-

_D
; "ABBOTT n .ixt cbsTELi o GO TO MARS STARS !

ON STAGE

mount borrowed a print of "The Great

Train Robbery," which runs eight minutes,

to point up the tremendous advances in the

movie western. How about a batch of re-

prints of the 1903 classic to be used for

special screenings, and perhaps in theatres

as an added attraction fur "Shane" play-

dates?

Gala Mo. Debut

The St. Joseph's (Missouri) world pre-

miere of Paramount's "Pony Express" is

due to give Missourians one of the biggest

balls that have hit the Midwest. The entire

downtown area, some 20 gaily decorated

squareblocks, will witness a galaxy of bands

with star Forrest Tucker leading the big

parade on horseback, and Rhonda Fleming,

Jan Sterling, Tony Romano and producer

Nat Holt riding in open cars. Proclaimed an

area-wide celebration by civic order, and
city fathers have amended ordinances to

permit townspeople and the flock of out-of-

towners to view the proceedings. With
national mag, syndicated and radio reps,

covering, Paramount's set-up will have the

stars touring in a giant airliner, "The

Modern Pony Express," that will follow the

route of the original, landing in Kansas City,

Des Moines, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake

City, Sacramento and San Francisco, each

marked by municipal and press figures,

Philly 'Salome Bally
Ted Schlanger's Philadelphia division of

the Stanley-Warner chain set another ex-

ample of its alert big-time, showmanship in

the job it did on "Salome" at the Stanley

Theatre. The house front featured a tre-

mendous top-of-the-marqucc display that

had 'em stopping in the middle of the street

in center-city Philadelphia. Result: "Un-

believable business," according to the Co-

lumbia tub-thumpei s.

Schine "Ma & Pa' Contest

The Schine Chain's circuit-wide contesl

for its "Ma and Pa Kettle On Vacation" pre-

release showings, which picked up a bonanza

of publicity, ended happily indeed. In ad-

dition to perking up interest in moviegoing,

the 50-theatre competition for school-agers

(Continued on Page 1R)
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Pressbook Award
Many theatremen arc apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.
For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM HI I.LETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

'HOUSE OF WAX'

797-ART D 797-ART A 797-ART E

The first major three-dimension feature,

Warners "House of Wax" wins the Press-

book Award for this issue hands down. The
result of months of preparation by national

ad-publicity-exploitation chief Mort Blu-

menstock and his staff, it is a model of

imaginative planning, concise explanation

and illustration, and capitalization of the 3D
element.

The last-named is, of course, the hub

around which the entire campaign is built.

In the displays, the posters, the accessories,

the depth factor is illustrated to excellent

effect. But it is the selection of newspaper

ads, prepared by ad head Gil Golden and his

cohorts that will bring them out in droves

with its provocative copy and illustration.

The art theme follows two main lines: (1)

the monster carrying and/or pursuing a girl

and (2) the line of dancing girls. In all the

variations, the actual audience is seen and

the figures literally come out of the screen

over the on-looker's heads Copy follows the

same pattern—sex and shock right in your

lap, with lines like: "The hand is at your

throat . . . The kiss is on your lips .

Top. some of the ad art stills; below, a

sample of the newspaper ads: right, several

display ideas diagrammed in the pressbook.

Hewer
HAVE YOU SEEN A MOTION PICTURE SO ASTOUNDING AS

THE STORY-SENSATION WARNER BROS. BRING YOU NOW IN

VINCENT PRICE IMNK L0VEI0V PHYLLIS KIRK
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To take full advantage of the possibilities

for display in depth, the pressbook features

WB's own lobby set-piece. A 7-foot, full-

color board has the same theme as the ads,

with the dancing figure and the monster cut

out and extending over the pictured audience

right out into the lobby. The words "3 Di-

mension" are cut out in relief. Printed up

in a limited quantity, Warners Display De-

partment is offering the huge display to

showmen below cost.

Also pictured and described are four lobbv

door panels, the Stereo-Realist lobby viewers

furnished by the David White Co. without

charge (except express) on a loan basis for

viewing scenes from the film stereoscopical-

ly, and suggestions for displays as used by

the Paramount Theatre in advance of the

film's opening.

Here is a campaign manual worthy of the

first major-producer three dimension pic-

ture, and a deserving recipient of the Press-

book Award.

Front!
.itETCU.u^ ,rS9FOOT

IpLAY ATOP YOUR MARQUEE!
3-SHEET CUTOUT
FOR FRONT, LOBBY
OR MEZZANINE!

Hovst ofV*k»

RE'S HOW TO MAKE FLASH 1 REVOLVING-FIGUI
I DISPLAY EASY TO t|D DISPLAY WITH 40x60Y!

(Continued from Page 17)

on why "My Ma and Pa I )eserve a Vacation"

was copped by the youngster of a couple

from Carthage, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. An-

thony Plumadore, who have never been

more than 100 miles from home. How coul,|

they, with 13 kids. The prize, an all-expense

paid Easter vacation in New York.

Big Columbia Co-Op for 'Dr. T.'

More than a score of manufacturers and

distributors have been lined up for tie-ins in

merchandising and promotion for Columbia's

Stanley Kramer production, "The 5,00(1

Fingers of Dr. T." Key-point of the cam-

paign is set ii]) by Joyce Selznick of the

Examining some of the merchandise in the tie-up

campaign for "5000 Fingers of Dr. T.'\ from left.

Meyer Heck. Kramer organization; Howard

LeSieur, Columbia ad-publicity head: Joyce Selz-

nick. co-ordinator of campaign, and Columbia

executive Karl Lazarus. Jr.

Kramer organization, working under super-

vision of Columbia ad-publicity chief,

Howard LeSieur, is the series of interlock-

ing four-way- tie-ups among Columbia, man-

ufacturers, stores and theatres to get top

window and in-store displays, national and

local co-op advertising with minimum outlay

and time. The lines involved include toys,

musical instruments, wearing apparel, cos-

tume jewelry and record shops. Among the

important stores through which "Dr. T."

merchandise will be sold include Macy's in

New York; Hecht in Washington: Lit Rros.

and Gimbels, Philadelphia; May Company,

California and Indianapolis; Meyer Frank,

Portland, and J. L. Brandies, Omaha, a-

well as others in the nationwide tie-up. An

idea of the efficiency with which the co-ops

have been arranged is the deal where each

of the manufacturers is making available

samples of its merchandise for giveawa;.

purposes, theatre display and, in many cases

theatre sale. Columbia is following through

by having kits, containing at least one

sample of each article, delivered to key situ-

ations booking the film.

Videxploitation
The Ed Sullivan show's high-powered

plugs for movies, the last two weeks weri

devoted to Warners' "Trouble Along tin

Way", with clips from the film and star^

(Continued on I'age 20

1



your

That's where your "JACK" is goingL.Up-

Up-UP...on the beanstalk of rising living

costs...and Up-Up-UP...in the cost of oper-

ating your theatre. The Bureau of Labor

Statistics records an increase of 90.8%

in basic living costs since 1939 . . . and

Exhibitors Digest shows an average

increase of 98.9% in the cost of theatre

equipment and supplies since 1940.

We've been hit the same way, so we know

how you feel about it . . . BUT. . . just for the

record . . . Compare these costs with the

negligible increase, IFANY, you've given

NSS during these years of soaring prices

. . . and observe the real "break" youi

"JACK" has received from the Prize Baby!

nfllMHMLficteea
\J*vzf0nsr at

SERVICE
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(Continued from Page 18)

Charles Coburn and Sherry Jackson appear-

ing in person on the popular Sunday night

TV hour, followed by RKO Radio's "Never
Wave At A Wac" on the 19th. Roz Russell

made the personal appearance . . . WB's
Mort Blumenstock set up one of the most
extensive TV ad campaigns the New York
area ever saw for "House of Wax." Spot

announcements filled the little screens from

Monday through the following Sunday
(12th) over WNBT and WABC-TV . . . The
big 3D-er also got assists from star Vincent

Price's video and radio appearances for the

premiere.

Comic Strip Herald

A provocative four-color comic strip

herald on "Invaders from Mars," the Ed-

ward 1.. Alperson science-fiction thriller

from 20th-Fox, is worth checking into. It

sells for $6 per thousand, and less in larger

quantities, and should work up plenty of

interest, especially among the clientele that

would go for this type of picture.

Seventeen Display Offer

Kxhibitors would do well to look into the

offer by Seventeen Magazine to attract the

teen-age crowd, bulk of the regular movie-

going audience in most theatre. The enter-

tainment magazine, upon request, will send

showmen a glossy print of its Picture of the

Month seal, (April selection is "Lili"), a

7" x 16" reproduction of its review on the

film and a 10" \ 13" full-color cover of

Seventeen. It's all for free, and a definite

promotional asset angled at the youth group.

For the showing of U-Vs "Seminole", Paul Levi,

manager of the Pilgrim Theatre. Boston, used an

atlraitii e model dressed as an Indian to distribute

special cards containing lucky pennies. 800 were

distributed at a cost of $& to the theatre, but it

stirred up plenty of interest in liran town.
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The Warner press preview for "House of Wax",

at the New York Paramount made a tremendous

splash in the newspapers, with corresponding busi-

ness for its regular opening. At top. ft' B national

ail puldicitr director Mort Blumenstock is seen

with stars Paul Piccrni. Phyllis Kirk and Frank

Lovejoy. Below, part of the long line that stood

in the rain opening day.

WB Camera Tie
Warners has engineered a unique tie-up

with the 15 Camera Craft photography

stores in New York for "House of Wax",
which had its world debut at the Paramount

Theatre on the 10th. Warners' huge 7x5
foot three-dimension set piece will be set up

in each of the Camera Craft stores as w-ell

as in the lobby of the Paramount, camera

chain is taking newspaper ads to plug its

contest for best photographs of the display.

Which means full-city promotion, with lots

of visitors going back home to watch for

the opening in their town.

"Science and Civil Defense" was the subectj of

this lobby display in connection with opening of

"Magnetic Monster" at the Indianapolis Lyric.

Local models with geiger counters and radio-

active-proof helmets are shown with Mayor Alex

Clark and producer representative Ivan Tors.

EDITORIAL
Mure Days, Less Dubs

Doris Day's personal appearance in her home

town, Cincinnati, proved more than the accepted

value of star p.a.'s in boosting public interest

in movies. It also pointed up the importance of

selecting the personality for these tours to se-

cure maximum effect in the promotion that

results from their visit.

In Miss Day's case, this effect was secured.

Endowed with voice, looks and a sparkling per-

sonality, the star impressed the city's newspaper

riovie critics so deeply that every one of them

wrote glowing accounts of the interview in the

next day's papers. More than 125 press, radio

and columnist people from surrounding areas

showed up for the cocktail party hosted by Co-

lumbia Records in honor of the star and a

Dayton all-day disc jockey worked a three-hour

program by telephone from Cincinnati to

for the occasion.

Stars of the caliber of Doris Day are true

assets to movie-plugging. Rosemary Clooney's

recent trip was a bang-up success. For the

hinterlands, you can't beat a homey, witty Chill

Wills to get a crowd to warm up. There are

however, other movie personalities, often hastily

selected, who fail to register at all when they

take to the road. They may be knockouts on the

screen, where, under the guiding hand of a wise

director, expert cameramen and the opportuni-

ty for countless retakes when they flub a scene,

the finished product will evoke ahs and sighs.

But when they have to turn on the charm for

their fans in person, or meet a knowing press

contingent (who can usually spot a no-talent or

phoney personality when they enter a room),

ithey can do themselves and their pictures no

good, perhaps even drive away moviegoers.

Let's have more p.a.'s by the Days, the

Clooneys, the Chill Wills and all the others who

beam personality and talent. But let the studios

make the choice of star and territory wisely.

This advance display registered solidly at th

New York Paramount for the opening of "Hons-

of Wax". Manager Bob Shapiro worked a co-o
k

with Stereo Realist for three-dimension slide

from the film to be viewed through the polaroid

apertures, set up in surrounding framework



6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

BETTER 3D VIEWERS
Allied ITO of E. Pa.

Those exhibitors who have installed or

e about to install 3D equipment which re-

Lures audience viewing glasses, should be

leased to know that Highway Express

ines, Inc. is distributing viewing glasses

died "Polalite" which have improved fabric-

ivered car pieces, eliminating the irritation

f paper or cardboard around the ears,

'hese "Polalite" glasses are particularly

imfortable for those folks who must also

ear glasses to correct their vision. "Fola-

te" glasses have form-fitting adjustment

ir men, women, and children, whether they
: ear eyeglasses or not. To date, "Polalite"

the best we've seen for use with 3D pic-

lres.

"HEATRES TAKE PRICE RAP
Allied of E. Pa.

In Cincinnati, Ohio, on the first subse-

ftient run neighborhood break after down-

iwn, two theatres played "Peter Pan" at

^gular admission prices, while seven other

leatres advertised "Peter Pan" on the same

variability as pre-release showing at ad-

anced prices.

It is obvious that the public is becoming
lore and more resentful about advanced ad-

lission price pictures. There are a growing

umber of protest letters to editors, news-

aper cartoons, that emphasize this feeling,

vllied members should be aware that what

lappened in Cincinnati can happen any

lace, because admission prices cannot be

xed by contract, agreement, or by any

lethod whatsoever. Unfortunately, exhibi-

Drs are being made the scapegoate for ad-

anced admission prices, when the true

/lame rests squarely on the shoulders of the

varicious producer—distributor.

GOOD PRESS RELATIONS
Theatre Owners of America

In this year of 1953-Dementia, the time

ias come for us to tighten our belts, roll up
iiir sleeves, put our shoulders to the wheel,

iiir noses to the grindstone, and exercise all

f the platitudes that point toward moving
orward with units and purpose.

And let's preserve a few amorous gestures

or the improvement of our press relations

-and, consequently, our public relations.

We are always complaining about had
>ress notices, about the fact that the mem-
>ers of the Fourth Estate do not understand
is—but—are you sure you understand them?
Certainly, generally speaking, he knows
ery little about your business and your
roblems. But, just as certainly, you know
ery little about his business and his prob-
ems.

The answer should be fairly simple. Get
icquainted. Know each other—understand
ach other. Understanding invariably means
-'ood press relations, and good public re-

lations.

And above all—please remember one
tiling: To a newspaper man News is All-

Holy!

It's the nature of the beast, so to speak

—and it's his job—to gather news, whether

it is in the field of entertainment, politics,

sports, or what have you.

You can wine and dine a newspaper man
—and make him feel that possibly there is

some compensation for his small salary after

all—but, if you really want to get on the

inside track with him, or his editor, provide

him with news. Call him on news tips, even

if they don't concern your business.

As an outstanding member of your com-
munity—and if you are a good exhibitor, I

am certain that you are an outstanding mem-
ber—you are in a position to hear a lot of

things that might make good copy for your
local newspapers.

Okay—pick up the telephone and tip him

off. Let him know that you're on his side.

Maybe he doesn't cover real estate, or

politics, etc., but somebody on the paper

does—and if that paper scores a beat, ail

concerned will certainly remember the

source of the tip. That's the best way I

know to pave the way into the good graces

of any newspaper anywhere.

However, such help, by all means, should

never be used as an obvious wedge, or as a

mild form of blackmail—just as you should

never mention advertising to an editorial

reporter,

—Dick Pitts

IP ON 3D
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana

The International Projectionist, a techni-

cal magazine of the motion picture industry,

contains interesting comment in the March
issue on the various new film techniques.

Regarding CinemaScope, IP observes that

"the viewer" is engulfed by the overwhel-
ming visual impact—but there is no more
dramatic impact in these wide screen jobs

than there would be in showing a 50 foot

image of Kate Smith. Its sole advantage is

that of s-i-z-e". IP next discusses the light

loss resulting from the use of the wide angle

lenses with the skepticizm that no system

exists to correct it without seriously detract-

ing from the picture's quality. The Cinema-
Scope process reflects 6 foot Lamberts of

light instead of the 15 foot Lamberts now
regarded as the minimum level for project-

ing screens. Admitting that they could be

wrong, IP criticizes Mr. Zanuck who "here-

tofore displayed a minimum interest and

knowledge of technical processes" for scof-

fing at 3D in Life Magazine. And concludes

"If Mr. Zanuck and cohorts would display a

greater affinity for their own motion picture

trade press instead of staging a love duel

with Life magazine, the exhibitors and pro-

jectionists who are wondering about the

future of the business . . . might be more ap-

preciative of this 'revolutionary' process."

In terms of possible 100'; production

technique, IP rates "Uwana Devil" at 25%,
"Sangaree" at 60% and "House of Wax"
at 75%.

In view of current interest in curved

screens, we give you some of IP's comment
on them. 1. Instead of eliminating distor-

tion, the curved screen creates it. Horizontal

lines appear bowed, while vertical straight

lines are variously curved, depending on the

seat from which the screen is viewed. 2. A
curved screen produces more, not less glare,

and has no effect on "hot spots". '3. A
curved screen does not contribute in even
the slightest degree to an enhanced illusion

of depth. 4. It does not improve sound
transmission. 5. A curved screen cannot

eliminate the keystone effect except at

certain places where the curvature of the

screen assumes an impractical angle to the

projected light. 6. The screen cannot 'be

washed like glass'. The small pores for

sound transmission are dust traps and soil

rapidly.

LOBBY TV FOR CONTRAST
Allied of la. -Neb.

Al Myrick, our president about to be

"blessed" with TV from 2 nearby stations,

advises he will put TV in his lounge or

lobby. A splendid idea, giving the people a

ready comparison of the dinky TV "peep-

show" vs. a real show on the screen. Should
slow down sales of TV sets in the area and
help theatre(s) during this critical period

until tax exemption and good, standardized

3D, after which we ought to hold our own
—or—close up for good!

WHO'S THE CRIMINAL?
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana

Maybe we don't have enough charity in

our heart. Maybe we're getting too can-

tankerous. But, for whatever reason, we are

certainly getting fed up with this business of

trying to explain and condone the behavior

of the transgressor instead of worrying

about the poor victim. Instead of being con-

cerned about the poor guy who got bashed

over the head, all the psychologists and fea-

ture writers wring your heart with the ex-

planations of why the attacker swung the

club—his father spoke harshly to him when
he was just a little boy or his ears were too

big and his playmates called him beagle

ears. And now comes Sam Goldwyn calling

the exhibitors ignorant and that they should

run their theatres instead of running to the

Department of Justice.

All Goldwyn says is that "Hans Christian

Andersen'' will play at advanced prices or

not play the picture. That 50c is the least

price for children. But the U. S. Supreme
Court made the law pretty plain that ad-

mission prices could not be dictated by any
manner or by any means. Now let's not

begin making the exhibitor the criminal. All

Mr. Goldwyn has to do is to abide by law

and nobody will have to go to the cops.

Incidentally, while speaking of "Hans
Christian", the only people who tell ns what

a wonderful children's picture it is are people

thai don't have children. Not too many
youngsters are devotees of the ballet.

<
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AddedSound Dimension
(Continued from Page II)

set-up, of speakers in various houses. Size

and design of the theatre will govern place-

ment and number of auxiliary speakers. At

the Paramount Theatre in New York, where

WarnerPhonic Sound had its Eastern debut

in conjunction with the opening of "House

of Wax," a total of 25 speakers were used.

With its long overhanging balcony and low

ceiling at the rear of the orchestra, the

speakers did not maintain the pattern de-

scribed before, but conformed to the the-

atre's design to effect maximum coverage.

It was pointed out to us by John E. Volk-

mann, chief of theatre engineering at RCA,
that a thorough analysis of theatre require-

ments in stereophonic sound by expert

engineers is a must before any installation

begins. Improper arrangement could blast

one portion of the audience right out of their

seats with the barrage of sound, Volkmann
warned, while another section might barely

get the effect intended. Care must also be

taken to have experts install the wiring.

Cost "Around $11,000

The all-important cost of installation of

stereophonic sound is another variable, a

subject about which the experts are rather

vague. According to one RCA executive, it

should be "around $11,000". It would fluc-

tuate, of course, with the number of speakers

and the type of equipment used. The WB
magnetic reproducer alone is in the neighbor-

hood of $8500. The number of auxiliary-

speakers would vary between 12 and 24, and

could run as low as nine in very small the-

atres. It might be possible to use the the-

atre's main speaker in conjunction with the

other two behind-screen speakers, but they

must be identical in make and fidelity.

Questions have been raised as to the dif-

ference between stereophonic sound and

WarnerPhonic. Basically, WP is an aug-

Mr. Mueller demonstrates, with Polaroid glasses,

oj course, as pointer workings of the reproducer

iii star Allyn McLerie.

mented stereophonic system with the ad-

dition of the fourth channel for auditorium

effects. It can be used with any of the

current wide-screen processes, as well as

with 3-1) and standard 2-D. Placement am!

angling of the speakers may have to be ad-

justed for the peripheral vision films, but

otherwise, no new equipment is required.

With large screens or wide-angle arrange-

ments, the main speakers should be mounted

on special platforms at a height to corres-

pond approximately with the lips of the

screen players. Another consideration is the

fact that the sight line may be affected by

the big screens and the speakers would have

to be raised proportionately to get a natural

effect.

Let's take CinemaScope as an example.

The CS film carries one sound track along-

side the image inside the sprocket holes, and

two additional sound tracks outside the holes

along the edge of the film. Each of the out-

side magnetic sound tracks are 50 mils wide

(each mil equals 1/1000 inch) and require a

modified magnetic reproducer arrangement

built into the sound head itself which is at-

tached to the projector. The separate mag-

netic reproducer is not used. This compares

with the 200-mil width of each track on the

35mm magnetic tape used in the Warner-

Phonic reproducer, plus the fourth sound

effects channel on the film in the right hand

projector.

Higher Fidelity in W ide Track

It is believed that fidelity of the sound

would be lowered where the tracks are com-

bined on the main film. Obviously the quad-

rupled width tracks used on the separate

magnetic tape, plus the additional effects

channel on the right projector, would result

in a much higher fidelity and scope in sound

reproduction. The same would apply, of

course, to any other wide screen process that

carries the stereophonic sound and the image

within the 35mm frame. In addition, the

special effects cannot be controlled as in the

full WarnerPhonic system that carries the

individual sound track for this purpose.

The WarnerPhonic demonstration at the

"House of Wax" Paramount Theatre press

preview was generally impressive, although

a mixed audience reaction resulted from

certain bugs that turned up in this initial

public test. Volume of "offstage" sounds

were often out of proportion with the central

screen sounds. Footsteps pounding on a

street slapped out of the side amplifiers like

gunshots. Off-screen voices were not toned

down to create the illusion that they were

coming from a more distant point. Grasping

at these technical faults, some of the New
York newspapers went overboard in their

criticism, hurriedly relegating 3-dimensional

sound into limbo. We believe they will eat

their words before long. On the other hand,

most of the experienced theatremen at the

Paramount Theatre felt that here was a de-

velopment in the progress of screen enter-

tainment that will become an integral part

At top. speaker set-up for sterophonic use with\

CinemaScope. Reproducer is built into sound

liead in projector for three-channel track film

next to image frame. Below. 3D projection with

.stereophonic sound has separate magnetic repro-

ducer, synchomized with twin projectors. Note

amplifier racks at rear of projection booths.

of the motion picture of the future.

Jack L. Warner proudly proclaimed the

WarnerPhonic development as "a revolu-

tionary step forward, which will mean as

much to the enjoyment of motion picture

audiences and the benefit of exhibitors as the

company's first introduction of sound, three

decades ago ... It is the culmination of.

never-ceasing efforts by the best research,

and technical brains in the industry to widen;

the horizon of motion picture entertainment."

Ideal for Wide-Screen

Widen it, it does. One spectator, at least,

felt that the WarnerPhonic demonstration

revealed tremendous possibilities for use

with wide-screen projection. The panoramic

picture, we believe, is the true destiny ofj

stereophonic sound. The effect of sitting

within the action would appear to work in

even more naturally for use with stereo-

phonic sound than with the 31) "it-comes-

right-out-at-you" technique. Since the eye"

range is almost completely encompassed in

peripheral vision, a voice or sound coming

from the side will seem to emanate from the

players rather than from the theatre wall

Simply, the ear will take over where the eye

leaves off, rather than forcing an instinctive

glance toward a darkened wall, or even to

the side of the stage, where the eye is con-

scious of a definite screen limit.

Necessity mothered the development, ii

not the invention, of 3D and wide-screen, ll

became a grandmother with its child's sirinij

of stereophonic sound in the form fl1

WarnerPhonic. Who knows what this fasci-

nating family will bring forth as its next

offspring !
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Above, Alan Ladd apparently means business in this tussle

with a Berber would-be assassin who hud attempted to knife

him while the Legionaire slept. There is little doubt that

the same can be said of Ladd in this clinch (right) with

Arlene Dahl, desert princess. And below, the dancing Dahl

performs an oriental caper that intrigues even her musicians.

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
of the issue

DESERT LEGION
The figfhtin', lovin' Ladd his fans love lias ;

vehicle tailored to his talents in "Desert Legion"

and a cast that measures up in every respect.

Taken from the George Surdez novel, "Tin

Demon Caravan", the tale has Ladd as a Frencl

Legion officer whose patrol is ambushed, hut he i>

saved by a mysterious beauty, Arlene Dahl, o

course. Determined to track down the raiders anc

find the girl, Ladd embarks on a series of adventure.'

that should satisfy even the most avid addicts o

the blood-and-thunder plus sultry romance school

Richard Conte is a most convincing heavy anc

Akim Tamiroff returns to the screen after a too-long

absence in the top supporting role. Joseph Pevne)

directed the Ted Richmond production.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Lusty Ladd, Sexy Dahl in Thriller
"The Ladd name, the Dahl glamo lir and a desert thriller in the great tra-

lition of 'Beau Geste' spell hefty coin for all types of theatres" says FB critic
"oulter in his review of Universal-International's Technicolor "Desert Legion".

Let's take them in order. Alan Ladd is seen in the type of rough and ro-
nantic portrayal that has elevated him to the boxoffice elite. Whether in
.egionaire garb or in bare-chested glory ( that bared chest has become a trade-
nark for Ladd films ever since he reached stardom in 1948), the blond star is

sight to send feminine hearts fluttering and give his huge fan following more
if the same rugged action portrayal they eat with a tablespoon.

Item Number Two is the beautiful Arlene Dahl, attired (?) in flimsy and
xotic costumes, for the torrid angle, romantically and visually. Whether lan-
uishing on a satin couch, running her
ngers through Ladd's honeyed tresses,
r undulating through an oriental'
ance, the red-haired Dahl makes a
•rovocative piece of exploitation.

And the fact that it has been cate-

orized with "Beau Geste" gives the

tory a glow uncommon in the usual

un of desert adventure dramas. Played
traight for drama, excitement and
olor, it weaves a tense tale of a

.egionaire's battle to save his battalion

rom massacre by Berber renegades.

Unong the highlights are Ladd's hand-
o-hand spear duel with Richard Conte
nd the climactic battle between the

^egion and the Arabs.
Universal has given showmen ample
mount of assistance with an idea-

lled pressbook, national ads and a

Miss Desert Legion" nationwide tour

or advance promotion. The theatre

howman has plenty with which to

ake it from there. CONTE DAHL
4KIM T4S1IR0FF

ONE SHEET

ADS & POSTERS
Action, glamor and romance are stressed

in the ads and paper for "Desert Legion".

"he posters, such as the one-sheet shown
above, as well as the ads (below), combine

the Ladd and Dahl attributes as the domi-

nant features in this type of promotion.

% «<»««>s of rut ,

DISPLAYS

Mouth-watering material for inexpensive

but high-interest displays are offered in the

press book and suggested by the story. The
mark of the Legionaire, the "kepie" or cap

with a havelock (cloth attached for pro-

tection from sun) will dress up your box-

office and columns or pillars around front

and lobby, as well as calling attention to the

film. For the posts, as illustrated above, a

blowup of Ladd's face with kepie and have-

lock will have 'em talking. The same could

be done on telephone poles around town.

The boxoffice display is a huge French blue

hat with a bright red top and a black vizor.

All braid is in gold. A thin white gauze,

allowing visibility to and from the rear of

the boxoffice, should be used for the neck

cloth.

Another display to excite interest is based

on the javelin duel between Ladd and Conte.

Several stills that feature this duel with a

single weapon, as the antagonists alternately

become the hunter and the hunted, can be

blown up in a sequence to feature "the sen-

sational javelin duel". Sign shop could make
the display, simulating the death-dealing

spear as a center-piece (illustrated in press-

book), or borrow a real one from a costumer

for the display. The special set of six duel

stills is available on order from U-I's Ex-
ploitation Department.

*OVeNl\ BEHIND HU*
oo M,uesjT-

WQUWO COKtE ARtfM ^

1 * t± i »

L

DAHL



MAN IN THE DARK' 3D GIN/

3u4i*u* fcatiKf O O O
On novelty value of 3D. Sub-runs will have to

overcome unfavorable word- of-mouth

Columbia

70 minutes;

Edmond O'Brien, Audrey Totter, Ted de

Corsia, Horace McMahon, Nick Dennis,

Dayton Lummis, Dan Riss, Shepard Menken,

Directed by Lew Landers

Columbia's first entry in the Goggles

Handicap is bound to be compared with

Warner Bros.' "House of Wax", which it

beat into release by a few days. It simply

isn't in the same league. Ground out in a

liurry, without benefit of color, by producer

Wallace Mac Donald, "Man in the Dark" is

a routine melodrama that would just make

the grade as a lower-half dualler if its enter-

tainment values were not bolstered by the

rlICK ON ROUTINE MELLER
tri-dimensional gimmick. Of course, thai

popular novelty will attract good grosses in

most situations, at least in the first runs

Subsequents will have to fight off what is

likely to be adverse audience reaction to the

plot and the quickie production.

Director Lew Landers gets plenty of value

out of the depth-dimension effects and Floyd

Crosby's photography have been engineered

to "attack" the audience with the 3D device.

They have employed the roller-coaster gim-

mick (as Cinerama does, but not nearly so

effectively). A hounted man loses his foot-

inn and drops— into the audience's lap. Dur-

ing a surgical operation, the doctor's instru

ments seem to leap from the screen. These

are the things that will bring the curious to

see "Man in the Dark".

Technically, it leaves much to be desired.

When the players move too quickly before

the lenses, the image is often blurred. It

was a mistake to have filmed it in septa-

tone, since the Polaroid viewing glasses cut

down light and make the picture much too

dark, some scenes being hardly discernible.

At one trade press screening the projecto

went out of synchronisation. After thnJ

attempts to get the picture right, the midd
reel was omitted.

STORY: A brain operation causes E'li

mond O'Brien to lose his memory. He -I

kidnapped from the hospital by three garif

sters, Horace McMahon, Nick Dennis an

Ted de Corsia, who tell him he used to I

a criminal and demand their share of tl

missing loot. O'Brien can't remember
thing—and even his former girlfriend

Audrey Totter, can't restore his memor
The gangsters believe O'Brien is faking, In

Audrey stops them from killing him. Aft(

being beaten up, he has a nightmare, whic

Audrey interprets as a clue to the past. The

K<) to a seaside amusement park, and thei

find the missing $130,000 at a check stam

With the hoodlums hot after him, O'Brie

takes rfuge on a roller coaster. Two of hi

pursuers are killed, and another is capture

by police. O'Brien, safe and sound, hand

over the money and Audrey receives hir.

witli open arms. YORK

IT HAPPENS EVERY THURSDAY' ENTERTAINING FAMILY SHOW
GutiKVM IZcUiK? GOO

For small town situations and family houses in

the big cities. In most metropolitan situations, it

will not do as well, but should serve as a

good dualler.

Universal

80 minutesi

Loretta Young, John Forsythe, Frank Mc-

Hugh, Edgar Buchanan, Palmer Lee, Har-

vey Grant, Jimmy Conlin, Jane Darwell

Directed by Joseph Pevney

This adaptation of Jane S. Mcllvaine's

novel about a struggling country newspaper-

man and his wife and kids, is a happy little

picture well suited to the family trade. Pro-

duced by Anton Leader in association with

Leonard Goldstein, it gurgles from start to

finish with amusing situations and cute di-

alogue. Joseph Pevney's direction deserves

special commendation, because the story

hasn't much weight. Under his guidance,

however, the whole thing becomes a gay

frolic about a happy marriage, lightly bub-

bling with humor and heart-interest. This

is the kind of family picture that strives for

nothing except friendly entertainment, the

type of homey stuff that goes so well in the

smaller towns and neighborhoods. It will

send these people out happy and is lively

enough to double successfully in any lo-

cation.

John Forsythe, as the newspaperman, and

Loretta Young as his wife, turn in ace-high

performances. Characterization in their parts

by Frank McHugh, Harvey Grant, Jimmy
Conlin and the invincible Gladys George is

fine.

STORY: New York reporter John For-

sythe and his pregnant wife, Loretta Young,

move to California to take over a smalltown

newspaper they've bought sight unseen.

They arrive to find the ad was false i

almost every detail. Circulation is fragmer

tary, the living quarters are abysmal an

the machinery is falling to bits. But the

decide to carry on. The headline of the fir-

edition carries the story of the sudden ai

rival of the new editor's second child. There

after they try various circulation gimmick

with varying success. When the area is h

by a drought, Loretta persuades her husban

to try seeding the clouds with dry ice. F
pours for days, flooding the countryside, an

Forsythe, whose rainmaking at first mad
|

him a local hero, is beset by the town;

people, led by a tradesman who is angr

with Loretta for repulsing him. Forsyth

and Loretta finally prove that the rain wa

an Act of God, and started before the edito

had a chance to ice the clouds. The reper

tant town council begs them to stay an

make sure the local paper "happens ever

Thursday." YORK

JAMAICA RUN' ADVENTURE

Su4t*e44 /g*U*f Q O
As dualler generally. Can do better in action

houses and where exploited.

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)

92 minutes

Rav Milland, Arlene Dahl, Wendell Corey,

Patrick Knowles, Laura Elliot, Carroll Mc-

Comas, Michael Moore, Murray Matheson

Directed by Lewis R. Foster

Endowed with a competent name cast and

an adequate production, this Technicolor

meller from the l'ine-Thomas stable mixes

murder and sunken treasure in a familiar, yet

not hackneyed, way. Director Lewis R.

Foster wrote the screenplay, which wanders

along without providing enough excitement

or suspense to wholly satisfy devotees of ad-

venture fare, who prefer action rather than

the welter of talk provided here. It lacks

STORY LACKS PUNCH
real punch. Exploitable items, however, are

the colorful Jamaica settings and some en-

grossing undersea sequences. The Ray Mil-

land-Arlene Dahl-Wendell Corey names

should get "Jamaica Run" off to a fast start

in the early runs, but it will need strong-

selling in the later runs to offset lack of

audience enthusiasm. In most situations, this

will require the support of a good musical

or comedy. Where given strong exploitation,

it should attract fair business. Action houses

have the best chance with this Paramount

offering.

Foster's off-hand treatment of the story

carries over into his manner of directing,

and no elements are given any real feeling

of conviction. As a schooner captain, Mil-

land manages to give a note of sincerity in

what should have been a highly colorful role.

Dahl is mighty easy on the eyes. Carroll

McComas checks in with the best perform-

ance as Dahl's gin-soaked mother who lives

on the past glories of her land-ownin

family.

STORY: Returning from World War I

Ray Milland sails his schooner into Jamaic

and goes to a nearby sugar plantation to se

Arlene Dahl. Dahl's brother, Wendell Core;

and mother, Carroll McComas are the la.
1

of an old plantation aristocracy. Almost o

the rocks, financially, they still keep up

show of lavish living. Milland has been tr>
(

ing to woo Dahl away from all this, bi

since Corey and McComas are near alec

holies, she has to run the plantation, an

shuns his attentions. Patrick Knowles, aj

unscrupulous real estate man, learns th;

there is some doubt as to the real title c

Dahl's family to the plantation. The proc,

of ownership lies in the sea chest of a shi

sunk in the harbor a half-century ago. Th

rest of the film deals in the search for th

chest, complicated by murder "and intrigti'

NEIL
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HOUSE OF WAX' SOCK 3D NOVELTY WILL GET BIG MONEY

ScitiHCte 1R.cUi*ty Q O Q O
On strength of 3-dimension novelty.

lA/arner Bros.

)0 Minutes

Vincent Price, Frank Lovejoy, Phyllis Kirk,

Carolyn Jones, Paul Picerni, Roy Roberts,

\ngela Clarke, Paul Cavangh, Dabbs Greer,

Zharles Buchinsky.

Directed by Andre de Toth.

Three-dimension certainly takes a big step

orward with Warners "House of Wax." Its

aoxoffice potentialities are big, mighty big,

n the general run of theatres.

Producer Bryan hoy, whose "Lights of

ew York" was another historic landmark

n movie progress, has shown an amazing

insight into the possibilities of this new
medium, and with director Andre de Toth,

has contrived a host of spectacular effects.

Although the story, taken from the 193.1

'Mystery of the Wax Museum", isn't much
in itself, it takes on a new sheen in 3D that

will fascinate every member of the audience,

even those who will scoff at it later. With
Warner Phonic sound and the finest Warner
color yet seen rounding out the depth di-

mension, never has horror been so impres-

sive, shrieks so loud or grotesque ghoulish-

ness so spine-chilling. It was evident from
the ohs and ahs, mixed with spontaneous
applause from a press preview audience at

the N. Y. Paramount as each effect made

itself felt, that more attention was garnered

by the 3D illusion than by the rather pre-

posterous screen story. Unlike the "Bwana
Devil" script that passed for a story, but

merely utilized the thread to experiment with

depth effects, Crane Wilbur's screenplay

works the dimensional angles naturally and

logically into the story. What would have

been a routine horror story in 2D becomes

an exciting spectacle of horror in the depth-

dimension. With the subject matter and situ-

ations tailor-made for 3D, it becomes an

experience.

From the opening title which has scarlet

letters hung in front of a golden background

that stretches way back, the depth illusion is

startling. Among the more sensational effects

are the monster leering out of the screen, a

can-can number which ends up with a close-

up of a ruffle covered fanny practically push

ing your head back; a paddle ball bouncing

into your face; a fire in the wax museum, the

figures melting away and heads falling off,

and a climatic fight with objects hurling

through the air and into the audience. The
stereophonic sound effects, while adding con-

siderably to dramatic effect, revealed occa-

sional kinks, such as disproportionate volume

and unnatural side sounds. The Warner-
Color was excellent.

Workmanlike performances are turned in

by Vincent Price as the maddened monster,

Paul Picerni and Carolyn Jones. It is Phyllis

Kirk who registers most effectively and gives

SHANE' AN OUTSTANDING MOTION PICTURE

Scuchc^i ^atitty O Q O O
For all types of theatres, for all classes

of audiences.

Paramount;

110 minutes

Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Bran-
don DeWilde, Jack Palance, Ben Johnson,
Edgar Buchanan, Emile Meyer, Elisha Cook,
Jr., Douglas Spencer, John Dierkes, Ellen
Corby

Directed by George Stevens

Paramount has one of the all-time great
westerns in George Stevens' "Shane". If it

is to be called a western, it must be in the
same sense as the classic "Stagecoach". It

is sure to enthrall every type of moviegoer
in every type of house and belongs in that
select clav- that carries equal appeal to the
most discriminating highbrow right down
the line to the "duh" boys, to women as well
as men, to junior and tu grandma. Add to
this the marquee luster of Alan Ladd, Jean
Arthur and Van Heflin, plus breathtakingly
beautiful Technicolor photography. Any
way you look at it, it comes out big box-
office. Producer-director Stevens, making
his first western, has taken a first novel by
A. B, Guthrie, Jr., handed it to Jack Scha-
efer for his first screenplay, and has molded
the whole into a sensitive, high-styled,
robust, often explosive saga of the battles
between the homesteaders and the cattlemen.
There are a few weaknesses. The character

delineation in the relation between Ladd and

Miss Arthur is often vague and leaves the

audience unsure of the motivation for many
of their actions. In a couple of scenes,

Stevens uses an over-heavy hand in inject-

ing notes of sentiment into the generally

powerful proceedings. But these minor flaws

are iost in the film's dramatic and earthy

impact, and when the brawls blast the screen

with their fury, it hits like a piledriver.

Never has the western scene been presented

in such grandeur as it is caught by the Tech-

nicolor cameras. The action and back-

grounds were enhanced by an experimental

big curved screen which Paramount set up
on one of its studio sound stages for the

Hollywood preview. But whether it be

shown on the larger screen or on the stan-

dard screen in the smallest of theatre--,

"Shane" is a film of real stature.

Alan Ladd docs his best screen work to

date and responds to Stevens' handling to

make the most of a character which never

is quite clearly defined. He registers par-

ticularly strongly in the rough stuff. Van
Heflin is outstanding as conscientious, hard-

working sodbuster. Jean Arthur, as Heflin's

O O O O TOPS O O O GOOD

O O AVERAGE © POOR

promise of going far in the screen firma-

ment. Producer Foy has taken pains to re-

produce the turn of the century period faith

fully, and the wax museum is a masterpiece

of set production. Under de Toth's direction,

the pace is swift and suspenseful, although

he might have provided a bit more logic.

STORY: Vincent Price, master of wax
sculpture, and his partner, Roy Roberts, op-

erating a wax museum, have a violent bat-

tle when the latter attempts to burn down
the place for insurance. Roberts manages to

escape the holocaust unharmed, but Price is

horribly disfigured by the flames, leaving his

face and body a grotesque mass of scar tis-

sue, and his mind unbalanced. The monster,

with the aid of a mute and an ex-prisoner,

fashions a mask to correspond with his for-

mer features, and after murdering Roberts

and his girl friend, Carolyn Jones, steals

their bodies and covers them with wax for

his new wax museum, plundering the morgue
for his other figures. When Carolyn's girl

friend, Phyllis Kirk, sees the Joan of Arc
figure in the museum, she recognizes her

dead friend. Price, in turn, sees in Phyllis

the perfect model for his beloved destroyed

statue of Marie Antoinette. Her suspicions

mounting Phyllis goes to the police, then

decides to investigate for herself. Price nabs

her, takes her down to his "workshop" to

perpetuate her in wax, but the police arrive

in the nick of time and in the ensuing fire-

works, Price falls to his death into a caul-

dron of boiling wax. BARN.

wife, uncovers flashes of brillians in a dif-

ficult role. Brandon DeWilde, as the gun-

worshipping son of Heflin and Miss Arthur,

proves once again that he is one of the most

talented young actors about today. Loyal

Griggs' photography, Hal Pereira's and

Walter Tyler's art direction, and the musical

score by Victor Young, are all outstanding.

STORY: Alan Ladd, presumably a

fugitive from the law, stops briefly at the

little log cabin when Van Heflin, Jean Arthur

and their young son, Brandon DeWilde, are

fighting desperately to hold out against a

band of renegade cattlemen who are trying

to drive them from their homestead. Touched

by their plight, or by Miss Arthur's beauty

—one is never quite sure which— Ladd de-

cides to remain on and help in the resistance.

On his first trip to the outpost store to pur-

chase supplies for his new friends, Ladd is

badgered into a fight with Ben Johnson, one

of, the leaders of renegades. From then on

it's open war, with bloody battles ensuing

on each encounter. On one occasion, Ladd

is joined by Heflin in a fiht-to-the-finish

with the entire band of cattlemen. The

renegades send to Cheyenne for Jack

Palance^ a professional gunman, who is

ordered to break the sodbuster's resistance.

When Heflin decides that it's up to him to

light it out with the gunman, l.add inter-

feres, and goes oil' lor the encounter in

Ilellin's place. Ladd proves quicker on the

draw and. after killing Balance and two of

his cohorts, continues his interrupted voyage

into nowhere. ALLKN (Hollywood)
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SCARED STIFF' MARTIN Cr LEWIS NAMES CARRY SLAPSTICK
it, giving 1 1 1 c boys such support as Lizabeth

SutiHCte 7£ctfi*ty O O O
Drawing power of comedy team will push this

into better boxffioce bracket, but cool word-of

mouth will cut down grosses in sub-runs.

Paramount

108 Minutes

Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin, Lizabeth Scott,

Dorothy Malone, Carmen Miranda, Leonard

Strong, George Dolenz, William Ching, Tom
Powers.

Directed by George Marshall

A rehash of the 1940 Bob Hope comedy,
'Ghost Breakers" splattered with slapstick,

"Scared Stiff" is a definite downbeat from

the previous Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis films

that have lifted these comics to the top of

the boxoffice heap. Their names, of course,

are the key to the better business thai the

film will rack up generally, but this will make
a dent in their solid popularity. Producer

Hal Wallis apparently had high hopes for

Scott, Carmen Miranda and the curvesome

Dorothy Malone, but i; doesn't help much
in the mish-mosh screenplay by Herbert

Baker and Walter De Leon. ( )nly the comic

talents of Jerry Lewis give it some life, as

it wends a pratfall path from gangland

shenanigans in hotel hallways through an

ocean trip and finally ends up in a West
Indies haunted mansion, complete with

secret panels, organ, bodies in exposed cas-

kets and a Zombie.

Jerry Lewis tries harder than ever to make
laughs and the straining is appparcnt. He
employs every contortion he can muster, so

much SO that by the time the film is half

over, the attempts are threadbare with use.

Dean Martin seems embarrassed at some of

the action called for in the script. Lizabeth

Scott lias little to do hut look perplexed and

scared. Only Carmen Miranda's vivacity

brightens the scene in the feminine depart-

ment. She teams with the comics in four of

the six songs, while Martin handles the bal-

lad "When Someone Wonderful" and teams

with Lewis in "What Have You Done For

tnor

FARCE
Me Lately." Hal Wallis has given it ni

than an adequate production. Directo

George Marshal, who also handled the earlj

ier Hope version, is content with the oli

technique and familiar props,

STORY: Jerry Lewis, bumbling busboy ii

a night club run by gangster Leonard Strong

and Jerry's friend and caretaker, Lean Mar
tin, entertainer in the club, run afoul of th

gunman when his moll, Dorothy Malone, i

too free with her kisses with Martin. In :

hotel gun melee, Martin believes hi- ha

killed a man, is protected by Lizabeth Scott

who is about to have for Cuba to take ovc

a supposedly haunted ancestral mansion, am
is smuggled to the dock in her trunk. Lewi

follows frantically, locates Martin and end

up in the trunk himself. Attracted to Scott

Martin and an unwilling Lewis sail with he

as protectors. En route, they foil attempt

on her life to discourage her reaching th<

mansion, but the three finally make it. In .

wild series of eerie misadventures, it I'malh

develops that the place contains a hiddei

treasure. They rout the spooks and all end

—thankfully. BARN.

INVADERS FROM MARS' LOW-BRACKET SCIENCE-FICTION YARN

As dualler, on the lower half, in most situations.

Action houses will do better, especially where St

is expoited. Strongest for kiddies.

20th Century-Fox

78 minutes

Helena Carter, Arthur Franz, Jimmy Hunt,

Leif Erickson, Hillary Brooke, Morris Ank-
rum, Max Wagner, Janine Perreau

Directed by William Cameron Menzies

"Invaders from Mars" is a low-bracket

science-fiction entry that possesses a wealth

of exploitable material. However, these ele-

ments will have to be well heralded to over-

come numerous drawbacks. Produced in

Cinecolor by Edward L. Alperson, the film

involves a Martian space ship which lands

on earth for the purpose of destroying

American rocket research. The yarn is at

lust intriguing, but repetition and obvious

padding tend to reduce the film to a juvenile

level. The Cinecolor process has resulted in

harsh and sometimes blurred photography

that is ofent distracting. On the credit side,

the action is interesting, when concentrated

on advancing the story. Shots of the Mar-

tians, and their methods of commanding
earth people to do their bidding, are bizarre

enough to capture most imaginations. For

the uudiscriminating, there is a fair amount

of suspense and horror. Backed by exploi-

tation, "Invaders from Mars" should make
a satisfactory dualler in action and transient

houses, and theatres catering to small fry.

STORY: Jimmy Hunt, son of scientist

Lief Erickson, watching the night sky

through his telescope, sees a flying saucer-

like object land in some sand pits near his

home. Hunt tells Erickson of the strange

craft and the man goes out to investigate.

Morning comes, and when Erickson does*n'

return, his wife, Hillary Brooke, sends foi

the police who also investigate the sand pits

They too, disappear. A short time later

Erickson returns to his home, but it i

evident that he is a much changed man

Young Hunt notes this change and seek'

the aid of his father's astronomer friend

Arthur Franz. After much, difficulty, it

which Hunt is saved from his now-violen

father by Helena Carter, the boy succeed:

in convincing Franz that something did lan<

in the sand pits and has gained control o

his father's mind. An important rocket ex

periment is going on in a nearby factory am
Franz suspects that the plant is the objec

of some sort of attack. The army is notifiec

and tanks are sent to surround the sand pit

The Martian space ship is finally locate(

buried beneath the sand and after hair

breath escapades and skirmishes, the Mar;

tians are destroyed. NEIL

CODE TWO' MELLER FOR SUPPORTING FEATURE SLOT
dramatics about a cocky cadet in the Los

Only as supporting dualler, best suited for

action houses.

M-G-M
69 minutes

Ralph Meeker, Sally Forrest, Keenan Wynn,
Robert Horton, James Craig, Elaine Stewart,

Jeff Richards, Robert Burton, Jonathan Cott

Directed by Fred M. Wilcox

Disappointing trite after a promising start,

and generating little in the way action,

"Code Two" is a supporting filler for the

duallers. After a provocative declaration that

it is going to show what goes on behind the

thousands of auto-accident deaths every

year, this William Grady production prompt-

ly degenerates into a lot of well-worn melo-

Angeles Police Academy and his adventures

after graduating. The Marcel Klauber

screenplay never returns to the original

premise of reckless driving and its conse-

quences. There is little romance or comedy
relief and except for the violent ending,

"Code Two" is unexciting and easily predict-

able. It is best suited for the action houses.

Director Fred M. Wilcox has done little

to hypo the routine script. Ralph Meeker, as

the cocky cadet, shows well in the few

action scenes, but his assignment is general-

ly weak. While Sally Forrest and Elaine

Stewart, who made a splash in " The Bad

and the Beautiful", are given little to do,

they are decorative in the intimate sequences,

STORY: Smart-alecky Ralph Meeker

enters the Los Angeles police academy with

Jeff Richards and Robert Horton. Meeker's

attitude soon gets him into trouble, but

physical training instructor Keenan Wyfli

admires his spunk and manages to keep

Meeker from being expelled. Horton invite

Meeker and Richards home to meet his wife

Sally Forrest, and her sister, Elaine Stewart

While Meeker makes a play for Stewart, th
I

girl falls for the shy Richards. After gradu
|

ating from the academy, the three men re

ceive routine assignments, but after a perio(|

of bordom, they apply for, and receive, trans

fers to the motorcycle squad. During thei

training, Wynn again turns up to keeij

Meeker on the straight-and-narrow and th

three men eventually make the squad. Late

Richards is killed by a truck-driver whon

the officer had stopped for speeding. Meeke

and Horton set out to find the killer. Meeke

finally locates the truck in a black-niarke

slaughter house and radios for help. A free

for-all follows, but the police arrive in tim'
(

and Meeker is proclaimed a hero. N L 1L
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VHP 15 THIS MAN LiHEEN?

Ithum's Industry for 311 i tmtiisiim

Continued from Page 7)

But supposing a compromise was suggested

gain. What would the position be now that the

lit has been started?

There is no solution now but to go

irough with a proxy fight.

If hat was '/.attack's reaction to your proposal

> him ?

Interested. He did not make any statement

f acceptance. I suggested certain things

hich I was about to do, when I was on the

oast, but something turned up and brought

le back to New York. I think he belongs

ii the other side.

How many votes do you think you have?

We have enough votes to put several men
n the board.

// that is the ease, why are you going on with

te proxy fight?

You know how it is with an incumbent

i office! Perhaps I shouldn't use the word
lcumbent. What 1 mean is that if we got

ne on, as a beginning, we would have

othing more than a voice in the wilderness,

'hree is a representative body. We don't

v
ren know whether we are in a minority,

he management doesn't own enough stock

) have one. We may have a majority right

ow. Mr. Skouras once said to me if I would

rove my strength to him he would give mc
iree directors. I said, why don't you prov<

our strength to me?

// the special meeting on May 5 ends cunn-

itive voting, what would your answer be?

We will come to that later.

If hat sort of a slate have you in mind?

We will not propose a full slate. We do

ot want the full control of the board. We
o not want the executive positions in the

orporation. We are not basically movie
nen. We are basically business men.

He's A Candidate

Will you be a candidate for the board?

I will be a candidate. We once got con-

rol of a company (a group I was with) in

Minnesota. We got about six top executives

nit and cleared out all the unnecessary em-
)loyees. We converted about a million

lollar loss into a profit. Then there was
Jnited Cigar Whelan Stores. We got con-

rol of that and the president and three or

our vice presidents got their walking papers.

Many of the executives there were elevated

o higher positions. You don't destroy tin

lepth of an organization when you fight

with it. I don't even say that Skouras, if

ie wants to be honest, has to leave the com-
pany. Nor do I say that Zanuck, if we were
fortunate enough to get control over some
)f the policies they have been using, would
have to go.

// yiui settled, would you call off the suit?

No, that suit is now a matter of court

record. The courts cannot be used for proxy

20th-Fox Financial Record

Not Prttdfit U / f ('jit Stock
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1

1 .00 17 | o 'A
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1 949 4.00 2.00 2 5 'A— 1 9 '/.i

1948 4.30 2.00 2 5 Va— 17 3A

1947 4.82 3.00 38 %— 2 2 '/?

1946 7.91 4.00 63 Vs—37 '/e

1945 5.30 2.50 4 5 3/s— 26'/?

1944 6.04 2.00 28 %—21 Vs

1943 4.85 2.00 24 % 12 7
-a

1942 3.64 1.25 16 — 7Va

1941 2.35 Nil 9 5/s— 5

1940 0.52 Nil 13 'A— 5

fights. This must now be adjudicated to the

satisfaction of all parties.

But if they were willing to settle your com-

plaints there would be no need for these suits?

Yes, that's right.

Can you tell us the names of the candidates

you propose for the board?

That is a matter of protocol. Protocol

calls for the information to be given to the

SEC first. I won't even say how many there

are.

Can you tell us anything about the Green Sales

Company and the Chalgren Associates?

The Green Sales Co. is in the electrical

appliance business. It was established in

1934. Chalgren Associates is a family

partnership for investment purposes.

Have you any ideas about the future structure

of 20th-Fox?

First things first.

Is it true that the Green Sales Co., during the

war was marketing contraceptives?

Yes, even prior to the war. What is there

illegal in that? We were wholesale druggists.

Are you still in the drug business?

No, we gave up those drug activities in

1943 and went over to electrical appliances

in 1945.

Have you any thoughts about selling theatrical

motion pictures to TV?

That is management policy.

If you're so dissatisfied with the management,

why did you invest in the company?

Why"' I have been a stockholder since

1944. 1 was attracted to the company be-

cause of its good earnings reports. They
were paying good dividends . . . and in 1946

they even went up to $4 a share. Then the

Stock went down, so I bought. It continued

to go down, and I went on averaging,

finally, I had a fair amount of stock and it

was selling at 15— that wa^ before divorce-

ment, I had a very substantial loss. About
that lime I noticed that they were calling in

their preferred stock. The stock had been
selling around 20. Suddenly it was called in

at 35. I couldn't understand it. I went to

the annual meeting. I said why do you
borrow seven million dollars to call it in

when there is no necessity? I was told il

was done to save the stockholders interest.

Hetter sense told me that wasn't the reason.

As to who made money I don't know. It

may have been a perfectly innocent trans-

action.

Mr. Green, do you still have any National

Theatres stock?

No, I have sold all my holdings in

National Theatres.

Have you seen CinemaSeope?

No, I have not seen it.

Are you favor of these new 3D films that the

company is engaged in? (The questioner ap-

parently meant CinemaSeope).

The management has taken all the credit

for very great vision. I think they were fast

asleep. These patents they bought from
Professor Chretien lapsed two years ago.

'Shame' on Industry

In that event the entire industry was fast

asleep?

Perhaps it was. Why the man who
brought out "Bwana Devil" hawked it

around. Nobody wanted it. I don't say Fox
is guilty alone. I think the industry should

be ashamed of itself. Each company is

coming out with a different process. I asked
Air. Skouras was it not possible or wise for

the industry to get together and bring out

a universal system.

Many millions have been poured into Eidi-

phor. They made a great hullaballoo of

what they were going to do with it to over-

come television, radio—free entertainment.

Today Eidophor is the forgotten man.

Have you seen Eidophor?

I have.

// hat do you think of it?

I thought ii was wonderful, but why
haven't they gone forward with it?

//i other proxy battles with which you have

been concerned there was a fairly clearly defined

corporate position, and there were losses. But

Twentieth Century-Fox has been earning profits.

II hat is involved in Twentieth that parallels Twin

Cities Rapid Transit and United Cigar-Whelan?

Be patient. All will be revealed later.

I can't be expected to reveal the strategy of

my fight at this stage of the game.

Do you feel the same about stars' salaries?

I
I people are making money Eor the stock-

holders that's another matter. My light is

not with the stars.

Have you any idea of why the Company's Stock

has been moving up latch ? lias this been a

reflection of the company's improved position?

1 cm only repeat Barney Baruch's state-

fContinued on Page 30)
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WHO IS THIS MAN GREEN?

Queried an Offer nf Siutlitt J»b '#"0 IVurisel
New York it's much more costly. But I can

tell you this, when there was a controversial

issue tin- uncling was held in New York.

Are you still interested in Twin Cities?

No.

// tnilil yon care to tell us how much profit you

made on the Twin Cities deed?

Listen, d'you play cards? Sometimes you
think you've won, sometimes you wonder
whether you lost.

Have you any other film investments?

No.

How much stock do you and your group repre-

sent in Twentieth?

Over $600,000 worth—at market price.

// you could resolve your differences, you would

have no objection to Mr. Skouras and Mr. Zanuck

continuing with the company?

Not if the terms and conditions were ac-

ceptable to everybody.

* * *

Zanuck Statement

If Charlie Green ever hoped that he could

play Darryl Zanuck off against Spyros

Skouras, and could follow the old political

doctrine of "divide and conquer", he must

now revise his campaign. For on April 6

Zanuck himself made an announcement, as

follows

:

"So far as I can see, Mr. Green's suit

could only be actuated by a desire of re-

prisal because Spyros Skouras and I have

refused to become accomplices to his efforts

to seize control of the 20th Century-Fox

Corporation.

"On March 26, 1953, at a regular meeting

of the Customers Brokers Association in

New York City, Mr. Charles Green an-

nounced that he was intending to launch a

proxy fight for the control of Twentieth

Century-Fox. Mr. Green also announcer)'

that he had offered the Presidency of tlu

Corporation to me if he obtained control.

"I am flattered . . . However, it is difficult

for me to understand why Mr. Green can

find logical or justifiable reasons for unseat-

ing the present Fxecutive Management oi

Lhe Corporation and in the same breath ad-

vocate me as his choice for the Presidency.

I am at present the Vice-President in Charge

of Production . . . anrl thus am an integral

part of the Executive Administration that

Mr. Green is indeavoring to unseat.
1
'

Zanuck adderl that he was once offered tin

company's presidency by Winthrop Aldrich,

Chairman of the Chase National Hank anrl

suggested Spyros Skouras instearl. He still

thinks the same of him. "I explained this

very clearly anrl emphatically to Mr. Green

at the one and only meeting he had with

me."

Zanuck's statement must have touched

Charlie on the raw. Apparently feeling it

necessary to strengthen his position, he

issued another press release through his puh-

licity agents in New York, Erbe-Maybruck

Associates, Inc., denying that he had sought

control of Twentieth, and saying he only

wanted minority representation on the board.!

"As recently as last week I offered to accept

three independent directors, representing tht

great body of stockholders on a Board of

nine. My offer was rejected." That

Twentieth's meeting, called for May 5, to

end cumulative voting, is a further source

of annoyance to Charlie Green is alsc

obvious from his rueful admission: "If this

strategy were to succeed . . . this would

mean that we independent stockholders, even

if we represent 49 per cent of all the stock

voted, would not secure a single director. .

.'

(Continued from Page 29)

merit: some stocks go up and some go down.

Might it be because you have been buying 20th

Century stock?

My friends—my group—have been buying

stock very actively.

Just for control purposes?

They have not been buying it because they

like Mr. Skouras.

Are you the beneficial owner of 10 per cent of

the stock?

No, nor is anybody else, as far as I am
aware.

When did you first become interested in

control?

I was out in California last summer anrl

I called up Harry Brand at the studio and

told him my wife and a woman friend would

like to see over the studio. I was told no, it

couldn't be arranged ... In the end Branrl

said, if you don't like it why don't you take

control of the company? Maybe it was that

that put the thought in my head.

Did you offer the top studio position to Sol

Wurtzel?

To whom?

To Sol Wurtzel?

I spoke to Sol Wurtzel, then I found out

certain things about him and I don't even

want to speak to him again.

Did you offer it to him ?

Listen, everybody in Hollywood was want-

ing to get to know the new owners of the

company. It go so bad I had to tell the

hotel people to stop the telephone calls.

Is Leo Bertisch. President of Unitcd-W helan,

your brother-in-law?

That's two questions. Leo Bertisch is

president of United-Whelan. We have never

been related in any fashion or form.

Likes Cumulative Voting

Are you in favor of cumulative voting?

I think cumulative voting is wonderful.

The company ought to be ashamed of itself

depriving the stockholders of something that

lias been so long an established right. We
have cumulative voting in Whelan.

You have?

We have, but not in the same form as

Twentieth Century. You see, we have seen

that all the minority groups—substantial

holders of stock—have representation on the

board.

The special meeting to ballot on the voting is

in Delaware. Any thought or objections?

Yes, why should it be held in Delaware.

It's a maneuver, the kind of thing Hitler

used to do.

Rut doesn't United-Whelan hold its meetings

in Delaware?

That's another matter. Our constitution

provides we can hold them either in New
York or Delaware, anrl if we hold them in CHARLES GREEN

Bad Timing

As we said at the beginning of this record

of Charlie Green and his activities, monej

and luck aren't necessarily synonymous. Or

his own admission he has bought stock.'

which have causerl him no end of trouble

and have landed him in management fights

He's had to spend a lot of time, and money

organizing minorities. He's been obliged tc

defend himself against alleged libel, to seek

police protection when his life has beei

threatened. And after he'd begun battling

for a share in Twentieth-Fox's management

he felt compelled to bolster his position bj

filing a suit charging the corporation wit!

mismanagement.

But, worst of all, this attack on Twentieth

has come at the very moment when pros

perity is beginning to return in full force tr

the industry, anrl to Fox in particular, atr

when the outlook for investors in the cor-

poration is unusually rosy. What a morn**

tr) try anrl install a new slate of director;

(Continued on Page 33,
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studio sizeups :

( mtinued from Page 10)

\n Johnson-Tony Martin), Joe Pasternak

I
jducing—Charles Walters directing, and

"aadia" (Cornel Wilde-Mel Ferrer-Rita

Cm), on which Albert Lewin doubles as

pducer-director. Both are in Technicolor.

[f a decision is reached on which system

t use, that process will be employed on two

f.tures slated to roll later in the month.
'' ey are, the previously mentioned "Rope's

lid" to be filmed in AnscoColor, and "Kiss

h Kate" (Kathryn Grayson-Ann Miller-

bbby Vann) in Technicolor. In addition,

to more standard features are on the April

s.te: "Half A Hero" (Red Skelton-Jean

ligen), to be produced by Matthew Rapf

; d directed by Don Weis, and "Why Should

I Cry" (Joan Crawford-Michael Wilding),

i Technicolor.

jln a surprise personnel shift, announced

t rlier this month, Billy Grady was trans-

i-red from his long-time post as MGM
csting director, to become special assistant

t Ben Thau, vice-president in charge of

t ent. Still further personnel changes are

epected comentarily, and possibly lay-offs

Ir some of the Metro oldtimers.

PARAMOUNT

lowdown Talk Eases, New

Induction Boom in Prospect

I

The rumored slow-down in production at

iramount is going to be much less severe

an earlier reports indicated. As a matter

• fact, a boom is in prospect on this lot.

he studio now has two pictures shooting,

jie rehearsing, three scheduled to start in

<ay and five in June.

Now shooting are: "Elephant Walk"
)ana Andrews-Elizabeth Taylor), Irving

sher producing, William Dieterle directing,

id the Pine-Thomas' 3D feature, "Those
slers From Seattle" (Rhonda Fleming-

ene Bary-Guy Mitchell), Lewis R. Foster

recting. Both pictures are in Technicolor,

ehearsals started around the first of the

lonth on "Red Garters" (Guy Mitchell-

osemary Clooney-Gene Barry-Anna Maria
Iberghetti), which is slated to go before

ie cameras on May 1.

Paramount is reported to have signed to

:lease "Ulysses" (Kirk Douglas-Silvana

fangano), on which Dino De Laurentis is

xpccted to start production this week
April 20), in Italy on the grand scale.

Paramount lias announced the withdrawal
• "Shane" and "War of the Worlds" from
ie regular release schedule, in order to give

"tli features special treatment in theatres

quipped with wide screens. "Shane" is now
cheduled to open in tin- New York Music
lall on April 23, and a special large screen,
nilt to specifications recommended by the

Hidio, will be installed there.

Regular releases set for tin- four month
>eriod of April through July are: April "Off
•imits, Phe Girls of Pleasure Island";

May "The Greatest Show on Earth," "Pony
Express", and the 3D "Sangaree"; June

"Jamaica Run," "The Vanquished," "Scared

Stiff"; July 'Houdini" and "Stalag 17".

Three important castings here have Bob
Hope going into "Mr. Casanova" as his next

Technicolor comedy—a 18th Century yarn;

Eleanor Parker returning to this lot, where

she scored in "Detective Story", for the fern

lead opposite Charlton Heston in George
Pal's "The Naked Jungle", and the signing

of Fernando Lamas for a second 3D Techni-

color vehicle, "Lost Treasure of the Ama-
zon".

REPUBLIC

Yates Sees Top Profits For

1953-'54, Cites TV Revenue

Herbert J. Yates report to stockholders

gave impetus to more talk about Republic

moving over to television. In his report, the

company president said he expected the next

two years to be the most profitable in Re-

public's history, then, in almost the same
breath, he commented on the growth of tele-

vision both here and abroad and reiterated

his belief that TV and movies will ultimately

have to "get together." This was followed

by a statement that more money would be

derived by the company's laboratories from

processing television footage, with hundreds

of new TV stations opening, than from

motion picture printing. Plenty of grist for

speculation there on where this company is

headed.

Nowever, he also went on record that Re-

public would continue with its current 20

high-budget production program for the

current season. Yates said these would all

be in conventional 2D, "unless a more uni-

form and practical 3D method was
developed."

Between now and mid-May Republic will

have six features shooting, we are told. That

includes "Sea of Lost Ships" (John Derek-

Wanda Hendrix-Richard Jaeckel ) and "The
Champ from Brooklyn" (Alex Nicol-Audrey

Totter), which are already before the

cameras. The remaining four are: "Down
Laredo Way" (Rex Allen), directed by Wil-

liam Witney for associate producer Rudy
Ralston; "Flight Nurse," to be produced and

directed by Alan Dwan; "Eldorado Gold

Rush" (Akn "Rocky" Lane), directed by

Harry Keller; and "Professor and the Co-

Ed" (Vaughn Monroe).

A complete cast and crew are also prepar-

ing to go to Africa for filming of "The
Dakar Story". Producer-director John II.

Auer leaves late this month to select sites in

Dakar, Kenya and Nairobi, and will be fol-

lowed by the rest of his company in late

Slimmer. Actual filming, however, will not

get underway until late August or September.

Yates announced that "Laughing Ann",

first joint venture with British producer-

director Herbert Wilcox, will be premiered

in London early this summer. Wendell

Corey, Forrest Tucker, Margaret Lock

wood are the stars of this Technicolor pro-

duction.

RKO

Both Feet into 3D,

Five of Six Planned in Depth

Only 20th Century-Fox seems to be tak-

ing a deeper plunge than RKO into the

current depth-dimension and wide-screen

swim. With two features now shooting in

three-dimension, RKO has slated three more
for production during May and June. This

will mean a ratio of 5 to 1 in favor of 3D on

the company's production slate.

All five of the 3D features will be pro-

duced by Edmund Grainger, who is doing

almost a single-handed job of getting this

outfit rolling again. The two now in front

of the cameras are: "Second Chance" (Linda

Darnell-Robert Mitchum-Jack Palance)

—

Rudy Mate directing, and "Arizona Outpost"

(Virginia Mayo-Dale Robertson-Stephen

McNally)—Alfred Werker directing. Both

are in Technicolor.

The 3D features to start in May and June

are: "Silver Horde," a Rex Beach story to

be filmed in Alaska; an untitled musical now-

being written by Richard Sale and Mary
Anita Loos; and a Glacier Park story to be

made on location.

All but one of these features will be filmed

in RKO's own depth-dimension process,

which uses two cameras set a 90-degree

angles. The second camera picks up its

images from a mirror which is fixed at a

45-degree angle from the scene. The single

exception is "Arizona Outpost," which is

being filmed in Natural Vision 3D.

Rudy Mate, who is directing "Second

Chance," expressed strong opposition, on

the set, the other day, to trick photography

with 3D. Said Mate: "The lion leaping out

of the screen and the baseball speeding di-

rectly at the audience provided excellent

showcase scenes for the first 3D features.

But now the time has come for directors to

take full advantage of the medium to tell the

story in a more interesting manner, employ-

ing the benefits of the great latitude 3D
gives the director in relating his film nar-

rative. Audiences should never be conscious

that a new device is being used in 'he film;

rather they should enjoy more fullv an in-

teresting photoplay that has utilized intel-

ligently the use of 3D in making a more
entertaining motion picture.

Production is slated to start today (April

20) on the only conventional 2-dimension

film that had definitely been scheduled, at

this writing. The feature is "Son of Sinbad."

( Keith Andes- Mona Freeman-Ursull.i

Thiess-Vincent Price). Ted Tctzlalf directs

for producer Robert Sparks.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Third CinemaScope Feature

Shooting, 'Demetrius' Next

The CinemaScope lenses arc now trained

on the third feature in Fox's schedule of 20

big multi-million dollar wide-screen films.

(Continued on Pagt 32)
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(Continued from Page 31)

This latest starter is "Twelve Mile Reef
(Terry Moore-Robert Wagner-Gilbert Ro-
land) which producer Robert Bassler and
director Robert D. Webb are filming in

Florida.

Currently filming, in addition to "Reef"
are: "The Robe" (Richard Burton-Jean

Simmons - Victor Mature - Michael Rennie -

Betta St. John) directed by Henry Koster,

produced by Frank Ross; "How To Marry
A Millionaire" (Betty Grable - William
Powell-Marilyn Monroe-Lauren Bacall-Rory

Calhoun) produced by Nunnally Johnson,

directed by Jean Negulesco; "Be Prepared"

(Clifton Webb - George Winslow - Francis

Dee)—directed by Henry Levin, produced

by Leonard Goldstein. Only the latter film

is in 2-dimension, the remaining three being

filmed in CinemaScope, and in Technicolor.

"The Robe," incidentally, is now two days

ahead of schedule, which means a saving,

thus far, of $100,000 on the $4,000,000 budget.

Next to roll will be "Story of Demetrius",

which Frank Ross and director Delmar
Daves hope to place before the CinemaScope
lenses on May 4.

The last scheduled 2D feature, "Water-
front", is slated to start in July. Darryl

Zanuck will personally produce, Elia Kazan
will direct.

UNITED ARTISTS

UA 3D Plans Will Protect

Little Exhibitor, Krim Says

United Artists, which is sometimes re-

ferred to in Hollywood these days as "the

fortress of 2D product", despite the fact

that it released the first 3D feature, "Bwana
Devil", is beginning to move into the depth-

dimension and wide-screen area. With a

businesslike approach that has become char-

acteristic of this company's operations under

its present management, the entire forth-

coming program is being inventoried to de-

termine which pictures can best be adapted

to the depth-dimension, or to panoramic-

width projection with stereophonic sound.

Arthur Krim pointed out that all features

—even those adapted for wide screens—will

be made available for conventional 2D pro-

jection, in order "to protect the rank and

file of exhibitors during this transition."

During the next 18 months, UA will re-

lease a record total of 65 features, of which

32 are in color. In order to meet exhibitor

demands, releases will be stepped up to a

/ate of three to four pictures per month.

An important property to be filmed for

UA release is "Time of the Cuckoo," which

Ilya Lopert will produce from the current

Broadway hit play. It will be an American-

Italian production, starting in September,

with Anatole Litvak as director. A deal also

was closed for UA distribution of Aubrey
Schenck' and Howard W. Koch's upcoming

production of "Smoke Signal". The picture

will be filmed in Pathecolor, with Koch pro-

ducing.

Pictures currently shooting for UA release

are: Mickey Spillane's "I, the Jury" (Biff

Elliot-Peggie Castle-Preston Foster), Park-

lane Production in 3D, and "Captain John
Smith and Pocahontas" (Tony Dexter-Alan

Hale, Jr.), a Wisberg-Pollexfen production

in PatheColor.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

U-l Marks Time, Expects

Full-Scale Activity by June

This studio is proceeding with great

caution during this transition period of tech-

nological changes in movie-making.

Production on the Universal lot is grind-

ing to a near-halt, with nearly all contract

employees being asked to take their vaca-

tions during the months of April and May.

By the first of next month, there will be

practically no activity at the studio, either

in the departments engaged in active pro-

duction, or those primarily concerned with

production planning.

As a result of this slow-down, there will

probably be a re-scheduling of U-I's pre-

viously announced slate of 36 pictures to bt

completed between last November and the

end of October. At the present time, only

16 pictures have been accounted for—includ-

ing those now in production. Only the edit-

ing department, where 12 pictures are being

scissored, is now working on a full-scale

business.

However, by the first of June, studio ex-

ecutives expect to be able to determine which

way the wind is blowing, and at that time

will launch into full scale production for the

remainder of the year. Fifteen new proper-

ties have been purchased by the studio in the

past three months.

William Goetz is expected to set the first

production in the company's promising new
wide-screen process within the next week.

Pictures currently in production are: "Ma
and Pa Hit the Road Home" (Marjorie

Main-Percy Kilbride)—directed by Charles

Lamont and produced by Richard Wilson;

"Wings of the Hawk" (Van Heflin-Julia

Adams), studio's second 3D picture, in Tech-

nicolor; and "All American" (Tony Curtis-

Lori Nelson)—directed by Jesse Hibbs, pro-

duced by Aaron Rosenberg.

Now being edited are: "It Came From
Outer Space" (Richard Carlson-Barbara

Rush), U-I's first 3D feature; "Brady's

Bunch" (Maureen O'Hara-Jeff Chandler-

Suzan Ball), Technicolor; "Tumbleweed"
(Audie Murphy), Technicolor; "The Stand

at Apache River" (Stephen McNally-Julia

Adams); "Abbott & Costello Meet Dr.

Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde" (A & C-Boris Karl-

off); "Hack to God's Country" (Rock Hud-
son)—Technicolor; "Sioux Uprising" (Jeff

Chandler- Faith Domergue) Technicolor;

"Veil of Bagdad" (Victor Mature-Mari

Blanchard) Technicolor; "Forbidden" (Tony

Curtis-Joanne Dru) Technicolor; "Walking

My Baby Back Home" (Donald O'Connor
j

Janet Leigh) Technicolor; "The Goldei

Blade" (Rock Hudson-Piper Laurie) Tech i'

nicolor; and "The Man From the Alamo'

(Glenn Ford-Julia Adams) Technicolor.

Slated to roll on June 3, "Border River'

will co-star Joel McCrea and Yvonne D'|

Carlo.

WARNER BROTHERS

'Wax' Response Signals

Acceleration in 3D Shooting

The word now is that, contrary to a pre

vious studio announcement, the Warne
studio will not be closed down for as mud
as two months. In response to the success

ful showing of Warner's first 3D picture

"House of Wax", now in its initial Nev

York run at the Paramount Theatre, plan

reportedly are being made to go further-

and fast—into 3D production.

Originally, Jack L. Warner had deeme:

it advisable to halt production until ther^

,

was tangible evidence of the public's re

action to the various 3D and wide-screei

processes being tested in Hollywood. How
ever, the response has been so overwhelmin;

on "House of Wax", that he no longer fee!

the necessity for holding back. In the ver;

near future, he will announce a complet

slate of spring and summer productions-

most of them in 3D. At present, there i

r;o production here.

WB will employ its own 3D camera fo

the first time on "Hondo," a Wayne-Fellow

production for Warners release, starrin:

Wayne. This will be followed by "Dial I

For Murder," which is Alfred Hitchcock'

next commitment to the studio—and whic'

will also employ the new Warner earner;

i

"House of Wax" was filmed in the Gunz

burg Natural Vision 3-D.

During the present production lull mean

while, all company executives have, bee

asked to accept salary cuts as high as 50$

One known dissident was Michael Curti;

who quit the company (after 26 years) rathe

than take the cut.

The company has diopped the bars o
(

television tie-ups, when the go-ahead sign;

was given to show a portion of "Troub!

Along the Way" on the Ed Sullivan shov

From here on out, it is expected that thj

company will make increased use of TV i

selling its pictures.

Steve Cochran was released from contra*

earlier this month, leaving the studio wit;

an all-time low of only nine contract player

Gene Nelson exited the studio ranks only

week before Cochran asked for and receive

his release.

Pictures recently completed and no

being edited are: "Three Sailors and A Gir

(Jane Powell-Gordon MacRae-Gene Nelsor

Technicolor; United States' production d

"Blowing Wild" (Gary Cooper-Barbai

Stanwyck); "So Big" (Jane Wymai

Sterling Hayden), and "The Charge :

Feather River" (Guy Madison-Frank Lov»

joy-Vera Miles), Natural-Vision 3D, in Wa
nerColor. This one was formerly titled "Tl

Burning Arrow".

(Continued on Page 3
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tHO IS THIS MAN GREEN?

Seeks Liquitluiion, Says Skouras
Continued from Page 30)

aainst the wishes of the management! What
atime to choose for proposing—as he in-

tids to do at Twentieth's forthcoming an-

ijal meeting—that the board of manage-

i&nt of this great company should be de-

lived of the power to authorize employment

ditracts with its own people! Or trying to

f-ce through a resolution that no one

Jould be paid more than $100,000 a year

\thout the stockholders' approval! An-

( ler maneuver to be attempted at the meet-

ly is to get a woman named as one of

' ventieth's directors.

Spyros Skouras and his associates have

tteir own ideas of how Twentieth-Fox could

1 strengthened organizationally to take

uximum advantage of the industry's chang-

i j situation. They are themselves going to

jopose, at the annual meeting next month,

tit certain directors be replaced. Their

site of new nominees includes General

Jmes A. Van Fleet, former 8th Army com-

nnder in Korea, Kevin C. McCann, presi-

dnt of Defiance College, Ohio, B. Earl

hckett, chairman of Allied Stores Corpo-

ition, and Colby M. Chesters, Jr., honorary

(airman of General Foods Corporation.

What is at stake in this struggle between

'larlie Green and Spyros Skouras, however,

i much more than the personal reputation

i Skouras. On the outcome depends the

Ic or death—quite literally—of Twentieth

Century-Fox. In its proxy statement sent

to stockholders on April 17, the company
states specifically:

". . . One of Mr. Green's objectives is

the liquidation of the Corporation . . . ; he

has other objectives such as to place his

own nominees in official positions in the

Corporation, to curtail or stop production

of pictures at the Studio, and to accumu-

late cash with which the Corporation would

buy its own common stock, thereby enhanc-

ing the value of Mr. Green s stock. ..."

Skouras is prepared to elaborate on that

assertion. He claims that his four nominees

to the board (they would replace Donald

Henderson, Murray Silverstone, Wilfred

Eadie and the late Cyril Porter) have not

been proposed as a result of Green's pres-

sure. He says he never even discussed salary

with General Van Fleet, and that the latter

would receive in directors' fees only "about

§100 a week".

Charles Green, asserts Skouras, went
around speaking unkindly, unfairly and even

viciously of him before even approaching

him personally to discuss his grievances. He
alleged Skouras had personally made $3,-

000,000 out of the company's preferred stock

when it was retired, that Skouras and his

associates personally held a 40 per cent in-

terest in Eidophor, that the latter had cost

$20,000,000 and that Skouras also made large

sums of money on the sale (under divorce-

ment) of National Theatres. Mr. Skouras'

reply: "In fact, nobody that I know of made
three cents; as to Eidophor we've spent

about five or six hundred thousand dollars

on it, and it is owned 100 per cent as a sub-

sidiary of Fox."

Green then approached Darryl Zanuck and
offered him the Presidency. When Zanuck
refused, Green next tried to get Harry
Brandt to sit down at lunch with him and
Skouras. Skouras refused, saying he would
sec Green in the company's offices at any
time, but he wouldn't accept the invitation

to lunch. Green telephoned next day. The
men met. Green claimed he had 600,000

shares under his control and that of his

associates, and hinted he might even have

900,000. "Then what are you worrying

about?", Skouras asked. "If you have 600,-

000 you can elect three directors; with 900,-

000 you could elect five. Why do you want

a proxy fight?"

Green said, however, that he intended to

go on with the fight, and declined, claims

Skouras, his invitation to withdraw for i

year while the company was establishing

CinemaScope and other technical advances.

It was then he told Skouras, according to

the latter, "No, I want to take control of

the company" and to close down the studio

and liquidate ... "I am not interested in the

15 or 1600 employees you are talking about".

Adds Skouras, "Some men want to achieve

something regardless of damage and sac-

rifice".

In the May 4 issue of film bulletin
we will discuss WHAT IS THE EX-
HIBITOR'S STAKE IN THE GREEN
FIGHT FOR 20TH FOX CONTROL?

STUDIO SIZ6-UPS
Continued from Page 32)

INDEPENDENTS

Independent production is at it lowest

3b in several weeks—due largely to the in-

ustry's dilemma over three-dimension and

janoramic-screen production. Nevertheless,

half dozen features are either being cur-

pntly filmed by the various inde units, or

ill go before the cameras within the next

•w week*. At least two will be in third-

imension.

Edward Nassour started production a week
go on "Ring Around Saturn," utilizing an
utouiatic wide-screen camera set-up whicli

e developed several years ago for use on
ace tracks. Known as Regiscope, the sys-

em was originally intended for use by turf

udges in detecting fouls in the running of

aces. With the current 3D fever, he has
'onverted it to a 35-mm wide-screen process
which can be used for theatrical production
and exhibition. It will also be filmed in

Nasser's own 3D process, using Eastman
color. The film carries a $500,000 budget and
a five-week shooting schedule. There will

be no actors in the feature, using only voices
for animation.

King Brothers have their own process for

filming 3D features. They will also act as

distributors for the process, a German de-

velopment of the Zeiss Ikon Co., of Stutt-

gart. A single strip of film is used for this

process, as well as a single projector. Pola-

roid glasses are required for viewing. A
prism in the camera is said to take the place

of the customary mirrors, and a special

device is attached to the projector lens to

Live the 3D effect. The Zeiss company is

also reported to be working on a stereo-

phonic sound system to be used in conjunc-

tion with the filming apparatus. The Kings

will use their process for the first time on

"Two Headed Spy," which they will pro-

duce in Germany some time this summer. In

the meantime, they plan to film "Carnival,"

in an American 3D process, starting around

the first of June.

Turhan Bey and Lew Dubin are also con-

sidering 3D filming for their first Bey-Dubin
production, "The Lady Rode Horseback,"

which deals with the Lady Godiva legend.

No starting date has been set, as yet.

W. Lee Wilder, who completed "Phantom
From Space," last December, was putting

another science-fiction yarn before the

cameras last week. It will be titled "The
Man Who Saved the Earth", and will be

directed as well as produced by Wilder.

Rosalind Russell and Fred Brisson's com-
pany, Independent Artists, cancelled plans

tu make "It Happened In Spain," and are

in w planning to film "You Can't Judge A

Lady" (Rosalind Russell)—possibly in 3D.

Frank Melford, who recently completed

"The Diamond Oueen" (Fernando Lamas-
Arlene Dahl) for Warner release, is prep-

ping three more productions for 1953. They
are: "Mozambique," due to start in May;
"At Suicide Pass," in August; and "The
Scarlet Temptress," in October.

Andrew Stone has added "Muskeg" Ex-

press" to his production schedule. Story

deals with building of the world's northern-

most railroad, to Churchill, Hudson Bay
trading post.

" The Bigamist," based on an original by
Larry Marcus and Lou Schor, has been pur-

chased by the Filmakers Releasing Organi-

zation, headed by Ida Lupino and Collier

Young, and is slated to roll June 1.

Edward Small has set a June starting date

cm "Cannibal Island" (Lex Barker).

Before the cameras are: Santana Produc-

tions' "Beat the Devil" (Humphrey Bogart-

Jennifer Jones)—produced by John Woolff,

directed by John Huston; "The World For
Ransom" (Dan Duryea-Marian Carr), a

Plaza Production.

Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who is reported

stepping out of Metro, will go into indc

production . . . Richard Goldstone, another

forn.er M-G-M producer has been named
production chief of Dudley Pictures, which

plans to produce in Vistarama, new panor-

amic-s^rccn process.
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?fQUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

Critical Rmivtions To rax" Vary II ##/**/#> 1/

The New York critics greeted Warner Brother's 3D entry,

"House of Wax", with mixed emotions at the film's Paramount

opening. Passing on this Technicolor thriller's mechanical in-

novations, several scribes feel that it is the best stereo-photog-

raphy yet to be seen in the Big City. The Warner Phonic

Sound system received much adverse criticism. When the re-

viewers finally got around to the dramatic credits, they gen-

erally agreed that "House of Wax" was a routine horror show,

though because of its technical embellishments, it will be well

received by the thrill -addicts.

Otis L. Guernsey, of the Herald Tribune, sees the film as

an "old-school, monster-ridden, scream-in-the-night kind of

horror movie that hasn't been off the shelf for years." Refer-

ring to the technical credits, he feels that "There is a temp-

tation to call 'House of Wax' the first intelligent use of stereo,"

but to him, "The Warner Phonic Sound is a bit confusing . . .

(and) tends to detract from the central screen illusion, rather

than add to it."

The World-Telegram's Alton Cook was more enthusiastic

writing: "Third dimension has become a showmanly monster,

waiting to twist your nerves into small knots ... an expert

exercise in grisly horror . . . For the first time in the three

examples we have had so far, imaginative use has been made
of the new medium." Referring to the boxoffice aspects, Cook

says, " 'House of Wax' was a great success some 20 years ago

. . . the new one is likely to make its predecessor look puny."

The Post's Archer Winsten was unimpressed with the

stereo technique, terming 3D "a iechnical devise annoying in

its eyeglass necessity, empty of additional value in its achieve-

ment." Of "House of Wax," he said, "The picture is frankly,

grossly a thrill factory."

"Three-dimensional pictures really arrived . . . when

Warners presented their 'House of Wax' at the Paramount,"

wrote Rose Pelswick in the Journal-American. "Technically,"

she continued, "it's superior to any 3D film yet shown . . .

screen images are clear, the color is good and the illusion of

depth is consistent and highly effective. What's more, the

producer smartly chose a story whose action benefits by the

new process."

The Time's Bosley Crowther was apparently shaken by

the film as he writes, "This mixture of antique melodrama,

three-dimensional photography, ghoulish sensationalism and

so-called directed sound . . . raises so many serious questions

of achievement and responsibility that a friend of the motion

picture medium has ample reason to be baffled and concerned."

He feels that "The most frightening thing about this picture is

the thought of imitation it will encourage, if it proves to draw

customers to the theatre, which it more than likely will do."

"BY LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON'
Warner Bros.

"Family picture . . . that follows familiar

lines and tickles the ribs and the emotions

with the most familiar sort of jokes and

sentiments."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Spun-sugar musical . . . melting to

nothing at the slightest touch . . . Music is

the most solid pleasure of this show . . .

Wholesome as ice cream, though it does not

have as much flavor as one might guess from

the color."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Every element in the picture is doggedly

determined to be endearing and lovely. The
effort is much more apparent than the sin-

cerity."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Gay musical . . . cheerful entertainment

for the whole family."—Pelswick, N. Y.

Journal-American

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

This kind of picture, glorifying the trials,

trabulations, misunderstandings and essen-

tial goodness of the small-town American

family, is always popular with the American

family trade."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"JEOPARDY"
M-G-M
"Concentrates on stretching the audience's

nerves as taut as possible. It should leave

most of the customers . . . limp and be-

draggled . . . Masterful achievement in every

detail of action, direction and writing."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
"While the tension is under control and

the melodramatic situation proceeds within

reasonable bounds, 'Jeopardy' is a likely

item."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Single agonizing incident explored in every

direction . . . Packed with the kind of thrill

that needs no suspension of the critical

faculties. It's easy to believe."—Winsten,

N. Y. Post

"Creaks of mechanics and coincidence . . .

Wheels of fate grind in most complicated

fashion here . . . Director Sturges comes

close to bringing off what is, essentially, a

rather dubious tale of woe."—Guernsey, N.

Y. Herald Tribune

"Exciting film . . . unpretentious but well

handled, suspensefully developed melo-

drama."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'OFF LIMITS'

Paramount

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Gives the laugh-master a little more assist-

ance than he usually gets . . . Hope's worth

the price of admission, and the rest of the

picture is lively, average comedy."—Winsten,

N. Y. Post

"Perfect escapist entertainment . . . loaded

with laughs and gags, and Hope does an

immensely amusing job . . . Lively perform-

ances by all its principals and slick handling

of a brightly written story."—Pelswick, N.

Y. Journal-American

"Gag and slapstick act put on in hilari-

ous style by real movie professionals . . .

Corn is served up without shame and with

irresistible flourishes, like the delicacy it is."

—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"If it is not precisely hilarious all the way
it is not the fault of the comic and the covey

of capable guys and dolls . . . but of the

story, which is thinner than an under-

nourished flyweight."—Weilcr, N. Y. Times

"Hope gets more than his usual quot )f

help from story and fellow players . . . :-

ture . . . continues the run of top-f it

comedies Bob has been bringing us lat ."

—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram.

'MAN IN THE DARK'
Columbia

"Columbia's first stereoscopic film—a i-

spicuously low-grade melodrama . . . S y

is a drably written thing, unimaginative, 1-

intelligent and undistinguished by v al

stunts . . . Stereoscopy is merely used f i

few little slaps at the eyeballs."—Crow r,

N. Y. Times
"Excitement is of the most routine %

and it is only an excuse for the use of st :o

3D in the new shooting-gallery schoc ?i

movie entertainment, with the audienc is

the target . . . Problem of background f is

seems to have been solved . . . Fast m e-

ment still tends to blur."—Guernsey, K i.

Herald Tribune

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) .
•

Ordinary cops n' robbers gambits . . . Si le

virtue is incidents normal to this kind of m

which give the 3D boys a chance to flii 11

in your face ... I must say it has . . . !
a '

depth, if depth is what you like."—Win n,

N. Y. Post

"Pretty good gangland melodrama

sidering the pellmell haste in which it IS

rushed to the screen to catch the first l (

of 3D dollars."—Cok, N. Y. World-Teleg m

"Conventional gangster melodram cs

provide a number of novelties . . . < >ut
1

scenes, which wind up in and around a r er

coaster on an amusement pier, benefit bj 11

depth of 3D photography."—Pelswick, r i.

Journal-American
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VARIETY CLUBS INTERNATIONAL

17th ANNUAL CONVENTION

Kflexicc City

May IB - 19 - 2D - 21, 1953

AH Mexico JtnriteJ the £kcuwn o$ the

World to Variety* fttoJt Colorful Contention!

Come Early and Stay Late!

REGISTRATION: Barkers $40.00 dollars

Ladies $25.00 dollars

tftake iZeMrVathnA flout

LUIS MONTES GEORGE HOOVER MAX GOMEZ
General Chairman International Chairman Executive Director
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TJie Exhibitor's Stake

In Green's Attack

Against 20th-Fox
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TALK

BUSINESS!
BIGGER THAN "CALL ME MAD/

AT GRAUMAN'S CHINESE, L. A.

3-THEATRE SMASH IN MIAMI!

ALL SET FOR RECORD SAILING

COAST-TO-COAST MAY 13th!
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'

Some of 20th's

powerful newspaper

ads available

to launch

your engagement!

SPECIAL MATERIAL FOR
ALERT SHOWMEN!
Write, wire, phone for

FREE SPECIAL TV PREVIEW TRAILERl

GREAT TICKET-SELLING TRAILER!

FREE RADIO SPOT TRANSCRIPTIONS!

g^TV SLIDE OR'TELOP"! ...and more.'

^ See the pressbook!

BUSINESS !
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3D DEVELOPMENTS

Who Is This Man Charlie Green 0

We have reported in recent issues cf

FILM BULLETIN some details of

his record of invading corporations,

ousting incumbent managements and

installing himself and his cohorts in

the saddle. We have recited evidence

of what appear to be similar ambitions

in the case of Twentieth Century-Fox

Film Corporation.

Why does this publication, devoted

primarily to the interests of theatre

owners, have such deep concern about

the fate of the management of this

particular film company? Our concern

stems from the deep and thoughtfully

resolved conviction that every motion

picture exhibitor in the world has i

stake in Mr. Green's attack on Spyros

Skouras and Darryl Zanuck. That

stake is the grave loss their industry

would suffer if Charlie Green were to

succeed in hobbling these key figures

of Twentieth Century-Fox in then-

management or, ultimately, in driving

them out of the company.

Certainly, we do not advocate stag-

nation in the manpower pool of our

industry. Fresh blood is a vital req-

uisite for the virility and progress of

an industry, as well as nations and

families, and most especially is it es-

sential to the continuing well-being of

the motion picture industry, which is

so uniquely a combination of art and

business. One could mention certain

film companies where a transfusion

might be highly beneficial to stock-

holders and exhibitors alike. Nor is

any claim made here of perfection i:i

the present management of Twentieth

Century-Fox. It has its weak points,

but those weaknesses are not in the

two personalities under attack. And
that is why, incidentiajly, we believe

tin- usually shrewd Mr. Green has

blundered— a blunder that puts the

accent sharply on his ignorance oi our

industry.

Spyros Skouras needs no defense in

these columns. He has written his

record as a film executive in huh!

strokes of accomplishment that pay

ample tribute to his foresight, his pro-

gressiveness and his daring. The same
t harles Green who would like to sil

"ii the board of directors and tell

Skouras how to run the company ad-

mitted to reporters that he thinks Eid-

ophor theatre television is "wonderful",

but critized the Fox head for not push-

ing it ahead, another display of his

ignorance of the external events that

have retarded the whole theatre tele-

vision field. Green told the newsmen

he had not seen CinemaScope, but the

ambitious electrical appliance and

cigar man disdainfully pooh-poohed

the Twentieth Century-Fox manage-

ment's taking credit for vision in dis-

covering it. Well, who did discover

CinemaScope with all its bright future,

Charlie—you?

Darryl Zanuck has written his

record, too, with the bold strokes of

a superb showman. The Twentieth

Century-Fox studio has been a source

of much of the finest motion picture

entertainment to grace the screens of

theatres throughout the world. He,

too, has been progressive and daring,

as evidenced by his undertaking of

projects like "Gentleman's Agreement"

and "Pinky". And he made them pay

off in profits!

No mention has been made here of

the exhibitor's stake in any plans

Green and his associates might have

to turn a fast buck by promptly liqui-

dating the 20th-Fox library of features

by sale to television. We suggest that

every exhibitor who has no shares of

Twentieth Century-Fox stock to vote

in favor of Spyros Skouras and Darryl

Zanuck devote at least a moment to

prayer that the stockholders give

Charlie Green a brisk spanking and

send him back to his cigar store.
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THERE'S A DIFFERENCE

It's perplexing and rather startling

to learn that some exhibitors do not

yet comprehend the difference between

the stereoscopic depth process and the

wide-screen system. Some theatremen

were heard to comment at the Cinema-
Scope demonstrations that they did

not get the impression of objects com-
ing out of the picture frame.

The polaroid depth dimension pro-

cess and the panoramic processes, like

CinemaScope, are two distinct tech-

nological developments. The first, re-

quiring the use of polaroid glasses,

gives the illusion of front-to-back depth
and can create the effect of some-
thing falling from the picture frame
out into the audience. CinemaScope,
like other wide-screen processes, seeks

to make the audience feel a sense of

participation, as though it were in the

midst of the action, encompassing as

much of the spectator's full range of

vision as possible. And the larger the

screen the more fully this illusion is

attained.

We suggest that the professional

motion picture people stop thinking

and talking of these two processes as

being one and the same. Each has its

unique and exciting advantages—but

there is a difference.

The East Coast had its first look at

20th-Fox's CinemaScope and the show-
ings unleashed a new flood of enthusa-

ism for the wide-screen process. Thou-
sands of theatremen and opinion-

makers came to view the demonstra-

tion at the New York Roxy, Phila-

delphia Mastbaum, Chicago Uptown
and the Detroit Fox Theatres. Com-
pany hosts were Spyros Skouras, Al

Lichtman and Charles Einfeld.

Clip> in the 45-minute demonstra-

tions included scenes from "The Robe"
and "How To Marry A Millionaire";

shots of New York's skyline, harbor

and Times Square; speedway auto

races; the full 20th-Fox orchestra di-

rected by Alfred Newman, and a Mar-
ilyn Monroe musical sequence from

the 2D "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes",

specially filmed for CinemaScope.

Installation data was reeled off by
Lichtman. Total cost, including stereo-

phonic sound, Miracle Mirror screen

(the one used at the Roxy measured

28 x 68 feet; mediam size, where pos-

sible, is 25 x 65), and anamorphic lens

was put between $10,000 and $25,000

depending on theatre size and require-

ments, Lichtman stressed thai any

si/e theatre can be equipped for Cine-

maScope. Application for the screen

is made to 20th-Fox and installation

arrangements are made with RCA,
Altec, National Theatre Service or

other dealers, who receive their equip-

ment From -'oih after surveying thea-

tre's needs.

(Continued on Page 8)
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Comic View of 3D
The tremendous public interest in third-

dimension developments is manifested

by comic view taken of the subject in

these cartoons by Reamer Keller. They

are reprinted here by permission of

the artist and the NEW YORK TIMES.

3D DEVELOPMENTS
(Continued from Page 5)

Highlights of the SMPTE meeting in Los

Angeles last week, where 31) held the spot-

light;

H Mitchell Wolfson, circuit head, called for

standardization first, then to tackle (1) light

problems, (2) a screen compatible with both

present standards and the new system or

systems, and stereophonic sound at reason-

able cost, and (3) a widespread but simply-

worded educational program by the Engine-

ers not to rush their developments at the ex-

pense of permanent quality.

Vj Light level in most drive-ins, said RCA's
Ralph H. Heacock, "leaves much to be

desired" even in standard projection. With

3D, Polaroid filters leave only about one-

third of the light from the projection lens

by the time it reaches the viewers' eyes.

(And with tinted windshields, yet!) But, he

added, light problems are being worked out

and it's only a matter of time until a singie

all-purpose drive-in screen will be ready.

Properly produced and projected 3D was
called an aid to better vision by R. A. Sher-

man of Bausch & Lomb. Same effect is pro-

duced as in exercise and treatment by oph-

thalmologists, and where unsuspected visual

defects are present, 3D viewing will help

show them up.

1f J. A. Norling expects to have his 3D single

body cameras available in eight weeks for

licensing to studios.
* # *

Three-dimensional television was unveiled

by ABC with the "Space Patrol" show from
KKCA-TV in Hollywood going out to be-

spectacled newsmen for an experimental

viewing at the downtown Los Angeles Ri It-

more Hotel. Verdict: spotty stereoscopic il-

lusion, sometimes true, sometimes not,

oftimes jumpy. Video 3D commercially still

a good way off . . . Cinerama had its Los
Angeles debut on April 29 at the Warner
Hollywood on a 27 x 74 screen, more than

45% larger than the ones currently in use in

New York and Detroit. Due for the Chicago
Palace some time in July . . . Universal's

wide-screen stereophonic sound system will

make its bow at Loew's State on Broadway,
May 20, when "Thunder Bay" is world-
premiered.

General Electric has a synchronizing de-

vice for 31) projection, costing only $1')",

which, it claims, will eliminate the bulky,

space-consuming steel shaft. Uses two foot-

ball-sized selsyn generators, powered by a

standard wall plug outlet ... A new system,
Matirscope, supposed to convert 21) films

into 3D, will be on view at the Iowa-Ne-
braska Allied convention in Des Moines,
May 12-13.
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'Timber-r-r-r!"

'Ouch!"
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'Seasick Remedies!"

'Cinder!"



Lt»t*s Start with the Screen 9
s Hvifjht as I

Battle of Aspect Ratios

Cxclu^e BULLETIN Jeatut-e

by Jay Allen & Leonard Coulter

Two Southern California exhibitors, sur-

eited by demonstrations of 3D and other

new" presentation techniques, were won-

ering wliat to do. "Tell me, Harry", said

ne; "if yon had $50,000 how would you

quip your theatre"" "I wouldn't," Harry

eplied. "I'd padlock the place and go on

acation until a little order comes out of all

liis chaos."

Such is the industry's confusion that the

lotion Picture Association was understood

o have put the issue of organizing 3D and

ride-screen developments on the agenda of

he Hoard of Directors meeting last Fri-

ay, May 1. MPAA president advised film

ulletin that he has posed the crucial prob-

cm of standardization to the film executives

nd will urge speedy action to ease at situ-

tion which has tradesters, as wrell as the

>ublic, in a dizzy whirl. Uncertainty is tak-

ng its toll. Most studios are doing little

nore than marking time on production. Only

>ne company, 20th Century-Fox, seems wili-

ng to commit itself to one system and to

ilunge ahead with confidence. All are con-

crned about the future value—and the sale-

ibility—of their backlog pictures. They rep-

esent investments of at least $330,000,000.

\nd the exhibitor, who has had the scent

>f real money quivering in his nostrils for

he first time since 1947, that year of blessed

nemory, suddenly finds himself squeezed by

ompetitive forces and is fearful of finding

limsclf the victim of a product famine.

What we all need now, then, more than

inything else is a cool, unprejudiced ap-

praisal of the possibilities so temptingly

dangled before our eyes—and our check-

books. In attempting that task, film bulletin

is acutely aware that in the present state of

lire confusion any discussion may still

further confuse the real issues, but it feels

the risk—a calculated one— is justified.

Cinerama, which started all the frolic-

turned-to-fury, and its recent imitator Todd
A-O, can be omitted from consideration.

Both are geared for road-show operation, n'>t

lor general run of theatres. Of the others

Iht best-known and most boosted arc the so

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONALS WIDE-VISION SCREEN
ASPECT RATIO OF 2:1 • PROJECTED ON CURVE HAVING 5>o' RADIUS

SPECIAL
REFLECTIVE
SCREEN
SURFACE
MAGNIFIES
TRANSMITTED
LIGHT FOUR.
TIMES

SPECIAL WIDE-ANGLE LENS
AND APERTURE USED ON
STANDARD PROJECTOR-

NOTE RESTRICTED
PERIPHERAL VISION AREA

ON OLD-STYLE SCREEN

THE PLAYEHS JAMBS STEWARTS JCAMHE OJ5U m "MUHDE/Z BAY"
A UNIVERSAL-INTEtLHATlOMAL P/C7UPE COlOg. SY T£CHA/ICOlOG.

far unnamed big screen systems evolved by

Universal, Paramount and Columbia, and, of

course, Twentieth Century-Fox's wide screen

CinemaScope. Which of them should have

the exhibitor's support and encouragement?

Which is most likely to serve the industry

—and the public—best? On which should

the theatre-owner spend his hard-won cash

or his even harder-won credit?

There is little likelihood of the exhibitor

being rescued from his dilemma by the

MPAA. Whatever brainwave finally emerges

from Mr. Johnston's sanctum sanctorum, it

probably will not spare the showman the

responsibility of having to makes his choice

of a system, or systems. Not even the John-

ston alchemy could so transmute the ele-

ments at his command as to produce a single

method of projection, approved by and used

by all, with the others dropped neatly over-

board.

Even were such wizardry feasible it might

not be desirable. Moth producer George

Stevens and Paramount's TV expert, Paid

Kaibourn, have said in the past few weeks

that, in their mature judgment, the motion

picture industry has suffered from lack of in-

dividuality, that we need to smash the

pattern of uniformity which has smitten us,

and that the showman of tomorrow must

have available to him a varied repertoire ot

presentation methods—and the product to

go with it.

If we accept that reasoning the most im-

portant consideration in choosing a screen

or projection system is that it should have

versatility. The second is that it should pos-

sess simplicity of operation and control.

Thirdly, the cost of the equipment should

be within the economic capacity of the aver-

age theatre, and fourthly, its installation

must not involve serious structural altera-

tions. On these points the exhibitor lias so

far had little genuine guidance. For reasons

of dramatic impact the Twentieth- Fox, Para-

mount and Universal techniques are being

launched at monster theatres—the Roxy,

Music Hall and Loew's State—which afford

little opportunity to visualize their fitness for

(Continued on Pope 20)
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SHORT SUBJECTS
TOA, Allied at Senate Hearings

The two major national exhibitor associ-

ations had their days before the Senate Small

Business Committee and asked for the same

ends—but by different means. Both Allied

States Association representatives, headed by

A. F. Myers, and TOA spokesmen, with

Alfred Starr spearheading the witnesses,

launched attacks against pre-releases, forced

advanced admission prices and competitive

bidding. While Allied's assault was more

drastic, charging actual conspiracy to drive

the small theatres out of business, the

TOAers were just as emphatic in their de-

nunciation of alleged industry malpractices.

The big difference was in the principle of

arbitration. Allied felt it futile, TOA con-

sidered it necessary in settling exhibitor-

distributor differences.

Myers felt it was the Justice Department's

obligation to police the decree provisions.

The pre-release practice and exorbitant

rentals which forced exhibitors to raise their

admission prices were flagrant violations of

the industry decree. He also charged that

the companies' failure to standardize new
production techniques indicated a "deliberate

purpose" to drive the smaller theatres out of

the industry.

Starr called for injunctive relief to blot

nut the pre-release evil, but said that TOA
would "reluctantly" agree to leave it up to

arbitration if the Justice Department failed

to ask for amendment to the decree outlaw-

ing pre-releases. He also recommended an

injunction against competitive bidding, or

that it come under arbitration procedure,

unless exhibitors insisted upon it. Starr

maintained that clearance provisions of the

decree were also violated by the pre-release

policv because of time elapsed between the

pre-release and the regular run.

'Drive-In Menace'

" The drive-in theatre is a menace to the

motion picture industry," charged Texas

Bob O'Donnell before an astounded group

of theatremen—members of the Texas Drive-

ln Theatre Owners Ass'n. The canny Texan
added, after he had 'em sitting bolt upright

in their chairs
—

"if it is not properly guided

during this present crisis and allowed to ex-

pand." The "menace" aspect, he explained,

was in the power now wielded by the

nation's 4000 drive-ins which contribute 22

per cent of the exhibition gross, a bulwark

without which the industry would "collapse".

A new audience has been found and de-

veloped by the drivc-in, he said, providing

American families with entertainment both

on the screen and in its nurseries, play-

grounds and snack bars. O'Donnell called

upon the owners to protect the high

standards they have set for drive-ins
—"You

must keep a constant vigilance to see that

the new people who come into our industry

are properly indoctrinated" to protect the

enviable reputation gained by legitimate

drive-in operators. Guest of honor O'Don-
nell was given a standing ovation at the

finish of the speech.

Two More Answer Kirsch

Two more distributors responded to Jack

ECirsch's request as to future 21 > outlook

from each of the film companies, making a

total of seven heard from. KKO president

James R. Grainger saw no cause for alarm,

noting that 3D can be played in standard

form. He didn't know the "exact" number
of RKO films for the coming year, but ex-

pects to keep RKO's world-wide organi-

zation "going at all times." Paramount's

Al Schwaiberg said the company has no

present plans to confine output to 3D pic-

tures and will continue to make "substantial

numbers" in the traditional methods "until

at least such time in the future as it may be

ciearly demonstrated that the public de-

mands its pictures to be made in 3D or

something different."

S-W Holds Dividends jor Conversion

With 3D and wide-screen innovations plac-

ing the industry "on the threshhold of new
technological advances," Si Fabian forsaw

a stimulated movie attendance in his report

to Stanley-Warner stockholders after six

weeks of operation. He called the S-W fi-

nancial position sound, but because of ex-

penses in conversion of theatres to 3D, wide-

screen and stereophonic sound, plus an in-

dicated decline in operating profits for the

six months ended last February and a

quarter million dollars in dividends to the

"old Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc." the S-W
board is holding off its dividend policy until

later.

Money Talk

Loew's second quarter (16 weeks ended

Mar. 12) net was up over last year's period,

with $1,839,000 compared to $1,647,000.

Gross, too, increased some $700,000 with a

total for the 16 weeks of $55,853,000. For the

28 weeks, post-tax net was $2,171,000. Cor-

responding figure last year $3,222,000, in-

cluding a half-million dollar tax credit.

A whopping $4,000,000 capital gains net

from the ABC-Paramount merger last Feb-

ruary 9 gave American Broadcasting-Para-

mount Theatres, Inc. a first quarter profit of

$5,732,000. Last year's comparative quarter

was $2,049,000.

Teaching Via I'honevision

Zenith seems determined to get "home
boxoffice devices" into use. Its Phonevisior.

system is getting a push for FCC approval

via an educational program, which it is

claimed could be self-supporting with "only

a few hours" daily of subscription television

for teaching, similar to correspondence

courses, according to Zenith advertising di-

rector Erik Isgrig. Minimum cost for "the

least pretentious educational station" would

be $300,000 a year, with major city outlets

requiring better than $1,000,000 annually to

operate effectually.

This Is Cerebral Palsy National

Campaign Month. Run the Joan
Crawford Appeal Trailer!

Industry Tax Case He/ore House

If it were up to the House Ways an<j,

Means Committee, the Federal Adtnissior

tax would be a dead duck. That was thj

impression left after the motion picture in

dustry presented its case and a parade of 41

congressmen and one senator took the wit

ness stand in one day and eight more file

statements on behalf of the Mason Bill t>

repeal the discriminatory levy. COM PC

representatives Col. H. A. Cole, Pat McGc
and Robert W. Coyne, abetted by a 21

minute film and noted statistician Albeu

Sindlinger, left little doubt of the pressirp

need for removal of the tax as essential t

the survival of thousands of theatres. Thn

5000-odd theatres that have been forced 1

close since 1946 will be duplicated in tl

next 12 months unless exempted from tF

tax, COMPO stated, with theatres closir.

at the rate of three a day. Closings wen

slowed down to three a week when ho]<

rose for removal of the tax. "What w:

happen if there is opposite news, God on •

knows," said Cole.

Good signs: Among the pro-repeal wi

nesses were two members of the Hou
Rules Committee, a necessary ally to g

the Mason Bill on the House floor; none

the Committee members were unsympatli

tic, although Rep. Jere Cooper question

the Treasury's attitude on repeal; all exce

four uncommitted California represenUith

petitioned for repeal front that State; R<t

Mason, sponsor of the bill, called it the b<

presentation of a tax case to the Commit!

in his experience.

But the fight was still a long way frci

being won. Once on the House floor a;

approved, it will have to go to the Sena

an even tougher proposition, with the Tre

ury not looking kindly at any revenue lofi

Jubilant over the reception accorded the

dustry plea, Sam Pinanski and Truerr

Rembusch, two of COMPO's governing 1

umvirate. They praised the presentation

the hearings, made it plain that the "gra

roots" campaign that brought out the G
gressman as sympathetic witnesses wa^

most significant factor. "There is a gr

deal of work yet to be done. Therefore I

urge all exhibitors to keep up their cour;

and to keep punching."

People

Meivin Houset is RKO's new Eastern

publicity director . . . Bill Riche was nar 1

assistant to studio publicity director I

Hendricks who recently took the post a If

the resignation of Alex Evelove . . . Ro t

C. Clement has resigned his post as siV

counsel at Paramount International afte'i

20-year association . . . Carroll Puciato '

Realart and Jack Broder Productions 1

April 30 to form his own company. He s

vice president and general manager of ti*1

organizations ... Si Fabian and Sam Rc "

will be joint guests of honor at the I ^

Amusements Industry annual luncheonfj

May 26.
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REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS

iollywood was taken aback by the news

tit 20th Century-Fox will reduce its annual

duction budget from $45,000,000 to $30,-

,000. The cutback was revealed by Spyros

S>uras in a letter to stockholders.

Vhile the reduction startled some ob-

s<vers in the film capital, it did not surprise

se who have been closely attending shoot-

of the first CinemaScope features. It

hj become apparent that 20th-Fox's pano-

n'pic process will provide substantial sav-

iis in production costs. CinemaScope

s<nes are photographed with fewer "takes",

si:e fewer close-ups and changes in camera

itions are required.

'rue, more time is spent in rehearsal for

cene, but once it is set, a much longer

uence is photographed than in the case of

tandard film scene. The added size and

s<pe of the CinemaScope picture makes it

fcsible to play it like a scene would be

aed out on the stage.

Enthusiasm on the 20th-Fox lot is un-

binded for the future of CinemaScope, and

tl'se outsiders who are seeing rushes of the

fi t wide-screen features are equally con-

v ced that the Fox process is THE thing

0 the future.

0 O
'aramount is playing it safe. Henceforth,

ilvill make all of its product available for

31 wide-screen, and conventional 2D pro-

jition. The first release to be made avail-
r

ae for the three types of screening will be
" ingaree" (Fernando Lamas-Arlene Dahl),

lie-Thomas feature which has already been

p viewed in both 2D and 3D. This will be

f> owed by another Pine-Thomas feature,

"hose Sisters From Seattle," which is now
bmg edited.

Vith the establishment of this new policy,

1 studio will hypo production this month,

s rting three features. They are: "Red
( rters" (Rosemary Clooney-Guy Mitchell-

me Gilbert-Gene Barry) musical in Tech-

olor—Pat Duggan producer, Mitchell

isen director; "Lost Treasure of the Ama-
( Fernando Lamas) adventure in Tech-

olor— I'inc & Thomas producers; and

irport Tangier" (Joan Fontaine-Jack Pa-

ri ), adventure in Technicolor—Nat Holt

pducer, Charles Marquis Warren director.

I addition, filming was still underway Up
I a few days ago on "Elephant Walk"
llizabeth Taylor-Dana Andrews), which
srtcd in early February.

0 0
olumbia is another studio that will con

Ue to make all of its 3D product available

conventional projection. Abe Montague,
es head of Columbia, has predicted thai

company nil) have a program of approxi

mately 40 pictures available for the 2D
market. How many of that number will also

be available in 3D has not yet been decided.

However, it is definite that Columbia is

going to be one of the busiest lots in town

for the next few months. Six features were

shooting as of the first of May, and a mini-

mum of five more are slated to start during

the month. Three of the total of eleven pic-

tures which will be in front of the cameras

in May are slated for 3D treatment.

In order to cast this heavy slate of pic-

tures, the studio has been forced to borrow

a number of players from other studios.

Rock Hudson, Piper Laurie and Tony Curtis,

for example, are on loan from U-I.

Pictures now shooting are: "From Here

To Eternity" (Burt Lancaster-Montgomery

Clift- Deborah Kerr-Frank Sinatra)—Buddy

Adler producer, Fred Zinnemann, director;

"Hell Below Zero" (Alan Ladd) Technicobn-

— Irving Allen and A. B. Broccoli co-pro-

ducers, Mark Robson director; "China Ven-

ture" (Edmond O'Brien-Barry Sullivan)

—

Anson Bond producer, Don Siegel director;

"Miss Sadie Thompson" (Hayworth-Jose

Ferrer) in 3D and Technicolor—Jerry Wald
producer, Curtis Bernhardt director; "Charge

of the Lancers" (Paulette Goddard-Jean

Pierre Aumont) Technicolor—Sam Katzman
producer, William Castle director; and "I

Ride Alone" (Randolph Scott-Claire Trevor)

in 3D and Technicolor—Harry Joe Brown
producer, Andre de Toth director.

Scheduled to start later in the month are:

"Scalpel" (Charlton Heston-Lizabeth Scott)

— William J. Fadiman producer, Irving

Rapper director; "A Name For Herself

(Judy Holliday)—Fred Kohlmar producer,

George Cukor director; "The Nebraskan"

(not yet cast)—in 3D and Technicolor

—

W allace MacDonald producer, Fred F. Sears

director; "El Alamein" (not yet cast), also

to be produced and directed by the team of

MacDonald and Sears.

O 0
Allied Artists' first 3D effort, " The Maze"

(Richard Carlson-Veronica Hurst), went

before the cameras in late April. It is one

of the few 3D features to be filmed in black

and white. Richard Heermance is producer,

William Cameron Menzies director.

" The Maze" was originally announced to

Milton Gunzburg's Natural Vision process,

but AA is using a system it calls its own.

Complete details on the process have been

promised within the next few days. Accord-

ing to the best information available to

FILM BULLETIN at this time, the process

employs two cameras mounted in such i

manner that their lenses lace each oilier.

I el ween the two cameras is a set of inter-

vening mirrors, set up at angles to pick up
the two separate images and beam them.

"The Maze" is the only AA feature down
for 3D treatment on the current schedule.

AA toppers feel there will be a rich market
among smaller American and European the-

atres for new product filmed for standard

projection, now that the industry as a whole
has gone overboard to produce for houses

that are converting for 3D and wide-screen

projection.

0 o
Universal-International's production hiatus

is due to be broken on June 3, when "Border
River" (Joel McCrea-Yvonne DeCarlo) goes

before the Technicolor cameras. And despite

the number of old faces that will be missing

from the lot when work resumes, it appears

that production should be on a high level

for at least most of the remainder of the

year.

At present, U-I has 24 writers working on
as many different scripts, in order to stock-

pile completed screenplays prior to the June
re-opening. It is expected that there will be

a total of 32 completed shooting scripts

ready to go by that time.

Of the 24 scripts now in preparation, 14

are adventure stories, six are dramas, three

are comedies, and one is a horror yarn.

Although official confirmation was not

available, FILM BULLETIN hears that all

future U-I productions will be filmed for

the company's new panoramic process, as

well as the standard 1.33 to 1 ratio. In ad-

dition, a number of new features will be
filmed in stereoscopic 3D.

The first public showing of the U-I pano-
ramic screen is scheduled for the New York
Loew's State theatre, which opens "Thunder
Bay" (James Stewart) this week. Stereo-

phonic sound has been added to the feature

to give the full effect of expanded audio and
visual projection.

0 0
The question of wdiat Republic is planning

in the line of future production seems to

have been answered by Screen Writers Guild

president, Richard Breen, who has just an-

nounced to guild members that Republic

offers one of the richest markets for their

writing talents. According to a survey which
Breen recently completed, Republic is about

to launch a slate of from 25 to 30 conven-
tional-type features.

Although Republic toppers are not yet

ready to make an announcement of their pro-

duction plans, it is generally understood, on
the basis of Hreen's report, that all low-

budget plans are being dropped and this

(Continued on Page 12)
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Heard in Hollywood

HcUifUiccti Wctebcck

STAR BRIGHT

ROBERT WAGNER

The Hollywood fan magazines describe

him as the fastest rising star in Hollywood.

His fan mail surpasses that of almost any

star on the 20th Century-Fox lot. Exhibitor

polls show him bidding for a spot on the

top ten list of boxoffice personalities.

That could be no one but Robert Wagner,

who in the period of one short year has be-

come a top favorite among movie-goers,

without the benefit of a single top starring

role.

This 23-year-old six-footer — son of a

wealthy Detroit steel family—has a rare

combination of boyish good looks and acting

talent. Moreover, his appeal is not limited

to any particular sex, age group or type of

movie fan. The bobby-soxers have gobbled

him up. Older women describe him as the

type who arouses the mother instinct in

them. Men like him because he's not movie-

starishly handsome. And his bosses like him

because he believes that work and not tem-

perament are the essentials of getting ahead

in the profession.

Young Wagner stepped right out of the

U. S. Marine Corps Reserve into a featured

role as a Marine in "Halls of Montezuma."

Since then he has had a succession of small,

but good, roles in "The Frogmen," "With A
Song in My Heart," "What Price Glory,"

"Stars and Stripes Forever," "The Silver

Whip" and "Titanic."

This young man is worth space in the ex-

hibitor's advertising and publicity copy from

now on. He'll be boxoffice before long.

Fox bigwigs have squelched reports that their

CinemaScope Magic Mirror screens can be used

only for CinemaScope projection. It'll take 2D,

3D or any other g.d. D that comes along . . .

Dick Powell joins RKO as a full-time producer-

director. He'll have his own unit . . . Merto has

re-cut and re-framed "Young Bess" for wide-

screen showing . . . Ronald MacDougal's pro-

ducer-writer pact at Columbia failed to materi-

alize after three months of haggling . . . Walt

Disney's building a new sound-stage equipped

for live-action, 3D filming . . . United Artists

gets the release on "The Joe Louis Story," cur-

rently being filmed by inde producer Stirling

Siiliphont . . . Ray Nazarro draws the megging

assignment on Edward Small's first 3D inde,

"Screaming Eagles," which rolls late this month.

Fox has delivered the first CinemaScope

camera lens to MGM for the start of "Kiss Me

Kate" . . . Bidding among the majors is running

high for the services of Mike Curtiz, who exited

Warneis in salary dispute after 26 years . . .

Lex Barker will star in Anthor./ Bartley's "South

of Sahara," which rolls in French Morocco in

July—

f

0 - Ufi release . . . Cinerama bows at the

Palace in Chicago, August I . . . Wayne-Fellows

(Continued from Page 11)

company will concentrate on a higher grade

product. Apparently the handsome grosses

on "The Quiet Man" convinced Herbert J.

Yates.

o o
Following the success of Lippert's pack-

age deal of either one or two features, plus

the 3D featurette. "A Day in the Country,"

a new trio of films are being packaged for

May release. The new combination consists

of "Bad Blonde" (Barbara Payton), "Bachel-

or In Paris" and another 3D novelty, "Col-

lege Capers." Lippert will make available

complete ad campaigns billing the attraction

as an "all-girl" show.

The only picture currently shooting for

Lippert release is "Sins of Jezebel" (Paulette

Goddard), filmed in Ansco Color—Robert L.

Lippert, Jr. producer, Reginald LeBorg di-

rector. Coming up is "Terror Street" (Dan

Duryea), a murder mystery yarn to be filmed

in London. Anthony Hinds will produce,

Montgomery Tully will direct.

0 o
With one picture shooting for UA release

and a pair more set to start this month, the

company is holding its stockpile of releases

on an even keel, in spite of the three-

dimension craze which is playing such havoc

with independent production.

The feature in production is the first of

the Mickey Spillane yarns, "I, the Jury''

(Biff Elliott-Peggie Castle) in 3D—Victor

jumped on the 3D bandwagon for "Hondo
their next Warner Brothers release. Kate He|

burn might take the fern lead opposite Wayn

Ida Lupino and Collier Young will make fo

pictures this summer for release by their ne

distrib outfit . . . Bill Hendricks, one of the be

liked and most respected publicists in tow

takes over Alex Evalove's pub-director spot

Warners. Alex balked at the 50 per cent p

cut Warners asked its toppers to take ... Jo

Ferrer is talking an independent package de

with Columbia, for production of "The Shrike

which he produced and starred in last season

Broadway . . . Joe Shaftel, whose first in

film, "Paris Express," will be released in M.

has signed a 3 picture co-financing pact w

Mayflower Productions of England . . , The "R

Garter" didn't fit Anna Maria Alberghetti,

Paramount agreed to withdraw her from 1

cast . . . Howard Hughes is giving Jimmy Gra

ger wonderful cooperation at RKO, with

result that things are running smoother than

any time since Hughes has been connected w

the studio. Milton Gunzburg, National Vis

prexy, is arranging backing to help finance p

ductions filmed in his 3D process.

Saville producer, Harry Essex director. R

ing later this month will be "Sabre

(Robert Stack-Colleen Gray-Richard Ar'

SuperCinecolor — Carl Krueger produ .

Lewis King director; and "They Walk I

Dawn" (Scott Brady), to be filmed l

London—Bob Goldstein producing.

UA has also latched onto the relea -

rights of a completed production, "No •

cape" (Lew Ayres-Sonny Tufts). H h

Machkenzie and Matt Freed produced, h

Charles Bennett directing.

O 0

RKO has just signed a deal with Ben XI

Bogeaus' to release the independent

ducer's upcoming feature, "Rage in u

Jungle" (Ann Sheridan). No directors-

been set for the production, which roll; t<

this month.

Three pictures were shooting at
' (l

last week. They are: "Second Chit

(Linda Darnell-Robert Mitchum-Jack 'a
-

lance) in color and 3D—Edmund Gra :f f

producer, Samuel Weisenthal director; n-

zona Outpost" (Virginia Mayo-Dale R( rt '

son-Stephen McNally) also in color an "'

—Grainger producing, Alfred Worker d c!
'

ing; and "Son of Sinbad" (Keith AS -

Mona Freeman)—Robert Sparks pro< ?r '

Ted Tetzlaff director.

Two contract deals were set by the

in recent weeks: a renewal of Keith -
Je-

pact, and a one-picturc-per-year deal

Roberl Ryan.

REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
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YOUR BIGGEST

.- MONEY-MAKER

•% . OF THE YEAR!



The Most Startling Ati#&aring





ews t/iat mean

TREMENDOUS BOXOFFICE!

"A very great picture! —Louella Parsons

"One of the best!" —Time Magazine

"High spot of the year! Film making at

brilliant best!" —Film Daily

Exceptional! Starts the new movie year

off in rousing fashion!"—Los Angeles Mirror

"There is no picture with which this can

be compared!" —Los Angeles Times

"Nabs Academy spotlight!"

— Los Angeles Herald Express

"Strong contender for an Academy
Awarcl

!

" —Showmen's Trade Review

"Should prove a bonanza!" -Boxoffice

it

Must rank as one of the memorable

pictures of many a season!"

—Motion Picture Herald
i

"The kind of film that few will want

to miss!" -Exhibitor hi

//
Huston's direction, Ferrer's portrayal

tops!" —Hollywood Reporter

"Strong commercial values in title, sub-

ject matter and locale!" -Daily Variety

"This is a picture which is among the

best of the year! Electrifies the screen!"

—M. P. Daily

"Standout all the way! —Variety

with

ZSAZMORSIMIFLON
and introducing

COLETTE

MARCHAND

A ROMULUS PRODUCTION • °T JOH

From the novel "MOULIN ROUGE" by PIERRE LA i
Sereenplay by Anthony Veiller and John Huston

A GREAT BIG ONE thru lh
Printed in U.S.

A



'What t&e Sfaumtw rf%e uoietfyi
MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

/

First Nat'l Air Campaign

'he quick play-off technique has been

stfamlined by Warners via a coast-to-coa.1
-

1

rj and radio campaign. WB's Mort Blu-

Histock has set a deal with General Tele-

r;io to cooperate in the first nationwide

erage of all distribution areas for the

-city openings of "The Beast From 20,000

horns," beginning June 1. Plan calls for

ctically simultaneous air programs in

ehen areas, abetted by WB admen making

sjcial TV and radio spots and, locally, by
linpany ficldmen, for complete national

sanation. Blumenstock noted that the cross

intry air sweep is "tied into, but does not

sjersede the usual newspaper campaign in

the local situations wherever Warners
al exhibitors have cooperated in this form
o assist advertising."

Why 'Moulin Rouge' is B.O.

\ quick rundown of the promotional carn-

al gn lavished by United Artists on "Moulin

Uge" readily explains why this film has

ome one of (he company's biggest

passers, although it has played comparative-
few engagements, h'ree advertising via

nps topped $25,000,000 in national mags,
ekly supplements, air shows, etc. Hun-

<l (Is of thousands of counters, window dis-

fiVS, etc. were tied in with the picture in

1 'rally tens of thousands of retail stores.

Detroit was startled to see a couple of

Martians register at a center-city hotel.

Stunt was set-up by 20th-Fox field rep Sol

Gordon and manager Wayne Parsons for

the Broadway-Capitol opening of "Invaders

From Mars."

Field men worked unceasingly for each

local opening, working up countless stunts

and attention pullers in advance of openings

that garnered a wealth of newspaper and

feature space. When the film premiered at

the Capitol in New York, Fifth Avenue was
turned into what amounted to "Moulin

Rouge Boulevard.'' "The Song from Moulin

Rouge" has zoomed to fourth place in

Variety's Disc Jockey poll. In every open-

ing, it has surpassed the same period grosses

for any UA picture in history—and it's just

beginning to go into mass release. UA's
Max Youngstein has proved once again that

there is no substitute tor showmanship.

Tiomkin For 'Paradise'

Dimitri Tiomkin is duplicating his highly

successful disc jockey appearance tour,

which last year helped publicize his "
1 1 i^

h

Noon" music, winner of the 1952 Oscar. The
composer took off on April 20 for a series of

nationwide appearances on the platter shows
to plug his score for the UA-Aspen Gary
Cooper starrer, "Return to Paradise." He'll

hit 14 key cities in conjunction with the re-

lease of the first recordings of the title song.

'Pony Express' Rides High

Paramount's shindig at St. Joseph, Mo.,

for the "Pony Express" world premiere was
a sight for showmen's eyes. Crowds lining

the entire bunting-decorated central section

of the town saw the long parades, punctuated

by stars Rhonda Fleming, Jan Sterling, For-

rest Tucker and Tony Romano, all part of

the "Modern Pony Express" caravan, plus a

bonus of last-minute arrivals, Corinne Calvet

and Richard Shannon, for the starfest. The
day-and-night series of festivities barely

over, the stars boarded their special North

American luxury airliner for p.a.'s in Kansas

City, thence on to Des Moines, Omaha,
Kearney, Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacra-

mento and last stop San Francisco to follow

the original Pony Express route.

Shorts Build Stars

Paramount is continuing its star-building

program via short subjects. Actually a

special trailer for the film involving the

young stars, the shorts star build-up has

already worked on Rosemary Clooney for

"The Stars Are Singing" and for the trio of

young beauties, Audrey Dalton, Joan Elan

and Dorothy liromiley for "The Girls of

Pleasure Island." The latest is "Paramount

Gives a Little Girl a Big Job" and makes a

pitch for Pat Crowley who is featured in

(Continued on I'age IH)
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All fXPENSf WEfKEKP TRIP

TO K£W YORK FOR. TWO

J.sr #jt,£.
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»« rum wiu ii kkiotd

1 mtjqttmj

Mmmt/ cosTiiu

"Red" King, manager of the RKO Boston, and

U-l fieldman John McGrail worked up this con-

test for students, with winner getting an all-

expense weekend for two in New York.

(Continued from Page 17)

"Forever Female." With the budding star

as charge d'affaires, the short works in the

three stars, William Holden, Ginger Rogers

and Paul Douglas, as well as scenes from

the picture.

1300 Markets in U-l Stunt

Better than 1300 grocery stores and super-

markets in Louisville, Cincinnati and

Indianapolis were tied into a promotion by

U-I and General Foods for the territorial

premieres of "It Happens Every Thursday,"

kicking off May 9 in Renfro Valley, Ken-

tucky. The markets will tie the film in with

a letter-writing contest in the Louisville, Cin-

cinnati and Indianapolis territories, with top

three couples in each area receiving a free

trip to Renfro Valley.

Free Marriage Licenses

The Los Angeles Downtown Paramount

chalked up a unique stunt for its round-the-

clock premiere of "House of Wax". The
WB studio gave free marriage licenses to

the first 25 couples registering at the pre-

miere and who marry during the picture's

engagement. The romantic assist was one of

the highlights of the festivities during the

12 showings in the 24-hour premiere.

'Wax' Hunts 'Miss 3D'

Cincinnati's RKO Albee Theatre and the

Times-Star got together for a search to find

"Miss 3-D" of Cincinnati for the regional

premiere of "House of Wax" at the house

on April 23rd. Just for extra insurance that

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship— the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

"Count the Hours"

For concise presentation of what to sell

and how to present these angles, RKO's
campaign manual on "Count the Hours"
takes the Pressbook 'Ward for this issue.

Instead of having to wade through the

entire book for selling points, the showman
merely turns the striking cover and is

TICKET-SELLING HIGHLIGHTS

1ST:

CTURE:

COUNT THt HOURS wot solidly constructed from 1

sound Ingredients. Here are four reasons why you will

want to get behind this picture:

Suspense, given the proper buildup, li always surefire

boiofflcc. COUNT THi HOUKS Is a strong suspense

|
SUSPENSE I

film. It Is a taut, absorbing melodrama

which starts with a midnight murder and carries its

audiences on a manhunt that sustains ttteir interest.

Action, the red-meat kind, always brings out th« action

! RED MEAT fans. There Is plenty of red-meat in

COUNT THt HOUKS, enough action and violence to

satisfy those who Hhe it rough and raw.

Teresa Wright and Macdenold Corey ore persuasive

names for your marquee. In COUNT THt HOUKS both

}
* NAMES [

rot** which they bring the sincerity.

AKERS

talent and personal charm that haw* hept their pope.

\ar It, at a caasltttatly high ratma.

Headim, tha tupporttn, ca*t I. COUNT THt HOUKS

are two rael oeautlei. Doloret btoroa. Monde lovely of

IEAUT1ES
]

atony Warner film*. I* a talented and dec-

orative addition to each wane In which the appear,.

Adele Mara provide* plenty of tliltina eyo.appeol at

the oreedy. unmoral little farm worker who trade* her

conscience for a pair of areen earrifHji.

accessories, lobby cards, herald, windov

cards, etc. arc on the facing page for quic;

tabulation and selection.

Newspaper publicity, geared to the stlg

gested angles, is next faced by a full pag

af mats featuring star stills, glamor pose

and dramatic shots. Another full page i

devoted to feature stories for newspape

plants.

The ads follow, with a complete listing c

iina. e involved for each of the striking news

paper inserts, keyed individually in hot

size and theme to all or any of the angle

No words are wasted; art dominates, with

few punchy, provocative lines to piqi

interest.

The posters, available in full color, folio

the exploitation suggestions, to close out

clear-cut, snappy pressbook that might W<

serve as a model for a great many films.

.oE H.'tfALb: Shown below are cover
a inside spread of the 4 page herald.

Back page for imprint.. Size' 9 x \1 imhe*.

smacked squarely with a bold, full-page run-

down (above) on the exploitation possibili-

ties, covering all of page three, which also

includes cast, credits and synopsis. All the HERALD ON ACCESSORIES PA

there would be plenty of coverage for the

stunt, judges included a radio station head,

director of a modeling school, and the news-

paper's Feature Editor, as well as Joseph

Alexander, manager of the Albee. Basis for

judging was on the three D's—Dimensions,

which needs no explanation; Delightful: in-

dividual characteristics to delight the eye;

Deeds: any accomplishment of the applicant

that has made her glamorous.

MGM-Bakers Extend Tie

Metro's tie-up with Quality Bakers of

America apparently was successful for both

parties. QBA has renewed the co-op with an

increased schedule which will have the

Bakers plugging Metro pictures and players

in 96 cities from coast-to-coast. The ad

items include thousands of 24-sheets, 3-

sheets, boards, window displays, posters,

and the rest of the accessories, as well as

millions of end labels for bread wrappers

going into the homes. Any way you look at

it, it entails a lot of dough.

Pro & Con on 'Hitch-Hiker

RKO's "The Hitch-Hiker" was the s|

ject of two directly contrary newspa

editorials. One was in the N. Y. Jour

American which commended the film

spotlighting the "hitch-hiker peril." 1

other was in the "Hobo News" calling

all hoboes "to stop RKO from releasing

picture" lest it endanger their itiner

Side-by-side reproductions, blown-up, she J

make an eye-catching and interest-prov

ing display wherever the picture is pla.1

UA-Kurl Lash Tie

United Artists has set a tie-up with I'd

Lash Corp. which will feature Evelyn Ke 5,

star of UA's forthcoming "Crosstown,' n

drug stores throughout the country. I

'

s

Keyes, who stars with John Payne in |f

Edward Small production, will appear "

some 35,000 posters, with picture ere \

cf course.

(Continued on Pag' "
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/

enty of imart stunts were worked up for the "Ma and Pa Kettle On Vacation" promotion in a

^theatre competition run by Shea chain. Shea's Theatre in Ashtabula, Ohio, used this street:

lly and worked it in with the town's Scsquiceruennial. Note the remarkable resemblance of the

local Pa Kettle.

'.ontinned from Page 18)

Shea 'Kettle' Bally

The Shea circuit's managers' contest on

niversal's "Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation"

lid off handsomely in incentive, ideas and

rosses for the 12 theatres participating,

irst prize winner Ray MacNealy, whose
eneva, Ohio house reached 152.9 percent

its quota, worked a relentless newspaper
impaign plus vacation tie-ups with clothing

ore, luggage outfit, Greyhound Bus Termi-

il, jewelers and on bulletin boards at the

hools and library. A good stunt, used by
ernie Hickey in Greenfield, Mass., can be
eked up by any theatre for any picture,

ickey had the program imprinted on shop-

ng bags for a super market, each bag in-

vidually numbered, with holders of lucky

imbers posted in lobby getting free tickets

the theatre. Good for plenty of space in

indow and in-store, hitting the people who
.ike up the bulk of moviegoers, with
loppers becoming walking ads for the film

id the bag a constant reminder at home of

m, playdate and theatre.

RADIO CITY , 1. MUSIC HALl

A or uV first pte-entaiion en ill great

Devi panoramic .creen. a great American

picture . . . Marching in human

rrlatinmhirje . • i Iremrndouc in

pictorial magnitude . .

.

WORLD
PREMIERE
TODAY
iw oj™ tojo a u

Ite . like

George Pugh. manager of Rialto, Glens Falls,

N. Y., rigged up this eye-stopper curb barrier

for Paramount's "Off Limits" engagement.

Movies As Ad Bait

Paramount's "Shane" is getting a special

assist from Willoughby's, New York's big

camera store, for the Music Hall opening.

On opening day, the store ran a big ad,

saluting "Shane" and citing it as "the finest

example of Technicolor photography that

we've seen in many a year . . . the great

Western outdoor epic of our era." Good to

sec the upsurge of retailers increasingly

aware of the value of using ads built around

a sure attention-getter—the movies.

'Caesar' Schools Plug

A big ready-made teen-age audience was

built up for its forthcoming "Julius Caesar"

by M-G-M's Interscholastic Shakespearean

Acting Competition. The distinguished panel

of Judges, which included Joe Mankiewicz,

director, stars Marlon Brando, and Vanessa

Brown and N. Y. Superintendent of schools

Dr. W illiam Jansen, presented the winners'

awards personally, after a high degree of

interest had been whipped up in the com-

petition.

SEE 4T-.. AND NEVER FORGET
|T / •

huge front at the London Plaza Theatre
r Paramount's science-fiction thriller. "War of
e Worlds." helped the theatre smash all box-
'"e records. Crowds like these were charac-

teristic both day and night.

ALAN l—ADD 'JEAN ARTHUR
-GEORGE STEVENS
•SHANE'

Radio City Music Hall's "Shane" advance had

this striking series of newspaper ads climaxed by

a two-third page opening day splash.

tor Joe

Mankiewicz and stars Vanessa Brown and Marlon

Brando peruse the point-scoring in the Intei-

scholastic Shakespearean acting contest. Latter

three were judges.
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BATTLE DF ASPECT RATIOS

Universal Prefers Ktilin l.ffj lit I

(Continued from Page 9)

a smaller house. The out-of-town exhibitor

has been left with the question dyin^ <m his

lips: "Yes, wonderful; but what would it do
for me?"

( >n the other hand, these demonstrations,

and the information released by the com-
panies concerned, do now enable us to form

certain positive conclusions on the broader
aspects of the new developments. Withoir
any shadow of doubt, we now know that

motion picture films are not shown to then-

best advantage on the present average-size

screen. We have learned that the light prob-

lem, which for so long confined the motion
picture image, has been licked by the per-

fection of new reflective screens. We have
begun to sense that the proportions of the

present-day screen— 1.33 ft. of length to 1 ft.

of height—are too restrictive and far from
ideal for all subjects. We have discovered

that directional sound, intelligently used, can

vastly enhance the effect of a picture, though
it is the costliest part of any conversion

scheme.

It has been established, too, that the Cine-

maScope, as well as the Universal, Para-

mount and Columbia systems are virtually

gadget-free, involving no mechanical com-
plexities; and though information on the cost

of equipment is scanty to the point of exas-

peration, it does not appear to be excessive.

Bill Gehring, Twentieth-Fox sales executive,

estimated recently that a CinemaScope pack-

age (screen, lenses, adaptors, sound) would
cost between $8,000 and $22,000, depending

on the size of the theatre. A reasonable

average would be $12,000.

Cost $1.10 Per Foot

Universal's screen will probably cost

around $1.10 a square foot—some 10 cents a

foot above the price of a standard screen

today. On this basis the largest screen

would involve an expenditure of a little over

$1300, or about $600 for an 18 ft. by 33 fr.

job, with extra for stereophonic sound.

Whereas the CinemaScope package includes

a specially-made lens giving a most inspiring

panoramic effect, Universal's system uses

standard wide-angle lenses which do not

have to be ground to special specification

and which give an electrifying effect in big

screen 3D. U-I executives anticipate no delav

in production of lenses necessary for big

screen projection, and claim their cost

should be moderate. Incidentally, while a

20th- Fox subsidiary will actually market

CinemaScope equipment, Universal has no

intention of entering the equipment business.

Exhibitors interested in using its specifica-

tions would need to order the installation

from a regular equipment supplier.

For the test recently conducted at U-I's

studios the screen was 25 ft. high and 50 ft.

Workmen setting up Paramount's new

Stqblejord .screen, an English product,

on one of the .studio .stages.

wide, with a maximum curvature of 3 ft. The
projectors were set up about 185 ft. from
the screen. A standard 2D film produced an
image 23'/2 ft. high and 43V2 ft. wide. Certain

test sequences shot through a wide-angle

lens filled the whole screen, which was made
of an aluminum-coated seamless embossed
fabric. There was no light loss. Universal

people claimed that the illumination trans-

mitted by the projection machine was magni-
fied approximately four times by the screen

in re-transmitting it to the viewing audience,

but other experts say this might be highly

exaggerated. The projectors took 185 amps.
Studio technicians say that for a smaller

screen (say, 33 ft. x 18 ft.) this would be

reduced to 85 amps.

The only new equipment needed in the

projection room for Universal's big screen

system will be the wider angle lens and a

larger aperture plate. At the initial show-
ing, exhibitors were impressed by the com-
plete lack of distortion from any angle in

the audience. There were no dark corners

or fuzzy images and there was some depth

perception, though the tri-dimensional effect

was not comparable with that attained by
CinemaScope. The technicians who designed

Universal's screen explain that the masking
throws additional brightness back to the

audience and helps correct a falling off of

definition at the extreme sides. Credit for

developing the aluminum-base paint formula

for coating the screen goes to Fred Tuch,

head of U-I's scenic paint department.

As in all large-screen projection, a maxi-

mum of three horns must be used behind the

screen to produce realistic sound, though

most exhibitors would, of course, secure

superior results by having their theatres re-

wired for a stereophonic system. Kxpcr
predict that Universal will before long su

ceed in adapting stereo sound to the co
ventional 2D pictures which have been sous]

recorded on a single track.

Cost figures of the Paramount syste

now being used commercially for the fi

time for "Shane" at Radio City Music H;i
are not available. The Music Hall sen!
measures 50 feet by 30 feet with a slid

curvature and a beaded surface for increa;

light. The projection is through a w
angle lens of standard manufacture whi
like the Universal method, simply enlar

the original 35mm image.

Whereas the CinemaScope and the I
versal screens are of the high intensity vi

ety needed for 3D projection, the Mi,
Hall's screen is not surfaced for that p.-

pose, but Paramount is already experirru

ing with an improved version made in E •

land by Stableford Screens Ltd. It has b i

installed on one of Paramount's sound sta j

at the studio and is being privately tes

The company's technical experts recomm l

a halo-type frame which, they believe, -

proves the picture. It is illuminated so v

by diffusion from the screen, remaining r
-

tively dark during a dark scene and gaii.,3

brightness when the tonal value of the -

ture is high. It has the additional advan e

of adding an impression of size to the scr i,

which is cylindrically curved and bowec )-

wards the audience at the bottom. Th is

to add a feeling of roundness and d( b.

Lenses are standard, but new proje< m 1

lenses of shorter focal length are needc to

secure a wider picture. Where adec,te

light is available, the only other chan —
again as in the case af Universal—wi be

a new aperture plate.

Loren Ryder, who heads Paramount'

search, reports that the company ha; le-

veloped a new system of sound place :nt

which can be localized by simple co ol.

"The audience should get a feeling of re sni

and 'flow' in the sound handling," tys

Ryder, "so that it becomes an aid in ; ry-

telling and helps punctuate the action.' 'he

score and sound effects of "Shane" are ine

redubbed for stereophonic sound where he-

atres are wired for it, and similar trea ent

is being given George Pal's "War c the

Worlds" and the Pine-Thomas 3D an-

garee".

Harry Cohn, president of Columbi has

disclosed that his company's new big-

and 3D system, Vitascope, has also 'ecu

developed in combination with stereo-: ind

Plans arc being made to film all futur Col-

umbia product with the new syste, hi

which the wider image is obtained by sing

a new and wider frame and a corresp< Jin S

change in the aperture of the projects 11

(Continued on Pi -
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Freeman Satfsz Maintain Present Height

f m tinned from Page 20)

: nes. The sound system employs three

a plifiers and three microphones which

cry the sound on a single track which, in

tjn, can be piped to separate sound outlets

it the theatre.

rhis technical round-up of the three new-

e, big-screen methods of motion picture

p^sentation leaves unanswered, however, the

yked question around which all else re-

v ves: the aspect ratio.

This "A R" problem is a vital one, because

it affects (a) the cost of installing new

eiipment and (b) the extent to which an

e libitor can screen films in their five new

fjms—21) in present-day standard size, 2D

iienlarged screen size, 3D (with goggles, of

c'irse) in both standard and enlarged sizes,

1 in real panoramic CinemaScope.

Theatre Construction Governs

\spect ratio, of course, does not mean

a; it merely means proportions—the pro-

tion of a screen's height to width. A
een with an aspect ratio of, say, two to

can be made for any theatre, no matter

htv large or how small. But the overall size

o that screen must be governed by the

pysieal characteristics of the building,

litis, there might be some few very narrow

hjises where it woidd be impossible to in-

s 11 a CinemaScope screen having the rec-

(i
; mended aspect ratio of 2.66 tcet in

hgth to 1 foot of height in a narrow-gutted

tl ate with a high ceiling or proscenium

such instances, we understand, 20th-

prepared to change the aspect ratio

t<as low as 1.66 to 1. This would greatlv

lfsen the panoramic effect of CinemaScope,

vich is its great attraction.

alh. In

I x is
i

COLUMBIA'S HARRY COHN
Confident of His

At top, how a standard picture projected on the new Universal screen appears in the.

ratio of 1.33 to 1, and, below, the same scene shown in the aspect ratio of 1.85 to I.

The overall size of screen is 25 x 50 feet. Scene is from "The Great Sioux Uprising."

Y. Frank Freeman of Paramount considers

that, as a general rule, "the height of the

new screen should never be reduced below

that of the old one, and wherever possible it

should be both higher and wider". Loren

Ryder adds that Paramount research has

established the fact that the maximum screen

height for most theatres "has been limited

by a long-established practice of theatre

design, whereby the overhang of the balcony

has limited the viewing angle as seen from

the rear of the orchestra section to a screen

approximately 20 feet in height." He recom-

mends the aspect ration of 1.66 to 1.

The ratio of the new Universal screen

permits projection of an image in the maxi-

mum proportion of 2 feet in length to 1 foot

m height, though for "Thunder Bay's" big

screen opening at Loew's State on May 20

this is being trimmed to 1.85 to 1. It is

more elongated than the Paramount screen,

but not as wide, in proportion in height, as

CinemaScope.

Columbia's new screen (1.85 to 1) has

roughly the same aspect ratio as Universal's

being only fractionally higher in proportion

to width. Harry Colin asserts confidently

that his development, too, is an all-purpose

product.

We have, then, this confusing array of

varying aspect ratios for the motion picture

screens of the future. How can some order

be brought out of this confustion?

Would it not be logical to start thinking

of the problem from the one screen dimen-

sion that appears to be constant in practical-

ly all systems—the height. In every aspect

ratio there is a 1. Wr

e have 1.33 to 1, 1.66

to 1, 1.85 to 1, 2 to 1 and 2.66 to 1, as well

as ?. few intermediate ratios to 1. In each

instance the 1 is the height of the screen.

It does not take a technological genius

to arrive at the conclusion that if the exhibi-

tor is to have flexibility in adapting his pic-

ture projection to several of these various

screens, he must start with the largest, which

happens to be CinemaScope. Any theatre

that can accomodate a 35 feet-wide screen

should think in terms of installing a 2.66 to

1 screen, equipped with travelers on the

ends to make the width flexible for multi-

purpose programming. Thus the aspect

ratio could be reduced to 2 to 1, or 1.85 to 1,

or 1.66 to 1, or even back to the old 1.33 to 1

ratio for a stereoscopic 3D film.

Let's just call this little idea of ours, the

system of "flexible standardization". Yes, it

is a simple solution—perhaps too simple

—

bui if it serves to focus the thoughts and

aims of the film moguls on finding some

Solution, all these words will not have been

in vain.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Sock Ads, Stars, Book, Sell Dram*

24-SHEET

One of American history's great romances has emerged in 20th C entury-

Fox's film version of Irving Stone's best-seller. "The President's Lady." The
slander that was attached to the tender and moving love between Andrew and

Rachel Jackson, which finally resulted in the dirtiest presidential campaign this

country has ever witnessed, has been brought to screen light by producer Sol

C. Siegel from the Stone novel to make a provocative, emotion-packed, heart-

warming film.

The selling angles begin with piquant theme: "An adulteress in the White

House—Never!" The charge of adultery that resulted from Rachel Jackson's

honorable marriage to the future president, not knowing that she was still

married to another man, haunted them to her death, on the eve of Jackson's

taking the Presidential oath. Her husband had to kill a man and whip dozens

more to fight back against the shame heaped upon his beloved wife. These vio-

lent demonstrations, as well as the exciting Indian Wars and the pulse quicken

ing thrills of a presidential campaign are important factors and the 20th-Fox

pressbook has a wealth of exploitation material built around them.

The stars, too, are elements worthy of a concentrated ballyhoo campaign.

Both Susan Hayward and Charlton Heston are higher in the stellar heavens

than they have ever been. The former was voted by the nation's moviegoers,

in a poll by the fan magazine, Photoplay, the most
Heston's appeal zoomed with "The
Greatest Show on Earth," and is still '^SH
climbing. I tmi't underestimate their

power.

novel is another potent

Still fresh from its liter-

with more than seven
million readers of the standard editions

and the Reader's Digest special edition,

an untold number more readers of

public and rental library copies, offers

another bulk pre-sold audience.

popular actress of 1952.

PROMOTIONS
While there are stirring, even sensation

aspects of "The President's Lady" to

sold, the appeal lends itself most strongly

a dignified approach, rather than the stunt

gimmick variety.

Susan Hayward won her "most popu

actress" rating for "With a Song in 1

Heart," in a highly sympathetic role tl

touched the hearts of all members of

family. In an equally appealing characti

zation, the Photoplay award and the pres

ta'ion activities would make a good lot

display, as well as recalling the star's 1

work in the film.

The theme, of course, is a natural for

ploitation possibilities. The big line,
"

adulteress in the White House . . . nevt

should be blown up as large as possible

its provocative draw.

The stormy career of Andrew Jacks

climaxed by the exciting presidential c;

paign, a mud-slinging orgy of slander t

finally felled Rachel Jackson before

could see her husband take office, is g

for a story-in-pictures display or feati

Rachel's rescue from a brute of a husb

by Jackson, their romance and marriage,

thrashings and duel killing Jackson

forced into by maligning of his belo

Rachel and the hectic presidential camp.'

Rally built around the book should be

in with Doubleday's intensified promo 3

simultaneously with the film's release, t

was a top selection of the Literary G d

and the Reader's Digest Condensed B k

Club, quarterly volume of the Digest <

densations, top-features it in the issue

preceding film release.

The Stone
selling angle,

ary triumph

TEASER AD NEWSPAPER DS



lackson (Charlton Heston) battered many a

nan (top) who had dared malign his beloved

lachel, killed a man and was himself wounded

(lower) in a duel for her honor.

Rachel Jackson (Susan Hayward) learns the horrifying news that

her two-year marriage to Andrew Jackson is invalid because

her faithless first husband had not consummated their divorce.

THE PRESIDENT'S LADY
Perhaps the most slandered couple in American history, cer-

tainly in the select group of men who were to become President

of the United States of America, Rachel and Andrew Jackson have

had their tender and moving romance finally portrayed in what is

felt to he its real spirit. The eminent novelist, Irving Stone, made
it live in literature with his best-seller, and now 20th-Fox has

brought it to the screen for all to see and hear, as well.

This is not the story of a President, but of the man and the

woman he loved, wed and protected, even through the bitterest

presidential campaign in history in which Rachel Jackson became

an innocent pawn of slanderers. The film follows their earl} ro

mance as the young Rachel escapes her faithless first husband and

falls in love with Jackson. They are married in the belief that she

has been divorced, but find two years later that then- was no

divorce. They are remarried and live a blissful life, marred only

by Jackson's dangerous exploits in the Indian Wars and the snide

innuendoes against Rachel's honor. Jackson had countless run-ins

and was forced to kill a man in a duel alter he had insulted his

Rachel. The scandal-mongers finally had their day when Jackson

accepted the presidential nomination. W ith Rachel as the butt, the

mud-slinging has never been paralleled in Q. S. annals. The humili-

ation cost her her life three months before Jackson took office.

It was produced by Sol C. Siegel, directed by I tenry l.e\ in.
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wQUOT€S" What the Kewspaper Critics Sag About New Films

Critics AppUtud ~Shune m As Great Western

Few pictures receive the concerted acclaim from New York

critics that was sounded for George Steven's "Shane". This Para-

mount Technicolor film is not only being heralded as a superb

Western, but as an excellent motion picture generally. The scribes

have unloaded every plaudit in the book.

The Times' Rosley Crowther was surprised that, "With 'High

Noon' so lately among us, it scarcely seems possible that the

screen should so soon again come up with another great Western

film." He feels that "it is Master De Wilde . . . who steals the

affections of the audience and clinches 'Shane' as a most uiuimi.iI

film."

"Superb Western and a first-rate motion picture," says Otis

L. Guernsey in the Herald Tribune. He believes that the "film

seems destined to join the company of memorable movies."

Giving it an Excellent movie meter rating, The Post's Archer

Winsten comments that " 'Shane' sin mid be very successful on

the popular level because this kind of action film makes the blood

pound." Winsten sums up with "This is 'only a Western' in the

sense that 'Romeo and Juliet' is 'only a love story'."

"George Stevens takes top honors as producer-director for

the creation of a great film masterpiece," writes Frank Quinn of

the Daily Mirror. He sees this as "his finest achievement and

the best Western saga of all time, not excepting 'Stage Coach',

'High Noon', 'Covered Wagon,' etc. You will have to wait a long

time to see a better film."

The World Telegram's Alton Cook echos the others saying,

" 'Shane' belongs among the small, elite group of superior Wes-
terns." Cook feels that Stevens has given this Western saga "a

rugged vigor and sincerity it does not often carry."

In the Journal- American, Rose Pelswick believes that this

is "right out of the top drawer reserved for Western classics . . .

the picture is consistently sound in its workmanship and charac-

terizations and relies on none of the time-worn, wide-open-space

cliches."

'NEVER WAVE AT A WAC
RKO-Radio

"Good-natured go at a mild and obvious

tale ... it does move in double-quick time

to the accompaniment of a generous con-

signment of laughs."—Weiler, N. Y. Times

"Rosalind Russell has returned to the

screen for a mettlesome romp . . . She gaily

frolics in sly travesty and slap-stick farce

with one final slip into cozy sentiment."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Script

often sparkles . . . straight comedy with no

documentary flavor whatsoever." — Thirer,

N. Y. Post

"Gay and entertaining . . . the glamorous

Miss R. does a slick job of putting over a

variety of wacky gags and situations."

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"Miss Russell again shows she can make

a lot out of mighty thin material . . . Has

plenty of laughs."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald

'1 ribune

'ANGEL FACE'
RKO-Radio

"Slow and bleak crime story, plodding

with a heavy trend toward a doleful con-

clusion . . . Ingredients are all present, but

there is no pulse-beat in the excitement, no

bite in the irony."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald

Tribune

"Exasperating blend of genuine talent, oc-

casional perceptiveness and turgid psycho-

id igical claptrap . . . Sleek direction of this

( lassily trimmed project is matched by some-

pungent dialogue."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times

"Otto Preminger's direction suggests at

time- that he must have thought he was

dealing with wooden puppets. They move

mechanically through the obvious contriv-

ings of a slight story."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) ... if you

don't feel it's slightly predictable, or would

be, if it weren't for that tremendous re-

luctance to think the worst of Simmons."

—

Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Miss Simmons has a pretty rugged time

of it trying to live up to the title in reverse

. . . Handsomely mounted suspense drama."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'SOMBRERO'
M-G-M

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Crawling with talents, all of them wasted

. . . Endless confusion of action, more action

and nothing properly digested or convincing-

ly presented."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Artificial air of desperately enforced

gayety."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Enough plot ingredients in the piece to

keep several pictures going, and the inter-

woven stories are given the benefit of color-

ful atmosphere and incident."—Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal-American

"Curious assortment of odds and ends, a

Technicolor mixture of agony, comedy, dark

superstition and peasant laughter."—Guern-

sey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"As massive as the garment for which :t

is named. It is also as ostentatious and full

of torpid hot air."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

'BRIGHT ROAD'
M-G-M
"Odd and somber picture about the school-

day problems of a little Negro boy some-

where in he South . . . Strange film to come
from Hollywood—And a very welcome one."

—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Poor plus (Movie Meter Rating) . .

Almost amateur in dialogue and acting . .

has little to offer but its almost painful

good intentions."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Generalization about childhood rath

than a color-line drama . . . Sentimental, b

there is the proper seasoning of bitter aloi

with the sweet."—Guernsey, N. Y. Hera

Tribune

"Performances are appealing, and t

simple tale is handled with both humor a
:

understanding."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journ

American

"On the basis of good intentions, (it) . I

merits respectful applause . . . Unfortuna

ly, the screen play is extraordinarily w('

on motivation."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

'BLUE GARDENIA'

Warner Bros.

"Routine melodrama . . . Script is ha

neyed and tedious from beginning to er

—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"Heavy-footed mystery, trying hard o

create commotion and suspense with it

much to work with . . . Fritz Lang, the d

master of mystery and mayhem, must 1

had an off day."—Cook, N. Y. World-T

gram

"Routine . . . develops a few tense 1
ments but telegraphs most of its puncht >9

a slow-motion style . . . Not much' susp sc

and no mystery in the affair."—Guen %

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Lively whodunit . . . Director Fritz 1 ig

keeps the film movie briskly."— Pels^ n

N. V. Journal-American

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) ...

i> a 1-1) picture. Damn!"—Winsten, 1^ •

Post
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raSS R6CORD
ALLIED ARTISTS

951-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

(56)

(19)

Production
Production

( I )

(0)

4 PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

urder Without Tears

OMPLETED
rmy Bound 161

)

ittle Zone 182)

iwery Knights
jnyon Ambush 153)
mqs of the Arctic 163)
irgo 169)

at Too ICI 185)

jnman, The
awatha IC) (80)

ighwayman, The IC) 183)
Dmesteaders. The 162)
i°py
nqle Girl 1701

msas Pacific IC) 173)

exican Silver

3 Holds Barred 1661

>rthwest Territory 161)
m of Belle Starr
ngier Incident 177)

xas City
rpedo Alley 184)

:ious Years, The (79! _

hite Lightning 16 1 I

yoming Roundup 153)
uared Circle, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rei. No.
Stev ens-Benedict

Clements 10-52 5216
Hodiak-Christian 9-52 5301
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Coates 10-12 5244
Kirby-Grant 12-28 5222
Elliot 9-52 _ 5226
Hayden-Carlson 11-52 5201

..Wilson-Knight 4-13 5252 .

Edwards-Dugay 12-7 5202.
Hendrix-Coburn 9-8 20
Elliott-Vallin 2-53
Gorcey-Hall 2-53 5318
Sheffield-Sharpe 12-7 5208
Hayden-Miller 2-53 5302
Wilson-Clyde
Bowery Boys 12-52 5214

..Grant-Chinook ...12-9
.. Larsen-Castle 6-53 5309
Brent-Aldon 2-53 5316
Brown-Elliscn 12-30
Stevens-Malone I 1-52 5308
Cook-Moore 2-18
Clements-Bestar 3-53 5236
VVilson-Coates 11-9 5254 .

...Kirkwood-Gleason

Rev.

8-27

COLUMBIA
?52-53 Features

Serials

Completed (46)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (6)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

iarqe of the Lancers (T) Goddard-Aumontma Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
:>m Here to Eternity Clift-Lancaster

II Below Zero (Tl Alan Ladd
ss Sadie Thompson Hayworth-Ray
l Heat

.
The Glenn Ford

OMPLETED
.Fair in Trinidad 198) Hayworth-Ford

Ashore (T) (80) Rooney-Lawrence
tbush at Tomahawk Gap IT) Derek-Hodiak

1

1

Jump, The (T) Ladd-Andrews
ie Canadian Rockies (58) Autry-Buttram
p,

,

a," p
J
r
f,
te IT) 185) Louis Hayward .......

5 "ded
,T,

ellow
-
The l89) Simmons-Howard

nqo B,N McGuire-Moore

Rel. No. Rev.

nquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark

,

U

h't

S

Tro
D
°J

n
^ln ,

R ' Ver (T) Haymes-Totter

UfinJ?.,
Me " 180) Colleano-Franz

/in 7'
Tl
\, J- r-V Williams-Reynolds

h mJ„ Th
Montgomery-Vohs

h Man, The Ireland-Denning

W&X?& TtblV'
IT1 H^""Healy

'ass Wall, The 180)
•Iden Hawk (T) (83)
Mdtown Ghost Riders 157)"" ~~Autry'-B U'rnVtte

n
9
nT

a
T
n

-

S Kn
?l 'TL.

1811 Scott-Jarman

W^IT, V?-
"4) -Boyer-Driscoll

r Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
l«,on,_U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle

9-52
3-53
5-53

11-52
8-52
8-52

12-52

3-53

501

534

431

7-28

7-28
10-8

11-3

Harrison-Palmer
Gassman-Grahame
-Fleming-Haydn

Montgomery-Stevens
Douglas-Vitale

• :k McCall. Desperado I T ) 176

)

•jqler, The

ii

q
Frnm If'

1

., r ,rT,
"

" " Weissmuller-Greene

L [ , .1 ^11
Gun 1561

" -.Starrett-Bunett

I t i i / US
l

(Reissue). Monroe-Jergens ..

I J< It*
Comanches IT) (85) Crawford-Hale

I %l ?u"
y E *Press Autry-Burnett

t d
Crawford-Derek ...

'.'
T
n
r* Fr°m

.
Bombay 172) _.Hall-Ferraday

n in t„ n"i Wyman-Milland
ml i^J?? 1 17(11 O'Brien-Totter

Tin„ n
the

„
Weddin <3. The (91) Waters-Harris"°;" K~

,

Hodiak-Derek

'nbow Round My Shoulder (T) 178) ^
d ker ' Elllott

1-53
4-53
10-52 508 9-22
5-53
11-52
12-52 506 6-30

~
2-2312-52

4-53

Jieqade Ca nvon ITI I DD

)

ine-Daniels
John Derek

'^Vr^X^ «•'"«"- Autry-White

!'ege Mutiny (731
Hayworth-Granqer

' Dent of the Nile ITI 181)
Weissmu ler-Stevens

r . ..
e

' 1.
1 Fleming-Lundigan

180)
jange Fascinationiess» • t~\irln„ t- i. -I ' Documentary

VTI' - -WeissmullerrBu rckhart

N ld One The
' Montgomery-Long

ne Brando-Murphy

8-52
I 1-52
2-53

8-52

4-53
3-53

3-53
4-53
1-53
3-53

4-53
9-52

4-53
3-53
5-53

12-52
2-53

Special
11-52
9-52

481

504

528
516
524

503

545
539

505

476
435

8-1

4-20
12-29

3-23
9-22

4-6

10-6

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (15) In Production (I

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Great Jessee James Robbery

COMPLETED
Algiers Ambush
Ali Baba Nights IReissue)
Bachelor in Paris 183)
Bad Blonde 180)

Captain Kidd (Reissue) 189)
Gambler and the Lady 171) ..

Ghost Ship
Great White Hunter (Reissue)
Hellgate (87)
I'll Get You (79)

Johnny the Giant Killer IT)

Mr. Walkie-Talkie 165)
Perils of the Jungle 163)
Scotland Yard Inspector (73)
Secret People (87)
Slasher, The
Tall Texan, The 1841

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63) ...

White Goddess (73)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
(AC) Parker-Payton

Rel.

(89)

George Raft
Anna May Wong
Price-Auer 4
Payton-Wright 4

.Scott-Laughton 12'

Dane Clark 12
Court-Walsh
..Peck-Preston 12

Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
Tracy-Sawyer II

Clyde Beatty 3

Romero-Maxwell 10

Cortesa-A. Hepburn 8

Kenny-Collins 5

Bridges-Cobb 2

Special Cast II

Jon Hall 3

No.

-24 52 15

-17 5213
10 521 I

12 5210
-26 5204
5-8
-12 5209
9-5 51 13

-16 5206
5205

-28 5203
-20. 5214
-31 5202
25 5116
15 5218
13 5207
14 . 5201 ...

27 5224

Rev.

M E T R O-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (52) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Easy To Love IT)

Rope's End (AC)
Saadia (T)

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond 1122)
Affairs of Dobie Gillis

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Apache War Smoke 167) _ _
Arena (Ans) 1 3-D

)

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon, The (T)

Battle Circus 190)

Because You're Mine (T) (103)
Big Leaguer, The
Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 (69)
Confidentially Connie (71)
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Danqerous When Wet ITI

Desperate Search, The (71)

Devil Makes Three, The (90) (T)

Dream Wife 199)

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92)
Fast Company (60)

Fearless Fagan (78)

Fame and Fortune
Girl Who Had Everythinq, The(69)
Great Diamond Robbery, The
Hoaxters, The (36)

Holiday for Sinners (72)

Hour of Thirteen, The 1801

I Love Melvin [Tl 177)

Invitation to the Dance IT)

Ivanhoe IT) 1106)
Jeopardy (70)

Julius Caesar ._
Latin Lovers (T)

Lili IT) 181)

Lovely to Look At (102) (T)

Main Street to Broadway
Merry Widow, The IT) I 105)

Million Dollar Mermaid IT) (110)

Moqambo IT)

My Man and I 199)

Naked Spur. The IT) (91)
Never Let Me Go (94)

Plymouth Adventure IT) (104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) (100)

Ouo Vadis (T) 1168)
Remains To Be Seen (881

Ride. Vaauero (Ans)
Roque's March 184)

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190)

Scaramouche (T) (1151
Sky Full of Moon 173)
Sliqht Case of Larceny
Small Town Girl ITI 1931

Sombrero IT) I 103)
Story of Three Loves IT) (122)
Take the Hiah Ground lAns)
fime Bomb (77)
Washington Story 182)
You For Me (701
Young Bess (Tl (1121

Cast
Williams-Johnson
Holden-Parker
Wilde-Gam

Rel. No. Rev.

1-53

10-52

1-53

4-53
10-52

1-53
4-53
4-53

1-53

Taylor-Parker
Reynolds-Van
Taylor-Granger

...Roland-Horton
Young-Berqen
Turner-Douglas

. Astaire-Charisse
Bogart-Allyson

...Lama-Whitmore
Robinson-Ellen
Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer
Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas
.Keel-Greer
Kelly-Angeli - 9-52
Grant-Kerr
Champion-O'Keefe 10-52

H. Keel-P. Beroen
Leigh-Carpenter 8-52
Tracy-Simmons
Taylor-Lamas 3-53

Skelton-Williams
Documentary 1—53

Young-Rule 7-52
Lawford-Addams I 1-52

O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53

Kelly-Youskevitch
R. Taylor-E. Taylor 8-52
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53

Brando-Mason
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer
Grayson-Skelton 7-52
All-Star
Turner-Lomas 9-52

Williams-Mature 1 2-52

Gable-Gardner
Winters-Montalban 9-52
Stewart-Ryan 2-53
Gable-Tierney 5-53
Tracy-Tierney I 1-52

Granger-Kerr 11-52
Taylor-Kerr -.

Allyson-Johnson
Gardrer-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule 3-53
Garson-Pidgeon
S. Granger-E. Parker 6-52
Carpenter-Sterling 12-52
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger 4-53
Montalban-Angell 3-53
All-Star Cast 3-53
Widmark-Stewart
Ford-Vernon _

Johnson-Neal 7-52
Lawford-Greer . 8-52
Simmons-Granger

313

305

3 1

5

12-1

1 0-6

2-7

321

304

326
316
329
322
330

314
302

306
332
241

2-9
9-8

4-20
1-26

12-1

8-25

10-20

7-14

.3-9

319 1-12

239 6730
309 10-20
323 2-9

307
317

6-30

237

301 9-22
312 .11-17

303
318
327 4-6
310 ... 11-3

308 10-20
218 11-19
331

320 1-12

236 6-30
311 11-17

325
324 3-9

238 7-14
240 8-1 1

333
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PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (34) Production

Fair Wind to Java (Tr) MacMurray-Ralston 4-28 5207
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens
Ladv Wants Mink. The ITr)(92) Hussey-O' Keefe 3-5
Lauqhinq Ann IT) Corey-Tucker

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Elephant Walk ITI Andrews-Taylor
Money From Home ITI I3D) Martin-Lewis

Those Sisters From Seattle ( ParaV) ITI Fleming-Barry

COMPLETED
Arrowhead IT)

Atomic City, The 185)

Blazing Forest IT) l?l) „.

Botany Bay IT)

Caddy, The
Caribbean IT) 195)
Carrie (118)
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba 1991

Oenver & Rio Grande IT) 189)

Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 1901
Forever Female
Girls of Pleasure Island ITI

Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151)

5241
5144
5206
5108
5202

Rel. No. Rev.

Heston-Palance ...

Barry-Clarke
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
..Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones
Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
O'Brien-Hayden

6-52
12-52

5120
5207 10-20

9-52 5202 _..

8-52 5123 6-16
12-52 5208
3-53 5213 1-26

6-52 5115 4-7

Marshal of Cedar Rock 151) Lane-Waller 2-1..
Old Oklahoma Plains (60) Allen-Kay 7-25
Perilous Journey Raluston-Brian 4-5
Ouiet Man, The IT) (129) _. Wayne-O'Hara 9-14
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90) Donlevy-Tucker 11-52
San Antone 190) Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203
Sea of Lost Ships Derek-Hendrix
South Pacific Trail 160) Allen-Estelita 10-20 5145
Sun Shines Bright Winninger-Whelan
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr) ... Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds 198) Derek-Barrymore 11-27 5201
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109
Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller
WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Woman of the North Country (90) .... Cameron-Hussey 9-5 . 5107
Woman They Almost Lynched (901 Lund-Leslie 3-20

8-19

11-3

8-11

RKO RADIO
Leigh-Andrews
Maugham Stories 7-52
Rogers Holden

(951 Genn-Taylor 4-53
Stewart-Hutton 5-53

Green Gold of Nevada (t) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls IT) Hope-Martin -

Houdini IT) Curtis-Leigh 7-53

Hurricane Smith IT) 1901 DeCarlo-lreland 10-52

Jumping Jacks (98) Martin-Lewis 7-52
Jamaica Run IT) (92) Milland-Dahl 6-53

Just For You (T) (104) Crosby-Wyman 9-52

Little Boy Lost Crosby-Dauphin
Los Alamos Barry-Carke _.

Military Policeman Hope-Maxwell
Off Limits (891 Hope-Rooney 4-53

5122 1 9 5 2 - 53 Features Completed (33) In Production (2)

5215
5129

2-23
1-14

5223
5204
5121
5220
5201

9-22
6-16
4-20
8-11

Pony Eyoress (T) MOD Heston-Fleming
Road to Bali ITI (91) Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree (T) (3-D) Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) (95) Heston-Hanson -

Scared Stiff (108) Martin-Lewis
Shane IT) (118) Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me IT) (97)
Son of Paleface IT) I 104)
Stalaq 17 H20I
Stars Are Sinqinq. The 199) (T)
Stooge, The (100)

5-53
1-53

"5-53"'

11-52
6-53

5216
5217
5209

3-9
12-1

5230
5206
5222

. Hutton-Meeker 10-52 . 5203
Hooe-Russell . 8-52 5124
Holden-Taylor 7-53 5224
Alberghetti-Clooney . 3-53 5214
Martin-Lewis 3-53 5212

Thunder in the East (98) Ladd-Kerr 1-53 5210.
Turning Point, The (851 Holden-Smith 10-52 5205
Tropic Zone IT) (94) Reagan-Fleming 1-53 5211 ...

Vanquished, The (TM84) Payne-Sterling 6-53 5221
War of the Worlds ITI 1851 Barry-Robinson 5218

...10—4
4-20
4-20
9-8
7-14

1-12

11- 17
..10-4
12-29

3-9

Hendrix-O'Brien
Chaney-Atwill ....

..Barker-Wescott
.

Chaney-Naish
...Harvey-Portman
Hobson-Talbot
Arnez-Smith
Gurie-Zucco

... Auer-Buford
Conrad-Garrison
.Harvey-Shaw
Sanders-Price

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
Admiral was a Lady IReissue 187)
Atomic Monster IReissue) (65)

(Formerly The Man-made Monster)
Battles of Chief Pontiae (75)
Calling Mr. Death 163) IReissue)
Cairo Road 185)
Chinatown Squad IReissue) 166)
Cuban Pete 161) (Reissue) ..

Dark of Sts. of Cairo IReissue) (59)
Fame 4 the Devil (80)
Flyinq Saucer IReissuel 169)
House of Darkness 163)
House of the 7 Gables, The 197)

I Reissue)
If This Be Sin 1741
Inside Job (65) (Reissue)
In Society (Reissue) 183)
Johnny Comes Marching Home 174)

(Reissue)
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue) ....

Mug Town (60) (Reissue)
Missing Head (62)

(Reissue of "Strange Confession")
Mr. Pip 1101) IReissuel
My Death is a Mockery (67)
Private Buckaroo 168) IReissue)
Run For the Hills 176)
Rhythm of the I sland 1 60 1 ( Reissue)
Salome, Where She Danced
Sonq of the Saronq 165) IReissue)

(T) IReissue) (97)
Strange Conquest IReissue (64)
Tiger Island IReissue) (72)
Vanishing Body (65)

(Reissue of "Black Cat")
Wide Boy 166)

2-53
4-53

Loy-Greene
. Curtis-Rutherford
Abbott & Costello
O'Conner-Jones

Ball-Brent .

Dead End Kids
Chaney-Joyce

Hull-Holmes
D. Huston-Byron
Harry James
B. Payton-S. Tufts

A. Jones-J. Frazee

N. Kelly-W. Gargan
DeCarlo-Carreron
W/att-Bishop
Bickford-Young
Karloff-Lugosi

1 1-52
1-53

10-52
3-53
11-52
3-53
11-52
4-53
10-52
2-53

I 1-52
12-52.
3-53
2-53

1 1-52
12-52
1-53

2-53
12-52.
2-53
4-53
5-53

5-S3
3-53
5-53
5-53
1-53

Shaw-Tafler 12-52

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (12)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Sea cf Lost Ships Derek-Hendrix

COMPLETED
Champ Fom Brooklyn. The Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Desperatoes Outpost 154) Allen

Rel. No. Rev.

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

Arizona Outpost (C) Robertson-Hunnicutt
Second Chance Linda Darnell

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne . . 9-52 . 384
Androcles and The Lion 198) -. Simmons-Younq 11-52 368
Annie Oakley 191) IRe-issue) Stanwyck-Foster ... 9-52 363..

Anqel Face 191) Mitchum-Simmons 2-53 312

Beware, My Lovely (77) _ Lupino-Ryan 9-52 302.
Biq Sky. The 1 1221 Douglas-Martin 8-52 361
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99) ........ Darnell-Wewton ... 12-52 307
Break-Up ..Simmons-Mature
Captive Woman (65) Clarke-Field 10-52
Clash By Night 1105) - Douglas-Stanwyck ... 6-52
Count the Hours 174) ...... Wright-Carey 4-53
Face to Face 192) . Mason-Preston 1 1 —52

Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters
Hans Christian Andersen (T) 1120) Kaye-Grainger ... 11-52 351
Hitch-Hiker. The 171) O'Brien-Lovejoy 3-53 314

Jet Pilot IT) 1118) . Wayne-Leigh
Look Who's Laughing (79) ... Ball-McGee - 8-52 381 -

Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum ... 10-52 . 304 ...

Man Who Fooled Hitler .Werner
Montana Belle ITrl 181) Russell-Brent 11-52
Never Wave At A Wac 187) Russell-Wilson 1-53

No Escape Ayres-Tufts
No Time for Flowers (83) Lindfors-P. Christian
One Minute to Zero (105) Mitchum-Tallman

Rtv.

1-26

8-11

12-15

306
229 6-1*

316 2-22

309 12-1

1-25

2-9

10-

308 .....

371

Peter Pan ITI 1771

She Had to Sav Yes 189)

Split Second 185)

Story of Robin Hood (T) 184)
Sudden Fear (110) _..

Tarzan and the She Devil
3-D Follies, The IEC) IStC) Horton Dancers
Too Many Girls (85) Ball-Arnaz
Under the Red Sea 167) _ _ Hass-Berl
Wild Heart, The (T) (82) Jennifer Jones

Disney-Cartoon Feature
Simmons-Mitchum
McNally-Smith
Todd-Rice

-Crawford-Palance .

Barker-MacKenzie ...

2-53
8-52
2-53
2-53
6-53
7-52.
8-52

313 12-1!

301 7-21

392 1-21

318 .

391 ......

362 8-1

8-52
10-52
7-52

. 382
305 -

274 t?

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (4

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Be Prepared Webb-Dee
How to Marry A Millionaire IT) ICinS) Grable-Monroe
Robe, The (T) (CinS) Burton-Simmons
Twelve Mile Reef IT) ICinS) Wagner-Moore ...

No. Rev

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) 190)

Blueprint For Murder
Call Me Madam (T) (117)

City of Bad Men (T)

Dangerous Crossing -

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) (89)

Diplomatic Courier 197) - -

Don't Bother To Knock (76)
Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)

Dream Boat (83) -—
Farmer Takes A Wife, The IT) (81)

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT)

Girl Next Door. The 192)

Glory Brigade (82) -

I Don't Care Girl IT) (78)

Inferno IC) (3-D)
Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Kangaroo (T) (84) -
Kid From Left Field, The .....

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78)

Leave Her to Heaven 1110) IReissue)

Les Miserables (104)

Lure of the Wilderness IT) 192) —
Lydia Bailey (T) 189) ...

Man On A Tiqhtrope (105) —
Monkey Business (97)
My Cousin Rachel [98)
My Pal Gus 183)

10-8. 5174

My Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep 177) —
O. Henry's Full House 1 1 1 1)

Pickup on South Street (80).

Pony Soldier IT) 182)
Powder River IT)

Gaynor-Brady 1 1-52 236 II-

I

Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor 4-53 311 3-

Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie —
Mason-Burton 5—53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53 313 3

Power-Neal 7-52 222 6-

Widmark-Monroe 9-52 ........ 224 .... 7-

Lundigan-Greer 3—53 317 2-

Webb-Francis 8-52 223

Grable-Robertson 307 -

Russell-Monroe - —
Haver-Dailey 6-53
Mature-Moore 7-53
Gaynor-Wayne 1-53...

Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53

O'Hara-Lawford 6-52..

Dailey-Bancroft

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52..

Tierney-Wilde 6-52..

Rennie-Paget - .
8-52 .

Peters-Hunter _ 9-52.

Robertson. Francis 6-52
March-Moore 5-53

Grant-Rogers — 10-52
deHavilland-Burton I —53...

Widmark-Dru 12-52

Baxter-Carey 10-52

302...

314
.217.

. I-

4-

_ Cotten-Peters
_Darnell-Merrfl ...

Crain-Granger
Widmark-Peters

_ Power-Edwards

2-53
11-52
9-52
6-53

218 ...

.255..

.225..

.227..

.219..

316

-230..
301...

233 ...

231

306
.235...

228.

6-

4

"12-

12-

9-

Calhoun-Calvet 6-53
1 2-52 237 II-
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esident's Ladv. The (?6) Hayward-Heston
iby Gentry 182) - J. Jones-Heston .

lilor of the King ..... Hunter-Rennie
Iver Whip, The 173) Calhoun-Robertson
ar, The 18?) Bette Davis
lows of Kilimanjaro, The IT) ( 1 14) ..Peck-Hayward
>mething For The Birds (81) .. Mature-Neal
ars and Stripes Forever IT) 189) Webb-Paget
eel Trap 1851 .... Cotton-Wright
ixi 177) - Daley-Smith
lief of Venice (91) Montei-Christian
tanic 1981 Webb-Stanwyck
easure of Golden Condor (T) (93) Wilde-Smith
might We Sing (T) (109) Pinza-Peters
ckie Crain-Peters
ait Til The Sun Shines Nellie (T) ( 108) Peters-Wayne
'ay of a Gaucho (T) 191) - Tierny-Calhoun
e're Not Married 185) Wayne-Rogers
'hat Price Glory IT) (III) ..Cagney-Dailey
hite Witch Doctor. The IT) Hayward-Mitchum

4-53 312
1-53 303 12-29

2-53
3-53
10-52
10-52
12-52
1 1-52
3-53
12-52
5-53
2-53
4-53

7-52
9-52
7-52
8-52
7-53

30?
316

238
239
232
305
304

308
310

2-23
9-22
1 1-3
12- 1

12-1

2-23

220 ... 5-19
.22? 10-20
221 7-14
226 7-28

Man From the Alamo IT) Murphy-Domergue
Meet Me at the Fair IT) 187) Dailey-Lynn Jan
Mississippi Gambler IT) l?8) Power-Laurie Feb
Prince of Bagdad IT) Mature-Field
Oueen Is Crowned. A IT) Documentary June
Raiders, The IT) (82) Conte-Lindfors Nov
Redhead From Wyoming IT) 180) O'Hara-Nicol Jan
Seminole ITI 186) Hudson-Hale Mar
Sioux Uprising IT) Chandler-Domergue July
Son of Ali Baba IT) 175) Curtis-Laurie Sept
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) Sheridan-Hayden June
Three Were Renegades IT) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) Stewart-Dru Aug
Untamed Frontier. The IT) 1751 Cotten-Winters ... Sept.
Walkin' Mv Babv Back Home (T) O'Connor-Leigh
Willie and Joe Back at the Frontl87)Ewell-Lembeck Oct 233
World in His Arms. The ITI 1104) Peck-Blyth Aug 227...

Yankee Buccaneer IT) 186) Chandler-Brady ...... Oct ... 234..

307
310

301
30?
313

231

321

230

12-15
1-12

8-25

10-6

UNITED ARTISTS WARNER BROTHERS
952-53 Features Completed (35) In Production (2) '

952-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

sptain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe CI Dexter-Hale, Jr.

The Jury I3DI Elliott-Castle

OMPLETED
rica Screams Beatty-Buck
isassin. The Gregson-Grahame
bes in Bagdad 17?) Goddard-Lee
ndits of Corsica. The 181) Greene-Raymond
eaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
'ana Devil I3D) (Ans) 185) Stack-Britton
y the Beloved Country l?6) Lee-Poitier
slden Arrow (82) Meredith-Aumont
jerrilla Girl 1811 Dantine-Marianna
jest Wife l?0) Colbert-Ameche
gh Noon 185) Cooper-Kelly
and of Desire IT) (103) Darnell-Hunter
s in the Bag (87) „ Allen-Benny
msas City Confidential l?8) Payne-Gray
dy Vanishes, The (85) Redgrave-Lockwood
nelight 1140) Chaplin-Bloom
xury Girl l?6) Stephens-Ferrero
agnetic Monster 175) Carlson-Byron
!lba (Tl Munsel-Morley .

ss Hargreaves (Catherine Hepburn
jnsoon (7?) Thiess-Douglas
son Is Blue. The Holden-Niven
aulin Rouae ITI (1 181 Ferrer-Marchand
itpost in Malaya 1881 Claudette Colbert
rk Row (83) _ ...Evans-Welch
antom From Space Seay-Nash
iders of the Seven Seas IT) Payne-Reed
d Planet Mars 187) Graves-King
turn to Paradise (T) Cooper-Hayes
19. The (781 Rios-Moreno
*er, The IT) (??) .......Swinburne-Shields ..

ugh Shoot McCrea-Keyes .

arlet Spear, The (An) Archer-Hyer
n of the Renegade (571 Carpenter-Irving ...

at Man From Tangier Asther-Coleman
ief, The (85) Milland-Gam
mbstone Express ITI Montgomery-Hunter
m Brown's Schooldays 193) Davies-Newton
b Gals and a Guy 170) Paige-Alda _
tamed Women 170) Jewel Productions ....

len I Grow Up (90) Preston-Scott
tness, The Bergman-Brando

Rel. No. Rev.

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-22
3-20
1-23

9-52
7-30

... 8-4
9-2
1-16
9-5
2-6

1-30
2- 18

12-14

.71*3-6**

1 1-26
_.. 8-12
5-15
5-27
5-15

~9-2Sl
. 2-15

5-15

3-27
5-8

10-10

Kr

Chap

Sml

Ren

Pop

5-5
8-25

1 1-3

12-29

8-25

10-6

.11-2.
8- 31

9-52
-4-20

UNIVERSAL
>52-53 Features Completed (30) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Curtis-Nelson
Main-Kilbride
Adams-Heflin

PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

American
and Pa Kettle Hit the Road

ngs of the Hawk I3DI lEast C)

>MPLETED
bott & Costello Go To Mars (77) Abbott & Costello
bott and Costello Meet
)r. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde Abbott-Costello
ainst All Flags ITI 183) Flynn-O'Hara

;

I Desire Stanwyck-Carlson
::k to God's Country IT) Hudson-Cochran
l ause of You 195) Young-Chandler
ick Castle, The 1811 ...McNally-Greene
I no Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn
Idy's Bunch (T) O'Hara-Chandler
y Beneath the Sea (T) 187) Ryan-Powers
umn South IT) Murphy-Evans

'A at Silver Creek, The (Tl 177) Murphy-Domergue
I

ert Legion (Tl 186) Ladd-Dahl
jH of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell

.

;bidden Curtis-Dru
;ncis Covers the Biq Town 1831 Donald O'Connor
Is in the Nioht 183) Holden-Farrell
den Blade, The IT) Laurie-Hudson

= ismoke ITI (79) Murphy-Drake ... Mar
»! From the Alamo Ford-Adams
-•izons West IT) (81) .....Ryan-Adams
l-ame From Outer Space 13-DI Carlson-Rush
Jjfows On Trees (84) Dunne-Jagger ...

Happens Every Thursday (80) Young-Forsythe
-' and Order ITI 180) Reagan-Malone
-'less Breed, The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams
-e Hand IT) 180) McCrea-Hale
- t in Alaska 1761 Abbott-Costello
" and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
v and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175) Main-Kilbride Apr

No.

Apr 316

Aug
Dec 305

Rev.

3-23

12-1

Nov 302 10-20
Dec ... 304
Sept 232 ....8-25

308Mar
June
Aug 228 .

Apr 315 3-9

Aug
July
Feb 311 1-26

312

Oct . 235
May 322
Nov 303
May 319
May 318
Jan 306
May
Aug 22?

314

10-6

11-17
4-20

7-28

Abbott-Costello
Day-Bolger
Wayne-Olson
Cooper-sranwyck
Bjxter-Conte
Rogers-Olson ....

12-27 208
1-3 20?
8-30 .201

3-28

..'..5-2..

6-14
12-6

?-27

4-25

215

21?

123
207

202

218

12-1

?-8

3-23

4-6

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170)
April in Paris IT) 1 101

1

Big Jim McLain |?0)
blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The l?0l

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWCI
By the Light of Silvery Moon 11 ) I 102) Uay-MacRae
Calamity Jane IT) Day-Keel
Carson City IWCI (87) Scott-Massey
Cattle Town 171) Morgan-Carey ....

Charge at Feather River IWC) (3D) Madison-Lovejoy
City Is Dark, The Nelson-Hayden
Crimson Pirate, The (T) (104) B. Lancaster
Danger Forward Wilde-Cochran ....

Desert Song, The IT) Grayson-MacRae
Diamond Oueen IECI Lamas-Dahl
Eddie Cantor Story. The IT) Brasselle-Erskine
House of Wax IWCI I3DI l?0l Price-Lovejoy ......

His Majesty O'Keefe IT) Lancaster-Rice ....

I Confess i?5i Clift-Baxter
Iron Mistress. The IT) (110) ... ..Ladd-Mayo ... .

Jan Sinqer. The ITI 1107) Thomas-Lee
Lion and the Horse, The IWC) (83) Cochran leal
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T) Cagney-Hale
Lost Patrol, The IWC) Scott-Kirk
Man Behind the Gun IT) 182) Scott-Wymore
Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102) Roland-Clark
Operation Secret (108) ._ _ Wilde-Thaxter
Plunder of the Sun
Riding Shotqun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway I WC I 1 95

1

She's Workinq Her Way
Through College IT) (101) Mayo-Reagan

So Big Wyman-Hayden
So This Is Love IT) Grayson-Abel -

South Sea Woman Lancaster-Mayo
Springfield Rifle IWC) 193) Cooper-Thaxter 10-25 . 204
Stop, You're Killing Me IWCI 186) Crawford-Trevor 1-17 210.

Story of Will Rogers. The (T) ( 10?) Roger, Jr.-Wyman 7-26 12?
Sulu Sea Lane aster- Ma vo -

System. The (87) Lovejoy-Perrin 4-18 217 4-6
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) Powell-Mac Rae
Trouble Along the Way 1101) Wayne-Reed 4-4 216 3-23

Where's Charley? IT) (?7) Bolqer-McLerie ... 8-1* 130 7-14

..Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

2-28 213
11-22 206
2-14 212
4-1? II?

I-31 211
10-11 ....... 203

I I-8 205

3-14 214.

7-12 128

5-1?
12-1

?-22

4-20

2-?

1-26

12-2*
?-8

10-20

2-9

10-6
12-15
7-28

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW?

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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AN

EDMUND GRAINGE
» PRODUCTION

'Will have 'em hanging limp

from EXCITEMENT'
•Sock thrill drama ... will have 'em

hanging limp from excitement! ... for

ultimate in audience response!...

blasts its way to a wild climax! 9

-FILM DAILY

•Intensely exciting . . . from opening
shot to spectacular fadeout . . . excep-

tionally fine performances... will long

be remembered!9

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

•Keeps you on the edge of your seat

from start to finish . . . Steve McNally

is another Clark Gable. ..Alexis Smith

just great!9

-LOUELLA PARSONS

•One of the season's top mellers...
' should bring in financial returns

commensurate with its high enter-

tainment value ... McNally in a bril-

liant performance! 9

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

'Packs a terrific wallop !... will give

any audience its money's worth in

entertainment ... potent box office

names!... has one of the most unu-

sual and hair-raising climaxes ever

projected on a movie screen . . . super-

duper suspense and action show! 9

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

•Audience barely drew a breath until

it broke into rousing applause at the

finish... one of the most effective

melodramas of recent years. ..figures

to play its way into deep black ink!*

-MOTION PICTURE HERALD

•Strong suspense action-melodrama...

comes off with a punch . . . tough . .

.

plenty of dramatic meat...Jan Sterling

s a standout! 9

-VARIETY

starring STEPHEN McNALLY • ALEXIS SMITH • JAN STERLING

KEITH ANDES • ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

Directed by DICK POWELL • Screenplay by WILLIAM BOWERS and IRVING WALLACE •

• with PAUL KELLY

Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER





Universal-International

is proud to announce the

pre-release WORLD PREMIERE

of a wondrous new achievement

in SIGHT and SOUND!

FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME

the panoramic spectacle off a

FEATURE MOTION PICTURE

on the NEW GIANT

WIDE-VISIO
e amazing miracle off

inmisma

O
o

o

o

D

ooooooooooo
LOEW'S STATE

NEW YORK CITY

O

o

o

o

o

o



MIGHTY STORY C

AAN WHO FOUGI

["HE BIGGEST

lNZA OF THEM Al

7y
i i

1COLOR

a

with MARCIA HENDERSON - JAY C. FLIPPEN - ANTONIO MORENO • ROBERT MONET
Directed by ANTHONY MANN • Screenplay by GIL DOUD and JOHN MICHAEL HAYES • Produced by AARON ROSENBERG,



JEAN SIMMONS
The fiery Princess

"Young Bess"

STEWART GRANGER
Tom Seymour loved

two women

DEBORAH KERR
Sweetheart of one,

wife of another

CHARLES LAUGHTOf

Henry VIII had
many wives

YOUNG BESS-YES!
SAYS TRADE PRESS!
WA SPECTACLE IN QUO VADIS' CLASS!"

— Boxoffice Magazine

"Strong box-office prospects. Remarkably

engrossing." — Variety

"Certain to please all audiences and to be a

money-maker." —Showmen's Trade Review

"Distinguished, absorbing picture, superbly

directed, acted and produced. Granger a dash-

ing figure. Taut love story."

—

Hollywood Reporter

"Romantic drama that takes perfectly to the

lavish quality of its Technicolored presentation.

Strong for cast and box-office attention. Stewart

Granger standout." — Daily Variety

The Love Story of a Princess is M-G-M's New TECHNICOLOR Triumph

M-G-M presents In Coloi by Technicolor "YOUNG BESS" (The Love Story Of A Princess) starring JEAN SIMMONS
STEll IRT GRANGER • DEHOR All KERR • CHARLES LAI GHTON • with Kay II alsh • Guv Rolfv • Kathleen Byron

Cecil Kellaww) • Leo G. Carroll • Rex Thompson • Screen Play by Jan Lustig and Arthur Wimperis

Based on a Sovel b) Margaret Irwin • Directed 6j George Sidney • Produced by Sidney Franklin

"Brilliantly composed and impressively pro-

duced drama. Will occupy a notable niche and

secure vast interest." — Film Daily

"Rich pageantry. ..extraordinary performances

by Jean Simmons, Stewart Granger, Deborah

Kerr and Charles Laughton."

—Motion Picture Herah

"Timely as a coronation and likely to play t(

coronation-type business!"

—

Motion Picture Daib

"Strong star values. Dramatic sequences tha

hold any audience." — Exhibitor Magaz'm



Uekm BULLETIN feature

Preface
O^h. OF the dark evils of our business is the failure

to talk out controversial issues. It seems that we

almost prefer to have them plague us. Producers and

distributors are content to remain oblivious to the

problems and desires of their customers, so theatre-

men reciprcoate in kind by attacking their sources of

supply. What a strange contradiction is this in-

dustry's Geiger-like sensitivity to public relations, on

the one hand, and its callous neglect of intra-trade

relations, on the other.

Today, our industry groans under the weight of

a heavier competitive load than it has ever borne be-

fore, while, at the same time, wonderful technologi-

cal developments brighten the horizon. If ever under

standing and cooperation were needed, this is the mo-

ment, yet the makers and sellers and buyers of motion

pictures choose to coexist in the same atmosphere

of sullen perversity that has pervaded the business

for so long and has brought us so much strife. Is

there no way for our industry to function except by

attack and counter-attack? Is this an industry of

branches, or of factions? Do we lack the dignity and

intelligence to solve our own business problems by

reason rather than by open warfare ?

In a modest way, FILM BULLETIN is attempt-

ing on the following pages to ventilate one of the

ssues that blazes hot in our business—advanced ad-

nission prices. This symposium is made up of the

:onsidered opinions of five prominent members of

he industry, who have generously given of their time

ind their experience in the hope that they will con-

ribute something to the welfare of the industry as a

vhole. We express our thanks, as we hope our
carters will, to Messrs. O'Donnell, Rembusch, Gold-
nan, Starr and Goldwyn for rendering their serv ices.

We do not suggest that the millenium will arrive

f film men and theatre men openly discuss disputable

roblems. What surely must result from a frank ex-

hange of views on any subject is a better under-

tanding of each other's problems. This, alone, is

>ound to limit the area of conflict between the

ranches of the business and, perhaps, cool the an-

agonisms that so often boil over into the courts ami
lie meeting rooms of Congressional committees,
'his is a goal much to be desired. MO WAX

MUST

MOVIES

BE A

ONE-PRICE

BUSINESS?
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MUST MOVIES BE A ONE-PRICE BUSINESS?

Publiv Will lH>vi<U> Exhibitor is Juiiyi*

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Prominent Film Producer

( )ne way of answering this question

is to ask whether Tiffany's and Wool-
worth's would sell their merchandise

at the .same price. ( )r whether the

automobile industry should he a one-

price business, with Cadillacs and

Chevrolets priced on a par with one

another.

The fact is that there is no other

business in America—outside of motion pictures—where
it is even suggested that its product should be sold to

the public at a price which remains fixed and uniform

in each retail outlet regardless of variance in the quality

of the product. The reason is simple.

The entire basis of American business is a system of

free enterprise. Like American democracy as a whole,

this is founded on incentive and freedom of opportunity
for the individual. These can flourish only under a sys-

tem of free and open competition where reward is de-

termined essentially by the public's appraisal of the

value of the product and not by the rigid freezing of a

price structure where uniformity disregards differences

in quality.

I can think of nothing more harmful to progress than

removal of incentives for the production of something

better, whether it is a mousetrap or a motion picture. If

the retail end of the motion picture industry, the thea-

tres, maintain a rigid one-price structure for all pictures,

great, good, bad or indifferent, then there will be no

great pictures and mighty few good ones.

The most important need of the motion picture in-

dustry is constantly increasing quality in pictures. The
only way that can be achieved is for the producer to

know that, if the public approves, there will be an op-

portunity, at least, to get back his investment and per-

haps make a profit. This is simply impossible under a

system of uniform, unvarying admission prices which
are based strictly on an average and give no consider-

ation to exceptional quality or to encouraging efforts to

achieve such quality.

This is particularly true today where, under present-

day conditions of cost, no producer can afford to spend

the money necessary for great production unless he has

a chance, at least, to get it back if the public likes his

pictures.

I do not have to tell people in the trade that the pro-

duction of motion pictures is a highly speculative busi-

ness. In other industries, a business man can get some
idea of the public acceptance of his product before mak-

ing his entire investment. But each motion picture that

is made requires its producer to spend every dollar of

his total investment before he has any idea of how the

(Continued on Page 24)

ALFRED STARR
President TOA, Theatre Operator

My answer to this question is an

emphatic No! It never will be. Es-

tablished boxofhee admission prices

range from 9c for childre n up to more

than a dollar for adults in the big

metropolitan theatres. Local con-

ditions always determine what the

public should pay for their entertain-

ment.

Furthermore, when a big picture comes along, the

theatre owner is simply dead on his feet if he fails to

evaluate its potential draw. Knowing his locality as he

does, he should be able to judge just what admission

prices he should charge for every attraction that seems

to have special merit and more than average popular ap-

peal. This has been a time-honored custom of theatre

business, and it is difficult to understand how anyone

can regard the movies as a one-price business.

The important thing to remember is that the theatre

owner himself must always be the judge of what the ad-

mission price should be. He is the only person who is

capable of making the proper decision, and he should

continue to resist by all means available to him any at-

tempt to take from him the right to make decisions

regarding admission prices. Herein is the fatal error

that underlies the whole system of pre-release pictures.

The assumption on the part of the distributors that they

can sensibly set a minimum admission price that will

apply to every theatre and every locality is so fallacious

that it is not worthy of serious consideration.

Let me give an example in the case of MOULIN
ROUGE. Here is a picture with a sophisticated story

that appeals in the main to sophisticated audiences.

Because of its subject matter it attracts people of a cul-

tural level who commonly disdain the movies. This

means that MOULIN ROUGE will probably have a

successful showing in any large city and that advanced

admission prices can be safely set. But nothing could

be more unreasonable than the assumption that the

same pattern will apply in neighborhood houses or in

small towns. MOULIN ROUGE should be sold to

those theatres at ordinary picture terms and no con-

sideration whatever should be given to any suggestion

of advanced admission prices.

It must be obvious that what I am saying here is that

it is the distributor, not the exhibitor, who adheres to

the mistaken principle that the movies must be a one-

price business. There must be many prices and the

decision as to admission prices must always be left ti

the individual theatre owner. As a matter of fact, oik

of the greatest evils of our business, from which stem:

so many grievances and complaints, is the universa

(Continued on Page 8,
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MUST MOVIES BE A ONE-PRICE BUSINESS?

11

Be Flexible
ROBERT

J. O'DONNELL
Texas Circuit Operator

1 am delighted and deeply interest-

ed in the fact that your publication is

doing a symposium on the contro-

versial issue of admission prices.

Very definitely, we here in Texas

do not believe that the movie business

should be a one-price business—no
more than the automobile industry

should be a one-price industry. W e

ire attempting to set up our operations on a very flex-

i ihle basis.

First oi all. we anticipate shortly having in all of our

I

fine first-run theatres and better suburban theatres an
'all-purpose screen. At present, we are experimenting

with the Stableford screen from England, and also the

Hurley screen peole, through RCA. are working very
closely with us. and we feel sure this will be accom-
plished. We have recently ordered 30 sets of stereo-

phonic sound equipment from RCA who furnished our
first four which were delivered early in April and which
we are at present using to sensational results with
HOUSE OF WAX in Fort Worth, Dallas, Houston
and San Antonio.

To prove our point on the need of flexibility in ad-

mission prices, this attraction in the first week in our
four principal Texas theatres—with stereophonic sound
grossed in excess of $125,000.00 where normally the

total gross would be under $40,000.00 We increased our
•prices slightly at the matinee from 58c net to 70c plus
10c for viewers, and increased our night price from 58c
let to 81c plus tax and 10c for viewers.

Certainly, we do not believe this industry can con-
inue to function without the splendid and outstanding
iroductions like GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH,
ETER PAN, HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN and
3UO VADIS that cost in excess of $4,000,000 each and
n some instances $6,000,000 and expect to present them
t Woolworth prices. Motion pictures exhibitors, j n my
•pinion, are going to have to realize that the old 5c and
0c stores are today 5c, 10c, 25c and $1.00 in many
nstances.

We were encouraged to buy the 30 sets of stereo-

honic sound equipment because of the knowledge it

ill be necessary for CinemaScope, and will fit ideally
lto the plans that are under way in Hollywood. It is

ur understanding that what we have ordered will meet
requirements and we will be fully equipped by the

rsl of July and will have many of our principal thea-
es in actii m prior to that.

C ertainly, we have found no objection on the part of
ie public, or an aversion to pay higher admission prices
»r special roadshow pictures.

(Continued on Page 8)

Skipping Heart tieul

TRUEMAN REMBUSCH
Former President Allied States Association

"That's one thing he won't run with

that g~ d— slide rule." So remarked

a theatre maintenance man when he

heard that his immediate superior. ,i

theatre manager, had bought a farm.

The theatre manager referred to was

a graduate engineer and had been

employed by our circuit. He sought

theatre work because of the confine-

ment attached to pursuing a career of mechanical en-

gineering. From the first day this engineer-theatre man-

ager worked for us he employed his slide rule in an at-

tempt to solve every problem of theatre operation math-

ematically. His turning to the slide rule for answers

thoroughly irritated the employees working under him.

Needless to say, this engineer-manager was no more

successful in running our theatres by mathematics than

he was later successful in running the farm that he pur-

chased, by slide rule.

I relate this incident for one reason—to point up the

fact that the statisticians have d— near ruined the ex-

hibition business along with distribution and produc-

tion. During the last two years the industry has been

at the mercy of the statisticians' newest and most de-

structive "booby trap"—high admission pictures. Now
let's skip the illegality phase of this obnoxious practice

for enough has been testified to on that score in the

recent Senate Small Bussiness Committee hearings.

Rather, let's look at the false premise the statisticians

have foisted on their distributor employers. The statis-

ticians have presented their bosses with a very neat

formula. They take X and Y, do some mumble jumble

with their slide rule and come up with an answer which

is as follows: Y equals more dollars for production, dis-

tribution and exhibition because it is the higher admis-

sion factor. What these masters of the slide rule over-

look is the Z factor. That factor is generally unrecog-

nized for it is the symbol for patrons lost due to thea-

tres trapping customers with high admission prices.

How do the young folks feel about higher admissions?

They don't like them and are beginning to boycott them.

One of my daughters, a sophomore in high school, bus

always been a valiant defender of the motion picture in-

dustry. She diligently monitors radio and TV programs
for scurrilous remarks or situations leveled against the

motion picture industry and hearing those remarks or

seeing the situations promptly reports them to COMPO.
To which fact Arthur Mayer will attest. The other

evening my daughter came home from school much dis-

turbed. She reported to me that the high school stu-

dents in Indianapolis had organized and pledged not to

attend the downtown theatres any more for they never
could anticipate what admission would be charged. She

(Continued on Page 24)
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MUST MDVIES BE A DNE-PRICE BUSINESS?

WILLIAM GOLDMAN
Independent Circuit Operator

In every line of business there is ;i

premium price placed upon quality

merchandise. .Motion pictures are no

expection. In the past the "road-

showing" and special handling of a

film provided the justification for ad-

vanced admissions on far above aver-

age quality product. Within the last

year or two there has been an increas-

ing tendency to seek some satisfactory middle ground
below road show prices, but above regular admission-.

Theatremen, faced with constantly increasing overhead,

are now emerging from a trial run in the field of pricing

pictures on the basis of their boxoffice potential. I lolly-

wood has been turning out some above average, off

beat productions and this progressive effort must lie

encouraged by the exhibitors.

1. for one, admit that my thinking is undergoing a

change. I still feel that the exhibitor who must live

with the public 365 days a year must exercise the ut-

most integrity in the field of pricing. I have seen what
I consider several very questionable examples of un-

scrupulous overpricing of just average good film fare.

The records show that the result of such mistreatment

of the patron was reflected at the boxoffice and the

public resentment went beyond the run of the particular

picture in question. The shows which followed in the

same theatre suffered and the theatre-goers were critical

of showbusiness in general to the hurt of the industry.

Another disservice to the patron is failure to advertise

increased prices being charged with the result that the

customer who may not feel able to afford an advanced

admission is embarrassed at the boxoffice. He has

traveled to the theatre, planned for the evening's enter-

tainment and will grudgingly pay. but resents being

tricked.

T took a very definite public stand last year against

what I considered capricious over-pricing of just aver-

age good film fare. I did say, however, and very empha-

tically, that I was never against road show prices for

pictures of road show calibre. Since then, I have further

taken the position that the public by and large are will-

ing to pay a reasonable premium for quality received.

This encompasses the middle ground of which 1 spoke

above. Elaborate selling treatment must be employed,

the picture must merit its selection and prices be plain-

ly advertised.

We established a new policy in our Midtown Theatre,

Philadelphia, based upon this thinking. We have shown

two pictures to date, and the record certainly bears <>ut

the soundness of this revised thinking. SNOW'S < )F

KILIMANJARO at $1.30 to]), ran sixteen weeks and

MANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN at $1.50 to]), fifteen

week for a combined gross of just under one half million

dollars. Needless to saw the producers and their dis-

tributors were pleased with the unusual revenue re-

ceived from the engagements. The rather spectacular

promotional treatment accorded the shows satisfied 1 1 1

v-

public that they were not being cheated. Thev left the

theatre pleased with w hat they had seen and w ere will-

ing to tell friends to attend. This good will and word of

mouth is vital in attaining such lengthy runs and si/c-

able grosses.

The future, with good pictures enhanced bv the new

wide screen and dimensional sound techniques, can as I

envision it easily embrace admission prices of one dollar

and a half and up. The public, I am sure, will respond

commensurate with the quality of the entertainment

offered. The important thing is that the price tag must

be determined by but one yardstick. Quality !

The day of habit business has passed. The public

shop for their entertainment. Price, within reason, is

not a deterent to patronage. Showbusiness is no longer

a one-price business. With I lolly wood's cooperation,

the integrity of the exhibitors, and the full confidence of

the theatre-goers, advanced prices will merit high public

acceptance.

ROBERT J. O'DONNELL

(Continued frtim Page 7)

The question as to whether the distributors have a

legal right to require additional admission prices has

never arisen in the manner in which we have arrived at

advance prices. We have an appreciation of what is

necessary and, naturally, in paying greatly increased

film rentals, it is necessary for us to adjust our admis-

sion prices accordingly.

At no time in negotiating with any of the film com-

panies have they attempted to tell us what we must

charge. We have decided this solely through our own

judgment, and they have been as flexible as charging

95c, including tax, for SALOME and MOULIN
ROUGE to $1.30 for GREATEST SHOW ON
EARTH—but we have been the sole judge of that

decision.

Motion picture exhibitors must keep abreast of the

times. While it is probably true that in some of oit r

hamlets and small towns the question of advanced

prices is a serious one to that exhibitor, I am not going

to attempt to advise that type of exhibitors as to what

he should do—but in the principal American cities, we

are going to have to have a flexible policy, and must

charge a sufficient admission price to merit the con-

tinued flow of this type of product to our theatres.

ALFRED STARR

(Continued from Page 6)

practice adopted by the distributors of setting a national

sales policy on each picture. The very statement that a

picture is a "40% picture" is in itself ridiculous, because

it is impossible to demand with any degree of justice

the same terms from all theatres. The question 1 ask

is: When will the distributors give up their pretense that

the movies are a one-price business ?

P«igo 8 FILM BULLETIN May 18, 1753
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THE DESERT RATS' STRONG

Scuinete ^ctiitty GOO
For action houses, will do slightly

less in other situations.

20th Century-Fox 88 minutes

Richard Burton, Robert Newton, James Mason

Directed by Robert Wise

While this Twentieth Century-Fox war

drama is somewhat weaker than its predeces-

sor "The Desert Fox", it should make for

good grosses generally with exploitation

stress on its action and thrilling war scenes.

A sort of reverse sequel to the earlier film,

which depicted the Libyan campaign from

the German viewpoint, "The Desert Rats"

re-enacts the gallant stand by Australian

forces at Tobruk in mid-1941 under the

hammer-blow pressures of Rommel's Africa

Corps. Hewing pretty much to fact and

reeled off with semi-documentary treatment,

the film's major weakness is an overly epi-

sodic script and standard characterizations

Lacking a central figure of the stature, in-

WAR DRAMA
terest and dash of Rommel, screenwriter

Richard Murphy has substituted that tried

and true figure, the coldly efficient, com-
mander whose heart is secretly bursting with

good feeling for his nu n. While used before-

—and often—this touch imparts an im-

portant human quality to a film as grimly

authentic .'as any production made. It should

score strongly in all action situations where
sold with vigor.

A superior all male, virtually all-British

cast punch out their parts in earthy and
convincing style. Richard Burton, whose
name gathers luster with each new role,

demonstrates his versatility as the stiff-

backed, stern-visaged leader. He must be

reckoned with as a growing marquee force.

Robert Newton, as the debauched and

cowering private is superbly hammy, but

lovable and effective. While James Mason's

General Rommel amounts to merely a "guest

appearance," being seen in only two or three

scenes, each one packs a wallop. Particu-

STORY: On the mainroad to Suez stands

Tobruk, the sole island of resistance con-

fronting Rommel's Afrika Corps. To this

fortress comes Richard Burton, a British

officer charged with defending it with Kreen
Australian troops. The men at once resent

his severe discipline and strict bearing, liur-

ton discovers that Robert Newton, his old

school-master, is now a cowardly and whis-

key-soaked private in his company. The men
withstand one offensive action after another,

beating back the Germans each time. Final-

ly they take the offensive in a daring raid on

a hidden ammo dump. The raid is success-

ful, but Burton is captured. After confront-

ing Rommel in a German aid station, he

escapes under cover of an Allied air-raid.

Rejoining his depleted unit, he is ordered to

hold a strategic hill against the big Nazi

push on Tobruk. Seeing the situation i-

hopeless, he orders his men to retreat. In-

stead they stand their ground, a tribute t

their newly found respect for Burton. Ai

the last moment, they hear the bagpipes an-

nouncing the arrival of the relief column

The attack is beaten back, ending the 242

day scige of Tobruk. DUDLEY

THE SUN SHINES BRIGHT' ONE OF JOHN FORD'S WEAKER ONES

Will require strong support of good action,

comedy or musical feature. Best suited for

small town situations.

Republic 10 minutes

Charles Winninger, Arleen Whelan, John Russell, Stepin

Fetchit, Russell Simpson, Ludwig Stossel, Francis Ford,

Paul Hurst, Mitchell Lewis, Grant Withers, Milburn

Stone, Dorothy Jordan, Elzie Emanuel, Henry O'Neill,

Slim Pickens, James Kirkwood, Ernest Whitman, Trevor

Bardette, Eve March, Hal Baylor, Jane Darewll, Ken

Williams, Clarence Muse, Mae Marsh

Directed by John Ford

Perhaps one has come to expect too much
from a John Ford film, especially in view of

his last Argosy Films effort for Republic,

"The Quiet Man," but even apart from the

fact that "The Sun Shines Bright" bears the

Ford label, it is a mediocre film. The story,

taken from three of Irvin S. Cobb's Judge

Priest series, is uninspired, lacks continuity

and sustained interest, and suffers from—of

all things in a Ford picture—loose direction.

Only occasionally is the Ford touch notice-

able, as when a lynching mob is turned back

by the good Judge, or in a church when he

delivers a sermon to a congregation which

includes the town's madam. Generally, how-
ever, the film is tedious and obvious, es-

pecially for metropolitan sophisticates who
may be drawn by the Ford reputation. On
the other hand, there should be many movie-

goers, especially in small towns and in the

South, where the film's glorification of the

Confederacy's virtues will sit well, that may
take the home-spunniness without pain.

With marquee value virtually nil, exploita-

tion of the Ford name and "The Quiet Man"
is an obvious, but rather hazardous course,

since the entertainment value won't begin to

measure up to the Ford standard. Grosses

will be commensurate with wise exploitation;

best returns in the hinterlands on double

bills.

STORY: In Over Fairfield, Kentucky, in

1905, Charles Winninger still rules, aided bv

a Confederate clique. He is challenged by

THE VANQUISHED' GOOD PINE-THOMAS ACTION SHOW

As dualler for action houses.

Less in other situations.

Paramount I Pine-Thomas) 84 minutes

John Payne, Jan Sterling, Coleen Gray, Lyle Bettger,

Willard Parker, Roy Gordon, John Dierkes, Charles

Evans, Ellen Corby, Ernestine Barrier

Directed by Edward Ludwig

This Pine-Thomas action-drama has been

given a good production base, filmed in

Technicolor against some striking settings

of the post-Civil War period. I'.nt with only

moderate marquee values and a routine

Winston Miller screenplay, "The Van-
quished" will find its best grosses as a top

dualler in action houses and in the support-

ing slot in lesser nabes. The story of a

southern town being exploited by an un-

scrupulous civil administrator, gets off to a

promising start, but the yarn soon lapses

into a predictable pattern which keeps sus-

pense at a minimum. This a partly compen-
sated for by some fast-moving action and a

fairly interesting romance. A mildly satis-

factory dualler generally, but discriminating

audiences won't take kindly to it.

Performances are of the stock, grim-and-

snarling variety and sufficiently rugged as he

wages a one-man campaign to rid his home
town of the corrupt civil administrator, Lyle

Bettger. As the villian, Bettger carries out

his assignment well. On the distaff side, Jan

Sterling is adequate in the role of Bettger's

self-seeking mistress. Opposite Payne, ap-

pealing Coleen Gray turns in one of the

most convincing performances of the lot.

STORY: Returning home after the Civil

the Yankee State Attorney, Milburn Stone

During the election campaign, Winninge

,

runs into some awkward situations. Join

Russell, the local bad lad, has a buggy-whi)

duel with Grant Withers over pretty Arleei

Whelan, adopted daughter of one of th

judge's cronies. Winninger drives Wither

from town, thereby risking the loss of th

Tornado crowd's votes in the coming elec

tion. He fyirther antagonises the Tornad

men by preventing their lynching an innc'

cent Negro boy. His apparently unluckie:

moment comes, however, when Arlee

Whelan's long-lost mother unexpectdely r

tunrs to the town and while living in tl

notorious call-house of Eve March, and di

after Eve has promised a "real funeral

< >nly Winninger has the decency to folic

the funeral, though his action shames othe

into joining the cortege. The election tur

in favor of Stone, but the judge finally g«

in, thanks mainly to the Tornado crowd w
realise he has saved them from themselv

LEON

Wr
ar, John Payne finds the town under I

thumb of the corrupt civil administrat

Lyle Bettger. Since Payne is the last o

once influencial family, the people look

him to overcome the tyranny of Bettg

Instead, Payne apparently joins forces

the oppressors. This costs him the affect

of his childhood sweetheart, Coleen Gr

Payne, however, is secretly gathering <

dence to have the civil administrator I

placed. An inspecting general arrives, 1

check Bettger's acounts, and the shady I

ficial learns that Payne is working for

general. The army officer is killed 1

Payne is framed for the murder. He |

capes, though wounded, and with the helm

Gray manages to overcome the Bet r

forces and restore peace and honest gov I"

ment to the town. NEIL
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DANGEROUS WHEN WET' BELOW PAR ESTHER WILLIAMS MUSICAL
rector Charles Walters barely salvages the

entertainment quota with a few musical se-SutiHCte &atut$ GOO
Will be carried on name strength,

will probably dip in sub runs.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 95 minutes

Esther Williams, Fernando Lamas, Jack Carson, Char-

lotte Greenwood, Denise Darcel, William Demares*.

Donna Corcoran, Barbara Whiting, Bunny Waters, Henri

.etondal, Paul Bryar, Jack Raine

Directed by Charles Walters

;

Hamstrung by an inept script, and talk,

alk, talk instead of the water dazzle that

haracterized previous Esther Williams

(Technicolor swimusicals, "Dangerous When
vVet" too often slows down to a lazy crawl

Unot the kind that wins races. It has its

mints when Miss Williams and the buxom
Jenise Darcel strut in bathing suits, or in

ihe one imaginative swim sequence, a clever

artoon-live action combination which has

he star cavorting with Fred Quimby's "Tom
ind Jerry" and assorted sea creatures.

Otherwise it is a preposterous tale of a

physical culture" family that is promoted

lto an en masse English channel swim. Di-

quences, including the Quimby bit, and the

climactic channel swim by Miss Williams,

the only excitement raised in the entire film.

The Arthur Schwartz-Johnny Mercer songs

are lost in the shuffle of dialogue. The Wil-

liams name and a supporting cast which

should have merited better material should

put this into the higher-grossing category in

the earlier runs. W'ord-of-mouth, however,

on the overall estimation will be poor.

Miss Williams' aquabatics are curtailed in

favor of her thespic talents and romantic

interludes with Fernando Lamas. The result

proves that she is undoubtedly one of the

most attractive swimmers in Hollywood.

Lamas has a nice smile and can swim, too,

but his subtle Gallic charm hasn't much
chance in the broad swell of Hollywoodian

tomfoolery, as delineated by Jack Carson as

a fast-talking promoter and Miss Williams'

screen family, William Demarest, Charlotte

Greenwood, Donna Corcoran and Barbara

Whiting, the most unlikely channel-swim-

ming entourage you ever saw.

STORY: William Demarest, a health and

swimming enthusiast, is faced with the loss

of his dairy farm unless he can get money
to fix it up. He is prevailed on by Jack

Carson, glib promoter for a medicine show,

to take his family—wife Charlotte Green-

wood and daughters Esther Williams, Bar-

bara Whiting and Donna Corcoran—to Eng-

land for the first all-family English channel

swim attempt, with the prize money as the

lure. In Dover, Miss Williams meets rich

Frenchman Fernando Lamas, who plies her

with attentions, much to the discomfiture of

Carson and Demarest. They go to France

for the start and only Esther is permitted to

make the attempt. On the eve of the swim,

she gets high on Carson's 'medicine" at

Lamas' chateau, and begins the grueling

ordeal despite her condition. While others

drop out on the way, she maintains the pace

until a mile from the British coast. About to

give up, she is encouraged by Lamas, who
joins her in the water and paces her to the

Dover coast. Williams gets Lamas, Carson

gets French channel swimmer Denise Darcei

and the farm is saved. BARN

POWDER RIVER' ABOVE PAR

Sututete fcatutf O O O
Will hold strongly in action

houses; good dualler elsewhere.

Hh Century-Fox 77 minutes

.jry Calhoun, Corinne Calvet, Cameron Mitchell,

;nny Edwards, Carl Betz, John Dehner, Raymond

reenleaf, Victor Sutherland, Ethan Laidlaw

rected by Louis King

\ Several cuts above the program sage-

"usher, this bristling Technicolor western

'ifers such off-formula shenanigans as a

tadrangle romance, brain tumors, and

ylieve it or not, a baddie who actually out-

laws the hero. Altogether, there is enough

the stuff of which good gallopers are made
' surfeit even the most exacting funda-

entalists among the outdoor devotees. Al-

ough scripter Geoffrey Holmes seemed

tit on tailoring an off-beat story, the yarn

mcs out as another outsized horse-opus

ith a few new wrinkles thrown in. Director

WESTERN- IN TECHNICOLOR
Louis King, however, keeps the compound-
complex script from lagging by staggering

the melodramatics with fast gunplay, stage-

coach raids, and the low-bosomed gamboling

cf CorinK'e Calvet. Several exquisite shots

of the mountain country around "Powder
River" heightens the eye-appeal. Returns

will be test, of course, in action and western

houses. There is enough draw in the Cal-

houn-Calvet names and offbeat angles to the

tale to make it a good dualler generally.

To the long list of stoney-faced, stoic U.

S. marshalls bringing order to the lawless

West, add the name of Rory Calhoun. He
plays his role with a quiet detachment that

would iinneive even Gary Cooper. Calhoun's

friend-turned-foe, Cameron Mitchell make
an overly melodramatic part believable.

Corinne Calvet tosses her torso about.

STORY: Rory Calhoun, noted for his fast

draw, takes up 'as Powder River marshall

when his gold-prospecting pal is killed.

When he finds Corinne Calvet, French

saloon proprietress, running a crooked dice

game he arrests her. Corinne's boy friend.

Cameron Mitchell, is at the point of shoot-

ing Calhoun when Mitchell collapses, the

result of a brain-tumor affliction. Calhoun

and Mitchell become fast ' friends, mutually

'admiring the other's gun 1 prowess. Calhoun

suspects Carl Betz of his friend's murder.

When a gold shipment is ambushed by Betz

and his cronies, Calhoun is sure. Mitchell's

eastern sweetheart, Penny Edwards, comes
to Powder River and is shot by Betz's gang.

Mitchell, once a doctor, successfully operates

on her. Calhoun and Mitchell wipe out the

Betz gang. At the last minute with Mitchell

ready to go back East to resume practice,

Calhoun learns that it was he who really

killed his friend. They duel. Mitchell out-

draws Calhoun, but merely shoots the gun
from his hand, and falls dead from his brain

tumor. DUDLEY

HE DESERT SONG' ENLIVENED BY ROUSING ROMBERG MUSIC

Su4iK€44 IRcrfCKf O O O
'il! score best where musicals click. Better

than average musical for action and

small town situations.

rner Bros. I 10 minutes

Khryn Grayson, Gordon MacRae Steve Cochran,

R'mond Massey, Dick Wesson, Allyn McLerie, Ray

C tins, Paul Picerni, Frank DeKova, William Conrad,

Tvor Bardette, Mark Dana

D?cted by Bruce Humberstone

This is the third edition of "The Desert

Ifig," and, businesswise it will have to lean

0 the reputation of its predecessors and the

tleless popularity of the Sigmund Romberg
sire. Produced in Technicolor by Rudi
1 ir, the film is at its best in the musical

uences staged by LeRoy Prinz. The
iMnberg music is, of course, as beautiful as

and Kathrvn Grayson and Gordon

MacRae leave little to be desired in their

presentation of it. Their names on the mar-

quee, plus that of Steve Cochran, will help

at the boxoffice, particularly among the

younger set. But Roland Kibbee's screen-

play has bogged the film in a welter of melo-

dramatics that creaks from age. Only the

sinning mantains quality standards. Heavily

exploited, "The Desert Song" should starl

well in the first runs, but may dwindle from

lukewarm word-of-mouth in the neighbor-

hoods.

The deficiencies of the screenplay are re-

flected in the stock dramatic performances

from the cast. Musically, however, Gray-

son, as the daughter of a French general, is

at her vocal and visual best, and MacRae is

capable as the singing Robin Hood of the

Sahara.

STORY: Posing as an anthropologist,

Gordon MacRae is really the leader of a

band of Riffs in the Moroccan desert. He
heads an attack on a pack train carrying

supplies to the evil Sheik, Raymond Massey.
MacRae later turns the supplies over to the

poor villagers who were robbed by Massey.
After the mission, MacRae returns to the

town of Djiba, w here a French general, Ray
Collins, and his daughter, Kathrvn Grayson,

have just arrived. MacRae is called in to

tutor Grayson, but she only has eyes for

French Legionnaire Steve Cochran. When
the Riffs learn that Massay may be aided by
the French, they plan an uprising, but are

dissuaded by MacRae. Later, Massey fakes

an attack on the French ami blames it on
the Rills. MacRae, disguised as the Riff

leader, carries Grayson off to a Riff camp in

order to convince her and Collins of Mas-
sey's treachery. In the end, Massey is over-

come and Grayson returns Mac Rao's love

NEIL
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STALAG 17' EARTHY, MIRTHFUL POW COMEDY-MELODRAMA

ScttUeu TZctfiMf O O O
In all types of situations

Paramount I l» minutes

William Holden, Don Taylor. Otto Preminger, Robert

Strauss, Harvey Lembeck, Richard Erdman, Peter

Graves, Neville Brand, Sig Rumann, Michael Moore,

Peter Baldwin, Robinson Stone, Gil Stratton, Jr.

Directed by Billy Wilder.

Cast iii the same earthy, lusty mold that

characterized its Broadway predecessor,

"Stalag 17" is two solid hours of alternating

laughs and melodrama, with the former pre-

dominating. Although set entirely in a Nazi

prisoner-of-war camp, with most of the

action in the barracks of Stalag 17, it main-

tains a remarkably fluid quality because of

the excellent camera work, peppery dialogue

and the ebullient vitality of the excellent

cast. While its greatest appeal may seem to

be to the males, it may be significant that a

screening room audience composed largely

of distaff members were the most vociferous

in their applause as the picture ended. The

melodrama and suspense, built around an

unknown informer among the prisoners, is

strong, but never allowed to become stark;

the virile comedy always beats it down until

director Billy Wilder gives it its head for

an exciting climactic escape. The only fe-

males seen in the film are brief glimpses of

Russian women prisoners in an adjoining

camp, a hilarious sequence as the female-

hungry men go wild. Properly exploited,

with accent on the hilarity, "Stalag 17" will

pay off handsomely, strongly aided by word-

of-mouth.

The large and competent cast offers stand-

out performances by William Holden as a

cynical opportunist whose schemes gain him
privileges and the hatred of his fellow-

prisoners; Robert Strauss and Harvey Lem-
beck, recruited from the stage play, whose
dim-witted antics grab the lion's share of

laughs; Otto Preminger in a lip-smacking

portrayal as the unctuously cruel prison

camp head, and several others too numerous
to mention. Only weak spot is Don Taylor's

unconvincing characterization of the lieuten-

ant in a barrack's-full of sergeants. Billy

Wilder, who produced and scripted, as well

as directing catches the atmosphere com-
pletely and his deft touches are constantly

in evidence.

STORY: When a virtually foolproof plan

ends in the death of the two men who at-

tempt to escape from German prison bar-

racks 17, the all-sergeant group realize that

there is an informer in their midst. Sus-

picion centers on William Holden because

of his rich hoard of valuables and the privi-

leges he enjoys. Tin- men's ire reaches the

breaking point when Don Taylor, an Ameri-

can lieutenant, is brought into the barracks,

tells them of an ammunition train he bleu

up en route to prison and is soon hauled

by the commandant as a saboteur. They un-

leash their fury on Holden and give him a

vicious beating. Knowing, of course, he is

innocent, Holden pieces together evidence

and learns the real spy is the barracks' own
security officer, Peter Graves. Via an in-

genious smoke screen plan, Taylor is spirited

away by the barracks head, Richard Erdman
and hidden, with only Erdman knowing

where. Graves volunteers to help Taylor

escape, but Holden shows him up as the in-

former, and takes on the dangerous assign-

ment himself. The aroused men use Graves

as a decoy and while he is shot down by the

German guards, Holden and Taylor makt

good their escape. BARN

SCANDAL AT SCOURIE' HEART-TUCCER, HAS NOVEL RELIGIOUS ANCLE

3u4iHC4A 'Raton? GOO
Best suited for family houses.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 10 minutes

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Corcoran, Agnes

Moorehead, Philip E. Ober, Arthur Shields, Rhys

Williams

Directed by Jean Negulesco

Reuniting the "Mrs. Miniver" team,

"Scandal at Scourie" will have handkerchiefs

flying at full mast before the curtain rings

down on this sentimental drama of the perils

and misadventures of a doleful little orphan

girl adopted by parents of another religious

faith. While Director Jean Negulesco seems

satisfied to play this one for routine heart-

throbs and throat-lumps, he introduces a

daring religious question into the production

which is bound to augment its exploitation

values by evoking considerable comment.

The Mary McSherry story explores the wis-

dom of Protestant parents adopting a Catho-

lic child with previous training in her church.

Despite this provocative theme, the script

A PERILOUS JOURNEY FAIR

SutiKCte &CtttHt O O
Will do best in action spots,

fair dualler generally.

Republic 10 minutes

Vera Ralston, David Brian, Scott Brady, Charles Win-

ninger, Hope Emerson, Eileen Christy, Leif Erickson,

Veda Ann Borg, Ian MacDonald, Virginia Grey,

Dorothy Ford

Directed by R. G. Springsteen

A sort of poorman's "Westward the

Women," Vingie Roe's novel, " The Golden

Tide", about a shipload of young maidens

who go to the California goldfields in the

'fifties in search of husbands, has been turned

into an actionful, but only mildly entertain-

never quite materializes beyond its early

promise. A further handicap is the wordv
and actionless script by Norman Corvvin,

Leonard Spigelgass and Karl Tunberg. The
unattractive title further burdens this Tech-

nicolor production and extra exploitation

effort will be necessary to overcome this

weakness. Notwithstanding, the film will

please the women patrons who will exit

happy with reddened eyes. It should draw
best in the family houses and in those situ-

ations where the religious angle is exploit-

able. Weakest returns will result in action

spots.

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon move
through their roles with Miniver-like ease.

Pidgeon is effective as the politically-am-

bitious father who thrusts away his career

for the sake of the orphaned moppet. Miss

Garson is graceful and properly sympathetic

as the foster mother. Philip Ober is es-

pecially convincing as Pidgeon's political

rival. It is moon-faced, serious-minded

Donna Corcoran as the homeless waif who
pulls on the heart-strings scene after scene.

STORY: Donna Corcoran, a gentle and

sensitive child, accidently burns down heif

Quebec Catholic orphanage at the beginnini

of the century. Her group embarks on a pil

gramage to far-off Manitoba to find asylum

Enroute, at the village of Scourie, Ontario

Donna meets and captivates Greer darsc

and her stiff-backed husband, Walte

Pidgeon. Despite Pidgeon's protestation

over religious differences, Greer adopts th

child. Pidgeon it attacked by his politic;

rival, Philip Ober on the inter-faith issm

and his quest for office in the provinci;

legislature is critically jeopardized. Donn;

meanwhile, unintentionally mushroon

poisons her mother. When business in h

general store slumps badly and he is cot

demned by the Protestant church of whic

he is warden, Pidgeon tells Greer the gii

must go. Donna overhears this and rui

away. That night the village school bun

and Donna is unjustly accused. Pidgef.

defends her and withdraws from politic

The real fire-bug is discovered, and t'

parents search the stormy night for Donr

She is found and the family is happi

united. DUDLEY

PERIOD MELLER FOR THE DUALLERS
ing film that should fare well enough in the

action houses. R. G. Springsteen's direction

is lively, with quite a few violent sequences

involving fist fights and gunplay. The cast

offers some marquee value for the action

addicts. Lacking spectacle, color and finesse,

this must be classified in most situations as a

fairly handy dualler.

STORY: Vera Ralston is one of 49

maidens, chaperoned by Hope Emerson, sail-

ing for California in search of husbands,

aboard a ship captained by Charles Win-

ninger, Vera, however, is really no maiden.

She is hunting for her good-for-nothing hus-

band who has deserted her. In California

she goes to work as a saloon singer for

wealthy but unscrupulous David Brian,

fortune-hunting Texan, Scott Brady, falls

love with her. Vera won't marry him ur

she knows her husband is dead. Scott rl

ognizes from a photograph that the husba:

Leif Erickson, is a gambler he once shot

Panama. Putting himself at the head of

gold-panners, whose water supply has b<

cut off by Brian, Brady tangles frequen

with Brian, finally persuades Vera to ma
him. At the showdown Brian is bankrup

in a game of roulette with Brady. Vers

conveniently widowed when Brian she

Erickson. After a new variety of Rus.'

roulette, with weapons as the stakes, Br

kills Brian and grabs the gal. YORK
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Green tGoes Down—Gracefully

Charlie Green took his defeat on the vital

Cumulative voting issue at 20th Century-Fox

gracefully, even though it virtually obliter-

ated any hopes he might have had of placing

< \ < n one direc.tor on the board. Immediately

following the vote results, which upheld the

present management's stand to repeal cumu-

lative voting by 1,699,440 shares against the

4<>5,809 shares Jlit'eeri could muster, he ac-

knowledged victor Spyros Skouras & asso-

ciates' fairness in the battle for control. His

faction, said, Green, were without "rancor"

over the outcome, but served notice that they

would maintain "loyal opposition" to the

present management's activities.

The vote marked Green's first defeat as a

"proxy figb.ter," something it seemed he had

selected as a career. Previously he had as-

sumed control of Twin Cities Rapid Transit

and later, United Cigar-Whelan, which he

still maintains.

Still to be resolved were (1) the suit

Green has filed in the New York Supreme
Court charging mismanagement by the

present board and attempting to nullify

portions of the contracts to Skouras and

Darryl F. Zanuck, and (2) Green faction's

and resolutions to require stockholders' ap-

proval of pacts between the company and in-

dividual directors of companies controlled by

them, and of individual salaries over $100,000.

The resolutions are due for presentation at

the annual meeting May 19, but are given

little chance of approval.

J Arbitration Pot Simmers

The arbitration pot-boiler was simmering

again in the wake of the Washington hear-

ings before the Senate Small Rusiness Com-
mittee. TOA's president Alfred Starr and

general counsel Herman Levy pinned hope

for settlement of exhibitor grievances on

arbitration instead of court action "because

the- industry is such that it does not lend

itself to external regulation," thus taking a

whack at Allied States Association, which

had rejected the arbitration formula because

it did not include film rentals. Austin

Keough, Paramount vice president and arbi-

tration torch/ bearer for the distributors

in the Senate Committee hearings, was
"shocked" at Allied's rejection on the basis

of exclusion of film rentals from arbitration,

charging that "Allied had known that this

was the distributors' position "from the very

beginning."

Keough's blast, however, did not go un-

answered. In a bulletin, Trueman Kembusch,
former national president of Allied and head
of the Indiana unit, pointed out that Keough
"adroitly avoided mention of the fact that

the distributors demanded that a total of 18

or 20 pre-release pictures would specifically

be., exempted from arbitration—thus using

the arbitration plan to give legal sanction

to an otherwise illegal method of selling. He
also challenged Keough's statement of the

distributors' position on film rental arbitra-

tion* al the original conferences, pointed to

his omission of the distributors' nixing on

arbitrating print shortages, and counter-

charged that the distributors' had "frus-

trated" long planning of the arbitration pro-

posals by Allied's A. F. Myers, based on the

original proposals, by a "take it or leave it"

attitude.

So the arbitration pot keeps boiling.

MPAA Eyes Standardization

The Motion Picture Association of Amer-
ica rolled up its sleeves at the organization's

first quarterly meeting to tackle (1) stan-

dardization problems evolving from the 3D-
wide-screen conglomeration and (2) an in-

dustry television show.

The first point was resolved for the

present by the appointment by Eric Johns-

ton of a special committee to survey the

possibilities for standardization in the on-

rush of new technological advances. sA.be

Schneider of Columbia will head the com-
mittee.

The Board also authorized MPAA to pro-

ceed in working out arrangements with the

American Broadcasting Company for the big

TV affair.

Money Talk

RKO Pictures Corp. and RKO Theatres,

divorcees by virtue of the courts and a con-

sent decree, both disclosed financial state-

ments the same day. The results:

RKO Pictures, announcing preliminary

figures, pending audit, expected its opera-

tions for 1952 to wind up in a net loss of

approximately $10,200,000. For. the first

quarter of 1953, net loss was estimated at

$2,740,000. For 1951 RKO showed a net

profit of $335,000.

RKO Theatres, on the other hand, more
than doubled its earnings for the first

quarter of 1953. President Sol A. Schwartz

told stockholders that the quarter's earnings

after all charges were $325,000, compared

with $137,000 for the '52 quarter. April

earnings, it was reported, will also surpass

last vear's similar month. However, product

outlook for the next two quarters wasn't so

bright. Schwartz added, because of the slow-

down in production until the 3D and wide-

screen situation is untangled.

Rogers Gets 20 Ranks

Rogers and Unger Associates (Budd
Rogers) has 20 J. Arthur Rank features for

reissue to be distributed by State Right inde-

pendents. First two, now available, are

"Caravan", a Stewart Granger starrer, and

"Hungry Hill," with Jean Simmons and

Margaret Lockwood.

COULTER TO LONDON
Leonard Coulter, associate editor of

FILM BULLETIN, departs for Lon-

don Wednesday (20th). During his

six weeks trip, Mr. Coulter will survey

the English and European film situ-

ations, as well as technological de-

velopments abroad, and will report all

findings of interest to American film

and theatre executives.

UA Sales Expansion
Bill Heineman's expansion of the UA sales,

organization has resulted in the creation 0 f

three new sales districts, doubling the num-
ber of district managers. The new setup will

have John Turner, of Philadelphia, super-

vising the Eastern district; Ralph ( lark, San
Francisco, heading the Western district, and
Mike Lee, St. Louis, overseeing the Mid-

western district. They join Fred Meyers,
Metropolitan New York; Moe Dudelson,
Northeastern, and George Pabst, Southern.

The realignment is in line with UA's recent

announcement of 65 new releases during the

next 18 months.

People

Lester B. Issac is due to take over the post

vacated by Joseph Kaufman as general man-
ager of theatre operation of Cinerama. Re-

port.* that Merian C. Cooler, who produced
"This Is Cinerama", would exit the board)

wercdenied . ... C. J. (Pat) Scollard ha;

joined National Screen in a special executive!

capacity under president Herman Robbin,

The veteran has held executive position?

with Paramount, United Artists and Path.

. . . Benjamin Berger was renamed presiden

of North Centra! Allied . . . The Unite*

Cerebral Palsy campaign is going apac'

under the leadership of Leonard Goldensot

Herman Robbins is chairman of the distri

bution crmmittee, with NSS handling th

Joan Crawford appeal trailer; Edward I

Hyman and Sidney M. Markley, of the Pars

mount Theatres chain, are co-chairmannin

the collections committee ... Si Fabian wi

be principle speaker at W. Pa. Allied's 32n

annual convention in Pittsburgh's Williai

Penn Hotel. Other industry toppers will it

elude National Allied's A. F. Myeis ar

Wilbur Snaper, SM PTE's Herbert Rarne

and RKO's Leon Ramberger . . . Max Milk

UA Philadelphia-Washington exploiteer, lo

his fathet last week . . . Lige Rrien, speciJ

events head of UA, was inducted as prea

dent of Association of Motion Picture A
vertisers at the flackmen's annual meetir

Also taking office were Albert Flo. sheim

Jr., vice president, Edgar Goth, sicreta; 1

and William Boley, treasurer . . . 2l)th-F

publicity manager Ed Sullivan, is chairm;'

ning the Amusement Division campaign
the Roosevelt Hospital maintenance fu

Goal is $5000, to come from movie peo(

and legit theatres . . . Stanley Warner Till

tres Philadelphia zon; headquarters, un

Ted Schlanger, has moved from the defu

Earle Theatie Bldg. to the Frankel Blf

New offices include a private screening roii

. . . Herbert Griffin, vice president of In

national Projector Corp. and a pioneer i

projection engineering, succunibel in I

Angeles, May 6 . . . Leonard uordon, Nra
port News exhibitor, was named presict

of the MPTA of Virginia at its annual (in-

vention; lit. succeeds Sidney Rowdm of I"

folk . . . K. K. King succeeds Jack Bof
as president of ITO of Arkansas . . I

jg

Agncw, former Paramount and Selznick '•

tribution executive, has been appoi d

special assistant to Republic president ]$

bert J. Yates.
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Sekind the &ceneA ctf Jilm Prcductich

STUDIO SIZ6-UPS

ALLIED ARTISTS

lope for AA Pickup Pinned

n Int'l Sales Confab Outcome

The first International sales convention in

Hied Artists history, a 3-day conclave,

hich opened last Friday (17) in Miami
each was looked upon hopefully as the

gnal for a solidification of AA's production

Itivity and planning. Called by Steve

roidy, and with Norton V. Ritchey, head

I the company's foreign subsidiary prc-

ling, more than 150 delegates, representing

i nations and including the entire British

les force, were on hand.

Allied Artists production plans continue

the vague side. Projects are announced
n volume by title, but few have casts set,

hich means they are hardly ready for the

:ooting stage. The latest list of titles hi-

nder "The Royal African Rifles" (Louis

ayward-Veronica Hurst) story of German
Jtempts to smuggle arms into British East
- rica at the outset of World War I, color

1m which Richard Heermance is produc-
ik, Leslie Selander directing; "Fighter

limmand," a William Calihari production;

Torthern Patrol" Lindsley Parsons pro-

(cer; "Clipped Wings"—Ben Schwalb pro-

<cer; and "West of Texas" (Wild Bill

lliott), Vincent M. Fennelly producer.

Production is just winding up on AA's
fst 3-D venture, "the Maze" (Richard
( rlson-Veronica Hurst), Heermance' pro-

ccing, William Cameron Menzies directing;

a.! "Vigilante Terror" (Wild Bill Elliott-

hry Ellen Kay), Vincent M. Fennelly pro-

deer, Lewis Collins director.

COLUMBIA

3>, Wide Screen Tunefilms

Fatured; Grable Borrowed

olumbia is swinging toward production
" tunefilms, and is angling for musicai
cjnedy stars from other studios to head up
'1 casts of a half dozen new properties,

most all of the project; call for either 3D
o wide screen pioccsscs or both, with 3D

CxduMce ^tL BULLETIN Outon
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holding a flight edge in favoritism with the

rompanj's top bri^s

One of the top musicals scheduled to go

before the cameras this year is the Techni-

color "The Pleasure Is All Mine," which

will star Betty Grable, in her first loan-out

by 20th CenUiry-Fox in over a dozen years.

The picture, to be filmed in both 3D and

wide screen, is slated for a July 1 start. Ned
Washington and Lester Lee have alreadv

started work on the musical score, and Jonie

Taps, who was associated with some of the

company's top musicals, "Gilda", the two

Jolson hits and currently with "Miss Sadie

Thompson," has been handed the production

assignment.

Topping this month's list of new films is

an original by Garson Kanin, "A Name For
Herself" (Judy Holliday-Peter Lawford),

under Fred Kohlmar's production banner.

George Cukor, who handled Judy in "Born
Yesterday" r.nJ "The Marrying Kind", will

also direct this one. May 19 is the tentative-

starting date, although it is contingent on

Miss Holliday's ability to take off some ex-

cessive poundage by that time.

Pictures currently in production are:

"Scalpel" (Charlton Heston-Lizabeth Scott)

—William J. Fadiman associate producer,

Irving Rapper director; "Miss Sadie Thomp-
son" (Rita Hayworth-Jose Fener-Aldo Ray)
a Beckworth Corporation production in 3D
and Technicolor — Jerry Wald producer,

Curtis Bernhardt director; and "Hell Below
Zero" (Alan Ladd-Joan Tetzel-Basil Sidney)

a Warwick Films production shooting i.i

Fngland, i.i Technicolor—Ir\ing and Albert

Broccoli producers, Mark Robson director.

We hear that Gene Autry will part com-
pany with Columbia upon completion of his

next picture. Neither Autry nor anyone at

the studio will .'jiakc an arnouncement at

this time, but you can make book that the

break is at hand.

A promising story buy, "The Case of

Ingrid Brcmsen"—note, that's "Bremsen"

—

has been delegate 1 to Buddy Adler by Jerry

Wald. A murder trial story, it will follow

'Debut" on Adler's schedule.

The Robert Cohii unit has been given two
more stories, "Fifty Fathoms Deep," to be

filmed in 31) Technicolor, and "Massacre
at Moccasin Pass" an original Western story

by Tom Reed.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

Indies Wary of Changeover

Tighten Lid on Product Source

The insecurity of most independent pro

ducers in this period of big-screen, big-

sound, big picture frenzy, is beginning to

tell on most of the straight releasing organi-

zations such as Lippert.

The independent, by and large, simply

doesn't have the money to gamble, which is

exactly what any production amounts to dur-

ing the change-over. If a major studio films

a picture which may not prove to be the one

the public accepts either because of lack of

quality or because it is in a defunct process

it can hardly mean ruination for the com-
pany. But not so with the independent, who
can be wrecked by one flop.

As a result, filming of independent pro-

duct for Lippert release has been virtually

at a standstill for several weeks. Robert L.

Lippert, Jr., is scheduled to stir up a little

activity this week with the start of "Sins of

Jezebel" (Paulette Goddard), to be filmed

in AnscoColor—Sigmund Neufeld producer,

Reginald Le Borg director.

Helping to replete the dwindling backlog
of unreleased pictures was the acquisition

this month of "African Adventure," a 78-

minute feature made by Leon Fromkess. It

was assembled from three episodes of his

television film series, "Ramar of the Jungle".

It seems a sad state, however, when a film

distributer has to reach out for product

made for television.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Metro Tightens Schedule,

Widens Screen, But Keeps 2D

The complexion of things to come
throughout the entire industry is probably'

reflected in the decision of MGM to curtail

drastically the studio's volume of production

during the next 18 months.

Only 34 features will be produced during

that period, as compared with 58 during the

(Continued on I'agv Id)
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18 months just past. However, the company
will have 25 features completed on the cur-

rent fiscal year, ending Aug. 31, and the new
ones will have very few, if any, of the low-

budgeters which Metro has been turning out

in the past. Almost without exception, the

34 pictures will be on the grand scale—most
of them in color and wide-screen process,

recorded with stereophonic sound, at least

two in CinemaScope and one or more in 3D.

But the best news for the anxious theatre-

men is the assurance that practically the

entire lineup will also be available in stan-

dard process, insuring a steady supply of

quality product from this important fountain-

head of production. While the 3D-wide

screen metamorphosis is in the throes.

Dore Schary, in a statement to the Holly-

wood press, declared: "MGM's wide screen

process will be the backbone of our pro-

gram, because it is adaptable to every motion

picture theatre in the world."

The wide-screen features will be produced

in MGM's own process, which has an aspect

ratio of 2 to 1, but will also be available in

the various aspect ratio sizes from the stan-

dard screen up to the full 2 to 1.

The two films to be made in CinemaScope

are "Knights of the Round Table" and "Rose

Marie, ' both of which will also be filmed in

the wide screen process. He made it clear,

however, that the program will be kept

flexible, so that more films can be shot in

CinemaScope if the public demand seems to

warrant it.

"Kiss Me Kate," which was originally

scheduled for CinemaScope filming, has been

switched to 3D and wide screen.

The stereophonic sound to be employed on

the majority of the company's future pro-

duct, will also be recorded for some com-

pleted films, among them, "Julius Caesar,"-

"Young Bess," "Mogambo," "All the

Brothers Were Valiant," and "Take the

High Ground." All of these will be adapted

to wide screen.

Three features, currently filming, will also

employ wide screen and stereophonic sound

systems. They are: "Half A Hero" (Red

Skelton-Jean Hagen), Matthew Rapf pro-

ducer, Don Weis director; "Torch Song"

(Joan Crawford - Michael Wilding - Gig

Young), in Technicolor, Henry Berman pro-

ducer, Charles Walters director; and "Fort

Bravo" (William Holden-Eleanor Parker),

in AnscoColor, Nicholas Nayfack producer,

John Surtees director.

Coming up in the very near future are:

"Kiss Me Kate" (Kathryn Grayson-Howard
Keel-Ann Miller), Jack Cummings producer,

George Sidney director; "Crest of the Wave"
(Gene Kelly), to be filmed in England with

John and Roy Boulting as producer-director;

"Rhapsody" (Elizabeth Taylor - Vittorio

Gassman)—Lawrence Weingarten producer,

Charles Yidor director; "Knights of the

Round Table" (Robert Taylor-Ava Gardner-

Mel Ferrer), also in England, I'andro S.

Berman producer, Richard Thorpe director;

and "The Flame and the Flesh" ( Lana
Turner-I'ier Angeli-Carlos Thompson), to

be filmed in Italy, Joe Pasternak producer,
Richard Brooks director.

Other productions to follow will be "The
Long Long Trail," (Lucille Ball - Desi
Arnaz), produced by Pandro S. Berman, di-

rected by Vincente Minnelli. "Miss Baker's
Dozen," starring Greer Garson, produced by
John Houseman, "The Student Prince," pro-

duced by Joe Pasternak, directed by Mervyn
LeRoy, with a new star for the visual end
to replace Mario Lanza, whose voice will be

used for the track. "Robinson Crusoe," pro-

duced by Sam Zimbalist, and "Panther
Squadron 8," produced by Henry Berman.

PARAMOUNT

To Continue Depth Films,

But Stress Is On Wide Screen

Despite denials of a rumor that Paramount
is dropping all future 3D production, it now
seems apparent that the emphasis will be on
wide-screen method, leaving the Pine-

Thomas unit to supply most of the com-
pany's 3D releases.

Two top Paramount productions which
roll this month have been taken off the 31)

list, for which they were originally scheduled

and have been set for wide-screen shooting.

They are: "Red Garters" (Rosemary
Clooney) Pat Duggan producer, Mitcheil

Leisen director, and "Knock on Wood"
(Danny Kaye)—Norman Panama and Mel-

vin Frank producing and directing. Both
will be in color.

Producers Bill Pine and Bill Thomas re-

main among the staunchest supporters of

depth dimension production, maintaining

that the additional production outlay of ap-

proximately $100,000 returns an extra million

dollars in grosses. With two 3D films al-

ready completed, the two Bills will launch

their third effort in the process on May 18.

They will follow with another 3Der, "Beyond
the Blue Horizon)), story of the Indian girl

who guided the Lewis & Clark expedition,

and "Shubasco," to star Fernando Lamas and
Arlene Dahl.

The only other picture before the Para-

mount cameras this month is "Elephant

Walk" (Dana Andrews-Elizabeth Taylor), in

Technicolor—Irving Asher producer, Wil-
liam Dieterle director. It will also be avail-

able for wide screen.

Paramount technicians have also de-

veloped a new wide-dimension color process

which gets its first test on "Red Garters."

According to to color experts, the system is

based on the knowledge that different colors

travel at varied speeds under light. By ad-

justing the reflection ratio, Paramount
claims, it has attained much more spectacu-
lar results for wide-screen projection. (How
technical can you get?)

An October starting date has tentatively

been penciled in for Alfred Hitchcock's

"Rear Window," starring James Stewart,

one of Hollywood's eagerly awaited produc-
tions of the year. Paramount will provide

the financing for the feature, with Leland
Hayward and John Logan producing as an
independent unit.

Billy Wilder, whose "Stalag 17" looks like

another winner, gets the producer-director
chore for "Sabrina Fair" starring the up-

coming Audrey Hepburn. It's slated for

early fall shooting . . . Michael Curtiz' first

directorial stint for Paramount will be
"White Christmas" (Bing Crosby - Donald
< >'C onnor - Rosemary Clooney - Vera-EUen)
the Technicolor Irving Berlin musical which
Paramount is touting as its most important
musical. It tees off in September.

REPUBLIC

Lane Out, Allen De-Gunned

In Republic Snub of Oaters

Republic's repudiation of low-budget -age-

brushers was emphasized with the dropping

of Rocky Lane from contract, and a pro-

jected build-up on Rex Allen, aimed at es-

tablishing him as a romantic leading man.

Lane had been under contract to the studio

for the past nine years, during which time

he averaged about six oaters per year.

Republic will tee off its "quality" program
with "The Shanghai Story," which has just

been handed Frank Lloyd as the first as-

signment under his recently signed producer-

director pact. The yarn revolves around a

group of all nationalities interned in a

Shanghai hotel at the outbreak of the Korean

war.

Musicals will also figure prominently in]

the studio's future plans. Herbert J. Yate-

has just signed John Carroll to return to the

lot as the star of "Ten Thousand Singers,'

musical romance of a gypsy and an Amen
can heiress. Filming is expected to ge;

underway in early summer.
No cameras have been active at the studic

since May 1, when Rocky Lane's last sage

brusher, "El Paso Stampede," was com
pleted. Although two new features ar

slated to go before the cameras within th
|

next ten days to two weeks, "Flight Nurse,

to be produced and directed by Alan Dwai

and "The Professor and the Coed," to b

produced by Sidney Picker, no casting t

either picture was available last week.

Despite denials that MCA's television sut

sidiary, which has been renting office spac

at Republic for the past several months,

negotiating for the purchase of the s t u d i

•

FILM BULLETIN has it from an excellei

source that discussions are being carried o

RKO

Promised Production Boom

Still Waits; Only One Going

The promised production splurge at RK
still hasn't materialized. Only one picture

currently shooting, and it looks doubt!

that more than one new entry will go befc

the cameras during the remainder of t

month.

"Arizona Outpost" (Yirginia Mayo-D.

Roberston-Stephen McNally) Natural Visi

3D'er in Eastman color, is the lone entry

(Continued on Page
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vork. If casting snarls can be untangled, it is

ikely that "Son of Sinbad" (Keith Ander-

)alc Robertson-Vincent Price-Lili St. Cyr)

nay get away around May 25. Roy Sparks

produce "Sinbad," with Ted Tctzlaff di-

ecting. Originally filming was scheduled to

tart on May 5, but was delayed when Piper

.auric, on loan from Universal, had to with-

raw from the cast because of illness.

An early June start has tentatively been

encilled in on "French Line," an Edmund
irainger production which Lloyd Bacon will

irect. Jane Russell has been set for the

>mmc lead, and negotiations are currently

nderway to secure Tony Martin as her co-

tar.

RK<) is pinning high hopes on Dick

owell's independent production unit which

:ems to be shaping up a promising produc-

on outfit. Richard Sokolov, former assis-

nt to Darryl F. Zanuck, has just joined the

lit as an editorial assistant, and several

her important Hollywood names are on

e verge of being placed under contract,

•ine Ally-son (Mrs. Powell), wdio recently

nkled MGM, is due to star in a production

t to go before the cameras in July. Two
;operties are said to be under consideration

r Miss Allvson.

Wo.lt Disney's expansion program, how-
i er, is the most heartening sign for RKO,
lich recently renewed its distribution pact

th Disney on a limited basis. Disney is

. ding a iarge new sound stage to his Bur-

link studios, bringing the total square foot-

Je to 70,000 on the 53-acre lot. It will be

itiated with the live action version of Jules

":rne s "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea."

20TH CENTURY-FOX

management Hassle Over,

Induction Lull Seen Ending

With the proxy battle for control grab-

hg headlines, the studio deemed it advis-

ale to pull in the reins on production until

t; Green matter was settled, with the resmt

tit most of the pictures previously sched-

n <1 to start this month, have been shoved
t:k from two to four weeks. Now, with

vtual assurance that there will be no man-
aement changes, the studio is expected to

p k up steam again.

)nly two features were before the

cneras this month: "Twelve-Mile Reef"

( i rry Moore-Robert Wagner-Gilbert Ro-
ll d-J. Carroll Naish), in CinemaScope and
Bchnicolor, Robert Bassler producer,

Kbert D. Webb director, and "Be Pre-

V cd" (Clifton Webb - Kdmund (iwenn),

Lpnard Goldstein producer, Henry Levin
dlector.

'Story of Demetrius" (Victor Mature-
iVhael Rcnnie) will mark resumption of

"\ shooting, with h'rank Ross producing
aa Delmar Daves directing. It will be
fiped in CinemaScope and color.

)arryl F. Zanuck has cleared up a lot of
1 o fusion on the subject of "The Robe," b\

announcing that it will be released to thea-

tres only for the wide-screen CinemaScope
showings. Inasmuch as it was also filmed

in standard 21), many exhibitors believed

that it would be available for both types of

showings.

"The standard version of 'The Robe' was
made for reduction to 16mm form for re-

ieasc at a much later date in schools and
churches," the Fox production head ex-

plained. "It will be distributed to theatres

in this country and throughout the world in

CinemaScope alone."

Filming on the big $4,000,000 production

was completed earlier this month, and it is

now getting the scissor treatment. It was
brought in considerably under schedule be-

cause standard editing procedures were elim-

inated by shooting long sequences in their

entirety, due to the scope of the Cinema-

Scope lens. It is due to open October 1 in

New York City, with subsequent dates set

for December.

20th-Fox's first 3D, "Inferno," starring

Robert Ryan, Rhonda Fleming and William

Lundigan, gets it national release on July 15.

It was filmed in Technicolor, with stereo-

phonic sound, in the Mojave Desert.

The release of Jeanne Crain from contract

came as a surprise. After 10 years as a Fox
star, appearing in 21 films, Miss Crain re-

quested her release to accept a number of

outside offers. Her first assignment as a.

free lancer is ironically, a sequel to 20th's

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," Anita Loos'

"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," a Richard

Sale production for Film Locations, Ltd.

lecture will be filmed in London, and marks
the first British production to be made in

3D, wide screen and Technicolor.

UNITED ARTISTS

Tight Inde Production No

Bar As UA Lures Big Names

Oddly enough, the cutback in independent

production, is having little effect on UA.
Whereas most releasing companies dealing

exclusively in independent product, are find-

ing it difficult to acquire quality pictures,

UA continues to corral from two to three

per month.

Oscar winner Joseph L. Manikewicz' deal

with UA for two films (his first inde effort)

was a coup for Bob Benjamin, UA board

chairman. Mankiewicz' Figaro, Inc., will

start with the writer-producer-director's own
"The Barefoot Contessa," to be filmed in

Europe. He left on May 12 to meet UA
prexy Arthur Krim overseas for casting and
studio space arrangements.

"Vice Squad" is the final title of the Ed-
ward G. Robinson- I'aulettc Goddard starrer,

I
roduced by Jules V. Levey and Arthur

Gardner. It's due for summer release.

Errol Flynn is starting work in Europe
in \t month on the second of three features

being made by Flynn and J. Barrett Mahon,
foi UA release. First of the series, "Crossed

Swords," was recently completed in Italy.

Aubrey Schenck and Howard W. Koch
will green light production at about the

same time on their next for LTA release

"Smoke Signal," to be filmed in PatheColor.

Currently shooting in England is the

Gregory Peck starrer, "The Million Pound
Note," taken from the Mark Twain story.

Ronald Neame is directing the film in asso-

ciation with the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation. A second Peck film for UA, "The
Purple Plain," will begin before the end of

the year.

The only other picture currently in pro-

duction with a definite UA release, is "Ring
Around Saturn," being produced by William
Nassour and directed by Edward Nassour in

Regiscope process, 3D and wide-screen. It

is virtually certain that UA will also handle

the currently filming "Beat the Devil"

(Humphrey Bogart - Jennifer Jones), di-

rected by John Huston. The star names and
the Huston label make this one to watch.

Five features have been set for June re-

lease. They are: "Volcano," "The Twonky,"
"Ghengis Khan," "The Neanderthal Man"
and "The Marshal's Daughter."

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

U-l Lull To End With Four

June Starters; Pace to Hold

Two big ones in wide screen and Techni-

color will end the three-week lull at the

Universal lot as both go into production on

June 3 and two more are set for June starts.

"The Glenn Miller Story" (James Stewart-

June Allyson) will be one of the company's
costliest of the year. Aaron Rosenberg will

produce and Anthony Mann direct. Stewart

is in,. king the picture on a participation

ba is as on his two previous U-I endeavors;

Miss Allyson is reputed to be receiving one
of the highest salaries ever paid by the lot

for a one-feature shot. The other, "Border
River' '(Joel McCrea-Yvonne DeCarlo) will

also be filmed in Technicolor and wide
^erren, Albert I. Cohen producer, George
Sherman director.

Filming was completed last week on
"Wings of the Hawk" (Van Heflin-Julia

Adams-Abbe Lane), 3D Technicolor western,

directed by Budd Boetticher and produced

by Aaron Rosenberg. Since that time the

studio has been virtually shut down, with

only^ a handful of executives and writers at

their desks.

U-I's backlog, however, indicates no pro-

duct trouble. With the wind-up of "Wings
of the Hawk," U-I had completed 16 fea-

tures during the fiscal year which started

last November 1. A spokesman for the

studio assures FILM BULLETIN that the

company will average about four films per

month for the rest of the fiscal year, therein

maintaining the previously announced sched-

ule of 36 for the year.

In addition to tlic features mentioned

above, two more films are scheduled for June
starts, giving the studio a total of four in

work for Mic month. "The Glass Web" (I'd

ward G. Robinson-John Forsytbe), is slated

to roll J m in- 15, along with one other, Still

to be designated.

(Continued on Page 28)
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

REGULAR RENTALS DOWN
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana

At the Ohio Allied convention this week
we talked with a great many small town
theatre owners. Excluding pre-releases and

advanced price specials, we learned that no

distributor has made any serious demand for

increased rentals during the past 12 or 18

months from any small town. To the con-

trary, any number of these exhibitors had

secured substantial reductions in the terms

fur the various allocations of pictures. Not

one exhibitor reported otherwise.

This gives evidence that the sales policies

of the various companies have taken recog-

nition of the fact that they cannot look for

more revenue from the small theatres and

will probably have to expect less. Any small

town operator from whom higher rentals are

bciiiK sought, or who has been unable to

secure a justifiable reduction, will now know
that he is being made the exception. A re-

fusal to accept the same or less terms for

regularly released product can only be at-

tributed to the enterprise of an individual

salesman who is unwilling to lake the time

and effort to analyze the situation. It docs

not reflect the pattern of the distributors'

sales policies.

We did not find a single dissent that the

frequency with which advanced admission

price pictures are being offered was not only

seriously harming each small town theatre

but that its accumulative effect was destroy-

ing the foundation of the entire industry.

Analyzing his business from the standpoint

of local public relations, the creation of a

larger audience of regular movie goers,

healthy week in and week out operation,

there was hardly a single exhibitor who
would advance admission prices if the choice

were his own. 75% of those exhibitors would
never advance their prices, almost all of the

rest would advance on only rare occasions.

One man, the staunchest supporter of the

increased price, would not willingly play

more than one advanced price picture every

3 or 4 months. It is hard to reconcile the

fact that what these men, who intimately

know their own situations, feel is bad for

them is not bad for the entire industry. It is

the whole that is made up of its many parts.

FORGOTTEN NEWS
Theatre Owners of America

We should not let the cacophony of 3-D
drown out the urgent appeals of the 3-Ts

—

Television, Taxation and Trial In Court.

The first of these we need, and the other

two are this industry's worst blight.

There are two great needs of our industry,

both of which are just as important today

as they were a year ago. Yet both have been

relegated to almost obscurity by our sudden

stampede to try to cash in on two motion

picture processes which have been known to

us for some time.

( >im is Theatre Television. Its potential

is as great as ever—and while flat screens

and flat pictures may become a thing of the

past, the love that the people have for im-

mediacy will never be replaced. Theatre
Television, once established, would be like

tin creation of a new major producer, offer-

ing us new and appealing "product" which
can come from no other source.

The other is arbitration. It seems illogical

to me to abandon all hope and all work to-

ward the establishment of a system of arbi-

tration.

Most of all, it is the little exhibitor who
should be clamoring for arbitration, and it

is folly to junk the progress that has been

made. It has been said before, but it needs

emphasis: That when the courts award the

Hometown Amusement Company on the

Atlantic Coast a million dollars in damages,
it is John Exhibitor in Seattle who helps pay
those damages in increased film rentals.

Some speak of arbitration as they would
of the impossible, but I ask you. what other

suggested form of relief from ruinous liti-

gation has ever been offered? The answer
is "none." —Mitchell Wolfson

MORE PRINTS, BETTER CARE
Allied Caravan

In reply to a recent blast in this letter

complaining about receiving prints that are

chopped up with scenes missing and words
cut out, an exhibitor wrote the following,

and we heartily concur: " I played

Treasure of Golden Condor, you should have

seen the scratches on that print, and it had

only been out for two weeks. I would sug-

gest that some of the theatres should spend

a little for magazine rollers before they

start to worry about how much to spend on

3-D. Or maybe if they would clean the dirt

out of the rollers they have they might still

be useable." Now that is good advice. The
trouble lies not wholly with a shortage of

prints nor bad machines, but a combination

of both. It sure wouldn't hurt to get about

two more prints on pictures. Neither woidd

it be too costly or laborious to rectify the

ailments that flails a new print into a rag

mop after a couple of dozen showings.

PRE-RELEASE DANGERS
North Central Allied

If you do not believe that the public is

becoming more and more resentful about

advanced admission prices ( all over the

country one sees a growing number of letters

to editors, cartoons, jokes and editorials to

indicate otherwise) and if you agree to raise

prices or pay film rentals that force you to

raise your prices, you must be prepared for

the event that other theatres in your area

will show the same picture at no price in-

crease. Nobody can give you any guarantee

against this. Admission prices can not be

fixed by contract, agreement, or by any

method whatsoever.

This whole pre-release gimmick is more
important than it seems. If you let one dis-

tributor get away with it on one or two or

more pictures a year, every other distributor

is going to get ideas and the record on this

form of imitation is growing clearer every

day. Even in tbt case of a "deserving" pic-

ture (if you can imagine a picture so x<>o4

that it "deserves" this treatment) you should

.'.void encouraging other distributors to fol-

low this bad example.

In competitive situations the pre-release

idea is particularly dangerous. With his

two cracks at the public in the first run

situation, the distributor milks the picture so

that it becomes valueless in the later runs.

We repeat: Whenever you agree to ad-

vanced admission prices, you are simply

tightening the rope around your neck. You
are setting a bad precedent as far as the dis-

tributor is concerned and you are taking an

unfair advantage of the public, which the

public deeply resents.

OVERHEAD GAUGE
Allied Caravan of la. -Neb.

It is very important that you make use Oh

the overhead sheet that is supplied you from

this office. With the certainty that in the

near future, as soon as there is some sem-

blance of standardization, every theatre will

be investing more money in new equipment

for projection of new type pictures. B\

using the overhead sheet you should set

whether or not you are buying present da\

film at a price that you can afford to pu

another large chunk of dough into your the

tre. And 2-3000 bucks is a pretty larg

chunk for lots of theatres. Your theatr 1

should not only pay your salary, but allov

you to earn, or the theatre to earn, enoug 1

profit to build up a reserve fund, or opera! 1

ing capitol, or whatever you want to call i

to an extent that you can afford to put i

new equipment. This docs not only apply t

new types of projection equipment, but als

'

means that carnct, chairs, drapes, light

fronts, etc. have to stay in stin with moder 1

times. Unless you can build up such a fur

you are either: 1. Paying too much for filr

2. Operating extravagantly. 3. Have a b;

situation for a theatre in the first place. V
must have a profit over and above salaric

including your own, if we are to have mon>

to keep our theatres a show place, inste

of just a place.

3D GAMBLE
Allied Caravan

. . . Recheck the number and kind of p

tures available to you if you get itchy to !

into the 3-D epidemic. Will you be able

liquidate your equipment on one kind if •

other type of presentation is standardizi

If you can gamble 2-3000 bucks, it's y(

affair. If you can't, better let the exp<

menting be done by somebody who can. II

originally scheduled three 3-D pictures

fill the gap until CinemaScope arrn

They've cut that number to one. Whate '

the score there is change a-coming. 'M I

hope nobody gets hurt during the transitu- I

Right now the biggest thing we can all d >

t< press to get the tax off. Then m c

cautiously on to new processes and cq'
*

ment. There is a faint glimmer of r<

fingered dawn on the horizon that shfa
j

promise of better days to come. Don't

into it madly. It will come.
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'Shane' Campaign

;s,

«

;

the e

hoctt

;
It isn't often that one gets a film of

Shane" calibre to handle, but when it does

(appen it puses a promotion problem— it's a

restern, hut it's more than that; a drama,

n epic, a piece of early Americana, an

ption show, all these, also, but what to

>otlight? The Radio City Music Hall open-

|g posed these ad-publicity problems. That

pey were resolved sucessfully by Para-

ount's Jerry Pickman and the Music Hall's

red Lynch and their staffs is attested by
pmments noted among some 20,000 opening

hy patrons waiting to get in and the re-

Etion when the title flashed on the screen,

j
was obvious that these people had come

a see this picture.

The ad campaign was basically a teaser

pe aimed to get coinage of the title, ac-

laint the public with the presentation on
e big new panoramic screen and to estab-

h that here was a BIG picture. The news-
iper teasers started 16 days before opening:

V and radio and a posting campaign
anketing the New York midtown area with

e stark words: "See SHANE and you'll

y 'It's great!'," and even sky-writing

orked this theme. All proving again that

ere's no picture made that can't be sold

Jit when our movie ad experts put their

ads together.

Shea Sets 'June Jubilee'

That real live outfit, Shea Theatres, works
pnders with its personnel, instilling en-

jusiasm and incentive for the product they

R playing, and continually aiming at ;•.

fcher standard of theatre operation. The
fcent two-day regional manager's meeting
I /anesville, ( )., for instance, covered every
lase of the chain's operation, emphasis
fcecially on exploitation and promotion.

,

special month-of-June campaign, "June
Jbilee of Hits," was set up, each theatre

California street bally for 20th-Fox's "Invaders from Mars" which covered 20-odd towns had

this impressive display mounted on truck. Playdutes anil theatres were featured in each area.

competing against quotas based on past at-

tendance figures, and a handsome settlement

in the green stuff for the top houses. Forunis

on 3D (15 Shea theatres are equipped),

CinemaScope, other wide-screen systems,

and on general housekeeping and main-

tenance topics insured maximum operating

efficiency.

Float for 'Young Bess

Remember the big floats M-G-M used in

promoting "Plymouth Adventure" and

"Million Dollar Mermaid", with a not-so-

miniature replica of the Mayflower for the

former, and six models for "Mermaid"?
Now, a third nation-wide tour will have a

traveling museum, featuring reproductions

and accessories used in making "Young
Bess", on a 58-foot trailer. Some 65 cities

have already been set by ad veep Howard
Dietz for the promotion, to tie in with open-

ing dates, and, with the Coronation stirring

additional interest, should grab plenty of at-

tention. The traveling museum includes a

throne chair, cradle in which the baby Prin-

cess Elizabeth slept, Henry VTII's writing

table, and such, including period costumes,

two of which will be filled by live models,

'frailer left New York May .5 for Bridge-

port, thence through New England, New
York Stale, Pennsylvania and points south

and west, final week of the tour, at end of

June, will wind up in Michigan.

Martian Stunt

For three weeks, Southern Californians'

gaped at a huge Martian invader carrying a

human child. The stunt, engineered by 20th

Century-Fox for the Edward Alperson

science-fiction thriller, "Invaders from Mars"
had the display mounted on the back of a

truck and hauled it through Los Angeles,

Santa Ana, San 1 liego, San Francisco and

a score more of California towns, gaining

credits for individual playdates in each area.

Decorated with a huge papier mache replica

of the Mutants seen in the film and colorful

scenery and posters, it also carried a live

man in a diver-like suit representing the

Earth defenders to add reality and animation.

Mutual 'Pony Express' Tie

Paramount's Jerry Pickman got off a

beaut of a promotion when he sold Mutual

station executives on tieing "Pony Ex-
press" with the 56-Station network's "Wes-
tern Week, 195.5." Working as a co-op be-

tween Paramount, theatres playing the pic-

ture and the network, every western show-

on Mutual kepi up a running promotion on

"Pony Express." Pickman initiated it with

a closed circuit broadcast beamed exclusively

to Mutual executives and personnel enlisting

cooperation, Mutual worked nationally and

(Continued I'dgc 20)
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Pressbook Award
Many theatrcmen are apt to lake for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM IIIJLLET1N to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the I'ressbook Award goes to—

"TAKE ME TO TOWN"

<j tie o/apa off VERMILION O TOOLE
...THE FUN SHE HAD AND THE MEN SHE FOOLED!

It isn't easy to show the ingredients that make up the entertainment values in a pic-

ture like Universal-International's "
l ake Me To Town." There's action and music, sex

and domesticity, music and color. Because Universal's David Lipton and his boxofficers

have been able to capture these elements and present them in a tantalizing manner cal-

culated to invoke interest in any type of audience, "Take Me To Town" gets the nod

for this issue's Pressbook Award.

Among the best of the provocative array

of ads is the one shown above. Emphasis

here is on the sex, romance and action and

answers the question, "Would I want to see

this picture?" with an emphatic yes! The

stress varies in the other layouts, but always

with star Ann Sheridan in the limelight as

a dance hall entertainer. The facet of the

story where she is "adopted" by a rugged

lumberjack-parson's three young sons also

plays an important part in the copy where

it is to be angled at the family audiences.

Exploitation-wise, there are also several

excellent stunts and display ideas. One sure

traffic stopper describes a life-size cutout of

Miss Sheridan for use in the lobby or out

front, with a local photographer taking shots

of patrons "kissing" the star. How to use

the title in co-op ads, tie-ins with newspaper

ads, etc. are also featured in concise and

easy-to-follow form. An excellent group of

accessories is also shown to augment the

seiling campaign.

(Continued from Page 19)

locally, tieing in the week and the film with

sponsors < » f the various products. The net-

work rebroadcast interviews with the recent

"Modern Pony Express' star tour, taped

along the way, as well as the colorful St.

Joseph, Mo. world premiere ceremonies.

Theatres carried lobby posters plugging the

picture and Western Week, and were re-

warded with mention and playdate on the

local station. A real coup for Jerry Pickman.

3D Sires New Display

A new merchandising aid, in line with the

31) metamorphosis, seems destined to be-

come standard equipment in the movie thea-

tre. It is the stereoscopic viewer, a device

akin to the old-time stereoscope, with scene

slides from the 3D film to give a three-

dimensional effect. Eirst to come out with

the device as a theatre display was Stereo-

Realist, who went all-out on "House of

Wax", constructing hundreds of the gadgets
I

for theatre use. It was and still is one of the

most effective lobby pieces in the wealth of

eye-catching displays for "Wax." However,

it was only lent to the theatre for the film's

engagement and had to be returned to the

company after use.

Now, however, with the abundance of 3D

pictures coming up, and its effectiveness

proved, a permanent 3D display cabinet

make by View-Master, is being offered b)

National Screen Service for outright sale tc

(Continued on Page 21

' j\ f J ^: MEDINA

Iflf \£ . TfCHMCOlQK'f 7 SCENES FROM...

fn3 Dimensions on

/

/

W j

At right, top, the View-Master 3-viewer cabinet

to be sold and serviced by National Screen for all

:tl) films. Below, left, the Stereo-Realist viewei

Illinois the CUrioUS at the Heath Theatre. Miami

lleai h, and (right) front and sidewalk cabinets

at the St. Francis, San Francisco.
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(Continued from Page 20)

theatres at $24.50 each, F.O.B., New York

City. In addition, NSS will supply 7-scene

eels for each of the three eye-pieces on the

abinet and has arranged for cameramen at

11 studios producing 3D films to photograph

he transparencies for the reels. Nation;'!

iScreen anticipates that the View-Master

•eels will he available on practically all 31)

subjects, in color or in black-and-white, de-

•ending on what is used in the film. A title

ard is also supplied (at 60c) for each pic-

ure, which fits into a space 20" wide at the

iop of the cabinet. Other features: Can be

nounted on lobby or foyer walls, or on

>ases, four feet high for adults, three feet

or children. Scenes can be switched on each

iewer merely by pressing lever at side of

ye-piece.

; Sales-wise, Paramount has provided each

f its field sales people with a portable View-

faster for viewing by theatremen in selling

Sangaree," with a seven-scene reel from the

lm. Forthcoming Paramount 3Ders will

lso get the same treatment.

Tom & Jerry' Comic Book Tie

The "Tom & Jerry" giveaway comic books

ave proved a huge success in the 2000 thea-

es that have inaugurated the "Tom and

Vrry Jamboree" for children. Metro's shorts

ead, Fred Quimby, has enlisted Dell Publi-

itions, who handle the popular series, for

i augmented promotion plan to tie in with

jie special showings, matinees exclusively

pvoted to the shorts. It works both ways

—

eatres have a hot giveaway, publishers in-

ease their circulation.

Star to Bally 'Paradise'

Roberta Haynes, the new lovely who he-

mes a star in her first big film as Gary
)oper's leading lady in UA's "Return to

iradise," returned from the Pacific for a

o-week, seven-city publicity tour in behalf

fjancisco Orpheum Theatre manager Jack

Sgfjpi mid U-I fieldmen arranged a tie-up with

U kite House Department Store and the

Chronicle for a contest to select a "Desert

ion Lady" to win a 5-day trip to Hollywood

ui Palm Springs. .11,ore. one of the windows

featuring the bally.

of the film. The exotic beauty dazzled New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore,

Boston, Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

P. A. for Para Short

Paramount's stress on short subjects pro-

motion took a new twist with the addition

of a stage act to enhance the draw of its

latest Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Wizard

of the Clubs." Oscar Morgan, Paramount
shorts chief, announced that Paul Hahn,

star of the reel, and golfdom's trick shot

champ, will be available for a special act on

stage—at no cost to the theatre—in East and

Midwest towns near golf clubs. Hahn will

make himself available for stage perfor-

mances to show off his trick shots in thea-

tres showing the subject. Line forms to the

right!

t. *At the DOWNTOWN PARAMOUNT ONLY. . thrill to the ginnt

24 HOUR PREMATHON

One of the ads for the first around-the-clock pre

miere, used by the Paramount Downtown Theatre

in Los Angeles for "House of Wax." The 12

speeial eeremonies were highlighted, as well as

the stars who would be jiresent. Ads were con-

ceived by Mart Blumenstock's " H ml depart-

ment in collaboartion with Paramount Theatres'

Jerry Zigmund.

Cover Selling

Fan magazines had a licld day with Para-

mount's "Houdini" stars Tony Curtis and

Janet Leigh as cover fodder. Virtually all

top fan mags covers during April, Mas and

July are carrying shots of either or both of

tlie stars . . . Seven sheet music arrange-

ments on the Mack Gordon-Josef Myrow

WE'RE ON OUR WAY TO SEE

The GIRLS OF

at the C/^fiAf4*ttvi4j££-

Ushers and banner lead the "Girls of Pleasure

Island" parade stuged by Buffalo Theatre man-

ager Eddie Miller in the downtown area in con-

junction with the opening.

score for 20th-Fox's "The Girl Next Door"
will be in music store windows with shots

of stars Dan Dailey, June Haver and Dennis

Day . . . Photography magazine's June issue

devotes three pages to 20th-Fox's Cinema-

Scope and six pages to Marilyn Monroe,

which may or may not indicate anything. In

any case, the Monroe feature, titled "Shoot-

ing Marilyn", shows the world's most photo-

graphed cover girl in assorted poses, in-

cluding last year's Life cover.

MGM Fashion Tie for 'Bess'

National fashion promotions on suitable

pictures are paying off, Metro feels. As a

result, the company has set up a giant tie

with fashion expert Carolyn Schnurer to co-

incide with the opening of "Young Bess"

in 60 cities at the end of May. Within the

next few weeks, 200 department stores

throughout the country will devote special

window displays on the various fashions

created for the picture. Metro is aiding

locally with special mats, ad layouts and

fashion show ideas and Leo's fieldmen are

ready to work closely with stores and thea-

tres for the co-ops.

U-I Enlists Country Eds
Universal's promotion on "It Happens

Every Thursday" was a stroke of genius in

spreading the film's publicity throughout

tin- hinterlands. Preceded by a six-weeks

promotion, the Loretta Young-John For-

sythe starrer had its world premiere in Ken-

fro Valley, Ky., as part of the Second An-
naul Country Editors Conferences. Editors

of the two oldest weekly newspapers in each

of the 48 states were on hand, as well as

reps of top Midwestern dailies. The shindig

also had a CBS network salute, May 10, on

the "Renfro Valley Sunday Gatherin' " to

kick off the Louisville, Cincinnati and

Indianapolis territorial openings.

1000-line Ads Plug 'Pickup'

20th-Fox's tie-up with Libby Tomato Juice

will see some 25 newspapers in the New
York-New Jersey area carry 1000-line ads

crediting "Pickup on South Street" on Mas

28.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

OLD LURE IN NEW 'DESERT SONG'
Once again, the Sigtnund Romberg classic, with its undying melodies,

color, action and romance has been blended into an eye-and-ear screen treat

by Warner Bros., this time allocating the gorgeous music and dashing romance

to the popular talents of Kathryn Grayson and Gordon MaeRae. The desert

allure, the battles, the intrigue, the Oriental dancing girls and the love story

light up the screen in all their Technicolored glory. But first and foremost, the

beautiful "One Alone". "The Riff Song," "Romance," "Long Live the Night"

and the title song are the perpetual thrill that has made "The Desert Song" a

perennial whose appeal seems endless.

As delivered in the bell-like Grayson tones and MacRae's robust baritone,

the melodies will reward the legion of the operetta's admirers who will be

drawn by the title alone. Warners has wisely stressed the word "new" in all

of its advertising and promotion it behooves the showman to emphasize this

factor for those who remember the pre-

ceding edition and may feel they are

seeing the same film. The stars, of

course, will indicate the "new" aspect,

too. Morover, they have gained a good
following in their own right, particu-

larly among the younger set, an im-

portant element in attracting a new-

generation of moviegoers who have
never experienced the enjoyment of

tin' operetta.

A strong supporting cast headed by
Steve Cochran, Raymond Massey,
dancer Allyn McLerie and Paul
("House of Wax" i Picerni makes for

added appeal and prestige. Miss Mc-
Lerie alone is a powerful stimulant to

the exploitation campaign. As a se-

ductive dancer for an Arab shiek, she
is excellent fodder for the ballyhoo
values that supplement the Romberg
score. Cochran's rugged legionaire is

additional lure because of his assocL
ation with action films and Massey en-

hances the dramatic quality.

Warner's Mort Blumenstock and his

staff of boxofficers have pointed up the

primary selling points in an idea-stimn-

lating pressbook. with ads that look-

like they'll do plenty for the film.

Songs are foremost w ith the two stars

in singing style, action and the houri
dancers sharing the spotlight (see dis-

play ads below and at right).

MATS & DISPLAYS
Among the good mat selection is the novel

folder shown below, featuring dancer Allyn

McLerie. In two-column size, it can be

printed locally with ad and playdate, or mer-

chant eo-op imprint on reverse side, foldgl

down to a 2" x 4" folder for a real flash give-

away. Also available in mat form are Mory-

in-pictures, a comedy feature mat on how
to wrap a turban, color-ins, etc.

The full-color 24-sheet is excellent foil

cut-out display for marquee or lobby. Fluor-i

escent satin banners, valances and ushersi

badges are obtainable on order from Nation- 1

al Flag Co.

MUSIC PROMOTION
Two outstanding record albums on "The

Desert Song" tunes have been published and

should be highly effective for use in window
displays, counters and contacts with disc

jockeys. The RCA Victor '45' and LP
groups feature Miss Grayson and Tony
Martin, and the company is supplying deal-

ers with ad mats, 18 x 34 window or counter

cards, 15 x 25 store bangers and free record-

ings for the platter-spinners. The Capitol

album has 50-inch window display pieces, 10

x 20-inch streamers and one-sheet for deal-

ers, with a special wrap-around featuring

MacRae for the cover, as well as the gratis

disc jockey recordings.

Desert Desire!
The wild love c

j i the handson

hi El Khobi

'
-f whose embrat

-wm£* /'.
f

i
held abeam

Desert Afire!
Devil-riding Arabs

against the fearless

Foreign Legion

— and the sun-scorched

sands of North Africa

blaze with

excitement!

,

The Bfe?

NEWSPAPER t 6



EXPLOITATION PICTURE

THE DESERT SONG
Right up among the top few American operettas that never seem to grow

old is Sigmund Romberg's "The Desert Song." Its timeless melodies are fa-

miliar to young and old, its story has long been a pattern for countless movies
and plays, yet it never seems to grow old. When a plot turn becomes obvious,

a rousing riding song, or a haunting love song perks up the pace. And for

color, poetic romance and adventure, few of the classic musicals can match its

adaptability to the screen.

It tells of a Robin Hood of the desert, El Khobar, a mysterious figure who
turns up periodically to lead a band of Riffs against an Arab chieftain who had
been draining the natives in the Moroccan desert. After successful forays, El

Khobar would return the loot to the grateful people, then assume his pose as

a student of anthropology. Complications ensue from the double identity

when the anthropologist falls in love with the French general's daughter,
kidnaps her in the guise of El Khobar to prove the Arabs' treachery and final-

ly has to prove to her that her captor and the timid scientist are one and the

same, which he does via his larynx. It wasn't meant to be believed, just to

entertain. That it does.

The voices of Gor-
don MacRae as El

Khobar and Kath-
ryn Grayson as the
General's daugh-
ter are raised in

the beautiful Rom-
berg music.
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A ONE-PRICE BUSINESS?

TRUEMAN REMBUSCH

(Continued from Page 7)

expected me to do something about correcting this ju-

venile boycott. Frankly, 1 felt very sheepish for I had

no answer for her. Ever if we justify increasing admis-

sion prices how can we justify the theatres' failure to

advertise, prior to the playing of a high admission pic-

ture, the admission prices in large, easily read type, and

their complete failure to advertise the upped admission

scale during the entire engagement of the picture.

People reading the ads during the play-off of the pic-

tures don't get the message of the tilted prices and ar-

riving at the box-office expecting to pay the regular ad-

mission price are justifiably aroused against the thea-

tres' gouging.

Let Messrs. Boasberg, Kalmenson, Reagan, Licht-

man, Schwalberg and Montague take the door of a thea-

tre showing" a high admission picture and let them hear

of squawks from the patrons. Let them hear the bleats

of the mothers who, arriving at the theatre so their

squalling off-spring can see PETER PAN, discover it

costs fifty cents for the little devil to get in. The mothers

at that point are trapped and have to pay the freight or

drag junior away from the theatre screaming at the top

of his lungs. Either way the theatre has made a potent

enemy of mama. Let the sales executives get their ears

close to the local theatre's skipping heart beat and they

will discover that the skip is due to the number of

patrons lost through the showing of high admission pic-

tures. Let these sales managers then in retrospect re-

view the high admission formula given to them by their

statisticians, insert the missing Z factor, refigure the

equation and note that the answer totals up to lost

patrons.

A case can be made for increasing admission prices on

a GONE WITH THE WIND, which picture received

a three year build-up prior to release. A case might even

be made for THE GREATEST SHOW, which received

a two year build-up prior to release. But these pictures

are the exception to the rule ; high admissions destroy

regular patronage. Not only did these pictures have the

build-up necessary but they were also tops in entertain-

ment value. Let's be honest, can you make a case for

increasing admission prices for PETER PAN, SA-

LOME. SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO, STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE, FATIMA, DAVID & BATHSHE
BA, QUO VADIS, IVANHOE, HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN (the latter even with Goldwynism thrown

in) and CALL ME MADAM? The answer if we are

honest, is "No;" these picture under no circumstances

warranted increased admissions. The public knows

these pictures weren't worthy of the admission charged

and millions of our patrons stayed away and those who
came and were cheated were lost as customers for other

pictures.

Recently I read a book titled "If You Must Gamble".

After boiling down the contents of the book the author's

philosophy towards gambling is, if you want to win at

gambling don't try to make a killing and don't be

greedy. Be satisfied with a small but steady return on

your bets. Show business, whether we like to admit it

or not is the greatest gamble there is. Those who get

greedy in our business are soon detected by the public

for the public know "Who is Kidding Whom and the

Motion Picture Industry won't get the Families' Twq
Bucks."

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

I Continued from Page 6)

public will react—in the case of "Hans Christian Ander-

sen" it was a matter of four million dollars.

From that point on it is—or it should be—up to the

public. I believe that every picture should stand on it-;

own—without any artificial props to support it and

without any artificial barriers in the way of reaping

the rewards its merit entitles it to. There should be

only one jury to decide the economic as well as the

artistic fate of pictures—the public.

It takes only a simple arithmetical calculation for

anyone in our business to discover that it would be im-

possible to gross the eight million dollars necessary to

recoup the cost of "Mans Christian Andersen," let alone

make a profit, unless the public were willing to pay an

admision price for this picture higher than it pays for

average, run-of-the-mill pictures. This is similarly true

of such outstanding pictures as "Peter Pan," "Quo

Yadis," "The Greatest Show on Earth," etc.

Unless our business is geared to a system which per-

mits the producer of exceptional entertainment the free-

dom of opportunity to recover his costs and possibly to

make a profit, all incentive for the production of quality

pictures will be ended. If we eliminate that opportunity

and go, instead, to uniformity of price, we are bound to

wind up with a uniformity of quality—uniform medio-

crity. I am sure the public does not want this result, for

over the years I have found the public willing to pay for

value received in entertainment.

I am equally sure—I know—that exhibitors have

benefitted overall from getting pictures of highest qual-

ity even though their admission prices have been higher

than their normal box office tariffs.

It is not the public which ever insisted that motion

pictures be a one-price business. Actually the one-price

system in the motion picture industry originated as a

device foisted on the theatres and on the public in the

days of the major companies' monopoly. It was a means

of eliminating competition, of maintaining an illegal

system of runs and clearances, of permitting theatre

pooling and joint operation for monopoly purposes, of

keeping prices up artificially even when the quality of

the pictures being shown did not warrant it.

The motion picture industry has come a considerable

distance from those days—although there is still much

to be done. It would be a grave error from the point ot

view of everyone concerned, producer, exhibitor, ani

most important of all, the public, if the industry should

revert back to a practice which would encourage mon-

opolization, which would minimize competition, whicl

would substitute uniformity for originality, and which

would discourage incentive and opportunity. Let us trjj

to keep marching ahead instead of slipping back.
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We're not sure but. .

.

If a star has it the men in the

audience promptly fall in love

with her.

Women sigh and envy her.

People generally say "gee... isn't

she wonderful !"

That's what happens when

Jane Wyman flashes

\ "\ onto the screen in

* "LET'S DO IT AGAIN",

Columbia's new Technicolor

laughing triumph co-starring

Ray Milland and Alclo Ray.

More beautiful than ever, the girl

who won an Academy Award

in 1948 for her performance in

"Johnny Belinda" and more re-

cently made millions weep in "The

Blue Veil", now emerges in a role

that is the perfect definition of

an irresistible "personality!"

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

JANE WYMAN • RAY MILLAND - ALDO RAY
In

LET'S DO IT AGAIN
I

j^gp
color by TECHNICOLOR

e< Ames • Valerie BettiS • Tom Helmore • Screen Play by MARY LOOS and RICHARD SALE • Based on a play by Arthur Richman • Produced by OSCAR SAUL . Directed by ALEXANDER HALL



wQUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Say About Hew Films

Trouble" Is No "Going 31y Way9
" Say Critics

Most of the N. Y. critics measure Warner Brothers "Trouble
Along The Way" by the yardstick of "Going My Way" with

mixed reactions. While they generally agreed it isn't cast from
the same mold, because of plot deficiencies, the concensus was
that direction, dialogue and acting have produced a humorously
entertaining film.

The N. V. Times' Abe Weiler writes that "It appears likely

that the moviegoing public will be tickled." He finds that the

film "lias neither the originality nor the basic charm of 'Going

My Way', but it gracefully displays such virtues as delightful

dialogue, astute and swiftly paced direction and a cast that ap-

pears to like what it is doing."

"Honey of a picture," enthused Rose Pelswick in the Journal-

American. In her opinion, "the players are just right, the dialogue

is amusing, and the incidents and situations provided by the script

are an engaging blend of comedy and sentiment."

Although the Post's Archer Winsten gave the film a Good
movie meter rating, he believes that "Somewhere along the too

cleverly twisted trail of plot the story outsmarts itself." He finds

the film a "thin construction, carried only by the deceptively

convincing efforts of Coburn and W ayne."

Alton Cook, of the World-Telegram, thought the film a con-

flicting mixture of mirth and tears, writing, "It has qualities of

both mad travesty and efficient tearjerker. The attempt to blenj

the two mars both—but there is many a good moment in each

direction."

"Rather loosely written and directed," observes Otis L.

Guernsey in the Herald Tribune. But he finds this "A movie

grabbag containing enough prizes to keep the game going."

'DESERT LEGION'

Universal

"As familiar as a pair of bedroom slippers,

and it is just as innocuous . . . Harmless,

but inmpossibly dull 'action-romance'."

—

O. A. G., N. Y. Times
"Straight melodramatic film with its great

show of bravado and well worn plot . . .

entirely innocent of any originality."—J. P.,

N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"Will be a real treat for people who might

otherwise read comic books while waiting

for the vaudeville show' to begin."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . the

old hokum prettied up by Technicolor."

—

Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Out-and-out escapist fare. It's a diverting

French Foreign Legion adventure yarn."

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'THE JUGGLER'

Columbia

"The regular movie goer may find the

impact of the picture diluted by several

previous Israeli pictures with approximately

the same story. On first or second experi-

ence with the plot, this should be an effective

picture."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"May not be entirely consistent dramatic-

ally, but it offers a fast and fascinating

journey through modern Israel, in addition

to an intriguing and often touching study of

a man."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"A highly emotional dream of rehabilita-

tion i" a proud new homeland . . . Presents

an affectionate but dim picture of Israel,

framed for entertainment purposes in an

average chase thriller."—Guernsey, N. Y.

Herald Tribune

"Fine portrayal by Kirk Douglas . . . Pic-

ture is effectively made although sombre in

mood and theme throughout."— Pelswick,

N. Y. Journal- American

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Smacks
too much of therapeutic design to be wholly

impressive as a realistic portrait of emigra-

tion to Israel . . . It's not bad, but you hope

for something better."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

'THE DESERT RATS'

20th Century-Fox

"Result, under Robert Wise's reasonably

limber direction, is a competent, pictorial ap-

praisal of specialized warfare. Otherwise,

(it) remains a conventional reshuffling of

reminiscent characters, incidents and . . .

heroics."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times

"Noisy, spectacular picture . . . spreading

the melodrama of w7ar all over the desert in

a workmanlike job of portraying the tragic

adventure of battle." — Guernsey, N. Y.

Herald Tribune

"Effectively made and acted war drama

. . . The personal conflicts of the men under

fire make for strong drama, and each mem-
ber of the film's cast acquits himself ably."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . War
scenes are noisy, realistic and normally ex-

citing ... It's a good war picture, if a good

war picture is what you've been needing."

—

Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Straightforward tale of extravagant hero-

ism and suffering. This is not very realistic

war but it is an exciting excursion into

Hollywood's headlong battle style."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram

'SMALL TOWN GIRL'

M-G-M

"Bouncy musical comedy . . . whole elici t

is a happy giddy glow."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram
"Cheerful tunes, good-looking girls and

enough laughs to make things run smoothly

. . . whole film is brightened by the individual

performances of the featured players."

—

Pihodna, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"Tuneful song numbers and slick dance

routines highlight ... a gay and lively!

comedy."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American]

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Light,

frothy, with a smattering of story and a loau

of talent ... a little like the Judge Hard)

flickers but with music."—Thirer, N. Y. Posf|

"Admirers of those untiring pastel musi-

cal comedy romances from the Merto-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Technicolor assembly lin

should have little difficulty taking "Smal
'

Town Girl."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times

'THE HITCH-HIKER'

RKO-Radio

"Without any taint of mock heroic-, thi

film. 'The Hitch-Hiker,' uncoils desperately

The makers are to be congratulated on

clean and moving piece of work."—P. \ . .B

Herald Tribune

"Unrelenting but superficial study of abl

normal psychology coupled with standar

chase melodrama, it moves swiftly to a

obvious conclusion. Builds its tension slow

ly and carefully but is incapable of maintaii

ing it throughout."—A. W., X. Y. Work

Telegram

"Taut and suspenseful melodrama. D
(

rector Ida Lupino, who also collaborated o
(

the screen play, does a highly effective jc,

of setting and sustaining the menacing moe

w hich is heightened by the film's bleak ou

door backgrounds." — Pelswick, X.

Journal-American

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Pu

suspense, flight, and pursuit . . . tour (

force, literally and figuratively, it holds i

own as a grim adventure that could happi

to anyone."—W insten, X. Y. Post

"Highly pictorial example of a suspen

picture . . . general air and shape of the pi

ture suggests something more absorbing at

vital than ever transpires, despite the tat

single situation."—W. H.. X. Y. Times
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3D & WIDE-SCREEN DEVELOPMENTS
The promised single-film stereophonic sys-

tem for CinemaScope is here. In an an-

nouncement last week, Spyros P. Skouras

revealed that the CinemaScope process has

succeeded in incorporating a 35mm picture-

pnd-sound film that carries four sound

tracks, obviating the need for the separate

sound reproducer heretofore required for

projection ot -tereophonic sound. Exhibitors

will use standard projection equipment with

cmparatively simple changes in adapting

fo the system. There will be a slight reduct-

ion in the wiJth of the sprocket teeth to

iccomodatc the smaller sprocket holes in the

ilm, and a multiple film-driven sound head

.v ill be installed between the upper magazine

md the regular projection head. Narrowing

fcf the sprocket holes, feasible because of

>ractically no shrinkage in present-day ace-

ate film, will permit the placing of two
racks on each side of the picture. 20th-Fox

eels that the new process will effect savings

f millions of dollars in the examining, pro

essing an 1 shipping of film, in addition to

•rojectiou booth costs and millions of feet

! film slock now reeded for th>: separate

bund tricks.

The new sound head is being produced by
teneral Precision, RCA, Altec and Westrex,

nd will be available, along with the C'Scope

namorphic lens and Miracle Minor screen

br showings of "The Robe". The process

fill be made available to the entire industry.

o 0
Additional facts on the Universal wide

reen system as detailed by studio manager
f orris Wiener: Screen curvature on a 90-

iot radius, about two-thirds that of the

inemaScope screen. It has a tilt, forward

backward according to the projection

tch, to give it a directional effect. Any
itio up to 2 to 1 can be used. A three inch

»ns is being used at Loew's State for

Thunder Bay" to give a 1.85 to 1 ratio. For

% to 1, a 2>Yi inch lens is needed. Cost of

rises, not more than $300 a set. Aperture

jates, $1.75 each. A "light surround" is

commended, rather than black borders, to

<;fset definite framing effect. Although

;reen originally was said to have been

\ tented, Wiener states no patents have

1 en taken and the know-how is available

t| anyone. Can CinemaScope (2.66 to 1

Ntio) and 3D pictures be shown on Uni-

ysal screen? "Any picture made in Holly-

\hod can be shown on our screen."

0 0
''We're not in the screen business; we're

i t in the lens business," Paramount's A
I Schwalberg told a press conference last

\jek. All Paramount wants to do, the Para-

ipunt sales chief said, is present some facts,

fjnkly and openly, on the Battle of Aspect
I tios and the best interim expedient in

lizing the standard product in the multi-

lion dollar backlogs of all of the film com-
lies until standardization is accomplished.
I'he idea was, of course, to give exhibitors

nething simple, cheap and effective im-

diately. The screen used by Paramount
built at the studio in 2 days, has a 1.66

to 1 ratio, was made of muslin sprayed with

metallic paint. A winged frame (or "light

surround") added to the slight curvature,

gives the audience participation effect as well

as an illusion of depth. Wings should be of

perforated material to allow side sound

horns as far to the ends as possible. The
1.66 ratio, comes closest to normal eye vision

proportion, permits ample widening of the

screen without seriously slicing top and

bottom portions of the image. The wider

the screen, maintaining the same height, the

more must be chopped off top and bottom.

Simple facts, but all too often buried in the

welter of involved technical terms.

o o
Too many wide-screen films may cost

American film companies a sizeable chunk
of its foreign market, according to Dr. Leslie

Knopp, head of the British theatre engineer-

ing society, urging international conferences

on standardization. House proportions and

financial considerations (in England, regu-

lations permit only $1500 per year for thea-

tre alterations, equipment and maintenance

work) would make it virtually impossible

for a great many theatres to convert to the

larger wide-screen systems, like Cinema-

Scope. The British Kinematograph Societ}

is circulating a questionnaire to exhibitors

to determine the sizes of screens their houses

can accomodatae. In this country, SMPTE
is planning a similar survey. Dr. Knopp

O 0
The Polaroid glasses tight situation is dut.

to ease up after July 15. Distribution of the

3D specs by the Polaroid Corp. of America

goes on the open market at that time, with

the expiration of M;l*on Gunzberg's exclu-

sive contract with the corporation. Fran-

chise arrangements come off, with the

glasses available through any dealer stock-

ing them.

o o
The N. Y. Times' Tom Pryor noted some

interesting figures on cost of 3D production

as broken down by Al Zimbalist, inde pro-

ducer who has just completed "Robot
Monster", a black & white 75-minute depth

film in "Tru-Stereo", employing the twin

DON'T BLAME THE SPECS

That "3D headache" complained

about so frequently isn't due to the

wearing of Polaroid glasses, according

to Dr. Leslie Knopp, president oE

British Kinematograph Society. Ratlin

it's because producers can't resist

"showing off their new toy," causing

the audience to perform "the most un-

natural optical gymnastics, not only

calling upon the eyes to converge and

diverge in quick succession, but to

cause the spectator to try to increase

the distance between his eyes from the

normal two and one-half inches to

over six inches."

viewpoints
When Spyros Skouras, in the CinemaScope

demonstrations, talked about 20th Fox's experi-

ments in combining its wide-screen system with

stereophonic sound, all on one film, there were

many engineers who shook their heads, main-

taining that a separate sound tape and a sepa-

rate reproducer would oe necessary to give the

directional effects from the various speakers.

The CinemaScope demonstrations J remselves

used the separate magnetic reproducer lor the

stereophonic sound, and the one-film combina-

tion sound & picture track was still an experi-

ment.

The announcement last week that Cinema-

Scope had accomplished the feat was a new

triumph for the industry's engineering genius

that has characterized the accomplishments in

the movies' most perilous days. While there has

been no public demonstration of the single-film

stereophonic system, the announcement was

clear that was an accomplished fact. Com-

parisons will yet have to be made with t.'e much

wider sound tracks used on the separate sound

tape and reproducer for fidelity. Tht two sys-

tems will also have to be weighed as to their

individual advantages. But if the single film

sound system is all Mr. Skouras says i» is, an-

other technological thunderbolt has hit the

movie indust r«.

cameras. Breakdown above normal produc-

tion costs: $405 for second negative (20,250

feet); $810 for lab work; $1440 two weeks

salary for extra camera man; $990.60 salary,

extra sound technician; $500 additional film

editor; $364.94 for vacation pay, taxes and

workmen's compensation on extra help.

Total, $4510.54. That's with own cameras.

Rental of 3D camreas would be extra.

0 0
Universal copped the distinction of pre-

senting the first combination showing of 3D

and wide-screen by two days with its open-

ing of "It Came From Outer Space" at Los

Angeles' RKO Hillstreet and Pantages The-

atres on May 27. In New York, Columbia

will open the 3D "Fort Ti" on the Criterion's

wide screen, May 29. U's showings will be

on its own wide screen, which has a 2 to 1

aspect ratio. The Columbia film will be

proportioned 1.85 to I. Both will have stereo-

phonic sound. "Fort Ti" replaces "The 5000

o o
The union is getting into the 3D picture.

Tri-States Paramount Theatre in Waterloo,

la., has granted union projectionists a 10'-

wage boost for 3D showings and the Water-

loo Theatre is negotiating . . . The MPAA -

Code chief, Joseph I. Breen, sees no undue

complications with 3D, even with the Mon-

roe's, the Russell's and the Hayworth's . .

After sampling exhibitor opinion in the

Eastern Pa. territory, Allied's Sidney

Samuelson reports that the feeling is thai

stereophonic sound isn't ncress ir\ Hi thea-

tres under 1500 seats.
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JUNE 1 ISSUE

BULLETIN

SUMMER

PRODUCT

ANALYSIS

This will be the one and only complete survey

and boxoffice rating of features to be released

—in all dimensions—during the coming sum-

mer months . . . Done, of course, in the

uniquely thorough FILM BULLETIN manner.

[ STUDIO SIZ6-UPS
(Continued from Page 17)

WARNER BROTHERS

Enters Wide-Screen Derby

With 44-Pic Slate in 18 Mos.

Warner Broths has entered the battle of

tin' aspect ratios with its own wide-screen

process to be known as WarnerScope. Jack
1.. Warner in announcing an 18-month pro-

duction and releasing schedule of 44 pictures,

was enthusiastic about the variety in tech-

nique and produce promised by the various

processes. The announcement would seem
to preclude any possibility thai the company
is about to sold to RCA, as has been so

frequently rumored in Hollywood.

Twenty-three of the films on the releasing

schedule are set for filming between now and
September of 1954, Warner declared, four of

which will be made by independents for WE
release. The studio will continue to turn

"ill f'lms in both 21) and 3D, in addition to

the wide-screen process. Extensive use of

both WarnerColor and Technicolor, as well

as WarnerPhonic sound, are planned in ex-

ecuting the slate of pictures.

\\ arnerScope was described as a newly
perfected process which was first brought
into usable form several months ago. Com-
plete details will be revealed at a press

demonstration which is being set up for late

this month.

INDEPENDENTS

Independent production is at a low ebb
this month with only five pictures now
before the cameras. Of that number all but

two are in standard 21), and approximated
half of them are being filmed on location.

However, new companies continue to

spring up, indicating that the day of the in-

dependent producer is not yet wholly gone.

One of the most promising of the new out-

fits is MKM Motion Pictures, a Laveen.

Vrizona, company which is working on a

ten picture slate. Two features are already

completed, and the remaining eight are set

to be filmed within the next year, on budgets
averaging between $250,000 and $2,000,000.

Leo Knox Marlow, who with her father,

M. K. Marlow, heads the company, is in

Hollywood at the present time seeking a re-

releasing deal for the slate of pictures with

an already established distribution firm. The
two completed films are: "The Phoenix

Bird" and "A Salesman of God," both made
in Eastman color, and both filmed at the

Marlow's Arizona ranch. Leo Marlow (a

woman, by the way) will direct all of tin-

pictures, using Hollywood players and Tech-

nicians.

Wesley Harry and Kdward L. Alperson,

Jr., are the founders of another new com-
pany, Kateway Pictures Corp., which rolls

its first film today. "Run for the Money"
(Bill Williams-Jean Porter) is the initial

production, and it will he filmed in Super-

Cinecolor.

Fred Mac.Murray has taken the leap into

inde production. Early this month, the actor

joined forces with Roy Rowland for screen-

ing "Little Tommy Tucker" (Tommy Ret-

tig). MacMurray will produce and Rowland

direct the feature, which rolls today (May
18).

Jack Broder Productions, which is film-

ing "Outlaw Territory" (MacDonald Carey-

Joanne Dru-John Ireland) in 3D is pushing

hard to capitalize on tin- craze while it is

still hot. Rushes on the picture, which Ire-

land is also directing, arc being flown di-

rectly to New York, in an effort to get-

major studio release in time for mid-Jul

distribution.

Other indies now filming are: "Sha

River" (Steve Cochran-Carole Mathews),

John Rawlins production which Kawli

both produces and directs, in wide-scre

Eastman Color; a Joseph Bernhard produ

tion, "'The Moonlighter" (Barbara Stanwyc

Fred MacMurray)—Roy Rowland directinj

and "Sabre Jet" (Robert Stack-Coleen Gra-

—Carl Krueger producer, Lewis King '|

rector.
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R?S R6CORD
951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Completed (57)

Completed (19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

M PRODUCTION
cyal African Rifles, The (C)

TITLE—Runninq Time
OMPLETED
rmy Bound 161)

attle Zone 182)

>wery Knights
anyon Ambush (53)

Hurst-Tate
Cast Rei. No. Rev.

Clements 10-52 5216.
Hodiak-Christian ..... 9-52 5301..

Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Coates 10-12 5244..

ipqs of the Arctic 143) Kirby-Grant 12-28 5222
irgo 169) Elliot 9-52 5226..

at Top (C) 185) ,.. Hayden-Carlson 1 1-52 5201
unman, The ...Wilson-Knight 4-13 5252 ...

iawatha IC) 180) Edwards-Dugay 12-7 5202...

omesteaders. The 1621 Elliott-Vallin 2-53
lopy Gorcey-Hall 2-53 5318
ngle Girl 170) Sheffield-Sharpe 12-7 5208
insas Pacific IC) 173) ... Hayden-Miller 2-53 5302
exican Silver Wilson-Clyde
urder Without Tears Stevens-Benedict
3 Holds Barred 166) Bowery Boys 12-52 5214 .

>rthwest Territory 161) Grant-Chinook 12-9 -

n of Belle Starr Larsen-Castle 6-53 5309
ngier Incident 177) Brent-Aldon 2-53 5316
<as City Brown-Ellison 12-30
rpedo Alley 184) Stevens-Malone 11-52 5308.
:ious Years, The (79) _ Cook-Moore 2-18
hite Lightning (61) Clements-Bestar 3-53 5236
voming Roundup (53) Wilson-Coates 11-9 5254...

uared Circle, The ...Kirkwood-Gleason

COLUMBIA
r52-53 Features

Serials

Completed
Completed

(50)

I 3)

Production (3)

Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

^ 1
1
pet Heston-Scott

HI Below Zero (Tl Alan Ladd
»;s Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT) Hayworth-Ray
E Heat, The Glenn Ford

OMPLETED
'air in Trinidad (98)

Rel. No. Rev.

Hayworth-Ford 9-52
/ Ashore (T) (80) _ Rooney-Lawrence
t bush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
B Jump, The IT) Ladd-Andrews
Be Canadian Rockies (58) Autry-Buttram
Csrge of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
C na Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
Cl 9° Bill McGuire-Moore ...

Ciquest of Cochise IT) Hodiak-Stark
Cisin' Down the River (T) Haymes-Totter
Eit Iron Men (80) Colleano-Franz
F fighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
F; Angels on Murder 188) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Ft Ti IT) (DDI Montgomery-Vohs
4 1 Man, The 173) Ireland-Denning
5 10 Fingers of Dr. T., The IT) Hayes-Healy
Fcr Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer
Fm Here to Eternity Clift-Lancaster
Gss Wall, The 180) . Gassman-Grahame
Gden Hawk (T) (83) ...Fleming-Haydn
Gdtown Ghost Riders (57) Autry-Burnette

3-53
5-53

11-52

501

534
7-28

12-52

3-53

6-53

1-53

4-53
10-52
5-53

1 1-3

508

506
"

9-22

8-52 504

H gman's Knot IT) 181) Scott-Jarman . 11-52
H>py Time, The (94) Boyer-Driscoll 12-52
H Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
In sion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle 12-52
J.k McCall. Desoerado IT) (76) Montgomery-Stevens 4-53
J^ler, The 1861 Douglas-Vitale 6-53
-H)le Safari ...Weissmuller-Greene
L< es of the Chorus (61) (Reissue). Monroe-Jergens 11-52U of the Comanches IT) (85) Crawford-Hale 2-53
u- of the Pony Express Autry-BurnettU Posse, The Crawford-Derek .....

Li Tram From Bombay (72) Hall-Ferraday
Us Do It Again (T) Wyman-Milland
Ml m the Dark IDD) 170) O'Brien-Totter 4-53
M iber of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris ... 3-53
M ion Over Korea Hodiak-Derek
UiTopof Old Smoky (59) Autry-Burnette 3-53
U Girl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas 4-53
Pafinder, The (T) (78) Montogmery-Carter 1-53
Pr:e of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush 3-53
Pr iners of the Casbah IT) Graham-Romero
Pr,lem Girls (70) Walker-Elliott 4-53
Kabow Round My Shoulder (T) (78) Laine-Daniels 9-52 503
Ke gade Canvon (Tl IDD) John Derek
kits of the Whistling Pines Autry-White

;
ime IT) (103) Hayworth-Granger 4-53

ia,ge Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53
Se-ent of the Nile IT) (81) Fleming-Lundigan 5-53

of Bagdad (Tl (72) Henreid-Medina 6-53

6-30

2-23

8-1

4-20
12-29

528
516
524

3-23
9-22

545
539

Stnge Fascination 1801 _Moore-Haas 12-52
la et—Hong Kong (66) Denning-Loo 2-53
inderhoof (77) (Reissue) Foster-Stuart 6-53
»«Un, The (T) 1421 Documentary Special
voloo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckharf . 1 1—52
W'on Team (61) Autry-Buttram 9-52
E! Cry IC) Montgomery-Long

One, The Brando-Murphy

4-6

.5-4

505 10-6

w
476
435

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.

"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the

Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time

in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)

Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-

color, (NO Natural Color, (WO WarnerColor.

952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights IReissue)
Bachelor in Paris (83)

Bad Blonde (80)

Captain Kidd IReissue) (89)

Eyes of the Jungle
Gambler and the Lady 171)

Ghost Ship
Great Jesse James Raid (AC)
Great White Hunter IReissue) 189)

Hellgate (87)
I'll Get You 1791

Johnny the Giant Killer IT)

Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)

Perils of the Junale 163)

Sins of Jezebel
Slasher, The
Tall Texan, The (84)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63) —
Twilight Women
White Goddess (731

1952-53 —
Cast

Anna May Wong
Price-Auer
Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton
Jon Hall
Dane Clark
Court-Walsh
Parker-Payton
Peck-Preston
Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
George Raft
Tracy-Sawyer
Clyde Beatty
P. Goddard
Kenny-Collins
Brldges-Cobb
Special Cast
Jackson-Ray
Jon Hall

Rel.

4-24
4-17
4-10
12-12

7-1
12-26

5-8
7-17

12-12
... 9-5

1-16
6- 5

No.

5215
5213
521 I

5210

Rev.

5204
5228
5221
5209
5113
5206
5205

1 1-28
3-20
9-4

5-29
2- 13

1 1-14
5-15
3-27

5203
5214
5225
5218
5207
5201
5217
5224

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (54) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Torch Song (T) -

Crest of the Wave
Fort Bravo ••

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) -

Affairs of Dobie Gillis

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Apache War Smoke (67)...

Arena (Ansl (3-D)

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)

Band Wagon, The IT)

Battle Circus 190) -

Because You're Mine IT) 1103)

Big Leaguer, The .

Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 169)

Confidentially Connie (71)

Cry of the Hunted (80)

Danqerous When Wet IT)

Desperate Search, The (71)

Devil Makes Three, The 190) (T)

Dream Wife 199)

Easy To Love IT)

Everything I Have Is Yours IT) 192)

Fast Company 160)

Fearless Fagan (78)

Fame and Fortune
Girl Who Had Everything, The(69)

Great Diamond Robbery, The
Hoaxters, The (36)

Hour of Thirteen, The (80)

I Love Melvin IT) (77)

Invitation to the Dance (T)

Ivanhoe ITI 1106) =

Jeopardy 1701

Julius Caesar — —
Latin Lovers IT)

Lili IT) 181)

Main Street to Broadway
Merry Widow, The IT) 1 105)

Million Dollar Mermaid (T) (110)

Mogambo (T) -

My Man and I 199) ...

Naked Spur, The IT) 191)

Never Let Me Go 194)

Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)

Prisoner of Zenda IT) 1 100)

Ouo Vadis IT) (168)
Remains To Be Seen 1881

Ride. Vaauero (Ans)
Rogue's March 184)

Saadia IT)

Scandal At Scourie ITI

Sky Full of Moon 1731

Slight Case of Larceny
Small Town Girl IT) 193)

Sombrero ITI 1103)

Story of Three Loves IT) 11221

Take the High Ground lAns)

fime Bomb 177) .

You For Me 170)

Young Bess ITI 1112)

Cast
Crawford-Wilding
Kelly-Richards ......

Holden-Parker

Rel. No.

190)

Taylor-Parker
Reynolds-Van
Taylor-Granger
Roland-Horton
Young-Bergen
Turner-Douglas
Astaire-Charisse
Bogart-Allyson
Lanza-Whitmore
Robinson-Ellen
Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer
Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas
Keel-Greer
Kelly-Angeli .....

Grant-Kerr
Williams-Johnson
Champion-O' Keefe
H. Keel-P. Bernen
leigh-Carpenter
Tracy-Simmons
Taylor-Lamas
Skelton-Williams
Documentary
Lawford-Addams ...

O'Connor-Reynolds
Kelly-Youskevitch ,..

R. Toylor-E. Taylor
Stanwyck-Sullivan
Brando-Mason
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer ,

All-Star
Turner-Lomas
Williams-Mature
Gable-Gardner
Winters-Montalban
Stewart-Ryan
Gable-Tierney
Tracy-Tierney
Granger-Kerr
Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon
Carpenter- Sterling
Rooney-Brac ken
J. Powell-Granger
Montalban-Angeli
All-Star Cast
Widmark-Stewart
-Ford-Vernon
Lawford-Greer
Simmons-Grangrr

1-53 313

Rev.

12-1

10-52

1-53

305

315

10-6

2-?

4-53
10-52

1-53
4-53
4-53

1-53
9-52

321

304

326
316
329
322
330

314
302

2-9
9-8

4-20
1-26

12-1

8-25

10-52

8-52

3-53

306
332
241

10-20

7-14

3-9

1-53

11-52
3-53

319
309
323

1-12

10-20
2-9

8-52
2-53

307
317

6-30

9-52
12-52

301

312

9-22
I 1-17

9-52
2-53
5-53

I 1-52

I 1-52

3-53

303
318
327
310
308
218
331

320

4-6
11-3
10-20
11- 19

5- -!

1-12

12-52 311

4-53
3-53
3-53

325
324

11-17

3-9

8-52 240
333

8-1 I

5-4
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PARAMOUNT

No. Rev.

10-20

1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Red Garters IWS) (T) Clooney-Taylor
Elephant Walk IT) Andrews-Taylor

COMPLETED
Arrowhead (T) Heston -Palance
Blazinq Forest (T) (91) Payne-Moorehead 12-52 5207

Botany Bay IT) Ladd-Mason
Caddy. The - Martin & Lewis.
Caribbean IT) (95) Payne-Dahl
Carrie I I 181 Olivier-Jones 6-16

Cleopatra 1 1041 Reissuel Colbert-Wilcoxon
Come Back Little Sheba 199) Lancaster-Booth 1-26

Elephant Walk ITI Leigh-Andrews
Encore 190) ...Maugham Stories

Forever Female Rogers- Holden
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) 195) Genn-Taylor 4-53 5215 2-23

Greatest Show On Earth IT) 1151) Stewart-Hutton

Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls (T) ..Hope-Martin
Houdini (T) ..

Curtis-Leigh

Hurricane Smith (Tl 190) DeCarlo-lreland
Jumping Jacks (98) Martin-Lewis
Jamaica Run IT) (92) Milland-Dahl

Just For You IT) 1104) Crosby-Wyman
Little Boy Lost Crosby-Dauphin
Los Alamos .

Barry-Carke
Military Policeman Hope-Maxwell _

Money From Home IT) I3D) Martin-Lewis
Off Limits (891 Hope-Rooney
Pony Ex oress (T) HOI) Heston-Fleming
Road to Bali IT) (91) Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree (T) (3-D) Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) (95) - Heston-Hanson -

Scared Stiff (108) Martin-Lewis
Shane IT) 1118) Ladd-Arthur

9--52 5202
8 -52 5123

12-

1-

-52
.m

5208
1 3

7 -52 5122

4--S3 5215
S -53 5129

7-53
10-52
7-52
4-53
9-52

5223
5204
5121
5220
5201

9-22
6-1 &
4-20
8-11

4-53
5-53
1-53

5216
5217
5209

3-9
12-1

5-53
11-52
6-53

Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) ...Hutton-Meeker
Son of Paleface IT) (104) Hope-Russell
Stalaq 17 1 120) Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Sinqinq, The 199) (T) Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The (100) Martin-Lewis
Those Redheads from

Seattle IParV) (T) Fleming-Barry
Thunder in the East (98) Ladd-Kerr
Turning Point. The (851 Holden-Smith
Tropic Zone (T) (941 Reagan-Fleming
Vanquished, The (T) (84) Payne-Sterling
War of the Worlds (Tl 185) Barry-Robinson

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
Admiral was a Lady (Reissue (87)
Atomic Monster (Reissue) (65)

I Formerly The Man-made Monster)
Battles of Chief Pontiac (75)
Calling Mr. Death 163) (Reissue)
Cairo Road (85)
Chinatown Squad IReissue) (66)
Cuban Pete (61) (Reissue)
Dark of Sts. of Cairo IReissue) (59)
Fame & the Devil (80)
Flyinq Saucer (Reissue) (69)
House of Darkness 163)
House of the 7 Gables, The (97)

I Reissue

)

If This Be Sin (74)
Inside Job (65) (Reissue) „
In Society (Reissue) (83)
Johnny Comes Marching Home (74)

(Reissuel
Lucy Goes Wild (90) (Reissue)
Mug Town (60) (Reissue) „
Missing Head (62)

(Reissue of "Strange Confession")
Mr. Pip (101) (Reissue)
My Death is a Mockery (67)
Private Buckaroo (68) IReissue)
Run For the Hills 176)
Rhythm of the Island (60) (Reissue)
Salome, Where She Danced
Song of the Saronq 165) (Reissuel

(T) (Reissue) (97)
Strange Conquest (Reissue (64)
Tiger Island IReissue) (72)
Vanishing Body (65)

IReissue of "Black Cat")
Wide Boy (661

10-52
8-52
7-53
3-53
3-53

5230
5206
5222

5203
5124
5224
S2I4
5212

I 0-6
4-20
4-20
9-8
7-14

1-12

1-53 5210 ... 11-17
10-410-52 .. 5205 _

1-53 5211 12-29
6-53 5221

5218 3-9

Hendrix-O'Brien
Chaney-Atwil;

1

Barker-Wescott
Chaney-Naish
.Harvey-Portman
Hobson-Talbot
Arnez-Smith
Gurie-Zucco

.. Auer-Buford
Conrad-Garrison

..Harvey-Shaw
Sanders-Price

2-53
4-S3

11-52
1-53

10-52
3-53
11-52
3-53

1 1-52
4-53
10-52
2-53

Loy-Greene
Curtis-Rutherford
Abbott & Costello
O'Conner-Jones -

11-52
12-52.
3-53
2-53

..Ball-Brent

..Dead End Kids
Chaney-Joyce

Hull-Holmes
D. Huston-Byron
Harry James
B. Payton-S. Tufts

A. Jones-J. Frazee

1 1-52
12-52
1-53

2-53
12-52.
2-53
4-53
5-53

N. Kelly-W. Gargan
DeCarlo-Cameron
Wyatt-Bishop
Bickford-Young
Karloff-Lugosi

Shaw-Tafler

1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

REPUBLIC
Completed (13)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

5-53
3-53
5-53
5-53
1-53

12-52

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

COMPLETED
Champ Fom Brooklyn. The Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps foung-Powers 6-12
Constable of Carson City Lane-Waller
Desperatoes Outpost (54) Allen 10-8... 5174 _

Rel. No. Rev.

Down Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java (Tr)
Iron Mountain Trail

Ladv Wants Mink. The ITr) (921
Laughinq Ann IT)

Marshal of Cedar Rock 1511
Perilous Journey
Ouiet Man, The (T) (129) ,.

Ride the Man Down ITr) (90)
San Antone 190)
Sea of Lo*t Ships
South Pacific Trail (60) ., _
Sun Shines Bright
Sweethearts on Parade ITr)

Thunderbirds (981
Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90)
Tropical Heat Wave (74)
Savage Frontier

WAC From Walla Walla 183)
Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman They Almost Lynched 190)

Allen-Pickens
MacMurray-Ralston 4-28
Allen-Pickens 5-8
Hussey-O'Keefe 3-5
Corey-Tucker
Lane-Waller 2-1
Raluston-Brian 4-5
Wayne-O'Hara 9-14
Donlevy-Tucker 11-52
Cameron-Whelan 2-15
Derek-Hendrix
Allen-Estelita 10-20
Winninger-Whelan 5-2
Middleton-Norman
Derek-Barrymore I 1-27
Monroe-Leslie 10-10
Estelita-Hutton 10-1

Lane-Waller 5-15
Canova-Dunne 10-10
Cameron-Hussey 9-5.
Lund-Leslie .. 3-20

5207
523 1

5241 I

5206
5108 t-»\
5202 1 1-3

5203

5145
S208

5201
5109
5126
5242
5123
5107 8-11

RKO RADIO

Cast
Robert son-Hunnicutt
G. Ford-A. Sheridan

Rel. No. R.r.

1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE— Running Time

Arizona Outpost IC)
Fury of the Junqle IC) IWS)

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising 181) (Re-issue)
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Annie Oakley 191) (Re-issue)
Angel Face 191)

Beware, My Lovely (77) „

Biq Skv. The (122)
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99) ...

Break-Up
Captive Woman 165)
Count the Hours 174)

Face to Face 192)

Hands Across the Sea
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120)
Hitch-Hiker, The (71) ...

Jet Pilot IT) 1118)

Trevor-Wayne 9-52
Simmons-Younq I 1-52

Stanwyck-Foster 9-52
Mitchum-Simmons 2-53
Lupino-Ryan 9—52
Douglas-Martin . 8-52

384
368
383
312
302
361

12-52 307

1-2

8-1_
306
316
309

2-2

12-

Look Who's Laughing (79) ... .

Lusty Men, The (113)
Man Who Fooled Hitler
Montana Belle ITr) 181)
Never Wave At A Wac (87)
No Escape
No Time for Flowers (831

One Minute to Zero 1105)
Peter Pan ITI 177)

Second Chance ....

She Had to Sav Yes 189)

Split Second 1851

Story of Robin Hood (T) (84)

Sudden Fear (110)

Darnell-Wewton
Simmons-Mature
Clarke-Field 10-52
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mason-Preston 11-52
Rennie-Peters
Kaye-Grainger 11-52 351 1-2

O'Brien- Lovejoy 3-53 314 1-

Wayne-Leigh —
Ball-McGee 8-52 _ 381

-Hayward-Mitchum 10-52 304 It-

Werner -

Russell-Brent 1 1-52 308
Russell-Wilson 1-53 371

Ayres-Tufts
Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53 313 12-1

-Mitchum-Tallman ... 8-52 301 . ...7-2

Disney-Cartoon Feature .... 2-53 392 1-2

Linda Darnell
Simmons-Mitchum 2-53

Tarzan and the She Devil
3-D Follies, The (EC) IStC)
Too Many Girls (85)

Under the Red Sea (67) ....

Wild Heart, The (T) (82) ...

McNally-Smith
-Todd-Rice
-Crawford- Palance
8arker-MacKenzie
Horton Dancers ...

Ball-Arnaz
..Hass-Berl

Jennifer Jones

6-53
7-52
8-52

318
391
362 8-1

8-52 382
10-52 305
7-52 274 ...

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN
Cast

Webb-Dee
Wagner-Moore

Rel.
PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time
Be Prepared
Twelve Mile Reef IT) ICinS)

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) l?0)_Gaynor-Brady 11-52

Blueprint For Murder - Cotten-Peters

Call Me Madam (T) (117) Merman-O'Connor 4-53

City of Bad Men IT) Crain-Robertson

Dangerous Crossing Crain-Rennie

Desert Rats 188) - - Mason-Burton 5-53

Destination Gobi (T! (89) Widmark-Taylor 3-53

Don't Bother To Knock (76) Widmark-Monroe 9-52

Down Among Sheltering Palms (T) (87) Lundigan-Greer . 3-53

Dream Boat (83) Webb-Francis 8-52..

Farmer Takes A Wife. The IT) (81) Grable-Robertson 7-53

Gentleman's Agreement 1 1 1 8) Reissue Peck-McGuire 5-53

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T) Russell-Monroe 8-53

Girl Next Door, The 192) Raver-Dailey 6-53

Glory Briqade 182) - Mature-Moore . 7-53

How to Marry A Millionaire IT) ICinS) Grable-Monroe

I Don't Care Girl IT) 178) .. Gaynor-Wayne 1-53

Inferno IC) (3-D) Ryan-Lundigan

Invaders From Mars (C) 178) H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53

Kid From Left Field, The Dailey-Bancroft

Kiss of Death 199) IReissue) Widmark-Mature 7-53

Lady in the Iron Mask INC) (78) _ L. Hayward-Medina 7-52 .

Les Miserables (104) _Rennie-Paget 8-52.

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) — Peters-Hunter J"f?~
Man On A Tightrope 1105) March-Moore 5-53

Monkey Business 197) Grant-Rogers .... 10-52..

My Cousin Rachel 198) deHavll and-Burton .....1-53...

My Pal Gus (83) Widmark-Dru — t
-*? "

My Wife's Best Friend (101) Baxter-Carey ....... '0-52

Niagara (T) 189) Cotten-Peters
/."Iv

Night Without Sleep 177) Darnell-Merrll
"I
-"

O Henry's Full House (HI) Cram-Granger 9-52...

Pickup on South Street 180)... Widmark-Peters 6-53

Pony Soldier IT) (82) Power-Edwards 12-52...

Powder River IT) 178) Calhoun-Calvet 6-53

President's Lady, The 196) Hayward-Heston 4-53

Roadhouse 195) IReissue) Widmark-Lupino 7-53

Ruby Gentry (82) J. Jones-Heston . 1-53

No. Rev

236 II-

11 1 8-i

319
313 3

224 7-:

.317 2-

...223......

307 .
5-

320

302

314

218 7-

.225 8-

_227
316 ... 4

.230

.301— 12-

.233
231 .....

306 ...

_23S_
.228.-.

322
.237
321
312

l2
r

5

II-

303 12-
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il lor of the King
Iver Whip. The 173)

ar, The 18?)

lake Pit M08) I Reissue )

ows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

mething For The Birds (81) —
ars and Stripes Forever IT) 189)

eel Trap 185) _
xi 177)

be. The IT] ICinSI

ief of Venice (91)

anic 198)

•asure of Golden Condor (T) 193)

night We Sing IT) 1109)

:kie

ay of a Gaucho (T) (91)

hat Price Glory IT) (III)

hite Witch Doctor. The IT)

Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun- Robert son

. Betre Davis
DeHavil land- Stevens
Peck-Hayward
Mature-Neal
Webb-Paget
Cotton-Wright
Daley-Smith
Burton-Simmons
..Montez-Christian
Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith
Pima-Peters
Crain-Peters
Tierny-Calhoun

. Cagney-Dailey
Hayward- Mite hum

8-53
2-S3
3-53
5-53

10-52
10-52
12-52
1 1-52
3-53

12-52
5-53
2-53
4-53

9-52
8-52
7-53

309
316 2-23

9-22
238 1 1-3

239 ...... 12-1

232
.305

304 12-1

3 I 8 5-4
308 2-23
310

229
226

10-20
7-28

UNITED ARTISTS
752-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART

198)

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

l.q Around Saturn 1201 IWS)

OMPLETED
/t of Love
/ ica Screams
•assin, The
Eaes in Bagdad (79)
Eidits of Corsica. The 181 )

f aking the Sound Barrier 1115)
iana Devil I3D) (Ans) 185)
Cptain John Smith
ind Pocahontas IPathe C) ...

</ the Beloved Country (96) ...

Cnghis Khan
Gerrilla Girl 181)

Cest Wife 190)
IThe Jury I3DI
I in the Bag (87)
kisas City Confidential
Lly Vanishes. The (85)
L.elight 1140)
Lury Girl 196)
Kgnetic Monster 175)
Mba IT)

K s Hargreaves
.isoon (79)
ton Is Blue. The
K j lin Rouae ITI 1 1 181
C post in Malaya 188)
Srshal's Dauqhter, The
Mnderthal Man. The
P ntom From Space
R Jers of the Seven Seas (T)
R Planet Mars (87)
Rurn to Paradise (T)
Rj, The (78)
R:r, The (T) (9?)
S rlet Spear. The (An)
S ot First

S of the Renegade (57)
Tit Man From Tangier
T ; f, The 185)
Tubstone Express IT)

T<[ Brown's Schooldays 193)
T Inky. The
Ulamed Women 170)
V:ano (1061
Win I Grow Up (90)
v>ness. The _

1952-53 —
Cast Rel. No. Rev.

K. Douglas-D. Robin
Beatty-Buck
Gregson-Grahame
Goddard-Lee
Greene- Raymond
Todd-Richardson
Stack-Britton

Jr.Dexter-Hale.
Lee-Poitier
M. Conde-E. Reyos
Dantine-Marianna
Colbert-Ameche
Elliott.Castle
Allen-Benny
Payne-Gray
Redgrave-Lockwood
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron ...

Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn ....

Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
Claudette Colbert
L. Anders K. Murray
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes ._

...Rios-More.no

Swinburne-Shields
-. Archer-Hyer
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Asther-Coleman
Milland-Gam
Montgomery- Hunter
Davies-Newton
H. Conried-G. Blondell
Jewel Productions
A. Magnani-G. Brooks
Preston-Scott
Bergman-Brando

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-22
6-12
1-23

9-52

9-2
1-16
9-5
2-6

1-30
2- 18

Chap I 1-3

12-14

3-6
1 1-26
6-26
6-19

5-15
5-27
5-15

I 9-25
. 2-15

12-29

Sml

Ren
8-25

5-15
3-27
5-8

10-10 Pop 10-6

11-2
6-10
9-52
6-5

.4-20

UNIVERSAL
1 52-53 Feature s Completed (32) I n Production ( I i

RELEASE CHART

II PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

Vvgs of the Hawk (3D) (East C)

C MPLETED
A ott & Costello Go To Mars 177)
Alott and Costello Meet
K Jekyll & Mr. Hyde

A'inst All Flaqs IT) 1831
A American
A I Desire
Bi( to God's Country IT)

Beiuse of You (95)
81 k Castle, The 181

)

Bc:o Goes To College 179) .

Brly's Bunch IT)

Ci Beneath the Sea ITI 187) ....

Cnmn South IT)
Di at Silver Creek, The (T) 177)
D< rt Legion ITI 1861
Ea of Sumatra IT)
Fc idden
Fr cis Covers the Big Town 1831
Gi; in the Night 1831
B'Jen Blade, The (T)
G smoke IT) 179]
Mand Pa Kettle Hit the Road
M From the Alamo
H'lons West IT) IB I)
It ame From Outer Space ( 3-D

)

|t rows On Trees (34)
H appens Every Thursday 180)
Lai and Order ITI 180)
Lajess Breed, The IT) (83)
Lc. Hand IT) (80)
L° in Alaska 176)
M.md Pa Kettle in Waikiki
M.and Pa Kettle on Vacation(75)

— 1952-53 —
Cast

Adams-Heflin
Rel. No. Rev.

302 10-20
304
232 8-25

Abbott & Costello Apr 316 3-23

Abbott-Costello Aug
Flynn-O'Hara Dec 305 12-1
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
Young-Chandler Nov
McNally-Greene Dec.
Perreau-Gwenn Sept
O'Hara-Chandler
Ryan-Powers Mar 308
Murphy-Evans June 320
Murphy-Domergue Aug 228
Ladd-Dahl Apr 315 3-9
Chandler-Maxwell _
Curtis-Dru Aug
Donald O'Connor July
Holden-Farrell Feb 311 1-26
Laurie-Hudson
Murphy-Drake Mar 312
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams
..Ryan-Adams Oct
Carlson-Rush May
Dunne-Jagger Nov...
Young-Forsythe May
Reagan-Malone May
Hudson-Adams Jan
McCrea-Hale May
Abbott-Costello Aug
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr 314

235
322
303
319
318
306
317

229

10-6

7-28

Man From the Alamo IT) Murphy-Domergue
Meet Me at the Fair IT) (87) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198) Power-Laurie
Prince of Bagdad (T) Mature-Field
Queen Is Crowned. A IT) Documentary
Raiders, The (T) (82) .. Conte-Lindfors
Redhead From Wyoming IT) 180) O'Hara-Nicol
Seminole IT] 186) Hudson-Hale
Sioux Uprising (T) Chandler-Domergu<
Son of Ali Baba (T) (75) Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town (T) Sheridan-Hayden
Tumbleweed ITI Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay (T) Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier, The IT) (751 Cotten-Winters
Walk ing Mv Baby Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
Willie and Joe Back at the Front 187) Ewell-Lembec k

World in His Arms, The IT) 1 104) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer IT) 186) Chandler-Brady

Jan 307 12-15
Feb 310 1-12

June
Nov 301
Jan 309
Mar 313
July
Sept 231 8-25

June 321

Aug
Sept. 230

Oct 233 10-6
Aug 227
Oct . 234

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) (70)
April in Paris IT) 1 101 1

Big Jim Me Lain (90)
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) I 102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Carson City IWC) 187)
Cattle Town (71)
Charqe at Feather River IWC) (3D)
City Is Dark, The
Crimson Pirate. The IT) 1104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The I I I 0

Diamond Queen IEC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax IWC) I3DI 190)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Jazz Sinqer. The IT) 1107]

Lion and the Horse. The (WC) 183)
Lion Is In th Streets. A (T)

Lost Patrol. The IWC)
Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)

Miracle of Fatima (WC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Ridinq Shotqun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway I WC) 195)

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) 1101)

So Big
So This Is Love IT)

South Sea Woman
Springfield Rifle IWC) 193)
Stop. You're Killing Me IWC) 186).

Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (10?)
Sulu Sea _

System, The (87)
Three Sailors and A Girl IT]

Trouble Alonq the Way MOD
Where's Charley? (T) (97)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel. No.

Abbott-Costello 12-27
Day-Bolger 1-3

Wayne-Olson 8-30.
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte 3-28
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae 5-2
Day-Keel
Scott-Massey 6-14
Morgan-Carey 12-6
Madison-Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden
B. Lancaster 9-27.

Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae 5-30
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy 4-25
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter 2-28
Ladd-Mayo .............. 11-22
Thomas-Lee 2—14
Cochran-Teal 4-1?
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Wymore 1-31

Roland-Clark 10-11.

Wilde-Thaxter - 11-8

Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran 3-14

Mayo-Reagan 7-12
Wyman-Hayden -

Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper-Thaxter .............. 10-25
Crawford-Trevor 1—17.

Roger, Jr.-Wyman 7-26
Lancaster-Mavo
Lovejoy- Perrin 4-18
Powell-MacRae
Wayne-Reed 4-4

Bolger-McLerie 8-16

208
209 .

201

215

2 19

123
207

''202'"

220

2 18

213
206
212
I I?

211
203
205

214

128

Rev.

12-1

9-8

3-23

4-6

5-19
12-1

9-22

5-18

4-20

2-9

1-26

12-2?
?-8

10-20

204
210
12?

217

2-?

10-4
12-15
7-28

4-6"

216
130

3-23
7-14

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve \our POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics . . . your
cost of living has risen an
average of 90.8% during the

period 1939 to 1952. FOOD set

the pace in this big parade of

higher prices . . . with an
increase of 133.2%!...
HOUSE FURNISHINGS have
contributed an increase of

105% ... and APPAREL has
climbed 102.3%! . . . Mean-
while, the Exhibitors Digest

reports an average increase

of 98.9% in the cost of operat-

ing your theatre, since 1940

. . . and reveals an increase of

126% in an item like Marquee
Letters . . . 90% in printing . .

.

143% in seats... and a variety

of other increases in the costs

of supplies and equipment . .

.

that are representative of the

increased operating costs

you have acquired during
this past dozen years.

Check these increases for

Yourself!

THEN...

DATI0IMI

COMPARE ... the negligible in-

crease, IF ANY, that you have
paid N.S.S., during all these years

of rising costs!

COMPARE ... all your costs, with

the LOW COST, Service-with-a-

Smile Policy of The Prize Baby!

SERVICE
of mnnousmv





FIRST.with WIDE-VISION SCREEN
and STEREOPHONIC SOUND...
on "THUNDER BAY' at the

LOEWS STATE, N.Y. • MAY 20th

NOW 7/niver$a/-<9n+ern$+ion$/ brings

FIRSTthe niwi 3-D PICTURE on the

GIANT WIDE VISION SCREEN
WITH STEREOPHONIC SOUND/
at the RKO HILLSTREET and PANTAGES Theatres, Los Angeles, May 2\

the FIRST 3-D SCIENCE-FICTION STORY

THE FIRST ALL 3-D PROGRAM WITH

the FIRST 3-D MUSICAL FEATURETTE

<y NAT KING COLE
Singing "Pretend"

RUSS MORGAN'S Orchestra

and Sensational m REVUE

Produced and Directed by Will COWAN

A UNIVERSAL INT tRNAT ION Al FEATURETTE



RICHARD CARLSON BARBARA RUSHstarring

with CHARLES DRAKE • RUSSELL JOHNSON • KATHLEEN HUGHES • JOE SAWYER

Directed by JACK ARNOLD • Screenplay by HARRY ESSEX • Story by RAY BRADBURY Produced by WILLIAM ALLAND

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE



4th BIG WEEK, NEWYORK!

3rd BIG WEEK, LOS ANGELES!

SMASH OPENING, MINNEAPOLIS

THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE d£d) CENTURY-FOX BUSINEti



Let's Make Hay

Like the young- woman in the song, the majority

of theatremen are fluctuating between fascination and

confusion. Bewitched by the golden prospects of the

third dimension and the panoramic screen, bothered

by the welter of conflicting advice on aspect ratios,

they are utterly bewildered about the film product

situation for the months ahead. With the current con-

centration on the new projection processes, that is

readily understandable.

It is well to look to the future, but, meanwhile,

exhibitors face the immediate task of keeping their

theatres in operation until they convert to one system

or another. They must know what product \\Mll be

available to them in the conventional medium and how

it can best be exploited to stimulate the public's

interest. While keeping abreast of the technological

developments, this is the No. One job confronting the

great body of exhibitors.

To the end of aiding them. FILM BULLETIN
has devoted practically this entire issue to a presenta-

tion and analysis of the motion pictures that are

scheduled for release during the months of June, July

and August. We believe this is a needed and a timely

service for our thousands of exhibitor readers. This

issue also contains a display of advertising and exploi-

tation material available on many of the summer re-

leases.

Theatremen will find much encouraging evidence

on the following pages to support the belief that this

will be a prosperous summer for movie theatres. Quali-

tatively as well as quantitatively, the warm weather

programs look most promising. It is evident that at

least some of the leading film executives now fully

recognize the fertility of the summer season and are

eagerly planting their most fruitful pictures to bring

out the largest crops of moviegoers.

Here and there is an occasional 3D release or one

that features the advantages of wide-screen projection

with stereophonic sound, but, in the main, the pictures

listed and appraised on the following pages are "old-

fashioned" two-dimensional films with plenty of reli-

able entertainment values to offer. In former years it

was rare indeed when exhibitors had more than an oc-

casional strong attraction to offer before Labor Day.

This year there will be many.

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that a great

number of the summer releases are outstanding exploi-

tation pictures, the kind that alert and aggressive

showmen can ballyhoo to big boxofifice returns. The

list is surprisingly long, so we can point here only to

a few examples: "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" (20th-

Fox), "The Band Wagon" (M-G-M), "Pickup on

South Street" (20th-Fox), "It Came from Outer Space"

(Universal-International). "The Moon Is Blue"

(United Artists), "Beast from 20,000 Fathoms" (War-

ner Bros.)', "War of the Worlds" (Paramount),

"White Witch Doctor" (20th-Fox). "All I Desire"

(U-I ), "City That Never Sleeps" (Republic), "Inferno"

(20th-Fox), "Second Chance" (RKO). "The Charge at

Feather River" (Warners). Whether in 2D or 3D, in

wide-screen or conventional screen, these films merit

the maximum exploitation effort of all exhibitors. We
trust that effort will be forthcoming.

While not new, this thought bears repeating: the

warm weather season affords movie exhibitors a stra-

tegic opportunity to attract that large segment of the

public that are wintertime television viewers. With

TV at low ebb and a strong array of film product

available, let's make hay while the sun shines.

FltM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper published every other Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATION-
EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 4-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter, New York Editorial Rep-

resentative; Richard N. Newton, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd Street, New York 19, N. Y.,

Circle 4-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 459 Haverford Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., Hillside 8183; Jay Allen, Hollywood Editor. Subscription Rates:

ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada. $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe. $9.00.
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SUMMER PHUDUCT PHDSPELTUS

une

ALLIED ARTISTS

SAFARI DRUMS
Johnny Sheffield, Barbara Bestar. Producer-Director, Ford

Beebe. Jungle action with Bomba, the Jungle Boy, wreaking

vengeance on a photographer who starts shooting with his

gun instead of his camera.

SON OF BELLE STARR
Keith Larsen, Peggie Castle. Director, Frank McDonald. Pro-

ducer, Peter Scully. Western. Struggle of the offspring of the

notorious female bandit to overcome the maternal blot thai

brands him criminal, proving his point, but dying in the

attempt.

Lacks marquee names, but title would seem
to assure satisfactory showing in the lower

spot for western and action houses.

MURDER WITHOUT TEARS
Craig Stevens, Joyce Holden. Director, W illiam Bcaudinc.

Producer William F. Brpidy. No story or exploitation facts

a\ ailablc.

COLUMBIA

THE 5000 FINGERS OF DR. T. (Technicolor)

Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy, Tommy Rcttig. Director, Roy
Rowland. Producer, Stanley Kramer. Comedy fantasy with

music. Wild imaginings in a young boy's dreams, with his

piano teacher the villains, a plumber as the hero and his

mother the heroine. Fantastic effects include an endless piano

played by 500 boys, skating twins with a Siamese beard, a

chlorophyll-like substance that extracts sound from the air,

finally explodes.

Stanley Kramer has taken on one of the un-

likeliest subjects of his career. This one we'll

have to see to believe. It could be very good;

it might be very, very bad.

THE JUGGLER
Kirk Douglas, Mily Vitale. Director, Edward Dmytryk. Pro-

ducer, Stanley Kramer. Drama. Nazi-persecuted juggler seeks

peace in Israel, but finds he cannot escape running away from

his past.

First-rate achievement will require skillfull

exploitation to overcome the somber theme.

While on the arty side, it has the Douglas

name and powerful story values.

FORT Tl (3D) (Technicolor)

George Montgomery, John Vohs. Director, William Castle.

Producer, Sam Katzman. Action-Drama. Pre-Rcvolutionary

skirmishes with the American colonials and British attempting

to oust the French from Fort Ticonderoga.

A routine western that has nothing more

than the 3D gimmick to offer as a boxoffice

asset. Clear evidence that it was turned out

without regard for other production values.
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THE 49TH MAN
John Ireland, Richard Denning, Suzanne Dalbcrt. Director,

Fred F. Sears. Producer, Sam Katzman. American intelli-

gence agents foil a plot by subversives to explode an A-Bomb
over San Francisco.

Another in the long line of nearly exploded

A-bombs, this melodrama is strictly a pro-

grammer. Will need some high-explosive pro-

motion, considering trivia and lack of names.

SIREN OF BAGDAD (Technicolor)

Paul Henreid, Patricia Medina. Director, Richard Quine. Pro-

ducer, Sam Katzman. Costume-romance, dealing with efforts

of a troupe of Middle-Eastern entertainers to escape from a

wicked sultan.

Some gory sword-play and semi-clad cuties

cavorting about the Arabian sands gives this

Katzman programmer some punch. Play up

girls, action, girls.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

ARENA (3D) (Ansco Color)

Gig Young, Jean Hagcn. Director, Richard Fleischer. Pro-

ducer, Arthur Loew, Jr. Outdoor drama Traveling rodeo

cowboys, their hazards in the arena and how it affects their

persona] lives. Focuses on a sensational young rodeo star

refusing to give up his dangerous work, despite the threat to

hi^ marital happiness, until sudden tragedy brings him down

to earth.

Metro's first 3D film, there are plenty of sell-

ing angles. In addition to depth dimension,

it's the first 3D western, was filmed on lo-

cation in Tucson during the big annual rodeo,

has a couple of Academy Award nominees in

Young and Miss Hagen ; thrill sequences in-

clude a race between two high-powered cars

culminating in a near crash with a truck, as

well as the rodeo events. Popularity of the

rodeo promises big business in the west,

angles make it good bet for b.o. generally.

DREAM WIFE

Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Walter Pidgeon, Betta St. Join:.

Director, Sidney Sheldon. Producer, Dore Senary. Comedy-

Romance. Grant, impatient with his career-girl fiancee, pro-

poses to attractive daughter of a Persian Khan steeped in the

ways of the old world. She comes to America and is tutored

by his former fiancee, who eventually straightens out the

situation.

Sophisticated comedy, but with enough down-

to-earth humor to appeal to all audiences. Ex-

cellent marquee strength and exploitation

angles in East-West romance make this likely

b.o. prospect for all except action houses.



June 1953

THE MONTH'S BRIGHT PROSPECTS
Upper left, "The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T" (Columbia); top right, "Arena" (M-G-M). Loner, from left,

"South Sea Woman" (Warners); "Pickup on South Street" (20th-Fox) ; "Take Me to Town ( I niversulj.

A SLIGHT CASE OF LARCENY
Mickey Rooney, Eddie Bracken, Elaine Stewart. Director,

Don Weis. Producer, Henry Berman. Comedy. Rowdy slap-

stick in situation farce featuring gas station owners Rooney
as wise guy, Bracken as fall guy and the upsurging Elaine

Stewart for glamor and romance.

The Rooney-Stewart comic-glamor assets will

enable this to pull a bit better than most pro-

grammers in general sub-runs. Nothing much
here for better class spots or action fans.

SCANDAL AT SCOURIE
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Corcoran. Director,

Jean Negulesco. Producer, Edwin H. Knopf. Drama. Heart-

tugger of a Canadian couple, Protestants whose adoption of a

Catholic orphan girl leads to complications, frankly discussing

the religious question during the teary child-parent dramatics.

The Garson-Pidgeon teaming, the unusual

religious angle and the appeal to all mothers

portends a good reception in family houses

and small towns. Title s drawback. Talky

screenplay makes it tough for action spots.

-J

THE STORY OF THREE LOVES (Technicolor)

Pier Angeli, Kirk Douglas, Farley Granger, Leslie Caron,

James Mason, Moira Shearer. Directors: Gottfried Reinhardt

and Vincenti Minnelli. Producer, Sidney Franklin. Trilogy

of love affairs. Douglas, as an aerialist, teaches a near suicide

to perform on the trapeze with him in a stunt that killed his

former partner. James Mason, a dance impresario, makes

Moira Shearer forget the heart ailment that kept her from

ballet greatness, though it costs her life. Granger becomes a

man for four hours, falls in love with his formerly disdained

French tutor, Caron, but return to his youth when the witch-

ing hour strikes.

Strictly for the class and art houses. Cast and

novelty are big assets. Calls for specialized

selling, wherever it plays. Long (over two

hours) and slow-paced for general runs except

in the aerialist story.

TRADER HORN (Reissue)

Harry Carey. Director, W. S.

SEQUOIA (Reissue)

Jean Parker. Director, Chester

\V. Considine, Jr. Animals & 1'

Van Dyke. Jungle Adventure.

M. Franklin. Producer, John

Romance.
(Continued on Pope 8)
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SUMMER PRODUCT PROSPECTUS June

SCARED STIFF & BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS

(Continued from Page 7)

PARAMOUNT

SCARED STIFF

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, Lizabcth Scott, Carmen
Miranda. Director, George Marshall. Producer, Hal B. Wallis.

Mystery-comedy. Martin and Lewis' initial frolic with ghosts,

murder, and haunted houses.

Remake of the 1940 Bob Hope comedy, "The

Ghost Breakers." Drag out all the horror

gimmicks. Add Jerry's funny face and a bit

of Miranda's zing. This will click where M
& L are popular.

JAMAICA RUN (Technicolor)

Ray Milland, Arlene Dahl, Wendell Corey. Director, Lewis

R. Foster. Adventure-melodrama. Intrigue on a Carribeau

island.

Strongest values featured in press-book are

the lead names. Technicolor, voodoo rituals,

and an undersea battle. Aimed for the action

fans. Lacks originality and story elements to

win favor and discriminating audiences.

THE VANQUISHED (Technicolor)

John Payne, Jan Sterling, Coleen Gray. Director, Edward
Ludwig. Producer, Pine and Thomas. Action-melodrama.

Two-fisted document of the Union's brutal occupation of a

small Southern town in the post-Civil War days.

Like most Pine-Thomas entries, this is long

on action values. Cast names mild. Ad cam-

paign plays up rivalry of two women in love

with Payne. Good for action houses.

REPUBLIC

THE SUN SHINES BRIGHT
Charles Winninger, Arleen Whelan, Stepin Fetchit. Director,

John Ford. Melodrama. Old Judge Priest survives mob vio-

lence, lynchings and Yankee chicanery to retain the political

office he has held so long.

Capitalize on the Ford name and his many
outstanding successes, principally the recent

"The Quiet Man". However, the famous di-

rector misses the boat in this revival of Ivin

S. Cobb's beloved Judge Priest series. A
rambling, confused screenplay waters down
heartwarming qualities of original story.

CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS

Gig Young, Mala Powers, Edward Arnold, Marie Windsor.

Director, John H. Auer. Producer, Herbert J. Yates. Action-

melodrama. An ambitious young Chicago cop plots an alli-

ance with underworld figures in return for fast money and a

flashy stripper. His father's murder brings him to his senses

and he tracks down the killer.

A mystery-pulp yarn that could be tight and

tough. Looks like a good bet for the action

spots. Name-power is modest, but familiar.

RKO

AFFAIR WITH A STRANGER
Jean Simmons, Victor Mature. Director, Roy Rowland. Pro-

ducer, Howard Hughes. Comedy-melodrama. Playwright and

model and their marital fluctuations with the stage as a back-

drop.

Breezy summer entertainment should please

in all but the action houses. Simmons and

Mature re-teajmed make an attractive two-

some for the marquee.

TARZAN AND THE SHE-DEVIL
Lex Barker, Joyce McKenzie, Raymond Burr. Director, Kurt

Neumann. Producer, Sol Lesser. Jungle-melodrama. Tarzan's

encounter with a wicked adventuress.

Action fans, it seems, never tire of the mus-

cular jungle-man. Here's another in the rope-

swinging tradition of its predecessors, and

business will be roughly as before.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

PICKUP ON SOUTH STREET
Richard Widmark, Jean Peters, Thelma Ritter. Director,

Samuel Fuller. Director, Jules Schermer. Pickpocket Wid-

mark lifts a girl's wallet, only to discover later that it contains

a film intended for Communist agents. Being a three-time

loser, he's afraid to turn it in, while the FBI and the under-

world are on the search.

Excellent, hard-hitting melodrama destined

for big grosses everywhere. Best for action

houses, of course. Superb performances by

Widmark, Ritter. Solid exploitation values.

(Continued on Page 12)

CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS
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ON SOUTH STREET

WILL PICK UP

BUSINESS

ON ANY
STREET!

FILM DAILY

*f^&$&^> on Washington Street

CLEANUP at Memorial, Boston!

^£eJU^3> on Chestnut Street

SMASH at Goldman, Philadelphia

on Atlantic Avenue

DYNAMITE at Hollywood, Atlantic City! MM
/mm

m

AND YOU CAN DO THE SAME



FROM ANY ANGLE IT'S THE DOUBLE-BARRELLED, TRIPLE-POWERED

FORTY-FIVE CALIBRE ROCKER SOCKER OF THE YEAR!!!
The rough, tough

story of how the

F.8.I. took o chance

on a 8-girl . . .and

won!

MEET "CANDY" SHE HAD A JOB TO DO-aml she was doing it the only way she knew how! ,N THIS jop
the B-girl, who be-

came F. B I. bait

'

HER ORDERS:
To work with the
whole underworld!

on South ?

RICHARD

2a W»'
CIHTUav-fOX

JULES

ON SOUTH
PICK UP BUSINES

THE GREATEST EXPLOITATI

A Flamt

That Fus*.

Underworld h.

Ally Of The F.B

In The Counter-

Against Espk

NO PUNCHES PULLED! NOTHIc
THE F.B.I. TOOK A CHANCE Ol

--RICHARD

WIDMAP
"ir Jules -

c

s

"

HIT 'EM WITH SIZZLING TV TRAILER!
(two 60-second, two 20-second spots, both open-er

HIT 'EM WITH POWERFUL RADIO SPOT!
(60, 30 and 20 seconds, all open-ei

HIT 'EM WITH TICKET-SELLING "TELOPS'

HIT 'EM WITH THE ROCKER-SOCK
PRODUCTIOH TRAILS

HIT 'EM WITH STREET BALLYH

HIT 'EM WITH YOUR OWN "QUEH

OF SOUTH STREET!

THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE d£p) CEN 14



illlgl

Because the flesh j* weak and Candy

was wittino-ih* network of ©spionooe

on N. Y.'* South Street wa* wnoshed

forever ai the underworld fowghf *id*

by side with the F.B.I.

When B-girls,

pickpockets and

stoolies join the

fight against ^,

espionage on

the side of

the F.B.I.

/ THIS IS -CANDY", the

Sk B-<irl . . . centra) figure in~' the counterblast against
3 the spy menace!

SHE HAD A JOB to do
(or the K,RI.~- and sh«
was lining it the only way
she knew how

!

REFT' WILL
ON ANY STREET!

NO PUNCHES PULLED!
No holds barred! Nothing
left out— you've never
seen anything tike it!

«N THELMA

^ RITTER
' Samuel Fuller

NOT SINCE 'House on
92nd Street" has the screen
dared such realism — or

had such ti story to teft \

-FILM DAILY

UTURAL OF THE YEAR!

HIT 'EM WITH SELL-PACKED STOPPER ADS!

All this great material

available so that you can

CLEAN UP WITH 'PICKUP
9

!

Get the pressbook!

RICHARD

WIDMARK
JEAN

PETERS
THELMA

RITTER

ion South Street

-JOX BUSINESS I Wmm.

20th Century-Fox presents RICHARD WIDMARK • JEAN

PETERS • THELMA RITTER in "PICKUP ON SOUTH STREET"

with Murvyn Vye • Richard Kiley • Willis B. Bouchey • Milburn Stone

Produced by JULES SCHERMER • Directed by and Screen Play by

SAMUEL FULLER • From a Story by DWIGHT TAYLOR



SUMMER PRODUCT PROSPECTUS

(Continued from Page 8)

20th-Fox, Cont'd.

THE GIRL NEXT DOOR (Technicolor)

Dan Dailey, June Haver, Dennis Day. Director, Richard Sale.

Producer, Robert Bassler. Musical romance between night

club star Haver and cartoonist Dailey, he having a problem

10-year old son on his hands.

This has eight tunes, some dancing. Techni-

color and a pleasing pair in the leads. Shapes

up best for family trade. Will require strong

support from an action or drama feature.

POWDER RIVER (Technicolor)

Rory Calhoun, Corinne Calvet, Cameron Mitchell. Director,

Louis King. Producer, Andre Hakim. Calhoun, known as

one of the fastest gun-men in the west, has had his fill of

guns and killings, but he has to fight one last battle.

This western is several cuts above average

sagebrusher. Story will appeal to better class

audiences. Plenty of action and strong sus-

pense. Best, naturally, for action houses.

UNITED ARTISTS

VOLCANO
Anna Magnani, Geraldine Brooks, Eduardo Ciannelli. Director

and Producer, William Dieterle. Drama. Anna Magnani
rescues her sister from a tragic romance on an Italian volcanic

island and ends her life by leaping into the erupting crater.

Grim story treatment is partially offset by

skillful performances and direction. The art

patrons will like this one. The authentic vol-

cano episode strongest exploitation item, with

sex angle running a close second.

GENGHIS KHAN
Manuel Conde, Elvira Reyes, Lou Salvador. Director and Pro-

ducer, Manuel Conde. Historical-drama. Exploits of the

Asiatic conqueror in battle and in love.

This foreign production is a virtual blood-

bath from beginning to end. With proper

treatment might surprise in the action houses,

where the savage, brutal aspects can be

played to the hilt. Might get by in the art

locations on its off-beat composition.

THE MARSHAL'S DAUGHTER
Ken Murray, Preston Foster, Laurie Anders, Buddy Baer.

Director, William Berke. Producer, Ken Murray. Western.

The story on this one reads like a straight

sagebrusher, but it is apparently intended to

satirize the western. BoxofHce values are ob-

scure, and dubious.

THE TWONKY
Hans Conried, Gloria Blondell. Director and Producer, Arch
Oboler. Comedy-fantasy. A "thing" from out of the future

called "The Twonky" comes to earth turning everything

topsy-truvy with its benign power to do all man's work for

him, reducing carthlings to automatons.

Oboler is reported to have made this some
time ago, and to have had difficulty in obtain-

ing a release. Reports n.s.g. However, it does

seem to have some exploitation angles.

June

IT (.AMI: FROM OLTER SPACE

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE (3D & Wide Screen)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Richard Carlson, Barbara Rush. Director, Jack Arnold. Pro-

ducer, William Alland. Science-fiction melodrama of a space

"thing" from another planet with weird beings, that threatens

to destroy the earth when imprisoned within the surface, but

is freed by scientist Richard Carlson to return to its celestial

orbit.

First combination of 3D & wide-screen, with

stereophonic sound, novelty value plus fright

effects blow this up to real boxoffice import-

ance. Has every prospect of following, pos-

sibly surpassing, success of other 3D films.

THE CRUEL SEA
(Michael Balcon—J. Arthur Rank)

Jack Hawkins, Donald Sinden. Director, Charles Frend. Pro-

ducer, Leslie Norman. Drama. How the men of the British

Navy fought the battle of the Atlantic as seen on two ships

—

"the men are the heroes, the heroines are the ships, the villain

is the cruel sea."

Made in Britain and void of marquee names,

will require special handling. Art and class

houses best bet. May do well where no audi-

ence resistance to British dialogue.

COLUMN SOUTH (Technicolor)

Audie Murphy, Joan Evans. Director, Frederick de Cordova.

Producer, Ted Richmond. Period western. Conflict between

Army officers in the Civil War period in New Mexico territory

on handling Indian fighting and Union-Confederate flare-ups.

Where action films of this type get the trade,

this offers as much as most. Audie Murphy,

plus color, whites-vs.-redskins and play on the

gore-gunsmoke elements shape this up as a

strong entry for the action spots.

A QUEEN IS CROWNED (Technicolor)

Narrated by Laurence Olivier. J. Arthur Rank production.

Documentary. The story of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth

II from her activities immediately after the demise of George

VI in February, 1952, to the fabulous ceremonies climaxed in

Westminster Abbey this month.

Only full-length feature of the Coronation.

Tremendous interest in this rare proceeding

can make this an important program adjunct.

(Continued on Page 34)
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BIG STARS

AND

BIG PICTURES

COME

And so do t"h<e

^-ade-my Award Winners

1952

Gary Cooper, HIGH NOON

1951

.mi.vr- art, THE ahIHAN QUEEN

1950

lost Ferrer, CYRANO de BERGERAC

<5?
1 1 BOGART

The 1951 Academy Award Winner (AFRICAN QUEEN)

comet up with another winner in BEAT THE DEVIL!

GARY

Award Winner
I

James A. Michener's great South Pacific Adventure

RETURN TO PARADISE, in color by Technicolor

IRK

in ACT OF LOVE,

from Alfred Hayes' sensational best-seller, "Girl On The Via Flaminia"!

One of the greatest names in the business in TWO big ones —

CROSSED SWORDS, Eastman Color and WILLIAM TELL, Pathe Cole

WILLIAM

in THE MOON IS BLUE,

now in its third year on Broadway and still going strong!

JOEL

Eric Ambler screenplay SHOOT FIRST!

Co-starred with Evelyn Keyesl

JOHN

in TWO spectacular productions-RAIDERS OF THE

SEVEN SEAS, Color by Technicolor and CROSSTOWN (tent

GREGORY

In TWO big ones - Mark Twain's immortal THE MILLION POU

BANK NOTE and THE PURPLE PLAIN, F H Boies best so



SUMMER PRODUCT PROSPECTUS

Jul
1

ALLIED ARTISTS

AFFAIR IN MONTE CARLO (Technicolor)

Merle Oberon, Richard Todd, Leo Genu. Director, Victor

Saville. Producer, Ivan Foxewll. Romantic drama. Triangle

about a mature woman, her novelist husband and a youth, with

Monte Carlo as background.

Filmed in Technicolor on location, this ap-

pears to be aimed primarily at class patron-

age, with cast principals that should appeal to

the more discriminating. The woman-boy

angle and the colorful settings can be sold.

THE MAZE (3D)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Richard Carlson, Veronica Hurst. Director, William C.

Menzies. Producer, Richard Heermance. Horror melodrama.

Heir to a Scottish baronet's fortune, Carlson goes to Scotland

to find himself also endowed with a 2(X)-year-old monster, a

toad-man, kept in a maze-like hedge on the castle grounds.

Lots of opportunity for scare effects in 3D
with monster and maze boosts b.o. values

despite what reads like an old-hat story. The
depth-dimensicn should mean the difference.

NORTHERN PATROL
Kirby Grant, Chinook. Producer, Lindsley Parsons. Based on

a James Oliver Curwood story.

WAYNE MORRIS #3 (No details available)

FLAME OF CALCUTTA (TechnicolorI

COLUMBIA

(Technicolor)LET'S DO IT AGAIN
(Available with stereophonic sound)

Jane Wyman, Ray Milland, Aldo Ray. Director, Alexander

Hall. Producer, Oscar Saul. Smart matrimonial farce. Merry

mix-up of rivals as couple unhappily await their divorce.

Promising comedy situations as philandering

husband regrets and pretending wife becomes

involved with another guy. Looks like the

frantic, funny type, and the cast is good.

Might be one of the season's comedy winners.

THE LAST POSSE

Broderick Crawford, John Derek, Charles Bickford, Wanda
Hendrix. Director, Alfred Werker. Producer, Harry Joe

Brown. Pursuit of three bank robbers by a posse led by a gin-

soaked sheriff, with a novel climactic twist.

Has some of the tone of "High Noon", a

rugged western with moral overtone. If the

production measures up, this could be a sur-

prise entry from Columbia.

PACK TRAIN

Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette. Director, George Archainbaud.

Producer, Armand Schaefer. Western. No details available.

Denise Darcel, Patric Knowles. Director, Seymour Friedman.

Producer, Sam Katzman. In 1760, with India in a state of tur-

moil, a mysterious leader known as "The Flame", fights to the

rightful ruler on the throne of Tangor. "The Flame" is Denise

I >arcel.

This opus has all the familiar Katzman in-

gredients of intrigue and colorful action.

Strictly for the avid adventure fans.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

DANGEROUS WHEN WET (Technicolor)

Esther Williams, Fernando Lamas, Jack Carson, Denise

Darcel. Director, Charles Walters. Producer, George Wells

Musical comedy. Mama, Papa and three daughters promoted

into a family English Channel swim by fast-talking medicine

man. Despite romantic complications, eldest daughter Esther

Williams makes it.

Esther Williams' popularity, aided by Lamas
for the ladies, Carson for laughs and Darcel

for the wolves, plus a fast pick-up in the cli-

mactic swim, indicate a substantial boxoffice

potential. However, less musical and swim-
ming sequences, more talk and broad comedy
than in previous Williams swimusicals, drop

this below par for the star.

LILI (Technicolor)

Leslie Caron, Mel Ferrer, Pierre Aumont. Director. Charles

Walters. Producer, Edwin H. Knopf. Fanciful Romantic

Drama. 16-year-old- orphan girl becomes involved with two

men in French carnival show, loves one, is loved by the other,

a crippled puppeteer.

Heart-warming qualities give this mass ap-

peal, but it is best suited for class houses in

metropolitan areas. Not so much for hinter-

lands, and weak for action spots. Names so-so.

MAIN STREET TO BROADWAY
Tom Morton, Mary Murphy, guest stars. Director, Tay

Garnett. Producer, Lester Cowan. Romantic drama. Aspiring

young playwright tries to create novel play for Tallulah Bank-

head. He fails, but his work brings him into contact with

Broadway celebrities, and his girl never loses faith in him.

Novel idea permits introduction of a host of

famous personalities, including: Tallulah

Bankhead, Shirley Booth, Ethel Barrymore,

Lionel Barrymore, Rex Harrison, Lilli

Palmer, Oscar Hammerstein 11, Richard

Rodgers, Mary Martin (singing a new
Rodgers-Hammerstein song), Leo Durocher,

among others. Screenplay by Samson Ra-

phaelson, from story by Robert E. Sherwood

—more valuable names. This shapes up as a

promising entry from M-G-M.
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THE MONTH'S BRIGHT PROSPECTS
Top. from left: "The Moon Is Blue" (UA); "Stalag 17" (Paramunt); "All I Desire" (U-I).

Loner, from left, "Let's Do It Again" (Columbia); "White Witch Doctor" (20th-Fox).

RIDE, VAQUERO! (Ansco Color)

Roebrt Taylor, Ava Gardner, Howard Keel, Anthony Quinn.
Director, John Farrow. Producer, Stephen Ames. Outdoor
Melodrama. Outlaw Taylor and rancher Keel units forces

against depredations of bandit-killer Quinn. Taylor falls in

love with rancher's wife, but eventually gives his life to save
ln-r husband.

Strong action and romantic elements evident.

Looks good for all types of audiences.

Names topflight.

PARAMOUNT

STALAG 17

William Holden, Don Taylor. Director-Producer, Billy Wilde/.
Comedy-drama. Rowdiness, laughs, heart-throbs and sus-

pense in a Nazi prison barracks full of American Air Force
Sergeants who know a spy is among them.

Sure-fire laughs and pathos, mixed with
plenty of excitement and suspense offers a full

quota of entertainment for everyone. Play it

up for comedy and suspense and hold the

house down when they laugh. Should build

big on word of mouth.

HOUDINI (Technicolor)

Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh. Director, George Marshall. Pro-

ducer, George Pal. Biographical drama. The career oi the

great magician and escape artist, from his dime museum "wild

man" to his death on a theatre stage in the midst of a water

torture stunt, with accent on happy marital status and

miraculous escapes.

Good b.o. prospects with all age groups. The
Houdini magic that still lives on for the older

folks, the Curtis-Leigh draw for the young-

sters and a story with exciting elements for

everyone indicate a better than average box-

office outlook generally.

(Continued on Page Id)
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SUMMER PRODUCT PROSPECTUS

(Continued from Page 15)

Paramount, Cont'd.

WAR OF THE WORLDS (Technicolor)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Gene Barry, Anne Robinson. Director, Byron Haskin. Pro-

ducer, George Pal. Science-fiction melodrama. Fantastic

Martian invaders descend on Earth and threaten destruction

of mankind by death-dealing rays, until a tiny germ destroys

them.

Powerful, immensely exciting entertainment

on any size screen. On panoramic screen, with

stereophonic sound, it will be colossal enter-

tainment, and a mighty big grosser. Exploi-

tation potential limitless.

REPUBLIC

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE (Trucolor)

Ray Middleton, Lucille Norman, Estelita. Director, Allan

Dawn. Romantic-musical. Set in Kokomo, Ind. in the 1870's,

the town's beautiful music teacher must choose between her un-

stable, show-business ex-husband and a solid-citizen physician.

Some lovely traditional songs sung by
Middleton and a pleasing story. Appears like

a winner i nsmall towns and family locations.

OK dualler generally.

EL PASO STAMPEDE
Allan "Rocky" Lane. Director, Harry Keller. Western.

DOWN LAREDO WAY
Rex Allen. Western. No other details.

RKO

SECOND CHANCE (3D) (Technicolor)

(Available with stereophonic, sound)

Robert Mitchum, Linda Darnell, Jack Palance. Director, Mark
Robson. Producer, Edmund Grainger. Melodrama. Linda

Darnell is hunted in South America by professional killer Jack

Palance, trying to prevent her appearence before an American

crime-investigating committee. She is aided by boxer Robert

Mitchum.

A good chase is always exciting, and Palance

is an effective pursuer. In 3D, it should have

much greater impact and boxoffice value.

Better than average name power. Plot, while

not unique, appears to have the suspenseful

elements. Big for action houses.

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG (Re-release)

Terry Young, Ben Johnson, Robert Armstrong. Director,

Ernest Schoedsack. Fantastic-melodrama originally released

in 1949. Super-ape terrorizes civilization.

This won't be another "King Kong" reissue,

but it should attract fairly strong grosses

where ballyhooed.

ARIZONA OUTPOST (3D) (Technicolor)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Virginia Mayo, Dale Robertson, Stephen McNally. Director,

Alfred Werker. Producer, Edmund Grainger. Western. Story

details not available at press time.

Looks like an out-sized sagebrusher with

better-than-average marquee power. Once

again, 3D is the thing.

M

SECOND CHANCE

THE SEA AROUND US (Technicolor)

Producer, Irwin. Documentary feature based on Rachel Car-

son's best-selling non-fiction book.

Won 1953 Academy Award for best documen-
tary feature. Should serve generally as use-

ful dobule feature. Good for art spots. Calls

for serious promotional campaign, book tie-in

and emphasis on current public interest in

scientific subjects.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

WHITE WITCH DOCTOR (Technicolor)

Susan Hayward, Robert Mitchum, Walter Slezak. Director,

Henry Hathaway. Producer, Otto Lang. Romantic melo-

drama. Hayward, a missionary nurse, and Mitchum, an ad-

venturer in search of gold, find love and a meaning to life in

darkest Africa.

Story promises much in drama, excitement,

adventure. Cast first-rate. Miss Hayward's

role recalls her part in "Snows of Kiliman-

jaro". Mitchum's reformation at hands of an

honest woman sounds good. Slezak an asset

in another venal role.

THE GLORY BRIGADE
Victor Mature. Director, Robert I). Webb. Producer, William

Bloom. War Melodrama laid in Korea. Mature, American

officer of Greek descent, has cause to doubt courage of his

native Greek allies, but their valor eventually shames him.

This is another story of the Korean War, per-

sonal heroism, adventure and daring. Script

is highlighted by numerous incidents that

imply exciting action. Mature's role suggests

personalized dramatic theme against back-

ground of war.

THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE (Technicolor)

Betty Grable, Dale Robertson, Thelma Ritter, John Carroll.

Director, Henry Levin. Producer, Frank P. Rosenberg. Period

musical comedy. It's 1850 and Betty is the admired cook

aboard Carroll's Erie Canal boat. Farmer Robertson wins her

heart and eventually they win the big Canal race against

Carroll's boat.

Reports on this one n.s.g. Will require heavy

exploitation of Grable & Technicolor to draw

an audience. Will serve best if coupled with

a strong drama or action feature.

(Continued on Page 18)
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SUMMER PRODUCT PROSPECTUS >

HOUDINI & THE MAZE

20th-Fox, Cont'd.

(Continued from Page 16)

THE KID FROM LEFT FIELD

Dan Dailey, Anne Bancroft, Billy Chapin. Director, Harmon
Jones. Producer, Leonard Goldstein. Human interest comedy.

The 9-year-old son of down-and-out, old-time ballplayer Dailey

gets a job as bat boy of a foundering big league team, leads

them to a pennant—with pop secretly providing the strategy.

This yarn reads like it has plenty of humor,

warmth and a tear-drop or two. It's "corn",

but with Dan Dailey and attractive young

Billy Chapin, it might be the appealing kind,

especially coming in the thick of the pennant

fights.

INFERNO (3D) (Technicolor J

Robert Ryan, Rhonda Fleming, William Lundigan. Director,

Roy Baker. Producer, William Bloom. Drama. A spoiled,

self-indulgent man worth $32,000,000 is abandoned with a

broken leg and left to die on a blazing hot canyon shelf by

his faithless wife and her secret lover. He achieves manhood

and survives by sheer dint of his inner courage.

Has the makings of the best 3D feature thus

far. Story reads like a powerful one and it has

surprise twists. It was filmed on location in

the Mojave Desert with awesome canyon

'heights in the background. In 3D and in

Technicolor, scenes should be something to

behold. Rate this one as great prospect.

UNITED ARTISTS

RETURN TO PARADISE (Technicolor/

Gary Cooper, Roberta Haynes. Director, Mark Robson. Pro-

ducer, Theron Warth. Romantic drama. From the James A.

Michener book of a white man who upsets the austerity on a

South Pacific island, leaves after the tragic death of the native

girl he loves, finally returns to his now grown daughter and

the beauty of the island.

Director Mark Robson's reputation for handl-

ing daring themes ("Champion," "Home of

the Brave," "The Men") marks this as one to

look forward to. Should be a powerful draw

for the fem trade. Intermarriage, religions,

continence are some of the themes herein to

attract adult audiences. Cooper name and

Technicolor are strong added values.

THE MOON IS BLUE

William H olden, David Niven, Magpie McNamara. Producer-

1

Director, Otto Preminger. Romantic comedy. From the F
Hugh Herbert stage hit, how a young and virtuous girl, naive«

ly accepting a wolfish bachelor's invitation to his apartment,

meets awkward situations head-on and finally gets a proper !

marriage proposal.

Adult comedy with plenty of innuendo and

suggestion in the dialogue and situations to

be hilariously relished by grown-ups. There

should be plenty of "go-see" talk to boost

grosses. With enough exploitation push,

shapes up as one of the year's big ones. "For

Adults Only" label required and it would

probably be a good boxoffice gimmick.

I, THE JURY (3D)\

Biff Elliot, Peggie Castle. Director, Harry Fssex. Producer

Victor Saville. Murder-melodrama. First of the famed Mickey

Spillane "sex and slaughter" novels with TV performer Biff

Elliot as private eye Mike Hammer.

Seems like it can't miss. Popularity of the

Spillane series (20,000,000 copies), with its

sex and violence, assures a pre-sold audience.

Newcomer Elliot is getting the big build-up

from UA publicists. 3D puts the clincher on

it. Looks to be big everywhere and a whopper
for the action houses.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

ALL I DESIRE
I'arbara Stanwyck, Richard Carlson, Lyle Bettger. Director,;

Douglas Sirk. Producer, Ross Hunter. Domestic melodrama.

In 1910, vaudeville actress Stanwyck returns to the small town

home and the family she deserted ten years ago. Finding hap-

piness and love, she is again confronted by the same man who
disrupted her life before.

Story line suggests a tear-jerker that will ap-

peal most effectively to women. Looks good

for family audiences. Stanwyck name OK for

marquee. Title exploitable.

DANGEROUS WHEN U ET
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Warner Bros: screaming TV-and-Radio area-by-area saturation is set

tI BEGIN! GET YOUR DATE IN NOW! NOW! NOW! SEE THE PRESSBOOK NOW! SEE

tie towering 10-foot lobby display! (it's animated! it has sound, smoke,
f ashing lights!) see the smash ads! see the two free teaser trailers!

See the circus herald! See the stunts!

TH BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS" paw christian paula Raymond cecil kellaway

^
STARRING

PAUL CHRISTIAN • PAULA RAYMOND • CECIL KELLAWAY
KE IETH TOBEY • JACK PENNICK Screen Play by LOU MORHEIM <nd FRED FREIBERGER Su8g«t«d by tt>e Saturday Evening Post

! ""» aphy by Associate Producer Technical Effects Created by Music by Produced by
Sl0'' RA1f BRADBURY

Ckpiell, A.S.C. • BERNARD W BURTON • RAY HARRYHAUSEN • David Buttolph • HAL CHESTER and JACK DIETZ

EARNER SHOWMANSHIP
HOW THE WAY AGAIN!

Kit by EUGENE LOURIE
•
Distributed by WARNER BROS.



SUMMER PRODUCT PHOSPECTUS

it

COLUMBIA

THE STRANGER WORE A GUN (3D) (Technicolor)

Randolph Scott, Claire Trevor. Director, Andre DeToth.

Producer, Harry Joe Brown. Western. A former Quantrell

spy gets involved with rival gangs trying to ambush stag';

lines shipping gold.

Routine western plot. Scott and 3D to sell.

MISSION OVER KOREA
John Hodiak, John Derek, Audrey Totter. Director, Fred F.

Sears. Producer, Robert Cohn. War Melodrama. No other

details available.

VALLEY OF THE HEADHUNTERS
Johnny Weissmuller. Jungle Jim. No other details available.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

THE BAND WAGON (Technicolor)

Fred Astaire, Cyd Charisse, Nannette Fabray. Director, Vin-

cente Minnelli. Producer, Arthur Freed. Musical Comedy.
Washed-up film dancing star is induced to return to Broadway
stage for a come-back. Temperament almost wrecks him, but

he finally directs and dances show into smash hit class.

This was a great stage success and the film

been peopled with topflight cat. Has the mak-
ings of M-G-M's biggest musical of the year.

Songs by Howard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz in-

clude such hits as "Dancing in the Dark",

"You and the Night and the Music", "I Love
Louisa". The same Freed-Minnelli team was
responsible for production-direction of "An
American in Paris".

LATIN LOVERS (Technicolor)

Lana Turner, Ricardo Montalban, John Lund. Director,

Mervyn LeRoy. Producer, Joe Pasternak. Romance. Wealthy
heiress Lana has a complex about her money. For escape, she

goes to a ranch in Brazil, where Montalban is on hand to

provide romance.

Light entertainment with colorful romantic

flavor, for those who like same. Miss Turner
and Technicolor for the marquee. Pasternak

& LeRoy offer promise of it being well done.

THE BIG LEAGUER
Fdward G. Robinson, Vera-Ellen. Director, Robert Aldrich.

Producer, Matthew Rapf. Baseball & Romance. Conflict be-

tween a youngster who burns to be a baseball star and his

father who wants him to be a lawyer. His sweetheart
strengthens his resolve to be a big leaguer, aided by Robinson,
talent scout for the New York Giants.

This appears to be ear-marked for sports fans

and the younger element, although it might
turn up with enough human interest to pull

the general family trade. Giant all-time pitch-

ing great, Carl Hubbell, has a role.

THE AFFAIRS OF DOBIE GILLIS

Debbie Reynolds, Bobby Van. Director, Don Weis. Producer,

Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Comedy. College capers, musical and

nonsensical, centering around the campus misadventures of a

quartet of Metro's youngsters, Miss Reynolds, Van, Barbara

Ruick and Bob Fosse.

Debbie Reynolds, only familiar name in the

youthful cast, has built up a fan following

that should offer assets, especially among the

younger set, to make this satisfactory pro-

gram fare. Also showcases the talents of

other choice Metro starlets—Gus Van, Bar-

bara Ruick and Bob Fosse—offering good

angle for "star discovery" exploitation.

PARAMOUNT

FOREVER FEMALE
Ginger Rogers, William Holden, Paul Douglas. Director,

Irving Rapper. Producer, Pat Duggan. Comedy-Drama. A

fading stage actress, struggling to play a 19-year-old girl, finds

only frustration and failure.

Sophisticated plot and treatment aims this

strictly at big city audiences, but it will dis-

appoint. Star values better than average. It

won't be much for small towns, rurals or

action houses.

ARROWHEAD (Technicolor)

Charlton Heston, Jack Palance, Katy Jurado. Director,

Charles Marquis Warren. Producer, Nat Holt. Western. Full-

scale warfare by the Apache Indians against the Southwest

settlers of the 1880's is the backdrop for a bitter feud between

a Cavalry scout and the Apache chief.

Where Indians vs. Whites still sell tickets,

this should do OK. Adapted from W. R.

Burnett's historical novel, "Odobe Walls,"

show warrants special treatment. An action-

house natural. Marquee values moderate.

SHANE (Technicolor)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Brandon De Wilde.

Director-Producer, George Stevens. Western-Drama. A small

band of Wyoming homesteaders is being bullied from its land,

until Shane, a mysterious gunfighter becomes allied with their

cause and defeats the rancher interests.

A fine western. Pictorial values are exquisite,

and the story treatment, direction and charac-

terizations will attract better-class audiences.

Eye-filling on panoramic screen, but it will

score even if shown on a postage stamp.
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THE MONTH'S BRIGHT PROSPECTS
Top left, "The Bandwagon'' (M-G-MJ; center, "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" (20th-Fox) ; top right, "Island In

The Sky" (Warners) ; lower left, "Forever Female" (Paramount) and. lower right, "Return to Paradise" (UA).

REPUBLIC

CHAMP FROM BROOKLYN (Tentative title)

Alex Nicol, Audrey Totter, Charles Winninger. Producer-

Director, William A. Seiter. Boxing Melodrama. Up-and-
coming young heavyweight avenges the gangdom murder of

his manager by getting himself knocked out in a supposedly
fixed fight.

Fair-looking program entry. Seems destined

for the duaal bill slot, with added value for

sport fans.

SEA OF LOST SHIPS
John Derek, Wanda Hendrix, Walter Brennan, Richard
Jaeckcl. Producer-Director, Joseph Kane. Sea Melodrama
Rivalry between two sons of Coast Guardsmen for a girl re-

solved when they unite in heroic act to save their ship.

Story seems to be formula, but attractive

young people are involved. Conflict and hero-

ism good ingredients. Derek name hypoes
marquee values.

LAUGHING ANN (Technicolor

J

Wendell Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Pro-

ducer-Director, Herbert Wilcox. From novel by Joseph

Conrad. No other details available.

Expected to be one of Republic's biggest.

RKO

THE SWORD AND THE ROSE (Technicolor)

Richard Todd, Glynis Johns. Director, Kenneth Annakin.

Producer, Perce Pearce. Historical Drama. Intrigue and high

adventure in the court of Henry the Eight li

.

Walt Disney's forte is not "live" films, but

this has ingredients of a colorful swash-

buckler. Exploit the Disney name to overcome

absence of marquee value and British casting.

SON OF SINBAD
Keith Andes, Mona Freeman. Director, Ted Tetzlaff. Pro-

ducer, Robert Sparks. No other details av ailable.

(Continued on /'<(*•'<' 22)
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SUMMER PRODUCT PHDSPECTUS

RKO, Cont'd.

(Continued from Page 21)

SHE HAD TO SAY YES
Jean Simmons, Robert Mitchum. Director, Lloyd Bacon.

Producer, Robert Sparks. Comedy-Romance. Wild young oil

heiress journeys to small Arkansas town where all business is

transacted by the barter system. She falls in love with the

village doctor and substitutes unique share-the-wearth system.

Unique story and personable cast appear to

blend into good summer fun. Might click

where they like lightweight and situation

comedy. Weak where action needed.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES (Technicolor)

Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe. Director, Howard Hawks.
Producer, Sol C. Siegcl. Musical Comedy. The adventures of

diamond-loving Lorelei Lee and her showgirl friend, Dorothy,

who just loves men.

Great stage success is destined to be a wallop-

ing screen hit. Monroe and Russell oo-la-la,

plus a hot title, for the marquee. It's getting

a tremnedous advance ballyhoo from the ag-

gressive 20th-Fox hoxofficers. A big money
show in every respect.

SAILOR OF THE KING
Jeffrey Hunter, Michael Rennie, Wendy Hiller. Director, Roy
Boulting. Producer, Frank McCarthy. Drama. In 1914, a

young British naval officer has an affair with a girl he meets

on leave. In 1940, he is a Captain and his unknown son dies

a hero in the same action. He again meets the girl of his youih

when both are decorated by the King, she for their son.

From a C. S. Forester novel, this has powerful

dramatic substance in war heroism and tale of

frustrated love and a woman's sacrifice.

British cast will not be drawback if produc-

tion measures up.

UNITED ARTISTS

MELBA (Technicolor)

(Available with stereophonic sound)

Patrice Munsel, Robert Morley. Director, Lewis Milestone.

Producer, S. P. Eagle. Musical Biography. Romanticized

career and love story of Mme. Nellie Melba, famous opera

singer of the Victorian era.

Being given the big build-up by UA's power-

driven publicists. Certainly designed for the

class audience, with Metropolitan Opera star

Munsel in lead, but could be potent attraction

for general run of theatres if production

measures up.

THE JOE LOUIS STORY
Coley Wallace, Paul Stewart. Director, Robert Gordon. Pro-

ducer, Stirling Silliphant. Boxing Melodrama. Life story of

the former heavyweight champion.

Will need ballyhoo aplenty, but there is

plenty of exploitation meat on this biography

of the Brown Bomber, his fabulous career

leading to ringdom's pinnacle. Since pro-

ducer is former ace publicist, film undoubtedly

will be given convincing campaign. Good for

sports fans, but then? . . .

MELBA & SO THIS IS LOVE

GUN BELT (Technicolor;

George Montgomery. Producer, Edward Small. Western.
No other details available.

VICE SQUAD
Edward G. Robinson. No other details available.

CROSSTOWN
John Payne. Producer, Edward Small. No other details avail-

able.

FORT ALGIERS
Yvonne de Carlo. No other details available.

WARPAINT (Wide Screen) (Eastman Color)

Robert Stack. No other details available.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
THUNDER BAY (Technicolor)

(Available ivith stereophonic sound)

James Stewart, Joanne Dru, Dan Duryea, Gilbert Roland.

Director, Anthony Mann. Producer, Aaron Rosenberg. Action-

Melodrama. Off-shore drillers feud with shrimp fishermen

whose livelihood faces ruin until oil gusher unearths gigantic

new shrimp bed.

Ballyhoo over wide-screen treatment in first

runs will excite boxoffice rumblings. On stan-

dard screen, film offers just cut above standard

action elements. The Stewart name of value

in all situations.

THE MAN FROM THE ALAMO (Technicolor)

Glenn Ford, Julia Adams, Chill Wills, Victor Jory. Director,

Budd Boetticher. Historical Western. Glenn Ford slips out

during the battle of the Alamo in 1836 to warn the citizens of

Ox Bow of Mexican attack, and although branded a coward
by the Alamo defenders, completes the mission and returns

a hero.

This galloper injects a new twist into the

popular Alamo theme, and accordingly should

wrap-up some neat grosses where the action-

western fans buy tickets.

ABBOTT & COSTELLO MEET DR. JECKYLL & MR. HYDE
Budd Abbott, Lou Costello, Boris Karloff. Director, Charles

Lamont. Producer, Howard Christie. Comedy & Horrors.

The boys chase and are chased by the doctor and his mon-
strous other self.

Good laugh possibilities, with a screen or two
for the timid souls. Exploitable gimmick
climax has Costello getting a shot of the

monster-making serum.

(Continued on Page 34)
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HOUDINI ENGROSSING DRAMA OF MAGICIAN S LIFE

Gu*iteA* fZaUHf OOO
In all types of theatres

'aramount 105 minutes

tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, Sig Ruman, Peter Baldwin,

Vngela Clarke, Torin Thatcher

lirected by George Marshal

With a title sure to stir initial interest,

Houdini" has what it takes to ring up good

rrosses in all situations. This Technicolor

jiography of the famous magician who
.stounded the world with his escape feats,

las been fictionalized, but to good advan-

age. It emerges, basically, as a strong ro-

nantic drama, and George Pal has given it

lavish production, resulting in strong

•ntertainment values. Exploitation angles

.re abundant. Based on a book by Harold

Cellock, Philip Yordan's screenplay pro-

vides some warm dramatics punctuated with

suspenseful escapes and sleight-of-hand

tricks by the renowned magician. The film

moves at a spritely pace, ranging the emo-

tional scale from Houdini's whirlwind court-

ship up to the hard-hitting scene of his tragic

death during a water-tank act.

Director George Marshall has paced the

action well, sustaining interest over the long

running time. In the title role, Tony Curtis

is convincing and ably handles the dramatic

escapes and illusions. The eye-filling Janet

Lehigh is excellent in supplying appealing

romance as Houdini's wife. Suporting per-

formances are good, with Torin Thatcher

particularly effective as the magician's assis-

tant. Ernest Laszlo's photography is in-

teresting.

STORY: Working in a New York Dime

Museum as a magician and "wildman", Tony
Curtis meets Janet Leigh. The couple are

soon married and she aids Curtis in his act.

Disliking stage life, Leigh talks her husband

into taking a job in a lock factory. At a

magician's convention, however, he wins a

trip to Europe and accompanied by Leigh,

he quickly achieves fame with his death-

defying escapes. Returning home, Curtis

finds he is still unknown and must build a

stage reputation. Success is finally reached,

when his mother, Angela Clarke, dies

Curtis leaves the stage. During a two-year

absence, he tries to communicate with his

mother through mediums, but only succeeds

in exposing these spiritualists as fakes.

Curtis turns again to his feats of escape,

where death overtakes him in a sealed water

tank. YORK

FOREVER FEMALE SOPHISTICATED COMEDY LACKS SPARKLE

or the general run of theatres. Should do

tetter in deluxe spots. Weakest for smoll town

and rural situations.

aramount 91 minutes

iinger Rogers, William Holden, Paul Douglas, Pat

Irowley, James Gleason, Jesse White, Marjorie Ram-

peau, George Reeves

lirected by Irving Rapper

A sophisticated comedy built around the

emale of the species' perpetual quest to

naintain youth, "Forever Female" delivers

ess than it promises. The talented cast is

orced to cope with a predictable, slow-paced

tory and only occasional directorial spirit

,o sotely needed in a conversation piece like

his. Appeal of the theme, so close to the

learts of the ladies, a slick production by
3
at Duggan and the names offer good sell -

ng angles, however. Comedy hinges on the

ilase dialogue and situations, both of which

wear thin before the halfway mark. In-

volving an obvious affair between an actress

who refuses to grow old, a young Broadway-
struck playwright, and the lady's ex-husband

who makes her apartment a "home away
from home", all unsympathetic characters,

best outlook appears to be in the "sophisti-

cated" audience grouping. Family spots and

acti' n houses will find this a squirmer.

Saddled with an inept script, no one in the

ast is able to come up with a really con-

vincing performance. Ginger Rogers, as a

rerennial ingenue, is limited by her assign-

merit and registers little appeal. As her pro-

ducer and ex-husband, Paul Douglas is ade-

quate and turns in the best performance of

all. William Holden, a playwright whose

budding career is almost ruined by his love

for Rogers, merely goes through the motions

in a burdensome role. Newcomer Pat

Crowley, shows promise as she struggles

vainly with an inane characterization.

STORY: Ginger Rogers is a mature stage

actress who still insists on playing young
romantic parts. William Holden, who has

written a play about a 19-year-old girl, meets

Rogers' ex-husband Paul Douglas and

Douglas agrees to produce the play if Rogers

is cast as the girl. Against the advise of a

young struggling actress, Pat Crowley,

Holden agrees to rewrite the part foi

Rogers. Holden falls in love with Rogers,

and she, trying to hold on to her youth, be-

comes engaged to him. When the play opens

and flops, the couple agree to separate while

Holden does some rewriting. Meanwhile, he

and Dout;lai learn that a summer stock com-

pany is doing the play with Pat Crowley in

the lead. The two men see a performance

and Holden is amazed to learn that Crowlev

is doing the ongi.ial version. Holden then

realizes that he is really in love with Crowiey

and all ends happily when the show opens

successfully on Broadway. NEIL

SIREN OF BAGDAD' HEAVY-HANDED DESERT FARCE

Scouted "Rcitut^ O O
Dualler for pop houses

Columbia 72 minutes

'aul Henreid, Patricia Medina, Hans Conried, Charlie

.ung, George Keymas, Laurette Luez, Anne Dore

)irected by Richard Quine

i A modern Arabian Nights yarn that can't

lecide to play it straight or for laughs, will

-vind up semi-satisfying only the program
iction fans and the juvenile mentalities. Out-

0! tide of some watered-down tongue-in-cheek-

ng, this preposterous story is right out cf

he Sam Katzman menagerie, sans tigei

,;kins and voodoo bats. Director Richard

Quine would have done better adhearing to

form, for the satire is drop-hammer heavy
ind the whimsy is washed out. Discerning

audiences will be bored; the action regulars

who like their excitement undiluted will be

confused. The one saving quality is Katz-

man's unequaled gift for hokum, and this

substance abounds. The inane script deals

the plight of some semi-clad cuties traveling

as an entertainment troupe on one-night

oasis stands. Sold into harem slavery, thev

are rescued by some of the saltiest magical

hokus-pokus since Houdini. Despite their

incarceration, the fillys cavort so happily

about the desert sands, you wonder if they

want to go home. The Technicolor camera

work is superior, lending eye-appeal to the

harem dances.

Paul Henreid, the leader of the group,

whose magical gifts include the disappear-

ence of beautiful women in wooden boxes,

skips through his role. As the deposed Sul-

tan's firey daughter, Patricia Medina is

pretty in scanty garb. Charlie Lung is a

colorful Sultan.

STORY: Paul Henreid's troupe, a camel-

stop band of entertaining lovelies, is cap-

tured by bandits and whisked off to the lush

harems of the Sultan of Bagdad, Charlie

Lung. He is so taken with its charming in-

habitants, he completely misses the knavery

of his chief rdviser who has ambitions of

his own. Meanwhile, Henreid hooks up with

the deposed ex-sultan and his lovely

daughter, Patricia Medina, in the hope he

can free his girls. Gaining admission to the

sultan's palace, he works some flashy sleight-

of-hand, throwing the court into confusion.

The girls are rescued, the wicked ruler

routed, and with Patricia in his arms, Hen-
reid sees the rightful sultan restored. PHIL

0 O AVERAGE O P'OOR&*44h*44 &aO*f .
GOOO TOPS OOO GOOD
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Intrigue . . . mutiny . . . piracy ... a passionate love story . . . and the sensuous background

East Indies combine for spectacular entertainment in this roaring sea drama from the

selling novel by Garland Roark, author of the boxoffice hit, "Wake Of The Red W
Brought to the screen in dramatic Trucolor ... climaxed by the excitement of the vo

eruption of Krakatau and one of the most sensational tidal waves ever filmed!



HERBERT J. YATES
presents

FRED IllacMURRflY

VERA RHLSTOH

with

ROBERT DOUGLAS * VICTOR McLAGLEN

JOHN RUSSELL- BUDDY BAER

CLAUDE JARMAN, JR. - GRANT WITHERS

Screen Play By RICHARD TREGASKIS

Based on the Novel By GARLAND ROARK
Author of "Wake of the Red Witch."

Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
lt< [Mil, I,, Pictures Corporation



COLUMN SOUTH' CIVIL WAR

Or better for the action spots.

Fair dualler elsewhere

Universal 84 '/z minutes

^udie Murphy, Joan Evans, Robert Sterling, Ray Col-

lins, Ralph Moody, Palmer Lee, Dennis Weaver, Johnny

Downs, Russell Johnson, Jack Kelly, Bob Steele, Ray-

mond Montgomery, Richard Garland, James Best, Rico

Alanix, Ed Rand

Directed by Frederick de Cordova

Another formula presentation of Indians,

U. S. Cavalry and pre-Civil War intrigue,

"Column South" packs enough action to

satisfy audiences who like their movie-farc

on the rugged side. Produced in Techni-

color by Ted Richmond, from a William

Sackheim screenplay, the story exists merely

WESTERN FOR ACTION FANS
to tie together the various clashes between

Indians, soldiers and calvary traitors who
engage in treachery on the eve of the War
Between the States. A romance is provided,

but actually has little to do with the prevail-

ing carnage. Nothing here for discriminating

moviegoers, but it's a tried-and-true entry

for the action houses.

Performances are cast from the conven-

tional blood-and-guts mold and director

Frederick de Cordova has let everything roll

accordingly. As a calvary lieutenant, Audie

Murphy turns in an effective performance.

Joan Evans is decorative, supplying the love

interest. Robert Sterling, Dennis Weaver
and Ray Collins are adequate in stock as-

signments. Photography provides some
colorful scenic backgrounds.

STORY: In 1861 Robert Sterling takes

over Fort Union Army Post. He and his

sister Joan Evans constantly clash with the

second-in-command, Audie Murphy, who 3$j

on friendly relations with the Indians, leg

by Dennis Weaver. When Audie saves!

Sterling's life, they compose their difference*

—until Ray Collins appears on the scen&i

Ray is commanding officer of the Territory,

but is secretly working for the Confederacy.

Part of his plan is to trick the Indians into

war. He persuades Sterling to aid him,

though the latter's conscience is smitten.

Audie Murphy discovers the plot and races

back to ihe Fort to stop the Indians frond

attacking, leaving Sterling and Joan Evans

behind. Audie and his men are ambushed bv

the Navajos, but Sterling has a change of

heart and comes to the rescue. General Ray

Collins is captured, and Sterling, his duty

done, rides South to fight for the Confeder-

acy, leaving Joan with Audie. YORK

SLIGHT CASE OF LARCENY' MILD COMEDY PROGRAMMER

Will serve adequately as dualler gen-

erally. Has least value for action houses.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 71 minutes

Mickey Rooney, Eddie Bracken, Elaine Stewart, Marilyn

Erskine, Douglas Fowley, Robert Burton, Charles Hal-

ton, Henry Slate, Rudy Lee, Mimi Gibson

Directed by Don Weis

"Slight Case of Larceny" is a mild little

comedy, best suited as a programmer for

the family houses. Produced by Henry Ber-

man, it is a lot of slapsticky nonsense about

two gas station owners who tap a pipeline

in order to win a price war. The star names

should help this one at the boxoffice, es-

pecially the appearance of the much-pub-

licized Elaine Stewart. Jerry Davis' screen-

play is well leavened with familiar corn that

reaches its peak in a runaway gas truck

sequence. This is the kind of picture that

usually does well in the small towns, and

lesser nabes, but there is little here for the

action houses.

Within the limits of the screenplay, di-

rector Don Weis makes the most of well-

worn visual situations. Mickey Rooney turns

in his usual brash performance, as he makes
Eddie Bracken the foil for his hair-brained

escapades. Opposite Rooney, Stewart's

slacks-and-sweater role should stimulate the

balcony wolves.

STORY: Rooney, a man with big ideas

and warped mentality, looks up his old Army
buddy Bracken and proceeds to upset his

life with a lot of get-rich-quick schemes.

Because of Rooney, Bracken loses his job,

and then mortgages his house to buy a gas

station. Meanwhile, Rooney moves in with

his gullible pal and soon has him doing all

the work. Just as the gas station is begin-

ning to pay off, a rival station opens across

the street which is managed by Stewart. £

price war ensues, and just as it looks as i

the boys will be forced out of business

Rooney learns that there is a gasoline pipe

line running right under their station. Hi

talks the beleaguered Bracken into tunnel

ing down and tapping the line. This fre'

supply of gas enables them to drive thei

opposition out of business. Rooney, who ha

fallen for Stewart, then hires her to worl:

for them. With visions of becoming a finan

cial tycoon, Rooney begins selling their pipe

line gas to other stations. After a holdu

and fire, the boys confess their larcenou

scheme and are punished. They get off wit

a light sentence and return to work in

restaurant which has been opened by Stewai

and Bracken's wife, Marilyn Erskine. NEI.
t

THUNDER BAY' MELODRAMA BOLSTERED BY STEWART NAME

Above average returns generally, best in rural

and action spots. Strong where new screen and

sound are used.

Universal 103 minutes

James Stewart, Joanne Dru, Dan Duryea, Gilbert

Roland, Jay C. Flippen, Antonio Moreno, Marcia

Henderson, Robert Monet, Henry Morgan
Directed by Anthony Mann

As seen on the New York Loew's State

big screen, the dramatic impact of this Tech-

nicolor film was effectively enhanced by

panoramic projection (1.85 to 1 aspect ratio)

and stereophonic sound. Action scenes

especially, were given an added measure of

excitement. The boxoffice potential of

"Thunder Bay" will be strongly hypoed by

these technological innovations. Where
shown conventionally, however, business will

hinge on the usual basic elements, and they

are a cut above what one expects in melo-

drama of this sort. Aaron Rosenberg's pro-

duction values are good, the direction corn-
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petent, and the James Stewart name is

manna for the marquee. The story, revolv-

ing on the drilling of the first successful off-

shore oil well, follows a rather familiar

pattern, but there is plenty of action and an

exciting hurricane scene to add to the

interest. The fresh Louisiana coast settings

and timeliness of the subject are additional

exploitables. In regular showings, "Thunder

Bay" will find its best business in the hinter-

lands and action houses.

Director Anthony Mann has megged this

one in a rough-and-ready style and robust

performances are the order of the day

James Stewart, as the motivating force be-

hind the off-shore drilling, turns in an effec-

tively rugged performance. Opposite James

Stewart, Joanne Dru is appropriately firey as

she both loves and resents him. In the role

of Stewart's irresponsible sidekick, Dan

Duryea ably supplies some of the lightweight

antics, along with Gilbert Roland, who
checks in with his usual competent perfor-

mance. Photography is excellent, notably

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 26

in the hurricane scenes.

STORY: Arriving in a small Louisiar

fishing village, James Stewart and D?

Duryea contact oil man Jay C. Flippen arj

talk him into financing into the risky pr>

ject of drilling an oil well in the Gulf

Mexico. The shrimp fishermen of the tov

are at first friendly, but when Stewart's cre|

begins dynamiting the bottom of the Gu

they rebel and try to sabotage the ventui

The daughter of a local fisherman, Joami

Dru resents Stewart and thinks he is on

trying to exploit her people. Matters a

further complicated when Duryea falls

love with Dru's sister, Marcia Hendersc,

Another problem arises when Flippen ij

veals his company's board of directc

threatens to withdraw financing unless t|

job is completed by a given date. Fighti

,

time, the fishermen and a hurricane, Stew;

drives himself and his men to the success:

completion of the well. At the same time,

changes Dru's resentment to love and

ends well. NEIL



//; keeping with the Summer Pro-

duct Prospectus featured in this issue,

the FUJI BULLETIN Exploitation

& Merchandising Section is devoted

to campaigns designed for the Sum-

mer releases. Since much of the pro

motional material is still in the mak-

ing, the ads and displays illustrated

have been culled from those press-

books available or currently in pro-

duction, as well as proposed exploi-

tation stunts not yet included in the

press manuals. On the following

pages, theatremen will find displayed

exploitation and ad rerlising material

that will give them a slant on how to

sell their summer product.

SELL 'EM BIG

IN THE SUMMER
"Showmanship knows no seasons" is an adage that has

gradually taken on a signifcance in the movie business over the

past few years far beyond its original conception. Ever since

the nickelodeon, its advocates have been trying to convince the

men who make and show shadows that this a corny, but, like

most aphorisms, an unrelenting axiom where mass entertainment

is concerned.

Showmanship efforts were traditionally slackened certain

periods, the longest and most lax being the hot weather months.

The film companies in years gone by, spewed their quickies and

dust-covered "dogs" from the shelf during the summer at thea-

tres that expected the dregs, tossing in a boxoffice bone oc-

casionally. Between pans, the kinder critics bestowed the kiss

of death on the summer films with the phrase, "pleasant hot-

weather entertainment", implying for some strange reason that

the perspiring public is more tolerant during this period. The

exhibitor plastered his front with "COOL" banners and the

movie page ads made it look like a picture called "Healthfully

Air Conditioned" was getting a saturation booking, with tha

stuff on the screen just an added attraction.

It was the advent of the Television Age that upset the long

established procedure. While many distributors and exhibitors

still held stubbornly to the pattern—and watched boxoffices

grow more and more silent—the alert moviemen saw the hand-

writing on the wall and began to take measures. They realized

that the industry could no longer afford a nine-month year, thar

production, distribution and promotion must be accelerated

—

and on a year-around basis—to meet the threat of competition

and the rude fact that people were shopping for specific screen

entertainment, not just going to any movie.

But more than that, they found that, if anything, a reversal

in merchandising seasons was in order. The enemy, Summer, had

become an ally. It was releasing the TV hibernators from their

living room cells, uncovering the lost audience to the exploita-

tion, publicity and advertising attack by the moviemen. And the

bleary-eyed audience, after squinting at the little screens, was

plenty vulnerable. There was an added incentive—a long-term

stimulus—to good pictures and peak promotion in this period.

It was the golden opportunity to reform the movie-going habit.

Now that a fresh fountainhead of interest in moviegoing

has sprung up with the 3D, wide-screen revolution, the promo-

tional scope has expanded even further. The tired, old adjec-

tives have received a rhetorical transfusion with the new tech-

nological advances; a brand new vista for ballyhoo has been re-

vealed; the comparative entertainment values between motion

pictures on the giant theatre screens

and the vidiocities that dominate

the home viewers have been placed

in even sharper focus.

Yes, showmanship is a year-

around proposition. But now, Fall,

Winter and Spring find their former-

ly weak seasonal sister, Summer,

getting the major share of attention

lavished by aggressive showmen.
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FEARSOME XENOMORPHS INVADE THE WORLD!
They «Wf look like hvmanf or change to objects

of awesome JjeftROR/ ' ^

3D S, WIDE SCREEN
Paramount is laying it on heavy for its 3D

"Sangarec" in the romance department to

exploit one of the hottest romantic teams in

the business today, Fernando Lamas and

Arlene Dahl. Their amorous highlights are

featured in every ad, such as the one on this

page, to play us the film as the first romantic

adventure in depth dimension. Displays and

stunts, too, have their eye on this angle. A
suggested shadow-box is captioned, "Love
Comes to 3-D"; a huge 3D still board also

emphasizes the Dahl-Lamas allure, adding

the eye-filling Patricia Medina and the ad-

venture elements. Another important factor

is Paramount's dubbing the film "Great in

any dimension, greater in 3D". In most

cases the title and stars are given bigger

play than the 3D element, an unusual factor

in this early stage of stereoscopy in films.

Columbia's campaign on "Fort Ti",

dubbed "the very first outdoor epic in

America in 3 dimensions", conversely, sells

3D above all else. Virtually all ads and dis-

play pieces focus on the 3D factor. Art is

exclusively designed to show the action

coming out of the screen frame and into

the audience. Even the title gives the illu-

sion of depth. Exploitation-wise, the pattern

continues. Columbia suggests the theatre-

man "put the man in the street right into

your picture"; advises that lobby displays

"reach out and engulf" the passersby, carry-

ing the decorations right out to the curb.

It's 3D selling all the way.

Shock selling in keeping with the weird

creatures and theme of "It Came From
Outer Space" is the big gimmick urged by
Universal for their 3D science fiction film,

first of the depth pictures in that category.

A special ad supplement to point up "shock

elements" is an unusual feature of the press

book with the horror eye and a hand "reach-

ing from the screen to seize you in its

grasp!" The 3D effects are highlighted with

an avalanche bursting out of the screen, "a

fearsome space-ship hurtles at you from an

unknown world," and a helicopter's blades

whirling "inches from your head." Displays

in the same vein are suggested, like a

"montage of fright in 3-D", or the terrorized

principals getting their view of the mon-
strous invader. A set of 12 8x10s, photos of

the key art used in the pressbook campaign,

offers a wealth of material for making lobby

displays and special ads.

The wide-screen selling campaigns on

several of the new releases are just begin-

ning to scratch the surface of showmanship
possibilities. Since most of the films were
shot originally for standard projection, and
refrained or dubbed with stereophonic sound
to accomodate the panoramic screens in-

stalled in the comparative handful of thea-

tres currently so equipped, exploitation of

this process has been relegated to the thea-

t reman primarily.

None of the pressbooks ready at this writ-

ing carry campaigns on wide-screen, but

some arc beginning to indicate the new

(Continued "» Page 30)

THE POCKET BOOK
ON SALE HERE
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3D S, WIDE SCREEN
(Continued from Huge 28)

effects in their copy. "War of the Worlds'',

pulled out of its original May release date

after the panoramic possibilities became ap-

parent, is dunking its toes into the new
technology with such copy as: "The new
'magic cameras' . . . Scene after breathtak-

ing scene heretofore not possible . . . Pre-

pare for an experience . . . The Motion Pic-

lure of W onders ..." They refrain, how-
ever, from talk about "wide" or "panoramic"

screen, concentrating on the "horror hand"

and scare teasers as the dominant theme.

"Shane", in its pre-release campaign at

Radio City Music Hall, places the accent on

the picture's greatness with a teaser type of

campaign, using illustration and plenty of

white space, then carefully spotlights the

new panoramic screen with a few lines as

the only copy on the film: "For tin- first

presentation on its great new panoramic

screen, a great American picture. .

."

Follow-up at the Music Hall, also on the

new serein, "Young Bess" (see ad) advertis-

ing concentrated on dignity, eminence of the

characters, was careful only to indicate un-

usual coincidence that enhances this film's

boxoffice prospects—the coronation of young

Elizabeth II. The ads also tied it in with

previous recent spectacles, "Quo Vadis" and

"Ivanhoe" with "Now Another Great Novel

Brought Spectacularly to the Screen."

AROUND THE COUNTRY
Metro and Loew's Theatres are cooperat-

ing in a "Coronation Teen Queen Contest"

in all the chain's theatres for "Young Bess".

Photos of the individual winners will go to

a X. Y. panel of beauty experts to select

the national Queen and give her a 10-day

expense paid vacation in New York and

Bermuda. Che "Bess" big exhibit trailer,

having covered the East, is rolling out to

the midwest, then turns south . . . One of

the biggest painted signs to grace Broadway
for a movie has been painted on the side of

the huge Loew's State Building (left) to

plug MGM's "Bandwagon," and get the

name engraved in the minds of the Big

City's millions of out-of-town visitors.

Ten United Artists fieldmen will be work-

ing like crazy to cover 34 key cities three

times over during the next six weeks. UA
release of three of its biggest of the year

this summer is the cause for the burst of

activity. Blanketing the country with ad-

vance campaigns on "Return to Paradise",

"Melba" and " Che Moon Is Blue" the 10

fieldmen, operating under ad-publicity di-

rector Francis W'inikus and exploitation

manager Mori ECrushen, will work one pic-

ture at a time, launch advance publicity and

set advance promotions for each of the open-

ings. For instance, when "Return to Para-

dise" is set up. they scurry back for another

full round on "Melba" and duplicate the

procedure for "Moon". 'Che ten hardy flack-

men are Max Miller, Ed Lurie, Howard

Pearl, Wally Heim, Addie Addison, Murray

Lafayette, Joe Mansfield, Earle Keate and

Tiger Thompson. The West Coast cam-

paign will be divided between Ted Loeff for

"Paradise," Bill Blowitz for "Melba" and

Paul McNamara handling "'Che Moon Is

Blue".

20th-Fox magazine breaks on "Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes," with stars Marilyn Monroe

and Jane Russell grabbed as sure-fire illus-

tration material, fell into a big go-see

bonanza with a full color cover (above)

and feature in Life, May 25. Other notable

breaks included the N. Y. Times' MagaziH
Section with a three-page article and a bi:-:

spread in Family Circle . . . 20th's "Farmer

Takes A Wife" is getting a two-week pA
treatment in 16 cities throughout upper Nei?

York State, with starlets Casey Adams,

Charlotte Austin and Merry Anders.
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THE ADS
A humdinger of an ad campaign has been

set by 20th-Fox to match the boxoffice
assets of "Pickup on South Street." The
return of Widrftark to the type of role that

made him the darling of the action fans has

cued the ad material. Headlined with sock-

phrases and illustrations such as those at

(left, right I, the film is being sold for jusl

what it is—tough, torrid and raw melodrama.
The Fox men haven't spared the adjectives

("double-barrelled, triple-powered, forty-five

calibre rocker-socker of the year!!!") or the

innuendoes in the art work and copy. Note
the teasers against newspaper background
for timeliness angle. It's a highpowered sell-

ing for a power-packed picture.

The meant-for-each-other aspect of Martin

& Lewis and spook comedy gets big play in

Paramount's "Scared Stiff" ads. They sell

the glee, fun and nonsense associated with

the popular comics, lay it on with Lizabeth

Scott and Carmen Miranda for pulchritud<

and musical appeal. The ghost-encircled

terror-stricken heads, featured in most of the

art, offer plenty of possibilities for displays,

lobby, front and top of marquee.

Warners have an exploitation natural in

"The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms" and want

the whole country to know about it. To
make sure, WB has devised a coast-to-coast

TV and radio campaign blanketing the dis-

tribution areas in advance of the 500-city

openings this month. So Mire is WB ad-

publicity chief Mort Blumenstock of nation-

wide saturation that the ads carry the line,

"Warner Bros, thriil picture you've been

hearing about on TV and radio!" (bottom

right corner of ad, leftl. Planning the

quickest playoff in keys and secondary runs,

there will be practically simultaneous run,

in 11 areas embracing all distributing

markets, abetted by special TV and radio

spots to work with WB fieldmen and exhibi-

tors for localized promotion. Blumenstock
points out that this cross country air sweep
doesn't supersede the usual newspaper cam-
paign in local spots where Warners ami thea-

tremen has run co-op ads.

The stars vie with voodoo, sultr\ love and
adventure in the "Jamaica Run" promotion
Pay Mil-land, Arlene Dahl and Wendell
Corey are a powerful marquee trio, and the

Dahl makes potent eye-appeal in filmy stuff.

She is wisely highlighted in the ads, Hanked
by the male stars and surrounded 1>\ the

action elements. Voodoo plays an important
role in the exploitation. The colorful rites

can be blown up to striking effect around
the stars and action angles.

.Metro is using a batch of special ads,

featuring the "Picture of the Month" idea

for the Kslher Williams muMcal, "Dangerous
\\ hen \\ i t", in a do/en national magazines
this month to tie in with the July release.

I'otal circulation tops 25 million.
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THE ADS
" The- Most Magnificent Musical Spectacle

of Them All" is the way United Artists is

selling "Melba", (see display ads, top) the

Patrice Munsel Technicolor starrer recreat-

ing the great operatic personality. Melba's

combination of looks and voice, the men in

her life and the spectacular stage sequences

indicate that UA envisions another "Great

Caruso" with this one. Ads offer good com-
bination of dignity and popular appeal, to

encompass the masses as well as class trade.

Sensationalism, sex and suspense are the

elements relied upon by the respective com-

panies to sock across RKO's "Split Second *.

UA's "Volcano" and Columbia's "The 49th.

Man" (upper center, negatives). The "Split

Second" ads work on the "nerve smasher"

angle and "drama that explodes in your

face!" to point up the suspense and charac-

terizations in this tingler of a group held

prisoner in an atomic bomb testing area.

"Volcano" pounds across its power-passion

selling message with an expressive "Lava-

Hot" phrasing, stressing steaming emotions.

"The 49th Man", also with an A-Bomb as

its suspense gimmick, works the suspense

angle with the pro\ocative question as to

whether an enemy A-bomb can be success-

fully smuggled into this country. Coinci-

dentally enough, the pressbook cover blue-

prints the campaign with "split-second

action . . . split second impact!"

Metro, taking great care with its selling

of "Lili" on a specialized release basis, is

working variations on two approaches.

Common denominator in each is the catch-

line, "You'll Fall in Love with Lili" and the

musical angles; art and text, however, differ

with one angled at the family trade, the

other at sophisticates. Which is perfectly

cricket; both will like it.

Universal's "Take Me To Town" ads have

sex, comedy and wholesomeness, separately

and/or combined. The very brashness of

the approach, honest despite the seeniin.;

paradox, has earned the campaign on this

one a FILM BULLETIN pressbook award.

20th Century-Fox succeeds in capturing

the happy entertainment impact that has

maintained the popularity of musicals ever

since sound came in. Betty Grable's return

to the screen suggested two angles (no, not

Grable from the front and from the back)

and both are well capitalized in the ads for

"The Farmer Takes A Wife". The famous

gams naturally get a thorough treatment,

but the promotion also moves up with "The

Musical That's Bustin' Out All Over" to

stress the light-hearted entertainment. With

"The Girl Next Door", there's more of the

same happy treatment, this one equalizing

the trio of stars, Dan Dailey, June Haver

and Dennis Day, and adding the gimmick of

"There's Something New Under the Musical

Sun," to highlight the cartoon sequences in

the film.
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HORROR HAND TEASER

A LOBBY

SHOCKER
- mm -

'

WHEN
UNEARTHLY

DfATHSIfttfCK

FROMTMlSKiES!

"THE WAR OF THE WORLDS"

24-SHEET

DISPLAYS
Ideas for fronts, top-of-marquee and lobby

displays are opulently presented in several

of the pressbooks. Among the best is

Warners' "Beast from 20,000 Fathoms" ma-

terial. The response to the "House of Wax"
offer of a big display at a fraction of cost

required for the exhibitor to construct in his

own sign shop cued the 10-foot full-color

animated display (far left) offered for

"Beast". The crimson tongue darts up and

down, the glaring eye moves back and forth,

powered by motor and batter)- and a special

recording of the beast's roar (from sound

track), all included in the $16.50 price. A
piece of dry ice in water on a shelf behind

the beast's head gives additional smoke

effect. Insert at bottom of display illustra-

tion shows how it can be mounted on truck

for street stunt.

For a flash front, cut out and mount the

beast from the 24-sheet as shown. Also il-

lustrated are fluorescent satin valences from

Nat'l Flag Co. and use of the 40x60 "See"

display easily assembled by your artist.

George Pal's Technicolor "War of the

Worlds" with its incredible special effects

has given Paramount exploiteers a field day

for shock displays. The horror hand key-

noting the ads and accessories can be cut

out and mounted on cardboard for shivery

lobby and marquee hangers as shown at left.

Just below it, the lobby shocker is easily

built by blowing up the still and adding the

copy. Other blow-ups described include an

excellent peep box idea, a feature layout, <

scareline bulletin board detailing destruction

of the world's major cities with the line,

"Will (name of town) be next"-'"

Posters on Paramount's first 3D film, "San-

garee," were carefully tailored to permit cul

out opportunities for striking displays fea-

turing the depth effect and the romance. The
24-sheet lends' itself ideally to a top-of-

marquee flash, as illustrated, extending out

in front. The 3-sheet and the 6-sheet arc

also designed for cutout and mounting as

lobby displays. Among the other outstand-

ing ideas in the pressbook is a still blow-up

of a Dahl-Lamas clinch with heads cut out

to permit trick photo of couple. Labeled

"Kiss your sweetheart in 3D" it also carries

"See 'Sangaree' ", plug.

To show the exploitation possibilities ol

fronts for "Genghis Khan", UA's exploiteers

have combined posters, blowups and live

stulT for some impressive display ideas il-

lustrated (bottom) featured and detailed in

tin- pressbook. Note the free admission gim-

mick to the ten persons most closely cli-

mating the weight of the "famous Mongol
stone"; the "enslaved beauties" as used in

the tent-like display (with live harem girl

possibility) and the girl drawing cart.
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SUMMER PRODUCT PHDSPECTUS

June
(Continued from Page 12)

I niversal-International Cont'd.

TAKE ME TO TOWN (Technicolor)

Ann Sheridan, Sterling Hayden. Director, Douglas Sirk. Pro-

clucers, Leonard Goldstein, Ross Hunter. Comedy-drama with

songs. Dance hall entertainer with a shady past, chosen by
the three young sons of a widower parson to be their mother,

overcomes rough opposition to show her true-blue character.

Inoffensive combination of sex and whole-

some comedy offers choice selling angles

everywhere. Sheridan and Hayden are worthy
marquee names, but the title doesn't help.

Ballyhoo boost properly angled should make
it one of the better toppers, especially in

family house programs.

WARNER BROTHERS
THE BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS
Paul Christian, Paula Raymond. Director, Eugene Lourie.

Producer, Jack Dietz. Horror-fantasy. Atomic blast in the

Arctic frees a huge prehistoric monster, which makes it way
underseas down to New York, where it spreads terror.

Looks like a thriller of the "King Kong" type.

Crammed with exploitation values, it might

be a powerful boxoffice bet; certainly will be

for action houses.

SOUTH SEA WOMAN
Burt Lancaster, Virginia Mayo. Director, Arthur Lubin. Pro-

ducer, Sam BischofF. Romantic-comedy. Tug-of-war between

a couple Marines and a stranded showgirl, played on fringe of

South Pacific fighting.

Good name values in Lancaster and Mayo.

Audience response to this will depend on how
fast the wisecracks and the action are. It has

the sexy angle for the males.

M
(Continued from Page 18)

Universal-International Cont'd.

THE GREAT SIOUX UPRISING (Technicolor)

Jeff Chandler, Faith Domergue, Lyle Bettger. Director, Lloyd

Bacon. Producer, Albert J. Cohen. Western. More about the

Indian-whites struggle during the Civil War, with Chandler as

an Army surgeon who has lost faith in his ability to operate

on human beings.

This type of outdoor action melodrama is a

forte of the Universal studio. All elements to

satisfy devotees of such fare appear to be in

this offering. A cinch for action houses ; else-

where, it will depend on intelligent treatment.

FRANCIS COVERS THE BIG TOWN
Donald O'Connor. Director, Arthur Lubin. Producer, Leonard

Goldstein. Comedy. O'Connor gets a job with a New Vork

newspaper as copy-boy and is led exclusive tips by his talking

mule, Francis. Together, they expose the head of the city's

protection racket.

The successful "Francis" formula adapted to

some melodramatic hi-jinks.

WARNER BROTHERS

THE CHARGE AT FEATHER RIVER (3D) (It arnerColor)

Guy Madison, Frank Lovejoy. Director, Gordon Douglas.

Producer, David Weisbart. Western. Clashes between Indians

and the L'. S. Cavalry in post-Civil War days, with Guy Madi-

son guiding a rescue party of guardhouse inmates for two girls

held by the Cheyennes, one of them in love with the Indian

chief. Climaxed by the "Battle of Beecker's Island".

Some unusual situations, a story which indi-

cates plenty of action and a provocative ro-

mantic setup, reminiscent of "Broken Arrow".

With the high value of 3D, this should be a

first-rate grosser.

THE DIAMOND QUEEN ( Eu siman Color)

Fernando Lamas, Arlene Dahl. Director, fohn Brahm. Pro-

ducer Frank Melford. Period adventure drama. Lamas
to India to get a diamond for Louis XIY's crown, becomes
embroiled in romance and intrigue with Indian royalty, finally

rides off with a queen and a 200-carat gem.

Colorful elements plus, the Lamas-Dahl ro-

mantic team and a lensful of action in the

story indicate that this should go over well

wherever action and adventure are desired.

AuauAt

(Continued from Page 22)

WARNER BROTHERS

SO THIS IS LOVE (Technicolor)

Kathryn Grayson, Walter Abel, Rosemary DeCamp. Director,

Gordon Douglas Producer, Henry Blanke. Biographical

Drama with Music. Grace Moore's life is sketched from girl-

hood in Tennessee to her successes in Opera and on the stage,

ending with her tragic death in an airplane disaster.

From all appearances should rank as one of

the season's better musical films. Extra effort

needed to attract those youngsters unfamiliar

with the Grace Moore name. Should click in

all but the action spots.

ISLAND IN THE SKY

John Wayne, Walter Abel, Lloyd Nolan. Director, William

A Wellman. Melodrama. Air Force plane crashlands in un-

charted region of Laborador, exposing crew to five harrowing

days of survival while awaiting rescue.

A John Wayne picture is usually a boxoffice

picture and this looks to have ample excite-

ment and punch. Should fare well generally

with accent on the action runs.

THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS (WamerColor)

Randolph Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk. Director, Andre

de Toth. Producer, David Weisbart. Western. Texas caught

between the invading carpetbaggers and the unfriendly Union

Army of Occupation. Scott, a Texan who fought for the

North, is in charge of the occupation forces.

Tried-and-true Randy Scott vehicle, plus a

wife unhappy with her lonesome life and his

dangerous pursuit, plus color. Natural for the

action situations.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Mone1

) Talk

A net profit before Federal Income Taxes

J $585,127 for the 39-weck period ended

Ikrch 28, 1953, was earned by Monogram
I lures (Allied .Artists Productions) and

i subsidiaries. This compares with $365,-

(8 for the corresponding period of the pre-

\|>us year.

After providing Federal Income Tax re-

ive, the 1593 net profit was reduced to

*t4, 127. No reserve was required for the

sue 1852 period. Gross income amounted
i $7,147,360 as compared with $6,680,95-)

fr the last fiscal period.

Paramount Pictures Corporation estimates

I
- earnings of the Corporation and its do-

i stic and Canadian subsidiaries for the

ftt quarter ended April 4, 1953 at $1,374,-

(!) after provision for income taxes. Earn-

i;s for the 1952 quarter were $1,355,000.

tales the liquidation of 21) product, Skouras
felt that autumn holds promise of a business

boom that will push earnings close to the

1947 record.

The present film backing, standing at

above $46 million in January 1953, should

be reduced to approximately $8 million by

year's end. To hold inventories down, the

production budget of last year's $44 million

has been reduced to $30 million for the next

fiscal period. Further economies will be

made as production is geared to the new
medium.

The Fox prexy opinions that CinemaScope

is rejuvenating the industry, pointing to al-

most $50 million in exhibitor commitments

for the panoramic screen process.

Still to be resolved by management is: ( 1 I

a $6,600,000 long term debt and (2) pur-

chasing of common stock.

People

Mort Blumenstock will remain in N. V.

for two more weeks to set ad campaigns on
four up-coming Warner releases . . Rurtou
Robbins was promoted to the post of Assis-

tant to the President of National Screen
Service . . . Howard Dietz has arranged with

Joseph R. Vogel for the transfer of Oscar
Doob from the theatre to the distribution

department in line with M-G-M's plan to

intensify and broaden specialized pre-sellin

u

of important pictures . . . Ben Lorber, head
of Universale Insurance Department, marked
his 25th anniversary with the company . . .

Charles Rosmarin has been appointed gen-

eral sales manager of RKO's Europe-Neat
East Division . . . Dorc Schary is in New-

York for the "Julius Caesar" premiere and
conferences with home office executives . . .

Treasury Snags Tax Fight

The industry's tax reduction campaign ran

i o a snag when Treasury Undersecretary

1 lsom notified the House small business

sp-committee that the Administration op-

pses reducing excise taxes this year.

(DMPO's tax committee co-chairmen, Col.

1 A. Cole and Pat McGee, had high hopes
i obtaining relief in '53. Barring an ahrubt

s ft in the Administration's stand, exhibi-

ts can expect no tax change before Janu-

A' 1954.

I'hcrc was still a glimmer of hope, how-
cr, for the casing of the theatremen's

f mcial burdens. Folsom revealed that the

Icasury has under consideration a plan

lleralizing depreciation write-offs on equip-

lint. In view of the technological changes
I ing exhibitors, such a revision could be

o importance.

Tent Topics

lack Bcrcsin was reelected international

c cf barker of Variety Clubs International

a the 17th annual convention in Mexico
( y. It is the popular Philadelphiau's

s:ond term at the helm of Show business'

s'at charity organization.

•ther officers elected were George Hoover,
t ;t assistant chief barker; Murray Weiss,

sond assistant; George Eby, property
i ster; lack Chisholm, dough guy; Col.

\illiam McGraw, executive director.

The International "Heart Award" was
ired by Houston's Tent 34 and Milwau-

k 's Tent 14. Houston was honored for its

' in youth guidance; Milwaukee for its

ht against heart disease.

Bright Outlook for Fox

!0th Century- Fox's Spyros Skouras, in an

& c )ansivc mood after receiving stockholder's

Lking of the 10 management-proposed di-

ll
r tors, viewed the future of the movie busi-

es in an optomistic light. Fox earnings
f the first quarter of 1953 were above the

million mark, against a loss of some
* 10,0'tO in i he first 1452 stanza, Admitting

11 the second quarter will slump because
(jicmaScopc and 3D production neccssi-

3D S. WIDE-SCREEN DEVELOPMENTS

Through the sponsorship of Allied States

Ass'n, a 3D, wide-screen, stereophonic sound

equipment package at a cost within reach of

the bulk of the theatres will be made avail-

able shortly by the Ballantyne Company,

Omaha. Scaled at a cost between $5700-

7000 (variation depending on size of screen),

plus installation charges, the package in-

cludes: (1) Wide screen, 2 to 1 ration, from

11 to 22 feet to 30 x 60, to accomodate all

3D projection and all present aspect ratios

except CinemaScope; (2) Pair of wide angle

lenses, newly developed with F2 speed de-

signed to give definition to outer edges; (3)

Stereophonic magnetic sound reproducer, 3

prc-amplifiers, 3 power, amplifiers, 1 booth

monitor, 1 sound mixer, 3 two-way horn

systems and auxiliary horns for auditorium

side and rear sound effects. Also, interlock-

ing projection and sound equipment, filters,

aperture plates, and all other necessary

equipment. Can be adapted to CinemaScope

with anamorphic lenses (around $800 per

pair).

Terms: $1000 with signed contract order,

$1000 upon delivery, balance over two years

(about $45 weekly).

A. F. Myers, stressed that Allied has no

business interest in the deal, had simplj

asked the Ballantyne Co. to make up lowest

possible cost all-system package, just as they

had with RCA in 1929 to eliminate confusion

and excessive cost on the then-new soun 1

equipment.

With the "House of Wax" showing big

attendance figures all over the world, War-

ner Bros, has reached a decision to shoot 22

additional pictures in the 3D process. In

making the announcement, executive pro-

ducer Jack L. Warner did not specify over

what period to time the pictures would be

made. The studio's second 3D production,

"The Charge At Feather River," is scheduled

for 1 1 1 1 > release, with six additional films

ready to roll. Warner said 15 more prodw

tions were being readied for early shooting.

All will combine 3D with WarnerColor,
WarnerPhonic sound, and will use the wide-

screen WarnerScopc process, where suited

to the story.

Warner emphasized that the decision was
made because "whatever skepticism existed

about the 3D process has been dispelled by
overwhelming exhibitor and public accep-

tance of 'House of Wax' wherever played."

Spyros P. Skouras flew to P'urope over

the weekend to finalize arrangements for

CinemaScope demonstrations on the con-

tinent. First stop on Skouras' trip will be
London where he will confer with Murray
Silverstone, head of Fox International, and

Earl I. Sponable, company research director,

on setting wide-screen showings in t In-

British capital. The 20th-Fox president will

meet in London with heads of leading Euro-

pean theatre equipment manufacturing con-

cerns to plan the production and installation

of CS in theatres throughout the continent.

SMPTE is making a nationwide theatre

survey to secure information on seatinc

areas, projection distance and permissible

screen sizes in a large cross section of

American theatres. The survey was re-

quested by industry delegates at the SMPTE
Los Angeles Convention four weeks ago,

and endorsed by the Motion Picture Re-

search Council. It will furnish all segment -

of the industry with essential data on audi-

torium limitations to theatre screen dimen-

sions.

Major service and equipment companies

will cooperate with exhibitor association and

SMPTE in securing this technical informa-

tion. The final report will be furnished to

every theatre that has participated, to all

SMPTE members and to every equipment

company expressing interest. Copies of the

official questionnaire will be mailed to any-

one upon request. Write to Henrj Kogel,

Stall lumincer, 10 W. loth St. N. V ( .
IK.
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NATURAL VISION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

IN QUALITY d

IN ECONOMY

NVTEC, the company which originated and set the standards for 3-D

projection now has available an immediate supply of all items needed

for conversion in the booth, the 3-D kit that is most economical to pur-

chase and maintain, so simple your house projectionist can install it!

NVTEC 3-D CONVERSION KIT

O ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK
Two Selsyn motors, complete with mounting plates, sprockets and

chains, electrical jumper cords for use with 110 volts ^350
set complete

© POLAROID PROJECTION FILTERS

Polaroid filters and holders
$50

pair

NVTEC IS THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POLAROID
CORP. IN THE SALE OF FILTERS TO THEATRES

$24Silent blowers for cooling Polaroid filters

STATIC/MASTER brush to clean filters

Precision level

pair

$12

$2

) IEELS
3" reels — *20 each

4" reels - $22 5°

tertia Free

/heels —
lutch Hub

r-pe B

© MAGAZINES j © LINE-UP CHART
Upper and lower 25"

5500 feet magazines —

$35240

per theatre set

100' calibrated film to line-up

projection machines

ALL NATURAL VISION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORP.

CONVERSION KITS ARE BUILT TO THE STANDARDS
SET BY THE MOTION PICTURE RESEARCH COUNCIL

ITURAL VISION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORP.
NORTH LA BREA AVENUE • HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF./ PHONE HEmpstead 2344



POSTERS
The all-important poster and accessory

material .yets some striking treatment in the

pressbooks for the summer product. 20th-

Fox's "Pickup on South Street" is a dazzler,

from the 24-sheet, right on down to the

8x10 stills. Punch and passion make this

one a natural for the sensational treatment.

Tlu- lean Peters pose with Widmark in

background and the action and sex scene;;

in the 24-sheet pictured here are sure at-

tention-grabbers, are carried on through the

6-, 3-, and 1 -sheets, insert cards, stills and

heralds.

Grable and the gaiety of "The Farmer
Takes A Wife" are being sold in the posters

and accessories. Dominant aspect is the one

shown on the 24-sheet.

Warners' bold-shock selling on "The Peast

From 20,000 Fathoms" is pictured here with

the 1-, and 6-sheets. The 24-sheet, fea-

turing the huge beast destroying skyscrapers

as it reaches for terrified humans, is excep-

tional well suited for cutouts as well as

posting. All are in full color.

The ladies are enticed in "All I Desire"

accessories. The two types of art used in

the posters are featured in the herald

(bottom), with the teaser cover and the pro-

vocative passion copy for the spread.

Columbia's pair of Stanley Kramer pro-

ductions get specialized treatment. "The
5000 Fingers of Dr. T" uses a gimmick that

should perk up interest, touting the musical

fantasy as the "First Wonderama" and the

"Wonder Musical of the Future." Posters

are crammed with the fantastic aspects. "The
Juggler" paper gives star Kirk Douglas the

spotlight, describing him as a "Man of

Passions" and tying in his discovery by
Kramer in "The Champion" with the pro-

ducer's distinguished record. There is a good
variation in the lithographs; the three-sheet

is a striking piece for the action audience,

the one-sheet aims at class trade and the

Mx-sheet uses both approaches.

Universal also works a double-pronged
attack in its accessories, for "Take Me To
Town," one for the family audiences, the

other a more earthy tack. Ann Sheridan's

visual assets are well portrayed as "Vermili-

on O'Toole" and "the men she fooled" for

the latter angle, while the other uses the

situation of the Parson's kids who "wanted

her for a mother ... so they brought her

home to father."

"Young Pess" gets a colorful poster cam-
paign which includes special accessories in

two showmanship packages and a set of six

full-color lobby door panels, 20 x 60, featur-

ing each of the four stars and a striking still

in which they are featured. They can be

used also for an unusual lobby display. The
Valley Forge Flag Co. of Spring City, Pa. is

cooperating with Metro for banner ideas. A
drape cloth in blue, red, or maroon, for

instance, $1.40 per yard, enhances displays

with regal effect; also suggested are valance

ideas, bumper strips, pennant streamers, silk

runners and usher badges.
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Think of 3D?
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3D Films?
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Stereophonic Sound?
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JULY 4*!
BIG M-G-MUSICAL I

DANGEROU
WHEN WEI

(TECHNICOLOR) f

Celebration across the nation! Holi

crowds buy screen fun, frolic, femj

festivity. A Big Technicolor moi

musical is M-G-Ms NEW Est

Williams romance.Cool summertime

"As sure-fire

anybody's

right to ex

any pictur

be." —m. p.

—

—

M-G-M presents "DANGEROUS WHEN WET" • 41

ESTHER WILLIAMS • FERNANDO LAMAS • JACK C,\

Charlotte Greenwood • Denise Darcel • with William Dl

Donna Corcoran • Color by Technicolor • Written by Dorothy li

Music by Arthur Schwartz • Lyrics by Johnny Mercel

Directed by Charles Walters • Produced by George Weill



25c per Copy

BULLETIN
JUNE 15. 1953

What Does

The Public

Think of 3D?
In This Issue

BULLETIN

REPORTS ITS SURVEY



GET READY
FOR BOOM-TIME
SUMMER
BUSINESS!

HQ

Cary Grant's Funniest Comedy!

"DREAM WIFE"
Hilarious Cary acquires an Oriental dancer skilled in love technique,

but an American gal is quick in the clinches. Both gals are gorgeous

Cary Grant • Deborah Kerr Walter Pidgeon
Betta St. John • Buddy Baer • Eduard Franz

A Great Star-Studded Entertainment!
itTHE STORY OF 3 LOVES 5 J

(Technicolor)

Acclaimed at Radio City Music Hall, it packs the kind of excitement

heartbeat and romance the public loves. Solid star-power!

Pier Angeli • Ethel Barrymore • Leslie Caron
Kirk Douglas • Farley Granger . James Mason
Agnes Moorehead • Moira Shearer

THE FIRST 3-D WESTERN!
Excitinq "ARENA" Color!

Photographed in Ansco Color! Print by Technicolor! No 3-D picture

has ever projected such beautiful girls as in this drama of dangerous

lives in the Wild West.
Gig Young • Jean Hagen • Polly Bergen • Henry
Morgan • Barbara Lawrence • Robert Horton



i* in
Esier Williams • Fernando Lamas • Jack
Csion • Charlotte Greenwood • Denise Darcel

W iam Demarest • Donna Corcoran

Lee Caron • Mel Ferrer • Jean Pierre Aumont
Zs;ZsaGabor Kurt Kasznar

Rcert Taylor • Ava Gardner • Howard Keel
ArionyQuinn • Kurt Kasznar

MAIN STREET TO BROADWAY"
Tallulah Bankhead • Ethel Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore • Gertrude Berg
Shirley Booth • Louis Calhern • Leo
'Durocher • Faye Emerson • Oscar
Hammerstein II • Rex Harrison • Helen
Hayes • Joshua Logan • Mary Martin
Agnes Moorehead • Lilli Palmer
Richard Rodgers • Herb Shriner
John Van Druten • Cornel Wilde
with Tom Morton • Mary Murphy

The Perfect Summer Technicolor Musical!

DANGEROUS WHEN WET
The New Esther Williams musical is just what they want in fun,

beauty and torrid romance. The million-dollar mermaid does it again.

4th Month on Broadway! The Award Picture!

"LILT
(Technicolor)

Longest run hit in New York, it has already proved itself in key engage-

ments nationwide. Technicolor musical enchantment that's sure-fire.

A BIG Drama of The Beauty and The Outlaw!

'RIDE, VAQUERO!
Photographed in Ansco color! Print by Technicolor! Ava Gardner is

sensational as the wife of the rancher who falls for a desperado

played by Robert Taylor. It's BIG in spectacle and outdoor ACTION.

Greatest Star-Attraction of All Time!

MAIN STREET TO BROADWAY
A love story of show business. More big names than ever before and

their real-life roles are played by the Stars themselves.

FiiAstaire • Cyd Charisse • Oscar Levant
N lette Fabray • Jack Buchanan • James
Mchell

Lija Turner . Ricardo Montalban . John Lund
is Calhern • Jean Hagen • Eduard Franz

The TOPS since famed "American In Paris"!

THE BAND WAGON
(Techn/co/orj

It is the talk of Hollywood. Every Preview adds assurance that

M-G-M has another GREAT attraction in its finest musical tradition.

Tropical Passions in a Big Musical Romance!
ftLATIN LOVERS

(Technicolor)

You've never seen luscious Lana in a role so sizzling as in this racy,

deluxe musical of romantic Rio and the gay lives of latin lovers.

{"MOGAMBO" means "The Greatest!")



FOREWORD
This report presents the findings of 91 1 mailed-

in survey forms, of a total of 3000 distributed be-

tween May 4 and May 20, 1953, in four principal

cities, from a representative cross-section of the

American movie population. Distribution took place

within the lobbies of theatres in New York, Phila-

delphia, Providence, Rhode Island, and Louisville,

Kentucky.

The purposes of the survey are to determine the

movie public's impressions and attitudes in respect

to the Three-Dimension motion picture, and to mea-

sure its preferences regarding attendance at future

exhibitions of this medium.

The number of respondents is small in relation

to the total movie-going population, but it should be

observed that a relatively small portion of the public

has been exposed to Three-Dimension films. While
any survey that is based on less than 100% enumer-

ation of the population under study is subject to a

degree of error due to the size of the sample, care

was taken in this case to insure that the general char-

acter of the group covered was typical of the mass

movie audience, thus lending credence to the validity

of the results.
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WHAT DOES THE PUBLIC THINK OF 3D?
*44,

110 M°nt«offi#ry

la» » ?7t» StM.,

Cxw.n J, N.j.

MM '

frc/i*/* QL BULLETIN

//e s&oJ an arrow from the screen;

The cynics sneered; the women screamed.

It tore right through a critic's cheek

;

Wrote he: "Effects seem real; the story's weak.
'

In a year of gimmicks, gadgets, gambles

and technological revolutions, the final

arbiter of all this whoop-de-do has remained

stolid and bemused, expectant and stoney

silent. He is the court of last resort whose

ruling may well bring either a death rattle

to a great American industry, or restore it t »

jts once mighty and august prominence.

Strangely, the decision will be based less on

logic and precedent than on emotion and

personal sensation. For this omniscient

jurist is the American movie-ticket buyer,

an increasingly discriminate but reasonable

creature whose simple challenge is: If I like

what you're selling, I'll buy.

In the interests of breaking through

this attitude barrier, to learn something per-

tinent of the tastes, whims, reactions and

prejudices of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Movie Fan
and their kids, FILM BULLETIN under-

took the first actual representative study of

audience response to a 3-Dimension motion
picture. This was accomplished by polling

a cross-section of audiences in four theatres

showing "House of Wax".
It might be asked : "Isn't the boxoffice

providing the answer to the public's attitude

about 3D?"

Hollywood's all-purpose statistical tool

always has been the boxoffice gross, and
there's no denying that it is a proper and
valuable index of public desire. As handy a

prop as it is, the boxoffice might not correct-
ly assess the public mind and provide the
blueprint by which the industry can lay its

plans. In planning this survey. FILM
BULLETIN acted on the belief that box-
office grosses do not tell us everything we
need to know. We do know that the public

is buying 3D entertainment today, but

whether it will continue to buy, and what
must be done to insure its continued interest

are what FILM BULLETIN sought to de-

termine by this survey.

Just why the boxoffice in itself is not

enough, was the central problem around

which this survey revolves. Spectacular

results do not necessarily indicate spectac-

ular satisfaction with the attraction. High
grosses, particularly in the first runs, where
this survey was conducted, are often a

symptom of pre-acceptence, pre-selling and

pre-judging. Where a new medium is in-

troduced the selling tools are sharper than

ever. And the industry's tub-thumpers

have done a spectacular job of exploiting

the depth-dimension.

The key issue to determine, if Hollywood
wishes to keep 3-D more than a one or two

time phenomenon, is this : What is the

public's reaction on the way out of the thea-

tre? Does it want more? Will it come back?

Chances are the high-grossing attraction

will please the majority, but of this there is

no positive assurance. The patron pays on

the way in. He forms his reactions, atti-

tudes and prejudices inside and on the way
out. A disgruntled corps of payees won't

alter the boxoffice figures by one whit, but

their post-mortems will certainly be re-

flected in future boxoffice grosses.

From the purely commercial standpoint,

perhaps the most exciting information de-

rived from this survey pertains to the pub-

lic's attitude toward the depth-dimension

movie. Regular fans, and many from the

"lost audience," too, are keenly interested in

the new development. It was quite evident

from the voluminous comments made by the

contributors to the poll that more people are

talking movies than has been the case for

years. This interest must reflect itself at the

nation's boxofnee as long as the studios de-

liver the kind of product that will support

such reawakened public enthusiasm.

(Continued on /'<>// 2)

THE BOXOFFICE

DOESN'T GIVE

ALL THE

ANSWERS

Moviegoers Form

Their Attitudes

On the Way Out

FILM BULLETIN Junt 15, l«3 Poll 1



SUBJECT

OF THE

POLL

Why was 'House

of Wax' Chosen

THE POLL

IN ACTION

3000 Distributed

THE RESPONSE

Almost One-third

Answer Questions

PUBLIC PDLL ON 3-D

(Continued from Poll 1)

It is our hope that this FILM BULLETIN
study in some measure will aid the industry

in accurately gauging public reaction

beyond the boxoffice baromenter and take it

on an excursion inside the collective mind,

where lays, indeed, the solution to the great

riddle.

0

The third-dimension film is the only new
technique to be validly and widely tested

before any important segment of the mass

national audience. Hence, this medium was

logically the one to be tested. "House of

Wax" was selected as the ideal subject of

the poll. Since many of the respondents had

previously seen "Bwana Devil" or "Man in

the Dark", this allowed them a frame of

reference which provided valuable statis-

tical data.

It is not the purpose of this poll to make
a hero or a scapegoat of the Warner
Brother production (FILM BULLETIN'S
review of the film was very favorable), but

the selection of "House of Wax" was made
because we felt it was the best 3-Dimension

film released up to the time the poll was
taken. The introduction of stereophonic

(WarnerPhonic) sound further strength-

ened the choice of this film. The treatment

of the survey, beyond that arbitrary choice,

attempts to be rigidly objective.

The questionnaire was designed to accom-

odate a limited number of inquiries, so as to

make answering as burden-free as possible.

Most of the queries were constructed on a

multiple-choice basis, with space provided

for free comment on the back. The survey

is not comparative ; that is, it does not

solicit the pollee's views of a 3-dimensional

film in relation to a standard 2-D film. Tt

seeks only to evaluate 3-D in its own singu-

lar aspects as a form of entertainment.

"House of Wax" Selected as Ideal Subject

In order to gather more than general re-

actions from this survey, the form inquired

into age, sex, location and movie-attendence

habits, so as to subclassify the respondents

in search of significant trends.

O O
This survey does not pretend to be a

scientific, or even a technically prepared sta-

tistical study. Neither does it purport to

cover its subject matter on a national basis.

It is merely a factual analysis of the tastes

and opinions of what was considered a

reasonable and representative cross-section

of the population in certain areas where

"House of Wax" was playing at the time of

the survey.

In all, 3000 poll forms were distributed

in post-paid, self-addressed envelopes in the

lobbies of theatres in four cities: Paramount,

New York; Mastbaum, Philadelphia; Ma-

jestic, Providence; Mary Anderson, Louis-

ville. 1200 were handed out at both the

Paramount and the Mastbaum, 300 each at

the Providence and Louisville theatres.

While no representation was afforded the

western part of the country, an effort was

made to select theatres in representative

cities in the north, south and metropolitan

eastern areas.

Distribution of the form was manual.

Method of this poll required the patron to

take form out of the respective theatres. Nc

facilities set up to accomodate answering

within the house. Hence, the pollee was re-

quired to undertake a series of personal in-

itiatives, in taking it home, opening it, study-

ing the questions, answering and making

comments if he chose, and of course, mailing

the form back. With no interviewer present

to control balloting or the handing back of

sheet, a limited response was expected.

0 O
Of the 3000 distributed forms, returns by

June 5 numbered 911. Since then 86 addi-

tional pieces have been received, but not

tabulated into this poll. Here briefly is a

rundown of returns by location

:

Per-cent

City Number Returning

New York 384 32.00

Philadelphia 341 28.40
j

Providence 95 31.70

Louisville 91 30.30 I

Total response ran at 30.4 percent of dis

tribution, an unusually high return based or

polls with the uncontrollable aspects of thi'

one. The happy inference is made that \

high degree of public consciousness in re

gard to the medium and to our industn

exists. Unquestionably, that 3-D issue is o

wide general interest, reaching beyond th

movie page of the daily newspaper,

(Continued on Pott
>'
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AT PRESS TIME

10th CENTURY-FOX

HAS RECEIVED



CIRCUIT HEADS AND INDEPEN1

Read the opinions of six of It

LEONARD GOLDENSON SAMUEL PINANSKI
President,

American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, Inc.

"I can say honestly that

it far exceeds our best

expectations. It holds the

promise of higher grosses

and profits. Our theatres

are now proceeding with

installations."

President-General Manager,
American Theatres Corp.

"There is no doubt that

CinemaScope opens a

new technique for motion

picture production. I have

the greatest faith and
confidence it will lead the

way to a revitalization of

boxoffice receipts."

J. MYER SCHINE

President,

Schine Circuit, Inc.

"We've ordered Cinen

Scope installations a 1

are looking forward >

great things with it. I i

seen many changes in 1 1

industry, but 20th-Fos

CinemaScope is the m t

significant since the co

ing of sound!"

lor
1**

TO**-

?e9» tecen^-To* ^ pore1

AHEAD WITH

ADAPTABLE FOR T



ilT THEATRE OWNERS ACCLAIM

ISCOPE
nation's leading showmen:

A. SCHWARTZ
President,

P.KO Theatres Corp.

"2>th Century-Fox's
CiemaScope is a sensa-

tical new technique and

I £i confident that it will

brig a tremendous up-

su£e at the boxoffice.

CiemaScope equipment

ha been ordered for

RIO houses."

E

CHARLES SKOURAS
President,

National Theatres, Inc.

"Our company has or-

dered CinemaScope
equipment for over 200
houses of National The-

atres. This is evidence of

how much CinemaScope
will mean to a revival of

public interest in motion
picture theatres."

JOSEPH R. VOGEL

Vice-President,

Loew's, Inc.

"CinemaScope is an in-

spiring step forward and

will prove a tremendous

stimulus to our industry.

Loew's will be among the

first to equip its theatres

for this great system."

S OF EVERY SIZE AND EVERY SHAPE!



COMMENTS

BY RESPONDENTS

89%

WHO ARE

RESPONDENTS?

QUESTION

NO. 1

First 3-D

Experience

For Most

PUBLIC POLL DN 3-D

(Continued from Poll 2)

One surprising factor of the returns was

the large number of responses from rural

areas by patrons evidently visiting the big

cities. In all, 18 states were represented in

the survey. Responses also were received

by visitors from England, Italy, Brazil,

Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico.

O O

Largest single surprise appearing in the

returns was the number of people who
availed themselves of the free comment
space, and the degree to which they ex-

pressed themselves. In all fully 89% of all

respondents made comment of one type or

another. They ranged from a single word

description of attitude, such as "Tremend-

ous", to long treatises on pertinent factors

outcropping from the medium. Many com-

ments spilled over onto the margin and were

continued on separate enclosed sheets, some

of which were typewritten.

These comments were studied and graded

in relation to their particular views. They
proved to be the chief tool in qualifying the

specific answers to the eight questions listed

in the poll.

In the main, we have set aside a special

section in this report devoted to the com-

ments. However, some typical comments
are included in the analysis of the answers

to specific questions for the purpose of docu-

mentation.

0 O

In order to glean an insight into the

answers, and to help the reader gain per-

spective as he reads the results, we are

listing below a breakdown of the vital per-

sonal characteristics of the respondents.

Many of these figures are still further classi-

fied in the analysis where such breakdown
proves helpful in showing significant atti

tudes by some special group.

AGE OF RESPONDENTS
Under 21 32%
21-35 46%
35-50 , 17%
Over 50 5%

SEX

Male Female

58% 42%

MOVIE-GOING HABITS

Once a week or more 68%
Approx. once a month 22%
Once every two months 6%
Less frequently 4%

RESULTS
Question I

IS "HOUSE OF WAX"
TUP. FIRST THREE-DIM FNS1ON

PICTURE YOU'VE SEEN?
By this inquiry the survey sought to as

certain the degree to which those who ha>

seen a previous 3-D film choose to com
back for more. At the time this poll wa
undertaken, only two productions in thi

medium had been released outside of th

subject film. One, "Bwana Devil" had ru

the gamut from first runs to neighborhoods

the other, "Man in the Dark", had bee

rushed into release just before "House (

Wax".
YES NO
66% 34%

Noteworthy is the finding that more tha

one of every three who attended the subje<

film, itself only the second or third of ii

kind to be exhibited in the areas coverei

had witnessed another 3-D. The great m;

jority listed "Bwana Devil" as their previoi

experience. Some five percent had set

"Man in the Dark". Several people reports

that they had seen Cinerama, which they r

garded as 3-D, and a few mentioned sho

subjects.

While no effort was made to dctermii

the critical attitudes in respect to the

other films, it may be assumed that tl

motivation of the 34 percent in returning f

more 3D is simply a desire to come back f

another visit with the medium.

That the percentage was as high

shown, infers a positive reaction regardii

Three-Dimension, irrespective of critical r

actions in a previous experience. Critical i

actions are cited owing to the large numb

of the 34% who stated in comments tli

"House of Wax" represented an impro\

ment over its predecessors. Typical a

these two comments

:

"A great improvement over the first 3-D picti

that I saw. "House of Wax" did not seem hast

thrown together."

—

Eric Barth, Bronx, N. Y.

"If 3-D improves in the same ratio as the last f

ture to this, I'm all for it."

—

H. M. Kling,

Muncie, Ind.

A further breakdown reveals the intere -

ing statistic that of those who had seen 3

'

before 82% were the "once a week or mo:

'

(hereafter referred to as "frequen '<

patrons. Therefore, the return of the -

called "lost audience" is not particularly l

evidence in this survey. The one hearten!'

factor is the finding that 32% of the tc I

respondents to the poll, the element that

tends monthly or less often, choose 3-D s

the vehicle for their irregular habits. 1 e

(Continued on Pol )
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PUBLIC POLL DN 3-D
(Continued from Poll 3)

movie industry might logically accept this

as evidence that more 3-D pictures may in

crease these habits.

Before leaving this section comments

must be made in respect to the popularity of

3-D with the male patron. 42% of all males

answering this poll had seen a depth-

dimension film before. This interest is sup-

ported by the further disclosure that 58% of

all respondents were male, indicating a

greater general impression with the medium
than for the female forces. This may per-

haps result from the selection of so-called

"male" subjects for the initial 3-D efforts.

Each of the three, "Bwana Devil," "Man in

the Dark" and "House of Wax" contained

action or suspense themes. The filming of

material more suited to the feminine taste,

may well elevate her already rather strong

impression of the medium.

Question 2

DO YOU DESIRE TO SEE MORE
THREE-DIMENSION MOVIES?

In couching this question, the deliberate

aim was to avoid classifying or inviting

classification of future 3-D films as to type,

subject matter or star preferences. No qual-

itative standards were taken into account.

The chief function of Question 2 was the

determination of the public's attitude in re-

gard to the broad value of 3-D as a new
entertainment experience. The public spoke

as follows

:

YES NO
96% 4%

This in indeed an encouraging showing
for those producers and exhibitors who have
staked so much on its success. But the sig-

nificance of these figures are to a large

extent meaningless unless we know to what
degree the public chooses to view more 3-D.

The answer to this question and reasons

behind it form the single most important
subject of this survey. In the interest of pre-

senting a complete and* comprehensive
analysis of this most vital problem, a major
statistical breakdown has been compiled, be-

ginning with Chart 1. In determining the

extent to which the respondents wished to

see more 3-D, they were asked :

(a) How many of the future movies you
expect to see would you prefer to view in 3-

Dimension? All? Occasional? None?

Those preferring the "occasional" depth
film outranked the "alls" by 11%. The seg-

ment that would rather see no 3-D in the

future represent only 4% of the responding

public. It is interesting, however, that half

of this last group are willing to be converted

to a more sympathetic viewpoint, provided

certain simple conditions are met. Many in

this category (as well as those in the recep-

tive categories) listed intense dissatisfaction

with the Polaroid viewing glass as the

reason for their negative position.

The overall response to this question,

therefore, suggests an almost unamimous
attitude regarding future 3-D desire. That

"occasional" outscored "all" indicates at the

very least a receptive, if not overwhelming,

public reaction. Before speculating on the

significance of the "occasional" trend, let us

look more closely at a complete categorical

breakdown of this problem in terms of

movie-going habits. We shall show only

the frequent patron in this section, repre-

senting as they do, more than two-thirds of

the responding public.

MALE FEMALE TOTAL

All Occ'l No All Occ'l No All Oce'l No
Under 21 66 32 0 50 70 & 116 102 6

21-35 ...... 70 I 12 10 38 42 0 1 08 1 54 10

35-50 30 32 2 10 20 2 40 52 4

Over 50 8 10 2 2 2 0 10 12 2

Total 174 186 14 100 134 8 274 320 22

It is immediately evident that the hottest

3D fans are the under-21 group. The youth

element bucked the tide by indicating an

(Continued on Poll 5)

100

QUESTION

NO. 2

They Want

More 3-D Films

Some Ask All

Pictures in 3-D,

Others Occasional
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Young People

Most Enthusiastic

QUESTION

NO. 3

They Rate

Entertainment

'Good'

PUBLIC POLL ON 3-D

(Continued from Poll tj

"all" preference. The real strength of this

statistic comes from the young males who
/would take "all" to "occasional" by two to

N^one. As borne out in Question 1, the total

male element here is also more devoted to

the depth medium than the female of the

species, although his taste does not quite

extend to an "all" 3-D diet.

In ascertaining why the majority ex-

pressed a desire to see no more than an oc-

casional film in this medium, three im-

portant trends culled from the comments
division make themselves evident:

(1) The loud outcry against the cardboard

viewing glasses (even by many who raved

over the film and the effects)
;

(2) The belief that technical perfection has

not yet been achieved
;

(3) The suspicion that 3-D films must be

confined to "special effects", precluding the

possibility of seeing their favorites types of

pictures through the depth medium.

These factors will be more extensively

developed in appropriate sections.

The very novelty of the three-dimension

film is another aspect that may well have

some bearing on the outcome. An economic

axiom recites that in many people 'newness"

tends to develop caution. Whether this can

be said of 3-D and "House of Wax" in view

of the boxoffice stampede is questionable,

until it is remembered that opinions are

formed on the way out of the theatre ; not on

the way in. Like the buyer of automobiles,

some like to wait "until the good models

come out."

Typical spokesman for this is Miss Marie

Stewart, of Philadelphia, whose comment
observed, "Third-Dimension motion pictures

still have to be perfected. Nowadays the

public expects more improvements in the

motion picture world, because this is a time

of progress, the atomic age."

Among those demanding "all" 3-D fan.:,

the reactions are generally ecstatic, like Miss

Gloria Thorpe, of Hoboken, who considered

it, "The most outstanding picture I ever saw
All pictures should be 3-Dimension." The
degree of enthrallment as expressed by the

younger people was overwhelming. Repre-

senting as they do a large slice of the total

movie population, their views must be re-

garded seriously. Shortly they join the 21-

35 category, the most populous age element

in tomorrow's audience as well.

Hence, the certain finding is that more

3-D films will be supported in the future.

One important division would like nothing

else. Whether the balance of the public could

consume a steady diet would seem to depend
on the fulfillment of certain conditions which

will be dealt with beginning with Ques-

tion 4.

Question 3

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE
ENTERTAINMENT VALUES OF

"HOUSE OF WAX"

These alternatives were offered :

( )utstanding Good Fair Poor

The inquiry solicited the spectator's im-

pression of the film in the sum total of all

its aspects, such as depth-illusion, stereo-

phonic sound, story, interest, performances,

suspense. As shown in Question 6, the find-

ings here are analyzed in terms of the speci-

fic ratings that produced the following rates.

100

OUTSG GOOD FAIR POOR

Fully 50% of the polling public rated

"House of Wax" as "good" entertainment.

This represents an increment of 15% over

those who judged it 'outstanding." Only

13% were critical to the extent of marking

"fair," and an infinitesimal minority (l//2%)

labeled the production "poor."

Of the youngest group 47% rated the film

"outstanding," compared to 48% of the

youngsters who chose "good." Not one in

this age bracket considered the entertain-

ment "poor."

( )ne surprise was recorded in the over-50

group, a small but nevertheless representa-

(Continued on Poll 6)
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tivc sampling, where an edge went to "out-

standing."

Most critical was the most numerous age

category, 21-35. Here more than twice the

respondents selected "good" to "outstand-

ing." Slightly more than half of the total

"fair" vote stemmed from this division

While mention was made in the preceding

section to the attention motion picture pro-

ducers must render to the tastes of the

youngest patrons, even more study is re-

quired in the 21-35 area, representing as it

does the largest collective movie-going

group.

The overall ranking of "House of Wax" as

a typical 3-Dimension film is in the main

creditahle. Of the total vote, 85y2% scored

"good" and "outstanding". Only 14}/2% were

lukewarm or unimpressed in the extreme.

Among those who saw fit to make a

praiseworthy comment about the picture—

•

and there were scores—here are a few:

"I was so excited, I almost fainted. The reason 1

didn't— I was afraid I'd miss something."

—

Helen

Baisseau, Roanoke, Va.

"I stayed to see it five times, so it must be good.

'

—James ///'//, Neiv York.

"\ want to congratulate Warner Bros, on their

pioneering and risk. I think they are to be com-

mended in this achievement

—

Robert W olfe, Phil-

adelphia.

But one young lady indicated her disap-

pointment by stating: "I thought the picture

would be more horid (sic)."

The major area of concern to the industry

should be why, in light of the fresh novelty

and obvious appeal of the depth dimension

phenomenon, was not an even higher rating

afforded? It should be recalled thai we are

not considering here factors such as intel-

ligent story line, provocative treatment or

even overpowering performances. The sole

issue at hand is entertainment values and

the above-named ingredients are not neces-

i sarily required to achieve entertainment

values.

Can it be the public is growing more
1 discriminate regarding production values?

Can it be that the very enthusiasm gener-

ated by 3-D that this poll indicates is still

not enough in itself. Just what the public
looks for on the silver screen, what elements

i

they found lacking in the subject film will

be expanded in Questions 6 and 7.

Question 4

DO YOU CONSIDER THE SENSA-

TION OF SEEING THE DEPTH-

DIMENSION WORTH THE NEED
TO WEAR POLAROID VIEWING

GLASSES?

The wearing of Polaroid glass requires

the patron to deviate from his normal movie-

viewing habits. In any situation demanding

such dislocation from customary procedure,

criticism and objection are natural. Accord-

ingly- Question 4 makes the assumption that

the viewer would be happier without glasses.

The point in issue here is, notwithstanding

the required glasses, does the final satisfac-

tion in witnessing the added dimension

rationalize the need for eye-piece?

YES

77 <

,

NO

23%

More than three of every four respondents

considered the Polaroid viewing glass justi-

fied in relation to the sensation achieved by

its use. No marked statistical deviations

were observed in respect to age, where it

would seem the more advanced age groups

would show the greatest sensitivity to the

glasses. Nor did a rundown by movie-going

habit show any great disparity in the atti-

tude toward glasses between frequent

moviegoes and occasional ones.'

The most vital feature of this section was
found in the "yes" or "no" alternatives, but

on the back of the form where the pollee

could expand his views. As stated before,

89% of all respondents made use of this

space. An effort was made to rate and grade

these comments into specific pidgeonholes of

reaction to the polaroid glasses. Of all re-

spondents to the poll, 85% mentioned the

subject of glasses in one wayr or another in

their comments.

It is here that an important trend devel-

ops and runs right through the remaining

survey in a manner as to qualify the outcome
as shown above. Of those commenting on
the glasses, 86% of those who answered
"no" and an even 50% of those who said

"yes" made critical remarks. The position of

"yes" pollees is of primary importance, since

they are sold on 3-D movies. Yet so many
of these people said, in effect: "Yes, I found

the 3-D effect worth the need to wear the

glasses, but the glasses are annoying."

For instance, the comment of Christopher

V. Ruggieri of Lawrence, Mass., was typi-

cal: "The glasses kept falling off because

(Continued on Poll 7)

QUESTION

NO. 4

3 Out of 4

Willing To Accept

Viewing Glasses

... But They

Find the Glasses

Bothersome
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(Continued from Poll 6)

the crook over the ear is not arched enough.

Outside of that, I enjoyed the 3-D picture

immensely and found it very exciting-."

And what of those answering "no?" G. L.

Pendleton of New York, said: "Don't feel

3-D adds enough to be worth the trouble,

except for certain trick effects. Glasses are

awkward, don't tit, slip off all the time."

The obvious warning contained here is

that the cardboard glasses will retard the

public's interest in 3-D, unless something is

done quickly to improve them.

It is pertinent, we believe, to examine the

relation between answers to Question No. 2

:

"Do you desire to see ttnore 3-dimension

movies?" and complaints about the viewing

glasses. The table below sets these figures

against each other.

Future 3D % of Unfavorable
Preferences Comments on Glasses

All 42% 55%
Occasional 53% 43%
None 5% 25%

Thus we see that more than half of those

prefering to see "all" future movies in 3-D

found some aspect of the viewing glass un-

pleasant. This finding, however, must be

qualified by noting that many of these 3-D

enthusiasts called for improvement in the

glasses. Irrespective of this, the inference is

that a high degree of tolerance toward an

eye-covering is manifest among the "all"

following. At present the novelty is strong-

enough to make their attitude 3-D at all

cost. The key question is—how long will

this attitude prevail?

Many in the category asserted frankly

that the distracting influences of the glasses

led them to ask for only an "occasional"

3-D film.

Said J. P. of New York City: "'The

House of Wax' was wonderful, interesting

and exciting. Everything about the picture

kept you on the go all the way. But, please,

please improve the glasses that we have to

wear. They slip off and are much too small."

Since nearly two-thirds of the "occa-

sional" pollees criticized the Polaroid view-

ing glass, it seems clear that this was the

controlling factor in passing up the "all"

alternative. Some remedial action is a prime

requisite. Illustrated in the accompanying-

chart are specific factors most frequently

noted in the comments by respondents

about the viewing glasses.

Problems in adjustment of the piece out-

ranked all others. A great variety of sugges-

tions were proferred, principally on how to

Trouble Did Not Fit Dizziness, etc. Others
Adjusting Over

Eye-Glasses

keep the glasses fixed over the eyes or over

the spectator's own eye-glasses.

Dorothy B. McElman of New York

thought, "There should be a minute or so of

instruction in the folding of the glasses be-

fore the picture begins." Within the dark-

ened theater, said others, there is no way ot

seeing the marked line indicating the ear

fold. More than a few expressed a willing-

ness to buy better-made Polaroid glasses of

their own. One man was willing to set up

a national concession of "well-made" eye-

pieces for "a nominal consideration." A few;

would pay advanced prices for frame glasses,

The 37% glasses-wearing part of the pub-

lic was even more vocal. Said Richard Lyncli

of Long Island, "Polaroid glasses are hare!

to keep on for people wdio wear glasses as 1

do. When others are ducking, I am re-ad-

justing the Polaroids." One after another o:

the bespectacled respondents suggested theii

own pet mechanical adjustments. Typical ia

the comment of Salem H. Ford of Louisville

Kentucky, who would put "series of notche:

or rubber-connecting ear pieces to hold tin

Polaroid frames on the glasses at length.'

Several submitted illustrations of their owi

designs of 3-D glasses. A large numbe

make the point that only Polaroid lense

should be issued, including clips that woul<

fasten them to the ordinary prescription

glasses.

Eye-glass wearers constitute a very sig

nificant portion of this survey, and of th

national movie-population It is irrefutabl

(Continued on Poll I
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the part of wisdom to acknowledge their

needs. They must not become the overlooked

segment in the development of 3-Dimen-

sional films.

Eye-strain and dizziness composed a rela-

tively minor area of the overall complaints.

Nevertheless, those who listed these factors

reacted strongly, and they are bad for the

public relations of 3-D movies.

One broad fact must be mentioned at this

time. In scoring the number and kind of

critical factors, no count was made of those

w ho simply described the viewing glasses as

"bothersome" and suggested they be elim-

inated. Comments ran like this one: "I like

3-D, but it would be much better and less

annoying without glasses." A surprising

number said things will certainly improve

when a Polaroid screen is installed in the

theaters. Where this impression arose is

baffling, hut some clarification and education

;is surely needed.

To sum up the findings on this vital issue:

'For all the poor quality of the 10-cent card-

board Polaroids, the annoyance of poor fit,

etc., the public appears willing to accept the

burden in order to see the depth. How long

it will tolerate inadequate viewing glasses is

the $64 question.

Question 5

1 WHAT PARTICULAR ASPECT OF
"HOUSE OF WAX" DID YOU LIKE

BEST?

(a) 3-Dimension Effects? (b) Sound Effects?

'(c) Story? (d) Acting?

An obvious assumption is that a wide

percentage of the public was attracted to

this film by reason of curiosity over the

depth-dimension. To what extent were they

pleased or disappointed? And what of the

other elements involved in the production,

the purely artistic and dramatic values? In

brief, it was considered essential to learn

whether it was the presence of the depth-
illusion, or some other aspect of the produc-
tion that acted most strongly in shaping
attitudes.

I he majority of respondents pointed out
as most interesting the mechanical or so-

called "gimmick" aspect of 3-D that attacks
the spectator's visual sense. It scored nearly

40$ higher than the closest of the dramatic
values, acting. Story w as the least regarded
facet oi the production.

I he findings in this question appear to

underscore the fact that a novel style of

presentation can, in its early public display,

lift an otherwise mediocre film to the point

of profit and "good" audience response. In

effect, 3-D is the exploitation angle, and in

the case of "House of Wax" the Warner
Bros, advertising department obviously did

a bang-up job of selling 3-D's dramatic

features.

Historically, "story" has always held first-

rank consideration in a motion picture (al-

though often studios have sought to substi-

tute "star values" as the basic element).

That story was so lightly regarded in the

subject film is merely a further manifesta-

tion of the overpowering effect on the public

of the 3-D novelty.

But soon this problem must assert itelf

:

What can we expect when the "gimmick"

becomes, as it ultimately will, the staple and

its powerful effects are somewhat neutral-

ized? Can a basic sensory experience con-

tinue to replace the truly fundamental

appeals of the movie, escape, identification,

vicarious satisfaction and downright plain

amusement ?

Worthy of space are a few comments on

this subject

:

"This is okay when people want an optical tease,

hut it doesn't have much to do with deep human

responses to The Story."

—

Alexander Singer,

New York City.

"The 3-D effect of the picture was excellent, but

the plot and story was poor."

—

Norchent Notte-

meyer, Louisville.

"The Dimension effects are interesting, but they

cannot replace story value; they can enhance it.

—Mrs. E. J. Gaines. Bronx.

(Continued on Poll 9)

QUESTION

NO. 5

They Liked 3-D

Effects Best,

Sound Next

Is It

A Substitute

For Story?

3D SOUND STORY ACTING
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Call for Musicals

QUESTION

NO. 6

Strong Approval

Voiced for 3-D

QUESTION

NO. 7

The 'Gimmick' Gives

'Wax' Its Kicks

PUBLIC POLL ON 3-D

(Continued from I'oll 8)

What then i> the answer? ( )bviously, from

the nature of main' of the comments on this

subject, a substantial part of the public

would prefer more care on the "non-gim-

mick" elements of the film, and. within the

framework of this new sensory experience, a

greater application of dramatic craftsmen-

ship.

Another factor in this regard is type of

future 3-D preferences. One after another,

respondents said they wished they had seen

their favorite film in this medium. Imagine

the heightened effectiveness of really top-

flight 2-1) productions if they had heen made
with the depth dimension!

The greatest call for a specific type of

depth film was for musicals, musicals in

color and in 3-D. Many thought all outdoor

pictures should he filmed in this medium.

Some regarded war stories as a natural sub-

ject. But most just asked that the future

3-D film he a first-rate effort in all facets.

To depart from the critical aspects for a

moment, it should he recorded that the in-

dustry is singularly blessed in the number
of unpaid spokesmen who will beat the drum
for 3-D. Irrespective of complaint, nearly

everyone is for 3-D. The statements of en-

couragement to keep perfecting the medium,

the showing of sympathy and tolerance for

its fault were everywhere in evidence. The
typical expression by many was congratula-

tions on a thrilling new experience. Now
just brush up the flaws, they said, and we'll

come back.

Question 6

DO YOU BELIEVE THE THIRD-
DIMENSION (a) INCREASES THE
PICTURE'S EFFECTIVENESS? (b)

DECREASES THE PICTURE'S EF-

FECTIVENESS? (c) HAS NO REAL
BEARING EITHER WAY?

Increases

89%
Decreases

2%
No Bearing

9%

The results to this question complement

to a degree the findings made in Question

5, especially as related to dramatic qualities.

The implication stemming from the above

figures is this: Without the Third-Dimen-

sion the film would have been weaker. About
nine of every ten respondents thought

"House of Wax" was lifted by its presenta-

tion in the 3-1) medium. Although there can

be no comparative evidence, the finding

strongly suggests that lacking 3-D the enter-

tainment value rating would base been less

than the "good" evaluation it received in

Question 3. This inference can only point-up

the muscle-building qualities ol the depth

medium.

As always there were those detractors

who felt the medium had no bearing one

way or the other on the basic appeal of the

film. Another small minority considered the

depth-illusion so rudimentary as to render

its promised effectiveness meaningless. An

example of the more thoughtful type of criti-

cim i> that submitted by Daniel Rinaldi oi

Providence, "I believe 3-D should be experi-

mented on more thoroughly before being

brought before the public. Many things need

perfection in 3-D." lint in the main, the

public apparently regards it well.

What we have gleaned from the question

is this: A vast part of the public stands

ready to accept 3-D as a valuable technical

improvement in film fare. If 3-D is the

secret-weapon of the industry, it remains

only for the movie-makers to present the

medium in its Sunday-best? Superior pro-

duction values, plus the depth-dimension,

might very well be tough competition for

any other film form to beat at the boxoffice.

Question 7

DID YOU FIND THE 3-DIMEN-

SIONAL EFFECT INTERESTING
AND EXCITING: (a) THROUGH-
OUT THE ENTIRE PICTURE?
(b) ONLY IN CERTAIN SCENES?

(c) NOT AT ALL?

Has this new medium the capacity to

command sustained attention in the devel-

opment of a motion picture, by pulling real-

ity into the total comprehension? Or is its

principle effectiveness the exploitation of

certain 3-D "gimmick" situations? What ele-

ment of public finds no degree of interest

or excitement at all?

Certain Scenes Not at allThroughout

59%

The results are evidence that an over-

whelming number of patrons, 98%, enjoy

to varying degrees viewing the depth-di-

mension. It must be accepted that no mo-

tion picture can hold the patrons' attention

at a high key over a 90-minute period. Nor,

for that matter, can the living theatre, liter-

ature or the other arts. The results, however,

confirm the feeling that better use can be

made of depth dimension.

Many commented that the best possible

uses of the 3-D principle were not fully ex-

ploited, and that once one grew accustomed

to the sensation, it required the "gimmicks

(Continued on Poll 10)
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that incite audience participation to get a

rise out of the crowd.

Particularly critical was the male element,

4-Pr of which found the effect interesting

and exciting only in certain scenes. Females,

on the other hand, scored twice as many

votes for "throughout" than for "certain

scenes." No female in the entire poll listed

"not at all."

A rundown of the critical comments by

the groups which checked either "through-

out" or "certain scenes" exposes three clear-

ly developed attitudes: (1) Complaints of

blurriness and occasionally resulting dizzi-

ness found in scenes involving rapid action

and movement. This complaint was by far

the most numerous—18% of all respondents.

The Can-Can scene was singled out as the

chief offender in this regard. Mention was

made also to blurred vision in the fight

scenes. Hollywood's technicians should

move quickly to eliminate this flaw. (2)

Pollees considered the thinness of the char-

acter accentuated to a point of unreality.

Some spoke of the "smallness" of the

players. (3) The glasses again as vidian tj

many who missed important sequences while

making adjustments.

A large number expressed deligh* with the

audience-participation effects, in particular

the ball and paddle scene. An equally im-

portant number thought not enough of this

technique was rendered. Comparative few

regarded the audience-attack devices criti-

cally on the ground that it destroyed rather

than built realism by making them con-

scious they were being fooled.

Question 8

DID YOU FIND THAT WARNER-
PHONIC SOUND (a) ADDED
REALISM AND EXCITMENT?
(hi WAS PARTIALLY EFFEC-
TIVE (c) ADDED NOTHING?

An important complement to the depth-

dimension is the novel auditory experience

produced by stereophonic sound equipment.

Question 8 was posed less in the desire of

learning of its novelty qualities than in

determining the degree to which it adds t »

tlie total dramatic and realistic development
"f the picture.

Added realism

& Excitement Partially Nothing

58% 32% 10%

Tlie results hear out the fact that the vast

majority of people generally like the sensa

QUESTION

NO. 8

Their Views on

Stereophonic

Sound

tion. A surprise finding is the great number
who rendered thoughtful opinions as to im-

proving the application of this sound me-

dium. As would be expected, these com-

ments came predominantly from the male.

Most frequent of the critical comments
dealt with the lack of synchronization be-

tween sound and action, in particular the

early scenes of the picture when its first

employment produced a degree of surprise

and shock. This "shock" effect caused many
to lose track of the action in their confusion

over coordinating mentally the audio aspects

with the visual. Loudness offended others.

(Could this be attributed to inexperience of

projectionists with the new medium?)

Said Stanley H. Frimet of the Bronx.

N. Y., "The sound was unrealistic Hearing

a scream behind you when you see some-

thing in front is unreal . . . and when a man
falls from space, it doesn't sound like a shelf

of dishes falling."

At the other extreme, Bill M. Liberman,

Brooklyn, voiced the feeling of some by

complaining: "There was not enough special

sound effects. Therefore it did not hold

your interest throughout the picture."

Many thought, however, it provided them

with greater enjoyment than the depth-

dimension (see Question 5). Of those who
listed their likings in the sound medium, the

musical background treatment led by far.

In summary, the findings suggest a ready

acceptance with the idea of stereophonic

sound, a moderate degree of acceptance in

its present state, and a somewhat largei

group looking for improvement in synchron-

ization, the removal of unnatural sounding

qualities, improvement in clarity, and a more

consistent Use of the effect to preclude it-

being so obtrusive. Furthermore, all reac-

tions to the musical effects through the

stereophonic medium were favorable and

downright laudatory. More stereophonic

music, please, Mr. Producer.

Rapid Movement Creates Blur

FILM BULLETIN June 15, 1953 Poll 10



RESPONDENTS

EXPRESS

THEMSELVES

Praise & Pans

But Gives Us More!

EDITOR'S NOTE

Space limitations prohibit pub-

lication of more than this hand-

ful of the voluminous comments

filed by the poll's respondents.

PUBLIC POLL DN 3-D
COMMENTS

"A thrill of a lifetime."

—

Miss G. Yesmontas,

New York, N. Y.

"1 enjoyed 'House of Wax', but would like to see

a 3-Dimensional picture in a setting similar to

'Niagara' or a musical comedy, getting away

from horror."

—

Arthur G. Hornby, Providence,

R. I.

"If it could he improved where the eyestrain

would not he so great . . . real enjoyment could

be attained."

—

Theodore Tormari. Providence.

R. I.

"I see no reason for an advance in prices. If I

had judged all 3-D pictures on "Bwana Devil' I

would not have made any attempt to see any

more."

—

R. J. Come. Lakeland, Flu.

"I am anxiously awaiting to see more pictures

as good as. if not better than "House of Wax
(3-D, of course) . . . even with the glasses, the

effect was extremely good."

—

Y. Di Giargio.

Philadelphia, Pa.

"I felt I was in an entirely different world."

—

Marilyn N. Alfasso, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"I think that the third dimension is a great asset

to the motion picture industry and as it is per-

fected it will offer a greater amount of entertain-

ment to the public."

—

Robert Adams, Burlington,

N.J.

"The 3-D effect makes the movie more realistic

in every case. The only objection, my eyes were

bothered in the scene of the can-can dance and a

few other instances. L pon correcting this, I think

3-D pictures are the thing to replace today's

movies!"

—

Pvt. James A. Estergard. Fort Knox,

Ky.

"It is all right for adults . . . not good for kid'-

nerves . . . Perhaps musicals will be more enter-

taining."—M. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.

"I think it is marvelous what Hollywood is

creating and I hope to see more such pictures in

the future."

—

Angela Mazzilli, New York, N. Y.

"When objects seemed to come out of the screen

at you they had the effect of turning aside before

they reached you, which detracted from 3rd di-

mension." - Harding P. Richards, Blackwood,

N. J.

"A great step forward for the motion picture

industry . . . There are minor faults. Were these

defects erased—then make all pictures in 3-D."

—

Roger A. DuBose, Lakewood, R. I.

"I consider this picture to be the best I have

seen. And I am looking forward to seeing

another one soon."

—

John H. Brown, Ml. Car-

mel, Pa.

"I found the sound very different and very well

done. It greatly increased the effectiveness of the

picture."

—

Raymond F. Poivers, Jr., Fall River,

Mass.

"I think 3-D's are much, much more interesting

than 2-1) movies."

—

John Million, Mt. Holh,

N. J.

'Thoroughly enjoyed the picture and feel this is

a very entertaining and exciting medium." A".

Connors, Philadelphia, Pa.

"'Wonderful, interesting and exciting . . . Keep

producing 3-D pictures." Jerry Peichia, \eu

York, N. Y.

"Blurred images made viewing difficult in some

scenes."

—

R. E. Chamberlin, (Juon.se/ Pt.. R, /.

"I enjoyed this new experience immensely . , ,

The effects of the flying chair, paddle-ball, etc.,

were very good."

—

Catherine Condan, Arlington,

N.J. I

'
1 think the\ should make more 3-Dimensional

pictures. It was my first but it was great."'

—

S\liiu Harris. Brooklyn, N. Y.

"1 am not a regular movie goer since receiving

TV. However. I feel 3-D is very different. More

3-D please!"

—

Mary Pollins, Providence, R. I.

"The realism is just great."

—

D. M. Warren.

Louisville, Ky.

"I left the movie house with a headache and my

eyes teared now and then through the movie."—

-

0. M. Bernhardt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"With larger polaroid surface in viewing glasses

for those of us who must wear regular glasses,

I'd rather see one 3-Dimension movie than ?

dozen regular movies."

—

Mrs. A. H. Jones, Upper

^arby, Pa.

"I found the movie exciting but the 3-D has to

be much improved before the majority of people

will see them regularly."

—

Anne L. Irving, Nor-

wood, Pa.

"In close-up scenes involving fast-moving sub-

jects, a glassy un-natural effect is produced."

—

R. J. Carbonnell, New York, N. Y.

"The WarnerPhonic sound was excellent and

added a lot to the picture."

—

H. V. Holmes.

Barrington, R. I.

"I believe that after you have seen a number ol

3-D pictures, movies will be in the same position

as they are today. The novelty will have worn off
j

and the acting, story and direction will be the

attraction."

—

Oscar Neufeld, Philadelphia. Pa.

"Don't feel that 3-D adds enough to be worth,

the trouble. Except for certain trick effects, th(

conventional flat picture is adequate to convey

the story."

—

G. Pendleton, New York, N. Y.

"Now that I've seen 3-D I don't think I'll enjoy

regular pictures anymore."

—

Rita Bailey, Philc.

delphia, Pa.

"My one criticism is: When fast action is taking

place ... it becomes blurred and makes the eye'

tear."—Nancy Mendez, New York, N. Y.

"Since the motion picture industry is trying t(

sell 3-D to the public, it seems strange that the;

should try to do it with inferior pictures. I don

think 3-D is a substitute for quality and I believi,

more enthusiasm could be drummed up by em

deavoring to promote 3-D with high-grarli

entertainment." — John H. Fassitt, Jr., Chestnu

Hill, Pa.

"I loved it. It made me feel like I was righ

there."

—

Pat Stuart, Swarthmore. Pa.
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3-D & WIDE SCREEN DEVELOPMENTS
I. Robert Hoff, vice-president of The

Ballantype Co. of Omaha, claims $1,000,000

in orders have been received for the recently

announced low-cost package deal, which in-

cludes equipment for 3-D, wide-screen and

stereophonic sound installations. The quick

response undoubtedly was influenced by Al-

lied's sponsorship of the deal. Hoff feels

that at least 1000 theatres would have to be

equipped to make it pay oft for Ballantyne.

At an average cost of $6000 per package,

one-sixth of the number has already sub-

scribed despite the fact that no public dem-

onstration of the equipment has yet been

held. Originally scheduled for the beginning

jof this month, the showing has been put

hack to sometime in July."

The anamorphic lens, up to last week
demonstrated only by 20th-Fox for its Cine-

maScope, was used in a demonstration by

.Vistarama, new independent in the wide-

screen field. The results indicated that it

would be only a matter of time before the

lens would be available generally from any

optical house willing to tool up for its manu-

facture. Up to this time, Bausch & Lomb
had been exclusively pacted by Fox for its

manufacture, and Fox the sole distributor.

The Vistarama showings, held in the RKO
86th Street theatre on two screens, a 50 x 22

Miracle Mirror screen for 35mm projection,

land a 20 x 7^ screen for 16mm, were equally

impressive as to definition and brightness.

Vistarama president Carl Dudley declared

.his intent to concentrate on the 16mm field,

hut expects to make a series of shorts and

three features for 35mm showings. Republic

will distribute the short subjects.

Simpson Optical Mfg. Co. of Chicago,

which holds an interest in Vistarama, is

handling the manufacture of the lens, expects

I

to reach a production of 500 to 1500 weekly.

Dudley refused to name a price for the lens,

noting that it would depend largely on com-
petitive factors.

Paramount's wide-screen brochure, "The
1 New Aspect in Motion Picture Presenta-

tion" and its theatre supplement, while ; t

plugs the 1.66 to 1 ratio, is full of important

information for panoramic projection that

should be a primer for every exhibitor faced

with immediate widening of his screen.

Figures and advice on picture sizes, screen

material, curvature, tilts of screen and pro-

I
jectors, light surrounds, seating problems,

projection requirements are covered briefly

but clearly. Prepared by the company's
< studio research division, it is being distrib-

uted to exhibitors, newspapers, radio & TV
magazine and syndicate heads.

Mausch & Lomb's production of Cinema-
' Scope lens adapters for both cameras and
projectors, acording to B & L president

Joseph F. Taylor, has been speeded so that

the optical company will "substantially ex-

ceed our delivery promises" to 20th-Fox. As
of June 4, delivery schedules on projection

adapters were topped by over 100% and on

cameras by 18 r
/r. Taylor credits 20th-Fox

aid as a "major contribution" in the speedup.

Meanwhile, Fox oiled the gears for quick

and early installation of C'Scope equipment

by arranging for any supply dealer in the

U. S. to service and install the Anamorphic
lenses, Miracle Mirror Screen and stereo-

phonic sound. Distribution chief Al Lichtman

notified exhibitors that their applications

have been turned over to RCA, Na f
'l Theatre

Supply, Altec. Century, Motiograph and

Ballantyne, all of whom are prepared to sur-

vey and measure theatres for C'Scope instal-

lation. They will turn their findings over to

20th's subsidiary, CinemaScope Products,

Inc., which will furnish the dealer with

screen and lens required.

Natural Vision reports that it has con-

verted all its existing 3-D camera units for

use with any of the existing wide-screen

ratios . . . Universal Newsreel is being edited

with view to wide-screen presentation. The
NY Criterion will be first to use it . . .

Rochester's Projection Optics Co. reports

orders for over 1000 theatre installations of

its Super-Lite lenses, which range from focal

length of 2.75 up . . . A "Cinerama Special"

is being advertised by the Hotel Detroiter for

$9.85 which includes an outside room with

bath for two days and a night, dinner and

breakfast and "a good seat" for the picture."

A "Made in Japan" label will soon be

seen on Polaroid glasses, indicating that tin

current 10c cost will be sliding down. Three

Japanese firms have started production of

the specs, one claiming it will be turning out

a million per month by July . . . Metro's third

CinemaScope production will be "The Prod-

igal," in Technicolor. Other two set are

"Knights of the Round Table" and "Rose

Marie."

Five million dollars will be spent by Na-

tional Theatres for installation of wide-

screen and stereophonic sound equipment in

221 theatres, covering 19 states . . . Republic

will be shooting all future prductions for

wide-screen presentation, sales chief C. B.

Newberry announces. Some currently com-
pleted, like "Fair Wind to Java" will be

refrained for panoramic showing . . . 3-D has

finally reached immortality It was featured

on Time Magazine's cover and a compre-

hensive feature story.

Thirteen CinemaScope pictures costing

$30,000,000, completed, shooting or ready for

the cameras, were revealed by Darryl F.

Zanuck last week. By the time the list is

teed off with release of "The Robe" ($4,600,-

000) this fall, the whole first block will have

been started, according to the 20th- Fox
studio chief.

The line-up has two co lpleted, "'The

Robe" and "How to Marry a Millionaire";

three shooting, "Twelve Mile Reef", "The
Story of Demetrius" and "Prince Valiant".

Five ready to start are: "River of No
Return" (Robert Mitchum, Marilvn Monroe,

Rory Calhoun), "Hell and High Water"
(Richard Widmark), "King of the Khyber
Rifles" (Tyrone Power), "There's No Busi-

ness Like Show Business" (Ethel Merman

—

Dan Dailey—Johnny Ray—Mitzi Gaynor),

"Three Coins in the Fountain'" (Clifton

Webb). 'The last starts pre-production work
in Rome, July 13, back at the studio, Aug. 3.

Three to start in September and October

"as soon as casting is completed" are: "The
Egyptian," Zanuck's own production star-

ring Marlon Brando; "Desiree" and "The
'

' 'linibals."

The old adage that every cloud has its

silver lining was brought forth convincingly

by James R. Grainger. In view of the 3-D

and wide-screen furor, RKO's lack of a

standard film backlog puts it in an excellent

position, competitively, the RKO president

told stockholders. With two 3-D productions

ready for release next month, four before the

cameras, and two more soon to start shoot-

ing, the company can accomplish the change-

over with minimum expense and sacrifice.

William Pine, co-producer of "Sangaree"

and, with partner William Thomas, Para-

mount's white hope in the 3-D field, took

issue with exhibitors and newspaper critics

on depth picture gripes. Too many gripes

are due to faulty projection of 3-D films,

Pine claimed, urging exhibitors to give spe-

cial attention to proper booth procedure. A.

lot of the critical comments, he felt, could

be attributed to improper projection.

As for the future of 3-D, let the public

decide, he said. The two Bills will have four

depth films completed this year, will base

their future production plans in this medium
on reaction. In addition to "Sangaree", there

is "Those Redheads from Seattle" (com-

pleted), "Lost Treasure of the Amazon"
(shooting) and "Chubasco," to be made in

Mexico.

A plug for variety in theatre presentation

was made by Dore Schary, in New York for

the opening of "Julius Caesar." Theatres

geared to show all the new processes—3-D,

wide-screen and CinemaScope—will achieve

a "real variety of program". Such a selection

for the moviegoer will "keep the business

humming," he feels.

As for M-G-M, it is maintaining a "fluid"

position in order to move in every direction

that indicates public acceptance, says the

studio head. He is borne out by Metro's per-

formance and planning, which includes all

the processes.
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THE MOON IS BLUE' HILARIOUS COMEDY—FOR ADULTS ONLY

Su4iKC44 1£<ZU«? O O O
or better for deluxers, class houses. Will have

to be strongly sold in action and rural situations.

United Artists 99 minutes

William Holden, David Niven, Maggie McNamara, Tom
Tully, Dawn Addams, Fortunio Bonanova

Directed by Otto Preminger

A gay and sparkling adult comedy —
naughty, yes, hut delightfully so, "The
Moon Is Blue" is destined for a hearty re-

ception in the deluxers and class houses.

Taken from the F. Hugh Herbert Broadway
comedy hit, it plays fancifully and hilarious-

ly on provocative situations and spicy dia-

logue, all actually innocents hut full in in-

nuendo. Under Otto Preminger's direction

and his beautifully-tailored production, the

small cast makes the most of every delicious

line and situation; there isn't a dull or life-

less moment in the picture. Though wildly

hilarious, it never lapses into farce. At the

sneak preview, the audience was in stitches,

obviously relishing the clever suguxstiveness

in the tale of a naive girl who confounds

would-be seducers with her forthright in-

nocence. It is purely adult fare, a sure click

with the sophisticates and those whose tastes

aren't too straitlaced. The Breen office has

yet to grant it the purity seal, a factor which

might impair its value for family audiences,

but one which, conversely, heightens the

boxoffice potential elsewhere. It will have to

be strongly sold in action and rural situ-

ations.

The performances are uniformly excellent,

with screen newcomer Maggie McNamara a

delight as the s^irl whose directness dis-

organizes bachelor William Holden's plans

for conquest. Holden handles his role pro-

ficiently, but it is David Niven's likeable,

middle-aged roue that shines most brightly.

STORY: Would-be actress Maggie Mc-
Namara bumps into a well-heeled architect,

William Holden, in the lobby of the Empire-

State building. He persuades her to go to

his apartment. Maggie is militantly virtu-

ous. W hile Holden is out buying some ste4

for her to cook, Maggie discovers tha

Holden has been "sort of engaged" to heau

teous Dawn Addams. The clean-min

Maggie invites Dawn to share the dinner

intends preparing, but Dawn flounces

David Niven, Dawn's rakish father, find

Maggie tremendously intriguing. After

few more drinks Niven asks Maggie W

marry him. She refuses, but accepts $60

from him—for nothing—and is kissing he

benefactor maternally when Holden returns

They quarrel and Maggie departs in dud

geon, but not before her policeman father

Tom Tully, arrives in anger and blacken

Holden's eye. Later that night Maggie

somewhat contrite, returns to Holden'

apartment, and is discovered there by Xive

Exasperated with both men when they beg
arguing about her, Maggie leaves, but th

next day she meets Holden at the Kinpir

State building again. He realizes be love

her. She insists on an old-fashioned pro

posal of marriage and gets it. COULTH

FORT TV POOR STORY, TRITE

on 3D novelty for short runs.

Columbia 73 minutes

George Montgomery, Joan Vohs. Irving Bacon, James

Seay, Ben Astar, Phyllis Fowler, Howard Petrie, Lestei

Matthews, George Lee

Directed by William Castle

Lots of things come out of the screen a*

you in "Fort Ti"—except acceptable enter-

tainment. 'The obvious and trite story about

the pre-Revolutionary war Rogers Rangers

is purely the catapult for missiles tossed at

the audience. 'Technical flaws are very much
in evidence. The 3D novelty alone must be

counted on by exhibitors to get this by for

hit-and-run engagements. It is a good at-

traction for the action spots and for the

small towns, but it certainly won't be an

asset to promote popularity of the process.

Among the discriminating, it will be a

HANDLING BOGS DOWN 3D QUICKIE
definite deterrent. Will Castle's haphazard

direction of Robert F.. Kent's amateurish

script reduces the film to little more than a

series of hackneyed, stagey tussles, with

periodic injections of ditto romance. Only
the 3D aspect pushes what would have been

a mediocre dualler into the above-average

boxoffice category. Producer Sam Katzman
rushed this for Columbia and it shows ample

evidence of the haste with which it was
made.

George Montgomery, is a grim-faced

leader of the Rangers, goes through the

motions automatically. More promise is

offered by newcomer Joan Vohs, a well-

proportioned blonde, although her role here

doesn't give it a chance to materialize.

Irving Bacon's old-time Indian fighter is

tossed in for routine comedy relief. The
quality of Castle's direction might be mea-

sured by the fact that the brawls are the

type that has a would-be victim of a blow
bullet or an arrow deliberately put himsel

into position to receive the charge.

STORY: Rogers Rangers team with th

English in the Colonial days to oust th

French from Fort Ticonderoga. Georg

Montgomery and Irving Bacon are sent ou

to gather information and employ delayin

action to prepare for the attack. En route

they tangle with Indians, French spies an.

assorted villains. Montgomery becomes in

volved in a romantic triangle after h

rescues Joan Vohs from the redskins, arous

ing the jealously of his best friend's India

wife, secretly in love with Montgomery. Th

Indian girl vengefully goes to the French

an informer, but Montgomery gets the Knt:

lish and his Rangers to attack the Foil

before the French can mobilize. They driv

out the French, rescuing Montgomery'

family held captive in the Fort. PHIL

SANGAREE' 3D AND TECHNICOLOR, BUT NOT MUCH GIMMICK'

G<i4ut4*4 'RcUUf OOO
on 3D drawing power.

Paramount 94 minute;

Fernando Lamas, Arlene Dahl, Patricia Medina, Francis

L. Sullivan, Charles Korvin, Tom Drake, John Sutton,

Willard Parker, Charles Evans

Directed by Edward Ludwig

\\ illiam Pine and William 'Thomas, Para-

mount's torch-bearers in the 3D field, have

an exploitable, but undistinguished entry in

their initial depth picture filmed in 'Techni-

color. Working on their publicized theory

that 3D is merely an adjunct to conventional

moviemaking, the two liills have kept to a

minimum the "coming out of the screen"

factor and have concentrated on the story

the film tells. Perhaps with more solid ma-

terial, they might have proved their point.

"In "Sangaree". however, a rambling, talks-

tale, with only occasional spurts of action,

nullifies this possibility, leaves it a mediocre

story with only a modicum of the 3D gim-

micks that have been, thus far, the talk-it-up

elements in this medium's sensational box-

office response. There are plenty of selling

points, however, that will make the differ-

ence. Touted as the first romantic drama,

the eye-filling assets of Arlene Dahl, plus the

feminine interest in F"ernando Lamas, will

be potent factors at the boxoffice. Para-

mount's exploitation campaign, too, will give

it added value in the early openings. Dis-

appointed word-of-mouth, however, will be

a damaging factor in subsequent s

A bare-chested Lamas and Miss Dahl in

18th Century bosomv costumes make a hand-

some pair in the fight-and-kiss clinches, and

Patricia Medina's physical assets are also

brought out in full flower for depth percep-

tion. John Sutton and Francis 1. Sullivan

are competent villains. Director Edward
Ludwig fails to do much to bolster David

Duncan's pedestrican script. The productio

is lavish, the color good.

STORY: Fernando Lamas, young doctc'

and son of a servant, is persuaded by til

dying master of Sangaree, a huge Georg'l

plantation, to manage his estate. Lam*

meets violent opposition from the dead man

daughter, Arlene Dahl; her fiancee. J oh

Sutton, and Sutton's father, pompous ph;

sician Francis L Sullivan, when he sets u

free clinics, as the will requires. Dahl trii

to break the will, falls in love with Lamas i;

the process, and joins with him again!

Sutton and Sullivan, who are, in realit

pirates with designs on the estate. When a

epidemic breaks out, Lamas does yeomaj

work in the clinics to stamp it out, endin)

up with Dahl a< his reward. Several suit

plots include the low-born hero's clashil

with aristocrats, marital troubles betwec

Tom Drake. Dahl's brother, and Patricl

Medina, who has designs on Lamas, ai

piracy plottings. PHIL
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JULIUS CAESAR' CREAT FOR THE CLASSES, DOUBTFUL FOR THE MASSES

%U4iKC44 IZatU? O O O O
or class houses. Where heavily exploited in

leneral market, grosses might be surprisingly

solid. Problem of course, for action

and rural situations.

4-G-M 121 minutes

Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis

^alhern, Edmond O'Brien, Greer Garson, Deborah

err, George Macready, Michael Pate, Richard Hale,

Jan Napier, John Hoyt, Tom Powers, William Cot-

rell, Jack Raine, Ian Wolfe, Morgan Farley, Rhys

Villiams

lirected by Joseph Mankiewicz

1 Metro - Golclwyn - Mayer's production of

Julius Caesar" is great Shakespeare and, in

nany respects, great movie. It is great in its

>erformance, presentation, direction, and in

ts prestige for movie-making. For those fa-

niliar with his classics, this movie version of

me of Shakespeare's most popular plays will

>e nectar. It will be an irresistible lure to

he discriminating and a powerful magnet to

mil in the "lost audience". Director Joseph

Mankiewicz has used his proven wizardry

vith the megaphone to eke out the full dra-

natic power inherent in the play, concentrat-

ng on a purist interpretation. He has chosen

o change not a word of the Shakespearian

lialogue, although some portions have been

leleted in the interest of compactness, al-

hough this reviewer feels much more of the

lilm's last one-third could be cut to good

effect. John Houseman's production follows

the same pattern. Sets are simple, almost

austere; it is not a costly production. Many
moviegoers will be surprised to learn that it

is not in color, an initial disappointment hut

soon forgotten in the distinctive camera

work that captures the play's mood.

Kmphasis is constantly on the players and

their words, and a happier selection of cast

would be difficult to imagine. The intense

and vibrant Mark Antony of Marlon Brando,

the shrewd and sensitive Cassius of John

Gielgud, the gentle and sympathetic Brutus

of James Mason, are gems of the thespic art.

The smaller roles, too, are meticulously

handled, with even the two female bits given

added stature by players of such caliber as

Greer Garson and Deborah Kerr. It is class

entertainment in the highest sense of the

word, and should reap the highest returns

as a roadshow production, enhanced as it

was with widescreen and stereophonic sound

in its press preview at the Booth Theatre in

New York.

But, to paraphrase Antony's immortal

words, we are here to parse "Caesar" for the

boxoffice, not to praise it—and for general

consumption, the film has his faults. The
most threatening aspect to success as a mass

attraction is that the film "Julius Caesar" is

two hours of pure Shakespeare, full of high-

flown phrases and much more dialogue than

action. The two high spots of the play,

Caesar's assassination and Antonv's incite-

ment of the populace with his oration over

Caesar's body, are a terrific one-two punch

just beyond the middle of the film. There-

after, everything is anticlimactical, and it is

a long let-down. Even the final battle of

Philippi, where Antony's legions defeat those

of Cassius and Brutus, is a mild, stagey

affair, one of the weakest spots in the film.

"Julius Caesar" should be big at the box-

office, particularly in the early runs for the

general release. Its length and wordiness

will militate against similar success in the

subsequents, especially if shown intact.

STORY: A small group of envious high

Romans, led by Cassius, plot the assassi-

nation of Caesar, dictator of Rome. Cassius

convinces the popular Brutus, one of Caesar's

closest friends that the dictator is a threat

to Rome's freedom, and, together, they en-

gineer Caesar's assassination in the market

place temple. Caesar's fanatically devoted

general, Mark Antony, comes to claim the

body and is given permission to speak to the

people over Caesar's bloody corpse after

Brutus has apparently convinced them of

the justice of the dictator's death . In an im-

passioned oration, Antony turns the crowd

against the plotters, who are forced to flee

Rome. Cassius and Brutus each form their

own armies and plan a march on Rome, but

Anthony's legions divide them on the plains

of Philippi and destroy each one. Both

Brutus and Cassius kill themselves on their

own swords. BARN

SOUTH SEA WOMAN' AMUSING, ACTIONFUL MARINE ADVENTURE

ScuiteA* ^<zti*ty O O ©
for action and transient spots.

Varner Bros. 98 minutes

lurt Lancaster, Virginia Mayo, Chuck Connors, Arthur

ihields, Barry Kelley, Leon Askin, Veola Vonn, Robert

weeney, Hayden Rorke, Raymond Greenlea'

)irected by Arthur Lubin

Combining equal parts of raw-boned

iction, sex and comedy, and flying a Burt

Lancaster-Virginia Mayo marquee, this Sam
Piischoff production shapes up as an amus-

ng lampoon that should appeal to audiences

hot dismayed by far-fetched melodramatics.

set in the early days of World War II, the

*tory obviously pokes fun at traditional

Marine heroics in recounting the adventures

if two Leathernecks who inadvertantly be-

come stranded on a South Pacific isle with a

beautiful girl. The use of flash-back tech-

lique from an opening court martial se-

quence, tends toward herky-jerky continuity,

put the trial scenes do provide some good

Comedy. The Edwin Blum screenplay pro-

ides plenty of slam-bang action, particular-

s' in the later reels, and is well-s'easoned

with salty dialogue and suggestive byplay.

"South Sea Woman" is tailored for the

action houses. It should be a strong dualler

elsewhere. It is well stocked with exploita-

tion angles, especially for transient ballyhoo

spots.

Arthur Lubin has geared his direction to

the breezy, unabashed qualities of the script,

allowing the cast to romp unrestrained

through the implausible, though brashly

entertaining goings-on. Burt Lancaster, a

Marine sergeant whose mis-adventures

brought on a court martial, turns in his usual

humorously rugged performance. As the in-

nocent instigator of the lighthearted may-

hem, Virginia Mayo flaunts her talents to

good advantage. Chuck Conners is effective

in the role of a Marine private led astray by

the lures of Mayo. Contributions by support-

ing players are good.

STORY: Court martialed for desertion,

piracy, and "sinking" a saloon, Burt Lan-

caster refuses to defend himself. Witnesses

are called, however, and details of the crimes

are related. On the eve of the bombing of

Pearl Harbor, Lancaster's Marine outfit is

being evacuated from Singapore, when he

learns that his buddy, Chuck Connors, has

gone AWOL to marry a stranded showgirl,

Virginia Mayo. Catching up with Connors

and Mayo in a waterfront saloon, Lancaster

arrives in time to rescue them from a brawl.

As they escape in a stolen motor boat, a pil-

ing is pulled loose and the saloon goes

plunging into the water. When Mayo learns

that Lancaster is taking Connors back to

the ship, she wrecks the motor boat. The

trio is picked up by a sea-bound Chinese

junk and they wind up on a Vichy-French

island in the Pacific. The Marines pass them-

selves off as deserters to deceive the pro-

Nazi Frenchmen, and Connors alienates

Mayo when he plans to forget the war and

settle on the island. Lancaster, however,

succeeds in upsetting Vichy control and

steals a yacht. Recruiting a crew from the

Free French, Lancaster arms the ship with

a cannon, and with Connors and Mayo

aboard, sets sail for Guadalcanal to rejoin

the Marines. They encounter a Jap landing

party and in the ensuing battle, all are killed

except Lancaster and Mayo, with Connors

dying a hero's death. The court is properly

touched by the story. Connors is awarded

the Congressional Medal and Lancaster is

freed to join Mayo. NEIL

SuAiKtU. Katat? OOOO TOPS OOO GOOD. Q Q AVERAGE O POOR
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Many competent observers of the British

scene are taking an entirely different view

of the future of the film industry than its

leaders in the United States.

There is less enthusiasm here for big

screen or wide-angle projection, and a

mounting belief that the exhibitor's salvation

lies in theatre television.

If this opinion persists—and is shared by
other European countries—Hollywood is

heading for serious trouble in view of the

increasing economic importance of the

foreign market.

H owever, the feeling that theatre I \ is

the answer to the exhibitor's prayer may not,

however, be as strong when, for instance,

exhibitors here have seen Cinerama, Cinema-
Scope or other recent American technologi-

cal advances. Even though the industry has

been actively hostile to 3D, with goggles,

Warner's "House of Wax" is doing fantastic-

business. Everyone is asking how long it

will be before Spyros Skouras, who has been
in London negotiating for British manu-
facture of anamorphous lenses, can arrange
a European demonstration of CinemaScope.
Meanwhile, here and there one finds signs

of a growing interest in the potential of the

panoramic screen.

Big screen TV, of course, may be years

off in the United Kingdom. No channels

have been made available for it by the

Government, which, of course, has a mon-
opoly of all radio and television broadcast-

ing, and which has not yet permitted com-
mercial, or sponsored, entertainment over
the air-waves.

But many people feel that it the ban on
sponsored programmes is lifted next year

—

as is possible—theatre television facilities

would have to be granted to the film in-

dustry as a matter of equity.

The Churchill Government favors spon-

sored TV on an experimental basis but must
first secure the approval of the House of

Commons.
The Labour Party is opposed to it, and it

has been joined by a number of non-Labour
MP's.

For example, a new non-party organization

called the National Television Council has

just been formed to campaign against com-

CDULTEH
From LONDON

Leonard Coulter. Associate Editor of FILM

BULLETIN, is in England, where he is

surveying the film and theatre situations.

mercial TV. It numbers among its members
some of Churchill's political followers, one

of the country's most influential bankers and

former Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax.

Its opposition is based on the belief that

"commercialization is fraught with dangers

to those spiritual ami intellectual values

which the BBC has nobly striven to main-

tain".

The newspaper and publishing interests,

of course, are scared stiff. Many of them

have made formal application for a tele-

vision channel should new ones be made
available; i.e., should the House of Commons
approve commercialization. They have done

so, however, as a measure of self-defense,

probably envisioning some form of co-

operative ownership.

But though the controversy rages fiercely,

the majority opinion is that by summer of

1954 sponsored television will be launched

experimentally in Great Britain, and that

the film industry will be authorized to intro-

duce theatre TV.

The J. Arthur Rank Organization has for

years been perfecting its own big-screen pro-

cess of television, and on Coronation Day it

gave a most impressive demonstration of it

at several London cinemas—to private audi-

ences.

Alex Martin, Associate Editor of "Kinc

Weekly", Britain's foremost motion picture

trade paper, asked how it compared with

film projection, told me "It was 98 per cent

as good".

Oddly enough, two potent groups of ad-

vertisers have been putting a damper on en-

thusiasm for commercial television. The In-

corporated Society of British Advertisers

and the Institute of Incorporated Prac-

titioners in Advertising, in a recently re-

leased report, say that few advertisers would

be able to find the money to sponsor tele-

vision programs of more than IS minutes

duration.

They estimate that in 1952 BBC pro-

grams cost an average of $4,000 an hour—

a

figure which a sponsor could ill afford in a

country with only 3,000,000 sets.

London's first big screen installations hav

just made their bow. At the Empire, MGM'
showcase, the premiere of "Young Bess" wa

given on a specular screen with an aspect

ratio of 1.75 to 1, the screen measuring ap-

proximately 50 feet by 30 feet. Westrex

stereophonic sound is used.

The Odeon, Leicester Square, has been

fitted by the Rank group with a pilot instal-

lation constructed to allow variation of the

aspect ratio. The Odeon's has a ratio oi

1.6 to 1. Picture playing there is Twentieth-

Fox's "Tonight We Sing". The screen—

a

Stableford—almost fills the proscenium arch

measuring about 45 ft. by 28 ft.—more thai

three times the theatre's normal screen.

The Rank office is convinced that the

optimum aspect ratio compatible with tin

design of motion picture theatres in Britair

lies somewhere between 1.6 to 1 and 2 to 1

In the rival Associated British circuit wide

screens are also being installed in some 20

provincial theatres, and these will have at

aspect ratio of 1.75 to 1.

That some new "gimmick" is as badl;

needed in Britain, as in America, is obviou.

from current official figures which show tha

last year cinema attendances were down

per cent on 1951 and 6 per cent on 1950—

the drop being sharpest in TV-saturate

areas.

Not all exhibitors, however, are sittin;

back and taking it on the chin. A notabl

exception is 50 year-old Arthur Chipper, wh

runs a little 300-seater in a small Kent min

ing village where most homes are TV
equipped.

Last year Arthur's takings produced a nt

profit of $745. This Spring he decided to tak

the plunge. He spent nearly $900 putting i

a new metallised curved screen, and pla;

tered the front of his theatre with a poste

advertising "The new PANORAMI
VISION. No spectacles! No eyestrain! N
increased prices!" Today Arthur Chippe

despite long summer evenings and the con

petition of the home screen, is taking 20 p<

cent more at the boxoffice than he was

year ago.

SHOWMEN . . . What Art> You Doing?

Send us your advertising, publicity & exploitation campaigns—with photos

—for inclusion in our EXPLOITATION & MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
Myers Replies On Arbitration

Allied's Abram F. Myers took his second

turn at bat before the Senate Small Business

Committee and filed a free-swinging supple-

(mental statement that: (1) denounced the

testimony of certain film company repre-

sentatives, especially Austin Keough, as "in-

accurate and misleading", (2) tagged arbi-

tration proposals as worthless, (3) cited the

Department of Justice's dereliction in not

taking "prompt and vigorous action" on the

complaints lodged with it, and (4) asked

that independent exhibitors be given relief

.from pre-releases, price-fixing and competi-

tive bidding.

In reference to Keough's testimony that

IMyers was to blame for the breakdown in

arbitration negotiations by insisting that film

rentals be subject to arbitration, the Allied

leader points out in his statement: "If, as

Keough testified, Allied at no time was en-

couraged to think that the distributors would

arbitrate film rentals, why did (Eric) Johns-

Iton issue his invitation based on—or in view

'of—Allied's specific proposal? At the very

least, his invitation should have excluded

film rentals as a possible subject of arbitra-

tion."

The Senate Committee has adjourned its

hearings and is preparing its report and

recommendations.

Anti-Trust Suits Erupt
The Skouras chain's threatened anti-trust

suit, which had been boiling for almost two

wears, finally blew its lid and showered most

of the major companies with a walloping

$100,000,000 action. Twentieth Century-Fox

was the only major distributor not named
in the suit.

On the heels of this legal eruption, came
the filing of another trust action by six in-

dependent theatre companies, led by Ray-

bond Theatres, against all the major

filmeries. This time, the Skouras Chain was
on the other side of the fence, playing the

role of defendant. When the smoke cleared,

four actions had been filed and the damages
totaled close of $125,000,000, an all time high

for anti-trust litigation.

The Skouras actions are aimed at the local

RKO and Warner Bros, theatres, with the

l.oew's houses involved though not named
in the major action, and charges are made
of unreasonable clearances and runs and
conspiracy designed to favor the named af-

tdiated circuits.

Starr Hits 3D Sales Policies

At the recent Georgia-Alabama Theatre

Association convention, TOA president Al-

fred Starr drew a bead on production and
distribution and blasted away at practices

which, he asserted, threaten the existence of

independent exhibitors. Starr also trained

his fire on the small theatrcmen, stating,

"We have become unmindful of a very in-

equitable distribution principle . . . what
today is set as maximum film rental, to-

morrow becomes the minimum. We have
been falling into a trap that may well eventu-

|

ally drive us out of business."

Citing 31) as another danger lo indepen-

dent operators, Stan- emphasized that "it's

dangerous for production and distribution to

advance and nourish the philosophy that in

3D lies the salvation of the industry." He
pointed out that some 3D and similar pic-

tures have been damaging to boxoffice be-

cause "we have alienated steady patrons

who have been disillusioned and have be-

come suspicious of all ballyhoo."

The TOA leader asked the film companies

to alter their present course of using 3D only

as "fast buck" scheme, without regard to

the exhibitor's position and turn to devoting

"its energy and finances to further continu-

ous 3D research and to be of concrete assis-

tance by way of fair and reasonable film

rental if it hopes to keep alive the only pos-

sible outlets for its product."

Of Men & Things
New general sales manager of M-G-M's

Canadian company is Hillis Cass, former

Montreal Branch Manager . . . Joseph H.
Moskowitz is back at the home office follow-

ing a 2-week visit to the studio for con-

ferences with Darryl Zanuck . . . Howard
Ross became Allied Artists Des Moines

branch manager after his transfer from

Denver . . . Bernard M. Kamber has been

elected vice president of Ivan Tors Produc-

tions, in charge of sales, advertising and pub-

licity . . . Ben Kalmenson announced the pro-

motion of Charles T. Jordan, Jr. from branch

manager in Jacksonville to the same post in

Atlanta. Carroll Ogburn of Charlotte re-

places Jordan in Jacksonville . . . Sidney

Kramer is the new general sales manager of

RKO Patbe, Inc. . . . U-I's David Lipton an-

nounced the appointment of Cunningham
and Walsh (effective July 1) as the com-
pany's advertising agency. Harry Gittleson

becomes RKO's sales administrative man-
ager supervising all departments handling

sales liquidation and approval in the home
office . . . New MPAA assistant veep for

international activities is Robert J. Corkery.

Department is headed by Ralph D. Hetzel,

Jr.. MPAA vice president . . . Publicists

Guild initial Tom-Tom Award went to

Metro's Frank Whitbeck.

Tent Topics

To acquaint the theatre-going public with

the great charitable work carried on by the

amusement industry, Variety Clubs Inter-

national is setting production plans for a

two-reel Technicolor film. Heading the pro-

ject is International Press Guy Jack Chis-

holm and Bernard Carr is in charge of pro-

duction. Hollywood feature writer, Homer
McCoy, is currently touring all the tents in

the U. S. to gather material for the proposed

Heart Story of Variety Clubs. Jack Beresin

nut with Carr and McCoy in Philadelphia

last week to provide them with background
on the clubs. I'.ob O'Donnell is in Holly-

wood lining up talent contributions from the

major studios . . . Hamburg, Germany will

become the first Variety Club Tent on the

European continent on June 19. C. J. Latta,

Kuropean representative of VCI and past

chief barker of the London tent, will present

the charter at a special ceremony.

Skiatron Tests

The Skiatron Corporation's long-awaited

subscription television demonstration opened
its first day of operation without a feature

movie, underlining the film companies' cool

reception to Subscriber-Vision. Skiatron

prexy Arthur Levey, had previously an-

nounced that "four major film companies"
agreed to supply the same films made avail-

able to Phonevision for the Chicago test in

1951.

If the present demonstration, being held

in New York City's Belmont-Plaza until

June 17, proves successful, Skiatron will

apply to the FCC for a permit to operate

Subscribe-Vision commercially.

The Skiatron unit is a small decoder which
can be attached to a standard TV set. A
"scrambled" signal is transmitted from a

station and can only be picked up by those

sets equipped with the decoder. A card,

similar to those used in business machines,

is to be mailed to subscribers. Holes
punched in the card contain the key to pro-

grams; fed into a slot in the decoder, the

TV set is able to receive an unscrambled
signal.

Drive-In Ass'n Sets Program

The recently formed International Drive-

In Theatre Owners Association founded by
Claude Ezell, has launched a drive aimed at

encompassing every drive-in theatre in the

world. Charter membership is open to every

theatre owner who donates the proceeds of

a special midnight show to be held in each

drive-in on Friday, July 3. Contributions are

exclusive of operating expenses, not to ex-

ceed 50% of the gross. The Association's

first 18 month projected program includes:

(1) a workable arbitration system specifiical-

ly designed for drive-ins, (2) attacking the

problems brought on by technical advances,

such as 3D, (3) attacking obstacles such as

competitive bidding, unfair zoning regula-

tions, excessive film rentals and exorbitant

insurance rates.

Money Talk

Columbia showed a net profit of $310,00$

for a 39 weeks period ending March 28. This

was $30,000 over the corresponding 1952

period when a net of $280,000 was shown.
Operating profit before Federal tax pro-

visions was $375,000, compared with $360,-

000 for the like 1952 fiscal period. A $65,000

Federal tax provision was made this year,

against $80,000 for 1952. Earnings per share

on common stock amounted to 17 cents,

compared with 11 cents for the 1952 period.

Reporting that Paramount's earnings in

April and May of 1953 were ahead of those

for the corresponding months of '52, Barney
Balaban disclosed that company business

for the second half of '53 should exceed that

of the same period in '52. The Paramount
prexy's optimism was based on his belief

that "the use of wide-screen and three-

dimension has stimulated a far-reaching

evolution in our business."
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

RAISE REGULAR PRICES
Allied of W. Pa.

Everything the consumer buys, including

entertainment, has doubled or tripled in cost

over the past few years except the cost of

admission to the neighborhood movie. Isn't

it time that those of us who are suffering

took the "bull by the horns" and added a

nickel or a dime to our price? Several exhi-

bitors, who have done this out of sheer des-

peration, have reported that public accep-

tance to it is good and that they have had

very few complaints. I, for one, have always

felt that exhibitors generally made a drastic

mistake during the boom years when they

did not increase their prices anywhere near

the percentage of the increase that took place

in other commodities. In my own theatre we
went from 60c gross adult evening admission

to 70c several months ago and there have

been very few comments about it, and as a

matter of fact, we lost few, if any patrons.

We've all been going through a slump for

the past few weeks, but I am sure that some

up-turn is coming very soon. Pictures are

the largest part of the answer to the ills of

the box-office ... so, if the distributors

deliver we will sweat to turn in the grosses.

BACKLOG FLOW
Western Theatre Owners

If, as we are led to believe, the studios arc

shooting all their new pictures in the new

mediums, then there is going to be an effort

made to 'cash in' on the present backlog of

2-1) pictures before too many of the new

process pictures hit the main stems. From

now on, I believe, we can expect to see the

vaults opened and a steady stream of good

2-D pictures emerge. With summer coming

on we can all use a supply of good product

to not only combat summer days and hot

weather but also to take advantage of the

lull in radio and TV programs, the best of

which leave the air during the summer, thus

gives us a golden opportunity to lure our lost

customers back to our theatres.

FIRE WITH FIRE
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

Over in Ohio they are geting into quite a

hassle with TV stations that are advertising,

"Stay home tonight and see a movie in com-

plete relaxation. Take your shoes off and

relax as you cannot in a theatre". Damn,

tht's dirty! The exhibs over there aren't

taking it laying down. Somebody has come

up with an ingenious little device that even

a child can connect up to the TV set called

a "Blab-Off". It automatically shuts off the

set while the commercial is being shown.

The lovely part of it is that it sells for only

$2.98. Theatres are selling them at the con-

fection stands or giving them away in return

for a prescribed number of returned ticket

stubs, etc. That should make the sponsor

sit ;ip and notice a minute. They have made

arrangements with Audio Controls in Cin-

cinnati to manufacture them and furnish

them to theatres at $1.79 each.

3D SPECS
ATO of Indiana

We have witnessed 4 or 5 exhibitions of

3D films and are pretty well sold that the

type of viewing glasses have much to do with

successful exhibition of the picture. Of four

types that we have used, we believe the card-

board frames used generally in the exhibition

of Bwana Devil were the least satisfactory.

If you are soon to show a 3D picture we
recommend that you investigate the different

glasses and you may eliminate some patron

complaints. Of course, under the law you

are privileged to buy the glasses anywhere

you please, and the distributor cannot force

you to buy glasses from the film exchange

that has the picture. While some of the

newer types have been in short supply they

should be available in quanity in the im-

mediate future.

PRE-RELEASE BLIGHT
Allied of Indiana

. . . Most destructive aspect of the pre-

release . . . the fact that so many of tin-

better pictures are being withheld from the

rank and file of movie patrons whose Main

Street theatre is their only place to buy

movie entertainment. Great amounts of

money are being spent in newspapers, mag-

azines, radio and TV to build up the public's

"want to see" on a picture. Vast amounts of

free publicity appear in all these same media.

There is probably not a person, no matter

how small a hamlet in which he lives, that

is not exposed to this advertising and pub-

licity. Yet he is denied an opportunity to

see the picture until such time as the dis-

tributor decides to put it into regular release.

This piling up of clearance on top of clear-

ance and creating clearance where none

existed before withholds the picture from

the "regular" movie customer upon whom
the business depends. His number is made

up for by the very occasional customer that

contributes little to the 365 day a year

operation.

CENSOR BAN TOE-HOLD
ITO of Ohio

Senator Mosher's bill to repeal censorship

in this state has been abandoned for this

session. Despite promises by several Sen-

ators that they would vote for the measure,

it fell by the wayside.

Meanwhile, Senator Mosher has introduced

another hill to repeal censorship on news-

reels only. While this won't do the exhibi-

tors of the state one bit of good directly, it

is worthwhile considering this fact. Every

trade paper and newspaper has carried

stories detailing our part in this censorship

fight which has been considerable. It is not

unrealistic to assume that if we are success-

ful in saving industry $57,000 per year in

censor fees (which is what is collected on

newsreels alone) that the distributors will

listen to our grievances with a less jaundiced

eye than if we had simply sat back and let

nature taken its course on the bill.

3D A TOOL, NOT CURE-ALL
Western Theatre Owners

The success of 3-D's or wide-screen pic-

tures will rest entirely on good stories, good
acting and good producing. While the public

may be curious, intrigued and amused by the

new 'gimmicks', their interest will swiftly

fade if production values do not overshadow
the new processes. "House of Wax" is doin,'

a nice gross simply because it is a good pic-

ture but "Man in the Dark" and "Fort Ti"

are merely second features and their grosses

will prove it. Hollywood should stop mak-
ing '3-D Quickies' before they ruin a good
thing and cost the industry millions. The
same warning goes for any forthcoming pro-

ductions in wide-screen. No process, whether

it be sound, color, 3-D or wide-screen can

singly or all together be good enough to

carry a poor picture. These new mediums
are merely tools, tools with which to do a

better job of story-telling. There is not nor

ever will be any substitute for good stories,

fine acting, fine directing and fine produc-

tion. Let's don't treat these new processes

as 'crutches'.

SMALL TOWNS AND 3D
ITO of Ohio

If you are operating a small town oi

neighborhood theatre, and you have no idea

that you will be able to install 3-D equip-

ment for a while, you may think that all thi-

talk about 3-D is doing you no good. Or
the contrary, as I have gone around talkinp

to Rotary, Lions and Kiwanis Clubs in smal

towns, I find a great deal of interest in 3-E

even though the questioners know that i

will be a long time before it gets to theii

home town theatres. All of the national pub

licit}' about the various new processes ha:

brought the movie industry to the fron

pages again.

NO 3D SPEC TIE-IN
ITO of Ohio

We note with pleasure that this state lei

the way in getting the cost of glasses ex

empted from Federal Tax. Our ruling fron

the Treasury Department has been applie 1

throughout the country. Glasses will soo

be available from two other sources beside

the Polaroid Company. In Cincinnati and i

Cleveland, States Film Service will handl

the new expendable glasses with fabri

covered wire earpieces, making them easil

adjustable for men, women or childrei

whether they wear eyeglasses or not. N;

tional Theatre Supply Company will ab

distribute glasses in June. However, tl'

initial supply of the type National is di

tributing is being sold to the distributors.

Please bear in mind that the distributoi

cannot tie the sale of a 3-D picture to glassi

to be supplied by the company. Under tl

law, you may buy the glasses anywhere y(

please. The distributor does not have tf

right to force you to buy glasses from tl

exchange in order to obtain a date on tl

picture. This is an illegal tie-in sale.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Pressbonk Award
Many thealremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, ive devote this spare in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

"IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE"

NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS EVER HAPPENED TO YOU BEFORE!
Fantastic Sights Beyond all Human Imagination!!!

3 " Dimension

A HiUCOPMS churning —==
bladm whirl inches from your head

!

From fay Sradbury's

peal science fiction story!

i
Shock in three-dimensions is the theme strikingly brought out in the press book Uni-

versal has created for its 3D "It Came From Outer Space." Of the fine presentation of ex-

ploitation, publicity and advertising ideas, it is the last-named that is the most outstanding.

Two angles are taken—one highlighting the thrills and horror, the other stressing the 3D
factor. In addition, there is a special supplement of "shock" ads, one of which is pictured

.above. The stress here is "Terror ... in 3-Dimension . . . reaching from the screen to

;
seize you in its grasp" or "Terror that can

.

almost touch you!"

The exploitation section is idea-laden also.

Special attention is given to the 3D View-

Master cabinet available through National

Screen, which is also supplying sets of 7

scenes and a display card. A "Montage of

Fright in 3D" is illustrated, with numbered
stills suggested for use in the layout. Also

shown are two highly effective lobby set

pieces, one to be used with a spotbght from

above, the other lighted from below. One of

ithe most .meresting stunts suggested is a

contest, asking amateur artists and photog-

raphers to give their version of what the "It"

(never clearly shown in the film) looks like.

Weird-looking objects, insects, oysters, even

a blob of jelly, can be photographed. It is

suggested that shots be taken through gauze,

steam or smoke. The results should make an

excellent displav for your lobby, and news-

papers could be interested in the project to

give the photos and art work feature space.

Plenty of space is devoted to different

methods of using teasers, one aspect that

lends itself naturally to the theme.

Also pictured are a dozen 8 x 10 photos of

the key art, supplying excellent material for

making lobbies, blow-ups and special ads.

There is a good variation in the acces-

saries, with each of the angles named above
uettine, the play that will pull the eye and at-

tention. The herald shown is one of the best

we've seen capitalizing on the 3D and shock-

angles equally well.

'Outer Space' in Syracuse

Universal and the Paramount Theatre,

Syracuse, combined for a sock advance to

herald the opening of "It Came From Outer
Space." Among the promotions: Clark's the

class music store in town, ran a four column
ad with credit for picture, playdate and thea-

tre; Spartan Television created and ran a

lavish window display, reportedly costing

$1800; Dey Bros, department store pro-

moted their modeling school, selecting two
outstanding graduates as 3-D girls, making
radio and TV appearances, one getting an
expense-paid four-day trip to New York;
Walgreens Drugs featured an "It Came
From Outer Space" Sundae with window
counter displays; street stunts included a

space man, a mass gas baloon release with

free passes to the premiere spotted; engraved

invitations to department heads of schools,

newspapers, radio and TV stations. And
that's just a sample of what was done.

'Stalag 17' Vet Tie-in

One of the most comprehensive veterans'

tie-ups on any film has been set by Para-

mount for "Stalag 17" to set up the July re-

lease. Promotion tees oil' with an advance

preview in Oklahoma City, June 6 as the

(Continued on Page 24)

EDITOR A L

Showmanship Needs P. R.

A commentary on the industry's public re-

lations deficiency was delivered by Bob Wile,

ITO of Ohio's alert executive secretary. Mr. Wile

called attention to a full page newspaper ad,

prominently spotted by a Youngstown depart-

ment store, which ran down the movies while

capitalizing on the undeniable attraction of

moviegoing. The ad, plugging "3-dimensional"

bathing suits, said principally, "What man in his

right mind would want to view the House of

Wax when he could see you in natural vision

—

stepping right out of the sand and waves wear-

ing the most super-colossal, scene-stealing

Jantzen swim suits ever created. What's more,

we didn't up the prices on our 3-D! No tickets,

no waiting, no polaroids"

The ITO took immediate action, got a re-

traction from the store—but after the damage
had been done. The same ad hound, Wile points

out, had created fashion trends among millions

of women "all the way from $20 hats worth 20

cents down to platform shoes," yet stresses the

advance in prices for a film, despite the fact

that movie prices are about the same as they

were 10 years ago
—

"while McKelvey's is un-

doubtedly getting twice the price for bathing

suits." Wile adds, "In my own small way, I am
trying to overcome this (public relations de-

ficinecy) with speeches to Lions, Kiwanis, Rotary

and other clubs."

Bob Wile's speaking talent in offsetting such

vicious attacks is shared by many exhibitors

throughout the country. Unfortunately, however,

too few share his ambition. A talk by an exhibi-

tor before the Lions or Kiwanis—and, aside from

sex, it would be tough to name a topic with

more universal appeal than the movies—is a

potent weapon against the industry's detractors

as well as a boxoffice bulwark.

The Mayfuir capitalized the 4-page layout in Life

on "Man On A Tightrope", with this 40x60

blowup in advance of the premiere, June 4.
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(Continued from Page 23)

highlight of the annual convention of the

American Ex-Prisoners of War. The shin-

dig, which included a parade of 1500 ex-

POVV's to the Criterion Theatre, and p.a.'s

by producer-director Billy Wilder and star

William Holden, received full radio and TV
coverage, as well as newspaper, feature and

wire-service service. Similar treatment is

scheduled for all leading veterans and ex-

service groups.

TV for 'Bess'

Thirteen TV spot announcements have

been prepared by Metro for developing local

interest in "Young Bess" for the film's open-

ings in two dozen cities. In addition, the

Metro field promotion staff in all areas have

received two sets of "Young Bess" TV
trailers, each consisting of three 1-minute

and two 20-second announcements.

».• m 12

m rM «L y & %Lu

Tieups with Willoughby
,
s camera store and

Benrus watches were engineered for RKO Radio's

"Split Second" opening in New York. Top, the

U illoughby window display, and, bottom, Cri-

terion manager Milton Schwartz and publiciteer

Jerry Sager with the Benrus display. Watches

were awarded to those who could guess time

alarm would go off.

Baby-Sitter Problem
Michigan theatreman Joseph Denniston

has a gimmick to relieve the baby-sitter

deterrent to young couples' moviegoing. He
issues special baby-sitter passes to the

couple, good for one. They register the

baby-sitter's name, who will usually bring

someone with her when she uses the pass.

Double barreled result: two different age

groups are encouraged to attend, and

mothers are more apt to leave the tots at

home—making the show more enjoyable for

everyone.

13 Col's for 'Below the Sahara

RKO's publicitccrs wangled a huge break

in the N. Y. Journal American on "Below

"Lili" opening at the Astor. Boston, had this

miniature merry-go-round on truck to capture

attention in front of the theatre and as a

traveling bally.

the Sahara", jungle documentary filmed in

Africa by Armand and Michaela Denis, noted

husband-wife adventure team. Lavishly il-

lustrated, the feature covered 4 columns, full

paper depth on the front page and continued

to 7 columns, full depth on page 6. "If they

can do stuff like this in New York," notes

RKO sales promotion manager Leon J.

Bamberger, "I am sure it can be done in a

great many other cities."

UA Preems for Charity

Half a million dollars in ad-publicity-ex-

ploitation, the same as the record figure set

by UA for "Moulin Rouge", has been ear-

marked by the company for "Melba," S. P.

Eagle's wide-screen stereophonic Techni-

color musical. The film is due to be pre-

miered at the N. Y. Capitol in a notable-

filled extravaganza sponsored by United

Cerebral Palsy with proceeds going to UCP.
Another UA film, "The Moon Is Blue",

will turn over the take to charity. This one

will have the proceeds from a four-city, six-

theatre group of premieres donated to the

Runyon Cancer Fund. World bow will be

in Chicago's Woods Theatre June 22, to be

followed by openings at the Victoria and
Sutton in New York, Rialto and Fox Wil-

shire in Los Angeles and the United Artists

in San Francisco. Each will get the kleig-

Paramount distribution chief A. If'. Schwalberg

gives Philadelphia field exploiteer Mike Weiss

Paramount 100% lapel pin signifying exceptional

service to company, first such honor to a field-

man. Beaming are v.p.'s E. K. O'Shea (left)

and Jerry Pickm an.

Look Plugs C'Scope Films

Twentieth Century-Fox was handed a

bonanza of national publicity in Look Maga-
zine's June 20, on stands the 16th. A feature

on CincmaScopc, Marilyn Monroe, and the

first two pictures in the new process, "The

Robe" and "How To Marry A Millionaire",

were given the spotlight in a 7-page layout.

The full-color cover had the three Fox stars

of "How to Mary", Monroe, Betty Grable

and Lauren Bacall. Scenes from both films

and a special article describing CinemaScope,

bode a mutual break for both Look and Fox.

The magazine is distributing 10,000 news-

stand cards in key cities advising customers

to watch for the pictures and read about 'em

in Look. Another special attention-getter for

the issue will be 3500 posters displayed on

American News Company trucks . . . They'll

be talking about the 8-page layout Esquire

is giving Monroe in its July issue. Bennett

Cerf wrote it, titling it "The Altogether

Girl", had it illustrated with 16 "never-

befi >re-published" photos.

Exploitation knows no boundaries, as witness the

lorry display (top) in Singapore for the run oj

''House of Wax" and (bottom) costumed sign

carriers in Frankfurt. Germany, startled pedes-

trians with this street stunt. For German con-

sumption, the picture was redded "Das Kabinett

Dee Professor Bondi." In any language, it's

still showmanship.

Airwaves 'Beast' Bally

Warners has set a tieup with Crosley

Broadcasting Corp. for a four city TV and

radio promotion via a "Name the Beast from

20,000 Fathoms" contest in Cincinnati, Co-

lumbus, Dayton and Atlanta. A Cincy dis

play will include a 32-ton block of ice in ;

local zoo with capsule in center giving de

scription of beast. Tie-ins for contest includ(

cab covers, 1000-line newspaper ads, 24-shce

cutouts outside Crosley Station building?

displays, posters, newsstand cards, the wholi

works. For the Boston premiere, the wide

spread campaign will include teaser trailer

on screen for six weeks in advance.

(Continued on Page 25
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Warners 10-foot cutout animated display on ''Beast from

'20.000 Fathoms" at right has a moving tongue, darting eye, red

flashing head and claws, smoke coming from head and a roar

taken from the sound track of the film. Display is in full color,

sells for $16.95 on order from the W B home office.

(Continued from Page 24)

20th Full Summer Promotions

A full-summer exploitation program has

been blueprinted by 20th-Fox. All eight top

releases between now and August have been

accorded individual campaigns by Charles

Einfeld and his staff, with unprecedented use

of TV selling as a highlight of the pin-point

promotion. The smaller theatres, especially,

[will be pleased with the emphasis on local-

level penetration through saturation TV and

newspaper ads.

"Pickup on South Street" and "Man on a

Tightrope", are reflecting the early results.

The former was opened with 2000-line news-

paper ads and an around-the-clock TV and

radio spot campaign. "Tightrope" received

a big send-off in its NY opening with video-

ration-newsreel coverage. Campaign on the

third June release, "Powder River", has been

blanketing the mid-west with TV and air

spots, plus 1000-line ads in virtually every

newspaper in the area, where it opens in 600

situations.

The July trio has "White Witch Doctor"

getting a two-week pre-opening campaign

through New England, upper N. Y. State

and San Francisco, using 12 different TV
spots with open ends for theatre and play-

date; "Glory Brigade" four-city openings

(Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Detroit)

is getting special treatment as an important

Fourth of July attraction, and a NY pre-

miere for the Herald-Tribune's Fresh Air

Fund to be broadcast by CBS; "Kid From
Left Field", opening in several hundred mid-

west theatres, is getting special civic co-

operations and tie-ups with baseball and

sports organizations. Star Dan Dailey is ex-

pected to make p.a.'s in the saturation areas.

August's "Dangerous Crossing" will get

the "Pickup" treatment, with 2000-line ads

and saturation TV and radio spots; "Mister

Scoutmaster", is backed by a $250,000 na-

tional TV campaign to pace openings in over

750 theatres during the week of Aug. 26.

Meanwhile, Fox continues its bang-up sell-

ing for "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", a cam-

paign which looks like it will make the

Marilyn Monroe-Jane Russell starrer one of

the most eagerly awaited pictures in years.

MGM Records is issuing, three months in

advance of national release, a soundtrack

album featuring the stars and the popular

score.

No Limits On Showmanship

Al Myrick inserts showmanship into every

phase of his business. The Iowa exhibitor,

when schools were getting ready to close,

wrote letters to parents with kiddies enter-

ing kindergarten next year inviting the

youngsters to a Kindergarten Parade in his

theatre in which they paraded across the

stage and were introduced. Naturally the

parents and grandparents came along to

beam—at regular admissions. And when

Myrick pays local bills, he staples a little

tag on each check "This purchase was made
possible by your patronage at the State The-

atre, Lake Park, la." To distributors, the

check carries a label: "This payment was

made possible by the existence of the State

Theatre, Lake Park, la."

WB 'Beast' Display

The display created by Warners for

"I '.cast from 20,000 Fathoms" seems destined

to meet with an even better reception than

the first WB "home manufactured" show-

piece for "House of Wax." Three feet taller

than the latter, it's a 10-foot animated eye-

catcher in full color. It's so constructed that

M-G-M's museum on wheels which has just completed a swing around the country to herald

"Young Bess" openings in approximately 60 keys. Coronation excitement heightened the interest.

the "beast's" crimson tongue moves up and

down, with the glaring eye moving back and

forth; motor animation is included. A special

recording of the angered beast, taken from

the sound track, gives sound effects. A sen-

sational smoke effect is achieved by placing

a small quantity of dry ice in a container ot

water behind the beast's head. Flasher bulbs

give the head and claws added eeriness. It

couldn't be duplicated for many times the

$16.50 Warners is asking for it if made up by

the exhibitor himself.

Created by Mort Blumenstock's ad staff

and produced for Warners by Hal Chester

and Jack Dietz, it is a tribute to the genius

of the movie ballyhoo experts. A cue, too,

for other companies to follow suit with low

cost, home-created displays.

Louis On Tour

"The Joe Louis Story", Stirling Silli-

phant's production for I'nited Artists release,

is getting a big boost by the ex-champ him-

self, currently on a tour of 27 key cities to

plug the picture. Louis is meeting with

amusement page editors and sports writers

in each of the spots, and, naturally, grabbing

a healthy chunk of space in the dailies for

the film.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

20th's 'Pickup' for the Boxoffice
The headlines down below and the illus-

trations that characterize the advertising

slant on 20th Century-Fox's "Pickup on

South Street" are, for all of their extravagant

claims, likely to leave no one disappointed.

For 20th has once again decided to take off

the wraps from Richard Widmark. He has

the type of role that made him the darling of

the hordes of fans who like their movies

tough, crisp and crackling with action and

sex. Widmark's cruel, ruthless "Tommy
Udo", a role that brought him fame in "Kiss

of Death", is combined with the ever-popular
// idmitrk Can Take

And/or

Beneath all these obvious

tacks, however, is a strong suspense drama

with a semi-documentary tone and top-flight

performances that prevents the picture from

falling into the category of pure slug-and-sex

melodrama. The discriminating moviegoer

will be just as likely to give it word-of-mouth

blessing as the action addict, a factor that can

be exploited with quotes from the better-

known names in your community.

From this corner, "Pickup on South Street"

offers an exploitation charge that can't miss

—like buckshot fired at a barn wall.

diamond-in-the-rough character to give the

star his best role to date.

Like the picture they represent, the ads

pull out the stops, blowing off steaming vio-

lence and sizzling male-female romantics with

plenty of piquant copy to pull attention. Jean

Peters, who, in the vernacular, is extremely

well-stacked for the role of the hip-swaying,

slow - thinking "B-girl", gives Widmark
plenty of opportunity to pull off his kiss-and-

hit tactics. Their scenes together are manna
to the hungry showman, offering a wealth of

provocative scenes for display eye-grabbers,

exploitation

Dish It Out

STAR BALLY
The three stars, Richard Widmark, Jean

Peters and Thelma Ritter, are live copy

angles in the feature department: Widmark's
return to his "big man" character as the

cunningly defiant pickpocket in "Pickup";

Peters joining the "fallen angels" of the

screen who have hit their highest mark as a

siren after playing "good girl" roles, and

Kitter in a Runyunique characterization that

aims at Oscar notability again this year.

Good ideas for backgrounds and tie-ins with

their current roles are offered in the press

book.

STUNTS & DISPLAYS
A natural for a stunt to work in with the

title is suggested. Most communities have a

South Street (if not, a "pickup on Main

Street" would do). Advertise that at a speci-

fied time there will be a Pickup on South

Street for prospective patrons; this to be

worked out with local taxi or bus company

to furnish direct service at the specified

times, in exchange for lobby or screen

credits.

Thelma Ritter's street-vendor characteri-

zation indicates a similar character to be

stationed on a busy street corner, giving

away handbills on pickpocket operations and

advising the recipient to see the gentle art in

action in the picture.

To work in a display on this order, the

local Police Department and newspaper can

be contacted. Advance screening should be

arranged, sketches of photos of how pick-

pockets work drawn up and the whole thing

worked into an informative and helpful com-

munity service as well as a plug for the film.

ADS
The newspaper ad art is combined in the

five-column ad below, which carries the

headline at top, left. Portions of the art are

worked in with the other headlines.

underworld joined the

crackdown against the

spy menace!

ET "CANDY" SHE HAD * J0B TO OO-and she was doing it the only way she knew how! )N THIS JOB she had lo be ready
the B^girlwho be* for anything, anybody ... anytime!

Ess*

on South Street
can THELMA

COUNTER ESPIONAGE NOTHING LIKE IT

with the wraps oft since the "House on

and the heat on! 92nd Street"!.



Widmark, three-time loser as a pickpocket, knowing that another conviction means life, nonchalantly guzzles beer before police chief Murvyn Vye.

PICKUP GN SOUTH STREET
As script-writer Samuel Fuller sets it up for director

Samuel Fuller in "Pickup on South Street," there can be

no misunderstanding about the direction in which this

picture is headed. Scripter Fuller hands himself a situ-

ation fraught with possibilities for hot and tough melo-

drama. Natural everyday backgrounds like the New
York subway, a skyscraper, a waterfront shack, become

doubly effective when the shock action hurls itself into

their midst. A pickpocket viewing a strip of microfilm,

sought by the FBI, casually and openly using the fa-

cilities of the New York Public Library for his purpose,

heightens the impact. Or a knock-down drag-out light

in the crowded subway, from a washroom through turn

stiles, up and down the stairs, on the tracks, has a dra-

matic fascination all its own.

The situation is set up when pickpocket Richard

Widmark, out of jail one week alter his third conviction,

lifts a wallet from Jean Peters' handbag, containing a

strip of microfilm with secret formulas, destined for Red

hands. FBI agents, trailing the girl, enlist the New York

police to ferret out the pickpocket. Widmark learns the

value of the film, is located by the girl and attempts to

blackmail the Reds and stay clear of the police. From

that point on, director Fuller develops the situation

through brutality, violence, sex, laughs and pathos,

building into a climactic subway fight that is as roaring

as the trains that bullet through the big city's subter-

ranean network.

Most outstanding character in the film is Thelma

Ritter's 'Moe", an ex-pickpocket tie vendor, who sells her

knowledge of the underworld on a cost-of-living index to

raise enough money to buy a burial plot. Miss Ritter

puts in a strong bid for this year's Oscar derby with this

gem.
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QUOT6T WM fas Sewspaper Drifts Sa? Akmi

'€'aesar
m HaHod As fwrvat Shakvspvurv btj i ritics

Tbe majority &S X. X. fillroi critics dusted off their choicest

accolades for M-»G-Ms ^Jnlins Caesar" at A* Booth Theatre

premiere. Most of abeam halted ii as a "a i^xring and memorable
film." "proud ac'hieveanenl, and the best iShakespeare rd oily-

wood has ever mide. Tier all agreed that superb action was

provided by a great 'casL

iBaslev Crawllher. cfl tbe Times, feels tike film ""Smites the

ere with vkfience and rings with the clang 'of ametal words."

"This scribe opinions that tbe production "pnlls the fnH po-

t«ataaD .£33 point and passioaa irom ibis dlassr aS tbe stage." He
observes that "Phvsical action . . . seems strangely to xira

tbi augifa abe picture with tibe rhara rirr^ exerr "ward and

maewse.'*'

""A bri'Ihanlil'v giiited (daalogme .directon- lias made a powerful

film . . - which .gnivers wiab lie rrrighay lympanj of great

lan-Ctnase and at like same tnnf fascinates tbe eye with enor-

mous emoaaanaO confidences." writes tbe Herald Tribnne''s Otis

L. Cinexinsey. He rates it as a "pTcrod, exciting achievement

the modern ri-nfma **

The World-Telegram's Alton Cook •waxes enthusiastic

-with, "''admirable achievement by everyone concerned, by tar

the best Shakespeare ever to be turned ant by H oilywood." Of
performance, he hazards a "safe gnef-f thai it? many roles

never have been acted better from top to bottom of the cast."

"Classic drama that it is, there's nothing pedantic or pon-

derons abotrt this presentation," penned Rose Pels-wick in the

Jcnrrnal-American. She feel? that the producer and director

have "approached the screen -version -with a deep appreciation

of its brilliant hnes and perceptive characterizations, bm
happily avoided any pretentions artiness of tip-toeing awe"
Tht one dissenting note -was sonnded by Archer Winsten

of the Post, but he stiU tagged the film -whh a Good Phis

Movie Meter Rating. He predicts that the "picture should not

be as popular as either 'Hamlet" or 'Henry V, partlv because

the play's action is too heavily diluted -whh speeches." His

quarrel is that the movie "lacks the sheen of perfection.*'

• : _v>S EES:
K-G-M

"TBeaufiiaaillv Terihmicolared tapestry ...
Ahbonch thev aire often poaaifnillv 'disaan-.

furures on a larre canvas, that senxjetrmes

has no movement, tbe principals are fre-

•qikenlly eangha in tragic, lovely and moving

style"—W<e21ex, X. Y. TTaames

""Tame pageant ... An iadoox piece, with

mob""—'Guernsey. X. X. Herald Tribune

"TF-yr-eTVpnt (Movie Meter Rating)) ...
iBeanaiinilly -matif 'deeply moving story . . -

not ctnlv magmfi-Dentlv lElizabethan but als :>

jwaa iuly Wmiam ... B«eEevable version of

what goes £m behind tbe scenes of royalty-"

—Winsten, X. X. Bast
•"Ptietty tale 'of tragic and fxnslxaaed Hove

. . . Well planned and wel written, it

emerges in a rnricmsly stiff and lifeless way."

—Cook. X. X. World-Telegram
"IBeardifnl, insbly rntifrftaii i n.-ng produc-

tion."—Pelswici., X. "X Jcirrrnal-Amerncan

^iood «(Morie Meter SRatingT) dash of

^GW'TW". a smartering of
JAmber' and

3-D in"VHks (to eafecaaVelry accemtinale sts

ramantic adxentnre yarn."—Tintex, X. \ .

Post

•"JD gets a sTBrk ncotkotrj . . . Eackgrorxn ds

and co*mines lend tbemselves very -»r«Dl tz>

tbe mew medtrrm,.'"—Pefewick, X. X. Janxnal-

American
"^Minor pictmre ^-«tii "ni^ only for hav-

ing been filmed in tbe new medxnm."—Coc*k,

X. Y. Warild-Telegram

""ILasaless ramamtic drama rarely brings

new or -dii tecirnical persperitive to a per-

fertDy sainnd source ... Even 3D can't save

^Sangaree"."—H. H.. T.. X. X. 'Times

""Plteasing te tbe eye . . . hardly measures

prodncts."—P&odna, X. Y. Herald Tribune

'.z» 21 1 l-.-z- » June 15 1^3

THUNDER BAY'
Universal

'?m oraTnica.Tly, the new screen . . . was
pleasingly effertive . . . Stereophonic sound

system indicated that such directional de-

vices will] eathanoe tbe realism of the medium
. . . (Film ) does »ot s^ypesj to be the most
impressive vehicle to launch sight and sound

systems."—Weil ex. X. X. Times
"Big jnctnre cm every carmt ... immea-

surably enhanced by U-Ts new process ...
Panoramic scope that is tremendausly effec-

tive."—PtJswick, X. Y. Janrnal-American

'Fascinating new setting ... with the ad-

vantage oi a much larger picture . . . Loew^s

State apparently has struck a gnsher in this

first Tdcture on its new wide screen."—Cook,

-X. Y. WOTld-Telegram
""Wide screen may benefit the movie an

with special materials and 1echinieraes. But

in ihif case, it has sacrificed almost all of

"Thunder Pav'V htlle bounty to a sales gim-

mick.""—Guernsey. X. Y. Herald Tribtme

'FORT TP
Colinr : i

"'Xothing is spared to give yem the creeps

... If you enjoy the idea of being a sitting

dnci, here's the place to go."—Cook, X. ~1.

World-Telegram

"OfcraiOTsIly a rush job ... tboronghly

routine adven-rure that enhances giant-size

•ari-naTi-iy with some mnscular skirmishes,

notbras tuoxe."—H. H. T„ X. Y. limes
"X^ovel effects ... give a lively boost to

tbe standard boxse opera heroics."—Pels-

wirik, X. Y. Journal-.American

"Has all the usual faults of stereo, which

have been catalogued again and again . . .

nilnsian here wonld not have been particn-

larly strong, even in normal projection."

—

C*netrnsey, X. Y. Hexald-Tribune

"Fair "pins (Movie Meter Rating!) . . .

Strictly frontier bang-bang . . . with a deptn

4oo Orong."—Winsten, X. X. Post

'SOUTH SEA WOMAN'
Warner Bros.

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating ) . . I

Comic-book stuff . . . put on youT 12-year-

thinking cap and relax."—Winstea,

X. X. Post 1
"Unremitting splurge of slam-bang fans

and whoop-de-do leatherneck heroics . . J

For all its boldly extracted guffaws, is a

terrible lot of nonsense."—Crowther, X. Y.

Times
1Va:i. "l-:; . . . Accent is entirely «

ftick. and cast and director keep the

piece romping along ai a lively clip."—Pels-

wick. X. X. Janrnal-American

"Random, souped-up tale which gets oril

of hand earh", races through all sorts of no»-

sense in search of a story and winds np m
a flurry :" l : : r.. empty-handed."—Guera-

se3-

. X. X. Herald Tribune

"L-ancaster has been delighting our narioa

with his gai- travesties . . . This time the

foolhardy feats merely show hardihood with-

out the spirit of merry folly that sent tie

earlier pictures soaring." — Cook. X. Y.

W or!d-Telegram

'MAN ON A TIGHTROPE'
I'lrh Century-Fox.

"Striking, imaginative movie in an »-
•_l11v intelligent vein of sarcasm and

path :-f . Departs from the nsnal iormvii

. . . and offers a colorful and moving a4-

venmre."—Guernsey. X. X. Herald Trib«H
"Xot only an arresting melc>drama. but a

vivid commentary on a restricted way of Hit

in our parlous times."—Weiler. X. X. Tunes

""Good pins (Movie Meter Rating) . H
Reaches a level of distinctly good, generalhr

acceptable film-making a bttle short of the

superlative."—Winsten, X. Y. Post

"Bousing story . . . has been treated w»
an nnnsnal degree oi inspired skill ."—Coot,

X. X. World-Telegram
"P werful drama ... as timely as WH

- -rew'f newspaper headlines."—Felswidd

X. X. Jonrnal-.American



'RODUCTIOII
l R€L€flS€ R6CORD
1951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Completed (57)
Completed (19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Royal African Rifles, The ICI

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo
Army Bound 1611
Baffle Zone 1 8 2

,

Bowery Knights
Canyon Ambush (531
Fangs of the Arctic (63)
Fargo 169)
Flat Top ICI I8S)

Sunman, The
Hiawatha ICI (80)
Homesteaders. The 162)
Jalopy
Jungle Girl 170)
Kansas Pacific IC) (73)
Maze, The I3DI
Mexican Silver
Murder Without Tears
No Holds Barred 166)
Northern Patrol

Northwest Territory 161) ..

Roar of the Crowd
Safari Drums
Son of Belle Starr
Tangier Incident (77)
Texas City
Torpedo Alley 184)
Vicious Years, The (7?)
White Lightning (61)
Wyoming Roundup 153)
Sguared Circle, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hayward-Hurst

Oberon-Todd
Clements
Hodiak-Christian
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Cofltes ...

Kirby-Grant
Elliot

Hayden-Carlson
...Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay
Elliott. Vallir

. Gorcey-Hall
Sheffield-Sharpe
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Bowery Boys
Grant-Chinook
Grant-Chinook
Duff-Stanley
Sheffield-Bestar

. Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Brown-Elliscn
Stevens-Malone
Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar
Wilson-Coates
Kirkwood-Glea son

Rel.

7-26
10-52
9-52

10- 12
12-28
9-52 ...

11-52
4-13 .

12-7
2-53
2-53
12-7
2-53
7-23

No.

5216
5301

Rev.

5244.
5222
5226
5201
5252.
.5202.

5318
5208
5302

6-14
12-52
7-5
12-9
5- 31
6- 21

6-53
2-53
12-30
I 1-52
2- 18
3-53
11-9

5214

5309
5316

5308

5236
5254

COLUMBIA
1952-53 Features

Serials

Completed (50) In Production (3)
Completed (3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
I TITLE—Running Time Cast
Scalpel Heston-Scott
,Hell Below Zero (T) . Alan Ladd

Rel. No.

Hayworth-Ray
Glenn Ford

Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT)
Big Heat, The

COMPLETED
Affair in Trinidad (98) Hayworth-Ford
All Ashore (T) 180) Rooney-Lawrer.ee
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
Big Jump, The IT) Ladd-Andrews
Blue Canadian Rockies 158) Autry-Buttram
Charge of the Lancers (T) Goddard-Aumont
China Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
-on,30 B 'll McGuire-Moore
-onguest of Cochise (T) . Hodiak-Stark

9-52
3-53
5-53

11-52

501
534

Rev.

7-28

(T)Cruisin' Down the River
Eight Iron Men 180)
cirefighters, Th e
Five Angels on Murder (88)
Flame of Calcutta IT)

Fort Ti IT) IDD)
49th Man, The 173)
5,000 Fingers of Dr. T

Haymes-Totter
Colleano-Franz
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors
Ireland-Denning

The IT) Hayes-Healy

Cliff-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Fleming-Haydn

...

Four Poster, The 1103) ZZ.Harrison-Palrner
hrom Here to Eternity
Glass Wall. The 180)
Golden Hawk IT) (83)
Goldtown Ghost Riders (57) Autry-Burnette
Hangman's Knot IT) 181) Scott-Jarman
Happy Time The 194) Boyer-Driscoll
Her Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
lnva

,

s 'on. U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
Jack McCall, Desperado IT) (76)
Juggler, The 186)
Uunqle Safari

Montgomery-Stevens
Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene

Ladies of the Chorus 161) (Reissue) Monroe-JerqensHI nf 11,. T I I » i « i- i . . . .—

T

Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
•Hall-Ferraday
Wvman-Milland
O'Brien-Totter

Last of the Comanches IT) (85)
Last of the Pony Express
Last Posse, The
Last Train From Bombay (72)
Let's Do It Aqain ITI
Man in the Dark IDD) (70)
Member of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harr
Mission Over Korea Hodiak-DerekOn Top of Old Smoky 159) Autry-BurnetteOne Girl s Confession 174 Moore-Haas

?ltkf -I"'" iL (T ,
Autry-Buttram

Pathfinder The IT) 178) Montogmery-Carter
Prince of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush
Prisoners of the Casbah (TI Graham-Romero
Problem Girls 170) Walker-Elliott
Rainbow Round My Shoulder (T) (78) Laine-Daniels
Renegade Canvon IT) IDD) John Derek
Kiders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White

12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
6-53
1-53

4-53
10-52
5-53
11-52
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

I 1-52
2-53

7-53
8-52
7-53
4-53
3-53
8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53
9-52

11-3

508 9-22

506

504

528

516
524

503

6-30

2-23

8-1

4-20
12-29

3-23
9-22

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Salome IT) 1103)
Savage Mutiny 173)
Serpent of the Nile ITI 181)
Siren of Bagdad IT) 172)

Strange Fascination (80)
Stranqer Wore A Gun I3D)
Target—Hong Kong 1661
Thunderhoof 177) IReissue)
Valley of the Headhunters
Vatican, The IT) 142)
Voodoo Tiger 167) ....

Wagon Team (61)
War Cry IC)
Wild One, The

952-53

Hayworth-Granger 4-53 545 4-6
. Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53 539

Fleming-Lundigan 5-53 5—4
Henreid-Medina 6-53 6-1

_Moore-Haas 12-52 505 10-6
Scott-Trevor 8-53
Denning-Loo 2-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Weismuller 8-53

. Documentary Special
..-Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52

.... Autry-Buttram 9-S2 476
Montgomery-Long 435
Brando-Murphy

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights IReissue)
Bachelor in Paris 183)
Bad Blonde 180)

Captain Kidd IReissue) 189)
Eyes of the Jungle
Gambler and the Lady (71)
Ghost Ship
Great Jesse James Raid (AC)
Great White Hunter IReissue) 189)
Hellgate 187)
I'll Get You 179)

Johnny the Giant Killer IT)

Man From Cairo. The
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)
Perils of the Jungle 163)

Sins of Jezebel
Slasher, The
Tall Texan, The 184)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63)
Twilight Women
White Goddess (73)

1952-53 —
Cast

Anna May Wong
Price-Auer
Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton
Jon Hall
Dane Clark
Court-Walsh
Parker-Payton
Peck-Preston
Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
George Raft
Tracy-Sawyer
Clyde Beatty
P. Goddard
Kenny-Collins
Bridges-Cobb
Special Cast
Jackson-Ray
Jon Hall

Rel.

4-24
4-17
4- 10

12-12
7-1..

12-26
6- 12

7- 17
12-12
9-5

1- 16
6-5

I 1-28
3-20
9-4

5-29
2- 13

I 1-14
5-15
3-27

No.

5215
5213
521 I

5210

.5204
5228
5221
5209
5113
5206
5205

5203
5214
5225
5218
5207
5201
5217
5224

Rev.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (54) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Torch Song IT) Crawford-Wilding
Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards

Rel. No. Rev.

Holden-ParkerFort Bravo

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122)
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 174)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT).

Apache War Smoke (67)
Arena lAns) 1 3-D )

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118) Turner-Douglas 1-53

Band Wagon, The (T) ... Astaire-Charisse

Taylor-Parker 1—53
Reynolds-Van 8-53
Taylor-Granger
...Roland-Horton 10-52
Young-Bergen ...

6-53

313 12-1

305

315

10-6

2-9

Battle Circus 190)

Because You're Mine IT) (103)
Big Leaguer, The
Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 (69)
Confidentially Connie 171)
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Dangerous When Wet ITI (95)

. Bogart-Allyson 4-53 321 2-9

.Lanza-Whitmore 10-52 304 9-8
Robinson-Ellen 8-53
Dandridge-Horton 326
Skelton-Greer 1-53 316
Meeker-Forrest 4-53 329 4-20

Johnson-Leigh 4-53 322 1-26
Gassman-Sullivan 330
Williams-Lamas 7-53

Desperate Search, The 171) Keel-Greer 1-53 314 12-1

Devil Makes Three, The 190) (T) Kelly-Angeli 9-52 302 8-25
Dream Wife (991 Grant-Kerr 6-53
Easy To Love ITI Williams-Johnson
Everything I Have Is Yours IT) 192) Champion-O' Keefe 10-52 306 10-20
Fast Comoany 1601 H. Keel-P. Bergen 332
Fearless Fagan 178) Leigh-Carpenter 8-52 241 7-14
Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons
Girl Who Had Everything, The 169) Taylor-Lamas 3-53 3-9

Great Diamond Robbery, The Skelton-Williams
Hoaxters, The 136) Documentary I-S3 319 1-12

Hour of Thirteen, The (80) Lawford-Addams 11-52 309 10-20
I Love Melvin (T) 177) O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53 323 2-9

Invitation to the Dance IT) Kelly-Youskevitch
Ivanhoe IT) 1106) R.Taylor-E.Taylor 8-52 . 307 6-30
Jeopardy (70) Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53 317
Julius Caesar „. Brando-Mason
Latin Lovers (T) Turner-Montalban 8-53
Lili (T) 1811 Caron-Ferrer 7-53
Main Street to Broadway All-Star 7-53
Merry Widow, The IT) (105) Turner-Lomas 9-52 301 9-22
Million Dollar Mermaid (T) (110) Williams-Mature 12-52 312 1 1-17
Mogambo (T) Gable-Gardner
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RKO RADIOMy Man and I [991
Naked Spur, The IT) 191)
Never Let Me Go 1941
Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) {1001
Quo Vadis IT) 1168!
Remains To Be Seen 188)
Ride. Vaquero lAns)
Rogue's March 1841
Saodla IT)

Scandal At Scourie IT) 1901

Sky Full of Moon 173)
Sliqht Case of Larceny 171)

small Town Girl IT) 193)
Sombrero IT) (103)
S*ory of Three Loves IT) (122)
Take the Hiah Ground lAns)
lime Bomb 177)
You For Me 170)
Younq Bess ITI 1 1 12)

Winters-Montalban
Stewart-Ryan
Gable-Tierney
T racy-Tierney
Granger-Kerr
Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon
Carpenter- Sterling
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger
Montalban-Angeli
All-Star Cast
Wid mark-Stewart

...Ford-Vernon
Lawford-Greer
Simmons-Granger

9-52 303
2-53 318
5-53 327 4-6
11-52 310 11-3

11-52 308 10-20
218 11-19
331 5-4

7-53
3-53 320 1-12

6-53
12-52 311 1 1-17
6-53 6-1

4-53 325
3-53 324 3-9
6-53

8-52 .... 240
333

8-11
5-4

PARAMOUNT

Cast
Clooney-Taylor
..Andrews-Taylor

Rel. No. Rev.

1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

Red Garters IWS) IT)

Elephant Walk IT)

COMPLETED
Arrowhead !T) 1105) Heston-Palance
Blazing Forest IT) (91) Payne-Moorehead
Botany Bay IT) Ladd-Mason
Caddy, The Martin & Lewis
Caribbean (T) (95) Payne-Dahl
Carrie 1118) Olivier-Jones
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue) Colbert-Wilcoxon
Come Back Little Sheba 199) . . Lancaster-Booth
Elephant Walk IT) Leigh-Andrews
Encore 1901 Maugham Stories
Forever Female 193) Rogers-Holden
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) 195) Genn-Taylor
Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151) Stewart-Hutton
Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow

-53
-52

5227
5207 10-20

9-52 5202
8-52 5123

'

'6-16
12-52 5208
3-53 5213 1-26

7-52 5122
8-53 5226 6-1
4-53 5215 2-23
5-53 5129 1-14

Here Comes the Girls (T)

Houdini IT) (105)
Hurricane Smith IT) (90)
Jumping Jacks 198)
Jamaica Run (Tl (921
Just For You (T) (104)
Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos
Military Policeman
Money From Home IT) 130)
Off Limits 189)
Pony Express IT) 1 101

1

Road to Bali IT) (91)
Roman Holiday .

Sangaree IT) 13-D)
Savage The (Tl 195)
Scared Stiff 1108)
Shane IT) (1181
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97)
Son of Paleface IT) 1 1041
Stalaq 17 M20)
Stars Are Sinqing. The 199) (T) Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The (100) Martin-Lewis 3-

Those Redheads from
Seattle (ParV) (T) Fleming-Barry

Thunder in the East (98) Ladd-Kerr I-

Turning Point, The (85 ( Holden-Smith 10
Tropic Zone (T) (94) .. Reagan-Fleming I-

Vanguished, The (T) 184) Payne-Sterling 6-

War of the Worlds (T) (85) Barry-Robinson

Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh 7-

DeCarlo-lreland 10-

Martin-Lewis 7
Milland-Dahl 6-

Crosby-Wyman 9
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Hope-Maxwell .... ....

Martin-Lewis
Hope-Rooney
Heston- Fleming
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor

53 5223
52 5204
-52 5121
53 5220
-52 5201

6-1
9-22
6-16
4-20
8-11

5216
5217
5209
5228
5230
5206
5222

3-9
12-1

52 5203
52 5124
53 5224
53 5214.
53 5212

10-6
4-20
4-20
9-8
7-14

1-12

53 5210
-52 5205.
53 5211
•53 5221 ..

5218

11- 17
— 10-4
12-29

3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (13)
Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

OOO

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

COMPLETED
Champ Fom Brooklyn. The Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
El Paso Stampede Lane-Waller ....

Desperatoes Outpost (54) Allen
Down Laredo Way Allen-Picker
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) MacMurray-Ralston
Flight Nurse Leslie-Tucker
Iron Mountain Trail ...„. Allen-Pickens
Ladv Wants Mink. The (Tr) 192) Hussey-O'Keefe ...

Laughing Ann IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock 151) ... Lane-Waller
Perilous Journey Raluston-Brian
Ouiet Man. The (T) (129) Wayne-O'Hara ...

Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90) ...... Donlevy-Tucker
San Antone 190) Cameron-Whelan
Sea of Lott Ships Derek-Hendrix
South Pacific Trail 160) Allen-Estelita

Sun Shines Bright . . Winninger-Whelan
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr) . Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds (981 Derek-Barrymore ...

6- 12

8-25
10-8
7-20
4-28

5-8
3-5

8-53
2-1
4-5

9- 14

No.

5174

5207

Rev

Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie
Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller
WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne
Woman of the North Country 190) Cameron-Hussey
Woman They Almost Lynched 190) Lund-Leslie

5241
5206
5108

11-52 5202
2-15 5203
8-53
10-20
6-53
7- 12

11-27 .5201

8-19
11—3

5145

10-10
10-1
5-15
10-10
9-5

3-20

5109
5126
5242
5123
5107 8-11

1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (21

G. Ford-A. Sheridan

Trevor-Wayne
Simmons-Young
Stanwyck-Foster
Mitchum-Simmons
Armand-Denis
Lupino-Ryan

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Arizona Outpost I3D) ICI Mayo-Robertson
Fury of the Junqle ICI IWSI
COMPLETED
Alleqheny Uprising 181) (Re-issue)

Androcles and The Lion 198)
Annie Oakley l V I ) (Re-issue)
Angel Face 191)

Below the Sahara IT)

Beware, My Lovely (77) ... _ . .

Big Sky. The 1122) Douglas-Martin
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) [991 . Darnell-Wewton
Affair With A Stranqer Simmons-Mature
Captive Woman 165) Clarke-Field
Count the Hours 174) Wright-Carey
Face to Face 1921 Mason-Preston
Hands Across the Sea Rennie-Peters
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Grainger
Hitch-Hiker, The 171) OBrien-Lovejoy
Jet Pilot (T) 1 1 181 ... Wayne-Leigh
Look Who's Laughing (79) Ball-McGee
Lusty Men, The 1113) Hayward-Mitchu
Man Who Fooled Hitler Werner
Montana Belle ( Tr) 181) Russell-Brent
Never Wave At A Wac 187) Russell-Wilson
No Escape Ayres-Tufts
No Time for Flowers 183) Lindfors-P. Christian
One Minute to Zero (105) Mitchum-Tallman
Peter Pan IT) 1771 Disney-Cartoon Feature
Sea Around Us, The ITI Documentary
Sea Devils IT) DeCarlo-Hudson
Second Chance ICI 13DI Darnell-Mitchum

Rel.

7-S3
R.v.

9-52 384
1 1-52 368 1-24

9-52 383
2-53 312
5-53
9-52 302 8-11
8-52 361
12-52 307 12-15
6-53
10-52 306
4-53 316 2-23

1 1-52 309 17-1

1 1-52 351 1-25

2-93-53 314

. 8-52 . 381

n ... 10-52 304 _ . 10-1

She Had to Sav Yes 189)

Son of Sinbad IT)

Split Second 185)

Story of Robin Hood (T) (84)

Sudden Fear (110)
Sword anH het Rose IT)

Tarzan and the She Devil
3-D Follies, The IEC) (StCI
Too Many Girls 185)

Under the Red Sea (67)

Wild Heart, The (T) (82)

Simmons-Mitchum
Robertson-Forrest
McNally-Smith
Todd-Rice
Crawford- Pal a nee
Todd-Johns
Barker-MacKenzie
Horton Dancers

... Ball-Arnaz
Hass-Berl
Jennifer Jones

I 1-52
1-53

2-53
8-S2
2-53
7-53
5-53
7-53
8-53
8-53
6-53
7-52
8-52
8-53
6-53

308
371

313
301
392

12-15

7-28

1-26

318
391

362 8-11

8-52
10-52
7-52

382
305
274 6?2

20th' CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Scoutmaster, The
Twelve Mile Reef IT) (CinS)

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90)_
Blueprint For Murder —
Call Me Madam (T) 1 1 17)

City of Bad Men (T)

Dangerous Crossing
Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)

Dream Boat (83)
Farmer Takes A Wife. The (T) (81)

Gentleman's Agreement 1 1 1 8) Reissue

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT)

Girl Next Door, The (92)

Glory Brigade 182)

How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)

Inferno (C) (3-D) - —
Invaders From Mars (C) (78)

Kid From Left Field, The
Kiss of Death 1991 (Reissue)

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78) ...

Les Miserables (104)
Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) —
Man On A Tightrope (105)

Monkey Business (97)

My Ccusin Rachel (98)

My Pal Gus 183)

Mv Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara (T) (891

Night Without Sleep (77)

O. Henry's Full House (III)

Pickup on South Street (80)

Pony Soldier (T) (82)

Powder River (T) (78)

President's Ladv. The 196)

Road House 1951 (Reissue)

Robe, The (Tl iCinS)
Ruby Gentry (82)

Sailor of the King
Silver Whip. The (73) —
Star, The (89) - —
Snake Pit M08) (Reissue)

Snows of Kilimaniaro. The (T) (114) .

Somethinq For The Birds (81)

Stars and Stripes Forever (T) (89)

Steel Trap (85) -.

Taxi (77) - -
Thief of Venice (91)
Titanic 1981

Rel. No. Rev.

3-23

Cast
Webb-Dee - -

Wagner-Moore . -

_Gaynor-Brady 11-52 ...236 11-17

Gotten- Peters 9-53
Merman-O'Connor 4—53 31

1

Crain-Robertson 9—53
Crain-Rennie 9-53
Mason-Burton 5-53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53

.
Widmark-Monroe ... 9-52
Lundigan-Greer 3-53

8-52
7-53
5-53
8-53
6-53
7-53
7-53
1-53

319
313 .. 3-9

224 ... 7-28

317. _ 2-23

223......

307 "."5-4

352

320

Webb-Francis
Grable-Robertson
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe ...

Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Grable-Monroe
Gaynor-Wayne 1-53 302 1-12

Ryan-Lundigan 7-53

H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53 ...... 314 4-20

Dailey-Bancroft 7-53 -

Widmark-Mature 7-53

L. Hayward-Medina 7-52 218 7- 4

Rennie-Paget 8-52 225 — 8—1

1

Peters-Hunter 9-52 227
j

March-Moore 5-53 316 . 4-6

Grant-Rogers 10-52 — 230
deHavilland-Burton 1-53

Widmark-Dru 12-52
Baxter-Carey 10-52

Cotten-Peters - 2-53
Darnell-Merril — 11-52.

Crain-Granger 9-52..

301.
233 ...

231
306
235.
228.
322
237
321

12-29

12-15

... 9-22

2-9

5-4

11-17
Widmark-Peters 6-53
Power-Edwards 12-52
Calhoun-Calvet 6-53
Hayward-Heston 4-53 312
Widmark-Lupino 7-53
Burton-Simmons 10-53

J. Jones-Heston 1-53 303 12-2*

Hunter-Rennie - 8-53
Calhoun-Robertson ... 2-53 309 ...

Betie Davis 3-53 316
DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53 353

Peck-Havward 10-52
Mature-Neal - 10-52 238

2-23

Treasure of Golden Condor (T) 193)

Toniqht We Sing (T) (1091

Vickie

Webb-Paget 12-52
Cotton-Wright 1 1-52

Daley-Smith 3-53
Montez-Christian 12-52
Webb-Stanwyck 5-53
Wilde-Smith 2-E3
Pinza-Peters 4-53
Crain-Peters I 1-53

239
232
305
304
318
308
310

9-22
11—3

12- 1

12-1

5-4

2-23
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Cast

.K. Douglas-D. Robin

Rel. Rev.

^ay of a Gaucho IT) 191) Tierny-Calhoun 9-52 . 229 10-20

What Price Glory IT) (III) Cagney-Dailey 8-52 226 ... 7-28
White Witch Doctor. The IT) Hayward-Mitchum 7-53

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

:inq Around Saturn 120) IWS)
COMPLETED
Kct of Love _

Urica Screams Beatty-Buc k

assassin, The Gregson-Grahame
abes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee
andits of Corsica, The 181) Greene-Raymond
Ireaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
Iwana Devil (3D) lAns) 185) Stack-Britton
Captain John Smith

' and Pocahontas IPathe C) Dexter-Hale. Jr.

>ossed Swords Errol Flynn
;rosstown John Payne
>y the Beloved Country (96) Lee-Poitier
ort Algiers Yvonne deCarlo
ienghis Khan ............. M. Conde-E. Reyos
jay Adventure B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Guerrilla Girl 181)

. Dantine-Marianna
>uest Wife 190) Colbert-Ameche _.

.
The Jury I3D) Elliott-Castle

t's in the Bag 187) Allen-Benny
oe Louis Story. The
Kansas Citv Confidential 1981 Payne-Gray
ady Vanishes, The (85) _.. Redgrave-Lockwood
imelight 1 140) Chaplin-Bloom
uxury Girl (96) Stephens-Ferrero
Magnetic Monster (75) Carlson-Byron
Marshal's Dauqhter, The L. AndersK. Murray
<elba (Tl Munsel-Morley
4iss Hargreaves Katherine Hepburn
tonsoon 179) Thiess-Douglas
toon Is Blue. The Holden-Niven
4oulin Rouae ITI 1 1 181 Ferrer-Marchand
Neanderthal Man. The R. Shane-D. Merrick
)utpost in Malaya 188) Claudette Colbert
hantom From Space Seay-Nash
aiders of the Seven Seas (T) Payne-Reed
ed Planet Mars 187) Graves-King
eturn to Paradise IT) Cooper-Hayes
ing, The 178) Rios-Moreno ... ..

iver, The IT) (99) Swinburne-Shields
carlet^Spear, The (An) Archer-Hyer

McCrea-Keyes

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-53
8-53
8-22
8-53
6- 12

1-23

9-52
7-53
9-2

8- 53
1-16
9-5
2-6

1-30
2- 18

6-26
8-53

12-14
7-53
3-6
6- 19

1 1-26
5-15
5-27
5-15
7-53
9-2 S

. 2-15

Chap 1 1-3

12-29

Sml

Ren
8-25

hoot First

on of the Renegade (57)
hat Man From Tangier
hief, The (85) ...

ombstone Express (T)

am Brown's Schooldays (93)
wonky. The
ntamed Women (70)
ice Squad
oleano 1106)
/ar Paint IEC) IWSI
/hen I Grow Up 190)
/itness, The _

Carpenter-Irving
Asther-Coleman
Milland-Gam
Montgomery-Hunter
Davies-Newton
H. Conried-G. Blondell
Jewel Productions
E. G. Robinson
A Magnani-G. Brooks
Robert Stack
Preston-Scott
Bergman-Brando

5- 15

3-27
5-8

10-10

I 11-2
6- 10

9-52
8-53
6-5

8-53
4-20

Pop 10-6

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (li

(T)

(79)

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

Zings of the Hawk l3D)(EastC) ..

COMPLETED
bbott & Costello Go To Mars 177)
bbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde
gainst All Flaqs IT) 183)

.11 American
II I Desire
ack to God's Country
ecause of You 195)
lack Castle, The 181)
onzo Goes To College
rady's Bunch IT)
•ity Beneath the Sea IT) 187)
Column South IT) 1851
uel at Silver Creek. The (T) 177)
esert Leqion IT) 186)
ast of Sumatra (T)
orbidden
rancis Covers the Biq Town (83)
iris in the Niaht (831
-olden Blade, The (T)
reat Sioux Uprising. The IT)
unsmoke (T) 179)
U and Pa Kettle Hit the Road
tan From the Alamo ...

torizons West (T) (81)
Came From Outer Space (3-D)
Grows On Trees (84)
Happens Every Thursday (80)

aw and Order IT) 180)
awless Breed, The IT) (83)
one Hand IT) 180)
ost in Alaska 176)
\a and Pa Kettle in Waikiki
'la and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175)
-Ian From the Alamo IT)
4eet Me at the Fair IT) (87)
Mississippi Gambler IT) (98)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Adams-Heflin

Rel. No. Rev.

Abbott & Costello Apr

Abbott-Costello Aug
Flynn-O'Hara Dec
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson July
Hudson-Cochran
Young-Chandler Nov
McNally-Greene Dec

. Perreau-Gwenn Sept
O'Hara-Chandler
Ryan-Powers Mar
Murphy-Evans June
Murphy-Domergue Aug
Ladd-Dahl Apr
Chandler-Maxwell
Curtis-Dru Aug
Donald O'Connor July
Holden-Farrell Feb
.Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue July
Murphy-Drake Mar
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams
..Ryan-Adams Oct
Carlson-Rush June
Dunne-Jagger

., Nov
Young-Forsythe May
Reagan-Malone May
Hudson-Adams Jan
McCrea-Hale May
Abbott-Costello .. Aug
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr
Murphy-Domergue Aug
Dailey-Lynn Jan
Power-Laurie Feb

316

305

3-23

12-1

302
304
232

308
320
228
315

10-20

8-25

6-1

3-9

311 1-26

312

235
322
303
3 19

318
306
317
229

10-6

11-17
4-20

7-28

314

307
310

12-15
1-12

Oueen Is Crowned. A (T) ... Documentary
Raiders, The (T) (82) _, Conte-Lindfors
Redhead From Wyoming IT) 180) O'Hara-Nicol
Seminole (T) (861 Hudson-Hale
Son of AM Baba (T) (75) Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River (T) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town (T) Sheridan-Hayden
Tumbleweed IT) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay !T) !!03) Stewart-Dru
Untamed Frontier. The ITI 175) Cotten- Winters
Veils of Gaodad (Tl Mature-Field
Walking Mv Babv Back Home ITI O'Connor-Leigh
Willie and Joe Back at the Front 1 87) Ewell-Lembec k
World in His Arms. The ITI I 104) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer IT) (86) Chandler-Brady

June
Nov
Jan
Mar
Sept

June

Aug
Sept.

Oct
Aug
Oct

323
301
309
313
231

321

230

233
227
234

8-25

10-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170)
April in Paris IT) MOD
Beast from 20.000 Fathoms 180)

Big Jim McLain (90)
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) 1 102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Carson City IWC) 187)
Cattle Town (71)
Charge at Feather River (WC) I3D)
City Is Dark. The
Crimson Pirate. The (T) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The I I 10

Diamond Oueen (EC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax IWC) I3D) 1901

His Majesty O'Keefe (T)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The (T) (110)
Island in the Sky _..

Jazz Sinqer. The ITI (107)
Lion and the Horse, The IWC) 183)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)
Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)
Miracle of Fatima (WC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Ridinq Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) (951

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) (101)

So Big
So This Is Love ITI

South Sea Woman
Springfield Rifle IWC) 193)
Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) 186)
Story of Will Rogers, The (T) (109)
Sulu Sea
System, The 1871
Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains I WC I

Trouble Along the Way (101)
Where's Charley? (T) (97)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel.

..Abbott-Costello 12-27 208
Day-Bolger _ 1-3 209
P.Christian-P.Raymond 6-13 221

Wayne-Olson 8-30 201
.Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte 3-28 215
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae 5-2 219.
Day-Keel
Scott- Massey 6-14 123
Morgan-Carey 12-6 207..

Madison- Lovejoy 7-11

Nelson-Hayden
J. Lancaster 9-27 202
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae 5-30 220...

Lamas-Dahl 7-25
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy 4-25 218
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter 2-28 213
Ladd-Mayo 1 1-22 206
Wayne-Nolan 8-15
Thomas-Lee 2-14 212
Cochran-Teal 4-19 119
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore 1-31 211
Roland-Clark 10-11 203
Wilde-Thaxter I 1-8 205
..Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Rev

12-1

9-8

3-23

S-19
12-1

9-22

5-18

4-20

2-9

1-26

12-29
9-«

10-20

Mayo-Reagan
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford -Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lancaster-Mavo
Lovejoy-Perrin
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Wayne-Reed
Bolger-Mc Lerie

3-14 214 .„_.. 2-9

7-12 128

8-1

6-27 222
10-25 204 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 129 7-28

4-18 217 4-6

8-29
4-4 216 3-23
8-16 130 7-14

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW !

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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The high prices that have sent the Cost

of Living skyrocketing an average of 90.8%
since 1939 have also shot the Cost of Theatre

Operation up 98.9% since 1940... prices that

have us all paying more than ever before for

almost everything we buy!

COMPARE these towering increases with the

negligible increase, IFANY,you've given NSS
during the same period of rising expenses.

COMPARE all your costs with the Low Cost,

Service-With-A-SmilePolicy ofThe PrizeBaby.

noTioiwu
* pout Boor i

SERVICE
or me tooo$mr



Is The Moon

SCARLET?
. . or Has Startling Dialogue

Been Mistaken for Obscenity?

REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS
The Complete Production Story



/. MARILYN MONRO
M-m-marvelous in her I

musical! Out -of -this -world i

she sings "Bye Bye Baby"

"Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Frit

2. JANE RUSSELL!

Russell and The Monroe toge

—Wow!—The screen's two bi<
i

money-getters in the year's bi ;

Technicolor attraction!

4 GOOD REASONS WHY
GentlemenPreferBlonde
WILL MAKE BOXOFFICE HISTORY

3. PRESOLD TITLE

The best-selling book, smash lad

way musical legit hit and ion

wide newspaper and ma

serializations have made "Gen men

Prefer Blondes" a household rase

throughout the country!

4. THE YEAR'S MOJ

PUBLICIZED PIC M
Covers on LIFE and COSMOP IN*

big stories-and-picture la)

COLLIER'S, ESQUIRE, PIC 'RIAL

REVIEW are only the begir i£

the publicity barrage keep oi!

up to pre -sell tickets 1

;<yf

THERE'S
BUSINES
LIKE 2&

comiiY-ro:

BUSINES

t -

JANE RUSSELL • MARILYN MONROE m HOWARD HAWKS'

G^ittieiuen Prsefer-Blondes
co-starring CHARLES COBURN • Color by TECHNICOLOR • Produced by

SOL C. SIEGEL • Directed by HOWARD HAWKS • Screen play by CHARLES LEDERER



Is The Mood

il SCARLET ?

or Has The Production Code

\iministration Made A Mistake?

The ultimate answer to all problems of censorship

sts, first, with the moral standards of the community ;

Icond, with the prejudices of the censors; third, with

|e personal interests of the affected individuals. The

hole issue is pointed up by the tale they tell down

juth of the devout old Negress listening to her parson

leaching fervently against all the common sins, from

Japshooting to murder. With each new prohibition,

|e would rock and sway in her pew murmuring,

'\men ! Amen !" Then the parson started on the sub-

let of snuff-dipping, at which the pious old woman sat

hit upright and muttered to herself: "Now he done

:opped preachin' and took to meddlin'."

The motion picture industry finds itself embroiled

|
i a hot controversy over one of its pictures This is

llrdly unusual, but the situation is somewhat unique

|
ad the issues are serious, since, in a sense, the future

jfowth of the movies is at stake,

j;, |
The film is Otto Preminger's production, "The

loon Is Pdue". As a play, this comedy by F. Hugh
erbert regaled Broadway audiences for two years, and

!i i has been transplanted into movie form virtually in-

Ill it-

The production Code of the Motion Picture Associ-

• ion of America (Breen Office) has denied the picture
1

i| seal of approval. The Catholic Legion of Decency

/,
ns given it a "C" (for condemned ) rating. I'aradoxi-

Hy, most state and municipal censor boards have ap-

Jpved the film without a cut. In New York, where
)vie censorship is under the Department of Education,

t: state board passed it intact. After the Legion's rat-

£ was issued, the State motion picture division chief,

lgh M. Flick, personally reviewed the film and con-

erred wholeheartedly with the approval. The usually

ssors-conscious Pennsylvania board gave "The Moon

The four principals in "The Moon Is Blue" are: Maggie

McNamara, David Niven, Dawn Addams, William Holdei.

Is Blue" its blessing without a cut. Ditto Texas and

Atlanta. Chicago gave approval, but hedged by barring

children under 16—perhaps a prudent action. Massa-

chusetts gave it a six-day OK—no sex on Sunday. Thus

we see, despite the disapproval of the industry's own
regulatory authorities and of the influential Legion of

Decency, a cleavage in thinking about this movie as

wide as an elephant's eye.

We say flatly and with full conviction that the

Breen Office and the Legion are wrong in this case. We
believe, and we say with complete sincerity, that "The

Moon Is Blue" not only does not violate the provisions

of the Production Code and accepted standards of de-

cency and good taste, but, further, that it is one of the

most moral pictures ever made.

To be sure, "The Moon Is Blue" was not fashioned

for an audience of bird-watchers and children. The situ-

ations and, in particular, the language are apt to startle

most, shock some, and, perhaps, even offend a few. It is

adult comedy aimed for the adult mind, and funnybone.

All the hue and cry about it will probably agitate and

attract many who might not have been interested in the

film, among them youngsters (for whom it was never

intended), to storm the boxoffice and otherwise warm
the cockles of Mr. Preminger's heart.

But Mr. Preminger's economic fortunes are of less

moment than the overriding issues of the protectorate

thinking that seems to have governed the blue-pencil

wielders in the MPAA in this instance. And, please,

understand, this is no attack on the principle of self-

(Contimwd on Page S)
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TURN IT

OFF,
GIRLS!

You have never in all your TV days witnessed

a scene as sizzling as this movie love duel

between the red-headed temptress and the

desperate outlaw!

ROBERT TAYLOR has just slapped gorgeous

AVA GARDNER! Why? Because suddenly she

kissed him with mad abandon, while her rancher-

husband HOWARD KEEL was away!

7

Between them —
a strange

secret fire.

(Right: the

striking 24 -sheet

cut-ant)

It's been a long time since the screen as

blazed forth such a bold, hot-blooded sin

as this—the romance of

THE GIRL AND THE
GUN-FIGHTER!

In Full Flaming Color M-G-M brings ou

a Spectacular Drama of Great Advenl w

RIDE, VAQUERO i

(THE BEAUTY AND THE OUTLAW)

M-G-M presents Robert Taylor* Ava Gardner

Howard Keel in "RIDE, VAQUERO!" • Print

by Technicolor • Photographed in Ansco Color

with Anthony Quinn • Kurt Kasznar
Screen Play by Frank Fenton • Directed by

John Farrow • Produced by Stephen Ames

Note to theatre Ad Men:
Please save these ideas

and copy angles for your

campaign.
^t3

r



a.

Is The Moon SCARLET?
itinued from Page 3)

Halation for our industry. Regulation of movie con-

tel and treatment at source, to enforce- acceptable stan-

dards of decency and good taste, is a logical weapon in

unending fight against outside political censorship,

contention here is, simply, that the industry's regu-

laiirv body has erred in refusing a seal to "The Moon

IsBlue".

The very first paragraph of the Code's General

Pnciples sets forth this basic precept:

"No picture shall be produced which will lon er the

moral standards of those who see it. Hence the sym-

pathy of the audience shall never he thrown to the

side of crime, wrongdoing, evil or sin.

Few films, we contend, are more consecrated to this

priciple than "The Moon Is Blue". The story is that

of girl in her twenties who is charmed into a young

ba lelor's apartment, (lis intentions, it may be sus-

peed, are not wholly honorable, but there is no ques-

tio that hers are. Subjected to temptations that would

proably prove ruinous to any girl, except one of innate

godness, she fends off every subtle effort to invade her

vine and accomplishes this through her bold, disarm-

ing albeit naive, frankness. She emerges with banners

of er chastity flying high. Moreover, this girl brings

nit the reformation of the man who, at first glance,

ie s her as just a "pick-up". And even the worthless,

Uqpr-loving roue, who fancies himself taking her away
fro| the hero, is forced to re-evaluate his estimation of

woianhood in the light of his encounter with this

wlvlesome young lady. Thus, we have a movie in which

virie triumphs over concupiscence, abstinence over in-

dulience, good over evil.

What, then, is the complaint of the Motion Picture

Prduction Code Administration in refusing to grant a

seajto "The Moon Is Blue"?

There is no denying the picture contains passages
oi jartling dialogue. Undoubtedly some of the saltiest

sexal epigrams yet heard on the screen are delivered by
theirtless girl to her nonplussed companions. One of

ihenost surprising is her wide-eyed query on her way
,jX> e bachelor's apartment: "Do you intend to seduce
ner But so matter of factly is the line delivered that

^imbossible oft'ensi veness is dissipated into incredulous

,
rai y. In another situation, under other circumstances,

different type of character, such a line might be
•ive

; here it is not, not at all.

Nor will the vast majority of spectators find free

ie word "virgin" shameful, for this girl is a
sin and even the sneering reference to her as a "pro-

m" fails to make her forsake her niaidenb

>ft

1S(

»inai vir:

jfcts.

\dmitte(ll\

lid

ten, the dialogue is unusual,
iccasionally leaves one open-mouthed. Acb

tartlim

littedlv

some of the words are strangers to the sound track.

However, in no instance is there a salacious, or dirty

accent or phrase.

Apparently, the objections of the Production Code
Administration are directed at some other aspect of the

film. There are twelve Particular Applications listed

under the Code. Several obviously have no relation to

the picture in question. Since it seems unlikely that the

Administration invokes the prohibitions against Vul-
garity, Obscenity, or Profanity in this case, there re-

mains only the subject of Sex as the battleground on
which the right of "The Moon Is Blue" to a seal of ap-

proval should be fought out. We stand ready to meet
that issue with weapons of the Production Code Ad-
ministration's own choosing.

Let us go directly to the Code to examine those

references to Sex m movies which seem most pertinent

to the disputed film. As a general principle, it says:

"The sanctity of the institution of marriage and the

home shall be upheld. Pictures shall not infer that

low forms of sex relationship are the accepted and
common thing."

There follow certain specific qualifications for

handling of stories and scenes dealing with Sex:

"Adultery and illicit sex. sometimes necessary plot

material, must not be explicitly treated, or justified,

or presented attractively."

L'nder the beading of Scenes of Passion, the Code
provides :

'(a) These should not be introduced except where

they are definitely essential to the plot.

"(b) Excessive and lustful kissing, lustful embraces,

suggestive postures and gestures, are not to he

shown.

(Continued on Page 24)

PRODUCTION CODE AUTHORITY
Joseph I. Breen, Production Code Administrator, and his

staff. Seated, I. to r.: C. M. Shurlock, Mr. lin en. Eugene
Dougherty. Standing: Morris Murphy, iddison Durland.

Harry Zehner, Milton Hodenfield. John Vizzard, Simmon
I. cry. Albert Van Schmus.

ITORIAL OFFICES ^ W" Pubi;cdtions
.

M ° W **. Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATION-
B " rne V Stein

'
Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter, New York Editorial Rep-

Circle 4-?IS? HO^ a
° bert

F".?' „
C

'.
rcu '**i°" Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd Street, New York I?, N. Y

,

ONE YEAR $3 0 f , thl uVrt.rf S ?» r V^lL^c""' ' 'jS't'f
p * l '" d«. C <" if -. Hillside 8183; Jay Allen, Hollywood Editor. Subscription Rates

'

13 00 in ,h * Umted Sta,es
i
Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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The effectiveness of CinemaScope on
smaller screens was tested by 20th-Fox

before a trade press group that had witnessed

the demonstrations on the huge Roxy screen

in New York and in other cities where the

screen ran up to 60 feet wide. 20th's claim

that the size of the theatre would not affect

CinemaScope's impressiveness was upheld

throughout. More than that, certain scenes

seemed even more overpowering when
viewed on the smaller screen in the smaller

house.

Shown in the home office Little Theatre

which seats 200 and has a 62-foot throw

from the booth, the same scenes used for the

previous demonstrations were projected on a

1 2'/2 x 32^4-foot Miracle Mirror screen with

a 2.55-1 ratio. Three stereophonic speakers

behind the screen carried the directional

sound; there were no side or rear auditorium

horns. The audience was invited to walk. to

all the parts of the auditorium to inspect the

effect from any section of the house. There

was little distortion, even from the extreme

side front, 15 feet from the screen, certainly

much less than on the ordinary screen.

One problem remained, however: How
could CinemaScope be employed effectively

in the long, narrow type of theatre where

the screen is already close to the maximum
width in the 1.33-1 ratio? To attain the

2.55-1 ratio, screen height would have to be

cut down drastically since there could be

little or no extension at the sides.

Distribution head Al Lichtman revealed

that C'Scope installations have been com-
pleted in 150 theatres; applications for the

process are around 4000; anamorphic lens

production will reach 4000 by the end of the

year, enough for 2000 theatres; screen pro-

duction will reach 400 per month by the end

of July, 900 per month by the end of August.

The bottleneck, Lichtman indicated, might

develop in stereophonic sound systems, de-

spite the fact that several manufacturers are

working on the equipment. He said retooling

for the multi-track single film sound system

would require two to three months. About
1000 of these may be ready by the end of

the year.

Union requirements of additional projec-

tionists for stereophonic sound programs
came before the Federal Court in St. Louis.

Suit against Local 143 of the Projectionists

Union was brought by the Eden Theatre

Co., Fanchon & Marco affiliate to restrain

the union from forcing a third operator dur-

ing stereophonic sound showings in a thea-

tre normally employing two projectionists.

Plaintiff claims it is in violation of existing

contracts with the union and goes beyond re-

quirements of city ordinance. Plaintiff is

asking recovery of $645 extra cost for the

"House of Wax" run and a temporary in-

junction to prevent such a demand by the

union in the future. The first such case

before a LT
. S. Court, the ruling may prove

:i precedental decision.

Solution of some worrisome 31) problems

become a distinct possibility with the un-

veiling of a single-film, single-projector,

•stereoscopic system by Nord Process, Inc.

Inventor Roy Clapp, veteran stereoptics ex-

pert, demonstrated the process to an im-

pressed Polaroid-spectacled trade press

group who watched scenes from previous 3D
films ("Man In the Dark", "It Came From
Outer Space"), as well as those shot by the

Xort single film camera, and agreed that it

matched the standard of the two-projector

systems currently in use.

The avenues of economy and practicability

were strikingly evident to both exhibitor and

producer-distributor. For the latter, there

would be savings in print costs, shipping, in-

spection, editing, personnel (cameramen,

technicians, etc.). For the exhibitors, es-

pecially the smaller houses, even greater

economies loomed, comparatively. The extra

projectionist could be dispensed with, no

loss of time for intermissions to change

reel-, no extra-large reels or jacked-up re-

winds, no appreciable increase in power
supply. Synchronization problems, thread-

ing, framing, interlocking apparatus, light

balance and focus problems would be

obviated.

Here's how it works: the two images

necessary for stereoptic projection are

printed vertically, side-by-side on standard

35mm film. Through a corrective lens and

prism arrangement, the double images ap-

pear on the screen horizontally just as they

would if two projectors were employed. A
polarized metallic screen and greater light

source would be necessary, of course, but

for one projector, instead of two. 3D films

shot by the two-camera system can be

printed on the single strip in this manner;

the Nord stereoscopic camera does this oper-

ration in the original filming, using a split

lens for the purpose, eliminating use of two

negatives. For wide-screen, the aspect ratio

can be extended to 1.8 to 1.

Ed Lachman, New Jersey exhibitor, prom-

inent in Allied States Ass'n, is handling the

sales and distribution of the Nord attach-

ment, expects to begin delivery of the units

by the middle of July. The Nord camera will

be leased to producers.

Other advantages: switch from 3D to 2D
can be accomplished without removing the

attachment, merely opening an aperture doorl

in the central portion; automatic synchroni-l

zation eliminates "ghost" images; cost, it was!
said, would put 3D within reach of even thej

smallest exhibitor.

Paramount submitted its bid for standard]

ization of stereophonic sound with a sys-

tem that provides five magnetic sound track

on one film. Three of the tracks are forth

behind-screen speakers, the other two f<|

auditorium side and rear effects. Studi

veep V. Frank Freeman feels that it woui

prevent "an otherwise huge cconon
waste',' which, would involve the separat

magnetic sound reproducer. Paramount pii

poses, under a process worked out by eng

eering chief Loren L. Ryder, one auditoriuil

speaker track on each outer side of tl|

sprocket holes, with the three main trad

for left, center tnd right speaker betweej

the image and the right sprocket holes. Sajl

Ryder, "We recognize that these sourl

tracks are very close to the sprocket ho!<

and we are hopeful that recent developmenl

in tight loop reproducers and/or buffel

rollers will minimize trouble from till

source." An added feature of the thr-l

screen horn single film sound tracks is thl

it may be scanned with a single reproducl

for editorial purposes. The recently al

nounced 20th-Fox single film stereophoil

sound system for CinemaScope, where tl

sprocket hole is diminished was termed "tl

pensive and confusing," Ryder suggests

instead that 20th conform to this systel

eliminating the need for sprocket changes!

The Paramount proposal submitted toil

MotionPicture Research Council for adi

tion by the industry as a standard sterl

phonic compatible with all existing systeil

Just how important delicate, little-kncl

factors are to enjoyment of 3D by indi'j

uals is brought out forcefully in the Baul

& Lomb house organ by R. A. Shernl

who addressed the SMPTE on stereosccj

viewing at the Society's recent conventj

Sherman, B & L Occupational Vision

thority, cites as an example the case of J|

and Jane Doe in an average theatre,

last row of seats is 75 feet from the scr|

the first, 22 feet. They are seated 50

from the screen. John, who has good vi

with glasses, experiences discomfort in v

ing the 3D picture. Jane, who doesn't

glasses but needs them, has no trouble,

apparent incongruity, says Sherman,

the "vertical framing" of the two image

adjustment which puts an unnecessary

I

den on 98 per cent of the audiencej

makes it easier for two per cent, inchl

Jane. He then explains the functioniil

proper projection and viewing of 3D. \l

much of it is technical, it should bt reql

reading for any theatreman who is '

ested in audience comfort and in ref|

intelligently to patrons' gripes abou

visual problems.
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FROM WARNER BROS MAKERS OF HOUSE OF WAX ...

THE 3D SUCCESSOR TO THE

OXOFFICE SUCCESS OF THE YEAR'

7:UH
F£ APT n

TEXAS
5TATE CITIES OPE

THIS PICTURE ALSO CAN BE EXHIBITED IN 3-0

ON WIDE OR GIANT SCREENS!

WHSON FRANK LOVEJOY
moow in »*HELEN WESTCOTT VERA MILES

DICK WESSON • ONSLOW STEVENS • STEVE BRODIE • JAMES R. WEBB maI'steiner DAVID WEISBART • GORDON DOUGLAS



THE BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS' EXPLOITATION POWERHOUSE

3u4iHC44 &*UK$ © © ©
Depending largely on exploitation put behind it

by the individual exhibitor.

Warner Bros. 80 minutes

Paul Christian, Paula Raymond, Cecil Kellaway, Ken-

neth Tobey, Donald Woods, Jack Pennick, Lee Van

Cleef, Steve Brodie, Ross Elliot

Directed by Eugene Lourie

Not since "King Kong" has there been a

monster animal picture with the high-pow-

ered grossing potential of "The Beast From
20,000 Fathoms." Roasting a prehistoric

dinosaur that "out-monsters" all of its pre-

decessors, this Hal Chester-Jack Dietz pro-

duction is packed with natural crowd-draw-

ing exploitation values. Business will depenj

strictly on the balyhoo given this offering

by the exhibitor. Scenes showing the gi-

gantic beast wreaking havoc upon New
York City is an awe-inspiring sight and the

special effects, created by Ray Harryhousen,

achieve a good appearance of reality. Des-

pite the obvious hokum, Scriptors Lou Mor-
heitn and Fred Freiberger have fashioned

the story with a reasonable degree of credi-

bility, enough to carry off the imagination

of most moviegoers.

Director Eugene Lourie paces the action

well, sustaining the story's excitement and

suspense. Of course, all the people play

roles secondary to the Beast's, but Paul

Christian checks in with a fairly convincing

performance as a nuclear scientist, and Cecil

Kellaway, as an expert on prehistoric ani-

mals, registers well in his brief appearance.

Paula Raymond furnishes a mild romantic

interest.

STORY: While directing tests on the

atomic bomb in the Arctic region, scientist

Paul Christian discovers that the heat from

the blast has released a dinosaur which was
frozen in the ice. After being injured in

an avalanche caused by the monster, Chris-

tian's story is discredited and he is shipped

back to New York City t" undergo tre<

ment for shock. Convinced that the anim

was a figment of his imagination, Christi

reads an account of a sea monster destrc

ing a fishing boat off the coast of Ne

foundland. He goes to Cecil Kellaway,

authority on dinosaurs, and tells him

the animal. Christian is laughed at, lj

Kellaway's assistant, Paula Raymond, tal

an interest and shows the scientist so::

drawings of prehistoric monsters. Findi

one that checks, Christian takes the pict

to a survivor of the fishing boat and ha;

verified. Kellaway, convinced the anil

exists, goes searching for it in a diving b

When the monster kills the professor, I

armed services are alerted. The anil

turns up and terrorizes New York City.'

army learns it cannot blast the monster,
,

cause the beast is carrying a deadly disc

which might plague the city. The beast

treats to Coney Island where Christian (

troys it with a radioactive isotope. NEI

THE GLORY BRIGADE ABOVE-PAR WAR MELODRAMA

Su4i«e44 TZatiKy © © ©
for action houses. Good

dualler for general situations.

20th Century-Fox 82 minutes

Victor Mature, Alexander Scourby, Lee Marvin, Richard

Egan, Nick Dennis, Roy Roberts, Alvy Moore, Russel

Evans, Henry Kulky

Directed by Robert D. Webb

This latest entry in the movie parade of

Korean war films is a fast-moving, suspense-

f ul, action-jammed piece a cut above the

average war melodramas. It achieves a tone

of authenticity, and many of the battle scenes

have the realism of combat clips. Produced

by William Bloom, the film centers on a

single skirmish that, while small in scope as

battles go, is hypoed by natural enmities be-

tween allied soldiers of different nationalities.

Franklin Coen's screenplay has omitted the

all-too-familiar stereotypes and has treated

the human elements with effective emotion

and dialogue. Romance is nil, sparse humor
is on the cynical side, and the film will re-

quire heavy exploitation to overcome the so-

so marquee. Boosted by favorable word-of-

mouth, however, "The Glory Brigade"

should serve as a topflight dualler in the

general runs and be especially well received

in the action houses.

Director Robert D. Webb has tightly

welded the action and omitted elements

which might disturb the film's focus on the

raw aspect of men facing death at every

turn. Performances are all workmanlike,

low-key efforts. Victor Mature is effective

as a GI lieutenant, of Greek-born parentage,

who is disillusioned by allies from his an-

cestral homeland. In the role of an officer

of a Greek detachment, Alexander Scourby

registers well. Noteworthy supporting per-

formances are provided by Lee Marvin,

Richard Egan and Nick Dennis.

STORY: A platoon of combat engineers,

headed by Victor Mature, is assigned to

ferry a detachment of Greek soldiers across

a river behind the Red lines. A big UN of-

fensive is being held up because of lack of

intelligence on a communist troop concen-

tration. The Greeks are to reconnoiter the

area and bring back the much-needed in

mation. Mature's men are disdainful of t

allies, but being of Greek decent, Mature

sures the G I's that the "foreigners" are
!

fighting men. Landing on the Red sid< f

the river, Mature has orders to wait

hours for the Greeks and if they don't •

turn, he is to leave without them. A s t

time later, however, the American's 1 i

that some of the Greeks surrendered,

parently without a fight. Disgusted with e

way their allies are conducting the re -

naissance, Mature sends most of his pla 1

back across the river to bring up the li

weapons, and plans to take over the scoi g

party. The platoon is ambushed by the I s,

however, and wiped out, leaving only i-

ture and three men. They eventually

up with another retreating group of Gi <s

and mature bitterly takes command, fe if

the Greeks aren't to be trusted. After ie

exciting battles with the enemy and ne

stray tanks, the mission is accomplishec id

the Americans learn that their allies re

worthy and able fighters. NEIL

LET'S DO IT AGAIN' FAIRLY

3«4Ute44 &€ltt«t O O O
on names and deluxers and class houses; less

generally, n.g. for action and rural situations.

Columbia 95 minutes

Jane Wyman, Ray Milland, Aldo Ray, Leon Ames,
Valerie Bettis, Tom Helmore, Karin Booth, Mary Treen,

Richard Wessel

Directed by Alexander Hall

"Let's Do It Again" is an amusing domes-
tic farce, but it falls short of the hilarious

heights that made a comedy classic some IS

years ago under the title "The Awful
Truth," which stared Irene Dunne and Cary
Grant. The current rendering, despite the

star appeal of Jane Wyman, Ray Milland

and Aldo Ray, fails to achieve the sparkle

and freshness of the original. It is still a

slightly naughty farce with sophisticated

dialogue and some provocative situations,

AMUSING REMAKE OF THE AWFUL TRUTH'
plus a few good musical sequences and

Technicolor. It also gives Jane Wyman,
whose recent vehicles have bypassed her

physical and musical talents, an opportunity

to sing, dance and vie for the title of the

year's best-dressed and (undressed) star

with a batch of fashions ranging from peek-

a-boo negligees to the ultra in modish cos-

tumes. Alexander Hall's direction is some-

what slow-paced and not ingenious enough

to maintain the slender plot for its 95 min-

utes. Songs are tip-top, however, and deliv-

ered with zest. Deluxers will fare best with

this, rating above average grosses where

promoted. It's not for the family trade or

action spots.

Jane Wyman sings, dances and pouts

gracefully, often overcoming the limitations

of the story and direction. She teams with

Milland for some salty dialogue delivery.

Aldo Ray's performance is his usual rough

and not-too-bright characterization. S

tra dose of sex is delivered by Valerie I,US,

Oscar Saul's production is glossy.

STORY: Retired Broadway song ess

Jane Wyman and her temperamental !?•

writer husband Ray Milland, get a d r«

after Milland has been disporting h >»'

with torrid dancer Valerie Bettis and inf

has been seen about with Broadway pre cer

Tom Helmore. One of the backers o W-

more's newest play is a wealthy Al

Aldo Ray, who develops a passion for MM

She promises to marry him, but on le M\
that Miland is going about with love so-

|

cialite Karen Booth, she realizes she 1101

in love with Ray at all. She wants he
|

band. Posing as Milland's sister, sh >uli

on a tramp act before Karin's shocke » r
'

cuts, scares them away and is reunite *i'ji

Milland just a few seconds before thj di-

vorce decree becomes final. COUL
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I' CAME FROM OUTER SPACE ENGROSSING 3D SCIENCE-FICTION MELLER

''(OiKCd* IRatcHf Q O ©
in alt types of situations.

Jni\rsal-lnternational 82 minutes

lichd Carlson, Barbara Rush, Charles Drake, Russell

ohon, Kathleen Hughes, Joe Sawyer

)ireed by Jack Arnold

1 tight and tense science-fiction melo-

Ha, "It Came From Outer Space" would

lav been satisfactory entertainment in stan-

lar projection. It blossoms out in 3D (and

vid'screen, where equipped) as an attrac-

ior that can hold its own in any type of

itejre and as sock stuff for the action

ldues. As the first depth-dimension film

ho with an eye to wide-screen projection,

t eablishes the compatibility of these two

lew processes. William Alland's modest

>ro'iction takes full advantage of the photo-

static opportunities of the Arizona desert

:oulry, giving the effect of looking through

i laje open picture window. Despite the

RI>E, VAQUERO!' WESTERN

lUtiKCte &4ti*$ O Q O
lest or action houses. Names should carry it

to above-average grosses elsewhere.

/t-G-j 90 minutes

obe Taylor, Ava Gardner, Howard Keel, Anthony

Juinr Kurt Kasinar, Ted De Corsia, Charlita, Jack

lam Walter Baldwin

)irecd by John Farrow

"Ide, Vaquero" is savage enough to sat-

sfy he most demanding action audience,

liars mainly to a powerful performance

>y pthony Quinn.. Since it is bolstered

)ox >fficewise by a strong marquee draw

n t; Robert Taylor-Ava Gardner names,

he leneral runs, too, should find this a

narftable attraction. Filmed in Ansco
ok the Stephen Ames production has

:oo(pace that is enhanced by a fair amount
if sipense, especially in the late reels. How-
verFrank Fenton's screenplay, in telling

he pry of a Mexican bandit leader, leaves

oni disturbing loose ends dangling, and,

effective use of 3D, in only a couple of

cases, is the 3D "gimmick" employed obvi-

ously, as when an avalanche hurls huge

boulders into the audience, or a ray shoots

from the spacemen's machine. The audience,

however, is almost constantly reminded of

the depth illusion by subtle means, in normal

action, such as a car door opening into the

audience, or an arm extending from the

screen when a player dons a coat. The story

is inteligently developed by director Jack

Arnold, who employs both shock sequences

and a mounting aura of terror to maintain

suspense throughout. The stereophonic

sound is effective, but unobtrusive. This

highly saleable piece of 3D merchandise

won't disappoint in any location and should

be an excellent attraction in most, especially

where wide-screen can be used.

Unlike most science-fiction film perfor-

mances, the players give the impression that

they really believe what they're doing. Rich-

ard Carlson, who has had plenty of exper-

ience with such roles, is earnestly convinc-

HAS STRONG NAMES
except for a brief sequence, the Robert Tay-
lor-Ava Gardner romantic angle is disap-

pointingly brushed off. "Ride, Vaquero" is

a healthy cut above the average western

and should realize fair-to-good grosses gen-

erally, best in action houses.

Director John Farrow has hypoed the

script with some astute touches and his di-

rection is responsible for lifting a rather

familiar plot above the routine. Anthony
Quinn, as the ruthless bandit, walks off with

acting honors, although the competition isn't

stiff. Robert Taylor plays his part with

undue grimness, while Ava Gardner's limited

contribution is flat and listless.

STORY: Though not related, Taylor and

Quinn were raised from childhood by

Quinn's mother and there is a strong bond
between them. Quinn heads a large bandit

gang which opposes the settling of the Texas

area around Brownsville. At the close of

the Civil War, Howard Keel brings his wife,

Ava Gardner, to Texas and buys a large

ing as the young scientist to whom the outer

space "things" entrust their safety.

STORY: Tracing a strange light that

flashes across the Arizona desert sky, scien-

tist Richard Carlson and his fiancee, Bar-

bara Rush, find a huge crater, in which,

they are led to believe, a space ship has

landed. Their attempts to convince Sheriff

Charles Drake and other townspeople fail

when an avalanche covers the crater.

Strange noises and weird events, where sev-

eral people disappear, then reappear briefly

in zombie-life form, helps convince Drake
that an unearthly contraption is engulfed

in the crater, and he sets out with a posse

to destroy it. Carlson, having learned that

the space ship landed on Earth by accident

and is holding its captives as hostages until

they can repair the ship and leave safely,

earns the trust of the outer space "things."

He dynamites the entrance to the crater,

preventing Drake and his posse from hin-

dering the takeoff and the ship zooms off

with the hostages released. BARN

ranch. Quinn resents this encroachment on

his domain and burns Keel's buildings. Keel

tries vainly to organize the towns people.

Even the sheriff is powerless against Quinn.

Defying the bandit, Keel again builds a

house, this time in the form of a small fort.

Quinn sends Taylor with some men to des-

troy it. Keel fights them off and captures

Taylor, offering him the chance to live if

he will leave Quinn. Taylor, attracted by
Gardner, agrees. Quinn is at first enraged,

but then thinks Taylor is just off on a lark

so he can make love to Gardner. When
Keel leaves the ranch on a business trip,

Gardner is attracted to Taylor and makes
love to him. The ex-bandit, meanwhile, had

become attached to Keel and spurns Gard-

ner. Quinn learns that Taylor has left

Keel's employ and takes his gang to town
to reclaim his childhood friend. Taylor now
realizes that Quinn is a menace to society

and provokes a gun fight in which they are

both killed. NEIL

AFtOWHEAD' GOOD NAT HOLT TECHNICOLOR REDSKIN WESTERN

r slhtly better as dualler. Strong for action

iranjnt 105 minutes
harl i Heston, Jack Palance, Katy Jurado, Brian

;ith,4ary Sinclair, Milburn Stone, Richard Shannon
irecli by Charles Marquis Warren

PrHucer Nat Holt, maestro of the wes-
:rn Dm, turns in one of his most ambitious
for in "Arrowhead," beautifully photo-
rap 'd Indians - vs. - whites melodrama
ho;, appeal hits above the accepted house
itefry. While hardly of the ttaturc of

widen Arrow" as a c^ass west-rn, it is

wna-hat of that tin.' him in several se-

uenta—in the majestic grandeur of the
1 ecljicolorcd scenery, the gradual building

ifl antagonisms, punctuated by violent
- -irsj of action, and in its concentration on

personalities rather than the usual blood-

and-thunder routine. Laid in the post-

Civil War era, when the Apaches fiercel}

resisted attempts of the U. S. Cavalry to

intrude into their territory, "Arrowhead"

highlights the clash between a white man,

Charlton Heston, brought up by the In-

dians, and the fanatical Apache chief, play-

ed distinctively by Jack Palance. Their

vicious climatic battle, in which Heston lit-

erally breaks the back of the Ind'an and,

figuratively, that of the Apaches' resis-

tance, will be awaited eagerly by the audi-

ence. Returns should bj above average gen-

erally where exploited, best in the action

houses.

I'oth Heston and I'alance are well cast

as the champions of the respective causes.

Their characterizations are boldly rounded,

with Palance, especially, maintaining Ins

well-earned reputation for evil as the mighty

Toriano, Apache chieftain. Katy Jurado's

Latin lure as a Mexican-Apache tantalizer

contrasts with the saccharine Mary Sin-

clair for a mild romantic conflict.

STORY: A U. S. Cavalry unit on its

way to register the Apaches for reservations

comes upon Charlton Heston, Indian scout,

who has killed three Apache lookouts. He
is dismissed by Lewis Martin, head of the

unit, for threatening peace plans. The unit

is ambushed, but saved from destruction by
Heston. Apache chief Jack Palance, bitter

enemy of Heston, arrives fom the East and

takes advantage of a legend to gather some
folowers for a campaign to drive out the

white man. The Calvary, after battling the

Apaches, is about to be massacred when
Heston tricks Palance 'nto a hand-to-hand

battle to the death. Heston is victorious

and, with the suposedly invincible Palance

dead, the Apaches are subdued. I'll II.
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ALLIED ARTISTS' 3-D SENSATION
i.eafiS into the NATION'S TOP "A" HOUSES!
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Production Designed and Directed by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
Written for the Screen by DAN ULLMAN • Based upon a story by MAURICE SANDOZ

Executive Producer WALTER MIRISCH



REPORT FROM THE STUDIOS

ALLIED ARTISTS

There has been a sharp pickup in activity

on this lot in recent weeks. Lately com-

pleted were: "Fighter Attack" (Sterling

Hayden-J. Carroll Naish)—William Calihan

producer, Leslie Selander director; "Mexican

Quest" (George Brent-Karen Sharpe) —
Lindsley Parsons producer, Frank Mc-

Donald director, and "West of Texas"

Wayne Morris-Elaine Riley)—Vincent Fen-

nelly producer, Lewis Collins director.

Pictures in various stages of production

are "Slade" (Mark Stevens-Dorothy Malone-

Rarton MacLane)—Lindsley Parsons pro-

ducer, Henry Schuster director; "The Green

Hills of Idaho" (Cast not announced)!—Wil-

liam Calihan producer, Ford Beebe director;

Scott Dunlap's "Bitter Creek" (cast not set);

"The Black Knight" (cast not set)—Walter

Mirisch producer; "Bowery Bloodhounds"

(Bowery Boys)-—Ben Schwalb producer, Ed-

ward Bernds, director; "Ketchikan" (not yet

cast)—Lindsley Parsons producer; and "Hot

News" (Stanley Clements)—Ben Schwalb

producer.

The upcoming slate also includes a Walter

Wanger 3D production, "Riot in Cell Block

11". Richard Collins is writing this prison-

break yarn.

COLUMBIA
This studio is beating all others in the 3D

sweepstakes with no less than ten depth-

dimension features completed, shooting, or

on the schedule for imminent production.

The tenth tri-dimensional entry will be

"Clowns with Baggy Pants", circus yarn

dealing with the comedians of the Big Top.

Mickey Rooney has been signed for one of

four main male roles. Already completed

3Ders are "Man in the Dark", "Firt Ti",

"Stranger With A Gun" (Randolph Scott),

"Gun Fury" (Rock Hudson) and "Miss

Sadie Thompson" (Hayworth-Jose Ferrer).

In production: "The Nebraskan" (Phil

Carey-Roberta Haynes) and "Drums of

Tahiti" (Dennis O'Keefe-Patricia Medina).

To come: "50 Fathoms Deep" (July), "The

Main Event" (July) and "Clowns with Bag-

gy Pants" (August). All of these, except

the first release, "Man in the Dark" are in

Technicolor.

But the two-dimension cameras are busy

on this active lot, too. Stanley Kramer's unit

is at work on Technicolored backgrounds for

"The Caine Mutiny" ( Bogart - Ferrer - Van
Johnson-Fred MacMurray), Edward Dmy-
tryk directing. Fred Kohlmar is winding up

"A Name For Herself" (Judy Holliday-

Peter Lawford), George Cukor directing.

Slated to start during July and August, in

addition to the 3D films mentioned above

are: "Scalpel" (Charlton Heston-Lizabcth

Scott)—William J. Fadiman producer, Irv-

ing Rapper director; "El Alamein" (no cast

set)—Fred Kohlmar producer, Fred F. Sears

director; "Jesse James vs. The Daltons" (no

cast set)—Sam Katzman producer.

From London comes word that production

is completed on Warwick Productions' "II ell
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Below Zero" (Alan Ladd) and that the

script for the second Ladd starrer, "The
Black Knight", for Columbia release is in

work. Tay Garnett has gone to London to

direct it.

This company has acquired Jack Broder's

inde production "Combat Squad" (John Ire-

land-Lon McCallister) for release.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
There's no doubt that M-G-M has been in

a deep slump for many months. The 1953

product so far has not offered exhibitors

much boxoffice help. However, there is

promise on the horizon that the remainder of

the year might see a pickup in this com-
pany's output.

May and June saw six films shooting and

some of them shape up as top boxoffice at-

tractions. The group includes: "Kiss Me
Kate" (3D-AnscoColor) fKathryn Grayson-

Howard Keel)—George Sidney producer,

Jack Cummings director; "Crest of the

Wave" (Gene Kelley-Jeff Richards)—John

and Roy Boulting sharing both producer-

director credits, filmed in England; "Knights

of the Round Table" (Robert Taylor-Ava
Gardner) Technicolor—Pandro S. Berman
producer, Richard Thorpe director, also in

England; "The Flame and the Flesh" (Lana

Turner-Pier Angeli) Technicolor—Joe Pas-

ternak producer, Richard Brooks director,

filmed in Italy; "Rhapsody" (Elizabeth Tay-
lor-Vittorio Gassman) Technicolor—Law-
rence Weingarten producer, Charles Vidor

director; "The Long, Long Trailer" (Lucille

Ball-Desi Arnaz) Technicolor—Pandro Ber-

man producer, Vincente Minnelli director.

Scheduled to go before cameras in July

are "Tennessee Champ" (Shelley Winters-

Keenan Wynn)—Sol Baer Fielding producer,

Fred Wilcox director and "Gypsy Colt" (Gig

Young - Donna Corcoran)—William Grady,

Jr. producer, Andrew Marton director. Ten-

tatively set for filming in August is an all-

star movie "Executive Suite," produced by

John Houseman and directed by Robert

Wise. Cast to date lists Barbara Stanwyck,

June Allyson, William Holden, Shelley Win-
ters, Walter Pidgeon and Louis Calhern with

four more important roles to be filled.

General sales manager Charles M. Reagan
announced the company's three September

releases, "The Great Diamond Robbery"
(Red Skelton), "Terror on a Train" (Glenn

Ford), and "The Actress" (Spencer Tracy-

Jean Simmons-Teresa Wright).

PARAMOUNT
The current slate here includes "Red

Garters" (Rosemary Clooney-Jack Carson-

Gene Barry), Technicolor musical with Pat

Duggan producing and George Marshall di-

ne ting; the Danny Kaye musical in Techni-

color, "Knock on Wood", being co-produced

and co-directed by Melvin Frank and Nor-

man Panama; a Nat Holt meller, "Flight to

Tangier" (Juan Fontaine-Jack Palance-Co-

rinne Calvet), Charles Marquis Warren di-

recting, Pine-Thomas 31) adventure, "Lost

Treasurer of the Amazon" ( Fernando
Lamas-Rhonda Fleming).

There is some specu'ation among Holly-'

wood film observers about the present atti-J

tude of the two Bills, Pine and Thomas, to-J

ward 3D "gimmicks". They were strong in]

the opinion during the making of their first

3D film, "Sangaree", that audiences would be

satisfied with seeing the depth dimension and
did not want things tossed at them from the!

screen. However, reports from the theatre!

field indicate that "Sangaree" has not en-

joyed anything like the boxoffice success oil

"House of Wax", in which the audience "at-

tack gimmick" was employed extensively

This was exploited fully in the advertisinp 1

of the Warner film and is credited with much
of the picture's success.

The schedule shows two more June starter'

and two set for July. The former pair are

"The Naked Jungle" (Charlton Heston
Eleanor Parker) Technicolor—George Pa
producer, Byron Haskin director, and "Alas

ka Seas" (Robert Ryan-Jan Sterling)—Mej
Epstein producer, Jerry Hopper director

The two slated to roll next month are: "Mr
Casanova" (Bob Hope-Joan Fontaine-Basi

Rathbone) Technicolor—Paul Jones pro

ducer, Norman Z. McLeod director, am
"Lisbon" (Joan Crawford)— Irving Ashe
producer, Nicholas Ray director.

George Stevens, who left Paramount fol!

lowing completion of "Shane" will embarl

on a similar project independently, but fo

Paramount release. It will be "Comanch
eros", which the producer-director is person

nally adapting from Paul I. Wellman'
novel. Van Hefiin, who scored in "Shane

has been signed for one of the leads. Steven

is dickering with Alan Ladd and Hurt Lan

caster for other roles.

REPUBLIC

Herbert J. Yates denied emphaticalll

the report in a recent issue of FID
BULLETIN that the Republic studio woul

be sold to MCA. "Neither Republic Pre 1

ductions (studio) nor Republic Pictures

for sale to anyone", Mr. Yates declared.

The Republic president emphasized h

optimism for the future in these words:
'

believe the new era of dimensions has pi

new heart in the exhibitors, and re-awakem

the public to the fact that dollar for dolla

the motion picture is still their best ente

tainment buy."

Yates is activating his confidence by tl,

construction of four new sound stages of tl|

most modern design at the San Fernanc

Valley studios, increasing the number
<j

stages on the lot to eighteen. Heartened lj

the tremendous boxoffice success of " J

'

Quiet Man", Yates is understood to be coi

centrating his future plans on production 1

top budget films.

Meanwhile, there has been little shootii

,

here in recent weeks. A Rex Allen wester

"Shadows of Tombstone" was complete

last week, and "The Professor and the 0

(Continued on f'ugr I



REPORT FROM
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ed" (John Carroll) rolled on June 20. Sidney

Picker is producer, R. G. Springsteen direc-

tor. The only July item scheduled so far is

"Jubilee Trail", to be produced and directed

by Joseph Kane.

RKO
Twelve Technicolor features will be forth-

toming from this company by the end of the

ear, it was announced last week by presi-

lent James R. Grainger. The tinted dozen,

isted by Grainger after a series of con-

ierences with studio chief C. J. Tevlin and

ither production executives, is comprised of

he following:

"Sea Devils" (Yvonne De Carlo - Rock

ludson) — David Rose producer, Raoul

Valsh director; "Below the Sahara", the

irmand & Michaela Dennis documentary of

Jrica; "The Sea Around Us", from Rachel

arson's novel, Irwin Allen producer;

Second Chance" 3D (Robert Mitchum

-

inda Darnell-Jack Palance) — Edmund
rainger production; "Devil's Canyon" 3D
Dale Robertson-Virginia Mayo)—Grainger

roduction; Disney's "The Sword and the

ose" (Richard Todd-Glynis Johns); "Rage

the Jungle" (Glenn Ford-Ann Sheridan),

Hng filmed especially for wide-screen; "Son

Sinbad" (Dale Robertson-Sally Forrest)

•produced by Robert Sparks; "Decameron

ights" (Joan Fontaine - Louis Joudan )

;

I he French Line" (Jane Russell)—Grain-

r production; "The Big Rainbow" (All-

ar); "The Silver Horde" (John Wayne-
ne Russell).

In addition, in work for RKO release are

0 inde productions: King Brothers' "Car-

val" (Anne Baxter - Steve Cochran - Lyle

•ttger), which rolled in Munich, Germany
i June 9, Kurt Neuman directing; "Marry

e Again" (Marie Wilson - Robert Cum-
ings) — Alex Gottlieb producer, Frank

ishlin director.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Approval is expected momentarily for the

( il whereby Leonard Goldstein will pro-

tee ten 2D features for 20th-Fox release.

1 rryl Zanuck, Spyros Skouras and Al

I htman all have expressed the view that

aprogram of standard size films would be

u-ful to exhibitors to bridge the gap during

t switch-over to the company's forthcom-

ii lineup of CinemaScope features.

The plan calls for Goldstein to deliver the

I
I films within one year. He will produce

inependently off the Fox lot.

Meanwhile, distribution executives Skour-

a Lichtman, Joseph H Moskovvitz and

( irles Einfeld were at the studio last week
tilook at the first three CinemaScope fea-

tu-s, "The Robe", "How To Marry A
IV lionaire" and "Twelve Mile Reef". Re-

lets were glowing. The company toppers

•ii unbounded in their belief that "The
R>e" will far outgross any film in the in-

jury's history.

THE STUDIOS
CinemaScope cameras are grinding on

"The Story of Demetrius" (Victor Mature-

Susan Hayward-Michael Rennie) — Frank

Ross producer, Delmar Daves director, and

"Hell and High Water" (Richard Wid-

mark). Soon to roll are: "River of No Re-

turn" (Marilyn Monroe - Robert Mitchum

-

Rory Calhoun) — Stanley Rubin producer,

Otto Preminger director, goes July 1

;

"Prince Valiant" (Robert Wagner - Janet

Leigh-Debra Paget-James Mason)—Robert

Jacks producer, Henry Hathaway director,

starts July 7; "King of the Khyber Rifles"

(Tyrone Power) — Frank Rosenberg pro-

ducer, Henry King director, rolls July 14.

All are in Technicolor.

"Inferno", 20th-Fox's first 3D effort, will

be released in August, rather than in July.

This is one of the most promising depth-

dimension films we've heard of to date. A
real sock story.

UNITED ARTISTS

The big news here is the turbulent activity

in lining up future product. Latest is a two-

picture deal with the Harold Hecht-Burt

Lancaster production company that brings

the star to UA for the first time, following

ending of Lancaster's Warner deal. Lan-

caster will star in both films, each of which

will be in Technicolor. First will be "Bronco

Apache", based on a novel by Paul Well-

man, due for the cameras in September.

Second is yet undecided.

The Lancaster signing marks the third

big-time deal in the past few weeks. Earlier,

Joseph L. Mankiewicz inked a multiple pic-

ture deal to produce, write and direct for

Figaro Productions, Inc., and more recently,

Sam Spiegel turned over distribution of the

Elia Kazan-directed "The Golden Warrior"

for UA handling.

UA's first CinemaScope picture, "The
Story of William Tell" (and the first to be

made by any independent) went before the

cameras in the Italian Alps with Errol Flynn

in the starring role. The deal was made
with the newly formed Errol Flynn enter-

prises. J. Barrett Mahon is producing, Jack

Cariff, an ace cinematographer ("African

Queen", "Black Narcissus") makes his debut

in the directing field with this one.

Coming up for production July 2 on lo-

cation in Hawaii is the Technicolor "Beach-

head" (Tony Curtis - Frank Lovejoy), an

Aubrey Schenck-Howard Cook production.

Only one is now shooting locally, "Riders

of the Stars" (William Lundigan - Martha
Hyer-Richard Carlson). Ivan Tors is pro-

ducing and Carlson turns director for

"Riders".

"99 River Street" is the new title of Ed-
ward Small melodrama, "Crosstown" (John

Payne-Evelyn Keyes). Phil Karlson di-

rected.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Two of the three pictures currently shoot-

ing lure are in 3D. Both of the depth films

went into production last week, "The Glass

Web" (Edward G. Robinson) preceding

"Son of Cochise" (Rock Hudson-Barbara
Rush) by a day. The latter film has Techni-

color, Ross Hunter producing, Douglas Sirk

directing. "Glass Web" is under Albert J.

Cohen's production banner, Jack Arnold di-

recting.

Continuing in production is "The Glenn

Miller Story" (James Stewart-June Allyson),

in Technicolor, Aaron Rosenberg producing,

Anthony Mann directing.

The studio tore up its exclusive term pact

with Shelley Winters and immediately

signed her to a seven-year deal which will

permit her to make outside pictures. The
star lost no time in signing with Metro for a

pair of films, "Tennessee Champ" and "Ex-
ecutive Suite". Under her new U-I pact,

Shelley will do no more than two pictures a

year for U-I, and will retain all outside film

and TV rights.

The studio has set a deal with Audie

Murphy to star in the film version of his own
book, "To Hell and Rack," dealing with his

experiences in the war which earned him
more decorations than any other hero. Aaron
Rosenberg will produce next fall. He will

precede this with "The Far Country", James
Stewart starrer due for location shooting in

Canada in August. Rosenberg is angling for

Ruth Roman in the co-starring role. An-
thony Mann will direct.

WARNER BROTHERS

The long, long wait for resumption of full

scale production at Warners is over, Jack L.

Warner promised last week and a half-dozen

pictures will face the studio's new "All-

Media" cameras shortly after Independence

Day. Virtually shuttered since the latter part

of April, the Burbank lot was waiting for

public reception to the new processes before

making any new production plans. Re-

action to "The House of Wax", both here

and abroad, settled the issue, Warner told

a group of exhibitors and reporters at a pre-

view last week of the studio's second 3D
feature, "The Charge at Fea*her River".

First of the sextet to go before the

cameras will be "Lucky Me", Doris Day
musical due to start the week of July 6. Fol-

lowing in rapid succession will be Alfred

Hitchcock's "Dial M for Murder" (Ray Mil

land); "The Phantom Ape", produced by

Henry Blanke, "Helen of Troy", produced

by Samuel Bischoff, and "Them", science-

fiction melodrama produced by Ted Sherde-

man, all uncast at last mid-week; and the

musical version of "A Star Is Born"
(
Judy

Garland). Each will be in all-media, includ

ing 3D.

The currently filming "Hondo", starring

John Wayne, is also being filmed by the all-

media camera, thus giving Warners seven

2D-3I)-wide screen-stereophonic sound films

before the all-purpose lens in July

Conversely, Warners will discontinue pro-

duction for at least three months on its car-

toon program, presumably for the same
reasons as those which held up feature film-

ing. They have a backlog of 40 cartoons

ready for release and several others being

color-processed.
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6XHIBITORS fORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

SPACE ON WAILING WALL
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr

We were on film row last week in Des
Moines and ran into a number of exhibitor

acquaintances all trying to elbow their way
up to the new wailing wall they've built on

High St., but were having a hard time to

push the distributors aside long enough to

get in a few good sobs. Isn't it just like dis-

tirbution to want even more than their share

of the wailing wall? Unanimously the ver-

dict among all parties is that business has

been stinko for the past six weeks. Mid-

weeks are nightmares. When scientists say

there is no such thing as a perfect vacuum,

brother they never heard of small town show
business during planting, plowing and school

closing times. Exhibs in some small towns

who have gone to two changes say they like

it. Merchant tie-ups are being used more
and are probably a good thing to helo hold

up poor nights. The farming season is very

late this year, the farmers were getting

pretty uneasy (not abnormal either) and we
all know they aren't in the mood for any-

thing until that crop is in. Ask the other

business men how their business is. If the

predictions of the big wheels of the industry

are right there is prosperity a-coming what

with the new projection techniques showing

signs of simmering down and bigger pic-

tures being made. We in the small towns

are going to have to hang on until those

procedures and pictures and prosperities hit

us. If the tax ever comes off, we can hang

on for a while longer. Business will pick up

over spring lows, we believe, but these big

"knock-'em-dead" grosses on the fancy tech-

nique pictures will be a while coming in the

small towns. Sweat it out. The problem of

getting pictures in the newer techniques at

a price where you can come out on them is

going to be the next big problem after you

know what kind of new equipment to install.

But, as has been said, "Don't give up the

ship."

APOLOGY
Allied MPTO of W. Pa.

Last week we told you that Paramount

had announced a sales policy on "Shane"

which would preclude any theatre not pres-

ently having a screen with an aspect ratio of

1.66 to 1 from running the picture until some
months in the future. They had actually set

this policy but it has now been changed.

This change in policy took place on the day

our last bulletin went out and consequently

we were unable to change our facts. We
now do so and applaud Paramount for real-

izing that exhibitors need, must have ami

are entitled to pictures of this calibar now.

The picture is absolutely sensational in its

early engagements, outgrossing GSOE in

many instances, and will be handled in a

Sipecial fashion. In any event, it will be

available now, providing an exhibitor feels

that he can reasonably meet the playing time
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and film rental terms they will undoubtedly

ask. Our private opinion is that it will be an

outstanding performer at the box office and,

if this turns out to be the case, the terms and

additional playing time are amply justified.

DRIVING 'EM AWAY
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

The great old American custom of screw-

ing the public has its manifestations in near-

ly every line of business. You only buy ^

watch or deep freeze or a car once in a good
many years. It isn't so important that the

seller throws in your share of his vacation in

Bermuda on the price of the item. You only

buy from him once every few years and by
that time you'll have forgotten about it as

you smack your lips over the new model
which he will again "take" you with. We are

different because we get so many cracks at

the customer that any shenanigans are quick-

ly noticed and quickly resented. We can't an-

tagonize the regular patron. We need him
badly and we need him constantly. For
years we have sailed along and he has sailed

along with us in feeding him some pretty

good pics on an average. We've tossed him
a few "bones" and he's taken them without

too much squaking. He tolerated a few ad-

vance prices, but not happily, when "GSOE"
and "Quo Vadis" came along. Now we
stupes in this business are trying to endear

the movies to him by giving him the extra

price gouge every time something has an
above average advertising campaign. Some
businesses put on a helluva advertising cam-
paign and announce Price Cuts with it. Bar-

gains, leaders and specials are part of good
will in most businesses. We are peculiar in

that we simply can't run a weekly special.

But, if we can't run it one way to favor the

customer, how in the hell do we figure on

running it the other way to favor us and

maintain public good will. When General

Motors improved this year's Chevy they

didn't add a lot of bucks to the price. They
advertised like mad and brought a bigger,

better car at the same price. Car buyers

were happy about it and opposition dealers

were jealous. This plague of insane doubl-

ing and in some cases tripling the price for

a special picture has the public more than

somewhat sour with movies. We exhibitors

who stand on the door and listen to them or

talk to them in the shops know that. When
we whoop the price for a cheaper made,

poorer produced and namelessly casted 3-D
experimental picture which so far has been

nothing but a side-show demonstration of

an older technique we are really driving the

customer bats. Production policy is of

course forcing this when they demand ex-

orbilant rentals, but don't the exhibitor have

a chance to have a policy too? Doesn't he

owe it as he does to insure his own Bermuda
trip at the expense of irritating his regulars?

We gotta have 'em too often to drive 'em

away with piggish tactics.

PRICES
ITO of Ohio

In Chicago, Balaban & Katz has beeJ

playing so many advanced price pictures th;

in order to stop confusing their patrons W
dropping the price for the occasional pictur;

for which advanced prices are not deniande

they have permanently raised the price.

Cleveland first runs increased their pric<

not too long ago and some of the subsequei

runs followed suit.

Increasingly when patrons call a theat'l

they ask the price of the attraction when it

quiring about what is playing.

Allied of Western Pennsylvania has pr

duced some figures to show that taking 19.

as a base, the cost of food has increast

132.2%, the cost of house furnishing 105^

clothing 102.3%, fuel 47.6%, rent 42.4% ai

theatre equipment and supplies 98.6%. Yc|

know what your own admission charges a

and can use these figures to justify any p(

manent increase in admissions.

On the other hand, certain price cuts, I

times, may be advantageous. One of o

members in Columbus, the Southern Theat

a downtown second run, every summer cil

children's admissions from 20 cents to

cents and admits children from 12 to l5frc

opening to 4 p.m. every day except Sund

at the special price of 20 cents. Mrs. M
Stearn, owner of this theatre, hovvev

makes sure that parents know that care

supervision of the children by the theatr

staff is an important part of the sumn
program.

STEREO SOUND NO MUST
Allied MPTO of W. Pa.

. . . I'm sorry, but I am completely uni

-

pressed with the necessity for stereopho :

sound in the average theatre. By averagl

mean from about 600 to 800 seats. I hi I

read that it is only 15% more efficient to ;

ear in this type of house, and if this is a f t

the cost in installing the equipment necess y

to reproduce it would seem to be a wasted

money. You will, of course, need a magn

c

reproducer instead of the optical reprodi r

you now use, but yon can probably use yfl

present horns and amplifiers unless they H
hopelessly out of date. CinemaScope is ifv|

experimenting with four sound tracks rip

on the picture film and this will necessilei

a change in sprockets, etc., but ; »t

shouldn't be too much of a hurdle. Our (In

private guess is that when the backlop'f

current product now in the vaults is pla[<j|

off that all distributors will go to the rjo

of CinemaScope, which certainly surpail

anything we have seen for visible inn 't

(always excluding Cinerama which we kijw

is impractical for the average fellow I. 'I

price of wide-angle lens is shooting du 11

the artificial shortage being created by IC

abnormal demand, but that too will level!

self off and as the market gets more C
(j

petitive the price will come down to \\i 11

reach of us all—and that won't be too 1-
S-

J
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Johnston Sees Bright Future

Eric A. Johnston's annual Motion picture

Association of America report viewed the in-

dustry's future in an exceedingly optimistic

light. Stating that "a new day for the motion

picture industry is at hand and the potential-

ities are infinite," he acknowledged that "the

production of films under the new systems

and their exhibition in thousands of theatres

throughout the land may create delays, dis-

ruptions and problems . . . but the rewards

will be considerable."

Johnston feels the motion picture business

is on the brink of an era that will "open new
horizons in film entertainment to the world-

wide public." He said an indication of suc-

cess which lies ahead is the fact that while

TV continued to grow, "the relative stability

of motion picture attendance during 1952 . . .

offers striking evidence that top quality

motion pictures can hold their own against

any competition."

Referring to the current cry for standardi-

zation Johnston said, "I do not share the

concern of those who are worrying over the

fact that studios are competing to develop

and introduce their own dimensional sys-

tems. Competition may be a costly process,

but it has always been the bosom companion

of progress and perfection. The by-law of

competition is that the best will survive and

flourish."

Other points which Johnston felt foretold

a bright future were: (1) figures which in-

dicate that theatres in the U. S. last year ag-

gregated more than 2,500,000,000 admission,

with an average weekly attendance of 50,-

000,000, and (2) the growth of drive-ins

which now represent about 20 per cent of

total boxoffice receipts and more than one-

third of the total seating capacity of the

nation's indoor houses.

Turning to the censorship problem, John-

ston warned that although Supreme Court

decision, giving motion pictures the same
constitutional guarantees as the press, were

encouraging, "they had little immediate

effect in hastening the demise of official

censors." The MPAA prexy emphasized,

"It is obvious that we shall have to fight and

scrap every inch of the way from now on

before censorship is really routed from the

country." In the meantime, he believes the

answer to political censorship is voluntary

self-regulation.

Europe Favors Wide-Screen

After his 18-day swing through Europe,

U-] topper Alfred E. Daff had some interest-

ing observations on the foreign film industry.

Theatremen in England and Europe favor

wide screens over 3D, said Daff, but equip-

men changes are proceeding slowly. Reasons:

(1 ) Business abroad is holding up well gen-

erally and exhibs have few motives for mak-

ing changes. (2) New equipment is both

scarce and expensive, although European

equipment manufacturers are now beginning

to step up their output.

Because of the few outlets for 3D product,

Daff said the playoff of these films will be

slow.

Wall St. Eyes Movies

Echoes of optimism about the future of

the movie business are sounding through the

canyons of Wall Street. The technological

revolution gripping the industry has attrac-

ted the attention of investors, and brokerage

houses have been analyzing the flicker field

in order to advise their clients.

Surveying the film industry, Goodbody &
Co. reports that "after lengthy investigation

and analysis, we are convinced that the pes-

simists and cynics are dead wrong in their

analysis of an early demise for the motion

picture industry."

The report does anticipate the passing of

some film companies, but declares, "there

are units in the industry which have the

know-how and resources needed for sur-

vival. Investors in the right picture stocks

at currently depressed prices can, we believe,

make handsome profits."

Tax Repeal Complications

With COMPO's latest tally on theatre

closings hitting 434 since April 1, and with

total shutterings mounting to a staggering

5,452 since 1946, the Mason bill to eliminate

the admissions tax languishes in the House
Ways and Means Committee. COMPO says

the reason for the delay is that Chairman

Reed fears that if the bill were reported out

and passed by the House an attempt would

be made in the Senate to amend it with a

rider extending the Excess Profits Tax.

The industry tax repeal committee re-

ported that thousands of theatres are now
operating in the red, and are only sticking it

out because of the hope they will receive tax

relief soon. This warning was sounded:

Unless relief is forthcoming soon, closings

will reach disaster proportions. COMPO's
statistical experts, Sindlinger & Co., esti-

mates 5,000 theatres will be forced to shut

down during 1953.

Republic Expands

Encouraged by the rising boxoffice ther-

mometer, as the industry moves into the new
era of dimension, Republic's Herbert J.

Yates backed his confidence in the future by-

starting construction on four new sound

stages at the San Fernando Valley studios.

Said Yates, "This expansion, coupled with

our newly completed Consolidated Labora-

tory building, built and equipped at a cost of

$2,000,000, and similar expansion of our East

coast laboratory facilities, will gear Republic

for film production and processing in any

and all dimensions."

The Republic prexy said the program

would enable the company to produce about

18 or 20 top budget films a year for motion

picture theatres. He looked forward to stan-

dardization of motion picture processes so

that a minimum of hardship would be

worked on producers and exhibitors.

Money Talk

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. reported a net

profit of $1,875,000 for the final six months

prior to reorganization (Sept. 1, 1952 to Feb.

28, 1953). Net came after provision of

$2,300,000 for federal income taxes and $200,-

000 for contingent liabilities. In the com*

parable period ending March 1, 1952, the ne

profit was $3, 750.0(H), after a provision o-

$3,900,000 for taxes and $200,000 for con|

tingent liabilities . . . Climaxing Unites
Artists' Bernie Kranze Drive William Heine!

man announced that the company set M
record of more than $1,000,000 in domestic

weekly billings for the first time in the nisi

tory of UA ... A consolidated net profit o|

$142,723 (unaudited) was reported by Wal
Disney Productions in the six months endei

March 28, 1953. This compared with $19,9&

in the comparable period of 1952. Initial re'

turns from "Peter Pan" were not included r

this figure, said Roy O. Disney, and a sub

stantial revenue from this picture is expecte i

in the next six months. Disney expecte

1953 earnings to "closely approximate" las

year's $451,809.

Of Men And Things
Spyros P. Skouras ended his three-wee

European CinemaScope campaign and fle\

to Hollywood to view the company's firs

three releases filmed in the CS process. Fo!'

lowing this quick studio trip, Skouras in

mediately returned to London for the Cine

maScope demonstrations due to begin toda

(June 29). At the studio, the Fox prexy wa

joined by Al Lichtman and Charles Einfel

in a policy meeting with Darryl F. Zanuc

. . . Universal's David A Lipton is currentl

in New York for conferences with horn

office executives . . . Mort Blumenstock b<

came a grandfather for the first time whe'

his daughter, Mrs. Marvin D. Persk I

(Haidee Blumenstock), gave birth to a gir

Lisa Daniele . . . Allied Artists' veep an

treasurer, George D. Burrows is tourim

Europe on a six-week business trip . . . Nej

manager of Universal's Cincinnati branch

Franklin E. Schreiber. He replaces Willia i

Blum, who was assigned other duties in tl

same exchange . . . Columbia prexy Jac

Cohn, head of Motion Picture Pioneer 1

again named David A. Bader as nation 1

publicity director for MPP. Plans are beii

set for the 14th annual dinner to be held (

November 12 at the Astor Hotel in NY-

. . . Frank N. Phelps, Director of Labor R

lations for Stanley Warner Corp, died of

heart attack after a prolonged illness .

Irving Rogosin, former National Labor R

lations Board principal trial examiner, h

been named general counsel by the Ind

pendent Motion Picture Producers Asso>

ation. He will head the association's lab

relations activities . . . Columbia sales e

ecutive, Louis Astor, will be touring Westel

branches until early August . . . Cecil

DeMille was elected president of the L

Angeles County Branch of the Americ

Cancer Society. DeMille is the first figr

from the entertainment industries to

chosen for the post . . . Barney Balaban

back at the home office after his Europe

trip . . . Robert Benjamin and Max Youn

stein are due in London where they will jc

Arnold Picker for UA's international sa

meeting . . . James A. Mulvey, Goldw

Productions topper, leaves July 3 for E

where he will spend the summer.
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VJCw \*/ I \mJ What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

JV. Y. Critics Greet 'Dr. T* With Mixvtl Emotions
The opening of Stanley Kramer's "The 5,000 Fingers of Dr.

T" (Columbia release), was greeted with mixed emotions by the

New York scribes. Comments ran the full garnet of criticism.

( >nlv on the subject of the settings were the critics in agreement

and the concensus was that the highly imaginative backgrounds

lor this Technicolor fantasy were particularly good. In taking

into account other entertainment values of the picture, however,

each critic drew a different conclusion.

Bosley Crowther, of the Times, took a downbeat view stating

that the film is "not only abstruse in its symbols and in its vast

elaboration of reveries but also dismally lackmg in the humor or

the enchantment such an item should contain." He found the film

r'devoid of sense or suspense" and the individual performances

were "largely mechanical portrayals of boneless and bloodless

characters in a theatrical dream."

The Journal-American's Rose Pelswick, on the other hand,

wrote, "It's one of the most delightfully imaginative entertain-

ments to come out of Hollywood." She summed up her opinion

of the picture neatly writing, "A Technicolor fantasy with a high-

ly inventive script, sparkling songs, ballets and enchanting sets."

According it only a Fair Plus Movie Meter Rating, Archer

Winsten of the Post thought the film a "towering visual fantasy"

but although the picture is "lavish on visual magnificence . . . the

events are strictly of the comic book variety " Winsten opinioned

that "It delivers more sights than excitement, which is to say,

settings overbalance the rather slender, monotonous thread of

plot."

"Imagination is not brilliant, but it is active," wrote Otis L.

Guernsey, Jr. in the Herald Tribune. He found the pace "just a

little slow, and dead footage dampens some of the gags." Gen-

erally speaking, Guernsey believes "it stands up pretty well in the

perilous realm of fantasy."

The World-Telegram's Alton Cook tagged it a "romp in

fantasy." In his opinion, "A little boy's nightmare has been

turned into a fascinating melange of ballet, music and settings."

'TAKE ME TO TOWN'
Universal-International

"Unfolds with ponderous dullness along

its improbable course . . . Directed according

to the time-worn formula."—O. A. G., N. Y.

Times

"Incredible story . . . Plot ... is hardly

worth going into."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald

Tribune

"Fair (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Sheridan's

performance is compelling. But the tale is

humdrum, and the supporting players so-so.''

—Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Comedy drama with music . . . Well made
and acted, the picture is spun out with both

humor and sentiment."—Pelswick, N. Y.

Journal-American

|
"Humor on the approximate level of the

old 'Our Gang' comedies . . . Things finally

get so sweet and tender, you can hardly wait

until time for the vaudeville to begin."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

'DANGEROUS WHEN WET'
M-G-M
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating . . . This,

one fears, is the beginning of the end of

ihsther in bathing suits . . . Colorful, musical
Huff, topped with a glittering layer of as-

tounding achievement covered all over with
.love."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

|

"Seasonably bright and entertaining . . .

,inood is gay and light-hearted, and director

Charles Walters keeps his cast and story
jromping along at a lively pace."—Pelswick,

P».
Y. Journal-American

"The channel may be a new spot for

jEsther but she could not have had much dif-

ficulty finding her way through the story."

—

took, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Pleasant and even refreshing ... a sort

jof musical aqua-comedy . . . Frolicsome item
L'ives you some rather pleasant company to
flown around with . . . Won't break any
ccords, hut may while away a lot of sum-
mer hours."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Technicolored excuse showing off Miss

Williams and Denise Darcel in bathing suit-,

made up out of airy nothings but presented

with just the slightest suspicion of burlesque

of swimming pictures in general."—Guern-

sey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

'THE PRESIDENT'S LADY
20th Century-Fox

"Interesting biographical drama . . .

against a background of outdoor action."

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- American

"Emotional gamut perfectly befitting one

of the most compelling and poignant ro-

mances of the early American scene."

—

H. H. T., N. Y. Times

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Fairly

factual and faithful from an encyclopedic

viewpoint . . . Has been dignified and pains-

takingly filmed."—Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Slightly sensationalized but mainly earn-

est story . . . Touching pleasant romance."

—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Narrates faithfully and with sympathy

. . . story is told well."—P. V. B., N. Y.

Herald Tribune

"PICKUP ON SOUTH STREET'
20th Century-Fox

"Another dish of reckless excitement . . .

Anything goes to rouse an audience with

ceaseless action and violence."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram
"Packed with gun and fist fights, cops-and-

robbers chases and a good deal of thieves'

argot."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"Climate so brutish and the business so

sadistic in this tale . . . that the whole thing

becomes a trifle silly as it slashes and slam-

bangs along."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Plot

cliches that can't miss . . . Trouble is . . . it's

strictly a phony, a gimmick, a collection of

everything melodramatic among a few pre-

tested types and situations."—Winsten, N.

Y. Post

"Takes an awful long time unfolding . . .

I'usiucss about the Communists is sort of

dragged in to dress the melodrama whic h is

essentially a good guys-and-bad guys deal."

— Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune

'SPLIT SECOND'
RKO-Radio

"Powell uses the materials of the screen to

create an exciting picture . . . Unlikely soil

for artistic growth, though, and nothing
much comes up from his earnest cultivation."

—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"Fairly taut adventure closely tied to the

atomic age but it is rarely explosive . . .

Powell's initial directorial effort is not likely

to startle the cinema world but it is a long
step in the right direction."—Weiler, N. Y.
Times
"Suspense is cunningly if obviously built

. . . Theme . . . sapped of its impact by too

frequent use recently."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram

"Explosive melodrama . . . suspenseful

action yarn . . . Slick job of building and sus-

taining tension."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American

'IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE'
Universal- International

"Merely mildly diverting, not stupendous

. . . Fair evidence that three-dimensional

photography can be occasionally effective

without resorting to violent optical tricks

and gimmicks."—Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Elementary stuff in the space-cadet

school, but exciting enough. The third di-

mension makes it a bit more ominous . . .

Distinctly worth an anxious look behind

your depth glasses."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram

"Science fiction plus 3-D plus wide screen

plus stereophonic sound. Add 'em all up and

the combination spells slick entertainment."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- American
"Properly gruesome . . . The film is a

routine piece of star-gazing designed for the

space-suit crowd, and it is no more scary or

amusing because of its 3-D form."—Guern-

sey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . imagi-

native; it is intelligently written."— Thirer,

N. Y. Post
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT J

'Melba' Campaign Peachy

The peach of a campaign UA has for

"Melba" keeps rolling merrily on. With pro-

ceeds from the benefit world premiere at the

New York Capitol last Wednesday (24) go-

ing to United Cerebral Palsy, it wasn't dif-

ficult to round up ten top celebrities to turn

ice-cream street vendors in the Times Square

area to peddle "Melba" peach ice cream in

return for donations to UCP. The famed

Louis Sherry supplied the ice cream and UA
the models who collected the donations while

the stars passed out the cream. Among the

names were Jane Pickens, Guy Lombardo,

Sammy Kaye, Elliott Lawrence, Arthur

Murray and other lights of the entertainment

world.

Some 1500 notables attended the preem

which was preceded by a 12-hour, non-stop

promotion by 23 disc jockey shows.

The willingness of show people to give

their valuable talents for charity purposes

should, of course, not be abused. On the

other hand, many are willing and eager to

to help out and offer the showman an avenue

of promotion that works three ways: (1)

drawing power to pack a house; (2) prestige

accruing to the theatre and attraction by the

names and, of course, (3) the extra bonus of

cash to the charity and good will to the

theatre.

Balloons From 'Outer Space'

As it must come to all pictures with an

astral theme, the balloon theme was used

with resounding success by Universal-Inter-

national in its stunt to plug the opening of

the 3D "It Came From Outer Space." With

TRIPLE THRILL SPECTACLE!

1 v*SS> Close to 15,000 visitors from all over the country passed through the museum of M-G A/'s ''Juliu:

Caesar" props across Shubert Alley from the Booth Theatre, where the film is playing a roadshou

engagement. An empty store was converted for the display. A number of such exhibits art

planned in subsequent openings.

Advance ad selling U-Fs "It Came From Outer

Space" at Loew's State. Note stress on 3D glasses

comfort. Specs are returnable.

great fanfare, a giant sized balloon was sent

soaring from the Times Square area during

the crowded lunch hour on opening day,

June 17, with a $100 U. S. Savings Bond
going to the person retrieving it and bring-

ing it to the theatre saying the magic words:

"This is the balloon that came from outer

space."

In the earlier Syracuse opening, a variation

of this stunt had hundreds of balloons

dropped from tall buildings, some with free

passes to finders.

'Houdini' Toy Ties

Some 10,000 toy and department stores in

the U. S. will be selling Paramount's

"Houdini" via special one-sheets tying in

with magic tricks and games. The company
is printing and distributing the posters.

Ball-Arna7 Plugs

Out of the recent series of Metro sho 1

manship meetings came a campaign th

bodes one of the most widespread exploit

tion saturations in Leo's history. While pt

motion plans were coordinated for the rc

of the 1953 product and spilled over into "

the campaign on the currently shooting "1

Long, Long Trailer" was spotlighted

Metro's top exploitation picture since "Fat!

of of the Bride." Tie-ins for the Luci

Ball-Desi Arnaz starrer were set up w
Desilu Enterprises, the Redman Trai

Company and Philip Morris, sponsor of t'

fabulously popular "I Love Lucy" TV she

Details have yet to be released, but fr<

every indication there won't be a video 0

alive who won't be well inundated with i

(Continued on Page
'
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(Continued from Page Hi)

film's forthcoming appearance. On hand for

the confabs were vice-president and ad-pub-

licity director Howard Dietz, studio publicity

chief Howard Strickling and Dietz' home

office staff toppers Si Seadler, Dan S. Ter-

rell, Emory Austin and ( )scar Doob.

'Louis Story' On Fightcasts

Producer Stirling Silliphant and United

Artists are leaving no stone unturned in pin-

pointing their promotion of "The Joe Louis

Story." The ex-champ is making an inten-

sive key city tour, talking it up with the

press (movie and sports). Coley Wallace,

Lvho plays the title role, will make a series

pi appearances in fight arenas around the

bountry and will be introduced from the vari-

ous rings as the picture's star—and when
Wallace, a heavyweight contender, resumes

lis own pro career in the next month or so,

elecasts of his fights will carry mention of

he film. Which means that the growing

irmy of fight fans created by TV are being

veil saturated with plugs for the film.

3D Disney Cartoon

Disney's first 3D cartoon, "Melody", is

>eing given the feature treatment by RKO
Radio. Material includes a press book, one-

Iheet, stills and ad mats.

20th Sets Air Spots

20th Century-Fox now has special radio

spots for a quartet of current and forth-

coming films—"White Witch Doctor", "The

Farmer Takes A Wife", "The Desert Rats"

and "The Girl Next Door." The air spots,

ranging from 20 seconds to one minute, are

open end for insertion of local playdate

credits, are available free to theatremen

writing the company.

'Sangaree Ads Play Up 3D
Paramount has prepared a special "San-

garee" press book supplement of ads high-

lighting "audience participation". The orig-

inal ads concentrated on the stars, romance

and adventure and the 3D angle was com-
paratively played down. From every indi-

cation, at least until the depth dimension

novelty wears off, it must be an integral

part of 3D film advertising.

Specialization, Says Boasberg

"Specialized merchandising" for all forth-

coming RKO Radio pictures was outlined

by sales head Charles Boasberg in Holly-

wood last week. For instance, he points out

that "Mighty Joe Young", the re-release that

RKO hopes will wreak the same boxoffice

miracle that "King Kohl;" did last year, will

Theatre usher boxed in as walking display for

"Sangarec
,

''

in Indianapolis engagement.

have special exploitation tools, like a lobby

display of large cut-out letters, strung out

to spell the name and interspersed with

heads of "Joe". There will also be a million

cut-out cards containing a Mighty Joe mask
as kid giveaways. All of this, of course, in

addition to the usual TV-radio-newspaper

(Continued on Page 20)

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook. II e devote this space in each issue

of FILM BVLLET1N to recognize those pressbooks that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue th- Award goes to:

"ARENA"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has used some striking art and a twin

t of come-ons for its first pressbook mi a 3D film. A story of the

len who risk their lives and loves in the rodeo, Metro is touting it

D as the first 3D western, with bucking broncos and knarled fists

pitting out of the screen "at you", and (2) the romantic angle with

ae caption, "This love affair happens to YOU!"
While these are well-tailored to whet the popular taste, the

feature in this pressbook that earns it an Award is the variety and

>lil simplicity suggested for the displays, some of which are

liown above. No less than seven variations of display ideas, each

clearly detailed and illustrated, arc offered. The film strip (left) for

lobby wall, window or used as a traveling standee, can be made

simply by blowing up 11x14 stills and mounting them so they seem

to jump out of the film. A varied treatment is suggested by t lie

stair display. The mirror display (second from right) is also suit-

able for a traveling sandwich sign; the one at right, worked with a

transparency and flasher bulb makes the scene seem to jump right

out at you. Note these ideas, as well as the others suggested. They'll

be useful for future reference, too.
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"What t&e S&otvmm /lie 'Doiaaf

Top, managers in Albany zone being briefed by Chas A. Smakwitz (left) on "The Desert Song"

Talent Quest; at bottom. Danny Davis congratulates winner Lennie Hurt, with Al LaFlamme (Strand),

Alix Blake. II III) . and iceoidins artists Ann llutliuwuv and Tommy Edwards.

Paramount's special preview in Oklahoma City for American ex-prisoners of war brought out more

than 1000 POWs for a parade covered by CBS TV hookup and wrie seniles. Star William Holden,

on hand for the festivities, has been covering the country on behalf of the film. He is shown here

addressing graduating class of the NYC High School of Performing Arts.

(Continued from Page 19)

ballyhoo to herald the 250-theatre saturation

booking in the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis and Detroit exchange areas.

"The Sea Around Us" will have aquariums

in lobbies for exhibition of rare fish, and

special appeals to tropical fish fanciers. RKO
is making the contacts on a national basis.

TV Spots For All U-I Films

U-I's David A. Lipton is urging the use

of TV on a local level for its entire lineup of

important summer product. The company
has prepared a series of 60-second and 20-

second spots on all July and August releases,

available to exhibitors on direct order

through the L'-I home office. Lipton lays the

decision to make TV spots available for the

entire slate on the "growing demand on the

part of exhibitors for this form of advertis-

ing."

Turn the Other Cheek

It may just be that the hilarious little

scene in "The Moon Is Blue", the TV com-
mercial travesty on "Chloro-Foam", the been
with chlorophyll, is responsible for the tie-

up UA has arranged with Motorola. In any

case, the Motorola people are giving out

$6000 worth of television, radio and phono-

graph sets to winners of a nation-wide con-

test. Grand prize is a Motorola 21" TV-
Radio-Phonograph combination, with 36 sets

in all being awarded. Promotion for the

contest, which was launched with the world

premiere at the Woods, Chicago, on June 22,

includes lobby posters, heralds and such to

be displayed in theatres and Motorola outlets

nationwide.

Macy's Likes 'Melba'

Add another "Melba" big-time tie-up: UA
and Macy's set up the famed department

store's special promotion in conjunction with

a huge fashion show. The store publicized

it in full page ads in the NY Times ant

Herald Tribune, crediting the film as the in-

spiration for the event. There were specia

"Melba" windows, in-store displays, store

announcements, daily distribution of 50,0(X

special heralds, with 200 Volupte compact;

and 200 bottles of Lanvin perfume as dooi

prizes. All of this for a full week in advance

of opening.

'Beast' Bally Zooms Bookings

Warners high-powered promotion oi

"Beast from 20,000 Fathoms", concentratin;

on a coast-to-coast radio-TV coverage it

combination with a nationwide ad-ptiblicit

campaign, has zoomed the bookings aroun*

the 1500 mark. Mort Blumenstock's staff o

fieldmcn liav^ been working closely wit

Terry Turner and Dan Thompson of Gener;

Teleradio in this attempt to accomplish

fast and thorough playoff of the scienc

fiction film.

Heavy promotion backe

the Chicago world pr

mierc of Republic s "Tl

City That Never Sleeps

The B & K Roosevelt froi

featured the star p.a.'s;

mechanical man, patterru

after a key figure in th

film, pulled lots of attc

tion in front and also f

the truck bally.
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ALLIED
THEATRE OWNERS
OF NEW JERSEY, INC.

HOTEL TRAYMORE
ATLANTIC CITY
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*
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ALLIED CONVENTION

*

ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS OF N. J.

(LAckawanna 4-2530-1)

234 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CAME FROM
OUTER SPACI

DISPLAYS
Display ideas suggested by the press bool

are well calculated to catch and hold th

eye. The "fright montage", above, is simpl

created by the sign shop blowing up variou

stills and mounting as suggested or, perhap

with the eye in
|

the center and the

display and the

other scared
actors around ii.

A set of "fright

protraits" is avail-

able from U-I's

exploitation de-

partment.

Several display

suggestion can be

culled from the

posters. The one-

sheet (shown) can

give a 3-dimen-

sional effect
simply by mountin

poster in relief.

Another idea for flashy lobbies is shov

below, using still blowups. In all cases t!

lighting should be in a blue or green color

heighten the ceriness.

Light from

BELOW i

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Shock Sells Pseudo-Science 3D-er
The first science-fiction 3D picture, "It Came From Outer Space," has all

the natural elements for specialized exploitation, plus a punch-packed pres^

book to emphasize the highly saleable angles in the film. The response to

FILM BULLETIN'S audience poll—a remarkable 30 per cent mail reply by

moviegoers who had viewed 3D on their reactions to the new process—evi-

denced the revitalized interest that makes the depth dimension a primary sell-

ing point. In "It Came From Outer Space," the combination of 3D (plus wide-

screen and stereophonic sound wherever theatres are equipped) with a subject

that has a wealth of exploitation angle? even in standard projection, is one that

should make the showman sit up and take notice.

The title alone has an "out of the screen" suitability for 3D. It connotes

hurling quality that can be capitalized on its own. The teasing "It" is an-

other. A formless mass that takes on various aspects, the chills inherent in

the unknown or unfamiliar, the "Outer

Space" invaders, called Xenomorphs
are made to order for imaginative

showmen. Not only can they use their

own and the pressbook's fanciful crea-

tions, but can go to the public for ideas.

< >ne stunt would ask amateur artists

and photographers to depict their ver-

sion of the nebulous invaders. The re-

sults could make a topflight lobby dis-

play.

Shock selling is another—and ex-

tremely vital—facet of the exploitation

here. The ads have captured this ad-

mirably. The entire newspaper ad sec-

tion of the pressbook is exemplary in

this field, but even more effective is the

special section to devoted to the "shock

elements". Featuring a "terror grasps

you" angle, it spotlights a horrific,

dripping eye emerging from the screen ;

a hand reaching out into the audience,

and assorted 3D auditorium. Another

supplement is designed to supply ads

for "the first all 3D program" to be

tied in with the company's musical 3D
featurette.

Three trailers have been prepared,

one in standard 2D. another in 3D, de-

signed for houses playing a 3D attrac-

tion immediately before "Outer Space"

(theatremen should advise patrons to

keep their glasses on for this one), and

also available a free 2D teaser one-

minute trailer in advance of regular

trailer.

A bonanza of stunt ideas are also

suggested by the title and theme. Fic-

tional visualations of the "thing", men

in imaginative space costumes, bal-

loons dropped from tall bui'dings or

planes, and several other attention

getters gives the showman plenty of

NEWSPAPER ADS ammunition in this direction.

"ufiwmm at t»m'

duplicate portions of tl

Light from

•ma abovi
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nturing alone into the awesome crater left by the outer space ship, scientist Richard Carlson comes to plead for the life of his zomb : ed friends.

IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE

Universal-International has come in under the wire
ith the first science-fiction film in three-dimension, "It

ame From Outer Space." This type of story being es-

ecially susceptible to blasting at the audience, it is pleas-

ntly surprising that U-I producer William Alland and di-

;ctor Jack Arnold haven't succumbed to the temptation
< browbeat the audience with celestial weapons and have
losen to present an interesting-holding story, despite its

ntastic appurtenances.
The "things" from outer space aren't menacing in-

ulers attempting to conquer Earth, merely horrendous
'in<(s who landed on this planet by mistake and want
hly time to repair their space ship to take off again for

leir nebulous destination. The drama in the tale lies in

e attempt of a scientist whom they trust to hold off those
rrified by the fear of the unknown from attacking the
liir^s" and starting a holocaust that would destroy the

world. Knowing that their horrible appearance are not yet

ready for man's eyes without catastrophic consequence.^,

they attempt to obtain their needs for repair by assuming
the shape of earthly beings, including '.he scientist's be

trothed.

Only once is the actual "outer space" horror seen, in

the form of a huge eye and a grotesquely shapeless mass
around it. Otherwise, as it paralyzes its victims to use

their physical trappings for its purposes a sort of whirling

figure around the camera lens, focussed on the victim's

terrified face, and eerie music indicates that the thing is

i in the scene.

Richard Carlson plays a scientist, Barbara Rush his

temporary victimized vis-a-vis. Prominent in the cast are

C harles Drake as an exasperated, impatient Sheriff, Rus-
sell Johnson, a 3-Delectable Kathleen Hughes and Joe

Sawyer.
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Is The Moon SCARLET?
((.initialled from Page 5)

"(c) Iii general, passion should be treated in such

manner as not to stimulate the lower and baser emo-

tions."

I nder Seduction or Rape :

"(a) These should never be more than suggested,

and only then when essential jor the plot. They must

never be shown by explicit method.

"(b) They are never the proper subject for comedy."

It would be difficult to conceive of a more effective

case for the sanctity of the institution of marriage than

is presented by the heroine of "The Moon Is Blue". That

it is accomplished humorously does not detract from the

persuasiveness of her arguments and blandishments that

makes her pursuers beg marital sanctity for his new-

found love.

In no sense could anything that happens in the pic-

ture be termed lustful or designed to stimulate the baser

emotions. Quite to the contrary. A prime example oi

its basic wholesomeness is the scene in which the young

woman, who admittedly finds bussing pleasant bestows

a grateful kiss on the older wolf and exclaim--. "There!"

as though she has just given a taffy to a child. Xot a

single frame of the entire film goes beyond the most

limited bounds of good taste insofar as passion, by act

or implication, is concerned.

Is "The Moon Is Blue" to be declared unfit because

it is comedy? The Code lays down the rule that "im-

pure love must not be presented as attractive and beau-

tiful" and that "it must not be the subject of coined) or

farce or treated as material for laughter."

So this story does deal with the subject of "impure

love" and it does provoke laughter. But, at what does

the audience laugh? It laughs at the ridiculously futile

attempts of the villains to consummate the "impure

love". It stems almost entirely from the absurdity of

the situations of frustration into which they are plunged

by the heroine's inherent purity and her forthrightnes?

Furthermore, the story's "other woman", a characte

representing profligacy, is discredited and her impur

desires are mocked unmercifully.

Turn once more to the C ode:

"The motion pictures, which are the most popular oj

modern arts jor the masses, have their moral quality

from the intention oj the minds which produce them

and from their effects on the moral lives and re-

actions of their audiences. This gives them a most

important morality . . . They reproduce the morality

oj the men who use the pictures as a medium for the

expression oj their ideas and ideals . . . They affect

the moral standards oj those who. through the

screen, take in these ideas and ideals.''

That "The Moon Is Blue" is a truly moral fib-

serving to sermonize, albeit humorously, the vvisdoi
7 ... .

and virtue of high principle and self-restraint seen,

somehow to have escaped the attention of the film

censors. How would they have these elements d

veloped? Could a movie designed to prove that crin

does not pay be effective if it were made minus a

scenes of criminal activity? Similarly, how can a pr<

ducer, even within the framework of comedy, dramati

ally unfold the victory of virtue over sin without expo

ing his protagonist to the pitfalls of sin? W hen this

carried off without employing obscenity or smut, a big

standard of artistic craftsmanship is achieved.

At the conclusion of "The Moon Is Blue" virtue

truly triumphant. The wanton hussy is abandoned f

the virtuous girl, the willful tempter is thorough

routed and, behold, on the road to moral reformatio

while the heel of a young man emerges a hero with

desire for marriage.

W e appeal to the Code authorities to reconsid

their decision on this picture and to remember th

honor, to win out, must first come into conflict wi

temptation and sin.

SHOWMEN . . . What Art* low Boiny?

Send us your advertising, publicity and exploitation

campaigns — with photos — for inclusion in our

EXPLOITATION & MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT

KJ&at t&e Sfawumea /tie 'Dowtyi
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PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€flS€ R€CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS

1951-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

157)

:
i9)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Royal African Rifles, The IC)

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo
Army Bound 141)

Battle Zone 182)

Bowery Knights
Canyon Ambush 153)

Fanqs of the Arctic 1631

Fargo 1691

Flat Top IC) I8S)

Gunman, The —
Hiawatha IC) 180)

Homesteaders, The 162)

Jalopy
Junqle Girl 170)

Kansas Pacific IC) 173)

Maze, The I3D)

Mexican Silver

Murder Without Tears
No Holds Barred 166)

Northern Patrol

Northwest Territory (61)
Roar of the Crowd
Safari Drums
Son of Belle Starr
Tangier Incident (77)

Texas City -

Torpedo Alley 184)

Vicious Years, The 179!

White Liqhtning 161)

Wyominq Roundup 153)

Squared Circle, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hayward-Hurst

Rei

Oberon-Todd 7-26
Clements 10-52
Hodiak-Christian 9-52
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Cortes 10-12
Kirby-Grant 12-28
Elliot 9-52
Hayden-Carlson 11-52

...Wilson-Knight 4-13
Edwards-Dugay 12-7
Elliott-Vallin 2-53
Gorcey-Hall 2-53
Sheffield-Sharpe 12-7
Hayden-Miller 2-53
Carlson-Hurst 7-23
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict 6-14
Bowery Boys 12-52
Grant-Chinook 7-5

Grant-Chinook .... 12-9
Duff-Stanley 5-31
Sheffield-Bestar 6-21
Larsen-Castle 6-53
Brent-Aldon 2-53
Brown-Elliscn 12-30
Stevens-Malone I 1-52

Cook-Moore 2-18
Clements-Bestar 3-53
Wilson.Coates 11-9

...Kirkwood-Gleason

No.

5216
5301

Rev.

5244
5222
5226
5201
5252
5202

5318
5208
5302

5214

5309
5316

5308

5236
5254 .

COLUMBIA
1952-53 Features

Serials

Completed (50)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

Rel. No.

9-52
3-53
5-53

501

534

Rev.

7-28

11-52

11-3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Scalpel . ...Heston-Scott
Hell Below Zero IT) Alan Ladd
Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT) .

Hayworth-Ray
Big Heat, The Glenn Ford

COMPLETED
Affair in Trinidad 198) Hayworth-Ford
All Ashore IT) (80) Rooney-Lawrence
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
iig Jump, The IT) Ladd-Andrews
Blue Canadian Rockies (58) Autry-Buttram
Charqe of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
China Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
-ongo Bill McGuire-Moore
Conquest of Cochise (T) Hodiak-Stark
>uisin' Down the River (T) Haymes-Totter
:ight Iron Men 180) Colleano-Franz
:irefighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
-ive Angels on Murder (88) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
-lame of Calcutta 170) Darcel-Knowles
-ort Ti IT) IDD) Montgomery-Vors
<9th Man, The (73) Ireland-Denning
i.OOO Fingers of Dr. T.. The (T) Hayes-Healy
;our Poster, The 1103) Harrison-Palmer
-rom Here to Eternity Cliff-Lancaster
Slass Wall, The 180) Gassman-Grahame
Golden Hawk IT) (83) Fleming-Haydn
^oldtown Ghost Riders 157) Autry-Burnette
Hangman's Knot IT) 181) Scott-Jarman
Happy Time, The 194) ...Boyer-Driscoll
Her Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
nvasion, U.S.A. 174) Mohr-Castle
lack McCall. Desperado IT) (76) Montgomery-Stevens
luggler, The 186) Douglas-Vitale
lunqle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
adies of the Chorus 161) (Reissue) Monroe-Jerqens
ast of the Comanches IT) 185) Crawford-Hale
ast of the Pony Express Autry-Burnett
ast Posse, The 1731 Crawford-Derek
-ast Train From Bombay 172) Hall-Ferraday
•et's Do It Again IT) (85) Wyman-Milland
vlan in the Dark (DDI 170) . O'Brien-Totter
Member of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris
fission Over Korea Hodiak-Derek

Top of Old Smoky (59) Autry-Burnette
in a fl i r I

'
. I , ,i

12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
6-53
1-53

4-53
10-52
5-53

1 1-52
12-52

508

506

12-52
4-53
6-53

1 1-52
2-53

3ne Girl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas
'"J",.

Tr,a'" 157) Autry-Buttram
athfinder, The (T) (78) Montogmery-Carter
nnce of Pirates (T) 180) Derek-Rush
nsoners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
roblem Girls 1701 Walker-Elliott
ambow Round My Shoulder (T) 178) Laine-Daniels
eneqade Canvon ITI IDD) John Derek
Aiders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White

7-53
8-52
7-53
4-53
3-53
8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53
9- 52

504

9-22

6-30

2-23

8-1

4-20
12-29

528

SI6
524

503
3-23
9-22

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color
pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Salome IT) (103) Hayworth-Granger
Savage Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53
Serpent of the Nile ITI (81) Fleming-Lundigan 5-53
Siren of Bagdad IT) 172) Henreid-Medina 6-53
Strange Fascination 180) _ Moore-Haas 12-52

Special 545
539

4-6

Stranger Wore A Gun (3D) Scott-Trevor
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning- Loo -

Thunderhoof 177) IReissue) Foster-Stuart
Valley of the Headhunters Weismuller
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary
Voodoo Tiger 167) Weissmuller-Burckhart
Wagon Team (61) _ Autry-Buttram
War Cry IC) Montgomery-Long
Wild One, The Brando-Murphy

8-53
2-53
6-53
8-53

Special
1 1-52
9-52

505

476
435

5-4
6- 1

10-6

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (16) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
AM Baba Nights IReissue) 176)
Bachelor in Paris 183)

Bad Blonde 180)

Captain Kidd IReissue) (89)
Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Gambler and the Lady (71)
Ghost Ship 169)

Great Jesse James Raid IAC)
Great White Hunter (Reissue) 189)
Hellqate 187)
I'll Get You 179)

Johnny the Giant Killer IT) 170)

Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)

Perils of the Junqle 163)

Sins of Jezebel IAC)
Slasher, Thj 1701

Spaceways (761

Tall Texan, The 184)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63)
Twilight Women 189)

White Goddess 173)

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Anna May Wong 4-24 5215
Price-Auer 4-17 5213
Payton-Wright 4-10 521 1

„Scott-Laughton 12 -12 5210
J:n Hall 7-1 5229
Dane Clark 12 -26 5204
Court-Walsh 6 -12 5228
Parker-Payton 7-17 5221
Peck-Preston 12 -12 5209
Hayden-Leslie 9-5 _ 5113
George Raft ZZZi -16 5206
Animation Feature 6-5 5205
George Raft 5302
Tracy-Sawyer ZZ n -28 5203
Clyde Beatty 3 -20 5214
P. Goddard 9-4 5225
Kenny-Collins 5 -29 5218
Duff-Bartok 5301
Bridges-Cobb 2 -13 5207
Special Cast . 1 1 -14 . 5201
Jac kson-Ray 5 -15 5217
Jon Hall 3 -27 5224

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (54) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Long, Lonq lrailer Ball-Arnaz
Kiss Me Kate 130) AC) Grayson-Keel
Flame and the Flesh I Italy) L. Turner-Angeli
Torch Song (T) Crawford-Wilding
Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 1741 Reynolds-Van
All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Apache War Smoke 167) Roland-Horton ...

Arena (Ans) 1 3-D )
Young-Bergen

Bad and the Beautiful, The 1118) Turner-Douglas
Band Wagon, The IT) Astaire-Charisse
Battle Circus (90) Bogart-Allyson

Because You're Mine IT) (103) Lanza-Whitmore
Big Leaguer, The Robinson-Ellen

Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Clown, The 191) Skelton-Greer
Code 2 169) Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie 171) Johnson-Leigh
Cry of the Hunted 180) Gassman-Sullivan
Danqerous When Wet IT) 195) Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The 171) Keel-Greer
Devil Makes Three, The 190) IT) Kelly-Angeli
Dream Wife 199) Grant. Kerr
Easy To Love IT) Williams-Johnson
Everything I Have Is Yours IT) (92) Champion-O'Keefe
Fast Company (60) H. Keel-P. Bergen
Fearless Faqan 178) Leigh-Carpenter
Fame and Fortune Tracy-Simmons
Fort Bravo Holden-Parker
Girl Who Had Everything, The 169) Taylor-Lamas
Great Diamond Robbery. The Skelton-Williams
Hoaxters, The 136) Documentary
Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams
I Love Melvin (T) 1771 O'Connor-Reynolds
Invitation to the Dance (T) . Kelly-Youskevitch

Rel. No.

1-53
8-53

10-52
6- 53
1-53
8-53
4-53
10-52
8-53

1-53
4-53
4-53

7- 53
1-53
9-52
6-53

10-52

313
346

Rev.

12-1

305
337
315
345
321

304
347
326
316
329
322
330
341
314
302
335

10-6

2-9

2-9
9-8

4-20
1-26

12-1

8-25

8-52

306 10-20
332
241 7-14

Ivanhoe IT) (106)
Jeopardy 170)

Julius Caesar
Latin Lovers (T)

Lili IT) 181)

Main Street to Broadway All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) 1105) Turner-Lomas
Million Dollar Mermaid ITI 1110) Williams-Mature
Moqambo IT) Gable-Gardner

R Taylor-E. Taylor
Stanwyck-Sullivan
Brando-Mason
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer

3-53

1-53
I 1-52
3-53

8-52
2-53

8-53
7-53
7-53
9-52
12-52

319
309
323

307
317

348
342
344
301

312

3-9

1-12
10-20

2-9

6-30

9-22
11-17
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My Man and I 19?)
Naked Spur, The ITI 191)
Never Let Me Go 194)
Plymouth Adventure ITI 1104)
Prisoner of Zenda (Tl 1 100)
Quo Vadis (T) (168)
Remains To Be Seen 1881
Ride. Vaquero (Ans)
Rogue's March 184)
Saadia IT)

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190)
Sky Full of Moon (731
Sliqht Case of Larceny 171)

Small Town Girl IT) (93)
Sombrero IT) (103)
Story of Three Loves (T) (122)
Take the Hiqh Ground lAnsI
fime Bomb (77)
You For Me 170)
Young Bess ITI ( I 12)

Winters-Montalban 9-52 ........ 303
Stewart-Ryan 2-S3 318
Gable-Tierney 5-53 327
Tracy-Tierney 11-52 310
Granger-Kerr 1 1-52 . 308
Taylor-Kerr 218
Allyson-Johnson 331
Gardner-R. Taylor 7-53 343
Lansford-Rule 3-53 320
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon 6-53 336
Carpenter-Sterling 12-52 ...... 311
Rooney-Bracken 6-53 334
J. Powell-Granger 4-53 325
Montalban-Angeli 3-53 324
Ail-Star Cast 6-53 338
Wid mark-Stewart

_Ford-Vernon
Lawford-Greer 8-52 . 240
Simmons-Granger 333

4-4
11-3
10-20
1 1- 19

. 5-4

1-12

11-17
6-1

3-9

8-11
5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (8)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Red Garters (WS) (T)
Elephant Walk IT)

Fliqht to Tangier ITI (3DI
Lost Treasure of the Amazon (3D) (EC)
Fiqhter<. The I ID I

Knock nn Wood ITI

Naked Jungle. The IT)
Alaska Seas

COMPLETED
Arrowhead IT) 1105)

Blazing Forest [T) 191)
Botany Bay (T)

Caddy, The _ _.

Caribbean (T) (95)
Carrie 1118)
Cleopatra (104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Elephant Walk (T)

Encore 190)
Forever Female 193)
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) (95)
Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada (T)
Here Comes the Girls IT)
Houdini IT) 1105)
Hurricane Smith (T) 190)
Jumping Jacks (98)
Jamaica Run (T) (92)
Just For You (T) [104)
Little Boy Lost
Los Alamos
Money From Home IT) I3DI
Off Limits (89)
Pony Eypress IT) 1 101 )

Road to Bal! (T) (91)
Roman Holiday 1119)
Sangaree IT) (3-D)
Savage, The (T) (95)
Scared Stiff 1108)
Shane IT) 1118)
Somebody Loves Me (T) (971 ._

Son of Paleface IT) (104)
Stalaq 17 (120)
Stars Are Singing, The 199) (T) ...

Stooge, The (100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle (ParV) (T)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (851

~
Tropic Zone (T) (941
Vanquished, The IT) (84)
War of the Worlds (Tl 185)

Cast
Clooney-Taylor
Andrews-Taylor
Fontaine-Palance
Lamas-Fleming
(Korea)
Kaye-Zetterling
Heston. Parker
Ryan-Hetlin

Rel. No. Rev.

Heston-Palance
Payne- Moore head
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
Payne-Dahl
Olivier-Jones
Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
Leigh-Andrews ...

Maugham Stories
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Mllland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Martin-Lewis
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Hope-Russell
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

8-53 5227
12-52 5207 10-20

9-52
8-52
12-52

. 5202 ....

5123......

5208
3-53 5213 1-24

7-52 5122
S77A

4-53
5-53

5215
5129

2-23
1-14

7-53 5223 ....... 6-1
10-52 5204 9-22
7-52 5121 . 6-16
6-53 5220 4-20
9-52 5201 .. 8-11

4-53
5-53
1-53
9-53
5-53

1 1-52
6-53
8-53
10-52
8-52
7-53
3-53
3-53 .

5216
5217
5209
5228
5230

. 5204
5222
5225
5203

.5124.
5224
5214
5212

3-9
12-1

. 10-4
4-20
4-20
9-8
7-14__

Fleming-Barry
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson

1-53
.10-52.
1-53
6-53

5210
5205-
5211.
5221
5218

11- 17
..16-4
12-29

3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (13)
Completed ( 0)
Completed ( 7)

In Production
In Production
In Production

1
o

o
o

IN PRODUCTION
Title—Running TTm«

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West
Champ Fom Brooklyn. The
City That Never Sleeps
El Paso Stampede
Desperatoes Outpost 154)
Down Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java ITr) _
Iron Mountain Trail
Lady Wants Mink, The (Tr) (921
Lauqhlnq Anne IT)

Marshal of Cedar Rock 151)
Operation Fi ght Nurse
Perilous Journey
Cmiet Man, The (T) (129)
Red River Shore
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (901 Z..
San Antone (90)
Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships ...

South Pacific Trail 160)
Sun Shines Bright
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr)
Thunderbirds (98)
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Lane
Nicol-Totter

..Young-Powers 6-12 5209
Lane-Waller 8 -25

..Allen 10-8 5174...
Allen-Picker 7 -20

..Mac Murray- Ralston 4-28 5207
Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Hussey-O'Keefe 3-5 5205
Corey-Tucker 8 -53
Lane-Waller 2-1 5741
Leslie-Tucker
Raluston- Brian 4-5 5204

.. Wayne-O'Hara ?-14 5108 8-19
Allen
Donlevy-Tucker II -52 5202 11-3
Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203
Lane-Waller 5 -15 5242
Derek-Hendrix 8 -53

...Allen-Estelita 10 -20 . 5145
. Winninger-Whelan 6 -53 5208
Middleton-Norman .7-12 5210

..Derek- Barrymore 1

1

-27 5201
Monroe-Leslie 10 -10 5109

Tropical Heat Wave (74)
Savage Frontier

WAC From Walla Walla (83)
Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman They Almost Lynched (90)

Estelita-Hutton 1 0-1 5126
Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123

Cameron-Hussey _ 9-5 5107
Lund-Leslie 3-20 5204

8-1

RKO RADIO

No. Rev.

1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (2)i

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Devil's Canyon (301 (CI Mayo-Robertson 7-53
Fury of the Jungle (CI IWS) G. Ford-A. Sheridan
French Live. The Russell-Roland
Son of Sinbad Forrest_Robertson-St. Cyr

COMPLETED
Allegheny Uprising (81) (Re-issue) Trevor-Wayne 9-52 384
Androcles and The Lion (98) __ Simmons-Young 11-52 368
Annie Oakley 191) (Re-issue) ...Stanwyck-Foster 9-52 383
Angel Face (91) Mitchum-Simmons 2-53 312
Below the Sahara 1651 Documentary
Beware, My Lovely (77) Lupino-Ryan 9-52 302
Biq Sky. The (122) Douglas-Martin 8-52 ._ 361
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99) Darnell-Wewton 12-52 307
Affair With A Stranqer ,. Simmons-Mature 6-53
Captive Woman 1651 Clarke-Field 10-52 306 .

Count the Hours 174) Wright-Carey 4-53 316 l-'i

Gay Adventure Meredith-Aumont
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Grainger 11-52 351

Hitch-Hiker, The 171) O' Brien-Lovejoy 3-53 314
Jet Pilot (T) 1118) ... Wayne-Leigh
Look Who's Laughing (79) . Ball-McGee 8-52
Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum 10-52
Montana Belle (Tr) (81) Russell-Brent 11-52
Never Wave At A Wac 187) Russell-Wilson 1-53

8-1

12-1

No Time for Flowers 183) Lindfors-P. Christian
One Minute to Zero (105) .......

Peter Pan IT) 177)

Sea Around Us, The IT) (61)
Sea Devils ITI 191 )

Second Chance (CI 13D)
She Had to Say Yes (89)

381
304
308
371
313
301
392

i-;

2-

II

12-1

...7-;

2-53
... Mitchum-Tallman 8-52
Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53
Documentary 7—53
DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53
Simmons-Mitchum 8—53...

Son of Sinbad ITI Robertson-Forrest 8-53
Split Second (85) McNally-Smith - 6-53 318
Staqe Door (Reissue) Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Story of Robin Hood IT) (84) _ Todd-Rice 7-52 391
Sudden Fear (110) Crawford-Palanca 8-52 . 362 .......8-

Sword and the Rose ITI (92) Todd-Johns . 8-53
Tarzan and the She Devil 176) Barker-MacKenzie 6-53 ..........................

3-D Follies, The (EC) (StC) Horton Dancers
Too Many Girls 185) Ball-Arnaz 8-52 . 382 _
Under the Red Sea 167) Hass-Berl 10-52

. 305
Wild Heart, The IT) 182) Jennifer Jones 7-52 ....... 274 t
Without Reservation (Reissue) Colbert-Wayne 8-53

No. Re

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLfc—Running Time

Mister Scoutmaster
Twelve Mile Reef IT) (CinS)

COMPLETED
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90)_Gaynor-Brady 11-52.
Blueprint For Murder 1761 Cotten-Peters 9-53
Call Me Madam (T) (117) Merman-O'Connor 4-53
City of Bad Men (T) [821 Crain-Robertson 9-53
Dangerous Crossing 175) - Crain-Rennie 8-53
Desert Rats (88) Mason-Burton 5-53

Destination Gobi IT) 189) Widmark-Taylor 3-53

Don't Bother To Knock 176) Widmark-Monroe 9-52
Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87) Lundigan-Greer ...3-53

Dream Boat (83) Webb-Francis 8-52
Farmer Takes A Wife, The IT) (81) Grable-Robertson 7-53

Cast Rel.

Webb-Dee 9-53
Wagner-Moore 12-53

234.

Gentleman's Agreement ( 1 1 8) Reissue Peck-McGuire 5-53
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) (91 ) Russell-Monroe 8-53

Girl Next Door, The (92) Raver-Dailey 4-53
Glory Brigade 182) Mature-Moore 7-53
How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS) Grable-Monroe 1 1-53

I Don't Care Girl (T) 178) Gaynor-Wayne 1-53

Inferno (C) (3-D) _ _ Ryan-Lundigan 8-53

Invaders From Mars (C) 178) H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53

Kid From Left Field, The Dailey-Bancroft 7-53

Kiss of Death (99) (Reissue) Widmark-Mature 7-53

Lady in the Iron Mask (NO (78) _. L. Hayward-Medina 7-52

319
313.

224
317.

.223
307
352

320

302.

314

L

\ I

4 I

Les Miserables (104) ....

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92)
Man On A Tightrope 1105)
Miss Robinson Crusoe (EC)
Monkey Business (97)
My Cousin Rachel 198)
My Pal Gus (83)
My Wife's Best Friend (101)
Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep (77)
O. Henry's Full House (III)

.Rennie-Paget
Peters-Hunter
March-Moore 5-53
Blake-Nader 10-53

Grant-Rogers _.. 10-52
deHavilland-Burton 1-53

Widmark-Dru 12-52
Baxter-Carey 10-52
Cotten-Peters 2-53
Darnell-Merrll 11-52
Crain-Granger _ 9-52

Pickup on South Street (80) .. Widmark-Peters 4-53

Pony Soldier IT) (82) Power-Edwards 12-52
Powder River IT) 178) Calhoun-Calvet 4-53
President's Lady. The 194) Hayward-Heston 4-53

Road House 195) (Reissue) Widmark-Lupino 7-53

Robe, The IT) (CinS) Burton-Simmons 10-53

Ruby Gentry (82) J. Jones-Heston .1-53 303

Sailor of the King 1831 Hunter-Rennie 8-53

Silver Whip, The 173) Calhoun-Robertson 2-53

Star, The (89) Bette Davis . 3-53

Snake Pit (108) (Reissue) DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (I l4)...Peck-Hayward 10-52

309
316
353

Something For The Birds (81)
Stars and Stripes Forever (T)

Steel Trap (85) _

Taxi (77)

Thief of Venice (91)

...Mature-Neal 10-52 238..

(89) Webb-Paget 12-52 239

Cotton-Wright 1 1-52 232 .

Daley-Smith 3-53 305

.. Montez-Christian 12-52 304
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1
Thy Neighbor's Wife Haas Moore

Titanic (98) - - Webb-Stanwyck

Treasure of Golden Condor (T) (93) Wilde-Smith

Tonight We Sing IT) (10?) Pinia-Peters

vic |,l e
Cram-Peters

Way of a Gaucho IT) 191) Tierny-Calhoun

What Price Glory IT) llll) .Cagney-Dailey

White Witch Doctor. The IT) Hayward-Mitchi

S-S3 318 5-4
2-53 308 2-23
4-53 310

1 1-53

9-52 229 10-20
8-52 .... 224 7-28
7 53

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (I

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Ring Around Saturn 120) IWS)

COMPLETED u n n „ u .

Act of Love K. Douglas-D. Robin

Africa Screams Beatty-Buck

Assassin, The - Gregson-Grahame
Babes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee
Bandits of Corsica, The 181) Greene-Raymond
Breaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
Bwana Devil I3D) lAns) 185) Stack-Britton

Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C) - Dexter-Hale. Jr.

Crossed Swords Errol Flynn

Rel. No. Rev.

John Payne

Yvonne deCarlo
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Dantine-Marianna
Colbert-Ameche
Elliott-Castle

Allen-Benny

Crosstown
Cry the Beloved Country 194) Lee-Poitier

Fort Algiers
Genghis Khan
Gay Adventure
Guerrilla Girl 181)

Guest Wife 190)

I. The Jury I3DI

It's in the Bag 187)

Joe Louis Story. The
Kansas City Confidential 1981

Lady Vanishes, The (85)
Limelight (140)
Luxury Girl 194)

Magnetic Monster 175)

Marshal's Daughter, The
Melba (T)

Miss Hargreaves _

Monsoon (79)

Moon Is Blue. The
Moulin Rouae IT) 1 1 18)

Neanderthal Man. The
Outpost in Malaya (88)

Phantom From Space
Raiders of the Seven Seas IT)

Red Planet Mars 187) Graves-King
Return to Paradise (T) Cooper-Hayes
Ring, The 178) Rios-Moreno

I

River, The IT) (99) Swinburne-Shields
Scarlet Spear, The (An) —Archer-Hyer
Shoot First McCrea-Keyes
Son of the Renegade 157) . Carpenter-Irving
That Man From Tangier Asther-Coleman
Thief, The 185) Milland-Gam
Tombstone Express (T) Montgomery-Hunter
Tom Brown's Schooldays (93) Davies-Newton
Twonky, The H. Conried-G. Blondell

Untamed Women (70) Jewel Productions
Vice Sguad E. G. Robinson
Volcano 1104) A. Magnani-G. Brooks
War Paint IECI IWSI Robert Stack
When I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott
Witness, The Bergman-Brando

Payne-Gray
Redgrave- Lock wood
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
L. AndersK. Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Claudette Colbert
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

8-53
8-53
8-22
8-53
4-12

1-23

9-52
7-53
9-2
8- 53
1-14
9-5
2-4

1-30
2- 18

4-24
8-53

Chap

12-14
7-53
3-4

4- 19

11-24
5-15
5-27
5-15
7-53

... 9-25
.... 2-15

1 1-3

12-29

Sml

Ren

5-15
3-27
5-8

10-10 Pop

8-25

10-4

.11-2 ...

4-10
9-52
8-53
4-5

8-53
. 4-20

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Wings of the Hawk (3D)(EastC)
COMPLETED
*bbott t Costello Go To Mars (77)
Vbbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde
Against All Flags IT) 183)
All American
Ml I Desire 179'/;

)

lack to God's Country (T)

lecause of You (95)
Black Castle, The 181)
Jonio Goes To College (7?) ._
Brady's Bunch (T)
City Beneath the Sea IT) 187)
Column South IT) 185)
3uel at Silver Creek. The (T) 177)
)esert Legion IT) 184)
:*st of Sumatra IT)
:orbidden

Cast
Adams-Heflin

Rel. No.

Abbott & Costello Apr 314

Rev.

3-23

325

302.

304..

232

308
320
228
315

-rancis Covers the Big Town (84)
Sirls in the Night (83)
tolden Blade, The IT) ....

^reat Sioux Uprising, The IT) (801
Sunsmoke IT) 179)
via and Pa Kettle Hit the Road
vlan From the Alamo
Horizons West IT) (81)
t Came from Outer Space I3D) 182)
t Grows On Trees 184)
t Haptens Every Thursday 180)
-aw and Order IT) (80)
-awless Breed, The IT) (83)
-one Hand IT) 180)
-ost in Alaska 174)
la and Pa Kettle in Waikiki
*a and Pa Kettle on Vacation 1751
vlan From the Alamo IT)

324

Abbott-Costello Aug
Flynn-O'Hara Dec
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson July
Hudson-Cochran
Young-Chandler Nov
McNally-Greene Dec
Perreau-Gwenn Sept
O'Hara-Chandler
Ryan-Powers . Mar
Murphy-Evans June
Murphy-Domergue Aug
Ladd-Dahl Apr
Chandler-Maxwell
Curtis-Dru Aug
Donald O'Connor July
Holden-Farrell ... Feb 311
.Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue July 324
Murphy-Drake Mar 312
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams
..Ryan-Adams Oct
Carlson-Rush June
Dunne-Jagger Nov
Young-Forsythe May
Reagan-Malone May
Hudson-Adams Jan
McCrea-Hale May
Abbott-Costello Aug
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr 314
Murphy-Domergue Aug

305 . 12-1

10-20

8-25

4-1

1-9

1-24

235
322
303
319
318
304
317
229

10-4

Meet Me at the Fair IT) 187) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler IT) (98) . Power-Laurie
Oueen is Crowned. A (T) 140) 184! Documentary
Raiders, The (T) (82) Conte-Lindfors
Redhead From Wyoming IT) 1801 O'Hara-Nicol
Seminole (T) (84) Hudson-Hale
Son of Ali Baba (T) 175) Curtis-Laurie
Stand At Apache River IT)

Take Me to Town IT) 181

)

Tumbleweed IT)

Thunder Bay IT) 1 103)
Untamed Frontier. The IT) 175)
Veils nf Baariad IT)

Walking Mv Babv Back Home IT

War Arrow IT)

Willie and Joe Back at the Front 187) Ewell-Lembec k

World in His Arms. The IT) 1104) Peck-Blyth
Yankee Buccaneer IT) 184) Chandler-Brady

McNally-Adams
Sheridan-Hayden
Murphy-Nelson
Stewart-Dru
Cotten-Winters ...

Mature-Field
O'Connor-Leigh

Jan
Feb

June
Nov
Jan
Mar
Sept

June

Aug
Sept.

307 12-15
310 1-12
323
301
309
313
231 8-25

321

230

Oct 233
Aug ... 227 .

Oct .234

4-1

10-4

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO 170)
April in Paris IT) 1 101) ......

Beast from 20,000 Fathoms 180)

Big Jim McLain (90)
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 1901

Bov From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) I 102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Carson City (WC) (87)
Cattle Town (71)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) (3D) (80)

City Is Dark, The
Crimson Pirate, The (T) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Song. The I I 10

Diamond Oueen IEC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax IWCI (3D) (88)

His Majesty O'Keefe (T)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Island in the Sky
Jan Singer. The IT) 1107)
Lion and the Horse, The IWC) (83)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)

Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)

Miracle of Fatima (WC) (102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Riding Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway IWC) 195)

She's Working Her Way
Through College IT) (101)

So Big
So This Is Love IT)

South Sea Woman 1991
Springfield Rifle IWC) (93)
Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) 184)

Story of Will Rogers. The IT) (109)
System, The (901

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains IWC)
Trouble Along the Way 1 101)

Where's Charley? (T) (97)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel. No.

Abbott-Costello
Day-Bolger
P. Christian-P. Raymond
Wayne-Olson
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte
Rogers-Olson
Day-Mac Rae
Day-Keel
Scott-Massey
Morgan-Carey

Madison-Loveioy
Nelson-Hayden
.B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter

Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal
Cagney-Hale
Scott-VVymore
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
.Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Mayo-Reagan
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper. Thaxter
Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lovejoy-Perrin
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Wayne-Reed
Bolger-McLerie

12-27
1-3

4-13
8-30

3-28

5-2

4- 14
12-4

7-1 I

9-27

5-30
7-25

4-25

2-28
I 1-22
8- 15

2-14
4-19

1-31

10- 11

I 1-8

3- 14

7-12

8-1

4-27
10-25
1-17
7-24
4-18

8-29
4-4
8-14

208
209
221

201

215

219

123
207

223

202

220

218

213
204 .

212
119

211

203
205

214

128

222
204
210
129
217

214
130

Rev.

12-1

9-8

3-23

4-4

5-19
12-1

9-22

5-18

4-20

2-9

1-24

12-29
9-B

10-20

2-9

10-4
12-15
7-28
4-4

3-23
7-14

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

7-28

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve your POI.ALIT

E

glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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tiling an uncharted course toward men they have never seen!

0*w£i€• • •

with temsa

Omfitv # # •

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

A PERILOUS
JOU13N1EY

VERA RALSTON • DAVID BRIAN • SCOTT BRADY charles winninger

HOPE EMERSON • EILEEN CHRISTY- LEIF ERICKSON vfoA ann borg ian mag donalo - Virginia grey dorothy foro ben cooper

Screen Play by RICHARD WORMSER • Based on Vingie Roe's Best Selling Novel "The Golden Tide" • Directed by R. G. SPRINGSTEEN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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REVIEWS

Crisp,

Business-wise

Analysis

of the

New Films

Designed

|

To Serve

Exhibitor

Needs

THE FIRST

90 DAYS

OF 3D
. . . What of The Future ?

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
The Complete Production Story



RKO is ready no

with BIG STAR!

Opening July 15 in lal

spots across the natiJ



Color by
TECHNICOLOR *

*N

STEREOPHONIC SOUN!



Imagine!

IN FIRST WEEK
OF RELEASE
BOOKED IN

150
CITIES!

(32 Exchange Centers

and all Key Cities)

Booked by

Top Circuits

of America!

It will play

250 engagements

in first 3 weeks,

a tribute to a

Big Entertainment! A FIRST FOR M-G-M'
For the first time in its history Theatre Arts Magazine devotes its c< 5r

(the cover art is shown above) and nine inside pages to a motion picture, 's

"MAIN STREET TO BROADWAY," soon to electrify all show busirs!

GREATEST STAR ATTRACTION OF ALL TIM
M-G-M's Dramatic Love Story of Show Business With Famed Stars Playing True-Life Roles!

MAIN STREET TO BROADWAY
A LESTER COWAN Production

Starring

TALLULAH BANKHEAD
ETHEL BARRYMORE
LIONEL BARRYMORE

GERTRUDE BERG
SHIRLEY BOOTH
LOUIS CALHERN
LEO DUROCHER
FAYE EMERSON

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

REX HARRISON

HELEN HAYES
JOSHUA LOGAN
MARY MARTIN
AGNES MOOREHEAD
LILLI PALMER
RICHARD RODGERS
HERB SHRINER
JOHN VAN DRUTEN
CORNEL WILDE
with TOM MORTON . MARY MURPHY

Screen Play by SAMSON RAPHAELSON • Story by ROBERT E. SHERWOOD • Directed by TAY GARNETT
A Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Release I-



As //#*> Bloom Off?

or

Ms the

Future Bright?

It's just about a half year now since "Bwana Devil"

lit up the skies over Hollywood in a twin theatre pre-

miere, rolled up a phenomenal gross and set the movie

world on its ear. It's just about <(0 days since the first

major studio three-dimension films were rushed into

theatres to confirm the promise that there exists a

market for 3D pictures. Xow. it's about time to take

stock.

Ask the exhibitor who has played nil or most of the

3D pictures yet released and you'll get a reaction some-

thing like this : There has been only one real sock

grosser so far in the new medium and that's been
"1 louse of Wax," which has been little less than sensa-

tional in all engagements. He'll tell you that all the

others have done well above average, far better than

most films without the depth dimension. Chances are

he'll also tell you (as they've told us) that the bloom is

fading from the novelty, as such, of 3D

That doesn't mean, by any stretch of the imagination,

that there isn't plenty of coin of the realm in the future

of depth films. The exhibitors we have talked and cor-

responded with, leading circuit operators and indepen-

dents who have had ample experience with the medium,
say the public is getting "choosier" every da)—which
means that 3D, alone, is not going to be enough. It will

have to be backed by solid story material and—mark
this—plenty of the "gimmick".

Experience has shown that pictures that lend them-

selves most suitably to the use of the 3D gimmick have
keen the consistently successful grossers. "House of

W ax" has maintained its superlative grossing power
right down the line because it was superior in every
vital phase to its predecessors, "Bwana Devil" and "Man
in the Dark." and to most of its successors. It employed
plenty oi the "coming-out-of-the-screen" tricks, had ;.

story that might have been written for the medium,
good color and technical quality. Horror and the "au-

dience attack" gimmick went together like ham 'n eggs
—and became as popular.

THE FIRST

CxciuMe $L BULLETIN ?eatm

By BARNEY STEIN

But just as that great American dish was established

as a natural, it can't be served as a steady diet Three-

dimension has proved its value in nourishing an ailing

boxoffice and whetting the public's appetite for movie-

going. Properly prepared, using the right ingredients

and seasoned with the gimmicks that bring out its full

flavor, 3D looms as an important staple in the film in-

dustry's pantry.

Compatibility with the 3D effect seems to have been

established in another type of story, the science-fiction

field. "It Came From Outer Space" was transformed

from what would have been a mere programmer into i

hefty boxoffice attraction, because, heie again, the trick

effects punched the shock value out mto the audience.

In the outdoor action field, "Fort Ti" started fairly

strong on the 3D novelty, then began to peter out as

selectivity set in. It was a weak start for westerns in

depth and still leaves unresolved the question as to

whether the outdoor action film is particularly adaptable

for 3D use. That question may be answered by War-

ner's "Charge at Feather River", which reportedly has

opened strong in its earliest runs.

< Hit of the early 3D's, one factor seems to have been

fairly well established—mere depth dimension without

resort to the "audience attack" gimmick isn't sufficient

to hold up even an upper bracket film A prime ex-

ample is Pine-Thomas' "Sangaree." Filmed in Techni-

color, toting highest star value of the current 3Ders,

sporting a big advance buildup, it laid an embarrassing

egg at the boxoffice soon after crowded openings. A
typical audience complaint : "Nothing comes out of the

screen at you !" The Pine-Thomas position that depth

(Continued on Page 8)
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"All I Desire''

3u4tH€44 'Rating O O
Boxoffice fate of this familiar "soap opera" will depend

largely on exploitation given it by individual exhibitor. On
own merits, it figures to be fairly strong for family houses

in cities and small towns, not so for sophisticates. Has

enough to hold action trade. Might have been a "sleeper"

if story had some fresh angles and more dramatic punch.

Barbara Stanwyck gives this a lift with one of her

better performances as vaudeville entertainer who re-

turns to small town husband and thiee children sbe

walked out on ten years before. New scandal arises

when old flame Lyle Bettger tries to involve her again

and sbe accidentally shoots him, but sbe proves in-

nocence and finally regains husband's love. Weakness
of James Gunn-Robert Bleec screenplay is that it fol-

lows well-beaten path. Universal pre^s book plays up

sin and sex angles with selling lines like: "Trash ! . . .

that's what they called Naomi the night she sneaked

out of town !" Neil

Universal-International. 79 Minutes. Barbara Stanwyck, Richard Carlson, Lyle

Bettger, Marcia Henderson, Lori Nelson Maureen O'Sullivan, Richard Long.

Producer, Ross Hunter. Director, Douglas Sirk.

"Hannah Lee" (3D)

Sd&uteu 'Rati*? O O
Only the 3D asset will get this any business. Will be no

boom to new medium. Poor depth, obviously hasty pro-

duction limit appeal to western fans and 3D addicts. Will

leave bad taste in other locations. N. G. for class houses.

Promising cast and scripter appear to have been

trampled in haste to get this Jack Broder production

into release. Stereo-Cine process used obviously inferior.

PatheColor unimpressive. MacKinlay Kantor-Rip Von
Ronkle screenplay hackneyed affair dealing with home-

steaders vs. cattlemen. Carey is gunman hired to chase

or kill settlers, polishes off three before he gets in a

battle with U. S. Marshal Ireland. Little 3D effect, lack

of gimmicks negate whatever value the depth dimension

might have added. Macdonald Carey, Joanne Dru. John

Ireland lend fair marquee value. Phil

Broder Productions. 78 Minutes. Macdonald Carey, Joanne Dru, John Ire-

land, Don Haggerty, Peter Ireland, Stuart Randall, Frank Ferguson. Tom
Powers. Producer-directors, John Ireland, Lee Garmes

"Second Chance"

Should ride the 3D tide to good grosses in most situations.

Least appeal for class houses. Strongest for action spots.

Names will help and exploitation values are good. Mini-

mum of trick effects will not please 3 Devotees.

Interest is built primarily on an exploitable perfor-

mance by Jack Balance, gunman out to silence Linda

Darnell before she can talk to Senate ?rime committee.

Ac tion and romance begins to spark when Darnell meets

Robert Mitchum, prize fighter who is running away
from himself because he killed a man in the ring. Nerve-

tight suspense evolves when the trio becomes stranded

in a sight-seeing cable car high above the mountains.

Here they resolve their problems in a situation of im-

pending doom for all. Best selling angles : three star

names—exhibitors should not overlook marquee value

of Palance—sex and suspense. Neil

RKO Radio. 82 Minutes. Linda Darnell, Robert Mitchum, Jack Palance, Dan
Seymour, Abel Fernandez. Producer, Edmund Grainger. Director, Rudolph Mate.

"The Sword and the Rose"

Weak Disney live-action (but no action) film from Eng-

land won't get far in U. S. market. Weakest for small

town situations. Slow-moving, heavy-handed costumer U
almost totally lacking in thrill and adventure elements es-

sential to its type. And with no names well known to

American audience it puts a heavy selling burden on the

exhibitor. Prospects dim, except, possibly, for houses

catering to better class trade who bring their children

to a Disney production.

Adapted from famous Charles Major's novel, "When
Knighthood Was in Flower", story deals with Tudor

court intrigue, and specifically with the romance be-

tween the king's sister and a commoner, who is finally

knighted so that he can marry her. Moments of high ad-

venture and villainy occasionally enliven lackadaisical

pace, hardly enough to keep most spectator's keen. Ex-

hibitor will have to resort to exploitation of Disney

reputation and to promise of the novel. Selling angles

will aid first-runs, but word -of-mouth will do this no

good in subs. Richard Todd may be remembered for

"Hasty Heart" performance. Phil

RKO Release (Disneyl. 91 Minutes. Richard Todd. Glynis Johns, Robertson

Justice, Michael Gough. Producer, Walt Disney. Director, Ken Annakin.

"Terror Dn A Train"

GutiKCto, Rati*? O O
Slightly higher rating in action houses as a dualler. Sus-

pense, Glenn Ford name make it adequate lower half

entry in subsequents and small towns. Ford and title

are the selling points.

Low-budget suspense melodrama filmed in England.

Works up fair degree of tension aronnd single thesis:

race against time to find time bomb among trainload of

Naval mines. Action confined mostly to sweating out

the search. Added twist has revelation of a second live

explosive after first is found. Nothing here above dual-

ler status. Best coupled with comedy or musical. Neil

M-G-M. 72 Minutes. Glenn Ford, Anne Vernon, Maurice Denham, Harcourt

Williams, Victor Maddern. Producer, Richard Goldstone Director Ted Tetilaff.

/Ra&H? OOOO TOPS OOO GOOD O O AVERAGE O POOI
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"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"

Stutter Rate*? OOOO
Tops for all situations. Big grosses even for action and

small town houses normally cool to musicals. Monroe-

Russell draw, sock musical numbers, eye-popping visual

appeal, hot word-of-mouth make it a can't-miss attrac-

tion. 20th-Fox's heavy pre-selling will have 'em waiting

for this one. The exhibitor can take it from there.

Big items to sell are the two stars—stroke-of-genius

casting—and the smash musical numbers that will rock

audiences right out of their seats. Nothing else matters

very much. Sol Siegel production lavish. Sumptuous

sets on luxury liner and in Paris, nitty costumes and

superb photography make it a Technicolor dream.

Monroe and Russell, dressed or nearly so, are long, low

whistle stuff, show ultra sex appeal and verve visually

and musically. Each of the five tune sequences is worth

price of admission alone. Russell's hot courtroom dance

will leave them gasping. Top songs : "Diamonds Are a

Girl's Best Friend", "Bye, Bye Baby", "Anyone Here

for Love." Good sprinkling of laughs, sharp dialogue

round out pure mass entertainment package. Yes,

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", and the public will

love 'em ! Barn

20th Century-Fox. 90 Minutes. Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe, Charles Co-

burn, Elliott Reid, Tommy Noonan, George Winslow, Marcel Dalio, Taylor

Holmes. Producer, Sol C. Siegel. Director, Howard Hawks.

"The Charge At Feather River" (3D)

ScttlKCte IRoUk? O O O
This rating will be bettered in action houses. Grosses will

approach but not reach the whoppers registered by
"House of Wax". Solid story, excellent 3D effects, War-
nerColor make it suitable even for class market. Best

of 3D westerns thus far.

I 'roves outdoor action film fine for depth dimension.

Plenty of action, good suspense, strong story holds

interest throughout. Well done from technical stand-

point, and plenty of the "come-at-you" gimmick. Scenery

and clashes between whites and redskins takes full ad-

vantage of depth. "Audience attack" effects fall in as

integral part of story. Natural scripting follows trip ot

motley band of castoffs into hostile Indian country to

rescue pair of girls held captive in Cherokee village.

Their tortuous return, hampered by relentless redskin

pursuit and treachery of one of the girls gone native

keeps eyes glued to the screen. Warners prosbook sells

out-of-the-screen action, "by the producers of 'House of

Wax' " prestige, and "you are there" angles. Buy, bor-

row or steal that flashy WB display piece for lobby. Phil

Warner Bros. 94 Minutes. Guy Madison, Frank Lovejny Helen Westcott, Vera
Miles, Dick Wesson, Onslow Stevens, Steve Brodie, Ron Hagerthy, James
Brown, Fred Carson. Producer, David Weisbart. Director, Gordon Douglas.

"The Band Wagon"

GcaiHCM KatcH? GOO
Strong for metropolitan markets, except action houses.

Sophisticated comedy, satire, ballet will send this soaring

to peak grosses in class spots. Topflight musical score,

climaxed by smash production number gives it strength

generally. Rates lowest for rural situation, but still good.

Astaire is the one marquee name.

The Howard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz songs—a good

dozen—and Fred Astaire's adroit stepping form the

bright, bouncy core of this smart M-G-M Technicolor

tunefilm. Lilt, humor and nostalgia ma-k the score, with

such oldtime, all-time favorites as "Dancing in the

Dark", "I Love Louisa", "A Shine on Your Shoes".

"Louisiana Hayride" and "I Guess I'll Have To Change
My Plan" making this a real musical treat for all

sectors of movie audiences. Lavish Aithur Freed pro-

duction comes to sensational finish with a song-and-

dance take-off on the Mickey Spillane private eye type

of sex and murder theme. Called "Girl Hunt", this gives

the film a roaring climax that will send them out talking

it up. Betty Comden-Adolph Green screenplay portrays

Astaire as has-been hoofer, who tries to change his style

for modern version of "Faust", but ends up with his con-

verting Orson W'ellsian producer (Jack Buchanan) to

pop presentation. Script has some humorous switches

on usual backstage musical plot. Cyd Charisse is deco-

rative, dances like she has a tight girdle on. Nanette Fa-

bray is a zestful song stylist. Exhibitors strongest sell-

ing points: The songs and "Girl Hunt" number. Barn

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 112 Minutes. Fred Astaire, Cyd Charisse, Oscar Levant,

Nanette Fabray, Jack Buchanan, James Mitchell, Robert Gist. Producer,

Arthur Freed. Director, Vincente Minnelli.

"The Maze" (3D)

SututeM 1R<ztut$ Q O O
A natural for the action market. Plenty of angles for

shock selling. Can be sold in all but top class houses. 3D

scare effects may be too much for those with weak

stomachs, but horror fans will lap it up. Terror that comes

out at you is the big bertha in selling this 3D shocker.

Barring admission during last 10 minutes good gimmick.

Natural combination of horror and 3D in suspense

shocker. Uses depth medium to good effect. W ill scare

the daylights out of audience when monstrous toadman

jumps into their laps after suspense buildup. Suspense

builds after slow start as American goes to ancestral

Scottish castle, changes into man .if mystery and

worried friends try to find out why. Climax has two

girls uncovering secret after wending w ay thr< ugh box

hedge maze—a 200-year-old monstrosity shaped like a

giant toad. Its death plunge w ill have audiences shriek-

ing. Little marquee value, but good performances from

cast headed by Richard Carlson, Phil

Allied Artists. 80 Minutes. Richard Carlson, Veronica Hurst, Katherine Emery,

Michael Pate, John Dodsworth, Hillary Brooke, Stanley Fraser, Lillian Bond.

Producer, Richard Heermance. Director, William Cameron Meniies.
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THE FIRS! 90 DAYS DF 3D

Cusiumvrs Want tl*v "Shack*9 Effects

(Continued from Page 5)

alone was sufficient, that the action take place behind

the picture frame, as it would on a stage, seems unten-

able, despite the fact that "Sangaree" was one of then-

most ambitious efforts. Another example of how the

3D value can be dissipated is provided by MGM's
"Arena", which should have been made in the conven-

tional two dimensions, for all the 3D effects it offers.

The moviegoers themselves clearly manifested their

desire for "shock" effects in the audience poll on 3D con-

ducted by FILM BULLETIN recently. In the over-

whelming majority of cases, the pollees were most im-

pressed by the gimmick aspect of 3D. The approximate-

ly 1000 respondents in all age groups said they got their

biggest kick from the objects that came out of the

screen, like the falling body, the paddle-ball, the hurled

chair. It was discussion of these factors afterwards that

snowballed the grosses on "House of Wax".

Obviously the gimmick alone wouldn't have been

enough to maintain the popularity of "House of Wax",

as many of the other 3D films have • hown. The sen-

sational popularity of the new dimension naturally

brought out quickies that sought to cash in on the

public's indiscriminate rush to break down the doors for

any 3D attraction. Their holdover power wasn't there,

however, because they lacked the quality that must go

with the gimmick.

Now that the novelty is wearing thin and the public

is exercising its selectivity privilege, the industryites

who pooh-poohed 3D as a passing fancy are priming

their "I told you so" guns. They would do well not to

pull the trigger yet, lest the future make them out near-

sighted prophets. We must go along with the wealth of

evidence that supports the contention that 3D is here to

stay—for a long while, at least. Let's itemize them.

Item I: The promise of 3D films coming up.

Looming brightly on the 3D horizon are an even

dozen completed depth pictures, most of them in color.

Warners appear to have a second successive click in

"Charge at Feather River". The same attention to de-

tail and concentration on 3D effects that went into

"I louse of Wax" has been put into tl is one, making it

by far the best of the outdoor 3Ders. WB also has "The
Moonlighter", starring Barbara Stanwyck and Fred

MacMurray, and is finishing up the John Wayne starrer,

"Hondo". 20th-Fox, despite its preoccupation with Cine-

maScope, might, ironically enough, come up with one ol

the very best 3D entries in "Inferno." It's a solid dra-

matic story with, reportedly, a full share of trick effects,

plus the magnificent backgrounds of Death Valley.

From Columbia, a 3D Rita Hayworth in "Miss Sadie

Thompson" could set a boxoffice bonfire as hot as the

"Heat Is On" number in this perennial Somerset

Maugham story. And look who's in it with her—Jose

Ferrer and Aldo Kay.

Paramount has a bountiful pair in the Martin & Lewis

comedy, "Money from Nome" and first 31) musical,

"Those Redheads from Seattle".

KKO's "Second Chance", starring Robert Mitchum
and Linda Darnell, works into the suspense category,

and "Devil's Canyon", with Virginia Mayo and Dale

Robertson in the starring roles, has an outdoor action

background. United Artists is ready with "I, the Jury",

first of the Mickey Spillane popular private eye novels

and if this one is well made it should be a lulu. UA also

will have "Captain John Smith and Pocahontas". I'ni-

versal's western "Wings of the Hawk" has Van Hefiin

and Julia Adams.

\\ hether these pictures will live up to their promise

is, of course, a moot question now. What should be de-

termined, however, from their reception at the boxoffice

is the type of picture and presentation best suited to the

depth medium. A wide variety will be sampled—drama,

action, western, musical, comedy, a lventure. They
should provide at least the beginnings of the 3D mea-

suring rod.

(Continued on Page 26)

GUY MADISON IN "CHARGE AT FEATHER RIVER"
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WHITE
WITCH DOCTOR

starring SUSAN HAYWARD
ROBERT MITCHUM
Color by TECHNICOLOR

This one will be launched in

New England, Upper New York
State and San Francisco with a

special round-the-clock TV cam-
paign backed by page-dominating

ads selling this great cast and action-
packed African adventure story.

PICKUP ON
SOUTH STREE1
starring RICHARD WIDMAR

JEAN PETERS • THELMA RITTE

ilP"and sell-packed large-spac
newspaper ads are backing thi

one to record grosses everywhere
Smash opening, Roxy, New York

You too will clean up with 'Pickup

CJ± (\Q f* GENTLEME

I.Er&'*J PREFER BLOHDE
starring JANE RUSSEL

MARILYN MONRC
co-starring CHARLES COBUR

Color by TECHNICOLI

Most publicized picture <

the year! Featured on con

ers of LIFE and COSMOPOLITAh
multi-page stories in COLLIER'

and ESQUIRE! And these are ju

the beginning! Watch the tremendoi
advance publicity that's making tr

whole nation "Blondes"-consciou

DAHGEROUS
CROSSIHG

starring JEANNE CRAIN

MICHAEL RENNIE

Backed by TV-radio-
newspaper saturation in

the "Pickup on South
Street" manner, and
especially prepared

2/OOO-line newspaper ads.

GLORY BRIGAI
starring VICTOR MATUI

Glory for your scree I

fireworks for your bo
office on the Fourth r

July! New York Premief
for Herald Tribune Fresh /

Fund, with CBS stars in I

special radio show w
make national news ail

spark the four-area openin i

in Cincinnati, Clevelan
Pittsburgh, and Detroit arec.

m

Date 'em now .

.

. and take at



MAN ON
A TIGHTROPE
starring FREDRIC MARCH
TERRY MOORE • GLORIA

GRAHAME • CAMERON MITCHELL

LIFE Magazine hails this top
suspense thriller as MOVIE OF

THE WEEK! Two full page breaks
vvThis Week" magazine! New

York Premiere sponsored by Inter-

W national Rescue Committee and cov-
" ered by ABC-TV, radio and newsreels.
In big boxoffice news!

MISTER

SCOUTMASTER
starring CLIFTON WEBB

co-starring EDMUND GWENN
and GEORGE "FOGHORN" WINSLOW

Pre-sold by a $250/000
national television campaign

reaching into millions of homes
across the nation. Fifteen different
T.V. trailers/ featuring Clifton Webb

and George (Foghorn) Winslow.
Date it now for August and get in

on this great 20th showmanship campaign!

C. S. Forester's

V SAILOR

OF THE KING
starring JEFFREY HUNTER

ICHAEL RENNIE • WENDY FULLER
Based on the novel "Brown On Resolution"

20th's Coronation Picture!

Premiered in festive London
before gala royal audience.

World-wide press coverage by on-
the-spot correspondents is now doing

a powerful pre-selling job in your city!

INFERNO
in CLEAR VISION 3-D

with STEREOPHONIC SOUND

starring ROBERT RYAN

RHONDA FLEMING

WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Big 3-Dimension adventure,
suspense, action! Specially
written/ specially produced

for 3-D! An attraction as
boxoffice-hot as its title!

THE KID

FROM LEFT FIELD
starring DAN DAILEY

ANNE BANCROFT

Ifi&J Special local campaigns tieing

in with civic groups, the Little

League and other sports organi-
zations in the successful pattern of
"Pride of St. Louis/7 A natural for
ballyhoo with a complete line of

novelty accessories that make
every youngster your press agent!

POWDER
RIVER

starring RORY CALHOUN
CORINNE CALVET

CAMERON MITCHELL
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Sweeping TV- radio - news-
r paper barrage is blanketing the
Midwest for the 600-date satura-
tion booking now getting top grosses

throughout Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Nebraska and Utah!

ll*1ih\ V ihl lit

n wery single home to pre-sell these sock hits!
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STUDIO SIZ6-UPS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Heavy Production Slate

On Tap for Balance of '53

Allied Artists executives say that the com-

pany is just now hitting its production stride

for the year, and that the level of four pic-

tures in production this month will be either

equalled or surpassed for the remaining five

months in 1953.

All future Allied Artists products will be

filmed for projection on wide screen as well

as standard sized screens, beginning with

the eight pictures in production this month.

That was the word from Richard Heer-

mance, assistant to executive producer Wal-

ter Mirisch. This means simply, that every

scene will be framed to allow more back-

ground top and bottom, so that the widest

aspect ratio will not cut off the characters. ...

First picture to roll on the new slate of

I

wide-screen productions was "Slade" (Doro-

thy Malone-Mark Stevens), a top-budgeter

i which went before the cameras June 25th —
, Lindsley Parsons producing, Harold Shus-
1

ter directing. "Bowery Bloodhounds" (Bow-

ery Boys), which got underway in late June,

also allows for wide-screen projection. The

latter film is a Ben Schwalb production,

directed by Edward Bernds.

The heavy slate of July starters also in-

cludes one in 3-D and two in color. "Tab-

loid" (Stanley Clements), Ben Schwalb pro-

ducer, rolled on July 8. Coming up later

in the month are: "Pride of the Blue Grass,"

Hayes Goetz producer, in color; Walter

Wanger's "Riot In Cell Block 11" in 3-D,

'Crane Wilbur directing; "House in the Sea"

(Richard Conte), a William F. Brody pro-

duction; "The Black Prince," Associated

British Pictures Corp. feature to be pro-

duced by Mirisch; "Ketchikan," Lindsley

Parsons production, to be filmed in color.

(Casting and director assignments had not

jbeen completed on most of the above fea-

tures at the time FILM BULLETIN went

to press.

!
July release schedule includes AA's first

3-D feature, "The Maze" (Richard Carlson-

Cxckm BULLETIN feature

By JAY ALLEN

Veronica Hurst); "Northern Patrol" (Kirby

Grant), July 12; "Affair in Monte Carlo"

(Merle Oberon-Richard Todd-Leo Gcnn),

in Technicolor, July 19

COLUMBIA

Strong Backlog Prompts

Col. Slow-down for Summer
With the biggest backlog of top-budget

pictures in company history, Columbia will

probably experience a summer slow-down

in production, with only three or four fea-

tures to be filmed during July, August and

early September. However, studio officials

deny there is any truth to reports that the

plant will be shut down entirely during that

period.

One new film is slated to start during July

and, as of this writing, two have been defin-

itely scheduled for August.

The sole July starter is "Jesse James vs.

the Daltons," a Sam Katzman production in

3-D, William Castle directing. The two

slated for August filming are "Clowns With

Baggy Pants" (Mickey Rooney), an original

circus story by De Vallon Scott, to be shot

in 3-D, and Katzman's "Battle of Rogue

River," also in 3-D.

In spite of the slow-down in new entries,

the studio wil be active in winding up four

productions which started last month. These

are: "A Name For Herself" (Judy Holli-

day-Peter Lawford), produced by Fred

Kohlmar, directed by George Cukor; "The

Caine Mutiny" (Humphrey Bogart-Jose

Ferrer-Van Johnson-Fred MacMurray), a

Stanley Kramer production directed by Ed-

ward Dmytryk, in Technicolor; "The Ne-

braskan" (Phil Carey-Roberta Haynes), pro-

duced by Wallace Mac Donald, directed by

Fred F. Sears, in Technicolor and 3-D;

"Drums of Tahiti" (Patricia Medina-Dennis

O'Kcefc), produced by Sam Katzman, di-

rected by William Cas'le.

Upon completion of cutting and dubbing

chores on "The Nebraskan," producer Wal-

lace MacDonald will leave Columbia, ending

a 15-year association with the studio.

Sam Katzman tells FILM BULLETIN
that he is contemplating shooting his entire

slate of 17 pictures for Columbia release in

3-D. His first venture with 3-D, "Fort Ti,"

currently in release, is piling up sizeable

grosses in all situations.

Company has acquired releasing rights to

Bryan Foy's "The Mad Magician" . . . John

Derek has been released from his Columbia

contract.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

With 16 Ready for Release

Only One New Feature Shooting

In all, Lippert has a total of 16 completed

and unreleased films, as compared with a

normal backlog of eight to ten features.

Releases are slated at the rate of three per

month through July and August. Those on

the July release schedule are: "The Great

Jesse James Raid" (Willard Parker-Barbara

Payton-Tom Neal-Wallace Ford), filmed

in AnscoColor; "Project Moon Base" (Ross

Ford), a science-fiction yarn; "Spaceways"

(Howard Duff-Eva Bartok).

August releases are: "Norman Conquest"

(Tom Conway), a British-made detective

mystery; "Undercover Agent" (Dermot

Walsh-Hazel Court), an espionage thriller,

also produced in England, and a re-issue of

the old Douglas Fairbanks classic, 'The Iron

Mask."

With this big backlog, only one new film

is presently in work for Lippert release. This

lone entry is "Trumpet Story" (Alex Nicol),

which is bein;; produced in Fngland by Ex-

clusive Films, Ltd. One other film, "Sins of

Jezebel" (Paulette Goddard), which com-

pleted shooting in AnscoColor a couple of

weeks ago, is currently being edited and

scored.

The AnscoColor used for "The Great

Jesse James Raid" has scored quite a hit in

Hollywood. Those who have seen it claim

it is unmatched for brilliance and trueness oi

color.

(Continued on Page 14)
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METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Strong Second-Half Program

Should Lick Leo's '53 Slump

To steal a title of one of its currently film-

ing features, MGM seems to be riding the

"Crest of the Wave," at the moment, with

one of the most impressive list of produc-

tions of the entire year. In all, there are

five pictures shooting, four of them in Tech-

nicolor, and all of them sparked by to])

drawer casts. Exhibitors, who have been

complaining about the quality of Metro pro-

duct this year, undoubtedly hope the pic-

tures measure up to the quality of the casts.

They are: "The Flame and the Flesh''

(Lana Turner-Pier Angeli), shooting in Na-

ples, Italy—Joe Pasternak producing, Rich-

ard Brooks directing; "Knights of the Round

Table" (Robert Taylor- Ava Gardner-Mel

Ferrer), filming in Lond< n—Pandro S. Ber-

man producing, Richard Thorpe directing;

"Rhapsody" (Elizabeth Taylor-Vittorio

Gassman), Lawrence Weingartner producer,

Charles Vidor director; "The Long, Long

Trailer" (Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz-Marjorie

Main - Keenan Wynn)—Pandro S. Berman

producer, Vincente Minnelli director; and

"Crest of the Wave" (Gene Kelly), shooting

in England—Roy and John Boulting sharing

producer-director credits. The latter film

is the lone black and white entry

However, following this line-up now in

production, it appears that Metro may back-

slide again during the latter half of July,

with a pair of comparatively unimpressive

quickies set to roll. They are: "Gypsy Colt"

(Donna Corcoran-Ward Bond-Frances Dee)
- Wiliam Grady Jr., producing, and Andrew
Martin directing; and "Tennessee Champ"
(Dewey Martin-Keenan Wynn-Cara Will-

iams) — Sol Baer Fielding producer, Fred

Wilcox director.

The next production scheduled at the

studio is "Executive Suite" (William Hol-

den-Frederic March-June All vson-Barbara

Stanwyck-Shelley Winters-Louis Calhern-

Walter Pidgeon - Nina Foch) — to be pro-

duced by John Houseman and directed by

Robert Wise. No definite starting date has

been set, but it is expected to get underway

around mid-August.

E. J. Mannix, MGM vice-president and

general manager, has been signed to a new
long-term contract at the studio. Mannix
has been a top Metro executive for the past

28 years.

Negotiations are underway to secure the

services of Gregory Peck to star in "The
True and the Brave," an original spy story

which Gottfried Keinhardt will direct against

backgrounds in England and Holland.

Technicolor Corp. has started running of

new prints of "Gone With The Wind" which
MGM will reissue in wide screen, with an

aspect ratio of 1:85 to 1.
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DON HARTMAN

PARAMOUNT

Hartman Story Sense Gets

Credit for Product Uplift

The influence of Don Hartman is only

now beginning to reflect itself in the Para-

mount product, with the result that the en-

tire film industry is apt to start doing a

little re-appraising of the true leaders in

H i >llywood.

Hartman's shrewd story sense, backed by
Y. Frank Freeman's boxoffice sense, is

giving evidence of returning Paramount to

a position of preeminence in Hollywood.
Hartman has demonstrated that he believes

in a good story, well-told, rather than a

glossy production dressed up in a lot of fan-

cy trappings to bedazzle an audience. And,
on the basis of some of the-product recently

previewed on this lot, your Studio Size-ups

reporter is ready to predict that Paramount's
Hartman is going to be viewed as a mighty
valuable property.

\\ ithin a week of each other, two pictures

previewed in Hollywood, prove beyond a

shadow of a doubt that Paramount has an

accurate aim on the boxoffice bullseye. They
were "Roman Holiday" (Gregory Peck-
Audrey Hepburn) and "Little Boy Lost"
(Bing Crosby). Neither is a spectacular

production, but each is destined to be a win-
ner. The stories are solid, and told ex-

ceedingly well. And the result is a finished

product that rings true and bodes to add as

much prestige to this studio as any pictures

to come out of Hollywood this season.

There are three pictures shooting on the

lot at the present time, with a fourth due to

start around FILM BULLETIN'S press

date. Those now in production are: "Knock
On Wood" (Danny Kaye-Mai Zetterling)

—

a Panama- Frank comedy in Technicolor;

Alaska Seas" (Robert Ryan-Jan Sterling) -

Mel Epstein producer, Jerry Hoppere direc-

tor; and "The Naked Jungle" (Charlton

Heston-Eleanor Parker—produced in Tech-
nicolor by George Pal, directed by liyron

Haskin. The new starter is "Mr. Casanova"

(Bob Hope-Joan Fontainc-Ba^l Rathbone)
—produced by Paul Jones directed by Nor-
man Z. McLeod.

REPUBL IC

Joan Crawford To Report

In August for "Johnny Guitar"
Republic will coast during July with onl>

one picture definitely sla'ed to be in produc-

tion during the month. That is the comedy
with music, "Geraldine" (John Carroll-.\I alt

Powers-Stan Freberg), Sidney Picker i«J

producing, R. G. Springsteen directing.

Two new features are slated to roll 5r|

August, with the possibility of at least ond
and possibly two more to be added betweer

now and then. Topping the August slate i:|

"Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford), whicH
playwright Philip Yordan is adapting from
the Roy Chanslor novel. Nicholas Ray ha

been set to produce and direct. The acqui

sition of Miss Crawford is the biggest stai

news Republic has had to boast in years. Sh

postponed a deal to appear in Paramount' 1

"Lisbon" to fulfill her commitment to Yates

Also starting in Angus* will be "Jubile 1

Trail," a Joseph Kane producer-directo
j

stint, which has not beer, cast yet.

Production probably will not pick u

around Republic—at least not to any apt]

preciable degree—before late August or earl 1

September. At that time, there will be

general switch-over to high budget drama:

comedies and musicals—with only a fed

westerns—and those in the high budget clasJ

Even such established western stars as Re
Allen are being groomed for romantic lead

as Republic prepares to step into "class

production.

RKO

Disney Move May Signal

RKO Switch to CinemaScope
Walt Disney has selected CinemaScope ;[

his choice among the new movie proecessejE.

and will make at least three features, as w<

as a number of shorts, in the system. Thl

has given rise to wide-spread circulate

that RKO may soon follow in his footstel

by adopting the 20th Century-Fox proceH
for its own studio-produced product.

Disney's initial trio of films utilizing tf;

CinemaScope photographic lenses will

"Lady and the Tramp," a cartoon adapt

from an original story by Ward Greene,

be released in late 1954; Jules Yerne's "2'i;

000 Leagues L'nder the Sea," a live-actij

venture; and another action film which hi

not yet been designated. The first Cinen

Scope short by Disney will be one of tl

Adventure In Music series.

Two features, one an Edmund Grains/

production; the other a King Brothers im-

pendent, are the only pictures for RKO I

lease now shooting. The Grainger featuB

"The French Line" (Jane Ru'-sell-Gilb i

Roland - Arthur Hunnicutt - Craig Steve™ \

Mary McCarthy), gets a Technicolor tintiJ

and is being directed by Lloyd I'.acon. KB
Neumann directs the King film, "Carnivl

(Continued on Page 9
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STUDIO size-ups
(Continued jrom Page III

(Anne Baxter-Steve Cochran-Lyle Bettger),

which is being filmed in Munich, Germany,

in color.

As of this writing, nothing else has been

scheduled to start during July.

One August project on the agenda is

Grainger's "The Silver Horde." The pro-

ducer expects to have John Wayne and Jane

Russell as stars. It is a story of the salmon

fishing industry, and will be in Technicolor.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Zanuck Orders Top Speed

On 'Robe' for Aug. 27 Premiere
To expedite completion of the first Cine-

maScope picture, "The Robe," and ready

it for special pre-release engagements start-

:
ing before September 1, Darryl Zanuck put

the studio on a 24-hour "crash" operational

,
basis.

The order was directed to the music de-

partment, re-recording, special effects, and

, other technical groups. Zanuck aims to

make prints of the wide-screen spectacle

1 available for some 150 theatres which are

: now equipped for Cinema Scope. World pre-

I

miere of "The Robe" will be at the N. Y.

Roxy about Aug. 27.

The Technicolor laboratories have pro-

mised their cooperation matching their pace

to that of the studio's in order to rush things

i
to completion.

As of right now, production at Fox is at

its lowest ebb of the vear, with only two
features shooting. However, two more are

slated to join this curtailed line-up of pro-

duction during the last half of this month.

The two features now in front of the

cameras—both in CinemaScope and Techni-

color — are: "The Gladiators," formerly

"Story of Demetrius "
(
victor Mature-Susan

Hayward - Michael Rernie — produced by
' Frank Ross, directed by Delmar Daves, and

"Hell and High Water" (Richard Widmark-
Bella Darvi-Victor Francen)—produced by

Raymond A. Klune, directed bv Samuel Ful-

ler.

WILLIAM GOETZ

Scheduled to start within the next few

days are two more CinemaScope spectacles

in Technicolor: "Prince Valiant" (Robert

Wagner - Janet Leigh - Debra Paget - James
Mason)—Robert L. Jacks producer, Henry
Hathaway director, and "King of the Khy-
ber Rifles" ( Tyrone Power-Terry Moore)

—

Frank P. Rosenberg producer, Henry King
director. Meanwhile, two more CS features

have been put on the 1953 slate. "Volcano"

(this title will have to be changed), will be

produced by Robert L. Jacks in Mexico. The
original story deals with adventure in the

gold mines. Samuel G. Engel will produce

"The Lady or the Tiger" in India and Egypt.

On August 10, Producer Nunnally Johnson

will make his debut as a director, when he

launches production on "Night People," for

which he will also receive scripting credit.

Gregory Peck and Gloria Grahame will be

starred in the film, to be shot in Cinema-

Scope and Technicolor in Germany. The
story deals with the clashing Allied-Russian

interests in post-war Germany.
Betty Grable and Flx finally decided to

terminate their 17 year-old association earlier

t h i ^ month, with Miss Grable planning to

turn free lancer.

Director Robert Webb, who just com-
pleted "Beneath the 12 Mile Reef," has been

handed a term pact by the studio

UNITED ARTISTS

Five Inde Units Working

As UA Product Builds Up

There will be no shoruige of product from

United Artists release, if the heavy produc-

tion activity during July is any indication.

Whereas most companies are dragging far

behind normal in production this month, UA
is sitting pretty, with five of its independent

production outfits at work on new features.

In addition, the company has lined up still

another inde production outfit to further

swr ell the rapidly growing list of product

contributors.

Robert Rossen, who has been inactive in

film business for the past couple of years

following his admission of Communist activi-

MILTON

ties is the latest producer to sign a United

Artists distribution deal. The contract calls

for two pictures to be delivered to the dis-

tributing company, both of which will be

produced, directed and written by Rossen.

They are: "Alexander the Great," which he

is currently scripting, and "Fame".
Pictures now shooting, or scheduled to go

before the end of the month, all for UA re-

lease are: "Beachhead" (Tony Curtis-Frank

Lovejoy-Mary Murphy)—produced by Ho-
ward W. Koch and Aubrey Schenck, directed

by Stuart Heisler; "Camel Corps" (Rod
Cameron-Joanne Dru-John Ireland)—an Ed-
ward Small production shooting in Kanab,

Utah, Ray Nazarro directing; "The Story of

William 'Tell" (Errol Flynn)—a F'lynn pro-

duction shooting in Italy, with J. Barret

Mahon producing; "The Americano" (Glenn

Ford) produced by Robert Stillman, directed

by Budd Boetticher, with location filming to

be done in Brazil; and "Star of India"

(Cornel Wilde-Jean Wallace), a Robert

Stross Technicolor production to be filmed

in the north of Italy—Arthur Lubin direct-

ing. Moulin Productions, headed by Eliot

Hyman, G. Ralph Branton and Harold

Mirisch is supplying the American end of

the financing on the Stillman production of

"Americano".

United Artists will release five pictures,

headed by Sam Speigel's Technicolor "Mel-

ba" during the month of August. Others for

the month are: "Captain Scarlett," in Tech-

nicolor; the 3-D "I, the Jury," "The Gay Ad-
venture", and "War Paint" in Pathe color.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Goetz Departure Seen

Serious Loss to Universal

As has been suspected for a long time,

Willian Goetz is parting ways with this com-

pany. He is leaving in September, a couple

months before his con*ract expires. It is

understood that president Milton R. Rackmil

and Edward Muhl, vice-president in charge

of studio operations, will take over control of

production. 'They will be assisted by ad chief

(Continued on Page 16)
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I >a \ icl Lipton, who acts in an advisory capa

city.

As production chief, Goetz played a key

role in putting Universal back on its feet

after those almost-disastrous years in lin-

early '40's, when the emphasis was on "pres-

tige" product, the kind that brought neither

prestige nor profit to the company. Nate

Blumberg, a shrewd showman with an ex-

hibition background, and Goetz devised the

production formula that has made U-I one

of the most successful film companies in the

business.

There can be no doubt that the loss of

Goetz will be a serious blow to U-I. He has

been turning out comparatively inexpensive

pictures which not only look much more ex-

pensive than they really are, but also con-

sistently contain the necessary elements for

good boxoftnce. This s'tidio will be closely

watched now by exhibitors, who will be

eager to see if the new management can

follow the Goetz money-making formula.

Production at U-I continues to be very

markedly on the ebbing tide, with only two

pictures shooting simultaneously, as against

a normal for the studio of approximately a

half dozen. Starting this month, cameras

were grinding on "The Glenn Miller Story"

(James Stewart-June Allyson) in Techni-

color, produced by Aa'on Rosenberg, di-

rected by Anthony Mann, and "The Glass

Webb" (Edward G. Robinson) a 3D mystery

meller, produced by Albert J. Cohen, di-

rected by Jack Arnold.

As these two features finished filming, a

pair of new starters moved on the sound-

stages to take their place. These are: "Son

of Cochise" (Rock Hudson-Barbara Rush)

—Ross Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk di-

rector; and "The Breckenridge Story"

(Audie Murphy-Dan Duryea-Susan Cabot)

—John W. Rogers producer, Jesse Hibbs di-

rector. Both are being filmed in Technicolor.

A deal is about set with Ruth Roman to

co-star with James Stewart in "The Far

Country", which goes before the cameras in

mid-August — Aaron Rosenberg producing,

Anthony Mann directing. Another of the

company's major productions of the year—

a

re-make of "Magnificent Obsession" (Jane

Wyman-Rock Hudson) is now slated for a

mid-September start.

Norman Corwin has been signed to screen-

play "The Holy Grail," CJ-I's entry in the

current cycle of Biblical films. The story is

set in Judea in the year 6 A.D. and deals with

Maximus, who became ti e curator of Judea

after I'ontiiis Pilate. Ted Richmond will pro-

duce the epic in Technicolor this winter.
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WARNER BROTHERS

WB Shut-down Due To End

July 20 with Start of 3-Der

Following several false starts, the lights

are due to go on again here on or about July

20, ending the long shut-down. Resumption

of shooting with Warner* all-media cameras

will be marked by the start of "Rear Guard''

(Guy Madison) in 31) and WarnerColor.

This will be followed by "Bounty Hunter"

(Randolph Scott), which Sam Bischoff will

produce from an original story of crime in

the 1880's by Winsteon Miller and Finlay

McDermid.

riu- script on "Helen of Troy" has been

completed by John Twist and attention has

been turned toward casting what promises

to be one of Warners biggest pictures of

recent years.

Two likely August starters are "Dial M for

Murder" (Ray Milland), which Hitchcock

will direct, and "Them" a chiller about an

invasion by giant ants.

Upon completion of Wayne-Fellows'

"Hondo" (John Wayne-Geraldine Page) 3D

and WarnerColor, the only picture recently

produced for Warner release, the same unit

will start preparations on another 3Der "Man

Killer", original circus varn by Paul Fix.

John Farrow, who directed "Hondo" for

producer Robert Fellows, probably will di-

rect. It will be filmed on location with the

Clyde Beatty circus, with Beatty and Mickey

Spillane, author of the Mike Hammer mys-

teries, playing leading roles.

INDEPENDENTS

Financing Again Being Made

Available To Indes for 2D & 3D

Independent production appears to be on
the upbeat again, following several weeks of

comparative inactivity which follow-ed in the

wake of the first 3D and wide-screen scurry.

Some indies report that financiers, who prac-

tically shut the door on all independent

movie backing during this period, are once

again showing a receptive, if still somewhat
restrained, attitude toward picture deals.

Oddly enough, in most instances financing

seems to be no harder tr get on a 2D ven-

ture than it is on pictures to be filmed in 3D
or wide-screen.

Independent pictures now shooting in-

clude: Wisberg-Pollexfen's production of

"Return to Treasure Island" (Tab Hunter-

Dawn Addams-Porter Hall)—E. A. DuPont
directing for the producer team: Filmakers'
" The Bigamist" (Joan Fontaine-Ida Lupino-

Edmond < >'Brien-Edmund Gwenn)—Collier

Young producing, Bob Frgenweiler direct-

ing: "CrazylegSj All-American" (Elroy

Hirsch-Lloyd Nolan-Joan Vohs-Bob Water-

field)—a Hall Bartlett production directed

by Francis Lyon.

Magna Corp. will get filming underwaw

within the next month on the Rogers and

Hammerstein musical "Oklahoma," to be

filmed in the new Tod 1 \0 system, which

resembles Cinerama, while using only one

camera and one projector. The film will be

shot on the Goldwyn lot in Hollywood, with

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., producing and prob-

ably Fred Zinncman directing.

Production is also expected to start this!

fall on another big independent musical

"Carmen," which is a jo'nt project of Ron

ben Mamoulian and Maxwell Anderson. Ill

will he filmed in color in Spain.

On the dramatic side Jose Ferrer and

Katharine Hepburn are known to be talking

a deal whereby they would independentlj

produce and star in a tno of films, including

Shakespere's "The Taming of the Shrew"

"The Shrike," from the Broadway pla\

which Ferrer produced; and "The Million

airess," from the George Bernard Shaw play

Kirk Douglas' independent company

Byrna Production, has just set a third Euro I

pean production starring Douglas, to star

'

in late summer or early fall. The produc

tion has a working title of "The Beau", an(

is based on the Beau Brummel character.

Albert Zugsmith, who recently completec

"Paris Model," has just added a fourth pro

duction to his 1953 slate of independent pic

tures. Titled "Teen Age Gang," the new pro|

ject will deal with the problem of juvenilJ

delinquency. Among the other pictures oi

his slate for this year are "Female of th

Town" and "Green Green Zog."

Producer-dii ector Earl McEvoy has jus

purchased an original script, "Goya," to b

filmed in Spain under a co-production dea

in Technicolor. The story will dramatiz

the romantic life of the famous painte

through his works, and emphasize his affai

with the Duchess of Alba.

Independents slated to start within thi

month are "Target—Earth" (Not cast)—

a

Abtcon Picture to be produced by Henna

Cohen, directed by Sherman Rose; "Fre

and Easy" (Richard Egan-Beverly Michaels

—Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse prci

ducing and directing: "Screaming Eagles

(Not cast) an Edward Small production-

Otto Ludwig serving as producer Ray N;

zarro directing; "The Bachelor" (Wand

Hendrix-William Lundigan) — Irving Stai

producer, Lazlo Benedek director; and "No:

Noa" (Not cast) an Oceanic Production fe;

ture to be shot in Paris and Hawaii, Gen

Sherman producing, David Bradley direcj

ing.

One of the early August starters will 1

"Duel in the Jungle" (Jeanne Crain-Dai

Andrews), to be filmed in South Africa

—

be co-produced by Tony Owen and tl

British Picture Corp , and directed 1

George Marshall.

J



MERRY
GO-ROUND

If the MERRY-GO-ROUND of High Prices has you spin-

ning, these daze . . . here's the reason.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has recorded a 90.8%
increase in your cosf of living from 1939 to 1952 . . . with

such items as FOOD, FUEL, RENT and APPAREL leading
the way. The Exhibitors Digest reports that from 1940 to

1952 the cost of your theatre equipment and supplies

zoomed upward 98.9% . . . highlighted by such typical

increases as PROJECTION EQUIPMENT . . . 115%;
MARQUEE LETTERS . . . 126%; SEATS . . . 143%.

BUT you'll catch the one gold ring on this carousel of

increased costs when you note the negligible increase,

IF ANY, you've received from NSS during these same
years of spiraling expenses.

COMPARE all your costs with the LOW COST,
Service-With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby.

\.Qcbemmmmv.xcwm service
\J p/HZf goer of mr mousmy



Advice To Producers

A pat on the back to the distributors for

releasing quality product during May and

June, and a series of recommendations on

3D and wide screen to all branches of the

industry was delivered bv vice president Ed-

ward L. Hyman at a special news confer-

ence in the American Broadcasting-Para-

mount Theatres, Inc. offices, presided over

by AB-PT president Leonard H. Goldenson.

Business generally is up and movies reflect

this trend, said Goldenson. He estimated

that the second quarter of 1953 would top

last year's period by about 20%.

Gratified by the distributors' response to

pleas for boxoffice product during the hot

weather months, Hyman urged they tackle

the remaining "stepchild" period, the month

of December, to make 'he industry a 365-

day-per year business.

The chain toppers advocated to producers:

(1 ) Make pictures in any ratio to make the

picture impressive, with color preferably.

(2) Cut out 2D black and white quickies;

their market is dead.

(3) Broaden scope of 3D.

(4) 21) in 1.33 to 1 ratio should leave suf-

ficient space at top and bottom for adapt-

ability to wide screen.

(5) Don't dub in stereophonic sound Oil

pictures already made just to advertise it as

a stereosound picture. It can prove a boomer-

ang to the public and unnecessary cost to

the exhibitor.

Single film stereosound carrying all four

tracks on the image film is imminent, Hyman
said, rendering the separate magnetic repro-

ducer obsolete, reducing stereosound costs

about one-third and eliminating intermis-

sions. He urged producers to cooperate in

standardizing the single strip development.

Wait for stereosound standardization be-

fore equipping was his advice to the smaller

theatres.

Hyman revealed that United Paramount

anticipated a drastic reduction in the price

of the anamorphic lens. He said one manu-

facturer, unnamed, had quoted a price of be-

tween $400 and $500 a pair. The 20th- Fox

CinemaScope lens costs $2875 a pair. Cost

of the CinemaScope Miracle Mirror screen

was also described at about double that of

similar all-purpose screens, running about

$3-$3. 50 per square foot The Walker screen,

used in most of the chain's installations is

$1.25 per square foot.

Money Talk

Universal Pictures Co., Inc., net for the 26

weeks ended May 2, 1953, with $1,346,000,

topped the comparable six months last year

by $126,000 despite a hefty increase in the

tax bite this year. Tax provision was $2,310,-

000 compared with $1,550,000 for the 26

weeks ended May 3, 1952.

Earnings are $1.27 per share on the 961,-

698 shares of common stock outstanding

May 2 this year. At the same time last year,

earnings were equivalent to $1.14 per share

on the 960,498 common outstanding.
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Balaban Stooc Sale?

Rumors were current last week that Bar-

ney Balaban was planning to dispose of a

large part of his stock in Paramount Pic-

tures Corp. The New York Times financial

section attributed a decline in the stock to

the report. In filing the registration with the

Securities and Exchange Commission of his

stock holdings as of June 30, the Paramount

president revealed his intention to sell por-

tions of his holdings from time to time,

either through brokers or directly.

Balaban holds 26,500 shares in his name
and 10,000 shares are held by his wife, Mrs.

TilHe Balaban. Fifteen hundred shares of

the Balaban stock were sold in June.

Cinerama Goes to S-W
The Stanley Warner chain revealed big

plans for its Cinerama production and ex-

hibition, according to terms of the deal de-

tailed last week by S-W president Si H.

Fabian. The agreement, subject to Justice

Department approval, calls for the circuit

to open Cinerama in 20 theatres here and

abroad; to operate the theatres in Detroit,

Los Angeles and New York where the initial

feature, "This Is Cinerama", is currently

playing, and in Chicago, due to open July 29.

Openings are also slated for London, Paris

and Berlin.

The S-W chain already has turned over

$1,600,000 to Cinerama for equipment and

installations in the 20 houses. The 700,000

shares of Cinerama, Inc. stock are yet to be

paid for. The pact also calls for S-W to pro-

duce at least one picture a year for the next

five years and gives the chain an option on

"Blossom Time," "Paint Your Wagon" and

"Joseph and his Brethren." properties owned

by Louis B. Mayer, chairman of Cinerama

Productions. (Mr. Mayer subsequently

denied in Hollywood that his story and play

properties were include', in the deal, and

stated that no options on them were granted.)

The status of Mayer, production head

Merian C. Cooper and board vice chairman

Lowell Thomas was left hazy. Fabian was

enthused over the acquisition of the services

of Cinerama inventor Fred Waller, president

Hazard Reeves and vie --president Herbert

Barnett.

COMPO Asks Tax Letters

COMPO held pep meetings around the

country to speed up the campaign against

the 20% admissions tax. Exhibitors were

urged to attach a letter to Treasury Secre-

tary Humphreys with their tax check pro-

testing the tax and setting forth the relation-

ship which the tax money bears to their thea-

tre's profit or loss for the period involved. A
copy of the letter was to be sent to the ex-

hibitor's congressman. At each of the meet-

ings a 16mm print of the film shown by the

Tax Committee at the April 20 hearing on

the Mason Bill by the House Ways and

Means Committee was screened.

'The Robe' Opens Aug. 26

Not sparing the horses in rushing comple-

tion of the first CinemaScope feature film
j

20th Century-Fox now expects to hold th<j

world premiere of "The Robe" on August 2(|

at the Roxy Theatre in New York. It it

understood that the famous showplace hail

guaranteed a minimum 12-week run for th<

film and that it will be presented without tin

theatre's usual stage show.

Many trade leaders believe that the pano
i

ramie screen spectacle, adapted from Lloya
C. Douglas' best-seller, will prove to be thJ

greatest film grosser in history, outstrippinj

"Gone With the Wind."
The premiere will be one of the most gala

ever held. Production chief Darryl Zanucij

will head a large contingent of stars who wi!i

come from Hollywood for the festivities.

New Theatre TV Deal

Just when everyone thought that theatr

television was a dead dodo, pushed into ob

livion by 3D and wide screen technologic^

developments, it bounced back into the new-

last week with a bang. Milton N. Mounc
president of the newlv minted Box Offic

Television, Inc., revealed he had signed

five-year contract with Notre Dame Univei

sity for televising home football and baske'

ball games, and a six-year deal with th

Harlem Globetrotters.

Mound said his company is presently n<'

gotiating for TV rights to the Rocky Ma:

ciano-Roland La Starza heavyweight fi^ht i

September, and the proposed Bobo Olsoi

Randy Turpin middleweight title bout.

Equipped to handle ; ts programs, sa

Mound, are 110 Theatres in 62 cities. He r

vealed that admission prices will be kept :

low as practicable, "possibly in the range •)

$1.25 or $1.50 for football
"

Of Men and Things

Leon Roth, UA assistant publicity ma
ager, was sent to Hollywood as publici

coordinator in a move described by vit

president Max E. Young^tein as designed i

broaden UA's services to independent pr

ducers and strengthen promotion collaboi

tion between the indies and the distribut

. . . Two members of the board of Dec

Records, Samuel H. Yallance and Harold

Thorp, were named to the board of Univ
sal Pictures Co., Inc. . . . Mrs. Theresa Ba>|

berger, mother of RKO's Leon Bamberg
died June 30. She was 87 . . . Robert Co

moves from Des Moines to head the 20>

Fox Dallas branch. Dave Gold repla«<

Conn as Des Moines branch manager . L

Archie Cohen is new branchief for Warn I

in Montreal, replacing Grattan Kiely,
f

signed . . . William C. Hames, UA brarji

manager in Indianapolis, has been promo 1

to Dallas head. Ed Bigley goes into Harr

spot in Indianapolis . . Max E. Youngst l

left New York last Monday (6th) fori

(Continued on Page I)



3D & WIDE SCREEN DEVELOPMENTS
Norling One-Film 3D

Hardly had the echo of the recently an-

nounced Nord single-film 3D system faded,

when John A. Norling (Loucks & Norling

Studios prexy) revealed another single-film

set-up which, he infers, makes all others ob-

solete. Norling explained that his method

uses two lenses requiring about one-third, or

less, the light requirement of single film sys-

tems which employ on-s-'ens beam-splitting

devices.

According to Norling, the two separate

lenses permits the full aperture of each to

1 be used, whereas the beam-splitter method

uses less than half the effective aperture of

the projection lens. All single film 3D meth-

ods, says Norling, which employ standard

35mm film and have the same length as con-

ventional 2D pictures, require a reduction in

image size and increased illumination. He
claims his system (1) requires less reduction

in image size than most beam-splitter sys-

i terns, (2) much less light and (3) can be

interchanged in a matter of seconds with a

, conventional 2D projection system.

Another reported feature of the Norling

method is the arrangement of left and right-

eye images on the film to obtain equal il-

lumination for corresponding areas. This,

claims Norling, cannot be done with a beam-

splitter working together with a single lens.

At week's end, there had still not been a

public demonstration of the Norling system,

but of this exhibitors seemed assured: The
days of dual projection, with its problems of

synchronization, and other allied woes, were

numbered.

Disney To CinemaScope

Walt Disney has hopped on the Cinema-

Scope bandwagon, obtaining rights from

20th Century- Fox to produce his forthcom-

ing films in the new wide-screen process.

The agreement, negotiated by Roy O. Dis-

ney, and Al Lichtman, is the first for pro-

posed production of cartoons in Cinema-

Scope.

The Disney organization plans three fea-

tures in the new Fox process, the first of

which will be a full length cartoon, "Lady
and The Tramp". Test shooting is already

underway, with release set for late '54. The
first live-action film under the deal will be

Jules Verne's "20,000 L eagues Under the

Sea". Production is scheduled to start late

this year. Subject of the third feature to be

shot in the wide-screen process has not been

revealed.

In addition to features, Disney has also ob-

tained the rights to C'Scope an "unlimited"

number of shorts and at least one of his

"People and Places" series. First of the

cartoon shorts will be "Toot, Whistle, Plunk

and Boom", in the "Adventure in Music"

group. Several Donald Duck subjects in

CinemaScope are also being prepared.

More Light for Drive-In 3D
Paramount claims to have solved the

drive-in theatre illumination problem enabl-

ing outdoor filmeries to show 3D pictures

with the same effectiveness as conventional

theatres. Loren L. Ryder, head of Para-

mount studio engineering and recording, ex-

plained that light output was increased by
eliminating or reducing the size of the flicker

blade with which each projection machine

is equipped.

Flicker blades are used in theatre projec-

tion equipment to eliminate the flicker on

screens of high intensity in auditoriums

with a low light level, a situation common to

most four wall houses. Because conditions

are reversed in drive-in theatres, the flicker

blade can be reduced or eliminated. Para-

mount is preparaing instructions for circu-

lation among the open-airers.

Polaroid to Sell 3D
The Polaroid Corporation has embarked

on a tub-thumping campaign to sell the

public on 3D films. The Cunningham &
Walsh ad agency is handling the project for

Polaroid, with former film ad executive

Robert Gillham at the helm. Powered by ad-

vertising tie-ins, trailers leaflets, point-of-

sale posters and similar sales promotional

pieces, a broad-scale educational program is

being trained on the public in behalf of the

motion picture industry.

7kU fade Ike HeuAi

1 (Continued from Page 18)

month-long huropean tour, going first to

Rome and then to London for the United

Artists foreign sales convention on July 20

I. . . Columbia producer Robert Colin was in

New York last week discussing plans with

home office toppers for four projected 3D
productions . . . Marty Wolf, assistant gen-

eral sales manager of Altec Service Corp.,

was one of the busiest guys at the N. J.

Allied convention in Atlantic City last week
with the 3D-wide screen-conscious exhibitors

. . . TOA general counsel Herman M. Levy
is in Europe huddling with members of the

Cinematography Exhibitors Ass'n on dis-

tributor-exhibitor relations in England and

reaction to the new systems.

Memoranda
More than CinemaScope may be coming

lout of the 20th-Fox studio lot. Seems that

about 15 months ago a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary signed with an nil company for ex-

ploration and development of oil on the

studio properly. The city of Los Angeles

finally nave its permission for drilling and
'1 3 wells will soon be sunk. Fox assures that

drilling operations will not interfere with

customary studio operations.

Some 125 Universal exchangeiiien will be

getting $35,000 in prize money following

completion of the company's 18-wcek

"Charles J. Feldman Silver Anniversary

Drive." F. J. McCarthy's Southern Division

was tops. Top district was James V. Frew's,

which includes Atlanta, Charlotte, Cincin-

nati, Memphis and Jacksonville; the last-

named was top branch under Buford Styles'

management.
" The next 50 years wi'l offer more to you

men in the industry now than we had to look

forward to 50 years ago," Adolph Zukor told

125 Comerford Theatres managers meeting

in Scranton. Cinerama, he said, was the

turning point. Other speakers at the meet-

ing, which saw distribution toppers on hand

in droves, included Paramount's Alfred W.
Schwalberg, MGM's Silas Seadler, Colum-

bia's Rube Jackter, 20th- Fox's William Geh-

ring, RKO's Edward Walton, Warners'

Frank Cahill and Cniversal's Ray Moon.
Comerford board chairman Frank C. Walker

conducted the meeting

Tent Topics

The mid-winter meeting of Variety Clubs

International wi 'd in Washington,

C. on October 23 and 2 J it was announced

by international chief barker Jack Beresin.

Joining the (J. S. tents will be delegates from

Fngland, Ireland, Mexico. Japan, Canada
and the newly organized tent in Germany.

The humanitarian award dinner will be

held in the Statler Hotel on the night of Oc-
tober 24 to honor Dr. Seiman A. Waksman.
Dr. Waksman receives this year's award for

his research and development of the wonder
drug streptomycin.

International chief barker Beresin flies to

Europe in September to attend the London
tent's charaity ball and to visit tents in Ire-

land and Germany. He will also meet with

VC members to discuss the foundation of

tents in Paris, Madrid and Rome.

Skiatron Polls TViewers
Having analyzed the results of a reported

1,000 questionnaires filled out by viewers of

the Skiatron Subscriber Vision demonstra-

tion held in New York June 9 to 17., Skia-

tron prexy Arthur Levey revealed that more
than 93 per cent of those answering were
willing to pay subcription fees for TV pro-

grams not available through present spon-

sored outlets. He didn't say how much they

would be willing to pay for TV attractions!

In answer to what specific type of program
the viewers would order, Levey claimed that

83.1 per cent asked for Broadway shows;

78.4 for new feature movies; 58.7 per cent for

educational courses; 56.4 for leading sports

events; 53.7 for grand opera, and 29.6 per

cent for children's programs.
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EXHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

GIVEAWAYS
ITO of Ohio

A friend of ours in the South, who oper-

ates a circuit of theatres catering to Negroes

reports that special events which he keeps

going all the time are vital to the success of

his business. Once a year, for 15 weeks, he

runs live talent contests. Twelve preliminary

contests are run on consecutive Friday

nights, two semi-finals with the first place

winners from the 12 preceding weeks and

one grand final with the three winners from

each of the two semi-finals. Prizes are $1,000

over the 15 weeks with the money being fur-

nished by four big local sponsors paying

$250 each for the 15 week deal.

He adds t hat the successful gimmicks in

his houses in which there is to be audience

participation is the gimmick that's blessed

with simplicity. Quiz programs are flops.

"Movie Sweepstakes", which he recently

started is spotty. The cash is all put up by

the sponsors so it is inexpensive to operate

and he reports that it is clicking fine at one

drive-in and one neighborhood house, cater-

ing to Negroes. The big downtown house is

not doing well with it. He adds that country

store nights are good and that he has found

the groceries giveaway the most popular

right at present.

On reading this over, it sounds as though

some of these ideas are practical for theatres

catering to a general trade, too.

3D IN SUBS
ATO of Gulf States

The sensational business which was done

by 3-D in the early runs in the big key cities

is not standing up in the sub-runs. General-

ly, reports are that business is somewhat

over normal, but in most cases, not enough

to justify the additiona' cost of the extra

man in the booth demanded by the unions.

Some exhibitors have told me that they did

not play to any more people than they nor-

mally played to and that the slight increase

in gross was due wholly to the increase in

prices they had to go for in order to meet

the high film rental terms.

We must continue to play our cards close

to the vest and watch and wait. It still seems

to me that out of the frenzied race to out do

each other the producers in Hollywood will

soon come up with a combination of these

new developments and that the result may
well insure our business of an era of pros-

perity such as we have never before experi-

enced.

PREDICTS NO-SPEC 3D
Allied MPTO of Western Pa.

Nord Process, Inc. of Minneapolis demon-

strated on Tuesday (16), their new 3-D pro-

cess which projects the picture on a single

35mm. film strip and which requires no inter-

locking of the projectors. The process elim-

inates the necessity for double prints, large

reels and magazines, intermissions, inter-

locks and radical booth changes. Polarized

•classes and a metalized screen are required

as are filters for the booth ports. The com-

pany has its own special camera which it will

make available to producers and states that

any 3-D picture produced in another process

can be transferred to a single negative and

exhibited on their equipment. In the demon-
stration, scenes from current two-negative

pictures were used to show this. The cost of

the equipment will be "in easy reach of the

smallest exhibitor." This is a forward step

along the way and presages bigger things to

come. I go out on a limb and predict that

within six months to a year we will have 3-D

without polarized glasses. After all, in 1927

did any of us realize that sound on film pic-

tures would ever become a reality? Scientific

research can accomplish miracles today and

nothing is really beyond the realm of pos-

sibility.

STEREOSOUND VALUE
ATO of Indiana

In its June 15 issue, Film Bulletin reports

the results of a survey they made in an

article entitled "What Does The Public

Think of 3D?" To the question "What par-

ticular aspect of 'House of Wax' did you like

best?", only 20% of the respondents listed

sound. 58% did, however, state that stereo-

phonic sound did add to the realism and ex-

citement of the picture. An article in the

May issue of International Projectionist says

that stereosound has been badly mishandled,

an opinion that is shared by many we have

talked with. The unreal affects of stereo-

sound were explained by Mr. Ralph Hea-
cock at French Lick who said that present

stereosound is "synthetic" or dubbed—

a

fault that will be overcome in the recording

of future pictures. And while these criti-

cisms of sound are based on installations in

the larger theatres, it seems the opinion that

stereosound will be of even lesser value in

the smaller houses.

It appears to be a reasonable conclusion

that the box office value of the new systems

is 80% or 90% dependent on sight affects

and not sound. It further appears that even

after the customers are in the theatre that

the new sound is not nearly as an important

part of their satisfaction as the 3D or wide

screen effect. With this consider that the

stereosound pick-up systems are in great

turmoil. The present system calls for a tape

recording. Fox announces that "The Robe"

will be made with 4 sound tracks on the

print. Paramount most recently offers their

system which proposes 5 magnetic sound

tracks on the film strip. We assume that

conversion from one system to another

would involve considerable additional ex-

pense. With the questionable value of stereo-

sound and the doubt as to the system that

will emerge as standard we suggest that all

situations outside the largest should proceed

with caution after full investigation before

going to the expense of stereosound.

CRITIC SOUNDS OFF
ITO of Ohio

W. Ward Marsh, critic of the Cleveland

Plain Dealer and regarded as a good frien<

of our industry offers some biting criticisn

in his column. He says in part: "The screei

is howling for new faces because the ol<

ones are worn out, but put a new one on an<

the exhibitor screams because the picture

has 'no marquee value'.

"Too few new brains are in production

but at the same time, the theatres are for th.

most part in the hands of men who hav
made their pile and are more interested it

breaking 80 on the golf course than they an

in the conditions of their restrooms, let alon.

box offices.

"Let's not blame everything on television

"This lack of battle spirit now is one oj

the factors which doomed Senator Mosher'
bill (the original one to ban all censorship)

"The teacher will take care of the chile

during the day. The TV screen and thi

movie house will occupy his leisure hours. I

there's too much blood and too man;

murders on TV, the movie critic will decid.

what films are all right for him in the thea

tre. The street is okay for him unless h>

happens to get killed quickly by an auto

mobile.

"Gone is the one time stalwart parent whq
commanded respect, and the result is such ;

shocking state of juvenile delinquency tha

a couple more generations of this decay and

there'll be more prison cells than hote

rooms."

Senator Mosher states, 'I had not dreamei

that so many intelligent people particularl;

in the professions of the ministry and th,

law and teaching would fail to see wher

freedom of expression is curbed on on

point, it is seriously threatened on all points

"This is a sign of a frightfully uninformd

public.

"I get at least one telephone call a day-;

usually more—from some mother who rej

ports that she wants to take little Joe o

Jane to such and such a movie and 'is it a

right for him (or her)?'

"Some children can see any and all pic

tures and they are okay for them. There ar

other children—due to crazy parental rule-

who shouldn't see any picture (and certain!

should never be permitted their daily dos

of TV!).

"These are the parents who want censor

ship. Unable to rule themselves, unable t
1

train their children properly, they feel that

all goes cockeyed at home there will still b

that great protector (political censorship!

to save their day.

"Cowards hold for film censorship. Cow

ards—along with the uninformed, the misil

formed and the enemies of freedom."

Perhaps some exhibitors won't like wh;

Mr. Marsh has said. We are reprinting th

so that exhibitors outside of the Clevelan

area can get an idea of what others think,

also epitomizes our feelings on the questio

of censorship of movies.
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MAY 25.1953

20th-Fox cover breaks in Look and Life had (left) the star trio in "How to Marry a Millionaire" ; Monroe and Russell adorn Life's cover for

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", and Susan Hayward smiles out from Look flanked by her past films. Inside spread featured "While Witch Doctor".

Fox Takes Over Lite, Look

20th Century-Fox has all but monopolized

the covers and movie feature pages of Life

'and Look in recent weeks. These rare and

'valuable breaks have been coming in rapid

[succession. Life plugged "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes" with a cover and inside feature in

jits May 25 issue. Look spotlighted "How to

Marry a Millionaire" and the trio of stars,

Marilyn Monroe, Betty Grable and Lauren

; Bacall on its cover in the June 30 issue, then

a spread on CinemaScope, "Millionaire" and

'"The Robe" in the 7-page layout on new

movie techniques. In the July 14 issue, the

same magazine featured Susan Hayward on

the cover with titles of her previous hits and

plugs for the forthcoming "White Witch

Doctor" and "Story of Demetrius," sequel to

"The Robe." Life had star Terry Moore on

the cover and a 2-page spread on "Beneath

the 12-Mile Reef," in the July 6 issue. Any-

one want to try to estimate the value of such

rover and editorial coverage?

Drive-In Bumpers-Boosters

A take-off for drive-in selling on the win-

low-card idea is offered by ITO of Ohio,

several bumper strips can be printed up and

)ffered to any car-owner who will keep it on

lis car during the entire season, with a week-

y or semi-weekly pass as compensation.

'Miss Universe, 1953'

The most beautiful women from IS

ountries on three continents stepped out of

. Pan American Clipper at New York's

nternational Airport on July 5 to begin the

ampaign that will undoubtedly culminate in

iiothcr Universal featurette promotion. The
evy of beauties, lure to compete with each

f the American 48 states' winners in the

Miss Universe Beauty Pageant, filled in their

N. Y. stay with a busy schedule, including a

special appearance on the Ed Sullivan "Toast

of the Town" TV network show, then took

off for Long Beach, Calif., for the Miss Uni-

verse judging, expected to draw close to a

million spectators during the Pageant. July

9-19. Last year, seven of the contestants

were signed by Universal. This year's crop

should prove interesting, to say the least.

Calendars "Twice As Free"

Towa Theatre manager Jim Gray, in Jeffer-

son, Iowa, has a practice of sending out

monthly calendars as direct mailing pieces to

his customers. He usually has a chuckle-line

that adds to the calendar's value by the little

pleasantry associated with it. On the last

one he had this cutie: "Notice! Due to the

increased cost of printing and mailing, taxes

and jnflation, this publication comes to you

twice as free as it used to."

It's these added touches that mean much
to the intimacy and friendliness so necessary

to the community theatre.

American News Co. fleet of trucks played up

Look coverage of CinemaScope, highlighted "The

Robe" and "How To Marry A Millionaire."

Top Fox Budget for 'Robe'

20th-Fox has lifted the ceiling on the pro-

motional budget for "The Robe", first Cine-

maScope feature. Charled Kinfeld. returning

from studio talks with president Spyros

Skouras, studio chief Darryl Zanuck and dis-

tribution head Al Lichtman, dubbed the cam-
paign the "greatest" in ?0th's history. The
merchandising blueprint, he says, calls for

expenditures in every media of advertising

on a scale hitherto unprecedented for the

company. The 20th-Fox vice president

called it "a privilege to handle 'The Robe",

which surpasses by far any film which I have

ever seen in my history in the motion pic-

ture industry."

Passes for Clergy

ITO of Ohio's Bob Wile, who has earned

a healthy respect for his energetic stumping

for movies before communal organizations,

notes this experience. "When talking to a

service club," he says, "often the man who
asks a ciuestion about prices turns out to be

a clergyman. These men are in the highest

intellectual but the lowest economic bracket,

and, since the 'better' pictures from their

point of view are often shown at advanced

prices, they feel it most. While it is not

practical perhaps for the downtown theatres

in the larger cities, neighborhood and small

town theatres would do well to send an an-

nual pass to ministers, priests and rabbis in

their communities. The seats are there and

these men have great influence."

While a great many theatres e>bserve this

practice, there are a surprising number of

neighborhood and rural theatres that do not.

There are also those theatres that do not

issue passes but pass in t he clergyman at the

(Continued on Page 22)
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Pressbook Award
Many theutremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the presshook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

"GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES"

Starring In

2 COMPLETE

CAMPAIGNS
On The Radio! In Your Lobby!
This ii rhe kind of campaign you dreom about, and
with "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," a box-office

dream tomes true. For Twentieth Century -fox is

proud to present both stars of the picture, Jane
Russell and Marilyn Monroe, Supported by full or-

chestra, to do the local sales job for you personally

via radio and your house front. This is a showman-
ship opportunity of a lifetime, two of the hottest

properties In the whole history of movies making
the pitch alt by themselves and oil for you, Besides,

you don't pay a cent for the free recordings contain-

ing all this surefire material.

Just place your order os soon as your ploydate is

set by writing, wiring or phoning the Press Book
Editor. Whot these girls have to say and sing—to

your prospective potrons both by radio and by dlre<t

appeal over the p a. system in the front of your the-

atre will help you write a new pacje in the show
business history of your own situation. These girls

lay it on the tine; they leave no doubt that the pic-

ture audiences want and want-to-see is "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes,'' See for yourself!

IN ORDERING SPECIFY WHETHER YOU

WANT "RADIO" OR "LOBBY" OR BOTH!

A pair of stars like Jane Russell and Marilyn Monroe might seem the

answer to any showman's prayer. But with the pressbook 20th Century-Fox

has furnished, it becomes more than a prayer. It's a promise!

The opulence of the production, :he pre-selling, and the accent on the

stars has been completely captured in 20th-Fox's pressbook on "Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes." The ads, the tie-ups, the TV spots, the feature opportunities,

the publicity and the posters and accessories make the star- and story sparkle.

It would be difficult to choose any one outstanding feature of this well-rounded

pressbook. The pair are spotlighted on the cover, and, of course, dominate the

book. The ads are in every conceivable size and form for pre- and post-opening

campaigns. Publicity nils five pages with provocative news and feature stories.

Eight pages of national promotions and local exploitation suggestions, the pre-

setting in magazines like Life, Esquire, Col-

lier's, Family Circle and Cosmopolitan, esti-

mated at better than 200 million readership,

and a host of tie-ups in the music field are

portrayed and detailed to give the musical

end in and outside the theatre a hefty boost.

One of the highlights of the book has two

complete transcription campaigns (see

above), one for radio, the other for lobbies,

available free to the exhibitor. Fox is offer-

ing a free Monroe teaser transcription for

local planting for the first 100 requests for

the radio record.

The MGM Records promotion is another

topnotch selling avenue. Taken from the

soundtrack, the album has a cover, featuring

the two stars, which any record dealer will

jump to put into his window. A special

window display piece augments the album.

The "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" cam-

paign is all there in the pressbook. The
tough angle for the exhibitor is the decision

on which part of the campaign he won't be

able to cram in.

^VIEWPOINTS
Essential Vitamin

Mapleton (Iowa) exhibitor Doc Naulteus

makes sure that every employee knows the house

policies, his own duties and just what is ex-

pected of him. He has a set of house rules

drawn up that goes into the hands of each em-

ployee, talks with each one and gets them in-

doctrinated to the job they have to do from the

very start. He works like a swimming instructor

teaching his novices proppr breathing, stroking,

timing so that they don't have to undo bad

habits picked up in the experimental stage. The

result is a well-ordered theatre and efficient

personnel, each of which knows his job.

Showmanship begins at the theatre's roots.

You can sell a picture with stunts, ads, gim-

micks, and bring 'em in, but you can't bring

them back if they get an unpleasant reaction

from the theatre and its personnel. We all look

forward to a visit with friends in a clean, com-

fortable, well-mannered household. It becomes

the sort of place one drops in while passing by,

even if there is no special occasion. The sloppy,

unpleasant household can offer a big party, let

you know well in advance, but you still hesitate

in accepting the invitation.

Doc Naulteus has the right prescription to

maintain a healthy, steady trade of satisfied

customers.

(Continued from Page 21)

door. An annual pass, accompanied by a per-

sonal letter, would help toward a much more

dignified and proper approach to insure

public relations.

Stage Stars Bally 'Main St'

Stars of the legitimate theatre are en route

enmasse to ballyhoo MGM's "Main Street
1

to Broadway" across the country. Such

stellar personalities as Helen Hayes, Tallulah

Iiankhead, Katherine Cornell, Shirley Booth,

Faye Emerson, Jose Ferrer, Tom Ewell.l

Julie Harris and Dorothy Sarnoff will turn!

publicists for the picture in return for the

portion of the proceeds that will go to The

(Continued on Page 23j'

At the gala Air Force Association benefit world premiere June HO of "Stalag 17" at New )ork:t

Astor Theatre. Paramount president Barney Balaban and Mrs. Buluhan greet former inmates of tki

original Stalag 17, World War II German prison camp, in the special barbed wire "compound" se

up at the. Astor,
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\ award Dietz plu Street to Broadway.

Continued from Page 22)

Council of the Living Theatre. The tie-up

k-as arranged by Metro's Howard Dietz and
nnounced at a gala star and press luncheon

t Toots Shors to publicize the magnitude of

he event.

Other tie-ups include a deal with Old Gold
igarettes for co-op ads in Life, Look and
aturday Evening Post, plugging Herb
hriner's "Two for the Money" TV show
nd the comedian's role in the film. Shriner,

laking a stage appearance in Pittsburgh,

eat the gun with a pitch for "Main Street"

t the Civic Light Opera Co. Producers of

le opera invited Shriner to tell the audience
>out the picture and Herb took a healthy

) minutes to do so from the stage—and the

jdience would have liked him to keep on
ping.

uO s "Mighty Joe Young" jree promotional ma-
Hal will give the film a hefty send-off for its

)-meatre midwest booking. Above, exploitation

> ectOT David Cantor (left) and eastern ad-pub-

ty director Mcrvin Houser display the mask

<f
jungle village giveaways distributed by de-

I tment stores, drug and grocery chains tying

in with the picture.

A sample of the all-out radio and TV promotion for Warners' "Beast from 20.000 Fathoms" was the

appearance of deep sea diver Ross Smith (top) on Jane Lynn's "Movies for Mom" on WLW-T in

advance of picture's opening at Albee. Cincinnati. At bottom, left, sign carried by all Yellow Cabs

plugging the station's "Nam-' the Beast" contest; center, newspaper ad for the contest, and, right,

display backgrounding the Don David-Judy Perkins Morning Matinee show as shot by the TV cameras.

The station was virtually dedicated to plugging the picture.

WB's Smash 'Beast' Campaign

It would be hard to point to a better ex-

ample of what a live-wire ad-publicity-ex-

ploitation department can mean to a pic-

ture's boxoffice results than the campaign

Warners' Mort Blumenstock and his staff

set up for "Beast from 20,000 Fathoms." No
3D, no wide-screen, no color, no stars, no

super-production. It was smash selling be-

hind a natural exploitation picture that

shoved the film's grosses into the stratos-

phere in every opening.

The WB boxofficers set this up as though

they were working with the studio's top-

bracket film of the year. They inundated the

country with a radio-TV campaign, had their

fieldmen work closely with exhibitors in tie-

ups with the stations and merchants, created

a flash animated lobby display. Their lavish

pressbook was crammed with ideas suitable

for any and all types of theatres. It was
solid exploitation, promoted to the hilt.

On the basis of the superlative results

from the campaign for "Beast," and other

such pictures which might have died a quiet

boxoffice death before they had a chance to

get started, it would seem wise for the pro-

ducers and distributors to re-examine the

often skimpy advertising and promotion

budgets with an eye to loosening the purse-

strings. Certainly "Beast" has proven the

wisdom of bread cast upon the waters.

In the Denver opening, the Orpheum took advantage of breaks in the Los Angeles papers about

sighting a sea monster for a special lobby display (left). Happy uinnci of the Orpheum' s contest

receives freezer as prize. From left. Orpheum manager I{. Bibb Hastings, htt'l Harvester's Don

Lapham, winner Mrs. A. Champion, and Gene O'Fallon. KFFL-Tl . who promoted the contest.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Western Gets WB 'Wax' Treatment
The perpetual attraction of the big-scale western has been enhanced with

3D, WarnerColor and stereophonic sound to offer a solid exploitation piece.

Just as these additional factors made a great attraction out of the horror stuff

in "House of Wax", so do they portend boxofhce for "The Charge at Feather

River," WB's second deluxe 3Der, where given the same ballyhoo push.

Showmen are being given plenty of assistance by Warners, who have

evolved another fruitful and opulent press book to lid exhibitors in their cam-

paign. They have once again a "home-created" 3-dimensional lobby set-piece

(right) towering eight feet high with blinker lights, sound and extending figures,

and are offering it, like the others, far below the cost it would require for the ex-

hibitor to make up himself. Ideas for marquee displays simply made with cut-

outs from posters which are ideally suited for the purpose.

A color-photo shadow box (right) was expressly created by Paul Hesse

studios to highlight the romance and give an actual moving effect of a clinch-

then-kiss in full color.

The ads are another highlight, com-

bining the 3D factor with the savage

action to striking effect. A unique fea-

ture of the ad campaign is a duplicate

ad section for theatres with Warner-

1'honic Sound.

Other features of the pressbook are

the explicit display ideas which include

a marquee cutout that has an Indian

being tossed onto the heads of passers-

by, a see-board to illustrate the action

and special means of adapting the

poster paper to bring out full force of

depth dimension.

A 16x19" color photo

shadow box uses the

two 11x14s to give

an imated clinch-then-

kiss effect as view-

ing position changes.

Frames are perma-

nent.
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DISPLAYS

The excellent reception accorded the lobbj

set-pieces created by the Warner Display

Department for "House of Wax" and "Th(

Beast from 20,000 Fathoms" can be expectec

to be maintained with the latest display, pic-

tured above. Over eight feet high, the titl<

and illustration light up the figures extern

out of the display, the top lettering is cut oti

and a beat of tom-toms and Indian wai

whoop come from a concealed recording

The dioramic landscape curves back li

inches. When the blinker light is off, there

is a full scene entire width of the display

on, the screen is outlined and the landscap*

and figures come out of it; blinker for t i 1 1 •

gives a light burst effect into surroundim

clouds, throws a glow effect behind the for

ward-leaning "3-Dimension" cutout at top

It can be ordered from the home office (lis

play department for $20.85 plus expres:

charges.

The 24-sheet, built around the Indiai

being hurled out of the screen, is perfectly

suited to a tup-of-marquee cutout. Th
screen frame and the principal figures ar

easily cut out by themselves, the rest form

a background of scope and supplement™
action. The fix-sheet is well adaptable t

this treatment, spotlighting the charginj

figures on horseback. The 3-Dimensioi

heading gets prominent featuring here, als<

being cut out and extending out of th

screen.

Those who already own the Nation?

Screen View-Master display can be servifi

with the usual 7-scene reels and displa;

cards. Those who don't should get one i

they expect to play 3D films. It's getting t|

be as indispensable a piece of equipment a

lobbv frames.
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Above, Guy Madison's bedraggled party rides into the blank empti-

ness of a deserted fort. Below, the survivors wait for the final at-

tack in the unrelenting redskins. Note 3D effect in the com-

position of the scenes, the extending beams and rifle barrels.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE

of the issue

Charge at Feather River

Warner Bros., when they set out to make
"House of Wax" as the first major 3D film, re-

fused to rush the film out at the expense of quali-

ty. The boxoffice returns on that film proved that
3D, carefully and properly used, more than paid
for the additional time and trouble. They adopted
the same tact with their second film, "The Charge
at Feather River," using again a subject well
>uited to the medium and made with an eye to the
best technical production possible with today's
knowledge. Director Gordon Douglas was con-
stantly equipped with a slide rule instead of a
megaphone to insure proper depth perception and
getting the most of the medium from every scene.

James R. Webb's story was also tailored with
an eye to using 3D to enhance the action, ro-

mance and drama. It follows the course of a

small band of cavalrymen out to rescue a pair of
white girls discovered to held in a Cheyenne vil-

lage. They accomplish their mission but find that
one of the girls has "gone Indian" and is a Tartar
on their hands. Their return to safety, harassed
by the redskins and the elements, with a last ditch
stand that finds the Cavalry coming to the rescue,
rounds out a solid outdoor action film.
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THE FIRST 9U HAYS OF 3D

# o.v/.v. Film Terms Retard 3D installations

(Continued from Page 8)

Item 2: There is a huge untapped source of

revenue to producer-distributor from 3D that

will start spouting once the bulk of theatres

are equipped.

For the rank -and-file exhibitor, the economics of

early 3D has been the big headache. For many small

theatremen, risk of investment in equipment, installation

and additional operating costs (extra projectionists are

required to handle the dual system) has hobbled 3D in-

troduction into thousands of theatres. Many, too, are

holding off until standardization of some sort is ac-

complished. They are eyeing the new single film sys-

tems like Nord and Norling with fresh hope for eco-

nomical operation. Interlocking mechanisms, intermis-

sions, oversized reels and extra operators will be elimi-

nated in these processes.

The high terms asked by the distributor, usually be-

tween 40% and 50% for even the cheapest 3D quickie,

has been another deterrent to the installations. The high

rental plus the cost of the glasses means a sizeable in

crease in admission prices, automatic ai.athema to small-

town and neighborhood theatremen who depend on a

steady trade and are fearful of antagonizing their cus-

tomers by upping the tariff.

These, obviously, are all part of the growing pains of

3D. The newness of the system and the public's initial

eagerness to see anything in depth dimension naturally

encourage high terms. The simple law of supply and
demand would indicate that 3Ders in the future will

level off to standard terms as more and more invade the

market.

It is obvious then that the vast vistas of country-wide
revenue from full-scale 3D exhibition are yet to be

realized by the distributors. Once this reaches beyond
the barely scratched surface, the dollars that roll in

should guarantee a steady flow of top quality product in

this field.

Item 3: Better glasses, technical improvements,

will eliminate bulk of complaints that might

keep audiences away.

Of the arguments advanced by some of the top film

theatre people that 3D can't last, one major element
dominates: "They won't go for the glasses." Just last

week, Walt Disney, arriving in England, made a flat

statement that 3D is doomed because the public will not

tolerate the specs. For all his experience in the business,

the cartoonist is merely mouthing an idle, preconceived

notion that has become a cliche among some film ex-

ecutives. They simply say: "They won't go for the

glasses", ignoring the fact that millions are willing to

wear them to see the particular 3D pi Hires that appeal
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to them. It is indeed surprising that men in the movie
j

industry who have witnessed miracles of technical de- I

velopment in photography and optics can hang their

argument against depth pictures on the flimsy thread of

the glasses angle. They sound suspiciously like the

blacksmiths who claimed the horseless carriage couldn't

last—until they went into the automobile business.

Certainly, of all the problems that face the horse-and-

buggy days of 3D, one of the simplest to master would

be the development of spectacles that would be com-
'

fortable and wide enough in scope to encompass any

size of screen. Optical engineers woidd find it child's

play to meet the comparative ABC requirements for po-

laroid viewing. Even the crude cardboard specs current-

ly in use were considered worth the experience by re-

spondents in the FILM BULLETIN 3D poll to see

depth films. Better than three out of four were willing

to wear even these slipping, tilting, annoying contrap-

tions for future 3D films after seeing "House of A\ ax"

—and the glasses were the butt of the vast majority of

complaints. Isn't it then ridiculous to condemn stereo-

scopic films on this factor? Shouldn't it be obvious that

a suitable 3D viewer is only a formality? Would it be

hard to envision a snap-on type of polaroid viewer for

those who ordinarily wear glasses. Or a moviegoer's

personal polaroids as common as sun glasses?

As for the technical improvements in photography at

the source and in projection in the theatre, the accele-

rated development is certain to lead to perfect synchro-;

nization of the two images within a very brief time,'

perhaps only months. Just look at what has been ac-

complishedin

;

;

merethree m

;

ths -

Item 4: The young people—the great bulk of

the audience of today and tomorrow—are the

most avid supporters of 3D.

For several nights, FILM BULLETIN staff members

surveyed audiences at theatres exhibiting 3D films. The

results were a virtual duplication 01 the poll cross-,

section of age groups reporting. Better than three,

quarters of the audience was in the under-35 category

Of this group, the largest number were in their teens 01

early twenties. Thus the finding in the "House of Wax
survey that the "hottest 3D fans are the under-21 group'

was borne out in subsequent showings of 3D films.

Among the young males, the reaction was so favor

able that the vote was more than two to-one in favor o

making all future films in three dimension. Their distafi

counterpart wasn't so all-out for 3D constantly, but was

\ irtually unanimous in the desire to see more 3D. Un

like many in the movie business, the young people tool

it for granted that technical perfection had not beer ^.

achieved and that glasses would be improved.

(Continued on Page 2"



THE FIRST 90 DAYS OF 3D

IS it Attracts Young Trade, It's Good

(Continued from Page 26)

Their enthusiasm was shared, incidentally, by the

d>ver-35 group, but in correspondingly lesser numbers.

Almost half of this group felt that they would like to see

all films in depth, only five per cent didn't want it at all.

It becomes apparent that 3D, properly presented,

would alienate virtually none of the present moviegoers,

would attract additional audiences. But the clincher is

the fact that the depth dimension has been accepted with

open arms by the younger element, the most likely

moviegoers of this day. If, as many showmen suspect,

our industry has lost its hold on the older people who

want to get into bedroom slippers and slump into a liv-

ing room chair to watch television, then we must offer

our strongest lures to attract the mass of our paatrons,

the youth.

More than ever, movies are a young people's enter-

tainment. Run down the list of best-grossing pictures

and most popular stars. The Martin 8: Lewis comedies,

the science-fiction fantasies, the adventure and action

shows, the musicals all are sure-fire with the youth. A
crop of young stars like Marilyn Monroe, Doris Day,

Tony Curtis, Rock Hudson, Virginia Mayo, Jane Rus-

sell, Montgomery Clift, Rosemary Clooney are attract-

ing the young element, while many of the old-timers are

falling by the wayside.

It becomes vital, then, that in selecting the 3D product

embraced by the youngsters, Hollywood wisely seems

to be keeping its business eye on this question : Will it

attract the young people ?

The $64 question of whether three dimension will be-

come a permanent fixture in the industry, will probably

iremain unanswered for some months to come In the

first 90 days, the new medium has pushed its head above

the welter of criticism, doubts, quickies, and all the

other handicaps by sheer dint of boxoffice power. It has

attracted big stars and good stories for its forthcoming

releases. It has refuted the arguments that movie audi-

ences won't wear glasses. It has shown its power with

lie great bulk of the regular movie audience. And all

his, mind you, while still in the experimental phase.

But whatever the long-range fate of 3D may be, this

lown-to-earth factor must be faced by exhibitors : A
iubstantial portion, perhaps 25 per cent, of the product

FOX'S "INFERNO"—PROMISING 3DER

to go into release during the next few months will be in

this medium. In competitive situations where all film

products must be divided between two or three theatres,

a dearth of conventional 2D films probably will exist. It

behooves all exhibitors who are yet without 3D equip-

ment to weigh carefully this threat of a product shortage

against the investment they must make to play the

hefty-grossing depth-dimension product. Some may

have to go into hock to do it. perhaps even risk the loss

of their theatre if it doesn't pay off for them. But, while

they await the great promise of CinemaScope, the surest

way to show a profit today is via the 3D medium.

The future of the movie industry is a bright one and

the 3D rainbow makes it even brighter. Perhaps the

most salient remark was made by an exhibitor playing

"House of Wax" who refused to leave his theatre, even

to eat, during the entire first-day's run : "After three

years—boy, looka that full house !"
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"QUOT6S" What the Newspaper Critics Sag About New Films

Critics Cool To Paramount 9
*? *Houdini 9

Paramount's Technicolor production, "Houdini," received a

rather cool reception from the N. Y. critics at its Holiday theatre

opening. The scribes felt that the film's only notable entertain-

ment qualities stemmed from the presentation of Houdini's es-

capes and illusions. Individual performances were tagged ->3

routine, at best, and the biographical aspects of the story were
adversely criticized.

The Times' Abe Weiler found the film "hardly spellbinding

. . . emerges as a succession of escapes, legerdemain and a rags-

to-riches idyll that does not precisely cleave to the truth and

rarely breaks away from standaid screen fiction." In his opinion,

this "saga of the romance and backstage trials and ti ibulations

. . . is pat stuff."

The magic sequences fascinated Joe Pihodna of the Herald

Tribune, but the story impressed him as being "more than a bit

on the sentimental side." He summed up his review with "The
fun in 'Houdini' is being fooled. The biographical matter is hard-

ly worth noting."

"Amiable fable that might be the glossy story of any talented

young magician," wrote Alton Cook in the World-Telegram, add-

ing caustically, "Some of its episodes even resemble striking

events in the career of the late Harry Houdini." In Cook's

opinion, "the real star of the picture is the paraphernalia, striking-

ly presented, used by Houdini in the triumphs that were under-

stood by only a few people in his own time."

The Post's Archer Winsten stamped the film with a Good

Movie Meter Rating, but then made this reservation, "A certain

burden of failure must be placed upon the two stars . . . they

make you think they're always Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh

rather than Houdini and wife." The story, he ^aid, is "reasonably

entertaining."

To Rose Pelswick of the Journal-American, the film was "a

diverting show, unfolding in a series of episodes." Like the others,

she believed the "highlights of the film are its demonstrations of

Houdini's numerous illusions."

'WHITE WITCH DOCTOR'
20th Century-Fox

"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

thoroughly exciting picture which so dra-

matically utilizes its exotic backgrounds that

it would be a super thriller even if there

weren't a romantic tale attached."—Thirer,

N. Y. Post

"Amazingly unsurprising romantic adven-

ture moving methodically along well-beaten

film path . . . The Africans, their homeland

and the glimpses of their customs are, after

all, the virtues of 'White Witch Doctor'."

—

Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Dances, authentic or not, are far more

interesting that the plot . . . This Techni-

color trifle has a few moments of excitement

when the animals are shown in closeups."—

Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Lively adventure yarn . . . Numerous
shots of savage tribes and wild animals . . .

and it's all spun out to the accompaniment of

tom-toms beating across the Belgium

Congo."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal- American

"This may not be the movie to entice

Robert Ruark to pack for Africa again. It

does keep an audience reasonably rigid with

excitement and occasionally has bursts of

spectacular jungle scenery and activities."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

'THE BEAST FROM 20.000 FATHOMS'
Warner Bros.

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . King

Kong type entertainment brought up-to-

date."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Credit . . . should go to . . . special and

technical effects men, who have rigged an

awesome apparition . . Script generates 1

fair portion of interest and climactic excite-

ment."—Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Come on, all you admirers of King Kong

and smack your lips."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram

"Stacked up against 'The Beast From
20.000 Fathoms,' 'King Kong' and 'Mighty
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Joe Young' were just a couple of small-fry

monsters . . . Spectacular and thoroughly

amusing thriller."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American

"No 'King Kong'; it fails to sow the mus-

tard seed of temporary believability in its

field of tall tales about a prehistoric survival.

It is amusing, though, as a fantastic satire

on high-flying terror yarns."—Guernsey, N.

Y. Herald Tribune

'COUNT THE HOURS'
RKO

"Tight bundle of excitement . . . small

budget affair in which every minor detail

turned out exactly right."—Cook, N. Y.

World Telegram
"Kind of film which is measured in speed

and suspense, and it tests about average in

each of these categories . . . Nothing new to

say about cliff-hanging . . . but it repeats the

old story in efficient movie style."—Guernsey,

N. Y. Llerald Tribune

"With fairly thoughtful direction ... in

addition to some nice raw photography

throughout, this offering sacrifices substance,

of plain conviction for standardization sus-

pense."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . gen-

erates maxim sympathy accompanied by
large amounts of suspense . . . Comes
through as an average picture"—Winsten,

N. Y. Post

"Conversational for the most part, the film

offers rural backgrounds, a couple of court-

room scenes and a bit of gunplay at the

finish."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'MELBA'
United Artists—Horizon

"Massive melange of mighty music is the

meager salvation of the film. For the story-

book tale ... is a mere offense to the taste

and credulity of an average numskull, and it

is assembled and played with little more

sense."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Album of opera ... is showy, and it is

generous musically . . . But as a movie it

rather stagnant ... It has every possil

mechanical advantage for the display

opera on the screen, but very few of t

qualities which make the movies excitinj

—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) ... It shot

not be difficult for moviegoers to decide

advance whether or not 'Melba' is for thel

Essentially a standard entertainment fori

the picture gains stature only in its prod' :

tive opulence of sight and sound."—Winst

N. Y. Post

"Lavishly mounted, handsomely costun

. . . generous musical program."— Pelswi
,

X. Y. Journal-American

"Standard musical movie plot . . . ll

matters about 'Melba' are trifling except

report on the happy time Patrice Munselfc

prepared to give both ears and eyes.'tjm

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

'STALAG 17'

Paramount
"Billy Wilder . . . lias artfully set defij

all the good qualities he found in the st t

play . . . Sharpen your 10-best list pen s

boys and girls."—Cook, N. Y. World-TJ*'j

gram
"Movie rushes from situation to situam

in a bubbling stream of entertainment .If <[

One of the treats of summer moviegorw

—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Crackerjack movie entertainment . •

certainly one of this year's most sniasl S

films."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"Lusty comedy, realism and melodrija

are expertly blended . . .
players are ex I-

lenl . . . Wilder skillfully keeps the ac n

moving at all times."—Pelswick, N. %•

Journal-American

"Good Plus (Movie Meter Rating) M
comic routines . . . sound like soldiers

forming for a Church Social . . . not as g'«

as expected, and maybe it isn't even gKi

enough."—Winsten, N. Y. Post



PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€flS€ R€CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS
1951 •52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

58)

19)

In Production (2)

In Production 10)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Bowery Bloodhounds
Slade

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo
Army Bound 161 ) _

Battle Zone (82)

Bowery Knights
Canyon Ambush 153)

Fanqs of the Arctic (63)

Pargo 169)

Rat Tod (C) 185)

Sunman, The
Hiawatha Id (80)

Homesteaders, The 162)
lalopy
lungle Girl 170)

(ansas Pacific IC) 173)
.laze. The (3D)
Mexican Silver

Murder Without Tears
-lo Holds Barred 166)

Jorthern Patrol

Northwest Territory (61)
oar of the Crowd
oyal African Rifles. The (CI
aian Drums
on of Belle Starr
angier Incident 177)

exas City
orpedo Alley 184)

icious Years, The I7?|
/Kite Lightning (61)

/yominq Roundup (53)

quared Circle, The

Cast
Gorcey-Hall
Stevens-Malone

Rel. No. Rev.

Oberon-Todd
Clements
Hodiak-Christian
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Coates
Kirby-Grant
Elliot

Hayden-Carlson
Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay ...

Elliott-Vallin

Gorcey-Hall
Sheffield-Sharpe
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Bowery Boys ...

Grant-Chinook
Grant-Chinook
Duff-Stanley
Hay ward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar
Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Brown-Elliscn
Stevens-Malone
Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar
Wilson-Coates
Kirkwood-Gleason

7-26
10-52
9-52

10- 12

12-28
9-52.
11-52
4- 13
12-7
2-53
2-53
12-7
2-53
7-23

6-14
12-52
7-5
12-9
5-31

6-21
6-53
2-53
12-30
1 1-52
2- 18
3-53
11-9

5216 ...

5301

5244
5222
5226
5201

...5252

.5202..

5318
5208
5302

5214

5309
5316

5308

S236
5254

COLUMBIA
952-53 Features

Serials

Completed
Completed

(54)

( 3)

In Production

In Production

(2)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

i PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Name For Herself Holliday-Lawford
sine Mutinv. The IT) Bogart-Ferrer

OMPLETED

Rel. No.

(57)

I Ashore (T) 180)
mbush at Tomahawk Gap (T)
d For Each Other
q Heat. The

3 Jump, The 1TI

ue Canadian Rockies (58)
larqe of the Lancers IT)
lina Venture
>ngo Bill

inquest of Cochise (T)
uisin' Down the River (T)
jht Iron Men (80)
efighters, Th e
'e Angels on Murder 188)
me of Calcutta 170)
rt Ti IT) (DDI 1731
th Man, The (73)
100 Finqers of Dr. T.. The (T)
'jr Poster, The (103)
>m Here to Eternity
ass Wall. The (801
'Iden Hawk (T) (83) ....

•Idtown Ghost Riders
ngman's Knot (T) (81)
ppy Time. The 194)

HI Below Zero IT)
I r Wonderful Lie „

lasion, U.S.A. 174)
• :k McCall. Desperado IT) (76)
•jgler, The 186)
• iqle Safari
dies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue)
It of the Comanches IT) 185)
I I of the Pony Express
It Posse, The 173)

U's Do It Aaain IT) 1951
>n in the Dark IDDI 170)
kmber of the Wedding, The 191)....s Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT)
k sion Over Korea
C Top of Old Smoky (59)

Girl's Confession 174
f k Train 157)
Pifinder, The (T) 178)
Jice of Pirates (T) (801
P oners of the Casbah IT)
p blem Girls 170)
Ribow Round My Shoulder IT) 178)

Rooney- Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Heston-Scott
Glenn Ford
Ladd-Andrews
.Autry-Buttram
Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan
McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter .

Colleano-Franz
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors
Ireland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Harrison-Palmer
Clift-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Fleming-Haydn
Autry-Burnette
Scott-Jarman ....

Boyer-Driscoll
Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth
Mohr-Castle
Montgomery- Stevens
Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene
Monroe-Jergens
Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
Wyman-Miiland
O'Brien-Totter
Waters-Harris
Hayworth-Ray
Hodiak-Derek
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Autry-Buttram
Montogmery-Carter
Derek-Rush
Graham-Romero
Walker-Elliott
Lalne-Daniels

3-53 534
5-53

11-52

12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
6-53
1-53

11-3

4-53
10-52
5-53
11-52
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

1 1-52
2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53
9-52

508

506

6-15

9-22

6-30

2-23

6-29
4-20
12-29

528

516
524

503

3-23
9-22

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecoior, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Renegade Canyon IT) IDDI John Derek
Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Salome (T) (103) Hayworth-Granger
Savage Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens
Serpent of the Nile (TI 181)

Siren of Bagdad IT) (72)
Strange Fascination (80)
Stranger Wore A Gun (3D)
Target—Hong Kong 166)
Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue)
Valley of the Headhunters

Special
3-53

545
539

505

Fleming-Lundigan 5-53
Henreid-Medina 6-53

—Moore-Haas 12-52
Scott-Trevor 8-53
Denning-Loo 2-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Weismuller 8-53

Vatican, The (T) (42) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger 147) Weissmuller-Burckhart 1 1 —52
War Cry |C) Montgomery-Long 435
Wild One, The Brando-Murphy

4-6

5-4
6- 1

10-6

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (0/

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights IReissue) (76)
Bachelor in Paris (83)
Bad Blonde 180)

Captain Kidd IReissue) (89) _..

Eyes of the Jungle! 79 )

Gambler and the Lady 171)
Ghost Ship !69)
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) ...

Great White Hunter (Reissue) (89).
Hellgate 187)
I'll Get You (79)

Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70)
Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)
Perils of the Jungle 163)
Sins of Jezebel (AC)
Slasher, The 170)

Spaceways 176)

Tall Texan. The (84)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63)
Twilight Women (891

White Goddess 173)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rel.

Anna May Wong
Price-Auer
Payton-Wright
Scott-Laughton
Jan Hall
Dane Clark
Court-Walsh
Parker-Payton
Peck-Preston
Hayden-Leslie
George Raft
Animation Feature
George Raft
Tracy-Sawyer
Clyde Beatty
P. Goddard
Kenny-Collins
Duff-Bartok
Bridges-Cobb
Special Cast
Jackson-Ray
Jon Hall

4-24
4-17
4- 10

12-12
7-1

12-26
6- 12

7- 17
12-12

9-5
1- 16
6-5

1 1-28
3-20
9-4

5-29

2- 13

1 1-14
5-15
3-27

No.

5215
5213
621

1

5210
5229
5204
5228
5221
5209
5113
5206
5205
5302
5203
5214
5225
5218
5301
5207
5201
5217
5224

Rev.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Rev. 1952-53 Features Completed (56) In Production [5,

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Long, Lona Trailer (T) Ball-Arnaz
Flame and the Flesh (Italyl IT) L. Turner-Angeli
Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards
Knights of the Round Table (T) R. Taylor-Gardner
Rhapsody (TI E. Taylor-Gassman

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker
Actress, The Tracy-Simmons
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 174) Reynolds-Van
All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Apache War Smoke (67) Roland-Horton
Arena lAnsI (3-D) Young-Bergen
Bad and the Beautiful, The (118) Turner-Douglas
Band Wagon, The 1112) Astaire-Charisse

Battle Circus 1901 Bogart-Allyson

Because You're Mine (T) 1103) Lanza-Whitmore
Biq Leaquer. The (70) Robinson-Ellen

Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Clown, The (91) Skelton-Greer
Code 2 (691 Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie (71) Johnson-Leigh
Cry of the Hunted 1801 Gassman-Sullivan
Danqerous When Wet ( T > 195) Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The (71) Keel-Greer

Devil Makes Three, The (90) IT) Kelly-Angeli

Dream Wife 1991 Grant. Kerr

Easy To Love IT) Williams-Johnson

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92) Champion-O'Keefe
Fast Company 1601 H. Keel-P. Bergen
Fort Bravo lAnsI Holden-Parker
Girl Who Had Everythinq, The(69) Taylor-Lamas
Great Diamond Robbery, The Skelton-Wiliiams

Hoaxters. The 136) Documentary
Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams
I Love Melvin (T) 177) O'Connor-Reynolds
Invitation to the Dance IT) . Kelly-Youskevitch
Jeopardy 170) Stanwyc k-Sulli.van

Julius Caesar II2II Brando-Mason
Kiss Me Kate 130) AO Grayson-Keel
Latin Lovers IT) Turner-Montalban
Lili IT) 181) Caron- Ferrer
Main Street to Broadway 11021 All-Star

Merry Widow, The IT) (105) Turner-Lomas
Million Dollar Mermaid IT) (110) Williams-Mature
Mogambo IT) Gable-Gardner

Rel. No. Rev.

1-53 313 12-1
9-53
8-53 346

10-52 305 10-6
6-53 337
1-53 315 2-9
8-53 345
4-53 321 2-9
10-52 304 9-8
8-53 347

326
1-53 316
4-53 329 4-70
4-53 322 1-26

330
7-53 341
1-53 314 12-1
9-52 302 8-25
6-53 335

10-52 306 10-20
332

3-53 3-9
8-53
1-53 319 1-12

11-52 . 309 10-20
3-53 323 2-9

" 2-53 31 7'ZZI""
6-15

8-53 348
7-53 342
7-53 344
9-52 301 9-22
12-52 312 11-17
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Naked Spur. The IT) 191)
Never Let Me Go (941
Plymouth Adventure IT) (104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) (100
Quo Vadis IT) 1168!
Remains To Be Seen 188)
Ride Vaouero !Ans) !90)
Roque's March 184)
Saadia IT)

Scandal At Scourie IT) (90)
Sky Full of Moon 173)
Sliqht Case of Larceny (71)
Small Town Girl IT) 1931
Sombrero IT) (103)
Story of Three Loves IT) (122)
Take the High Ground lAns)
Terror On A Train 1721
Torch Song (T)

Younq Bess IT) 1112)

Stewart-Ryan 2-53
Gable-Tierney 5-53
Tracy-Tierney 11-52
Granger-Kerr 1 1-52
Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson 6-53
Gardner-R. Taylor 7-53
Lansford-Rule 3-53
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon 6-

Carpenter- Sterling 12-

Rooney-Bracken 6-

J. Powell-Granger 4-

Montalban-Angell 3-

All-Star Cast 6-

Wid mark-Stewart
Ford-Vernon
Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger 5-53

318
327
310
308
218
331
343
320

4-6
1 1-3

10-20
1 1- 19

5-4
6-29
1-12

336
311
334
325
324
338

333

11-17
6-1

3-9

5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Knock on Wood (T) Kaye-Zetterling
Naked Jungle. The (T) Heston. Parker
Alaska Seas Ryan-Heflin

COMPLETED

Rel. No. Rev.

5223
5204
5121
5220
5201

6-1
2-23
1-14

6-1
9-22
6-16
4-20
8-11

Arrowhead IT) 1105) Heston-Palance 8-53 5227 6-29
Blazing Forest (Tl (91) Payne-Moorehead 12-52 5207 10-20
Botany Bay (T) Ladd-Mason
Caddy, The Martin & Lewis ...

Caribbean IT) (95) ......Payne-Dahl 9-52 5202 .

Carrie 1118) Olivier-Jones . 8-52 .5123 6-16
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue) Colbert-Wilcoxon 12-52 5208 - ......

Come Back Little Sheba (99) Lancaster-Booth 3-53 5213 1-26
Elephant Walk IT) Leigh-Andrews
Encore 190) Maugham Stories 7-52 5122
Fiqhters. The I3D1 (Korea)
Fliqht to Tanaier IT) I3D) Fontaine-Palance
Forever Female 193) Rogers-Holden 5226
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) (95) Genn-Taylor 4-53 5215
Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151) Stewart-Hutton 5-53 5129
Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow _

Here Comes the Girls (T) Hope-Martin ...

Houdini IT) 1105) Curtis-Leigh 7-53
Hurricane Smith (T) (901 DeCarlo-lreland 10-52
Jumping Jacks 198) ...Martin-Lewis 7-52.
Jamaica Run IT) (92) Milland-Dahl 6-53
Just For You (T) (104) Crosby-Wyman 9-52
Little Boy Lost _ Crosby-Dauphin
Los Alamos Barry-Carke
Lost Treasure of the Amazon I3D) (EC) Lamas-Fleming
Money From Home IT) (3D) Martin-Lewis
Off Limits (891 Hope-Rooney
Pony Eyoress IT) (101) Heston-Fleming
Red Garters IWS) IT) Clooney-Taylor
Road to Bali IT) (91) Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday (119) Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree [Tl (3-D) . Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) (95) Heston-Hanson
Scared Stiff (108) Martin-Lewis
Shane IT) 118 _ Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me IT) (97) Hutton-Meeker
Son of Paleface IT) 1104) Hope-Russell
Stalaq 17 1 1201 Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singinq, The (991 (T) Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The 1100) Martin-Lewis
Those Redheads from

Seattle IParV) (T) Fleming-Barry
Thunder in the East (98) . Ladd-Kerr 1-53
Turning Point, The (85 [ _ Holden-Smith . . . 10-52
Tropic Zone IT) 194) . Reagan-Fleming 1-53
Vanquished. The (T)I84) Payne-Sterling 6-53
War of the Worlds IT) 185) Barry-Robinson

4-53 5216
5-53 5217 3-?

1-53 5209 Z 12-1
9-53 5228
5-53 5230 6-15
11-52 .. 5206 .10-4
6-53 5222 4-20
8-53 5225 4-20
10-52 . 5203 1-9
8-52 5124 . 7-14
7-53 . 5224
3-53 .5214 . ..... 1-12
3-53 5212

5210
5205
5211
5221
5218

11- 17
.10-4
12-29

3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features Completed (13) In Production ( 1 )

Serials Co mpleted ( 0) In Production (0)
Westerns Completed ( 7) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
- 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel No. Rev.

Genevieve Carroll-Powers

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane
Champ Fom Brooklyn, The Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers 6-12 5209
El Paso Stampede Lane-Waller 8-25
Down Laredo Way Allen-Picker 7-20
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) .. MacMurray-Ralston 4-28 5207
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Lady Wants Mink. The (Tr) (92) Hussey-O' Keefe 3-5 5205
Laughing Anne (T) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock (51) Lane-Waller 2-1 5241
Operation Fl'ght Nurse Leslie-Tucker
Perilous Journey Raluston-Brian 4-5 5206
Ouiet Man. The (T) (129) „ Wayne-O'Hara 9-14 5108 8-19
Red River Shore Allen
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90) Donlevy-Tucker 11-52 5202 11-3
San Antone 190) Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
Sea of Lost Ships Derek-Hendrix 8-53
Sun Shines Bright ..... . Winninger-Whelan 6-53 5208
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr) Middle ton- Norman 7-12 5210

11-27 5201
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109
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Tropical Heat Wave 174) Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey 9-5 . 5107
Woman They Almost Lynched (90) Lund-Leslie 3-20 5204

8-11

RKO RADIO
19 52-53 Features Completed (37) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE— Running Time

Carnival IC)
French Line, The

COMPLETED
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Annie Oakley 191) IRe-issue)
Angel Face 191)
Below the Sahara 165)
Blackbeard the Pirate IT) (99)
Affair With A Stranger
Captive Woman (65) ...........

Count the Hours 174)
Devil's Canyon 130) IC)
Follow the Fleet

Gay Adventure
Hans Christian Andersen IT) (120)
Hitch-Hiker, The 171)
Isle of the Dead
Jet Pilot IT) 1118)
Jungle Fury IC) IWS)
Lusty Men, The 1113)
Mighty Joe Young
Montana Belle Tr (81)
Never Wave At A Wac (87)
No Time for Flowers (83) .....

Out of the P.>st

Peter Pan IT) 1771

Sea Around Us, The (T) 161} .

Sea Devils IT) 191)

Second Chance IC) (3D)
She Had to Say Yes 1891

Son of Sinbad IT)

Split Second 185)
Stage Door IReissue)
Suspicion
Sword and the Rose IT) 1921

Tarzan and the She Devil 176)

3-D Follies. The IECI (StC)
Too Many Girls (85)
Top Hat
Under the Red Sea (67)
Without Reservation (Reissue)

Cast
Baxter-Cochran
Russell-Roland

Rel. No.

... Simmons-Younq
Stanwyck-Foster
Mite hum- Simmons
Documentary
Darnell-Wewton
Simmons-Mature
Clarke-Field
Wright-Carey
Mayo-Robertson
Astaire-Rogers
Meredith-Aumont
Kaye-Grainger
O'Brien-Lovejoy
Karloff-Drew
Wayne-Leiqh
G. Ford-A. Sheridan

_Hayward-Mitchum
T. Moore-B. Johnson
Russell-Brent
Russell-Wilson
Lindfors-P. Christian
Mitchum- Douglas
Disney-Cartoon Feature
Documentary
DeCarlo-Hudson
Darnell-Mitchum
Simmons-Mitchum
Robertson-Forrest
McNally-Smith
Hepburn-Rogers- Ball

Grant-Fontaine
Todd-Johns
Barker-MacKenzie
Horton Dancers

. Ball-Arnaz
Astaire-Rogers

_Hass-8erl
Colbert-Wayne

11-52 368
9-52 383
2-53 312

Rev

1-2*

12-52 307
6-53
10-52 306
4-53 316
7-53

487

11- 52 351
3-53 314
7-53 482

12-1!

2-2)

1-2!
2-<

10-52 .304
7-53 481

11-52 . 308
1-53
2-53

371
313
488
3922-53

7-53
5-53 320
7-53
8-53
8-53
6-53
8-53

12-1!

-

1

l-2i

8-53
6-53

318

486
5491
324

8-52 382
485

10-52 .. 305
8-53

20th' CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) IT) Widmark-Darvi
Story of Demetrius ICS) (T) Mature-Hayward

No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90) ...

Blueprint For Murder (76)

Call Me Madam tT) (1171

City of Bad Men IT) (82)

Dangerous Crossing (75)

Desert Rats 188) .........

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)
Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The IT) 181) ....

Gentleman's Agreement 1 1 1 8 1 Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) (91)

Girl Next Door. The 1921

Glory Brigade 182)

How to Marry A Millionaire IT) ICinS)
I Don't Care Girl (T) (78) _
Inferno IC) (3-D) - —
Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Kid From Left Field, The
Kiss of Death 199) IReissue) ... .....

Lure of the Wilderness (Tl (92)

Man On A Tightrope 1105)

Miss Robinson Crusoe IECI
Mister Scoutmaster
Monkey Business (97)
My Cousin Rachel 198)
My Pal Gus (83)
My Wife's Best Friend (101)
Niagara IT) (89)

Night Without Sleep (77)

O. Henry's Full House Mil)
Pickup on South Street (80) _.

Pony Soldier IT) (82)
Powder River IT) 178)

President's Ladv. The (96) ...

Road House 1951 IReissue)

Robe, The IT) ICinS)
Ruby Gentry (82)

Sailor of the King 183)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Star, The (89)

Snake Pit 1108) IReissue)

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds (81)

Stars and Stripes Forever (T) (89)..

Steel Trap (85)
Taxi (77)

Thief of Venice (91) .

Wagner-Moore 12-53
Gaynor-Brady 1 1-52
Cotten-Peters 9-53
Merman-O'Connor .....4—53..

Crain-Robertson 9-53
Crain-Rennie 8-53
Mason-Burton 5-53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53
Widmark-Monroe 9-52
Lundigan-Greer 3—S3
Grable-Robertson 7-53
Peck-McGuire 5-53
Russell-Monroe 8-53
Raver-Dailey 6-53
Mature-Moore 7-53
Grable-Monroe I 1-53

Gaynor-Wayne 1-53
Ryan-Lundigan 8-53
H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53
Dailey-Bancroft 7-53
Widmark-Mature 7-53
Peters-Hunter 9-52..

March-Moore 5-53
Blake-Nader 10-53

Webb-Dee 9-53

.Grant-Rogers 10-52
deHavilland-Burton 1-53..

.Widmark-Dru 12-52
Baxter-Carey 10-52
Cotten-Peters . 2-53
.Darnell-Merril 1 1—52

Crain-Granger 9-52.
Widmark-Peters 6-53
Power-Edwards 12-52
Calhoun-Calvet 6-53
Hayward-Heston 4—53
Widmark-Lupino 7-53
Burton-Simmons - 10-53

J. Jones-Heston 1-53

Hunter-Rennie 8-53
Calhoun-Robertson — 2—53
Bette Davis . 3-53
DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53
Peck-Hayward 10-52
.Mature-Neal 10-52
Webb-Paget .. 12-52
Cotton-Wright I 1-52

Daley-Smith ...... ... 3-53
Montez-Christian 12-52

236

311

.11-11

3-2

319
313 3-

224 .
7-2

317 2-2

307 5-

352
j

320
1

302

314

l-l

4-2

227
316

.230.
301 ...

233
231 .

306
-235.
228-
322
237
321
312

1
2-2

12-1

9-2

2-

5-

II-!

303

309 .

316
353

238
239
232
305
304

2-:

9-i

II-

12-



Thy Neighbor's Wife Haas. Moore 9-53
Titanic 198) -Webb-Stanwyck 5-53
Treasure of Golden Condor IT) 193) Wilde-Smith 2-53
Tonight We Sing IT) (10?) Pinia-Peters 4-53
Vickie Crain-Peters 11-53
Way of a Gaucho IT) 191) ...Tierny-Calhoun 9-52
What Price Glory IT) II 1 1) ..Cagney-Dailey 8-52
White Witch Doctor. The IT) 196) Hayward-Mitchum 7-53

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (44)

Queen is Crowned, A IT) 1401 184) Documentary June 323
318 5-4 Raiders, The IT) (82) Conte-Lindfors Nov 301 .

308 2-23 Redhead From Wyoming IT) 180) O'Hara-Nicol Jan 309
310 Seminole IT) 184) Hudson-Hale Mar 313

Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
229 10-20 Take Me to Town IT) 181) Sheridan-Hayden June 321
224 ... 7-28 Tumbleweed IT) . Murphy-Nelson

Thunder Bay IT) 1 1031 Stewart-Dru Aug 4-1
Veils of BaaHad IT) Mature-Field
Walking Mv Babv Back Home ITI O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O' Hard-Chandler
Willie and Joe Back at the Front 187) Ewcli- Lembec k Oct 233 t0-»
Wings of the Hawk I 3D ) I East C ) Adams-Heflin

In Production (2) Yankee Buccaneer IT) (84) Chandler-Brady Oct . 234

No. Rev.

Chap 1 1-3

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Camel Corps 1 3 D ) (PC) Cameron-Dru
Beachhead IPC) Curtis-Lovejoy

COMPLETED
Act of Love K. Douglas-D. Robin
Africa Screams Beatty-Buck 4-15
Assassin, The Gregson-Grahame 4-22
Babes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee 12-7
Bandits of Corsica. The 181) Greene-Raymond 2-27
Breaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson 12-21
Iwana Devil I3D) lAns) IS5) Stack-Britton 3-13
Captain John Smith

and Pocahontas IPathe C) Dexter-Hale, Jr.
Crossed Swords _ Errol Flynn
Crosstown John Payne
Fort Algiers Yvonne deCarlo ....

Genghis Khan M. Conde-E. Reyos
Gay Adventure B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Guerrilla Girl 181) Dantine-Marianna
It's in the Bag 187) ._ Elliott-Castle
Joe Louis Story. The
Kansas City Confidential 198) Payne-Gray
Limelight 1140) Chaplin-Bloom
Luxury Girl 194) Stephens-Ferrero
Magnetic Monster 175) Carlson-Byron
Marshal's Daughter. The L. Anders-K. Murray .

Melba IT) Munsel-Morley
Miss Hargreaves Katherine Hepburn
Monsoon 179) Thiess-Douglas
Moon Is Blue. The Holden-Niven
Moulin Rouge IT) 1 1 18) Ferrer-Marchand
Neanderthal Man. The R. Shane-D. Merrick
Outpost in Malaya 188) Claudette Colbert
Phantom From Space Seay-Nash
Raiders of the Seven Seas IT)

Red Planet Mars (87)
Return to Paradise (T)
Ring Around Saturn 120) IWS)
River, The IT) (99)

Scarlet Spear, The (An)
Shoot First

Son of the Renegade (57) .

That Man From Tangier
Thief, The (85)
Tombstone Express IT)

Tom Brown's Schooldays (93) Da vies-Newton 11-2
Twonky, The H. Conried-G. Blondell 4-10
Untamed Women (70) Jewel Productions 9-52
Vice Squad E. G. Robinson ..... 8-53
Volcano (104) ... A. Magnani-G. Brooks 4-5
War Paint IEC! IWS) Robert Stack 8-53
When I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott .__ 4-20
Witness, The Bergman-Brando

Payne-Reed
Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes

Swinburne-Shields
-Archer-Hyer
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Asther-Coleman

... Milland-Gam —
Montgomery-Hunter

8-53
8-53
8-53
6- 12

1-23

7-53
8- 53

.1-16
2-6

1-30
2- 18

6-26
8-53

12-14
7-53
3-6
6- 19

I 1-24
5-15
5-27
5-15
7-53

2-15

6-15
12-29

Sml

Ren

5-15
3-27
5-8

10-10 . Pop 10-6

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (I]

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
I TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.
Slenn Miller btory, The IT) Stewart-Allyson
ilass Webb, The I3DI IT) Robinson-Forsythe

COMPLETED
Vbbott & Costello Go To Mars 177) Abbott & Costello
kbbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde Abbott-Costello

against All Flaqs IT) 183) Flynn-O'Hara
All American ... Curtis-Nelson
mi I Desire (79'/i) Stanwyck-Carlson
ack to God's Country IT) Hudson Cochran
ecause of You (95) ... Young-Chandler ....

lack Castle, The 181) McNally-Greene
onzo Goes To College 179) Perreau-Gwenn ..

•ity Beneath the Sea IT) 187) Ryan-Powers
olumn South IT) 185) Murphy-Evans
uel at Silver Creek. The IT) 177) Murphy-Domergue
esert Legion IT) 186) Ladd-Dahl
ast of Sumatra IT) Chandler-Maxwell ...

Drbidden Curtis-Dru
rancis Covers the Big Town 186) Donald O'Connor
iris in the Nirjht 1831 . Holden-Farrell
olden Blade, The (T) Laurie-Hudson
reat Sioux Uprising, The IT) (80) Chandler-Domergue
unsmoke IT) 179) Murphy-Drake
la and Pa Kettle Hit the Road Main-Kilbride
an From the Alamo Ford-Adams
oriions West IT) 181) .... . . Ryan-Adams Oct 235 10-6
Came from Outer Space {3D) ( 82 ) Carlson-Rush June 322 6-29
Grows On Trees 184) _ Dunne-Jagger Nov 303 11-17
Haptens Every Thursday 180) Young-Forsythe May 319 4-20
iw and Order ITI 180) ... . Reagan-Malone May 318
iwless Breed. The IT) 183) Hudson-Adams Jan 306
>ne Hand IT) 180) McCrea-Hale May 317
a and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
a and Pa Kettle on Vacationl75) Main-Kilbride Apr 314
an From the Alamo IT) Murphy-Domergue Aug
eet Me at the Fair IT) 187) . Dailov-Lynn Jan 307 12-15
ississippi Gambler IT) 1981 Power-Laurie Feb 310 1-12

Apr 316 3-23

Aug
Dec 305 12-1

July 325

Nov 302 10-20
Dec 304
Sept 232 8-25
Mar 308
June 320 6-1

Aug ... 228 ...

Apr 315 " 3-9

Aug
July 324
Feb 311 1-26

July 326
Mar 312

Rel. No.

..Abbott-Costello
Day-Bolger
P. Christian-P. Raymond
Wayne-Olson
-Cooper-STanwyc k

Baxter-Conte
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel
Scott-Massey
Morgan-Carey

Madison-Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden

_B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Loveioy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cochran-Teal ...

Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark
Wilde-Thaxter
.Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

12-27
1-3

6-13
8-30

3-28

5-2

208
209
221

201

215

219

Rev.

12-1

6-29
9-8

3-23

4-6

6- 14
12-6

7- 1

1

7-25
9-27

5-30
7-25

4-25

2-28
1 1-22
8- 15

2-14
4-19

I-3

1

8-1

10- 11

I I-8

123
207

223
224
202

5-19
12-1

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (I

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Hondo I3DIIWCI Wayne-Page

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170) _
April in Paris IT) (101)
Beast from 20.000 Fathoms 180)

Big Jim McLain (90)
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Boy From Oklahoma. The (WC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon ITI 1102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Carson City IWC) 187)
Cattle Town (71)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) { 3D > 1961
City is Dark. The 174)

Crimson Pirate, The IT) (104) ....

Danger Forward
Desert Song. The 1 1 10 ...............

Diamond Queen IEC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax IWC) I3D) 188)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Island in the Sky _..

Jazz Singer. The IT) (107)

Lion and the Horse, The (WC) 183)
Lion Is In th Streets, A IT)

Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)
Master of BaMantrae ITI 189)

Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102)
Operation Secret 1108) _
Plunder of the Sun
Ridinq Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway IWC) 195)

She s Working Her Way
Through College (T) (101) ...

Mayo-Reagan
So Big Wyman-Hayden
So This Is Love IT) Grayson-Abel
South ^ea Woman 199) Lancaster-Mayo
Springfield Rifle (WC) 1931 Cooper-Thaxter ....

Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) 186) Crawford-Trevor
Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (109) Roger, Jr.-Wyman
System, The 1901 Lovejoy-Perrin
Three Sailors and A Girl ITI Powell-MacRae
Thunder Over the Plains IWCI Scott-Kirk
Trouble Alonq the Way (I 101 Wayne-Reed -

220

9-22

5-18

218

213
206

212
119

2i i

225
203
205

4-20

2-9

1-26

12-29

9-8
10-20

3-14 214 ..... 2-9

7-12 128

8-1

6-27 222 6-15
10-25 204 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 129 7-28
4-18 217 4-6

R ?<)

4-4 216 3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order trill reserve your POI.AIJTE

glasses and insure delivery jor future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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loved by millions on radio and television

A RIP-ROARING
FAMILY
COMEDy/

/MAtOM
You'll never get I

country out of o

gal like me!

cmKtrati
I love Brooklyn.,

you keep the fsrr

DENNIS O'KEEFE RUTH HUSSEY
as Pop O'Connor as Mom O'Connor

EVE ARDEN WILLIAM DEMAREST
who out-talks everyone but his wife

with GENE 10CKHART • HOPE EMERSON
creen Play By DANE LUSSIER and RICHARD ALAN SIMMONS « Story By LEONARD NEUBAUER and LOU SCHOR

Associate Producer-Director WILLIAM A. SEITER • A REPUBLIC FIGURE
^HHBHiflHHHHHHHHi^ilHHnHHr
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A Production Code Administration Executive Tells
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They're talking about what

Ike's attitude will be toward re-

peal of the 20 percent tax on

movie tickets. If, as seems al-

most certain at the moment
this is being written ( Friday

p.m. I, the Senate follows the

House lead and passes II. R.

157 before Congress adjourns,

the next move will be up to the

President. "Will he veto the

Mason Hill? Insiders say he

will not.

True, Eisenhower is on rec-

ord against any tax cuts this year pending

the outcome of the Korean fuss, but in those

instances where he has mean no—positively

—he has taken an active role in opposition,

as witness the excess profits issue. This has

not been the case in the movie tax right. The
Chief Executive has not actually made any

hostile move against the Mason Bill, which

gives those who have steered the legislation

every reason to assume that he will scratch,

his 1). W. E. across the measure when and,

of course, if it is dropped on his desk.

Lest this be interpreted as wishful think-

ing, they point out that the President would

have gone into action long before this, had

he intended to axe the bill. Since Republi-

cans las well as Democrats) are giving

widespread support to the measure, they say

the President would hardly have permitted

his own party members to go out so far on

the limb for repeal without having advised

them if he held a contrary view.

O 0
In Hollywood they're talking about

Metro's secret testing of the Todd A-O
65mm process. What with Joseph M.
Schenck. brother of Loew's Xick, tied up
with the Todd system, there's plenty of

speculation as to what might be afoot.

I

Meanwhile, however, the trend at M-G-M
s definitely toward expanded use of Cine-

naScope, although Dore Schary is keeping
lis studio "loose" as regards to all the new
echnological developments.

0 o

J

The long feud between William Goldman,
'hiladelphia independent, and the Warner
,'heatre circuit ended a week or so ago. Ac-
uisition by Si Fabian of the WB chain
pened the way for cessation of the hostil-

|ies that brought Goldman several im-
nrtant legal victories and enabled him to

rack the circuit's hold on first-run theatre

Derations in the city.

What Theg'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

The peace treaty calls for a split of pro-

duct between Goldman and Stanley \\ arner,

w ith the several other downtown hide oper-

ators free to bid for any product they desire.

Fabian and Goldman, progressive theatre-

men both, are talking only about their plan i

to work in harmony to improve business in

the Quaker City.

0 O

Win. lose, or draw, there's only praise for

the tremendous fight waged to win the tax

repeal by Harry Cole. Pat McGee and the

COMPO staffers.

What some of the keener minds in the

business are talking about is the example

the tax tussle has set for future industry co-

operation on issues of parallel interest. They

don't pretend to believe that success in this

instance means the end of the old interna!

frictions, but they see a pattern formed for

dealing with attacks against the industry a-

a whole. Perhaps, they say, movie people

will now act like the Irish family who sera])

among themselves but bloody the nose of

any outsider who interferes.

0

They're talking about what's doing busi-

ness, and what isn't. The two big musicals,

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and "The Band

Wagon", both in the big dough class . . .

"Scared Stiff" skids oft* badly as soon as the

dved-in-the-wool Martin iv Lewis fans have

their few days . . . "Vice Squad" a surprise

package of money . . . "Stalag 17" ditto .

But not "Sangaree", a 3Der with too little

3D . . . Warners again take depth dimension

honors with "Charge at Feather River".

Even with tobacco juice in their eye, the

public loves it . . . "Julius Caesar" getting a

steady, steady trade at the ex-legit house in

Xew York . . . Just so-so: "Houdini" and

"South Sea Woman" . . . Long-run champs:
" Lib" and "Moulin Rouge".

Will Ike Veto?

Metro Testing

Todd A-O

Goldmcin-WB

Feud Settled

What's Doing

Business
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Hall, I.Y

The Bad and Beautiful Girl has done it

again in a racy, deluxe musical of romantic

Rio and its ^ay life!

M-G-M presents In Color by Technicolor "LATIN LOVERS" • Starring Lana Turner

Ricardo Montalban • John Lund • Louis Calhern* with Jean Hagen •Eduard Franz • Screen

Play by Isobel Lennart • Music by Nicholas Brodszhy • Lyrics by Leo Robin • Dances

Staged by Frank Veloz • Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Joe Pasternak



WHY NO SEAL FOR THE MOON'
While early boxoffice reports indicate that the public in large numbers is expressing curi-

osity and amusement over "The Moon Is Blue", the controversy over its morality, or lack thereof,

continues to percolate.

In the issue of June 29, FILM BULLETIN took the position that the Production Code Ad-

ministration erred in refusing to grant this film a seal of approval. We contended that, despite

some startling language, "The Moon Is Blue" does not violate the provisions of the Code, that it

is really "one of the most moral pictures ever made". Our article titled "Is the Moon Scarlet?"

is now answered by John A. Vizzard, Assistant to the Director of the Production Code Adminis-

tration. We acknowledge, with thanks, this clarification of the PCA's views.

The Production Code staff has read your article on

"The Moon is Blue" with interest and keen concern. It

has always followed the principle that ; ts function was

similar to that of the umpire in a baseball eame, who

called the balls and strikes according to his best judg-

ment, but did not engage in public wrangles defending

his decisions.

Because of the peculiar nature of the problem posed

In the Preminger-Herbert film, however, it does not

want to consider itself iron-bound by a rule of its own
making. It is obvious to everyone that whether the

Code office was right or wrong in refusing a certificate

to "The Moon," the real danger lies in opening up a

modus operandi to those irresponsible elements in the

entertainment world, who, having no financial stake in

a large and important business, may d. ag it down to the

level of the burlesque house, at worst, or at best, turn it

into a cheap imitation of the Broadway stage; and in

either case, wreck it.

First of all, let me get certain principles straight.

Number one, the Code office is not laboring under il-

lusions of grandeur, thinking that it cannot make a mis-

take. But in the establishing of a firm and important

decision, such as was involved in "The Moon is Blue,"

it is buttressed in the exercise of its authority by the

confirmation of the Board of Directors of the Motion
Picture Association of America, to which it is directly

« responsible and from which it derives its powers.

This Board is made up principally of the Presidents

of the major film corporations, who are both worldly

wise and far from naive. Neither are they burdened by
what is slyly referred to in your article as "protectorate

thinking." Neither will they confirm a decision of the

( ode office merely as a matter of principle, just to insure

unity in the ranks.

The film was presented to this Board on appeal

from the decision of the Code staff, with a brief de-

livered by the representative of the picture makers, de-

veloping arguments similar to those to be found in your
article, and, for woe or for weal, was rejected by this

board. No one, naturally, is claiming infallibility for

any human institution ; but as human prudence goes, it

is a good corroboration of the decision taken by the

Code staff.

I he same conclusion can be derived from the posi-

ion taken by the Legion of I lecency. It is a formidable

verification of the Code's point-of-view. And while most
if the major censor boards, laboring under a constrictive

atmosphere created by the "Miracle" decision, did not

see fit to withhold permission to play this picture, one,

at least, did. This was Ohio. Finally, canvassing many
of the major producers and production executives in

Hollywood itself, the Code staff found unanimous agree-

ment thus far with the decision it rendered.

The second principle which must be made clear is

that we are very much aware that the intent of your

article was not to set up a hue and cry for the destruc-

tion of the system of self-regulation as such. This is

consoling, since it automatically separates the critique

of the Production Code's part in the film from the fulmi-

nation of wooly-haired reformers, who think that demo-

cratic methods and institutions of democracy call for the

abolition of all controls whatsoever. This, of course, is

childish. Strangely enough, it is a notion which is

wielded most frequently by those who have the habit of

crying "adult".

Now as to the specific reasons for the Code rejection

of this film. Instead of speculating widely about it, it

could have been nailed down accurately and precisely by

having recourse to the company which made the picture,

which has the reasons in black and white. Thev could

have supplied the documentation you seek, and which is

to be found in two clauses of the Code which were

passed over somewhat glossily in your article. They are

:

1. The Code clause which states that "Pictures shall

not infer that low forms of sev relationship are

the accepted or common thing."

The Code staff felt that the picture violated this

provision.

2. The clause which states that seduction is never

the proper subject for comedy.

Without attempting to expatiate on either of these

two points, and bypassing with calculation your conten-

tion that ".
. . in no instance is there a salacious . . . ac-

cent or phrase," let us come at once to the last item.

In your concluding paragraphs, you see fit to exhort

the Code Administration to the realization that virtue

cannot be made to shine out in pictures unless it is al-

lowed to come in conflict with vice and pitfalls. We
wonder how legitimate this plea seems in the wake of so

many obviously grown-up subjects that have been

treated with taste and strength on the screen in the last

36 months. ( )r else, what have you to say about "Street-

car," "A Place in the Sun," "Moulin R ";age," "Eorn Yes-

terday," and "Detective Story," to mention but a few?

John A. Vizzard
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STUDIO size-ups

ALLIED ARTISTS

Expansion is the Keynote

At AA, in Budgets & in Media

Expanding its budget well over last year,

Allied Artists is going into all media—in-

cluding CinemaScope—in scheduling a pro-

gram of 20 films between now and the end of

the year. The same number of pictures

turned out in the July to December period

last year were budgeted to about two-thirds

the expected cost for the second half of '53.

Walter Mirisch, exec producer of AA,
pointed out that "the program will include

high, medium and small budget productions".

In addition to at least one in CinemaScope,

the company will make use of Technicolor,

three-dimension, and wide screen—as well as

2D and black and white.

"The Black Prince," to be made in colla-

boration with Associated British Pictures

Corp., is the only production thus far speci-

fically designated for CinemaScope. Barring

last minute changes in schedule, the produc-

tion will get underway sometime within the

next 30 to 45 days, utilizing Technicolor for

the tint process.

Other top pictures to be made in Techni-

color will include: "Annapolis '53", "The Ad-
ventures of Hajji Baba," and "Wichita".

Slated to roll during the next 30-day

period are: "House in the Sea" (Richard

Conte), a William F. Broidy production in

3D, directed by Jerry Juran; "Bitter Creek"

(Keith Larsen), Scott R. Dunlap producing,

in color, and four more as yet uncast; "Pride

of the Blue Grass," Hayes Goetz producing

in color; Walter Wanger's "Riot in Cell

Block 11", in 3D; "The Green Hills of

Idaho" William Calihan producing, Ford
Beebe, directing in color; "Dragonfly Squad-

ron" produced by John Champion, in 3D;
and "Ketchekan," a Lindsley Parsons pro-

duction, to be directed by Warren Douglas.

Another inde has been brought into the

Allied Artists releasing fold with the signing

of a distribution pact with Three Fellows

Productions, on the recently completed "Jen-

nifer" (Ida Lupino-Howard Duff). AA is

known to be stepping up its bid for inde pro-

ducers in an effort to maintain a flow of from
four to six top-budget pictures for release

per month. Added scenes are being shot now
for "Jennifer" in hope of making it one of

the company's top releases of the year.

Two AA pictures have been completed

Cxc/uMe $L BULLETIN %rftw

By JAY ALLEN

since the last issue of FB. They are: "Slade"

(Mark Stevens-Dorothy Malone), a Lindsley

Parsons production directed by John H.

Burrows, and "Tabloid" (Stanley Clements-

Gloria Henry), produced by Ben Schwalb
and directed by Edward Bernds.

COLUMBIA

Big Ones Being Readied

For CinemaScope Cameras

Columbia has jumped on the CinemaScope

bandwagon, with a half dozen of the studio's

top properties being groomed for filming in

the wide screen process. First to get the

treatment will be "Pal Joey", a screen adap-

tation of the Broadway musical hit, tenta-

tively set to roll in October. Rita Hayworth
is the most prominently discussed star pos-

sibility for the picture, which Fred Kohlmar
will produce.

Other Columbia properties being con-

sidered for CinemaScope filming are: a musi-

cal adaptation of "My Sister Eileen," prob-

ably with Rosalind Russell, now starring in

the Broadway version, "Wonderful Town";
"The Liszt Story," "Reminiscences of a

Cowboy," "The Long Grey Line," "River of

the Sun," and "Black Knight".

As of the moment, Columbia is almost

totally shut down, with only Stanley Kra-

mer's production of "Caine Mutiny" before

the cameras. A full scale resumption of pro-

duction is slated for mid-August. Several

crews of writers have started whipping up
shooting scripts on both new and old

properties.

One of the first pictures slated to go into

production will be "Main Event," a fight

story to be produced by Jonie Taps. The
company is currently negotiating with Uni-

versal-International for a loan-out of Tony
Curtis, to take over the starring assignment.

This will be followed by Sam Katzman's

"Battle of Rogue River," in 3D and Techni-

color. Others set for early starts are:

"Clown in Baggy Pants," (Mickey Rooney)

another Taps production; "Rough Company"
and "The Gilded Rooster," both on Louis

Rachmil's production slate.

Columbia will also release Bryan Foy's

"The Mad Magician," which goes into pro-

duction in August. Foy will film the pic-

ture in 3D and Technicolor.

September 1 has been set as the starting

date on the Mike ITankovich inde for Co-

lumbia release, "Port of Spain." Dick Sal

and Mary Loos are currently completing tr

shooting script. Filming will be in Tangh
and London.

The release of "From Here to Eternity

(Montgomery Gift-Deborah Kerr-Burt Lau

caster-Frank Sinatra), originally schedule!

for September, has been moved up to Augu
to take advantage of the recent market trenj

toward strong business in the closing wee!

of summer.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

M-G-M, Too, Stepping Up

Number of CinemaScope Films

CinemaScope stock rose even higher as I

result of MGM's decision to use the 20 i

1

Century-Fox anamorphic system in an if

creasing number of its biggest production!

After viewing some of the early sequenc

of "Knights of the Round Table," first MGl
picture to be shot in the process. Do

Schary and other top studio executives irj

mediately tabbed two other productions f|

CinemaScope lensing, "Brigadoon" ai

"Beau Brummel," both to be filmed duria

the fall and early winter. Another, "Empre

of the Dusk" has been purchased by t I

studio and Sam ("Quo Vadis") Zimhal

named as producer. An historical story

the Byzantine Empire, it will star A
Gardner, now working in "Knights of t

Round Table" in England. At least sevj

color top features on the studio's previous

announced slate of pictures are consider

for filming in the process.

A studio spokesman tells FB that m<

features to be lensed in CinemaScope vj

also be made for release in the aspect ra

of 2 to 1, which MGM has long favored

the most adaptable for universal use.

"Rose Marie," (Ann Blyth-Howard K
Fernando Lamas), which the studio had p

viously scheduled as its second CinemaSc

production, is now set to roll on Augus

Mervyn LeRoy directing. Some of the ba

ground footage has already been shot

location in Canada.

Five pictures are in the final stages of fi

ing at the present time, although only

new feature has gone before the cameras

mi >uth, "Tennessee Champ" (Dewey Mar

Keenan Wynn-Cara Williams), Sol H

(Continued on I'age
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It has been my privilege to witness at first hand some
of the screen's most significant evolutionary advances. Each
new development has brought to our business more prestige
and added artistic luster. Each has served as a step to new
heights of boxoffice prosperity for exhibitor, producer and
distributor alike,

A few days ago, at our Hollywood studios, I enjoyed

a ringside seat at the dawn of a brilliant new era in entertain-

ment—The CinemaScope Era. The occasion was the screen-

ing of the first assembled versions of 20th Century-Fox's first

two CinemaScope productions in Technicolor, "The Robe"
and "How To Marry A Millionaire."

Seeing CinemaScope put to practical use in full-length

features is an exalting experience. On our Miracle Mirror

Screen, through the magic of the anamorphic lens, it staggers

the imagination and dwarfs the entertainment giants of the

past with its overwhelming splendor and technical superiority.

Now, through its panoramic range and sweep and the inten-

sity of its dramatic impact that makes the audience participants

in the action without the use of glasses, the motion picture

truly has come alive.

CinemaScope opens brilliant new horizons for the

motion picture industry. It establishes a blazing new standard

for entertainment, and I am convinced that it cannot fail at

the same time to create the greatest audiences in the entire

history of the screen.

CinemaScope opens new vistas for producers, directors,

actors, writers, photographers, technicians, to evolve and

create greater motion pictures than ever before.

PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED BY 20«, CENTl'N

.
•



0 ver the years, 20th Century-Fox has spared no effort and no expense

in the pioneering and development of new techniques to meet exhibitor needs

and public demand for ever-fresher, ever more exciting entertainment. Now,
once again, these tremendous investments, and the vigilance and application

of a brilliant research department, have borne rich fruit in behalf of our
industry.

You are familiar with the unprecedented and unanimous acclaim ac-

corded GinemaScope by exhibitors, producers, technicians and representatives

of the world-wide press through the demonstrations in our own country and

the European showings inaugurated in Paris, London and other European capi-

tals. You are aware of the tremendous exhibitor response to this revolutionary

new dimensional photographic medium from theatres of every size and shape.

At press time, 20th Century-Fox has received over four thousand applications.

1 am proud indeed to be associated with the company which fostered this

modern miracle of the screen; Spyros P. Skouras, whose tireless efforts in

behalf of progress led to his discovery of CinemaScope; Darryl F. Zanuck,

who so quickly and comprehensively grasped its potentialities and brought

it to stunning reality; and the other producers in our industry who have

adopted it with the confidence that CinemaScope points the brilliant road to

a future of unprecedented heights.

I am convinced that CinemaScope is an enduring milestone in the world

of entertainment. Nothing you have ever seen compares with CinemaScope;
nothing you have ever seen holds greater promise for a new and expanding

prosperity for the motion picture industry.

Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox



STUDIO SIZG-UPS
(Continued from Page 6)

Fielding producer, Fred Wilcox director.

Ready for the cameras are: "Crest of the

Wave" (Gene Kelly-Jeff Richards), produced

and directed in England by John and Roy
Boulting; "The Flame and the Flesh" (Lana

Turner - Pier Angeli - Carlos Thompson),

Technicolor production with Joe Pasternak

producing, Richard Brooks directing in

Naples; "Rhapsody" (Elizabeth Taylor-Vit-

torio Gassman) also in Technicolor—Law-
rence Weingarten producer, Charles Vidor

director; "Gypsy Colt" (Donna Corcoran-

Ward Bond-Frances Dee)—William Grady,

Jr., producer, Andrew Marton, director.

PARAMOUNT
Emphasis at Paramount

Is On Story Properties

Paramount has just completed one of the

major story transactions of the year, paying

a reported $100,000 for the rights to the new

James A. Michener novelette, "The Bridges

at Toko-Ri." This is a fantastic figure in the

current Hollywood market. The deal is only

one of a half-dozen important story buys

which have recently been consummated or

are in the final stages of negotiations at the

studio.

Four top-budget pictures have been set by

the company for September and October re-

lease. The September releases include

"Roman Holiday" (Gregory Peck - Audrey

Hepburn) and "The Caddy" (Dean Martin-

Jerry Lewis). For October the company will

have "The War of the Worlds," and "Little

Boy Lost" (Crosby).

Four pictures are in production at the

present time: "Mr. Casanova" (Bob Hope-

Joan Fontaine), Technicolor comedy pro-

duced by Paul Jones and directed by Nor-

man Z. McLeod; "Alaska Seas" (Robert

Ryan-Jan Sterling), Mel Epstein producing,

Jerry Hopper directing; "The Naked Jungle"

(Charlton Heston) in Technicolor, George

Pal producing, Byron Haskin directing; and

"Knock On Wood," (Danny Kaye-Mai Zet-

terling) in Technicolor, Panama and Frank

sharing producer-director credits.

Next to roll will be "Sabrina Fair" (Aud-

rey Hepburn-David Knight), to be produced

and directed by William Wyler who did such

an outstanding job of directing Miss Hep-
burn in her initial picture, "Roman Holiday":

Shooting is scheduled to get underway Au-
gust 17.

REPUBLIC

Production Push Starts

Three To Roll in August
Production gets it biggest boost of the

year at Republic next month with three fea-

tures going before the cameras. One feature

is currently shooting, "Geraldine" (John

Carroll-Mala Powers).

Teeing off the August slate will be "Jubilee

Trail" (Vera Ralston-Forrest Tucker-Joan

Leslie), produced and directed by Joseph

Kane in Trucolor. It is due to roll on the

3rd. On August 10, producer-director John

H. Auer is scheduled to begin shooting

"Hell's Half Acre" on location in Hawaii.

Although cast hasn't been set, it appeared

likely that Wendell Corey and Joanne Dru
will handle the starring assignments. Third

feature getting under way during the month
will be "Red River Shore" (Rex Allen),

which Rudy Ralston will begin filming on

August 29.

Republic prexy Herbert J. Yates tells

FILM BULLETIN that four additional

story properties have been agreed upon in a

renewal of the joint production deal with

Herbert Wilcox, in London. Their first dual

effort, "Laughing Anne" (Margaret Lock-

wood-Wendell Corey- Forrest Tucker), was
completed in England several months ago.

Under terms of the new agreement, it ap-

pears likely that at least one of the four ad-

ditional features will be made in Hollywood,
with the remainder to be turned out in

Britain. The first of the quarter to roll will

be "Trouble in the Glen" (Margaret Lock-

wood), which Wilcox will produce in Scot-

land. There is a good chance that the

cameras may start rolling on this one in

August.

Rumor has it that John Ford may be plan-

ning another picture for Republic release,

although neither he nor Republic will com-
ment at this time.

RKO

Grainger Sets 13 Releases

For Balance '53, Seeks More
President James R. Grainger is back in

Hollywood for conferences with production

chief C. J. Tevlin on next year's schedule,

and looking around for independent product.

Grainger returned to the West Coast after a

review at the N. Y. sales conference of RKO
operations for the first half year of his

regime, during which he revealed a 13-pic-

ture schedule, 11 in Technicolor, for the

balance of 1953.

The schedule leads off for August with

"The Sea Around Us", two 3D films, "Second

Chance" and "Devil's Canyon" (Virginia

Mayo-Dale Robertson) and Walt Disney's

"The Sword and the Rose". Following will

be "Jungle Fury" (Ann Sheridan - Glenn

Ford), "She Had to Say Yes" (Robert

Mitchum - Jean Simmons), "Decameron

Nights" (Joan Fontaine - Louis Jourdan),

"Son of Sinbad" (Dale Robertson-Sally For-

rest), "The French Line" (Jane Russell-Gil-

bert Roland), "Marry Me Again" (Marie

Wilson-Robert Cummings), "Rangers of the

North" (Victor Mature-Piper Laurie).

Ending the year will be "The Big Rain-

bow" (no cast set), and "The Silver Horde"

(John Wayne-Jane Russell). "Jet Pilot"

(John Wayne-Janet Leigh) is scheduled to

start the new 3"ear.

All except ' She Had to Say Yes" and
::Marry Me Again" will be in Technicolor.

Meanwhile, only the King Brothers'

Munich production of "Carnival" (Anne

Baxter-Steve Cochran) and Edmund Grain-

ger's "The French Line" are being filmed

for RKO release.

Frederick Brisson has been di>cussing a

new distribution deal with RKO for hib In-

dependent Artists Co. product.

Howard H ughes has worked out a dea

with the King Brothers on a $100,000 exploi

tation stunt to bally the release of filined-in

Germany "Carnival". The producers wil

bring Paul Solomon, champion high dive

who appears in the picture, to the U. S. fo

appearances in all key cities, coincident wit

the release of the film. Solomon's specialt

is a 140-foot dive into a six-foot tanl

Whether he makes it or not, it should be
big splash.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Full Steam Ahead for CS

And for Goldstein Inde Unit
The deal for Leonard Goldstein to produi

10 independent pictures for Fox release, h;

now been signed, and production is slated

get underway in August, in order to provii

exhibitors who have not converted to Cin

maScope with a supply of Fox product.

Goldstein's company will function und

the banner of Panoramic Productions, ai

will operate entirely with independent fina

cing. None of the pictures is to be shot
j

the Fox lot, although the producer will re

heavily on contractees from this compar
All of the Panoramic product will be shot f

3D and wide screen and, at least the first fo

pictures, will have Technicolor tint. First

roll will be "Catling Gun," which Rudol

Mate will direct. This will be followed h

"Three Young Texans," directed by Hen'

Levin; "The Gorilla," to be directed by H;

mon Jones; and "Man in the Attic," Hu
Fregonese directing.

Meanwhile, Fox's own production co

pany is operating at full tilt, following,

round-the-clock working schedule, for
(J

first time since the war. The additional shi

.

were ordered by Darryl F. Zanuck in on

to expedite final work on the first three Cil-

maScope features which go into release It

the rate of one per month from Aug t

through October. "The Robe" will head )

the releases with a world premiere now t

for August 26 at the New York Roxy. "H v

to Marry A Millionaire" follows into relee

in September, and "Beneath the 12 Re

Reef" is slated for October showing. .

Three features are currently before e

CinemaScope cameras, with an additic il

trio set for filming within the next 30 d Bi

Those now in production are: "Hell A

High Water" (Richard Widmark) — Ifj

mond A. Klune producing, Samuel Fullei i-

recting; "Prince Valiant" (Robert Wag ;

Janet Leigh-Debra Paget-James Mason .-

Robert L. Jacks producing, Henry Hatha J

directing; and "River of No Return)) (-'"

ilvn Monroe-Robert Mitchum-Rory Calh I

Tommy Rettig)—Stanley Rubin Pro<HI
Otto Preminger directing. All arc in Tli-

nicolu''

Slated to start within the next four w|B

arc: 'King of the Khybcr Rifles'' (TyW

Power - Terry Moore - Michael Rennic —

Frank P. Rosenberg producing, Henry M
directing; "Night People" (Gregory F 1

Gloria Grahame-Broderick Crawford)- 11

nally Johnson producing and direc -

"There's No Place Like Rome" (Clj*

(Continued on Pag
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SWEAT-OF-BROW SHOWMANSHIP

[

Cxclu^e % BULLETIN feature

by BARNEY STEIN

Howard Dietz was taking five in a Washington

hotel. Outside, the near-100 degree heat heat against

the walls. The M-G-M vice-president had spent a good

deal of time in the enervating temperatures during the

18-hour per day stints he and Arthur Schwartz had

undertaken in Boston, Philadelphia and Washington to

promote their baby, "The Band Wagon." They would

continue the same arduous procedure in Pittsburgh,

Cleveland, Chicago, possibly Los Angeles.

"I'll take a bet that the world-wide gross on ' The

Band Wagon' will be bigger than that on any other

musical released so far this year," Dietz calmly stated.

' >ne listener didn't have to add more than two and two

to understand that Dietz was hurling that challenge at

20th Century-Fox's big grossing "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes". And he undoubtedly could pick up a few bets

with officials of that company, who might be apt to

ascribe the Metro ad executive's wagering offer to the

heat and the back-breaking agenda he undertook to

ballyhoo "The Band Wagon".
Hut, win or lose, Mr. Dietz is not given to making

brash statements. 11 is long and eminently successful

tenure in the mighty M-G-M organization shows a

shrewd knowledge of what the public will buy and how
to sell it. lie took "Battleground", a war picture when
these were anathema, and made it one of the top grosser-

of the year by angling his campaign to the audiences

most antagonistic to such films—the ladies, lie bought
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the oil-rights to a huge oil-dry tract of Arizona land,

sent bona-fide deeds to the nation's critics and feature

writers and garnered invaluable publicity for "Sea of

Grass". He had a Columbia professor of psychology

analyze moviegoer's reactions to romantic scenes be-

tween Garbo and John Gilbert in "Love". One of the

early "Tarzan" films under Leo's aegis made the front

pages when Dietz smuggled a lion in a piano into a

hotel, ordered 15 pounds of sirloin steak, and let the

harmless but hungry beast loose as three waiters gaped

and fled when the animal smelled the meat and made a

roaring dash for it.

Smart showmen in our business know that picture

plugging not only requires persistence but must have

the everlasting search for new ways to sell. In a field

that would seem to have scraped the bottom of the

showmanship barrel, there always, miraculously, turns

up a fresh flow of ideas. Howard Dietz is one of that

select group of movie admen who keeps replenishing the

barrel.

Star tours are a standard—and sure-fire—promotion

gimmick, and Dietz has used them as have the other

companies to excellent advantage. Occasionally, a pro-

ducers' representative, usually someone who had had

acting experience, like Henry Wilcoxon for "Samson &

Delilah", or one well versed in meeting the public, like

Morgan Hudgins for "Quo Vadis", undertook a bally-

hoo tour. But never has a vice-president of a film com-

pany hit the road for public appearances, press, radio

and TV interviews to plug a picture.

Dietz, however, isn't only an advertising executive.

He has. as everyone in the entertainment business
'

knows, as well as the millions who have listened to the
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long line of musical hits he has written with Arthur

Schwartz, gained fame as one of the country's greatest

lyricists. As for his microphone manner, his ranking as

a wit and a master of the quip is well established in the

top echelon. Schwartz, a lawyer and teacher, with a

doctorate from Dietz' alma mater, Columbia (the uni-

versity not the film company) works with Dietz before

an audience as easily and flexibly as they do in their

song-writing stints. In "The Band Wagon", Dietz has

even more than his usual avid interest in an M-G-M
movie. He and Schwartz own the wonderful songs.

Since 1953 marked their 25th anniversary as a song-

writing team, Dietz & Schwartz pegged their "road

show" on behalf of "The Band Wagon" on the silver

strand. Their schedule was set up by Metro publicists

in each city, aided by publicity men from the theatres

due to open the picture.

Beginning with breakfast, there was scarcely a mo-
ment they could call their own. They met with reporters

and critics, were whisked to radio and television stations

for interviews with disc jockeys and commentators,
lunched with theatremen, were photographed with an

assortment of newsworthy figures, ranging from "Miss
Washington" contestants to the Mayor of Boston. In

Philadelphia, they were cheered by 10,000 as they ap-

peared in Robin Hood Dell, a summer music theatre,

with famed conductor Alexander Hilsberg as their host.

1 hey taped shows for network broadcasting, were inter-

viewed by syndicated columnists. They watched the

enthusiastic reaction to screenings of "The Band
Wagon", then met with the men and women who were
going to write or talk about the picture. And hero they
Iput their best foot forward.

Their easy manner immediately endeared them to

the press, radio, TV and community group leaders. A
Philadelphia film critic, in a Sunday feature, reported

that they had done more for the picture, publicity-wise,

than any stars could have accomplished. They were the

entertainers, not the entertained. It took little coaxing

to get them to the piano. With Schwartz at the key-

board, Dietz and his partner ran the gamut of their emi-

nent list of song hits, some unexpurgated for the hilari-

ous benefit of their audience. Not only did they render

their own songs, but played and sang hit tunes "we
didn't write" or "we wish we had written".

The bounty of publicity accruing from their efforts

is evidence of the way they took the opinion-makers by
storm.

The uncounted millions who will be drawn to the

film by their selling on radio and TY, as well as the

newspaper columns cannot be gauged. This much is

certain, however. The Dietz-Schwartz tour has brought

forth a tremendous response from those who help form
audience want-to-see, and from the customers them-

selves. It means that the exhibitor will be the benefici-

ary of a much greater boxoffice return than could have

been possible without this new selling approach. The
photos and news clippings on this page, taken from the

first three cities on the tour, are a representative sample

of the interest generated by their tour. They add up to

th deepest kind of penetration of public consciousness

about the picture. The selling approach encompasses
both the masses and the classes—something an exhibitor

dreams about but rarely gets.

Once more. Howard Dietz has done it. And. literal-

ly, by the sweat of his brow.
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PIN POINT

"So This Is Love"

SouiHCte 'RcUiH? O O O
This rating is for better class spots. It will not do quite

as well in the general market, although the Grace Moore

biographical aspects, and Kathryn Grayson vocals of top-

notch score should deliver above-average grosses in most

situations. Strongest appeal for women; weakest for

action spots. Grayson only name value.

Kathryn Grayson's performance pulls this Techni-

color production up hy the bootstraps. Bulk of the film's

entertainment stems from her fine singing of popular

and semi-classical songs, plus one or two operatic arias.

Exhibitors should sell the musical angles, because the

episodic script is a slow-moving, familiar affair, as it

traces the trials and tribulations of Grace Moore's rise

to fame. Many of the dramatic situations miss their

mark and the only real emotional punch comes at the

end of the film when Grayson makes her debut at the

Metropolitan opera. Warner pressbook campaign fea-

tures the sex appeal of Grayson's brief rendition of "I

W ish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate." This

offers the best selling angle for the mass market. Neil

Warner Bros. 101 Minutes. Kathryn Grayson. Joan Weldon, Walter Abel. Rose-

mary DeCamp, Jeff Oonnell. Producer, Henry Blanke. Director. Gordon Douglas.

'Arena" (3D)

Rating will be higher in first-runs on 3D draw, and in rural

and rodeo areas. Undistinguished story, weak marquee

will pull it down in subsequents. Some mild 3D effects,

but depth adds little to entertainment value, since the

production is really a minor league offering. Romance,

excitement of rodeo arena will attract younger element

where given enough buildup. Little holding power.

First Metro entry in 3D derby has effective color

(Ansco, prints by Technicolor) and rodeo action. "Au-

dience attack" gimmick isn't projected effectively, a

few assorted objects being hurled at audience in obvious

effort to capitalize 3D interest. Tale is old hack about

big showoff who almost loses his wife and life before

being brought to his senses by another rider's death.

Authentic shots of rodeo stunts gives it occasional

punch. In territories where rodeo is popular, this factor

should build to big returns. Generally, will have to de-

pend on 3D draw and ballyhoo for modest returns. Phil

M-G-M. 73 Minutes. Gig Young, Jean Hagen, Polly Bergen, Henry Morgan,

Barbara Lawrence, Robert Horton, Lee Aaker, Lee Van Cleef. Producer, Arthur

M. Loew, Jr. Director, Richard Fleischer.

Crisp, Business-wise Analysis

of the New Films

"White Witch Doctor"

Elements here to entertain and engross every type of

audience. Backed by typically hard-hitting 20th-Fox ad

campaign, this shapes up as well-above-average grosser

in all situations. Strongest for action houses. Good name

values boost potential for general market.

Adventure, suspense, romance and the colorful back-

ground of darkest Africa give "White Witch Doctor"

variety of entertainment and exploitation factors. Pro-

duction first class. Susan Hayward, courageous nurse,

enroute to serve jungle natives, is ji ined by hunter

Robert Mitchum and his venal partner, Walter Slezak,

who are in search of gold. Witnessing Susan's unselfish

devotion to her calling, Mitchum undergoes regenera-

tion and falls in love. They overcome hostility of

natives, who kill conniving Slezak, and decide to live

together among jungle tribes. Gripping scenes when

couple find their fate hinging on ability of Hayward to

save life of jungle chief's dying son. Acs make this look

like another "Snows of Kilimanjaro"—which it isn't al-

thought it has plenty of same elements. Neil

20th Century-Fox. 96 Minutes. Susan Hayward, Robert Mitchum, Walter

Slezak. Producer, Otto Lang. Director, Henry Hathaway.

"Sailor of the King"

British-made sea meller has best chance in action market,

but will need plenty of selling. Implausible dramatics

weaken it for most other runs. Satisfactory dualler gen-

erally, if coupled with comedy or musical. Lacking names,

exhibitors will have to sell action and thrill angles, of

which there are ample. Some theatres might capitalize

angle of hero being product of illicit love affair.

Modern sea saga, based on C. S. Forester's novel.f

comes up with plenty of realistic thrills in story of

British sailor, Jeffrey Hunter, who single-handedly

brings about the defeat of a German battleship. Story

moves slowly in first half as it develops that Michae

Rennie. a British naval officer, has a brief affair wit!

Wendy Hiller during the first World War. He is ap

parently Hunter's father. Pace picks up in switch t'

World War II. Rennie, in charge of a squadron o

cruisers, dispatches one to attack a German raider

British ship is sunk, but Hunter, single-handed, hold

raider long enough for Britons to sink it. Phil

20th Century-Fox. 83 Minutes. Jeffery Hunter, Michael Rennie, Wendy Hille

Bernard Lee, Peter Van Eyck, Victor Maddern, John Horsley, Patrick Bar

Robin Sailey. Producer, Frank McCarthy. Director, Roy Boulting.

' GuUkcm &<at«t OO0O tops OOO good o O average O poor
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"Vice Squad''

SutiKOM 'Rating OOO
The rating is for action houses, where it can roll up sur-

prising grosses. Will respond to strong selling in all other

situations, except top class situations. Tight, fast-moving

story, crisp dialogue should hold attention wherever

played. Robinson-Goddard fit in neatly with title for

action-sex approach. "B-Girl—cop-killer" angle big pull.

Taut, well-made action film in "Detective Story"

vein, but on lesser scale. C risp dialogue, tight situations,

sexy scenes offer plenty of exploitation angles. Story

follows a day in the affairs of a vice-squad police captain

| Edward G. Robinson), goes through murder of a police-

man, involving an "escort bureau
-

' headed by Paulette

Goddard, bank robber}', kidnapping, lawyer's shenani-

gans, stool pigeons, dragnet tactics. Robinson delivers

solidly, stabilizing and underlining the melodramatics

with a quiet, deliberate performance. Excellent char-

acterization by Porter Hall (good for high quota of

laughs) as a "respectable" undertaker involved with a

floogie, and several other "characters" give the film a

flavor well above the ordinary. Pressbook capitalizes

"B-Girl" raid, "killer" angles. Ads feature hard-hitting

captions : "Stops you . . . like a slug in the chest ! Shocks

you . . . like a kick in the face! Hold you . . . like a

gold diggin' woman !" Barn

United Artists I Sol Lesser). 87 Minutes. Edward G. Robinson, Paulette God-
dard, K. T. Stevens, Porter Hall, Adam Williams, Edward Binns, Jay Adler,

Joan Vohs. Producers, Jules V. Levy, Arthur Gardner. Director, Arnold Laven.

"Latin Lovers"

Tailored for deluxers and metropolitan audiences. Light,

romantic, escapist fare should also find good market in

naborhood family spots. Rates much less for rural and
action houses. Turner name, strong cast will help.

Light, frothy romantic comedy. Lana Turner's

charms, fabulous wardrobe, romantic interludes, Tech-
nicolorful Latin-American settings are highlights. Story
of poor-little-rich-girl seeking a man who will love her

for herself, not for her millions. Chuckling comedy pro-

vided by Louis Calhern, old roue fostering the Turner-
Montalban romance and Turner's bouts with a psychi-

atrist. Other assets are songs "I Had to Kiss You" and
"A Little More of Your Amour", sung by Montalban,
and a sizzling samba danced by the enamoured couple.

Pace and dialogue is slick and sparkling. Turner, lavish

setting, Latin-American lure are big bally angdes. Neil

M-G-M. 104 Minutes. Lana Turner, Ricardo Montalban, John Lund, Louis Cal-
hern, Jean Hagen, Eduard Frani, Beulah Bondi, Joaquin Garay, Archer Mac-
Donald, Dorothy Neumann, Robert Burton, Rita Moreno. Producer, Joe
Pasternak. Director, Mervyn Le Roy.

CORRECTION

A typographical error in the July 13 issue of FILM
BULLETIN resulted in giving a $ boxofficc rating to

Walt Disney's "The Sword and the Rose." The cor-

rect rating should have been $$.

The Master of Ballantrae"

gudcneM 'Rati*? OOO
Action-packed swashbuckler loaded with exploitation ele-

ments. Discriminating audiences will laugh at predictable

situations—but will like it. Action fans will get their fill

—and love it. Robt. Louis Stevenson story, Flynn name

big-scale production are selling points offered in press

book, but theatres should tailor campaign to local situ-

ation. Something for everyone—action, pageantry, color,

sex, humor, drama, romance, all done in grand manner.

Violence and a sultry dance by eyeful Gillian Lynne may

raise some eyebrows in family market. Proper selling will

make the difference. Will be particularly effective on

wide screen, and, where used, this should be sold.

A swashbuckler to end all swashbucklers. Just

about everything that's been tossed into the period

action melodrama is melted into this Robert Louis

Stevenson adventure tale—in spades. Devil-may-care

hero, three (count 'em) busty beauties, hordes of extras,

sumptuous production, a family feud, fight against tyr-

anny, sea battles, smugglers, piracy (two ships, two cap-

tains, two crews), gory swordplay, pirate hideout in the

colorful Tortugas, last minute escape from the gallows.

Scotch and English terrain, Mediterranean islands lend

admirably to superlative Technicolor photographv.

Flynn shines in ideal role, gets excellent support from

British and 1 'Tench cast. Barn

Warner Bros. 89 Minutes. Errol Flynn, Roger Livesey, Anthony Steel, Beatrice

Campbell, Yvonne Furneaux, Felix Aylmer, Mervyn Johns, Charles Goldnei,

Jack Berthier, Gillian Lynne. Director, William Keighley.

"The Big Leaguer"

Su&Utete RathtQ O O
Smart baseball film. Should make good dualler for nabor-

hood trade and, especially, the young element. Good ex •

ploitation prospects for sports fans in story of N. Y.

Giants' "school" for promising prospects. Rural market

will enjoy hoked-up story. Fair marquee assets in Robin-

son and Vera-Ellen names.

This is not THE story of the Great American Pas-

time. Baseball fans will get a kick out of the action and

"inside" look into weeding out of future big-leaguers in

the New York Giants training farm in Melbourne. Ida.

General effect, however, is that of an extended short sub

ject. Robinson, as John (Hans) Lobert, a bit incongru-

ous as proud founder of the camp and former star third

baseman. Vera-Ellen, tossed in for romantic interest,

too mature for the 18-year-olders. Diamond action more
realistic than previous baseball films. Typical bases

full homer caps hokey story. Bam

M-G-M. 71 Minutes. Edward G. Robinson, Vera-Ellen, Jeff Richards, Richard

Jaeckel, William Campbell, Carl Hubbell, Paul Langton, Lalo Rios, Frank Fer-

guson, Mario Siletti. Producer, Matthew Rapf. Director, Robert Aldrich.
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Jkti Me Ike Veujf

Senate OK Almost Certain

As House Passes Mason Bill

Theatre owners hopes soared as the House
of Representatives last week overwhelmingly
passed the Mason Hill to remove the 20 per

cent Federal tax on movie admissions. Three
days later it was approved by the Senate

Finance Committee, overcoming a formid-

able stumbling block. While passage of the

bill by the Senate seemed imminent late last

week, theatremen, weren't going to perform

any victory dances over the promises of

salvation they worked so hard to attain.

There were still obstacles to overcome:
( 1 I President Fisenhower has expressed

his opposition to any tax cuts this year and
is wary of the $100,000,000 in direct revenue

this would chop off the $800,000,000 gain by
maintenance of the excess profits tax. (So

were the congressmen, but COMPO's hard

facts and figures to support its survival plea

convinced them tha! pro'ltabte operation of

5000 theatres tha* inig'bl otherwise close

would at least make up the loss through

revenue from corporate and income taxes

from industryites.)

(2) Since the Senate is due to adjourn on

August 1, there is precious little time to get

the bill on the floor for a vote. The Presi-

dent's request that the body stay on to

tackle necessary legislation might extend the

deadline, but it would require tootb-and-nail

tactics to put the bill in this category, es-

pecially in view of Ike's opposition. There

was also the distinct possibility of a presi-

dential veto.

(3) Other industries, seeking to have their

own excise taxes revised, could endanger the

Mason Bill with attempts to tack on amend-
ments. COMPO is making every effort to

fend off these riders, which would be almost

certain to invoke the President's veto.

Bolstered however, by the big Flouse vote,

a dim prospect to most theatremen a short

time ago, COMPO took a deep breath and

pushed the battle with renewed vigor. The
all-industry organization's relentless pursu-

ance of the vital tax fight was joined by
theatremen from all parts of the country

who had streamed into Washington to collar

their representatives, then turned to the

upper body.

WB Sets 14 For '52 Balance
A lineup of 14 releases, plus one special,

was spread oik by Warner vice president and
distribution chief Ben Kalmenson for his

district managers to examine at a two-day
meeting in New York. Kalmenson promised

the sales executives that they would be

handling a "variety of product in all media

until the end of the year." Stressing the

flexibility of WB's production program,

("we must be adequately prepared and

geared to move in any direction . . ."), the

distribution head paved the way for a later

announcement of the company's new wide-

screen WarnerSuperScope. (See 3D-Wide-

screen Developments).

Loew's Profits Up
A substantial increase in Loew's third

quarter earnings brought the corporation's

40-week net above the comparative 40 weeks

last year—but before taxes. This year's

three-quarter net, before the Treasury's

share, was $5,685,000, compared with the 40

weeks last year of $5,302,000. An increase

this year of a million dollars in the tax bite,

however, plus an adjustment for the '52

period which returned $005,000 into Loew's

coffers for that quarter, brought this year's

40-week net to $3,185,000, compared with

$4,478,000 last year.

For the 12 weeks ended June 4 1953, con-

solidated net went up to $1,865,000 before

taxes, compared with $425,000 in last year's

quarter. After taxes, earnings were $1,014,-

000, in the '53 quarter, $740,000 in the '52

period.

dross for the weeks was estimated at

$133,612,000 against $135,646,000. For the

current June quarter, $39,684,000 against

$39,953,000.

Huge 'Robe' Campaign
There's no doubt about it

—"The Robe" is

going to get "the works". An "unprece-

dented promotional campaign" for the ex-

ploitation of the first CinemaScope produc-

tion was outlined by Charles Einfeld, 20th-

Fox v. p., to an assemblage of the company's

domestic and Canadian sales toppers last

week.

Pointing to the vast backlog <~f publicity

breaks for the Lloyd C. Douglas novel in

leading magazines over the past decade, Ein-

feld declared that momentum of the cam-

paign for the spectacle film will be stepped

up at an accelerated pace during coming

months. The 20th Century-Fox ad executive

described how every area of the country will

be split up into merchandising components

to coordinate exhibitor plans for TV, radio

and billboard campaigns. There will be no

less than 15 different trailers, ample radio

spots and interview transcriptions.

Kalmenson Realigns Sales

Realignment of the Warner distribution

setup by vice-president Ben Kalmenson to

step up "distribution efficiency and afford

better service to exhibitors" resulted in the

following changes July 20.

William G. Mansell, Philadelphia branch

manager, to Central District manager.

Charles Beilan, assistant to Mansell, takes

over the Philly branch. Robert H. Dunbar

Milwaukee branch head, to Midwest District

manager, headquartering from Chicago.

Prairie District, split into North and South,

moves Arthur W. Anderson, former Midwest

head tn North Prairie chief, and Hall Walsh,

former Prairie District head, to South Prairie

supervision. Jack Kalmenson from Pitts-

burgh t'> branch manager in Milwaukee;

Jerry Wechsler, from Cleveland to Pitts-

burgh; Finest Sands, to Cleveland.

UA Triples Foreign Gross
United Artists' foreign gross zoomed mo

than 200 per cent in the first six months
1953 over the '52 first half That was the U
news concerning the past that UA forei'j

distribution vice president Arnold Pick

gave out at the company's first inter-conl

nental sales convention at London's Sav<l

Hotel.

Robert S. Benjamin, UA board chairma

promised maintenance of the type of prodii

that tripled the foreign gross, underscorl

UA's policy in the transition period that

screen in the world would be "lost" for la

of quality, variety product.

AB-BT Operating Net Up
Second quarter financial report of Ame

can llroadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Llj

bore out president Leonard H. Goldenso

prediction last May of an increase over !'•

comparative period last year in operating nl.

The company showed a net gain after taxj,

but before capital gains, of $218,000 w'i

$756,000 for the quarter. For the six-moiji

period, there was a slight decrease from 3f-

343.000 in the '52 half to $2,236,000 this ye .

Republic 26-Week Net Risei

Republic profits continued to go up. 1 r

the 26 weeks ended April 24, the comp;

showed a net of $1,019,000 before the tax p -

visions, $473,000 after Pederal levies. Ts

compares with a 26-week net last year;f

$794,000 before taxes, $379,000 after.

Of Men And Things

Frank P. Dervin joins the RKO execu e

body August 3 as assistant to Edward -

Walton, executive aide to president J.

Grainger. Dervin served with the UnivejH

sales organization for 13 years then \ h

Republic for nine years . . . George T. S i-

pert, UA television vice-president and jfl

eral sales mgh., has resigned to join ie

American Broadcasting Co., a divisiorpf

AB-Paramount Theatres. Frederick V

(Ted) Long replaces at UA-TV . The W

Cinerama Productions Corp. board will 1 H

Thomas L. Perkins as chairman of the x-

ecutive committee, whose members now »-

elude Paul Kesten and Alger G. Chapi |

Lowell Thomas, recentlv named presw

of the Corp., will act as -x officio memb' o!

the Committee . . . Xon -'n Weitman, foi er

U-I Philadelphia city salesman, has en

named sales mgr. of the Washington br£ :h.

Ed Potash replaces him. New Philly < ff

mgr. is Joe Azzarano . . Arthur I. Vp-

berg, son of Columbia saies executive Iw
Weinberg, was named assistant U. S. at-

torney for Massachusetts . . . Michael

lin, Jr. will handle publicity for Lopert 1
'»*

. . . Francis Charles, U-I Harrisburg a*)

salesman, is recovering from sudden il*s-s

. . . Roy O. Disney was in New Yorlfast

week for confabs with sales and ad-pub tty

toppers . .

.
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Public Pulse Promotion

You can't question the validity of theatre-

men's pleas for good pictures as a requisite

for salvation of the movie industry. In any

medium, quality is a prime factor in mainte-

nance of prosperity. Too many, exhibitors,

however, who weep about lack of product in

these days of industry transformation are

being blinded by their own tears to the gross-

ing potentialities of the live product that is

around. The real showmen, on the other

hand, are making hay once they put their

hand to it.

Take, for instance, the "Vice Squad" cam-

paign at the Goldman Theatre, a deluxe

Philadelphia first-run house that has won
fame for its public-pulse merchandising.

Booking the United Artists picture too early

for benefit of a pressbook. Goldman advertis-

ing head Ted Vanett worked up a campaign

tailored to the mass of moviegoers it wanted

to attract. Action, sex and the intimate work-

ings of a police agency, the ingredients that

have kept the tabloids in the top circulation

.bracket, were incorporated into the advertis-

ing and exploitation. On opening night you

ouldn't get into the theatre. The next few

lays were little short of sensational. In its

irst week, it more than doubled grosses of

heatres with two and three times the seating

apacity, playing high-priced, name value

iroduct.

No big names, no epic, no 3D or wide-

creen — just old-fashjoned, high-powered

Tomotion practiced by theatre people who
now how to draw the public.

)o Gentlemen Prefer Blondes?

The Great Decision will be left to the

ublic by 20th Century-Fox. Originally, the

mpany decided to station six models—two
"iiiles, two brunettes and two redheads

—

the lobby of the Roxv to decide whether
ientlemen Prefer Blondes", a 20th-Fox film

hich opened at the theatre on July 16. The
irth of the stunt suddenly took hold and
tension of the poll had a sextet of glamor-

's pollsters touring tie Broadway area,

icy invaded the Shriners convention in

idison Square Garden, queried audience
'i'mbers of "A Night in Venice" at Jones
l^ach, and otherwise made the public aware
< the question. A great stunt, a natural and
| if not limited to the big cities. We're will-
11 to wager our last pair of polaroids that
' ry town that has a theatre has at least
1

i each of pretty blondes, brunettes and
"heads. And a lot more moviegoers ready
a

l eager to vouchsafe their opinions.

The hard-hitting display blasting away from the Goldman Theatre front is pictured above as drawn up

by the theatre's own staff. Manager John Plunkett (right) had turnaway crowds lured by the display

and the ads plugging the same theme and art.

Millions See 'Charge' L. A. Bow
A pair of Warner picture premieres spread

their impact wholesale. In the first "Buck-

skin Premiere" in Hollywood history, a TV
audience of some two million, as well as

thousands jam-packing the curbs, launched

the Los Angeles opening of "The Charge at

Feather River" at the Hollywood and Down-
town Paramount theatres July 16. KECA-
TV brought the unique event—including a

petition by an Indian princess to let the

Indians "win just one movie" — to the

millions who had never seen a premiere

before. Cameras also focussed on the huge

tepee atop the Downtown Paramount mar-

quee and on the cashiers and parking lot at-

tendants in full-scale reds'- in regalia.

And in Knoxville, Tenn., the world debut

of "So This Is Love" was primed for a state-

wide celebration in tin- home area of the

famous Tennessee Thursh, the late Grace

Moure, portrayed by Kathryn Grayson in

the film. Surrounding southern states—Ala-

bama, Georgia, Kentuckv and Mississippi

—

were due to participate in the festivities cli-

maxed by the premiere at the Tennessee

Theatre, July 29.

MGM Sets Color 8xl0's

M-G-M has taken, finally, the long step in

stills servicing—color stills for color films.

Beginning with "Latin Lovers," all Metro

features in color will have a set of 8-10 color

scene stills and will be sold by National

Screen Service at—now hear this—regular

scene prices. The new service will have a

selection of 12 flats, packaged in glassine

envelopes, and will be known as "A Sets."

The "B Sets," in black <\r white, will be ad-

publicity photos plus production stills for

special types of promotion. Metro admits

that this is sort of an experiment and exhibi-

tors accustomed to receiving the b & w stills

mi their standing orders are invited to give

their reaction to the new color stills, ostens-

(Continued on Page IS)
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(Continued from Page 17)

ibly so that M-G-M can decide on whether
it's worth the extra expense—to Leo, of

course.

Trailers Whet Appetites

Special "intermission trailers" have boosted

drive-in concession sales 20 per cent, accord-

ing to Detroit's Community Tiieatre circuit

topper Irving Goldberg. Produced by Hy-
grade Food Products Corp. (hot dogs to

you), who claim the "ciucial selling time"

for drive-ins is within two minutes after the

first feature ends, a series of six full-color,

one-minute intermission trailers set the pace.

They carry no brand identificataion, just try

to whet the appetite. They're available, free,

from the Hyg.ade people to those who carry

the Hygrade-Kingan line

Spillane, Stars Phi? 'I, The Jury'

United Artists intends to get the first

Mickey Spillane 3D thriller, "I, the Jury" off

to a rousing start. Stars Biff Elliott and

Peggie Castle were in Chicago lasc week for

an exhaustive round of p.a.'s, interviews and

publicity rounds to set up the w orld premiere

in the Windy City, July 24. Spillane himself

did the chores the preceding week. Elliot

and Peggie climaxed their promotion by tak-

ing to the stage of the Chicago Theatre for a

special five-a-day series of appearances on

opening day and over the weekend Spillane's

appearances, incidentally were as fabulous as

his novels. During his three days in Chicago,

he appeared on 30 radio and TV shows, and

virtually round-the-clock interviews by lead-

ing columnists and critics. He even partici-

pated in a shooting contest with some of the

best marksmen on the Chicago police force

and was crime reporter for a day for the

Chicago Sun-Times.

Sheas "June Jubilee" Hypo
The Shea Circuit's "June Jubilee of Hits"

was the type of hypo this live-wire outfit in-

jects—just in case. It never fails. With cash

prizes as incentive, managers hopped to the

task. Shea supplied some important ammo
—letters from film executives and stars ex-

pressing gratification with the inclusion of

their pictures as part of the lune Jubilee,

thus lending prestige to the theatre and the

film. Two winners in the competition were

Bernie Hickey and John Walsh, managers of

the Fulton, Pittsburgh.

Jerry Baker, managing director of the RK

Keith's in II ashington, worked a switch on t)

ci er-popular bathing beauty contest. W'orkii

with local radio s/unc. Bakei exploited winner

the "girl from outer spacti" competition, set I

the lobby piece above and used the girl as part

the display, featuring an added gimmick—tl'

world's largest 3D glasses.

The Denver Theatre, Denver, perked up inter:

and enthusiasm for W B's 3D "The Charge

Feather River." Theatre pulled the kids attenti

by dressing up a select group in colorful regal

then jocussed interest of large crowds with pi

odic war dances in front of theatre.

Star junkets continue to pay off for local h I

penetration. 20lh-Foxs "The Farmer Take* I

Wife" was beneficiary of a two-week 16-city w
in upper New York State, with Casey Ado>,

Charlotte Austin and Mer-y Anders carrying H

ball. Their public appearances, press, radio i

TV interviews and meetings with communal i

club groups boomed film's grosses. Shown al e

are Casey (left) and Misses Austin and Am s

with Kiwanis C'ub president in Watertown, N •

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

"SO THIS IS LOVE"

The world best remembers Grace

Moore as the lovely songstress who
reached the heights of the operetta

stage, and, ultimately, the golden Met-

ropolitan Opera, before her tragic

death in an airplane crash several years

ago. But as a selling gimmick for their

film version of her life story, Warner
Bros, have thrown the spotlight on her

days as a Greenwich Village cellar cafe

entertainer.

The pressbook features from front

to back this striking and provocative

illustration of Grace Moore, the shim-

sham-shimmy girl. "When She Shim-

mied, the Show-World Shook!" The
operatic numbers are there in the pic-

ture for those who want that Grace

Moore, but there's hardly a trace of

that phase of the film in the press ma-
terial.

She's hailed as the "Dazzling Darl-

ing from Jcllico, Tenn.—The Honey-
voiced Honey They Couldn't Stop Till

She Reached the Show-World's glitter-

ing Top!"

This emphasis on the lighter, gayer

side of the Moore career strikes us as

smart showmanship, hence this issue's

Pressbook Award to the Warner box-

officers for the campaign manual on

"So This Is Love".
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3D S, WIDE SCREEN DEVELOPMENTS
C'Scope Costs Reduced

Costs of CinemaScopc equipment are being

"substantially reduced" by mass production.

This was announced at the 20th Century-Fox

sales meeting last week by distribution chief

Al Lichtman. He stressed that theatremen

were buying a new system of projection, not

merely another screen and lens, in Cinema-

Scope. Lichtman also set down a few good

reasons why 20th-Fox can look to the future

through rose-colored (not polarized) glasses.

With exhibitor applications for CinemaScope

already numbering more than 4,000, Licht-

man foresees that a strong schedule of CS

product will be available through the next

year.

Giving further impetus to this prediction

was the sales executive's assurance that

Bausch and Lomb are prepared to deliver

3,000 sets of projection lenses by the end of

1953. The new stereophonic sound repro-

ducer, to be mounted on present projectors,

will be heady for September shipment, he

added.,

In reference to sound, Lichtman was en-

thusiastic about the company's new four-

track system which eliminates problems of

the "double system". Initial C'Scope film,

"The Robe", will be released only in the

single system.

In addition to Fox production, MGM, Co-

lumbia, Walt Disney, Allied Artists, Bert

Friedlob, Errol Flynn and Eugene Frenke

have climbed on the CinemaScope band-

wagon, and the Ford Motor Company is

planning a special subject showing its 1954

line of cars and trucks for private showings

to dealers around the country.

At a Variety Club luncheon in London,

Walt Disney lauded CinemaScope to the

skies. "I believe in CinemaScope," said the

cartoon maker. "I want to get away, and so

does every other producer, from the small

box screen. I think CinemaScope is terrific

and I have no shares in 20th Century-Fox
and I am not under contract to Spyros
Skouras."

Disney recalled when he was told as a

young man in 1928 that sound was a 90-day
wonder. "But I was for it," he added, "and
that is how I became Walt Disney Produc-
tions. I am just as excited now about Cine-

maScope."

WB RpvpxIs Wide Screen

The industry appeared to be closer tc uni-

formity in the battle of the aspect ratios, with
|hc 2Yi to 1 proportion getting another big
>or.st as Jack L. Warner revealed details of

he WW version of anamorphic projection,

VarnerSuperScope. Pictures will be shot to

crmit projection in any ratio from 1.33-1 to

66-1, as well as 3-D, using the studio's all-

media camera in conjunction with the an-

amorphic process, and with stereophonic

sou nd.

The process, the company declared, was

the result of "long and intensive Warner re-

search which has now been perfected for im-

mediate utilization." "This development",

the studio head asserted, "is emphatically not

a 'blown-up' film, but a complete new photo-

graphing and projecting process, produced

for us by Zeiss-Opton."

An early demonstration of WarnerSuper-

Scope will be held within the first few weeks

of production, WB distribution vice-presi-

dent Ben Kalmenson announced in New

York. The reel, he said, should run "about

10 minutes," and the scenes will be shown

"precisely as they will appear on your

screens." WSS lenses will be available to ex-

hibitors "on a very nominal rental basis

within reach of even the smallest theatre

operators," the sales head added.

Simultaneous announcement of a deal by

Warners with Carl Dudley's Visterama, an-

other anamorphic process, to use that sys-

tem elicited published reports that Warner-

SuperScope was merely a trade name for

Visterama. Warners, however, insisted that

they were two separate and distinct systems,

with Visterama being used in the initial

stages of its wide-screen production until

WSS production can get into full swing.

More On Single-Film 3D
Announcing that there are nine 3D films

in release which can be converted immedi-

ately to the Nord single film system of 3D

projection, Ed Lachman, sales chief for the

company, predicted that if distribution will

make available prints in the Nord system,

they will "find vast numbers of new play-

dates for their products." He also revealed

that production of Nord equipment is already-

set and units will be ready within 30 days

after Hollywood indicates prints will be

made.

Meanwhile, Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey, in winding up its convention in At-

lantic City, urged that the film companies

carefully examine single film 3D systems

such as Nord, Vectograph and .Moiling as a

moans of cutting costs for theatre owners.

/Von ITiV/c.sVrnon ?£> Ar<

A new lamp, providing the brilliance neces-

sary for over-sized screens up to 70 feet in

width, i^ now available through RCA. Suit-

able for wide-screen, 3D, and drive-in thea-

tres, it operates at a maximum of 128

amperes using a Hitex 10mm positive carbon.

Rotative speed of the carbon is 15 rpm, com-

pared with 8 rpm for the RCA Brite-Arc

lamp, and can be used with any type theatre

projector.

Equipment Costs Vs. Quality

Plunging into the current furor over equip-

ment costs in all-media conversions, Ballan-

tyne topper J. Robert Hoff commented,

"Anyone can make something for less, but it

is generally done at the expense of quality."

In cooperation with Allied States Associ-

ation, Hoff has agreed to produce a 3D, wide-

screen, stereosound package for an average

price of $6,000 per theatre.

The Ballantyne executive said he could

produce an alternative package for a great

deal less, but only at the sacrifice of quality.

The present deal, according to Hoff, includes

"equipment that gives not only high perfor-

mance but is durable as well. We will not be

undersold quality for quality."

England Eager for C'Scope

They loved it in England, said Spyros P.

Skouras upon his return to the U. S. from

his European tour. Predicting that 1000

British orders for CinemaScope will have

been received by the end of July, the 20th-

Fox president announced that reaction to CS
in England is even greater than in the U. S.

He reported that plans for production of an-

amorphic lenses, the Miracle Mirror screen

and stereophonic sound in foreign countries

had been set with German and Italian equip-

ment manufacturers. Demonstrations of

C'Scope on the continent will begin Aug. 14.

CinemaScope Manual
A CinemaScope manual of preliminary in-

structions on surveying theatres for the 20th

Century-Fox wide-screen process is now
available to exhibitors. The manual contains

concise information, along with charts and

diagrams, required by exhibitors in preparing

their houses for C'Scope.

Permanent 3D Glasses

As it hail to come, a new 3D polaroid pair

of glasses has been dev eloped for permanent

use Sold by National Screen around a dollar

per t'}? r
. ths uev soei s !iav< full width

copper-tone plastic frames, shatterproof

lenses and are handed to patron in plastic

bag with silicone tissue for cleaning. Dubbed
"PermaView", the five-ply lens is composed,
respectively, of glass, vinylite polarized strip,

vinylite and glass. Rental charge to cus-

tomer is 15 cents. Sterilizing apparatus is

placed in lobby in full view of customers.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Hayward Starrer Bulges With Angles
The intrigue and hidden excitement of Africa, mystic rites and lurking

dangers of the jttngle, and a pair of stars with top marquee power make a

potent trio of exploitation angles upon which the showman can pin his cam-

paign make 20th Century-Fox's "White Witch Doctor" solid ballyhoo stuff.

There are plenty of subsidiary hooks to grab audience interest. The Techni-

color spectacle, the kind of big-scope him demanded by today's audience, a pro-

vocative title, a locale and tribal rites never before photographed for public

consumption and a wealth of opportunity for displays and stunts. To put the

exclamation point on this impressive lineup of selling opportunities is the fact

that it's all backed by story power as it details in terms of romance, drama and

excitement the story of a missionary

nurse who goes deep into the Belgian

Congo to bring her healing powers to

the savages.

The rise of Susan Hayward to the

top of the boxoffice star pack makes her

name a must for spotlighting in any

campaign. Paired with Robert Mitch-

um, a favorite with the action fans as

well as the ladies, they form a marquee
draw that is as wide as it is bright.

The intrigue of the African locale

with the sure-fire excitement of charg-

ing beasts and the unpredictable na-

tives lending suspense is captured

beautifully in the ads and accessories.

They are varied enough to be angled at

any or all audiences. Featuring pro-

vocative copy and art, along with the

stars, they make their pitch along two
major avenues—the mystery, excite-

ment and splendors of Africa, and the

romance.

'.Z..OTT0 LANG Z£ HENRY HATHAWAY IVAN G0FF..BEN ROBERTS

SIGNATURE

Ads play up romance (above) and stars; below,

the African lure, adventure, passion, excitement,

are combined lor all-around draw.

COL°K. ay TECHNIC

STUNTS

There are lots of oppoi tunities for striking

street stunts. Among those suggested in the

pressbook is a double-pronged ballyhoo de-

signed to reach the family through the

youngsters: Send a "witch doctor" through

the community wearing the mask pictured

above and a bagful of balloons to give away

to the kids, along with mask. The mask can
j

be ordered from Economy Novelty Co. and

the balloons from the Van Dam Rubber Co.,

both in New York. Both are imprinted with

local theatre name and playdate.

LOBBIES

The atmosphere of the picture can be re-

created in your lobby to dress it up as well

as sell the film. One side-wall of the lobby

can be covered with a blow-up of a map of

the African Congo. Around this could be an

exhibit of "African culture" and "jungle" dis-

play. Foliage, plants trees would be used to

create the semi-tropical mood. Giant-scale

witch doctor masks could be hanging from

the trees, and vines and palms (borrowed

from a florist with appropriate credits)

would give the desired "green" look. Plaw

voodoo sound effects, ordered from the 20th-

Fox home office at no charge. The striking

posters and accessories, including fluorescent

satin banners, would add considerably to the

display. If yours is a major city, it will have

an African information -enter. There should

be no difficulty getting an exhibit of African

culture from this source. Travel agencies

and airline companies can be recruited for an

offbeat window display and posters with

which to enhance the lobby.

FEATURF STORY

Susan Hayward's role as a missionarj

nurse offers a natural for feature planting

An interview with a member or director C

one of the many church organizations oil

missionary societies doing jobs in distan:

• regions should be good for an excellent

human interest story. If there should be 4

returned missionary nurse in your area, she

may be willing to promote contributions t(

her organization via rado and TV interview

while talking about the picture..
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Ajfe "witch doctor' Susan Hayward maintains a vigil at the side of a native boy mauled by a lion he sought to kill to qualify

for manhood, knowing that if the boy dies, she and the man she loves, Robert Mitchum, will be put to death by the natives.

WHITE WITCH DOCTOR
Producer Otto Lang and a camera crew spent three

months in the Belgian Congo Basin to get the back-

grounds for "White Witch Doctor." Unlike the hardy

Hepburn and Bogart, however, who sweated, swatted

and swore a blue streak in filming "The African Queen

'

on location, "White Witch Doctor's" stars Susan Hay-
ward and Robert Mitchum were fortunate enough to op-

erate in comparative comfort against these impressive

backgrounds. The native cast ranges from the giant

Bakuba tribe, the Mangebetus (described as longheads

because they bind their heads to get the elongated

effect) and the Pygmies.

Under Henry Hathawav's direction, the story fol-

lows the adventures of a safari into the heart of Africa

that is taking a nurse on a conscience mission to the site

of her late husband, a doctor, had planned to practice.

Accompanying her are Robert Mitchum and Walter

Slezak, hunters seeking bigger game than wild animals

—a secret hoard of gold in the Bakuba country. The

nurse's troubles begin multiplying when she works her

first cure, incurs the jealousy of the local witch doctors,

and just misses being bitten by a tarant ula, dropped into

her tent by a vindictive native medico. The romance

that develops between her and Mitchum effects a change

in the latter, turns him against the gold-hungry Slezak,

forces him to kill his greedy partner. Her ministrations

to the tribal chief's son, after the witch doctors have en-

gendered gangrene in the wounds incurred during the

boy's battle with a lion, leads to a happy ending as both

remain in Africa to serve the natives.
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[ STUDIO size-ups
(Continued from Page 10

J

Webb-Jean Peters-Maggie McNamara- Dor-
othy McGuire)—Sol Siegel producing, Jean
Negulesco directing. All of these will be in

Technicolor.

UNITED ARTISTS

Sale of Odeon Gives UA

More Cash for Production
United Artists has made an additional

$2,250,000 available for financing its indepen-

dent producers through the sale of its

interests in Odeon Cinema Holdings, Ltd.

—

a British subsidiary. Although the entile

amount will not be remitted in American
dollars, all of the payments in sterling can

be utilized by UA inde producers for their

foreign production.

This big boost in the capital resources of

UA will make it possible for the company to

make guarantees to all lending organizations,

and also share in the financing and profits of

all or most of its leading producers.

Three inde productions with UA releasing

commitments are in work at the present

time, with a four f h scheduled to go before

the cameras within the next two or three

weeks. Now shooting are: "Camel Corps"
(Rod Cameron - Joanne Dru - John Ireland),

Edward Small production being filmed in

Nataural Vision 3D and PatheColor, on lo-

cation in Kanab Utah—Ray Nazarro direct-

ing; "Beachhead" (Tony Curtis-Frank Love-
joy-Mary Murphy-Skippy Homeier), Aubrey
Schenck production in PatheColor, being

shot on location in Hawaii—Schenck and
Howard Koch producing, Stuart Heisler di-

recting; "Free and Easy" (Beverly Michaels-

Richard Egan), a Clarence Green - Russell

Rouse production—produced by Green, di-

rected by Rouse.

Set for an August start is "Smoke Signal,"

another Aubrey Schenck-Howard Koch pro-

duction slated for Hawaii. It will be directed

by Lesley Selandcr.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Rackmil Expected To Keep

Fingers in U-l Production
Although Ed Muhl has been named head

of the studio effective when Bill Goetz exits

the U-I lot in about a month, it is the opinion

of your FILM BULLETIN studio reporter

that president Milton R. Rackmil intends to

keep his own fingers in production matters

out here. It is generally believed that the

loss of Goetz will be felt keenly, since he
was responsible for the type of production

that brought this companv such signal finan-

cial success. However. Rackmil, too, has a

feel for mass audience tastes through his

Decca association and his supervision of pro-

duction could continue the highly successful

course U-I has followed for the past half

dozen years.

Following a series of policy conferences at

the studio, an announcement was made last

week that there will be "no change in pro-

duction policies".

However, it seems unlikely that there will

be any great spun in production until the

new production administrator takes over.

Later, it appears evident, on the basis of pic-

lures now in the writing and pre-production
planning phases, that the studio will coast

along at its present, comparatively low level

of three to four films per month, until

around October or November.
Four features are in work here at the

present time. Three more are slated to go
before the cameras in August. Those now
filming are "The Glenn Miller Story" (James
Stewart-June Allyson-George Tobias), Tech-
nicolor musical-biog, produced by Aaron
Rosenberg, directed by Anthony Mann; "The
Glass Webb" (Edward G. Robinson) 3D,
produced by Albert Cohen, directed by Jack
Arnold; "Son of Cochise" (Rock Hudson-
Barbara Rush) 3D, Technicolor western,

produced by Ross Hunter and directed by
Douglas Sirk; and "Ride Clear to Diablo"
(Audie Murphy-Dan Duryea-Susan Cabot),

western, produced by John W. Rogers, di-

rected by Jesse Hibbs.

The August starters will be "Saskatche-

wan" (Alan Ladd-Shelley Winters-J. Carrol

Naish), in Technicolor, to be filmed in Banff,

Canada, starting August 6—Aaron Rosen-
berg producing, Raoul Walsh directing;

"The Far Country" (James Stewart-Ruth
Roman), in Technicolor—Rosenberg produc-

ing, Anthony Mann directing; "Yankee
Pasha" (Jeff Chandler), in Technicolor

—

Howard Christie producer, Joseph Pevney,
director.

WARNER BROTHERS

Six Features Slated for

WSS 2.66 to 1 Wide Screen
The big news from this studio was the an-

nouncement of a new screen system on the

same aspect ratio as CinemaScope, 2.66 to 1.

To be known as WarnerSuperScope, it will

be employed immediately to photograph six

of the company's important productions.

They are: "A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland),

"Lucky Me" (Doris Day), "Rear Guard"
(Guy Madison), "Helen of Troy", "Mister

Roberts", and John Steinbeck's "East of

Eden", which Elia Kazan will direct.

With the ending of the valley lot's three-

month hiatus, on July 16, production is slow-

ly beginning to pick up speed, and is ex-

pected to get back to a near-normal level by
mid-August. Two features are in production

at the present time—Wayne-Fellows' "Hon-
do" (John Wayne-Geraldine Page), using

the Warner All-Media camera, 3-dimension

and WarnerColor—John Farrow directing

fdr producer Robert Fellows; and "The
Bounty Hunter" (Randolph Scott),also in

3D, all-media and WarnerColor—Andre de

Toth directing.

Four are slated to start in August, starting

with "Rear Guard" on August 1. "Guard"

will be produced by David Weisbart, di-

rected by David Butler. On August 3, di-

rector Alfred Hitchcock will launch produc-

tion on "Dial M for Murder" (Ray Milland-

Grace Kelly) 3D, to be followed on August

17 by "Helen of Troy" (not yet cast)—to be

produced by Samuel Bischoff, directed by
Gordon Douglas.

Mid-August will also probably witness the
start of the Sid Luft production, "A Star Is

Born" (Judy Garland )- to be directed by
George Cukor. Henry Fonda now appears
the most likely prospect for the co-starring

role.

Warners has purchased Leon Uris' novell

"Battle Cry" for early production. Thei
author will do the script.

INDEPENDENTS

Nine Inde Films in Work,

Half of Last Year's Number
Only nine independent films are in pro-|

duction this month, as compared with at I

least twice that many a year ago. Of that

number, more than half of them had releases;

set before the start of filming.

Among the new companies that have come
into being since the 'ast Studio Size-Ups is

1

one whose product will be backed by a group

of exhibitors. Fred Schwartz heads the new
company being organized along the lines of

Cinema Productions, which recently com-
pleted "Main Street to Broadway" for MGM
release. Plans call for the outfit to make be-

tween six and twelve features, both here and

in Europe. Lester Cowan will serve as ex-

ecutive producer for the company, which will

invite other producers to turn out a portion

of the program under Cowan's supervision.

Filmakers' Company, which recently

formed its own releasing organization has

one picture now in production and another 1

due to start in August. Currently filming is

"The Bigamist" (Joan Fontaine-Ida Lupino-

Edmond O'Brien-Edmund Gwenn)—Collier

Young producing, Ida Lupino directing.

Coming up is "Story of a Cop" (Howard

Duff)—Young and Miss Lupino repeating as'

producer-director.

Jan Grippo, who turned out 23 of the

Bowery Boys features for Monogram, heads

up another of the new independent com-

panies. Grippo says he expects to turn out

at least two high-budgeters per year, start-

ing with an untitled feature scheduled to roll

in October.

There's talk also that David O. Sleznick

may be getting ready to re-enter production..

Within the past three weeks, he has been re-,

lieving himself of some of his executive)

duties with the Selznick Releasing Organi-

zation, and reassembling some of his old pro-'

duction staff—among them Arthur~Fellows

w-ho, for more than 15 years, served as re-

production assistant.

Al Zimbalist has concluded a deal wit!

Explorers Pictures Corp. for the production

of three inde features to be filmed in 31

against an authentic African background

First picture will be "African Lost World,'

with Zimbalist and Weill co-producing.

Dudley Pictures Corp. is also preparing ar

African feature, titled "The Incredible Con

tinent," to be filmed in the Vistarama wide

screen process.

Allan Dowling is another inde who ii|

going in for wide screen filming. He an

nounced this month, that the entire future

program for his company will be shot u

color for wide screen. His company alread\

has "Donovan's Brain" set for Septembei

United Artists' release.
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

ARBITRATION NOW
Western Theatre Owners

According to a recent bulletin released by

the Producers Guild, Hollywood will only

produce about 100 pictures this coming year.

A check of past records will show a steady

decline in the number of films each year. If

only 100 pictures are produced, a great num-

ber of theatres are going to he in trouble. A
return to single bills will be a certainty. It

may come to the point where sub-run thea-

tres will only be able to run week-ends, and

perhaps many will have to close entirely.

Whether planned or not, the Hollywood

trend is 'fewer pictures' and greater film

rentals, thus forcing higher admissions and

longer runs. If this all comes to pass the

!

great moving picture industry as we know it

will fade from the American scene. Movies

will take their place alongside stage shows

and become a 'class' business and not a 'mass'

I

business. Perhaps Mr. Charles Skouras and

Mr. Goldwyn knew what they were talking

about a year or so ago, when they predicted

theatres closing on the wholesale, for other

than tax reasons.

Now that the Senate Small Business Com-
mittee hearings are over and everyone has

had his chance to say just what was on his

mind, and before the law-making machine

gets rolling, don't you think it is about time

we in this industry sat down and 'finished'

the arbitration job? This time, let's quit fool-

ing and call in a Department of Justice of-

ficial to 'sit in' and act as referee. We might

prevent some future restrictive laws.

—Rotus Harvey

REGULAR PATRONS
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

From Allied of Indiana Bulletin: "This in-

ustry had better do something quickly

bout the problem of percentage of regular

'atrons. Current and reliable statistics show
hat the number of regular movie customers

as been reduced 50% in the last 4-5 years,

tudies made by Sindlinger Co. from '47-'49

lowed that 93.2% of the total boxoffice

ross was contributed by 52% of the po-

ntial movie audience. Similar studies made
1952 showed that 85.5% of the total gross

derived from only 25% of the potential

(ovie audience. 75% of the potential audi-

ice are only infrequent movie-goers who
e responsible for less than 15% of the box-
fice take. Movies are becoming less and
«s "mass entertainment". The problem may
beyond solution for individual theatre

<.ners, but industry wide, and notwith-
iinding the big grosses on some advanced
Bee pictures contributed by the 75% who
«fe only occasional patrons, isn't it time to

slrt catering to the "regulars" and trying to

i rease their ranks!1 Sindlinger's figures

n)y also mean that you should re-examine
yir advertising program. Because 75% of

yjir potential attend the theatre so seldom
P haps you need to change your media and
d more away from the theatre advertising."

f you doubt those figures just check your

own potential patronage. Then check the

number of habitual patrons who come on
certain changes. Check the number of week-
ly repeats. The number of repeaters who see

nearly every change. The untouched audi-

ence is enormous in my town. How about

yours?

MORE ON ADMISSIONS
North Central Allied

The writer was recently taken to task by a

trade paper for continuously fighting the

forced advancing of admission prices. I feel

that I ought to take this means to make my-
self clear. I have never, never argued that an

exhibitor should not increase admission

prices if he felt that it was necessary to do so

in his particular situation and for a particu-

lar picture. The admission prices should be

left entirely to the exhibitor's wisdom. His

free choice should and must control under

the law of the land.

I didn't think it was necessary for me to

reiterate this, but I will—I am opposed to

the distributors' dictating what admission

prices which the exhibitors must charge and

I will continue doing so.

First, the exhibitor knows best whether he

should increase his admission prices; and

second, it is illegal for the distributors to

dictate the admission prices as they have

been trying to do through various not too

ingenious methods. The film companies for

years have been pushing the independent ex-

hibitors around with edicts and they have

not been interested in whether they were

legal or illegai. They can't acclimate them-

selves to the courts' decisions. I guess they

will never stop playing gimes until someone
lands in the "klink".

—Ben Berger

3D BLUES
Allied Caravan of la. -Neb.

This week brought another report from an

Iowa exhibitor who has given 3-D a whirl.

After playing two or three of the pictures he

stated that with the un-Godly 50% tariff and

the inferior quality of the product he neither

has made any money or pleased any patrons.

Progress and change is on the move. Ap-
parently Polaroid 3-D, at least with the

quality of product thus far, is not it. Results

from the Wide-Screen looks more promising.

Allied's advice to you of some months ago to

"Don't Jump Too Quick" has saved you
money. After some runs on the Wide-Screen
we'll all know more abont what is and is not

exactly sensational. —And to show you that

some of the records put out in claims by the

distributors on what pics are doing in the

cities, take a look at what is playing along

with them on the stage: New York—"Young
Bess", with Stage Show; "Desert Song",

with Stage Show; "Titanic", with Ice Show;
"South Sea Woman", with Vic Damone
Stage Show. In Chicago—"Down Among
Sheltering Palms" with Johnnie Ray Stage

Show; "Light of Silvery Moon", with Billy

Eckstine Stage Show.

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP
North Central Allied

When 3-D started burning the headlines

and reviving dreams of that once, but long

forgotten daily trip to the bank, we warned,

"Don't Jump Too Quick". Your President

repeats that warning in this bulletin. Now,
we have announcements of the Nord 3-D
camera and process, a process that gives 3-D
with only one (1) projector and does away
with a lot of the excess machinery and para-

phernalia that has accompanied 3-D to date.

You still have to use glasses with this Nord
deal, but you don't have to put in big reels,

have intermissions, etc.

Wilbur Snaper writes that he saw this

demonstration. In part, he says, "The 3-D
projection was achieved by the use of split

film, special lens and one other piece of

mechanism. The fantastic savings to exhibi-

tors as well as production will run into the

millions. I saw the presentation in the rough.

However, it was as effective as any 3-D I

have seen using two projectors. There is

little doubt in my mind that other single ma-
chine processes will be developed shortly."

Who knows, maybe we'll be having both

3-D, without glasses, and wide-screen one of

these times, despite the engineers. Some
mechanic or gadgeteer may come up with a

dilly. If they don't, remember that present

terms and box office performance indicate

that you aren't missing too much if you

haven't put in interlocks yet.

SHAKEDOWN SUITS
Allied of Western Pa.

One of last week's trade papers carried a

headline story in which "pix legalites" are

claimed to be studying the activities of "at-

tornies who specialize in anti-trust cases and

who allegedly approach exhibs and suggest

the filing or the threat of filing suits." It is

further claimed that many of the suits "are

fraudulent" and filed for the purpose of a

shakedown. This is very strong language

and somebodv may have their neck out a

mile. It is entirely possible that some of the

law suits were and are, without real merit,

and that some unscrupulous lawyers might

have promoted a few of them. Certainly by

and large this is definitely not a fact and I

am sure that some of the distributor lawyers

of my acquaintance dislike very much being

grouped by implication with the sourse of

this story. Many of these fellows are aware

of the problems of the independent exhibitor

and, within the limits of their authority, try

to solve them. As with any large number of

people in one profession, there are those in

the film company lega'. departments who
have no realization of the problems of the

small man and who are narrow and bigoted

in their viewpoints—obviously, this story was

planted by one or mor; of these men and it

is an unfortunate reflection on the honorable

members of the profession in the employ of

the companies.
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wQUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Sag Abut New Films

iV. I7
. Critics tmihl "Jiuntl Wagon* With Lavish M*raise

M-G-M's Technicolor production "The Band Wagon" re-

ceived what was perhaps the greatest ovation ever accorded a

Hollywood musical by the New York critics Every facet, from

the Betty Comden-Adolph Green script, through the Arthur

Schwartz-Howard Dietz music, right down the line of perfor-

mances, direction and dance routines, received unrestrained praise

from the scribes.

The Times' Bosley Crowther pulled out all stops, tagging the

film as a "show that respectfully bids for recognition as cue of the

best musical films ever made." In his opinion, "Everything in

this bulging picture . . . exemplifies its rousing theme song. That's

entertainment, indeed!"

"Sparkling musical . . . witty and consistently funny," wrote

Otis L. Guernsey, Jr. in the Herald Tribune. He enthusiastically

summed up his review with "The Comden-Green wit, the Astaire

charm and the Freed-Minnelli showmanship are only a part of

the big load of musical comedy pleasure whi'h has rolled into the

Music Hall."

The Post's Archer Winsten was completely overwhelmed by

the film, finding it the "best musical of the month, the year, the

decade, or, for all I know, of all-time. For my money it's better

than 'An American in Paris'." Winsten advised that "You can't

afford to miss it if you're going to see a motion picture this year."

" This reviewer finds the picture a pure delight," penned

William Hawkins of the World-Telegram & Sun. He found it

"joyous and light and smart and wise . . . here's a 'Band Wagon'
you'd be a fool not to hop on."

In the Journal-American, Nick Lapole tagged the film a "gay,

lilting, tunefull blending of humor, songs, and dancing tastefully

presented." In his opinion, " 'The Band Wagon' is superior enter-

tainment ... it picks up speed, verve and pace until, at its end,

one feels regretful that there is no more to see, hear and enjoy."

"THE MOON IS BLUE'
United Artists

"In spite of the published controversy over

the decency of the (film) . . . the pit didn't

yawn nor the heavens fall . . . Aside from its

candor and its audacity with the words, (it)

is not outstanding, either as a romance or as

a film."—Crowther, N. Y. Times
"Slickly contrived conversation piece . . .

it is adult film fare—definitely not the picture

for your young son or daughter."—Lapole,

N. Y. Journal -American

"There are bubbles in this film, but the

comedy champagne is mixed with baser stuff

in about fifty-fifty proportions."—Guernsey,

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Excellent (Movie Meier Rating) . . . Pic-

ture panders in wholesome fashion to man's

baser instinct. What could be a more social-

ly acceptable theme than that all paths, in-

cluding those of seduction, lead to the altar?

. . . Prodigiously amusing show."—Winsten,

N. Y. Post

"One of the funniest pictures ever made,

and may well be the most sophisticated one

since sound arrived . . . To ban it for normal,

mature people seems humorless and unre-

alistic."—

W

r

. H., N. Y. World-Telegram

'GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES"
20th Century-Fox

"The girls wear form-fitting thises and

thats . . . and just as if those forms couldn't

attract sufficient attention, they are gyrated

in fashions that must have originated long

before Man climbed into his first tree . . .

Picture simply follows the path of greatest

profit."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Slick and sumptuous musical . . . Eyes

and ears to whom Lorelei is fresher will find

this a gay romp of a musical."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram
"Conveyance . . . take^ water almost from

the beginning . . . Along toward the end, it

wholly flounders and sinks dismally into

those depths reserved for the wreckage of

screenplays that haven't the structure or the

^teani. Hut the Misses Monroe and Russell,

with their famous charms and airy graces,

keep bobbing like chips on a wave." —
Crowther, N. Y. Times

"Makes the warm weather warmer . . . and

the pay-off is big in a rousing musical..'

—

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Merriest movie this Summer . . A great

big, beautiful, bounding hit!"—O'Connor, N.

Y. Journal-American

"THE MAZE"
Allied Artists

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

More interesting in story matter than it is in

gimmicks . . . 3Ds are not nearly as effective

in black and white (which this one is) as

they are in color."—Thirtr, N. Y. Post

"Keeps to the formula . . chances are this

movie will prove as pleasant as most of three

so-called thrillers."—P. V. B., N. Y. Herald

Tribune

"Modest suspense melodrama . . . drew au-

thentic yelps from all over the house . . .

However, the film remains a talky, meander-

ing and old-fashioned reprise of many prede-

cessors."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times
"Chiller-diller . . . You'll be amazed at

'The Maze'."—Lapole, N. Y. Journal-Ameri-

can

'THE CHARGE AT FEATHER RIVER'
Warner Bros.

"Audience is kept busy ducking arrows,

spears, knives and chairs . . . Even without

all these nerve jangling attachments, this

would be a pretty fair new chaptei in Holly-

wood's long running warfare between the

Indians and the U. S. Cavalry."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram
"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Strictly juvenile melodrama, but also excit-

ing in a loud, colorful, visually deep-dish

style."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Probably the best 3D job to date . . .

Mighty fine film ... it will stand your hair

on end."—O'Connor, N. Y. Journal-American

"Good, well built Western with no more

pictorial side-play than necessary . . .

Medium was used to make a picture rather

than the picture used to demonstrate the

medium."—J. V. B., N. Y. Herald Tribune

"As hoary as 'The Great Train Robbery'

. . . this adventure makes no bones about

pelting audiences with about every known 31)

sight gag and clearly succeeds . . . An i

provement on its predecessor in creat

some illusions of deptn."—Weiler, N.
|

Times

'AFFAIR WITH A STRANGER'
RKO
"One more trip around the circuit of h -

band-wife joys and sorrows ... it is hart'

worth the tariff."—Crowther, N. Y. Time
j

"Trite romance . . . story has little drive )

it, and the stars' personalities are all thai

;

left in a very thin drama' ic idea."—Guerns',

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Innocuous romantic drama . . . Lai 5

strength and vitality. It drags out ev> I

known cliche." — Lapole, N. Y. Joun i-

American
"Fair plus (Movie M^ter Rating) . . .If

these human ups and downs were recon I

with fresh penetration, they might lureW
audience into participation."—Winsten, N.f.

Post

"There really isn't much to the stc .

Rather, it is the many warm, human quali s

it possesses, the lighter moments against p
dark, the gentle humor pervading all tjt!

provide for the observer a very enjoyaie

entertainment."—R. B., N. Y. World-Ti -!

gram

'RIDE VAQUERO!'
M-G-M

"Pretentious, generally rhetorical he e

opera, seasoned with Freud and a modie
j

of horse sense . . . Rates not Tiffany's v\
-

dow but the old cat bin."—H. H. T., X.

Times
"Routine Western capably staged by .1' !

Farrow . . . Nothing new . . . but it ti fi

along at a good pace and in colorful sty

—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Film gallops along a familiar Wet n

trial . . . The old legend is given a rous g

treatment, however, heavily laced with (

-

bursts of excitement."—Cook, N. Y. Wo
Telegram

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . j.

Pretty conventional outdoor drama."

Thirer, N. Y. Post
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PRODUCTIOn
A R€L€flS€ R6CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS

1951-52 Features

Westerns
Completed (60)

Completed (19)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

Rev.

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

Affair in Monte Carlo Oberon-Todd 7-26

Army Bound 161) - Clements 10-52 5216

Battle Zone 182) _ Hodiak-Christian 9-52 5301

Bowery Bloodhounds Gorcey-Hall

Bowery Knights Gorcey-Hall -

Canyon Ambush (53) Brown-Coates 10-12 5244..

Fangs of the Arctic 163) Kirby-Grant 12-28 5222

Fargo 16?) Elliot 9-52 .... 5226..

Flat Top IC) 185) .Hayden-Carlsor, 1 1-52— 5201

.

Gunman, The —Wilson-Knight 4-13 5252.

Hiawatha IC) 180) Edwards-Dugay 12-7 5202..

Homesteaders, The 1621 Elliott-Vallin 2-53

jalopy Gorcey-Hall 2-53 5318

Jungle Girl 170) Sheffield-Sharpe 12-7 5208

Kansas Pacific IC) 173) Hayden-Miller 2-53 5302

Maie. The (3D) 180) Carlson-Hurst

Mexican Silver Wilson-Clyde
Murder Without Tears Stevens-Benedict 6-14

No Holds Barred (66) Bowery Boys 12-52 5214
Northern Patrol Grant-Chinook 7-5

Northwest Territory (61) .. Grant-Chinook 12-9

Roar of the Crowd Duff-Stanley 5-31

Royal African Rifles. The (C) Hayward-Hurst
Safari Drums Sheffield-Bestar 6-21

'>lade Stevens-Malone
ion of Belle Starr ...Larsen-Castle 6-53
'angler Incident (771 Brent-Aldon 2-53

exas City Brown-Ellison 12-30

orpedo Alley 184) Stevens-Malone 11-52

icious Years, The (791 Cook-Moore 2—18
Vhite Lightning (61) Clements-Bestar 3-53
Wyoming Roundup 153) Wilson-Coates 11-9

quared Circle, The Kirkwood-Gleason

5309
5316

5308

5236
5254

COLUMBIA
952-53 Features Completed (55) In Production (I)

Serials Completed (3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

ine Mutiny. The IT) Bogart-Ferrer

3MPLETED
• Ashore IT) (80) Rooney-Lawrence
lbush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
/Name For Herself Holliday-Lawford
(I For Each Other Heston-Scott
I Heat. The Glenn Ford
( Jump, The (T) Ladd-Andrews
te Canadian Rockies 158) Autry-Buttram
Cirqe of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
Cna Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
£'90 Bill McGuire-Moore

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

534

C quest of Cochise IT) Hodiak-Stark
C isin' Down the River (Tl 181) Haymes-Totter
Eit Iron Men (80) Colleano-Frani
Fi fighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
F Angels on Murder 188) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Fhe of Calcutta (70) Darcel-Knowles
F( Ti (Tl (DDI (73) Montgomery-V0rs
4! Man, The 173) Ireland-Denning
5.0 Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188) Hayes-Healy
Fc Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer
Fri Here to Eternity Clift-Lancaster
Gis Wall. The 180) Gassman-Grahame
Gilen Hawk IT) 183) ...Fleming-Haydn
Giltown Ghost Riders 157) Autry-Burnette
Human's Knot (T) (81) Scott-Jarman
noy Time, The 194) Boyer-Driscoll
He Below Zero IT) ... Alan Ladd
HeWonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth
ln <"on. U.S.A. 174) Mohr-Castle
Ja> McCall. Desperado IT) 176) Montgomery-Stevens
Ju''er. The 1861 Douglas-Vitale

/

u,e Safari Weissmuller-Greene
Lac s of the Chorus (61) (Reissue) Monroe-Jergens
Usof the Comanches (T) (85) Crawford-Hale
LasM the Pony Express Autry-Burnett
LasPosse, The 173) Crawford-Derek
Let Do It Aaain IT) 195) Wyman-Miiland
Ma

, n the Dark (DDI 1701 O'Brien-Totter
Merer of the Wedding. The (91) Waters-Harris
M;sSadie Thompson (3-D) IT) Hayworth-Ray
Mis n Over Korea 1861 Hodiak-Derek

p of Old Smoky 159) Autry-Burnette
u<u?irl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas
Jac Train 157) Autry-Buttram
Pathider. The IT) (781 Montogmery-Carter
p';" of Pirates ITI 1801 Derek-Rush
™><>rs of the Casbah IT) Graham-Romero
F'otm G.rls 1701 Walker-Elliott

11-52

8-53
12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53

4-53
10-52
5-53

1 1-52
12-52 506 .6-30

1 1-3

6-15

508 9-22

12-52
4-53
6-53

1 1-52
2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53

2-23

6-29
4-20
12-29

528

516
524

3-23

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Renegade Canyon IT) I3D)
Riders of the Whistling Pines
Salome IT) (1031
Savage Mutiny (73)
Serpent of the Nile ITI 181 ) .

Siren of Bagdad IT) (72) ....

Strange Fascination (80)....

Stranger Wore A Gun ITI (3DI

Sterling Hoyden
Autry-White

. Hayworth-Granger Special
Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53
Fleming-Lundigan ........ 5-53
Henreid-Medina 6-53

—Moore-Haas .... 12-52
Scott-Trevor 8-53

545
539

505

4-6

5-4
6- 1

10-6

Target—Hong Kong (66) Denning-Loo 2-53
Thunderhoof 177) IReissue) Foster-Stuart 6-53
Valley of the Headhunted 167) Weismuller 8-53
Vatican, The (T) (42) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger (67) Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
War Cry (C) ... Montgomery-Long 435..
Wild One, The Brando-Murphy -

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (16) In Production (0)

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) (76)
Bachelor in Paris (83)
Bad Blonde 1801

Captain Kidd (Reissue) (89)
Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Gambler and the Lady [71)
Ghost Ship 169)

Great Jesse James Raid (AC) ...

Great White Hunter (Reissue) (89)
Hellgate (87)
I'll Get You 1791

Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70)
Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Walkie-Talkie (65)
Perils of the Junale (63)

Sins of Jezebel IAC)
Slasher, The 170)

Spaceways 176) - -

Tall Texan, The 184)

Tromba, the Tiger-Man (63)
Twilight Women 1891

White Goddess (73)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast Rel.

Anna May Wong . 4-24
Price-Auer 4-17
Payton-Wright 4-10
.Scott-Laughton 12-12
J-sn Hall 7-1

Dane Clark 12-26
Court-Walsh 6-12
Parker-Payton 7-17
Peck-Preston 12-12
Hayden-Leslie 9-5
George Raft 1-16...

Animation Feature 6-5 .

George Raft
Tracy- Sawyer ...11-28.
Clyde Beatty 3-20
P. Goddard 9-4
Kenny-Collins 5-29..
Duff-Bartok
Bridges-Cobb 2-13
Special Cast 11-14
Jackson-Ray 5-15
Jon Hall - 3-27

No.

5215
5213
521 I

5210
5229

.5204
5228
5221
5209
51 13

5206
5205
5302
5203
5214
5225
5218
5301
5207

. 5201
5217
5224

Rev.

METRO-COLD WYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (57) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards
Flame and the Flesh (Italy) IT) L. Turner-Angeli
Gypsy Colt Corcoran-Bond
Knights of the Round Table IT) R. Taylor-Gardner

Rel. No.

E. Taylor-GassmanRhapsody (Tl

Tennessee Champ IT) Winters-Martin

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) ...

Actress, The
Affairs of Dobie Glllis 174)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Apache War Smoke 167)
Arena (Ansl 1 3-D i

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon, The (I 12)

Battle Circus 190)

Because You're Mine IT) 1103)
Bio Leaguer [7(11

Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 1691
Confidentially Connie 171)

Cry of the Hunted 180)

Dangerous When Wet IT) 195)

Desperate Search, The (71)

Devil Makes Three, The 190) (T)

Dream Wife (99)

Easy To Love IT)

Everything I Have Is Yours IT) 192)
Fast Company (60)

Fort Bravo (Ans)
Girl Who Had Everything, The (69)

Great Diamond Robbery, The
Hoaxters, The (36)

Hour of Thirteen, The (80)

I Love Melvin IT) (77)

Invitation to the Dance (T)

Jeopardy 170)
Julius Caesar (121)
Kiss Me Kate ( 3D I IAC)
Latin Lovers (T)

Lili IT) 181)
Long, Lona Trailer IT)

Main Street to Broadway 1102)
Merry Widow, The ITI (105)
Million Dollar Mermaid (T) (110)
Moqambo (T)

Taylor-Parker
Tracy-Simmons
Reynolds-Van
Taylor-Granger
Jioland-Horton
Young-Bergen
Turner-Douglas
Astaire-Charisse
Bogart-Allyson
..Lanza-Whitmore ...

Robinson-Ellen
Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer
Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas
Keel-Greer
Kelly-Angeli
Grant. Kerr
Williams-Johnson
Champion-O'Keefe
H. Keel-P. Bergen
Holden-Parker
Taylor-Lamas
Skelton-Wiliiams
Documentary
Lawford-Addams
O'Connor-Reynolds
Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan
Brando-Mason
Grayson-Keel
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer
Ball-Arnaz
All-Star
Turner-Lomas
Williams-Mature
Gable-Gardner

1-53
9-53
8-53

10-52
6-53
1-53
8-53
4-53
10-52
8-53

1-53
4-53
4-53

7-53
1-53
9-52
6-53

10-52

3-53
8-53
1-53

11-52
3-53

2-53

8-53
7-53

7-53
9-52
12-52

313

346

305
337
315
345
321
304
347
326
316
329
322
330
341
314
302
335

306
332

319
309
323

317

348
342

344
301

312

Rev.

12-1

10-6

2-9

2-9
9-8

4-20
1-26

12-1

8-25

10-20

3-9

1-12
10-20

2-9

6-15

9-22
11-17
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Naked Spur, The IT) 191)
Never Let Me Go 194)
Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) (100)
Quo Vadis (T) 1168)
Remains To Be Seen 188)
Ride, Vaquero lAns) 190)
Rogue's March (841
Saadia (T) „ „
Scandal At Scourie (Tl (90)
Sky Full of Moon (73)
Sliqht Case of Larceny 17!)
Small Town Girl IT) 193)
Sombrero (T) 1103)
Story of Three Loves (Tl (122)
Take the Hiqh Ground lAns)
Terror On A Train (72)

Torch Song (T)

Younq Bess ITI 1 1 12)

Stewart-Ryan 2-

Gable-Tierney 5.

Iracy-Tierney 1 1-

Granger-Kerr II

Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson 4-

Gardner-R. Taylor 7-

Lansford-Rule 3

Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon 4-

Carpenter-Sterling 12-

Rooney-Brac ken 4

J. Powell-Granger 4
Montalban-Angeli 3

All-Star Cast 4

Widmark-Stewart
Ford-Vernon
Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger 5

•53 318
-53 327 4-4
•52 310 11-3

-52 . 308
218.

•53 331
53 343
-53 320

10-20
11- 19
5-4

4-29
1-12

•53 334.
52 311
53 334
•53 325
•53 324
53 338

11-17
4-1

3-9

S3 333

7-13

5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (41 ) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

Alaska Seas _

Knock on Wood (Tl

Mr. Casanova IT)

Naked Jungle The (T)

Ulvsses (T)

Cast
Ryan-Heflin
Kaye-Zetterling
Hope-Fontaine
Heston. Parker
Douglas-Mongano

Rel. No. Rev.

195)

COMPLETED
Arrowhead IT) 1105)

Blazing Forest IT) (91)
Botany Bay (Tl

Caddy. The (95)

Caribbean IT) (95)
Cease Fire (3D)
Cleopatra (1041 Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Elephant Walk (T)

Encore (90)
Fliqht to Tanaier IT) I3D)
Forever Female (93)

Girls of Pleasure Island ITI

Greatest Show On Earth IT) 1151)
Green Gold of Nevada (T)

Here Comes the Girls (T)
Houdini (TJ (105)
Hurricane Smith (T) (90)

Jumping Jacks (981
Jamaica Run (T) 192)

Just For You (T) (104)
Little Bov lost |95l

Los Alamos
Lost Treasure of the Amazon I3D) IEC)
Money From Home IT) (3D)
Off Limits (891
Pony Express IT) 1 101

1

Red Garters (WSI IT)

Road to Bali IT) (91)
Roman Holiday (119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D)
Savage, The (T) (95)
Scared Stiff (108)
Shane [Tl 1118)
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) .....

Stalaq 17 (120)
Stars Are Sinqinq, The 199) (T)
Stooge, The 1 100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle (ParVI (T)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (85 (

Tropic Zone (T) (94)
Vanquished, The (T) (84) ... ...

War of the Worlds (Tl 185)

Heston-Palance
Payne- Moore head
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
Payne-Dahl
(Korea)
Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
Leigh-Andrews
Maugham Stories
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Sfewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Wyman
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Lamas-Fleming
Martin-Lewis
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

8-53
12-52

5227
5207

6-29
10-20

9-53
9-52

5302
5202

12-52
3-53

5208
5213 1-24

7-52 5122

4-53
5-53

5226
5215
5129

6-1
2-23
1-14

7-53
10-52
7-52
4-53
9-52
10-53

5223
5204
5121
5220
5201
5304

4-1
9-22
4-14
4-20
8-11

4-53
5-53

1-53
9-53
5-53

1 1-52
4-53
8-53
10-52
7-53
3-53
3-53

5214
5217

5209
5301

5230
5204
5222
5225
5203
5224
5214
5212

3-9

12-1

4-15
.10-4
4-20
4-20
9-8

1-12

Fleming-Barry
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Rob'nson

1-53
10-52.
1-53 .

4-53
10-53

5210
.5205..
5211
5221
5303

11- 17

10—

t

12-29

3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (13)
Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

( 1 )

(0)

(0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Genevieve

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West
Champ Fom Brooklyn, The
City That Never Sleeps
El Paso Stampede
Down Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java (Tr)
Iron Mountain Trail

Ladv Wants Mink. The (Tr) (92)
Laughinq Anne IT)

Marshal of Cedar Rock 151) ...

Operation Fl'ght Nurse
Perilous Journey
Quiet Man, The (T)

Red River Shore
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90)
San Antone (90)
Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships
Sun Shines Bright ...

Sweethearts on Parade (Tr)

Thunderbirds (98)
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast

Carroll-Powers
Rel. No. Rev.

1129)

Lane
Nicol-Totter

. Young-Powers
Lane-Waller
Allen-Picker

...Mac Murray- Ralston
Allen-Pickens
Hussey-O' Keefe
Corey-Tucker
Lane-Waller
Leslie-Tucker
Raluston-Brian
Wayne-O'Hara
Allen
Donlevy-Tucker
Cameron-Whelan
Lane-Waller
Derek-Hendrix
Winninger-Whelan
Middle ton- Norman

„ Derek-Barrymore
Monroe-Leslie

4-12
8-25
7-20
4-28
5-8

...3-5.

2-1

4-5
9-14

1 1-52
2-15
5-15
8-53
4-53
7-12

1 1-27
10-10

5209

5207
5231
5205

5241

5204
5108

5202
5203
5242

5208
5210
5201
5109

8-19

11-3

Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton 10-1
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne 10-10
Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey 9-5Woman They Almost Lynched (90) Lund-Leslie 3-20

5124
5242
5123
5107
5204

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (37) In Production I |

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Carnival ICl
French Line, lhe

COMPLETED
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Annie Oakley 191) (Re-issue) ...

Angel Face 191)
Below the Sahara (45)
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99)
Affair With A Stranaer
Captive Woman 145)
Count the Hours (74)
Devil's Canyon 130) (CI ...

Follow the Fleet
Gay Adventure

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Baxter-Cochran
Russell-Roland

Rel. No.

Simmons-Young
Stanwyck-Foster
Mite hum- Simmons
Documentary
Darnell-Wewton
Simmons-Mature
Clarke-Field
Wright-Carey
Mayo-Robertson
Astaire-Rogers
Meredith-Aumont

I 1-52
9-52
2-53

Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Grainger
Hitch-Hiker, The 171) O'Brien-Lovejoy
Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drew
Jet Pilot IT) 1118) Wayne-Leigh
Jungle Fury IC) (WSI G. Ford-A. Sheridan
Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum ...

Mighty Joe Young T. Moore-B. Johnson
Montana Belle (Tr) (81) Russell-Brent
Never Wave At A Wac (87) Russell-Wilson
No Time for Flowers 183) Lindfors-P. Christian

12-52
4-53
10-52
4-53
7-53

I 1-52
3-53
7-53

348
383
312

307

304
314

487

351
314
482

i 15

a

Out of the P.ist

Peter Pan ITI 177)

Sea Around Us, The IT) (411
Sea Devils ITI (91)
Second Chance ICl (3D)
She Had to Say Yes (89)
Son of Sinbad (T)

Split Second 185)
Stage Door IReissue)
Suspicion
Sword and the Rose IT) 1921
Tarzan and the She Devil (74)
3-D Follies. The I EC) (StC) Horton Dancers
Too Many Girls 185) Ball-Arnai
Top Hat Astaire-Rogers
Under the Red Sea (47) Hass-Berl
Without Reservation IReissue) ... Colbert-Wayne

Mitchum-Douglas
Disney-Cartoon Feature
Documentary
DeCarlo-Hudson
Darnell-Milchum
Simmons- Mite hum
Robertson- Forrest
McNally-Smith
Hepburn-Roger s-Ball

Grant-Fontaine
Todd-Johns
Barker-MacKenzie

10-52
7-53

I 1-52
1-53
2-53

2-53
7-53
5-53
7-53
8-53
8-53
6-53
8-53

8-53
6-53

304
481

308
371
313
488
392

320

318

486
5491

324

8-52

10-52
8-53

382
485
305

20th' CENTURY. FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (37) In Production

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) ITI Widmark-Darvi
Prince Valiant ICS) (Tl Wagner-Leigh
River of No Return ICS) IT) Monroe-Mitchum

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)
Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (90)
Blueprint For Murder 1761

Call Me Madam fT) 1117)
City of Bad Men (T) 182)
Dangerous Crossing (75)
Desert Rats (88) _
Destination Gobi IT) (89)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)
Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)
Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T) (81)
Gentleman's Agreement! 1 18) Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) (91)

Girl Next Door, The 192)
Glory Brigade (82)
How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS)
I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)
Inferno IC) (3-D)
Invaders From Mars ICl (78)
Kid From Left Field, The
Kiss of Death (99) IReissue)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) _
Man On A Tightrope (1051 _

Miss Robinson Crusoe (ECI _

Mister Scoutmaster
Monkey Business (97)
My Cousin Rachel 198)
My Pal Gus (83)

My Wife's Best Friend (101)
Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep 177)
Pickup on South Street (80)...

Pony Soldier (T) (82)
Powder River (T) (78)

President's Lady. The 194)

Road House 1951 (Reissue)
Robe, The IT) (CinS) _

Ruby Gentry (82) — _
Sailor of the King (83)

Silver Whip, The (73)
Snake Pit (108) IReissue)

II

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds (81)
Star, The 189) _.

Stars and Stripes Forever IT) (89).

Steel Trap (85)
Story of Demetrius ICS) IT)

Taxi (77) - -

Wagner-Moore
Gaynor-Brady
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
.Widmark-Monroe
Lundigan-Greer
Grable-Robertson
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore ...

Grable-Monroe
Gaynor-Wayne
Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz
Dailey-Bancroft
Widmark-Mature
Peters-Hunter
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
.Grant-Rogers
deHavilland-Burton
.Widmark-Dru
Baxter-Carey
Cotten-Peters
Darnell-Merril
Widmark-Peters
Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun-Robertson
De Ha vil I and -Stevens
Peck-Hayward
.Mature-Neal
Bette Davis -

Webb-Paget
Cotton-Wright
Mature-Hayward
Daley-Smith

12-53

1 1-52
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53
5-53
3-53
9-52
3-53
7-53
5-53
8-53
4-53
7-53

I 1-53
1-53
8-53
5-53
7-53
7-53
9-52
5-53
10-53
9-53
10-52
1-53

12-52
10-52
2-53
11-52
4-53
12-52
4-53
4-53
7-53
10-53
1-53
8-53
2-53
5-53
10-52
10-52
3-53
12-52
11-52

3-53

234 -17

3 M il 23

319
313 l-»

224 -21

317 -23

307 i-4

352
-13

320
t-n

302..

314

-12

-20

.227-
314 4-4

. 230.__.~-
301— -

233 -

231.. .
-J

304 ...
2-'

235.-. ..
-

322 S-4

237 -I'

321 IJ
312.. H-

303 ..
-2»

309...

353 3
23! .. H
314

f.
239 2" 1

232

305 .
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Thief of Venice l?l) Montei-Chnstian

Thy Neighbor's Wife Haas. Moore
Titanic 1981 ,. .....Webb-Stanwyck

Treasure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith

Tonight We Sing (T) 1109) _......Pinia-Peters

Vickie Crain-Peters

Way of a Gaucho IT) (91) ...Tierny-Calhoun

White Witch Doctor. The (T) (94) Hayward-Mitchum

I2-S2 304 12-1
9-53

318 5-4
308 2-23
310

5-53
2-53
4-53

I 1-53
9-52
7-53

229 10-20

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Com pleted (44) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

Beachhead (PC) Curtis-Loveioy

Camel Corps (3D) IPCI Cameron-Dru
Free and Easy Michaels-Egan

COMPLETED
Act of Love
Africa Screams
Assassin, The
Babes in Bagdad 179)

Bandits of Corsica, The (81)

Breaking the Sound Barrier (115)

Iwana Devil (3D) (Ans) 185)

Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas (Pathe C) _.

Crossed Swords
Crosstown
Fort Algiers 178) .

Senghis Khan
ray Adventure
Guerrilla Girl 181)

,un Belt IT) 177)

. the .lurv .'3D!

t's in the Bag (87)
oe Louis Story. The
lansas City Confidential (98)
imelight (140)
uiury Girl 196)
Magnetic Monster 175)
Marshal's Daughter. The
lelba ITI 1 1 151 .

liss Hargreaves
onsoon 179)

oon Is Blue. The
oulin Rouge IT) ( 1 18)

eanderthal Man. The
utpost in Malaya 188)
lantom From Space
liders of the Seven Seas (T)

id Planet Mars (87)
turn to Puradise (Tl 1 100)

ver. The IT) (99)
arlet Spear, The (An)
oot First

n of the Renegade (57)
at Man From Tangier

;

ief, The 185) .....

•n Brown's Schooldays
onky, The

' e Squad
' cano 1106)
V Paint IECI (WS)
*ien I Grow Up (90)
Hness, The

.K Douglas-D. Robin
Beatty-Buck
Gregson-Grahame
Goddard-Lee
Greene-Raymond
Todd-Richardson
.Stack-Britton

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27
12-21
3- 13

(93)

Dexter-Hale, Jr
Errol Flynn 8-53
John Payne . 8-53
Yvonne deCarlo 7—15..

M. Conde-E. Reyos 4-12..

B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Dantine-Marianna 1-23

Montgomery-Hunter 7—24
Elliot-Castle 8-53
.Elliott-Castle 7-53

8-53

Payne-Gray 1-14...

Chaplin-Bloom 2—4.
Stephens-Ferrero 1-30
Carlson-Byron 2—18
L.Anders-K.Murray ... 4-24
Munsel-Morley 8-53
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas 12-14
Holden-Niven 7-53
Ferrer-Marchand 3-4
R. Shane-D. Merrick . 4-1?
Claudette Colbert 1 1-24
Seay-Nash 5-15
Payne-Reed 5-27
Graves-King 5-15
Cooper-Hayes 7-53
Swinburne-Shields 2—15
.Archer-Hyer
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Asther-Coleman
Milland-Gam
Davies-Newton

Chap 1 1-3

4-15
12-2?

Sml

Ren

H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
A. Magnani-G. Brooks
Robert Stack
Preston-Scott
Bergman-Brando

5-15
3-27
5-8

10-10
. 11-2 .

4- 10

8-53
4-5

8-53
... 4-20

Pop 10-4

UNIVERSAL
1 52-53 Features Completed (32) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

II PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

G is Webb. The (3D) IT)
Gin Miller Story, The ITI
Ri, Clear of Diablo ITI
S( of Cochise I3D) IT)

CMPLETED
Alott & Costello Go To Mars (77)
Alott and Costello Meet

. Jekvll & Mr. Hyde (75)
Aenst All Flags IT) (83)
Al American The
Al Desire l79'/il
Ba to God's Country IT)
Be use of You 195)
8I«! Castle, The (81)
Boo Goes To College (79)
Cil Beneath the Sea (T) 187)
Conn South (Tl 1851
De -t Leqion IT) 186)
E«!'of Sumatra IT) ...

Fordden
fra is Covers the Big Town (84)
Gir in the Night 1831
6o,!n Blade, The IT)
»'«' Sioux Uprising, The (T) (801
Guinoke (T) 179)
Hoi ans West (T) 181)
It Cne from Outer Space (3DI 182)
» <}ws On Trees (84)
t l-Dpens Every Thursday 180)
Law,nd Order (Tl 180)
lawss Breed, The IT) (83)
Lon Hand ITI 180)

d Pa Kettle in Waikiki
Ma )d Pa Kettle on Vacation (75)
M * 'd Pa Kettle Hit the Road
Manrom the Alamo ITI 1791
MeeMe at the Fair (T) (871
Miss.ippi Gambler IT) 1981

Cast
Robinson-Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson
Murphy-Duryea
Hudson-Rush

Abbott & Costello

Abbott-Costello
Flynn-O'Hara
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
Young-Chandler
McNally-Greene
Perreau-Gwenn
Ryan-Powers
Murphy-Evans
Ladd-Dahl
Chandler-Maxwell
Curtis-Dru
Donald O'Connor
Holden-Farrell
Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue
Murphy-Drake
Ryan-Adams
Carlson-Rush
Dunne-Jagger
Young-Forsythe
Reagan-Malone
Hudson-Adams
McCrea-Hale
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams
Dailev-Lynn
Power-Laurie

Rel. No. Rev.

Apr 314 3-23

Aug 32?
Dec 305 12-1

July 325 7-13

Nov 302
'.

... 10-20
Dec ... 304
Sept 232 ...Z". 8-2*5

Mar 308
June 320 4-1
Apr 315 3-?

Aug
July
Feb

July
Mar
Oct

June
Nov
May
May
Jan
May

Apr

324
311 1-24

324
312
235 1 0—6
322 4-2?
303 1 1-17
31? 4-20
318
304
317

314

Aug
Jan
Feb

328
307 12-15
310 1-12

Oueen is Crowned, A IT) 140)184) Documentary June 323
Raiders, The (T) (82) Conte-Lindfors Nov . 301
Redhead From Wyoming (T) (80) O'Hara-Nicol - Jan 30?..
Seminole (T) (84) Hudson-Hale Mar 313
Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams —
Take Me to Town IT) 1811 Sheridan-Hayden June 321
Tumbleweed IT) ...Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) 1103) Stewart-Dru Aug 327 4-1
Veils of Baadad ITI Mature-Field .

Walking Mv Baby Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Willie and Joe Back at the Front(87)Ewell-Lembeck Oct 233 10-4
Wings of the Hawk (3D) (East C) Adams-Heflin
Yankee Buccaneer IT) (84) Chandler-Brady Oct .....234 _

WARNER BROTHERS

Cast

Scott-Dorn
Wayne- Page

Rev

Abbott-Costello 12-27
Day-Bolger 1-3

P. Christian-P. Raymond 4-13
Wayne-Olson 8-30
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte 3-28
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae 5-2
Day-Keel
Morgan-Carey 12-4

Rev
-

1 952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel.

Bounty. Hunter. The 130)
lAII-media) (WC)

Hondo I3DMWC)
COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) (70)
April in Paris IT) (101)
Beast from 20.000 Fathoms 180)
Big Jim McLain (?0) ._
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The f?0)
Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) 1 102)
Calamity Jane (T)

Cattle Town (71)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) (3D< l?4l
City is Dark. The 174)

Crimson Pirate, The IT) 1104) .

Danger Forward .. ..

Desert Song. The 1 1 10

Diamond Oueen IEC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)
House of Wax IWC) (3D) 188)
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess 195!
Iron Mistress, The IT) 1 1 10)
Island in the Sky
Jan Singer. The IT) (107)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)

Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)
Master of Ballantrae ITI 1891

Miracle of Fatima (WC) 1102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun
Riding Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue IT)
She's Back on Broadway (WC) (?5) Mayo-Cochran
She's Working Her Way

Through College (T) (101)
So Big
So This Is Love IT)

South Sea Woman l??l
Springfield Rifle (WC) t?3) . .

Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) 184)
Story of Will Rogers. The IT) 1 10?)
System. The l?OI

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains (WC)
Trouble Alona the Way 1110)

Madison- Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden

_B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Price-Lovejoy r .

Lancaster-Rice ...

Clift-Baxter

. Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark

..Wilde-Thaxter
_Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

7-11

?-27

5-30
7-25

4-25

2-28
11-22
8-15
2-14

~3-3\Z
8-1

10-1 I

11-8

208
209..
221

201

215

21?

207

223

202

220

218

213
204 .

212

211
225
203
205

12-1

4-2?

3-23

4-4

12-1

7-13

?-22

5- 18

4-28

2-?

1-24

12-2*

?-«
10-20

Mayo-Reagan 7-12
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel 8-1

Lancaster-Mayo 4—27

Cooper-Thaxter 10-25
Crawford-Trevor 1-17

Roger, Jr.-Wyman 7-24
Lovejoy-Perrin 4—18
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk 8-2?
Wayne-Reed 4-4

214

128

2-?

222
204
210
12?
217

214

6- 15

10-4
12-15
7-28

..... 4-6

3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLAIATE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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WELCOME
BURT LANCASTER
BRONCO APACHE" -color by Technicolor

HUMPHREY BOGART BEAT THE DEVIL"

GARY COOPER "RETURN TO PARADISE" -color by Technicolor

KIRK DOUGLAS "ACT OF LOVE"

ERROL FLYNN "CROSSED SWORDS" and "THE STORY OF WILLIAM TELL"

- both in Pathecolor

WILLIAM HOLDEN "THE MOON IS BLUE"

JOEL McCREA "SHOOT FIRST-

JOHN PAYNE "RAIDERS OF THE SEVEN SEAS" -color by Technicolor

and "99 RIVER STREET"

GREGORY PECK "THE MILLION POUND BANK NOTE" and

"THE PURPLE PLAIN" -both in color by Technicolor

not to mention MICKEY SPILLANE "/, THE JURY"

and

ELIA 11 JOSEPH L. ROBERT

KAZAN MANKIEWICZ ROSSEN
"THE GOLDEN "THE BAREFOOT "ALEXANDER

WARRIORS" 1 1 CONTESSA" THE GREAT"

JOHN HUSTON "BEAT THE DEVIL"

ANATOLE LITVAK "ACT OF LOVE-

LEWIS MILESTONE "MELBA"- color by Technicolor

ROBERT PARRISH "THE PURPLE PLAIN"- color by Technicolor

OTTO PREMINGER "THE MOON IS BLUE-

MARK ROBSON "RETURN TO PARADISE" -color by Technicolor

In Stars, Stories, Writers, Producers, Directors . . .

THE BIG NEWS TODAY COMES FROM



Sehind the £ceneA

<ti mm <i

GIVE THEM A EHANEE TD SURVIVE

Right or wrong, the President has exercised his con

stitutional prerogative. Unfortunately, what he construed

as being- for the national weal happens to spell woe for our

industry. We don't like what he did, nor how he did it,

but there is no use in crying over spilt milk; we need only

to summon courage and face the facts of life.

The veto dealt a cruel blow to hundreds of theatres,

many of which now seem doomed to lose their struggle

for existence. We understand that the Administration is

definitely committed to cutting the admissions tax in half

as soon as Congress reconvenes in January, provided, of

course, nothing unforeseen developes in the international

picture. Meanwhile, the Compo Tax Committee will fight

again for full repeal. But there is an urgent, immediate

problem. Even if the legislative wheels grind at top

speed, it will be March or April before relief is actually

realized, and that will be too late for a lot of theatres.

What of those exhibitors who have lived in the hope

of the tax repeal, and whose resources are depleted? If

they are to hold out it can only be by observing the strict-

est economy while practising the shrewdest showman-
ship. Some, admittedly, have contributed little or nothing

to the business, but many others have poured a lifetime of

useful service and their whole economic stake into it. If

our industry has a conscience, they cannot be dismissed

merely as casualties of the times. These exhibitors are

worth saving.

It behooves the men who control film distribution to

take cognizance of the plight of theatres worth saving and
to instruct their sales forces throughout the country t<>

grant them all possible relief for the next six or seven

months. Ultimately, the natural forces of competition will

sift the good from the bad, but today, in the gloom of the

tax defeat, help is needed. Only the sympathetic consider-

ation of distributors can keep many worthy exhibitors

from calling it quits. We say it will prove good business

to give them everv chance to survive. MO WAX

Whtt Tkey'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

They're talking about the influence exerted

against the Mason Bill by Sec'y of Treasury

Humphrey. Eisenhower apparently was con-

vinced of the urgency of relief for the movie

theatres, never lifted a finger to oppose the

measure while it was making its way through

the committees. That's what led the Tax

Fighters to the conclusion that there would be

no veto. But the money boss remained ada-

mant in the position that no Government reve-

nue should be given up now. Up to a day or

two before he finally announced the veto, the

President was leaning our way, but Humphrey

was agin us.

0

We hear that there will be a stockholders'

fight against the management of another major

film company, but with a far better chance of

success than Charlie Green had against Spyro.s

Skouras.

0

A new lawsuit is on the agenda in Phila-

delphia, birthplace of the precedent-setting

Goldman anti-trust action. This time it will be

against an inde circuit and distributors.

They say that Milton Rackmil will be the

real boss of production at U-I, now that Bill

Goetz is out. His experience in the record busi-

ness (Decca ) has given Rackmil the yen to try

his hand at guiding the studio and he will make
all vital decisions on production policy, which

Ed Muhl will carry out.

SAY THANKS'
It's always nice to say "Thank you" for some-

thing done on your behalf. Too many of us. hen -

ever, in the press of other matters forget such

niceties, particularly where it involves our legis-

lators.

Aside from the common courtesy involved, it

is a welding of the contacts made with the law-

makers that will go a long way toward engendering

a sympathetic attitude for future legislation invol-

ving the industry. Every exhibitor can serve him-

self and his business well by thanking his own

Congressmen and Senators, as well as those legis-

lator* who were instrumental in getting the Mason

Hill to repeal the movie tax through both Houses.

The President's veto does not lessen the need to

show our appreciation to our friends. Do it note.

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper published every other Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATION-
EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 6-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter, New York Editorial . Repr
resentative; Richard N. Newton, Business Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd Street, New York I?, N. Y.,
Circle 6-9 1 59; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 659 Haverford Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay Allen, Hollywood Editor. Subscription Rates:
ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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GIVE THIS LITTLE

GIRL A GREAT
BIG HAND!
Says M. A. Lightman, Pres. of

Malco Theatres, Memphis, Tenn.:
"Even though my competitor will have the privilege

of showing 'Lili' I want to tell the world how won-

derful it is. It will bring joy and happiness to all.

It is my pride to be identified with an industry that

can give the public such a beautiful, tender

glorious picture."

Says Fred J. Schwartz, Pres. of

Century Circuit, Inc., N. Y.

"It may be months before we get 'Lili,' owing to

its continued long run on Broadway. We will give

it a big promotion campaign because from the ex-

perience of other theatres it pays off. This industry

needs pictures with such wonderful qualities. It is

a credit to our business and I urge every fellow

showman to book it and promote it."

LONG-RUN "LILI"!

22nd Week in New York

11th Week in Kansas City

10th Week in Portland

^ & 7th Week in Chicago

(ffh
Jj?

5th Week in Buffalo

MJtf/B^ 4th Week in Houston
'[—' 3rd Week in Cincinnati,

Seattle and Oakland

15 Weeks in Los Angeles

7 Weeks in Philadelphia

5 Weeks in Washington, D.C.

4 Weeks in Boston, Frisco

1. Tie-in with a favorite local enterprise, Boys'

club, local charity or other popular movement to

sponsor a showing the night before regular open-

ing. Local newspaper or prominent radio or TV
personality is helpful to hypo the tie-up. This

creates long-range publicity.

2. The caricature ads (similar to drawings on

this spread) have proved successful. They are

available in supplement to pressbook. Start teaser

ads at least ten days in advance.

3. Follow same designs on house front displays

as on ads.

4. The trailer is a great selling medium. Run it

two weeks in advance.

5. Try to "circus up" theatre opening night, if

possible with small portable carousel or other

rides. Balloons imprinted with "LILI" are avail-

able for use in quantity in lobby, tied to marquee,

etc. See pressbook.

6. Do an advance "teaser" posting campaign.

One-sheets, black and white, with copy: "'LILI'

is coming to (imprint theatre name)" or "Keep

your eye on 'LILI' "—are very effective. They are

available at National Screen Service.

7. TV has proven most effective in selling

"LILI". It lends itself to this medium; copy

should be simple, heart-warming type. TV slide

is available. Where there is no TV, radio will do

as well.

8. Very effective photographic blow-ups of

Leslie Caron as "LILI" are available in various

sizes. Use them for window displays, in theatre

lobby, etc. See pressbook.

9. Get the younger folks interested by planting

the coloring contest as illustrated in the

pressbook.

10. Go after your music shops and disc jockeys

with the catchy tune, "Hi-Lili-Hi-Lo". Available

on M-G-M records.

11. Take advantage of the many tie-up stills

illustrated in pressbook. Also for lobby display.

11 x 14 full-color scene stills available through

National Screen Service.

12. Give "LILI" the send-off it merits. As the

manager, put your personal guarantee on this

attraction. You won't go wrong and your patrons

will thank you for urging them to see it.

M-G-M presents in Color by Technicolor "LILI" starring

Leslie Caron • Mel Ferrer • Jean Pierre Aumont • with

Zsa Zsa Gabor . Kurt Kasznar • Screen Play by Helen

Deutsch • Based On a Story by Paul Gallico • Directed

by Charles Walters • Produced by Edwin H. Knopf
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By JAY ALLEN

ALLIED ARTISTS

AA Testing Vistarama; May

Try One Feature in System

THIS COMPANY IS TESTING CARL
Dudley's Vistarama anamorphoscopic pro-

cess for use in filming a number of its forth-

coming, high-budget pictures. This is the

2.66 to 1 ratio system recently adopted by
Warner Bros. Allied Artists already has an-

nounced plans to film several pictures in

CinemaScope.

At this writing, no productions had been

definitely ear-marked for shooting in Vis-

tarama, although it is being discussed for one

of the three important features set to roll at

the studio within the next 30 to 45 days. If

the process is employed at all, it will prob-

ably be used to film "Hitter Creek", a big-

scale western to be produced by Scott Dun-
lap in color.

The only new production to go before the

cameras since the last Size-Ups report is

"Pride of the Blue Grass" (Lloyd Bridges,

Vera Miles) in color—Hayes Goctz produc-
ing, William Beaudine directing.

It is expected that casting will be com-
pleted in time to get Walter Wanger's 3D
production, "Riot In Cell Block 11", before

the cameras this month. Three other likely

August starters are: "The Green Hills of

Idaho," in color—William Calihan produc-
ing, Ford Beebe directing

; and "House of the

Sea" (Richard Conte, Ann Sothern), a Wil-
liam F. Broidy production in 3D, Jerry Juran
directing; "Dragonfly Squadron" 3D, to be
produced by John Champion.

"Jennifer" (Ida Lupino, Howard Duff),

which AA recently acquired from Three
Fellows Productions, has been placed back
before the cameras for additional scenes. In

tin- absence of director Bernard Girard, Miss
Lupino is handling the megging assignments.

COLUMBIA

Strong Bid for Top Position

Seen in Fall Product Line up

COLUMBIA, WITH A STRONG CUR-
renl entry in "From Here to Eternity" and

|

what appears to be a top product ion slate

shaping up for fall lensing, is bidding for im-

portant industry recognition.

The impressive fall production schedule

includes two features to be lensed abroad:

•The Black Knight" (Alan Ladd) and

"Richard the Lion Hearted". Also set for

location filming is "The Long, Grey Line," a

West Point story to be filmed on Academy
grounds. Final negotiations are underway to

secure John Wayne for the starring role in

this picture, which will be lensed in Cinema-

Scope—John Ford directing and Robert

Arthur producing. In the musical division,

the schedule is highlighted by Garson

Kanin's "Spotlight," slated to roll in October.

Of the three pictures which will be in pro-

duction this month, only "The Caine Mu-
tiny" (Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer, Van
Johnson), from the Stanley Kramer Com-
pany stands out as a potential attention-

getter. Sam Katzman's "Battle of Rogue
River" (George Montgomery), William

Castle directing, and "Fifty Fathoms Deep"
(not yet cast)—produced by Robert Cohn,

directed by Roy Huggins—appear to offer

little more than Technicolor and 3-dimension

to lift them above the run-of-the-mill pro-

duct.

In addition to its commitments for use of

the 20th Century-Fox CinemaScope system

for some of its top product, Columbia is

also dickering with Carl Dudley, for use of

his Vistarama process. Tests of the Vis-

tarama lenses, which were developed by Dud-

ley by the Simpson Optical Manufacturing

Company, are also underway at this studio.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

N.Y. Executives Enthusiastic

Over Films Screened at Studio

IF THE ENTHUSIASM < >F THE NEW
York brass over Metro's new product, is

any criterion, it looks like better days are

ahead for the company. Production head

Dore Schary recently screened all of the

major unreleased product for the company's

top executives during a west coast conclave,

and the response was reported to be more
enthusiastic tha.i at any time since Schary

took over the production reins.

For the time being, ihi- studio is going to

"play the field" insofar as new processes are

concerned. Most of the product will he

filmed on MGM's own 2 to 1 aspect ratio

wide-screen process, which has been used on

eight major features to date. Whether this

means the company will concentrate on this

dimension in filming its future product,

rather than seeking additional commitments

in CinemaScope, no one is willing to say. But

it appears fairly evident that the principal

emphasis will be on the 2 to 1 ratio. Never-

theless, the Culver City studio is committed

to at least four pictures in the 20th-Fox sys-

tem, and will undoubtedly reserve these com-

mitments for its biggest productions.

One point was made clear in the confabs,

and that was that there will be no big selling

campaign on the Metro process, per se. To
the contrary, it will not even be given a trade

name, reserving all of the advertising empha-

sis for the picture itself, rather than the type

of projection.

Despite the general weakening of the star

system through the industry as a whole, it is

evident that Metro will still invest heavily in

marquee lustre for its important product.

"Executive Suite," which rolls in late August,

for example, will carry a top-heavy cast cost,

accounting for 35 per cent of the total

budget. This is 20 per cent higher than the

average budget allowance for casts, even at

Metro. Included in the list of top stellar

names are such high-salaried stars as William

Holden, June Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck,

Frederic March, Walter Pidgeon, Shelley

Winters, Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern, Dean

Jagger and Nina Foch. Robert Wise will

direct for producer John Houseman.

Two other pictures are slated for August

starts: "Miss Baker's Dozen" (Greer Garson,

Robert Ryan, Richard Haydn), in Techni-

color—John Houseman producing, Robert Z.

Leonard directing; and "Rose Marie" (Ann

BIyth, Fernando Lamas, Howard Kell. Mar-

joric Main), in CinemaScope and Techni-

color—Arthur Hornblow, Jr.. producing,

Mcrvvn LeRoy directing.

Five features are in production at the

present time, all in color: "The Flame and

tin Flesh" ( Lana Turner, Pier Angeli. Carlos

Thompson) — Joe Pasternak producing.

Richard Brooks directing; "Knights of the

Round Table" (Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner,

Mel Ferrer)— Pandro S. Berman producing,

Richard Thorpe directing; "Rhapsody"

(Elizabeth Tax lor, Vittorio Gassman, John

Ericson, Louis Calhern) -Lawrence Wein-
garten producing, Charles Vidor directing;

(Continued on Page 6)
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[ studio size-ups
;

(Continued from Page 5)

"Gypsy Colt" (Donna Corcoran, Ward Bond,
Frances Dee)—William Grady, Jr., produc-
ing, Andrew Marlon directing; "Tennessee
Champ" (Shelley Winters, Dewey Martin,
Keenan Wynn)—Sol Baer Fielding produc-
ing, Fred Wilcox directing.

PARAMOUNT

Para. Brass Cool Toward 3D

Prefer Wide-Screen Prospects

THERE ARE STRONG INDICATIONS
that Paramount's top brass are losing their

early enthusiasm for three-dimension pi< -

tures, and are shifting toward wide-screen
filming—although on a wider aspect ratio

than the 1.66 to 1 or 1.75 to 1 previously

recommended. As a matter of fact, the

front office has already switched to a 2 to

1 ratio for "Mr. Casanova" (Bob Hope,
Joan Fontaine), which is currently in pro-

duction. Moreover, reilable sources tell

FILM BULLETIN that 2 to 1 will be the

ratio for "White Christmas," which will roll

in the early fall as the company's highest-

budgeted production of the year.

As for the three-dimension product, it

seems clear that there is an effort to push
these films into release as rapidly as possible

—indicating that the distribution department
is rapidly wearing off. Of course, this feel-

is undoubtedly conditioned by the fact that

Paramount's first 3D feature, "Sangaree", has
not done well in most situations.

It is a known fact that Paramount has
been keenly interested in 20th-Fox's Cinema-
Scope, but refuses to employ the process
unless Fox will permit them to buy into the

controlling rights. Since there is no possi-

bility of that, they obviously intend to con-
centrate on straight 2 to 1 wide-screen film-

ing.

It came as no surprise to Hollywood that

the Paramount board of directors has already
opened negotiations with Don Hartman for

a new pact as head of studio production, even
though his present contract still has seven
months to go. President Barney Balaban and
studio executive head Y. Frank Freeman are

very happy with Hartman's performance
since he took over the post two and a half

years ago.

Final details are being worked out for the

start of filming, this fall, on "Rear Window"
(James Stewart), which Leland Hayward
and John Logan will produce on an inde-

pendent basis, with Paramount financing.

Alfred Hitchcock has been set as director.

Casting w'as completed only a few days
ago on "Sabrina Fair," the upcoming Billy

Wilder production, slated to get underway
in September. In addition to Audrey Hep-
burn, whom Wilder so successfully guided

through her initial screen portrayal in

"Roman Holiday," the cast will include Wil-
liam Holden and Humphrey Bogart.

In addition to "Mr. Casanova," mentioned

above, two other features are currently in

front of the cameras: "Knock On Wood"

(Danny Kaye, Mai Zetterling), a Panama-
Frank production, in Technicolor; and "The
Naked Jungle" (Charlton Heston, Eleanor
Parker) — George Pal producing, Byron
Haskin directing.

REPUBLIC

Joan Crawford Starrer Gets

Top Republic Budget in Years

THE HIGHEST BUDGETED Pic-
ture to be made at Republic in recent years

will be "Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford),

which goes before the cameras in early Sep-

tember—Nicholas Ray directing. Miss Craw-
ford's salary alone will be $200,000, which is

just about the top figure commanded by any
star in town for a long time.

Philip Yordan is currently completing the

shooting script for the picture, which will be

filmed in color and wide screen process. At
this writing, the exact process has not been

selected, but it is understood that Vistarama

has the inside track.

"Jubilee Trail" (Vera Ralston, Forrest

Tucker, Joan Leslie, Ray Middleton), Tru-

color production scheduled to get underway
in early August, was moved up last week,

giving Republic its only production now
before the cameras. Joseph Kane is produc-

ing and directing. Two more will be added

later this month, with still another being

readied for an early September start. This

week, producer-director John H. Auer will

roll the cameras on location in Honolulu, on

"Hell's Half Acre" (Wendell Corey, Evelyn

Keyes, Elsa Lanchester), to be followed on

August 29 by "Red River Shore" (Rex

Allen)—Rudy Ralston producing.

Since the last Size-Ups report, filming was
completed on "Geraldine" (John! Carroll,

Mala Powers), and it is now in the process

of being edited and scored.

RKO

Hughes Money Needed for

Production—or More Red Ink!

RKO IS STILL FAR FROM A
normal production schedule, although things

are slowly picking up under Jimmy Grain-

ger's rule. Final casting is now underway on

"The Big Rainbow," which will get under-

way within the next 30 to 45 days. Gilbert

Roland and Dale Robertson have been as-

signed the top male leads, with John Sturges

directing. It will be filmed in Technicolor.

According to reliable sources, RKO will

have to tap Hughes' personal resources in

order to obtain the needed capital to get back

into production. Unless some substantial pro-

duction starts rolling, the red ink on RKO's
ledger will get deeper and deeper. Hughes is

expected to loan the company $8,000,000

—

the same amount which he offered to the

Stoklin group, during their brief control of

the company.
l\k<> and Walt Disney, on the verge of

coming to a parting of the way a few weeks

ago. have finally reached an understanding,

and will continue their producing-releasing
relationship for at least two more years.

The new pact, signed late last month, pro
vides for RKO to handle distribution on Dis-

ney's currently filming Technicolor produc-
tion, "Rob Roy—The Highland Rogue''

(Richard Todd, Glynis Johns), and all Dis-

ney short subjects to be produced through
1955. Agreement was also reached on the re-

release next April of the all-animated cartoon

feature, "Pinnochio".

Frederick Brisson's Independent ArtiMs
Corp. has also signed a releasing contract for

one additional picture. No story has been
selected at this time.

With the completion of the King Hrothers'

"Carnival" (Anne Baxter, Steve Cochran),

two weeks ago, only two pictures for RKO
release are now being lensed. They are:

"The French Line" (Jane Russell, Gilbert

Roland, Arthur Hunnicutt, Craig Stevens,

Mary McCarthy), an Edmund Grainger pro-

duction in Technicolor with Lloyd Bacon di-

recting, and "Rangers of the North" (Victor

Mature, Piper Laurie, William Bendix) in

3D and Technicolor—Louis King directing

for producer Irwin Allen.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

20th Optioning Ace Writers

For Big CinemaScope Stories

IN AN EFFORT TO CORRAL TOP
story properties of epic proportions—the type

considered best for CinemaScope—Fox has

instituted a new policy of advancing top

authors as high as $10,000 in return for the

right to option their new books. Among the

authors thus far brought into the deal are

Thomas Costain, Van Wyck Mason and

John Jennings.
* Darryl F. Zanuck has signed Michael

Curtiz to direct his personal production of

"The Egpytian," which goes before the

cameras late this year, with Marlon Brando

starred.

Four big ones continue in production at

this studio—all in CinemaScope and Techni-

color. They are: "Hell and High Water"

(Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi)—Raymond
A. Klune producing, Samuel Fuller direct-

ing; "Prince Valiant" (Robert Wagner, Janet

Leigh, Debra Paget, James Mason, Sterling

Hayden)—Robert L. Jacks producer, Henry

Hathaway director; "King of the Khyber

Rifles" (Tyrone Power, Terry Moore,

Michael Rennie)—Frank P. Rosenberg pro-

ducer, Henry King director, and "River of

No Return" (Marilyn Monroe, Robert Mit-

chum, Rory Calhoun, Tommy Rettig)

—

Stanley Rubin producer, Otto Preminger di-

rector.

On August 10 producer-director Nunnally

Johnson starts production on his own script

of "Night People" (Gregory Peck, Broderick

Crawford, Walter Abel). And one week from

today, the cameras will roll on "We Believe

in Love" (Clifton Webb, Jean Peters, Maggie

McNamara, Dorothy McGuire) — Sol C.

Seigel producing, and Jean Negulesco direct-

ing. Both of these are in CinemaScope and

Technicolor.

(Continued on Page 10)
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After ten years of planning and preparation, the

first assembled version of "The Robe" in CinemaScope was

screened a few days ago at our Hollywood studios.

It was the proudest and most exalting experience of

my entire association with the motion picture industry.

It was an event that made an indelible impression in

the hearts and minds of all those who witnessed it. It was

worth all the pains of its creation; all the untiring travels

by Spyros P. Skouras in his unceasing search for enter-

tainment progress; all the sleepless nights, the unending

experimentation and diligent application by Darryl F.

Zanuck and his production associates.

Filmed in any medium, Lloyd C. Douglas' celebrated

novel "The Robe" would rank with the biggest money-

makers the screen has ever known. In the unparalleled

CinemaScope process, in Color by Technicolor, and pro-

jected on our panoramic Miracle Mirror Screen with

Continued on following pages



CinemaScope Stereophonic Sound, it will be the greatest box-

office attraction of all time.

For there can be no doubt that"The Robe"in CinemaScope

opens an historic new chapter in the annals of motion pictures.

From beginning to end, during every minute of its more than

two hours of running time, it surges with dramatic power that

beggars description.

"The Robe" is one of the greatest novels of our time and

the impact of its timeless story is doubly intensified and glori-

ously enhanced through the magic of the anamorphic lens.

"The Robe" in CinemaScope relates the greatest story of

love and faith ever told, and in its unfolding, casts a spell that

elates the spirit as it excites with its spectacle; it stuns with its

glory as it embraces the audience without the use of glasses.

There is unprecedented greatness in majestic sweep and

grandeur of its spectacle. There is overwhelming power in its

cast of teeming thousands, in the rise of armies as the Imperial

might of Rome hurls all its power against the Word of God.

There is greatness in the impassioned love of a man and

woman who find in each other's arms what all mankind is

searching for.

20 th Century-Fox
presents

^el-fob
TECHNICCTECHNICOLOR

"*"*ie First Motion Picture

The Modern Miracle You See Without The Use Of Glasses!



Above all,"The Robe"in CinemaScope renders an inspired service

to humanity as it transports you back through the centuries to the dawn

of Christianity.

You will see never-to-be-forgotten performances by Richard Burton,

the sensational young star who portrays Marcellus; Victor Mature, as

the Greek slave Demetrius; Jean Simmons, Michael Rennie, Jay Robinson,

Dean Jagger, Torin Thatcher, Richard Boone, Betta St. John and many

other outstanding players in the cast of thousands.

"The Robe" in CinemaScope has been superbly produced by Frank

Ross, whose imagination first was gripped by this wonderful story more

than a dozen years ago. Frank Ross had a vision of greatness and

splendor and now that vision has been realized as a miraculous reality.

"The Robe" in CinemaScope has been masterfully directed by

Henry Koster, whose record, already replete with brilliant achieve-

ment, is crowned with the glory of the "The Robe" in CinemaScope.

The inspired screen play for "The Robe" in CinemaScope was

written by Philip Dunne, who with "The Robe" surpasses even his

previous towering and memorable scenarios.

The breathtaking photography for "The Robe" in CinemaScope

reiterates the genius of Leon Shamroy, three times the recipient of an

Academy Award. It was properly fitting that he should have been

selected for this pioneering assignment, and his work in "The Robe"

in CinemaScope touches the very peak of magic and will be recorded

as the ultimate in cinematic annals.

And now "The Robe" in CinemaScope will be delivered to the

showmen of the world, to exhibit it with power and dignity, to realize

its infinite potentials, to march forward with its surpassing greatness.

I believe that "The Robe" in CinemaScope fulfills every promise

inherent in the motion picture medium. I am convinced that "The Robe"

in CinemaScope will bring to theatres throughout the world the great-

est number of people ever to see a single motion picture.
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UNITED ARTISTS

At Least Five To Go Before

Cameras in August, One 3D

THERE WILL BE A MINIMUM OF
five pictures shooting this month for United

Artists release.

Now shooting or set to roll within the

next two weeks are: "Americano" (Glenn

Ford, Arthur Kennedy, Cesar Romero), a

Moulin production being filmed in Eastman

Color on location in Brazil —Robert Stillman

producing, Rudd Bdetticher directing; "Pi-

rates' Blood" (Tony Dexter) in Pathecolor

—produced and directed by Wisberg-Pollex-

fen; "Space Station, U. S. A." (not yet cast)

—an Ivan Tors production in Eastman Color

and 3D; and two from the independent com-

pany of Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse
—-"Free and Easy" (Beverly Michaels,

Richard Egan), and "The Ghost" (not yet

cast) in 3D. Winston Jones has been handed

the direction assignment on "The Ghost"

because Rouse, who usually directs all pic-

tures produced by the team, will be tied up

on "Free and Easy".

Norma Productions may possibly get their

first picture for UA release before the camer-

as by tin- end of August. However, the two

partners in the production company, Burt

Lancaster and lien Hecht, have not yet

definitely decided which of two properties to

shoot first, "Bronco Apache" or "Vera Cruz".

"Terminal Station" (Jennifer Jones, Mont-

gomery Gift), a David O. Selznick produc-

tion, has been given a September release

date. This will be one of UA's top releases

of the year. It was filmed entirely in Italy,

Vittorio de Sica directing.

United Artists foreign gross has picked up

200 per cent in the first six months of this

year, compared with the same period a year

ago. Coupled with the strong domestic busi-

ness the company has been doing, UA is now
in its strongest position in a great many
years.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Muhl Takes Over, Plans

Include Wide-Screen, 3D, 2D

BILL GOETZ HAS HANDED OVER
the production reins at U-I to Eddie Muhl
and will serve the company only in an ad-

visory capacity until his scheduled exit from

the lot at the end of October. The departure

of Goetz marks the end of an era for U-I,

the most successful era in the company's
history.

Following a series of conferences of U-I's

top executives to determine future policy, it

was announced that all productions will be
filmed for projection on wide screens. Stereo-
phonic sound will be used only in cases

where it is believed such amplification will

enhance the dramatic effect of the picture.

The success of the company's first 3D film,

"It Came From Outer Space," has also

prompted the new production chief to in-

clude a number of major releases in the

depth dimension medium.

U-T has four features in production at the

present time, with a fifth slated to roll on

August 12. Now shooting: "Son of Cochise"

(Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush), in 3D and

Technicolor—Ross Hunter producer, Doug-

las Sirk director; "Ride Clear of Diablo"

(Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea, Susan Cabot,

Abbe Lane), in Technicolor — John W.
Rogers producer, Jesse Hibbs director;

"Yankee Pasha" (Jeff Chandler, Rhonda
Fleming), in Technicolor—Howard Christie

producer, Joseph Pevney director; "Sas-

katchewan" (Alan Ladd, Shelley Winters, J.

Carol Naish)—in Technicolor, being filmed

on location in Canada—Aaron Rosenberg

producing, Raoul Walsh directing. Starting

on the twelfth is "The Far Country" (James

Stewart, Ruth Roman)—Rosenberg produc-

ing, Anthony Mann directing.

June Allyson, who just completed her first

picture for U-I, is slated to return to the lot

around the first of the year to co-star with

Jeff Chandler in "Foxfire", which the studio

recently purchased from Anya Seaton.

Rosenberg will produce this one, too.

Tyrone Power and U-I called off their

deal whereby Power was to have starred in

"Bengal Rifle". The picture, which Ted
Richmond was to have produced and Ru-

dolph Mate directed, has been indefinitely

postponed. The cancellation of the deal was

the result of Power holding too many other

commitments for pictures and stage roles.

WARNER BROTHERS

$50 Per Engagement Will Be

WarnerSuperScope Rental Rate

WARNER BROTHERS WILL RENT
the lenses to theatres showing pictures in

their WarnerSuperScope process, rather than

selling them outright, as in the case of Cine-

maScope.

The charge will be a flat rate of $50, re-

gardless of the size of the house, good for a

single engagement, regardless of the length

of the run. They will be rented only with

Warner pictures. This certainly seems to

work a hardship on the smaller theatres.

Jack Warner is in Europe at the present

time conferring with the lens manufacturers.

It is not known exactly what they will cost,

although it will probably not be far from the

$2,750 per pair which theatremen are paying

for CinemaScope lenses.

Negotiations have been completed for the

filming of Edna Ferber's latest best seller,

"The Giant," with George Stevens and

I B ury Ginsberg tied in on the deal. No cast-

ing announcements will be made until the

screenplay is completed, which probably

won't be before early fall.

hour features are now in production—all in

WarnerColor, 3-dimension, and filmed with

the all-media camera. They arc: "The

Bounty Hunter" (Randolph Scott, Dolores

Dorn, Marie Windsor)—Andre de Toth di-

recting; "Dial M for Murder" (Ray Milland,

Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings) — Alfred

Hitchcock directing; "Rear Guard" (Guy
Madison, Joan Weldon)— David Butler di-

recting; and "Hondo" (John Wayne, Geral-

dine Page, Ward Bond, Michael Pate), a

Wayne-Fellows hide production, being di-

rected by John Farrow.

A September 1 starting date has been set

on both "Helen of Troy" and the musical

version of "A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland),

two of the top Warner productions of the

year. No casting has been set on "Helen".

INDEPENDENTS

Dudley Rushing Release

Of First Vistarama Picture

CARL DUDLEY'S INDEPENDENT
picture, "Sportsman's Holiday," filmed in his

own Vistarama process, will be the first

public release of a movie lensed in a 2.66 to

1 wide screen process. He expects to release

it in key cities around mid-August.

One of the top independent productions

rolling this month is "Susan Slept Here,"

(Dan Dailey, Debbie Reynolds, David

Wayne) to be produced by Alex Gottlieb

and directed by Frank Tashlin.

Others set for August lensing are:

"River Beat" (Phyllis Kirk, Donald Hous-

ton), an Abtcon picture to be produced by

Herman Cohen and directed by Guy Green;

"Story Of A Cop" (Howard Duff), from the

Filmakers Releasing Organization — Collier

Young producing and Ida Lupino directing;

and "Duel in the Jungle" (Dana Andrews,

Jeanne Crain), a Moulin production, Tony
Owen producing and Marcel Hellman direct-

ing.

"Top Banana" (Phil Silvers, Rose Marie),

claimed a new shooting record, early this

month, when the entire film was completed

in five days. Albert Zugsmith and Ben Pes-
i

kay produced the film, just at is was pre-

sented on the Broadway stage. It is in 3D,

wide screen and color.

Another Broadway hit being transferred

to film is "New Faces," which Harry Horner

will direct for Berman Schwartz in 3D, color

and wide screen. It will be shot in 10 days,

starting August 15, on the stage of the Chi-

cago Great Northern theatre.

W. R. Frank's production "Sitting Bull"

will be filmed in CinemaScope, under ar-

rangements just concluded between the pro-

ducer and 20th Century-Fox. This will be

the second inde to use the Fox system, "The
j

Story of William Tell" (Errol Flynn) having

recently been completed for UA release. "Sit-

ting Bull" also will get a UA release.

Victor Saville has set a $3,000,000 budget

for "The Silver Chalice", Thomas B. Cos-

tain's best selling novel which will be filmed

starting next March.

John Huston has another inde project

cooking, which would star Burl Ives. The

picture, as yet untitled, will be based on an

18th century Irish minstrel. Huston has

finished the screenplay in collaboration with

Dr. W. R. F. Collis.

"
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"Roman Holiday"

One of the most delightful comedies in years, carries uni-

versal appeal for every audience. Peck name and sensa-

tional publicity given to new star Audrey Hepburn (fully

merited) should send it off big. Word-of-mouth and

critical acclaim will keep it going. Elements for masses

and classes, young and old. Weakest returns—which

won't be bad—in action spots, rurals. Could do surpris-

ingly well in those situations if given strong exploitation.

Producer-director Wdliam Wyler has made a come-

dy-drama masterpiece. Mixes top elements of entertain-

ment appeal—subtle and broad humor, enchanting pho-

tography, superb performances. Oft-told story seems

brand-new: Bored princess of a mythical kingdom,

feigning illness, slips away from state tour in Rome.

Found asleep on sidewalk by reporter, spends innocent

night in his apartment, identity unknown. Her disap-

pearance causes furor, he discovers her identity, sights

big scoop and takes her out for holiday of things she

always wanted to do but couldn't. They fall in love, but

go their separate ways at end as he tears up his story.

True appeal cannot be measured in synopsis, only by

viewing delightful details. Filmed on spot, has some

breathtaking shots of Rome. Peck takes to comedy

warmly, but the big news is Hepburn. This star find

and Peck name, smart comedy and tastefully hot ro-

mance are the angles to sell. Barn

Paramount. 119 Minutes. Gregory Peck, Audrey Hepburn, Eddie Albert,

Margaret Rawlings, Tullio Carminati. Producer-director, William Wyler.

"A Blueprint For Murder"

3u4ute44 Rati*? O O
Rating will stand up where this "sleeper" is given ade-

quate exploitation push. Tight little murder yarn will click

with action trade. Fast pace, suspense, dramatic punch
overcome lack of physical violence. Cotten-Peter-Merrill

names make it good bet for situation playing double bill.

Melodrama builds effective suspense with a unique
switch on an old theme. Jean Peters is first revealed as

a murderess who apparently will escape punishment for

poisoning her step-daughter. Elements of frustration

set in when, in spite of circumstantial evidence, authori-

ties are forced to release Peters for lack of positive proof.

As Cotten takes justice into his own hands, the drama
produces doubt of Peters' guilt. Andrew Stone's screen-

play and direction geared to make this an emotional

workout. Police station and hospital sequences have
been handled authentically. Fertile exploitation material

to bait the whodunit fans. Pressbook ads give this the

"Pickup on South Street" treatment, using the line:

"That sensational 'B-Girl' is picking up where she left

nil !"
1 lere's one that could surprise with adequate bally

treatment. Neil

20th Cntury-Fox. 74 Minutes. Joseph Cotten, Jean Peters, Gary Merrill,
Catherine McLeod, Jack Kruschen, Barney Phillips, Fred Ridgeway, Joyce
McCluskey, Mae Marsh. Producer, Michael Abel. Director, Andrew Stone.

"Little Boy Lost"

Su4t*e44 Katet? ©GO
A problem picture. Will reach that rating only where

heavily exploited. Crosby name is initial drawing factor,

but word-of-mouth will tell the tale of its staying power,

—and it figures to be lukewarm, at best. Episodic quality

makes film seem longer, will cause squirming among the

males and younger trade. Parents everywhere will take it

to heart as they did "The Search". Best returns likely in

class houses. Weakest in action market.

Drama of a father's search for 8-year-old son sepa-

rated from him since infancy. Filmed overseas by Perl-

berg-Seaton, is reminiscent of "The Search". Crosby's

first all-dramatic effort a bit too stark for the actor, but

he carries it off creditably, injecting bits of gentle humor.

Will bring plenty of tears from the ferns as it traces

father's hunt all over post-war France for son of beloved

wife killed by Germans. Handkerchiefs come out as

father finds wistful, rickets-ridden Christian Fourcade,

tries to prove relationship. Magnificent performances by
French cast. Youngster will worm his way into every

heart. Three tender Johnny Burke-Jimmy Van Heusen
tunes, but not of popular variety. Director George

Seaton also wrote screenplay from popular Marghanita

Laski Reader's Digest story. Producer William Perlberg

uses French locales to advantage, but photography

often hazy. Phil

Paramount. 95 Minutes. Bing Crosby, Claude Dauphin, Christian Fourcade, Lisa

Garret, Gabrielle Dorziat. Producer, William Perlberg. Director, George Seaton.

"Half A Hero"

Fair domestic comedy for the duallers in family market.

Slated for lower slot in the metropolitan naborhoods. In

rural areas, and where Skelton name is boxoffice, suitable

for top half. Star will also draw the small fry, but the

dearth of usual Skelton antics will disappoint his fans.

Nothing for the action trade.

Pointed situation comedy that should hit home with

every young couple who buy home, car, etc., on credit.

Skelton, a former free-lance writer, lands a job with the

publisher of a family magazine whose motto is "pru-

dence, economy, thrift." Complications arise when Skel-

ton's wife, Jean Hagen, talks him into buying a home in

the suburbs. This provides a fair amount of homey
humor, as Skelton is confronted with the problems of

mounting household debts. More so, when his boss,

Charles Dingle, assigns him to do an article on the evils

of credit buying. His "research" turns the story into a

paean of praise for the American institution. I lis fear of

being fired is resolved as the boss realizes the vital part

credit buying plays in community living. Reaction will

be best in family spots and suburban areas, purely on

basis of identification with own situation. Ad campaign

should feature Skelton, where popular, and "look at

yourself" angle. Neil

MGM. 71 Minutes. Red Skelton, Jean Hagen, Charles Dingle. Willard Water-

man, Mary Wickes, Frank Cady. Producer, Matthew Rapt. Director, Don Weis.
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"The Caddy"

Sunned Katun? OOOO
Tops where Martin & Lewis click. This will repair much of

the damage done by "Scared Stiff". Among the best of

their comedies. Carries wider appeal.

With Jerry Lewis hugging the spotlight all the way,

there's more of everything that has pushed Martin &
Lewis to the top of the b.o. starpile. It's done better,

too. Paul Jones gives 'em best production values yet.

Has much of the Hope-Crosby "Road" quality produced

by Jones. Lewis assumes more of Chaplinesque pro-

portions, works up good amount of pathos to offset

rowdiness and mugging. Comedy high spots: Jerry, as

a stock boy making a shambles of a department store

;

as a hurriedly converted waiter in hilarious hijinks at a

swank country club
;
posing as a swell complete with

beret and cigarette holder this long; harrying champs
like Ben Hogan and Jimmy Demaret on links. Martin

as a fisherman's son gone highbrow has highly unsympa-
thetic role, croons well to inject breathers in fast-paced

comedy. Story, in flashback after pair's appearance at

Paramount, has Lewis as demon golfer, but gallery-shy.

Meets Martin, brother to his girl, Barbara Bates, coaches

him into top ranks as his caddy. Martin tastes luxury

living, highhats Lewis, but the latter and Martin's big

family bring him down to earth and the two team up for

success in entertainment world. Half a dozen songs, in-

cluding comedy duets. Rum

Paramount. 95 Minutes. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Donna Reed, Barbara

Bates, Joseph Calleia, Argentina Brunnetti, Mariorie Gateson. Producer, Paul

Jones. Director, Norman Tauroq.

"From Here To Eternity"

Will roll up heavy grosses in all situations. Fame of James
Jones' rough, bawdy best-seller will net best returns in

metropolitan areas. While still a rugged depiction of

army men and the women with whom they have illicit ro-

mances, it has been laundered sufficiently to be inoffen-

sive to gentler family folks.

This is one of the best ever from Columbia studio.

Strong adult drama. Episodic nature of the novel has

been welded into a fairly compact story (although a few
scenes could have been tightened to good effect) by
Fred ("High Noon") Zinnemann's deft direction. Stick-

out performances by the big name cast will work up
plenty of word-of-mouth, especially unusual casting that

makes Deborah Kerr a hard, disillusioned woman of

easy morals, and gives Frank Sinatra fine comedy-drama
role of the ill-fater Maggio. Burt Lancaster virile as

tough non-com officer who falls in love with general's

wife (Kerr). Montgomery Clift sensitive and rugged as

the soldier who refuses to box although ordered to by
his general, because he had once blinded a sparring mate
with a blow. His romance with Donna Reed, pleasure

house hostess who yearns to earn enough to be "proper",

is handled very sympathetically. These characters and

affairs are played against background of life at an army
post in Hawaii just before Pearl Harbor. Climax shows
sneak bombing by Japs. Wax

Columbia. 118 Minutes. Burt Lancaster, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr,

Frank Sinatra, Donna Reed. Producer, Buddy Adler. Dorector, Fred Zinnemann.

"The Kid From Left Field"

Rating can be bettered where given strong promotion.

Good heart-and-humor film built around national pastime.

Best for naborhood market. Has enough for metropolitan

first runs, except class spots, if played in season. Strong

for juvenile audiences, tops for baseball fans. Dailey

name, word-of-mouth on young Billy Chapin's perform-

ance, strong talk-it-up angles.

Basically a serious story of a baseball has-been, Dan
Dailey, and his young son Billy Chapin. Comedy grows

out of the situation which has the 10-year-old becoming

manager of a major league baseball team. Dailey, a pea-

nut vendor at the park, is secretly the brains behind his

son's every move. Heart-warming emotion stems from

this father-son relationship. Aided by the boy, Dailey

establishes self-confidence, goes on to manage and lead

the team to a pennant. Authentic baseball action good

enough to stand examination by ardent ball fans. Kid

playing grown-up role in brushes with umpires and

players provides big quota of laughs. Pressbook features

ad line: "That 'Pride of St. Louis' guy is back, touching

every base of your emotions and funnybone !" Neil

20th Century-Fox. 87 Minutes. Dan Dailey, Anne Bancroft, Billy Chapin, Lloyd

Bridges. Ray Collins, Richard Egan, Bob Hopkins, Alex Gerry, Walter Sande,

Fess Parker. Producer, Leonard Goldstein. Director, Harmon Jones.

"Plunder Df The Sun"

SutUeM Rati*? GOO
Rating is for action houses. Will do less, but OK, else-

where. Hard-hitting, suspenseful adventure-mystery yarn

strong for action market. Smart dialogue, sophisticated

romance and sex give this special appeal to adult audi-

ences. Plenty for exhibitors to sell.

Tight, well-made adventure is done in flash-back

narrative form. Opening in Havana, film kicks off fast

and sexy as man-of-the-world Glenn Ford is enticed by

Patricia Medina into going to her apartment. Mystery

begins when Ford learns Medina's advances were mere-

ly to persuade him to smuggle a small package into

Mexico for her employer, Francis L. Sullivan. When
latter is killed, Ford keeps the package and finds it con-

tains the secret to an ancient Mexican treasure. From

then on, his life is complicated by various characters

who attempt to rob, kill and seduce him in order to

obtain the package. Pace is fast and excitement well

sustained.

Pressbook features striking newspaper ads and

lithos depicting adventure, mysticism and action against

exotic background of Mexican "Love-temples". Phil

Warner Bros. 82 Minutes. Glenn Ford, Diana Lynn, Patricia Medina, Francis

L. Sullivan, Sean McClory. Producer, Robert Fellows. Director, John Farrow.
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83d CONGRESS
1st Session H. R. 157

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTS

January 3, 1953

Mr. Mason introduced the following bill; which was r>

mittee on Ways and Means

A BILL
To provide that the tax on admission'

admission? to a ruoving-pict

1 Be it enacted by the Senate a

2 tives of the United States of Amc

3 That section 1700 (a) (1) r

4 (relating to tax on admissi'

5 at the end thereof

6 imposed up
'

" paid t'

THE TAX FIGHTERS

WE FIGHT ON!

I Cxclu^e ^fc BULLETIN feature

By BARNEY STEIN

"Somebody said that it couldn't be done,

But he ivith a chuckle replied

That 'maybe it couldn't' but he would be one

Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried.

So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin

On his face. If he worried he hid it.

He started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldnl be done, and he did

—Edgar A. Guest

The President of the United States put a heart-

breaking, albeit temporary, period last Thursday to a

paragraph in industry history that represents the great-

est all-out battle against apparently insurmountable

odds that this or any other group has ever conducted in

the national legislature.

The story of the campaign to win relief for an in-

dustry beset by troubles and taxation reads like a movie

script, a dramatic one. The magnitude of the job accom-

plished by that little band of men who led the fight for

repeal of the onerous 20 per cent Federal tax on movie

admissions can only be appreciated by those who saw
thein in action. With the object of tying up all the loose

ends of the monumental campaign, a visit was paid to

COMPO headquarters in Washington's Raleigh Hotel a

couple of days after the Senate vote. Suite 205, where
the National Tax Repeal Campaign Committee was
Kim ( -deep in headlines announcing the overwhelming
vole that had brought the movie industry to the brink

of a great victory, was a madhouse, as it had been for

three weeks ever since Colonel Harry Albert Cole and

Pat McGee dug in for the home stretch drive. The long

fight which represented 14 months of concerted effort by

the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, with the

nation's theatremen carrying the ball for the most part

was almost over. Both the House of Representatives

and the Senate had passed H. R. 157, the Mason Bill ex-

empting motion picture theatres from the 20 per cent

Federal admissions tax. The entire procedure, once the

legislative wheels started turning, had taken a miracu-

lously quick 16 days to go through the House Ways and

Means Committee, the Rules Committee, the vote in the

House, the Senate Finance Committee and final passage

on the floor of the Senate. Only Ike stood athwart this

necessary relief for an ailing industry.

The white-thatched, tie-less Cole and the dapper,

vibrant McGee, co-chairmen of the COMPO tax repeal

committee, were not the exuberant victors of a glorious

battle. They appeared tired and not a little apprehen-

sive. The back-breaking task, the disappointments, the

cajoling and bullying that had to be brought to bear on

exhibitors all over the country who were not doing their

job of lining up legislators for the bill, the long list of

arguments, facts and figures that had to be prepared for

the lawmakers, sweating out the decisions- all these and

a thousand other travails had been met and overcome.

It was enough to tire a I lercules.

The editorial and news columns also gave a good

deal of space to the Treasury's estimate of a $120,000,-

000 slice in revenue, to "discrimination" cries bv other

(Continued on Page 25)

Above: Pat McGee. Col. H. A. Cole,

Robert IF. Coyne. Other Tax Fighters

are pictured elsewhere.
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

FOLLOW-UP ON TAX REPEAL
ITO of Ohio

At this writing the bill has passed House
and Senate and is on President Eisenhower's

desk. A campaign lasting a year, has culmi-

nated in a victory which many people in the

industry were skeptical of. You will perhaps

recall that some of them were peering into a

very clouded crystal ball, particularly some
of the trade papers, when they saw the mea-

sure doomed.

Now that it appears that theatres at last

will be relieved of this burdensome tax, it

behooves them to give some consideration to

how they will inform the public.

There are probably some theatres which,

since they are showing a profit now could

reduce their price by the amount of the tax.

Radio City Music Hall, in New York, for

instance, could well afford to reduce its price

from the $1.25 it is now charging to $1.00. It

would still make money—in fact, the price

reduction might bring it more business.

The average exhibitor, however, can only

hope that every theatre in this state, whether

it is profitable or not, maintains its present

price to the public. Every theatic'si price is

based on what some other theatre in some
other town, perhaps, gets. The present price

structure throughout the country without the

tax, is probably pretty well apportioned gen-

erally speaking. The unity with which this

campaign was fought should not now be

threatened by a price war.

In the first place, not only is every exhibi-

tor indebted to the committee for the won-
derful work it did, but also for having told

the Ways and Means Committee bluntly that

the theatres would not pass this t«tx on to the

public but would keep it. That means raising

admission prices to an amount equal to what

was paid by the public before.

However, it will be well if every theatre

tells inquiring patrons the same story.

Cashiers and doormen, as well as managers
should be instructed to tell patrons politely

that theatre admissions have gone up very

little, if at all since before the war. Mean-
while, the cost of living and the cost of

everything the theatre owners buys has risen.

The theatres were therefore compelled to

ask the removal of this tax so that they could

remain in business. After all, every man
practices his profession or is in business to

provide a living for himself. Is it wrong for

the theatre owner to make money? Theatre

owners may also assure their patrons that

they will now be able to make improvements
in their theatres which they were unable to

do while burdened with the tax.

The actual work of obtaining the passage

of this law was in the hands of Col. H. A.

Cole and Pat McGee under direction of the

COMI'O triumvirate. We are specially cog-

nizant of the fine work done by Trueman
Rembusch from our neighboring state of In-

diana. No one could have done a better job.

Many of the trade papers are losing sight

of one very important factor in awarding

credit for the success of this campaign. That
one important factor is YOU. Your exhibi-

tors, under the guidance of those mentioned

above deserve all of the credit. That includes

not only you in Ohio but the exhibitors in

other states. For once, also, this credit is

entirely due to the small independent exhibi-

tor. If the circuits had been the ones on
whom reliance had been placed, the cam-
paign would have looked ridiculous. After

all, the circuit owner with the big, still pros-

perous first-run theatres could hardly cry

poverty. Many of them, particularly the

former producer-affiliates are publicly owned.

Some of their executives still command big

salaries. They, themselves, are glad to be-

stow credit for this campaign to YOU.
Those in charge of coordinating the cam-

paign will also tell you that it was those ex-

hibitors in the states where they are or-

ganized in associations such as ours, who did

the best work. Without these as a nucleus,

it would have been impossible to obtain com-
mitments from Congressmen and Senators in

the states where there was no organization.

SMALL THEATRE SQUEEZE?
Allied Caravan of lowa-Nebr.

There is very strong feeling that the small

theatre is of no further concern to the film

companies. It has been ill-advisedly stated as

such by more than one exec on different oc-

casions. We know that thousands of thea-

tres badly need re-decorating, re-equipping,

re-modeling. We know that a new-appearing,

beautified, and dressed-up theatre means an

automatic greatly improved boxoffice. We
know that most exhibitors know this and

want to do it, but not one theatre in fifty can

see their way clear to start it. We know
that to attract the public we must have good

product, fair prices and a showcase that lends

the atmosphere of modern day theatre to the

picture. We cannot expect a public to be

overwhelmed with a pair of damn paste-

board glasses, seeing an inferior picture in a

theatre that is outdone in comfort, class and

romantic appeal by every cafe and tavern in

his town. Gimmicks and gadgets are a tem-

porary shot in the arm (and a pain in the

neck). It takes all the things that makes

theatre theatre. Tricks and treats are a one

night stand on Hallowe'en.

In all justice there has been a very slight

movement toward reduction of some prices

—(the top bracket price on 3rd bracket pics

has been reduced maybe 7% in some cases).

However, either distribution accepts us as

equal partners in this teetering business, re-

duces prices, quit the damn horsing around

with Specials and "Pre-Releases" which they

know small towns cannot handle, improve

product and allow this remodeling, re-equip-

ping, etc. that they know must be done to

hold the American public—or, we'll know
that all the big noises coming from the ex-

ecutives is just window dressing and that

basically they will be happy to be damn well

rid of us.

BIDDING & CLEARANCES
Allied of Western Pa.

Basically, competitive bidding (or com-

petitive negotiations) was employed by the

distributors to remove the possibility of a

charge that they had acted arbitrarily in

selecting a customer for a particular run of

their pictures as between substantially com-

petitive theatres. This is the thing that had

gotten them involved in a deluge of anti-

trust cases—particularly the favoritism which

had been shown in licensing the preferred

runs to affiliated and large circuit houses and

relegating independent theatres to secondary

and inferior positions.

Actually, after this bidding has been con-

ducted for a period of time sufficient to es-

tablish the relative grossing possibilities of

the competing theatres, the distributor may
without incurring legal difficulties discontinue

it and either license all the pictures to the

demonstrably better grossing house or divide

the pictures in such a fashion that each ex-

hibitor may license his proper proportionate

share. In most instances, however, the dis-

tributor is anxious to continue to exact the

unconscionable film rentals which it has

gotten under bidding, and thus does not dis-

continue it. I believe that the exhibitors in

these situations should go to the distributor

after bidding has been in effect a while and

demand that the pictures be licensed in a

manner which would assure each of them

their proper share, if any, of the product.

Unless you know your rights and assert

them loud and long you cannot expect any

distributor to voluntarily give up this added

source of revenue.

Having once established that two theatres

are in substantial competition with one an-

other, there arises the matter of the length

of the clearance which may properly be

granted. They are enjoined from grantin.;

any clearance in excess of that reasonably

necessary to protect the prior run licensee in

the license granted. Suppose a theatre five

miles away from you, and with which you

agreed you were in substantial competition,

had a clearance of 7 days over you and this

was reasonable and fair in regard to big pic-

tures. Do you think for one minute that that

same 7 days is fair or necessary in regard to

program pictures and second features? Of

course it isn't! It is perfectly obvious that

the prior run licensee is not entitled to nor

does he need the same protection on a small

picture as he would need on a "Greatest

Show on Earth", for example. I wonder how

many of you every stopped to think about

this or even realized it. Even assuming that

the general set-up of clearance and run in a

territoriy is fair and reasonable (and believe

me, this territory can stand plenty of re-

vision) no provision is ever made, to my

knowledge, for the shortening of clearance

on the program class of pictures and this is

one of the things that have been over-looked

by lawyers and exhibitors alike.
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Arbitration—Without Rentals—
Urged by Senate Committee

Recommendations for an industry arbitra-

tion system and more stringent policing ot

the industry anti-trust decree by the Depart-

ment of Justice featured the long-awaited re-

port of the Senate Small Business subcom-

mittee issued last week.

While arbirtation is "not the panacea" for

intra-industry harmony, it was stated, it pro-

vides an "inexpensive and expeditious" means

for settling the bulk of exhibitor complaints.

The report was emphatic in its contention

that film rentals should not be subject to

arbitration. A distributor, it said, was en-

titled to get "the best possible price" for his

product.

The report levelled criticism at Allied's A.

F. Myers and at the distributors for obstruc-

ting arbitration plans. The Allied counsel

was charged with closing the door on arbi-

tration unless film rentals were included. The

film companies, it added, were at fault for

"unilaterally proceeding to incorporate

changes of substance into the provisions of

the Aug. 21 arbitration draft."

'Robe' Roxy Bow Sept. 16

A milestone in the movie industry is due to

be established September 16 when the first

CinemaScope film, "The Robe" is unveiled by
20th Century-Fox at the Roxy Theatre in

New York. It was originally due to open

August 27.

Ten years in preparation and a year in the

making, "The Robe" is due to be ushered in

with one of the most elaborate premieres in

industry history. Notables from abroad as

well as this nation's stellar lights in show
business, industry, society and public life will

be guests of 20th-Fox president Spyros P.

Skouras for the event.

Predicts FCC PV OK in Year

A prediction that the Federal Communi-
cations Commission would sanction subscrip-

tion television within a year was made by

—

of all people—Dr. Millard C. Faught, eco-

nomic consultant to the Zenith Radio Corp.

Zenith, pursuing its "pay-as-you-see" Phone-
vision plan, held a demonstration of a special

information film on their subscription TV
plan, prophesied that the FCC would "co-

operate with the inevitable" in approving the

system.

Dr. Faught based his prediction on two
factors: (1) It will make more stations "eco-

nomically possible", possibly doubling the

number of TV outlets, and (2) it should

"add enormously to the audience" by aug-
menting both quantity and quality of pro-

gramming.

MGM To Screen Ten
Leo's domestic and international sales ex-

ecutives will converge on Metro's Culver

City studio next month for a "See For Your-
self" series of screenings of 10 fall and

winter releases. Studio chief Dore Schary

made the announcement following confer-

ences last week at the studio with top distri-

bution, production and advertising executives.

The Coast showings will be followed by
special "See For Yourself" trade previews in

approximately 100 cities.

The ten films, all in color, one in 3D and

one in MGM's own wide screen process:

"Mogambo", "Take the High Ground!",

"Kiss Me Kate" in 3D, "The Long, Long
Trailer", "Torch Song", "Easy to Love",

"Fort Bravo" (wide screen), "All the

Brothers Were Valiant", "Saadia" and

"Rhapsody". The sales heads will see se-

quences in CinemaScope from "Knights of

the Round Table" and "Rose Marie". All

will have stereophonic sound.

Present at the studio conferences, in addi-

tion to Schary, were president Nicholas M.
Schenck, sales chief Charles Reagan, Arthur

M. Loew, vice president of Loew's Inter-

national, ad-publicity v. p. Howard Dietz and

treasurer Charles Moskowitz.

RKO Theatres Double Net

RKO Theatres more than doubled its net

profit for the second quarter of 1953 over the

'52 period with a consolidated net of $92,240

after taxes. Last year the quarter showed a

net of $36,935. Consolidated net for the first

half this year was $417,602 after taxes, com-
pared with a '52 first half of $174,802.

Technicolor Profit Hiked

Technicolor's net profit for the six months
ended June 30 jumped to an estimated

$1,608,000, better than a half million over the

$1,025,000 earned in the 1952 half. The net

was equivalent to 84 cents per share on the

stock outstanding, compared with 55 cents in

last year's semi-annual reckoning.

U-I Sets 13 For Rest of '53

Thirteen top features, 10 of them in Tech-
nicolor and two in 3D, will be released by
Universal-International during the balance

of this year. General sales manager Charles

J. Feldman, revealing the remainder of the

1953 schedule, noted that all were suitable

for wide screen projection and several have
stereophonic sound tracks.

The schedule: August, "Thunder Hay",

"The Man from the Alamo" and "Abbott &
Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde".
September: "Wings of the Hawk" in 3D,
"The Stand at Apache River", and "The
Golden Blade". October: "The All Ameri-
can", "East of Sumatra". November: "The

Glass Web" in 3D, "Back to God's Country"
and "The Veils of Bagdad". December:
"Tumbleweed" and "Walking My Baby Back
Home".

$2,000,000 for Korean Drive
An estimated $2,000,000 will have been

contributed by movie audiences in 14,000 the-
atres participating in the fund raising drive
of the American-Korean Foundation in re-
sponse to President Eisenhower's plea for
cooperation to aid the sick, wounded and
needy in Korea. Most of the houses held their
collection in the week of July 27, the others
a week later. Returns from one-third of the
participating theatres netted three-quarters of
a million dollars.

Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special counsel
directed the theatre effort.

Of Men and Things
Paramount kicked off its "Adolph Zukor

Golden Jubilee Salute" on August 30, a 14-
week sales drive to honor the veteran's 50th
year in the movie industry. There will be
thousands of dollars in cash prizes to the
field sales force and an extra week's pay to
the entire personnel in branches running win,
place and show . . . Edward Mullen, UA New'
York City office manager, leaves the com-
pany after 30 years to enter his own business
on the West Coast ... The Sophie Tucker
Golden Jubilee Testimonial, scheduled for
the Waldorf-Astoria on Oct. 4, will have two
film company presidents as Honorary Chair-
men, 20th Century-Fox's Spyros P. Skouras
and Paramount's Barney Balaban. Other
Honorary Chairmen arc CBS' William S.
Paley, Eddie Cantor and George Jessel
Irving Sherman, Columbia home office per-
sonnel director and office manager for the
past 21 months, is being transferred to an ex-
ecutive administrative post with Columbia
International. Herbert L. Smith, purchasing
head, will take over Sherman's duties
Bob Goodfried will head the exploitation de-
partment of Paramount's reorganized studio
publicity department headed by Teet Carle.
Arthur Wilde and Jerry Juro'e are joining
Goodfried in the exploitation department.
Andy Hervey continues as Carle's assistant
and publicity manager . . . Walt Disney Pro-
ductions has designated Albert Margolies &
Company to handle the special promotion
campaign for "The Living Desert", first full-
length True Life Adventure film . . L. S.Hamm was reelected president of the Cali-
fornia Theatre Association. It's his third
consecutive term . . . Reverend Thomas F.
Little, formerly assistant executive secretary
of the National Legion of Decencv, moves up
to executive secretary, succeeding the late
Very Reverend Monsignor Patrick J. Master-
son

. . . Columbia public relations executive
J. Raymond Bell has been named to the
hoard of the New York chapter of the Public
Kelati ons Society of America.
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More On Fox Stereo-Sound

With 20th Century-Fox getting ready for

the demonstration of its new single stereo-

phonic sound system in a few weeks, the

preparation of a special kit for distribution

to press and industry guests was announced.

The kits will contain data describing the pro-

cess which combines four sound tracks on

one strip of film. Diagrams showing the

operations of the process and its inexpensive

installation to standard projectors will be

provided.

Developed by Fox research director, Farl

I. Sponable and his staff, in cooperation with

RCA, Westrex, and General Precision, the

single sound system eliminates the need for

separate reproducers for stereophonic sound.

Four sound tracks have been put on one film

by narrowing the sprocket holes. The Cine-

maScope picture, itself, is now in a ratio of

2.55 to 1.

Sales chief Al Lichtman also had this good
news for exhibitors. Theatremen will stand

to make savings in film shipping charges,

and costs, now proportionally higher, be-

cause of the double system, will revert to

lower figures of regular 2D films.

Republic On Aspect Ratios

Clarifying its position in "The Battle of

Aspect Ratios" (FILM BULLETIN, May
4, 1953), Republic Pictures made a clear-cut

statement of its policy in regard to wide

screen projection. The company announced
that: (1) It has adopted the 1.66 to 1 aspect

ratio so that its new product can be pro-

jected on wide-screen with aspect ratios from
the conventional 1.33 to 1 up to ratios of 1.85

to 1. (2) One set of wide-angle projection

lenses can be used and different aspect ratios

may be obtained by merely changing the

projection aperture. (3) In changing to a

1.66 to 1 ratio, Republic has not altered the

actual picture frame from conventional size.

Subject matter has been so composed in pro-

duction that altering the film frame with new
wide-screen apertures will not distort the

picture in any way.

The company also pointed out that its pic-

tures can be projected on any wide-screen,

including the CinemaScope screen, with a

special wide-angle lens, a change in projec-

tion aperture, and more light for projection.

Republic pictures cannot, of course, be pro-

jected through a CinemaScope lens since this

lens is a companion lens to the one used in

production.

Stereo-Sound Costs Cut

Altec Service corporation has reduced its

schedule of stereophonic sound installation

costs for all exhibitors in the United States.

The new Altec price range for stereosound

installations runs from a low of $375, for

smaller capacity theatres, to a maximum
charge of $750 for the larger showcase

houses. Former charges ranged from a low

of $600 to a maximum of $900.

In making the announcement, Altec gen-

eral sales manager L. D. Netter, Jr., corn-
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mented, "This new installation pricing

schedule is based upon the amount and size

of the stereophonic equipment involved. . . .

Each major unit of the stereophonic instal-

lation is priced separately in order to have

the installation charges correspond with the

type and size stereophonic equipment used.

This will materially benefit the small theatre

owners."

Meanwhile, to meet exhibitors' mushroom-
ing demands for stereophonic sound instal-

lations, Altec has added four branch super-

visors and 19 field representatives to its or-

ganization. E. O. Wilschke, Altec operating

manager, said: "In view of the tremendous

backlog of orders for theatres from coast to

coast . . . we have found it necessary to aug-

ment our present staff of 18 branch managers

and to expand our present force of field rep-

resentatives attached to our 30 offices."

The announcement resulted from a series

of home office conferences between H. M.
Bessey, executive vice-president; L. D.

Netter, Jr., general sales manager; P. F.

Thomas, treasurer, and Wilschke with Altec

division managers from around the country.

Bans Re-use of 3D Viewers

The Chicago Board of Health last week
put a stop to the re-use of polarized glasses

branding it as unsanitary and apt to spread

infection. In issuing the order, board of

health prexy Dr. Herman N. Bundeson said

the sterilizing process used by theatres was
ineffective.

Single-Film 3D Package

Nord is preparing a package deal to pro-

vide all theatres, not already equipped for 3D,

with the company's single film-3D system.

The process permits the showing of 3D pic-

tures in normal single-projector procedure.

Nord president Nathan Supak declared that

the deal awaits only the assurances of pro-

ducers organizations that product will be

made available for processing into the single-

strip prints.

C'Scope South of Border

Paving the way for the rapid introduction

of CinemaScope through Central and South
America, Spyros P. Skouras and General
Abelardo L. Rodriguez, leading Mexican ex-

hibitor and film producer, concluded an
agreement last week for the installment of

CS in more than 100 Mexican theatres. A
deal was also made for South-of-the-Border

film production in the anamorphic lens pro-

cess.

Plans call for 34 houses to be readied this

year, with the remainder slated for early

1954 conversion as equipment becomes avail-

able.

Skouras was busy elsewhere in the world,

also, tying up agreements with foreign

equipment manufacturers to insure rapid and
continuous delivery of CinemaScope equip-

ment in Europe. Deals are now set with

manufacturers in France, Spain, Italy, Ger-

many and Sweden.

Cinerama's Chicago Premiere

The response set off by Cinerama's Chi-

cago premiere, indicates the Windy City

showing will follow in the footsteps of the

phenomenal New York City engagement.

Hailed by press and first-nighters alike, the i

premiere rolled up almost $90,000 in ticket
|

sales before the reviews hit the street. Cur-

rent sales are running as far ahead as Janu-

The Public & 3D
The results of a survey of 3D moviegoers

conducted by Certified Reports, Inc. revealed

that in spite of the fact that the public dis-
j

likes polarized viewers, they are willing to

wear them to see 3D films. Those who said

the viewers would not affect their return rep-
J

resented 82.2 per cent of the total; those who
j

said they would not return, 17.2 per cent, and

those undecided, 0.6. These results closely

paralleled those of the FILM BULLETIN
poil (June 15 issue).

Non-Theatrical 3D
3D is now available to non-theatrical users

of motion pictures. RCA is producing port-

able 16mm arc projection equipment de-

signed to show "deepies" for business and

industry use in its public relations, sales, or

training programs.

The equipment consists of two 16mm port-

able arc projectors, with selsyn interlocked

motors for syncronization of films. Polarized

glasses are used, of course, and special silver-

surfaced screens are required. RCA sound

amplifiers are also available, but the equip-

ment can be used with most standard stage

or auditorium loudspeaker equipment.

The Raphael G. Wolff Studios of Holly-

wood, producers of documentary and indus-

trial films, is providing RCA with a 3D ex-

perimental production to demonstrate the

new equipment.



Once again
Look to Warner Bros,

for the New Look
To the members of the motion

picture industry—worldwide—who right-

fully look to Warner Bros, to make the

firmest and surest advancements in I

modernizing our alw ays improving

techniques, this is the announcement of

This again confirms a confidence I

in pathfinding and leadership that began

when the art and business of making

motion pictures was very young.
J

For those who are concerned w ith

the future aspect of the industry as I

well as the aspect ratio of the motion
j

picture screen, we have never made an

announcement of more importance.

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc.



WarnerSuperScope is not a sudden
discovery presented to meet a sudden new
interest in the photographic shape of

things to come.

Scope as a word and as a science is the result of a Warner research

development long underway. That development is here and ready; per-

fected to the ultimate of modern scientific know-how for screen size,

for clarity, for the closer-to-nature values it gives to WarnerColor and

for the tonal enhancement of WarnerPhonic Sound so that Warner-

SuperScope will he welcomed as a magnificent new sensation in the

motion picture theatre.

WarnerSuperScope will play its full power and beauty on the larg-

est screens in the largest theatres, or the next to largest screens, or the

screens next in size — any size within the 2.66 to 1 ratio on which its-

photographing and projecting lenses are based. This emphatically is-

not a blown-up film but a complete new photographic and projecting

process produced for us by Zeiss-Opton.

The sweeping trend, as we know it, is for bigger theatre screens.

We are in step with that trend.

Our own Warner All-Media Camera is now ready to photograph

the following productions in WarnerSuperScope, transporting the story

to WarnerColor film for projection on every wide screen installation

now in use or contemplated for the future: "A Star Is Born" starring

Judy Garland; "Lucky Me" starring Doris Day; "Rear Guard" starring

Guy Madison; the classic spectacle of "Helen of Troy"; the world-

renowned stage hit, "Mr. Roberts"; and John Steinbeck's current best

selling novel, "East of Eden" produced and directed by Elia Kazan.

WarnerSuperScope is not only super in size, but super in its antic-

ipation of our industry's needs in production and exhibition for years

to come.



believe that action should accompany words
— within the first few weeks of production we contemplate a world-

wide WarnerSuperScope demonstration for press and exhibitors who
share with us the will to make the motion picture industry thrive and

prosper. We will show completed scenes precisely as they will appear

on your screens.

This demonstration should run about ten minutes— nine minutes

longer than anyone will need to realize what a sturdy and far-reach-

ing contribution WarnerSuperScope makes to our business.

In line with our policy of concentrat-

ing only on the production and distributing

phases of our business, and with no wish

to enter into the separate field of selling

theatre equipment, we will make Warner-

SuperScope projection lenses available to

exhibitors with each picture on a very nom-
inal rental basis within reach of even the

smallest theatre operator.

Apart from the screen the only equipment that exhibitors will need
for the success of WarnerSuperScope is their own enthusiasm to recog-

nize and exploit to the fullest Warner Bros! latest contribution to our
industry. ^



All productions in

will also be

photographed

by the Warner

All-Media Camera

in WarnerColor
,

3D and 2D to meet

any desired aspect ratio, and

with WarnerPhonic Sound.



Charles Einfeld (right) vice-

president of 20th Century-Fox,

displays same of the rough*

for "The Robe" promotion at

the special division managers

meeting at the home office. In-

terested spectators are (from

left) Edwin W. Aaron, Wes-

tern sales manager; Peter

Meyers, Canadian division

manager, and Harry Balance,

Southern division head.

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION

'Robe' Drive in High Gear

The promotion campaign on 20th Century-

Fox's first CinemaScope production, "The

Robe" is shaping up as one that seems bound

to be a merchandising milestone in the film

industry. The plan envisioned by vice-presi-

dent Charles Einfeld is keyed to individual

campaigns aimed at attracting every element

of the population, including those who are

not ordinarily moviegoers.

As outlined before the recent division sales

managers' meeting, all of the nation's ter-

ritories (and within those territories, pin-

pointed areas) have been analyzed and set up

for proper merchandising approach. Radio,

TV, billboard advertising has been so ar-

ranged that exhibitors, working with 20th-

Fox fieldmen, will be able to gauge audience

potential in territories encompassing a 100-

mile radius from the theatre. There will be

at least 15 trailers, including eight one-

minute star endorsements, available for ex-

hibitor use. These will begin about six weeks
before the opening date and will work in

combination with a series of radio spot an-

nouncements and transcribed interviews with

the stars and production personnel

The ad campaign was illustrated by Ein-

feld with impressive roughs. Ads, posters

and accessories to sell the film in national

and local magazines, newspapers and weekly

supplements were demonstrated. They left

little doubt as to their effectiveness. Special

treatment was to be accorded religious pub-

lications and other specialized periodicals.

Trade publications would be given strong

play to give the exhibitor all the facts on the

campaign and to stress what he had to sell.

Retail outlets would be handled on an in-

dividual basis.

Eagerness to get in on the fat campaign

was immediately evidenced by leading de-

partment stores, especially the New York
biggies anxious to cash in on the Roxy open-

ing the end of this month. Sixteen window
displays were scheduled before Einfeld's

words had stopped ringing. Famed Bonwit

Teller's allocated eight windows to the film;

Van Cleef & Arpels and B. Altman scheduled

two; Russeks and Best & Co. set up their

cherished corner windows for "The Robe''

displays. And the flow was just beginning.

Just as 20th-Fox wisely selected a top

story, and gave it top production treatment

to catapult CinemaScope into motion picture

history, there is every indication that the

merchandising campaign will follow this

pattern. With Einfeld et al at the helm, it's

a virtual certainty that the great promise of

CinemaScope's debut on the screen will be
underwritten by a campaign worthy of its

monumental mark in our industry's history.

Models for 'Band Wagon'

Almost 60 cities will have been covered by
M-G-M starlet Barbara Ruick and five

models who appear in Metro's Howard
Dietz-Arthur Schwartz musical, "The Band
Wagon", during the past two weeks. Bar-
bara was spread out over 12 Eastern cities,

Peggy Gordon in 10 Southern communities,
Julie Dorsey in 10 Southeastern appearances,

Joet Robinson had 11 Midwestern cities,

Eden Hartford in 7 Central towns and Nolie

Miller in 10 Western areas.

A tremendous assist is being rendered
"The Band Wagon'' by M-G-M Records.
The disc subsidiary, to plug its album of the

hit tunes taken directly from the film's sound
track, has been pulling strong ballyhoo for

both the film and the platter by having an
oomphy model, dressed in one of Cyd
Charisse's costume's, make the rounds of

New York City radio and TV stations pre-

senting copies of the album to disc jockeys
and video personalities. It was a pace-sett-

ing stunt that could be worked easily enough
in any large metropolitan area.

Another incentive to both dealers and ex-

hibitors is a cash prize contest, where dealer

and theatreman split the dough for best

window display in the record shops.

Jeff (.handler, star of U-I's "The Great Sioux Uprising," aided by Sioux Indians and a cowboy ag-

gregation, brought out these crowds at the Chicago Theatre for the world premiere. The star's ap-

pearance outside the house stopped traffic for blocks as surging fans thronged around the platform.

Mickey's Birthday Party

500 Mutual Broadcasting stations

i key factor in promoting Mickey

Some
will be

Mouse's 25th Anniversary, being observed
next month by Wall Disney Productions and
RKi ) Radio. To mark the silver anniversarj

of the world's most famed rodent, RKO will

reissue five of Mickey's most popular car-

toons, plus one starring Mickey's canine
companion, Goofy. Disney personally se-

lected each cartoon. Exhibitors have the

choice of playing each subject singly or as

(Continued on Page 22)
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(Continued from Page 21)

a 47-minute feature, "Mickey's Birthday

Party."

The 500 radio stations will cooperate with

5000 Independent Grocers Alliance stores

that are sponsoring the Birthday Party pro-

motion^, using five spot shows of 15 minutes

to half-hour. Special recordings will go to

the airwavers to be played in open spots and

on sustaining shows over the network.

Mutual is also furnishing a special sales pro-

motion kit to participating IGA stores and

affiliated network stations.

Dream Plan for 'Dream Wife'

Metro and Montague Salmon, managing

director of the Rivoli on Broadway, worked

up a plan to drum up interest for "Dream

Wife" that just can't lose—and can be used

by any theatre in the country. Montague set

up a display outside the theatre at 49th &
Broadway holding 12 ballot boxes, each fea-

turing a virtue of the ideal "Dream Wife" as

selected by the film's star, Cary Grant. The

Lynn Kreuger. manager of the Majestic. San An-

tonio. Texas, is shown with his lobby display

plugging the classified ads in the San Antonio

express and Evening News, which he developed in

connection with the opening of "Thunder Bay".

Specially printed guest tickets were presented to

readers of each paper for four days who found

their names in the classified sections. Dailies ran

8-column streamer headlines and one-col. teasers.

Promotion amounted to 236 inches of space.

dozen cardinal attributes are (1) good looks,

(2) fancy cook, (3) sense of humor, (4)

perfect listener, (5) good mixer, (6) having

a private income, (7) no in-laws to live with,

(8) being just plain "dreamy", (9) sweet dis-

position (this is 9!~J
), (10) attractively

dressed, (11) possessing no extraordinary in-

telligence and (12) sex appeal (this is 12!??).

Passersby vote for one or more of the at-

tributes by dropping anything from a penny

up into the appropriate box, all moneys col-

lected going tu the Cerebral Palsy Fund.

Candidates who came closest to the "Dream
Wife" balloting results made appearances

over radio and TV shows.

Distinguished Bow for 'Sailor'

20 Century-Fox's "Sailor of the King" was
piped aboard the American film scene with a

world premiere July 28 in Richmond that

brought notables galore. Heading the list

was General of the Army George C. Mar-
shall, British minister Robert H. Scott,

Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Admiral

William Andrews and a host of distinguished

guests. From Hollywood star Jeffrey Hunter
and producer Frank McCarthy, a native son

of Richmond, were on hand to cap five days

of city and state celebrations heralding the

picture.

The producer-star team took off thence on

a six-city tour through Virginia, which in-

cluded dinner with Senator Harry Byrd.

Needless to say, the whole was covered

amply in the Southern press,

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

'INFERNO*

Opening RKO's "Second Chance" at the Criterion

in New York resulted in this striking lobby board.

Display featured the dramatic battle in mountain

car over 2000-foot chasm, romance, killer Balance.

It may be contradictory, but 20th Century-

Fox, despite its concentration on Cinema-

Scope, has come out with a top 3D film and

one of the best pressbooks on a depth film

yet conceived. The ads highlight the three-

dimensional effect with an illusion of move-

ment coming out of the screen into the audi-

ence, as can be seen from the sample above.

Even the copy carries the perspective in its

typography, in the profession that "the thea-

tre itself becomes the mountain, the desert,

the ever-changing, ever-challenging West!"

None of the 3D ads yet have achieved the

spectacular out-of-the-screen movement the

art displays in the ads for "Inferno". That

same effect is carried through in the posters,
j

from the 24-sheet down to the 1-sheet and

through the accessories, including the herald,

the 14 x 36 insert card, the 14 x 22 window'

card and the 22 x 28.

One or the most impelling lines, used in

combination with the art and the implication

of audience identity with the performers, is

the declaration that it "spans the theatre

from front row to back seat." Heretofore, the

out-of-the-screen effect utilizing the audience

in the art, had a still, doll-like impression.

The audience turning its head to watch the

action as it tumbles from the screen is a

provocative gimmick.
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You don't have to be a Sherlock Holmes to discover what's happening to

your vanishing dollar

!

You'll get a clue from the Bureau of Labor Statistics report show-

ing an increase of 90.8% in your cost of living, from 1939 to 1952 . . . with

FOOD, RENT, FUEL, HOUSE FURNISHINGS and APPAREL leading the

chase . . . and another clue in the Exhibitors Digest findings that the cost

of Theatre Equipment and Supplies has risen an average of 98.9%

since 1940.

You'd really need a magnifying glass ... to discover the negligible

increase, IF ANY . . . you've received from NSS during these same years

of "disappearing dollars" . . . and that's the case in point.

Compare all your costs with the LOW COST, Service -With-A- Smile

Policy of the Prize Baby

!
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'Outer Space' Spurs Stunts

A little imagination goes a long way when
you have a picture like U-I's "It Came From
Outer Space" to work with. This was well

demonstrated by Keith Petzold, manager of

the Broadway Theatre in Portland, Oregon,

and by D. C. Murray, manager of the Em-
bassy in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Since the "Xenomorph", space invader fea-

tured in the film, takes the shape of a huge

eye, Petzold promoted a giant-size eyeball

such as is seen hanging over an optometrist's

shop. He had it encased in an outsize cake

of ice, placed it in front of his theatre and

offered guest tickets to patrons who could

guess what time the Xenomorph would be

freed from his frigid cell as the ice slowly

melted. It produced a weird and eye-arrest-

ing (oops) effect.

Dressing his house staff in imaginative

space costumes, manager Murray heightened

the effect by touring the oddly-attired "outer

spacemen" in a convertible, with side pla-

cards plugging the picture and playdate.

'Eternity' Mag Plugs

A national magazine ad campaign covering

Look, Collier's, Seventeen, This Week, Pic-

torial Review and all the fan mags is ex-

pected by Columbia to hit better than 120,-

(100,000 readers for its upcoming "From Here

to Eternity." Additional publications, says

the company, will supplement the schedule

as national release dates approach to make
the printed media campaign one of the most

outstanding in Columbia's history.

Warner production chief Jack L. Warner turned

cowboy for the Los Angeles premiere of "The

Charge at Feather River", viewed by millions on

tela isinn. as well as the mobs that lined the curbs

tn iiiti h a sight of the celebrities. Daughter Bar-

bara enjoys proceedings as the production head

shakes hands with star Guy Madison. Below, the

Los Angeles Paramount theatre front and some of

the crowd that gathered for the event.

That Sensational B Girl from

/te^ON South Street is

Picking Up Where She Left Off!

Century-Fox presents

Joseph COTTEN

Jean PETERS

Gary MERRILL

CATHERINE MclEOD

JACK KRUSCHE1

BARNEY PHILI

FRED RIDGE'

After Jean Peters* spectacular success in "Pickup

on South Street." 20th Century-Fox lost little time

in picking up the Peters' appeal for its "A Blue-

print for Murder". A section of the ad above il-

lustrates the tie-in.

Book Bally for 'Cruel Sea'

Taking advantage of the widespread popu-

larity of Nicholas Monsarrat's best-seller,

"The Cruel Sea," which J. Arthur Rank con-

verted into a stirring film, Universal-Inter-

national's David Lipton plunged into one of

the most comprehensive bookstore campaigns

yet unleashed on a U-I film. More than two
dozen prominent bookshops, including the

Brentano and Doubleday stores, featured

special window displays on the film in ad-

vance of the New York premiere August 10

at the Fine Arts in the Big Town. The 75

branches of the NY public library system in

all five boroughs had displays on the book (a

best-seller for more than 60 weeks), using

stills from the picture and distributing book
marks to highlight the New York engage-

ment.

Paper Buys Own Space for Films

Theatremen in the Denver area were de-

lighted to see a full-page ad in the Scripps-

Howard Rocky Mountain News captioned

".
. . the movies are GOOD for you . .

." The
ad was published to point up the News'

movie advertising but was primarily a plug

for moviegoing with phrases like "(the

movies) lift you up . . . they charge batteries

of your personal morale . . . they are a glow-

ing and delightful break in the monotonous

routine of daily living ... in the cool, soft

gloom of moviedom's Denver palaces, you'll

find refreshment for your mind that will

make tomorrow a better day." Local theatre-

men were high in their praise of the unique

big-scale effort wherein a newspaper buys its

own space to advance the welfare of its ad-

vertisers. It's an idea that could be pro-

moted in thousands of towns in this country.

Ddds 'n' Ends
Harry Unterfort, manager of the Para-

mount Theatre in Syracuse, stopped traffic

with his unique display in front of theatre

for Universale "Thunder Bay". He pro-

moted a special oil drilling outfit from a local

drilling contractor, complete with deep well

and shallow well jet pumps, labeled the items

and ran a display board, with stills, along-

side tying in the machinery with the picture.

To dramatize the display, Unterfort had a

40-ft. derrick to catch the eye from far away.

The magicians seem to be in business

again. Hearing about the endorsement given

by the National Magicians' Society to Para-

mount's "Houdini", Eddie Miller, manager
of the Buffalo Paramount, arranged for "The
Amazing Selim", an escape artist, to do a

truck-top street ballyhoo for the film's open-

ing. The demonstration was performed in

busy Lafayette Square, drew big crowds.

Paramount's "Jubilee Shows", in 34 key

cities received a rousing reception from

critics and paved the way for the trio of

shows, "Little Boy Lost", "The Caddy" and

"Roman Holiday" to garner invaluable fea-

ture space. For instance, after the rave re-

port turned in by the Cincinnati Enquirer's

E. B. Radcliff, the paper has scheduled a full

roto spread on "Roman Holiday".

Merv Griffin, rising young singing star of

Warners' "So This Is Love", is on an 18-

city cross-country p.a. tour to plug the pic-

ture. He'll make radio and TV shows, ap-

pear on stage at theatres due to show the

film, meet the press, etc. The youngster, who
registered so well at the Tennessee world

debut of the film, is hewing a good-sized fan

following for himself with these appearances.

A couple of the stunts to publicize M-G-M's

"Arena" are show above. At top. three attractive

models in brief Western outfits worked the down-

town area in Kansas City, Mo., adding to the

terrific heat spell—but making it a lot more bear-

able. Below, a Des Moines store projects slides

from the film in 3D on glass doors. Viewed

through glasses, the depth illusion makes a strik-

ing effect on passersby.
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THE TAX FIGHTERS
(Continued from Page 13)

taxed businesses, and to Rep. Kean's (R., N. J.) con-

tention that "not one moviegoer will benefit by one

cent." Yes, there was plenty of cause for concern.

A steady parade of industry leaders rushed in and

out of Room 205. They, too, looked haggard. Sam Pi-

nanski, who, with Trueman Rembusch and Al Lichtman

formed the COMPO presidential triumvirate, had de

voted a frantic three weeks in Washington for the bill,

held brief whispered conferences with the others in a

constant series of excursions from the sixth, the eleventh

and the twelfth floors, other COMPO headquarters.

Rembusch, after periodic visits to the capital, had con-

centrated the past two weeks on passage of the bill, was

back in his Franklin, Indiana, headquarters for mop up

work in that area. The committee's special counsel,

Robert W. Coyne, was a virtual dynamo, issuing reports,

contacting legislators and newspapers, blasting the air

with four-letter words as he would see an unfavorable

editorial, altering his tones to suit the individual respon-

dent. Through all this seeming chaos, Cole's steadying

influence, McGee's crisp direction were always in evi-

dence, just as it had been ever since they took on the

obstacle-strewn course early last summer as co-chair-

men of the tax repeal campaign committee.

Originally the 70-year-old Cole and Robert J.

O'Donnell were persuaded to handle the job at the

COMPO meeting in January, 1952. O'Donnell, however,

was forced to relinquish the obligation because of his

health and Denver's Pat McGee joined Cole. Then the

task was begun in dead earnest.

It was one that would have discouraged any but the

most fervent in their belief that they were fighting not

only for a just cause, but for actual survival of their in-

dustry. First they faced the enormous handicap of over-

coming apathy toward the campaign within the industry.

Few believed that tax repeal or even partial relief could

be accomplished in the forseeable future. A central com-
mittee was set up, headed by Cole and McGee, State and

Congressional District committees were appointed.

Many of those named accepted only as a token gesture

;

some were later fired with the cause and spent much of

their time and own money to insure its success. Others

had to be replaced.

Unlike the previous tax repeal effort, the decision

was to keep this strictly an industry campaign, with no
plea for public support. The reason was obvious. The
question was no longer one of drawing more people to

the boxoffice by lowering prices, but of a life-and-death

struggle to keep theatres open by turning back to movie
houses operating in the red the 20 per cent taken by the

( iovernment. The distress houses were the chief con-

cern in this fight.

It was to be a "grass roots" campaign and every

theatreman was to be involved. It meant contacting 434

Representatives and 96 Senators—and it was an elec-

tion year in which each of the Congressional seats and
32 Senatorial seats were to be filled. Thus, the work

The COMPO triumvirate under whose direction the tax fight was

waged: Sam Pinanski (left). Al Lichtman, Trueman Rembusch (inset).

might have to be duplicated after November in cases

where new men might be elected.

The great educational campaign to fit exhibitors to

meet intelligently with their Congressmen and Senators

and present the industry's case was begun. A primer

was drawn up with facts and figures on theatre closings,

income drops, the decline in tax revenue from theatres.

It was stressed that here was a drive "in which the facts

need not be colored, exaggerated or twisted. The truth

—the bare, unfortunate truth—tells our story." Exhibi-

tors were urged to dig out actual figures of their own
operation and present them to point up the drastic situ-

ation to the legislators. (One theatreman showed his

Congressman that he had paid $30,000 in excise taxes on

a $400,000 investment. The theatre showed an operating

loss of $6,000—and no salary to the owner.)

A weekly "score-card" was issued from Central

Committee headquarters, based on returns from the vari-

ous States. It showed the position taken by legislators

on the Mason Bill : the column headed "Blue" repre-

sented the number definitely committed to repeal of the

tax; "Yellow" was for those "sympathetic" but as yet

uncommitted, and "Red" for those who refused commit-

ment, were evasive or had not yet been contacted.

Reports were carefully sifted and examined. Wher-
ever reports were unfavorable, "traveling men" Sam
Shain and Duke Clark would journey to the area, ex-

amine the situation deliver pep talks or, if necessary,

recommend a replacement in the leadership there. In

one area, a district leader had been doing a lackadaisical

job, was contacted and given a verbal lashing. The next

time Cole tried to reach him at his theatre, he was re-

ferred to another town, found he was at a luncheon

meeting with more than 30 other exhibitors and their

Congressmen. The chastened chairman had financed the

affair himself. The Congressman committed for repeal

after listening to the exhibitors' case.

(Continued on Page 28)
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Cooper Starrer

Solidly Packed

With Selling Points

It's not often that a picture has more

than two or three angles on which to

hang an exploitation campaign. "Re-

turn to Paradise" is that rarity that

offers a solid line-up of merchandising

approaches encompassing any type of

audience. Here's the list

:

I 1 ) \
( >?2 Academy Award winner

Gary Cooper in a role his fans will love

—a soldier of fortune who comes to a

South Pacific island under the domi-

nation of a blue-nose holy roller, be-

comes a virtual god as he frees the

natives from the tyrant and restores

their natural idyllic existence. Cooper's

variety of roles in his long career offers

a strong newspaper feature set-up

worked around a character-title scram-

ble for the reader to match up. The ad

line "to some he was a god . . . but to

one woman, Mister Morgan was a

Man !" is a provocative one, and fully

in keeping with the story.

(2) The exotic appeal of the South

Seas and the Samoan tradition of easy,

carefree living. Producer Theron

W'arth captures the beauty of the

They called him
EMorgantani and to

some he was a god

but to one woman,

Mister Morgan

was a Man!

,h. Sou*
I

rA«** 'Z Col" by

iV

islands in magnificent Technicolor shot

right in the natural habitat. A Samoan
love dance as performed in the picture

will entrance the audience.

(3) The fame of the James Michener

novel on which the film is based. A
Random blouse best-seller and Book-

of-the-Month selection, it was also sold

in thousands of outlets in the Bantam
35-cent edition. Fine opportunities for

tie-ins and stunts are offered. Book-

stores, drug stores, libraries, etc. are a

natural. Good idea for a street bally

would have a "Samoan" girl in a "lava-

BARRY JONES ROBERTA HAYNES JOHN HUDSO

MARK ROBSON
l THERON WARTH -nnwTm

lava" (sarong to you ) could wear giant

book sandwich board, give out heralds

or book marks.

(4) Huge publicity campaign for

new star Roberta Haynes. Her recent

tour made the movie pages and syndi-

cated columns with plenty of art to

herald the star's discovery by Cooper

(see below). Additional pre-release

magazine breaks were color spreads in

Look and Collier's.

( 5 ) Song promotion. The title song

written by Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned
Washington, Oscar winners for best

song and best score of 1952 with "High

Noon", has become a leader in the Hit

Parade, with seven major labels featur-

ing the song. Each of the record com-

panies is supporting their issues with

intensive local promotions. Every disc

jockey in the country has been supplied

with each platter, plus program scripts

and other stimulants. The music pub-

lisher, record outfits and juke box dis-

tributors are making available to ex-

hibitors and music dealers a large va-

riety of promotion aids, including

colorful title sheets, window streamers

and juke box stickers.

The list could go on with the oppor-

tunities for stunts like "Samoan" girls,

fashion tie-ins, title promotion, displays

to make your theatre the most colorful

in town, travel agency ties. And that s

just a rough idea of what there is to sell

in "Return to Paradise".



EXPLOITATION

"RETURN TO PARADISE" PICTURE
of the issue

Gary Cooper, American soldier oj fortune fighting to free the natives from the

tyrannical domination of an over-zealous missionary (Barry Jones, left) comes

to a showdown with the dictatoi alter a native girl (Roberta Haynes, right)

makes known her lore for him. It right. Cooper bests one of the tyrant's

policemen" in a battle that inspires the natives to revolt against Jones rule.

James A. Michener, whose "Tales of

the South Pacific" was the hasis for one

of Broadway's greatest musical hits,

and a best-seller in its own right, has

come up with more of the same in "Re-

turn to Paradise". The second South

Seas novel was equally popular, offer-

ing lush ground for screen transcrip-

tion. Producer Theron Warth and di-

rector Mark Robson have chosen that

portion of "Return to Paradise" that

features "Mister Morgan". Played by
Gary Cooper, it tells of an American
who comes to a tiny South Pacific

island for a peaceful existence. He finds

it under the domination of a dictatorial

missionary (Barry Jones) who has en-

forced a rigid ride on the once-carefree

natives with a "hellfire-and-damnation"

penalty for those who dare indulge in

earthly pleasures. Their struggle for

power, climaxed when native girl Ro-

berta I Eaynes defies the edict and

comes to Cooper in love, results in a

restoration of the people's natural ex-

istence. When she dies after bearing

him a daughter, Cooper leaves the

island in despair, but returns years

later to find his daughter (Moira Mac-
Donald) grown to a young beauty. At
first reluctant to accept the girl's pa-

ternal devotion, he is forced to make a

decision when she becomes involved

romantically with an American flyer

forced down on the island. Cooper

straightens out the affair and remains

on the island to devote himself to his

daughter's happiness.
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THE TAX FIGHTERS
(Continued from Page 25)

On the wall of Cole's office in Dallas was a large

map of the United States. It was empty at first, then

dotted with red, yellow and blue pins. As the grass

roots campaign wore on, the reds and yellows gradually

diminished and the whole took on a definitely blue tinge.

There was also a sprinkling of green, Cole's own desig-

nation of those areas that had lined up 100 per cent

commitments.

With the field campaign firmly established, it then

became a matter of deciding which of 30 bills introduced

by Congressmen was to be THE vehicle upon which

the industry could pin its hopes for repeal this year.

Noah Mason, Illinois Republican, had submitted a

bill providing for immediate elimination of the Federal

admissions tax on film theatres in which the principal

form of entertainment is exhibition of motion pictures.

Some 17 of the bills had language identical with the

Mason Bill, including two introduced in the Senate by

another Illinois Republican, Sen. Dirksen, and Butler of

Nebraska. Cole and Robert Livingston, of Omaha's

Cooper Foundation, an expert in legislative procedure,

spent a full week in Washington interviewing sponsors

of the various bills, received assurances that they would

let their own bills lie dormant if another were chosen.

Mason's measure was chosen because he was a high-

ranking member of the all-important House Ways and

Means Committee, a well-liked personality, and the lan-

guage was simple and direct.

The bill, H. R. 157, was introduced into the House

January 3, and the industry notified that this was the

bill on which to concentrate its efforts. Working with

the Government's own published figures and starting

virtually from scratch on drawing up statistics to prove

further developments had made it imperative to have

the tax repealed before Congress adjourned this year Al-

bert Sindlinger, noted statistician, was engaged to work

on the welter of figures.

In April, Cole, McGee and Coyne had their say be-

fore the House Ways and Means Committee. They tes-

tified to the inevitability of more than 5300 theatres

being forced to close in the next 12 months. They cited

three theatre shutterings per day in the first quarter of

1953. Their trump card, however, was the fact that

actually the Treasury stood to gain in corporate and in-

come taxes by removal of the 20% admissions tax, not

only from theatres that would remain open and those

that could reopen, but from other businesses in which

the theatre was a vital factor to successful operataion.

So convincing was their presentation that Ways &
Means Committee chairman Dan Reed virtually assured

a favorable vote in the Committee—if it was reported

out. Here was another stumbling block. Rep. Reed's

own baby, a bill to cut down income taxes, had been

stymied by the Administration's opposition and was in-

carcerated in the Rules Committee. Reed, who was

later to become one of the Mason Bill's staunchest sup-

porters, kept fighting for his bill while the Administra-

tion was on his neck to extend the life of the excess

profits tax to next January. For 10 weeks the Mason
Bill languished in Committee as the excess profits battle

went on. Finally, the log jam was broken as the Com-
mittee reported it out and on July 20, the Mason Bill

found its way to the floor of the House and was passed

with only three voice votes opposed. The first great

decisive battle was over.

But a new set of troubles developed. The Treasury

reiterated its strong opposition to the bill, the press

played up the direct tax loss, but, too often, neglected to

mention the ultimate return in revenue, and a Presi-

dential veto loomed. A hue and cry was set up by

hangers-on in the excise-taxed industries who wanted in

on the movie industry's chances for success. Desperate-

ly, the COMPO men strove to stave off amendments to

include even one other industry. In the two weeks that

remained before scheduled adjournment of Congress,

any amendment would crush hope for the bill to become

law at this session. It would be forced back over the

long legislative road that finally brought it on the verge

of success.

Using every means of persuasion to hold off the

riders, COMPO saw the bill go into the Senate Finance

Committee intact. Again the sturdy groundwork that

had been laid in the grass roots campaign was evidenced.

It was immediately reported out favorably, but the

amendment threat was even greater with Finance Com-
mittee chairman Millikin's declaration that the Com-
mittee had no policy of opposing amendments when the

bill reached the Senate floor. Every Senator who could

be collared was grabbed by the tax repeal advocates to

line him up against broadening the bill. On July 24, the

bill, intact, was passed in the Senate by an overwhelm-

ing vote.

With only the President's signature needed, the

campaign went on, but now it was more of a watchdog

approach. Every piece of harmful publicity was pounced

upon by the campaign committee and efforts made to

correct it with facts. An editorial in the important

Washington Post was the occasion for a hurried press

conference called by Bob Coyne. Coyne admitted that

press and radio coverage of issues involving the tax

repeal on movie admissions had been incomplete and

proceeded to clear up the points that were most often

misunderstood.

It was another example of the cause being placed

before the individual. Coyne need not have apologized.

The Great Tax Fight was not lost in the press, by

ballyhoo, or emotional appeals to the public. It was

waged in the 48 States and in the 435 Congressional dis-

tricts by business men who were fighting for their eco-

nomic lives, and finally lost in the White House on what

the President called a matter of taxation principle.

A year ago nobody but a small handful of men be-

lieved that it would be possible to win passage through

both houses of Congress a bill to remove the tax, but

that "impossible" part of their job was accomplished.

Among those who are weeping now that the President

has vetoed the measure you'll not find that same dough-

ty little band; they'll just go about the task of getting

the tax repealed when Congress reconvenes in January.
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PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€flS€ R6CORD
1951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS

Completed (60)

Completed (19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast

Pride of the Blue Grass (C) Bridges-Miles

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo Oberon-Todd
Army Bound 141) Clements
Battle Zone 182) Hodiak-Christian ..

Bowery Bloodhounds Gorcey-Hall
Bowery Knights Gorcey-Hall
Canyon Ambush 153) Brown-Coates
Fanqs of the Arctic 163) Kirby-Grant

Flat Top IC) 185) Hayden-Carlson
Gunman, The Wilson-Knight
Hiawatha IC) 180) Edwards-Dugay
Homesteaders. The (42) Elliott-Vallin

Jalopy Gorcey-Hall
Jungle Girl 170) Sheffield-Sharpe

Kansas Pacific IC) 173) Hayden-Miller
Maze, The I3D) 1801 Carlson-Hurst

Mexican Silver Wilson-Clyde
Murder Without Tears Stevens-Benedict .

No Holds Barred 144) Bowery Boys
Northern Patrol Grant-Chinook
Northwest Territory (61) ...Grant-Chinook
Roar of the Crowd Duff-Stanley

Royal African Rifles. The (C) Hayward-Hurst
Safari Drums Sheffield-Bestar

Slade Stevens-Malone
Son of Belle Starr Larsen-Castle
Tangier Incident (77) Brent-Aldon

Texas City ... Brown-Ellison
Torpedo Alley (84) Stevens-Malone
Vicious Years. The (791 ...Cook-Moore
White Lightning (41) Clements-Bestar
Wyoming Roundup (53) Wilson-Coates
Squared Circle, The Kirkwood-Gleason

Rel. No. Rev.

7-24
10-52
9-52

10- 12
12-28
11-52
4-13
12-7
2-53
2-53
12-7
2-53

4- 14

12-52
7-5
12-9
5-31

4-21

4-53
2-53
12-30
I 1-52
2- 18
3-53
1 1-9

5214
5301

5244
5222
5201
5252
5202.

5318
5208
5302

5214

S309
5314

7-13

5308

5234
5254

1952-53 Features

Serials

COLUMBIA
Completed (55) In Production (I)

Completed (3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

Caine Mutiny. The IT) Bogart-Ferrer

COMPLETED
All Ashore (T) 180) Rooney-Lawrence
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T). Derek-Hodiak
A Name For Herself Holliday-Lawford
Bad For Each Other Heston-Scott
Big Heat, The Glenn Ford
Big Jump, The IT) Ladd-Andrews
Hue Canadian Rockies 158) Autry-Buttram
Charqe of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont ..

China Venture O'Brien-Sullivan
Congo Bill McGuire-Moore
Conquest of Cochise IT)
Cruisin' Down the River IT)
Eight Iron Men 180)
Firefighters, Th e
Five Angels on Murder 188)
Flame of Calcutta (70)
Fort Ti (T) (DD) 173) Montgomery-Vors
«9th Man, The (73) „ Ireland-Denning
5.000 Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188) Hayes-Healy
Four Poster, The (103) _ Harrison-Palmer
From Here to Eternity _ Clift-Lancaster
Glass Wall. The 180) Gassman-Grahame
Golden Hawk IT) (83) Fleming-Haydn
Goldtown Ghost Riders 157) Autry-Burnette
Hangman's Knot (T) 181) Scott-Jarman
Happy Time. The (94) _.Boyer-Driscoll
Hell Below Zero (T) . Alan Ladd
Her Wonderful Lie „ Kiepura-Eggerth
Invasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

534

11-52

181)

Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter ..

Colleano-Franz
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles

Jack McCall, Desperado (T) 176) Montgomery-Stevens
Juggler, The (86) _ .Douglas-Vitale
Jungle Safari ...Weissmuller-Greene
Ladies of the Chorus (61) (R*issu*)...Monroe-Jergens
Last of the Comanches IT) (85) Crawford-Hale
Last of the Pony Express Autry-Burnett
Last Posse, The (73) Crawford-Derek
Let's Do It Again IT) 1951 Wyman-Milland ..

Man in the Dark (DDI (70) O'Brien-Totter
Member of the Wedding. The 191) Waters-Harris
Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T) Hayworth-Ray
Mission Over Korea 186) Hodiak-Derek
On Top of Old Smoky (59) Autry-Burnette
One Girl's Confession (74 Moore-Haas
. i,.

Tra!n 1571 Autry-Buttram
Pathfinder, The IT) 178) Montogmery-Carter
Jnnce of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush
Pruoners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
Problem Girls 170) Walker-Elliott

8-53
12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53

4-53
10-52
5-53
11-52
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

508

11-3

6-15

9-22

506 6-30

2-23

11-52
2-53

7-53
7-53 6-29
4-53 4-20
3-53 12-29

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53

528

516
524

3-23

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on 1952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

Renegade Canyon (TI I3D)
Riders of the Whistling Pines
Salome (T) (103)
Savage Mutiny 173)
Serpent of the Nile IT) 181

)

Sterling Hoyden
Autry-White
Hayworth-Granger
Weissmuller-Stevens
Fleming-Lundigan

Siren of Bagdad IT) 172) ... ..... ... Henreid-Medina
Strange Fascination (80) _Moore-Haas
Stranger Wore A Gun IT) I3D) Scott-Trevor
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning-Loo
Thunderhoof 177) IReissue) Foster-Stuart
Valley of the Headhunters (67) Weismuller
Vatican, The IT) (42) Documentary
Voodoo Tiger (47)
War Cry (C)
Wild One, The Brando-Murphy

Special 545 4-4
3-53 539
5-53 5-4
4-53 4-1

12-52 505 10-4
8-53
2-53
4-53
8-53

Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52 .

Montgomery-Long 435

L I P P ERT
1952-53 Completed (16)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Ali Baba Nights IReissue) (74) ... Anna Mae Wong
Bachelor in Paris (83) Price-Auer
Bad Blonde 1801 Payton-Wright
Captain Kidd IReissue) (89) Scott-Laughton
Eyes of the Junglel 79) Jon Hall
Gambler and the Lady (71) Dane Clark
Ghost Ship 149) Court-Walsh
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) ... Parker-Payton
Great White Hunter IReissue) (89) Peck-Preston
I'll Get You 179) George Raft
Johnny the Giant Killer IT) 170) Animation Feature
Man From Cairo, The George Raft
Mr. Walkie-Talkie 145) Tracy-Sawyer
Perils of the Jungle 143) Clyde Beatty
Sins of Jezebel (AC) P. Goddard
Slasher, The 175) Kenny-Collins
Spaceways (74) Duff-Bartok
Tall Texan, The 184) Bridges-Cobb
Tromba, the Tiger-Man (43) Special Cast
Twilight Women 189) lackson-Ray
White Goddess (73) Jon Hall

In Production (Oi

Rel. No. Rev.

5- 24 5215
4-17 5213
4-10 5211
12-12 5210

7-1 5229
12-26 5204
6- 12 5228
7- 17 5221
12-12 5209
1-16 5206
6-5 5205

5302
1 1-28 5203
3-20 5214
9-4 5225

5-29 5218
5301

2- 13 5207
......... 1 1-14 . 5201

5-15 5217
3-27 5224

Rev.

1-53 313
9-53
8-53 346

12-1

10-52 305 10-4

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (58) In Production (5)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No.

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T) L. Turner-Angeli
Gypsy Colt Corcoran-Bond
Knights of the Round Table (T) ...R. Taylor-Gardner
Rhapsody IT) E. Taylor-Gassman
Tennessee Champ (T) ...Winters-Martin ........... . .........

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker
Actress, The . Tracy-Simmons
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 174) Reynolds-Van
All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Apache War Smoke (47) Jtoland-Horton
Arena lAns) (3-D) 173) Young-Bergen 6-53 337 7-27
Bad and the Beautiful. The (118) ...Turner-Douglas . 1-53 315
Band Wagon. The (112) Astaire-Charisse
Battle Circus (90) Bogart-Allyson
Because You're Mine IT) 1103) Lanza-Whitmor* ......

Big Leaguer 170) Robinson-Ellen
Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Clown, The (91) Skelton-Greer
Code 2 (69) Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie (71) Johnson-Leigh
Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards
Cry of the Hunted (80) Gassman-Sullivan
Dangerous When Wet IT) (9S) Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The (71) _..Keel-Greer
Devil Makes Three. The (90) (T) Kelly-Angeli
Dream Wife (99) Grant.Kerr
Easy To Love (TI Williams-Johnson
Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92). Champion-0'K**f*
Fast Company (60) H. Keel-P. Bergen
Fort Bravo (Ans) Holden-Parker
Girl Who Had Everything, The (69) Taylor-Lamas
Great Diamond Robbery, The Skelton-Williams
Hoaxters. The 136) Documentary
Hour of Thirteen, The 180) Lawford-Addams ...

I Love Melvin IT) (77) O'Connor-Reynolds
Invitation to the Dane* IT) Kclly-Yousk*vitch
Jeopardy 170) Stanwyck-Sullivan ......2-53 317
Julius Caesar 1121) Brando-Mason 6-15
Kiss Me Kate (3DI IAC) Grayson- Keel
Latin Lovers IT) (104) Turner-Montalban 8-53 348 7-27
Lili IT) (81) Caron-Ferrer 7-53 342
Long, Lona Trailer (T) Ball-Arnaz
Main Street to Broadway (102) Ail-Star
Merry Widow, The (T) 1105) .. Turner-Lomas
Million Dollar Mermaid IT) (110) Williams-Matur*
Mogambo IT) Gable-Gardner

6-53
1-53
8-53
4-53
10-52
8-53

1-53
4-53
4-53

7-53
1-53
9-52
6-53

337
315
345
321
304
347

326
316
329
322

330
341
314
302
335

2-9
9-8

7-27

4-20
1-26

5-18
12-1

8-25

10-52 306 . 10-20
332

3-53 3-9
8-53
1-53 319 1-12

1 1—52 309 10-20
3-53 323 2-9

7-53
9-52
12-52

344
301

312 .....

9-22
11-17
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Naked Spur, The IT) 91 2- 53 318

Never Let Me Go (94) 5--S3 327 4-4

Plymouth Adventure (T) (104) II-•52 310 ....... 11-3

Prisoner of Zenda (T) (100)
Quo Vadis IT) 1168)
Remains To Be Seen 188)

Granger-Kerr
Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson

II-

X
-52

•53

308 ....

218 .

331

1 0-20
1 1-19
5-4

Ride, Vaquero lAns) 190) Gardner-R. Taylor 7--53 343 4-29
Rogue's March 184) 3--53 320 1-12

Saadla IT) ,. Wilde-Gam
Scandal At Scourie IT) 190) Garson-Pidgeon 4--53 336 5-18

Sky Full of Moon 173) ...

Sliqht Case of Larceny (7!)

Carpenter-Sterling 12--52 311 1 1-17
Rooney-Bracken 6--53 334 6-1

Small Town Girl IT) (93) J. Powell-Granger ...
4--53 325

Sombrero (T) (103)
Story of Three Loves (T) (122)
Take the Hiqh Ground lAns)

Montalban-Angeli 3--53 324 3-9
All-Star Cast 6 -53 338
Widmark-Stewart

Terror On A Train 1721 Ford-Vernon 7-13
Torch Song IT) Crawford-Wilding
Young Bess IT) 1112) Simmons-Granger S -53 333 5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (3)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Casanova's Big Ninht IT)

Knock on Wood IT I

Naked Jungle. The IT)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hope-Fontaine
Kaye-Zetterling
Heston. Parker

Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Alaska Seas Ryan-Heflin
Arrowhead ITI 1105) Heston-Palance
Blaiing Forest IT) (91) Payne-Moorehead
Botany Bay IT) Ladd-Mason
Caddy. The 1951 Martin & Lewis

Caribbean IT) (95) — Payne-Dahl
Cease Fire I3DI (Korea)

Cleopatra (104) Reissue) Colbert-Wilcoxon
Come Back Little Sheba (99) Lancaster-Booth

Elephant Walk (T) Taylor-Andrews

Encore 1901 —Maugham Stories

Fliqht to Tangier IT) (3D) Fontaine-Palance
Forever Female 1931 Rogers-Holden

8-53
12-52

9-53
9-52

5227
5207

5302
5202

6-29
10-20

8-10

12-52
3-53

5208
5213 1-26

7-52 5122

Girls of Pleasure Island IT)

Greatest Show On Earth (T)

Green Gold of Nevada IT)

Here Comes the Girls (T) ...

Houdini IT) 1105)
Hurricane Smith (Tl (90)

Jumping Jacks (98)

Jamaica Run (T) (92) Milland-Dahl

Little Bov Lost 1951 Crosby-Dauphin

Los Alamos ...Barry-Carke

(951 Genn-Taylor

I
l5l)..-..Stewart-Hutton

Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin ...

Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis

4-53
5-53

5226
5215
5129

6-1
2-23
1-14

7-53
10-52
7-52
6-53
10-53

5223
5204
5121
5220
5304

6-1
9-22
6-16
4-20
8-10

Lost Treasure of the Amazon (3D) (EC) Lamas-Fleming
Money From Home IT) I3DI Martin-Lewis

Off Limits (89) _ Hope-Rooney
Pony Express IT) (101) Heston-Fleming

Red Garters IWSI (Tl Clooney-Taylor

Road to Bali (Tl (911 Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday (119) Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree [Tl (3-D) - Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) (95) Heston-Hanson _
Scared Stiff (108) Martin-Lewis
Shane (T) (118) Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) Hutton-Meeker
Stalag 17 1 120) Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Sinqing, The (9tl (Tl ... Alberghefti-Clooney
Stooge, The (100) Martin-Lewis
Those Redheads from

Seattle (ParVI (T) Fleming-Barry
Thunder in the East (98) ..... Ladd-Kerr
Turning Point, The (851 Holden-Smith
Tropic Zone (T) (941 Reagan-Fleming
Ulysses (T) Douglas-Mangano
Vanquishe.d, The (T) (84) _ Payne-Sterling
War of the Worlds (Tl (85) Barry-Robinson

4-53
5-53

1-53
9-53
5-53
11-52
6-53
8-53
10-52
7-53
3-53
3-53

5216
5217

5209
5301
5230

. 5204
5222
5225
5203
5224
5214
5212

3-9

12-1
8-10
6-15
.10-4
4-20
4-20
»-«

5- 18

1-12

1-53 .5210 11-17
10-52._ 5205.. 10-4
1-53 .5211. 12-29

6-53 5221 5-18
10-53 5303 3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (14)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 7)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(1)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Jubilee Trail (Tr) Ralston-Tucker
Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Hell's Half Acre Corey-Keyes

COMPLETED

Rel. No. Rev.

Angels Over Korea
Bandits of the West
Champ For A Day
City That Never Sleeps
El Paso Stampede
Down Laredo Way
tair Wind to Java (Tr)

Geraldine
Iron Mountain Trail

Ladv Wants Mink. The (Tr) (92) Hussey-O' Keefe
Laughlnq Anne IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock (511 ... Lane-Waller
Perilous Journey 1901 Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man, The (T) (129) Wayne-O'Hara
Red River Shore Allen

Leslie-Tucker
Lane
Nicol-Totter
.Young-Powers
Lane-Waller
Allen-Pickens
.Mac Murray- Ralston
Carroll-Powers
Allen-Pickens

Donlevy-Tucker
Cameron-Whelan
Lane-Waller
Derek-Hendrix

Sun Shines Briqht (90) Winninger-Whelan
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr) Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds 1981 Derek-Barrymore
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie

Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90)
San Antone (90)

Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships

8-8
8-15
6- 12

8-25
7- 20
4-28

5-8
3-5

2-1
4-5
9- 14

I 1-52
2-15
5- 15

8-53
6-53
7- 12

I 1-27
10-10

5243
52 I I

5209

5207

5231
5205

5241
5206
5108

5202
5203
5242

5208
5210
5201
5109

Tropical Heat Wave (74) Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
WAC From Walla Walla (831 Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey . 9-5 . 5107
Woman They Almost Lynched 190) Lund-Donlevy 3-20 5204

5-18
8-19

11-3

5-18

8-11

RKO RADIO
19 52-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

French Line, lhe
Ranqers of the North IT) I3D) ...

COMPLETED
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Angel Face 191)
Below the Sahara 165) .. .. ..

Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99)
Affair With A Stranger
Captive Woman (65)
Carnival ICl
Count the Hours (74) _

Devil's Canyon 130) ICl
Follow the Fleet
Gay Adventure
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120)
Hitch-Hiker, The (71)
Isle of the Dead
Jet Pilot IT) 1118)
Jungle Fury ICl IWS)
Lusty Men, The (113)
Mighty Joe Young
Montana Belle (Tr) (81)
Never Wave At A Wac 187)
No Time for Flowers 183)
Out of the P.ist

Peter Pan IT) (77)

Sea Around Us, The (T) (61)
Sea Devils (T) (91)

Second Chance (C) 13DI
She Had to Say Yes (89)

Son of Sinbad ITI

Split Second 1851
Stage Door I Reissue)
Suspicion
Sword and the Rose ITI (921
Tarzan and the She Devil (741

3-D Follies, The IEC) (StC)
Too Many Girls (85)
Top Hat

Cast
Russell-Roland
Mature-Laurie

Rel. No. Rev.

12-52
6-53
10-52

4-53
7-53

1 1-52
3-53
7-53

351
314
482

Under the Red Sea (67)
Without Reservation (Reissue)

Simmons-Young 11-52 348
Mitchum-Simmons 2-53 312
Documentary
Darnell-Wewton
Simmons-Mature
Clarke-Field
Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey
Mayo-Robertson
Astaire-Rogers
Meredith-Aumont
Kaye-Grainger
O'Brien-Lovejoy
Karloff-Drew

. Wayne-Leigh -

G. Ford-A. Sheridan
_Hayward-Mitchum
T. Moore-B. Johnson
Russell-Brent _
Russell-Wilson
Lindfors-P. Christian -

Mitchum-Douglas
Disney-Cartoon Feature
Documentary
DeCarlo-Hudson
Darnell-Milchum
Simmons-Mitchum
Robertson-Forrest
McNally-Smith
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball
Grant-Fontaine 486
Todd-Johns 8-53 5491
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53 324

.. Horton Dancers -

_ Ball-Arnaz 8-52 382 ..

Astaire-Rogers 485
_Hass-Berl ......10-52 305
Colbert-Wayne 8-53

1-24

12-15307

304

3 1 6 2-23

487

1-25
2-9

10-52
7-53

1 1-52
1-53
2-53

2-53
7-53
5-53
7-53
8-53
8-53
6-53
8-53

304 11-4

481

308
371
313 12-15
488
392 1-26

320
7-13

318

7-13

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (37) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Timt Cast

Hell and Hign Water ICS) (Tl Widmark-Darvi
King of the Khyber Rifles ICS) IT) Power-Moore
Prince Valiant ICSI ITI Wagner-Leigh
River of No Return (CS) (T) Monroe-Mitchum

Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)

Bloodhounds of Broadway (T) (tO) —
Blueprint For Murder (76) -

Call Me Madam fT) (1171

City of Bad Men IT) 182)

Dangerous Crossing (75)

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) (891

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T) 181)

Gentleman's Agreement! 1 18) Reissue

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) 191)

Girl Next Door. The (92)

Gladiators. The ICS) IT)

Glory Brigade 182)

How to Marry A Millionaire IT) (CinS)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)

Inferno ICl (3-D) 183)

Invaders From Mars IC) (78) ...

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

Kiss of Death 199) IReissue)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) —
Man On A Tiqhtrope (105) .._

Miss Robinson Crusoe IEC)
Mister Scoutmaster 1871

Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel 198) ___
My Pal Gus (83) - .-

My Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep 177)

Pickup on South Street 180)

Pony Soldier (T) (82)
Powder River IT) 178)

President's Ladv. The (96) ...

Road House 195) IReissue)

Robe, The IT) I CinS)
Ruby Gentry 182) —
Sailor of the King 183)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1 108) IReissue)

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T)

Wagner-Moore 12-53
Gaynor-Brady . 1 1-52— 236 1 1-17

Cotten- Peters 9-53
Merman-O'Connor 4-53 311 3-23

Crain-Robertson 9-53
Crain-Rennie 8-53
Mason-Burton 5-53 319 5-18

Widmark-Taylor 3-53 3 1 3 3-9

Wid ma rk- Monroe 9-52 224 7-28

Lundigan-Greer 3-53 317. 2-23

Grable-Robertson 7-53 307 5-4

Peck-McGuire 5-53 352
Russell-Monroe 8-53 7-13

Raver-Dailey 6-53 320
Mature-Hayward
Mature-Moore 7-53 - 6-29

Grable-Monroe . 11-53

Gaynor-Wayne - 1-53 302 1-12

Ryan-Lundigan 8-53
H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53 314 4-20

7-53
7-53
9-52._
5-53
10-53
9-53
10-52

deHavilland-Burton _ 1-53

Widmark-Dru 12-52

Baxter-Carey - 10-52 ....

Cotten-Peters 2-53

Darnell-Merrfl 11-52..

Dailey-Bancroft
Widmark-Mature
Peters-Hunter
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
Grant-Rogers

.227.
316 4-6

...237
321

303

Something For The Birds (81)

Star, The (89) - -

Stars and Stripes Forever (T)

Steel Trap 185) -

Taxi 177) ...»

(114)

(89).

. Widmark-Peters 6-53

..Power-Edwards 12-52
Calhoun-Calvet 6-53
Hayward-Heston 4-53 312

Widmark-Lupino ...... 7-53......

Burton-Simmons . .......10—53

..J. Jones-Heston - I —S3
Hunter-Rennie 8—53

Calhoun-Robertson 2-53
DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53

Peck-Hayward 10-52

...Mature-Neal - 10-52

.. Bette Davis .. .
3-53

Webb-Paget 12-52

..Cotton-Wright 1 1—52

Daley-Smith - 3-53

230 -
301- 12-29

233 ... 12-15

231 9-22

306 2-9

235
322 5-4

11-17
5-18

12-2'

7-27

309..

353

238
316
239
232
305

9-22

1 1-3

2-23

12— 1
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Thief of Venice 191) Montez-Christian 12-52

Thy Neighbor's Wife Haas. Moore
Titanic 198)

Treasure of Golden Condor [T) (?3)
Tonight We Sing (T) (109) _..

Vickie

Way of a Gaucho IT) 191)

White Witch Doctor. The (T) 194)

Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith

.. Pinia-Peters
Crain-Peters

...Tierny-Calhoun
Hay ward- Mite hum

12-52 304 12-1
9-53
5-53 318
2-53 308 2-23
4-53 310

1 1-53
9-52 . 229 .. 10-20
7-53 7-27

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Americano Ford-Kennedy
Free and Easy Michaels-Egan

COMPLETED
Act of Love K. Douglas-D. Robin ...

Africa Screams Beatty-Buck
Assassin, The ,.. . Gregson-Grahame
Babes in Bagdad 179) Goddard-Lee
Bandits of Corsica. The 181) Greene-Raymond ...

Beachhead IPC) Curtis-Lovejoy
Breaking the Sound Barrier 1115) Todd-Richardson
Bwana Devil (3D) lAns) (85) Stack-Britton
Camel Corps (3D) IPC) Cameron-Dru
Captain John Smith

and Pocahontas IPathe CI _ Dexter-Hale, Jr
Crossed Swords Errol Flynn
Crosstown John Payne
Fort Algiers (78) Yvonne deCarlo
Genghis Khan ... M. Conde-E. Reyos
Gay Adventure B. Meredith-J. Aumont

4-15
4-22
12-7
2-27

12-21
3- 13

Guerrilla Girl 181)
. Dantine-Marianna

Gun Belt (Tl 1771 Montgomery-Hunter
I. the lurv 1 3D ) Elliot-Castle
It's in the Bag 187) Elliott-Castle
Joe Louis Story. The
Kansas City Confidential 198) Payne-Gray
Limelight 1140) Chaplin-Bloom
Luxury Girl 194) Stephens-Ferrero
Magnetic Monster 175) Carlson-Byron

TheMarshal's Daughter
Melba IT) (115)
Miss Hargreaves
Monsoon (79)
Moon Is Blue, The
Moulin Rouae ITI 1 1 18)
Neanderthal Man. The
Outpost in Malaya 188)
Phantom From Space .

L. Anders K Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Claudette Colbert ....

Seay-Nash
Raiders of the Seven Seas (T) Payne-Reed
Red Planet Mars (87) ......„_ Graves-King
Return to Poradise (T) (100)
River, The IT) (99)
Scarlet Spear, The (An)
Shoot First

Son of the Renegade 157)
That Man From Tangier
Thief, The (85)
Tom Brown's Schooldays (93)
Twonky, The
Vice Sguad 187)
Volcano (104)
War Paint IEC) (WS)
When I Grow Up (90) ....

Witness, The

Cooper-Hayes
Swinburne-Shields
Archer-Hyer
McCrea-Keyes ...

Carpenter-Irving
Asther-Coleman
Milland-Gam ......

Da vies- Newton
H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
A. Magnani-G. Brooks
Robert Stack
Pre»ton-Seott
Bergman-Brando

8-53
8-53
7-15
4-12

1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
8- 53
1-14
2-4

1-30
2- 18

4-24
8-53

12-14
7-53
3-4

4- 19

1 1-24
5-15
5-27
5-15
7-53
2- 15

5-15
3-27
5-8

. 10-10
_ 11-2.

4- 10
8-53
4-5

8-53
_ 4-20

Chap

Sml

Ren

Pop

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runnino Tim*

Ride Clear of Diablo (Tl
Son of Cochise (3DI IT)

COMPLETED
Abbott & Costello Go To Mars 177)
Abbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde 175)
Against All Flags IT) 183)
All American The
All I Desire ( 79 «/3 ) ......

Back to God's Country IT)
Because of You (95)
Black Castle, The 181)
Bonio Goes To College 179)
City Beneath the Sea (T) 187)
Column South IT) 185)
Desert Legion IT) 184)
East of Sumatra IT)
Forbidden
Francis Covers the Big Town (84)
Girls in the Night 183) ..

Glass Web. The I3DI IT)
Glenn Miller Story, The (T)

Colden Blade, The IT)
Great Sioux Uprising, The IT) (80)

1 Gunsmoke (T) (791 ... .

Horiions West (T) (Bl)

I

It Came from Outer Space (3D) (82)
It Grows On Trees (84)
It Happens Every Thursday (80)
Law and Order IT) 180)
Lawless Breed, The IT) (83)
Lone Hand IT) 180)

and Pa Kettle in Waikiki
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175)
Ma and Pa Kettle Hit the Road .

Man From the Alamo ITI 179)
Meet Me at the Fair (T) (87)
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198)

Cast
Murphy-Duryea
Hudson-Rush

Rel. No.

Abbott & Costello

Abbott-Costello
.

Flynn-O'Hara
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
Young-Chandler ......

McNally-Greene
Perreau-Gwenn
Ryan-Powers
Murphy-Evans
Ladd-Dahl
Chandler-Maxwell

...

Curtis-Dru
Donald O'Connor
Holden-Farrell
Robinson-Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson
Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue
Murphy-Drake
.Ryan-Adams
Carlson-Rush
Dunne-Jagger
Young-Forsythe
Reagan-Malone
Hudson-Adams
McCrea-Hale
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams
Dailoy-Lynn
Power-Laurie ...

Apr

Aug
Dec

314

329
305

July

Nov
Dee
Sept
Mar
June
Apr

325

302
304
232
308
320
315

Aug
July
Feb

324
311

July
Mar
Oct

June
Nov
May
May
Jan
May

Apr

Aug
Jan
Feb

324
312
235
322
303
319
318
304
317

314

328
307
310

11-3

4-15
12-29

10-4

7-27

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (34) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

3-23

-12-1

7-13

10-20

.". 8-2 5

4-1
3-9

1-24

. 10-4
4-29
11-17
4-20

4-1

Oueen is Crowned, A IT) (40) (84) Documentary June 323
Raiders, The (T) 182) Conte-Lindfors Nov 301..

Redhead From Wyoming (T) 180) O'Hara-Nicol Jan 309
Seminole (T) (84) Hudson-Hale Mar 3 1

3

Stand At Apache River IT) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 1811 Sheridan-Hayden June 321
Tumbleweed IT) ... Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) 11031 Stewart-Dru Aug 327
Veils of Baoriad ITI ....................... Mature-Field
Walkina Mv Babv Back Home ITI O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Willie and Joe Back at the Front(87) Ewell-Lembeck Oct 233 10-4
Wings of the Hawk (3D)IEastC) .... Adams-Heflin
Yankee Buccaneer (T) 184) Chandler-Brady Oct 234

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Com pleted (39) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Bounty. Hunter. The (3D)
I All-media) (WC; Scott-Dorn

Hondo (3DIIWC) Wayne-Page

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO (70) Abbott-Costello 12-27 208 12-1

April in Paris !T) (101)
Beast from 20.000 Fathoms (80) P. Christian-P. Raymond 4-13 221 4-29

Big Jim McLain (90) ._ Wayne-Olson 8-30 201 9-8
Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 1901

Boy From Oklahoma, The (WC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) (102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Cattl* Town 171)
Charge at Feather River
(WCI (3D' (941

City is Dark. The 1741

Crimson Pirate, The IT) 1104)
Danger Forward
Desert Song. The 1 1 10

Diamond Oueen (ECI
Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

House of Wax (WC) (30) (88)

His Majesty O'Keef* IT)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The IT) (110)
Island in the Sky
Jan Singer. The (T) (107)
Lion Is In th Streets, A IT)

Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)
Master of Ballantrae ITI 1891

Miracle of Fatima (WC) 1102)
Operation Secret 1108)
Plunder of the Sun
Riding Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)

She's Working Her Way
Through College (T) (101) . Mayo-Reagan

So Big Wyman-Hayden
So This Is Love I 101 I Grayson-Abel
South Sea Woman 199) . Lancaster-Mayo
Springfield Rifle (WC) (93) Cooper-Thaxter ....

Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) (84) Crawford-Trevor
Story of Will Rogers, The IT) (109) Roger, Jr.-Wyman
System. The 190) Lovejoy-Perrin
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) Powell-MacRae
Thunder Over the Plains IWCI Scott-Kirk
Trouble Alona the Way 1 1 10) Wayne-Reed

Abbott-Costello
Day-Bolger
P. Christian-P. Raymond
Wayne-Olson
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel
Morgan-Carey

Madlson-Loveioy
Nelson. Hayden
_B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Ersklne
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter

. Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell

..Roland-Clark
_Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

12-27
1-3

4-13
8-30

3-28

5-2

12-4

7-1 I

I 1-7

9-27

5-30
7-25

10-31
4-25

2-28
11-22
8- 15

2-14
10-3

1—3

1

8-1
10-11

11-8
8-29

208
209
221

201

215

219

207

223

202

220

218

213
204

212

211
225
203
205
224

3-23

4-4

1 2—1

7-13

9-22

5-18

4-28

2-9

1-24

12-29
7-27
9-8

10-20

3-14 214 . . 2-9

7-12 128

1 1-28
8-15 224 7-27
4-27 222 4-15

10-25 204 . 10-4
1-17 210 12-15
7-24 129 ... 7-2»
4-18 217 4-4

8-79
4-4 214 3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

12-15
1-12

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C.i DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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from the Honky Tonics to the penthouses

•••the creeps, the hoods, the killers

come out to war with the city!

GIG YOUNG MALA POWER:

WILLIAM TALNIAN • EDWARD ARNOLI

CHILL WILLS MARIE WINDSOR PAULA RAYMOND

Written by STEVE FISHER • Associate Producer- Director JOHN H. AUER • A REPUBLIC PICTURE - REPUBLIC PICTURES CORPORATIC
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PIN POINT

REVIEWS

Crisp,

business-wise

Analysis

of the

New Films

LAND IN THE SKY

Tl': DIAMOND QUEEN

E !AND at apache river

I, THE JURY

'EVIL'S CANYON
e Danger wore a gun

the actress

INFERNO

IS EXHIBITION 'SICK'

AND WHY?
Full Text of Senate Small Business

Committee Report on the Problems of

Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
The Complete Production Story



A Clear Statement As To The Equip*

AND NEWS OF GREAT IMP

For g. tJrM projection ofgMlgH^ '

exhibitors will require the following equipment: I

Because of the tremendous volume of orders which

JJ|£
have been placed with Bausch & Lomb and leading

£^ —^ lens manufacturers of Europe for the CinemaScope

J j jH^\J^\.fj

i

ZJ Jr anamorphic lenses, making mass production possible,

. p»| C
the manufacturers have been able to effect large savings

LEW* in the cost of the lenses and, effective immediately, this

saving is being passed on to the exhibitor. The new
prices are $1900 per pair for the large lenses (for use with long focal length

lenses), and $1800 per pair for the smaller lenses (for use with short focal

length lenses), retroactive to all orders already received. The original price was

$2875 per pair, regardless of size. By acquiring the CinemaScope lenses, you will be able

to show any picture photographed in the anamorphic process and in the same aspect ratio.

In order to clear up any confusion which may
exist, we would like to spell out the facts about the

0t^ screen required for the projection of CinemaScope pic-

,J

j

i^^4-l^\ZJ iZJ Jr Jj tures. CinemaScope is a quality product and it can be

rz-nrriiir given full justice only through the highest quality
*^>»llW J equipment. The right screen is just as important to the

proper exhibition of CinemaScope as the right lenses

and the single-film magnetic stereophonic sound system.

We have found, by scientific test, that only the screens offered with the Cinema-

Scope process, distributed by the dealer of your choice, can capture and reflect the true

and full glory of the CinemaScope process.

This is true of the Miracle Mirror Screen, which is already in substantial supply

and whose volume is being increased daily. The only other screen CinemaScope Prod-

ucts has contracted for is the Magniglow Astrolite Screen. The Radiant Manufactur-

ing Corporation, of Chicago, is now completing plans for full-scale production of the

Magniglow Astrolite Screen so that we will be able to meet the great demand for these

superior screens. To date, these two screens are the only ones our engineers have found

which will ensure the perfection necessary for the complete enjoyment of CinemaScope

pictures.

1 hese screens give 2-for-l light without need for boosting amperage, an important

economic factor.

They provide maximum utilization of the light reaching the screen from the projector.

They are precisely designed to reflect and distribute the light evenly over

the large surface required for CinemaScope projection, thus making every seat

a good seat because the picture is uniformly bright from any seat in the theatre,

and the light does not fall off on either side of the screen.

They are the best by test all-purpose screens, and you can use them not

only for CinemaScope but for standard 2-D, 3-D, and any other wide-screen

projection systems.



tired For OnemaScOPE Pictures

\NCE TO EVERY EXHIBITOR

MAGNETIC

SOUND SYSTEM

THE
Every 20th Century-Fox CinemaScope picture

will be produced for exhibition in the revolutionary

new single-film stereophonic sound system. The new

CinemaScope magnetic sound head will be in full

production in September and ready for continuous

delivery by all the leading sound manufacturers.

The sound heads for the CinemaScope process go by various names: some
manufacturers call them the Button -On sound heads, some call them "The
Penthouse". . . but all of them give you four tracks, one of which is an overall

track for auditorium effects, on a single strip of standard 35- millimeter film.

They eliminate the "double system" of using motion picture and sound separately, do

away with any separate sound reproducers, eliminate extra work and enforced inter-

missions, prevent errors in matching film and sound, and avoid the risk, of going

"out of sync."

Once the new sound head has been installed, your projector can be used

just as you have always used it in the past, including standard 2-D films. When
you order your sound heads you will receive from the equipment dealer of your choice

a complete kit for the minor changes needed in sprockets, aperture plates and other

minor parts required for conversion of your present standard projector.

Our first CinemaScope picture, "The Robe" in Color by Technicolor, will open
at the Roxy Theatre, New York, on September 16th. During October, we expect

to launch "The Robe" in most of the principal cities of the United States and
Canada, and in all the capital cities of the world before the end of this year.

This will be followed by "How To Marry A Millionaire," "Beneath The 12-Mile

Reef," "Prince Valiant," "Hell And High Water," and "River Of No Return."

There will also be many other wonderful CinemaScope pictures coming your
way. M-G-M already has two big CinemaScope pictures in production— the first

of which, "Knights of the Round Table," will be released in November, soon to

be followed by "Rose Marie" and many others being readied for production. From
Walt Disney there will be "Lady and the Tramp," "20,000 Leagues Under the

Sea," and an unlimited number of short subjects; from United Artists, Errol Flynn
in "The Story of William Tell" and W. R. Frank's "Sitting Bull"; from Allied

Artists, "The Black Prince." Columbia will produce a number of top quality pro-

ductions in CinemaScope.

If you intend to show these great attractions, please contact the equipment
dealer of your choice immediately for the equipment herein described, if you
have not already done so.



IN HONOR OF OUR BELOVED
FOUNDER'S GOLDEN JUBILEE,

YOU ARE INVITED TO...

World Premiere Engagement

Radio City Music H 1

I I

GREGORY PE(K

I AUDREY HEPBIRN

William Wylen

ROMAN
HO LI DA'

SOON

Timeliest drama of our time.

Filmed on the spot in Korea.

HAL WALLIS'

CEASE

FIRE

IN 3-D
Stereophonic Sound

THOSE
REDHEADS
FROM

SEATTLE

IN 3-D
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Starring

Rhonda Fleming • Gene Barry

Agnes Moorehead • Teresa Brewer

Guy Mitchell • The Bell Sisters

Stereophonic Sound

GINGER ROGEIS

WILLIAM HOLIEN

PAUL DOUGLS
in

FEMAL
with JAMES GLEASf

and Introducing

PAT CROWLE



with Paramount's greatest

itration of big profit attractions

je- shows clocked more

rhs than any picture

've made.

IEAN JERRY

ARTSN - LEWIS
in

THE
CADDY

starring DONNA REED

OCTOBER
IT

Now the sensation of New
York at Broadway's Mayfair.

THE WAR
OF THE
WORLDS
Color by TECHNICOLOR

For Panoramic Screens

Stereophonic Sound

OCTOBER

'Greatest of the great newpix,

and one of all-time greats."
—Hollywood Reporter

BING CROSBY
CLAUDE DAUPHIN

in

A Perlberg-Seaton Production

LITTLE

BOY LOST

BOB HOPE

rONY MARTIN

VRLENE DAHL

SEMARY CLOONEY
in

HERE
RIME THE
GIRLS

Clor by TECHNICOLOR

JOAN FONTAINE

JACK PALANCE

CORINNE CALVET
in

FLIGHT TO
TANGIER

IN 3-D
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Stereophonic Sound

America's favorite cartoon

character— in the biggest

novelty short entertain-

ment in years ! Another

proof that there is no

substitute for

Paramount Shorts

"Ml - SHANE • STALAG 17 and ARROWHEAD



GETTING
1

'ABOAft

t»e &AHO wago*,

SEE FOR YOURSELF!
Below are the FIRST TWO of M-G-M's nationwide Trade Shows. Details

next week. Watch for others. Enter the "Lucky Seven" Showmanship Contests.

Ask for the Contest Booklet. Never before has any company ever had for con-

secutive release such a group ofgiant entertainments. AND THEY'RE ALL IN COLOR:

Mighty African Adventure

!

MOGAMBO (Tech.)

Clark Gable, Ava Gardner

In most Exchange Centers Trade Show:

SEPT. 14th
Territorial Screenings to follow immediately thereafter

High, Wide, Handsome!

TAKE THE HIGH GROUND!
Richard Widmark, Karl Maiden, Elaine Stewart

In most Exchange Centers Trade Show:

SEPT. 15th
Territorial Screenings to follow immediately thereafter

Action Tops!

FORT BRAVO »>

(Ansco)

William Holden, Eleanor Parker, John Forsythe

Big Holiday Musical!

"EASY TO LOVE" (Tech.)

Broadway Musical Smash !

"KISS ME KATE" (Ansco)

Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel

Spectacle! Drama! Romance!

"ALL THE BROTHERS
WERE VALIANTn

(Tech.)

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth

Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin

Dramatic Sensation

!

"TORCH SONG" p*,
Joan Crawford, Michael Wilding

Comedy of the Year!

"THE LONG,
LONG TRAILER"

Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz



IS EXHIBITION 'SICK'

-AND WHY?
Grievances and problems of independent exhibi-

tors, having come under the scrutiny of the U. S. Sen-

ate, are revealed in a 1 9-page report recently released

by the Subcommittee on Monopoly of the Select Com-
mittee on Small Business. The Committee's findings

are revealing, although its recommendations are some-

times inconclusive and vague.

Publication of the full text, we believe, will be a

useful service to the industry at large, in that it airs

some of the crucial issues that continually provoke dis-

cord between buyers and sellers of motion pictures.

Thestimony of witnesses exposed the strong feel-

ings that exist on subjects of pre-releases, price-fixing,

competitive bidding, arbitration, antitrust law enforce-

ment. The Committee's conclusions are particularly

pointed on two points: ( 1 ) an arbitration system would

be healthy for the entire industry and "should be

speedily brought into being", and (2) the Antitrust

Division of the Department of Justice has a duty to

find ways and means of enforcing the decrees and the

laws that exist to protect the interests of exhibitors.

Complete Text

INTRODUCTION
The motion-picture industry is made up of

three major components; namely, produc-

tion, distribution, and exhibition. The exhibi-

tion of motion pictures in the United States

is accomplished through approximately 17.-

500 theaters. These theaters give full-time

employment to some 185,000 persons in ad-

dition to nearly 18,000 owner-managers.
They represent a total investment of %2y2
billion. Whether measured by plant invest-

ment, employment, or annual payroll, the

(exhibition segment is by far the largest of

(the three components of the motion-picture

industry.

Comparative position of 3 components of motion

picture industry*

theaters

itudios

distribution

Employment, 1948

187,031

17,500
17,146

Annual payroll, 1948
heaters $302,511,000
••udios $230,250,000
distribution $64,387,000

Plant investment
"caters $2,525,000,000
'tudios $135,000,000
listribution $25,000 000

"Report prepared for Allied Theater Owners of Texas,

>y Prof. Richard B. Johnson, chairman, economics de-

'artment, Southern Methodist University, p. 2.

Sources: Motion Picture and Television Almanac, 1952-

3, and U. S. Department of Commerce.

The committee made an intensive study of

he industry and held extensive public hear-

ngs on the problems of independent motion-
'icture exhibitors. It did so because of the

iredominantly small-business character of

lie motion-picture industry. While there are

everal large chains or circuits of theaters,

lore than one-half of all theaters in the

United States are owned by individuals or

companies who own fewer than five theaters

and are obviously small-business operators.

Other circuits operate only 5 or 10 theaters

and certainly must be considered as "small

business." The economic import of these

theaters is magnified by the interdependent

position they occupy as a component of local

business areas.

The testimony presented to the committee

clearly indicates that motion-picture exhibi-

tors are operating in a "sick" industry. While

all disposable personal income rose some 40

percent from 1947 to 1952, the portion of that

income going to theaters dropped approxi-

mately 20 percent.

Statistics have been presented to the com-

mittee which show that many independent

motion-picture exhibitors have gone out of

business within recent years. In a survey

conducted by the National Association of

Real Estate Boards, the following informa-

tion concerning theater closing was reported:

The record of theater closings is a dismal one.

In 1945 there were 19.140 movie theaters in the

United States. Of these 100 were drive-ins.

From 1946 to April 1953. a total of 5.038 thea-

ters have closed. Of these 23.8 percent, or 4.696.

were 4-wall theaters, 342 drive-ins.

From 1946 to date, 851 new 4-wall theaters have

been built. In the same period 2.976 drive-ins were

opened.

Thus the total of operating theaters today is

18.306. of which 15.030 are 4-wall theaters and

3.276 drive-ins. Despite an enormous increase in

population, there are 834 fewer theaters today

than there were in 1945. * * *

i < ontinued Page h>)

83d Concress Report

1st Session No. 835
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UNITED STATES SENATE
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PIN POINT REVIEWS ^"r,
"Island In The Sky"

3u4i*te44 IZatU? OOO
Grosses will be geared to John Wayne's popularity. De-

spite some slow spots, men should go for it. Absence of

romantic elements presages cool fern reception. Best re-

turns slated for action houses. Rating figures to dip below

$ $ $ in deluxe and family situations.

This Wayne-Fellows production of the Ernest K.

Gann novel must be classed as a problem film, despite

John Wayne's draw. Has fair suspense, good character

study, developes high spots of drama and humor. Avi-

ation, bleak atmosphere, all-male principals throw up a

road-block for fem trade. Can be helped by spotlighting

attention on characters and the girls they left behind

them, a brief but welcome portion of the film. Much
shorter on action than usual Wayne vehicle, but de-

velops tense interest in story of a plane crash in the

Artie and Wayne's persistent battle to overcome the ele-

ments, summon help and work against the natural

human weaknesses in his crew. Suspense holds up to

eventual last-minute rescue. William Wellman's direc-

tion bolsters starkness of screenplay.

Pressbook works on Wayne- draw, features him as

the guy who "hollers back at hurricanes! ... It took

Dooley's (Wayne) breed of man to get 'em there . . .

and Dooley's brand of never to get 'em out !." Ad inset

features provocative female, with legend : "Nobody
needed a photo to remember Maggie !" Neil

Warner Bros. 108 Minutes. John Wayne, Lloyd Nolan, Walter Abel, James
Arness, Andy Devine, Allyn Joslyn, James Lydon, Harry Carey, Jr., Carl

Switzer, Wally Cassell, Gordon Jones, Darryl Hickman, Ann Doran, Dawn
Bender. Producer, Wayne-Fellows. Director, William A. Wellman.

"I, The Jury" (3D)

Rating based on exploitation values of Mickey Spillane

name and 3D. Otherwise, far-fetched private eye meller

has little appeal. Excessive wordiness, slip-shod editing

will get unfavorable word-of-mouth. Sex innuendoes and
violence emphasis make it unsuitable for family audi-

ences. Big market will be in action spots. No names.

First of Mickey Spillane's sex-and-murder stories to

be put on film. Victor Saville's production is routine

private-eye melodrama. Usual format of strong-arm

mobsters, beatings taken and dished out by hard-boiled

hero, come-hither dames figure in involved plot. Drafted

from video, newcomer Biff Elliot as private eye Mike
I [ammer impresses despite incredibility of role. Credit-

able performances also registered by Peggie Castle as

the femme fatale, Alan Reed as an effete but vicious art

collector and Tani and Dran Seitz, twins and lookers

who lend added sex. Barn

United Artists IVictor Savillel. 87 Minuate. Biff Elliot, Preston Foster, Peggie

Castle, Margaret Sheridan, Alan Reed, Frances Osborne, Robert Cunningham,
Elisha Cook, Jr. Producer, Victor Saville. Director, Harry Essex.
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"The Stand at Apache River"

Mild entry in Indians vs. whites cycle. Designed for the

action market, it fails to provide sufficient ingredients to

satisfy that element. Boxoffice potential for better class

situations slim.

Routine screenplay and excessive dialogue box

down this Technicolored western. Promising initial

reels swamped by yak-yak and slow pace. Several story

threads built around theme of group of assorted char-

acters trying to get through hostile Indian territory.

Romance between Stephen McNally and Julia Adams a

lukewarm adjunct. William Alland's production gives

good play to color, technical values. Director Lee

Sholem finds it tough to overcome script disabilities.

Pressbook tacks are the vicious Apache leader:

"Mighty as Cochise! Dangerous as Geronimo! Cara

Blanca leads the last great raid!" "8 Desperate People

who changed the course of history", plays up the series

of characters involved. Phil

Universal-International. 77 Minutes. Stephen McNally, Julia Adams, Hugh

Marlowe, Hugh O'Brian, Jaclynne Greene, Jack Kelly, Russell Johnson. Pro-

ducer, William Alland. Director, Lee Sholem.

"The Diamond Queen"

Su4t*e44 ReUcK? OOO
Routine swashbuckler. Dahl-Lamas duo, plus color, worth

exploitation push. Sexy ad art special asset. Action

market will supply best returns, decreasing in family

and class spots.

Made independently by Frank Melford for Warnei

release, "Diamond Queen" has exploitation possibilities

but never rises above cliche-ridden routine in entertain

ment values. Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas, witl

( iilbert Roland supplying strong adventure-comic assisl

are easy to look at. For the discriminating, howevei

the incredibilities of the screenplay will be spinacl

Story concerns quest of a pair of Frenchmen ( Lamas I

Roland) who journey to India for a king-size diamom

using the newly developed hand grenade as their talkin

point. Idea is that diamond-cutter father of one will b

executed if gem be spoiled is not replaced. Lamas ei

dures intrigue, treachery, gore and swordplay, fallin

in love meantime with Napal Queen Arlene Dahl. befoi

he bests villain Sheldon Leonard and rides off with tl

diamond and Dahl.

Pressbook features scantily clad Dahl as "Queen i

a Jungle Dynasty but Slave of Love . . . the kiss-starv<

temptress of the tiger-country and the flame-hearti

safari-soldier of fortune." Diamond-type tie-ups are al

in order, well detailed in the campaign manual. Phil

Warner Bros. IMelford Production). 80 Minutes. Fernando Lamas, Arh

Dahl, Gilbert Roland, Sheldon Leonard, Jay Novello, Michael Ansara, Rich

Hale, Sujata and Asoka. Producer, Frank Melford. Director, John Brahm.



'The Actress' "Devil's Canyon" (3D)

Sock business for family market1

. Good prospects for other

situations, except action houses. Humorous, ingratiating

drama with plenty of heart. Stacks up among top family

films of year. Spencer Tracy name assures initial B. O.

response and word-of-mouth will take it from there.

Entertaining domestic comedy, set in New England

at the turn of the century. Based on Ruth Gordon's

stage play, "Years Ago," it is pretty much a conversa-

tion piece revolving around the relationship between a

young stage-struck girl and her cantankerous father.

Though the action moves at a relaxed pace, interest is

kept alert by the excellence of performances, sound, dia

logue, interesting direction. Wealth of heart-warming,

amusing entertainment stems from Spencer Tracy's por-

trayal of an old sailor who traded his sea-faring life for

the family woes of a landlubber. Impact is built on Jean

Simmons' persistent and comi-dramatic campaign to

convince her father she should be allowed a chance at an

acting career. Director George Cukor used a knowing

hand in his treatment of numerous little household inci-

dents that should leave the oldsters misty-eyed with

nostalgic memories. Neil

M-G-M. 89 Minutes. Spencer Tracy, Jean Simmons, Teresa Wright, Anthony

Perkins, Ian Wolfe, Kay Williams, Mary Wickes, Norma Jean Nilsson, Dawn

Bender. Producer, Lawrence Weingarten. Director, George Cukor.

"Inferno'* (3D)

&U4Ute44 /R*U«? OOO
Story-wise, probably best of 3Ders to date. Boxoffice-

wise, it will be slowed down in the general market by lack

of sufficient "audience attack" gimmicks. Should do
1 better than most depth dimension films in class houses.

Name values fair.

Well-developed plot told in engrossing manner and

expertly acted. Would have been good enough in 2D.

Film's weakness from boxoffice standpoint is the dearth

of the "out-of-the-screen" elements, which seems to be

what the 3D devotees desire. Fine performances by

principals Robert Ryan, Rhonda Fleming and William

Lundigan, as well as supporting players. Plot moves a

bit too slowly for tastes of action fans, although there

are high points of excitement and steady suspense. Story

centers on a self-indulgent multi-millionaire (Ryan)

abandoned with a broken leg on a blazing hot canyon

shelf by his faithless wife (Fleming) and her secret

lover ( Lundigan). His regeneration in hardship and

pain quenches thirst for revenge. Good twist has Ryan
let the two plotters go free, to be battered by their con-

science, but he is forced to battle Lundigan in fiery cli-

max.

Pressbook is one of he best yet for a depth film.

Effective art depicts players plunging into audience.

Lithos exceptionally good. Hani

20th Century-Fox. 83 Minutes. Robert Ryan, Rhonda Fleming, William Lundigan,
Larry Keating, Henry Hull, Carl Betz, Robert Burton. Producer, William Bloom.
Director, Roy Baker.

Su4At€44 Ka&ta OOOO TOPS

gccdfieedd Rati*? OOO
Rating applies to action market and where 3D draw is

still effective. Story treatment and Technicolor make it a

fair enough prospect for general runs, where sold. Least

appeal for class houses. Violence, theme of sole girl in

man's prison, and Virginia Mayo sex appeal are exploita-

tion angles that will help. Absence of trick effects will

disappoint depth fans.

A prison story rather than the sage-brusher the title

indicates, this routine action-meller gains a special twist

by having Virginia Mayo as a female convict tossed into

a male prison. Standard scripting involves cruelty of

guards, fist-knife-gun battles and an exciting, abortive

prison break that should satisfy the action fans. Well

done from technical standpoint. Stephen McNally's por-

trayal of a rabid killer and convict ringleader also an

exploitable item. Natural selling angle is the fern con-

vict behind bars with 500 men.

Ads feature "big names" and 31) element, with cur-

vaceous Mayo plunging out of screen. Neil

RKO-Radio. 89 Minutes. Virginia Mayo, Dale Robertson, Stephen McNally,

Arthur Hunnicut, Robert Keith, Jay C. Flippen. Producer, Edmund Grainger.

Director, Alfred Werker.

"The Stranger Wore a Gun" (3D)

Sututete ^atuty O O
Satisfactory action Western. Effective use of 3D gim-

micks. Randolph Scott name will pull the action trade,

depth process anad Technicolor widens appeal. Should

draw above average except in deluxers and class houses.

Good quota of action, fine color, plenty of "out-of-

the-screen" 3D gimmicks, shoves this well above the

usual Randolph Scott western. Scott, as a former Quan-

trell guerilla trying to get away from the onerous associ-

ation, runs into mass of dramatics, smoking guns, flying

fists and treacherous outlaws, clears it up and rides into

the sunset with Claire Trevor, "his kind of gal." Addi-

tional fem interest generated by battle between Trevor

and Joan Weldon for Scott's affections. Stuff tossed at

the audience includes gun barrels, flaming torches, and

assorted human and inanimate objects. Technicolor en-

hances fine scenic backgrounds. Pace holds up through-

out, climaxed by wild fight in burning building. Action

fans and 3D followers will find it right down their alley.

Discriminating audiences may smirk at routine screen-

play and cliches, but even they won't object to entertain-

ment generated by action. Kenneth Garnet's screenplay

based on fohn M. Cunningham novel, "Yankee Gold."

Big item in the pressbook ads is ; "For the first time

"A Great Star in the Great New Medium!" Art Features

familiar Scott pose with gun and sexy Trevor. Phil

Columbia. 81 Minutes. Randolph Scott, Claire Trevor, Joan Weldon, George

Macready, Alfonso Bedoya. Lee Marvin, Ernest Borgnine, Pierre Watkin, Joseph

Vitale, Clem Bevans. Producer, Harry Joe Brown. Director, Andre DeToth.

OOO GOOD O O AVERAGE O POOR
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STUDIO SIZ6-UPS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Three More To Roll in Sept.

Wanger's 'Cell Block' in 2D

ALLIED ARTISTS WILL HAVE A
total of five pictures rolling in September

—

three new ones and a pair of hold-overs from

August.

September starters will include: "The

Golden Idol" (Johnny Sheffield), one of the

Bomba series produced by Walter Mirisch,

starting September 8; "Arrow in the Dust"

(not yet cast), Hayes Goetz production tee-

ing off September 17; and "Yukon Venge-

ance" (Kirby Grant), September 21, William

F. Broidy producing.

Hold-overs from August will be Walter

Wanger's "Riot in Cell Block 11" (Neville

Brand-Emile Meyer), directed by Don Seigel;

and "House in the Sea" ( Richard Conte,

Joan Bennett, Wanda Hendrix, Iris Adrian)

—in 3D, Bill Broidy producing, Jerry Juran

directing.

"Dragonfly Squadron" (John Hodiak, Jess

Barker, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett), an-

other 3D feature which has been before the

cameras this month, is due to wind just

before the first of September. John

Champion is producing the picture, which

has a war background, and Leslie Selander

directs.

"Riot in Cell Block 11", previously reported

as a 3D vehicle, had to be switched to con-

ventional filming at the last minute when
officials of Folsom Prison, where much of

the picture is being shot, placed a two-week

time limit on the use of prison facilities.

Wayne Morris was handed a new contract

by AA, calling for his services in four films

to be produced by Vincent M. Fennelly dur-

ing the next 12 months. "Cheyenne Terri-

tory" will lead off the quartet of Morris

starrers, starting some time in October.

COLUMBIA

No Stolkin-Koolish Deal

To Buy Cohn Col. Interests

IN AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
with FILM BULLETIN, A. L. Koolish

emphatically denied the published report

that he and his son-in-law, Ralph Stolkin,

Cxc/uMe ^BULLETIN feature

By JAY ALLEN

DORE SCHARY
Big Picture Talk

are about to re-enter the Hollywood produc-

tion scene, via the purchase of Columbia

studios.

"There is not one word of truth in the

report," Koolish said. "We have not, at any

time, considered the purchase of Columbia

studios, nor has the report inspired us to

take it under consideration." He did reveal,

however, that Stolkin is a part of a group

which has been dickering for the purchase

of another film company, although he de-

clined to designate it by name. Stolkin and
Koolish were heads of the ill-fated syndicate

that held control of RKO for just a few

months last year.

On the basis of films already completed or

set for production, Columbia's current slate

emphasizes pictures with a war background,

along with a number of musical productions.

Among the war films are "From Here to

Eternity," which is currently breaking

records on its New York run; "Caine

Mutiny," which the Stanley Kramer unit

wound this month; "The Big Jump," about

British paratroopers; the Schenck-Koch inde,

"Beachhead"; "China Venture," and "El Ala-

mein." "Pal Joey" will top the list of musi-

cals.

Sam Katzman has scheduled five more
films for Columbia production between now
and the end of the year. Four of the five will

be in Technicolor. The first, "Battle of the

Rogue River" (George Montgomery) rolls

this month, to be followed by "The Kiss and

the Sword," in 3D, on September 15. Other

color features and their starting dates are:

"Pirates of Tripoli," November 10; "The
Miami Story," December 1 ; and the black-

and-white "Jungle Man-Eaters" (Johnny

Weismuller) December 15.

With the completion of "Caine Mutiny",

the sound stages went dark at Columbia
pending the start of "Battle of the Rogue
River."

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

'Kate' L. A. Previews Reveal

Audience Tastes for 2D & 3D

AT THE LOS ANGELES PREVIEWS
of "Kiss Me Kate", in both 3D and 2D form

the audience were polled by Metro as to then

preferences. The enthusiasm was great foi,

both forms. FILM BULLETIN'S Holly

wood editor, who witnessed both showings

made his own unofficial survey, and it talliei

with the studio's, indicating that an out

standing picture wins its audience regardles
J

of the technique employed in filming.

In revealing a cut-back in low-budgetei

production, Dore Schary declined to say hov

many quickies his company will turn out i

the next year, but he made it clear that ij

could be considerably less than the numbc

which have been made thus far this yeai'

The emphasis, right down the line,, will b

on big-budget and spectacle films, he say:

About time, we say, for mighty Metro wa

certainly headed in the wrong direction ii

the past year.

A pair of new high-budgeted features weii

launched in mid-August, giving this studii

four pictures now shooting. The new startei

were: "Rose Marie" (Ann Blyth, Howar

Keel, Fernando Lamas, Marjorie Main), i

Technicolor and CinemaScope — Artlu

Hornblow, Jr., producing, Mervyn I. civ

directing; and "Miss Baker's Dozen" (Grei

Garson, Robert Ryan, Barry Sullivan, Rid

ard Haydn), in wide screen and AnscoColc|

"Executive Suite" (William Holdcn, Jui

Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck, Frederic Man-

Walter, Pidgeon, Shelley Winters) .rolls <i

August 25 — John Houseman producin

Robert Wise directing.

(Continued on Page I
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STUDIO SIZ6-UPS
(Continued from Page 10)

PARAMOUNT

Exhibitors Will Find Kaye

& Crosby on 'Christmas' Tree

THE BIG NEWS HERE LAST WEEK
was the signing of Danny Kaye to co-star

with Crosby in "White Christmas". This

wonderful casting came about because

Donald O'Connor, who was due to have the

second role, is ill, and because Kaye and

Paramount production chief Don Hartman

are old associates (Hartman was co-author

of Danny's "Up in Arms").

Kaye is currently completing "Knock on

Wood" and he will immediately start re-

hearsals for "White Christmas" in between

takes for present film. "Christmas" is due to

roll on September 8 under Michael Curtiz's

direction. Rosemary Clooney and Vera-Ellen

have the fern leads .

The other September starter will be "Sa-

brina Fair" (Humphrey Bogart, Audrey

Hepburn, William Holden), which producer-

director Billy Wilder tees off on the 10th.

Before the cameras during August have

been two Technicolor features: "Knock on

Wood" (Danny Kaye), by the producer-

director team of Panama and Frank; and

"Casanova's Big Night" (Bob Hope, Joan

Fontaine)—Paul Jones producer, Norman

jZ. McLeod director.

Bill Pine, of the Pine-Thomas unit, dis-

putes the recent report in FB that the first

3D feature from P-T, "Sangaree" has not

been faring so well at the boxoffice. Pine

:laims that the film has grossed over a

million dollars in its first 700 engagements

ind ranks among the top five money-makers

n current release.

FILM BULLETIN based its report on

ldvice from exhibitor sources, most of whom
elt that the picture's lack of 3D "gimmicks"

vas responsible for the cool audience recep-

ion. Asked whether Pine-Thomas would

nake any more 3D films, Pine said: "With

hree of the four pictures which we planned

or this year already completed, we are in a

josition to sit back and do a little evaluating.

Only time can give us the answer."

REPUBLIC

ieptember Busy Month

Kith Five Features on Slate

REPUBLIC WILL HAVE FIVE PIC-

jres before the cameras during September,

larking one of the busiest months in recent

cars. Carrying over from August will be

le currently shooting "Jubilee Trail" (Vera

alston, Forrest Tucker, Joan Leslie ?at

>'Brien, Ray Middleton) in Trucolor —
iscph Kane producing and directing; and

Hell's Half Acre" (Wendell Corey, Evelyn

eyes, Marie Windsor, Flsa Lanchester),

)hn H. Auer producing and directing, on

cation in Hawaii.

On August 29, producer Rudy Ralston w ill

unch the western, "Red River Shore" (Rex
Hen), which Harry Keller will direct.

RKO

Hughes' Stock-Buying Spree

Seen Prelude To Financing

THERE IS A GENERAL FEELING IN
Hollywood that RKO is gradually emerging

from its perilous straits and may soon be on

its feet again, with adequate financing and

sufficient product to maintain a steady flow

of releases.

Reports persist that Hughes is trying

to build up his holdings in the company from

the 26 per cent which he now owns, to pos-

sibly as much as 90 percent. Toward that

end, he is said to be offering $6 per share for

stock now held by minority stockholders.

Usually reliable sources, insist that he is

willing to dump an extra six or seven million

dollars into the company's coffers, when and

if he is able to buy up all the stock he is

seeking.

Full credit for the brighter product out-

look goes to James R. Grainger, who, in

addition to pushing through some good pro-

duct from the company's own staff of pro-

ducers, is latching onto some topnotch com-

mitments with independent outfits.

"Second Chance" (Robert Mitchum, Linda

Darnell), the first picture turned out by the

studio under the Grainger regime, is reported

to be doing well at the boxoffice, and pros-

pects look bright for at least two more 3D
features

—
"Devil's Canyon" (Virginia Mayo)

and "Son of Sinbad" (Dale Robertson, Sally

Forrest).

Even with the much-needed boxoffice re-

turns rolling in from these releases, however,

most insiders at RKO are resigned to accept-

ing monthly deficits up to a million dollars

per month, for the rest of the year. Next

year will tell the RKO story.

Two pictures are 'Currently shooting: "The
French Line" (Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland)

—Edmund Grainger production in Techni-

color, Lloyd Bacon directing; "Rangers of

the North" (Victor Mature, Piper Laurie),

and 3D and Technicolor—Louis King direct-

ing for producer Irwin Allen.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Fox Leads Studio Derby

With 6 Big CinemaScopers

20TH CENTURY-FOX CONTINUES
to lead all other studios in number of pic-

tures currently in production. Six features,

all in CinemaScope and Technicolor, are now
before the cameras, with another slated to

roll on September 14. In addition, Leonard

Goldstein gets his independent unit, Panor-

amic Productions, rolling late this month
with four features for Fox release due to

start almost simultaneously.

The CinemaScope features now in produc-

tion are: "Hell and High Water" (Richard

Widmark), "Prince Valiant" (Robert Wag-
ner, Janel Leigh), "King of the Khyber
Rifles" (Tyrone Power, Tens- Moore),

"River of No Return" (Marilyn Monroe,

Robert Mitchum), "We Believe in Love"
(Clifton Webb, Jean Peters) and "Night

People" (Gregory Peck, Rita Gam). Next to

roll will be "Sir Walter Raleigh" (not yet

cast).

More and more, Goldstein's company is

taking on a 20th-Fox complexion, with ad-

ditional Fox executives switching over al-

most every week. Fred L. Metzler, who
recently exited Fox as studio manager-
treasurer is the latest to join Panoramic.
Metzler will serve as treasurer of the Gold-

stein unit. Robert L. Jacks, former Fox pro-

ducer, will serve Panoramic as vice-president.

Frank H. Ferguson, a member of the Fox
legal department, moves into the new com-
pany as secretary.

The four Panoramic features set to roll by
the end of this month are: "Gorilla at Large"
in 3D and Technicolor—Robert L. Jacks
producing, Harmon Jones directing; "Man
in the Attic," also to be produced by Jacks,

Hugo Fregonese to direct; "Gatling Gun"
and "Three Young Texans", both to be pro-

duced personally by Goldstein. Rudy Mate
will direct "Gatling Gun," Henry Levin "The
Young Texans". No casting has been an-

nounced on any of the features at the time

this was written.

UNITED ARTISTS

Six Releases Set for Sept.

Seek 'Henry' for Wide Screen
UNITED ARTISTS WILL RELEASE

six features during September—one of the

heaviest release schedules for a single month,

in recent years.

The releases and their dates are: "No
Escape," September 1 ; "Sabre Jet," Septem-
ber 4; "99 River Street," September 11; "The
Joe Louis Story," September 18; "The Fake,"

September 25; "Donovan's Brain," Septem-
ber 30.

United Artists is negotiating with J.

Arthur Rank to reacquire distribution rights

to "Henry V" (Laurence Olivier), for an
early winter reissue in wide screen. UA
executives wdio recently saw some of the

battle scenes from the picture in a wide angle

process believe they can milk a sizeable

chunk of cash out of the feature in the re-

issue. On its first time around, the picture

grossed in excess of $2,000,000 despite a very

limited run.

Two new films have just been acquired by
the company for release. They are: "Song
of the Land," a feature-length documentary
in PatheColor, produced by Ed N. Harrison

and Frances Roberts; and "Sarangani," a

Phillipine picture financed by Manuel T.

Padilla and produced and directed by Manuel
Conde. The former is already completed,

but the latter is not slated to roll until De-
cember. "Sarangani" will be for wride screen

projection, and will be filmed by ace Holly-

wood cameraman James Wong Howe.
Next to roll for UA distribution are: "The

Long Wait" a Parklane Pictures production

still to be cast—Victor Saville producing in

3D; "Space Station, U. S. A." (not cast), an

Ivan Tors production in Eastman Color and
Natural Vision 3D—Herbert Strock direct-

ing, and "Pirates Blood" (Tony Dexter), a

Wisberg-Pollexfen production in Pathccolor.

"Americano" (Glenn Ford, Arthur Ken-

(Continued on Page 12)
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STUDIO SIZ6-UPS ,
(Continued from Page 11)

nedy. Cesar Romero) was just completed by
Moulin productions, on location in Brazil.

Robert Stillman produced, Budd Roetticher

directed in Eastman Color.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

U-l Plans 13 Releases

By Year's End; 2 in 3D

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL HAS
set 13 pictures for release between now and

the end of the year. Of the group, 10 are in

Technicolor and two are in 3-dimension.

Ail of the releases will be backed by heavy

promotional and advertising campaigns, with

special emphasis on the 3D features. Wide-

spread use of personal appearance tours and

big-scale premieres is planned.

The releases will go out as follows: August
—"Thunder Bay," "The Man From the

Alamo," and "Abbott and Costello Meet Dr.

Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde." September—"Wings
of the Hawk," in 3D, "The Stand at Apache
River" and "The Golden Blade." October

—

"The All-American" and "East of Sumatra."

November—"The Glass Web" in 3D, "Back

to God's Country" and "The Veils of Bag-

dad." December—"Tumbleweed and "Walk-

ing My Baby Back Home".
There is an air of genuine enthusiasm on

the U-I lot over the smooth manner in which

Eddie Muhl has taken over the production

reins. Moreover, his personal popularity with

everyone on the lot bodes well for the kind

of teamwork which is necessary to the ef-

ficient operation of any business. Perhaps

one reason for his great popularity lies in

the fact that he has come up through the

ranks at the studio, having started at the

bottom there, exactly 25 years ago.

Muhl. the company insists, will have full

responsibility for the running of the studio.

President Milton Rackmil will take no active

part in production, preferring instead to

leave such matters in the hands of Muhl.

U-I will have five pictures, all in Techni-

color, before the cameras during September,

in what marks the studio's first return to

full-scale production since early Spring.

Three of the five are already shooting, in-

cluding: "Saskatchewan" (Alan Ladd, Shelley

Winters, Robert Dogulas), on location in

Canada, Aaron Rosenberg producing and

Raoul Walsh directing; "Yankee Pasha"

(Jeff Chandler, Rhonda Fleming), Howard
Christie producing. Joseph Pevney directing;

and "The Far Country" (James Stewart,

Ruth Roman, Corinne Calvet).

On August 25, producer Ted Richmond
and director Jesse Hibbs will tee off "Fort

Laramie" (John Payne). This will be fol-

lowed on September 9, by "Magnificent Ob-
session" (Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson) —
Ross Hunter producing, Douglas Sirk direct-

ing.

Arrangements have been concluded by

Universal for the American release of three

new pictures from the J. Arthur Rank Or-
ganization — "The Titfield Thunderbolt",

"Genevieve" and "Desperate Moment".
"The Titfield Thunderbolt", first Techni-

color film to be made at Rank's Ealing

Studios, is a Michael Balcon Production

directed by Charles Crichton and produced

by Michael Truman from an original screen-

play by T. E. B. Clarke—the team respon-

sible for "The Lavender Hill Mob". "Gen-
evieve", a comedy, is also in Technicolor,

and "Desperate Moment" is a chase melo-

drama filmed on location in western Ger-

many.

WARNER BROTHERS

Tempo Perks Next Month

Four New Starters on Slate

WARNER BROTHERS GETS BACK
into full production stride in September, with

six features in work during the month.

Of particular interest are the two outstand-

ing properties, "Helen of Troy," to be filmed

in WarnerColor and WarnerSuperScope, and

Sid Luft's production of "A Star Is Born"

(Judy Garland, James Mason). Samuel
BischofF has been handed the producer as-

signment on "Helen," with Gordon Douglas

set to direct. No cast had b"en set at the

time this was wriitsn. Luft has designated

George Cukor to handle ihe mcgging on

"Star."

Also set for a September start are: "Lucky
Me" (Doris Day, Phil Silvers), to be pro-

duced by Henry Blanke and direc'ed by Jack

Donohue, and the Wayne- Fellows production

of "The High and the Mighty" (John

Wayne), based on the Ernest K. Gann novel.

William A. Wellman will direct for producer

Robert Fellows.

The other two films will carry over from

August to round out the busy September
slate: "Rear Guard" (Guy Madison, Jo:in

Weldon, James Whitmore, Harvey Lem-
beck). which producer David Weisbart and

director David Butler are shooting in All-

Media and WarnerColor; and Alfred Hitch-

cock's "Dial M For Murder'' (Rav Milland,

The jubilant crew walking out of the Warner

>tudios are (from left) Jack L. If arner. Edna

Ferber. director George Stevens and Henry Gins-

berg, after the finalization of plans for filming

Hiss Ferber's "GianT to be made in the W arner-

SuperScope process.

Grace Kelly, Robert Cummings)—also All

Media and WarnerColor, Robert Hurks
J

directing.

Guy Madison has been signed for hve morel
pictures at the Valley lot, to follow his cur-l

rent assignment in "Rear Guard".

lack Warner is avowedly on an all-out

search for "up-to-date stories of outstanding

merit." Special consideration will be given

to material which lends itself to spectacle

production, because of its suitability for the

WarnerSuperScope wide screen process

Three of the recent story buys are Edna
Ferber's "Giant" to be produced and directed

by George Stevens, "Battle Cry" by Leor
Uris, and "Western Story" by Philip Vordan

INDEPENDENTS

Inde Production on Upbeat

21 Features Listed for Sept.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION I:

on the upbeat in Hollywood, with 21 ind

features slated to be in work during Septem
bcr. Of this number, slightly more than hal

are already committed for major studio rt

lease, with the remainder either to be di-
1

tributcd by various minor distribution con!

panies, or to be submitted to the majors fc'

release upon completion.

Those for which releasing deals have nc

yet been set include: "River Eoat" (Phyll

Kirk, Donald Houston), an Abtcon Pictun

production, being produced by Herma
Cohen and directed by Guy Green; "Duel i

the Jungle" (Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crai I

David Farrar). a Moulin Productions ventui

being filmed in Technicolor, on location

South Africa, Tony Owen producing, Geon
Marshall directing; "The Sea Is A Womai
(not yet cast), an Alan Dowling producti',

which Tom Gries will produce; "The Gre

Green Og" (Robert Hutton-Gerald Mohi

an American Pictures' project to be produc

by Albert Zugsmith and directed by Alfr,

E. Green; "Target—Earth" (not cast),
|

Abtcon Pictures' production. Herman Cob

|

producing, Sherman Rose directing; "Nj

Noa" (Francesca de ScafTa), an Oceanic pi

duction in 3D and PatheColor, Gerry Shi

man producing, David Bradley directir

and Alex Gottleib's "Susan Slept Here" (D;

Dailey. Debbie Reynolds), to be directed

Frank Tashlin.

Those with releases already set a

:

"Americano" (Glenn Ford, Arthur K~enned|.

"The Long Wait." a Parklane product '

not yet cast, with Victor Saville as execut''

producer, filming to be done in 3D and i

undesignated color process; "Space Stat i

U S. A." (not cast) an Ivan Tors productn

in 3D and Eastman Color, Herbert StnK

directing; "Pirate's Blood" (Tony Pext.|.

a Wisberg-Pollexfen production in Pat -

Color—all for UA release. Rrvan F(|s

"Mad Magician" (not cast), in 3D and Tcl-

nicolor, is for Columbia release. Four entts

from Leonard Goldstein's Panorama In-

ductions (details in 20th Century-Fox S

Ups), and Filmakers' "Story of A C

(Howard Duff), produced by Collier Vo -

and directed by Ida Lupino, to be distribi a

by their own releasing organization.
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7kti tttatfe The tfetojf

COMPO Urges "Hang On"

COMPO'S "hang on" advice to theatres

pcrating in the red or on the borderline

Iter the Presidential veto of the Mason Bill

ceived both pro and con repercussions

mong exhibitor leaders. Backing the all-

idustry organization's urging, Leo Wolcott

f Iowa-Nebraska Allied pressed continued

>eration but advocated raising admission

rices. So did the Ohio Allied unit, feeling

tat raising the tab the amount of the tax,

ien reducing the price when the tax was

ted, would bolster the industry's argument

at the tax means the difference between

ofitable operation and going out of busi-

es.

In California, however, Western Theatre

wners head Rotus Harvey urged that every

eatre in the country that is losing money

pse now and remain shuttered until the tax

removed. "Closed theatres," he said, "will

it us the support of every community and

,000 closed theatres might even convince

jr President." He also advocated that a

\rt go to the chief executive every time a

teatre shuts down, listing the number of

oployes put out of work, their annual pay-

ill, the taxes they paid and amount of in-

Jstment lost.

.First to hike prices after the veto was

.xas circuit owner Claude Ezell who an-

ijunced increases ranging from 11 to 18 per

cat, the increase to be "remitted proportion-

Ely to patrons once the federal tax is re-

( ced or eliminated."

lOMPO counsel Robert W. Coyne urged

dress theatres to "hang on by the skin of

t ir teeth," even if it meant continuing to

t.e a loss. Borrow, draw on reserves or

rjjse prices, he said, but hang on with the

a urance that relief will be forthcoming.

ie Sindlinger agency, he added, has been

ilained to continue its statistical job.

The Council's executive committee, board

al lax repeal committee will meet in mid-

Sit .'inbcr to char* COMPO's future course,

\Jli the tax repeal balUe lcmaining the No.

1 tern, Coyne said. The presidential trium-

vate of Al Lichtman, Sam Pinanski and

I leman Rembusch were due to meet shortly

irainger Likes RKO Outlook

ames R. Grainger painted a bright pic-

tile for the future of RKO at the company's

bgest sales convention in years last week
irChicago. "Economy, hard work, enthusi-

an and good products have been paying
0'" the president said. He pointed to the

3 "Second Chance" as a "consistent indus-

tr leader at the boxoffice" and listed the

sond 3Der, "Devil's Canyon", "The French
L e" and "Son of Sinbad" as indicative of

tl| "strong boxoffice picture in the offing."

Money Talk

RKO remained deep in the red with a

$615,000 loss for the second quarter ended

July 4. There was some doubtful consolation

in the fact that the six-months' operation

resulted in a reduction of the net loss com-

pared with last year. The red figure was

$3,490,000 for the six months, compared with

$J,712,(MK) for the same period last year. The
significant factor was the reduction in loss

during the second quarter since James R.

Grainger took over the company's presi-

dency, Grainger's economy measures resulted

in slicing the loss by better than two and a

quarter million dollars in that period, An-
other promising factor was the increase in

RKO's domestic sales under Grainger's

regime . . . Warners net for the quarter

ended May 30, 1953, was $796,000 after pro-

vision of $1,250,000 for federal taxes and

$50,000 for contingent liabilities. Gross dur-

ing the period came to $17,071,000 . . . Para-

mount earnings for the second quarter went

up to $1,617,000 after all charges and taxes.

For the same period last year, net was

$1,430,000. The six-months' total was esti-

mated at $2,991,000, compared with last

year's $2, 785,0(H). In addition, the corpora-

tion netted $96,000 for the second quarter

this year from interest in partially owned
non-consolidated subsidiaries, compared with

$48,000 for the '52 comparative quarter. For

the six months, net from this source was

$479,000, compared with $217,000 in the '52

first half . . . National Theatres net for the

39 weeks ended June 27 swelled to $1,873,000,

a sizeable jump over the $1,189,000 netted in

the same period last year. Significant factor

pointed out by president Charles P. Skouras

is that theatre gross income of $14,702,288

for the 13 weeks ended June 27 last showed

an increase of $547,995 over the correspond-

ing period last year. "This is the first quarter

since 1946 in which our admission receipts

were greater than in the comparable quarter

of the preceding year," he noted . . . Stanley

Warner Corp. & subsidiaries reported a net

loss of $360,000 for the quarter ended May
30, 1953, after a gross of $12,489,000. The net

includes a loss of $258,000 from sales of

capital assets. Much of the loss was at-

tributed to expenses charged to the quarter

of non-recurring items due to organization of

the company.

C'Scope to Change Industry

"CinemaScope will bring about a revo-

lution in the film industry," Hermann Place,

president of General Precision Laboratories

and National Theatre Supply, told a specially

convened C'Scope clinic for sales representa-

tives of the company at the 20th-Fox home
office. The price for equipping theatres, he

added, is "small" in comparison with the

potential gain in boxoffice receipts from use

of the new anamorphic process.

Memoranda
TOA's first training film for theatre em-

ployes will be previewed at the organization's

convention in Chicago, Nov. 1-5. Titled

"Courtesy Is Contagious," it marks the first

of a series of films on theatre operation. And
strangely enough, it's the first time that

theatremen will use their own screens for

training of their staffs. Video Pictures in

New York produced, Filmack will distribute

in both 35mm and 16mm. Script was pre-

pared under Walter Reade, Jr.'s supervision

. . . M-G-M's "See for Yourself" screenings

for its world-wide sales executive staff will

begin August 31, with the 10 films being
shown over a five-day period. Screenings

will be held at the Culver City studios and
at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles.

Arrangements are being set for 100 theatre

trade screenings for "Mogambo" with the

others to follow.

Congressmen Dan Reed (R., N. Y.) and

Leo Allen (R, 111.), chairmen of the House
Ways & Means and Rules Committees re-

spectively will make newsreel appearances on
the Tax Relief Campaign. Both representa-

tives were strong proponents of the Mason
Bill. Reed will appear in all newsreels issued

August 20 , Allen in those released August 24

. . . Allied Artists branch managers heard a

detailed statement on the company's forth-

coming product at a meeting in Chicago's

Drake Hotel called by v. p. & general sales

manager Morey R. Goldstein.

THE GROSSERS: The fabulous success

of U-I's Coronation film, "A Queen Is

Crowned," continues. After its 10th week at

the 450-seat Guild Theatre in New York, it

had rolled up the biggest gross of any film

j-ejiuiis e joj •§ '[\ aqi ut asnoq jje ub Antd o}

period . . . "Moulin Rouge" set a long-run

record at Philadelphia's Trans-Lux, moving
into its 25th week. It's continuing indefinite-

ly . . . "War of the Worlds" gave the May-
fair in New York its top opening day busi-

ness in recent years . . . "From Here To
Eternity" is mowing 'em down at the Capitol

on Broadway. It took in more on its eighth

day than on its record-bustin' birthday.

Technicolor slashed its prices from 5.33

cents per foot to 4.98 cents, estimated by
president Herbert T. Kalmus to save the film

business some $1,800,000 annually. Reduction

is retroactive to August 1. will apply to

prints delivered since that date . . . The
Federal Court OK'd the Stanley Warner-
Cinerama deal transferring production, dis-

tribution and exhibition rights to the theatre

chain. SW sealed the pact by payment of

close to a million dollars to Cinerama Pro-

ductions, Inc. for the latter's assets and an-

other $1,600,000 for equipment on hand and

orders from Cinerama, Inc. SW is limited

by the order to 24 theatres for Cinerama

exhibition.
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Out of the thunder and plunder

of a nation's most violent days

. . .comes the story of an
adventure -lusting Yankee . . .and his

untamed Bandit Queen... who led

a wild revolt for an empire's

richest prize!

VAN HEFLI
withGEORGE DOLEfZ

Dura by flUDO BDCTTICHtR - scaeehpiay by JAMtS [. §

Delivers tfie Prodoi



MJTONIO MORENO -NOAH BEERY
ffoxtowMflON ROSENBERG - A Universal-International Picture

with the BUILT-IN Profit!



SENATE COMMITTEE HEPDHT

increase in Pre-Helease Practice Cited

I Continued from Page 7)

According to several exhibitors who testi-

fied on the average three theaters close every

day. This situation calls for strong efforts to

determine what is happening and what can

be done to assist this significant segment
of the small-business community.* To the

extent that Government action or inaction

has contributed to the distress, particularly

of the small, independent exhibitor, it is the

committee's responsibility to recommend
action or changes in policy which will alle-

viate the present critical situation.

The committee, in making its study and in

hearing the testimony presented to it, had no
illusions that any single recommendation
would completely remedy the situation. The
impact of television and changing recrea-

tional habits of the American people are

basic facts of life which must be met by the

exhibitors before any remedy may be devel-

oped. It may unfortunately be true that

changes in our living habits threaten the

closing of many theaters no matter what
action might be taken.

On the other hand, the committee believes

that some of the difficulties of the industry

arise from the unwillingness of Government
agencies to take action to aid independent

exhibitors where warranted. This does not

call for subsidies or financial aid, but rather

for quasijudicial decisions which arc com-
pletely in keeping with the free-enterprise

traditions of our economy.

THE PRE-RELEASE PRACTICE
The committee has heard a great deal of

testimony about the so-called prerelease

practice. This is a method of distributing

motion pictures in which a picture, regarded

by the distributor as having exceptional

*ln the city of Detroit alone, a survey conducted

under the auspices of the National Association of Real

Estate Boards shows that of the 200 theaters in the

metropolitan area (including drive-insl, 44 are now
closed, and many others are losing money at a rate

which will force them to close in the near future.

merit or involving unusually high produc-
tion costs, is licensed for an exclusive run in

each of a limited number of communities.
When this restricted run is finished, the pic-

ture is withdrawn from further exhibition for

an indefinite period. Usually, however, after

a lapse of only 2 or 3 months, the distributor

will decide to make the picture avilable to

exhibitors on a general release basis, the

customary method of distributing motion
pictures.

According to a report submitted June 17,

1953, to the committee by the Justice De-
partment, only 10 pictures were prereleased

nationally during the past 20 months, while

the total number of pictures exhibited dur-

ing the same period was in excess of 400.

Thus, at the present time, the actual num-
ber of prerelease pictures is small in propor-

tion to the number of pictures released in the

customary manner. It also should be pointed

out that the Justice Department report ob-

serves, "there have been more prerelease

pictures in the last 20 months than there-

tofore."

As to the future extent of the prerelease

practice, the lar^e number of motion pictures

which have been prereleased, in the metro-

politan Los Angeles area only, may be

significant.

Mr. Albert Hanson, California exhibitor,

testified that the following pictures have been

prereleased in Los Angeles;

Paramount pictures:

A Place in the Sun
Samson and Delilah

Detective Story

Greatest Show on Earth

Ace in the Hole
M y Son John
Carrie

Come Rack, Little Sheba

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures

:

Great Caruso

Quo Vadis

Magnificent Yankee
1 vanhoe

Warner Rros. pictures:

Life With Father

Street Car Named Desire

Story of Will Rogers
Miracle of Fatima
Jazz Singer

20th Century Fox pictures:

David and Mat hsheba
What Price Glory

My Cousin Rachel

The Star

Call Me Madame

RKO pictures:

Rest Years of Their Lives

Rig Sky
Hans Christian Andersen
Androcles and the Lion

Universal pictures:

Harvey
Ivory Hunters

Man in White Suit

Lavender Hill Mob

Columbia pictures

:

Five

Death of a Salesman

Salome

United Artists pictures:

Cyrano de Rergerac

African Queen
The Well
The River

Moulin Rouge

Republic pictures:

The Quiet Man

It appears that as competitive condition:

become more conducive to the use of tin

prerelease practice, the number so treatec

sharply increases.

The prerelease practice was vigorous!

criticized in the testimony of the independen

exhibitors. Mr. Wilbur Snaper, president c

the Allied States Association of Motion Picj

ture Exhibitors, specified his reasons fo

opposing the practice:

(Continued on Page It

Tabulation of theaters closed since 1946, by State\

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Percent
of closed

theaters on
the basis

of those
operating
in 1948

19.4

22.8

23.

&

28.2
14.4

13.

&

13.9

U.I
22.6
9.7

31.1

24.1

19.6

16.6

24.8

21.7
14.1

Number
of closed
theaters
as of

Apr. I,

1953

61

23

89
344
33

28
5

61

86
14

314
117
99

70
84
89

23

State

Maryand
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Percent
of closed

theaters on
the basis
of those

operating
in 1948

25.3
34.1

32.0

12.1

19.9

21.9

15.1

16.2

20.0
29.5
40.7
23.7
24.4

17.2

13.1

30.8

Number
of closed
theaters

as of

Apr. I,

1953

70

141

193

61

61

136

23

56
9

28

174
28

343

89

28

296

Percent
of closed

theaters on
the basis
of those

operating
State in 1948

Oklahoma 23.8
Oregon 19.3

Pennsylvania 28.7

Rhode Island 33.3

South Carolina 18.5

South Dakota 16.1

Tennessee 18.5

Texas 31.9
Utah 18.8

Vermont 21.9

Virginia 14.6

Washington 17.4

West Virginia 33.8

Wisconsin 15.7

Wyoming 13.6

District of Columbia 13.9

Numbe
of clOS'

theatei

as of I

Apr. I

1

1953

127

52

278

23

42

33

61

467

28

14

56

56

94

70

9

10
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SETTING THE HOTTEST
BOXOFFICE PACE
IN THE BUSINESS!

'Moon is Blue ' is outgrossing "High

oon", "African Queen", coast-to-coast,

n big and small cities- north and south.

And it's 100% holdover!

HOUSTON-METROPOLITAN-WACO-WACO THEATRE-AS IN ALL OTHER INTERSTATE THEATRES IN TEXAS-

RECORD-BREAKING BUSINESS. SAN FRANCISCO - UNITED ARTISTS - 6TH SENSATIONAL WEEK. CHICAGO -

WOODS-SOCK IN ITS 6TH WEEK. LOS ANGELES— RIALTO AND FOUR STAR-BROKE EVERY HOUSE RECORD, IN

ITS 5TH WEEK. NEW YORK -VICTORIA AND SUTTON -4TH SMASH WEEK. DENVER -ALADDIN -3RD GREAT

WEEK AND STILL SMASHING ALL RECORDS. WASHINGTON, D. C.-PLAYHOUSE AND DUPONT— TERRIFIC IN ITS

3RD WEEK. CONNECTICUT-STANLEY WARNER THEATRES REPORT OUTSTANDING GROSSES. CHARLESTON, W. VA.

-KEARSE-TOPPING ALL OTHERS.

Produced and Directed by

OTTO PREMINGER
Written for the screen by

F. HUGH HERBERT

Music by

HERSCHEL BURKE GILBERT

A PREMINGER HERBERT
Production

Another BIG ONE thru



SENATE COMMITTEE REPORT

Testimony on Disney Price Fixing

(Continued from Page 16)

No. I, if you are going to allow a first-run thea-

ter to drain a picture so that there is no money

left in the community for a subsequent-run theater,

you will destroy the smaller theaters.

The second thing is this: You destroy the com-

plete system of clearances which is absolutely

critical to our business. There must be a regular

flow of pictures to subsequent-run theaters. Ex-

tended-run and first-run theaters mean only one

thing—there are no pictures coming to the thea-

ters that follow.

Further than that, there is no opportunity what-

soever for the smaller theaters of smaller com-

munities to use top products to the best of their

advantage. The money is gone. There is just so

much money in a community and you are going

to absorb that in the first run.

Other exhibitors contended that certain

features of the practice involves violations of

the consent judgments in the Paramount

case. One of these was Mr. Wayne Han-
son, who stated:

Nationwide the distributors are almost all evad-

ing the price-fixing clause by designating certain

pictures in a category of prereleasing. It is no

accident that pictures such as David and Bath-

sheba. Ivanhoe. Street Car Named Desire. Miracle

of Fatima. Quo Vadis, Greatest Show on Earth.

Hans Christian Andersen, Peter Pan, Snows of

Kilimanjaro, and Salome are showing in 60-cent

neighborhood theaters at 99 cents, maybe $1, even

if there is a city tax. To think this is an accident

is the best joke of the year. It is only a sugges-

tion of the distributors. Thus, the public is gouged,

but by the distributor. I insist.

This system of prereleasing is the most vicious

practice in our business today. It is condemned

by the public unanimously and by 99 percent of

exhibitors.

There are two other results of prereleasing: One

is that in a large city the downtown theater which

is usually a circuit, gets an additional prior run

ahead of the outlying neighborhood theaters. This

specifically is condemned in the decree but what

can one small exhibitor do to combat this trend.

Sometimes there is more than one advanced-price

picture playing in the first runs at one time. This

means that there is a big hole in the availability

chart of all subsequent run theaters in that area.

Four weeks later there will be no pictures that are

available to him.

The committee was concerned by the

serious charge that the prerelease practice is

being manipulated by distributors to evade

the injunction against fixing of exhibitors' ad-

mission prices. Accordingly, testimony deal-

ing with procedure through which a pre-

release picture is licensed was received with

particular interest.

Competitive bidding is invariably invoked

to determine which of the competing exhibi-

tors is to be awarded a prerelease picture.

At the distributor's invitation, an exhibitor

may submit a bid based upon a specific per-

centage of the gross receipts of the prere-

lease run. After bids have been received

from every interested exhibitor, the distrib-

utor evaluates them and then awards the

picture.

To evaluate the bids properly, the distrib-

utor must know each exhibitor's proposed

admission prices, a determinant of the gross.

For that purpose, it is explained, the dis-

tributor does request each exhibitor compet-

ing for the prerelease picture to make a

"statement of intention" regarding admission

prices to be charged for the run. Of course,

to request such a "statement" in itself is not

unlawful. In fact, there seems to be a neces-

sity for a "statement of intention" in the

case of a prerelease picture awarded on the

basis of competitive bidding. This is because

an increase in admission prices may be

reasonably anticipated.

This important issue of price fixing was
sharply presented when Mr. Reuben Shor

testified on his experiences with prerelease

pictures.

Mr. Shor, an exhibitor of Cincinnati, Ohio,

testified that early in March of this year he

negotiated a contract with RKO Radio Pic-

lures, Inc., to license the picture Peter Pan
and a short subject film entitled "Bear Coun-
try" for exhibition in his two Cincinnati

theaters. He thereafter advertised the pic-

ture, stating that children would be admitted

free of charge at his drive-in theater while

adults would be charged 75 cents. The prices

advertised for his conventional theater were

50 cents for adults and 25 cents for children.

On April 2, the picture began its run. On
that same day, Mr. Shor received a telegram

from Walt Disney Productions, which read

in part:

At the time we were asked to approve the exhi-

bition of our production Peter Pan at the Twin

Drive-In Theater. Cincinnati. Ohio, and the West-

ivood Theater, Cincinnati, Ohio, we were advised

that it was your voluntary intention to charge an

admission price of 50 cents for children at all

times: 74 cents matinee and SI nights for adults.

Our approval was given on the understanding and

condition that this price policy would be carried

out by you. The admission prices that you are

advertising in today's Cincinnati papers fails to

meet the condition of our approval and renders

the approval ineffective. We understand that you

have already received possession of prints on Peter

Pan, and this is to advise you that no print of

Peter Pan may be exhibited except under contract

approved by us and exhibition without contract

would constitute copyright infringement with

serious penalties. We are ready to approve con-

tract with you on basis whereunder you pay speci-

fied percentage of box office receipts provided

these receipts are predicated upon admission price

of 50 cents for children at all times: 74 cents

matinee and $1 nights for adults. Unless you

confirm by wire immediately your assurance to

pay us this basis you exhibit Peter Pan at your

own serious peril. * * *

Mr. Shor testified that in negotiating for

this picture at no time had he agreed with

either RKO or with Walt Disney to charge
a definite admission price. He stated that he
had not made a "statement of intention" con-

cerning admission prices.

Immediately following the Disney tele-

gram, he received one from Mr. S. C. Jac-

ques, of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., which
read:

The statement and your advertisements con-

cerning Peter Pan that demands were made by

RKO that you must charge certain admission

prices when showing Peter Pan is an irresponsible

and wholly false statement. We think that you art

dutybound to retract this unfounded charge. We
should appreciate hearing from you promptly.

The 1-week run of Peter Pan then pro-

ceeded uneventfully to a close. However, the

intemperate letter from Disney Production?

seems to have foreshadowed further diffi-

culty for Mr. Shor. On the very next pic

ture which he wanted from RKO, he wa>!

presented with a novel proposition. He was'

requested to pay a stipulated sum for eacl

person admitted to his drive-in. Further, th<

license was to be granted only if he par

ticipated in a "multiple, cooperative, news

paper advertising campaign." Any admission

prices appearing in the cooperative advertise

ment would be uniform for all participatinj

theaters.

As has been pointed out previously, th

distributor, in awarding the prerelease pic

ture to a particular exhibitor, must partiall

base his decision upon the exhibitor's "state'

ment of intention" as to what admissio

prices will be charged for the picture's ruij

Should the exhibitor subsequently change hi

mind and announce that he will charge n
duced prices for the attraction, the distribi

tors state that no action will be taken again?

such exhibitor.

It should be emphasized that a "gentli

men's agreement" on admission prices to 1.

charged by an exhibitor is as clearly with

the prohibition against price fixing as wou
be an express agreement. No legal cause

action, of course, could arise from breach

such an agreement. For that reason, the r

quirement that Mr. Shor participate in
.

joint advertising scheme with other exhil

tors playing the same prerelease seer,

significant.

In their licensing agreements for prei

lease pictures, the distributors have careful

refrained from specifying how long a tii

will elapse between the so-called prerelca

run and the licensing of the picture for si

sequent runs. In some instances, a gn

length of time has elapsed after the close I

the prerelease run before a picture is m;-

available for later runs. Exhibitors have c<

tended that this practice is in effect

granting of an unreasonable clearance !'

favor of the theater to which the prerele;"

picture is licensed. Mr. Stanley N. Barrj,

(Continued on Page >
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Exhibitors livnnunve t inttpvtitirv Bidding

(Continued from Page 18)

\>sistant Attorney General in charge of the

Vntitrust Division of the Justice Depart-

nent, testified on this point

:

It is our understanding that the distributors,

then prereleasing a picture, have refrained from

pecifying how long a time must elapse between

he prerelease run of the picture and any later

\uns, even in theaters which are admittedly in

ubstantial competition. Therfore. it cannot be

ategorically stated in the absence of proof of

LcA an agreement, that the prerelease practice in-

olves the granting of clearance between theaters

ot in substantial competition. We do not exclude

ic possibility, however, that there may be circum-

ances in which an agreement to grant such a

'earance could properly be implied in law, and

y reason of the conduct of the parties.

This concept that clearance contemplates

existence of an agreement between the

stributor and the exhibitor to whom the

ior run has been licensed was criticized by

r. Abram Myers, general counsel of Allied

ates Association of Motion Picture Ex-

bitors, who said:

The concept assumes that waiting time between

ijerent runs of a picture in any area does not

istitute clearance unless the distributors say it

(cs. This is a very convenient theory for those

: o want to perpetuate the theater monopoly that

i> courts have said should be dissolved. Under

v decree clearance between theaters in substan-

competition "shall not be in excess of what is

sonably necessary to protect the licensee in the

tf granted" and no clearance may be granted

I ween theaters not in substantial competition.

I the prerelease plan pictures are withheld from

fieral release just as long as the distributors see

f Thus, the clearance over the theater playing

fit run on general release, and over the subse-

<knt runs, not only is unreasonable but indeter-

mate * * *

dr. Myers was also of the opinion that

t prerelease practice resulted in clearances

bug granted over noncompetitive theaters:

'ot only are the film companies granting un-

ruonable clearances solely in their own interest

h ceen competing theaters, but they are extend-

ir those clearances to include noncompetitive

thaers which never were subjected to clearance

bore. To illustrate, we all know of situations

re theaters in towns of less than 75,000 have

pied day and date with the first-runs in nearby

lae cities presumably because they were not

dined to be in substantial competition. Now
must wait until the city has its prerelease

and the distributor sees fit to put the picture

general release.

xhibitors also complained that the prc-

rejase practice has resulted in injury to

e who customarily license pictures for

sukequent runs. When a picture is prere-

leaed, then withdrawn indefinitely, there is

aiiinterruption in the flow of pictures to

exlbitors. When several prerelease pictures

ar withdrawn at the same time, exhibitors

co end that the consequences to the subsc-
( l»iit run exhibitor mav be disastrous.

Distributors, however, defend the prere-

lease practice. One distributor representative

said

:

/ should like to explain our method of pre-

releasing pictures. As I have indicated before,

these pictures have two elements: their high cost

and great public-drawing power. Prerelease en-

gagements are preceded by costly advertising and

publicity campaigns, both national and local. Pre-

release being designed to obtain the additional

revenue which the entertainment qualities of the

picture command, we first select the larger cities

for the initial prerelease engagements, which

showings in themselves act as advertising show-

cases for the picture and make more successful the

subsequent showings in the smaller cities. There-

after, the picture is made available on prerelease

to all of the communities where the exhibitor is

willing to offer rental terms, either flat, percent-

age, or otherwise, which give the producer an

adequate film rental or a reasonable assurance of

an adequate film rental for this type of engage-

ment.

With respect to price fixing, the same
distributor said:

Under our instructions our sales personnel are

required to use the utmost care in obtaining the

exhibitors intended admission price, so that there

could be no criticism that RKO's salesmen or

sales executives had attempted, directly or indi-

rectly, to obtain an admission-price agreement.

Indeed, our sales personnel are instructed to tell

the exhibitor, when requesting such information,

that, the exhibitor is free to charge any admission

price he chooses.

Independent exhibitors are greatly con-

cerned over the number of pictures which

may be prereleased during any one year.

Cognizant of this concern was Mr. Austin

Keough, vice president, secretary, and gen-

eral counsel of Paramount Pictures Corp.,

who was of the opinion that distributors

might be reasonably restricted to prerelease

of two pictures per distributor per year. He
added that he had approved of such a provi-

sion being incorporated into the industry's

1952 arbitration proposal. Such statements

indicate that distributors do understand that

extensive use of the prerelease practice is in-

jurious to exhibtors and that they are willing

to consider effective remedies.

COMPETITIVE BIDDING
Another subject of extensive testimony be-

fore the committee was the practice of com-
petitive bidding. This became one of the

most controversial issues raised during the

entire course of the hearings.

The exhibitors contended that competitive

bidding, as practiced by the distributors, was
a device calculated to create competitive con-

ditions between theaters not in competition

and, thus, to put distributors in a position

whereby they could extract from the affected

theater owners the highest possible rentals

for the picture being offered. The distributors

maintained that competitive bidding is a pro

tection against lawsuits in cases where two
exhibitors of any class both lay claim to the

same picture for the same run. On this issue,

Mr. William Zimmerman, assistant to the

domestic sales manager of RKO Radio Pic-

tures, Inc., testified:

The plain fact was that I and a couple of other

lawyers felt very keenly that the only way wc
could eliminate these endless legal disputes, was
that we must have some system like competitive

bidding which icould afford the company an im-

munity, and stop the drain of these great losses.

Competitive bidding is a comparatively re-

cent innovation in the licensing of motion
pictures for exhibition. The practice became
important in 1946 when the court trying the

antitrust suit against the major motion-pic-

ture companies directed that compulsory bid-

ding be used as a substitute for the divorce-

ment of the defendants' theater circuits from
their production and distribution interests.

Though the provisions of the lower court's

decree prescribing competitive bidding was
reversed upon appeal to the Supreme Court,

the distributors were not prohibited from
initiating competitive bidding of their own
accord.

Mr. Abram Myers, general counsel of Al-

lied States Association of Motion Picture

Exhibitors, wrote in a letter to the Depart-
ment of Justice:

The Court recognized that supervision of bid-

ding by the courts "would involve the judiciary

in the administration of intricate and detailed

rules governing priority, period of clearance,

length of run, competitive areas, reasonable return,

and the like." The judiciary is unsuited to affairs

of business management.

He further observed:

The Court condemned the competitive-bidding

system not only for the reasons just noticed but

for the further reasons fa) that it "uproots busi-

ness arrangements and established relationships

with no apparent overall benefit to the small inde-

endent exhibitor" and (b) that under that system

"those with the longest purse—the exhibitor-de-

fendants and the large circuits—would seem to

stand in a preferred position" (p. 164). Yet, what

the Court was reluctant to accomplish by judicial

order has been brought about by voluntary action

of the defendants. The use of competitive bidding

is steadily increasing, and the management of the

system rests in the sole discretion of the con-

spirators.

The Supreme Court wisely foresaw other

possible dangers in the indiscriminate use of

competitive bidding:

Yet, delegation of the management of the sys-

tem to the discretion of those who had the genius

to conceive the present conspiracy and to execute

it with the subtlety which this record reveals,

could be done only with the greatest reluctance.

At best, such a choice should not be faced unless

the need for the system is great and its benefits

plain .

*

(Continued on Page 22)

•United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc. et al.

I 1948) 334 U. S. 131 at pp. 163, 164).
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Many exhibitors were of the opinion that

the competitive bidding practice can be and

is being used as a "clock to conceal favor-

itism and discrimination in the licensing of

motion pictures." Their opinion is based

upon the secrecy in which bids are generally

enveloped, sometimes even after the award

has been made. They contend there is no

assurance that the distributor will accept any

of the bids submitted. According to his "re-

served right," he may reject them all and

then invite new bids. This set, too, may not

be satisfactory to the distributor, in which

case, he may initiate "competitive negotia-

tion." In this event, he will bargain the terms

of the licensing agreement with several of

the highest bidders until an agreement is

reached.

Because competitive bidding involves the

determination of zones in which exhibitors

are held to be competitive, the committee

heard many complaints about the manner in

which zones are set up. These zones, which

are intended to include all theaters in sub-

stantial competition with each other, are in-

variably determined unilaterally by the dis-

tributors concerned. Accordingly, it is

understandable why Mr. Isadore Berman, a

California theater owner, complained:

The system of zoning as set down by the dis-

tributors has been gerrymandered around so that

the only purpose, as I see it, is to help them get

increased film rentals.

Since each distributor may independently

determine his own zoning system, an exhibi-

tor may conceivably be in as many different

zones as there are distributors. Mr. Albeit

Hanson stated in regard to this practice:

Now. today, we are confronted with this: One

distributor says theater A and theater B are com-

petitive. Another distributor says they are not

competitive. Well, the theaters don't move, so if

they are competitive with one exchange, they

should be competitive with all of them.

As the consent judgments enjoin the

granting of clearance between theaters not

in substantial competition, it seems clear that

the distributor proceeds to set up zones at

his peril. Considering the multiplicity of

zonal patterns and the frequency with which

they are changed, it is readily inferrable that

violations do sometimes occur. Moreover, in

the frequent shifting of availabilities which

accompany such zone revisions, there is also

great danger that an unreasonable clearance

may be granted a particular theater.

The distributors point out that competitive

bidding is necessary to resolve a dispute be-

tween two exhibitors, both claiming a par-

ticular picture on the same run. The bid

procedure, it is argued, precludes a complaint

by the loser that he has been unfairly dis-

criminated against. One exhibitor, Mr. H. V.

Harvey, of San Francisco, Calif., conceded

that the practice is "beneficial to some ex-

hibitors, to enable them to get product they

would not otherwise have had."

Distributors also testified that bid infor-

mation is kept secret because some bidders

demand it. In cases where bidders consent

to disclosure of their bids, the distributors

will arrange a conference to show the bids.

Other distributors stated that they permitted

exhibitors to "split their product." The ex-

hibitors "split a product" by alternately

showing the distributors' pictures.

The position of the Antitrust Division with

respect to competitive bidding was set forth

by Mr. Stanley N. Barnes, Assistant At-

torney General in charge of the Antitrust Di-

vision, who stated:

We wish to stress that the Department has never

been enthusiastic about competitive bidding and,

as 1 have stated, we have opposed compulsory

competitive bidding in the courts.

Thus the Division has opposed compulsory

competitive bidding in the past.

Mr. Alfred R. Taylor, Los Angeles branch

manager of the Paramount Co., testified:

Since the new plan has been in effect, which I

outlined this morning, which started on July 9,

1952. we started that bidding system ourselves.

Prior to that time, before we initiated the plan to

keep ourselves out of trouble, we never started bid-

ding unless one or the other of the exhibitors in

a particular area asked for an early availability

and have been following another theater, so we

commenced competitive bidding.

Mr. Taylor subsequently explained that

only in the metropolitan Los Angeles area

has Paramount initiated a competitive bid-

ding system.

In view of the past position of the Anti-

trust Division in opposing compulsory bid-

ding, it seems that the Division should inves-

tigate the system in effect in Los Angeles

which was imposed contrary to the wishes of

many affected exhibitors.

INDUSTRY ARBITRATION
Of great interest to your committee was

the testimony which it received on the status

of an industry arbitration system. As charges

and countercharges between exhibitors and

distributors multiplied during the course of

the hearings, the committee found it pro-

gressively difficult to understand why the

contesting parties had not some years ago

agreed to submit their lesser grievances to

arbitration.

Before the committee were representatives

of exhibitors and distributors in one of the

world's great industries, publicly demonstra-

ting an inability to reconcile even the slight-

est of their differences. From their testi-

mony it was evident that many of the issues

which they controverted were not of recent

development but rather were "old dogs" that

had been in and out of court with them for

almost two decades.

Mr. Alfred Starr, president of the Theater

Owners of America, briefly recited the his-

tory of arbitration in the industry:

There have been several attempts in the past

to establish an industry system of arbitration . The

most successful one was that contained in the

decree in U. S. v. Paramount et al, in 1940. The

system was administered by the American Arbi-

tration Association, and the tribunal was available

to all exhibitors. The district court, in 1947, made

this comment (upon terminating the arbitration

system because of the unwillingness of some of the

parties to consent to its continuance)—the district

court said:

""* * * these tribunals (arbitration) have dealt

with trade disputes, particularly those as to clear-

ances and runs, with great efficiency."

The United States Supreme Court, on appeal

from the district court, confirmed that the district

court had no power to impose a system of arbi-

tration in the absence of consent of the parties.

Mr. Justice Frankfurter, however, dissented on

this point, and reaffirmed the value and the legal

force of an arbitration system. Except for the

consummation of arbitration matters that were

pending in November of 1947. and with the excep-

tion of a few scattered voluntary arbitrations, the

industry has been without machinery for arbi-

trating disputes down to this time.

To this may be added the statement of Mr.

Austin Keough, of Paramount:

The defendants who were parties to the consent

decree expressed to the court their willingness to

continue the arbitration system and even to ex-

pand and improve it, but the Government would

not agree.

In view of the fact that the consent judg-

ments entered by the trial court in the Para-

mount case on February 8, 1950, made pro-

vision for the setting up of an arbitration

system, it is significant to understand the

efforts toward an arbitration plan since that

time.

Although distributors' and exhibitors' rep-

resentatives met preliminarily during 1951,

the first important overture respecting arbi-

tration was made on March 20, 1953, when

Mr. Eric Johnston, president of the Motion

Picture Association, invited the respective

presidents of Allied States Association of

Motion Picture Exhibitors, Theater Owners

oi' America, Independent Theater Owners'

Association, Metropolitan Motion Picture

Theater Association, and Western Theatei

Owners, Inc., to confer with representative 4

of the distributors on an arbitration system

The invited delegates conferred for 3 day

beginning April 22, 1952.

The record indicates that film rentals wen

not to be considered. Mr. Keough testifiei

that—

Film rentals as an arbitrable subject was dis

cussed during these sessions. At the very outset

the distributors made clear their position that fUr>

rentals could not be arbitrated, and at the fi'><'

session on April 25 they stated that they had corn

(Continued on Page 23
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to the conclusion that arbitration of rentals would

not work out successfully.

Before adjournment, each participating or-

ganization approved a statement that read,

"Real progress toward an acceptable arbitra-

tion system has been made at the confer-

. ence." A committee composed of represent-

< atives of the exhibitor organizations and the

distributing companies was appointed to

draft a tentative arbitration plan. The first

important draft produced was the so-called

August 21 proposal. "In the course of study-

ing this draft," Mr. Keough explained,

"some of the distributors and their counsel

suggested certain changes in language and

substance." These "changes in language and

substance" were incorporated in what is

jknown as the October 17 draft.

Mr. H. V. Harvey, a California exhibitor,

isaid of this October 17 draft, which revised

jthe draft of August 21

:

When this original draft, which went to our

-ommittee was returned to our national committee

by the distributors' attorney, you couldn't recog-

tize your own child. I would like to call your

mention to the changes in this copy in red. I

vant to show you what can happen to a nice,

•weet document that everybody had agreed upon,

ncluding the distributors' general sales managers,

>age after page after page, and sometimes you

ould get back in the book with them and find it

tad complete new pages.

When we in the exhibition field got this back

mm the distributors' attorney, we were amazed;

>e were disappointed, because in this were con-

lined certain things that we don't like. It also

mined things we wanted.

Soon after the issuance of the October 17

raft, the Allied States Association of Motion
'icture Exhibitors broke off from negoti-

tions. However, the decision of Allied evi-

ently was not caused by the distributors'

nilateral action in refraining the August 21

raft, but rather, because it contained no pro-

sion for arbitrating film rentals. Mr. Starr,

esident of Theater Owners of America
ated:

ft would appear that the principal objection to

ntinuing these conferences came from Allied on

e issue of a flat refusal of distribution to con-

ler the arbitration of film rentals.

The committee is of the opinion that the

imary responsibility for the breakdown in

bitration negotiations must rest largely on
spokesman for the largest exhibitor organi-

tion. The distributors are not blameless,
icy acted improperly in permitting their

presentatives to draw up a draft which sub-

antially changed the provisions of one
iich a duly constituted committee had
/initiated. The position of the exhibitor

loups, particularly Allied, in insisting upon
d)itration of rental charges was not well

<<en. Such a procedure would necessarily
i olve the matter of "guaranteed profits."

It would oblige an arbitration board to make
a contract for the parties by determining one

of the essential contractual elements. Such

matters are not properly within the scope of

arbitration.

It would appear that the basis for at least

a simple arbitration system has evolved out

of the committee's hearings.

Mr. Taylor, of Paramount, said:

/ think that if the arbitration board could be

properly set up. that is. that there is proper repre-

sentation between the exhibitors and the distribu-

tors, and maybe they would need an attorney to.

guide them from a legal viewpoint, that they could

settle many, many of the individual complaints

that you have heard here today that don't pertain

to film rental, but pertain to zoning and clear-

ances. I think they could straighten those things

—9 out of 10 of them could be straightened out,

but those are not the important problems.

Mr. Zimmerman, of RKO Radio Pictures,

stated that his company was in favor of arbi-

tration and would agree to use such proce-

dures to resolve zoning and clearance dis-

putes.

Mr. Keough, of Paramount, favored an

arbitration system in principle, but with

certain reservations. For example, he believes

that arbitration could not be truly effective

unless the large exhibitors' organizations

supported the system.

Mr. Reagan, general sales manager of

Loews, Inc., declared:

We favor arbitration. Senator, and hoped that

we would have it, and still hope that we can

have it.

Provided that rentals were not included,

Mr. Charles Feldman, general sales manager

of Universal, was of the opinion that an arbi-

tration system would do much to settle many
issues arising between exhibitors and distrib-

utors.

Since most exhibitors also accept the prin-

ciple of arbitration, it is difficult to under-

stand why further efforts to devise an effec-

tive arbitration system should not be im-

mediately undertaken and successfully prose-

cuted.

ROLE OF
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

AND
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

It was the consensus of exhibitors that the

censent judgments in the Paramount case

were not being properly enforced. The com-
mittee therefore decided to invite representa-

tives of the Federal Trade Commission and

the Justice Department to present their views

on this particularly grave matter.

Headed by Chairman Edward F. Howrey,
the representatives of the Federal Trade

Commission appeared before the committee
on May 28, 1953. Chairman Howrey called

attention to section 6 (c) of the Federal

Trade Commission Organic Act which em-
powers the FTC to undertake an investiga-

tion of compliance with consent decrees.

Section 6 (c) of the Federal Trade Com-
mission shall have power:

(c ) Whenever a final decree has been entered

against any defendant corporation in any suit

brought by the United States to prevent and

restrain any violation of the antitrust acts, to

make investigation, upon its own initiative, of the

manner in which the decree has been or is being

carried out. and upon the application of the Attor-

ney General it shall be its duty to make such

investigation. It shall transmit to the Attorney

General a report embodying its findings and rec-

ommendations as a result of any such investiga-

tion, and the report shall be made public in the

discretion of the Commission.

In explanation of the purpose of these pro-

visions, Chairman Howrey stated:

Reading this provision in the light of its legis-

lative history, the conclusion seems almost un-

avoidable that the authority therein conferred is

one to be exercised when there is reason to believe

an antitrust decree is not being complied with by

the defendants.

Chairman Howrey then explained the

Commission's current policy on the matter:

In the exercise of its jurisdiction with respect to

practices and commodities concerning which other

Federal agencies also have functions, it is the

established policy of the Commission to cooperate

with such agencies to avoid unnecessary over-

lapping or possible conflict of effort.

The consequences of this policy have been:

In no instances since the enactment of the

Federal Trade Commission Act has the Commis-

sion made an investigation entirely upon its own

initiative as to the manner in which a decree

entered in an antitrust matter has been or is being

carried out.

Chairman Howrey continued:

And if I may stop there and interpolate again,

historically we have never exercised this right to

investigate motion-picture decrees on our own

initiative. We have always waited until we have

been requested to do so by the Attorney General.

Such requests by the Attorney General

have not been frequent, according to Chair-

man Howrey:

In a few instances the Attorney General, pur-

suant to the provisions of section 6 (c), has re-

quested the Commission to make investigations as

to the manner in which decrees entered in anti-

tiu^t matters were being carried out. The Com-

mission is now engaged, at the request of the

Attorney General, in conducting an extensive in-

vestigation of the manner in which decrees ob-

tained by the Department of Justice in the optical

field have been and arc being carried out.

(Continued on Page 26)
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uMPION with a
T FROM RKO!

...WITH A GREAT CAST OF PLAYERS, AND IN

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR, THIS SENSATIONAL RKO

|

3-D FILM IS BEING BOOKED BY BIG KEY THEATRES

ALL OVER THE NATION. BACKED BY THE HIGHEST

EXHIBITOR PRAISE, DEVIL'S CANYON' IS CERTAIN

TO ESTABLISH THE SAME SPECTACULAR

GROSSES AS SECOND CHANCE', THAT NO. 1

BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION.

& Here are just a few of the situations where f
'DEVIL'S CANYON' will open soon: 4

CITY THEATRE CITY THEATRE CITY THEATRE
NEW YORK Criterion DUBUQUE Orpheum SAN ANTONIO Majestic

SAN FRANCISCO Golden Gate NEW ORLEANS Orpheum FT. WORTH Majestic

LOS ANGELES Pontages & Hillstreet WASHINGTON Keith AMARILLO, Tex. State

ST. PAUL Orpheum BUFFALO Century FRESNO, Cal. Warner

CLEVELAND Palace CHAMPAIGN, III. Orpheum DENVER Orpheum

PHILADELPHIA Stanley GRAND RAPIDS Keith DES MOINES Orpheum

AUSTIN, Tex. State BIRMINGHAM Melba ROCHESTER Palace

PITTSBURGH Stanley COLUMBUS Palace WATERLOO Orpheum

OMAHA Brandeii PROVIDENCE Albee ATLANTA Paramount

DALLAS Majestic JACKSONVILLE St. Johns DAYTON Keith

CINCINNATI Albee KANSAS CITY Missouri OKLAHOMA CITY Center

MILWAUKEE Warner MINNEAPOLIS Orpheum MONTREAL Prince

INDIANAPOLIS Indiana SYRACUSE Keith BOSTON Keith

CEDAR RAPIDS Iowa EL PASO Plaia LOWELL, Matt. Keith
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In explanation of the FTC policy regard-

ing the use of section 6 (c) in connection

with the consent judgments, Chairman How-
rey said:

Sound reasons appear to exist for the Commis-

sion s not having initiated such investigations.

The decrees involved are decrees which have been

obtained by the Department of Justice, and, if the

Attorney General has reason to believe that the

terms thereof are not being observed and desires

the Commission to make an investigation in re-

spect thereto, he may. under the specific authority

of the statute, request the Commission to make

such an investigation. Other reasons for not

undertaking compliance investigations of antitrust

decrees on the initiative of the Commission involve

having necessary funds available therfor and the

fact that the Commission has the sole and primary

responsibility for determining compliance with its

own orders to cease and desist, of which there

are now some 4,200.

Chairman Howrey further observed:

For the Commission to have undertaken an in-

vestigation of the decrees entered in United States

v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., and related cases,

would have presented certain additional practical

considerations. The subject matter of the litigation

is exceedingly complex. Through detailed investi-

gation of the industry and extended consideration

of its particular practices, personnel of the De-

partment have developed an understanding and

familiarity with the facts and records which would

take others a substantial time to acquire.

In summary, the position of the FTC ap-

pears to be that the Commission will not

make investigations of the degree of com-

pliance with consent decrees in the Para-

mount case unless it is requested to do so by

the Attorney General.

On July 10, 1953, Air. Stanley N. Barnes,

recently appointed Assistant Attorney Gen-

eral in charge of the Antitrust Division of

the Department of Justice, and three assis-

tants in his Division appeared before your

committee.

The number of exhibitors' complaints re-

ceived by the Justice Department has been

large, Mr. P.arnes testified.

We estimate that since January 1. 1949. there

have been about 1.000 of these matters come to

the Division.

Mr. Philip Marcus, an assistant to Mr.

Barnes, estimated that while he was in

charge of motion-picture activities, "about

one-third of the total correspondence of the

Antitrust Division comprised motion-picture

matters." During the period which Mr.

Marcus referred to, he was aided in his work

by one other attorney.

In discussing the great workload which

has resulted from exhibitors' complaints, Mr.

Marcus also said:

In my experience with the Division, there is no
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industry which had given rise to the number of

mutters brought to the attention of the Antitrust

Division, nothing comparable to that which the

motion-picture industry has. And the Division

does have the problem of determining how much

manpower to devote to motion-picture matters. To

do a proper job in motion-picture matters, a fairly

large staff would be necessary. Of course, that is

a determination that would have to be made by-

somebody else.

However, in response to the suggestion

that it might be desirable, in view of the Di-

vision's reduced staff, for the Attorney Gen-

eral to request that the FTC make an investi-

gation of compliance with the consent judg-

ments, Mr. Marcus replied:

/ never found, except when matters went to

court, that we were greatly hampered by having

an inadequate staff. The reason for that is that in

motion-picture matters, we created a relationship

with the exhibitors and with the distributors so

that much of it could be handled very expedi-

tiously and speedily, not only by a letter but by a

telephone call. 1 imagine that the telephone work

involved in motion-picture matters is fairly sizable

us far as the Antitrust Division is concerned. But

we could and have told the general counsel of

one of the companies to get something done

within a day. rather than in the normal antitrust

matter, where we just do it by correspondence

and wait until we get an answer.

In earlier testimony by Mr. Barnes, the

Division's greater familiarity with the tech-

nical aspects of motion-picture matters had

been adverted to:

/ might add * * * that probably the reason that

they have not referred any matters to the Federal

Trade Commission on this particular industry in

the past has been the fact that for some 15 years

we have been building up filing matter, and our

personnel feel that there might be some duplica-

tion of effort if we started new proceedings or

referred matters unknown to the Federal Trade

Commission to them at this time.

Mr. Barnes subsequently added:

My staff informs me that at the present time

we have no such matters that we have referred to

the Federal Trade Commission, and we believe

that we might (refer these motion picture to the

FTC) if we felt that such procedure was appro-

priate, but at this time we know of no such

procedures that would be appropriate.

Since exhibitors had complained vigorously

about the manner in which their complaints

were processed, the committee was particu-

larly interested in testimony on this phase.

Mr. Marcus explained:

* * * Usually our method was this: We would

get in touch with the distributors, by letter or by

phone or by personal conference, and we would

take up with them the particular complaint and

ask them to give their side, and then if we were

convinced that something should be done, we in-

sisted that be done.

Now, sometimes with respect to 1 complaint we

might have to have 4 or 5 conferences, dozens

letters, and sometimes we actually got the parti

together. We would get a distributor represent

tive down here to Washington and have the inc

pendent exhibitor come in and thresh the thi

out right then and there.

The Division's role as a mediator w
treated by Mr. Edwin Pewett, the head
the Judgments and Judgments Enforceme
Section

:

/ do not feel that it is our responsibility to set

disputes between them, but our responsibility is

enforce the judgments. Where a dispute invoh

a possible violation of the decree, then it is o

duty to study it and to take action if we feel tl

a violation is involved. But I do not think tl

in every situation where they might get into

dispute over clearance, for example, we could ei

expect to settle all of those disputes.

In a report which the Antitrust Divisi

submitted to the committee on June 17, 19.

12 cases were listed in which the Divisi

had taken court action. With two exceptioi

all were concerned with the divestiture pi

visions of the judgments. The exceptions i

volved treble-damage suits privately brouj;

by exhibitors.

There were other violations of the const 1

judgments in the Paramount case. The I

vision representatives filed a supplements

statement in which such violations were d

cussed. This statement declared that:

There have been situations where we have '.

that the conduct of one or more distributors i >

not in accord with the judgments entered in •

Paramount case. However, such situations h( .

in most instances, involved factual situations u i

respect to which something could be said for

distributor's position as well as for the exhibit s

position: and in most instances such conduct co I

not be categorized as intentional disregard of ?

provisions of the judgments.

The Division further explained why I

violation other than those pertaining to -

vestiture have been referred to the courts r

appropriate action:

In taking a matter to court, we always I e

to evaluate whether a court will agree with s

that a violation has occurred. We also hal t 0

evaluate whether the court would in any even, 0

more to adjust the situation than we can aci

plish without prolonged court action. We o

have to exercise some discretion in the numbe >\

matters which we bring before the court, s

the Division does not have an unlimited

which it can assign to motion-picture work,

is especially so in view of the Divisions on

responsibility to enforce the antitrust laws gt '

ally throughout the economy. We also hai

exercise such discretion because the court!

peatedly ask us not to clutter up their calen

with enforcement proceedings; and this atti

is particularly true in the southern district of

York, where the calendar is far behind am

(Continued on Page.)
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necessity, many antitrust suits must be filed there,

or are transferred upon demand <>j the defendants

(as in a recent oil-cartel case).

The statement then continues with a re-

view of the cases in which disputes between

exhibitors and distributors have been effec-

tively compromised through the intercession

of the Division.

In an appraisal of the Division's efforts on

behalf of independent motion-picture exhibi-

tors, the statement declares:

In the instances referred to we secured relief

for the exhibitors concerned fully as effective as

that which could hare been secured after pro-

tracted litigation, much more expeditiously and

with considerable financial saving to the Govern-

ment.

These are the reasons submitted by the Di-

vision for not instituting proceedings where

there were alleged violations of the consent

judgments in the Paramount case.

It also appears that certain members of the

Division staff assigned to motion-picture

matters feel that the problems of the inde-

pendent motion-picture exhibitors are not

related to the lack of firm enforcement

actions. Mr. Marcus observed:

/ would say also, givng my own opinion, that I

think that essentially the dissatisfaction stems

from general economic conditions, such as the

advent of television, and matters of that sort. But

they are not in a position to do anything with

respect to that. So they are inclined to complain

to us.

The committee does not agree with this

position. The exhibitors have complained

that the judgments are being violated and, if

in fact they are, it is difficult to understand

how television enters into the merits of those

allegations.

The committee was also concerned that by

the terms of the consent judgments only the

parties thereto, namely the Government or

the defendants, may petition the court to

amend the judgments. Independent exhibi-

tors who were not parties to the major liti-

gation have no voice in any court action to

amend the decrees. Their only other re-

course, as Mr. Marcus explained, would be

to request the Justice Department

—

to enforce the decree against the distributors when
they think that they are hurt by the distributors

i not complying with (it) * * *

i
Accordingly, this responsibility of the Anti-

i
trust Division to safeguard the interests of

the exhibitors must be discharged scrupu-
lously. The Division ought never to lose

sight of the fact that it is essentially a prose-

cuting arm of the Federal Government, and
in those cases where a violation of a decree

| is reasonably apparent and good cause exists

for legal action it has a duty to perform its

primary functions.

CONCLUSIONS

Independent motion-picture exhibitors op-

erate considerably more than half of all the

theaters in the United States. They bring in

the great bulk of the domestic revenues of

the motion-picture industry. Their vitality

and prosperity is the key to the welfare of

the entire industry. It is aparent from the

record that the independent exhibitors have

many grievances against the distributors.

The major question before the committee

was how best to meet these grievances in

order to stem the tide of failures among in-

dependents and to bring better order to the

industry.

On the basis of the entire record two
courses suggest themselves as the best means
for achieving these objectives. The first is a

voluntary system of arbitration within the

motion-picture industry. The second is a

more forceful and more vigilant policy on the

part of the Antitrust Division of the Depart-

ment of Justice in assuring compliance with

the decrees resulting from the extensive liti-

gation against the major motion-picture

ocmpanies.

Arbitration is not a panacea but it would

provide an inexpensive and expeditious

means for settling many of the exhibitors'

complaints relating to trade practices in the

distribution of motion-picture film. Such

matters as clearances and runs, prereleases

and competitive bidding would lend them-

selves readily to arbitration. The record in-

dicates that these constitute the great bulk of

the complaints registered by the exhibitors.

The so-called August 17 draft of the indus-

trywide arbitration plan, which was under

study in 1952, impresses the committee as

being a sound starting point for resumption

of negotiations on arbitration. The fact that

the best minds of all the major segments of

the industry could agree on such a document
gives hope of eventual acceptance of such a

plan.

The committee regards as unfortunate the

course of action taken by a spokesman for

the largest exhibitor organization in sum-
marily breaking off arbitration negotiations

shortly after the October 21 arbitration draft

was submitted for exhibitor consideration.

His contention that no arbitration plan would

be acceptable in the absence of an agreement

to also arbitrate film rentals, after all parties

had agreed during the August conferences

that a film rental provision was unworkable,

is arbitrary and unrealistic, in light of all the

facts on the record. The subsequent rejection

was "an astounding performance" in the

opinion of the other negotiators and obvious-

ly raised in their minds a question of whether
there had been good faith in the first

instance.

The committee is equally critical of the

distributors' representatives in unilaterally

proceeding to incorporate changes of sub-

stance into the provisions of the August 21

arbitration draft. They should have reason-

ably anticipated that such action would
gravely affect the notable progress which had
been made toward an effective arbitration

system.

This committee does not believe that film

rentals should be the subject of arbitration.

The distributor of a motion picture is entitled

to receive the best possible price for his pro-

duct and the exhibitor cannot dictate the

price he will pay. It is evident that exhibitors

would never agree to make whole a producer
or distributor who lost money on a picture.

Conversely, neither should a distributor be

required to insure a profit to every exhibitor.

The law of supply and demand should

govern to the maximum possible extent con-

sistent with the antitrust laws.

It is clear to the members of the com-
mittee, however, that the overwhelming ma-
jority of the Nation's exhibitors would wel-

come the adoption of any arbitration plan as

an important step forward. To the extent

that it would cover issues other than film

rentals it would provide a means of equitably

settling a major share of the differences

which beset the industry. The record shows
that the action of a spokesman of one of the

large exhibitor organizations, whether inten-

tional or not, in closing the door on arbitra-

tion, constituted an imprudent sacrifice of the

best interests of his members and all exhibi-

tors.

It is the considered judgment of the com-
mittee that an arbitration system can and
should be speedily brought into being. The
industry, both exhibitors and distributors,

have able leaders whose record of perfor-

mance in the past augurs well for the future.

The prosperity of this great industry rests

upon their willingness to sit down together

and work out their problems in good faith

and with prudence and common sense. The
committee sincerely hopes and strongly

recommends that responsible representatives

of exhibitor organizations will take the initi-

ative in promptly reopening arbitration ne-

gotiations.

The record of the committee's hearings on
the problem of independent motion-picture

exhibitors is replete with complaints aimed
directly at the Antitrust Division of the De-
partment of Justice. It is quite clear that the

performance of the Division has left much
to be desired. After winning one of the great-

est victories in the history of antitrust liti-

gation the Department of Justice appears to

have been resting on its laurels in the last

few years. Several exhibitor witnesses testi-

fied that when they took their problems to

the Antitrust Division they received little

consideration. In some instances they testi-

fied their complaints were never acknowl-

edged.

(Continued on Page 28)
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In other instances they received assurances

of action but they alleged the action was

never accomplished.

Spokesmen for the Department of Justice

who appeared before the committee admitted

tacitly that they are ill-equipped to discharge

their responsibilities under the court decrees.

They alluded to the heavy volume of com-

plaints from exhibitors and at the same time

admitted that they were understaffed.

The committee believes that serious study

should be given to the complaint of the Anti-

trust Division, that it lacks adequate per-

sonnel to handle the problems before it. We
are of the opinion that this matter should

have the attention of the appropriate appro-

priations committees of the Congress. How-
ever, the committee feels that the develop-

ment of a satisfactory arbitration plan would

relieve considerably the burden of the Anti-

trust Division.

A careful review of reports received from

the Antitrust Division makes it appear that

personnel of that office attempt to discharge

many of their responsibilities by the easiest

available means, frequently by correspond-

ence and conferences with distributors com-

plained against. The difficulty with this ap-

proach is that the Division may accept what-

ever concessions the distributors will make
but is reluctant to pursue a complaint on its

merits. The result is that the exhibitor gets

only that relief which the distributor is will-

ing to grant and must enter into private liti-

gation if he is not satisfied.

The Antitrust Division might well give

more careful consideration to exhibitor com-
plaints and should be more alert in enforcing

the decrees and the antitrust laws. This is

not to suggest that the Division should file

an antitrust action every time an exhibitor

complains. Litigation in and of itself is no
sure for the ills that plague the motion-pic-

ture industry. The committee does feel, how-
ever, that the adoption of a more vigilant

policy by the Antitrust Division wotdd re-

store the confidence of many exhibitors in

that office and would consequently result in

fewer private suits in the motion-picture in-

dustry.

There is still another factor which weighs

heavily on the motion-picture industry and

contributes to its difficulties. This is the

burden of the Federal 20-percent tax on the-

ater admissions. Exhibitor witnesses testified

that in their opinion the most important

single immediate step that could be taken to

aid them would be the remission of this oner-

ous burden. The committee noted with satis-

faction during the course of its investigation

that the problem was receiving the consider-

ation of the Congress and that prior to the

submission of this report the two Houses

had passed legislation designed to eliminate

this special excise tax. The committee be-

lieves that this is a prudent and necessary
step to aid a distressed industry.

The business of producing, distributing

and exhibiting motion pictures is an extreme
ly complex operation. The motion-picture

industry's problems are as complex as its or-

ganization. They do not lend themselves tc

easy solution. The committee was impressec

by the fact that virtually every problem tha.)

came to its attention during its extensiv

hearings disclosed merit on both sides

ha

ivi

It is apparent to the committee that arbii

tration and the Antitrust Division can leai

the way out of many of the difficulties con

fronting independent motion-picture exhibi

tors today. The committee has no power t

impose an arbitration system upon the indus

try. It can only hope that the spirit of r<

sponsibility and urgency which motivate

prudent industry representatives to undei

take negotiations on arbitration in 1952 wi

again move the same parties to the same ste

in 1953. With respect to the Antitrust Div

sion, the committee has high hopes that tl

new leadership in that office will bring to

a fresh approach to problems relating to tl

motion-picture industry. That office bea

heavy responsibilities. Only the most metic

lous attention to its trust will suffice in tl

discharge of these responsibilities.

SHOWMEN . . . What Arc You IPoing?

Send us your advertising, publicity and exploitation

campaigns — with photos — for inclusion in our

EXPLOITATION & MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT
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Fox Multiple-Track Sound

The recent demonstration of 20th Century-

Fox's four-track, single-film magnetic sound

system revealed a technological advancement

that should enhance the exciting promise of

CinemaScope. While the sound effects pro-

duced were impressive, the system presents

other angles to lighten the economic burden

on exhibitors.

The need for separate reproducers is elimi-

nated, thereby cutting initial costs consider-

ably. Four sound tracks have been put on

one film by narrowing the sprocket holes.

This, of course, solves the problem of syn-

chronization. Only practical and economical

projector modifications are required, which

will not interfer with standard projection

after the changes are made.

Biggest item is the magnetic soundhead,

which RCA is understood to have priced at

around $2500 a pair. It is a new "button-on"

type soundhead which can be adapted to any

projector without interfering with showings

of standard film.

Earlier in the week, Spyros P. Skouras re-

leased the welcome announcement that ap-

proximately $1,000 had been lopped off the

price of anamorphic projection lenses. Price

per pair for the large lenses are $1900 and

$1800 per pair for the smaller lenses, retro-

active to all orders already received. The

original price was $2875 per pair, regardless

of size.

Skouras said the price of $3 per square

foot for the Miracle Mirror Screen was not

changed, but tests are being made on the

Magniglow Astrolite Screen which may

result in lowering costs.

Ballantyne Pack Shown

The Ballantyne Company demonstrated its

all-system theatre equipment package before

100 engineers and dealers in Omaha, unveil-

ing a revolutionary new three or four track

magnetic reproducer. Edward J. Nelson,

Ballantyne engineer, revealed that theatres

equipped with this 4-Runner soundhead will

be able to pick up all sound tracks no matter

where the producing companies finally decide

to put them on the film. He explained that

the 4-Runner is removable from the magnetic

reproducer rack and will button on above

the projector for CinemaScope reproduction

and will also mount below the projector in

the normal soundhead position for four-track

magnetic sound.

Ballantyne topper J. Robert Hoff said,

"The 4-Runner will be standard stereophonic

equipment in the Ballantyne all-system pack-

age which has been designed to enable any
theatre to show any 3-D, wide screen and

stereophonic pictures." Average cost of tin-

package is $6,000.

Also demonstrated were: (1) the com-
pany's new lenses, which are manufactured
by General Scientific Corp.; (2) various as-

peci ratios, using aperaturc plates, and (3)

the new seamless screen which i,s manu-
lactured by a special non-oxodizing process,
using aluminum and plastic.

RCA-Polaroid Spec Deal

The Polaroid Corp. lias inked a deal with

RCA to distribute Polaroid 3D glasses. In a

joint statement issued by Jackson Turner,

sales manager for Polaroid, and Jack O'Brien,

RCA theatre equipment sales manager, it

was announced that RCA dealers through-

out the nation will stock the viewers. Turner

said that inventories will be maintained so

that "in an emergency an adequate supply

will be within 24-hour truck shipment of

every exhibitor in the country." Regular

orders will still be handled direct from

Polaroid.

The RCA-Polaroid tie-up will also kick-off

a joint campaign to boost 3D to the public.

In addition to ad and merchandising pro-

motions, the companies will supply exhibitors

with point-of-sale material.

Stereosound in B. O. Hypos

Theatremen are making good use of their

stereosound installations in promotional cam-

paigns, according to L. D. Netter, Jr., Altec

general sales manager. Citing several exhibi-

tor exploitation pushes, Netter mentioned a

campaign by the Wilder circuit, of Virginia,

where lobby displays and newspaper space

were used to herald the Altec installation at

the Commodore, Wilder's Portsmouth house.

The lobby display showed actual Voice of

the Theatre stage speakers, together with

other units of the stereosound system. At-

traction frames explained the system, stress-

ing the new listening experience in store for

Commodore patrons through the use of 16

auditorium speakers.

Fox-RCA CScope Clinic

Aiming at better service for exhibitors

who are planning wide-screen and stereo-

phonic installations, RCA and 20th Century-

Fox executives held a special clinic on Cine-

maScope at RCA Exhibition Hall in NYC.
Under the guidance of fox's Spyros I'.

Skouras and RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom,

RCA theatre equipment dealer were familiar-

ized with the background and plans for Cine-

maScope. Al Lichtman and Fox research

chief Earl Sponable also addressed the meet-

ing.

In addition to attending a demonstration

and explanation of CinemaScope, the dealers

were checked out on equipment necessary

for CS installations. Displays included the

stereoscope sound system, featuring the

new four-track magnetic sound head, and a

new wide arc projector lamp.

Barton Kriezer, manager of RCA's theatre

and industrial products division announced
following the meeting that, "RCA is work-
ing closely with 20th Century-Fox, as well

as other major companies, to meet equip-

ment needs for new wide-screen projection

systems and new wide-range sound systems."

Pola-Lite Revamps Staff

The Pola-Lite Company, manufacturer of

3D glasses, has revamped its executive setup.

Matthew Fox, veteran film executive is

chairman of the board, S. G. Fassoulis, ex-

port-import exec, is president and Al O'Keefe,

former national sales chief for Universal, is

the new sales topper.

Pola-Lite also tied-up a long-term distri-

bution agreement with National Film Service,

through James P. Clark, president, and

Chester Ross, vice-president. The viewers

will be handled by 33 NFS exchanges in the

nation's key cities.

Pola-Lite announced that with the com-
pletion of its fifth plant, production capacity-

will soon reach seven million glasses per

week. In a joint statement, Fox and Fas-

soulis said,' "We have shifted our entire pro-

duction output to a new type of all-plastic

3D glass, with malleable, adjustable plastic

ear-pieces, with a higher degree and perfec-

tion of polarization than ever before de-

veloped."

3D Drive-In Screen Woes
In TOA's August 14th Progress Report,

drive-in committee chairman Jack Braunagel

listed 3D troubles encountered by open-

airers. According to Braunagel, number one

bug-a-boo is silver screen paint. He reports

that (1) if not applied to seamless surfaces,

outlines of every seam appears; (2) four

drive-ins had to repaint silver screens white

because they could not present 2D properly;

(3) many silver paints tend to darken or

cloud up after they have weathered awhile.

On the same subject, Al Floersheimer, ad

chief of Walter Reade Theatres had this to

say: "Regardless of what material your

screen is constructed of, it should be sanded

down to as smooth a surface as possible. All

seams should be calked ... A prime coat,

using a regular primer should be used, and

then a good quality, alummized paint should

be sprayed on the surface not brushed. \t

least two coats are required and sometimes

a third is necessary to eliminate all previous

marks and streaks."
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

GET OUT THE GOOD ONES
Allied States Ass'n

It is a fervent hope that distribution with

the realization of the critical economic con-

ditions of thousands of small theatres will

moderate their demands and allow these the-

atres to play the better product on equitable

terms. Confiscation through contract can

only last a short period before the theatre

must fold. Give the small man a chance to

make some money if the grosses are there.

Stop worrying about "policy". Start think-

ing like business men. Stop trying to fit the

theatre into the mold but rather mold the

sales to the theatre. Get an equitable share

of the gross from the exhibitor and he will

be around to buy the next picture. As thea-

tres close from the effect of the tax, your

customers grow fewer. What has to happen

to make you understand that a lost cus-

tomer can't be replaced? We want good pic-

tures. We want good grosses. We want pro-

duction and distribution to flourish but let

exhibition flourish with you. Some com-

panies can't sell a good picture; some com-

panies can't sell a bad picture and some
companies can't sell either kind. You can't

get revenue from a print that is on the shelf

when it should be working. No one has a

corner on genius or stupidity. Give the

exhibitor a little credit for knowing how to

run his theatre. How would like it if on

every picture, some exhibitor went to Holly-

wood and told them to shoot over certain

scenes, or another exhibitor tried to tell an

executive what he should be paying his sec-

retary. That's what you do when you attempt

to move in on the operation of a theatre. The
day of killing off a picture is over. Most
exhibitors wish to get the most out of every

picture. Give the exhibitor the right to ne-

gotiate and the sales representative more
authority.

W-S & STEREOSOUND
ITO of Ohio

One of our directors Horace Shock, has in-

stalled a wide screen in the Gloria Drive-In

in Lima. It measures 71 feet by 39. He re-

ports that even in the front rows, the whole

picture can be seen through a windshield and

that the picture actually appears brighter

from the rear ramps. There is only a very

slight curve and boats do not go uphill.

Demands by the Operators union for ad-

ditional men in the booth for Stereophonic

Sound have prompted first runs in Cleveland

to tell the union that they would not install

Stereophonic Sound if the unions persisted.

This is good news because it shows that

there is a stopping point somewhere and even

the circuit theatres can say "No" when the

occasion arises. In the long run, this is going

to help every exhibitor who has to deal with

a union.

In any event, Stereophonic Sound seems

to have little value for any theatre of less

than 8(M) seats. And even then, it depends on
the shape and construction of the house. Of
course, for drive-ins, there is no solution to

this problem at the moment.
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DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP
Allied ITO of la., Nebr.

In S months at the latest this same friendly-

to-us Congress will be back in session. The
Fall and Winter months ought to be a little

better for us. Some better pictures are al-

ready in sight. I talked to Hen. Hichey in

New York just now; he said Charlie Reagan

had just returned from their Hollywood

studio where he had seen 10 forthcoming

MGM pictures; said MGM has dropped the

little programmers, and that these 10 are all

A pictures for preferred time. We hope this

proves true and thai the old MGM is back.

Paramount's "Shane" and Fox's "Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes" are doing very fine business

according to all reports. Hollywood is evi-

dently waking up to the fact that whatever

process, good and better pictures are a must!

Wide-Screen can be installed in your theatre

for the cost of lenses and aperture plates

—

you can build the screen yourself at low cost,

and also perhaps assemble the proper focal

length lenses with the help of your camera

expert, jeweler or optician; it's been done.

We cannot recommend polaroid 3-D; reports

continue to flow in of its failure after 2 or 3

pictures, due no doubt to the low quality pic-

tures, the eye-strain and public dissatisfac-

tion with the goggles, and, the outlandish

terms demanded for these- cheap little

crapper pictures.

Wide-screen adds much to present pic-

tures, especially good color outdoor, pano-

ramic and musical types. (Unless your house

is 1000-1500 or more seats you neither need

nor will find desirable Stereophonic Sound.

I haven't heard SS but I'm told it is lousy

even in a big house.) With the proper pub-

licity build-up in advance and installation of

wide-screen as outlined in Paramount's "The
New Aspect In Motion Picture Presentation"

in whatever ratio best fits your theatre; some
cleaning up and painting to give your theatre

a "new look" much of which can be done by
you at little or no cost while closed a few
days for the effect if nothing else; and care-

ful booking of pictures to open with and to

follow for several weeks at least; these can

give your boxoffice results a "new look" too,

and help get you back into the profit column.

And the whole operation will cost you less,

and hold forth more promise than many
other things you could do—for example, start

up in some other business. Leo Heaton has

installed wide screen in Central City, Iowa;
reports results "wonderful!"

You've come this far, don't give up the

ship now! Fight for your film at fair prices

and flat rentals that will let you live, too!

The President noted, as he vetoed H. R. 157

that "there is distress in large, but not all

segments of the movie industry"! Fight and
work—gimmicks, stunts, showmanship! And
hang ' m

!

RAISING PRICES
ITO of Ohio

To bolster our argument that we neede<
this tax to pay our rising costs, it make
good sense now to raise prices by th

amount of the tax.

There is no reason why you should not ru:

a trailer explaining that the President vetoc
the Mason Bill which would have repeals
the tax and that you as well as counties

other theatres would, in that case, have lef

your prices alone. But since the Presiden
did not see fit to grant this relief, you ar<

forced to raise your prices by the amount c

the tax.

First run theatres in many cities are goin

to raise prices. It has been proved that tr

public will come to see certain pictures the

want to see regardless of the price; othet

they won't go to see even if you gave thei

away. This does not mean that we advoca
allowing the distributors to tell theaatres th:

they must charge certain prices for certa

pictures. We believe that the exhibitor is tl

one to decide that and that it is good polk

for the exhibitor to consistently charge tl

same price for every attraction. The reacti(

of the public to constantly shifting prices

not good; if you raise your price and stick

it consistently, your argument is better at

your patrons will not resent it so much.

* * *

Allied ITO of la., Nebr.

Let's consider our present admission pric

One of the big arguments used against i,

and in press, radio and TV, on HR 157 w

that "the tax will not be passed on to t

public", that we "would pocket the mone;

It therefore looks to me that any tax redt

tion we may get from the next Congress v

have to be passed on in part or whole to t

public in reduced admission prices, and

might as well plan on that.

Now let it be clear that Allied is not p

posing any collusory action—but—let's ;

a few questions: How are your admiss i

prices? Aren't your kid admission pri •

ridiculously low? Don't you feel you :

"baby-sat-'em-for-a-dime" about long enoi t

for parents who never come near you exc t

to deliver and pick up their brats, meanti

staying home TVing or "producing", or t

the club beering up? If this is true, di t

you think that right now—say, on Sept. Is
-

while the tax veto is still news, or yoi e

planning Wide Screen soon, would be a g|d

time to hike the little darlings? Isn't it t e

that the schools—tax-free—charge 25c, '.

50c for kids to games, etc.? And of con 1
,

we are not suggesting how much you she d

raise them, or the adults, if any. There 1
1

been suggestions — 25c; 25c except \|n

parents, then free; 15c, 20c, etc. But thi*e

do know—Werner Grossman in Nevja.

Iowa raised his kid admission to 20c fro •'<

dime, had no kicks, said the number of i'l

admissions actually went up! Said he 1

could kick myself; I should have raised t

to 25c". It's your community, your thme

and your problem; you'll have to decide.
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Mutual Plugs "Jury"

The entire 560-station chain of Mutual

Broadcasting System will be involved in a

series of coast-to-coast promotions for

United Artists' "I, the Jury," 3D film version

of the Mickey Spillane novel. Keyed to the

slogan, "Relax With a Good Mystery,"

Mutual has nan?/. 3 the Parklane production

as its Movie Mystery of the Month and will

spearhead the promotion over its "Mickey

Spillanei—Mystery" show over the network.

And anyone who might get the idea that this

is small-time stuff, among the sponsors in-

volved are the R. J. (Camels) Reynolds To-

bacco Company and Lever Brothers. The

MBS campaign will coincide locally with

openings of the film in a schedule laid down

to encompass exhibitors and local radio sta-

tions of the network.

"So This Is Love" Bow

Warners' debut of "So This Is Love" at

the Normandie, following the world bow in

Knoxville, mixed glamour with down-to-

earth selling. The festivities began at noon

with the indefatigable Walter Abel giving

away 50 RCA record albums from the sound

track to the first 50 ladies to buy tickets. The
evening performance brought the notables of

the entertainment world in sight and sound,

with Martin Starr of WINS interviewing the

celebrities from the lounge of the Normandie
for a rebroadcast the following evening. One
of the outstanding jobs of the campaign has

been the p.a.'ing of the personable Merv
Griffin. The rising young singing star, on a

cross country appearance tour, has garnered

reams of newspaper publicity and scored

solidly on the air with his ingratiating

manner, as well as causing young bosoms to

heave in his theatrical stints.

Police Bally

Just to prove that the impossible can be
done, exhibitor Ed Crouch went to his

Needles, Calif., police force with his heart in

his mouth and the strange request that the

department help publicize a movie. The
happy ending: for a full week in advance and
throughout the run, a police prowl car rode
through town emblazoned with signs urging
the populace to attend the theatre. Obvious-
ly, such a daring showmanship gimmick
could be used only in specialized cases. The
film was Universal's "Girls in the Night," a

story of juvenile delinquency and the police

cooperated wholeheartedly. But there are
many other fields where supposedly "impos-
sible" tie-ups can be arranged if the film

benefits the industry or agency involved. The
alert showman looks for them, and wh en he
finds them, makes the pitch. The worst that
could happen is "no".

Viewpoints

Don't Sell Radio Short

The step-up of radio and TV exploitation of

films, among the latest of which was UA ad-

publicity head Francis Winikus' announcement of

the nationwide series of promotions on Mutual's

560 radio stations on behalf of "I, the Jury,"

gives rise to some forgot* •> bulwarks of the ad-

vertising profession.

Realization of the value of radio advertising is

too often lost in the television age. While it

would be foolhardy to take anything away from

TV's sight-and-sound-selling effectiveness, thr

benefits of radio merchandising are as valid

today as they were before video.

Familiarity is one of the requisites for long-

range merchandising. It often makes the dif-

ference between a family's attending a movie or

not on a "free" night, i.e., when other sources of

entertainment are at an ebb, and the urge to

"go out to a movie" asserts itself. Suppose, for

instance, that Mrs. Doe, surfeited with TV, rest-

less to get out of the house, suggests going to

a movie. They check the newspaper to see what's

playing. A title strikes a responsive chord and

their selection is made. Without realizing it,

Mrs. Doe was sold on the picture while she was

about her household chores by a disembodied

voice creating a want-to-see—the radio. No
matter where she was in the house, the voice

followed her relentlessly and made its impres-

sion, conscious or not.

It is one of the oldest tenets of the advertis-

ing trades that repetition, even ad nauseum, will

promote sales. Radio's captive audience, brutal

as the term may sound, is the perfect example of

selling by repetition and by association.

24 Spots for "Scoutmaster"

No less than two dozen TV trailers and

radio spots have been prepared by 20th

Century-Fox for its national saturation cam-

paign on the Clifton Webb starrer, "Mister

Scoutmaster." Over 100 video and radio sta-

tions blanketed the country on an around-

the-clock basis to herald the openings in

more than 700 situations late this month. The

announcements line-up consists of eight one-

minute and four 20-second TV trailers, and a

like number of 60-second and 20-second air

transcriptions. All provide time for inclusion

of playdate credits in cities as far as 50 miles

from the individual stations.

"War of Worlds" Blankets U. S.

Paramount is aiming to blanket the

country with radio and TV promotion for

"War of the Worlds." The campaign, worked

out by the Paramount staff under Jerry Pick-

man, in collaboration with Terry Turner and

Don Thompson of General Teleradio, Inc.,

had its kickoff during the first three weeks

in August over more than 30 independent

stations and two networks in 30 of the

largest cities in New England and the Middle

Atlantic states. The campaign package has

10 one-minute spots and six 20-second spots.

Programming is being tied in with the 85

openings in those areas.

The company has also set up a tie-up with

Archer Plastics to supply theatres and retail

outlets in 340 cities and 25,000 37-piece sets

a week of toy Martian soldiers and fighting

paraphernalia. Archer is arranging for street

window displays of the impressive package

in over 10,000 store windows. Sets are being

(Continued on Page 32)

The Orpheum in San Francisco hitched a team to this old stage coach to drum up street ballyhoo for

Columbia's Randolph Scott 3D film, "The Stranger ff ore a Gun."
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(Continued from Page .11)

offered to theatres for either selling to

patrons or for use as giveaways. One of the

features of the set is its special boxing, so

arranged that a pop-up display shows an

action scene from the picture; the box itself

can be cut out to set up as a four-foot long

scene depicting the catastrophic invasion of

the Earth by the Martians.

A pair of models and a man, all dressed as

Martians, "invaded" Times Square for the

Mayfair opening, handing out envelopes con-

taining the plastic figures and numbered
slips of paper. If the number corresponded

to that on a lobby board at the theatre, a

pair of passes and the complete set were
handed out to the holder.

Blind "See" CinemaScope

So you thought CinemaScope was a thrill-

ing experience. Listen to these comments
from members of the Associated Blind: (the

duel scene "actually caused chills to run up
my spine" . . . "you almost felt yourself being

lifted up into the air during the airport

scene" . . . "you could almost feel the racing

cars coming at you" . . . "the melody of

sounds during the New York harbor scene

made it feel as though you were standing on
the docks. You could almost smell the sea

air." The unique "screening" for the sight-

less, held at the 20th-Fox home office Little

Theatre, caused a Hurry of excitement,

resulted in a well-deserved publicity in news-
papers.

More on "The Robe": After prominent

spreads in the nation's top national weeklies,

Fortutite worked out on the film and Cinema-

Scope via a 10-page article on the American
optical industry. In Cleveland, Higbee's De-
partment Store has printed and is distribu-

ting 200,000 leaflets crediting the picture to

its charge customers. Mailing followed the

store's effective exhibition of Dean Corn-

wall's painting currently being toured by

Fox.

Pressbook Award

Many theatremen are apt to take for

granted that invaluable aid to showman-

ship—the pressbook. For that reason,

we devote this space in each issue of

FILM BULLETIN to recognize those

pressbooks that best serve the needs of

theatre showmen, hi this issue, the

Pressbook Award goes to—

I

1

I

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY'
Big and bold as the best-seller from which

it was taken, Columbia's pressbook on "From
Here to Eternity" stands high among the

showmanship manuals of the year. The strik-

ing beach scene (pictured above) is one of

the many tacks taken in the advertising, an

exemplary expression of the impassioned

elements that predominate. In others, the

characters are starkly drawn, both in mon-
tage and in individual description. Another

angle is a series of line drawings—excellent

for reproduction—working the sex and sock

factors to the limit.

The balance of the pressbook follows this

theme. "Stark! Bold! Tender! Brawling

Their Way to Film Greatness! . . . Brought

to the Screen Honestly, Fearlessly!"

A special section is devoted to capitaliza-

tion on the book's popularity—special pub-

lisher's campaigns tieing in the picture, a

complete state-by-state list of the Signet dis-

tribution outlets for co-ops, how to sell the

five stars, exploitation via Sinatra records

and a wealth of other material is pictured

and detailed. Pictured in the same eye-

catching manner are the posters and lobbies,

accenting the stars and the dramatic inten-

sity.

)ne of the record number oj New York City

tookstores which helped to promote the America!

iremiere at the Fine Arts Theatre for J. Arthin

'iank's "The Cruel Sea". Best-seller was a naturn

for bookstore bally.

"Caddy" in Newsreels

The hypoed interest in golf, spurred bj

Ben Hogan's deeds and, more recently, by

the spectacular victory of Lew Worshani

has been latched onto by Paramount for ai

unexpected windfall for the latest Martin &

Lewis film, "The Caddy." The two comic

appeared in front of an S. R. O. audience tha

paid as high as $10 per ticket for the worh

premiere at Loew's Ohio Theatre, thei

turned over a check for $10,000 to the Colleg

Scholarship Fund of the National Caddie

Association. Better than 50,000 massed ii

front of the theatre and spilled over onto th

law n of the State Capitol to watch the comic

and 50 headliners from the sports, entertain

ment and press professions lend their effort

on behalf of the Fund. A battery of 75 new-

paper cameramen, radio and TV correspon

dents and Paramount Newsreel crew

recorded the fairway performance at th

Scioto Country Club which featured M & I

Perry Como, Eddie Fisher, Fred Warim
Lew Worsham, Earl Wilson and a host c

other celebrities.

Weegee for "Vice Squad" Ball

When Weegee shoots 'em, it's news. S

UA has engaged the famed news camerama

as a technical consultant for "Vice Squad

The lensman, who has caught some of tl

most startling crime activity in photograph

history, is exhibiting 50 of his best crimin

activity photos in the lobby of the Glob

where the film opened last week. The e

hibit alone is worth the price of admissiol

MGM Preview All Over Texa

Of course, it could happen only in th

state of which the United States is a subur

but five (count 'em) all-Texas city prevu

premieres will be unleashed during the we

of September 20 for Dore Schary's "Take t

High Ground". Initial showing will be

Paso on Sept. 21, to be followed by simil

(Continued on Page '
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(Continued from Page 32)

screenings at San Antonio (.23), Houston

(24), Dallas (25), and Fort Worth (26). Ar-

rangements were sot up by Schary following

conferences at the studio with Interstate's

Bob O'Donnell and Ray Willie Texas trim-

min's will make it a royal affair, with civic

and military ceremonies and receptions.

Rome Beauties Tour Nation

Those "Three Girls From Rome" and the

designer of the original Fontana gowns are

being brought over from Italy by I. F. E. to

ballyhoo the film. The trio of starlets and

Signora Fontana will tour the country dur-

ing September and October, under an ar-

rangement set up by Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.. IFF ad-publicity vice presi-

dent, demonstrates ad layouts an "Three Girls

hem Home" to Italian designer Micol Fontana

(lejt) and promotion manager Bernard Lewis,

tying in with star tour.

I. F. h. vice-president and ad-publicity direc-

tor. There will be elaborate fashion shows
in each city under sponsorship of a top local

department store or society-charity organi-

zation, plus p.a.'s on TV, visiting newspaper
offices, nightclubs, etc.

Audiences, Not Gentlemen

While 2()th-Fox's "Gentlemen Prefer

Blendes" has the boxoffice edge, what with

the heartwarming grosses being racked up
by the Marilyn .Monroe-Jane Russell hit, the

thesis in the title is running second in ballot-

ing as to what hair coloring gentlement
prefer. The Roxy's three-week poll, which
bus been drawing plenty of attention, indi-

cates that brunettes are the top choice. Of a

total of 19,454 ballots cast, 7322 preferred

brunettes, 6735 liked blondes and redheads
ran a poor third with 4203 vote-. The hetero-
geneity of the Roxy audience casting ballots,

which included 32% out-of-towners, indicates

a national preference. The only way to find

out, however, is to use the same gimmick in

your theatre.

Star tours made showmanship news. At top.

Richmond's Mayor Haddock welcomes producer

Flunk McCarthy and star Jeffrey Hunter for pre-

miere of 20th-Fox's "Sailor of the King." Below.

Crowds at Knoxville airport greet arrival of

Kathryn Grayson and other fi arner stars for pre-

miere of W timers' "So This Is Love."

Twin Contest for "Jury"

A week's stay at Miami Beach's Delane

Hotel and 41 other prizes will go to winners

of the twins contest at the Criterion Theatre

on Broadway for the opening of UA's 3D
Mickey Spillane thriller, "I, the Jury." Work-
ing the gimmick in with the lovely Seitz

twins, Tani and Dran, featured in the film,

the contest was open to all female twins over

16 (T & 1) are 24). Only qualifications are

(1) look-alikeness and (2) beauty. Star Biff

Elliot and the Seitz's were the judges. It's

a good gag and one than can be worked

almost anywhere. Only thing we wondered

about in UA's release on the stunt: "A
Weeks' stay for two."—Or which twin has

etc.

Bill Brown /left), manager of the Los Angeles

Palace, stopped traffic with this escape stunt in

front of the theatre for Paramount' s "lloudini".

"Houdini" Escape Stunt

The stunts termed "old-fashioned" have

reached that nomenclature only because they

have been used with such success over so

long a time. The additional gimmick could

always be counted upon to give the sure-fire

core a new bounce, as the circus has learned

over and over again. That's why when Los

Angeles Palace manager Bill Brown put on

a strait-jacket escape stunt in front of the

house for the opening of Paramount's "Hou-

dini", it drew traffic-stopping crowds. Brown

tied it in with Dell O'Dell's "It's Magic" TV
show (after two weeks of publicity to draw

the video audience on a search for contes-

tants to do the escape trick) with cash prizes

for contestants who wriggled quickest out of

the strait-jackets. Hundreds applied for the

competition. Four were chosen and these

competed the morning the picture opened at

the Palace. The releated plugging drew

thousands to the theatre site.

The championship shrimp-eating contest drew a

mob to the Joy Theatre in New Orleans for L'-l's

"Thunder Bay". Manager Ernest MucKennu

(mopping brow) presided over activity, broadcast

and news-featured.

Showmanship Briefs

The American Legion was recruited by

20th-Fox for its publicity on "The Kid From
(if you'll excuse the expression) Left Field".

A special award, dubbed the "Dan Dailey

Trophy," hailing the Legion for its long and

outstanding sponsorship of junior baseball,

was presented to Commander Paul Samuels

by Bill Gehring at 20th's home office . . . For

the second consecutive issue of "People

Today", RKO's "Son of Sinbad" took up

four pages spotlighting one of the featured

players in the picture. In August 26 issue,

Nejla Ates is pictured in a dance that would

have any of the boys straining at the leash

to catch the movie. In the previous issue,

Lili St. Cyr graced the cover and had a king-

sized inside picture layout . . . To augment

the overall promotional campaign for the

soundtrack album from 2()th-Fox's "Gentle-

nun 1 'refer Blondes", MGM Records has

covered the country's music shops with

seven exploitation mats and accessories.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

POWERFUL STILLS SELL "ALAMO'
Action is the keyword for Universal-Inter-

national's Technicolor "The Man From the

Alamo." An idea of the violent movement

and furious scenes can he "leaned from the

stills illustrated at left and on the opposite

page. It runs the outdoor gamut with hard

riding, smashing gun and list play, gun-

smoke galore and shattering falls.

Rarely has this been caught in stills i-

thoroughly as in those the U-I studio has

gathered for this film. A smart selection of

stills, used as is and in blow-ups and dis-

plays is a sure-fire attention grabber. The
fluidity of the motion seems almost to carry

the principals out of the photo.

The stills, however, are not limited to the

action aspect. They are varied enough to

appeal to the romantic trade and carry a

dramatic punch as well. The story of a sur-

vivor of the heroic Alamo stand, his battle

to clear his name of the cowardice onus, the

vengeance he takes on the brutal murders of

his family at the Ox Bow massacre—all

these are strong stuff on which to build dra-

matic appeal. Universal's newest favorite,

Julia Adams, teams with Glenn Ford for

the romance. Chill Wills supplies the home}'

humor for which he has become famous and

the villanies of Victor Tory and Hugh

STILLS

The violence of the action

is caught admirably in the

stills. The top shot was con-

§| sidered of such technical per-

fection and split-second pho-

tography that it is being used

by Graflex for advertising

purposes and in camera win-

dow displays. On the other

page, the figure plunging over

the waterfall exemplifies the

fluidity of movement.

ADS
Ads to appeal to the action

fans and the youth trade are

offered in a variety of styles.

For both markets, the portion

of the 3-column ad reproduced

at right co-stars the action

and the romance.

< )T.rian round out a cast that offers a good!

share of marque value.

And don't overlook the special value i

Chill Wills. He is, in many sections of th

country, particularly in the hinterlands, th

movie industry's No. 1 good-will ambass;

dor. His countless personal appearances an

a bent for making friends and admirer

wherever he goes have built up a prodigiou

fan following that should not be discounts

An important angle on which to tag

special campaign is the Alamo's histori

stand, exactly 90 years ago. Tie-up poss

bilities for local exploitation are detailed i

the pressbook. They feature newspaper

business institutions, civic organizations th;

date back to 1863. Those fortunate exhib

tors who can contact a newspaper publishe

locally for 90 years or more, it is suggeste<

have a top-interest tie-up handy. They en

be sold on reproducing their own froi

pages of the Alamo story. Photostat blov

ups for lobby display is another suggestio

The most glamorous state in the Unio

Texas, also offers a peg for an exploitati<

specialty. In the larger towns, exhihito:

should utilize the Texas clubs. There ai

none so willing to expound the virtues I

their State as Texans. They'll go all-out f<

a Texas Night at your theatre.
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE

The Man from the Alamo

Two of the most colorful incidents in Ameri-

can history, the defense of the Alamo and the

( )x Bow "incident", are blended with the dra-

matic tale of a man attempting to erase the

stigma of cowardice in Aaron Rosenberg's

Technicolor production, "The Man From the

Alamo," starring Glenn Ford and Julia Adams.

Beginning with the last-ditch defense of the

Alamo in Texas as the Mexican armies attack,

it traces the struggle of the lone survivor,

chosen by lot, to save Ox Bow from impending

disaster. With Ford in the role of the hapless

survivor, he undergoes a series of experiences

that include a near lynching, jailing as a de-

serter, battles with renegades, involving bank-

robberies, fights with an outlaw band, and final

vengeance for the death of his wife and

daughter in the Ox Bow massacre, as he visu-

alizes a new life w ith the enticing Julia Adams.

Budd Boetticher directed from a screen play

by Steve Fisher and I). D. Beauchamp.



"QUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

MMighvsi Pruisv Accorded I oluntbiu's ^Eternity 9

Rarely does a film receive the concerted acclaim of the N. Y.
critics that was heaped upon Columbia's "From Here to Eternity".

From all sides echoed these plaudits: "shining example of truly

professional moviemaking," "one of the top pictures of the year,"

"destined for lasting place on the annual list of awards," and "will

stand as one of the movie greats." All facets of the film—writing,

acting, direction and production—were greeted with loud huzzahs
by the scribes.

Said Abe Weiler in the Times, "Columbia and a company of

sensitive hands have forced a film almost as towering and per-

suasive as its source." He also noted that although "two hours of

uncluttered drama ... is being shown on a wide screen and with

Stereophonic sound, it does not need these enhancements. It has

scope, power, and impact without them."

The Herald Tribune's Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., compared it

favorably to the novel stating, "The James Jones book . . . has

reached the screen in a faithful, powerful version." He found it

"unwieldy in form yet solid in its somber fashion, braced as it is

with the intensity of good writing, good acting and Zinnemann's

fine direction."

According it an Excellent Movie Meter Rating, Archer Win-

sten of the Post, also referring to the book, felt that "despite all

the whitewashing of language, there is no loss of masculinity, no

fiddling with obvious euphemisms." In his opinion it's " a pic-

ture that grips you from beginning to end, without tricks of the

trade, without selling maneuvers." Winsten's advice was that "No
adult should miss 'From Here to Eternity'."

"It seems certain to run at the Capitol long enough to ap-

proach the implications of that title," quipped Alton Cook in the

World-Telegram & Sun. He left no doubt of his feelings writing

"This is a picture of imposing stature, destined for lasting place

on the annual list of awards—and an even more enduring and

ardent spot in movie memories."

Penned Rose Pelswick in the Journal-American, "Superb i~

the word for the film version of 'From Here to Eternity'. Here is

a picture that will stand as one of the movie greats: a powerful,

immensely absorbing drama."

'INFERNO'
20th Century-Fox

"Works all the three-dimension tricks of

throwing stuff . . . .VI) film violating all

precendent by dealing with a fascinating,

exciting theme."—Cook, N. Y. World-Tele-

gram
"Good plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

masterful job of combining elements of the

murder mystery, the outdoor epic, and Robin-

son Crusoe in one bang-up story . . . Pic-

turemaking of high quality."—Winsten, N. Y.

Post

"Merely another triangle in which the hero

wins out and the villains get their proper

come-uppance."—Reckley, Herald Tribune

"Belated feature entry in the three-dimen-

sional ring. Some spectators may wish the

ninth had been the first."—H. H. T., N. Y.

Time*

"Suspensefully spun out . . . desert back-

grounds are excellently photographed for

depth."—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'SO THIS IS LOVE'
Warner Bros.

"Pleasing, if uninspired musical biography

. . . more effective musically than it is as a

depiction of a colorful success story."

—

Weiler, N. Y. Times
"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . work-

manlike job in all directions . . . Pretty good

—as far as if goes, but . . . leaves lots un-

told."—Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Entertaining and tuneful Technicolor

musical . . . Colorful account, handsomely
mounted."—N. Y. Journal-American

"Mild and easy entertainment . . . The
tempestous ardor that made Miss Moore one
of the most fascinating ladies of her time has

been omitted entirely."—Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram

" Tribute to the courage of a woman . . .

music and action are nicely interwoven."

—

Reckley, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

•MASTER OF BALLANTRAE"
Warner Bros.

"Plenty of good, old-fashioned muscularity

crowding a highly pictorial Technicolor

frame."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times
"Fairly good fun when it is in action . . .

has very little conviction but plenty of

bravado."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Inci-

dentals of this picture are much above stan-

dard . . . but you simply don't get away from

the fact that this is gaudy, costume, juvenile

melodrama."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Wild extravaganza of adventure."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram

"Lively, action-packed swashbuckler."

—

Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"SECOND CHANCE"
RKO-Radio

"Like its 3-D predecessors, 'Second

Chance' has found little other use for the

new medium in enhancing its entertainment

values . . . Once this picture gets under way,

it rouses every iota of its quota of terror."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Unlike some of the junketings into mor-

bidity and the unbelievable which have oc-

cupied the third-dimensional process in the

recent past, the tense moments grow out of

the situation . . . rather than the mere me-

chanics of the medium ... It is the best I've

seen in this new medium."—P. V. B., Herald

Tribune

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Struggles manfully to evade the depth par-

alysis-distraction that has handicapped it.

predecessors. It does not sidetrack itse

with shock effects. It has a passionate an

muscular story to tell."—Winsten, N. Y. Po

"First class nerve-snapper—the kind of

movie that will put your heart in yot

mouth!"—O'Connor, N. Y. Journal-Americr

"Nothing that happens . . . needs the di

and dubious enhancement of a moderate i

lusion of depth . . . There is enough flav

and terminal excitement in this picture

well offset the slight discomfort of 3-D."

-

Crowther, N. Y. Times

'ARENA'

M-G-M
"No milepost in movies . . . deals in strii

ly pedestrian fashion with the muscular a|

hazardous lives of hard-riding rodeo pa

formers, a subject more strikingly and dt

matically illustrated in last year's 'T

Lusty Men'."—Weiler, N. Y. Times

"Lot of action in the calf roping, hulldi

ing, bronc riding and Brahma bull ridi

events. The standard rodeo plot ties tin!

activities together . . . There is little or •

added thrill because of depth."—Guerns ,

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Rodeo fans never had it so good .

J-

Three dimension . . . allows a strong shr

in the terror of being gored or trampled.

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"No glamorized Hollywood picture of ct|-

pokes ... If you're looking for action f

your movie money, step right up.

O'Connor, N. Y. Journal-American

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . rob

show . . . Yes, something new has b

'

added: 3D. It doesn't seem to help a bit.

-

Thirer, N. Y. Post
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PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€ flS€ R€CORD
1951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS

Completed (61)

Completed (19)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on f 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color
pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor.

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Dragonfly Squadron 130)

House In The Sea I3D)

Riot in Cell Block I

:

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo
Battle Zone 182)

Bowery Bloodhounds
Bowery Knights

Canyon Ambush 1531

Fanqs of the Arctic 1431

Gunman, The
Hiawatha IC) 1801

Homesteaders. The (62)

Hot News
Jalopy
Jungle Girl 1701

Kansas Pacific IC) 173)

Maze, The I3DI 1801

Mexican Silver

Murder Without Tears
,No Holds Barred 166)

Northern Patrol

Northwest Territory 161)

Pride of the Blue Grass (C) .

?oar of the Crowd
*oyal African Rifles. The (CI
Safari Drums
ilade

Son of Belle Starr .....

Tangier Incident 177)

exas City ....

ricious Years. The (79)
White Lightning (61)

squared Circle. The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hodia k-Britton

Conte-Hendrix
Brand-Meyer

Rel. No. Rev.

7-26Oberon-Todd
Hodiak-Christian 9-52
Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Coates 10-12
Kirby-Grant 12-28

...Wilson-Knight 4-13
Edwards-Dugay 12-7 ...

Elliott-Vallin 2-53
Clements
.Gorcey-Hall 2-53
Sheffield-Sharpe 12-7
Hayden-Miller 2-53
Carlson-Hurst
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict 6-14
Bowery Boys 12-52
Grant-Chinook 7-5

.. Grant-Chinook 12-9
Bridges-Miles
Duff-Stanley 5-31
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar 6-21
Stevens-Malone

...Larsen-Castle 6-53
Brent-Aldon 2-53
Brown-Ellison 12-30
Cook-Moore .2-18
Clements-Bestar 3-53

...Kirkwood-Gleason

5301

Salome IT) (103)
Savage Mutiny 173)
Serpent of the Nile (T) (81) ...

Skv Commando (691
Siren of Bagdad (T) 172)
Strange Fascination (80)
Stranger Wo'e A Gun IT) I3D)
Target—Hong Kong 166)
Thunderhoof 177) IReissue)
Untamed Breed (79) IReissue)
Valley of the Headhunted 167)
Vatican, The (T) (42)
Voodoo Tiger (67)
War Cry (CI
Wild One, The

Hayworth-Granger Special
. Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53

Fleming-Lundigan 5-53
Duryea-Gifford 9-53
Henreid-Medina 6-53
—Moore-Haas 12-52

Scott-Trevor 8-53
Denning-Loo 2-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Tufts-Britton 9-53
Weismuller 8-53
Documentary Special

545
539

505

4-6

5-4

6-1

10-6

-Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52
Montgomery-Long 435
Brando-Murphy

5244
5222

• L 1 P P E R T
. 5252 ....

5202
" 1952-53 Completed (16) In Production (0/

5318 RELEASE CHART
5208
5302

5214

5309
5316

5236

7-13

COLUMBIA
952-53 Features

Serials

Completed (55)

Completed ( 3)

In Production

In Production
( I )

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

:aine Mutiny. The (T) Bogart-Ferrer

COMPLETED
ill Ashore IT) (80)
<mbush at Tomahawk Gap (T)
i Name For Herself
ad For Each Other
ig Heat, The
ig Jump, The IT)
Charge of the Lancers (T)

Ihina
Venture 1831

ongo Bill

onquest of Cochise IT) (701
ruisin' Down the River (T) 181)
ght Iron Men 180)
refighters, Th e
ve Angels on Murder [88)
ame of Calcutta 170)
art Ti IT) IDD) 1731
»th Man, The (73)
000 Fingers of Dr. T. The (T) (88)
>ur Poster, The (103)
om Here to Eternity (118)
lass Wall, The 1801
oldtown Ghost Riders 157)
appy Time, The (94)
ell Below Zero (T)
er Wonderful Lie
vasion, U.S.A. (74)
ick McCall. Desperado (T) (74)
• gqler, The (86)
ingle Safari
idies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue)
ist of the Comanches IT) 185) ....

ist of the Pony Express
isl Posse, The 173)
(t'l Do It Aaain IT) 1951
an in the Dark IDD) 1701 .

ember of the Wedding, The (91)..
>ss Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T)
ission Over Korea 186)
n Top of Old Smoky (59)
ne Girl's Confession 174
'Ck Train 1 57

)

thfinder, The IT) (78)
ince of Pirates IT) (80)
'soners of the Casbah (T)
oblem Girls 170)
negade Canyon IT) (3D)
ders of the Whistling Pines
?maw Trail 156)

Rel. No. Rev.

Rooney- Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Holliday-Lawford
Heston-Scott
Glenn Ford
Ladd-Andrews ....

Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan

McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter
Colleano-Franz
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
M on tg ornery-Vors
Ireland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Harrison-Palmer
Clift-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Autry-Burnette
..Boyer-Driscoll
Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth

. Mohr-Castle
Montgomery-Stevens
.Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene
Monroe-Jergens
Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
Wyman-Milland
O'Brien-Totter
Waters-Harris
Hayworth-Ray
Hodiak-Derek
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Autry-Buttram
Montogmery-Carter
Derek-Rush
Graham-Romero
Walker-Elliott ...

Sterling Huyden
Autry-White
Autry-Burnette

3-53 534
5-53

9-53

9-53
8-53
12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53
9-53
4-53
5-53
12-52 506

11-3

6-15

12-52
4-53
6-53

1 1-52
2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-10

6-30

2-23

6-29
4-20
12-29

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
1-53
3-53

4-53

9-53

528

516
524

3-23

COMPLETED
TITLE— Running Time

All Baba Nights IReissue) 176)
Bachelor in Paris (83)
Bad Blonde (80)
Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Fighting Men, The
Ghost Ship (69)
Great Jesse James Raid (AC)
I'll Get You 179)
Iron Mask The ^Reissue
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70)
Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Robinson Crusoe (Reissue!
Norman Conquest
Perils of the Jungle (63)
Pro;ect Moon Base
Shadow Man
Sins of Jezebel (AC)
Slasher, The (751
Spaceways (76)

Tall Texan. The (84)

Twilight Women (891

Undercover A<;ent
White Goddess (73)

— 1952-53 —
Cast

Anna Mae Wong
Price-Auer
Payton-Wright
J3n Hall
Special Cast
Court-Walsh
Parker-Payton
George Raft
Fairbanks
Animation Feature
George Raft
Fairbanks
Conway-Bartok
Clyde Beatty
Martell-Ford
Cesar Romero
P. Goddard
Kenny-Collins
Duff-Bartok
Bridges-Cobb
Jackson-Ray
Walsh Court
Jon Hall

Rel.
5- 24
4-17
4- 10

7- 1

10-9
6- 12

7- 17

1- 16
9-18
6-5

9-25
9-1 I

3-20
9-4

9- 18

9-4
5-29
8-7

2- 13

5-15
10-2

3-27

No
5215
5213
521 I

5229
5222
5228
5221
5206
5313
5205
5302
53 14

5303
5214
5315
5316
5225
5218
5301
5207
5217
5306
5224

Rev.

Taylor-Parker
Tracy-Simmons
Reynolds-Van
Taylor-Granger
Young-Bergen
Turner-Douglas
Astaire-Charisse
Bogart-Allyson
Robinson-Ellen
Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer
Meeker-Forrest
Johnson-Leigh
Kelly-Richards ...

Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas
Keel-Greer
Grant. Kerr
Williams-Johnson
Champion-O'Keefe
H. Keel-P. Bergen
Holden-Parker
Taylor-Lamas
Corcoran-Bond
Skelton-Hagen 8

Documentary I

Lawford-Addams II

O'Connor-Reynolds 3

. Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2

Brando-Mason
Grayson-Keel
Turner-Montalban 8

Caron-Ferrer 7

Ball-Arnaz
All-Star 7

Williams-Mature 12

Gable-Gardner
Stewart-Ryan 2

Gable-Tierney S

Tracy-Tierney I I

Granger-Kerr II

313

346

12-1

7-27
2-9

2-9
7-27

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (61) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T) L. Turner-Angeli
Knights of the Round Table IT) R. Taylor-Gardner
Miss Ba u er's Doien (And Garson-Ryan
Rose Marie IT) ISC) Blyth-Keel

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) _

Actress. The 1901

Affairs of Dobie Gillis 174)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)..

Arena lAns) (3-D) 173)

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon, The ( I 12)

Battle Circus 190) -

Bia Leaguer 170)

Bright Road
Clown, The 191)

Code 2 169)

Confidentially Connie (71)

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted 180)

Dangerous When Wet IT) 195)

Desperate Search, The (71)

Dream Wife 1991 .

Easy To Love (T)

Everything I Have Is Yours IT) (92)

Fast Company (60)

Fort Bravo lAns)
Girl Who Had Everything, The 169)

Gypsy Colt
Half a Hero (711

Hoaxters, The (36)

Hour of Thirteen, The 180)

I Love Melvin IT) 177)

Invitation to the Dance IT)

Jeopardy 170!

Julius Caesar (121)

Kiss Me Kate !3D) IAC)
Latin Lovers IT) 1104)

Lili IT) 181) -

Long, Long Trailer IT)

Main Street to Broadway 1102)
Million Dollar Mermaid IT) 1 1 10)

Mogambo IT)

Naked Spur. The (TI 191)

Never Let Me Go 194)

Plymouth Adventure IT) 1104)
Prisoner of Zenda IT) 1 100)

337
315
345
321
347
326
316
329
322

4-20
1-26

330
•S3 341
-53 3 14

-53 335

5-18
12-1

-52 306 10-20
332

3-53 3-9

53 8-10
-53 319 1-12

-52.. 309 10-20
-53 323 2-9

-53 317

348
342

6- 15

7-27

53 ...„. 344
52 312 1 1-17

53 318
53 327 4-6
52 310 . 11-3
52 . 308 . 10-20
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Quo Vadis (T) 1168)

Remains To Be Seen 188)

Rhapsody (V)

Ride, Vao.uero lAns) 1901

Rogue's March (84)

Saadia (T)

Scandal At Scourie IT) (90)

Sky Full of Moon 173)

Sliqht Case of Larceny 17!)

jmall Town Girl IT) (93)

Sombrero IT) 1103)
Story of Three Loves IT) (122)
Take the Hiqh Ground (Ansl
Tennessee Champ (T)

Terror On A Train (72)

Torch Song IT)

Young Bess IT) IM2)

Taylor-Kerr ....

Aliyson-Johnson
E. Taylor-Gassman
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule

...Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon
Carpenter-Sterling
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger
Montalban-Angeli
All-Star Cast
Widmark-Stewart
Winters-Martin
Ford-Vernon

...Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger

6-53

7-53
3-53

6-53
12-52
6-53
4-53
3-53
6-53

218 Il-I?
331 5-4

343 6-29
320 1-12

336
311.
334
325
324
338

5-53 333

5-18
11-17

6-1

3-9

7-13

5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (44) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Hope-Fontaine
Kaye-Zetterling

5227
5207

5302
5202.

5208
5213

7-52 5122

5226
5215
5129

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No.

Casanova's Big Niaht (T)

Knock on Wood IT)

COMPLETED
Alaska Seas Ryan-Heflin

Arrowhead IT) (105) Heston-Palance 8-53

Blazing Forest [Tl (91) - ..Payne-Moorehead 12-52

Botany Bay (T) Ladd-Mason
Caddy The 195) Martin & Lewis . 9-53

Caribbean IT) (95) Payne-Dahl 9-52.

Cease Fire I3D) (Korea)

Cleopatra 1104) Reissue) Colbert-Wilcoxon 12-52

Come Back Little Sheba (99) Lancaster-Booth 3-53

Elephant Walk (T) ..Taylor-Andrews

Encore (90) - Maugham Stories

Flight to Tangier (T) (3D) Fontaine-Palance

Forever Female (93) Rogers-Holden
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) (95) Genn-Taylor 4-53

Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151) Stewart-Hutton 5-53

Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls (T) ..Hope-Martin
Houdini IT) 11051 Curtis-Leigh 7-53

Hurricane Smith (T) 190) DeCarlo-lreland 10-52

Jumping Jacks 198) Martin-Lewis .... 7-52
Jamaica Run IT) 192) Milland-Dahl 6-53

Little Bov Lost (95) Crosby-Dauphin 10-53

Los Alamos Barry-Carke _.

Lost Treasure of the Amaion(3D) (EC) Lamas-Fleming
Money From Home ITI (3D) Martin-Lewis
Naked Jungle The IT) ... ...

Heston. Parker
Off Limits (891 Hope-Rooney 4-53

Pony Express IT) (101) Heston-Flemlng 5-53

Red Garters IWSI (T) Clooney-Taylor

Road to Bali IT) (91) Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Roman Holiday (119) Peck-Hepburn
Sangaree IT) (3-D) Lamas-Dahl
Savage, The (T) (95) Heston-Hanson
Scared Stiff 1108) - Martin-Lewis
Shane ITI 1118) Ladd-Arthur
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97) Hutton-Meeker
S+alaq 17 1120) Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singing, The 199) (T) __. Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge, The 1100) Martin-Lewis
Those Redheads from

Seattle IParV) (T) .....Fleming-Barry

Thunder in the East (98) Ladd-Kerr .1-53
Turning Point, The (SSI Holden-Smith 10-52
Tropic Zone (T) (94) Reagan-Fleming 1-53...

Ulusses (T) Douglas-Mangano
Vanquished, The IT) (84) Payne-Sterling 6-53 5221
War of the Worlds ITI (85) _.. Barry-Robeson 10-53 5303

Rev.

6-29
10-20

8-10

1-53
9-53
5-53

I 1-52
6-53
8-53
10-52
7-53
3-53
3-53

5223
5204
5121
5220
5304

5216
5217

5209
5301

5230
5206.
5222
5225
5203
5224
5214
5212

1-26

6-1
2-23
1-14

6-1
9-22
6-16
4-20
8-10

3-9

12-1

8-10
6-15
10-6
4-20
4-20
9-8

5- 18

1-12

5210
5205.
5211

11- 17

...10-4
12-29

5-18
3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (14)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 8)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(2)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Jubilee Trail (Tr)

Hell's Half Acre

Cast
Ralston-Tucker
Corey-Keyes

COMPLETED
Angels Over Korea .... Leslie-Tucker
Bandits of the West Lane
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
El Paso Stampede Lane-Waller
Down Laredo Way _. Allen-Pickens
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) _ MacMurray-Ralston
Geraldine Carroll-Powers
Iron Mountain Trail _ Allen-Pickens
Ladv Wants Mink. The (Tr) (92) Hussey-O' Keefe
Laughing Anne (T) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock (51) ... Lane-Waller
Perilous Journey 190) Ralston-Brian

Ouiet Man, The (T) (129) ...Wayne-O'Hara
Red River Shore Allen
Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90) Donlevy-Tucker
San Antone (90) Cameron-Whelan
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller
Sea of Lost Ships Derek-Hendrix
Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Sun Shines Briqht (90) Winninger-Whelan
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr) Middleton-Norman
Thunderbirds (98) Derek-Barrymore ...

Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie
Tropical Heat Wave 174) Estelita-Hutton

WAC From Walla Walla (83) Canova-Dunne

Rel. No. Rev.

8-15
6- 12

8-25
7-20
4-28

5-8
3- 5

2-1
4-5
9- 14

1 1-52
2-15
5- 15

8-53

6-53
7- 12

1 1-27
10-10
10- 1

10-10

5243
521 I

5209

5207

5231
5205

5241
5206
5108

5202
5203
5242

5208
5210
5201
5109
5126
5123

5-18
8-19

11-3

5-18

Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman Ihey Almost Lynched 190)

Cameron-Hussey
Lund-Donlevy

9-5
3-20

5107
5204

8-1 >

RKO RADIO
1 952-53 Features Completed (38) In Prod uction

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No

French Line, The Russell-Roland
Rangers of the North IT) I3D) Mature-Laurie

COMPLETED
Androcles and The Lion (98)
Angel Face (91)
Below the Sahara (65)
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99)
Affair With A Stranger

Rev.

368
312

1-26Simmons-Young 1 1-52
Mitchum-Simmons 2-53
Documentary
Darnell-Wewton 12-52 307 . 12-15
Simmons-Mature 6-53

Captive Woman (65) Clarke-Field 10-52 306
Carnival (C)
Count the Hours 174)
Devil's Canyon (301 (C)
Follow the Fleet
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120) Kaye-Grainger 11-52
Hitch-Hiker, The 171) O'Brien-Lovejoy 3-53
Isle of the Dead Karloff-Drew 7-53
Jet Pilot IT) 1 1 181 Wayne-Leigh

Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mayo-Robertson 7-53
Astaire-Rogers

316 2-23

487
351
314
482

1-25

2-5

Jungle Fury ICI IWSI G. Ford-A. Sheridan
Lusty Men, The (113) Hayward-Mitchum 10-52
Mighty Joe Young T. Moore-B. Johnson 7-53
Montana Belle (Tr) (81) . Russell-Brent .„_ 11-52
Never Wave At A Wac 187) Russell-Wilson 1-53
No Time for Flowers (83) Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53.
Out of the Past Mitchum-Douglas
Peter Pan IT) (77) Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53
Sea Around Us, The IT) (61) Documentary 7-53
Sea Devils ITI (91)

Second Chance ICI 13D)
She Had to Sav Yes 189) ......

Son of Sinbad IT)

Split Second 185)
Stage Door (Reissue)
Suspicion
Sword and the Rose IT) (921
Tarzan and the She Devil (76)

3-D Follies. The IEC) (StC) ... Horton Dancers
Top Hat Astaire-Rogers
Under the Red Sea (67) Hass-Berl _
Without Reservation (Reissue) Colbert-Wayne

DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53 320
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53 7-1
Simmons-Mitchum 8-53 .

Robertson-Forrest 8-53
McNally-Smith ... 6-53 318
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball ... 8-53
Grant-Fontaine ......... 486
Todd-Johns 8-53 5491 7-1

Barker-MacKenzie 6-53 324

485
10-52 .305
8-53

2 0th CENTURY -FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (37) In Production (6

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Hell and Hign Water ICS) IT) Widmark-Darvi
King of the Khyber Rifles ICS) IT) Power-Moore
Night People IT) ISC) Peck-Gam
Prince Valiant ICSI ITI Wagner-Leigh
River of No Return ICSI (T! Monroe-Mitchum
We Believe in Love IT) ISO Webb-Peters

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)

Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) I90)_
Blueprint For Murder 176)

Call Me Madam IT) 1117)

City of Bad Men (T) (82)

Dangerous Crossing (75)

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife. The (TII8I)
Gentleman's Agreement! I 18) Reissue

Gentlemen prefer Blondes (T) (91

)

Girl Next Door, The (92)

Gladiators. The ICS) IT)

Glory Brigade (82)

How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)

Inferno IC) 13-DI 1831

Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

Kiss of Death 199) IReissue)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) 192)

Man On A Tightrope (105)

Miss Robinson Crusoe IEC) ....

Mister Scoutmaster 187)

Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel (98)

My Pal Gus (83) -

My Wife's Best Friend (101)
Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep 177)

Pickup on South Street. 180)...

Pony Soldier IT) 182)

Powder River (Tl 178)

President's Ladv. The 196)

Road House (95) IReissue) -

Robe, The (T) (CinS) -

Ruby Gentry (82) -

Sailor of the King 1831

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1 108) IReissue)

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds (81)

Star, The (89)

Stars and Stripes Forever IT) (89)

Steel Trap (85) - _
Taxi 177)

Thief of Venice 191)

Thy Neighbor's Wife
Titanic 198) - ,-

Rel.

Wagner-Moore 12-53
.Gaynor-Brady 11-52
Cotten-Peters 9-53
Merman-O'Connor .... 4-53
Crain-Robertson 9-53
Crain-Rennie 8-53
Mason-Burton 5-53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53
Widmark-Monroe - 9-52
Lundigan-Greer 3-53
Grable-Robertson 7-53
Peck-McGuire 5-53
Russell-Monroe 8-53
Raver-Dailey 6-53
Mature-Hayward
Mature-Moore 7-53
Grable-Monroe 11-53

Gaynor-Wayne I —53
Ryan-Lundigan 8-53

H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53
Dailey-Bancroft 7-53
Widmark-Mature 7-53

Peters-Hunter 9-52
March-Moore 5-53
Blake-Nader . 10-53

Webb-Dee 9-53

.Grant-Rogers 10-52
deHavilland-Burton 1-53

Widmark-Dru 12-52

Baxter-Carey 10-52

Cotten-Peters 2-53

Darnell-Merril 11-52.

Widmark-Peters 6-53
Power-Edwards 12-52
Calhoun-Calvet .

6-53

Hayward-Heston 4-53
Widmark-Lupino 7-53

Burton-Simmons 10-53

J. Jones-Heston 1-53

Hunter-Rennie 8-53

Calhoun-Robertson 2-53
DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53

.Peck-Hayward 10-52

Mature-Neal 1 0-52

Betfe Davis 3-53

Webb-Paget ...12-52

Cotton-Wright - I 1-52

Daley-Smith - — 3-53

Montez-Christian 12-52

Haas. Moore '-53

Webb-Stanwyck 5-53

No. Rev.

236 Il-I
8-1

311 3-2

330

319 5-1

313 3-

224 7-2

317 ... 2-2

307 5-

352
326

".""7-1

320

323
"
6-2

302 ZTi-i
329
314 4-;

325 8-1

354
777
316 ........ 4-

.230.
301...

233...

231 ...

306

.235...

322
237...

321

312
355

.12

.12-1

2

303
327
309 ...

353

238
"

316
239 ...

232 .

305 .

304

318

12-:

7-;

12-
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2-23Treasure of Golden Condor IT) (93) Wilde-Smith 2-53 308

Tonight We Sing IT) 110?) Pinia-Peters 4-53 310

Vic Crain-Peters I 1-53

Way of a Gaucho IT) 191) Tierny-Calhoun 9-52 . 22? 10-20

White Witch Doctor. The IT) 196) Hayward-Mitchum ... 7-53 7-27

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (47) In Production (Ij

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Americano Ford-Kennedy
Barefoot Contessa, The James Mason

COMPLETED
Act of Love ...

Africa Screams 17?) Beatty-Buck

Assassin. The l?0l Gregson-Grahame
Jandits of Corsica. The 181) ... Greene-Raymond
Jeachhead IPC) Curtis-Lovejoy

ieat the Devil Bogart-J. Jones
Jwana Devil I3D) lAns) 185) Stack-Britton

darnel Corps (3DI IPC) Cameron-Dru
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C)

Rel. No. Rev.

.K Douglas-D. Robin
4-15
4-22
2-27

3-13

Dexter-Hale, Jr.

Captain Scarlett 175) R. Greene-L. Amar
grossed Swords Flynn-Lollobrigida
)onovan's Brain Ayres-Davis
:ake. The 1801 O'Keefe-Gray
ort Algiers 178) Yvonne deCarlo
ree and Easy Michaeis-Egan
Jenghis Khan 1781 M. Conde-E. Reyos
Jay Adventure 182) B. Meredith-J. Aumont
iuerrilla Girl 181) . Dantine-Marianna
Jun Belt IT) 177) Montgomery-Hunter

the .lurv I3D) Elliot-Castle

t's in the Bag 187) Elliott-Castle

oe Louis Story. The Wallace-Sims
!ansas City Confidential (98) Payne-Gray
imelight 1140) Chaplin-Bloom
uxury Girl 1961 Stephens-Ferrero
Magnetic Monster 175) ... Carlson-Byron
iarshal's Daughter. The 171) I. Anders K. Murray ..

telba IT) 1115) . Munsel-Morley
liss Hargreaves Katherine Hepburn
lonsoon 17?) Thiess-Douglas
loon Is Blue, The I??)

loulin Rouge IT) (118)
ly Heart Goes Craiy 170)

eanderthal Man, The 178)

o Escape
» River Street 183)
pantom From Space (72) Seay-Nash
'aiders of the Seven Seas IT) Payne-Reed
ed Planet Mars 187) _ Graves-King

Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes

(100) Cooper-Hayes
Swinburne-Shields
Stack-C. Gray
Archer-Hyer ._ _

McCrea-Keyes

eturn to Paradise (T)

iver. The (T) (??)
abre Jet ICI

:arlet Spear, The (An)
loot First 188)

Dn of the Renegade 157) Carpenter-Irving
lat Man From Tangier 188) Asther-Coleman
vonky, The 1721 H. Conried-G. Blondell
ce Squad 187) E. G. Robinson
olcano (1041 A. Magnani-G. Brooks
'ar Paint IEC) IWSI (8?) Robert Stack
'hen I Grow Up (?0) Preston-Scott
'itness, The _ Bergman-Brando _

8-12
8-53
9- 30
?-25
7- 15

6- 12
8-21
1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
?-l8
1-16
2-6

1-30
2- 18

6-26
8-53

112-14
7-53
3-6

7-22
6- 1?

?-l
?-l I

5-15
5-27

.... 5-15
7-53

.... 2-15

5- 15

3-27
5-8

6- 10

8-53
6-5

8-S3
.4-20.

Chap 1 1-3

6-15
12-2?

Sml

Ren

7-27

UNIVERSAL

32?
305

325

12-1

7-13

952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

skatchewan IEC) Ladd-Winters
inkee Pasha IT) Chandler-Fleming

OMPLETED
jbott & Costello Go To Mars 177) Abbott & Costello Apr 316 3-23
>bott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jekvll & Mr. Hyde (75) Abbott-Costello Aug
iainst All Flags IT) 183) ......... Flynn-O'Hara Dec
I American. The Curtis-Nelson
I I Desire 1 7 9 ) Stanwyck-Carlson ... July
ck to God's Country (T) Hudson-Cochran
ick Castle. The (81) . McNally-Greene Dec
ty Beneath the Sea IT) 187) Ryan-Powers . Mar
ilumn South IT) 1851 . .

Murphy-Evans June
serf Leqion (T) 186) Ladd-Dahl Apr
sperate Moment D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
st of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
"•bidden Curtis-Dru
ancis Covers the Big Town 186) Donald O'Connor July
•nevieve IT] D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
rls in the Night 183) Holden-Farrell Feb
ass Web. The I3D) IT) Robinson-Forsythe
'enn Miller Story, The IT] Stewart-Allyson
ilden Blade, The (T) Laurie-Hudson
eat Sioux Uprising, The IT) 180) Chandler-Domergue

' nsmoke (T) 17?] . Murphy-Drake
ICame from Outer Space I3D) (82) Carlson-Rush
Happens Every Thursday (80) Young-Forsythe
« and Order IT) 180) Reagan-Malone
'"less Breed. The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams
"« Hand IT] (80) McCrea-Hale .. .

1 and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
;i and Pa Kettle on Vacation 1751 Main-Kilbride
and Pa Kettle Hit the Road . Main-Kilbride

n From the Alamo IT) 17?] Ford-Adams
et Me at the Fair (T) 1871 Dailey-Lynn

'isissippi Gambler IT) l?8l ...... Power-Laurie
leen Is Crowned, A IT) 1661 Documentary
fders, The (T) (82) . Conte-Lindfors -

304
308
320
315

324

311

July
Mar
June
May
May
Jan
May

Apr

Aug
Jan
Feb

June
Nov

326
312
322
319
318
306
317

328
307
310
323
301 .

6-1
3-9

1-26

6-29
4-20

12-15
1-12

Redhead From Wyoming (T) (80) , O'Hara-Nicol Jan 30?
Ride Clear of Diablo IT I

Murphy-Duryea
Seminole IT) 186) Hudson-Hale Mar 313
Son of Cochise I3D) IT) Hudson : Rush
Stand At Apache River IT) . . McNaily-Adams Sept. 334
Take Me to Town IT) 1811 Sheridan-Hayden June 321
Titfield Thunderbolt, The IT) Holloway-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) .. Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT] 1103) Stewart-Dru Aug 327 6-1

Veils of BaariaH IT) Mature-Field
Walking Mv Babv Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT] O'Hara-Chandler
Wings of the Hawk (3D) (East C) Adams-Heflin

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Dial M for Murder I3D)
(All-Media) IWC)

*ear Guard I3DI (All-Media) IWC)

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO (70)
April in Paris IT) (101)
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (80)

Big Jim McLain (90) ._

Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia, The l?0)

Bounty. Hunter, The (3D)
lAII-media] IWC)

Boy From Oklahoma, The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon(T) 1 102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Cattle Town 171) _
Charge at Feather River

IWC) I3D' l?6)
City is Dark. The 174)

Crimson Pirate. The IT) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The 1 1 10

Diamond Oueen (EC)
Eddie Cantor Story, The (T) _
Hondo 130) IWC]
House of Wax IWC) (3D) (88)
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess l?5)

Iron Mistress. The IT) (110)
Island in the Sky
Jan Sinqer. The IT) 1107)
Lion Is In th Streets, A (T)

Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 18?)

Miracle of Fatima (WC) (102)
Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun 182)
Ridinq Shotgun (WC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) 195)
She's Workinq Her Way

Through College IT) (101)
So Big
So This Is Love 1 101

1

South Sea Woman l??1
Springfield Rifle (WC) (?3) .

Stop, You're Killing Me IWC) 186)
Story of Will Rogers. The IT) (10?)
System, The l?0]

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)
Thunder Over the Plains IWC)
Trouble Along the Way (110)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel.

Milland-Kelley
Madison-Weldon

No. Rev.

..Abbott-Costello 12-27
Day-Bolger 1-3...

P.Christian-P.Raymond 6-13
Wayne-Olson 8-30..

Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte 3-28

208
20?
221

201

12-1

6-2?
?-8

215 3-23

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson ....

Day-MacRae
Day-Keel
Morgan-Carey ....

Madison-Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden
.B. Lancaster -

Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice ...

Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark
.Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran ...

Mayo-Reagan
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Lovejoy-Perrin
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Wayne-Reed

5-2

12-6

7-1 I

I 1-7

9-27

5-30
7-25
10-31

4-25

2-28
1 1-22
8- 15

2-14
10-3

I-31
8-1

10-11

I I-8
8-29

3- 14

7- 12
I 1-28
8- 15

6-27
10-25
1-17
7-26
4- 18

8-29
4-4

219

207

223

202

220

218

213
206 .

212

211
225
203
205
224

214

128

4-6

12-1

7-13

9-22

5-18

"4-26

2-9

1-26

12-29
7-27
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Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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Henry King, director of "King of the Khyber Rifles" (20th Century-Fox) , peers

through the new frame-finder to line up a scene for the CinemaScope production. And
there's an artist's conception of how Mr. King composes the scene for panoramic filming.

In the past few months, more new techniques, new devices,

new methods have entered the art of movie-making than in

the Quarter of a century preceding. Jay Allen discusses in

this article how Hollywood is coping with these changes.

New Movie-Making Methods
Will the old-line hierarchy of producers, directors

and technicians in Hollywood be able to keep pace with

the new scientific developments in motion pictures? Or
will a whole new crop of craftsmen have to be developed

to take their places ?

With the advent of wide-screen filming—both ana-

morphic and mechanical—the old, established movie-

making techniques have suddenly become as outmoded

as the Nickelodeon. The question is : Can the "old dogs"

of Hollywood learn these new tricks, or will they be-

come the expendable by-products of advancement?

Most unbiased Hollywoodites agree that there will

be plenty of casualties among the old-timers when the

conversion to panoramic production is complete. New
techniques must be learned to deal Avith the new tech-

nology, and some of the veteran film makers are find-

ing it very difficult to cope with the problems. That
doesn't mean that the films being turned out in the new
processes are not good. But it does mean that the fullest

potentialities of the new systems are yet to be explored.

Perhaps some of the bright young men of television

may provide the answer. Certainly generous use is being

made of the television techniques in filming some of the

new motion picture product. The stage hit, "Top Ba-

nana," for example, was filmed in less than six clays, by
using three batteries of 3-dimension cameras, in much
the same manner as the TV cameras are operated.

( )r perhaps the old trial and error method will even-

tually evolve the solution. As one director said recently

:

"Each successive day that I work in these new processes

makes me realize how little I knew the day before."

Vet, as cameraman I.con Shamroy pointed out, after

completing his assignment on "The Robe": "Through
CinemaScope, 20th Century-Fox is only doing what D.

W. ( Griffith tried to achieve 40 years ago—show cause

and effect at the same time". "No longer", Shamroy
declared, "must the cinematographer cut from one bit of

action, showing cause, to another bit of action showing

effect. In one big scene the CinemaScope camera shows

both."

To illustrate his point, Shamroy told of a scene in

"The Robe" in which a Roman archer in the left fore-

ground pulls his bow and sends an arrow into the heart

of Dean Jagger, 75 yards away. "The audience sees all

this," Shamroy says, in "in virtual close-up. They see

the arrow leaving the bow, the arrow travelling, the

arrow hitting its target, the pain on the actor's face, and

the actor's falling." He estimated that it would have

taken at least six camera set-ups, with the attendant,

confusing film cuts, to have made this scene with a con-

ventional camera.

For this particular scene, Shamroy used a two-inch

lens, in order to bring the action in closer to the audi-

ence. This, incidentally, is the size lens used for close-

ups in ordinary film photography.

"Best of all," the ace Hollywood camerman said,

"we have the advantage of allowing the action to move
instead of the camera. No longer do we have to truck

after the action. The CinemaScope lens encompasses

such large areas that the action can move, in a long shot,

a dozen city blocks and still stay in the picture frame."

One of the biggest problems in filming a scene in

the 2.66 CinemaScope ratio, incidentally, is that of fram-

ing the picture. Since the anamorphic lenses focus at

the width of two and one-half times that of height, it

has been necessary to improvise all sorts of new devices

to fill out the screen, when only one or two characters

are playing a scene.

(Continued on Page 8)
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TRADE
SHOWS
SEPT. 14th

TRADE
SHOWS
SEPT. 15th

In most Exchange
Centers—with Terri-

torial Screenings to

follow immediately

thereafter.

SEE FOR YOURSELF IS

OFF TO A FLYING START
The First Two Big Ones
Trade-Shown in 94 Cities!

Strike up the band! There's excitement on every Film Row.

Never has any company had for consecutive release such a

group of important attractions, and we're arranging Previews

in 94 cities so that YOU can SEE FOR YOURSELF! And wait

till you hear the details of "The Lucky Seven" Showmanship

Contests for every exhibitor attending the trade shows. Ask

for the Contest Booklet. And watch for announcements of the

nationwide trade shows of other BIG ONES!



JkU Me The Vet**!

Myers Promises Fireworks

If Distribs Shruge Off Gripes

"Why do not those distributors who are

forever talking about improving exhibitor-

distributor relations make a real gesture to-

ward moderation in their selling policies and

practices in advance of the Boston conven-

tion. That would reduce the fever of the

participants in that meeting and pave the

way for the kind of whole-hearted two-way

cooperation that should he the goal of every

right-minded person in the industry."

With these words, A. F. Myers served

notice that Allied's national convention in

Boston, Oct. 5-7,, would be no namby-pamby
affair. He warned that there would be plenty

of fireworks unless giant steps were taken

by the distributors to consider the exhibitors'

complaints before the meeting convened.

Scheduled for consideration by the inde

' exhibitor groups were product shortages

occasioned by the slowdown in production

due to transition to the new processes and

the confusion in production and release

i
scheduling. "No one knows," he declared,

"how many films will he released in 1954,

' either standard, 3D, adaptable to wide-screen

or anamorphic." On the agenda, too, are

I new process equippim; problems, both as to

cost and availability, continuance of the tax

relief battle and a public relations program.

"There is going to be one hell of a product

shortage next year," Myers predicted. He
based his prophecy on the curtailing of pro-

duction activities due to the caution by the

studios as they eye the development of 3D
and wide-screen. Another critical situation,

Myers felt, was the smaller theatres' inabilitv

I

to obtain the new equipment, either because

of high cost or large circuits' being given

preference on availability. A third vital

factor was the limitations imposed on many
theatres by architectural difficulties.

Confusion in release and shooting sche-

dules was dubbed by Myers as the "deliber-

ate acts of the film companies" to force out

the smaller theatres.

He outlined a two-point program for in-

creasing attendance to be considered by the

theatremen and then to be presented to the

industry at large for action:

(1) To work toward repealing the 20 per

cent admissions tax by proving to the press,

Congress and the Administration how tax

'repeal "will enable the industry to help itself

and will not mean merely pouring tax money
down a rat hole."

(2) To work toward relief of the product
shortage so that the smaller houses may re-

main in business.

-Myers also took to task the Production
1 "de's action in withholding a seal on "The
Moon Is Blue." It was a "pity", he said,

that in times like these, the so-called art

theatres should be the sole beneficiaries of
high grossing pictures that could be cx-
luhited to adult audiences in the regular thea-
tres without hurting anyone."

M-G-M Halves Production

In "Fewer-Bigger" Program

The "fewer-but-bigger-pictures" trend re-

ceived added impetus when M-G-M revealed

that it was cutting its annual production in

half. Only 18 pictures will come off the

Culver lot between now and next July. At

the "See For Yourself" sales convention,

studio chief Dore Schary commented on the

policy saying that although the number of

pictures would he cut, all will be "planned

big and geared high."

Turning to aspect ratios, CinemaScope and

3D, Schary said all would be used according

to the dictates of story material. In his

opinion, stereophonic sound is a must on any
size screen ratio.

Money Talk

The Bureau of Internal Revenue reports

that general admissions tax collections for

the 1952-53 fiscal year, ending June 30,

totaled $310,223,953. This is almost 5^ per

cent below the $328,861,013 collected in the

previous fiscal period. About 75 per cent of

general admission taxes are usually credited

to motion picture theatres.

On the brighter side, however, was the in-

crease of $3,000,000 in collections for June,

1953 over the same month in 1952. The
figures for these corresponding months were

$26,269,741 against $23,039,083 reported for

June, 1952.

With CinemaScope investments cutting

heavily into 20th Century-Fox revenues, the

company showed a net loss of $865,565 for

the second quarter ending June 27, 1953. This

reduced the consolidated net earnings for the

first half of the year to $158,309. Earnings

for the 1952 comparable period were $154,404,

exclusive of domestic theatre subsidiaries

which were separated on Sept. 27.

Total income for the 26 weeks ending June

27, 1953 was $51,515,004, against $46,646,456

for a similar period the previous year, result-

ing in an increase of $4,868,548.

SMPTE Urges Survey Return

The theatre screen survey undertaken by
the Society of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers last May has received such pa-

thetic cooperation from exhibitors that the

organization is making a new appeal to thea-

tremen to return the survey fc rms. Of the

4,300 questionnaires mailed nine weeks ago,

only 275 had been returned by August 31.

Object of the survey is to obtain vital infor-

mation on which to base an analysis of

future engineering of wide screen processes.

SMPTE stresses that this cannot be done

until they have a true picture of screen size

and aspect-ratio capabilities of all American

theatres. New survey forms can be obtained

from SM P IT", headquarters, 40 West 40th

St., N. Y. C.

TOA-TESMA Meet Sets

Up 3D-Widescreen Forum
Arrangements for a theatre equipment and

new processes forum have been set by TOA
and TESMA officials to be held during

TOA's convention in Chicago's Hilton Hotel,

Nov. 1-5. TOA, TESMA,, and TEDA are

holding their respective annual conventions

tied in with a combined Trade Show, and
according to present plans, the forum will

feature a panel of 15 or 20 experts on every

phase of theatre exhibition. They will discuss

new processes and dimensions and describe

how the various types of apparatus ;s manu-
factured, installed, and serviced. The forum,

scheduled for Nov. 4, is open to all exhibitors.

People

Professor Henri Chretien, French inventor

who pioneered the development of Cinema-
Scope, will come to this country for the pre-

miere of "The Robe" . . . Allied Artists chief,

Steve Broidy, will be the principal speaker

at the three-day Allied States Convention
which opens Oct. 5 at the Sheraton-Plaza in

Boston . . . TOA's Alfred Starr appointed

Abe Bloom chairman of the TOA Conces-

sions Committee to fill the unexpired term

of the deceased Leon J. Levenson . . . I.F.E.

announced the appointment of Harold J.

Salemson as assistant to executive veep, E.

R. Zorgniotti. Ben Kornzweig is I.F.E.'s

new publicity manager, replacing Fred Gold-

berg who is moving over to Norton and
Condon.

U-I On CScope Bandwagon

Universal-Interational joined the Cinema-
Scope brigade with the announcement by-

Milton R. Rackmil that some of its top-

budget pictures will be shot in the 20th

Century-Fox panamorphic process. Rackmil
also stated that: (1) all product is now being

filmed for projection in aspect ratios ranging

from standard to 2-to-l
; (2) Universal will

continue to make films in 3D, (3) the com-
pany will release the same number ot pic-

tures per year as it has in tecent seasons, and

(4) a standard version in all CinemaScope
films will be available to exhibitors.

WB Signs Zeiss for Lens Deal

Warner Bros, inked a deal with Zeiss-

Opton, German lens manufacturer, for its

wide-screen system, WarnerScope. Jack L.

Warner announced that the Zeiss-Opton pact

calls for the production and delivery of

special photographing and projection lenses,

but gave no indication as to when they would

be available to exhibitors, or how much thea-

tremen would be charged under Warners

lens rental policy. _
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NEW MOVIE -MAKING METHODS

'Painting Ug Lights*

(Continued from Page 5)

Since necessity is avowedly the mother of invention,

20th Century-Fox technicians have largely overcome

ven that troublesome detail, through the development

!>f a new "frame-finder" instrument which enables the

director to pre-determine the scope of the scene. By so

doing, he is then able to set the stage and place his

actors to the greatest advantage. By inserting specially

designed glass slides into the "finder", it is possible to

pre-frame the scene, exactly as it would appear with any

\ize of lens to be used in the camera.

One gimmick which Fox has used effectively in fili-

ng out the screen, when only one or two actors are

/eing used in a scene, is "painting by lights". In other

tvords, patterns of lights and shadows are reflected on

the surrounding stage space to create a pleasing, but

non-detracting effect. In "How To Marry A Million-

aire," director Jean Xegulesco placed his actors and

actresses in a reclining position on chaise lounges, for

certain scenes. In other instances, the stage has been

filled with props which are carefully selected to enhance

the dramatic value of the scene.

However, some of the directors insist that such

scenes can be played in close-up, just as they would be

in conventional filming—thereby filling the entire scene

with the actors themselves. Director Sam Fuller, who
recently completed "Hell and High Water," for example,

says he has proved beyond any shadow of doubt that the

CinemaScope camera can be taken anywhere an ordi-

nary camera can. For one scene in the picture, he used

a two-inch lens, shooting from a distance of six feet, to

show Bella Darvi in a shower stall on a submarine. The
entire set was smaller than the conventional telephone

booth.

This particular set, nevertheless, is definitely an

exception to the rule. Most of the sets being used for

CinemaScope filming are constructed on a scale running

up to approximately twice that used for pictures shot in

the old 1.33 to 1 ratio. The special technique here is to

make the sets wider, without destroying realistic bal-

ance.

Scenic designers say the most important thing

they've had to learn in adapting their knowledge to the

new wide-screen method, is that sets actually become

actors. Because of the scope, every prop must be ac-

curate, with no fuzzing. Because audiences can ex-

amine the set down to the most minute detail, even

greater care than before must be taken to assure the

authenticity of the objects used. Lyle Wheeler, head of

the scenic department at Fox, in commenting on the

effect which these larger sets have on budgets, declared

:

"Naturally more materials are used, which runs up the

costs, but we are learning that this is offset by the con-

tinuity of CinemaScope filming, which requires fewer

sets to be constructed."

(Continued on Page 9)

In this scene from "The Robe" you see how much

more is encompassed by the CinemaScope lens

than by the standard 1.33 to 1 frame (left).
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NEW MOVIE-MAKING METHODS

Shooting Schedules Cut About One-Third
(Continued from Page 8)

As a matter of fact, the total budgets of all of the

CinemaScope features thus far filmed or in the process

of shooting are entirely compatible with the cost of the

big pictures which Fox previously filmed for conven-

tional screening.

One reason for this is the shorter shooting schedules

for pictures filmed in the process. Because less camera

set-ups are required, more extensive rehearsals are being

used, and because longer scenes are being filmed,

schedules have been cut almost one-third. Pictures

which would previously have been scheduled for 50 days

are now set for 35. And almost without exception, they

have come in from four to five days under schedule.

Darryl F. Zanuck explains the more or less station-

ary budgets in this manner: "CinemaScope pictures ad-

mittedly can be filmed in fewer days, but the savings

here are plowed back into better production values

—

bigger scenes, more spectacular action."

Zanuck hopes that actors may some day be induced

to accept rehearsal pay, on a much lower scale than their

shooting wage, thereby bringing about still further sav-

ings. Actually, the rehearsal methods are among the

most revolutionary techniques of the new type of pro-

duction. Because fewer set-ups are required, directors

usually shoot five or six pages of script at a time. Con-

sequently, an entire scene may be rehearsed, rather than

the small portion to be filmed on one set-up. During the

filming of "How to Marry A Millionaire," Negulesco

often rehearsed his cast until three or four o'clock in the

afternoon, before the cameras ever turned.

In mob scenes, extra players are being held in place

while the principals rehearse for the next scene. This

proves to be not only a great time-saver, but also pre-

vents any changes of position which might be detected

in the finished product.

Because the scope of these mob scenes is so exten-

sive, it is impossible for the director to see everything

As a result, assistant directors are being put in costume

to mingle among the actors and actually direct their

actions while the cameras are turning. The director him-

self is also afforded greater freedom to move around and

watch the action, because the scene has been "prc-

framed", and the constant change of set-ups has been

eliminated. Henry Koster, who directed "The Robe,"

declared : "For the first time in motion picture history,

the director has been freed from his camera."

No discussion of the new techniques employed in

filming a picture in CinemaScope could be complete

without touching on the problems confronting the actor.

For one thing, the actors are made to work harder for

their bread and butter, and their swimming pools, than

ever before. No longer do they spend half of their days

in the dressing rooms waiting to enact a scene, or retir-

ing to the sidelines to await a cue. Rather, they are part

Wider scope of action and stereophonic sound brings

into being the new sound boom with three microphones,

replacing the old single "mike". Tyrone Power and Terry

Moore in a scene from "King of the Khyber Rifles".

of the action—whether a focal part or not—for a much
greater part of the day's shooting.

Another important feature is the elimination of most
doubles or stunt men to perform many of the actor's

duties. Because CinemaScope magnifies the actors and
their actions to such a degree, it becomes necessary for

the stars to risk their own expensive necks.

Richard Burton, who stars in "The Robe," had this

to say in summing up the special problems pertaining to

actors: "Most of us, accustomed to the old-fashioned

camera being within two or three feet of us, find it a

little difficult to adjust to CinemaScope, where the

camera rarely gets closer than eight or ten feet. Because
the camera is further away, we think we have to speak
louder, project our voice more, or raise our eyebrows an
extra quarter of an inch to make a point." He declared

that there is a definite tendency to over-act, even though
the actor knows the camera will still catch the most
subtle look or gesture.

But, worse of all, according to Burton, is the reali-

zation that an actor 20 feet away, may be stealing the
scene. "CinemaScope puts every actor in the scene into

a close-up," h e said, "and you simply have to be on your
toes every minute. You know that you won't get the at-

tention of the audience unless you deserve it."

Nevertheless, all of the stars who have worked in

CinemaScope pictures agree that the sustained action
which is possible through the shooting of longer scenes
permits them to give superior performances than pre-
viously were possible. "We can hold a mood and build
on it," they declare.

Finally, but by no means least, are the new tech-

(Continued on Page 20)
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

LOST: MASS AUDIENCE
Allied States Ass'n

"In the early days they (movie makers)

wisely kept production high and prices low.

They saw to it that movies were made avail-

able, not merely on the main stem of the big

cities but in the residential sections and in

the smallest towns ... no one in his right

mind supposes that the movie industry could

have attained its present greatness if film en-

tertainment had been reserved for the big

spenders in the big cities and had been with-

held from those who could only attend the

small town and neighborhood theatres. The

small theatre is to the big theatre what the

branch line is to the railroad—a feeder. The

movie goers of the last score of years ac-

quired the habit as children in the small town

and neighborhood theatres. When they left

home for college or to work in the city, the

movie house made them feel at home . . .
The

present day movie moguls seem to forget all

this in their anxiety to make a fast buck from

advanced admission price pictures in a few

key spots. They stubbornly refuse to believe

that what happened to the stage can happen

to them. They entertain the weird notion

that screen entertainment can be restricted to

a comparatively few high admission houses

in the large cities and that the public will

troop to those theatres in sufficient volume to

make up for the 15,000-odd theatres that will

be forced to close. Only the film companies

are affected by the 'big head', but since they

control the supply of product there is immi-

nent danger that they will carry the business

upstage and, perhaps, into oblivion ... If

ever there was a time when it was necessary

that the greatest possible number of people

see the best pictures while they are still bene-

fitting from word of mouth advertising, it is

now. How are the people going to regain the

movie going habit if the best pictures are

withheld from them or made available only

in large cities at advanced admission prices.

We have arrived at a condition where re-

sponsible film executives are toying with the

idea that the motion picture business can be

profitably conducted, so far as they are con-

cerned, by restricting their films to one thea-

tre in each large city, to be exhibited at prices

comparable to those which proved the un-

doing of the legitimate theatre. Not only are

they toying with this idea with respect to the

marketing of films but also in reference to

the allocation of equipment for the exhibition

of third dimension pictures, or pictures creat-

ing the illusion of third dimension. Twentieth

Century-Fox, for example, says that it won't

attempt to supply equipment for Cinema-

Scope in towns of less than 100,000 popula-

tion for a long time—long enough for the

theatres in the smaller towns to die a linger-

ing death. The smaller theatres already are

dying like flies in the Fall; now at an esti-

mated rate of 1,000 for each decline of 1% in

receipts. Unless the downward trend is re-

versed, Charlie Skouras' prediction, made in

a Saturday Evening Post interview (issue

January 19, 1952) that 'some 11,000 theatres

will turn up their toes and go into a deep

sleep' will be realized. Maybe Charlie's pre-

diction was made on the basis of fore-

knowledge of the distributors' plans to pre-

release all good pictures and see to it that the

3D pictures are restricted to the big circuil

theatres for a long, long time."

—A. F. Myers

KID ADMISSIONS
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

Following is a letter from R. I.. Binkard,

Royal, la. 1 think you'll get the point:

"I am primarily a retail merchant and do

most of my thinking along those lines. How-
ever, this summer I have been chairman in

charge of Royal C of C outdoor summer
movies. As such I have been getting your

Bulietin 'To All Independent Exhibitors.'

Because of the temporary nature of my
connection with the movie business I haven't

done too much thinking about the problems

of the industry, but 1 have enjoyed reading

your bulletin and the very pc-inted remarks

that appear in it. It is unusual to find a busi-

ness publication that actually call a spade by

its name and I enjoy reading in print what

'our' level really thinks.

On the matter of admissions I didn't im-

agine any regular theatre let children in for

10c. This is all we charge, but the merchants

here underwrite our losses just for the good

ot the town. For their 10c they set on old

benches and see and hear the movie through

obsolete equipment and when it rains, they

get wet. Surely any real theatre should be

able to charge 25c". Signed—R. L. B.—

.

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER . . .

Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

The battle for accounts among producer-

distributors has simmered down to a battle

of who can make the most startling an-

nouncements. Latest to increase their budget

for bigger headlines is the Brothers Warner
who recently announced the Warner-whoop-
er-pooper-super-dooper-plooper-scope -— a

system that produces sound so that you hear

it from front, back, sides, top and, if you try

real hard, bottom. And you can see it with

both eyes even on a morning after with both

of their crossed.

Those boys sure do invent! First Warner
color. Then Warner sound. Now Warner
whooper-pooper etc. Can't you just see them

in their upstairs attic laboratory, munching

on a dry rye & cheese sandwich, sweating

out the mathematic formula for a new in-

vention to which they can add their name?

We wonder how much of the spade work is

done by the people who put their name on a

thing. Undoubtedly Warners furnished the

dough to make all the new gadgets attributed

to them, but we wonder if vanity has not

taken first place over contribution.

NEWSREEL PLUGS
Allied MPTO of W. P a .

We have received a great many complaints!
recently regarding the practice by Universal
of continually plugging forthcoming picturesi
in their newsreel. This is a particularly had
practice as applied to a split or bidding situ-
ation as one exhibitor should not he expected
to use his screen to advertise a picture which
his competitor may get. I can make no sug-
gestion as to how the practice can be elimi-
nated—it has long been a source of com-
plaint by exhibitors and Universal seems to]
have paid little attention to the complaints]
over the years. Some other companies are]
also guilty of this but apparently not to the
extent that Universal does it. The only thing
I can say is this . . . you are doing any com-J
pany a favor by playing their news as there
are five newsree's available. Why not re-

strict the playing of a news to the company
with whom your relations are the best—in

other words, "treat them right as treats you
so". I, personally, am an advocate of the

newsreels. 1 do not think any proper pro-
gram is complete without one provided that

it can be bought at a fair price and that it

isn't over seven days old. It really makes a

well-rounded program and I think if you
conducted a poll of your patrons you would
be surprised at the number who would like tc

see a newsreel in your theatre. The new-
programming on TV, which I have watched
each evening for the past few weeks, is really

junk and in no way compares with the gooc
screen newsreel.

DECLINE OF 3D
Allied States Ass'n

What will eventually happen to 3-D i

highly debatable. From the start, our b'n

problem was public acceptance. We hav
done little to aid this type of presentation. I

is a sincere hope, from technical aspects, tha

3-D pictures would be on one piece of film

Break-downs, loss of synchronization, ba<

glasses, etc. have hurt tremendously. How-
ever, the most serious fault has been the pic

tures. The public might have stood still fo

certain imperfections in the showing of goo.

pictures but the 3-D's, as of today, have bee

commonplace. Further, exhibition has bee

discouraged from bringing even those ba

pictures to the public because of the hysten

cal sales policies that attends these picture:

As a result, many exhibitors are passing pic

tures and the original "gimmick" phase c

3-D is certainly past.

Bad sales policies are as harmful as ba

pictures. Why good business sense can't pr<

vail at times is beyond the comprehension c

most exhibitors. Has our industry loused U

something that, if used wisely, could hav

been constant box office hypo? Failure o

the part of distribution to recognize the coi

siderable added expense for the showing <

these pictures by over-pricing run-of-tlu

mill westerns or mysteries won't help 3-1

The common thought is 3-D is oky for fir:

runs but after that, so what.—Wilbur Snapt
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Tke /ic/ttfttah TeJtintchia/

GRASS ROOTS SALES DRIVE
Four years ago, Al Lichtman came to 20th

Century-Fox after an illustrious career in the

stratosphere of distribution. He had been

vice president of Loew's, president of United

Artists, distribution chief of Paramount, Uni-

versal, Famous Players-Lasky, among a host

of other top sales posts that took him way

back to Monopol Films. In all that time,

Lichtman had insisted that never—but never

—should he be the principal to be honored in

a sales drive. There were to be no testi-

monials, no employment of his name to pro-

mote the company's bookings. Not once in

all the time he had served as a distribution

executive had Lichtman's name been the

figurehead in a sales drive.

But then a strange thing happened. Licht-

man had instituted the system of local au-

tonomy at 20th-Fox. He had decreed that

Fox division managers were the sales bosses

in each of their territories, and within those

divisions, the branch managers were em-

powered to do what they felt was best for

the company and its customers. Consequent-

ly, when seven division managers met secret-

ly at the Park Sheraton Hotel after a sales

confab with Lichtman and conceived the Al

Lichtman Testimonial, the distributions

chief's hands were tied. He had given them

the authority and they had used it to pro-

mulgate a testimonial campaign, willy-nilly.

The division managers along with their as-

sistant division heads and the branch man-

agers set up the campaign to run for five

weeks, from August 30 through October 3.

With Lichtman tied up in the development of

CinemaScope and sales policies for "The

Robe," the field executives decided to relieve

their chief of any concern on available stan-

dard product.

No one at the home office was involved in

the campaign—but all were delighted. Presi-

dent Spyros P. Skouras sent heartfelt letters

to each of the seven division heads and the

two assistant division managers. "Al must

personally feel wonderful at this gesture of

thoughtfulness and this endeaver to relieve

him of all possible worry as to the business

of our domestic organization will do while

he is assisting me so devotedly in effecting a

transition of our business from standard pic-

tures to CinemaScope," Skouras wrote.

And to the branch heads; "It is inspiring

to know that every one of you has pledged

yourself in tribute to Al Lichtman and in

recognition of the problem we are facing to

deliver the biggest five weeks business in the

history of 20th Century-Fox."

The fact that some 75,000 dates were set

for 20th Century-Fox features well before the

starting date of the campaign bears out

Skouras' confidence in this grass roots drive.

There seems to be little question that the

returns for the first four weeks in September,

on the basis of these bookings, should lift the

company's quarterly earnings into a new
record gross.

It was not only the 20th-Fox organization!

t'ut got behind this campaign. Most out-l

standing facet of the outside support was the

exhibitor reaction, which saw 117 top theatre-l

men, operating more than 5000 theatres,!

enter into a co-sponsorship of the Testi-I

monial. More than half of these have been

carrying on distribution negotiations with

Lichtman for more than 20 years: several up

to 40 ytais. The list comprises *op members

of Allied States Ass'n, Theatre Owners of'

America, and individual theatre groups, and

booking organizations.

The conspirators who organized the wholt

shindig in a "smoke-filled" room at the Park

Sheraton have good reason to be proud of

accomplishment. They are: Herman Wob-'

ber, of San Francisco, Western division man-

ager; Harry G. Ballance, Atlanta, Southern

division; Glenn Norris, Washington, Atlantic

division; Moe A. Levy, Minneapolis, Mid-

western; Martin Moskowitz, New York

Empire State; Tom O. McCleaster, Minne

apolis, Central; Peter Myers, Toronto, Can-

adian; Paul S. Wilson, Atlanta, Southen

ass't division manager, and Bryan D. Stoner

San Francisco, Western ass't division man-
1

ager. Also on the field committee in charge

of the Testimonial are Tom Gilliam, Chicagc

branch manager; James M. Connolly, Bostoi

branch manager, and Ben \. Simon, New

Haven branch manager.

The idea conceived in the Park Sheratoi

Hotel has taken over the 20th Century-Fo>

organization by storm. Vice presiden

Charles Einfeld has lent his formidable sup

port in the advertising-publicity departmen

to promote the campaign. A distant genera

sales manager W. C. Gehring. West-Soutl)

division head Edwin W. Aaron and East

Canadian regional chief Arthur Silverstoni

are giving it added support.

But primarily this is i grass roots cam

paign, executed by the field men, backed b

the exhibitors. As such, it stands unique i'

an industry that has seen practically everyj

thing.

WOBBER BALLANCE NORRIS LEVY MOSKOWITZ McCLEASTER MYERS WILSON STONER
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PIN POINT REVIEWS

"Mr. Scoutmaster"

Gcuitete IZctiiH? GOO
Rating applies to family houses, small town clientele, and

wherever Clifton Webb is a draw. Too slow and talky for

the action market. Good exploitation possibilities, with

Boy Scout tie-ins and Mr. Belvedere type of role.

Clifton Webb's way of handling precocious youth,

which registered so solidly in "Sitting Pretty", gets an-

other workout in "Mr. Scoutmaster." Over-long first

half gets pickup via Webb's taming of a group of bratty

scouts. Best of it, however, is the way a seven-year-old

Cub Scout, played stiffly but effectively by George "Fog-

horn" Winslow, worms his way into Webb's affections.

As a Scoutmaster who takes the job as a research pro-

ject so that he can write a TV show for kiddies, Webb
is faced with as murderous a batch of American youth

as could be found in any corner of the U. S. His mis-

adventures—heckling, pranks, imprisonment in a sleep-

ing bag, entanglements with Mother Nature—finally

result in a reconstruction of both Webb and his brood.

Lending valuable support are Edmund Gwenn and

Frances Dee.

Pressbook concentrates on comic incidents. Use of

cartoon-type illustration in ads and lithos, with the tag-

line: "He's just a crazy big mixed-up kid—in the come-

dy riot of the year !" Barn

20th Century-Fox. 85 Minutes. Clifton Webb, Edmund Gwenn, George "Fog-

horn" Winslow, Frances Dee, Veda Ann Borg, Orley Lindgren, Jimmy Moss,

Sammy Ogg. Producer, Leonard Goldstein. Director, Henry Levin.

"Sky Commando"

Air war programmer with little action, routine plot. Some
high spots enliven proceedings enough to bring into the

acceptable dualler class for action houses.

The old hack about the martinet officer, hated by his

men and eventually earning their affection and admira-

tion, is pulled out once again by Sam Katzman. Little

here for anyone but the juvenile and action trade. Story

and treatment are routine, performances just adequate,

direction and production undistinguished. Minimum of

romantic interest. Clips from actual combat footage give

it some sorely needed boosts. Opening with jet fighter

returning from mission in Korea, most of the film

resorts to flashback to World War II to lay groundwork
for the climax. Conflict is between Duryea and co-pilot

Touch Connors, latter accusing Duryea of cowardice

and sacrificing other flyers to save his own neck.

Duryea proves his bravery and wisdom of his decisions,

ends up a hero. Phil

Columbia, bl Minutes. Dan Duryea, Frances Gifford, Touch Conners, Michael
Fox, William R. Klein, Freeman Morse, Dick Paxton. Producer, Sam Katiman.
Director, Fred F. Sears.

"Conquest of Cochise"

Indians vs. whites conflict falls into stock pattern. Mild

action values, too much talk, weakens it for action market,

most logical b.o. outlet. Tepid marquee value in Hodiak-

Stack names. Technicolor an asset.

Another in the long line of Indian battle films. Sam
Katzman's production unleashes only in the last third of

the film the sort of whoop-de-do that appeals to the

action trade, with hard riding, plenty of gunsmoke and

equinobatics to enliven the climax. The conflict is be-

tween the Apaches and the Comanches, with the latter

attempting to raid the Mexican Border, the former com -

ing to the aid of the U. S. Cavalry as the Americans at-

tempt to halt the raids. Treachery among both the

whites and the Indians complicate the job. John Hodiak
plays the high-minded Apache leader, Cochise; Robert

Stack is the Cavalry leader, and Joy Page is seen as a

Mexican aristocrat in a brief and abortive romance with

Hodiak. In addition to the obvious angles, there are ex-

ploitation possibilities in the white girl-redskin romance.

Pressbook is undistinguished in both copy and art

:

"20,000 Apaches Thunder Out of the Hills for Ven-

geance !" Stunt for display in blowup of Cochise burned

at stake, with special lighting to give flame effect. Phil

Columbia. 70 Minutes. John Hodiak, Robert Stack, Joy Page, Rico Alanii,

Fortunio Bonanova, Edward Colmans, Carol Thurston, Rod Redwing. Producer,

Sam Katiman. Director, William Castle.

"The Golden Blade"

Routine entry in Oriental swashbuckler cycle. High quota

of action and melodramatics makes it best suited for

action clientele. Technicolor, Rock Hudson & Piper Laurie,

set up marquee values angled at younger trade. Should

reach slightly above average where exploited.

Fairy tale concerning the Sword of Damascus flows

swiftly down the well-worm vein created by its prede-

cessors in the Oriental rock 'em-sock 'em mellers with

tongue-in-cheek. Rock Hudson, Piper Laurie are an at-

tractive pair to handle the proceedings. Hudson, as a

high-minded wanderer who finds himself all-powerful

after acquiring the magic sword of Damascus that

renders him invincible, lends gusto to the role: Laurie,

is an eyeful as his romantic partner to free the land From

the rule of a wicked grand vizier.

Pressbook gives Hudson's muscles big play with

the usually demure Laurie transformed into a siren and

I fughes in alluring veils. Neil

Universal-International. 81 Minutes. Rock Hudson, Piper Laurie, Gene Evans,

Kathleen Hughes, George Macready, Steven Geray, Edgar Barrier. Producer,

Richard Wilson. Director, Nathan Juran.
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The NY May fair stopped crowds with

this sidewalk stunt, in cooperation with

Paramount, for the opening of "War of

the Worlds." The special kit put out by

Archer Plastics, are being carried by

the two models and "spaceman".

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION

'Robe' Debut Seen Making

Broadway Premiere History

Slated to top anything presented in movie

premieres in years is the world debut, Sept.

16, of 20th Century-Fox's "The Robe" at the

Roxy. Charles Einfeld and his crew have

been planning the type of spectacle fitting to

the epochal bow of the first CinemaScope

picture. The invitational premiere will have

a "Golden Bridge of Light" reaching into the

atmosphere of three times tin- height of M».

Everest. The four huge 3-billion candle-

power searchlights that will form the arc of

light over the Times Square area will be seen

as far away as Westport, Conn. To forestall

an Orson Welles type of reaction, all air-

ports and police stations within a 50-mile

radius of New York have been alerted to the

"Golden Bridge," which George Wendclken

of the Publicity Searchlight Co., describes as

a spectacle never even remotely resembled,

either in color or intensity.

Under this impressive facade, the film's

festivities will officially open the New York
fall social season, with bigwigs from every

walk of life on hand. NBC and its TV flag-

ship, WNBT, will give it the most extensive

radio-video coverage ever seen on Broadway.

On Sept. 8, Ben Grauer MC's a quarter-show

exclusively devoted to "The Robe." Then a

half-hour program the following Saturday

detailing the workings of the CinemaScope
system. Both shows will be kinescoped for

The Criterion used this dramatic lobby display for UA's "I, the Jury". Front featured sexy book cover.

out-of-town-programming. In addition t

plans for premiere of "The Robe's" score bi

the NBC Symphony, there will be runnin

concurrently from Sept. 9 to Sept. 22 dai !

trailers with star endorsements. In the tieu

20th-Fox is furnishing actual props and co

tumes to WNBT for use on day-time pe

sonality shows. Lobby activities and arriv

of celebrities will be broadcasted by Bi

Grauer and Faye Emerson and subsequent

aired on network shows. A unique aspect

the festivities will be special shots by WNE
film cameramen to be featured on the sho\

of various TV personalities attending, lij

Steve Allen, Morey Amsterdam, Dave G;

roway, Jinx Falkenberg and several others.

A new edition of the long-time best sell

is being issued by publishers Houghtt

Mifflin to tie in with the national promoti

on the film. The tie-ups, linked with loe

openings, will blanket the country throu

books and department stores, using wind'

displays, counter cards (supplied by Hous-

ton-Mifflin) and streamers. Leading nc\

papers in all the major cities will carry

publishers' ads.

(Continued on Page
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SPECIAL BULLETIN!

ORDER POLAROID 3-D GLASSES
FROM YOUR

RCA THEATRE SUPPLY DEALER

0 I D

Polaroid Corporation announces the
appointment of RCA Victor Division

of The Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica as the national distributors of
Polaroid 3-D Glasses.

Now you can get the best in 3-D
glasses . . . and the best in prompt,
efficient service ... to help you show

your 3-D pictures as they should be

shown.

For your next 3-D picture, don't

take chances, take the best . . . genu-

ine Polaroid Glasses. Just pick up
your phone and call your regular

RCA Theatre Supply Dealer. Your
order will be shipped promptly.

POLAROID CORPORATION, CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
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ViewpointsTi/^at t&e S^cumm /tie 'Dowy!
(Continued from Page 14)

Sinatra Grabbed by S-W
For Bang-up P. A. Stunt

Atlantic City is about 60 miles outside of

Philadelphia. Frank Sinatra was playing an

engagement at a club in the seashore resort.

These two facts led to a punch-packed ex-

ploitation stunt for Columbia's "From Here

to Eternity", engineered by Everett Callow's

Stanley Warner publicity department. With
SW's Irv Hlumberg doing the leg work,

aided by Sid Zims of Columbia's Exploita-

tion Department, Mort Levine, Stanley

Theatre Manager, and Milt Young, Columbia

exploiteer (who returned from his vacation

for the event), the showmen arranged for

Sinatra to do a two-hour p. a. stint for the

opening. All of the leading Philadelphia disc

jockeys were enlisted, conducting contests

on meeting Frankie and seeing the picture.

Columbia's exploitation head, Al Rylander,

drove the crooner to Philadelphia, with a

fleet of 15 new Packards toting the disc

jockeyes, "officers'' of the Sinatra fan club,

and executives of Capitol Records, currently

releasing the Sinatra waxing of the title tune;

then off to Philly's Ritz Car'ton with TV
new.>rcels covering, and every table labeled

with the name of the disc jockey, a swell

come-on for subsequent radio listening.

Levine snuck in a special plug via a deal

with Nat Lorman for breaks on the Dave
Garroway show, to be used on the day before

and after the opening.

Condon UA Overseas Link

For P re-Selling Campaigns
In view of the increasing number of films

being made abroad, especially by independent

producers, it was only natural that United

Artists' Max Youngstein would take the lead

in giving such pictures special attention. The
UA vice president has assigned ad-publicity

expert Richard Condon to undertake a 90-

day survey of promotion activities for UA
releases being made in Great Britain and

Europe. Condon will investigate "at first

hand" producers' publicity activities and to

"explore the possibilities for closer coordi-

nation of these activities," Youngstein said.

In addition to developing the pre-selling pos-

sibilities, Condon will act as liaison with the

home office so that a campaign can be de-

veloped by Youngstein's office well in ad-

vance of release.

Youngstein's action delves into a woefully

forgotten aspect of foreign production. Many
of the film companies producing abroad rely

on inexperienced publiciteers' handouts for

their information on a picture. We know of

one case where not even a synopsis was
available for use by a film company's (not

UA) ad-publicity department to pre-sell a

picture until the actual print was delivered.

It would be well for the other distributors to

follow Max Youngstein's example.

(Continued on Page 17)

More Variety

In Pressbooks

The pressbook is to the exhibitor what hij

toolkit is to the carpenter. Even the apprentice

is required to accumulate a full set of tools ir

order to do his job well. Isn't it, then, inade

quate to limit the theatre showman to a ball-enc

hammer when he requires a claw hammer; or i

% " awl when a half-inch electric drill will dc

the work so much more efficiently?

What all this leads up to is the fact that toe

many pressbooks are angled in only one direc

tion. The one style, "take or leave it" campaigr

presented in so many pressbooks constricts thi

overall grossing potential of those pictures oi

which an alternative campaign might be de

veloped. For instance, a comedy with a dramati.

vein—if it is advertised as a comedy—may b

spinach for the theatre whose audience pre

dominantly leans to the emotional values. 0

the other hand, if the theatreman is given an ap

proach that will stress the dramatic aspects, o

the romance, or any of the other exploitatio

assets in the film, the audience potential wi

expand to the mutual beenfit of exhibitor an

distributor.

Variety in selling approaches should b

offered the theatreman wherever possible. Th

should not be taken as advocating misrepreser

tation of the content of films. It would, <

course, be ridiculous to attempt to sell a Mart

& Lewis picture as anything more than a corned

Or a Roy Rogers film as anything more than

western. But the great bulk of the product-

dramas, comedies, melodramas, outdoor film

action pictures, musicals, romances—are of

pattern that lend themselves to more than oi

sales approach. The pressbook is the logical ai

convenient place to find it.

U-I's nationwide tie-up with Atlantic Gasoline

"Thunder Bay" has resulted in this 40x60 to I >

promote a contest. Atlantic used radio and Ti >

plug competition in connection with local opera \

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that in-

valuable aid to showmanship—the pressbook. For

that reason, we devote this space in each issue of

FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressbooks that

best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this

issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

THE SWORD AND THE ROSE'

tv! "W^lt Disney BringsNewExcitement toKomanv

Walt Disney's

jKeSWORDandkROSe

mcoLOP

Walt Disney's way with color

—

literally and figuratively—is the bul-

wark of a topnotch pressbook turn-

ed out by RKO Radio for "The
Sword and the Rose." The "new
kind" of entertainment that Disney

brings to the screen, the epic scope

that encompasses the royalty of two
nations, romance and adventure, all

are capitalized to the utmost in each

of the departments that lend them-

selves to promotion. The ads carry

it in the colorful copy; the mats in

their utilization of the action and

love scenes, records and the book
("When Knighthood Was in

Flower") are aptly illustrated and

detailed to cash in on the Disney

presentation. But most of all, and

most striking, is the depiction of the

accessories in full—and brilliant

—

color. Each of the lithos are beau-

tifully illustrated in a four-color

printing job that brings out their

full value, giving the exhibitor an

exact idea of what he is ordering.

Also in full color are the still, the

llxM's, the 8xl0's, and the 22x28

lobby cards. So are the special ac-

cessories, which include easel-back

displays and a special fan photo and

the full-color herald. The last two

are included in the pressbook.
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(Continued from Page 16)

Briefs

Warners "Supersonic World Premiere" of

he John Wayne starrer, "Island in the Sky",

-ombined the Hollywood Paramount debut,

Sept. 3, with the 50th anniversary of powered

light. Aviation celebrities and national, state

ind local dignitaries were out in full force,

yith resultant top coverage by TV, radio and

yndicates . . . The Italian movie industry

Sept. 21 at the Rivoli of the Crosby starrer,

"Little Boy Lost". Entire proceeds go to the

Memorial Press Center Fund with which the

Overseas Press Club of America will honor

pr ess heroes who died in World War II and

in Korea, assuring a sizeable contribution to

the fund and both national and world-wide

publicity that just couldn't be bought . . .

Gold Medal Books put out its greatest initial

printing of an outdoor story for the Wayne-
Fellows' WB release, "Hondo," due on the

stands in November . . . James A. ("South

Pacific") Michener, one of the most sought-

after authors these days, was in New York

on a round-the-clock schedule of appearances

plugging his UA release, "Return to Para-

dise." He alternated air stints with inter-

views by top local and syndicated columnists

. . . Signet's launching of its paper-bound

edition of "From Here to Eternity" will be

closely tied in with Columbia's film version,

indicating that the publisher knows a good

thing.

Capitalizing on the interest in 3D, Loew's

State is offering 20 pairs of passes to "Wings

iramount's "pattern" world premiere of "The Caddy" at Loew's Ohio, Columbia, drew record-break-

g crowds topping 50,000 as stars Martin & Lewis and local golf celebrities appeared for the event,

'he preem was cited by Paramount as an example of what theatres can do locally to promote the picture.

>om was given a big hypo in the August 31

>ue of Newsweek, with a cover featuring

lvana Mangano and a three-page inside lay-

it, with emphasis on the new stars and

ms, "Bellissima" and "Anna" . . . The hit

ay, "Hazel Flagg" at the Mark Hellinger

leatre, capitalized on the popularity of

th-Fox's "Gentlement Prefer Blondes,"

::ting up the show's stars in a Monroe-
lssell pose used in the Fox ads, with the

t; line: "Gentlemen-Schmentlemen — see

Mat everybody prefers at the, etc."

Vale's famed corpulent coach, Herman
Ickman, featured in U-I's "The All-Ameri-

<i" is on a key city tour for advance pro-

ntion via p.a.'s, TV, radio and press. Initial

Hng through the South begins in Nashville,

St. 8 . . . On the heels of the 16-city tour

b Elaine Stewart for "Take the High
Cmnd," Metro has lined up Frank Allen, in

cirge of the safari during the filming of
" ogambo" for an 18-city tour beginning
-)t. 10 on behalf of the Gable-Gardner
srrer . . . The Aug. 31 Life plugged Co-
lifibia's "From Here to Eternity" with a

c^cr and three feature pages.
I' l'it and merchandising will be combined

1" Paramount for the black-tie premiere

of the Hawk" in a contest for best sugges-

tions on "The Novel or Short Story I think

Would Make an outstanding 3D Technicolor

Film." Note the use of the word "Techni-

color" to point up that process in the U-I
film . . . Unveiling of the Fontana fashions

which I.F.E. is flying over from Rome

—

along with a trio of fashion models—to pub-

licize its "Three Girls from Rome" will be

the highlight of the Arnold Constable 128th

anniversary on Sept. 14. The girls and gowns
then take off for a four-week nationwide tour

of key cities and major department stores.

Kaye Shoots 7 TV Trailers

For Para's "Knock On Wood"
Danny Kaye set some sort of record by

shooting seven TV trailers in one hour for

his forthcoming Paramount release, "Knock
On Wood." It included seven complete
changes of wardrobe and makeup, with Kaye
ad-libbing through each after getting the set-

up on the scene. In one, he bursts through a

door, points directly at the camera and yells:

"You silly people, you! Watcha doin' at

home when you should be out seeing 'Knock
On Wood' at vour favorite theatre?"

Warners' star-studded "Tea and Crumpets" pre-

miere of "The Beggar's Opera" brought out both

stars and theatremen. Above, circuit operator

W alter Reade. Jr.. appears on Beth Holland's

show from the lobby to air the proceedings.

20th Century-Fox's William C. Gehring presents

the "Dan Dailey Trophy" special award to the

American Legion for its sponsorship of junior

baseball, in connection tvith "The Kid from Left

Field." NY Commander Paul Samuels fright)

receives it.

girls Ffco*g^* Rocjf

A full page ad in the Milwaukee Journal placed

by 12 record shops to publicize the holdover for

20the-Fox's "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes".
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

WAYNE IN HIS' TYPE OF FILM
The popularity of John Wayne, a

hrmly established concept that lias

lifted him into and maintained the star

in the top ranks of boxoffice personal-

ities, is based on his rugged portrayals

of a leader of men and the strength

which those who follow him gather

from his power. Warners release of the

Wayne-Fellows production, "Island in

the Sky", upholds that tradition in this

story of a pilot and his crew, downed in

the Artie wastes of Labrador, the

frantic search for them and their battle

to stay alive until rescue comes.

Wayne is in his element in the role

of "Dooley", the gutty pilot who has to

fight not only the elements but the

human weaknesses of his crew in order

to survive. It's "his kind of picture"

and it would be well for the showman
to capitalize on this point.

To help in this direction, Warners

has a topflight selection of ads and

lithos (right and center columns) fea-

turing the star and his powerful role.

Such headlines as "He Hollers Back at

Hurricanes" . . . "He's beating his way
gack from the middle of nowhere to

where his woman is" ..." It took

Dooley's breed of man to get 'em there

. . . and Dooley's brand of nerve to get

'em out
!"

Copy in the ads continues in this

vein. Always with Wayne in the fore-

ground, such samples as : "The story of

a far-flung air-rescue against unbeliev-

A
/ /

$ce»te/

See the1

PRESENTED BY

WARNER

BROS.

Starring

STARE at the man's head tor 30 seconds. Then stare at a spot

•n wall ar in sky for at least 10 seconds. As If by magic

yen will see the "liland In the Sky" appear and reappear.

[THEATRE • PLAYDATEj

able odds ... of a guy who beats his

way back from a wild white-hell where

no man had ever been—to where his

woman was!" ... or "Nobody had ever

seen Dooley scared before. He had

nerve to burn—and he'd burned his

way to a hot corner of the globe where

no man had ever been before - - the

white-hell of the wasteland . . . He was

pulling the guttiest miracle a guy on

his own ever dared!"

To give it an added punch, the ads

are inserted with art of the lovely

Phyllis Winger—"A man didn't need

a photo to remember Maggie!"

In the lithos, bottom, right, the

theme is Wayne's characterization, the

"Dooley beating his way back" factor

and stress on a "New Peak of Adven-

ture in the Entertainment Sky !" The
one-sheet and the six-sheet are shown.

Also available with the Wayne head is

a 3-sheet, a 24-sheet, a 40x60, accessory

cards and fluorescent satin banners,

badges and sectional valances.

A novel stunt to use as a mailer or

lobby giveaway in advance of opening

is the mat pictured below, left. The
mat is self-explanatory. It can be

printed locally with playdate in space

provided. Reverse side can also be usee

for merchant co-op imprint.

Biggest of all, however, is the Wayne
draw, of course. A set of four auto-

graphed fan photos (4x5 each) on ar

8x10 print makes an excellent giveawa\|

in theatre or in neighborhood stores

These can be obtained from Vitaprinj

Corp., 653 11th Ave., NYC at $8 foj

100 8xl0's, actually 400 photoJ
Wayne's illustrious list of past film

makes for a good fan contest, matchim
the type of role with the film. Ties cai

be broken by a 50-word letter on "Th I

John Wayne role I liked best and why. I
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE

of the issue

Pilot John Wayne and If ally Cassell push into the teeth oj a Labrador blizzard to forage for food

The faces of men who are about to crash a million miles from

nowhere is caught vividly in this still of Wayne and his crew.

ISLAND IN THE SKY
Ernest K. Gann's best selling novel of an Air Trans-

port Command plane forced down in the bleak wastes of

Labrador, the rescue attempts and the crew leader's

superhuman efforts to keep his men alive makes ideal

fodder for the John Wayne type of role. Directed by
William A. Wellman, Wayne as the ATC pilot downed
in the Arctic wastes, is placed in the fateful position of

trying to get rescue while his four crevVmen permit

human foibles to direct their actions and emotions. Their

radio dead, the men suffer the pangs of 40 below zero

cold, hunger, and worry while the veteran pilot's flyer

buddies try to locate the plane. There is humor, but it is

the grim type that comes with men joking about death.

One of the men, trying to find food in a blizzard, is lost

within a few feet of the shelter. They go through the

heartbreak of watching a rescue plane pass overhead

without spotting them. After six days, the radioman

manages to work up a beam that is caught by the planes,

and one alter another, the flying buddies drop their food,

wheel and wave to the joyous men on the ground. A
man's refusal to accept defeat had done the job.

A topnotch cast of principals assist W ayne—Lloyd

Nolan, Walter Abel, James Arness, Andy Devine, Allyr.

Toslvn, Harrv Carev, ]r., Wallv C assell and lames I.vdon.



NEW MDVIE- MAKING METHDIJ5

A Hi*/ Musical %ltsih> in 6 iPut/.s!

(Continued from Page 9)

niques which the sound and lighting technicians arc-

working out. A new microphone boom has been con-

structed by the sound department to take care of the

greater areas which must be covered for recording

stereophonic sound on the huge sets. There are three

"mike" heads on the telescopic boom, which can reach

out like tenticles to pick up the voices which are neces-

sarily separated by much greater distances than pre-

viously. In mob scenes, more than one such boom may
be used, to give even greater coverage. This, naturally,

presents an added problem for the lighting department,

which must make certain that there are no "mike" sha-

dows cast into the picture.

Equally interesting, and every bit as far reaching in

the overall picture of what's ahead in this changing in-

dustry are the techniques employed in the filming of

"Top Banana," exactly as it appeared on the Broadway
stage. Producers Ben Pesky and Al Zugsmith used all

the original scenery from the New York production, and

transferred it to an exact replica of the legitimate stage,

which was constructed on one of the sound stages at

Motion Picture Center.

Total time consumed in filming the picture ran

slightly under six days. Since the original cast was used,

a minimum of time was needed for rehearsals. As a

matter of fact, about the only rehearsals involved con-

sisted of coaching the actors on positions.

The entire production was pre-lighted—a new tech-

nique which the producers estimate cut down tthe shoot-

ing time by almost one-half. But by all odds the greatest

time-saver, was the TV technique of using two and

sometimes three batteries of 3-D cameras simultaneous-

ly. Since 3-D pictures always employ two cameras, this

double-battery set up meant that four to six cameramen

were working at all times, in contrast to the one which

would have been used for conventional filming of a flat

picture. Even so, the total cost of the picture—includ-

ing nearly $100,000 in cast salaries—ran only slightly

more than $300,000.

All told, approximately 100,000 feet of film, or 17

reels, were shot in the six days. This is now being cut

down to 12 reels, to hold the playing time to two hours.

The entire production was filmed in sequence—most

takes running an average of nine to ten minutes. With
very few exceptions, all scenes were okayed on the first

take.

Producer Zugsmith was highly enthusiastic over

the results, and reports that he is planning to film an-

other stage musical in the very near future. He reports

that he has been deluged with offers from stage show

producers to film their productions in toto.

As to the wide screen and 3-D undertakings of other

independent and major studio producers, little can be

said about new techniques being employed. The reason

is simple. The techniques, aside from the technical ones

involved in the camera work, are practically the same as

in the old conventional style of filming. As a matter of

fact, many of the pictures being released for wide screen

showing, were not actually shot with the new dimension

in mind. Even 3-D has posed few new problems for the

technicians, the only novelty in this photographic

method being th e "audience attack" gimmick, whereby
things and people are thrown from the screen.

Tri-dimension production is on the wane at the

moment, with only three future commitments listed by
Natural Vision Corp. These are : two pictures with Ed-
ward Small Productions, and one with Ivan Tors. Natu-

ral Vision advises that the company does not have, at

this time, any future commitments with Warner Bros.,

despite the studio's repeated announcements that 3-D
will play an important part in its upcoming slate.

Whatever the ultimate fate of CinemaScope (we
think it's here to stay), and whether there will be a re-

surgence of interest in 3D, or not, there is no denying

that these two new cinematic systems have wrought a

revolution in film-making techniques. True, the tech-

nological upheaval has stirred up a welter of hullabaloo,

ballyhoo, excitement and confusion, but all of this will

be productive of good for our industry. The great art of

movie-making is alive again, dynamic again.

HOW DO YOU LIKE

YOUR MARILYN MONROE?

is

V

m
1
if

1 Y
i

1mm

The boys who ap-

preciate Marilyn

Monroe in her

normal, and best,

proportions can

thank their lucky-

stars for the rec-

tifying lens in the

CinemaScope sys-

tem. At the far

left, Miss Monroe

is seen through

the CS filming

lens, all squeezed

up. Then you have

her spread out for

happy viewing, all

her natural curves

restored by the

rectifying lens in

the projector.
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PRODUCTIOn
& R€L€AS€ R€CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS

1951-52 Features Completed (61)

Westerns Completed (19)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim« Cast

Dragonfly Squadron I3D) Hodia k-Britton

House In The Sea 1301 Conte-Hendrix

Riot in Cell Block U Brand-Meyer

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo Oberon-Todd

Battle Zone 182) - Hodiak-Chnstian

Bowery Bloodhounds Gorcey-Hall

8owery Knights - Gorcey-Hall

Canyon Ambush 1531 Brown-Coates
Fanqs of the Arctic 163) Kirby-Grant

Fighting Lawmen Wayne Morris

Gunman, The - ...Wilson-Knight

Hiawatha (C) 180) Edwards-Dugay
Homesteaders. The 162) Elliott-Vallin

Hot News Clements

Jalopy -•• Gorcey-Hall

Jungle Girl 170) Sheffield-Sharpe

Kansas Pacific IC) (73) Hayden-Miller

Maze, The I3D) 180) Carlson-Hurst

Mexican Manhunt George Brent

Mexican Silver - Wilson-Clyde _

Murder Without Tears Stevens-Benedict

No Holds Barred 166) - Bowery Boys
Northern Patrol Grant-Chinook

Northwest Territory (61) ..Grant-Chinook

Pride of the Blue Grass (C) Bridges-Miles

Roar of the Crowd Duff-Stanley

Rose Bowl Story ICI (Reissue) Thompson-Miles
Row 1 African Rifles. The (C) Hayward-Hurst
safari Drums Shef field-Bestar

Slade Stevens-Malone

Son of Belle Starr Larsen-Castle

Tangier Incident (77) Brent-Aldon

Texas City - Brown-Ellison

Vicious Years, The 1791 Cook-Moore
White Lightning 161 ) Clements-Bestar

Squared Circle. The Kirkwood-Gleason

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

Rei.

7-26
9-52

10-12
12-28
9-20
4-13
12-7
2-53

2-53
12-7
2-53

9-13

6-14
12-52
7-5
12-9

No.

5301

5244
5222

5252
5202

5318
5208
5302

5214

Rev.

7-13

5- 31

9-6
9-27
6-21

6-53
2-53
12-30
2- 18
3-53

5309
5316

5236

COLUMBIA
1952-53 Features

Serials

Completed
Completed

55)

3)

Production

Production
( I )

(0)

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53 534
5-53

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

^aine Mutiny. The (T) Bogart-Ferrer

COMPLETED
Ml Ashore (T) (80) Rooney-Lawrence
Vmbush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
Name For Herself Holliday-Lawford

ad For Each Other Heston-Scott
•iq Heat. The Glenn Ford
harge of the Lancers (T) Goddard-Aumont
hina Venture 183) O'Brien-Sullivan

ongo Bill McGuire-Moore
onquest of Cochise (T) 170) Hodiak-Stark
;ruisin' Down the River (T) 181) Haymes-Totter
ight Iron Men 180) Colleano-Franz
irefighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
ive Angels on Murder 188) J. Kent-D. Bogarde ..

lame of Calcutta 170) Darcel-Knowles
ort Ti (T) (DDI (73) Montgomery-Vors
9th Man, The (73) Ireland-Denning
.000 Finoers of Dr. T. The ITII88I Hayes-Healy
our Poster, The (103) Harrison-Palmer
ram Here to Eternity 11181 Clift-Lancaster
ilass Wall. The 1801 . .. .Gassman-Grahame
ioldtown Ghost Riders 157) Autry-Burnette
lacpy Time. The (94) ..Boyer-Driscoll
'ell Below Zero (T) . Alan Ladd
er Wonderful Lie ...Kiepura-Eggerth
ivasion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
ack McCall. Desperado (T) 176) Montgomery-Stevens
jgqler, The (86) Douglas-Vitale
jngle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
sdies of the Chorus (61) (Reissue) Monroe-Jergens
ist of the Comanches IT) (85) Crawford-Hale
pst of the Pony Express Autry-Burnett
ist Posse, The 173) Crawford-Derek
fet's Do It Aoain ITI (951 Wyman-Miiland
Ian in the Dark IDDI 170) . O'Brien-Totter
ember of the Wedding. The 191) Waters-Harris
iss Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T) Hayworth-Ray
ission Over Korea 186) Hodiak-Derek
n Top of Old Smoky 159) Autry-Burnette

:ne Girl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas
kk Train 157) . Autry-Buttram
ratrooper (T) Ladd-Andrews
thfinder, The (T) (78) Montog mery-Carter
ince of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush
isoners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero
oblem Girls 170) Walker-Elliott
ncqade Canyon IT) I3DI Sterling Hayden
ders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
?inaw Trail 1561 Autry-Burnette
lome (TI (103) Hayworth-Granger
vage Mutiny 173) Weissmuller-Stevens

9-53

9-53
8-53
12-52

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53
9-53
4-53
5-53
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

I 1-52
2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53

1-53
3-53

4- 53

9-53
Special

3-53

506

11-3

6-1

5

8-10

6-30

2-23

6-29
4-20
12-29

528

516
524

545
539

3-23

4-6

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
or '952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color
pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SC) Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) East-
man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

Dimension (3D); Wide Screen

;
WarnerSuperScope (WSS);

For the new processes Three
(WS); CinemaScope (CS)
ParaVision (ParV).

Serpent of the Nile (TI (81)
Sky Commando (69)
Siren of Bagdad (TI 172) ..

Strange Fascination (80)
Stranqer Wore A Gun IT) (3DI 1811
Target—Hong Kong 166)
Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue)
Untamed Breed 179) (Reissuel
Valley of the Headhunters (67) Weismuller
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary
Voodoo Tiger (67)
War Cry (C)

Fleming-Lundigan 5-53 5-4
Duryea-Gifford 9-53
Henreid-Medina 6-53 6-1
.Moore-Haas ...12-52 505 10-6
Scott-Trevor 8-53 8-24
Denning-Loo 2-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Tufts-Britton 9-53

8-53
Special

Wild One, The Brando-Murphy

Weissmuller-Burckhart 11-52 .

Montgomery-Long 435

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (Oi

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No Rev.

AM Baba Nights (Reissue) (76) ...... Anna Mae Wong 5-22 5215
Bachelor in Paris 183) Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17 5213
Bad Blonde (80) Payton-Wright 4-10 5211
Eyes of the Jungle! 79) Jon Hall 7-1 5229
Fighting Men, The Special Cast 10-9 5222
Ghost Ship 169) Court-Walsh 6-12 5228
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) (73) Parker-Payton 7—17 5221
I'll Get You 179) George Raft-Gray 1-16 5206
Iron Mask, The [Reissue Fairbanks 9-18 5313
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70) Animation Feature 6-5 5205
Man From Cairo, The George Raft-Canale 10-16 5302
Mr. Robinson Crusoe (Reissue) Fairbanks 9-25 53 14

Norman Conquest Conway-Bartok 9-1 1 5303
Perils of the Jungle (63) Clyde Beatty 3-20 5214
Project Moon Base Martell-Ford 9-4 5315
Shadow Man Cesar Romero 9-18 5316
Sins of Jezebel IAC) P. Godo^rd V-4 5225
Slasher, The 175) Kenney-Collins 5-29 5218
Spaceways (76) Duff-Bartok 8-7 5301

Tall Texan. The (84) Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207
Twilight Women 189) Jackson-Ray 5-15 5217
Undercover Aient Walsh Court 10-2 5306
White Goddess 173) Jon Hall 3-27 5224

METRO-COLDWYN -MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (61) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Flame and the Flesh lltaly) (T)

Kniqhts of the Round Table ITI ICSI
Miss Baker's Dozen !AnC)
Rose Marie IT) ICS)

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122)
Actress, The 190)

Affairs of Dobie Gillis !73)

All the Brothers Were Valiant (T)

Arena (Ans) 13-DI (731

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon, The (112)

Battle Circus 190)

Bio Leaouer ( 7 ! ) ....

Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 (69)
Confidentially Connie (71)

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Danqerous When Wet ITI (95)

Desperate Search, The (71)

Dream Wife 199)

Easy To Love (T)

Everything I Have Is Yours (T) (92)

Fast Company (601

Fort Bravo (Ans)
Girl Who Had Everything. The(69)
Gypsy Colt
Half a Hero 1711

Hoaxters, The 136)

Hour of Thirteen. The (801

I Love Melvin IT) 177)

Invitation to the Dance (T)

Jeopardy 170)

Julius Caesar 1121)

Kiss Me Kate !3D) (AC)
Latin Lovers ITI (104)
Lili IT) 181)
Lono, I nno Trailer. The IT)

Main Street to Broadway 1981

Million Dollar Mermaid IT) 1 1 10)

Mogambo IT) I I 161

Naked Spur. The (T) 191)

Cast Rel.
L. Turner-Angeli
R. Taylor-Gardner
Garson-Ryan
Blyth-Keel

Taylor-Parker I-

Tracy-Simmons 9-

Reynolds-Van 8-

Taylor-Granger I I-

Young-Bergen 6

Turner-Douglas !•

Astaire-Charisse 8-

Bogart-Allyson 4-

Robinson-Ellen 8-

Dandridge-Horton
Skelton-Greer I-

. Meeker-Forrest 4-

Johnson-Leigh 4-

Kclly-Richards
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas 7-

Keel-Greer I-

Grant. Kerr 6-

Williams-Johnson 12

Champion-O'Keefe 10

H. Keel-P. Bergen
Holden-Parker
Taylor-Lamas 3

Corcoran-Bond
Skelton-Hagen
Documentary I

Lawford-Addams I I

O'Connor-Reynolds 3

Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2

Brando-Mason
Grayson-Keel I I

Turner-Montalban 8-

Caron. Ferrer 7-

Ball-Arnaz
All-Star 7

Williams-Mature 12

Gable-Gardner . 10

Stewart-Ryan 2

No.

313

346

Rev

12-1
8-24

7-27
2-9

337
315
345
321 2-9

347 7-27
326
316
329 4-70
322 1-26

330
53 341 5-18
•53 314 12-1

53 335
53
-52 306 10-20

332

53 3-9

53 8-10
53 319 1-12
52 ... 309 10-20
53 323 2-9

53 317

348
342

6- 15

7-27

53 344
52 ...312 11-17
53
S3 318
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Never 1 At Mp C-,n 194) GdblS'Tterney 5--53 327 4-4
Plv/mmith AHvontnro IT) ( 1 fl4 1 Tracy-Tierney 1 1- 52 310 1 1-3

Priconar nf 7onrl^ IT) 1 IDD) Granger-Kerr 1 1--52 308 . 10-20
ftuA Ujj; e IT1 MAR)yuo Vdois mi (looj
Remains To Be Se p n (88)

Taylor*K©rr 218 1 1-19

Allyson-Johnson 6--53 331 5-4

Rhapsody (T) E. Taylor-Gassman
D | - J , \J , , , ci r -> f A R( 1 i on 1Rlue, YdO.Uero 1 AnSI I 7 U J

Gardn©r-R Taylor 7.-53 343 6-29
prinno 'c k/1 arch f ft d 1 Lansford-Rul© 3--53 320 1-12

Sdjdia (T) ...Wilde-Gam
Scandal At Scourie IT) 1901 Garson-Pidgeon zr.r.6--53 336 5-18

Sky Full of Moon (73) Carpenter-Sterling 12--52 311 1 1-17

Slicjht Case of Larcenv 171) Rooney-Brac ken 4--53 334 6-1

Small Town Girl IT) (93) J Powell-Granger ... 4--53 325
Sombrero IT) (1031 Montalban-Angeli 3--53 324 ™Z 3-9
Story of Three Loves (T) (122) ...

Take the Hich Ground (Ans) 1 101

)

Tennessee Champ (T)

All-Star Cast
Widmark-Stewart

4-

10-

-53

-53
338

Winters-Martin
Terror On A Train (721 Ford-Vernon

"™9-
-53 7-13

Torch Song IT) Crawford- Wilding 10 -S3

Younq Bess IT) 1 1 12) Simmons-Granger 5 -53 Z 333 5-4

PARAMOUNT

Rel. No. Rev.

Heston-Palance 8-53 5227 6-29
Payne-Moore head 12-52 5207 10-20
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis 9-53 5302 8-10
Pavne-Dahl 9-52 5202
IKorea)

12-52
3-53

5208
5213 1-26

7-52 5122

4-53
5-53

5226
5215
5129

6-1
2-23
1-14

1952-53 Features Completed (44) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Casanova's Big Night (T) Hope-Fontaine
Knock on Wood IT) Kaye-Zetterling

COMPLETED
Alaska Seas
Arrowhead IT) 1105)

Blazing Forest IT) (91) _

Botany Bay IT)

Caddy. The 195)

Caribbean (T) 195)
Cease Fire (3D)
Cleopatra (104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba 199)
Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 190)
Flight to Tanaier IT) I3D)
Forever Female 193)

Girls of Pleasure Island IT) (95)

Greatest Show On Earth (T) 1151)
Green Gold of Nevada (T)

Here Comes the Girls (Tl
Houdini IT) 1105)
Hurricane Smith IT) 1901
Jumping Jacks (98)
Jamaica Run IT) (92)

Little Boy lost (95)

Los Alamos
Lost Treasure of the Amazon (3D) (EC)
Money From Home IT) (3D)
Naked Jungle The (T)

Off Limits (89)
Pony Express IT) (1011
Red Garters IWS) (T)

Road to Bali IT) (91)
Roman Holiday (119)
Sangaree IT) (3-D)
Savage, The (T) (95) _
Scared Stiff ( 108)
Shane (T) 1118)
Somebody Loves Me (T) (97)
Stalaq 17 1120)
Stars Are Sinqinq, The 1991 (T)
Stooge, The (100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle IParV] (T)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (85 { ._

Tropic Zone (T) (94)
Ulysses (T)

Vanquished, The IT) (84)

Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
Maugham Stories
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Martin
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Lamas-Fleming
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahi
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

7-53 5223 6-1
10-52 5204 9-22
7-52 512! 4-14
6-53 5220 4-20
10-53 5304 8-10

4-53
5-53

I-S3
9-53
5-53

I 1-52
4-53
8-53
10-52
7-53
3-53
3-53

5216
5217

5209
5301

5230
5206
5222
5225
5203
5224
5214
5212

3-9

12-1

8-10
6-15
10-4
4-20
4-20
9-8

5- 18

1-12

War of the Worlds (Tl (85)

Fleming-Barry
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Robinson

1-53
1 0-52

.

1-53

6-53
10-53

5210
5205.
5211

5221
5303

11- 17
10-4

12-29

5-18
3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed ( 14)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 8)

In Production

In Production
In Production

(2)

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Jubilee Trail (Tr) Ralston-Tucker
Hell's Half Acre Corey-Keyes

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane-Waller .. 8-8 5243
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter 8—15 5211
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers 6-12 5209
El Paso Stampede Lane-Waller 8-25
Down Laredo Way Allen-Pickens 7-20 5232
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) MacMurray-Ralston 4-28 5207
Flight Nurse Leslie-Tucker
Geraldine Carroll-Powers
Iron Mountain Trail . Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Lady Wants Mink. The ITrl (92) Hussey-O Keefe 3-5 5205
Laughing Anne IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock 1511 Lane-Waller ...2-1........524 1

Perilous Journey (90) Ralston-Brian 4-5 5204 . 5-18
Ouiet Man, The IT) (129) Wayne-OHara 9-14 5108 8-19
Red River Shore Allen
Ride the Man Down (Tr) 190) ..Donlevy-Tucker 1 1-52 5202 1 1-3
San Antone (90) Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
Sea of Lett Ships Derek-Hendrix 8-53
Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Sun Shines Briqht 190) Winninger-Whelan 4-53 5208 5-18
Sweethearts on Parade ITrl Middleton-Norman 7-12 5210
Thunderbirds 198) _.. Derek-Barrymore 11—27 520 1

Toughest Man in Ariiona (Tr) (90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109

Tropical Heat Wave 174)
WAC From Walla Walla (83)
Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman They Almost Lynched 1901

Estelita-Hutton
Canova-Dunne
Cameron-Hussey
Lund-Donlevy

10-1 5124
10-10 5123
9-5. 5107

3-20 5204
8-11

RKO RADIO
19 52-53 Features Completed (38) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runnina Time

French Line. The IT) I3D)
Ranqers of the North IT) (3D)

COMPLETED
Androcles and The Lion 198)
Angel Face 191)
Appointment in Honduras Id (WS)
Below the Sahara 1651

Blackbeard the Pirate (T) (99)

Cast
Russell-Roland
Mature-Laurie

Rel
1-15

No.

Simmons-Young 1 1-52 368
Mitchum-Simmons 2-53 312
G. Ford-A. Sheridan
Documentary 5-53
Darnell-Wewton 12-52 307

Affair With A Stranaer Simmons-Mature 6-53
Captive Woman (65) Clarke-Field . 10-52 306

Rev

1-24

12-15

Carnival IC)
Count the Hours 174)
Devi's Canyon I3D) ICI 189)
Follow the Fleet I Reissue ) (110)
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120)
Hitch-Hiker, The 171)
Isle of the Dead
Jet Pilot (T) 1118)

316
Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mayo-Robertson 7-53
Astaire-Rogers 10-53 487
Kaye-Grainger ... 11-52 351
O'Brien-Lovejoy 3-53 314
Karloff-Drew 7-53 482

Wayne-Leigh
Lusty Men, The (113) _Hayward-Mitchum 10-52 . 304
Mighty Joe Young T. Moore-B. Johnson 7-53 481
Montana Belle (Tr) 181) Russell-Brent 11-52 308 .....

Never Wave At A Wac 187) Russell-Wilson 1-53 371
No Time for Flowers 1831 Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53 313
Out of the Past (Reissue) Mitchum-Douglas 10-53 488
Peter Pan ITI 177) Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53 392
Sea Around Us, The (T) (61) Documentary 7-53
Sea Devils IT) 191 ) DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53 320
Second Chance IC) 13DI . Darnell-Milchum 7-53
She Had to Say Yes 189) Simmons-Mitchum 8-53
Son of Sinbad IT) Robertson-Forrest 8-53
Sdit Second 1851 McNally-Smith 6-53 318

2-

8-24

1-25

2-9

IN

Stage Door IReissue)
Susoicion IReissue)
Sword and the Rose IT) (92)
Tarzan and the She Devil 176)

3-D Follies. The IEC) IStCI
Top Hat (Reissue)

Under the Red Sea (67)
Without Reservations (Reissue)

Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine . 9-53 486
Todd-Johns 8-53 5491

Barker-MacKenzie 6-53 324
Horton Dancers
Astaire-Rogers 10-53 485

..Hass-Berl 10-52 305
Colbert-Wayne 8-53 484

12-15

1-24

7-13

7-13

20tiV CENTURY. FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (37) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) IT)

King of the Khyber Rifles ICS) IT)

Night People IT) ISC)
Prince Valiant ICSI IT)

River of No Return ICS) IT)

We Believe in Love IT) (SO
COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) (CS)
Bloodhounds of Broadway IT) (90)—
Blueprint For Murder 1761

Call Me Madam 17) 1117)

City of Bad Men (T) (821

Dangerous Crossing 175)

Demetrius & the Gladiators (CS) (T)

Desert Rats (88) —
Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) 187)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (TK8I)
Gentleman's Agreementl 1 181 Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes ( T) (91).

Girl Next Door. The 192)

Glory Brigade (82) —
How to Marry A Millionaire IT) (CinS)

I Don't Care Girl ITI (78)
Inferno IC) (3-D) 183)

Invaders From Mars (C) 178)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

Kiss of Death 199) (Reissue)

Lure of the Wilderness (T) (92) —
Man On A Tightrope (105) -

Miss Robinson Crusoe (EC) ....

Mister Scoutmaster (87)

Monkey Business (97)

My Cousin Rachel 198)

My Pal Gus (83)

My Wife's Best Friend 1 101)

Niagara (T) (89)

Night Without Sleep (77)

Cast
Widmark-Darvi ...

Power-Moore
Pec k-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Webb-Peters

Wagner-Moore
.Gaynor-Brady

Rel. No. Rev.

12-53
11-52 234

330
330

Cotten-Peters 9-53 332
Merman-O'Connor 4-53 311

Crain-Robertson 9-53
Crain-Rennie 8—53
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton 5-53.

Widmark-Taylor 3-53
Widmark-Monroe 9-52
Lundigan-Greer 3-53
Grable-Robertson 7-53
Peck-McGuire . 5-53
Russell-Monroe 8-53
Raver-Dailey 4-53
Mature-Moore 7-53

Grable-Monroe 11-53

Gaynor-Wayne 1-53 302
Ryan-Lundigan 8-53 329

H. Carter-A. Frani 5-53 . 314

Dailey-Bancroft 7-53 . 325

Widmark-Mature 7-53 354

Peters-Hunter 9-52 227
March-Moore 5-53 314.

Blake-Nader 10-53

Webb-Dee 9-53 331

Grant-Rogers 10-52

11-11

8-1

C

3-2:

319 5-11

313 3-

224 ...... ...
7-2i

317 2-2

307 5-

352
326 7-1

320
323 6-2

.1-1
8-2

4-2
8-1

deHavilland-Burton
Widmark-Dru 12-52

301.
233.

12-i

12-1

...9-i

2-

Pickup on South Street (80).......

Pony Soldier IT) 182)

Powder River IT) 178)

President's Lady, The (94)

Road House 1 95 1 IReissue)

Robe, The (T) (CinS)
Ruby Gentry (82) —
Sailor of the King (83)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1 108) IReissue) -

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds (81)

Star. The (89) —
Stars and Stripes Forever (T) (89)..

Steel Trap (85)

Taxi [77) - -

Thief of Venice (91)

Thv Neighbor's Wife 177)

Titanic (98) - -

Baxter-Carey 10-52 231

..Cotten-Peters 2-53 304

.Darnell-Merril 11-52 235 •-

Widmark-Peters - 4-53 ..... 322 -f>

..Power-Edwards 12-52 237 II-

Calhoun-Calvet 4-53 321 5-

Hayward-Heston 4-53 312 -

Widmark-Lupino 7-53 355

Burton-Simmons 10-53 ••»-•

...J. Jones-Heston - 1-53 303 ..- 12-

Hunter-Rennie 8-53 327 7-

. Calhoun-Robertson 2-53 309

DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53 353 - ~-

Peck-Hayward 10-52 247 1-

.
Mature-Neal . - 10-52 238— II

..Bette Davis 3-53 314 .
2-

Webb-Paget 12-52 ... 239 12

..Cotton-Wright - 1 1 -52 232—

...Daley-Smith 3-53 ... 305

Montez-Christian 12-52 304 12

Haas-Moore 9-53 333

Webb-Stanwyck 5-53 318 •
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Treasure of Golden Condor IT) 193) Wilde-Smith
Tonight We Sing IT) 110?) Pinza-Peters

Vickie Crain-Peters

Way of a Gaucho IT) (91)... Tierny-Calhoun
White Witch Doctor. The IT) 1961 Hayward-Mitchum

2-S3 308 2-23
4-53 310
11-53 334
9-52 ... 229 10-20
7-53 7-27

UNITED ARTISTS
1952-53 Features Completed (47) In Production ( I

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Americano Ford-Kennedy
Barefoot Contessa, The James Mason

COMPLETED
Act of Love K. Douglas-D. Robin
Africa Screams 1791 Beatty-Buck
Assassin. The 190) Gregson-Grahame
Bandits of Corsica. The (81) - Greene-Raymond ...

Beachhead (PC) Curtis-Loveioy
Beat the Devil Bogart-J. Jones
Bwana Devil (3D) (Ans) (85) Stack-Britton
Camel Corps (3D) (PCI Cameron-Dru
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C) Dexter-Hale. Jr.

Captain Scarlett 175) R. Greene-L. Amar
Crossed Swords Flynn-Lollobrigida
Donovan's Brain Ayres-Davis
Fake. The 1801 O'Keefe-Gray
Fort Algiers 1781 Yvonne deCarlo
Free and Easy Michaels-Egan
Genghis Khan 178) M. Conde-E. Reyos
Gay Adventure 182]

Guerrilla Girl 181)

Gun Belt (T) 177)

I. the Jury (3D) (871

It's in the Bag (87) _
Joe Louis Story. The Wallace-Sims
Kansas City Confidential (98) Payne-Gray ...

Limelight (140) Chaplin-Bloom
Luxury Girl 196) Stephens-Ferrero
Magnetic Monster (75) Carlson-Byron
Marshal's Daughter. The (71) L. Anders-K. Murray
Melba IT) 1115) .... Munsel-Morley
Miss Hargreaves Katherine Hepburn

Rel. No. Rev.

B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Dantine-Marianna
Montgomery-Hunter
Elliot-Castle

Elliott-Castle

4-15
4-22
2-27

3-13

8-12
8-53
9-30
9-25
7- 15

4-12
8-21
1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
9- 18

.1-14
2-4

1-30
2- 18

6-24
8-53

8-24

Chap

Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes

Monsoon (79)

Moon Is Blue, The 199)
Moulin Rouae (T) (118)
My Heart Goes Crazy 170)
Neanderthal Man, The 178)
No Escape
,99 River Street 183)

Phantom From Space 172)
Raiders of the Seven Seas (T)

'Red Planet Mars (87) _

Return to Pjradise IT) 1 100)
River. The IT) 199) Swinburne-Shields
Sabre Jet IC) Stack-C. Gray
Scarlet Spear, The (An) Archer-Hyer
ihoot First 1881 McCrea-Keyes
Son of the Renegade 157) Carpenter-Irving
That Man From Tangier 188) Asther-Coleman
wonky. The 1721 H Conried-G. Blondell
'ice Squad 187) E. G. Robinson
'olcano 1 1041 A. Magnani-G. Brooks
War Paint IECI IWSI 189) Robert Stack
Vhen I Grow Up 190) Preston-Scott
Vitness, The Bergman-Brando

12-14
7-53
3-4

7-22
4- 19
9-1

9-1 I

>-l5
5-27
5-15
7-53
2- 15
9-4

5-15
3-27
5-8

4- 10

8-53
4-5

8-53
4-20

1 1-3

4-15
12-29

Sml

Ren

7-27

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (36) In Production (2)

Apr

Aug
Dec

July

Dec
Mar
June
Apr

316

329
305

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

M PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No.

iskatchewan IECI Ladd-Winters
ankee Pasha IT) Chandler-Fleming

OMPLETED
bbott & Costello Go To Mars 177) Abbott & Costello
bbott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde 175) Abbott-Costello
gainst All Flags IT) 183) Flynn-O'Hara
II American. The Curtis-Nelson
II I Desire I79'A) Stanwyck-Carlson
ick to God's Country IT) Hudson-Cochran
ack Castle, The 181) ..... McNally-Greene
ty Beneath the Sea IT) 187) Ryan-Powers
)lumn South IT) (85) Murphy-Evans
?sert Legion IT) (86) ... Ladd-Dahl
sperate Moment D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
st of Sumatra (T) Chandler-Maxwell
rbidden . Curtis-Dru
ancis Covers the Big Town 186) Donald O'Connor July
;nevieve IT) D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
rls in the Night 1831 Holden-Farrell Feb
ass Web. The I3DI IT) Robinson-Forsythe
enn Miller Story, The IT) Stewart-Allyson
Iden Blade. The ITI 181) Laurie-Hudson Sept
eat Sioux Uprising, The IT) (80) Chandler-Domergue July
msmoke IT) (791 Murphy-Drake Mar
Came from Outer Space I3D) 182) Carlson-Rush June
Happens Every Thursday 180) Young-Forsythe May
w and Order IT) 180) Reagan-Malone May
'"less Breed. The IT) (83) Hudson-Adams Jan
ne Hand IT) 180) McCrea-Hale May
and Pa Kettle in Waikiki ... Main-Kilbride

' and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175) Main-Kilbride Apr
and Pa Kettle Hit the Road . Main-Kilbride

n From the Alamo ITI 1791 Ford-Adams Aug
et Me at the Fair ITI 187) _ Dailey-Lynn Jan
isissippi Gambler ITI 198) Power-Laurie Feb
^een Is Crowned. A IT) 166) Documentary June
•ders, The (Tl (82) ... Conte-Lindfors _ ... . Nov

Rev.

3-23

12-1

325

304
308
320
315

324

311

7-13

332
326
312
322
319
318
306
317

314

328
307
310
323
301

6-1
3-9

1-26

6-29
4-20

12-15
1-12

Redhead From Wyoming IT) 180) O'Hara-Nicol Jan
Ride Clear of Diablo IT) .... Murphy-Duryea
Seminole (T) (86) Hudson-Hale Mar
Son of Cochise I3D1 (T) . Hudson-Rush
Stand at Apache River ITI 1771 McNally-Adams Sept
Take Me to Town IT) 181) Sheridan-Hayden June
Titfield Thunderbolt, The ITI Hollowa.'-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) (103) Stewart-Dru Aug
Veils of Baadad IT) Mature-Field
Walking Mv Babv Back Home ITI O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Winqs of the Hawk 1 3D ) IECI 181) Adams-Heflin Sept

309

313

331

321

327

8-24

6-1

330

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Dial M for Murder I3D)
(All-Media) IWC)

Rear Guard I3D) lAII-Media) IWC)
COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd ISC) 170)
April in Paris IT) 1101)
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (80)
Beqqar's Opera ITI 194)

Big Jim McLain (90) ._

Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Bounty. Hunter, The 1 3D)
(All-media) IWC/

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery MoonlTI 1 102)
Calamity Jane IT) _

Cattle Town 171)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) (3D 1 (961
City is Dark. The (741

Crimson Pirate. The (T) 1104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The I 1 10

Diamond Oueen IECI 180)

Eddie Cantor Story, The IT)

Hondo I3DIIWC)
House of Wax IWC) (3D) (88)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess 195)

Iron Mistress, The (T) (110)
Island in the Sky 1 1091
Jan Sinqer. The IT) (107)
Lion U In The Streets. A IT) 188)

Man Behind the Gun IT) 182)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 1891

Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102)
Moonliqhter. The (3D) (77) ...

Operation Secret (108)
Plunder of the Sun 182)

Ridinq Shotqun IWC)
Sea Rogue IT)

She's Back on Broadway IWCI (95)

She's Working Her Way
Through College (T) (101)

So Big
So This Is Love (101)
South Sea Woman (99')

Springfield Rifle (WC) (93)..

Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) (86)
Story of Will Rogers, The IT) 1 1091
System. The 190)

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)
Thunder Over the Plains IWC)
Trouble Along the Way (110)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Milland-Kelley
Madison-Weldon

Abbott-Costello 12-27
Day-Bolger 1-3 .

P. Christian-P. Raymond 6-13
Laurence Olivier Special

Wayne-Olson 8-30
Cooper-Sranwyc k

Baxter-Conte 3-28.

208
209
221
304
201 .

215

12-1

6-29

9-8

3-23

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel
Morgan-Carey

Madison-Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden
,B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Ladd-Mayo
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee - -

Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark
Stanwyck-Mac Murray
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Mayo-Reagan
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Loveioy-Perrin
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Wayne-Reed

5-2 7 19 4-6

12-6 207 12-1

7-1 1 223 7-13
1 1-7

9-27 202 9-22

5-30 220 5-18
7-25 8-24

10-31

4-75 718 4-78

2-28 213 2-9

1 1-22 206
9-5 301 8-24

2-14 212 1-26
18-3 305
1-31 211 12-2?
8-1 225 7-27

10-11 203 9-8
9-19 303
1 1-8 205 10-20
8-29 224 8-10

3-14 214 . 2-9

7-12 128

1 1-28
8-15 226 7-27
6-27 222 4-15
10-25 204 10-6
1-17 210 12-15
7-26 129 7-28
4-18 217 4-6

R-79
4-4 214 3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila.. Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington. D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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til GIVE YOU
JINHOUR
TO €MANGE
MYMIND
MOONLIGHTER

BEFORE I

TURN YOU IN!"(^

the Stanley

atlantic cit

the Globe

THE SHERIDAI

WARD BOND WILLIAM CHING )7hN DIERKES MORRIS ANKRUM . JACK E LAM • CHARLES H ALTO N NORMAN lEAMT • SAJI
FLINT • MYRA MARSH~

pRoouctoer JOSEPH BERNHARO M«ci»«IIY ROWLAND • distributed by WARN tK dKUO.
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PIN POINT

REVIEWS

Crisp,

Business-wise

Analysis

of the

New Films

THE ROBE

MOGAMBO
T/E THE HIGH GROUND

BLOWING WILD

A ON IS IN THE STREETS

JTlotiofi [Picture cjKistory lliade b

anj

CinemaScope



That "Pickup' G<

Jean Pete

,

Picking up v er

she left oi!

SOON .

TECHNICOLOR

THE FIRST MOTIIf



)itors Prefer

Century-Fox

!

MR.

OITMASTER"
Mpping up
Evrywhere

!

m. GIRL

m DOOR

A BLUEPRINT

FOR MURDER
Another Thriller

with Jean Peters

As You Like Her!

n CinemascoPE

"1ITANK"
One of

the Year's

Big Ones!

"THE DESERT

RATS"
Date it For

"Desert Fox"

Business

!

YOU SEE IT WITHOUT GLASSES!



SOL LESSER presents

Squad

EDWARD G.

PAULETTE

WITH

K.T. STEVENS PORTER HALL

Adam Williams - Edward Blnns -Jay Adler - Joan Vohs

p,odU«d by JULES V. LEVY ami ARTHUR GARDNER

eclci by ARNOLD LAVEN- Screenplay by LAWRENCE ROMAN

THE EVIDENCE IS CONCLUSIVE:

°/T'S A SMASH!"

EXHIBIT A
DETROIT -Fox -HOLDOVER! FIRST

WEEK BEAT "AFRICAN QUEEN"!

EXHIBIT B

CINCINNATI - Capitol - HOLDOVER.'
YEAR'S BIGGEST GROSSER!

EXHIBIT C

PHILADELPHIA -Goldman-3 SMASH WEEKS!

EXHIBIT D

CLEVELAND - Loew's State — TOP BUSINESS!

EXHIBIT E

BUFFALO - Shea's Buffalo - SENSATIONAL!

EXHIBIT F

SAN FRANCISCO -Golden Gate-

TERRIFIC GROSSES!

Another BIG ONE thru



"THE ROBE" INTRODUCES A PHOTOGRAPHIC MIRACLE

Does CinemaScope Meet the Test?

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, let us discard the

Superlatives and forget the adjectives.

Let's look at CinemaScope, following its Roxy pre-

miere, with a cold, judicial eye.

Is it good?

Is it as good as 20th Century-Fox claims?

Has Spyros Skouras' great gamble come oft ?

Would CinemaScope have been hailed by the lay

press as "the dawn of a new entertainment era" without

"The Robe"?

Would "The Robe" have been a hit as a standard

2D picture ?

Is the excitement whipped-up by 20th's high-pres-

sure ballyhoo likely to prove a flash-in-the-pan ?

What does wide screen portend now for the men
who make their living in movie business?

Such are the questions which need to be weighed
now, and answered in plain, unvarnished language with-

out fear or favor.

We would make this clear at the very outset: Cine-

maScope is not as revolutionary a development as the

silent-to-sound transition, but it certainly is the most
notable technological advance since films found their

voice. If it is wrong to exaggerate CinemaScope, it

would be foolish indeed for the industry to deprecate

its value. Some theatremen are prone to describe it as

"just another wide screen" picture, missing the point

entirely that the anamorphic process is much, much
more than that. Wide screen, as we have known it

ire, was merely blowing up the size of a normal pic-

ture
; the ( CinemaScope lens accomplishes a photographic

miracle by compressing into a single frame approximate-
ly two and one-half as much area as was possible before.

1 hits, you see in the scene above some nine character-,

all in semi-closeup. In a standard frame, only the center

three characters would have been visible in such si/e.

The mass hypnosis induced by modern publicity

and propaganda in the hands of a master like Charlie

Einfeld is difficult to escape. It is the most contagious

organism of our times and the CinemaScope campaign

ranks as a classic example of its power. For the "revo-

lutionary new process of motion picture presentation"

which 20th Century- Fox has boomed and boosted these

past few months was invented by a bearded little French

professor named Henri Chretien before most of us were

born.

Now, at 74 years of age, when most of a man's

riches rest in his mind. Henri Chretien and his lens are

famous. The good professor so long unsung and un-

honored has been taken from the cosy obscurity of his

Nice laboratory by a human volcano named Skouras.

who last year erupted into Europe searching for some-

thing new and came back with something old.

Even "The Robe" is a story of thwarted ambition,

of "ten years of misery", before Frank Ross, who had

bought the screen rights for $100,000 in 1942. saw his

property translated from paper to screen by 20th

Century-Fox.

These, then, are the bases of CinemaScope—a long-

forgotten lens and a dusty novel—which might still be

gathering mould if Spyros Skouras had not a year ago

plunged into the greatest, boldest, adventure of his life.

None knew better than he that CinemaScope would cost

his company a fortune before, many months later, the

dividends rolled in. There might be red figures on tin-

balance-sheet. Such figures in the hands of a dissident

stockholder like Charles Green, whose opportunist cam-

paign to "end the Skouras influence" had already been

launched, could be a potent force indeed.

None saw more clearly than Skouras that Cinema-

Scope meant changing the thinking of an entire industry.

(Continued on Pope 7)
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DR. LEO'S REPORT ON
THE AMERICAN
FEMALE!

"Do you

dream of

movie stars?"

"Just

M-C

star

Doc

(And females all

over the world)

From 9 to 90 the ladies will love these great

M-G-M pictures screened last week at

M-G-M's "SEE FOR YOURSELF" Conference

in California. SEE FOR YOURSELF at the

nation-wide Trade Shows. No woman could

resist these M-G-M Big Ones:

"MOGAMBO"— Girls from 9 to 90 get Technicolor goose-pimples at the battle of the sexes, as well

as at the battle of the gorillas. Better than "King Solomon's Mines." Clark Gable, Ava Gardner are

sensational. Filmed on safari in Africa, greatest of them all!

"KISS ME KATE" — Those famed love songs by Cole Porter that make the ladies swoon are ever

more romantic in M-G-M's BIG Technicolor production of the famed stage hit of two continents. Kathryr

Grayson, Howard Keel (those "Show Boat" sweeties) ecstatically reunited. Sure-fire feminine!

"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"— Oh! how the ladies will love this swashbucklin

Technicolor adventure spectacle. Brother against brother for a beautiful bride. Whale hunts, South Se

romance, pearl fortunes— its got everything! Star power: Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blytr

"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND!" — High, wide and handsome Ansco color entertainment starfin

Richard Widmark, Karl Maiden and beautiful new favorite Elaine Stewart. Mothers, sisters, sweethearl

will watch this stirring, funny story of their lads in the training camps with fascinated enjoyment.

"ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO"— Feminine hearts will flutter when a Southern belle secretl

helps the escape of prisoners and yields to romance. Ansco color wilderness backgrounds. Savage Apacl

sequence. William Holden, gorgeous Eleanor Parker, John Forsythe and cast of hundreds.

"TORCH SONG" —The star beloved by all women Joan Crawford co-starring with Michael Wildij

follows her "Sudden Fear" triumph with a powerful romance in which the man you'd least expect h'

to fall in love with gets under her skin. Joan for the first time in Technicolor is marvelous!

"EASY TO LOVE" —A holiday treat that every guy will have to take his gal to see. It's Esther Willian 3

top Technicolor attraction, musically joyous, brilliant in spectacular wonders. Filmed in Cyprus Gardei

,

Florida in the magnificent M-G-M manner. Van Johnson and Tony Martin both in love with Esther!

"RHAPSODY" —No woman could resist this powerful love story of the musical world, with its C(-

tinental backgrounds, filmed in Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor as the wealthy girl who must domino

her men. New star Vittorio Gassman and stage star John Ericson as the men desperately in love.

PLUS MORE M-G-M BIG ONES ! AND THE MEN WILL BE EQUALLY SOLE!



Does CinemaScope Meet the Test?

(Continued from Page ^)

of persuading' financiers, accountants, directors, pro-

ducers, cameramen and exhibitors to shed their accus-

tomed ways and, perhaps, to bury their rivalries.

And in those first daring days there was so much

that could go wrong. Chretien's lens was unprotected by

patents. The old man had let them lapse years ago.

Cost of the equipment—lenses and screens—might be

far beyond the capacity of the industry to bear. Some

other company might achieve a comparable result by a

different, cheaper, scientific device. The CinemaScope

system might be perfect in itself, but could be destroyed

almost overnight if the first film on which it was used

should flop. This must have been nightmare knowledge.

I Was There

It is proper we should remember these things when

assessing the creation of CinemaScope, but in evaluating

its future sentiment must give way to cold common-

sense and the hard logic of personal experience. For my
part, I found the sense of audience participation im-

mense. I was part of the story. I felt as though pro-

ducer Frank Ross had reached out and yanked me from

my seat.

I was there on the forbidding hills outside Jeru-

salem looking up at Christ bleeding on the Cross. I was

there, the unseen spectator, while Pilate's soldiers threw

dice for Jesus' Robe. I trod the gloomy catacombs of

Imperial Rome, the pillared palaces of Caligula's Rome
at the dawn of Christianity. The emotional experience

was unforgettable. And once I chuckled irreverently to

myself as I remembered, during a scene showing Miriam

singing to the hounded, hunted Christians, something

Frank Ross had told me before the show. Marilyn Mon-

roe had called on him and asked for Miriam's role. "I

had some difficulty persuading her", said Frank, "that

she wasn't exactly the type".

Would I be repulsed by the picture of two pairs of

lips each three feet long meeting in a lover's kiss? Well,

I wasn't. I found the dramatic impact of a CinemaScope

cut from middle-distance to close-up made more effec-

tive because of the picture's size. I had been warned,

too, that widescreen was useless for an intimate two-

person scene because of the wide open spaces it would

leave. Except in one shot of Jean Simmons bidding

Richard Burton adieu on the seashore before he sailed

to Palestine, and which lacked background atmosphere,

this prediction, too, proved wrong.

Now and then I thought I detected a slight move-
ment of the lens out of focus. I asked about this aftei

wards and was told the fault had been corrected ; that

other improvements had also been made. Someone,
questioning me after the performance, asked how Cine-

maScope compared with Cinerama and how "The Robe"
compared with "Quo Vadis". No one, not even Fox, I

am sure, would wish me to record my answers here, for

such comparison would be invidious. CinemaScope and
1 inerama, like capital and labor, can exist and flourish

side by side. "Quo Vadis" cost $8,000,000, if rumor be

true, and "The Robe" only $4,000,000. For one spectator,

at least, the miracle of CinemaScope made "The Robe"
the far greater entertainment.

As a form of presentation CinemaScope can stand

on its own as a great achievement. It cannot make a bad

picture good, but it can, as in the case of "The Robe",

make a good picture great. As for "The Robe", even

without widescreen it would have coined far, far more
than "David & Bathsheba", probably more than "Quo
Vadis". In its CinemaScope form, it will unquestion-

ably rank (or perhaps exceed) the top grossers of all

time. It has rich color, high drama, one superb per-

formance (Richard Burton's) and the most exciting

chariot sequence since "Ben Hur" its realism heightened

by the stereophonic sound as four white horses, nostrils

flaring and hoofs pounding, come racing headlong to-

wards the camera.

But what a lot we have yet to learn about stereo-

sound ! It can play tricks with the human ear. It can

distract when intended to attract. It can be hushed for

a close-up and roaring for a distant shot and can vary in

volume annoyingly even in the same scene. All these

things it did at "The Robe's" premiere, though the aver-

age moviegoer untrained in critical analysis might never

notice it.

Beginning of the Rush

After this they should put up a new sign on Broad-

way—a tombstone reading "HERE LIES THE OLD-
TYPE MOVIE. Born 1896; Died 1953. RIP". For

films as we have known them are dead. They are as

dead as silent movies. This entirely new kind of presen-

tation is both a revolution and a revelation. It will send

millions racing back to the theatres they once deserted

for television, for TV can offer nothing one-tenth as

thrilling as this.

Darryl Zanuck and Spyros Skouras have both said

that with the successful launching of "The Robe" the

great rush to install wridescreen equipment would begin.

The implication of that hopeful prediction was that ex-

hibitors who had been holding back would by then be

convinced that here was the money spinner of the

future. Contrariwise, other well qualified experts, draw-

ing attention to the phenomenal success of Columbia's

"From Ftere to Eternity"—a standard 2D picture of

sheer brilliance—argued that a fine film needed no "gim-

micks" to pull the public in. But imagine what "Eterni-

ty" would have been like in CinemaScope ! It could have

become the greatest grosser of all time.

The decisive factor, however, in charting the future

course of moviedom must be the American people's con-

stant urge for progress and improvement. We'd all be

satisfied with silent pictures if Warner's hadn't pio-

neered sound. WC'd still he having black and white if

the color hug hadn't bit Herbert Kalmus. A good stan-

dard-size picture will always earn its keep—until the

ticket-buying public has seen a good wide-screen pic-

ture. Once it has had the best, it will refuse to buy the

next-best. As of this moment. CinemaScope is best. It

has come. It has conquered. Coultrr
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ALL ROADS Lend to BOSTON, MASS.
and the

GREATEST EXHIBITOR CONVENTION
and

TRADE SHOW IN THE HISTORY
of

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
sponsored by

ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION
of

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS
at the

Sheraton Plaza Mioteh Oct. 5-6-7
A CONVENTION where Open Forum and frank discussions on COMPO,

Admission Tax, Wide Screen and 3-D, Pre-releases, Advanced Admissions,

and Film Rentals pinpointed by Allied's well-known Film Clinics . . . are con-

ducted in the old NEW ENGLAND TOWN MEETING fashion.

A TRADE SHOW that will hold the interest of every Exhibitor present

including demonstrations by RCA — POLAROID — BALLANTYNE
MOTIOGRAPH — and discussions of every aspect of the changing of Pro-

jection Processes.

A SOCIAL PROGRAM . . .

Hospitality Suite by MPA—UNITED FILM—INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS, INC.

A Two-Day Program of Entertainment for the Ladies

LUNCHEONS COCKTAIL PARTIES by Pepsi Cola

NEW ENGLAND SHORE DINNER by Coca Cola

THE ALL INDUSTRY BANQUET ON OCTOBER SEVENTH
BEAUTIFUL PERSONALIZED GIFTS TO ALL REGISTRANTS

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS, INC.

36 Melrose Street, Boston—Liberty 2-9144

Please reserve for arrival

type of room

date hour

Signed Theatre Town and State

Make resvrvations

by lvttvr9 tvirv

or phont*—
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ALLIED ARTISTS

Watch and Wait Policy

Governs AA Dimension Plans

ALLIED ARTISTS EXECS ARE PRO-
eeding with caution insofar as the various

ew mechanical and anamorphic dimensional

systems are concerned. But added assets are

>eing plowed into the production slate in the

orm of higher budgets, use of Technicolor

inting, etc., to give the company one of its

nost imposing programs in its history.

Despite the fact that a trio of 3-dimension

ilms had previously been announced follow-

ng "The Maze", the front office has decided

o delay the start of any of the projects until

uch time as the fate of the system is more

efinitely established. It has also been de-

ided to postpone the start of "The Black

'rince" in CinemaScope until next spring.

Nevertheless, there will be five pictures in

roduction on the lot during the next 30 to

t days. Technicolor will be used for the

rst time by the studio in filming "The An-

apolis Story" (Keith Larsen), which rolls

the fall. Two other commitments have

•en made with the Technicolor labs for the

irrent year's production, and there is talk

increasing the commitments to five for

pxt year.

Two films are now in work: "Bomba and

e Golden Idol" (Johnny Sheffield, Anne

itnbell)—Ford Beebe producing and direct-

g, and "Arrow in the Dust" (Sterling Hay-

n )—CineColor feature being produced by

|ayes Goetz, directed by Leslie Selander.

Coming up between now and October 15

:v: "Yukon Vengeance" (Kirby Grant)

—

illiam F. Broidy producer, William Beau-

one director; "The Green Hills of Idaho"

ijot cast)—William Calihan producing,

id Beebe directing, probably in Ansco

dlor; and "Off the Record" (Barry Sul-

lan)—a Lindsley Parsons production.

COLUMBIA

Abating Whether To Give

adie' 2D or 3D Release

PRODUCTION WILL BE RESUMED
li e next week, following a three-week hi-

fi s. during which time almost the entire

psonncl of the studio was on vacation. The
li t production re-lighting the soundstages

I be "The Kiss and the Sword" (not cast),

wich Sam Katzman will produce and Wil-

CxduMde ^BULLETIN Jeatui-e

By JAY ALLEN

Ham Castle will direct. This will be followed

by "Massacre at Moccasin Pass" (not cast

)

to be produced by Wallace McDonald, in

Technicolor.

As of this writing, studio brass arc debat-

ing on what dimension to use for the release

of "Miss Sadie Thompson" (Rita Hay-
worth), which they hope will rival the suc-

cess of tin- current hit, "From Here to

Eternity." The musicalized version of the

Somerset Maugham classic was filmed in

both standard and 3D, with the definite in-

tention of releasing it in the depth medium
for initial playdates. However, reports of

waning interest in 3D has prompted them to

reappraise the situation, and it is a good bet

that it will go into release as a conventional

2D film. If Columbia officials want our

advice, here it is: If "Sadie" is an outstand-

ing picture, it will do best in 2D; if it is not

so hot, the 3D gimmick will aid it at the b.o.

Miss Hayworth's next picture, incidentally,

will be "The Human Beast," based on the

Emile Zola classic. The film will be made by

Beckworth Productions and is now slated to

roll in late October. Lewis R. Rachmil has

been assigned to produce the picture, and

Fritz Lang will direct.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

24 Features Slated for

Release in Next 7 Months

ROBERT L. LIPPERT HAS SCHED-
uled 24 pictures for release during the next

seven months, including a pair of features

recently acquired from Robert Goldstein.

These are: "Three Steps to the Gallows"

(Scott Brady) and "The Limping Man"
(Lloyd Bridges, Mary Castle).

Lippert has gone on record as opposed to

further releases in 3-dimension, and will

henceforth concentrate on acquiring product

for conventional projection.

In addition to the two Goldstein produc-

tions mentioned above, the seven-months'

releasing slate will be highlighted by the Ed
and William Nassour production, "The

Shadow Man" (Cesar Romero), and "Sins of

Jezebel" (Paulette Goddard), the latter pro-

duced by Robert L. Lippert, Jr.

"Jezebel," incidentally, has been earmarked

for the most extensive trade press, news-

paper and TV advertising campaign in the

company's history. A total of $100,000 has

been allocated toward ballyhooing the Ans-

coColor.

Lippert's Telepictures Corp., has grossed

over $1,000,000 from the 79 old theatrical

films released to TV in the past three years,

it was disclosed by a company spokesman.

No other films are being channelled into the

TV subsidiary, at the present time, due to

the number of new television stations open-

ing up, which will be potential customers for

the features already peddled in this market.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Fewer Pictures Keynotes

M-G-M Production for 1954

METRO WILL CUT ITS 1954 PRO-
duction program to only 18 films—all to be

filmed in color and framed for wide-screen,

and at least part of them in CinemaScope.

High budgets and spectacle productions

are the keynote of the new slate, which Dore
Schary points out will emphasize "plot

rather than processes". However, Mr.

Schary promptly confuses us by making the

point that processes will be an important

factor. "We at MGM," he told a sales con-

vention, recently, "believe that the future of

the motion picture industry will depend,

number one, on the quality of the stories

that are told and the use of a variety of pres-

entations best suited to the individual story."

The company now has a backlog of 23

completed films—10 of which will be released

between now and December. Most of the

big features will be released on holidays. For

example, "Mogambo" is set to open in key
situations on Columbus Day, October 12;

"All the Brothers Were Valiant" bows on

Armistice Day, November 11; "Kiss Me
Kate" is set for Thanksgiving Day; "Easy to

Love" will be a New Year's release, and
"The Long, Long, Trailer" will open on

Washington's birthday.

Incidentally, M-G-M bigwigs are plenty

worried about the prospects of "The Long,
Long, Trailer", which stars Lucille Ball. The
unfavorable publicity she received recently

about her former membership in the Com-
munist Party is bound to have some adverse

effect on the boxoffice.

Three pictures are in production on the lot

at the present time, with a pair more slated

to start September 28. Those now filming

are: "Miss Baker's Dozen" (Greer Garson,

Robert Ryan, Barry Sullivan, Richard
Haydn), in AnscoColor—John Houseman
producer, Robert Z. Lenoard director; "Rose
Marie*' (Ann I'lvth, Howard Keel) in Cine-
maScope and Technicolor—Arthur Horn-

(Continued on Page 12)
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Jeff Chandler

UMATRA
CO uo P* or

Co-Starring

Tech

Marilyn Maxwell
AnthonyQuinn

JOHN SUTTON JAY C. FLIPPEN • SCAT MAN CROTHERS

Directed by BUDD BOETTICHER • Screenplay by FRANK GILL, JR.

Produced by ALBERT J. COHEN

^tLlkBUk-IN Profit!
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(Continued from Page 9)

blow, Jr., producer, Mervyn LeRoy director;

"Executive Suite" (All Star Cast)—John

Houseman producer, Robert Wise director.

The pair to start on September 28 are:

"Panther Squadron 8" (Van Johnson, Dewey
Martin), in AnscoColor— Henry Berman pro-

ducer, Andrew Marton director, and "True

and the Brave" (Clark Gable, Lana Turner),

Technicolor, to be filmed on location in

London—Lawrence Weingarten producer,

Gottfreid Reinhardt director.

PARAMOUNT

Hartman Gets New Pact

As Para. Production Head

FOR SEVERAL WEEKS IT Ap-
peared that Don Hartman would be leaving

this studio as head of production. Negoti-

ations on his new pact, which expires in No-
vember, seemed to be going nowhere and

reports were current that the job was being

offered to William Goetz, erstwhile head of

the Universal-International studios. How-
ever, last week it announced by Y. Frank

Freeman, executive studio chief, that a

"satisfactory arrangement" had been worked

out with Hartman for a new long-term con-

tract, although the papers were not signed

as FILM BULLETIN went to press. Hart-

man, who joined Paramount in March, 1951,

described the deal is "mutually beneficial."

Despite an 18-day production layoff, this

lot is in the midst of a post-war peak on the

editing department, with 11 films in the cut-

ting rooms.

The sound stages went dark during the

first week in September, following the final

day's shooting on "Casanova's Big Night"

(Bob Hope). Production will be resumed

September 21, when "White Christmas (Bing

Crosby, Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney,

Vera-EUen) is placed before the cameras.

Nevertheless, producer Robert Emmett
Dolan and director Michael Curtiz are put-

ting the cast through some preliminary re-

hearsal paces in preparation for the start of

the picture—one of Paramount's most am-
bitious ventures in many years.

Following "Christmas," "Sabrina Fair"

(Audrey Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart) gets

underway on September 28—Billy Wilder

producing and directing. On October 5, Hal

Wallis will launch his production of "About
Mrs. Leslie" (Shirley Booth)— Daniel Mann
directing.

REPUBLIC

More TV-Film Production

More Inde Financing—Yates

REPUBLIC IS GOING DEEPER INTO
TV film production and will, at the same
time, finance production of inde product for

theatres by any unaffiliated producer, direc-

tor, artist or author.

Herbert Vates, in announcing the new
policy, declared that the future for the indus-

try lies in scrapping the standard, assembly-

line type of production and replacing it with

"hand- tooled, individually-made pictures".

He "promised that the new policy would

eliminate the usual legal red tape of financing

and complicated contracts which, in the past,

have tended to discourage many indepen-

dents who have profitable ideas to contribute.

"The present formula of picture making

is antiquated," Yates continued, "and belongs

to an antiquated era. The future of this busi-

ness depends on the sympathetic understand-

ing by the company, of the creative work of

the independent artist--, producers and direc-

tors, working in an atmosphere free of inter-

ference." He plans to offer bankrolling for

any creator who has the basis of an out-

standing story, either in treatment or com-

pleted script.

The studio's facilities will be made avail-

able to these independents, as well as Re-

public's global distribution system. J. J.

Milstein, former general sales manager of the

company, lias been appointed as Yates

special representative to head up the new de-

partment.

Yates declared that his company is taking

the plunge as an active production and dis-

tribution organization of motion pictures for

television. He said that Republic will pro-

duce 20 top features for the 1953-54 season

for theatrical exhibition, at twice the com-

pany's budget for any similar number of

films. However, he gave no indication of the

number of films which he plans to make and

distribute for television. A more complete

study of the TV tie-up will be worked out at

a series of meetings to be held in New York,

within the next few days.

Only one theatrical film is shooting at the

present time. It is "Red Horizon" (John

Derek), William Witney directing.

RKO

Shooting Off Again as

Studio Awaits Financing

WITH THE WIND-UP OF SHOOT-
ing on "Rangers of the North" (Victor Ma-
ture, Piper Laurie) on September 9, RKO
sound stages went dark again, following a

brief two-month splurge of production. How-
ever, it appears that the new layoff will be

much shorter lived than the previous one,

which lasted for a period of nearly four

months.

Outside work on "The Big Rainbow,"

which is still being cast, gets underway later

in the month, with actual production slated

to get underway in October.

In line with the retarded activity, studio

payrolls will be trimmed again, according to

C. J. Tevlin, the company's chief of oper-

ations. He would not admit that a general

layoff is in the offing, hut stated instead that

all departments would be closely scrutinized

to eliminate personnel not actively working

on pictures at hand. Employment at the

studio has fluctuated between 700 and 1,100

depending on the production trends.

One reason for the slow-down, undoubted
ly, is the urgent matter of arranging for ne\|

financing. Toward that end, the compan
this month tapped the National Hank c

Commerce in Houston, Texas, for a loan c

$1,500,000. Rum ors also persist that Howar
Hughes has agreed to another sizeable loal

from his personal funds, although no officia

confirmation was obtainable at this writin;

Sol Lesser signed a new contract with thl

company, earlier this month, calling for h

inde production set-up to make three moil
Tarzan films for RKO release, at the raj
of one annually. Lesser will have made
total of 15 Tarzans for RKO when the nel

contract expires in 1956.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Big CinemaScope Backlog

Slows Production; 2 More Set

WITH A POTENT BACKLOG OF BI

CinemaScope productions in the vaults, r-,

trenchment on a major scale went into effe

at 20th Century-Fox around mid-Septemb<

However, in spite of the general slackenii

off, there will be no shut down of the studi

as has been rumored in Hollywood. In den

ing these reports that there would be 1

films in production for at least two months,,

studio spokesman tells FILM HULLETI
that an October 7 starting date has been s

for "Garden of Evil," to be followed on N>

vember 2 by "Pink Tights," the next Maril

Monroe starrer. However, these will u

doubtedly be the only remaining productio

to be filmed this year, inasmuch as both "9

Walter Raleigh" and "The Egyptian" ha

been shoved back to 1954.

20th Fox's maximum employment level

reported to be around 2,700. With the 1;.

offs now in effect or soon to be put ii

effect, it is expected that total employmc

will be pared down to approximately 1,600

Four features are in production at
'

present time—all in CinemaScope and Te>

nicolor. They are: "Prince Valiant" (Rob

Wagner, Janet Leigh, Debra Paget, Jani;

Mason, Sterling Hayden)—Robert L. Ja<

producer, Henry Hathaway director; "Ri

of No Return" (Marilyn Monroe, Rob:

Mitchum)—Stanley Rubin producer, <
1

Preminger director; "We Believe In Lo,'

(Clifton Webb, Jean Peters, Maggie Mf

Namara)—Sol. C. Seigel producer, J i

Negulesco director; and "Night Peo[

(Gregory Peck, Rita Gam)—Nunnally J"
-

son producing and directing, on location 1

Munich, Germany.

UNITED ARTISTS

UA Off to Strong Start on

48-Film Schedule for '53-'54

UNITED ARTISTS WILL RELE.M.

48 pictures produced at a total cost of ft"

000,000, during the next year—one ol

most imposing programs in the indusl s

history.

(Continued on Page ')
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(Continued from Pagr 12)

The schedule will include 3] features in

color, and represents various processes, in-

cluding CinemaScope and 3D. Of the 48

features, 12 will be released during the final

three months of 1953, with the remaining 12

to go out at the rate of three per month,

during 1954. Of the 1954 releases, 12 are

either canned or nearing completion, 17 will

go into production by the end of the year,

and seven will be started early in the new

year.

The 12 productions already completed or

nearing completing for release next year, in-

clude two in 3D, "Camel Corps" (Rod

Cameron, Joanne Dru, John Ireland)—ad-

venture drama produced by Edward Small

and directed by Ray Nazarro, in Eastman

color, and "Riding Around Saturn"—Nas-

sour Brothers production featuring electri-

cally-animated puppets, filmed in Eastman

color for wide-screen. The remaining ten

are: "The Million Pound Hank Note"

(Gregory Peck)—John Bryan producer,

Ronald Neame director; "Personal Affair"

(Gene Tierney, Leo Genn, Glynis Johns)

—

Anthony Darnborough producer, Anthony
Pellissier director; "Star of India" (Cornel

Wilde, Jean Wallace), Technicolor—Ray-

mond Stross producer, Arthur Lubin direc-

:or; "Beachhead" (Tony Curtis, Frank Love-

ioy)^-Howard W. Koch producer, Stuart

Teisler director; "Americano" (Glenn Ford,

Arthur Kennedy, Cesar Romero), Eastman
:olor—Robert Stillman producer, Budd
'joetticher director; "The Story of William

rell" (Errol Flynn, Bruce Cabot), in Cine-

maScope and PatheColor—J. Barrett Mahon
producer, Jack Cardiff director; "Mask of

Gold" (Van Heflin, Wanda Hendrix), Tech-
licolor—Aubrey Barring and Maxwell Seton

iroducers, Jack Lee director; "Return to

treasure Island" (Dawn Addams, Tab
Linter), in PatheColor—Edward Small pro-

.uction, produced by Aubrey Wisberg and
ack Pollexfen, directed by E. A. Dupont;
The Firebird" (Ellen Rasch, Tito Gobi),

"echnicolor—a Sol Lesser production, pro-

uced by Lorens Marmstedt, directed by
lasse Ekman; and "Challenge the Wild",
rank O. Graham's Eastman color docu-

mentary feature.

One of the forthcoming projects is the
'rst 3D feature to be made in England
Million Dollar Diamond" (Dennis O'Keefe,
.ouis Hay ward, Coleen Gray). A suspense
niller, it will roll soon with O'Keefe mak-
Pg his debut as a director. Steven Pallos is

ie producer.

JNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

l-l to Lead in Volume

2 Features in 3 Months
THIS FIGURES TO BE THE BUSI-

il studio in Hollywood for the balance of
ie year. Twelve features are slated to roll

ring the next three months, it was an-
bunced by Edward Muhl, vice-president in

charge of production, giving U-I from four

to six films shooting constantly from now to

the Christmas holidays. Of the dozen, ten

will be in Technicolor; one will be in 3D.

These pictures will give U-I a total of 32

films put into production for 1953. Of the

product already completed or currently

shooting, 11 are in Technicolor, two in 3D
and Technicolor, two in 3D sans color, and

five in black and white.

Topping the new starters will be "Johnny

Dark" (Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie), Techni-

color, which is about to go into production

on location in Toledo, with George Sherman

directing, William Alland producing.

This will be followed by "Magnificent Ob-
session" (Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson),

Technicolor. It will be produced by Ross

Hunter and directd by Douglas Sirk.

Also scheduled for production in the

period are the 3D film, "Black Lagoon"

(Richard Carlson, Julia Adams)—Jack Ar-

nold directing for producer W'illiam Alland;

"Drums Along the River", Technicolor, Mel-

ville Tucker producing; "Tanganyika", Tech-

nicolor, produced by Albert J. Cohen; "Echo

Canyon", Technicolor, produced by John W.
Rogers; "Fireman Save My Child" (Abbott

& Costello) in 3D, Howard Christie produc-

ing; "Spring Song", Technicolor, to be pro-

duced by Ross Hunter; and "Francis Joins

the Wacs", to be produced by Ted Rich-

mond.

Three more features will be announced

later.

Currently in work here are "Saskatchewan"

(Alan Ladd, Shelley Winters), Technicolor;

"The Far Country" (James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Walter Brennan), Technicolor, and

"Fort Laramie" (John Payne, Dan Duryea,

Mari Blanchard), Technicolor.

WARNER BROTHERS

WB Maintains Brisk Pace

With 5 Currently Rolling

WARNER BROTHERS CONTINUES
to maintain a heavy production schedule,

with five pictures slated to be in front of the

cameras at some time during the month of

September. In addition, a new scene is being

added to "The Eddie Cantor Story" (Keefe

Braselle, Marilyn Erskine), which wound
more than a month ago.

The hot spot on the Warner lot is the

sound stage where "A Star Is Born" (Judy
Garland), is scheduled to go before the

cameras shortly. The production has been

fraught with headaches, reminiscent of the

old days when Judy was throwing MGM into

an uproar. Key personnel have been walking

off the picture after disagreements with the

star, and there is still speculation, at this

late date, whether the film will ever he made.

"Helen of Troy," another major project

for this year, now appears likely to be made
on a co-production arrangement in Italy.

Ponti de Laurentis who has also been plan

ning to make the picture with Hedy Lamarr
starred, recently conferred with Jack Warner
in Rome, and, according to rumors filtering

back to Hollywood, agreed to merge his

efforts with the Warner company. The film

previously had been scheduled to roll in

Hollywood on October 1, with Samuel Bisch-

off producing and Gordon Douglas directing.

Now in production here are: "Rear Guard"
(Guy Madison, Joan Weldon), in 3D and

WarnerColor—David Weisbart producer,

David Butler director; "Dial M For Murder"
(Ray Milland, Grace Kelly, Robert Cum-
mings), in 3D and WarnerColor—Alfred

Hitchcock directing; and "The Phantom
Ape" (Claude Dauphin, Karl Maiden), in 3D
and WarnerColor—Henry Blanke producer,

Roy Del Ruth director.

In addition to "A Star Is Born," one other

film, "Lucky Me" (Doris Day, Phil Silvers)

is slated to go later in the month. "Lucky"
will be produced by Henry Blanke and di-

rected by Jack Donahue.

INDEPENDENTS

Plenty of Inde Activity

for Sept.; Even More in Oct.

THIRTEEN INDEPENDENT PRO-
ductions are either already filming or sche-

duled to go before the cameras during the

remainder of September. Indications point

to an increase in inde production for Oct.

Shooting this month are: "Americano"

(Glenn Ford, Arthur Kennedy, Cesar Ro-
mero), Eastman Color, a Moulin Production

for UA release, shooting in Brazil—Robert

Stillman producer, Budd Boetticher director;

"Three Young Texans" (Mitzi Gaynor,

Keefe Brasselle, Jeff Hunter), Technicolor

—

a Panoramic production, Robert Jacks pro-

ducer, Hugo Fregonese director; "Man In

the Attic" (Jack Palance, Constance Smith,

Byron Palmer)—a Panoramic Productions

picture—Robert Jacks producer, Hugo Fre-

gonese director. Others rolling during Sep-

tember are: "Duel in the Jungle" (Dana

Andrews, Jeanne Crain), Technicolor—

a

Moulin-Associated British Corp. production,

Marcel Hellman producer, Tony Owen direc-

tor; "River Beat" (Phyllis Kirk, John Bent-

ley), an Abtcon Pictures, Inc., production

—

Victor Hambury producer, Guy Green direc-

tor; "The Black Knight" (Alan Ladd), a

W'arwick production—Irving Allen producer,

Tay Garnett director; "Matgog" (Richard

Egan, Constance Dowling, Herbert Mar-

shall), an Ivan Torn production in Eastman

Color—Herbert L. Strock director; "Gat-

ling Gun" (Van Johnson, Joanne Dru), a

Panoramic production—Leonard Goldstein

producer, Rudy Mate director; "Gorilla At

Large" (Anne Bancroft, Cameron Mitchell),

a Panoramic production in 3D and Eastman

Color—Robert Jacks producer, Harmon
Jones director; and "Mad Magician" (Yin-

cent Price, Mary Murphy)—an Edward
Small production in 3D, Bryan Foy produc-

ing, John Brahm directing.

Slated to go later in the month are: "Susan

Slept Here"(Dan Dailey, Debbie Reynolds)

—an Alex Gottleib production, Frank Tash-

lin directing; "Pirate's Blood" (Tony

Dexter)—a Wisberg-Pollexfen production in

undisclosed color process, Lew Landers di-

recting.
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PIN POINT REVIEWS

"Mogambo"

Gu*i*ete Rati*? OOO
Rating will be higher in first runs, boosted by Metro pre-

selling campaign, Clark Gable-Ava Gardner marquee and

exotic Technicolored African settings. Obvious plotting

deprives this of much real suspense. Sex, illicit romance,

the violence and excellent jungle scenes are selling angles.

This is a familiar story (made in 1932 as "Red
Dust") dealing with a white-hunter's (Gable) tangled

affair with a woman of the world (Ava Gardner) and

the wife of an anthropoligst (Grace Kelly) while on an

African safari. It moves at a good pace for the most

part, but with some noticeable lulls. Director John Ford

cleverly pads the film with bits of "business". Gable is

his typical hard-loving, domineering self as he alternate-

ly battles the jungle and woos another man's wife. Best

performance is registered by Gardner in a wise-cracking

rather than seductive role. Aspects of illicit romance

never reach serious proportions as it grinds to an ex-

pected conclusion. The African jungle and its inhabi-

tants give this a decided assist. From standpoint of

action and suspense, film reaches its peak in sequences

depicting gorillas in their native habitat. Neil

M-G-M. 116 Minutes. Clark Gable, Ava Gardner, Grace Kelly, Donald Sin-

den, Philip Stainton, Eric Pohnmann, Laurence Naismith, Denis O'Dea. Pro-

ducer, Sam Zambalist. Director, John Ford.

"Take the High Ground"

Gcuinete 'Rati*? GOO
Widmark name, color, good word-of-mouth will bring this

above average grosses generally. Good exploitation

values in story, Widmark-Stewart sizzling romantic scenes.

Best results in action spots, but high-grossing potential

anywhere if properly exploited. Don't sell as war picture.

Depicts what goes into the making of a soldier. Has
drama, humor, heart-throbs and a hunk of red-hot ro-

mance reminiscent of the Widmark-Peters clinches in

"Pickup on South Street." Filmed at Fort Bliss, Texas,

film captures human as well as technical sides of mili-

tary training to equip our men for combat warfare.

Special asset is Ansco Color photography, reproducing

natural hues without distortion or exaggeration. Story

has Widmark as sergeant longing for combat duty

forced to make fighting men out of motley group of

youngsters. Interspersed is a triangle involving Wid-

mark, Elaine Stewart and Karl Maiden, Widmark's

long-time sidekick, good for hot and hard drama. While

Widmark in uniform has been spinach in most houses,

his role here as the rough and ruthless drill sergeant

should go over strong with his fans. Exhibitors should

not overlook asset of Elaine Stewart glamor. Burn

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 101 Minutes. Richard Widmark, Karl Maiden, Elaine

Stewart, Russ Tamblyn, Carleton Carpenter, Steve Forrest, Jerome Courtland,

William Hairston. Producer, Dore Schary. Director, Richards Brooks.

"Blowing Wild"

Sculler Rati*? OOO
Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, Ruth Roman, Anthony
Quinn provide powerful name values to assure topflight

returns in general market. Plenty potent story elements

for the adult mass audience. Class group may find story

too contrived for their taste. Added b.o. value in Frankie

Laine singing title song as background to plot.

This original story and screenplay by Philip Yordan
tries to cover too many plot angles, but it contains

plenty of entertainment dynamite. Moving from one

episode of violence to another, it should afford most

audiences their fill of excitement. Gary Cooper and

Ward Bond, oil wildcatters in Mexico, are blown off

their land by bandit Juan Garcia, Cooper is offered a

job by his old friend, Quinn, successful oil operator, but

he refuses in order to avoid his old girl friend Stanwyck,

to whom Quinn is now married. Still desperately in love

with Cooper, she eventually murders Quinn and is her-

self killed during an attack by the outlaws. A mild ro-

mance between Cooper and Ruth Roman, stranded

American girl, ends happily. Performances throughout

are first-rate. Good thrill sequence has Cooper and Bond
carrying load of nitoglycerin over rough roads and en-

countering bandit attack. Phil

Warner Bros. 90 Minutes. Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, Ruth Roman,

Anthony Quinn, Ward Bond. United States Pictures Production. Directed

by Hugo Fregonese.

"A Lion Is In The Streets"

GctAUtCM RdttHf OOO
Ratings may be higher on James Cagney draw. Cool

word-of-mouth figures to cut down grosses in subsequent

runs. Re-writing dissipated much of novel's power. Should

do best business in action houses and where social sig-

nificance theme can be sold.

The Adria Locke Langley novel has been watered

down almost beyond recognition. Film does contain

the exploitabilities of sin, political corruption, violence,

and Technicolor, plus drawing power of James Cagney.

Story of a backwoods politico's exploitation of poor

cotton farmers, intended in the novel as a parallel to the

life of Huey Long, overly melodramatic and lacks con-

viction. Episodic treatment of story results in poor con-

tinuity and little suspense. Cagney's back-door affair

with Anne Francis, played up in the ads, is barely

noticeable.

Press book dwells on the Cagney name, making its

main pitch with the ad line: "The chiselers, the cheap

tin horns, the two-time ladies, and the two-bit crooks

. . . they all made the little guy a big, big wheel—and

tlu n he started grinding them down !" Neil

Warner Bros. 87 Minutes. James Cagney, Barbara Hale, Anne Francis, Warner

Anderson, John Mclntire, Jeanne Cagney, Lon Chaney, Frank McHugh. Pro-

ducer, William Cagney. Director, Raoul Walsh.

&«4*tt44 R<UU9 OOO© TOPS OOO GOOD O G AVERAGE © POOR
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'The Robe"

Top business and long runs, probably the greatest in history of the industry, are inevitable. Will en-

thrall audiences with its drama, its spiritual impact, its scope. Should attract every element. Dra-

matic factors, which would be stunning in standard projection, are overpowering in CinemaScope.

Mark September 16, 1953, as an historic date in the

ntion picture industry. It was the day that the first Cine

mScope feature, "The Robe", was unveiled. There can

1 little doubt that this revolutionary film will outgross

ay previous picture ever made. In theme, story, perform-

alee, direction, production and presentation, it has no peer.

tj> picture ever made can be compared with it, not only

tfcause it utilizes the hugely expanded anamorphic pro-

cls, but because no former religious film has been treated

vth the dignity and scope accorded this Frank Ross pro-

olction. It grips you and holds you for two hours and 15

nnutes—and leaves you limp at the end. The vast screen

c jtures scenes never before seen on film. Stereophonic

s .ind is truly directional, amazingly caught as it brings

vices and sounds from points where they emanate on wide

s een. Orchestration, color, the special sound effects (in-

c ding a huge chorus that encompasses the auditorium

fim all sides), enhance the film's drama.

Under Henry Koster's direction, performances range

fim good to superb. Richard Burton as the Roman tri-

*bme who performed the actual crucifixion of Christ is

*tily magnificent. He is a star. Jean Simmons is both
" btutiful and talented as the girl whoi goes to her death

wjh the man she loves. Victor Mature, as Demetrius, his

she, outdoes anything he has ever done on film. Excel-

lently cast in smaller roles are Michael Rennie as Peter;

Jif Morrow as the brutal centurion, Justus; Michael An-
s;a in a gem of a bit role as Judas. Sole sore spot is the

otracting of Jay Robinson as the evil Caligula, who be-

n'nes emperor of Rome in the beginnings of the Christian

» irlvement.

' It is the story of the crucifixion and the beginnings of

1 C'ristianity. Beginning with the exemplification of Roman
djadence, as personified by the sale of humans in the

ci^'s market-places, it traces the changes wrought in

brton, a high-born, dissolute Roman tribune, who, ban-
ised to a Palestinian post, becomes the executioner of

Jesus. Burton's ultimate conversion in the search for the

robe Jesus wore bearing the cross to Golgotha, which the

Roman feels has bewitched him, brings realization that his

conscience, not the cloth, is object of his search. Rather

than renounce his Lord, Burton and the girl who loves

him, Jean Simmons, choose to leave mortal existence to go

to a greater Kingdom.

It would be difficult to select any specific scenes as the

best—so many worthy of that distinction. In the epic

category are the sequences in the Roman market-place, the

mobs hallowing their adored Messiah, sorrowing with Him
as He bears His cross, or mutely staring at the crucified

leader. Or the scenes in the Emperor's palace, the trial of

the tribune, the fury of the thunderstorm that follows the

drunken Roman soldiers rolling dice for the robe in the

shadow of the cross. In the action category, the sword

duel between Burton and Morrow points up the impact of

the huge screen by covering the full range of the struggle

without cuts in the action. Almost as effective is the rescue

of Demetrius from the torture rack by ten brawny Chris-

tians and a boy. And certainly among the most stirring

scenes must be reckoned the chase of a horse-drawn carri-

age in which four horses, covering the 65-foot expanse of

screen at the Roxy virtually leap into the audience.

Obviously, the breadth of CinemaScope and its revo-

lutionizing of the film industry is a primary factor in the

merchandising of the film, but the exhibitor could do great

harm, not only to this superlative initial entry in the new
technique, but to his future anamorphic attractions, should

he attempt to sell this as a three-dimension film.

"The Robe" would have been a great picture in any

process. In CinemaScope, it is a film that has never been

matched in movie industry. Barn

20th Century-Fox. 135 Minutes. Richard Burton, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature,

Michael Rennie, Jay Robinson, Dean Jagger, Torin Thatcher, Richard Boone, Betta

St. John, Jetf Morrow, Ernest Thesiger, Dawn Addams, Leon Askin, Helen Beverly,

Frank Pulaski. Producer, Frank Ross. Director, Henry Koster.

"QUOTES" From Hie New York Critics

ollowing are the views of the N. Y. Pilm
cr cs on "The Robe" and CinemaScope:

^lew, realistic and phenomenal concept
of he art of motion picture production . . .

'I s Robe' . . . ushers in a new era for films,

rii is the most exciting achievement in the

inistry since the advent of sound. With
( iimaScope the audience enjoys the rare

ex'rience of becoming a vivid part of the
sp tacle, instead of a mere witness."—Frank
Q 1

tin, N. Y. Daily M irror

-.xcellent (Movie Meter Rating) . . .

Tdinically it is bigger, better and wider
tin anything we have seen. Artistically il

IS i historical spectacle picture successfully
re iced to terms on the personal and indi-

vj'al. CinemaScope . . . seems to this re-
v " cr to be the logical next step in the de-

velopment of the movies."—Archer Winsten,

N. Y. Post

"Historical drama less compelling than the

process by which it is shown . . . Proved in

itself to be essentially a smashing display of

spectacle ... It is evident that the system
has the advantage of great pictorial range

. . . The system seems fully flexible, and
some exciting employments of it may be

anticipated."— Bosley Crowther, N. V. Times
"Probably the most tasteful treatment of

New Testament material since Cecil B. De-
Mille's 'King of Kings' . . . The importance
of the Biblical theme . . . was equaled by the

importance to the movie industry of Cinema-
Scope as a new conception of the motion pic-

ture . . . Cetrainly it seems to have a great

future, especially For use in grandiose spec-

tacles like 'The Robe'."—Otis L. Guernsey,
N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Premiere audience went away with every

reason to feel richly inspirited and rewarded

by its visit . . . Film treatment has given

added dramatic values . . . The first trial of

the ne wCinemaScope enhances what passed

before the camera eye . . . Everyone con-

cerned with ' The Robe' must he walking the

clouds today."—Alton Cook, N. Y. World-
Telegram & Sun

" Twentieth Century- Fox ushered in a new
movie era . . . an era of heightened grandeur,

of enlarged scope and exciting new vistas in

the field of entertainment . . . Seeing ' The
Kobe' in CienmaScope is a memorable ex-

perience."— Kose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-

American
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EXHIBITORS fORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

WARY ON NEW PROCESSES
Allied of Indiana

Except in the case of theatres in a class

t hat can recoup their equipment investment

on a very few pictures, the consensus is still

that exhibitors should proceed very slowly in

equipping for the new projection techniques.

Reasons given are:

3D—The box office value of 3D pictures

can now be guaged only by the factors of

story, stars and production values. With the

novelty gone, the mere fact the picture is in

3 dimensions is not enough. Even these thea-

tres that already have their investment in 3D
equipment are passing many pictures because

their experience is that the additional oper-

ating costs coupled with the generally high

terms demanded precludes the possibility of

a reasonable profit.

Wide Screen—There is not much question

of the initial value of wide screen, probably

mainly from a selling or promotional stand-

point. Fortunately, the pictures selected for

wide screen exhibition have been generally of

much better calibre than most of the pictures

available in 3D. Practically any motion pic-

ture can be shown successfully on at least a

1.66 ratio and the increase in size without

regard to ratio will add something to the

enjoyment of the picture. It is too early to

tell whether this will have any measurable

sustained box office value or whether, like

3D, after the first impact the success of wide

screen will depend entirely on the other

values of the picture. There is still a question

as to the most desirable wide screen consider-

ing apparent seams, reflective surfaces, etc.

Fox will not serve CinemaScope except on

Fox "approved" screens which are twice as

expensive and not readily available. This

may necessitate that some exhibitors who
have already installed wide screens junk

them.

CLOSINGS AFFECT OTHERS
ATO of Indiana

"When a theatre closes, a frontage of from

40 to 75 feet is taken out of an otherwise

active business community. Instead of con-

tributing its share as a component of the

neighborhood shopping area, it becomes a

deteriorating influence on the economic

whole. With a decline in pedestrian traffic,

the 'walk-by, walk-in' trade is reduced. In

some cases adjacent enterprise follows the

theatre as a casualty."

( From a news release of the National As-

sociation of Real Estate Boards.)

WAYS TO KILL A CAT
Allied Caravan of Iowa-Neb.

It would seem that absolutely nobody
knows exactly what to expect in the way of

style of product next year. Flat, 2-D, 3-D,

Wide-Screen in various and sundry aspect

ratios, CinemaScope, WarnerScope, Vister-

ama or Magic Lantern. Meanwhile exhibition

in small towns continue the rush toward

Wide-Screen, the poor man's CinemaScope.

You are not alone in not knowing for sure

what to do, where you arc going, what you
are going to play, that you might have to pay
for it or whether plastic, metallic, fabric,

muslin or cheese-cloth makes the best screen.

It is no great surprise that Stereophonic
Sound has been set to play with sound on
ldm— it was a 30 year throw-back to ever

think otherwise. Stereo sound unnecessary
for the majority of theatres, at least for a

long time. Prohibitive costs eliminate this

for most small theatres even if it was artis-

tically adventageous. The mad scramble to

do something sensational which has resulted

in the chaos will probably settle down into

some sort of standardization. Just when, is

anybody's guess. After the public chooses its

favorite we suppose. In the meanwhile, you
are part of the haelstrom. You can probably

expect confusion to remain in the drivers

seat for a while yet. Policy thus far on any
of the new type presentations indicates that

buyers will meet a lot of "must %" deals.

Again another warning is in keeping that if

you go for percentage leave the shenanigans

out of the deal. Sargoy & Stein are still very

much in business. They won't bother you at

all if everything is as it should be. If you

can't buy any way but percentage, don't be

misled into reporting anything but the facts.

Personally we are still not convinced that

Distribution would not shed many tears if a

lot of theatres were out of their hair. There

are more ways than one to kill a cat. You
can hold the cat and hit it with the axe, or

you can hold the axe and hit it with the cat.

There have always been ways for one branch

of the industry to cut the other's throat. So
long as we war among ourselves the weaker

we are to meet competitive threats.

THAT TAX
Allied Caravan of Iowa-Neb.

Marvin Fosse, Allied member from La-

Porte City, la. visited us the other night and

demonstrated his statistical ability by show-

ing charts and grafts covering nearly every-

thing pertaining to his operation. Marvin

plans to invite his Representative to dinner

and then take him to his office to go over

some of the details of small town business.

He gathered from State sales tax reports the

proportion of business his theatre does com-

pared to the total business of the town and

then asks why a business doing that small

proportion of the total business should be

saddled with 20% tax on its gross. A good

angle. It is amazing how little business a

theatre does in comparison with the whole

of the town.

THANKS FOR POPCORN
Allied Caravan of Iowa-Neb.

It used to be when we were back in the

good old days of sweeping the theatre with

a straw broom and eavesdropping on the

violent arguments of the management over

buying a years deal, that it was only the

gutter-rat, low class showman who would

contaminate his theatre, confuse his acoustics

and drive his janitor to distration by selling

popcorn. In the early forties his silenl pai

ner cut himself in for 10'/ of the «uys grol

and very shortly afterwards became so e
moured with the idea that he decided to ta

another 10%. That made 20%. Presently t

exhibitor found that if he was to ma
money from his pile of brick and mortar he

have to start selling something besides p:

tures. Enter the windfall. Sedate and sr.]

cious lobbies became clustered with snioki

kettles, greasy spotted floors and the t heat

became strewn with wrappers, wads, kerne
sacks, goo and slop. Janitors overflowed tj

wards in the mental institutions. But tj

exhibitor stayed in business. Thank God j
popcorn.

As the post-war era moved into adolesen
the period of diminishing returns sti

stealthily into our sancturaries, increased

demands, road-shows, extended playing tin

illegal clearances and poor product sitpplil

the impetus that counterbalanced the p( I

corn and theatres started to close. Alol

came the drought, hard winters and 3-!

With a new baby to play with that at bit

showed promise of growing up into a pi

ductive, if not permanent panacea, exhibit'

took heart and cloaked themselves in an at'

of false hopes, aided and abetted by promiJ
of tax relief. But there always has to b«

gadfly in the ointment. In place of prodi

ing good pictures in 3-D sold at fair prii

to a customer badly in need of good m 1

chandise— (there is no question of wh
branch of the industry is hurting the mo 1

—they make junk and demanded unlivea 1

terms and have committed infanticide. W .

says they don't eat their own young? 1

beautiful paradox about the whole da i

thing is that 3-D costs less to make tli

regular pics.

3D'S PREMATURE DEATH
Western Theatre Owners

Latest report is that there are less tl I

2500 theatres in the USA equipped for 3 .

Does this mean that 3-D is on the way otj

If 3-D dies, the tombstone should rea -

"Here lies 3-D; killed in its infancy by c

Producer-Distributor." The Producer in I

effort to make a 'fast buck' made poor ]|-

tures. The Distributor, for the same rea; i,

asked for impossible deals, and due to e

lack of industry coordination the cost of )

equipment was too high. For a while e

public was excited by 3-D, but now, il

knowing whether they will see anytng

good and having to fight misfit glasses w 8

paying a high admission price, they e

deserting 3-D, as a result the price of eq '-

ment and pictures are tumbling.

Wide screen is here to stay, and the pr ic

likes it. It won't bring in an extra bucl it

the boxoffice just because you have it, bi it

helps make a good picture better and H

mean satisfied customers. I have tried all ic

different ratios and lenses, and 1 believi

1.75 to 1 ratio to be the best. 1.85 to 1
-

off too much of the picture, and 1.66 '

does not give the public what they expei 1

see—wide screen.
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Dominating the Broadway section were these four

24-sheetS featuring the Row world premiere of

Jllili Century-Fox's first CinemaScope feature,

"The Robe." It was the initial use of four 24-

sheets on one sign.

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f
"Robe" Advance Paves Way
For Debut Marking New Era

The birth of a new era that was ushered in

;

vith the world premiere of 20th Century-

ox's "The Robe" at the Roxy last Wednes-
ay (16th) was matched by the tremendous

howmanship effort that befitted the historic

vent. The glittering debut, a black-tie, cele-

rity-studded affair, climaxed one of the

tost intensive advance promotions ever con-

ucted by an industry famed for its ballyhoo.

Hardly a national magazine or major

ewspaper in the country was devoid of

pace plugging the initial CinemaScope fea-

ure. Many repeatedly carried the big news
i their off-the-movie pages as well as the

musements section. Most recently, a pro-

totion with Collier's was arranged by
harles Einfeld and his aides, whereby a

omprehensive merchandising program in

1)00 supermarkets across the country will

ighlight the film in the Oct. 16 issue, tied

) with a host of store and newspaper acces-

ories and mats and a full color page and a

alf ad. Two weeks in advance of the pre-

liere, a giant electric sign was flashing over

ic NBC flagship station, WNBT in Times
quare, Hashing credits to "The Robe" every

even minutes. The nation's two top-circula-

"ii newspapers, the New York Sunday
ews and Mirror, accorded it five pages and
no covers. Look, Life, Time and all the

ther top publications were on the Cinema-
jcope bandwagon. Last week's Sunday
imes ran an 8-column series of illustrations

om the film at the top (if the movie page.

Then came the big night. W ith a bridge of

' right, the extravagant setup for the "Grand

nale" studio luncheon at Metro's "See For Your-

//' world sides film parley. In center, just below

e "G" in MGM is studio chief Dore Schary.

light over Times Square that could be seen

as far away as Newport, Conn., celebrities

from every walk of life—political, society,

theology, the stage and screen, diplomacy

—

all were on hand and eager for the revolu-

tionary event. The proceedings were carried

by television, radio and newsreels all over

the world. All the major Broadway film

houses—including the Warner where Ciner-

ama was showing—blinked their marquee

lights at 8:30 in the Navy's 73 code, tradition-

al message of good luck. But "The Robe"

had made its own luck with a grand scale

production and promotion that couldn't miss.

The men responsible for the epochal pro-

duction—President Spyros P. Skouras, pro-

duction head Darryl F. Zanuck, producer

Frank Ross, director Henry Koster, research

director Earl Sponable, and here from

France especially for the event, inventor

Henri Chretien, watched their baby grow
into a giant of the motion picture industry

last Wednesday.
(Continued on Page 18)
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(Continued from Page 17)

Universal-Westinghouse Tie

Promotes "The All-American"

A tie-in with Westinghouse has given Uni-

versal-International an opportunity to give

its "The All-American" a bang-up promotion.

The national tie will see famed football

coach Herman Hickman appearing on net-

work telecasts of top professional football

games starting late this month. The TV
shows will be picked up in some 70 cities

and, in each area, tie-ups will be available to

exhibitors with local Westinghouse appli-

ance dealers for special promotions offering

Westinghouse products as prizes in a "West-
inghouse All-American Football Contest."

The competition will be conducted jointly by
exhibitors and the appliance dealers, with

Hickman visiting the cities to plug the film.

Special posters will tie in the telecasts with

the joint promotion.

In addition, a special kit has been prepared

by U-I for the picture. It has 124 pages of

stories, plus special promotional material and
illustrations. A thousand of these will go out

to key accounts in addition to the pressbook.

Treasury Dept. Backs

M-G-M's 'Cash Stashers'

Almost as good as money in the bank is

th^ pressbook M-G-M has gotten out for its

Pete Smith novelty, "Cash Stashers." The
Treasury Department was so pleased with

the short that it has volunteered its whole-

hearted support for the film, which plugs

stashin' your cash in U. S. Savings Bonds
instead of old shoes, the mattress and all the

other caches used by the smarties who hide

their cash at home. The Department has

send copies to its 51 Savings Bonds division

headquarters, are using a special Cash

Stashers layout in more than 8()(X) industrial

publications, offer citations to exhibitors

playing the subject and will devote a portion

of the Treasury exhibit in Washington to

the Cash Stashers theme. A tape recording

by Pete Smith and a film clip will be offered

to radio and TV stations to push the Bond
campaign, while Foote, Cone & Belding has

worked up an unusually attractive mat in

connection with the drive, featuring specially

posed photos of star Dave O'Brien for a

newspaper campaign.

A $50 prize goes to the young man who succeeds*

in escaping from a straitjacket at the openin.

of Paramount's "Houdini" at the Indianapoli

Circle Theatre. Manager Walter Wolverton en

gineered the contest which drew 2(1(1(1 person

to the opening performance.

Wayne Time Capsule

Garners Plenty of Space

John Wayne's presentation of a time cap

sule containing aviation history date to th

Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerc

in connection with the world premiere c

Warners' "Island in the Sky" at the Holly

wood Paramount copped plenty of news

paper space. The capsule contained still

from great air films and newsreel footage c

history-making planes from the Wrigl

brothers' to the latest supersonic craft, an

the script of the film. It will be buried undo

the Number 1 runway at the L. A. Inte

national Airport on Oct. 18 during Air Fa I

Week, another opportunity for a plug. <

Early Production Allows

MGM Top Promotion Plannin

Metro's fall and winter releases will be a

corded advertising-exploitation treatme

that will top anything in the company's hi

tory, according to Howard Dietz, ad-pu

licity vice president. Farly completion

the cool weather product, he holds, has ma'

it possible to coordinate the promotion f

maximum penetration, "to blanket t

country through all media, including t

Minday supplements, national and fan mag

zines, and daily newspapers simultaneous

at the exact time of release." He cit

"Mogambo" as an example. Campaign,

planned, will reach 172,000,000 readt

through national media, supplemented

special campaigns in a hundred cities,

major attraction has been set for each ho

day: "Mogambo" will open in key situatio

on Columbus Day; "All the Brothers We
Valiant" on Armistice Day; "Kiss Me Kat

will be the Thanksgiving offering; "Fasy
;

Love" for Christmas and " The Long, Loi

Trailer" for Washington's Birthday.

(Continued on Page I

Pressbook Award

Many theatremen are apt to take for

granted that invaluable aid to showman-

ship—the pressbook. For that reason, we

devote this space in each issue of FILM

BULLETIN to recognize those pressbooks

that best serve the needs of theatre show-

men. In this issue the Pressbook Award

goes to—

'99 RIVER STREET'

"Wham! It Hits You Right in the

Teeth!" is the way United Artists has

chosen to sell its action melodrama,
"99 River Street." Edward Small's

production, starring John Payne and

Evelyn Keyes, is loaded with sock

selling angles, most of them utilizing

the action and sex themes. At left,

for instance is the type of ad that has

pulled 'em in since time immemorial.

The "Rips Into You Like a Double-

Crossing Dame" key line is empha-

sized by the art, spotlighting the nail-

marks left by Evelyn Keyes' passion-

ate embrace on the brawny back of

Jack Payne. The rest of the ads

follow the same pattern, mixing sex

and brutality in double portions.

Another feature of the pressbook is

the hard-hitting lithos pictured there-

in and a special set of art stills, high-

lighting the original ad art in black-

and-white glossy prints for displays

and special ads.

Here's one you can do plenty with.
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(Continued from Page IS)

Dictz also outlined the details of M-G-M's
"Lucky 7 Showmanship Contest" just

launched by the company. Competition in-

volves a model campaign—with Metro foot-

ing the complete bill for the winner plus cash

prizes totaling $6000—on each of seven pic-

tures for cities up to 10,000, up to 100,000 and

over 100,000 population. For those in a bid-

ding situation that may not be able to obtain

the picture, an equivalent campaign for a

Metro picture which the outbidded theatre

plays will be paid for by Leo. The winning

exhibitor must put into practical use the

campaign he submits, of course.

'Roman Holiday' Ties In

For Real Holiday for Two
Paramount has set up a tie-in with the

Italian State Tourist Office for an all-expense

deluxe holiday in Rome for two as first prize

of the "Roman Holiday" contest in con-

nection with the current Radio City Music

Hall engagement of William Wyler's film.

The top prize will include a week's holiday

in Rome plus transportation aboard a luxury

liner for the best letter on "I would like a

'Roman Holiday' because . .
." The contest

will continue for the duration of the Music

Hall engagement with the winner to be an-

nounced 30 days after conclusion of the run.

A natural tie-up if we ever saw one.

Schary, Stewart, Widmark
In P.A.'s at 5 Texas Preems
Luscious Elaine Stewart, who had taken

the high road to plug Metro's "Take the

High Ground," will soften the masculine ma-

jority with her curves for the five Texas

world premieres of the film. Offsetting the

1 rah garb of the quartet of M-G-M celebri-

ties—Dore Schary, Richard Widmark, Russ

ramblyn and m.c. George Murphy—who will

ippear at unprecedented parade of preems,

Elaine will sport 16 changes of wardrobe at

he quintuple premiere beginning in El Paso

"^cpt. 21 and going on from there to San

Antonio (23), Houston (24), Dallas (25) and

Fort Worth (26). I.eo contract singer

Peggy King paved the way in advance with

icwspaper, radio and TV interviews.

ittending the "Island in the Sky" premiere at the

lollywood Paramount which lured 15,000 fans to

lollywood Boulevard are. from left, producei Bob
ellouis, director William A. Wcllman and star

John Wayne.

Said Macy's To Gimbels . . .

The following ad appeared in the New
York papers on Sept. 12:

AN OPEN LETTER
TO MOVIE GOERS!

Although we at the Paramount Theater

are not privileged to be playing "From

Here To Eternity", we urge you to see it

in its engagement at the Capitol.

Unusual as it may seem for one important

theater to urge attendance at a competi-

tive house, we do it because of our pride

in being part of an industry that can pro-

vide entertainment of this superb quality.

We believe that "From Here To Eternity"

is a truly great picture. Columbia Pictures

is to be congratulated for bringing it to

the screen.

Sincerely,

ROBERT K. SHAPIRO
Executive Manager
Paramount Theatre

Congratulations to Bob Shapiro for a

smart piece of showmanship and good will.

Elaine Stewart, who took the high road to plug

MGM's "Take the High Ground" is shown with

vice president Nixon at an American Legion

luncheon in St. Louis. Needless to say. Miss

Stewart stole the spotlight, grabbed plenty of

newspaper space.

Bakery Helps Out

With Birthday Cakes

Dale McNabb, Circle Theatre, Omaha, has

worked up a cute idea. He ties in his kiddie

matinee with a local bakery. The under-12

kids register their birthday at the theatre,

must be present at the theatre the last Satur-

day of month preceding his or her birthday

to receive a card which, when exchanged at

the local bakery, entitles them to a free, deco-

rated birthday cake and a free pass to the

theatre for any show. Bakery furnishes cake,

have a screen ad every week and go in for

25% of the costs of advertising the birthday

cake idea. "It furnishes us and the bakery a

good mailing list, plus a lot of traffic and
good will," adds McNabb. Something to

think about, isn't it?

Loew's State and Orpheum in Boston used a new
(top) and an old (bottom) gimmick to draw fans.

Two models earring a huge mock-up book on the

subway caught the attention of riders; pedestrians

were attracted by the street bally. In center,

Loew's Rochester boosted the film with window

displays like the one pictured.

Trio of Roman Models Hit

Papers, Airwaves in I.F.E. Plugs

The trio of Roman models and Italian

couturiere Fontana plugging I.F.E. 's "Three

Girls From Rome" grabbed a batch of pub-

licity with a motorcade down Fifth Avenue
en route to fashion shows at Arnold Con-
stable's New York and Manhasset stores.

They made p.a.'s on seven major TV shows,

worked in full-page tie-ins in the Sunday-

newspapers and shots for national mags and

syndicate breaks during the post-Labor Day
week.

Paromount's "The Caddy" opening was preceded

by a special press preview at the Academy Award
Theatre in l.os Angeles. The gal with the press

agents is Pat Crowley. fc<rturcd in the film.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

MAN-WOMAN EXCITEMENT' IN 3[

A pair of high-ranking stars, perhaps the best that have yet appeared in a

3D picture, coupled with an unusual story and plenty of action and sex. have

given Mort Blumenstock's boxofheers ;i hefty batch of material with which to

work. They've played it to the hilt and the pressbook shows it. The ad pictured

above typifies the tack they have chosen : "The Most Man-Woman Excitement

Ever to Explode Off the Screen in 3D !" The implications in this line and the

art, combining the out-of-the-screen factor, sex and tense action offer sock

mass draw.

Another angle draw n upon by the ad-

men are the "Big-Star, Big-Story, Big

Man-Woman Thrill in 3D!" Art here

has Stanwyck in tough-gal decollete

threatening the wounded Moonlighter

with the advancing gunmen combined

in the striking, long-shadowed illustra-

tion.

The pressbook has some unusual

novelty giveaways. The one shown at

right, for instance, is ideal for herald

distribution. In 50 out of every 1000

the white moon is treated so that it

turns yellow when it is wetted. Prices

run from $4.50 per 500 without theatre

imprint to $<S per M with theatre im-

print. Another is a "Trap the Moon-

lighter" giveaway featuring a bank-

rolling scene and requiring the reader

to answer questions about the scene

after studying it for two minutes.

If the Moon turns to GOLD
you will receive a pair of guest tickets to see

BARBARA FRED

Stanwyck- MacMurray

the Moonlighter"
~«w.«»o •> Warner Bros. 1 r»

STUNTS
Barbara Stanwyck's role- in the film,

sharpshooting beauty, lends itself to rifle c(

te-t competitions, especially among worn

that offers fine fodder for feature pages a

community affairs. A "Moonlighte
Women s Shooting Match" can be held

local firing range, preferably at night. She

men should make certain, of course, tl

newspapers are on hard to cover.

Another type of "shooting" is suggeste(

with camera. Advance publicity about a rr

dressed in western outfit as "The Mo(

lighter," plugs his appearance in varic

parts of town at designated times. Cairn

fans are solicited to snap his picture, wJ

best photos awarded passes. Tie-ups earn

arranged with camera shops for prizes >

connection with the contest.

A good stunt offered is a roping cont^

Local taxidermist might lend you the stuf

head of a steer (or another animal akin

the cow). It could be mounted on board

lobby and have the small—and big—fry la

it for prizes—or just for fun.

DISPLAYS
The posters, especially the six-sheet,

|

well designed for display cutouts. Note
||

suggested display below. The set-piece i

cutout from the six-sheet. The moon v i

the stars' names is a separate cutout i

trans-lucent paper. A concealed blinker li t

behind panel spotlights the star names.

The little-know "Moonlighters", ca e

rustlers who rope by night, should arc e

interest among local editors for a feat

The data they can compile would make

interesting lobby board display, illustra 1

of course, with stills from the picture.
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Abat e. II ard Bond and Fred MacMurray in a vicious brittle after the pair of outlaws have come to a parting of the ways. Below,

Barbara Stantvyck, sharpshooter representing the law. finds herself in a precarious situation us she hunts down the outlaws.

THE MOONLIGHTER
Shortly after the turn of the century, a brand of out-

law turned up that aroused the rage and yet the admira-

tion of his victims. He was called a "Moonlighter". He
operated only at night, when the moon was high, rustling

cattle by roping individual steers with only the light of

the moon to guide him. It took a good man to rope -\

steer properly in broad daylight. The cowboy who could

accomplish the feat at night was considered a real expert.

\\ ith this colorful character as the basis, producer

Joseph Bernhard has fashioned a western drama in the

depth dimension that uses plenty of sure-fire gimmicks in

the detailing, such as lynching, vengeance, treachery,

bank robbing, chase and, of course, the exciting night

exploits of the Moonlighters. Fred MacMurray, as one

of the latter, goes on a mission of vengeance after his

friend is lynched, terrorizing those responsible. Barbara

Stanwyck, a female sharpshooter, lias herself deputized to

seek out the Moonlighter. Their dramatic romance after

she finds her prey supplies the exciting climax.

Featured in the cast are W ard Bond and W illiam

Ching. Roy Row land directed.
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ykU tfla<{e The %u?a!
Inde Producers' Autonomy

Promised by Republic's Yates

Having put Republic Pictures on record

with a policy that "producers are going to

have to go into television to supplant reduced

income," Herbert J. Yates supplemented this

a week later with a declaration that inde-

pendent producers making pictures for his

company wold be "working in an atmosphere

free of interference."

While Yates did not retract his statement

on Republic's TV production policy—one

that is likely to bring down on his head tin-

ire of theatremen—he softened it with the

statement that inde film makers would be

given every opportunity and incentive to turn

out quality films for "boxoffice" presentation,

with Republic financing the productions. He
contended that Republic's elimination of red

tape in financing inde production and the

greater leeway for producer autonomy would

furnish a "continuous supply of great box

office motion pictures . . . to support tin-

many millions of dollars invested in motion

picture theatres all over the free world."

What was lacking in the Yates statement

was any specific details of production plans

on this basis.

Named to handle the financing was J. J.

Milstein, formerly general sales manager.

Both studio facilities and Republic's inter-

national distribution setup will be available

In his original statement on Republic

policy, Yates supplemented the announce-

ment of 20 "super-deluxe" features for the

1953-54 schedule at double the expenditure

for any similar number of films in Republic's

history with the statement that "the market

for B pictures and small westerns is finished.

Formerly in this group," he added, "we sold

to around 8000 theatres. Five thousand of

these theatres are closed and the remaining

are in precarious position."

The Grossers

Continuing its record-breaking run at the

Capitol in New York, Columbia's "From
Here to Eternity" began its sixth week with

a record gross of over $765,000 to its credit.

The Labor Day weekend was responsible for

some $83,000. Records were broken in Chi-

cago and San Francisco as well, with $50,000

for the first six days at the Frisco Orpheum
and $67,000 for the initial five days at the

Oriental in the Windy City. The latter figure

compares with "The Jolson Story" high

grossing $28,000 for its Christmas week open-

ing . . . Grosses on "The Moon Is Blue" are

proving the film's draw in small towns as

well as metropolitan areas. In its two days

in Lake City, Iowa (population 2216),

"Moon" topped the combined gross at the

same house by "The African Queen" and

"High Noon" by almost 20 per cent.

Ezell Urges Arbitration

For Drive-Ins—Without Rentals

Arbitration received a formidable plug and

Allied States' A. F. Myers a pan for putting

a barrier in the way of a "feasible" arbitra-

tion system from Claude Ezell, president of

International Drive-In Theatre Owners As-

sociation. Stressing the urgent need for an

arbitration system for drive-in theatre

owners, Ezell said his organization has been

working on a "basic" arbitration system

which will not only be practical but short

and simple in procedure and principle, with-

out complications and legal entanglements."

As contemplated, the system would include

all grievances except film rentals. Exhibitors

have the choice of buying or passing up the

product if rental terms are not to their satis-

faction, Ezell said. "To argue this point is

neither feasible nor equitable," he added. At

this point, he took to task Myers for hinder-

ing establishment of an industry arbitration

system by insisting that film rentals be in-

cluded.

People

U-I toppers Milton R. Rackmil and Al E.

DafT are in Europe on the first leg of a six-

weeks world tour, returning to New York

through Los Angeles in mid-October . . .

Harland Holmden, v. p. of the International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and

Moving Picture Machine Operators, has been

elected general secretary-treasurer succeed-

ing William P. Raoul, who has resigned be-

cause of illness . . . Arthur J. Dunne is the

new head of the Paramount Bidding Depart-

ment, replacing Harold Beecroft, who re-

signed . . . Publicist Richard Condon (Con-

don & Norton) is abroad on a 90-day survey

of advertising, publicity and exploitation ac-

tvities in behalf of films being produced for

United Artists in Great Britain and Europe

. . . John F. Gubbins moves up to Para-

mount's Boston sales manager, succeeding

Jack Brown who became Boston branch

manager recently . . . Lester Crown, Material

Service Corp. veep of Chicago, was elected

to the board of the Stanley Warner Corp.

. . . Herb Berg, veteran industry publicist,

has been named director of advertising-pub-

licity of the Pola-Lite Co., manufacturer of

3D glasses . . . Paramount's Adolph Zukor

was honored at a luncheon attended by pub-

lishers and editors of the trade press on the

occasion of the publication of his autobiog-

raphy, "The Public Is Never Wrong" and
the inauguration of the "Adolph Zukoi

Golden Jubilee Salute," 14-week sales drive

commemorating Zukor's 50 years in the in-

dustry.

TOA Agenda Spotlights

New Processes & Equipme,

Advance program for TOA's 1953

vention and Trade Show, combined
}

TESMA Trade Show, at Chicago's Ccl
Hilt on Hotel, November 1-5, was un\ <

by convention chairman David Waller: I

Following registration and viewing oil

Trade Show, the Executive Committee!
meet in the evening. The next mor i

members will attend showing of Cine*
at the Palace Theeatre and inspectioj(

equipment. Theatre concessions comn <

will meet in afternoon, to be followed

Board meeting. There will be business ;i

sions Tuesday and Wednesday. Higl \

will be a new processes forum. Business :i

sions will be concluded Thursday, am h

President's Banquet will cap the convela

that evening.

UA Toppers Meet Fieldmt

On 48-Picture Program

United Artists toppers embarked on a in

tensive series of sales meetings to gea h

company's sales force for the record lii u|

of 48 releases for the coming schedule.

Distribution vic-e president Williat G

Heineman and sales chief B. G. K iz

divided the procedure of outlining the ro

gram between them. Also recruited fo er

ritorial tours were Milton E. Cohen, Es -n

division manager, and James Velde, We ?rt

division head, for meetings of branches lei

their jurisdiction.

Memoranda
All 20th-Fox holiday records were sm iec

during the second week of the Al Licl tai

Testimonial sales campaign. The ' a4

roots" drive, initiated and conducted t th(

company's 1289 employes in 38 brai les,

drew revenue that topped the previous igh

registered during Christmas week, 19- by

21 per cent. Previous Labor Week i ord

was exceeded by 32 per cent . . . Monof im's

official moniker will be Allied Artist; Pic-

tures Corporation next November \ i«

stockholders approve the proposal pass by

the board of directors on Sept. 12. aril

also approved an amendment to the a cles

of incorporation to increase the numl'Oi

$1 par value common stock from one i I'" 1

to 1,500,000 shares . . . Bidding on the asi>

ria's

for

idia

thai

lue"

lio's

:on-

e

of price alone was tested in Philade

Federal Court and was found insufficit

award of afilm. Suit brought by the

Theatre against United Artists charge

the company had sold "The Moon Is

to the Trans-Lux theatre despite the S

higher offer. UA held that there wer

siderations other than the cash offer.

Kirkpatrick upheld the film company.
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Among the notables attending the premiere of "The Robe" at the Roxy, from left: Professor Henri Chretien and Mayor Impelliterri; Mrs. Barney

Balaban, Spyros Skouras, Mrs. Shouras and Mr. Balaban; Mrs. Albert Warner, Mrs. Harry Kalmine. Major Albert Warner and Mr. Harry Kalmine.

Gala Start for 'Robe— CinemaScope
Twenty-five thousand nine hundred and

fty-nine persons paid up to $2.50 (on week-

ids the top will be $3.00) per seat for the

•ivilege of attending the first public show-

gs of the first CinemaScope feature, "The

obe," last Thursday at the 6,000-seat Roxy.

t the end of the first day, a $36,000 gross

id been rolled up. Never before had the

'lge house, famed for its quality of film pro-

net and excellence of stage shows, attained

ich a figure. "The Robe," sans stage pres-

tation, seemed headed for a colossal $250,-

f0
first week.

|()n opening day, the doors were scheduled

|

open at 9 a.m. The crowds started to form

ortly after dawn and reached such propor-

ms that the management decided to open

8:20 a.m. The second day, as this was

ing written, a similar boxoffice story was

ing unfolded.

But all this was the aftermath of a splen-

irous event probably unmatched in the his-

ry of an industry famed for its epic pres-

tations. The event was, of course, the

'irld premiere of " The Robe" before a ce-

lerity-studded audience that had to make
ij way through a crowd outside that ex-

uded the audience inside the theatre. The
3 thousand invitees (some 20,000 frantic

Quests for tickets went a-begging) wit-

tfesed the beginning of a new motion picture

a as 20th Century-Fox snipped the tape

tit opened a brand new super-highway of

qtertainment.

[From every indication of the reaction to

t - film, both by the laymen and the experts

i the industry, CinemaScope can be reckon-

0 as an achievement that will probably

cange the film business as we now know it.

Miat form that change will take is yet to be

determined, but veteran theatremen attending

the premiere walked out with some fairly

formed notions. It could shove into obso-

lence, they felt, the very narrow theatre that

cannot take the breadth of screen that gives

the CinemaScope process much of its im-

pact. Runs probably will be lengthened,

millions of dollars undoubtedly will be

poured into equipping thousands of theatres.

Admission prices seem destined to increase.

Unparalleled coverage was accorded the

Roxy debut, almost as magnificent a spectacle

as the picture that made film history. Broad-

way was crowned by a "Golden Bridge of

Light" arcing from four 3-billion candle-

power searchlights that generated one-tenth

the light of the sun and projected skyward

three times the height of Mount Everest.

The black-tie event saw a galaxy of no-

tables from every walk of life converge for

the gala event. Every medium of news dis-

semination was utilized. The American

Broadcasting Company handled the tele-

vision coverage; the National Broadcasting

Company took care of the radio end, do-

mestically; foreign broadcasts were beamed

Roxy's "Robe" Scale
Roxy admission price scale for

showings of "The Robe" has been in-

creased. Prices, including tax, range

from $1 to $2 on weekdays, $1.50 to

$2.50 Saturdays and $1.80 to $2.50 on

Sundays and holidays. Former Roxy
scale for films and stage shows was

90c to $1.80. Loge prices are now at

a $2.50 top weekdays, $3 on weekends.

Previous loge scale had a $2.20 top.

over the Voice of America, the British

Broadcasting Company and international sta-

tion WRUL. Newspapers, syndicates and
national magazines were represented in full

force. All the Broadway houses blinked their

marquee lights in the Navy's 73 code, tra-

ditional message of good luck.

As hosts, 20th Century-Fox president

Spyros Skouras joined with studio chief

Darryl Zanuck, poducer Frank Ross and di-

rector Henry Koster to welcome the distin-

guished guests.

The Roxy employs a screen 65 ft. 2 in. x

22 ft. 8 in., as compared with the old 32 ft.

x 24 ft. screen. Stereophonic sound equip-

ment is same as for the original demonstra-

tion held several months ago, three large

speakers behind the screen and 21 auxiliary

horns around the auditorium. Cost of instal-

lation in the huge showplace, it was esti-

mated by Roxy managing director David

Katz, was between $35,000 and $40,000 but

final figures were not all in. Changeover was
accomplished at night after shuttering and

before opening.

Katz expects a four to six months' run,

possibly longer. No guarantee was involved

he said, mainly because of the film's gross-

ing potential. The Roxy head felt that "The

Robe" would outgross by far any previous

attraction playing the house. He anticipated

a quarter of a million dollars for first week,

compared with previous record of $180,000.

Among those who inched and pushed their

way through the crowds in and out ot the

theatre were Milton and Arthur Eisenhower,

brothers of the President; Mayor Vincent

Impelliterri, Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, the

Vanderbilts, the Rockefellers, the Fords, and

a host of top names from all fields.

From left. Charles Einfeld & Charles Buyer; the Nicholas Schencks; Frank Ross, neice Jill Daniels and sister. Mrs. Edward Daniels: the Jack Cohns.
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3D

WIDE~ ~ ^ ^^^^

CRFFN

Lower 3D Costs

In the face of looming competition from

one-film 3D systems, the Natural Vision

Theatre Equipment Corp., has made a 40 per

cent price cut to $530 from $890 on the com-

plete 3D booth equipment package. A sub-

sidiary, Natural Sound Corp., also announced

plans for the marketing a new four-channel

CinemaScope soundhead that will sell at

$1425 per pair as against $1900 for others

currently on the market.

Referring to the 3D equipment price slash,

company topper Milton L. Gunzberg said

that all items are being made available to

exhibitors at cost in order to expand 3D

grossing potential. He explained that his

company owns a percentage of nine 3D films

and will thus benefit from increased revenues

obtained by expansion of the "deepy" market.

Gunzberg said the new price also applies

to individual items and emphasized that the

quality of equipment not only remains un-

changed, but includes all latest improve-

ments. As an example, he cited the electrical

interlock, which is built around GE selsyn

motors and includes the latest Gilmer timing

belts and sprockets. Price of this unit, com-

plete, has been sliced from $350 to $200.

It is announced that the company's new
soundhead, when combined with existing

separate sound-track stereophonic sound sys-

tems, "will enable theatres to project anj

picture recorded in any sound system that

has thus far been announced."

Moropticon Demonstration

The unveiling of the Moropticon single-

strip 3D system (with glasses) favorably im-

pressed industry observers with its possi-

bilities for improved 3D projection. De-

veloped by Boris Morros in Vienna and

handled by All Dimensions, Inc., the system

was demonstrated on a screen 37 feet high

with a projection throw of 165 feet.

Biggest bug-a-boo was a lighting deficien-

cy. All Dimension prexy, Matthew Fox,

said that "we will be able to get considerably

better light once we print direct from the

negative." All scenes were in color and the

3D effects registered clearly.

Fox said that equipment will be manu-
factured abroad and should be available in

four or five weeks at the rate of 1000 units a

week. Price was not revealed, awaiting in-

formation on import levies. Fox promised,

however, that it would be "cheap enough foi

the smallest theatre."

After original installation of equipment on

standard projectors, it is reported that at-

tachments can be quickly and easily removed

for 21) showings. The need for two cameras

in production is also eliminated and the at-

tachments will be available to producers on

a rental basis of $50 a day.

Fox said that present films, requiring dual

projection, can be converted to the Morop-
ticon system, but that the printing must be

done from the 3D negative for best results.

AD has already inked a deal with Altec Ser-

vice Corp. to handle theatre installations.

C'Scope Screen Price Cut

Magniglow Astrolite and Miracle Mirror

screens, in stock sizes up to 50 feet in width,

have been reduced from $3 to $2.10 per

square foot, it was announced by Fox dis-

tribution chief, Al Lichtman. Price of screens

over 50 feet wide remains unchanged at $3

per square foot. Stock sizes are available to

theatres in all practical shapes and sizes,

using screens within the 50-foot limit.

Price cuts were made possible, said Licht-

man, because of volume production and

elimination of waste through standardization.

The higher price for screens over 50 feet

remains in effect, he explained, because of

the higher costs of custom manufacturing

and special handling.

Pola-Lite—Rank Pact

The Pola-Lite company announced a deal

with the J. Arthur Rank Organization for

manufacture and distribution of Pola-Lite 3D
glasses in the United Kingdom. S. G. Fas-

soulis, Pola-Lite president, said the English

company True View, Ltd., has been licensed

to manufacture lens material and is now
ready for mass production. G. B. Drayson

is managing director of True View.

The deal with the Rank Organization

places foreign distribution of Pola-Lite 3D
glasses through a Rank subsidiary, G. B.

Kalee, Ltd., headed by Richard de Jong.

Rank's deal gives them distribution in the

United Kingdom, Europe, Latin and South

America, as well as other British possessions.

Pact was arranged through Rank topper,

John Davis.

In the United States, National Film Ser-

vice, headed by James Clark and Chester

Ross, handles domestic distribution for Pola-

Lite.

TV & RADIO
,

A new switch, which will have top-bud). 1

feature films appearing on TV before opJ
ing in motion picture theatres, i> bei«

planned by Vitapix Corp., and Princess P|
Hires, Inc. Vitapix, a syndicate owned b\|

group of independent TV stations, plans

distribute new films—some in color and

featuring top stars—for home televisi

showings. In addition to TV rights, \" ita]

is the exclusive distributor for theatres.

Princess Pictures topper, Burt Balab;

(son of Paramount's Barney Balaban) s;|

the present production schedule calls for I

pictures. He has negotiated with film playJ

Don Ameche, John Ireland, Alexis Smij

Dennis O'Keefe, Jackie Cooper, Dane Cla

John Hodiak, Peggy Ann Garner and Joan

Dru.

Twenty stations already on the line for it

new films are: KGNC-TV, Amarillo; WS
TV, Atlanta; WMAR-TV, Baltimore, WH
TV, Boston, WBTV, Charlotte; WIS-T
Columbia, S. C; WBNS-TV, Columb

Ohio; WHIO-TV, Dayton; KIZ-TV. D.|

ver: WWJ-TV, Detroit; KCMO-TV, Kan.

City, Mo.; WKZO, Kalamazoo; WOW-T
Omaha; WPTZ. Philadelphia; KPHO-T
Phoenix; KOIN-TV, Portland Ore.; W'HB-

TV, Rock Island, 111.: KING-TV. Seatti

WHEN, Syracuse; and KW FT, Wich

Falls. Texas.

International Telemeter Corp. is launclr

its first major test between the motion p

ture theatre and pay-as-you-see home tt

vision, scheduled for the first week in .

vember. Four hundred homes in

Springs, Calif., have been equipped to

ceive closed-circuit telecasts of the sa

:

films currently appearing in the local th •

tres.

Paramount, reported to be a majoi

'

stockholder in Telemeter, will supply the f
-

ture, in cooperation with the Earle C. Str J

theatre circuit. The TV boxoffice cha I

was not disclosed, but estimates assumt t

will approximate admissions at the theat .

All signs point to an early and speedy I-

proval of the National Television Systems

Committee's color TV system by the Fed<Jl

Communications Commission. The cfl

major protest to be filed was made by Ani-

ican Television, Inc., which cited the hp

costs of the proposed color TV systeml

the basis of its complaint.

A more important note was sounded
j

the Columbia Broadcasting System, hE

ever, who urged the FCC to quickly appr
j

the new method. CBS received approva ft

its color system in 1950, but was stymied -

cause the method would not permit recep »

of black-and-white telecasts, whereas I

NTSC's system will.

Two FCC requirements that NTSC 1
«

to hurdle are that color sets be (1) simple

operate and (2) priced so they will not
'

strict ownership. It has been estimated H

it will be three or four years before I

-

priced color sets are on the market. I »

sets will cost in the neighborhood of $70 "

$800.
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R6CORD
ALLIED ARTISTS

951-52 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

(64)

(19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

4 PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

imba and the Golden Idol

OMPLETED
Ifair in Monte Carlo
ittle Zone (82)

wery Bloodhounds
iwery Knights
inyon Ambush 153)

agonfly Squadron 130)

nqs of the Arctic 1631

ghting Lawmen
jnman, The -

awatha IC) 180)

smesteaders. The (42)

it News
use In The Sea I3D)
lopy
ngle Girl (70)

,nsas Pacific IC) 173)

aie. The (3D) 180)

?xican Manhunt
exican Silver

jrder Without Tears
> Holds Barred (661

irthern Patrol

irthwest Territory 141)
de of the Blue Grass IC)
t in Cell Block U
.. of the Crowd
se Bowl Story (CI (Reissue)
yal African Rifles. The IC)
fari Drums
!de
n of Belle Starr -

'igier Incident (77)

l:as City
' ious Years, The I7?|
'lite Lightning (61)

jared Circle. The

Cast
Sheffield-Kimbell

Rel. No. Rev.

Oberon-Todd
... Hodiak-Christian
Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Coates
Hodia k-Britton
Kirby-Grant
Wayne Morris ....

-Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay ...

Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix

. Gorcey-Hall
Sheffield-Sharpe
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Bowery Boys
Grant-Chinook ....

...Grant-Chinook
Bridges-Miles
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar
Stevens-Malone

.. Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon

. Brown-Ellison

..Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar
Ki rk wood G lea son

7-24
9-52

.10-12

12-28
9-20
4-13
1 2-7
2-53

2-53
12-7
2-53

9-13

6-14
12-52
7-5
12-9

5-31
9-6
9-27
4-21

4-53
2-53
12-30
2- 18
3-53

5301

'."5244...

5222

5252
5202

5318
5208
5302

5214

7-13

5309
5314

5234

COLUMBIA
'52-53 Features Completed (56)

Serials Completed ( 3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast

*d Maqician I3D) . Price-Murphy

OMPLETED
/ Ashore IT) 180) Rooney-Lawrence
> bush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
/lame For Herself Holliday-Lawford
B For Each Other Heston-Scott
fi Heat, The Glenn Ford
( ne Mutiny. The (T) Bogart-Ferrer
Cirge of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
Cna Venture 1831 O'Brien-Sullivan
Cigo Bill McGuire-Moore
Oquest of Cochise (T) (70) Hodiak-Stark
Cisin' Down the River (T) 181) Haymes-Totter
F.fighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds ....

Ft Angels on Murder [88) J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Fne of Calcutta (70) Darcel-Knowles
F.I Ti (T) (DDI 173) Montgomery-Vors
4» Man, The (73) Ireland-Denning
BIO Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188) Hayes-Healy
Ft Poster, The (103) _ -Harrison-Palmer
F n Here to Eternity (118) Cliff-Lancaster
Gss Wall. The (801 . Gassman-Grahame
Gdtown Ghost Riders (57) Autry-Burnette
Hpy Time. The (94) Boyer-Driscoll
H Below Zero (TI ......Alan Ladd
H Wonderful Lie _ Xiepura-Eggerth
Iiiiion, U.S.A. (74) Mohr-Castle
J k McCall. Desperado IT) 174) Montgomery-Stevens
J gler, The 184) Douglas-Vifale
J'gle Safari ...Weissmuller-Greene
L. of the Comanches (T) 185) Crawford-Hale
( • of the Pony Express Autry-Burnett
L Posse, The 173) Crawford-Derek
Us Do It Again (TI 1951 Wyman-Milland
*«i in the Dark (DDI 170) ... O'Brien-Totter
^nber of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris
^s Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T) Hayworth-Ray
^sion Over Korea (86) Hodiak-Derek
0 Top of Old Smoky (59) .. Autry-Burnette
C Girl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas
P-k Train 1 57) Autry-Buttram
P.itrooper IT) Ladd-Andrews
P-ifmder, The IT) (78) Montogmery-Carter
P ee of Pirates (TI 180) ... Derek-Rush
Pianers of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero ...

;
''em Girls 1701 Walker-Elliott

Regade Canyon (TI (3D) Sterling Hayden
«irs of the Whistling Pines . Autry-White
i.maw Trail 1561 Autry-Burnette
>"m e (TI 11031 Hayworth-Granger
>iqe Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

9-53

9-53"
8-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
4-53
8-53
1-53
9-53
4-53
5-53
12-52

12-52
4-53
4-53

2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

534

504

4-15

8-TTl

4-30

2-23

4-29
4-20
12-29

8-53
3-53
4-53 528
7-53

1-53 516
3-53 524

4-53 3-23

9-53
Special 545 4-6

3-53 539

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.

"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the

Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

or. r 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WO WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen

(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

Serpent of the Nile IT) 181) ...Fleming-Lundigan .... . 5-53 5-4
Sky Commando (69) Duryea-Gifford 9-53
Siren of Bagdad (T) (72) Henreid-Medina 6-53 6-1

Strange Fascination (80) Moore-Haas 12-52 505 .10-6
Stranqer Wore A Gun IT) (3D) 181 1 Scott-Trevor ... . 8-53
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning-Loo 2-53
Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue) ...Foster-Stuart

Untamed Breed (791 (Reissue) Tufts-Britton

Valley of the Headhunted (47) Weismuller
Vatican, The IT) (42) Documentary
Voodoo Tiger (47)
War Cry IC)
Wild One, The .. Brando-Murphy

6-53
9-53
8-53

Special
.Weissmuller-Burckhart 1 1-52
Montgomery-Long 435

1952-53

L I P P E R T
Completed (16) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) (74) ....

Bachelor in Paris (83)
Bad Blonde 180)

Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Fighting Men, The
Ghost Ship 149)
Great Jesse James Raid IAC) (73)

I'll Get You 179)

Iron Mask, The IReissue
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70)

Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Robinson Crusoe (Reissue)
Norman. Conquest
Perils of the Jungle 143)

Project Moon Base 163)

Shadow Man
Sins of Jezebel (AC)
Slasher, The 175)

Spaceways 176) -

Tall Texan, The (84)

Twilight Women (89)

Undercover Acent
White Goddess (73)

Cast Rel.

Anna May Wong 5-22
Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17
Payton-Wright 4-10
Jan Hall 7-1

Special Cast 10-9

Court-Walsh 6-12
Parker-Payton 7-17
George Raft-Gray . 1-16
Fairbanks 9-18
Animation Feature 6-5
George Raft-Canale 10-16
Fairbanks 9-25
Conway-Bartok 9-11

Clyde Beatty 3-20
Martell-Ford 9-4

Cesar Romero 9-18

P. Goddard 9-25
Kenney-Collins 5-29
Duff-Bartok - 8-7
Bridges-Cobb 2-13
Jackson-Ray - 5-15
Walsh-Court 10-2

Jon Hall - 3-27

No Rev.
5215
5213
52 I I

5229
5222
5228
5221
5206
5313
5205
5302
5314
5303
5214
5315
5316
5225
5218
5301
5207
5217
5306
5224

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (63) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Executive Suite
Miss Baker's Dozen lAnCl
Rose Marie (T) ICS]

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) _
Actress, The 190)

Affairs of Dobie Gillis (73)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Arena (Ans) 13-D) 173)

Bad and the Beautiful, The 1 1 18)

Band Wagon, The 1112)

Battle Circus (90)

Biq Leaguer (71) ...

Bright Road
Clown, The (91)

Code 2 (69)
Confidentially Connie (71) ... .

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted 180)

Dangerous When Wet IT) (95)

Desperate Search, The (71) —
Dream Wife (99)

Easy To Love (T)

Escape from Fort Bravo I Ans)
Fast Company 1601

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T)

Girl Who Had Everything, Thel69)
Gypsy Colt
Half a Hero (7!)

Hoaxters, The 136)

Hour of Thirteen. The (801

I Love Melvin (T) 177)

Invitation to the Dance IT)

Jeopardy 1701

Julius Oiesar (1211

Kiss Me Kate (3D) IAC)
Kniqhts of the Round Table (T)ICS)
Latin Lovers IT) 1104)

Lili (T) 181)
Lonq, Lonq Trailer. The (T)

Main Street to Broadway 198)

Million Dollar Mermaid (T) 1110)
Mogambo ITIIII6)
Naked Spur, The IT) (91)

Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Rlvth-Keol

-53 313 12-1

Tracy-Simmons 9--S3 . 403 8-24
Reynolds-Van 8--53 344
Taylor-Granger 1 1--53 407
Young-Bergen 4 53 337 7-27
..Turner-Douglas 1--53 315 2-9

Astaire-Charisse 8..53 345
Bogart-Allyson 4-53 321 ..... 2-9

Robinson-Ellen 8--S3 347 7-27
Dandridge-Horton 324
Skelton-Greer IZIZi--S3 316
Meeker-Forrest 4--53 329 4-20

Johnson-Leigh 4-53 322 1-24

Kelly-Richards
Gassman-Sullivan 330
Williams-Lamas 7--53 341 5-18

I--S3 314 12-1

Grant.Kerr 4--53 335
12--53 410

Holden-Parker 409
H KobI-P Reraen 332

T.iulrtr- 1 A rt\A <• 3.-S3 3-9

Skelton-Hagen 9--53 8-10

Documentary I--53 319 1-12

Lawford-Addams II--52 . 309 10-20

O'Connor-Reynolds 3--53 323 2-9

Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2--53 . 317
Brando-Mason ............ 6-15
Gravson-Keel -53

8--53 348 7-27
7--53 342

All-Star 7--53 344

Williams-Mature 12--52 312 _ 11-17
Gable-Gardner 10--53 404

2--53 318
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Never Let Me Go 1941

Quo Vadis IT) 1168) . .

Remains To Be Seen 188)

Rhapsody IT)

Ride, Vaquero lAns) (90)

Rogue's March (84)

Saadia (T) ....

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190)

Slight Case of Larcenv 17!)

Small Town Girl IT) 193)

Sombrero (T) I 1031

Story of Three Loves IT) 11221

Take the Hich Ground ( Ans) 1101)

Tennessee Champ IT)

Terror On A Train 172)

Torch Song IT)

Young Bess IT) 1112)

Gable-Tierney
Taylor-Kerr
Ahyson-Johnson
E. Taylor-Gassman
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger
Montalban-Angeli
All-Star Cast
Widmark-Stewart
Winters-Martin
Ford-Vernon
Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger

5-53 327 4-6

218 11-19
£-53 331 5-4

7-53 343 6-29
3-53 320 1-12

6-53 336 5-18

6-53 334 6-1

4-53 325
3-53 324 3-9
A-S3 338
10 53

406
9-53 402 7-13
10-53 405
5-53 333 5-4

WAC From Walla Walla 183) Canova-Dunne
Woman of the North Country 190) Cameron-Hussey
Woman They Almost Lynched 190) Lund-Donlevy

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (0)

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Alaska Seas
Arrowhead IT) 11051

Blazing Forest IT) (91)
Botany Bay IT) 194)

Caddy. The 1951

Caribbean IT) 195)
Casanova's Big Night IT)

Cease Fire I3DI
Cleopatra 1104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)

Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 190)
Flight to Tanaier IT) I3D) -

Forever Female 193)

Girls of Pleasure Island IT) 1951

Greatest Show On Earth (T) 1151)

Green Gold of Nevada (T)

Here Comes the Girls IT) 178)

Houdini IT) 1105)

Hurricane Smith IT) (90)

Jumping Jacks 198)

J imaica Run IT) (92)

Knock nn Wood ITI ...

Little Bov Lost 195

1

Los Alamos
Lost Treasure of the Amazon (3D) (EC)
Money From Home IT) I3D)
Naked Jungle The (T)

Off Limits 1891
Pony Eyoress IT) 1 101

1

Red Garters IWSI ITI

Road to Bali IT! 191)
Roman Holiday (119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D) -

Savage The IT) (95)
Scared Stiff I 108)
Shane (T) 1118)
Somebody Loves Me (Tl (97)
Stalaq 17 1120)
Stars Are Sinqinq, The (991 IT)
Stooge, The 1100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle (3D) (T) (90)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (85 (

Tropic Zone (T) 194)
Ulvsses (T)

Vanquished, The IT) (84)
War of the Worlds ITI 1851

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Ryan-Heflin
Heston-Palance
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
.Payne-Dahl
Hope-Fontaine

I
Korea)

Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
..Maugham Stories
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Hoiden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Marton
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis
Milland-Dahl
Kaye-Zetterling
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Lamas-Fleming
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Hope-Crosby-Lamour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahi
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

Rel No. Rev.

8-53 5227 6-29
12-52 5207 10-20
1 1-53 5307
9-53 5302 8-10
9-52 . 5202

1 1-53 5308
12-52 .. 5208
3-53 5213 7-26

7-S2 5122
1 1-53

5226 6-1
4-53 52 15 2-23
5-53 5129 1-14

12-53 5309
7-53 5223

••»•—

|

10-52 5204 9-22
7-52 5121 6-16
6-53 5220 4-20

10-53 5304 8-10

Fleming-Barry
Ladd-Kerr
Holden-Smith
Reagan-Fleming
Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Rob'nson

4-53 5216
5-53 5217 3-9

1-53 5209 12-1

9-53 5301 8-10
5-53 5230 6-15

1 1-52 5206 10—6
6-53 5222 4-20
8-53 5225 4-20
10-52 5203 ..... 9-8
7-53 5224 5-18
3-53 5214 _ 1-12
3-53 5212

10-53

1-53 5210 .._ 11-17
10-52 ... 5205 ._ 10-4
1-53 5211 12-29

6-53 5221 5-18
10-53 5303 ..... 3-9

REPUBLIC
J 952-53 Features Completed (16) In Production (2)

Serials Completed ( 01 In Production (0)

Westerns Completed ( 8) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Johnny Guitar
Cast

Joan Crawford
Rel. No. Rev.

Trouble in the Glen Margaret Lockwood
COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane-Waller 8-8 5243
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter 8-15 521

1

City That Never Sleeps .Young-Powers 6-12 5209
El PaiO Stampede .. Lane-Waller 8-25 5244
Down Laredo Way _

Fair Wind to Java (Tr)

Allen-Pickens 7-20 5232
MacMurray-Ralston 4-28 5207

Flight Nurse Leslie-Tucker
Geraldine Carroll-Powers
Hell's Half Acre
Iron Mountain Trail ..Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Jubilee Trail (Tr) Ralston-Tucker
1 aHv Wants Mink The ITr)l92) Hussev-O' Keef

e

3-5 5205
Laughing Ame IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock 151) Lane-Waller 2-1 5241

Perilous Journey 190) Ralston-Brian 4-5 5206 5-18

Ouiet Man The IT) 1 129) .. .. Wayne-O'Hara 9-14 5108 8-19

Red River Shore Allen

Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90)
San Antone 1901

Donlevy-Tucker 1 1-52 5202 11-3
Cameron-Whelan 2-15 5203

Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships

Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
Derek-Hendrix 8-53

Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Sun Shines Bright 190) Winninger-Whelan 6-53 5208 5-18

Sweethearts on Parade (Tr

)

Thunderbirds (98)
Touahest Man in Arizona (Tr)

Trent's Last Case

Middleton-Norman 7-12 5210
Derek-Barrymore 1 1-27 5201

(90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109
Wading- Lockwood

Tropical Heat Wave 174) . Estelita-Hutton 10-1 5126

10-10 5123
9-5 5107

3-20 5204
8-11

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (40) In Production (0)

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Androcles and The Lion (98)
Angel Face |9 1 )

Appointment in Honduras (C) IWS)
Below the Sahara 165)
Blackbeard the Pirate [TJ (99)
Affair With A Stranger
Captive Woman 165)
Carnival ICl
Count the Hours 174)
Devi's Canyon (3D) (C) 189)
Follow the Fleet I Reissue I 1 1 1 0

1

French Line. The IT) I3D)
Hans Christian Andersen (T) (120)
Hitch-Hiker, The 171) ...

Isle of the Dead 172) ...

Jet Pilot IT) 1118) ._

Mighty Joe Young 1941
Montana Belle ITrl 181)
Never Wave At A Wac 187)
No Time for Flowers (83)
Out of the Past (Reissue) 197)
Peter Pan IT) 177)

Ranqers of the North ITI I3D)
Sea Around Us, The (T) (61)
Sea Devils ITI I9D
Second Chance IC) (3D)
She Had to Say Yes 189)
Son of Sinbad IT)

Split Second 185)
Staqe Door IReissue) 191)
Suspicion IReissue) (991

Sword and »he Rose IT) (92)

Tarzan and the She Devil |76)
3-D Follies. The I EC) IStC)
Too Hat IReissue) 181)

Under the Red Sea (67)
Without Reservation I Reissue ) (101)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rel. No.
368
312

Cast
Simmons-Younq
Mite hum- Simmons
G. Ford-A. Sheridan
Documentary 5-53 321
Darnell-Wewton 12-52 307
Simmons-Mature 6-53 323
Clarke-Field 10-52 306
Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mayo-Robertson . 7-53
Astaire-Rogers ... 10-53
Russell-Roland I 1-15
Kaye-Grainger I 1-52
O'Brien-Lovejoy 3—53
Karloff-Drew 7-53
Wayne-Leigh
T. Moore-B. Johnson 7-53 481
Russell-Brent 11-52 308
Russell-Wilson 1-53 371
Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53 ..... 313
Mitchum-Douglas 10-53 488
Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53 392
Mature-Laurie
Documentary 7-53 403
DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53 320
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53 . 401
Simmons-Mitchum 8-53
Robertson-Forrest 8-53
McNally-Smith 6-53
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine 9-53
Todd-Johns 8-53
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53
Horton Dancers
Astaire-Rogers - . 10-53

...Hass-Berl .....10-52... 305.
Colbert-Wayne . ... 8-53 . 484

Rev
1-24

1 2— IE

12-1!

i-2i

7-1

318
483
486

5491
324

485

7-1.

20th' CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (8)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

CS

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Gatting Gun (T)

Gorilla At Large (3D) (EC)
Man In the Attic

Night People (T) ISC)
Prince Valiant (CSI IT)

River of No Return (CS) (T)

Three Young Texans IT)

We Believe in Love IT) (SO
COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef (T)

Blueprint For Murder 176)

Call Me Madam IT) 1117)

City of Bad Men IT) (82)

Dangerous Crossing 175)

Demetrius & the Gladiators (CS) IT)

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock 176)

Down Among Sheltering PalmslTI (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife. The (T1I8I)

Gentleman's Agreementl I 181 Reissue

Gentlemen prefer Blondes IT) 191)

Girl Next Door. The 192)

Glory Brigade 182)

Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) IT)

How to Marry A Millionaire IT) ICinS)

I Don't Care Girl (T) (78) —
Inferno ICl (3-D) 183) -

Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

King of the Khyber Rifles ICS) IT)

Kiss of Death 199) IReissue)

Man On A Tightrope 11051

Miss Robinson Crusoe IEC)

Mister Scoutmaster 187)

My Cousin Rachel 198)

My Pal Gus (83) -

My Wife's Best Friend (101)

Niagara IT) 189) _

Night Without Sleep (77)

Pickup on South Street 180)

Pony Soldier IT) (82)

Powder River IT) 178)

President's Ladv. The 196)

Road House 195) IReissue)

Robe, The (T) ICinS)

Ruby Gentry (82)

Sailor of the King 183)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1 1081 IReissue)

Snows of Kilimanjaro. The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds 181)

Star, The 189)

Tax! (77)

Thief of Venice (91)

Thv Neighbor's Wife (77)

Titanic (98)

Treasure of Golden Condor IT) 193)

Tonight We Sing (T) (109)

Vickie (851 ••

White Witch Doctor. The (T) (96)

Cast
Johnson-Dru
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Peck-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Gaynor-Braselle
Webb-Peters

Wagner-Moore
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Widmark-Monroe _..

Lundigan-Greer
Grable-Robertson
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Widmark-Darvi
Grable-Monroe
Gaynor-Wayne _ ...

Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz
Dailey-Bancroft
Power-Moore ...

Widmark-Mature
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee

.
deHavilland-Burton
Widmark-Dru
Baxter-Carey
Cotten-Peters

. Darnell-Merril _..

Widmark-Peters
Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun-Robertson
DeHavilland-Stevens
Peck-Hayward
Mature-Neal
Bette Davis -

.Daley-Smith
...Montez-Christian
Haas-Moore
Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith
Pinza-Peters
Crain-Peters
Hayward-Mitchum

Rel. No. Rev.

12-53
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53

5-53
3-53
9-52
3-53
7-53
5-53
8-53
6-53
7-53

11-53
1-53
8-53
5-53
7-53

7-53
5-53
10-53
9-53
1-53

12-52
10-52
2-53
11-52
6-53
12-52
6-53
4-53
7-53
10-53
1-53
8-53
2-53
5-53
10-52
10-52
3-53

. 3-53
12-52
9-53
5-53
2-E3
4-53

I 1-53
7-53

332
311

330
330

319
313
224
317
307
352
326
320
323

302
329
314
325

354
316

331
301

233
231
306
235
322
237
321
312
355

303
327
309 .

353
247
238
316
305 .

304
333
318
308
310 .

334
324

3-1

3-2

5-1

. 3-

7-5

...2-21

5-

7-1

6-2

l-l

8-2

4-;

8-.

4-

12-:

12-1

9-:

2-

5-

II-
5-

9-

II-

2-:

12-

5
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UNITED ARTISTS
195/1-53 Features Completed (48) In Production (I)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Americano

COMPLETED
Act of Love
Africa Screams 17?)

Assassin. The 1901

Bandits of Corsica, The 181) ...

Barefoot Contessa, The
Beachhead I PC)
Beat the Devil

Bwana Devil I3D) (Ans) 185)
Camel Corps (3D) IPC)
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C)

Captain Scarlett 175)
Crossed Swords
Jonovan's Brain
Dragon's Gold
:ake. The 180)
:ort Algiers 178)

-ree and Easy
Genghis Khan 178)

iay Adventure 182)
Guerrilla Girl 1811

Jun Belt IT) 177)
the Jurv I3D) 1871

t's in the Bag (87)
oe Louis Story. The
lansas City Confidential 198)
imelight 1140)
jxury Girl 196)
Magnetic Monster
Marshal's Dauqhter,
-lelba ITI 1115)

liss Hargreaves
lonsoon 179)
toon Is Blue. The 199)
toulln Rouae IT) 1 1 181

1y Heart Goes Crazy I70)
eanderthal Man, The I78)
o Escape
9 River Street I83)
hantom From Space I72)
iaiders of the Seven Seas IT)
fders to the Stars
led Planet Mars I87)
'eturn to Paradise IT) 1 1 00

J

iver, The ITI [99)
abre Jet IC)
:arlet Spear, The (An)
lark River
toot First [08)

3n of the Renegade (57)
>ng of the Land
eel Lady
lat Man From Tangier I88I
YOnky, The [72)

ce Squad [87)
Mage, The
ar Paint (EC) IWS) (89)
hen I Grow Up (90) _.

icked-Woman
itness, The „

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Ford-Kennedy

Rel. No. Rev.

(75)
The 171)

.._.K. Douglas-D. Robin
Beatty-Buck
Gregson-Grahame
Greene-Raymond
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
Bogart-J. Jones

. Stack-Britton
Cameron-Dru

Dexter-Hale, Jr
R. Greene-L. Amar
Hynn-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Davij
Archer-Brooke
O' Keefe-Gray
Yvonne deCarlo
Michaels-Egan
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont

. Dantine-Marianna
Montgomery-Hunter
Elliot-Castle

...Elliott-Castle

Wallace-Sims
Payne-Gray
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
L. AndersK. Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess-Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Carlson-Lundigan

...Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes
Swinburne-Shields
Stack-C. Gray ....

_ Archer-Hyer
Cochran-Matthews
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Documentary
Cameron-Hunter
Asther-Coleman
H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
Justin-Dahlbeck
Robert Stack
Preston-Scott
Eagan-Michaels

...Bergman-brando

12-53
4-15
4-22
2-27

I 1-53
3-13

I 1-53
8- 12

10-53
9-30
10-53
9-25
7- 15

6- 12

8-21
1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
9- 18

1-16
2-6

1-30
2- 18

6-26
8-53

12-14
7-53
3-6

7-22
6- 19
9-1

9-1 I

5-15
5-27
12-53
5-15
7-53
2- 15
9-4

12-53
10-53
5- 15

3-27
I 1-53
10-53
5-8

6- 10

8-53
10-53
8-53

... 4-20
12-53

8-24

Chap I 1-3

6-15
12-29

Sml

Ren

7-27

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Com pleted (37) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rel.

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

r Country, The IT)
rt Laramie IE)
ikatchewan IEC)

OMPLETED
ibott & Costello Go To Mars 177) Abbott & Costello Apr
bott and Costello Meet
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde 175) Abbott-Costello Aug
lainst All Flags IT) (83) Flynn-O'Hara Dec

Cast
Roman-Stewart
Payne-Blanchard
Ladd-Winters

No. Rev.

American. The
I Desire I79'/2 I

ck to God's Country (Tl
ick Castle. The 181)

1

y Beneath the Sea IT) 187)
Humn South IT) 185)
Uert Leqion IT) 186)
'sperate Moment
!it of Sumatra (T) _ . .

1 bidden
Inclj Covers the Big Town (86)
(nevieve IT)

( Is in the Night 183)
<iss Web, The (3D) (T)

Jnn Miller Story, The (T)
dden Blade. The (T) 1811
<eat Sioux Uprising, The (T)
(nsmoke IT) 179)

Oct
July

Dec
Mar
June
Apr

Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
McNally-Greene
Ryan-Powers
Murphy-Evans
Ladd-Dahl
D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
Chandler-Maxwell Oct
Curtis-Dru
Donald O'Connor July
D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
Holden-Farrell Feb
Robin son -Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson

316

329
305
333
325

3-23

12-1

7-13

304
308
320
315

6-1
3-9

Laurie-Hudson Sept
1801 Chandler-Domergue July

Murphy-Drake Mar
-ame from Outer Space (3D) (82) Carlson-Rush June
Happens Every Thursday (80) Young-Forsythe May
v and Order (T) 180) Reagan-Malone MayMess Breed, The IT) (83) " J

•ie Hand (T) (80)

[
and Pa Kettle in Waikiki
and Pa Kettle on Vacation (75)
and Pa Kettle Hit the Road

Jn From the Alamo (T) (7?)
et Me at the Fair (T) (87)

)
sissippi Gambler (T) (98)Wn Is Crowned, A (T) [66)

Rmi
T
r
he ,T) (82) - Conte-Lindfors

"(head From Wyoming IT) (80) O'Hara-Nicol

334

324

311

332
326
312
322
319
318
306
317

1-26

9-7

6-29
4-20

Hudson-Adams Jan
McCrea-Hale May
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr 314
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams Aug 328
Dailey-Lynn Jan 307
Power-Laurie Feb 310..
Documentary June 323

Nov . 301
Jan 30?

12-15
1-12

Ride Clear of Diablo ITI Murphy-Duryea
Seminole IT) (86) Hudson-Hale
Son of Cochise I3DI ITI Hudson-Rush
Stand at ADache River IT) 177) McNaily-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 181) Sheridan-Hayden
Titfield Thunderbolt, The IT) Holloway-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) 1103) Stewart-Dru
Veils of BaarlaH ITI Mature-Field
Walking Mv Baby Back Home ITI O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Winqs of (he Hawk 1 3D) (EC) (8 1 ) Adams-Heflin
Yankee Pasha (T) Chandler-Fleming

Sept
June

Aug

Sept

313

331

321

327

330

8-24

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Com pleted (41) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Dial M for Murder [3D)
(All-Media) [WCI

Phantom Ape, The (3D)
(All-media) [WCI

»ear Guard (3D) (All-Media) (WC)
COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO (70) _
April in Paris IT) 1101)
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms [80)
Beqqar's Opera IT) 194)

Big Jim McLain (90) ._ _

Blowing Wild
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Bounty, Hunter. The 1 3D)
lAII-media) IWC/

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon (T) (102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Cattle Town 171)
Charge at Feather River
(WC) I3D> 196)

City is Dark, The 174)

Crimson Pirate, The IT) ( 104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The I I 10 _

Diamond Oueen IEC) 180)

Eddie Cantor Story, The (T)

Hondo [3D) IWC)
House of Wax (WC) (3D) 188)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess 195)

Island in the Sky 1 1091

Jazz Singer. The (Tl (107)
Lion Is In The Streets. A IT) 1881

Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 189)

Miracle of Fatima (WC) (102)
Moonlighter, The 130)177)
Operation Secret 1108)
Plunder of the Sun (82)

Ridinq Shotgun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)

She's Working Her Way
Through College (T) (101)

So This Is Love ( 101 )

South Sea Woman (99)

Springfield Rifle (WC) (93)..

Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) 186)
Story of Will Rogers, The (T) 1 109)
System, The 190)

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains IWC)
Trouble Alona the Way 1 1 10)

Cast

Mllland-Kelley

Dauphin-Maiden
Madison-Weldon

Rel. No. Rev.

Abbott-Costello 12-27

Day-Bolger 1-3

P. Christian-P. Raymond 6-13
Laurence Olivier Special

Wayne-Olson 8-30
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte 3-28

Scott-Dorr
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel
Morgan-Carey

Madison-Lovejoy
Nelson-Hayden
_B. Lancaster
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae
Lamas-Dahl
Brasselle-Erskine
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark
Stanwyck-Mac Murray
Wilde-Thaxter
Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell
Mayo-Cochran

Mayo-Reagan
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Cooper-Thaxter ....

Crawford-Trevor
Roger, Jr.-Wyman
Loveioy-Perrin
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Wayne-Reed

5-2

12-6

7-1 I

I 1-7

9-27

5-30
7-25

10-31

4-25

2-28
9-5

2-14
10-3
1-31
8-1

10-11

9-19
I 1-8
8-29

3- 14

7- 12

8- 15

6-27
10-25
1-17
7-26
4- 18

8-29
4-4

208 12-1

209
221 6-2?
304
201 9-8

215 3-2-3

219 4-6

207 12-1

223 7-13

202 9-22

220 5-18
8-24

218 4-29

213 2-9
301 8-24
212 1-26
305
211 12-2?
225 7-27
203 ?-8
303
205 10-20
224 8-10

214 2-?

128
226 7-27
222 6-15
204 _ 10-6
210 12-15
129 7-28
217 4-6

216 3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order tvill reserve your POLAL1TE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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An Important Statement
from

20th Century-Fox
regarding the

MIRACLE MIRROR
and

MAGNIGLOW ASTROLITE SCREENS

ClNEMASCOPf

It is now an established fact that the superior, all-purpose

Miracle Mirror and Magniglow Astrolite screens are as vital to the

proper projection of CinemaScope pictures as are the CinemaScope
Anamorphic Lens and the CinemaScope Magnetic Stereophonic

Sound System. This combination makes the show — it is all-

important for the fullest enjoyment of CinemaScope.

As we announced a short time ago, due to the limited pro-

duction facilities of the Miracle Mirror Screen, CinemaScope Products,

Inc., last April contracted with the Radiant Manufacturing Corpo-

ration of Chicago for the Magniglow Astrolite Screen. This was done
in order to augment the supply and satisfy the enormous demand
for screens which meet the supremely high quality standards of

CinemaScope.

After extensive study and planning, Radiant has completed
re-tooling and installation of the most modern machinery to enable

them to turn out the Magniglow Astrolite Screen on a mass produc-

tion basis. As a result, the two factories, Miracle Mirror and Magni-
glow Astrolite, are now producing perfect screens for CinemaScope
projection in quantity to meet the demand.

Now that these two companies are set up for mass produc-

tion, they are able to produce stock sizes for theatres of any size

or shape which require screens up to 50 feet in width and generally

having up to 2,500 seats.



The following stock sizes in Miracle Mirror and
Magniglow Astrolite Screens all are available

through the dealer of your choice

GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO THEATRES SEATING UP TO 1000:

Miracle Mirror Magniglow Astrolite

Size 1 . . . 2T-2" x 10'-7"

Size la . . 21'-2"x 12'-9"

Size 2 . . .
25'-4" x 12'-8"

Size 2a . .
25'-4" x 15'-3"

Size 3 . . . 29'-6" x 14'-9" Size 1 .

Size 3a . . 29'-6" x 17'-9" Size la

Size 4 . . .
33'-8" x 1 6'-l 0" Size 2 .

Size 4a . .
33'-8" x 20'-4" Size 2a

18'-10" x 1T-4"
22-8" x 1T-4"
22' x 13'-3"

26'-6" x 13'-3"

Size 3 .

Size 3a

Size 4 .

Size 4a

Size 4b

GENERALLY APPLICABLE TO THEATRES SEATING FROM 1000 TO 2500:

Miracle Mirror Magniglow Astrolite

Size 5 . . . 37'-} 0" x 1 8'-l 1 " Size 7 . . .
46'-2" x 23'-l

"

Size 5a . . 37'-10" x 22'-9" Size 7a . .
46'-2" x 27'-10"

Size 6 ... 42' x 21' Size 8 . . . 50'-4" x 25'-2"

Size 6a . . 42' x 25'-4" Size 8a . . 50'-4" x 30'-4"

Size 5 . . .
38'-4" x 19'-2"

Size 5a . . 35' x 21 '-1"

Size 6 . . . 42' x21'-l"

Size 6a . . 41'-6" x 25'

25'-4" x 15'-3"

30 -6" x 15'-3"

28'-7" x 17'-2"

34'.4" x 17'-2"

31 '-10'' x 19 -2"

Size 7 . . . 46'-2" x 23'-l

"

Size 7a . . 44'-10"x27'

Size 8 ... 50' x 25'

Size 8a . . 50'x28'-ll"

These stock sizes have been designed to give the exhibitor a wide choice

of screen sizes to enable him to show pictures in any aspect ratio.

Because of the production volume achieved, and the virtual

elimination of waste due to standardization of these sizes, effective

immediately the price of these stock-size Miracle Mirror and Magniglow
Astrolite Screens is $2.10 per square foot.

The price of screens for theatres using widths in excess of 50 feet

remains at $3 per square foot. This higher price is necessitated by ad-

ditional labor costs resulting from custom construction, special design,

individual handling off the production line and outsize packaging. Both
the stock-size and custom screens are made of the same material.

Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox

>





INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION:

Is It Dying?

Cxc/uJh>e BULLETIN Jeature

By JAY ALLEN

Is independent motion picture production disap-

pearing from the Hollywood scene?

There has been a "rowing- impression that the gen-

eral business slump, plus the recent technological de-

velopments in the industry, would bring about the

demise of the independents. Recent developments in

Hollywood, however, would indicate that this branch oi

motion picture production is not only hale and hardy,

but actually looms on the brink of its greatest hey-day

since the earliest period of the industry's history.

If anything, it appears to be the assembly-line pro-

duction of the majors tbat is on tbe wane—with inde-

pendent production stepping to the forefront as the prin-

cipal source of supply, just as it was before the majors

swallowed up the inde units a few decades back. And
the result is that independent companies are springing

up like mushrooms, with an increasing flow of financing

being made available to them.

Two principal factors are contributing toward this

trend : one, the cutback in the number of pictures made
by major studios, with the attendant lay-off of important

creative talent, and, two, the need for trimmed down
budgets, which can best be accomplished without the

encumbering overhead of big picture-making plants. An
auxilary factor is taxes. Stars and producers are not as

interested in high salaries—which Uncle Sam virtually

confiscates—as they are in deals giving them "property

rights" in pictures over a period of years.

The phenomenal comeback of United Artists under

its present management has highlighted the merits of

the independent production system. Flat on its back a

couple of years ago, UA has gradually been gathering

into its fold an array of expert film makers that promise
to put the company among the industry's top two or

three outfits within another year. The success of this

organization undoubtedly has provided the impetus to

the upsurge in inde production.

With hardly an exception (only Metro seems con
tent to go along the old way) the major studios are

openly courting independent producers, offering as in-

centives heavy financial contributions, tax-saving dials,

and use of their studio facilities. Jack L. Warner recent
ly confirmed reports that his company is veering toward
increased financing and distribution of independent
films. As this is being written, Warner is negotiating

for the release of "Top Banana"; the 3D musical comedy
completed recently by Albert Zugsmith and Ben Peskay

in a record 6-days of shooting. By photographing it as

it w as played on the stage, and by employing tbe multi-

camera television technique, "Top Banana" was brought

in at an amazingly low cost. Thus are independents

meeting today's market conditions!

Barney Balaban, of Paramount, is another who is

known to be seeking more inde production. His ex-

perience with DeMille's "Greatest Show on Earth" and

George Stevens' "Shane" certainly should have served

to convince Balaban of the potentiality of inde produc-

tion.

Universal-International, which has been making at-

tractive participation deals with stars for some time now,

is still another major dickering for substantial package

deals with inde units. Columbia has always invited the

independents and continues to do so, to its profit. 20th

Century-Fox, devoting its own studio resources exclu-

sively to CinemaScope production, has a deal with

Leonard Goldstein's inde outfit to produce a steady

supply of standard product, which Fox will release

Herbert Yates is on record with an open bid of complete

Republic financing for worthy inde outfits. His com-

pany's astounding success with John Ford's "The Quiet

Man" convinced Yates that a few like that one are worth

more than a flock of run-of-the-mill programmers.

An extensive survey of the field, indicates that inde-

pendent production will be up as much as 40 percent

over last year, when 72 American-made features were

turned out by independents. Based on the number of

films either already completed, now in production or

definitely scheduled for shooting during the next three

months, it seems certain that this year's output will go

over the 100 mark.

The chief sources of financing for this product, aside

from participating film companies, appear to be The
Chemical Bank and Banker's Trust of New York, tin

Bank of America in Los Angeles, and the factoring firm

of Walter E. Heller and Company of Chicago. 1 low ever,

several new sources have entered the picture of late.

Among these are such intra-industry firms as Pathe Lab.

Color Corporation of America and Consolidated Labo-

ratories. Color Cor])., in particular, is plunging more
heavily into film financing. Starting with a revolving

fund of $500,000. it has steadily- increased that figure to

a point where it is now branching out into the foreign

production field, currently bankrolling- seven pictures to

he made in Europe.

(Continued on Page H)
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IS INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION DYING?

I Continued tram Page 5)

Pathe is authoritatively reported to Have allocated

in excess of $1,; 00.000 to take care of incle demands,

while Consolidated, which, in the past, has taken little

part in the financing of product, now has approximately

$1,000,000 in outstanding loans for this purpose.

Bernard Gianinni, vice-president of the Bank of

America, in an exclusive interview with FILM
BULLETIN, voiced great confidence in the future of

independent production—an attitude which appears to

he gaining strength throughout hanking circles. Said

Mr. Gianinni: "I think there will alwavs he a place for

independent motion picture production, and the attitude

of our hanks toward the granting of loans for this pur-

pose is substantially the same as it was in years gone by.

It the credit of the borrower is sound, we are interested

in making the loan." He pointed out that the number of

loans granted to independent producers this year, is sub-

stantially the same as in any of the peak years for the

industry, indicating that both from the standpoint of

the hanking profession and the motion picture producer

independent production is still a sound investment.

Marvin Ferris, executive secretary of the Society of

Independent Motion Picture Producers, commenting on

the problems involved in securing financing for inde

product, says it is not as necessary to have a releasing

commitment in order to secure the loan, as it has been

in the past. ( )ne reason for this, he believes, is the ex-

cellent record of independent pictures at the boxoffice.

"Bankers are well aware," he pointed out, "that at least

hall" of the to]> grossers of the past ten years hav e been

independently producer."

Still another factor contributing to the revitalization

of independent Mini making is the current availability oi

top stars for casting the product. Cut-backs in major

studio productions, a> well as the tax element, has freed

a lot ot talent w hich otherwise would not have been ob-

tained for an independent venture. This, of course, is a

good selling point for a producer when he sets out to

secure financing.

Milton Sperling, president of United State-. Pic-

tures, w hich releases through Warners, takes the atti-

tude- that this is a healthy situation for the entire indus-

try—the majors as well as the independents. "The inde-

pendent gets a freer hand in his casting," Sperling points

out, "and the majors are relieved of the salary overhead

on idle stars. Even the players benefit by having the op-

portunity to select their own vehicles and. thus, fre-

quently advance their careers."

Although fewer stars are setting up their own inde-

pendent companies than they were a few years ago.

when this was considered a good tax dodge, some of the

stellar talent, nevertheless, is still finding it a very lu-

crative and desirable investment. John Wayne, for ex

ample, has racked up solid profits on every one of tin

pictures he has made through his partnership witl

Robert Fellows. "I don't know what the future of inde

pendent production is," W ayne said the other da\

"except that I know from a personal standpoint that i

can be a success. Ours is, and we certainly intend tha

it continue to be.

"( )ne of the biggest assets of an independent pr<

ducing unit," he continued, "is the enthusiasm for ever

picture, rather than the factory-like process of having !

turn out 40 or 50 pictures a year. Everyone connectej

with an independent picture considers it his picture, an

therefore takes far more personal interest in it than i

a production-line feature."

Wayne's partner shares his enthusiasm for tl

future of independent production. "By Federal decree

Fellows declared, "we are right hack where w e were

(Continued on Page I
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By Wll.I.lAM I). Horgan

The province of the motion picture industry is a

mixture of fantasy and realism—with a strong accent on

fantasy. It is questionable, though, whether Holly-

wood's most imaginative script writers could have

dreamed up the troubles the picture business has had

since the end of World War II.

While business generally enjoyed the greatest

period of prosperity in history, the nation's picture in-

dustry skidded into a major slump.

Making motion pictures is no fringe industry—it's

big business. If the steel industry had undergone the

punishment taken by picture makers and distributors, it

would have been something approaching a national ca-

lamity. But apparently the only worrying done about

the picture business has been done by the industry itself.

Today there is pretty good evidence that the motion

picture industry has hit the bottom of its private depres-

sion. Some analysts, in fact, see signs that a comeback

is in the making.

The magnitude of the industry's decline is easily

measured. Average weekly attendance at the nation's

picture theaters hovered close to 100,000,000 in 1945 and

1946. These days it's running a shade better than 50,-

000,000.

The number of theaters in operation stood at

around 21;500 in 1945. That was cut to less than 19,000

last year. These figures are misleading, however, unless

related to the growth of drive-in theaters, which have

increased from 400 to above 4,000. It's quite likely that

there has been no net decline in seating capacity.

Another excellent gauge of the industry's condition

can be found in the market prices of motion picture

securities. For instance, Loew's Inc., ranged from a high

of $41 a share to a low of $11.50 in the period 1943-1952.

The 1953 price range has been from a peak of $14.38 to a

low of $11.25 with the most recent price somewhere be-

tween $12 and $13 a share.

Universal Pictures plunged from a 1943-52 high just

under $50 to a low of $7, finishing the period at $14.38.

This year's range has been from a top of $17.25 to a low

of $14. Currently the issue is quoted at around $17.

What Happened?

That's a good question. What hit one of the na-

tion's major industries with all the dramatic impact of

a AAA picture?

Let's remember first that motion picture attendance

ballooned during World War II. Record attendance

—

which may have been interpreted by picture people as

no more than normal growth—was stimulated by record

high employment, record high personal income even

after taxes, and a stronger than usual urge to "get away
from it all." When business started to slide, it was from

the top of the ladder, not half way up.

Then along came television. The effect on motion
picture attendance was like massaging a toy balloon

with a blow torch. Picture attendance has always been

susceptible to competition from other forms of enter-

tainment—miniature golf put a few gray hairs in the in-

dustry and so did radio.

Wall Street

Sees Hope Far

The Marie Business

Reprinted by permission of "The Exchange",

published by the New York Stock Exchange.

But the spectacular growth of television was one of

the most startling developments in entertainment his-

tory. Television seemed to have everything the picture

industry could offer—glamour, romance, action, mystery

—plus two more singularly attractive features. Tele-

vision was free and you didn't have to put on your

galoshes and hike through the woods to get to a theater.

At the end of 1946 there were less than 10,000 tele-

vision sets in operation. Today the total is verging on

25,000,000. Television cannot be dismissed as an over-

night craze which will eventually end up the same way
your mah jong set did. Television, it seems safe to say,

is here to stay. Color television, as a matter of fact, will

probably serve to give the industry a still stronger hold

in the entertainment world.

While the motion picture business was being be-

devilled by television, there was another problem to con-

tend with. The government decided that motion pic-

tur production and motion picture distribution should

not be under the control of any one company. A shotgun

divorce was indicated. You can make pictures, the in-

dustry was told, or you can distribute them. You can't

do both.

New Companies Formed

Paramount Pictures Inc., emerged as Paramount

Pictures Corp. and American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theaters ; 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. split into 20th

Century-Fox Film Corp. and National Theatres Inc.;

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. became Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc. and Stanley Warner Corp. Loew's Inc. has

not yet gone through the wringer.

To complicate the picture a little more, picture

makers are faced with a major decision—whether or not

to produce films for use on television. Thus far the

answer generally has been "No!" Many observers,

nevertheless, feel that cooperation is inevitable.

The introduction of three-dimensional films is being

touted by some enthusiasts as a development equal in

importance to the addition of sound and color to motion

pictures. That's probably an extreme view. There has

been a rush to see 3-D films but conservative analysts

are waiting to see what happens after the novelty wears

off.

There are technical problems involved, too. For one-

system the viewer must wear Polarized glasses; others

depend on larger and curved screens.

(Continued on Page 2t>)
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WITH THE MARK OF

ALL OVER IT!
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BHG5T
CTAQ Gary Cooper — 1952 Academy Award Winner —
0 I Mil and "one of the top ten money-making stars of '52" — Fame

lA/DSTTD Pu ''tzer Pr 'ze winner James A. Michener of

ft HI I Lll "South Pacific" fame!

DIRECTOR
R°kson

'
tnat "Champion" man,

MUSIC

has another winner!

The title song, composed by the Academy Award winning

"High Noon" team, Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washingtoi

has already hit the Hit Parade!

PRfinilPTIDN A " t 'ie exotic Deaufy of a South Sea Island,

HUUUO I lUli where it was filmed in spectacular Technicolor!

great national advertising campaign — full pages in Life, Look, This Week, Pictorial Review, Redbook, Parents
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U Music composed and conducted by DIMITRI TIOMKIN • An ASPEN PICTURE mw

Directed by



wQUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

Critics No L,ikv 'Rvdhtuids*

The first musical in 3D, Paramount's "Those Redheads From

Seattle," was given a rough going-over by the majority of New

York newspaper critics. This Pine-Thomas Technicolor produc-

tion was berated mainly for its weak story and poor 3D. The

three-dimension effects, especially, came in for adverse criticism,

ttosley Crowther, of the Times, reported that the stereoscopic

images were out of synchronization most of the time. He caustic-

ally wrote: "This viewer finally settled on looking through the

glasses with one eye at a time. A better way might possibly be to

look at it with both eyes closed."

Of the film's other features, Mr. Crowther took a dim view-

particularly of the batch of four entertainers "who we are told

are tops in the jukebox cognoscenti . . . They're all strictly run-

of-the-mill, without any vocal distinction or eye-opening beauty

and charm." He dubs the screen play a "witless and hackneyed

trifle."

Hardly any kinder is the Post's Archer Winsten. The depth

dimension he terms "a handicap," the story "looks as if it had

come up out of the old trunk . . . strictly action-thriller stuff."

His most charitable comment: "provides a feast for the eye, a

vacation for the mind."

Ailing 3D gets "small help back toward health with its first

injection of music," according to Alton Cook, World-Telegram &
Sun. "Omitted was a good story." Once again, he adds, "the pic-

ture offers no good reason for the inconvenience of wearing pola-

roid glasses."

While not a "bad picture," says the Herald Tribune's I'. V. I'..,

"it isn't a gem either, remaining somewhere in that arid middle."

Story has a "cardboard quality."

The Journal-American's Rose Pelswick finds it a "diverting

song and dance show." The plot, she says, "gets itself amiably

straightened out in between song numbers."

'ISLAND IN THE SKY'
Warner Bros.

"Tight-lipped melodrama ... so masculine

with its emotion that it often seems a docu-

mentary account of a real crisis."—Cook,

N. Y. World-Telegram

"Far from a great picture, but it is a good,

honest, relatively uncluttered narrative."

—

Bentley, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . frequent-

ly exciting, occasionally overwritten . . . You

feel that almost everything happening is

within documentary limits, which adds to the

picture's impact."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"John Wayne has a picture cut to his mea-

sure . . . Expertly written, acted and di-

rected."—Pelswick, N. Y^. Journal-American

"Whenever the action of this erratic and

unsurprising Warner presentation is per-

mitted to speak for itself, it vibrates with

pictorial and muscular conviction."—H. H.

T., N. Y. Times

'ARROWHEAD'
Paramount

"Ducks the recent wave of scenario sym-

pathy for defrauded Indians and makes them

nothing but a gang of blood-thirsty black-

hearts . . . Makes for a set of lively but un-

varied action episodes."—Cook, N. Y. World-

Telegram

"A bang-up Cavalry-vs. -Indian yarn . . .

packed with rugged ridin', fightin', shootin'

and striking scenery."—Pelswick, N. Y.

Journal-American

"Let's be quick about it. It is neither a

pretty nor a captivating film . . . The scenery

is occasionally pretty That's about all that

can be said."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"Plenty of the usual action . . . Carries its

hectic tale even beyond the customary

maxim that the only good Apache is a dead

Apache."—Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . actions

are at once full-blooded, picturesque, and

more than ordinarily authentic."—-Winsten,

N. Y. Post

'THE MOONLIGHTER*
Warner Bros.

"Action is sacrificed for the sake of illusion

. . . Has refrained from the popular 3-D

gambit of having the actors throw things at

the audience."—Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tri-

bune

"With ducking flying objects eliminated,

not much other excitement is supplied to

keep the audience alert . . . Follows a fa-

miliar story and does most of it at a placid

pace."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Lively Westerner that offers plenty of

action."— Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . for-

mula Western . . . performances help matters

somewhat; they're decently underplayed, and

the Niven Busch script is tightly penned."

—

Thirer, N. Y. Post

"Dinky little Western . . . Not only a

shapeless, dull and low-budget affair but a

distinct throwback to the tintype horse

opera."—H. H. T., N. Y. Times

'THE VILLAGE'
United Artists

"Good (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Won
prizes in Europe, and it does possess quali-

ties of heart and mind that can be counted

on to appeal to followers of foreign and art

films."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Elements are so numerous that none is

properly developed . . . Picture becomes a

jumble of noble intentions without much

force to either its drama or its goals."-

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram

"Passionately considerate of a whole con

munity of European waifs . . . The intentior

of the film are fine and generous but its e:

ecution is some few cuts below."—Crowthe

N. Y. Times

"Like so many films of earnest intent, 'Tl

Village' loses its grip on drama in a vagi

series of sentimental incidents . . . Story is

meandering, disjointed affair, straying (|

into a dull romance."—Guernsey, N. p

Herald Tribune

"A very moving drama . . . All the youn,

sters in the film are natural and unaffect,

before the cameras and the story is spun c

with dramatic simplicity."—Pelswick, N.
'

Journal-American

"MARTIN LUTHER'
De Rochemont Associates

"Tough and unusual subject has b 1

squarely and intelligently embraced . . .

A
I

fair and dignified re-enactment of historyjjt

could hardly be surpassed."—Crowther, N .

Times

"Dramatized succintly and capably . . .

*

incidents are no less exciting and its ten s

no less real because the adventure is on< >f

ideas rather than of physical melodrama -

Guernsey, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Unfolded with solemn dignity . . . P"

duction smacks rather of scrutinizing c r-

acterization than of spectacle . . . yet, tire

is pageantry aplenty."—Thirer, N. Y. 1
>(

"Unusual and stimulating document

builds intense excitement over this intellf 11

al struggle."—Cook, N. Yr
. World-Tele?. «

"Impressively made."—Pelswick, N. »

Journal-American
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"Torch Song"

ScuUetd "Rati*? OOO
Rating could be higher where benefited by wealth of ex-

ploitation angles. These include the fine Crawford per-

formance, off-beat story, stunning sets, wardrobe that

will have the ferns gasping. Best for class houses.

Here's one that's hard to type, but easy to predict

for a hefty boxoffice return. And Crawford—wow

!

Plenty of topflight musical numbers, but not essentially

a musical. Rather a dramatic showcase showing off for

the first time in recent years Joan Crawford's versatility

in a role tailored for her. Dialogue and script by John

Michael Hayes & Jan Lustig among the most literate

since "All About Eve." Crawford portrayal heads list of

excellent performances, with Michael Wilding a close

second. Crawford pulls out all stops in role of big-time

star who tyrannizes everyone in a show readying for

Broadway—except a blind arranger (Wilding). The

Battle of the Sexes between the two comprises theme,

around which is built a series of directorial and thespic

gems. Crawford dominates throughout, whether show-

ing off her beautifully shaped black-stockinged legs in

dance, a surprisingly fine voice in several songs, or her

superb dramatic talent. Barn

M-G-M . 90 Minutes. Joan Crawford, Michael Wilding, Gig Young, Marjorie

Rambeau, Dorothy Patrick, Henry Morgan, Nancy Gates, Paul Guilfoyle. Pro-

ducers, Henry Berman & Sidney Franklin, Jr. Director, Charles Walters.

"Botany Bay"

Sudutedd 1R<zU#? OOO
Fast-moving, off-beat adventure on high-seas tailored for

action market. Alan Ladd-James Mason names, perform-

ances and story promise fair-plus to good business in gen-

eral runs, also. Less in class houses. Something for every-

one—drama, action, sex. romance neatly packaged in

Technicolor. Exploitation angle in James Mason's por-

trayal of the most cold-blooded captain since "Mutiny

on the Bounty."

Although the Jonathan Latimer screenplay follows

a familiar sea-saga pattern, Allan Ladd and James

Mason play each scene to the hilt. Story based on the

transportation of English convicts to the new colony of

Australia. Action starts sparking when convicts Ladd

and Patricia Medina come under the thumb of the ship's

cruel captain, Mason. Then begins a round-a-lay of

flogging, attempted escapes, seduction and keel-hauling.

It finally resolves in a contest between Ladd and Mason,

with Medina the prize. In between flurries of hard-hit-

ting action, Medina keeps interest alive by slinking

around in off-the-shoulder dresses. Mason checks in

with a shockingly cruel performance which reaches its

peak during the burial at sea of a boy killed by the

captain's abuse. Neil

Paramount. 92 Minutes. Alan Ladd, James Mason, Patricia Medina, Sir Cedric

Hardwicke, Murray Matheson, Dorothy Patten, John Hardy, Hugh Pryse, Mal-

colm Lee Beggs. Producer, Joseph Sistrom. Director, John Farrow.

"So Big"

Scuitew Rating OOO
New version of Edna Ferber novel filmization well-

fashioned tear-jerker. Wyman performance ranks with

her "Johnny Belinda" role. Strong fern appeal. Fine

family attraction. Will build on word-of-mouth.

Success of previous two (1925, 1932) versions of

Ferber novel, plus Jane Wyman name and formidable

word-of-mouth, makes "So Big" good b.o. bet, except,

perhaps, in action houses. Wyman's superb perform-

ance, matches "Blue Veil" and "Johnny Belinda" por-

trayals, makes bid for Oscar nomination. Heart-throb

story has Wyman as daughter of the rich forced to take

a menial teaching job in midwest community around

turn of century. She falls in love and marries ignorant

farmer (Sterling Hayden) ; when he dies, she takes over

farm and plans education for their son. Grown boy

(Steve Forrest) succumbs at first to wiles of ambitious

rich girl (Martha Hyer), then realizes beauty in his

mother's character and young artist (Nancy Olson), her

young prototype, finally culminating her wish for her

son. Roles are excellently portrayed, interest held

throughout, no mean feat in episodic tale of this sort.

Plenty of sure-fire angles and incidents to wet eyes, and

bring a warm glow. Family spots will thrive on it. Barn

Warner Bros. 101 Minutes. Jane Wyman, Sterling Hayden, Nancy Olson, Steve

Forrest, Elisabeth Fraser, Martha Hyer, Walter Coy, Richard Beymer, Tommy
Rettig, Roland Winters. Producer, Henry Blanke. Director, Robert Wise.

"Those Redheads From Seattle" (3D)

Gcuitete TZatiK? O O
Rating might be upped on basis of first musical in 3D.

Boxoffice fate will depend largely on exploitation and

drawing ability of talented cast of young recording stars.

Best for naborhood houses and small towns, where

younger element should turn out. Weak story and eye-

straining 3D chief drawbacks for older audiences.

Screen debuts of such minor recording "names" as

Guy Mitchell, Teresa Brewer and the Bell Sisters are

the chief items to sell here. Many of their musical

numbers, such as "Chick-A-Boom," "Baby, Baby, Baby"

and "I Guess It Was You All The Time," are already

clicks with the platter addicts, which will help to over-

come the drawbacks of a creaky script. Adult audiences

will likely complain that 3D is uncomfortable to view.

Story deals with a mother and her brood of red-haired

daughters who go to the Yukon to join their newspaper-

publisher father who, unbeknownst to them, has been

murdered for his editorial attacks on a gambling saloon.

Rhonda Fleming, eldest daughter, falls in love with the

saloon keeper. It all works out happily in the end, with

younger sister, Cynthia Bell, grabbing off Guy Mitchell

as consolation prize. Allen

Pine-Thomas— Paramount. 90 Minutes. Rhonda Fleming, Gene Barry, Agnes

Moorhead, Guy Mitchell, Teresa Brewer, Cynthia Bell. Kay Bell, Bill Pullen,

John Fellogg, Frank Wilcox, Jean Parker, Roscoe Ates. Producers, William H.

Pine and William C. Thomas. Director, Lewis R. Foster.
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IS INDEPENDENT PRODDETION DYING?

(Continued from Page 8)

V>2<). When the courts broke up the chains, they put us

hack in business." He also expressed an optimistic view

of the current financing situation. "An independent to-

day has no difficulty in securing bankrolling," he said,

"provided he can offer good stars, a sound picture idea

and has a strong reputation in the industry."

Actually, the Wayne-Fellows unit is generally

looked upon in the trade as one of the most promising

and soundly conceived now in operation. The partners

are going ahead full scale on future plans, and are build-

ing up a sizeable stable of contract players to cast their

proposed slate of three pictures per year. They have

participation deals with directors John Farrow and Wil-

liam Wellman. They also have a verbal agreement with

John Ford, and have tentatively arranged for Leo Mc-

Carey to direct a future picture.

Leonard Goldstein, whose new Panoramic Produc-

tions company is supplying 20th Century-Fox with five

features for 1953, and is planning at least ten for '54, had

this to say on the subject : "One thing is true about the

motion picture industry : there's a fortune still in it for

both major studios and independent organizations. Box-

office records are being smashed every day. People are

leaving their television sets by the hundreds of thou-

sands. This is proved by the record-breaking grosses

now being piled up.

"The independent producer figures in this bonanza

as he has always figured in the motion picture business.

No one has a copyright on making motion pictures.

Anyone with know-how can make a good picture.

"Therefore, the independent producer will continue

to be an important contributor to the industry as a

whole. He will make money or lose it depending on the

quality of his product. His future is just as bright as it

has always been."

The five pictures w hich ( ioldstein's company will

deliver to Fox this year are: "Man in the Attic." "Three

Young Texans", Technicolor, "Gatling Gun", Techni-

color, "Gorilla at Large", Eastman Color and 3D, and

"Justice Brown". The latter goes before the cameras in

October, while all of the others having been previously

completed or are now before the cameras.

Another new company that appears to be moving

CARL K. HITTLEMAN. Sees Exhibitor Aid

toward the front in the current independent upsurge is

one headed by youthful Carl Ilittleman. Present plans

call for the Ilittleman company to deliver one picture

every sixty days, with an eventual goal of one per

month. The first picture, "The Naked Sword" (Cesar

Romero-Katy Jurado), in 3D, is now in the editing

stage. Next to roll will be "Kentucky Rifle," pencilled

in for mid-October. This will be followed by "Water-
hole," "Salt River" and "Queen of the Pirates". Most
of the product will be filmed in color for wide screen

projection.

Hittleman, who recently returned from a swing

around the country to survey the current distribution

situation, is highly optimistic about the future of inde-

pendent production. Moreover, he confirms FILM
BULLETIN'S analysis of the financing problem. "I've

found," he said, " that a proven independent is having

far less difficulty in financing than might be expected in

such troublesome times." He attributes this largely to

the need for films, pointing out that exhibitors are offer-

ing to bankroll product, in order to secure their source

of supply.

Asked what problems the new technological pro-

cesses presented for the independent, Hittleman replied:

"With the exception of CinemaScope, the new systems

offer no more of a problem than the old type of filming.

In fact, with both wide screen and 3D, the smaller

budget picture profits by the use of the new techniques,

due to the fewer number of set-ups required." He says

it is important that set-ups be held to the lowest pos-

sible level in filming a feature for 3D, because of the

effect which changes in camera set-ups have on the

viewers eyes. Hittleman further points out that the

fewer set-ups more or less compensate for the advanced

lab and film costs entailed in the double camera system

required by 3D.

Hollywood is holding high hopes in "Sabre Pro-

ductions," headed by agent Victor Orsetti and director

Joe Newman. The set-up has announced plans for an

annual production output of three feature films, two of

which Newman will personally direct, in addition to

handling production duties. The initial venture will be

"This Island Earth," a science-fiction drama, based on

a Doubleday Book Club novel. The film goes before the

cameras in mid-November, and will be shot in color,

utilizing wide-screen and stereophonic sound. This will

be followed by "Teheran," an adventure drama dealing

with oil operations in Iran. Financing of the two pic-

tures has already been arranged.

In commenting on the formation of the company at

this critical time in the history of the industry, Newman
told us : "Independent production holds the key to the

present situation in Hollywood. From the new upsurge

in independent production will come not only the great

pictures of the future, but the new crop of production

executives. Independent production offers a man more

experience and know-how in several months than he

could obtain in many years at a major studio, because it

places him squarely under the burden of responsibility.

Moreover, independent film-makers plotting two to four
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15 INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION

films per year have a greater opportunity of coming up

with hits than a single studio does trying to meet the

pressure of releasing schedules."

All of the independents interviewed for this survey

agreed that that the various guilds in Hollywood are

riving the inde units full cooperation. This has not

always been as true as it is today and, therefore, is a

contributing factor in the current enthusiasm for this

type of production.

Frank Rosenberg, president of Colony Productions,

had high praise for the part which the guilds are playing

in making independent production so attractive. "The

careful production of custom-made motion pictures by

independent producers operating on a long-range basis,"

he said, "will do more than any single thing to bring

our industry back to its pre-war popularity. The current

cycle in Hollywood will establish the old 'survival of

the fittest' rule, which inevitably will leave production

in the hands of those who can do it most successfully.

This, coupled with the new trend of independent pro-

duction with studio release and free-lance stars, offers

the man on the outside an opportunity he has never had

in the history of our industry."

Throughout the field of independent production

there is feverish activity, with dozens of companies

planning to get into immediate production, on a near-

unprecedented scale. Albert Zugsmith, president of

American Pictures Corp., is working on a production

schedule for the upcoming year that calls for six features

with an overall budget of $2,500,000. Three of the fea-

tures will be made in color, and all will be in Natural

Vision 3D or wide screen.

The most lavish of the Zugsmith productions will

be "Conquest and Desire", based on the adventures of

the Spanish hero, Le Cid. Among his projects is "The

Great Green Og," a science-fiction fantasy.

One of the most recently organized inde units is

Aries Productions, with Allan D. Dowling, of City In-

vesting Company of New York, as president, and Ho-

ward B. Chapman, Tom Gries, Anthony Z. Landi and

Dowling Productions as the other stockholders. They
expect to announce their schedule for next year any day.

Anson Bond has two interesting projects scheduled

I
for inde filming during the next twelve months, includ-

ing "Under the Mandate of Heaven," a biopic of Gener-

alissimo Chiang Kai-Shek. The second film will be

"Tigers of Tanjong Malim," which will be lensed 200

miles north of Singapore on the Malaya Peninsula. The
( hiang biog is slated for filming on the island of For-

mosa.

Al Zimbalist, working on the theory that exhibitors

who have invested in 3D equipment must be assured a

How of that type of product, has slated four low-budget
features to be produced during the next six months—all

;in Tru-Stereo 3-dimensional process. First to roll will

he "Cat Women On the Moon," set for a mid-October
start. Arnold Laven is tentatively set to direct the film

which will be lensed in Kastman Color. All four Zim-
balist films will be released by Astor Pictures.

DYING?

Three prominent independent producers, I. to. r.:

Leonard Goldstein, Frank P. Rosenberg, Joe Newman.

Hugo Haas, who has the unique distinction of writ-

ing, directing, producing, starring and financing his own
pictures, has just added two new features to his slate.

The first, which he is now writing, is "Delirium," with

Haas playing a mad painter. The second film is to be

titled "Hit and Run."

Director David Miller, who recently formed his

own company, D-M Productions, has come up with an

interesting property to launch his new venture. It is a

suspense drama, titled "Dark of Night," which will be

filmed in France, starting around the end of October.

Linda Darnell will be the femme star, and two top male

stars are being summoned to share the stellar honors.

On the future schedule of the company is "Silver Nut-

meg," from a novel by Nora Lufts, to be shot in Lon-

don and Ceylon, early next year.

Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse, operating as

Greene-Rouse Productions, have set a deal with Edward
Small for five more films to be released through United

Artists. The Greene-Rouse combo recently completed

"Wicked Woman," as their first in association with

Small. The upcoming five pictures are to be handled

under a separate deal. The first film under the new set-

up will be "The Ghost," starting late this month, with

Ray Milland tentatively set to star. Another property

in the deal is "New York Confidential," based on the

Jack Lait-Lee Mortimer best-seller.

Burt Lancaster and Harold Hecht's highly success-

ful independent company, Norma Productions, gets back

into production in mid-October with the start of filming

on "Bronco Apache," in which Lancaster will be starred.

The feature will be lensed in Technicolor. Second of two

features which the company is now preparing—both for

United Artists release—will be "Vera Cruz," which dolls

on location in January.

Two other important Hollywood figures who have

just jumped on the independent production bandwagon
are Robert Bassler, who recently left his writer-producer

berth at Fox, and Howard Welsch, inactive for quite

some time. Bassler has not completed his plans for pro

duction. but Welsch expects to get his new unit under-

way in December, with the filming of "Hidden bond-

age," an original script dealing with actual cases of

slavery in the world today, based on U. N. files.

(Continued on Page 26)
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Arbitration in Featured

Role at Allied Meeting

Once again, it appeared that the touchy

arbitration problem would occupy a fea-

tured role in Allied's annual comcut ion be-

ginning today (Sth) in Boston's Sheraton

Plaza. The Allied board, meeting the week-

end before the convention, was due to ex-

amine the subject and decide whether it is

to be placed on the agenda, Wilbur Snaper

tcld a press conference last week. Snaper,

who, with Nathan Yamins and A. F. Myers,

is a member of Allied's arbitration com-

mittee, noted that regardless of the board's

decision, the topic can be introduced from

the floor by any delegate.

Also due for consideration: the Senate

Small Business Committee report on exhibi-

tor complaints against distribution practices;

an open forum on new techniques and equip-

ment, conducted by Altec executives L. D.

Netter, Jr., and E. O. Wilschke; Albert

Sindlinger's compilation of data on the ad-

missions tax repeal fight; an address by a

representative of Box Office Television; a

talk by Allied Artists president Steve Broidy;

a demonstration of Nord (single film) 3D
and a screening of CinemaScope "The Robe".

The all-important film clinics for various

sizes and types of theatres will be a con-

tinuing feature of the convention.

Renewed Tax Repeal

Battle Set By COMPO
"Listening and visiting" will be the COM-

PO tax committee's policy on the 20 per

cent admissions tax repeal program, follow-

ing the Council's meeting in New York. Col.

H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, renamed to head

the tax fight, were given a free hand in de-

fining strategy for the renewed struggle.

Instructions went out to field chairmen,

with McGee and Cole scheduled to tour the

country to whip up enthusiasm. Both leaders

have made themselves for advice, and, if

necessary, personal visits to the regional

units.

The meeting also authorized COMPO to

maintain its previous activities. Committees

were appointed to study proposed techno-

logical research and public relations pro-

grams. Dues assessments will range from

$10 per year for theatres under 500 seats to

a maximum of $25 per theatre. It was ex-

pected that the film companies will match

exhibitor contributions dollar for dollar.

Re-elected to the presidential triumvirate

were Trueman Rembusch, Sam Pinanski and

Al Lichtman.

Sees 60 CS Pix in '54

In a Chicago press conference, Spyros

Skouras predicted that 50 to 60 C'Scope fea-

tures woud be produced in 1954 and that

0000 theatres would be equipped to handle

the process by the end of next year.

'Robe' Seen Paying Off

$4,500,000 Cost in Months

The greatest profit for a single week's en-

gagement of any picture in industry history

resulted from the first week's engagement of

20th Century-Fox's first CinemaScope pro-

duction, "The Robe", at the Roxy. It set off

a boxoffice firecracker extending to every

corner of the nation as subsequent openings

played to record crowds in some 43 other

situations which promised to snowball the

gross into proportions that would pay off the

$4,500,000 production cost in a couple of

months, perhaps weeks.

Following the Roxy debut, a trio of klieg-

lighted premieres, in Chicago, L. A. and

Philly., saw the elite turn out in force for the

shindigs In Los Angeles, a detail of 70

extra policemen were mustered to take care

of the crowds lining Hollywood Boulevard

to Grauman's Chinese Theatre. It was the

most glittering premiere in 20 years in a

town famed for its lavish celebrations. The
story was much the same at Chicago's State

Lake and Philly's Fox.

Pa. Allied Blasts 3D

Wide Screen "Muddle"

Condemning the "confusion deliberately

created by those responsible for the equip-

ment muddle," Eastern Pennsylvania Allied

demanded immediate standardization of

screen and sound in a resolution passed by

the board of governors. The organization

asked for a 2.1 ration for wide screen, in-

cluding the anamorphic process and a stan-

dard sound production and reproduction sys-

tem. President Sidney E. Samuelson was
empowered "to take such steps as he deems

advisable" to secure the resolutions' objec-

tives.

Failure to standardize screen size and

sound system, it was maintained, "can only

lead to the complete monopolization of this

benefit of the favored theatres and more par-

ticularly for those theatres which only been

technically divorced from the producer-dis-

tributors."

Roxy 'Robe' Take $267,000

Fox collected $175,000 in film rental

from the first week's $267,000 gross

(after taxes) at the Roxy. The old

record for the 5700-seat house was

$180,000. The Roxy also racked up

new high in sale of confectioneries and

drinks to the huge crowds that have

continually jammed the theatre.

New U.S.-U.K. Film Pact

Maintains Previous Terms

A new film agreement signed last week

between American film companies and Great

Britain on remittances from the United

Kingdom will carry the same provision^ as

those in the recently expired pact. The com-

panies will be permitted to withdraw $17,-

000,000 of annual earnings, plus an additional

"bonus" figure based proportionately on in-

vestments in film production in Britain and

distribution of British films here. In the

past, this arrangement permitted with-

drawals of some twenty-one to twenty-three

millions, or about half of estimated earnings

in the U. K. Bulk of the balance, however,

was used in investments in various fields so

as to keep "frozen" funds to a minimum.

Money Talk

Universal upped its net to $2,301,000 after

taxes of $3,300,000 for the 39 weeks endec

August 1, last. This compares with $1,752,-

000 after provision for taxes of $2,650,00*

and another quarter million for contingen

cies. Share value for the current period oi

the 999,306 shares outstanding is equivalen

to $2.12 per share as compared with $1.63 pe

share on the 961,698 shares of common out

standing on August 2, 1952.

20th-Fox consolidated net for the 39 week

ended Sept. 26 was estimated by Spyros H
Skouras as $1,100,000 in a report to stock

holders. This compares with a profit fo

same period last year of $1,277,000. Thir

quarter net was estimated at $942,000 again:-

$1,123,000 in the '52 period. Income froi

"The Robe" indicates a sizeable increaj

over last year for the final quarter, Skoun

added.

Test Bidding on 'Robe'

Attempt to get "The Robe" for a small

house made its first appearance as Joy The

tres of New Orleans filed suit in Federal Di

trict Court for an injunction against Fo>

licensing the film to the Saenger, N(

Orleans, until new bids have been offer

and opened in public. Hearing was set f

Oct. 7 to decide on the injunction and plai

tiff's request that the distributor be direct

to award the film to the highest bidder.

Metro to Pit 3D vs. 2D

B.O. Draw With "Kate"

The first test of the boxoffice popularity i

3D vs. standard projection, now that

former's novelty value has about worn •

will be conducted by M-G-M in an exp

mental release of "Kiss Me Kate". Filn
j

in 3D and Technicolor, as well as w 1

stereophonic sound, it will be shown m <

(Continued on Page 1
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Yes, it's a pretty tight spot your DOLLAR is in ... checkmated at

every turn by high prices ... trapped by increasing costs!

The pattern is explained, to a large extent, by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics report that your Cost-oj-Living has jumped

98.9% since 1939... with FOOD, FUEL, RENT and APPAREL leading

offenders. . .while Exhibitors Digest adds to the bad news, the infor-

mation that the cost of THEATRE EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES has

moved forward 90.8% ahead of 1940! It puts your badly cornered

DOLLAR in a pretty tough spot.

However, you'll note that you have been one jump ahead . .

.

during all these years of rising costs ... if you compare the negligible

increase, IF ANY, you've received from NSS.

Yes, COMPARE all your costs, with the LOW COST, Service-

With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby!



6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

SHOWMANSHIP
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

The accusation coming constantly from

distribution that exhibitors do nothing in the

way of showmanship is getting almost as

threadbare as the equally untrue accusation

coming from exhibitors about poor product.

We thought we'd written something months

ago that straightened out the idea that pro-

duct was poor. Evidently that failed. Let's

summarize that by saying there is so much

above average product each year and every-

thing below that is poor. This happens every

year and I don't care what year you pick.

What we want to get at is the constant

whining of distribution that exhibitors are

lazy, dumb and do nothing to put over a pic-

ture. Yet seldom does a salesman call that

he doesn't drag out several samples of good

showmanship that has been used by someone

on his route. The trade papers all have sec-

tions devoted to them showing specimens of

good showmanship. We see and hear of lots

of these in the exchange of mail in this office

—though we'd like to hear more from all of

you if you would just pass it along. Distri-

bution must realize that even though they as

individuals may be able to dream up a dozen

good ideas on a dozen different pictures they

are no more super-showmen than the aver-

age. There are above average showmen just

like there are above average pictures—or dis-

tiibutors. A dozen ideas could be exhausted

in v. month in a three change town. It should

be obvious that it is impossible to carry out

150 stunts a year, year after year. Some
showmen have been in their towns twenty

years and more. Too much showmanship

can become as ordinary and commonplace as

none at all. Each exhibitor should decide

for himself howr much and how often he can

go all out on a special stunt and still keep

his stunts fresh, novel and appealing. Re-

peating the same thing over and over is not

showmanship of course, but coming up with

the new and novel is good and we think

more exhibitors do than they are given credit

for generally.

SCREENINGS
ITO of Ohio

A number of exhibitors attended the

screenings of "Mogambo" and "Take the

High Ground" here in Columbus. We heard

that in Cincinnati, attendance was not so

good. A number of circuit managers at-

tended and that fact should be duly noted.

An exhibitor used to attend a screening to

see whether he wanted to buy the picture or

not, what days of the week to play it, etc.

With the current shortage of pictures, these

items are still important but another purpose

in attending screenings comes to mind.

This is the merchandise you are selling to

your public. How can you talk about it in-

telligently, either orally or in a newspaper ad

or story without seeing this merchandise

yourself. The circuit managers who attend

screenings do so with only one idea in mind

—how to sell this picture to the public.

The exhibitor is not alone to blame for his

failure to keep this in mind. The distributor

is at fault in another way. At each screen-

ing, a publicity representative from the home
office or the branch should have talked to

those present and given them concrete sug-

gestions on how to sell this picture. Suppos-

ing the exhibitor did buy it flat? This would

be a little evidence to show the exhibitor that

the distributors wanted him to do business

whether they profited or not.

There is nothing our members can do

about this but next time there is a series of

screenings ask the branch manager to have a

publicity man present to give the selling

angles in the picture. You know you're go-

ing to play it; the question is how to get the

public in to see it. That's not only your

problem but in most cases the distributor's

too.

COLDWYN GRIPES
ATO of Indiana

We noted not long ago that major pro-

ducers are angry with Mr. Goldwyn for set-

ting a policy deal of 30% on "Hans Christian

Andersen" in Denmark. They had higher

deals on pictures that did not have the "local

boy" asset of Andersen. Don't ask us why
Hoosiers were asked 66% more film rental

than Danes. Maybe there are not "too many
theatres for the good of the business" over

there.

* * *

ITO of Ohio

In refusing to permit himself to be plunged

into gloom by talk of theatre closings, Gold-

wyn intimated that in the long run the situ-

ation might in fact prove a blessing in dis-

guise to the motion picture industry when he

gave voice to the thought that exist "too

many theatres" for the good of the business

(Caps mine). It was his feeling that the

theatre closings are all for the better.

It was argued that if the industry tries to

make pictures "to accommodate too many
theatres," the results are not bound to be

satisfactory and patrons will be driven away.

Goldwyn had a ready and typical answer

for producers who feel concern at the shut-

down of theatres.

"Let them produce good pictures," he said,

"and they won't have to worry about the

closing of theatres."

Commenting on the veto of the Mason Bill

eliminating the 20 per cent admissions tax,

Goldwyn maintained that President Eisen-

hower hardly could have acted otherwise. He
said the President could not have been ex-

pected to single out one industry for pre-

ferential treatment on tax relief.

"Television," Goldwyn asserted, "has had

the effect of keeping people from going out

to see poor pictures."

As far as the exhibitor is concerned, Mr.

Goldwyn should be permanently put on ice.

If no one plays his pictures (and would any-

body have missed anything recently?) there

will be fewer theatres as far as Mr. Gold-

wyn is concerned.

SARGOY & STEIN
North Central Allied

The above named gentlemen are not devilfl

with horns although sometimes they seerri

to be so, because they have a couple ol

clients that Satan wouldn't allow near th(

joint. They are just a couple of New Yort
lawyers trying to get along in the world.

To do this they employ numerous book-

keepers and several of these bookkeepers arc

in these parts at the present time looking a;

books.

The fault is not the fault of .Sargoy &

Stein or their bookkeepers. The fault is th<

fault of exhibitors who sign percentage con

tracts when they don't have to. And it i:

largely this type of exhibitor that S & S an
writing to today.

I say it is the fault of the exhibitors ad

visedly. It now becomes evident that th

spate of "fraud" suits is not the innocen

thing that certain film company executive

try to tell the courts that it is. You and I

and everybody in the industry, up to and in

eluding the presidents of some film com
panies, know that percentage deals by th

thousands, if not the hundreds of thousand:-

have been made on the theory that "we jus

have to put this figure in, but it doesn't mea'

a thing—we know you are paying enoug

film rental already—just make your own re

turn and everything will be ok."

I think the thinking ran something lik

this: "We'll get 'em on the hook, we'll mak
all these sweetheart deals, and then, after w
have them, but good, we'll lower the boom'

In short, it was what Mr. Berger so ofte

and so aptly refers to as a "premeditate

plan of attack". All that is water over th

dam now. The fellow on the other side <

the table has shown his dirty hand and man
an exhibitor is forced to make the best of i

although he knows that he is not the soun

of the real fraud. The pharisee is still stam

ing up in the front of the temple, proclaimin

his virtues, but God help the poor publics

in the rear pew.

Once again, the real answer to Sargoy

Stein is not to play percentage unless yoi

situation is by nature a situation than c;

play percentage profitably on a correct r!

turn of figures. If you don't want to I

called a sinner, avoid the occasion of sin-

percentage.
* * *

Allied of Eastern Pa.

Remember Sargoy and Stein?—This out

polices percentage contracts for all the di

tributors. Reports are current that they aj

again very active in some of the midweste

territories. If you sign a percentage contra

be prepared to account for every last peni

of boxoffice admissions. If you can't ex

on a percentage contract—don't sign it.

Don't listen to the specious argument

some salesmen and branch managers w

tell exhibitors that "percentage engagemci

will not be checked". Checking is now beiij

handled by Willmark and the checkers a

assigned, in most instances, without I

knowledge of the local film exchanges.
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20t/< Century-Fox
presents maScOPE

/tie
0
Doutyl

EXPLOITATION & MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT

The Greatest

Story of Love,

Faith and

Overwhelming

Spectacle!

Cinemascope

No. 1 shows how the Hat

ordinary screen is dwarfed
hy the new ly created curved
Miracle Mirror Screen.

Nos. 2, 3, 4 show how
CinemaScope's superior
new Stereophonic Sound
enhances the scope of

audience participation.

No. 5 shows how the new
Anamorphic Lens creates

infinite depth and life-like

reality to engulf you in

the action on the screen.

Tjobeabout The

The supreme novel of our
time as it was meant to

he seen, heard, lived! The
Miracle Story "reaching
out" to encompass you in

its awe-inspiring spectacle

and hreathtaking grandeur.

NOW
ROXY

Metro "Test Promotions"

M-G-M's "test promotions", conceived by

v. p. Howard Dietz, will be launched with
' Torch Song", the Joan Crawford starrer, in

i three-city world-premiere pre-release un-

filing operation. A different selling ap-

)roach will be used in each city. In Syra-

:use, for instance, the emphasis will be on

he film's musical virtues, with the singing-

nd-dancing Crawford as the piece de resist-

nce. In Columbus, the off-beat love story,

rawford's daring in playing such a role and

he drama is being played up. A combination

I these will be meted out in Richmond with

mphasis on the romance: "Could you love

uch a man?"

The trio of openings, a month ahead of re-

ase date, should give Metro a chance to

valuate the selling approaches, the company
els and level on the best boxoffice angle.

A swell idea, we say, but why not make
le pitch on all of them and let the exhibitor

ake his choice as to which best tit> his

"uise?

"Roman Holiday" Bally

Paramount has issued a delightful bro-

ure featuring the screen discovery of Aud-

S Hepburn in "Roman Holiday," as seen

rough the eyes of columnist-TV commen-

tator Dorothy Kilgallen. Using the stills

from the film with a keen insight to the live

copy, it should pull attention wherever it is

seen. Phrases like "a magically gifted young

creature . . . lithe and radiant with eyes that

tilt upward at the outer corners and a waist

that could be encircled with a wedding ring

... in every mood a joy to behold . . . that

rare phenomenon, a born star"—all these are

just the beginning of a paean of praise rare-

ly, if ever, put into print. The 20 million

who view Miss Kilgallen every week will be

exposed to such kudoes. It behooves the

alert exhibitor to take advantage of this bu\-

office builder.

They Sold the Bridge

That famed landmark, object of history,

humor and hoaxes, the Brooklyn Bridge, was
the prize-winner in a photo contest to plug

Warners' "The Moonlighter", at the Globe

on Broadway. The contest stirred up plenty

of interest among the camera bugs in its

unique ruling that eligibility rested with the

ability to take a picture using only the fight

of the moon. The first 50 contestants to sub-

mit photos received a pair of tickets to the

31) film. Getting in just under the wire was
the winner, who caught the famed span by
moonlight, winning a $25 merchandise cer-

tificate good at any United Camera store.

"All-American" Week
It was "All-American Week" in one of the

most widespread promotions Universal-In-

ternational has launched in recent years for

its film, "The All-American". Coinciding

with the birth of the 1953 football season,

the Tony Curtis starrer was kicked off with

a world premiere at Detroit's Broadway
Capitol, Sept. 23, to unleash more than 300

pre-release dates from coast to coast. The
debut saw, Curtis, Richard Long, Mamie
Van Doren and "Miss United States", Myrna
Hansen, plus Janet Leigh (Mrs. Curtis) and

linn Taylor providing an around-the-clock

promotional saturation through television,

radio and participation in merchandise tie-

ups. They totalled more than 40 separate TV
and radio appearances in the territory.

Highlight of the merchandise promotion

was a city-wide tie-up with the 27 Big Bear

(Continued on Page 24)

The eye-opening ads on "The Robe" are

exemplified in the 8-Column layout used

by the Roxy for its eurrent record-break-

ing run of the fust C.inemaSeope fea-

ture. Scope of the screen and the

"Muriel You See II ithout Classes" are

featured in virtually all of the ads. This

one underlines the former with its semi-

diagramatic detailing of the process.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

SIZZLING CAMPAIGN ON BIG HEAT
COP AND A SOFT DAME

I fiB
BIG HEAT

8AHAMF • BRANDO

.KkP«M »

of art and dynamic copy. The copy, particuj

larly, is a provocative dialogue-type vvordinj|

that should stir plenty of interest, not onlj

among the action fans, but in general audi)

ences everywhere.

The exploitation angles detailed by th|

WB boxofficers are full of dynamite, als

The title, it is urged, should be splashed il

"Blood-red letters across your marque<j

across your lobby, all over your theatn

.OKI I..- j« iUBD«» EVENING n... SERIAL THAT THRu _D MILLIONS I

When the Saturday Evening Post ran William P. McGivern's serial, "The

Big- Heat" for two solid months, it made a dent in the public's consciousness

that has rarely been equalled in that publication's notable history. Now Colum-

bia has put it on him with Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame and Jocelyn Brando in

the starring roles. And thereby hangs an exploitation tale.

The popularity of the Post story, Ford in a juicy role as a hard-bitten ex-

cop, Grahame's sex appeal and Brando (Marlon's sister, who scored in the origi-

nal "Mister Roberts") are enough to sell the picture. But Mort Blumenstock

and his staff have concocted a potent exploitation campaign, hot ads and a set

of accessories that should push it into the big money with a campaign that

utilizes what WB has furnished.

The lithographs (above ) employ the key art used in the ads—the Grahame

glamor and the Ford fire. It won't be easy for the theatreman to choose among

them, they're that good. They feature sex and action, tough to beat at the box-

office. The ads (like the one shown here), give the showman a happy selection

"I was a cop before he busted

me And those four girls wert

alive before they met him.

Lucy was the first. When they

found her in the ditch she was

over rouged, under dressed

and very dead. Katie was

next Maybe she got the best

deal At least she got it quick.

Bertha tried to play it I

but she couldn't out

those 45 slugs He made h

mistake with Debbie. Whfi

he got through with her ill

was still alive She C

me And I'm going to com* I

him. And he's gonna get

but good."

GLENN GLORIA JOCflYN

FORD - GRAHAME- BRANDO

always against a background of lush, lust

lambasting art." The front, it is suggeste

should feature the "crime-smashing" sti

(like those below as Ford finishes off a mo
ster in a furious action sequence.)

Ideas for doors, hangers, displays, st|

ballys, stunts and co-ops are also tossed

to hypo the boxoffice. In addition to t

regular set of flats and uprights, Natioi

Screen has an art set, reproducing key ;

from the ads and posters, and a special i

of stills for use in the publicity-exploitati

campaigns.
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Sex and violence are intermingled in Columbia's melodrama. "The Big Heat." It's hard to tell which one Ford contemplates in this scene with Grahame.

THE BIG HEAT
When W illiam McGivern wrote his story about an ex-

op who goes on a personal vendetta against gangland to

nenge the death of his wife, he hardly expected it to end

ij) as a big-time movie, with high-ranking stars and top di-

ector Fritz Lang to handle the film. Columbia, however,

Iter the sensation the serialized novel stirred up in the

Saturday Evening Post, snapped up the rights and "The

»ig Heat", starring Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahame and, get-

ing star billing in her first film, Jocelyn Brando, sister of

he sensational Marlon.

Ford is seen as a tough cop, not averse to brass

nuckles and such to gain a conviction, who quits the force

'hen he gets an ultimatum on such tactics, proceeds to

hunt down the mobsters on his own. Me makes it a per-

sonal project when his wife, Jocelyn Brando, becomes the

third victim of the gang. The would-be fourth, Gloria

Grahame, a "B-Girl" and gangster's moll, manages to es-

cape death, though badly mangled, and helps Ford bring

the killers to justice.

One of the most stirring scenes in the film is Gra-

hatne's tangle with sadistic trigger-man Lee Marvin, w hich

culminates in a pot of scalding coffee being tossed in her

face as she screams in agony. Other highlights are the

slugfests between Ford and the gangland plug-uglies, par

ticularly his climactic battle with Marvin, the blazing gun-

fights and the dynamiting of a car.
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(Continued from Page 21)

supermarkets in the Greater Detroit ana.

The contest awarded bonds and guest

tickets to the patrons holding lucky numbers
on the Cash Saver Coupons issued by the

stores and Big Bear backed it with an ex-

tensive newspaper advertising campaign and
huge store displays.

Following the premiere, Long, Mamie and

Myrna trekked to nine exchange areas and

more than 30 cities to plug the picture.

Look for the special panoramic one-sheet,

incidentally, carrying the head "Behind the

Scenes with Universal-International's 'The

All-American','' which features 10 captioned

scene stills from the picture as well as a

beaut of a blow-up of Curtis and Lori Nelson.

30 Governors Aid "Territory"

RKO's "Louisana Territory" is getting a

political assist that should mean a truckload

of publicity for the film. No less than 30

governors, including those from the 17 states

which comprise the area purchased from

France in 1803 (just in case you're on a quiz

show) have offered to cooperate on behalf of

the film. The film has been designated as the

official picture of Louisana's Sesqui-Centen-

nial celebration with the premiere to be held

in New Orleans' State Theatre on Oct. 16

and in 20 other situations shortly thereafter,

coinciding with the date of the Louisiana

Purchase.

National Mags
A national tie-up with the Celebrity Travel

Kit Company has been set by United Artists'

Francis M. Winikus for "99 River Street"

for a series of national mag ads featuring

Evelyn Keyes, who co-stars with John

Payne in Edward Small production. The

color spreads will appear in Harper's Bazaar,

Mademoiselle, Holiday and Vogue . . . Para-

mount's release of Lena Productions'

"Knock on Wood" will get one of the year's

biggest national mag campaigns with 17

weeklies and monthlies, totalling better than

33,000,000 circulation carrying the promotion.

The program will include stories and picture

layouts in Life, Look, Ladies Home Journal,

Colliers, This Week, American Weekly, Red-

book, Harper's Bazaar, Seventeen, Coronet,

among others . . . Universal's "Walking My
Baby Back Home" is set for color ads in 14

national mags and Sunday supplements with

a combined circulation of 4,300,000. The
Donald O'Connor-Janet Leigh starrer, the

first big-scale musical turned out by U-I in

several years, will also have the benefit of

trade paper and point-of-sale newspaper,

radio and TV advertising . . . The October

issue of Redbook Magazine will feature a

special two-page review of "The Robe" with

seven scene stills illustrating the layout. It

hit the newsstands on Sept. 25th.

Gimmick used by Dullas Palace manager Jam
A liard for Warners' "Blowing Wild" featured

"money" giveaway. Locale of film, Mexico, w\

pointed up by cards bearing a Mexican centa,

coin, with "Senorita" Joan McKinney as done

'War of Worlds' Gets

Saturation Ind.-Ky. Plug

Paramount went all-out on its five-theat

Indiana-Kentucky opening of "The War •

the Worlds", according it a campaign of "u

surpassed proportions" in saturation invol

ing radio-TV, newspapers, contests, giv

aways and prizes. In Indiana, the Fo

Wayne, Indianapolis and Bloomington ope,

ings held a contest for the best drawings

a space man, plugged on radio-TV, runnii

daily on locally originated childrens' pr'

grams for nine days prior to playdates, wi

some of the better entries posted on lobl

boards.

In Indianapolis and Louisville, youngste

who arrived at the theatres for Saturd.

morning shows attired in space suits we

admitted free. The newspapers gave •

bounty of space to the "pocket edition" spa,

men "invasion". A special gimmick in the

two towns were picture-signs of space shi

attacking local landmarks, another spac

grabber.

And in Fort Wayne, an Oldsmobile Rocl-

Car roamed the streets bedecked with ba

ners plugging the film. Wasson's Depa

ment Store in Indianapolis featured "Spa

Ranger" play suits in a tie-up with t

Indiana Theatre.

Even Texas Wide-Eyed

At "High Ground" Premiere:

For Texas, five premieres with stars a

celebrities is no innovation. But M-G-i

five-theatre premiere of "Take the Hi

Ground" had even the most blase Texan !

ting up and taking notice, as well as the r

of the country. With Dore Schary headi

the list of Leo-lights, which included Kit

ard Widmark, Elaine Stewart, Geoi

Murphy and Russ Tamblyn in the star <

partment and publicists Howard Strickln

(Continued on Page

Pressbook Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

'A LION IS IN THE STREETS'

TheChiselers

the Cheap

Tin-horns,

theTwoTime

Ladies and
Two-Bit

Crooks-
they all made
the Little Guv
aBig.BigWheel-

AND THEN
HE STARTED

GRINDING
THEM
DOWN/

n I i#w ir Tur Ctd

Cagney and the hard-hitting

power of the best seller form the

advertising tack for Warners' "A
Lion Is In The Streets" as por-

trayed by the press book. A batch

of potent catch-lines stake the copy

heartily. "He was a king of double-

cross empire . . . and the gutter was

his throne!" is one. Another has

"The Chiselers, the Cheap Tin-

horns, the Two-time Ladies and

Two-Bit Crooks—They All Made
the Little Guy a Big, Big Wheel

—

and Then He Started Grinding

Them Down! . .
." "First the Glad

Hand . . . Then the Whip Hand."

Clearly and concisely presented

are ideas for stunts and displays. A
Snapshot Contest based around the

Anne Francis portrayal is given two

angles, lobby and street style. Ideas

for poster cut-outs for displays, a

lobby board featuring former Cag-

ney hits and a giant lobby postcard

are among the suggestions. Posters

are in the format featured at left,

with the cocky Cagney pose and

blue-jeaned Francis getting the big

play.
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Kjs Peterson and Dan Terrell, a truly For-

midable ceremony initiated the proceedings

at Fort Worth as Schary was made an

Honorary C itizen of Texas and received an

Army citation for liis production of "Take

the High Ground" and for two previous

Bins, "Battleground" and "Go For Broke!"

At San Antonio, tin- Texas Heritage

[foundation honored Schary and his group,

with the production chief receiving an Amer-

ican flag signifying the Army's appreciation.

In Houston, Schary spoke before the -Mili-

tary Affairs Committee at a Chamber of

Commerce luncheon, and in Dallas In- re-

ceived a sheepskin from COMPO for his

efforts on behalf of the industry.

"Mogambo", ''Torch Song"

Given Big Play in "Lucky 7"

The response to M-G-M's "Lucky 7"

showmanship contest series indicates a "tre-

mendous upsurge in exhibitor interest in pro-

motion showmanship," according to Howard

Diet/., Metro v. p. and ad-publicity chief. He

was flabbergasted with the theatre participa-

tion in the unusual showmanship competition

with 575 theatres making entries tor the first

film, "Mogambo". Completed campaigns

have already come into contest headquarters,

with the company on the verge of releasing

(the second of the Lucky 7, "Torch Song."

Oscar A. Doob, who is handling the con-

test for M-G-M, points out there is still time

to enter any or all of the Lucky 7. Cash

awards total $5950 to be divided among thea-

rc managers and admen for the best cam-

taigns on each picture in each population

;roup. In addition, Metro will foot the bill

or all costs of putting the campaign into

•ffect.

he current run of Columbia's "From Here to

tcrnity" in Philadelphia, received a big boost

hen Stanley Theatre manager Mart Levine, Co-
nilna division manager Harry E. Werner and
(inch manager Lester II urtele grabbed Frank
'"lira during a p.a. in Atlantic City for a flying

visit to the neighboring city.

Pro golf chump .41 Brosch (dark glasses) gives a

theatre customer a lesson at New York's Mayfair

for the opening of Parumount's "The Caddy". It

'would be hard to make a choice between the

caddy Brosch is using and Jerry Lewis in the title

role—if you weren't a member of the male sex.

"Robe" Preems in News,

TV Boost Interest

"The Robe" was given a special assist via

films showing highlights of the world pre-

miere at the Roxy. Celebrity interviews pre-

ceding and following the showing were pro-

grammed on several TV programs over

WNBT in the past two weeks, hirst show-

ing was rushed into the TV outlet a few-

hours after the crowds assembled for the

invitational showing with a special clip un-

reeled over the 11 p.m. show. Others to fea-

ture the premiere were Dave Garroway,

Steve Allen, Tex & Jinx, Morcy Amsterdam,

Herb Sheldon and other WNBT stars. On

the Saturday after the preem, a full half

hour show was carried nationwide by ISO

NBC radio outlets, and the second portion

of the show was displayed the following

Saturday as notables reported their reactions

to the first CinemaScopc production. Mark

it down as an unprecedented video break en-

gineered by Charles Einfeld and his staff.

Autry Promotion Pays

Off in Skouras Chain

Don't overlook the drawing power ol the

"old" western stars-—they're still plenty

potent. Take the case of the Skouras Thea-

tres contest, held jointly with the Madison

Square Garden and Columbia Pictures fea-

turing the rodeo in which Gene Autry stars.

The inspiration of Skouras' Sid Newman, the

competition involved some 50-odd theatres,

calling for entrants to answer questions

about the cowboy star's career, identify stills

from his shows, and be holders of lucky

numbers. All of the houses played Autry

features, called attention to both the films

and the rodeo in lobby displays. Prizes of

Autry-endorsed merchandise were given to

preliminary winners and the finalists were

feted at a luncheon with Gene and a trip to

the rodeo, with local newspapers backing the

affair to the hilt.

Briefs

Nicole Maurey, King Crosby's discovery

who became his leading lady in "Little Boy

Lost", is going great guns on behalf of the

picture via p. a. cross-country lour. After

registering solidly with exhibitors and the

public (on TV, radio and in newspaper inter-

views) in her initial tour, the actress re-

sumed her activities with a jaunt that took

her to Philadelphia, Buffalo, Minneapolis &

St. Paul, Omaha. Des Moines, Indianapolis,

Cincinnati, New Haven, lloston and Wash-

ington, ending up in New York yesterday

(4th) . . . Warners has a complete mer-

chandising kit available for special engage-

ments of the Laurence Olivier starrer, "The

Beggar's Opera." All exhibitors booking the

film for special playdates will get the kit

containing specially prepared newspaper

stories, a general information manual, lobby

poster, souvenir book, theatre program, spot

announcements for radio and T\
,
ads, ex-

ploitation, copies of NY reviews, selected

production stills, mats and a "story-in-pi-

aurcs" set of stills . . .

" Those Redheads

from Seattle" will get a special publicity

bonus from Sawyers, Inc., manufacturers of

the 3D View-Masters, Multi-colored posters

showing a scene from the Paramount Pine-

Thomas production are being installed in

View-Master dealer stores, with the actual

mechanisms fitted with scenes from the film

for demonstration purposes . . . UA has set

a tie-up with the famous Louis Sherry candy

company for "99 River Street". Promotion

will feature attractive three-color streamers

with photos of stars John Payne and Evelyn

Keyes and credits for the film. Distribution

of streamers in the Sherry stores throughout

the country will coincide with local open-

ings of the UA release.

This was the scene in Eatontown. \.,/.. when sta-

tion II RTV played host to 300 distributors, deal-

ers and servicemen to promote the "II alter lieade

Theatre of the Air". Reade (at mike) and the

others wore king-size bow-ties to dramatize the

special "bow-tie" antenna.
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INIJE PHUIIULTION

(Continued Irani Page 17)

Gene Markey is still another returnee to the motion

picture production fold, following a five year absence.

Rowald Brown is currently adapting Markey's new

novel, "Kingdom of the Spur," for filming in color and

wide screen. Production is expected to get underway

shortly after the first of the year on actual locations in

Durango, Mexico.

Exhibitors who have invested in equipment for

showing of CinemaScope films, will he happy to learn

that some of the independents will also he turning out

product in that process. W. K. Frank's "Sitting Bull,"

which has long been in preparation, gets away on No-

vember 9, using the CinemaScope lenses. Sidney Salkow

will direct the film, with Boris Karloff set to star. The

project is being co-financed by a group from south of

the border, headed by ex-Mexican president Miguel Ale-

man. Another ind scheduled for C inemaScope lensing is

the King Brothers' feature, "The Boy and the Bull,"

which will be filmed on location in Spain, in color. A
2D version w ill he shot simultaneously, with the sound

track to be dubbed in three languages. A releasing deal

is virtually set with RK< >.

One of the most interesting independent produc-

tions set for filming this winter is "New Faces," which

Bernard Swartz will produce exactly as it appeared on

the Broadway stage. Harry Horner will direct, and legit

producer Leonard Sillman will serve as associate pro-

ducer. The production will be filmed on stage, during its

Los Angeles run, in much the same manner as "Top
Banana" was. All of the original Broadway cast will ap-

pear in the film, including Ronnie Graham, Fartha Kilt.

Robert Clary, Paul Linde, Jenny Lou Law and June

Carroll. It will be filmed in 3D from the orchestra pit

of the theatre, moving onstage only for closeups. Dun-

ning color process, which was used in filming atom

bomb tests in Las Vegas, has been selected for use on

the project.

Other new companies and their projected film ven-

tures include: Peter Boudoures Film Company, which

plans two pictures per year, starting with "Oedipus

Rex," in November, followed by an untitled production

to be lensed in Greece, in December ; John Bash Pro-

ductions, which launches "Rookie's Bump," a basehali

comedy, next week; and Shenandoah Pictures, headed

by Joe Gottesman, which goes on location in New-

Mexico in late October to film the Frank "Waters novel.

"The Man Who Killed the Deer."

Two established inde producers, Chester Erskine

and Gabriel Pascal have also slated pictures for October

starts. Rowland has set October 15 as the starting date

for "Witness to Murder" (Barbara Stanwyck), to he di-

rected by Roy Rowland, for UA release. Pascal will

green-li^ht production later in the month on "The

Promise," based on the Mildred Cram novel. The latter

to he filmed in Europe, will likely star Kirk Douglas and

Edmund < Iwenn,

Santana Productions has slated a November start

on "Passport," which will re-unite Humphrey Bogart

and Lauren Bacall for the first time since "Key Largo."

Nick Kay. who directed Bogart in "Knock On Any
Door," w ill produce and direct the new feature for U'A

release.

Independent features now in production include:

"Susan Slept Here" (Dan Dailey, Debbie Reynolds), an
Alex Gottlieb production, directed by Frank Tashlin

;

"Americano" (Glenn Ford, Arthur Kennedy, Cesar Ro
mero), in Eastman color—a Moulin Production for UA
release, Robert Stillman producer, Budd Boetticher di-

rector; "Duel in the Jungle" (Dana Andrews, Jeanne
Crain, David Farrar), a Moulin-Associated British Corp.

project in Technicoloi—Marcel Hellman producer, Tony
Owen director; "River Beat" ( Phyllis Kirk. John Bent-

ley), an Abtcon Pictures production—Victor Hambury
producing for executive producer Herman Cohen, Guv-

Green directing; "The Black Knight" (Alan I.addi, a

Warwick production in Technicolor, for L A release

Irving Allen and Cubby Broccoli producing, Tay Gar-

nett directing; "Mad Magician" (Vincent Price, Mary
Murphy. John Emery, Eva Gabor), an Edward Small

production in 3D— Bryan Foy producer, John Brahm
director; "Captain Kidd and the Slave Girl" (Tony

Dexter, Eva Gabor, James Seay, Allan Hale, Lyle Tal-

bot)—a Wisberg-Pollexfen project being filmed in color

—Lew Landers directing for the Wisberg-Pollexfen pro-

ducer combine ; and two Panoramic productions for Fox

release
—

"Catling Gun" (Van Johnson, Joanne Dru,

Richard Boone) in Technicolor—Leonard Goldstein pro-

ducer, Rudy Mate director, and "Gorilla At Large"

(Anne Bancroft, Cameron Mitchell) in 3D and Techni-

color—Robert Jacks producer, Harmon Jones director.

Anybody who had a notion that independent pro-

duction was on its way out has another guess coming.

WALL STREET SEES HOPE

(Continued from Page 9)

Stereophonic sound—which is a system to hring

sound from different parts of a theater rather than from

a single source—is another device being used to whet the

public's interest.

Helping to put the industry on a more solid finan-

cial footing have been drastic economies. Salaries have
.

been cut and unnecessary persons removed from pay-

rolls.

The divorcement of film production from theater

operation is regarded by some as a wholesome move he-

cause it eliminates the risks of theater operation from

straight production.

Comeback?

There appears to be growing evidence, too, that

many owners of television sets are drifting back to their,

first love, the movies. This trend, according to one

theory, has been given momentum by the mediocre fare

being dished up to home viewers.

Finally, film supporters claim, the motion picture 1

industry has always keen able to give the public the kind

of entertainment it wants. Picture makers, they sa)

have the brains, the talent, the know -how, and the equip

merit to produce films which will once more pack tin

nation's theaters.
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New Stereo-Sound System

\ new stereophonic sound system, using a

iindard single photographic sound track",

us demonstrated by Dorsett Laboratories at

r Paramount studio theatre. Developed by
brsett (Norman, Okla.), in collaboration

\th the Motion Picture Research Council, it

i said, this "Panaphonic" system can be ap-

[ed to any standard motion picture release

I
nt. By a special method of cueing, the

smd of this sound track may be held center

seen, moved to right or left screen or

c ried to the auditorium speakers. No extra

-mil film, magnetic striping or special re-

plducers are required. It may be played

II i any number of auditorium speakers.

N-V Ends Rental Policy

lie Natural Vision Corp., which fired the

n n in Li sliot of the technological revolution

nis development of the 31) cameras used to

in "Bwana Devil," has terminated its rental

production equipment to film producers.

Itrnaking the announcement, prexy Milton

1. lunzburg said that because most studios

•u independent producers now own 3D
eiipment outright, it is "no longer eco-

n< lically feasible" to continue this policy,

(nzburg emphasized that the corporation

w Id continue its activities in other phases
"flic industry.

Disney C'Scope Cartoon

.ilt Disney's preview of the first Cinema-
Scbe animated cartoon, "Toot, Whistle,
I'lik and Boom" was well received by
ni'ibers of the press and industry at the

)ank studio. President Roy Disney said

lieiopcd to arrange to have the 10-minute
sl

> t play on the same bill as "The Kobe".
lirentlv in production is Disney's first

' 1 maScope cartoon feature, "The Lady
1,1 the Tramp/' not due to be completed for

ab it a year. Scheduled to go before
l"i eras in a few months is the company's
'"' live-action ("Scope feature, "20,000
'• : :ucs I'nder the Sea."

3D Spec Hold-Out Denied
Industry rumors that new style 3D glasses

are being withheld from certain sections of

the country until stocks of old-style glasses

are used up, was declared to be "completely

groundless" so far as Polaroid 3D glasses

are concerned. Jackson Turner, Polaroid

sales chief, stated that all viewers now being

sold are of exactly the same style and con-

struction. New and improved models of

glasses are being readied for production, said

Turner, but it will be some weeks before the

company is ready for mass production. He
surmised that audience-testing of the new

models may have started the "hold-out"

rumors.

Pola-Lite's New 3D Specs
The Pola-Lite Company is producing three

models of 3D glasses, to fit children as well

as adults, it was announced by Al O'Keefe,

distribution topper. Two models are now
available to exhibitors, he said. They are

the Hi- Lite model and the Juvenile model,

tailored for children. Pola-Lite's latest s

model, the Clip-On, for persons wearing

spectacles, will be ready for wide distribu-

tion in about four weeks, O'Keefe an-

nounced.

RCA Stereo-Sound Program
To supplement the RCA service company's

training program for its field engineers on

the latest RCA stereophonic sound systems,

a series of nationwide technical conferences

have been scheduled. According to W. L.

Jones, service division chief, the meetings

will familiarize field personnel with the latest

information and installation procedures for

the new high-fidelity sound equipment to ac-

company CinemaScope presentations.

Jones said that exhibitors planning to in-

stall such equipment will be assured of ex-

pert installation supervision and service. Sub-

jects to be covered at the meetings include

elements of magnetic recording; details of

the four-track RCA sound head; conversion

of three-track to four-track systems; new
data on speakers, and principles of C'Scope

projection.

Altec Sound Brochure
\ltec is making available to exhibitors an

interesting 16-page booklet entitled, "Stereo-

phonic Sound and Altec." Designed for in-

dustry reading, it provides theatrcmen with

background information on stereo-sound,

from its early experimental stage to its

present position in the motion picture indus-

try. Copies can be had without charge from

Altec.

Ballantyne to TESMA Meet
The Ballantyne Company announced a

group of technicians, engineers and company
officials would be at the TKSMA annual con-

vention and trade show in Chicago, Oct. 51

—Nov. 5. Slated to attend are executives R.

S. Ballantyne, J. Robert Hoff; engineers [lo

M. Brown, Edward J. Nelson, Howard
Floerchinger, and A. Joe Chantry, regional

sales manager.

TeleVtihh Lt Radio
A tie-in between UHF-TV stations with

local motion picture theatres in the Inter-

national Telemeter's pay-as-you-see system

was proposed by Telemeter topper, Paul

MacNamara, at the Conference of TV
Broadcasters on subscription television.

MacNamara contended that the big problem

facing UHF stations is "quality program-

ming that will successfully compete with any

existing television programming."

A source for such programming, said Mac-
Namara, is current motion pictures, sporting

events and other entertainment not available-

over existing TV stations. He suggested that

such programs could be obtained through the

Telemeter system and cooperation with the

Local motion picture theatres.

MacNamara outlined two possibilities for

a deal between the station and local exhibi-

tors. (1) The UHF station could sell lime

to the local theatre operator in order that he

may run his picture oxer the pay-as-you-see

system. The theatre operator would retain

the balance after Telemeter charges and sta-

tion time charges have been paid. (2) The
UH F station might arrange for some kind of

a percentage deal with the theatre operator

—the station providing the time and the ex-

hibitor the program on the basis of some
equitable split of revenue.

Motion Pictures For Television, Inc. will

have a three-year producing-releasing pro-

gram of top "name" TV shows which in-

volves an expenditure of $30,000,000. In mak-
ing the announcement, board chairman

Matty Fox said the first of the new films.

"Duffy's Tavern" (starring Fd Gardner)

was already before cameras in Culver City

with Hal Roach, Jr. producing.

A second TV series, "Flash Cordon" is

now in production in Berlin, Germany, with

an all- American cast supervised by Edward
Gruskin. Fox said that almost half of the 39

programs in the first year's series are already

completed.

It was also announced that "Duffy's

Tavern" and subsequent programs will be

filmed in both Eastman color and black-and-

white, to be ready for the transition to color

TV. The entire group of MPTV programs

will be sold only to local television station

operators, rather than national networks.

It is reported that MPTV handles 75 per-

cent of the entire dollar volume in television

for regular motion pictures, having a library

of almost 1.000 features. Westerns and

serials. Exchanges are maintained in New
York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles

and Dallas. Offices will be opened in six ad-

ditional cities in the near future.

The Federal Communications commission

accepted the television industry's proposal

for a demonstration of its color TV system

in New York on October 15. This will be a

showing of the new color system television

which can be received in black-and-w hite mi

existing TV sets.

(Continued on Page 28)
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(Continued from Page IH)

situations beginning ( )ct. 15, three using

glasses process, the other three in 21) with

stereosound. All but one of the theatres are

Locw houses.

It also marks the first release of a 31) film

in both processes simultaneously. Hereto-

fore, depth releases were restricted to a 3D
runoff before being made available in stan-

dard form.

The 3D "Kate" will open in C olumbus and
Evansville on the 15th, and in Dallas on the

22nd or 23rd. Standard version goes into

Loew houses in Rochester and Houston Oct.

15 and in Dayton on the 17th.

Ad-publicity v.p. Howard Dietz has set up
high pressure campaigns in all six situations

to get the best possible reaction to both ver-

sions and to test the type of campaign as

well.

TV Fight Grosses $4 Million
Some $4,000,000, easily the largest gross

rolled up by a theatre television attraction,

was earned by the M arciano-LaStarza

championship fight in its 34-theatre show-
ings. The fight films went into their regular

theatre run a few hours after the bloodied

LaStarza wa> helped from the ring when the

fight was stopped in the 11th round. Re-
public, releasing tin- film, seems set to reap
a hefty take from the fight reels, considering
the ideal time of the bout, the accent on
slaughter and the excellent camera work.
The 20-minute subject, narrated by Hill

Corum, eliminates the second to the fifth

rounds and the ninth stanza, described by
the narrator as repetitious.

PEOPLE IN

Industry veterans who have passed their

Silver Anniversary in movie business named
Paramount president Barney lialaban as

".Mot ion Picture Pioneer of 19^3." Jack

Cohn, president of the Pioneers, revealed

that P.alaban will be honored at the organi-

zation's annual dinner at the Astor, Novem-
ber 12. Eric Johnston will chairman the

affair . . . Changes in Universal branch man-
ager posts following the resignation of

Joseph G. Leon as Philadelphia branch head:

Edward Heiber, Cleveland branch manager
moves up to the post vacated by Leon; Carl

F. Reardon, New Haven, goes over to Cleve-

land, and Harold Saltz, Philadelphia sales

manager, heads the New Haven branch. M.
I'. (Pat) Halloran moves up from Minne-
apolis sales manager to head the Milwaukee

branch, replacing Dave Goldman, who re-

signed to enter exhibition . . . The SM PTE's
1953 Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award
goes to Dr. W. W. Wetzel for his contri-

butions to the development of magnetic

tapes and films for sound recording . . .

Charles Feldman began his third year as na-

tional distributor chairman of the Variety

Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital's an-

nual Christmas Salute with the earliest start

Memoranda
Affiliation of Theatre Owners of Washing-

ton, Northern Idaho, and Alaska with T< 1 \

makes it the 28th unit to join the theatre

men's national organization. Joseph J. Rosen-

field will be TOA director for the new affili-

ate . . . Biggest single week's billings in Co-

lumbia's 33-year history, $1,250,000 were

racked up in the first week of sales chief Abe
Montague's "extra effort" plan. Claim that

the huge grosses earned by "From Here to

Fternity" are the reason why was disputed

by Montague because of few situations so

far playing . . . Members of North Central

are eyeing idea of closing all their theatres

during slow month of December.

Cinerama completed its first year on

Broadway last week (30th I w ith a gala back-

stage celebration. Stanley Warner head S.

H. Fabian and Lowell Thomas were hosts

to the hundreds that jammed the Warner
Theatre backstage, including a group of re-

turned war prisoners from Korea. Borough

president Robert F. Wagner, Jr. opened the

celebration by climbing a ladder at Broad-

way & 47th St. to change the corner street

sign to "Cinerama Lane" as merchants from

Times Square to 57th St. affixed special win-

clow streamers saluting Cinerama's birthday.

Cinerama advertising was handed over to the

Monroe Greenthal Agency as of Oct. 1. The
agency will work up campaigns for presen-

tation of Cinerama in 20 cities by the end of

tlie year and handle the trade paper pro-

motion as w ell . . . U-I has lifted the 3D-only

restriction on "Wings of the Hawk" and "It

Came from ( )uter Space" and is making

them available in 21) also.

THE NEWS
the campaign has ever had. The Salute be-

gins officially on Oct. 15, runs through Jan.

15 . . . Four Stanley Warner officers were

named to the Board of Cinerama, Inc.: David

Fogelson, Harry L. Kalmine, Nathaniel Lap-

kin and W. Steward Ale Donald . . . Joseph

Wohl has been named Republic New York
branch manager following the resignation of

William P. Murphy . . . The Leon Roths

(he's UA assistant publicity manager and

West Coast coordinator) became parents for

the third time Sept. 19. It's a girl . . . RKO
Eastern Central district manager Morris

Lefko will be honored by field forces in a

booking drive during November . . . Al Hor-

witz, U-I studio publicity director, resigned

the post last week to join Arthur P. Jacobs

& Associates after 11 years with Universal

. . . RKO and Ralph Doyle have concluded a

"mutually satisfactory agreement" removing

the latter as Managing Director of the com-

pany in Australasia . . . Mohr, is the new
publicity manager for RKO, a post vacant

since last April . . . Progress Medal Award
of the SMPTE goes to Fred Waller, in-

ventor of Cinerama. 'The Award, highest

honor presented by the Society, will be made

Oct. 5, at the SMPTE's 74th Semi-Annual

convention in New York's Hotel Statler.

(Continued from Page 27)

If exhibitors have been faced with somj

fancy bills in converting to 3D, wide screen:

stereophonic sound, ad infinitum—the tele

vision industry will also pick up a hefty ta

in switching to color video. A color earner

and apparatus is tagged at a minimum c

$95,000 and standby cameras a neat $65,00

Plenty more will also go into the hopper fr

lighting and allied equipment.

To complete the cycle, audiences will ha\

to put a new set under their antennas. Kmc
son Radio has announced that color receive!

will retail for $700 per. Anyone for tl

Bijou ?

Radio, which has been playing the poi

relation to its big baby brother TV in rece;

seasons, is showing signs of regaining son

of its lost prestige in the eyes of sponsoi

The major networks point to a number

factors for this renewed interest in radio :

an advertising medium. (1) Sales of rad

sets are again on the rise, indicating there

still a large listening-only audience
; (2) Pr

gram costs have dropped considerably, wi

some of radio's former top-flight talent taj

ing large salary cuts. Price of network tit:

has also been slashed considerably.

Sparked with confidence, by indicatio

that many advertisers will return to t

medium, the networks are hitting the a

lanes with a large number of new, althou)

unsponsored, shows. They are obvious}

gambling that high-powered TV costs w

send many advertisers scurrying back to t

old stand-by, radio.

A new television camera designed to trai

mit filmed programs with the quality
|

"live" pickups was announced by RCA. T

film camera uses a newly-developed vidic

;

type tube and has triple the sensitivity

film operation that present film cameras ni

possess. Scheduled to go into producd

early next year, the camera will be desigi

for mounting on either a 16mm or 35n •>

projector. It can also be integrated into *

optical multiplexing system.

Box Office Television is the latest entrj
\

the pay-as-you-see TV derby. Company »

ecutive Richard H. Dorf said the syst i

could be considered as a "potential cc
-

petitor" of Telemeter, Skiatron, and Pho

vision. While the system has been usedp

certain closed circuit telecasts, Dorf ffl

plans for the commercial use of its sys 1

have not yet been made.

'The motion picture and television inc •-

tries come face to face this week at c

Society of Motion Picture and Televii 11

Engineers five-day convention in New YH
Up for discussion are: films for televi 11

and theatre TV; stereophonic sound; 3D i

wide-screen movies; high-speed photo 1

phy; foreign language film dubbing; R

film printing methods, and color P"°|j

raphy.
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'RODUCTIOn
t R€L€flS€ R6CORD
951-52 Features

Westerns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Completed (64)

Completed (19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

smba and the Golden Idol

OMPLETED
ffair in Monte Carlo
ittle Zone 182)

iwery Bloodhounds
>wery Knights
anyon Ambush (53) ....

agonfly Squadron 1 3D)
mgs of the Arctic 163)

ghting Lawmen
jnman, The .....

awatha IC) 180)

smesteaders. The (62)

>t News
mse In The Sea (3D)
lopy
ngle Girl 1701

nsas Pacific IC) (73)

aze, The I3DI 180)
;xican Manhunt
jxican Silver

jrder Without Tears
> Holds Barred 166)
rthern Patrol

rthwest Territory 161)

de of the Blue Grass (C)
.it in Cell Block 11

lar of the Crowd
Ue Bowl Story (CI
l/al African Rifles,

! ari Drums
Sde
!i of Belle Starr
ligier Incident 177) „

las City
Vious Years, The 17?)
\ ite Liqhtning (61)

Glared Circle. The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Sheffield-Kimbell

Reissue I

The IC)

Oberon-Todd
. Hodiak-Christian
..Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Cortes
Hodiak-Britton
Kirby-Grant
Wayne Morris

...Wilson-Knight
Edwards-Dugay
Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
Gorcey-Hall
Sheffield-Sharpe
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Bowery Boys
Grant-Chinook

...Grant-Chinook
Bridges-Miles
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar

...

Stevens-Malone
...Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Brown-Ellison

...Cook-Moore
Clements-Bestar

...Kirkwood-Gleason

Rel. No. Rev

7-26
9-52 5301

10-12 5244

12-28 5222
9-20
4-13 5252
12-7 5202
2-53

2-53
12-7
2-53

9-13

6-14
12-52
7-5
12-9

5-31
9-6
9-27

.6-21

6-53
2-53
12-30
2- 18
3-53

5318
5208
5302

5214

7-! 3

5309
5316

5236

COLUMBIA
152-53 Features

Serials

Completed (56) In Production (I)

Completed (3) In Production (0)

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

v'i Maqician (3D)

CMPLETED
A Ashore IT) (80)
Asush at Tomahawk Gap (T)
Aiame For Herself
B. For Each Other
Bi Heat. The 1821
Cie Mutiny. The (T)
C rqe of the Lancers (T)
Cla Venture 183)
Cibat SauaH (72)
C go Bill

Oquest of Cochise (T) (701
C sin' Down the River (T) 181) ...

Fi :

ighters, Th e
Fi Angels on Murder [88)
FI le of Calcutta (70)
Fc Ti (T) (DDI (73)
49 Man, The (73)
5,D Finaers of Dr. T. The IT) 1881
Fo Poster, The (103)
Fr. Here to Eternity ( I 18)
GIs Wall, The 180)
G( town Ghost Riders 157)
Hoy Time. The 194)
He Below Zero (T)

HeWonderful Lie
In* ion, U.S.A. (74)
Ja McCall, Desoerado (tj 176)
Ju.lcr. The 186)
Jui e Safari
La

- of the Comanches IT) 185) "...
.

La:of the Ponv Riders
Lai Posse, The 173)
Le' Do It Again IT) 195)
Ma in the Dark (DDI 170)
Mejer of the Weddinq. The (91)
Mi' Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT)
Mnon Over Korea (86)
On op 0 f Old Smoky [59)
°n Girl's Confession (74
fat Train 157)
Parrooper IT)
Pat nder, The IT) ( 78)

I'lf of Pirates (T) (80)

;
r "- ers of the Casbah |T)
I'oim Girls 170)
Jeniade Canyon (T) (3D)
«'d. of the Whistling Pines
Ja?aw Trail 156)

f*'<e IT) (1031
5 av e Mutiny (73)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Price-Murphy

Rooney-Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Holliday-Lawford
Heston-Scott
Ford-Grahame
Bogart-Ferrer
Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan
Ireland-McCallister
McGuire-Moore ....

Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde

. Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors
..'reland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Harrison-Palmer
Clift-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Autry-Burnette
Boyer-Driscoll
Alan Ladd
.Kiepura-Eggerth
Mohr-Castle
Montgomery-Stevens
Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene
Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
Wyman-Milland
O'Brien-Totter
Waters-Harris
Hayworth-Ray
Hodiak-Derek
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Autry-Buttram
Ladd- Andrews
Montogmery-Carter
Derek-Rush
Graham-Romero
Walker-Elliott
Sterling Hayden
Autry-White
Autry-Burnette
Hayworth-Granger
Weissmuller-Stevens

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

534

10-53

9-53
10-53

9-53
8-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53
9-53
4-53
5-53
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53

1-53
3-53

506

6-15

8-TO

6-30

2-23

528

516
524

4-53

9-53
Special

3-53

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
or ' 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen
(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

Serpent of the Nile (TI (81) .. _ Fleming- Lundiga n „. 5-53 5-4
Sky Commando (69) Duryea-Gif rord 9-53
Slaves of Babylon 1901 Conte-Christian 10-53
Siren of Bagdad (T) (72) ....... Henreid-Medina 6-53 6-1

Stranae Fascination 180) —Moore-Haas 12-52 505 10-6
Stranger Wore A Gun IT) (3D) 181 I Scott-Trevor 8-53 8-24
Target—Hong Kong 166) Denning-Loo 2-53
Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue) Foster-Stuart 6-53
Untamed Breed 179) (Reissue) Tufts Britton 9-53
Valley of the Headhunters (67) Weismuller 8-53
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary Special
Voodoo Tiger (67) -Weissmuller-Burckhart 1 1-52
War Cry Id Montgomery-Long 435
Wild One, The Brando-Murohy

LIPPERT
1952-53 Completed (16) n Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast Rel. No.

Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) (76) . Anna May Wonq 5-22 5215
Bachelor in Paris (831 . Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17 52 13

Bad Blonde 180) Payton-Wright 4-10 521 1

Eyes of the Jungle! 79) Jan Hall 7-1 5229
Fiqhtinq Men. The 163 Special Cast 10-9 5222
Ghost Ship (69) Court-Walsh 6-12 5228
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) (73) Parker-Payton 7-17 5221

I'll Get You 179) George Raft-Gray 1-16 5206
Iron Mask, The [Reissue Fairbanks 9-18 5313
Johnny the Giant Killer IT) 170) Animation Feature 6-5 5205
Man From Cairo, The George Raft-Canale 10-16 5302
Mr. Robinson Crusoe (Reissue) Fairbanks 9-25 5314
Norman Conquest !79) Conway-Bartok 9-1 1 5303
Perils of the Jungle 163) Clyde Beatty 3-20 5214
Project Moon Base 163) Martell-Ford 9-4 5315
Shadow Man Cesar Romero 9-18 5316
Sins of Jezebel (AC) P. Goddard 10-2 5225
Slasher, The 175) Kenney-Collins 5-29 5218
Spaceways (76) Duff-Bartok 8-7 5301

Tall Texan, The 184) Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207
Twilight Women (89) Jackson-Ray 5-15 5217
Undercover Acent Walsh-Court 10-2 5306
White Goddess 173) Jon Hall 3-27 5224

Rev.

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

1-53
9-53
8-53

I 1-53
6-53
1-53
8-53
4-53
8-53

1-53
4-53
4-53

7-53
1-53
6-53
12-53

545
539

313
403
346
407
337
315
345
321
347
326
316
329
322

330
341
314
335
410
409
332

401
319
309
323

317

408

348
342

344
312
404
318

12-1
8-24

7-27
2-9

2-9
7-27

4-70
1-26

1952-53 Features Completed (63) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Executive Suite Holden-Allyson
Miss Baker's Dozen [And Garson-Ryan
Rose Marie (TI ICS) Blyth-Keel

COMPLETED
Above and Beyond (122) Taylor-Parker
Actress. The 190) Tracy-Simmons
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 173) Reynolds-Van
All the Brothers Were Valiant IT) Taylor-Granger
Arena lAns) 13-D) 173) Young-Bergen
Bad and the Beautiful. The (118) Turner-Douglas
Band Wanon. The I I 12) IT) Asfaire-Charisse
Battle Circus 190) Bogart-Allyson
Bin Leaquer 171) Robinson-Ellen
Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Clown, The 191) Skelton-Greer
Code 2 1691 Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie (71) Johnson-Leigh
Crest of the Wave Kolly-Richards
Cry of the Hunted 180) Gassman-Sullivan
Dangerous When Wet IT) (95) Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The (71) Keel-Greer
Dream Wife (99) Grant. Kerr
Easy To Love IT) Williams-Johnson
Escape from Fort Bravo lAns) Holden-Parker
Fast Company (601 H. Keel-P. Bergen
Flame and the Flesh ( Italy) IT) L. Turner-Angeli

6-29 Girl Who Had Everything, The 169) Taylor-Lamas 3-53
4-29 Gypsy Colt lAns) Corcoran-Bond
12-29 Half a Hero 17!) Skelton-Haqen 9-53

Hoaxters. The 136) Documentary 1-53

Hour of Thirteen. The 180) Lawford-Addams 11-52
I Love Melvin IT) 177) O'Connor-Reynolds 3-53
Invitation to the Dance IT) . Kelly-Youskevitch
Jeopardy 170) Stanwyck-Sullivan 2-53
Julius C-e:ar 1121) Brando-Mason
Kiss Me Kate 1 3D I (AC) Grayson-Keel 11-53
Kniqhts of the Round Table IT) ICSI R. Taylor-Gardner
Latin Lovers IT) 11041 Turner-Montalban 8-53

3-23 Lili IT) 1811 Caron-Ferrcr 7-53
Lonq, LonT Trailer. The (TI Ball-Arnaz
Main Street to Broadway 198) All-Star 7-53
Million Dollar Mermaid (T) (110) Williams-Mature 12-52

4-6 Moaambo (Til I 16) Gable-Gardner 10-53
Naked Spur, The IT) (91) Stewart-Ryan 2-53

5-18
12-1

3-9

8-10
1-12

10-20
2-9

6- 15

7-27

11-17
9-21
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Never Let Me Go (94} Gdble-Tierney 5--53 327 4-6

Quo Vadis IT) ( 168) . 218 11-19
i\ e ma i n > i > o e jccn tool Aliyson-Johnson 6--53 33 1 5-4
R h d p sod y [ i

)

E T d y 1 0 r (l/ d s sm d n

Ride Vdquero (Ans) (90) Gardner-R. Taylor Z......7- 53 343 6-2?
rvOyUe S MarCn iO**! - - Lansford-Rule 3.-53 320 1-12

Sd o d id IT) Wilde-Gam
Scdnddl At Scourie IT) (90) Garson-Pidgeon 4.-53 336 5-18
Sliqht Cdse of Idrcenv 17!) Rooney-Bracken 6--53 334 6-1

Smdll Town Girl IT) (93) J. Powe 1
1 -Gra n g er 4.-53 325

Sombrero (T) (103) Montalban-Angeli 3.-53 324 3-9
S+ory of Three Loves (T) (122) All-Star Cast 6--53 338
Tdke the Hich Ground .'Ans) (101) Widmark-Stewart 10--53 406 9-2

1

Tennessee C^amo (Ans) Winters-Martin
Terror On A Trdin (72) Ford-Vernon 117 9--S3 402 7-13
Torch Song (T) „ Crawford-Wilding 10--53 405
Younq Bess IT) (1 12) Simmons-Granger 5--53 333 .1 5-4

WAC From Walla Walla 183)
Woman of the North Country (90)
Woman They Almost Lynched 1901

Canova-Dunne 10-10 5123
Cameron-Hussey 9-5 5107
Lund-Donlevy 3-20 5204

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Alaska Seas
Arrowhead IT) 1 1051

Blazing Forest (T) 191)
Botany Bay ITI 194)

Caddy. The (951

Caribbean IT) (95)
Casanova's Big Night (T)

Cease Fire I3DI
Cleopatra (104) Reissue)
Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Elephant Walk IT)

Encore 1901
Flioht to Tanaier IT' ( 3D ) 1901

Forever Female 1931

Girls of Pleasure Island ITI (95)

Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151)
Green Gold of Nevada IT)

Here Comes the Girls (Tl 178)
Houdini (TJ 1105)
Hurricane Smith IT) (90)
Jumping Jacks (98)
Jamaica Run (T) (92)
Knock on Wood IT)

Little Boy Lost (951

Los Alamos
Lost Treasure of the Amazon (3D) (EC)
Money From Home IT) (3D)
Naked Jungle. The (T)

Off Limits (89)
Pony Eypress (T) 1101)
Red Garters IWS) IT)

Road to Bali (Tl (911
Roman Holiday (119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D)
Savage, The (T) 195)
Scared Stiff (108)
Shane [Tl 118

Somebody Loves Me IT) (97)
Stalag 17 1120)
Stars Are Sinainq, The (99) IT)
Stooge, The 1 100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle (3D! IT! 190)
Thunder in the East (98)
Turning Point, The (851
Tropic Zone (T) (94)
Ulvsses (T)

Vanquished, The (Tl 184)
War of the Worlds IT) 185)

Cast
Ryan-Heflin
Heston-Palance
Payne-Moorehead
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
Payne-Dahl
Hope-Fontaine
I Korea I

Colbert-Wilcoxon
Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
Maugham Stories
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Marton
Curtis-Leigh
DeCarlo-lreland
Martin-Lewis ...

Mllland-Dahl
Kaye-Zetterling
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry. Carke
Lamas-Fleming
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Hope-Crosby- La mour
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Heston-Hanson
Martin-Lewis - ...

Ladd-Arthur
Hutton-Meeker
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

Rel. No. Rev.

8-53
12-52
I 1-53
9-53
9-52

I 1-53
12-52
3-53

4-53
5-53

12-53
7-53
10-52
7-52
6-53

5227
5207
5307
5302
5202

5308
5208
5213

5122
5306
5226
5215
5129

5309
5223
5204
5121
5220

6-29
10-20

6-1
2-23
1-14

10-53 5304

6-1
9-22
6-16
4-20

8-10

4-53
5-53

5216
5217

1-53
9-53
5-53

1 1—52
6-53
8-53
10-52 5203
7-53 5224
3-53 5214
3-53 5212

5209
5301
5230
5206-
5222
5225

3-9

12-1

8-10
6-15
10-6
4-20
4-20
9-8

5- 18

1-12

Fleming-Barry 10-53 5305
Ladd-Kerr _. 1-53 5210 1 1-17
Holden-Smith 1 0-52 5205— 1 0-4
Reagan-Fleming 1-53 52 1 1 12-29
Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling 6-53 5221 5-13
Barry-Robinson 10-53 5303 ......3-9

REPUBLIC ^
1952-53 Features Completed (16) In Production (2)

Serials

Westerns
Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 8)

In

In

Production
Production

(0)

(0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Johnny Guitar

— 1952-53 —
Cast Rel No. Rev.

Red Horizon Derek-Evans
Trouble in the Glen Margaret Lockwood
COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane-Waller 8-8 5243
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter 8-15 5211
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers 6-12 5209
El Pa to Stampede
Down Laredo Wav -

Lane-Waller 8-25 5244
Allen-Pickens 7-20 5232

Fair Wind to Java ITr) .._

Flight Nurse
...MacMurray-Ralston ...

Leslie-Tucker
4-28 5207

Geraldine Carroll-Powers
Hell's Half Acre Corey-Keyes
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Jubilpp Trail ITr) Ralston-Tucker
1 Aciv W^nts Mink Thp ITr) 19?) Hussev-O' Keefe 3-5 5205
Laughing Anne t T

)

Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock (51) Lane-Waller 2-1 5241 "...

Perilous Journey 1901 Ralston-Brian 4-5 5206 5-18

Ouiet Man, The (T) (129) Wayne-O'Hara 9-14 5108 8-19
Red River Shore Allen

Ride the Man Down (Tr) (90)
San Antone (90)

Donlevy-Tucker 1 1-52 5202 . 1 1-3

Cameron-Whelan 2-15 ... 5203
Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships

Lane-Waller 5-15 5242
Derek-Hendrix 8-53

Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Sun Shines Briqht (90) Winninger-Whelan 6-53 5208 5-18

Sweethearts on Parade (Tr)

Thunderbirds (98) -

Touqhest Man in Arizona (Tr)

Trent's Last Case

. .. Middleton-Norman 7-12 5210
Derek-Barrymore 1 1-27 .5201

(90) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109
Wilding-Lockwood 9-22 5212

Tropical Heat Wave (74) 10-1 5126

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (40) In Production

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE—Running Time

Androcles and The Lion 198)
Angel hace 191)
Appointment in Honduras IC) (WS)
Below the Sahara (65)
Blackbeard the Pirate (T) 199)
Affair With A Stranger
Captive Woman (65)
Carnival (Cl
Count the Hours (741

Devi's Canyon (3D) (CI 189)
Follow the Fleet ( Reissue ) ( I 1 0

)

French Line. The IT) (3D)
Hans Christian Andersen IT) (120)
Hitch-Hiker. The 1711
Isle of the Dead 172]

Jet Pilot IT) 1118)
Mighty Joe Young (941
Montana Belle ITr) 181)
Never Wave At A Wac 187)

No Time for Flowers 1831 _.

Out of the Past (Reissue) 1971

Peter Pan ITI 177)

Ranqers of the North ITI (3DI
Sea Around Us, The (T) 161)
Sea Devils IT) I9D
Second Chance (C) ( 30 1

She Had to Say Yes 189)

Son of Sinbad IT) ...

Split Second 1851

Stage Door IReissue) 191)

Suspicion IReissue) 1991

Sword and the Rose IT) (92)
Tarzan and the She Devil (76)
3-D Follies, The (EC) IStC)
Top Hat IReissue) 181 )

Under the Red Sea (67)
Without Reservation I Reissue) 1 1 0 1

)

Cast Rel No.
Simmons-Younq 11-52 368
Mitchum-Simmons 2-53 312
G. Ford-A. Sheridan
Documentary 5-53 321
Darnell-Wewton ... 1 2-52 307
Simmons-Mature 6-53 323
Clarke-Field 10-52 306
Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey 4-53 316
Mayo-Robertson 7-53 402
Astaire-Rogers 10-53 487
Russell-Roland 11-15
Kaye-Grainger 11-52 351
OBrien-Loveioy 3-53 3 14
Karloff-Drew 7-53 482
Wayne-Leigh
T. Moore-B. Johnson 7-53 481
Russell-Brent 11-52 308
Russell-Wilson 1-53 371
Lindfors-P. Christian 2-53 313
MitchumDouglas 10-53 488
Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53 392
Mature-Laurie
Documentary 7-53 403
DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53 320
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53 401

Simmons-Mitchum 8-53
Robertson-Forrest 8-53
McNally-Smith 6-53
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine 9-53
Todd-Johns 8-53
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53
Horton Dancers
Astaire-Rogers 10-53 485
.Hass-Berl 1 0-52 305
Colbert-Wayne 8-53 484

IS

26

I
318
483
486

5491

324

ZOth CENTURY- FOX 1
1952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

ICS)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Gatting Gun (T)

Gorilla At Large (3D) (EC)
Man In the Attic
Night People ITI ISC)
Prince Valiant (CSI ITI

River of No Return ICS) IT)

Three Young Texans IT)

We Believe in Love IT) ISC)

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT)

Blueprint For Murder (76)

Call Me Madam IT) (117)

City of Bad Men IT) 182)

Dangerous Crossing 175)

Demetrius & the Gladiators ICS) (T)

Desert Rats 1881

Destination Gobi ITI 189)

Don't Bother To Knock (76)

Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The IT) 181)

Gentleman's Agreement! I 18) Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) 191)

Girl Next Door. The 192)

Glory Brigade (82)

Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) IT)

How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS)
I Don't Care Girl IT) (78)

Inferno IC) (3-D) 183)
Invaders From Mars (C) 178)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

King of the Khyber Rifles ICS)
Kiss of Death 199) (Reissue! ...

Man On A Tiqhtrope (1051

Miss Robinson Crusoe IECI
Mister Scoutmaster (87)

My Cousin Rachel (98)
My Pal Gus (831 -

My Wife's Best Friend 1 101)

Niagara IT) (89)

Night Without Sleep (77)

Pickup on South Street (80)

Pony Soldier (T) (82)

Powder River (T) 178)

President's Ladv. The (96)

Road House 195) IReissue)

Robe. The I T I I CinS) I I 35)

Ruby Gentry 182) -

Sailor of the King 183)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1108) (Reissue)

Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)

Something For The Birds (81)
Star, The (89) -
Taxi 177)

Thief of Venice (91)

Thv Neighbor's Wife (77)

Titanic 198)

Treasure of Golden Condor (T) 193)

Tonight We Sing IT) (109)
Vickie !85l

White Witch Doctor, The (Tl 1961

Cast
Johnson-Dru
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Peck-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Gaynor-Braselle
Webb-Peters

Rel. No.

IT).

Wagner-Moore
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Widmark-Monroe
Lundigan-Greer
Grable-Robertson
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Widmark-Darvi
Grable-Monroe
Gaynor-Wayne
Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz
Dailey-Bancroft
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
deHavilland-Burton .

Widmark-Dru
Baxter-Carey
Cotten-Peters
Darnell-MerrM
Widmark-Peters ...

Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun-Robertson
DeHavilland-Stevens
Peck-Hayward
..Mature-Neal
..Bette Davis
..Daley-Smith

.
Montez-Christian
Haas-Moore
Webb-Stanwyck '

Wilde-Smith
. Pinza-Peters
Crain-Peters
Hayward -Mite hum

12-53
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53

5-53
3-53
9-52
3-53
7-53
5-53
8-53
6-53
7-53

11-53
1-53
8-53
5-53
7-53

7-53
5-53
10-53
9-53
1-53

12-52
10-52
2-53
11-52.
6-53
12-52
6-53
4-53
7-53
10-53
1-53
8-53
2-53
5-53
10-52
10-52
3-53
3-53
12-52
9-53
5-53
2-53
4-53

I 1-53

7-53

332 J— 10

311 3-23

330

330

319 5-18

313 1-1

224 7-28

317 2-23

307 5-4

352
326 7-13

320
323 6-2?

302 1-12

329 : 8-24

314 4-20

325 8-10

354
jfi316

331
12-2!30

1

233
231

306
235 ...

322

237.

321

312
355

303
327
309
353

247
238
316
305
304

333

318
308
310

334

324

5-18

9-21

12-2'

7-27

9-22

1 1- 3

2-23

12- 1

5-4

2-2)

7-2'
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UNITED ARTISTS

RELEASE CHART
1952-53 —

H PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Tiericano

OMPLETED
ct of Love _
frica Screams (7?)

isassin. The 190)

ndits of Corsica. The 181) ...

irefoot Contessa, The
achhead IPC)
at the Devil

/ana Devil I3D) lAns) (85)

imel Corps 13D) IPC)
iptain John Smith

and Pocahontas IPathe CI
.ptain Scarlett (75)

ossed Swords
novan's Brain

agon's Gold
ke. The 180)

-t Algiers 178)

\e and Easy
nghis Khan 178)

>y Adventure 182)

(errilla Girl (81)

(n Belt (T) (77)

I
the Jury I3DI 1871

I. in the Bag 187)
Louis Story. The

hsas City Confidential 198)
helight (1401

I ury Girl 196)

I qnetic Monster (75)
tn In Hiding
trshal's Daughter, The 171)

Hba IT) 11151

s Hargreaves
Kisoon (79)

Ion Is Blue, The 199)
Min Rouae IT) 1 118)
K Heart Goes Crazy (70)
hmderthal Man, The 178)
h Escape
9*iver Street (83)
Plntom From Space (72)

Rpers of the Seven Seas (T)

R^rs to the Stars

R Planet Mars (87)
R jrn to Paradise (T) (100)
R-r The (T) (99)
S re Jet IC)
S rlet Spear, The I An)
SI - k River
Sbt First 188)

S. of the Renegade (57)
Scj of the Land
St. I Lady
Tl Man From Tangier (88)
Tsnky, The 172)
Vi Squad (87)
Vi ge, The
W Paint IEC) IWS) (89) ...

W n I Grow Up (90)
W<ed-Woman
W ess. The

Cast
Ford-Kennedy

Rel. No. Rev.

_.K. Douglas-D. Robin
Beatty-Buck
Gregson-Grahame
Greene-Raymond
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
Bogart-J. Jones -

Stack-Britton
Cameron-Dru

Dexter-Hale, Jr.

R. Greene-L. Amar
Flynn-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Davis
Archer-Brooke
O'Keefe-Gray
Yvonne deCarlo
Michaels-Egan
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Dantine-Marianna
Montgomery-Hunter
Elliot-Castle

.Elliott-Castle
Wallace-Sims
Payne-Gray
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
Henreid-Maxwell
L. AndersK. Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Thiess- Douglas
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Carlson-Lundigan
..Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes
Swinburne-Shields
Stack-C. Gray

_ Archer-Hyer
Cochran-Matthews
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Documentary
Cameron-Hunter
Asther-Coleman
H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
Justin-Dahlbeck
Robert Stack
Preston-Scott
Eagan-Michaels
Bergman-Brando

12-53
4-15
4-22
2-27

I 1-53
3-13

I 1-53
8- 12

10-30
9-30
10-16
9-25
7- 15

6- 12
8-21
1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
9- 18

1-16
2-6

1-30
2- 18
10-2
6-26
8-53

12-14
7-53
3-6

7-22
6- 19
9-1

9- 1 I

5-15
5-27
12-53
5-15
7-53
2- 15
9-4

12-53
10-53
5- 15

3-27
I 1-53
10-9
5-8

6- 10

8-53
10-23
8-53
4-20
12-53

Chap

8-24

11-3

6-15
12-29

Sml

Ren

7-27

UNIVERSAL
1)2-53 Features Completed (37) In Production (3)

PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Fa Country. The IT)
Fo Laramie IE)
Saitchewan (EC)

CiylPLETED
Abtt & Costello Go To Mars (77)
Abitt and Costello Meet

I Jekyll & Mr. Hyde (75)
Agist All Flaqs IT) 183)
AlUmerican. The
All Desire l79'/a)
Ba. to God's Country IT)
Bla Castle, The 181)
Cil Beneath the Sea IT) 187)
Conn South IT) 185)
De:t Leqion IT) (86)
Dettrate Moment
Easof Sumatra (T)
roridden

*rais Covers the Big Town (86)
Gei/ieve IT)
Gir in the Night 183)

"

Gl; Web. The I3D) (Tl
Gle Miller Story, The IT)
Gol n Blade. The IT) (81) .

Gr< Sioux Uprising, The IT) 180)
Gurnoke (Tl (79)
" C-ne from Outer Space I3D) (82)

t tppens Every Thursday (80)
Lavind Order IT) (80)
Lav. ss Breed, The IT) (83)
Lon Hand (T) 180)
"/id Pa Kettle in Waikiki
Ma id Pa Kettle on Vacation (75)
Ma id Pa Kettle Hit the Road
Mat rom the Alamo IT) (791
Mix Me at the Fair IT) 1871
Mis sippi Gambler IT) 198)
Wu.e Is Crowned, A (T) (66)
"aics, The (T) (82)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Roman-Stewart
Payne-Blanchard
Ladd-Winters

Abbott & Costello

Rel.

Apr

Abbott-Costello Aug..
Flynn-O'Hara Dec
Curtis-Nelson Oct..
Stanwyck-Carlson July
Hudson-Cochran Nov
McNally-Greene Dec
Ryan-Powers ... Mar
Murphy-Evans June..
Ladd-Dahl Apr
D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
Chandler-Maxwell Oct
Curtis-Dru
Donald O'Connor July
D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
Holden-Farrell Feb
Robinson-Forsythe Nov
Stewart-Allyson
Laurie-Hudson Sept
Chandler-Domergue July
Murphy-Drake Mar
Carlson-Rush June
Young-Forsythe May
Reagan-Malone May
Hudson-Adams Jan..
McCrea-Hale May
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr
Main-Kilbride
Ford-Adams Aug
Dailey-Lynn .... Jan
Power-Laurie Feb..
Documentary June
Conte-Lindfors Nov

No.

316

329
. 305

333
325
403

. 304
308
320
315

334

324

311
401-2

332
. 326

312
322
319
318
306
317

. 314

328
307
310
323

.... 301 ..

Rev.

3-23

12-1

7-13

6-1
3-9

1-26

9-7

6-29
4-20

12-15
1-12

Redhead From Wyoming (T) (80)
Ride Clear of Diablo IT)
Seminole (T) (86)
Stand at Apache River IT) (77)
Take Me to Town IT) 181)
Taia. Son of Cochise I3D) IT)

Titfield Thunderbolt, The (T) ...

Tumbleweed IT)

Thunder Bay IT) 1103)
Veils of Baodad (Tl

Walking Mv Baby Back Home IT)

War Arrow IT)

Wings of the Hawk I3DIIECII8I)
Yankee Pasha IT)

O'Hara-Nicol
Murphy-Duryea
Hudson-Hale
McNally-Adams
Sheridan-Hayden
Hudson-Rush
Holloway-Relph
Murphy-Nelson
Stewart-Dru
Mature-Field
O'Connor-Leigh
O' Hara-Chandler
Adams-Heflin
Chandler-Fleming

Jan

Mar
Sept
June

Dec
Aug
Nov
Dec

Sept

309

313
331

321

405
327
404
406

330

8-24

6-1

Cast

Milland-Kelley

Dauphin-Maiden
Madison-Weldon

Abbott-Costello 12-27 208
Day-Bolger 1-3 209
P. Christian-P. Raymond 6-13 221

Laurence Olivier Special 304

Wayne-Olson 8-30 201
Cooper-Stanwyck 10-17 306
Baxter-Conte 3-28 215

12-1

6-29

9-8
9-21
3-23

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae 5-2
Day-Keel

219

Madison-Lovejoy 7-11

.B. Lancaster 9-27
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-Mac Rae 5-30
Lamas-Dahl 7-25
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy 4-25
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter 2-28
Wayne-Nolan 9-5
Thomas-Lee 2-14
Robinson-Bogart 11-7

Cagney-Hale 10-3

Flynn-Campbell
Roland-Clark
Stanwyck-Mac Murray
Ford-Lynn
Scott-Weldon
Flynn-Campbell ...

Mayo-Coc hran 3-14

223 7-
202 9-

220 5-
8-;

218 4-

213 . 2-

301 8-
212 i-:

. 309
305 9-

211 12-
225 7-:

203 i

4-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No. Rev.

Dial M for Murder I3D)
(All-Media) IWC)

Phantom Ape, The I3D)
lAII-media) IWCI

(ear Guard (3D) lAII-Media) IWC)
COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet Captain

Kidd (SO 170)
April in Paris IT) (101)
Beast from 20.000 Fathoms 180)
Beggar's Opera ITI 194)

Big Jim McLain (90)
Blowing Wild 1901

Blue Gardenia, The 1901

Bounty. Hunter. The I3D)
lAII-media) IWC/

Boy From Oklahoma, The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) 1 102)
Calamity Jane IT)

Charge at Feather River
IWC) I3DI (96)

Crimson Pirate, The IT) (104)
Danger Forward
Desert Sonq. The (110
Diamond Oueen (EC) 1801

Hondo 1 3D I IWC

)

House of Wax IWC) I3D) 188)
His Majesty O'Keefe (T)

I Confess 195)
Island in the Sky 1 109)
Jazz Sinqer. The IT) 1 107)
Key Largo I I 0 I I (Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A IT) 188)
Man Behind the Gun (T) (82)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 1891

Miracle of Fatima IWC) (102)
Moonlighter, The I 3D ) ( 77

)

Plunder of the Sun 182) ...

Ridinq Shotqun IWC)
Sea Rogue (T)

She's Back on Broadway IWCI (95) Mavo-Cochran
She's Working Her Way

Through College IT) (101)
So Big (1011
So This Is Love ( 101 ) ....

South Sea Woman (99)
Springfield Rifle IWC) 193) _

Stop, You're Killing Me (WC) (86)
Story of Will Rogers, The (T) 1 10?)
System, The 190)
Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains IWC)
Treasure of Sierra Madre I I 26) Reissue
Trouble Alonq the Way 1 1 10)

27

9-19
8-29

303
224 8-10

Mayo-Reagan 7-12 128

Wyman-Hayden 10-3 1 307

Grayson-Abel 8-15 226 7-27
Lancaster-Mayo A-27 222 6-15

Cooper-Thaxter 10-25 . 204 10-4

Crawford-Trevor 1-17 210 12-15

Roger, Jr.-Wyman 7-26
Lovejoy-Perrin 4-18
Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk 8-29
Boqart-Huston I 1-7

Wayne-Reed 4-4

129
217

310
216

7-28
4-6

3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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LET'S CELEBRATE
THE HOLIDAYS
TOGETHER
MR. EXHIBITOR!
M-G-M's Got The Big

Holiday-Size Attractions!

The First!

MOGAMBO
(Clark Gable, Ava Gardner—Technicolor)

COLUMBUS DAY launches the topper to "King

Solomon's Mines"! Filmed in Africa!

"TORCH SONG"
[Joan Crawford, Michael Wilding—Technicolor)

Any day is a HOLIDAY when you play it. After

"Sudden Fear" everybody's waiting for Joan

Crawford's new one—her first in Technicolor!

imivc i nc i

HIGH GROUND!''
(Richard Widmark, Karl Maiden, Elaine Stewart—Ansco C r

It sets a New National HOLIDAY! Wait
||

you hear about the wonderful Texas Premi<|;

"ALL THE BROTHERS I

WERE VALIANT"
(Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth—Technicoll

It's Great for ARMISTICE DAY! One of he

year's Biggest! Spectacular romantic advent fe!

"KISS ME KATE If

(Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller—Ansco C r)

Imagine! It's for THANKSGIVING! Ml

America is waiting for that terrific Broa</ay

musical hit in a Big screen musical!

"ESCAPE FROM
FORT BRAVO"

(William Holden, Eleanor Parker, John Forsythe—Ansco 'dor)

MERRY CHRISTMAS! HAPPY NEW Y \R!

It's a REAL holiday attraction no matter 'hea

you play it! Big, romantic, spectacular!

;

"let's start the NEW YEAR rigl l"

"EASY TO LOVE
(Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin—Tech olor) ,

The "Cypress Gardens of Florida" Musical ^ Bi{

Happy Technicolor Show for Big Happ Ne?

Years Holiday Crowds

!
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1st in a Series

On the Significance of

SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION

SLOT TV
Boom ot Menace?

txcluMie ^iL BULLETIN fyatun

By Leonard Coulter

Behind the sheltering San Jacinto Mountains which

divorce it from Los Angeles lies the glittering resort oi

Palm Springs. A millionaires' playground, it is not the

kind of place which normally produces more than a few

fruity paragraphs for the columnists. But it has hecome

the scene of a portentous event : the long-heralded Tele-

meter test of pay-as-you-see television, staged to con-

vince the Federal Communications Commission that this

form of mass entertainment merits official approval.

The timing of the test is ironic. It comes as the

motion picture exhihitor is heing wooed ever more ar-

dently. Everyone is trying to curry his favor : to sell him

screens, lenses, couplers, polarized spectacles—and high-

er rentals. He is being solemnly assured that his future

depends on wide screen projection, that theatre tele-

vision is his safest bet, or that, despite its recent failures,

the third dimension is still a boxoffice force. Never was

the theatreman more sought-after. His purse strings

are heing tugged from half-a-dozen different directions

at once. And at this very moment, in a remote Califor-

nian valley, there looms a development which, on the

face of it, is a vastly more serious matter to him than

commercial television as we know it today. It is more
serious because the major Hollywood studios, which

have religiously kept their product off the TV screen,

have no such united front against subscriber television.

I'aramount, for instance, holds 60 per cent of Telemeter

stock.

The Basic Problem

Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, for

instance, discounts the suggestion that a "showdown"
between the movie theatre and the home theatre is

inevitable. In answer to an inquiry by FILM
HULLFTIX about Paramount's role in the slot TV
picture and how this development might affect theatre-,

Mr. Balaban replied :

/ do not believe that the ivord '.showdown

properly describes the possible future relationship

between these two entertainment media, and I am
certainly not convinced that such a 'showdown , as

you put it. is inevitable.

"There are many, many questions to which ive

ourselves do not have the ansivers and which we are

still seeking. Hopefully, some of these answers will

be forthcoming as a result of the exploratory effort

that will be made on the West Coast Palm Springs

this winter. I am sure that even after the telecasts

are under way using the Telemeter system, there will

be even other problems not yet contemplated which

will arise and have to be solved.

"
. . . Exhibitors as well as ourselves may have to

bide their time pending developments. This com-

pany is primarily devoted to the production of fine

motion pictures and their exhibition through many

thousands of theeatres . . . We are wholly mindful of

the implications involved. As you know, the Palm

Springs experiment is being carried out in associ-

ation with the local exhibitor. Perhaps when all of

the technological and economic issues are clearer, the

time will be ripe to make further detailed comment."

We readily concur with Mr. Balaban's view that other

problems will arise, but surely the basic one is obvious

already. If new films are to be "piped" to people's homes

by the three pay-as-you-see companies already in exi>t-

ance—International Telemeter, Skiatron and Phone-

vision—how will the exhibitor fill his theatre?

The sponsors of subscription TV have chosen to skate

very gingerly over this thin ice. Without saying that it

doesn't matter much what happens to the theatre, so

long as the exhibitor gets a bigger share of the loot, that

thought is implicit in their propaganda. Their reading

of the exhibitor's mentality is not, by the conventional

standards of morality, a very flattering one. They do not

see him on a white charger, championing the cause of

culture. He's just, to them, another business man who
might as well grab a slice of the television trade while

(Continued on Page 8)
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OF THE GALE-LASHED NORTH...

THE SAGA OF A
MIGHTY

CONQUEST

!

...The story

of Peter Keith,

who battled the

fury of the arctic

wilderness for

the lips of a

reckless woman!

HUDSON
MARCIA

HENDERSON

STEVE

COCHRAN
HUGH O'BRIAN • WAPI, Sensational Dog Star mm I TOM ftfffl •mm r HOMO CHRISTIE -A UNIVERSAL INTERNATJONAL PICTURE.

rr
. . . Pictures with that Universal appeal

9>



How To Lick the B. O. Decline?

How To Insure a Flow of Product?

How To Meet Technological Problems?

LITTLE EXHIBITORS

FIGHT FOR

THEIR PLACE
1935 1939 1946 1 91*7 igua 19119 1950 1951 1952 1953

Chart Copyright—Sindlinger & Company, Inc.

Mark Twain's wry remark upon being informed that

his name was carried in a newspaper obituary column,

"Reports of my death are premature," seems to sum up

the situation of the little exhibitor. Doomed by so-called

"experts" to imminent extinction, the small theatremen

who form the bulk of exhibition—those who have played

the key role in making- motion pictures the greatest

mass entertainment medium ever seen—are facing up to

their problems and fighting back against overwhelming

odds.

The problems were never more clearly presented than

at the National Allied convention in Boston. Nor were

their proposed solutions so loaded with practical action.

Posed to the independent theatremen were

:

|| The new techniques—CinemaScope, three-dimen-

sion, stereophonic sound, wide-screen—their high costs,

suitability, which to install, possibility of antiquation,

various aspect ratios, public acceptance.

H Film shortage. Cutback in production by virtually

all film companies, lack of equipment for new technique

films, long early runs, prohibitive terms, pre-releases.

|{
Increasing number of films to be released to com-

mercial television, imminence of subscription TV.

H Admissions tax fight. Necessity to start campaign

all over again after coming so close to victory.

his view of the

ais reflects the

iber tone of Allied

aders during the

nston convention,

eo F. Wolcott is

I the microphone,

'inked on the left

t W. A. Carroll

id Wilbur Snaper;

1 the right by

•Hun Rifkin and
<ite Yamins.

Competitive bidding.

H Arbitration.

||
Ignorance of facts about their own business as well

as the industry in general.

An imposing list, one which would strike doubts, if

not terror, in any but the most doughty. But a man fight-

ing for existence and for his rightful place in an industry

which he helped build is not to be put off. The little

theatreman, as personified at the Allied meeting, is

showing a grim determination to retain his stake in the

future of the business. He wants to participate in the

renaissance that is promised by the new technological

developments, a promise that, if fulfilled, might even

bring greater prosperity than ever before. He doesn't

want this revolution to be limited to a nucleus of select

key runs. He is aware that there are those who envision

conversion of movie business into something akin to the

legitmate theatre and restricted runs, big admission

prices, etc. The movies were born and nurtured by the

dwindling number of playhouses because the flickers

offered entertainment that the great bulk of the public

could afford. Television is threatening to do the same
thing to the movies that the latter did to stage presen-

tations. Now, however, the little theatreman has served

notice that he wants in on the type of product—and

(Continued on Page 23)



"Marry Me Again"

Su4i*te44 ^<zti*t$ GOO
Rates best for family houses. Type of comedy they used

to love before new techniques—and still long for in ma-

jority of theatres. A feather at the funnybone, best with

large audience. Will amuse any type of clientele. Word-

of-mouth should help sub-runs. Short running time makes

it logical dualler.

RK( ) did well by previewing this Alex Gottlieb film

to get big audience reaction, fur it is the type of broad

comedy that generates contagious laughter. Lots of bed-

room innuendo (inoffensive), broad comedy, slick direc-

torial touches. Marie Wilson in her usual not-so-dumb

blonde role aided considerably by hopping script. Robert

Cummings expert in broad comic portrayal. Mass audi-

ences will roar at situations and business tidbits, spiced

with dashes of pathos. Fast-paced script follows about-

to-be marital difficulties of the pair as initial ceremony

is interrupted by Cummings' call to the service (done

cleverly in credits at the opening), his balking on his re-

turn because he learns Wilson has inherited a million

dollars, and, finally, the consummation w hen she gives

money away to a veterans' housing project. Barn

RKO Radio. 72 Minutes. Robert Cummings, Marie Wilson. Ray Walker, Mary
Costa, Jess Barker, Lloyd Corrigan, Jane Vincent, Richard Gaines, Moroni

Olsen. Producer, Alex Gottlieb. Director, Frank Tashlin.

"The Joe Louis Story"

'gutinet* IZatitf OOO
Rating applies to general runs where exploited. Tops for

action houses and those catering to Negro market. Can-

did unveiling of great boxer's career has enough heart,

human interest to keep any audience engrossed. Lack of

names only serious drawback.

Ranks high among fight pictures. Traces career of

famed "Brown Bomber" in and out of ring in surprising-

ly frank and realistic manner. Clips for actual fight films

well integrated with staged shots. Coley Wallace, rank-

ing heavyweight contender, makes thoroughly satis-

factory young Joe, often uncannily in resemblance and

mannerisms. Special laurels to James Edwards as Joe's

mentor. Jack Blackburn; Hilda Simms as wife Marva,

and Paul Stewart as newspaperman (also film's com-

mentator J. Story covers two decades, taking Louis from

beginnings in Golden Gloves to the night when Marci-

ano put a period to his career. Fine treatment of Louis

romance and family life. Exploitangles include heart-

warming story, Louis popularity, sock fight scenes UA-
Silliphant pre-selling.

L A pressbook offers effectively varied set of ads, ex-

ploitation material. Ads feature Louis punch, revelation

o! "True Story Behind the Poker Face" and candid de-

piction. "Told with I loldness that Will Shock You." Barn

United Artists. 87 Minutes. Coley Wallace, Paul Stewart, James Edwards,

Hnaa Simms, John Marley, Dotts Johnscn. Producer, Stirling Silliphant. Di-

rector, Robert Gordon.

"Vicki"

SutineM. IRati*? OOO
Rating is for action market. Fair-plus grosses in prospect

for general runs with proper selling. Realistic hard-hitting

"whodunit" tailored for sex-violence campaign.

Slick and fast-moving murder yarn similar in style

and theme to the 1944 film "Laura". Gripping interest

built on smart acting and authentic story treatment.

Numerous exploitation angles. Suspense and violence

generated by neurotic detective's ( Richard Boone),

efforts to "railroad" murder suspect (Elliot Reid). Sex

provided by overly ambitious model w ho used what she

had to get what she wanted. Edge-of-the-seat melo-

drama supplied by Reid's search for the real killer. Pub-

licity agent Reid and newspaper columnist, Casey

Adams, take waitress Jean Peters and skyrocket her to

the position of New York's top model and night club

songstress. She ungratefully deserts Reid at the first op-

portunity. Shortly after, Peters is murdered and Reid is

the prime suspect. Rest of story deals with solution of

crime and mild romance between Reid and Peter's sister,

Jeanne Crain. Boone's cruel-cop performance is impres-

sive.

Pressbook makes its pitch with "The violent world of

'\ icki' and the men who made her what she was"—"If

men want to look at me . . . why shouldn't they pay

for it !" Neil

20th Century-Fox. 85 Minutes. Jeanne Crain, Jean Peters, Elliot Reid, Richard

Boone, Casey Adams, Alex D'Arcy. Producer, Leonard Goldstein. Directeor,

Harry Horner.

"Veils of Bagdad"

Su4ine44 IReUcKf O O
Rating will be slightly better in action spots and nabor-

hoods, where the obvious exploitangles are given big play.

Victor Mature marquee draw, sex angles, Technicolor

offer exploitables, but most adult audiences will find fa-

miliar adventure plot too familiar. Weakest for dis-

criminating clientele.

Sixteenth century Bagdad in a going-over repeated

countless times on screen. Victor Mature's resurgence

as a b.o. draw on strength of his role in "The Robe", plus

Mari Blanchard physical charms and exotic atmosphere

may lift it slightly above average Oriental Technicolor

"thriller", if exploited to the hilt. Mature plays a chain '

pion of the ( )ttoman empire, fighting against despots

from Bagdad, foiling plotters' attempts to take over the

land through boudoir and brawn. Blanchard is seduc-

tive as dancer. Albert Cohen's production good.

Mature-Blanchard romance dominates in ad-art dis-

played in pressbook. Copy spotlights both sex and

action
—

"Stolen Nights of Pagan Pleasure! Wild Days

of Reckless Adventure ! ... In the sin-city of w orld !" Phii

Universal-International, 82 Minutes. Victor Mature, Mari Blanchard, Virginia

Field, Guy Rolfe, James Arness, Palmer Lee, Nick Cravat, Ludwig Donath

Producer, Albert J. Cohen. Director, George Sherman.

Gct4iHC4A IZatotf OOOO TOPS OOO GOOD Q O AVERAGE O POOR
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THEATRE TRADE SHOWS- OCT. 26
Important To Read This!

We have planned the Theatre Trade Shows of M-G-M's marvelous color musical "KISS ME
fCATE" in a manner suited to the stature of this famed musical hit of two continents.

The Theatre Trade Shows make it possible for showmen to see how "KISS ME KATE" is

>resented in both 3-D and flat, with wide screen and stereophonic sound, in full color glory.

Vt the Theatre Trade Shows, with audiences, you will realize how M-G-M, creator of the screen's

;reatest musicals, has immortalized another great stage property in a screen production rich with

ts famed songs, eye-filling in its spectacular beauty, Big in its renowned entertainment qualities,

ee it and enter M-G-M's "Lucky 7" showmanship contest for Big Money Prizes!

1-G-M presents "KISS ME KATE" starring Kathryn Grayson • Howard Keel • Ann Miller • with Keenan Wynn • Bobby Van • James
/hitmore • Kurt Kasznar • Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley • Based upon the play produced on the stage by Lemuel Ayers and Arnold Saint
ubber • Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter • Play by Samuel and Bella Spewack • Photographed in Ansco Color • Print by Technicolor

Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Jack Cummings

THE COMING INDUSTRY EVENT IS M-G-M's FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION
"KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (Technicolor)



SLOT TV
(Continued from Page 3)

the grabbing's good. How is he to do it? Simple! The

attraction he is playing at his theatre is made available

to the TV subscription agency in his locality, which

makes over to him a percentage of its "take" from home

subscribers. Even if the theatre is empty the exhibitor

may still make money. That's the theory. How long it

would be before his cooperation became unnecessary is

an aspect of the issue which is being studiously avoided.

Lure to Hollywood

To be candid, the metered television companies

haven't bothered overmuch with the exhibitor up to

now, so far as their sales pitch is concerned. They are

much more concerned at this time with the U. S. Govern-

ment and with Hollywood. Telemeter, for instance, has

been disseminating figures calculated to impress film

producers. We quote from one of the company's bro-

chures :

"Right now, the top gross a studio can expect from one

TV film showing is around $75,000, while it can gross

around $7 million from a Quo Vadis showing in thea-

tres. That's why you don't get 'A' movies on television.

But by 1955 a movie showing to only 30 per cent of the

available TV sets at $1 a set would gross $15,000,000.

Consider that figure a moment, and you'll see w hy Tele-

meter's makers believe their gadget will replace the

Oscar in Hollywood's affections."

In other words, the argument now being touted is that

if the Government could be persuaded to authorize pay-

as-you-see television, and Hollywood would supply fea-

ture films, the motion picture theatre would become

secondary to the home TV set as a source of revenue to

the industry. Whether Hollywood will rise to the bait

is as yet uncertain, but the lure must be a tempting one

to any film producer.

To the Government this new-found industry's ap-

proach is, of course, less mercenary. In Philadelphia, on

October 7, James M. Landis, former Dean of the Har-

vard Law School, took up the cudgels on behalf of sub-

scription TV generally and the Skiatron system in par-

ticular. He told the city's Television Association that

without pay-as-you-see TV a large area in the U. S.

would be without television because the poor advertiser

just couldn't afford to spend another dime!

"Within the Year!"

Dean Landis' remarks, of course, were a godsend to

Skiatron, and incidentally to its competitors, for if the

support of the Federal Communications Commission is

to be won, it must first be made to feel that coin-in-the-

slot systems are in the public interest and will provide a

service Otherwise unobtainable. Dean Landis took that

line in his Philadelphia speech, in which he also dis-

closed that the Skiatron Electronics & Television Cor-

poration was about to apply to the FCC for commercial

operation of its system, adding that he believed action

w ould be taken on the request "within the next year".

Note the phrase "within the next year". This question

of subscription telev ision cannot be shrugged off as a

vague, remote possibility. Is there any validity, then, in

the statement that the time is "not ripe" to answer show-

men's queries? Until when are exhibitors to "bide their

time"? Is it unrealistic to say that a "showdown" is in-

evitable between theatre movie men and home movie

men ?

"All the national advertising budgets in America",

said Dean Landis the other day, "which now are dis-

tributed between newspapers, magazines, radio and tele-

vision, would be insufficient to support 500 television

stations operating ten hours daily throughout the

country, if TV station and program costs for 1952 are

any criterion. Already more than 480 such stations have

been authorized by the FCC and some 350 of these are

expected to be in operation next year. Channels for

2,000 have been allocated.

"In 1952, advertisers spent about $370,000,000 on tele-

vision, and during much of that year there were only

108 stations in operation. Based on that 1952 figure, it

would cost at least four times that $370,000,000 to sup-

port the 480 stations which already have been projected,

<>r the stupendous sum of $1,480,000,000. The total na-

tional advertising revenue of all four media, newspapers,

magazines, radio and television, in 1952 was only $1,423,-

004,986, or slightly less than it would take to support the

480 stations now authorized.

"Where, then, is the money coming from to support

the 2,000 stations for which channels have been allo-

cated? The only possible answer is the revenue to he

derived from subscription television ... It will open up

and keep open many additional telecasting channels for

advertising sponsors, to be used when they want them or

need them."

More and More TV
Arguing that subscription television is both necessary

and inevitable, the Dean made this further prediction

:

"Pay-as-you-see TV will supplement the sponsored

programs and not supplant them. In fact, it will open

and keep open so many television stations that there will

be plenty of room for both the free programs and the

pay-as-you-see programs."

That, in brief, is the outlook with which motion pic-

ture exhibitors are confronted today—more and still

more television in the home, bigger and better TV at-

tractions. That is the kind of pressure being applied to

the FCC. That is part of the background—only a tiny'

fragment of it—to the Telemeter tests now being staged

at Palm Springs.

Can anyone, even on the slender evidence presented

above, doubt any longer that under the shadow of the

San Jacinto Mountains, as Red Buttons would say

"strange things are happening"?

It is doubtful whether slot-TV could live withoul

Hollywood. All the companies now attempting to secun

FCC approval for their service naturally make grea

play of the public benefits which would accrue to tin

nation if, for instance, it could shatter the economic wal

built up around educational TV.
The FCC has reserved 242 ultra high frequency chan

nels for assignment to universities, colleges and othe

educational groups and institutions, for a limited perioc

If those channels are not taken up and used, they ma

forever be lost for educational stations. So, the slot-T^

experts are urging, let us get in and break the deadlocl

Through payment of very small fees—dropped into th
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... ffoom or* Menace?
TV slot—entire families could continue their education

through courses broadcast via subscription television

from a college or a university. Those fees would finance

the educational station, giving it the strength to grow

and benefit the community. Without subscription TV
these "universities of the air" might never become oper-

ative, bcause they have no sources of revenue.

That is one of the "public service" thoughts which the

slot-TV companies are dropping into official ears. An-

other is that they could furnish specialized educational

and informational courses for groups such as doctors

and surgeons—courses which are not now available on

sponsored TV. Grand opera, too, could be taken into the

homes of millions who now never have an opportunity

of seeing it. For example, the financial woes of the Met-

ropolitan Opera Company, it is said, could be ended if

its performances were carried several times a year on

subscriber TV. A Broadway hit like "South Pacific"

could reach many more customers in one performance on

slot TV that it could reach in years if confined to one

theatre.

Scalpel, Please!

These ideas, however, as must be obvious to anyone

> who knows anything about show business, could never

in themselves make coin-in-the-slot television a worth-

while business proposition. There is no mass demand

for the "Met"; nor is there ever likely to be. There are

not millions of doctors and surgeons waiting, dime in

hand, to be taught their business by television. And the

desire for education by television is scarcely likely to

open a bonanza.

No, it is very evident that the pay-as-you-see purvey-

ors would be dependent to an enormous extent on

motion pictures as a steady source of big revenue—and

they would need to be new pictures, not re-issues. They
would have to be superlatively good pictures before the

public would abandon its present-day free TV entertain-

ment to pay for seeing them. In short, they would have

to be films of the kind which the motion picture exhibi

tor himself needs most.

The Skiatron company, realizing this, makes no bones

about its eagerness to obtain Hollywood's finest. This

is the pitch it makes:

"Television already has cut deeply into motion pic-

ture attendance. Because of the economic problems in-

i volved, none of the major film companies has released

its new pictures for the vast TV audience. Subscription

TV will eliminate that economic barrier, and make it

profitable for the motion picture companies to release

their best and new films to the potential audience of

millions, who could pay nominal fees to see the shows
m their homes.

"Samuel Goldwyn, in referring to pay-as-you-see tele-

vision, said 'The range of possibilities which this pros-

pect opens to motion picture producers is almost limit

less, for every television set owner becomes as much a

boxoffice prospect inside his home as outside it'.

"It is a sound assumption," adds Skiatron, "that w hen

the motion picture producers art' shown that they can

make more money by releasing their first run pictures to

controlled TV" systems with an ultimate potential oi

fifty million home screens that they will do just that."

There is even more specific information available on

this point—information which will set many an exhibitor

back on his heels when he realizes its full significance.

It comes from Carl Lesserman, Telemeter's executive

vice-president. Commenting on the forthcoming Palm
Springs tests, he says: "Telemeter will offer something

better than a sponsor can afford. If it is used in volume

we feel we can give movie producers 75 to 90 per cent of

the return. That's why producers are so interested in

it." Lesserman added that all major Hollywood pro-

ducers but one (the exception is Twentieth Century-

Fox—Ed.) had promised to provide first-run films for

the experiment. Paramount's entry is expected to be

"Forever Female", starring Ginger Rogers and William

I [olden.

There is little need to pose the question : will the

public be prepared to pay to see the Telemeter test

films? If sponsored television, with its incredibly low

entertainment standard, keeps people out of the theatre,

it is fairly certain that first-run pictures of good quality

w ill attract many home-viewers if the price is right. And
at Palm Springs the charge to be made to viewers will

be the same as the admission price at the participating

theatre.

The Telemeter test is bound to unsettle further an

already disturbed industry. During the past few months

there have been indications of a boxoffice revival. The
promise of wide screen prosperity is not all pie in the

sky, but it certainly has stimulated keener competition

among movie makers, which must inevitably result in

higher-grade product even of the standard 2D variety,

like "From Here to Eternity", and it has evoked wide

public interest, as evidenced by the record-smashing per-

formance of "The Robe". And at this very moment the

slot TV companies have decided to redouble their ener-

gies, to increase their pressure on the FCC and to paint

to Hollywood's producers the rosiest possible picture of

the prosperity they would share if they plunged into the

pay-as-you-see swim.

For the time being the slot-TV sponsors have re-

frained from entering into any discussion of the question

wdiich now becomes of paramount consequence to

America's film exhibitors : the question of whether pay-

as-you-see television is competitive with the theatre.

Perhaps the reason is that for the time being the exhibi-

tor has his- uses as, for instance, in the Palm Springs

test. Perhaps another factor is that, unless and until the

Federal Communications Commission gives slot TV the

green light, and it gets into active operation, I lolly-

wood's producers would not be so foolish as to commit

themselves to releasing top new product to it, for fear

of antagonizing the exhibitor.

The situation, clearly explosive, has at least one bright

aspect for the theatres. That is wide screen film projec

tion. For wide screen is something which cannot be

duplicated on television. If for no other reason than

that, 'Scope projection deserves all the encouragement

exhibitors can give it.

NEXT ISSUE: HOW SLOT TV WORKS
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ALLIED ARTISTS

AA Production Plans Seen

Big Aid in Film Shortage

ALLIED ARTISTS, WITH A BACK-
log of 13 completed films, a pair in produc-

tion, and three more slated to roll later this

month, promises to play an important role

in solving the impending product shortage

which has so many exhibitors worried. Un-
like most companies, which are paring their

output for the 1953-54 season, AA will actu-

ally step up its releases to 35—three more
than during the 1952-53 period. President

Steve Broidy has announced that he intends

to keep the schedule flexible, allowing for

still additional pictures should the market

warrant it.

The current backlog is the largest in AA
history. Included are: "Jack Slade" (Mark
Stevens, Dorothy Malone)

; "Fighter Attack"

(Sterling Hayden, Joy Paide, J. Carroll

Naish), in color; "Jennifer" (Ida Lupino,

Howard Duff); "Dragonfly Squadron" (John
Hodiak, Barbara Britton, Bruce Bennett);

"Riot In Cell Block 11" (Neville Brand, Leo
Gordon); "House in the Sea" (Richard

Conte, Joan Bennett, Wanda Hendrix);

"Pride of the Blue Grass" (Lloyd Bridges,

Margaret Sheridan), in color; "Private Eyes"
(Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall); "Hot News"
(Stanley Clements); "Bomba and the Golden

Idol" (Johnny Sheffield); "Yukon Venge-
J.nce" (Kirby Grant); "Vigilante Terror"

(Bill Elliott) and "Texas Badmen" (Wayne
Morris).

Currently before the cameras are two
Technicolor productions, "Arrow in the

Dust" (Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Keith

Larsen)—Hayes Goetz producer, Lesley Se-

lander director; and "The Ghost of O'Leary"

(Yvonne De Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald, David

Niven)—Mario Zampi producing and direct-

ing, in England.

Negotiations have also been completed for

Allied Artists to release "World For Ran-

som" (Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart, Patric

Know Its), a Plaza Productions, Ltd. feature,

directed by Robert Aldrich.

Sel to roll later in the month are: "Paris

Bombshells" (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall)—
Bi ii Schwalb producer, William Beaudine di-

rector; "Bitter Creek" (Hill Elliott) in color

—Vincent M. Fennelly associate producer,

Thomas Carr director, and "Off the Record"

(Barry Sullivan)—a Lindsley Parsons pro-

duction, directed by Harold Schuster.
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COLUMBIA

Columbia Concentrating

On Quality, Not Quantity

CURRENTLY RIDING THE CREST
of the wave, financially speaking, Columbia

is about to launch its most ambitious produc-

tion splurge since prior to World War II.

Although the volume of production will be

held in check, studio toppers are going all

out to hypo quality of the product through

the use of bigger names and more costly

story properties.

Principal credit for the new record on do-

mestic rentals goes to "From Here to Eter-

nity," which has been breaking house records

wherever it plays. However, Columbia execs

are insisting that the credit must be shared

by such other current releases as "The
Stranger Wore A Gun" (Randolph Scott),

"Salome" (Rita Hayworth), "Cruisin' Down
the River" and "China Adventure".

Samples of the bigger type of productions

which the company is planning are: "The
Human Beast" (Olivia de Havilland), by

Kmile Zola, rolling October 27—Lewis J.

Kachmil producing, Fritz Lang directing;

and "The Pleasure Is All Mine," for which

Betty Grable is still being sought. Another

project is the plan for Louis B. Mayer to

produce his "Joseph and the Brethren" as a

joint venture with the Gower Street outfit.

Mr. Mayer has made no commitment as yet.

In a new tie-in with the patent holders on

the Nord System of single-strip 3D film,

Columbia will make immediately available to

any exhibitor who requests it prints in the

Nord System of any of the studio's films

which have been made in the depth dimen-

sion.

Four pictures will be in production on the

Columbia lot by the end of October. They
are: "Massacre at Moccasin Pass" (Phil

Carey, Audrey Totter, Charlita)—Wallace

McDonald producer, Fred S. Sears director;

Katzman's "Saracen Blade" (Ricardo Mont-

alban, Betta St. John) Technicolor—William

Castle directing; "Little Giant" (Mickey

Rooney)—Jonie Taps producer, Richard

Quine director, and "The Human Beast"

(Olivia de Haviland)—Fritz Lang directing.

In addition, the Warwick Productions' inde-

pendent company is shooting "The Black

Knight" (Alan Ladd) Technicolor, for Co-

lumbia release in Spain, Tay Garnett direct-

ing.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

8-12 Films in Britain

With U.S. Stars for '54

ROBERT L. LIPPERT HAS RETUR
ed from London, where he conferred wi

executives of Exclusive Films on a 1954 pi

duction slate which is expected to reach

total of eight and possibly 12 pictures, util

ing American star personalities.

First of the group to roll for '54 rele

will be "Blackout"' (Dane Clark), whi

should be under way by the time this read

print.

The only other feature currently shooti

for Lippert release is "My Pal She

(Charles Chaplin, Jr.), which Robert

Lippert, Jr., is producing and William Ck

ton directing, on location on the Califon

mountains. This marks Chaplin's secol

movie appearance, and his first leading rc

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYEF

Big Backlog Gives Studio

40-Picture Program to Augusj

DORE SCHARY HAS PROMISjl

exhibitors that his company will releas. i

minimum of 40 pictures during the com

year. At the same time, the studio chief

clared that Metro's production schedule c

for 18 to 20 "big" pictures to be made by

studio by next August. A heavy back

of completed pictures make possible the

picture releasing slate.

Of the 18 to 20 pictures to be made i

year, some will be in CinemaScope, som

3D, and all will be lensed for general (al

2 to 1 ratio) wide-screen exhibition,

productions will be selected from the c

pany's file of 27 stories which are alread

completed script form.

Heading the list of projects for '54 wil >

the long-planned remake of "Ben Hur,

be filmed in CinemaScope and wide-sc

process. Among the others already sele

are: "Valley of the Kings" (Eleanor Pa

Robert Taylor, Carlos Thompson), tcpe

made in Egypt—Robert Pirosch direct ?

"Brigadoon" (Gene Kelly, Cyd CharissB

Arthur Freed producer, Vincente MinJl

director; "The Student Prince" (Ann B|h

Edmund Purdom)—Joe Pasternak prod

(Continued on PagtW
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Film Shortage & Survival

Topic of Allied Convention

While the Allied convention in Boston

dealt with many of the age-old problems be-

setting independent exhibitors (rentals, clear-

ances, pre-releases, etc.), the most important

issues of the 1953 conclave was the looming

2D product shortage, and how the little thca-

treman was to cope with new technological

developments.

Since many independents had their backs

to the wall, fighting for survival, it was ex-

pected that this year's meeting would touch

off a brilliant display of industry fireworks.

Keynote speaker, Trueman Rcmbusch,
launched the first rocket when he urged ex-

hibitors to gain voting control of several

major film companies through stock pur-

chases. With this control, said Rembusch,
independent theatremen would be in a posi-

tion to end abusive trade practices and assure

themselves of an adequate flow of product.

A committee was appointed to study invest-

ment possibilities, but not to the point of ob-

taining voting control as suggested by Rem-
busch.

20th-Fox's volcanic Spyros P. Skouras
urged another solution for the small theatres.

He told the convention they must give their

patrons something they can't get from TV
by using the new technical developments.

Skouras emphasized that Fox CinemaScope
productions will not be available in standard

versions. He said that arrangements had
been made with equipment companies to give

exhibitors easy terms for the purchasing and
installation of CS equipment.

Turning to arbitration, the Allied board
stood firm on the position taken in February,

1952, when they proposed the establishment

of an all-inclusive system for the entire in-

dustry. In addition, the board stated that

they cannot see any benefit in an arbitration

plan that: (1) does not provide for the arbi-

tration of film rentals and selling policies on

a national and regional basis. (2) counten-
ances the pre-release of pictures even on a

limited scale. (3) does not prohibit the in-

itiation of competitive bidding in any situ-

ation except upon the written demand of one
of the exhibitors involved.

Among the more important resolutions

passed were: (1) elimination of unreasonable
and unlawful clearances. (2) wide screens be
standardized at 2 to 1. (3) 20th Century-Fox
produce and release enough 2D product to

relieve the film shortage during the transition

to CinemaScope. (4) Fox test screens and
equipment for CS, other than what has al-

ready been approved.

After renewing Allied's membership in

COMPO, the board named Wilbur Snaper
to succeed Trueman Rembusch as one of the

directors of COMPO. Rembusch declined

the position because of business and personal

reasons.
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WB Sales Policies Set

Warner Bros, gathered its sales force to-

gether in Chicago to set distribution plans

on product coming during the next four

months. Sales chief Ben Kalmenson told his

district managers that "each picture will be

available in the forms which give it maxi-

mum box office returns. We are selling

motion pictures—stories, multi-million dollar

production values—not aspect ratios and di-

mensions." He emphasized that there will

be a variety of product for every kind of

theatre situation.

Kalmenson told his district managers that

"you can assure every exhibitor that the aim
of Warner Bros, is to provide quality enter-

tainment for the quantity market. Every
picture on our schedule will be marketed so

as to reach the maximum possible audience."

High Court To Hear 'M' Case
A new chapter in the industry's battle

against the right of the states to censor films

began when the Supreme Court agreed to

hear an appeal brought by Superior Films,

Inc. challenging Ohio's film censorship code.

The Ohio Department of Education banned
the showing of the motion picture "M" as

harmful, and the State Supreme Court up-

held the ruling.

This hearing may closely parallel "The
Miracle" case, which resulted in a ruling that

New York State did not have the right to

censor films as "sacrilegious." A favorable

decision for Superior Films could be an im-

portant step in the industry's fight to have all

state censorship declared unconstitutional.

Disney Film Distributed

by National Film Service

Walt Disney's first True Life Adventure
program, "The Living Desert," will be dis-

tributed by National Film Service, Inc., ac-

cording to Leo F. Samuels, sales chief of

the newly minted Buena Vista Film Distri-

buting Co. Buena Vista will handle actual

sales, booking, advertising and publicity. All

other exchange functions, including billing,

collection, cashiering, servicing of acces-

sories, prints and trailers will fall to NFS.
A nation-wide exchange operation, headed

by James P. Clark, of Philadelphia, NFS has

established facilities for these functions in its

33 branch offices.

ROBE' ROLLS ON
"The Robe" grossed a fabulous

$1,000,000 for an all-time record as it

wound up its fourth week at the Roxy.
This first CinemaScope production has

broken every house record with each

week better than the last. Total grosses

for four weeks in 25 situations, topped

$3,000,000.

Thirty-one key theatres across the

nation are now playing this 20th-Fox

bonanza, with six new openings sche-

duled.

All 20th-Fox Film To Get

'Robe' Promotion Treatment

20th-Fox ad chief Charles Einfeld is linini

up his promotional guns again in preparatic

for the barrage that will herald the releasee

the company's program of 16 CinemaScop
productions, 10 standard Panoramic Prodtu
tions, and other future films distributed b

Fox. Einfeld said the campaign will rivs

that given "The Robe" and all openings c

CS productions as well as other major com
pany attractions will be supervised and cor

ducted as important regional events.

Addressing a session of the company's nsi

tional sales conference, Einfeld emphasize

that the same care and planning that wer

into pre-selling of "The Robe" will be use

on other soon-to-be-released films. These ir

elude "How to Marry a Millionaire," "B<

neath the 12-Mile Reef," "Prince Valiant

and "Hell and High Water". He said th;

long range planning and a flexibility of aj

proach to publicity, advertising and exploit;

tion will be followed to insure the propc

selection and timing of campaigns using n;

tional and local media.

People
in the Mews

Spyros Skouras was the recipient of thn

awards for "The Robe" within two days:

scroll from the motion picture committee

the General Federation of Women's Club

ditto from the Broadway Association for t!

better business it is bringing to the enti

Broadway area, and a special award by t!

N. Y. State Optometric Ass'n and for "oi

standing contribution to visual progress at

furtherance of the science of optics at

better vision" by introduction of Cinemj

Scope . . . Roy M. Brewer, recently resign

as intern'l rep of IATSE, has joined Alii

Artists as executive assistant to presidei

Steve Broidy. Brewer will "work closel

with vice presidents G. Ralph RranK,

Harold Mirisch and executive produi'

Walter Mirisch, as well as Broidy, accordi

to the AA chief . . . One of the youngest

timers in the industry, 55-year-old Bob F

hard, head of RKO's Eastern District, gl

a sales drive in his honor during the moi

of December. He has been with RKO sirp

1920 . . . Motion Picture Pioneers' dim

saluting Barney Balaban as Pioneer of
f

Year will have the nation's No. 1 toa-

master, George Jessel, handling the assc-

ation's 15th anniversary affair . . . Amcjl

the new members to be inducted is Abrali i

A. Spitz, 100-year-old showman from Prcf

dence . . . Ward Pennington, returns to Pa

mount as San Francisco sales manager,

resigned early this year as the Denver brat i

head . . . National Theatres head Charlesi-

Skouras has agreed to serve as chairman I

the S. Cal. Tax Repeal Campaign Commit!',

replacing Al O'Keefe, who has moved ;

business to New York.
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BATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER RAVES:

"few comedy smash hit at Orpheum!

.Marry Me Again drew more laughs

tian any other comedy of recent

remory!...lt's fortunate in having

t/o stars who know the fun-making

bisiness thoroughly !... Marie Wilson

vins favor before large and laughing

aidiences! . . .The house was packed

aid the applause terrific!?..AND THE

BISINESS EVEN TOPPED THE RAVES!

Marie Wilson &

Robert Cummirtgs

AGAIN
with RAY WALKER • MARY COSTA • JESS BARKER

Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB • Written and Directed by FRANK TASHLIN

Oisir
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Mervyn LeRoy director; "Seven Brides for

Seven Brothers" (Jane Powell, Howard Keel,

Rusty Tamblyn)—Jack Cummings producer,

Stanley Donen director; "Beau Brummell"

(Elizabeth Taylor, Stewart Granger, Peter

Ustonov)—Sam Zimbalist producer, Curtis

Bernhardt director; "Deep In My Heart"

(Jose Ferrer), Sigmund Romberg biopic

—

Roger Edens producer, Stanley Donen di-

rector.

Also: "Green Fire" (Clark Gable, Eleanor

Parker)—Armand Deutsch producer, Ric-

hard Thorpe director; "Scarlet Coat" (Robert

Taylor, Michael Wilding)—Nicholas Nay-

fack producer; "My Most Intimate Friend"

(Ava Gardner, Eana Turner)—George Wells

producer; "Athena" (Esther Williams, Janet

Leigh, Debbie Reynolds)—Joe Pasternak

producer, George Sidney director; "St. Louis

Woman" (Ava Gardner, Gene Kelly, Frank

Sinatra)—Arthur Freed producer, George

Sidney director; "Many Rivers to Cross"

(Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker)—Jack

Cummings producer; "French Quarter"

(Fred Astaire, Dolores Gray)—Arthur Freed

producer, Vincente Minnelli director; "Hit

the Deck" (Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds,

Vic Damone)—Joe Pasternak producer;

"The Paris Story" (Ava Gardner)—Sam
Zimbalist producer.

Now shooting are: "Rose Marie" (Ann
Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas) in

CinemaScope and Technicolor — Arthur

Hornblow, Jr., producer, Mervyn LeRoy di-

rector; "True and the Brave" (Gable,

Turner, Mature), in Technicolor—Gottfried

Reinhardt director; "Panther Squadron"

(Van Johnson, Dewey Martin, Walter Pid-

geon, Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn, Louis

Calhern), in Ansco Color—Henry Berman
producer, Andrew Marton director; and

"Bad Day at Black Rock" (Spencer Tracy)

—George Schnee producer, George Sidney

director.

PARAMOUNT

Para to Offer "Redheads,"

"Tangier" in Both Flat & 3D

DISAPPOINTING RETURNS ON
early 3D showings of "Those Redheads from

Seattle" reportedly prompted Paramount to

make a hasty shift in its releasing plans for

that musical. It is now being offered either

in 3D or 2D, at the option of the individual

exhibitor. The same procedure will be fol-

lowed on "Flight To Tangier".

Paramount, with three pictures now before

the cameras, has scheduled the start of five

more before the end of the year.

Currently in production are: "White

Christmas" (Ring Crosby, Danny Kaye,

Rosemary Clooney, Vera Ellen), on which

the studio is using Technicolor and its new
double-frame, wide-screen camera; "Sabrina

hair" (Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,

William Holden, Walter Hampden), also in

wide screen; and the Hal Wallis production,

"About Mrs. Leslie" (Shirley Booth).

Coming up during the next two and one-

half months are: "Legend of the Inca"

(Charlton Heston, Nicole Maurey, Wendell

Corey) Technicolor—Mel Epstine producer,

Jerry Hopper director; "Living It Up"
(Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis), also in Techni-

color and wide screen—Paul Jones producer,

Jerry Hopper director; George Pal's "Con-

quest of Space"; Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear

Window" and Perlberg-Seaton's "The
Bridges at Toko-ri".

An important deal has just been inked

with the Italian producing team of Ponti-De

Laurentiis for Western Hemisphere distri-

bution of seven forthcoming productions.

First of the features to roll will be "Judith

and Holofernes" (Yul Brynner, Silvana Man-
gano)—Jean Negulesco directing. Another

important feature included in the deal is the

recently completed "Ulysses" (Kirk Doug-
las).

Plans have been announced to remake

"The Covered Wagon", starting early next

year, with Irving Asher producing and

Michael Curtiz directing.

The Paramount wide-screen camera, which

will be used on practically all of the com-

pany's future productions, differs from most

others, in that it exposes a 72 mm double-

frame with film fed horizontally from mag-

azines which are placed at the side of the

lens, rather than in the conventional vertical

position. The coarse-grain negative is optic-

ally printed into a positive 35mm frame,

which, when projected, is reputed to give a

w ide-screen picture which eliminates all fuzz-

iness—which has been present around the

edges in other systems.

REPUBLIC

New Inde Production Plan

Launched With Van Upp Pact

THE FIRST MAJOR PRODUCTION
agreement reached under Republic's new
plan for financing independent producers has

been worked out between Yates and Virginia

Van Upp. Miss Van Upp will write and pro-

duce the film version of her original play,

"The Big Whistle," dealing with the Allied

underground in West Germany and the infil-

tration of the network into East Germany.

Yates will leave for Germany within the

next few weeks to coordinate production

plans for the picture, which is scheduled to

go before the cameras in December.

With the start of "Johnny Guitar" (Joan

Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Scott Brady,

Mercedes McCambridge), today, Republic

relights the soundstages, after a ten day lull.

"Guitar," which will be produced and di-

rected by Nick Ray, will be followed later in

the week by "The Outcast" (no casting an-

nounced), which William A. Seiter will pro-

duce and direct. On November 4, Producer-

Director puts "Shanghai Story (not cast)

before the cameras.

In reply to a query from a recent Allied

States convention in Boston, Republic presi-

dent H. J. Yates declared that Republic has

no plans for making films in either Cinema-

Scope or 3D during the coming year, and

further assured the exhibitors that his com-

pany's product will utilize only one sound

track on its films, thereby eliminating the

necessity for the smaller theatres to make in-

stallations for four-track stereophonic sound.

RKO

RKO Holds Back On New

Product, Draws On Reissues

THE LONG-AWAITED PRODUC-
tion pick-up at RKO is still in the talking

stage, with little likelihood of any active pro-

duction for the remainder of this month.

Meantime, reissue packages continue to be

dragged out of the vaults in order to main-

tain a flow of releases going through the

RKO exchanges.

Oddly enough, with the accute shortage of

product, Howard Hughes has shown little

inclination to okay the release of what new

films the company does have. "French Line'

and "Son of Sinbad," which were slated tr

go out in November, are now on the doubt

ful list.

The picture most likely to re-light the

soundstages is "Susan Slept Here", whicl

RKO purchased outright from Alex Gottlieb

earlier this month. Gottlieb had been plan-

ning the feature as an independent, but de

cided to sell the property after having tc

delay its start at least three times. Mean
while, Dan Dailey and Mickey Rooney, whe

were scheduled for the top roles originally

have gone on to other assignments, and ;

new cast must be set up.

Dick Powell is also working on a quarte

of scripts in preparation for initiating hi

RKO producer-director pact. No starting

dates have been set on any of the produc

tions, although Powell has reportedly con

ferred with Hughes about getting at leas

one of them before the cameras during No
vember.

The long-awaited "Pilate's Wife," whic'

has been in the scripting stage for almost

year, has now been submitted for final oka)

and may get underway before the end of th

year. A tentative budget of $2,700,000 ha

been set on the project, which King Vide

will produce and direct.

A February 24 release date has been agree

upon by RKO execs and Walt Disney, fc

the Disney property, "Rob Roy, the Higl

land Rogue," which was completed early la;

summer in England. Disney is also discu:

sing a deal with 20th Century-Fox, where!)

his first CinemaScope cartoon, "Toe 1

Whistle, Plunk and Boom," would 1

coupled with Fox's "How To Marry

Millionaire," as the next CinemaScope r

lease.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

20-Pic Slate Seen Upped

As Fox Hunts Inde Product

20TH CENTURY-FOX, ANTICIPA'
ing long runs on all of its CinemaScope fe

tures, is planning a total release slate of on

26 films between now and the end of 195

However, the company is on the prowl f'

(Continued on Puge 1
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(Continued from Page 14)

additional independent product, which may

possibly account for a slight increase in re-

leases, to be announced at a later date.

Of the 26 now slated for distribution dur-

ing the 15-month period, 10 will be in Cine-

maScope and ten will come from Leonard

Goldstein's independent Panoramic Produc-

lions. Al Lichtman, director of Fox distri-
r

jution, has indicated that the company plans

0 release the CinemaScope features at the

rate of approximately one per month.

The release schedule is as follows: October

-"The Robe"; "Thy Neighbor's Wife", pro-

luced by Hugo Haas; and "Yicki", produced

y Goldstein. November—"How To Marry

v Millionaire," in CinemaScope and Techni-

olor, and "Miss Robinson Crusoe, produced

y Eugene Frenke in Eastman Color. De-

ember
—"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," in

inemaScope and Technicolor; "Man Crazy,"

.. P. Voran and A. S. Harmon production,

lirected by Irving Lerner; and "Man in the

ttic", first Panoramic release, produced by

obert Jacks. January
—

"Prince Valiant", in

inemaScope and Technicolor, and "Justice

rown," a Panoramic production produced

;rsonally by Goldstein. February—"Hell

id High Water," in CinemaScope and

echnicolor, and "Gatling Gun," another

inoramic feature. Releases for the balance

the year will be announced at a later date.

'Nothing is shooting at the studio at the

esent time, and only 800 employees are

11 reporting for work—as against a normal

mplement of approximately 2,700 em-

yees. The next feature set to roll is

Garden of Evil," which Henry Hathaway
ill direct and Charles Brackett produce, on
bation in Mexico. A tentative November
;irting date has also been set on "Pink
"ghts" (Dan Dailey), although there now
.pears to be a strong possibility that it may

1 delayed until around the first of the year.

UNITED ARTISTS

11 Reported Talking Deals

VI Goetz, Wyler, Stevens

['WO NEW DISTRIBUTION DEALS
we wrapped up by United Artists execs,

tls month, and discussions are underway
wh several top Hollywood producers, new
t' lie independent field.

uidrew Stone was inked to a releasing

dd on a pair of productions tentatively set

t' oll before the first of the year. The two
•'lis arc an untitled musical—one type of

Induction which UA is usually short of

—

:u a horror story, "Tarantula," to be filmed

molor. Both scripts are already completed,
bi no casting has been set.

he second completed deal is with Eng-
producer Brian Desmond Hurst, for the

i' 1 luction of the Jan de Hertog novel, "Cap-
Jan." UA is putting up some of the

money on this deal and, it is understood, will

insist on the casting of some top American

names.

Among the new independent producers

with whom UA is reportedly talking deals

are William Goetz, until recently production

head of Universal-International, William

Wyler and George Stevens.

Three pictures for UA release are before

the cameras at the present time. They are:

"Witness to Murder" (Barbara Stanwyck,

George Sanders), a Chester Erskine produc-

tion being directed by Roy Rowland; "Cap-

tain Kidd and the Slave Girl" (Tony Dexter,

Eva Gabor), a Wisberg-Pollexfen production

in color, Lew Landers directing; and the ill-

fated "Americano" (Glenn Ford, Arthur

Kennedy, Cesar Romero), which Moulin

Productions had to bring back to Hollywood,

after encountering troubles on the South

American location trek. Robert Stillman is

producing "Americano," and Budd Boet-

ticher is directing.

A documentary full-length feature, "Song

of the Land," said to be of a similar nature

to RKO's "The Sea Around Us," has been

added to the November releasing slate.

Henry S. Kesler produced the picture.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

U-l Hits Top Production

Peak Since Early Summer
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

leads the mid-October production parade,

with six pictures in work. This is the

studio's highest peak since early summer.
Five of the features are in Technicolor, and

one is in 3D. The latter is "Black Lagoon"
(Richard Carlson, Julia Adams, Richard
Denning), which producer William Alland
and director Jack Arnold launched on Oc-
tober 5. The five Technicolor films are: "The
Far Country" (James Stewart, Ruth Roman,
Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan)—Aaron
Rosenberg producer, Anthony Mann, direc-

tor; "Johnny Dark" (Tony Curtis, Piper
Laurie, Don Taylor, Paul Kelly, Ilka Chase)
—William Alland producer, George Sherman
director; "Magnificent Obsession" (Jane
Wyman, Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorhead,
Otto Kruger, Barbara Rush)—Ross Hunter
producer, Douglas Sirk director; "Drums
Across the River" (Audie Murphy, Lyle
Bettger, Walter Brennan)—Melville Tucker
producer, Nathan Juran director; and "Tan-
ganyika" (Van Herlin, Ruth Roman)—Albert
Cohen producer, Andre de Toth director.

New to roll will be "Fireman Save My
Child" (Budd Abbott, Lou Costello, Spike
Jones), in 3D—Howard Christie producing,
Robert Lamont directing.

Decca Record's is continuing to build up
its control of U-l through the acquisition of

additional stock. According to recent re-

ports, Decca purchased an additional 23,800
shares during the past 60 days, raising its

total holdings to 568,375 shares.

WARNER BROTHERS

High-Budgeters Dominate

In Warner Quantity Cut Down
PLANNING AT WARNER BROS,

these days seems to be in terms of big pic-

tures only. Production of straight Class AA
features, budgeted at two to three times the

average for pictures in recent years, is the

way studio toppers are thinking. The 1954

slate will be comparatively short on volume,

but "reaching for the sky" on budgets.

If the tentative budget just revealed for

"Helen of Troy" is any criterion, that evalu-

ation is certainly not exaggerated. Accord-

ing to an official studio report, Warner has

allocated $6,000,000 for the "Troy" (Warner-

Scope) project, making it the second most

expensive motion picture ever produced.

Metro's "Quo Vadis", which reportedly cost

$7,000,000, would be the only one ever to

have topped it.

Rights to the "Helen of Troy" property

were recently acquired from Italian pro-

ducers Ponti-De Laurentiis, and plans are

going ahead for an immediate start on the

project at the Cinecitta Studios in Rome. It

is understood that both American dollars

and Italian lira will be used. Samuel Bisch-

off had previously been set to produce the

extravaganza, but, according to latest re-

ports, he will be leaving the studio, almost
any day now. Whether this means that

Gordon Douglas, who had been set to direct,

will also be replaced, is not known.
Two other big productions which have

been announced by the studio are "The Talis-

men," Sir Walter Raleigh classic about the

Crusades, and a biopic of General George S.

Patton. Both will be filmed in WarnerScope
and WarnerColor—with David Butler direct-

ing the former, and Raoul Walsh the latter.

Four features will be in production by the

end of the month. They are: "The Phantom
Ape" (Karl Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Pa-

tricia Medina) in 3D and WarnerColor

—

Henry Blanke producer, Roy Del Ruth di-

rector; "Them" (Edmund Gwenn, James
Whitmore) in 3D and WarnerColor—David
Weisbart producer, Gordon Douglas direc-

tor; "A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland, James
Mason, Jack Carson) Technicolor—Sid Luft
producer, George Cukor director; "Lucky
Me" (Doris Day, Phil Silvers, Robert Cum-
mings)—Henry Blanke producer, Jack Don-
ohue director; and the Wayne- Fellows pro-

duction "The High and the Mighty" (John
Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day, Lionel

Barrymore, Robert Newton)—John Wayne
and Robert Fellows producers, William A.
Wellman director.

"A Star Is Born," which rolled last week,
is not being filmed in WarnerScope, as origi-

nally planned. It is being framed for wide
screen (approximately 2 to 1 ratio) exhibi-

tion, but Jack Warner is reported to have
telt that such an intimate story is not well

suited to the expansive WarnerScope.

(Continued on Page 19)
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TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS 7d*Uk* £, &4b
New Technicolor Process

The Technicolor Motion Picture Corpora-

tion has developed a new process which

greatly improves color quality of prints, par-

ticularly on large screens. President Dr.

Herbert T. Kalmus said an improved dye

transfer release print can now be produced

which provides a picture of "remarkable

clarity, visibility and freedom from graini-

ness."

The initial photography employs single

strip 35mm color negative motion picture

film. Contrary to general usage, this nega-

tive moves horizontally through a modified

black and white camera and the scenes are

recorded on an area equal to two full frames

of normal color motion picture negative.

Working from this double frame negative,

the new Technicolor process turns out a

standard 35mm release print in which the

images are of normal size and position, and

which may be combined with either photo-

graphic or multiple magnetic type sound

tracks.

Technicolor will not supply cameras for

the new process, because it is expected that

producers can make the necessary modifii-

cations to standard black-and-white cameras.

Paramount, after successful tests, is shoot-

ing "White Christmas" with the new method,

using its own modified cameras.

Stereo-Sound Snowballing

More than 1000 theatres in the U. S. will

be equipped for single film stereophonic

sound by the end of 1953, predicted Fox dis-

tribution chief Al Lichtman. This forecast is

based on the production of new sound heads,

which, Lichtman said, is being accelerated by

RCA, General Precision and National Thea-

tre Supply, Motiograph, Westrex and Cen-

tury. Production quotas, he continued, have

been raised every month since the perfection

of 4-track on one film process early in the

summer.

Film Progress Council

With the 3D medium showing signs of

running out of gas, a Council for 3D Film

Progress, Inc. has been formed in an effort

to sustain the process that gave the industry

a financial shot in the arm. Headed by

Robert H. Odell, former magazine exec and

reviewer for the National Board of Review,

the Council is a non-profit organization to

"encourage the development and increased

use of three-dimensional motion pictures."

Activities will not be restricted to 3D

alone, Odell said, but the Council hopes to

aid every type of new-dimensional film,

whether it be CinemaScope, Cinerama, War-

nerscope or Todd-A-C). It will urge Holly-

wood producers to use the specific new

medium best suited to a particular story.

A memorandum sent to industry execu-

tives stated in part that the Council "does

not advocate a specific type of 3D film over

another, such as Cinerama, CinemaScope, or

any of the others. Rather, it advocates the

best use and development of all these media

for the good of the industry."

SMPTE Conclave Tackles
Technical Standardization

The Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers 74th semi-annual conven-

tion set up the groundwork for much-needed
standardization of technical developments

and clarified some of the problems facing

both industries.

A move toward the standardization of

stereophonic sound equipment was made.

Based on specifications set by 20th Century-

Fox, SMPTE agreed on working standards

for the design, installation and operation of

multi-track sound reproducing equipment.

These specifications will be offered to manu-
facturers and service companies for their use.

Standards will be tested in a series of

eight films to be distributed to equipment

companies. John K. Hilliard, SMPTE sound

committee chairman, said the films should be

ready in about 30 days.

In tackling problems presented by 31),

Eastman Kodak's D. L. MacAdam warned

against uncritical confidence in the new
medium. "Stereoscopy is a double-edgeu

sword," he warned. "Truly remarkable

effects can be produced by it. However, it

reveals and accentuates all the distortions of

perspective which are easily tolerated in con-

ventional motion pictures and can be avoided

in stereoscopy only by severe limitations on

camera and projection practices."

Because of the apathy of exhibitors,

SMPTE's theatre screen survey brought

in only 350 useable replies out of 8,000 thea-

tres questioned. From this sampling, sta-

tistics show that in theatres up to 500 seats,

the largest available aspect ratio averaged

1.7 t « . 1; in theatres of 500 to 1500 seats, it

averaged 1.9 to 1, and in theatres over 1500

seats, it averaged 2.2 to 1. These aspect

ratios are based on the use of all available

screen height. By using less than the avail-

able screen height, a theatre can obtain a

larger aspect ratio.

Columbia 3D Pics Available
In Nord Single Film System
Columbia Pictures inked a deal to make

past, present and future 3D films available in

the Nord Extended Area System of single-

strip three-dimensional film, if exhibitors so

request. Technicolor will make the Nord
prints for Columbia, the first film to be "Gun
Fury," starring Rock Hudson and Donna
Reed.

Other unreleased Columbia 3D films avail-

able in the Nord process will be "The Ne-
braskan" (Phil Carey, Roberta Haynes),

"Miss Sadie Thompson" (Rita Hayworth,

Jose Ferrer), "Drums of Tahiti" (Dennis

O'Keefe, Patricia Medina), "Jesse James vs.

the Daltons" (Brett King, Barbara Lawr-

ence), and "The Mad Magician" (Vincent

Price, Eva Gabor).

The Nord system eliminates the need for

two prints running in synchronization on

two projectors; permits exhibition with a

single projectionist; eliminates over-sized

reels and intermissions, and reduces allied

costs to those of standard 2D films.

Color TV may be approved by the Fed*
Communications Commission by Christm
After attending a demonstration of co

patible color TV in New York last Thu
day (15th), FCC chairman Rosel H. H>
tagged the results, "very impressive." I

said, "It is not unreasonable to expect tl

the commission will approve compati

color TV standards by Christmas. We
moving as rapidly as the seriousness of I

business will permit."

• • •

Unveiling of Columbia Broadcasting S
tern's Colortron tube left most observers w i

the feeling they'd like to see what the co •

petition had to offer before passing jui

ment. The reaction of critics was genera

cool.

For demonstration purposes, a live vari •

show, emceed by Ed Sullivan, and outd r

shots of Gene Autry and his horse Champ i

were used. The color was often blurred, w i

green and blue tints dominating the picti .

Faces appeared in almost every hue, froi a

greenish cast to a washed-out white. '
e

program was also received on standard J

sets, which presented good black-and-wi e

pictures.

Before the demonstration CBS had gi n

its competition (RCA, General Electric, -

Mont, Crosley, and Chromatic Laborator
)

some anxious moments. Columbia i-

nounced previously that it had develope a

tube which will cost only 30 percent n e

than present black-and-white tubes, with

livery within two years. This would put it

of color tubes, up to 21 inches, at under B,

Color tubes are currently selling from !
'5

to $200.

CBS prexy, Frank Stanton, allowed ri Is

to rest more easily, however, when he l-

nounced at the demonstration that the st

CBS sets would sell for $1000. He sai it

would probably be late 1955 before any p-

preciable price reductions could be madi

• • •

Radio sets sales totaled eight million or

the first eight months of the year, an inci se

of two million over a like period in '52 c-

cording to figures released by CBS. E id

H. Cogan, president of CBS' radio and "V

manufacturing subsidiary, predicted "iat

sales would reach a total of about 11 mi Ml

radios for the year.

• • •

Hallmark Productions has scrapped ft ire

plans for roadshow motion picture pre ic-

tion, said president Kroger Babb. The m

pany has sold his first TV project, h<

Ern Westmore Show," to ABC and ias

decided to concentrate on television pn ic-

tion.

• • •

The regular weekly series of theatnl\

boxing shows, originally scheduled for 'ct.

7, is now set for Nov. 17. Leo Rosen, foi er-

ly in charge of operations for Theatre il*"

vision Associates, a subsidiary of * a

MacDonald, disclosed that TTA has I
led

out of the deal making it necessary foi 11111

to enter into new contracts with exhib W5
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77ie glamor of the movie premier,'

and the star appearances is still a

sure-fire crowd-getter, as witness this

huge gathering at the Houston open-

ing of MGM's "Take the High

Ground". Production head Dore

Schary and stars Elaine Stewart,

Richard Widmark and George Mur-

phy were the big draw.

"Lucky 7" Unveils Facts

Some interesting facts are coming forth

rotn M-G-M's "Lucky 7" promotion con-

est, in which the company offers full finan-

ing of the winning campaigns plus cash

irizes. Ad-publicity v. p. Howard Dietz

earned, after judging of the winners in the

rst of the seven, "Mogambo", that, in his

wn words, (1) "contestants offered cam-

aigns of a most costly nature, quite incon-

istent with the kind of campaigns the thea-

es put on with their own money;" (2)

They are a stimulant to theatre men to

link creatively about the promotion of the

ictures they play," and (3) of the three

linners, all were independent theatre men.

op men in the first campaign were Marvin

ox, Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore., who

ceived $500 in cash as best in the 100,000-

-over population group: Gerry Germaine

Dipson's Palace Theatre, Jamestown, N.

., with $250 bonus for the 10,000 to 100,000

TVhot t&e Skurvmm Ate
0
D<ti*ta(

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION

category, and Harold Armistead, Colony

Theatre, Easly, S. C., $100 in the under

10,000 group. All received full reimburse-

ment for campaign costs.

Metro postponed deadlines for the second

and third campaigns—on "Torch Song" and

"Take the High Ground"—to Oct. 20 and

Oct. 27, respectively, in response to pleas

from exhibitors that they needed more time

to set up campaigns.

SW Chain honors Fabian, Rosen

Stanley Warner make the kickoff of its

first showmanship drive under the Fabian-

Rosen management a memorable one. Meet-

ing at the Barclay Hotel in Philadelphia,

theatremen from that zone saw impressive

tribute paid to president S. H. Fabian and

executive vice-president Sam Rosen, as the

latter took the dais spotlight on behalf of the

new management to launch S-W's "Man of

Achievement" campaign.

An inspiring meeting, keynoted by optim-

ism, was the conscensus. Rosen called for an

"approach to the current season with the

greatest optimism and confidence that any of

us have had in the last five years. If you

examine the quality of the summer product

and its boxoffke value, and multiply that by

what is promised for the Fall, together with

further development of 3-D, CinemaScope

and stereophonic sound, an opportunity has

opened to us that really bewilders the imagi-

nation. Apply to that opportunity", he added,

"all the old tricks of showmanship, elbow-

grease and hard work, and the results must

really be overwhelming."

(Continued on Page 18)

On the dais for the launching of the Stanley-IP'arner "Man of Achievement" campaign, from left: Paul Castello, (.ail Siegel, Everett Callon,
Harry Goldberg. Martin Quigley, Rosen, Ted Schlanger, Harry Kalmine, Lester Kricger, Nat Goldman, Ted Minsky, Ellis Shipman, t. .1. Vanni.
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These impressive displays were set up by the Fox Theatre, San Francisco, for the opening of "The

Robe". In background is a panoramic scene in full color: flanking stairway are blowups of stars.

(Continued from Page 17)

Harry Kalmine, v. p. & general manager of

S-W, noted that "we have added strength of

additional leadership who give us great sup-

port and who are aggressive, enthusiastic

and optimistic about the theatres' future."

And from Phila. Zone manager Ted
Schlanger: "It is no accident that Stanley

Warner became interested in Cinerama . . .

This acquisition is symbolic of the aggressive

and progressive thinking which prevails cur-

rently in our company."

Rules for the contest request each manager

to submit an award book containing his out-

standing achievements for the prior month,

in the field of theatre operation, picture ex-

ploitation or public services. The grand

winner will be selected from the monthly

winners and will get a two-weeks, all-ex-

penses-paid trip to Hollywood for two. Con-

test runs from October, this year, to August

next year.

Toronto thcatrcmcn paid tribute to Odeon Cir-

i nil's champion showman. Jacques Martin of the

Wricin Theatre. Montreal, chosen as the winner

of the chain s 1.3-week showmanship drive. At the

head table, from left, Odeon general manager

David Griesdorf, Leonard W . Brockington, Marcel

Desjardins, runner-up and winner Jacques Martin.

Ike Aids "Territory"

"Louisiana Territory", RKO's 3D-Pathe

Color extravaganza was due to get an assist

from Ike himself when it bowed in New
Orleans, Oct. 15. The President's proposed

visit to the city as part of the sesqui-centen-

nial celebration of the Louisiana Territory

purchase, was to be heralded with a parade

which would pass Loew's State, where the

world debut was held. Meanwhile, WDSU-
TV, the city's only commercial TV station,

began its search for a "Queen of Louisiana

Territory" on the popular "Our House" daily

program. Picture was credited every day,

with the town's leading newspapers cooper-

ating in the contest and printing pictures of

the contestants. Similar competition was

also held in Shreveport, Lake Charles, Mo-
bile, Pensacola and Baton Rouge,

Supermarkets Plug "Robe"

If you walk into a supermarket these clays,

chances are that you'll find a plug for "The

Robe". Working with 3000 of 'em in 37

states, Fox arranged a three-way tie-up,

which included Collier's feature, "Plan a

Meal with Man Appeal," where all during

October stores will display six color posters

featuring Victor Mature, starring in the pic-

ture, and special menus recommended by

him, plus other promotional material spot-

lighting the CinemaScope production; also,

Collier's is distributing newspaper mats for

local ads timed to playdates of "The Robe".

254 Ads For UA Quartet

Four UA films are set for national tie-ups

with the Norelco Shaver Co. in a promotion

package to plug "Act of Love," "The Story

of William Tell," "Sabre Jet" and "Gun

Belt". There will be 254 large newspaper

ads in key cities and two half-page displays

in Life, all staggered over several months to

back up the local openings.

BRIEFS I

KickofT for Columbia's "The Caine Mi
tiny" was Oct. 11 when This Week maga
zine, Sunday supplement in 33 major news
papers, featured new star May Wynn o

cover and eight stills with movie editor Loui

Berg's article.

Hilda Simms, who plays Marva Louis i

"The Joe Louis Story" has been making
load of showmanship hay with her radio-T

campaign in behalf of the forthcoming U.'

release.

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" sho

gave some 40,000,000 TViewers a sample <

Paramount's 3D musical, "Those Redheac

from Seattle" with live stuff delivered b

Teresa Brewer and Guy Mitchell. Impa

was heightened as newspapers in evei

major town where the popular video sho

was seen carried weekend ads spotlightii

the treatment and the stars.

Look for the special booklet of essays 1

famous war correspondents paying tribute

Paramount's "Little Boy Lost". It has goi

out to exhibitors, press and radio-TV edito

and columnists. Should make a classy dij

play in blow-up for lobby or front.

U-I is planning a loaded pre-selling ;

campaign on "Walking My Baby Ba>

Home," the Technicolor musical starrii

Donald O'Connor and Janet Leigh. V.

David A. Lipton revealed that color ads ha

been placed in 11 national magazines and t

three major Sunday newspaper supplemen

Combined readership tops 100 million. A
will run through December and early Jar

ary, with additional tie-up campaigns w:

Lux and other big outfits.

Carl Harriman, Alton, Iowa exhibitor H
worked out a deal with his local grocery

run one-third of their page ad on a ditto n

chine for saturation mailing. They split 1

paper and mailing costs, comparatively ni

Iigible with Harriman getting assured read •

ship in practically every household in ft

area.

(Continued on Page I

U-I'S LIPTON

Loaded Pre-Selling
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INDEPENDENTS

Increased Inde Filming

Seen Aid To Product Flow

THERE'S NO LET-UP IN THE
rapidly swelling list of independents, a situ-

ation which should help to allay exhibitors

fears of any serious product shortage.

Among the new inde companies formed

are ones headed by Anthony Mann, John

Brahm and television star Jack (Dragnet)

Webb. Mann filed papers in California to set

up Anthony Mann Productions, Inc., and is

readying a slate of pictures to be announced

immediately after he completes his directorial

I
chores at Universal-International on "Far

Country." He has indicated that James

Stewart, who stars in the U-I feature, will

probably appear in one of the features to be

made by the independent company.

Director Brahm's first will be "Out of

Wedlock," an original screen comedy by

Lewis Gibbons, dealing with a national con-

troversy between a professor of psychology

who writes a book on marriage and a

femme news commentator who takes excep-

tion to the work. He is negotiating with

Jane Wyman and Richard Conte to take

over the stellar roles.

Webb's company plans to produce a thea-

trical version of his top-ranking television

show "Dragnet." Shooting is scheduled to

get underway around the first of the year,

with Webb writing, producing and starring

in the film.

Victor Saville's Park Lane Productions

scheduled a second Mickey Spillane thriller,

"The Long Wait," to get underway within

the next few days. Anthony Quinn will be

starred, with Saville directing and Lesser

Samuels directing.

Other independent productions set for

filming in the near future are: "Gypsy Kin^",

based on the life of Rigo, the Hungarian

Gypsy king, to be produced as a musical by

Alexander Paal in London—Eva Bartok star-

ring and Lewis Milestone directing; "Hcdda

Gabbler," the Ibsen classic—an Alan Dowl-

ing production; "Roughing It," a Mark-

Twain novel, to be filmed by Joe Newman

and Vic Orsetti's Sabre Productions; "Hun-

ters of the Sea," a Cinecolor feature docu-

mentary of underwater life and spearfishing

—also an Alan Dowling production; ano

"Kerry Drake" (William Lundigan, Arline

Judge)—a Les Hafner production, to be di-

rected by Jack W. Reynolds.

Independent films currently before the

cameras are: "Duel in the Jungle" (Dana

Andrews, Jeanne Crain, David Farrar), a

Moulin-Associated British Corp. production

in Technicolor-—Marcel Hellman producer,

George Marshall director; "River Beat"

(Phyllis Kirk, John Bentley), an Abtcon

Pictures, Inc., project—Victor Hambury pro-

ducer, Guy Green director; "Congo Killer'

(Myron Healy, Karen Booth), from Trinity

Productions—Jerry Thomas producer, Sey-

mour Freidman director; and "Cat Woman
on the Moon" (Marie Windsor, Sonny Tufts,

Susan Morrow, Victor Jory), by 3-D Pic-

tures, Inc., in Sepia-Tone—Al Zimbalist pro-

ducer, Jack Rabin director.

TURE ACTUALLY FILMED FOR WIDE SCREEN • ALSO AVAILABLE FOR STANDARD SCREE
w cleopatra BATHSHEBA SALOME . ..

They leorned their wiles, wickedness and evil

From the woman called JEZEBEL

Paulette

GODDARD
i SPECIAL

l

BIG DOB!

BKSUING!

615GROSE!

II

ANSCO coiORi



(Continued from Page 18)

Stunts ... Ike gab are

prominent, hut an alligator

tfceAnt 4* (h*4> either . . .

Warners' short feature, "Black Fury", predominates in the ballyh

(above) promoted by the St. Johns Theatre in Jacksonville, Fla., w

David DaLie, Okefenokee Swamp Park naturalist and star of the fil

using an alligator, among other animals, to promote the world premie

of the picture—and getting plenty of attention.

Canton's Ohio Theatre

manager Irwin Soloman, aid-

ed by U-l field man Duke

Hickey, grabbed the oppor-

tunity for a shuttering con-

test to push "The All Ameri-

can" when Mamie Van Doren

came to town.

Using the Alaska snow- ^
banks as backdrop in "Those

Redheads From Seattle", NY

Loew's State manager Murray

Lenekoff and Paramount's

publicity department had a

Times Square snow frolic with

these two redheaded models

doing the frolicking. Stunt

g^ve theatre capacity audi-

ences opening day.

Two-theatre showing of Warners' "Master of Ball •

trae" at Denver & Esquire Theatres in Denver H

girls (above) dressed in Scottish costume for ba .

Metro's Dallas premiere of "Take the High Ground", »i

production head Dore Schary and stars on hand, recei I

a typical Texas greeting. Below, Elaine Stewart gets rr

-

tary protection atop tank for parade through Dallas stre .

it
•*"*

"

Denver's society

lasses joined in the

bally for WB's "The

Beggar's Opera" as

hostesses for guests at-

tending special show-

ing at the Vogue. At-

tired in costumes of

the film's period, they

gave old English roses

to bedecked crowd.
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

LEO'S DISTRESS OFFER
North Central Allied

There was a time, perhaps, when a letter

like Mr. Reagan's (offering MGM aid to dis-

tressed theatres) would have been greeted

with howls of derision by exhibitors and ex-

hibitor leaders. The change of temper and

approach is no doubt due to the realization

of all concerned that times are not what they

were. The question no longer is, or at least

should not be, one of a film company getting

more money or an exhibitor paying less. It

is a question of the survival of both, for both

are gone geese if one or the other goes to the

wall. That is why Mr. Reagan's letter is of

the utmost importance. If any member of

Allied in this territory feels that his distress

justifies film rental relief, he has merely to

send us, or give us, the pertinent facts and

figures and, as far as Metro is concerned, we

believe will be able to obtain a large measure

of relief for him.

We hope that every Allied member will

take advantage of this offer of Metro. We
are reasonably sure that all the other him

companies will follow Metro's example in the

case of the type of distress situation of which

Mr. Regan speaks. If you are losing money

in your operation, or just breaking even and

feel that you are overpaying for your pro-

duct, regardless of the film company, write

us and give us the details. We feel certain

that we can secure a measure of relief for

you.

This is important. If you are in trouble,

you have only yourself to blame if you do

not take advantage of every opportunity to

remedy the situation.

FORCING PROBLEM
Allied Caravan—Mid-Central

Word reached this office of a situation aris-

ing in Western Iowa that demands either

watching or clearing up. An exhibitor re-

ported that he was informed by a Warner

Bros, salesman that he would have to buy-

Warner product right down the line, that

this was future policy. A committee of

Allied officers called on Mr. Frank Hannon,

manager of Warner exchange in Omaha and

asked if this was true. Mr. Hannon denied

that there was any truth in the statement.

Naturally, there could be no truth in the

statement, as Warner Bros, are bound by the

consent decree which specifically basing the

sale of <>ne picture on another. It is possible

(for bids) that a salesman might have told

~ome uninformed exhibitor that he must buy

all pictures—or none, and could thus sell a

pretty good deal. However we doubt that is

the case, at least we'll give them the benefit

of the doubt and lay it down as just a mis-

understanding. Of course if anyone else

hears of Warners, or anyone else subject to

the decree, giving out with that kind of state-

ment they can be assured it just ain't so. Let

your Allied officers know about things like

ll is II is not too hard to crack that nut.

C'SCOPE GAMBLE
ATO of Indiana

Whatever our views on CinemaScope and

the way in which it is being handled, one

must yield grudging admiration to Spyros

Skouras for his courage. He is betting every-

thing on CinemaScope. If it lives up to the

claim being made for it, he will again be hero

to his company's stockholders and bankers.

Bui in order to succeed in that direction he

must become the nemesis of those indepen-

dent exhibitors who will be forced out of

business by an innovation which, for a varie-

ty of reasons, is beyond their reach.

On the other hand, if CinemaScope is a

bust and follows Eidophor down that lone-

some road, our admiration will change to

sympathy.

PRESSURE OF % PICS
Allied ITO of la., Neb., Mid-Central

Small exhibitors have long since learned,

the hard way, that they cannot go for 70%,

50% or any percentage they can get; that to

do so is to commit business suicide, quick,

while the distributors hog the profits! These

brutal, discriminatory demands are just too

damned bad because in today's picture mar-

ket we need every possible top picture just

to keep going, not to mention a reserve for

new equipment and theatre upkeep.

"Martin Luther" is doubtless a great pic-

ture, capable of much good for our public

relations and theatres, if we can show it at

regular admissions with fair flat rentals. The
present "deal" is utterly ridiculous, and

would be ruinous in our smaller theatres.

We believe the Lutheran Church which is

back of this picture would not tolerate this

deal if they were aware of the hardship and

the fact that many people cannot pay such

prices. I have talked to our local Protestant

ministers about it, and suggested that they

protest to their higher authorities. They
have gladly agreed to do this, immediately.

I urge all independent exhibitors to do like-

wise. A storm of protest from church organi-

zations will get results.

MAIL HELP
ITO of Ohio

Neighborhood theatres in the cities and

small town theatres as well as drive-ins can

benefit from a recent ruling by the Post

Office Department. The Department advises

that advertising matter can be sent as ordi-

nary mail without addresses to specified

areas. All the mailer has to do is ask his

Postmaster how many people live in the area

he wants to cover then deliver that number

of pieces to the Post Office. Postage must

be prepaid. Deliveries will be made to a

whole post office area or to specified neigh-

borhoods as the sender desires.

This eliminates the necessity for address-

ing mail to occupants at certain addresses or

to box holders. It should stimulate your mail

advertising.

WIDE SCREEN ECONOMY
Allied of la., Neb., Mid-Central

Any exhibitor should be able to ins^

Wide Screen. We did all the details, pi

ning and work ourselves, going from a 1

14 flat to a 14 x 24 curved l/2 inch to the f t

of width, using 1.75 apertures which
j

filled our stage. Using the old screen fra

as a base we got the curve by using 1

clear white pine top and bottom, braced t

from the old frame. Lumber and hardw e

cost us $11.82. Believing this to be bu i

step forward for the present, we retai 1

our old lenses and now run the shorts I

prevues in the old size for the effect w i

the feature comes on wide-range. Lenses c

the only item now in short supply. If u

cannot afford a new regular wide screen, iu

can make your own from bleached mu; i,

painted, as George March did in LeM
Iowa, and Mel Kruse in Pierce, Nebr. i o

opened about the same time as we did \ fi

equally pleasing results. Of you can use
"

white drapery sateen, as we did. Obviou ;,

you will book the best pictures you can >r

the first weeks of Wide-Screen, remembeT^

that "no matter by what process, it mus e

an entertaining and good picture". And y

"adjustment" contemplated in admis: n

prices can best be made with the openin >f

Wide Screen or other noteworthy theatre l-

provements. There is thinking we may 1 e

to reduce admissions the amount of any x

reduction; better allow for that, and if

possible allow some additional width for te

next step, perhaps a "scope" system.

There is no doubt whatever that V 1c

Screen helps any picture; it is capabT )f

raising a good picture to excellent rating, 'id

it will make a great pic even greater, c

are much indebted to Des Moines Parann nt

manager Don Hicks for his demonstrs in

and presentation which focused our thin lg

upon the potential of Wide Screen at ie

Iowa Lakes meeting in July, and to I a-

mount for the book on the subject, for ie

specific details. On the basis of the pre nt

otherwise confusion and uncertainty in ie

new process field, we believe Wide Scret is

the only feasible, practical and financ ly

possible move for exhibitors in our cate iy

now, and from our experience, we hi ly

recommend it to our members. With pr.er

preparation and advertising campaign >U

will have no regrets upon installatioi oi

Wide Screen in your theatre.

LIKES LEO'S GESTURE
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

Metro's recently announced policy of r."P

of assistance in any way they can to »4i

tres in distress is a great gesture of frie ll-

ness. Exhibitors can expect Metro to sW
by their guns in this if they qualify as a

distress situation. See your salesmai or

branch manager and we feel sure you i"

find Metro means what they say. On' 11
'

other hand it is expected exhibition to Sjol

square and make nc effort to claim <li^ s "

unless distress actually exists.
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LITTLE EXHIBITOR'S FIGHT

(Continued from Page 3)

enough of it—that is not available to TV and will fight

tooth and nail to get it because it means his survival.

That the film companies—at least some of them—are

aware of the need for the small exhibitor's existence to

maintain the film industry's standing as a mass enter-

tainment medium was manifest even before the Boston

affair. M-G-M's Charles Reagan wrote to heads of

Allied units offering all possible aid to "distress" thea-

tres to keep them going and help them over the hump
that attendance decline and technological changes have

wrought. "There was a time," said a North Central

Allied bulletin to its members, "when a letter like Mr.

Reagan's would have been greeted with howls of de-

rision by exhibitors and exhibitor leaders. The change

of temper and approach is no doubt due to the realiza-

tion of all concerned that times are not what they were.

The question no longer is, or at least should not be, one

of a him company's getting more money or an exhibitor

paving less. It is a question of the survival of both, for

both are gone geese if one or the other goes to the wall."

It was on this note that the Allied men met. Only one

film executive, Steve Broidy of Allied Artists, was

due to attend. However, with the vital question of the

new technology, particularly CinemaScope, the Allied

leaders dispatched a wire to Spyros Skouras listing

several pertinent questions about the 20th Century-Fox

wide-screen process to clear up the confusion existing in

the little theatreman's mind about prices, availability,

company requirements on screen, sound and many other

factors that had the little man's head spinning. Instead

of replying by mail the dynamic 20th-Fox president,

along with sales manager William C. Gehring and ad-

publicity head Charles Einfeld, hopped a plane to Bos-

ton to face the lions in their den and give his answ ers.

I lis impassioned plea for progress, his offers of aid in

equipping theatres and a sincere belief in the future of

the industry—with the small exhibitor as an integral

part—gave further evidence that distribution was deter-

mined to save the little theatreman from extinction.

While they welcomed the support of the film com-

panies in offering aid, the militant theatremen made it

i

plain that they would not depend on this to get them out

ot their predicament. In his keynote address, Trueman
Rembusch, head of the Indiana unit, tossed on the fl

'

the electrifying suggestion that Allied members buy suf-

ficent stock in film companies to gain a voice in produc-

tion and sales policies. "( hvnership of KX ( of any film

company's stock by exhibitors who will guarantee play

dates at prices comparable to the going market," he ad-

vocated, "would secure the voting rights of sufficient

shares ot stock owned by large investment houses in a

film company to secure control of the company. The in-

vestment houses would turn over these voting rights

because oi the value inherent in guaranteed play dates.

Banks would furnish production money because of the

assets represented l>y guaranteed play dates once the

film company's control was assured." Thus, "picture-

smart" exhibitors could he elected to the film company's
hoard, he contended, giving exhibition a voice in pro

President U ilbur Snuper. Trueman Rembusch

and Nate Yamins speak at the Allied convention.

duction policy aimed at relieving the film shortage, set-

ting up incentive selling, develop effective advertising

methods and replacing the "non-productive personnel
'

with "men of vision."

\\ hat would such a procedure require of each theatre,

cost w ise, assuming that one company be tackled at a

time; then, if successful, another, and .so on? According

to Rembusch. who took RKO stock as an example, it

would require an investment of less than $50 per thea-

tre, "an insignificant sum to pay for re-establishing com-

petition . . . assuring an adequate flow of pictures," and

adding that with the voice in production many of the

"low-grossing arty pictures made for the sole purpose of

pointing toward Academy Awards would be elimi-

nated." He pointed to this same method used by the

farmer's co-ops. to free themselves from domination by

equipment manufacturers, cutting costs and stimulating

engineering developments.

( )f coui>e, in private conversation some of the dele-

gates pointed out that ten percent of the RKO stock

would hardly give the exhibitors any degree of control

against Howard Hughes' dominant \2'>'t i position in

that company, but the convention embraced the idea

enthusiastically. Members individually suggested that

there are companies more vulnerable than RKO, com-

panies in which control is spread much thinner. Doubts
as to the legality of invading the film companies in view

of the divorcement setup were answ ered by A. F. Myers,

Allied board chairman and general counsel. "While the

idea, he said, seemed an "about-face in view of Allied's

traditional opposition" to participation in film company
affairs and its long battle to obtain divorcement, the

significant difference was that the "film companies were
divorced from theatres because of their monopolistic use

(Continued on Page 24)

General counsel A. F. Myers and Convention Coordinator Ray Feeley

(foreground) enjoy a lighter moment with a group of delegates.
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LITTLE EXHIBITOR'S FIGHT

(Continued from Page 23)

of theatres to drive out competition," whereas the inde-

pendent theatre's buying of film company stock was

purely a matter of "self defense".

The committee named to study the stock purchase

suggestion: Rube Shor, Nathan Yamins, Ben Marcus,

Jack Kirsch and Wilbur Snaper.

Second only to the stock-purchase suggestion was the

revelation of the industry's state, particularly in regard

to theatregoing, as presented by the Sindlinger organi-

zation, general business analysts, retained for the tax

fight. In the course of assembling statistics, some start-

ling facts were uncovered and made available to the

convention and the industry as a w hole. Rembusch, in

his keynote speech, asked: "Where have we been 0

Where are we? Where are we going as an industry?"

Sindlinger's report revealed some answers to the first

two queries. The third is still a question mark, despite

the fact that, as Rembusch pointed out, "an intelligently

functioning industry can make a 60% correct answer as

to where it is going, for it maintains complete statistics

of its operation and by careful analysis of these statistics

it can accurately predict the future of its sales and de-

velopment." The wide-eyed response to some of the

facts presented by the analyst indicated that many of the

little theatremen—most affected by the decline—were

unaware of the situation.

In weekly attendance, the chart showed a steady de-

cline from 1946—but well above the depression year of

1935 and even the upswing year of 1939. Meanwhile, the

number of potential moviegoers was increasing. In 1939,

there were 105,000,000 potential moviegoers; in 1953,

there were 127,000,000. Total average weekly attend-

ance declined during the past seven years 43.8%, and the

average weekly attendance, despite the increase in po-

tential audience, is lower today than it was 14 years ago.

And so it went, with more figures to show that theatres

are losing even the slim margin of profit necessary to

stay in business.

Among the most significant findings by the research

organization was the decline in newspaper readership of

the amusement page. Of the two-thirds of moviegoers

who read one or more newspapers each day, 40% turned

to the amusements section in 1948. In 1953, only 19%
read the amusements section, while the TV and radio

readers rose from 13% to 60%. Readership of theatre

listings of subsequent and neighborhood attractions this

year is down to 9.3% from 32% in 1948.

It became clear to the little theatreman that here was

a problem comparatively simple to resolve—once they

had the facts. One suggestion, by New England's Nate

Yamins, offered the possibility of running theatre ads

on the TV page. Another cited a successful experience

where free tickets were offered to those named in a dis-

play ad. The newspaper went 50-50 on cost of ads. But

most important, it brought newspaper readers back to

the movie pages.

The convention heard Steve Broidy, president of

Allied Artists, paint an encouraging word picture of the

future movie business. Many people, he said, are mis-

taking the exciting new technological advances of the(

industry as "confusion". That kind of "confusion" can

be healthy and profitable. Broidy declared. Continuing:

"What we need to do is to recognize the nature of the

change and go to work to make the change fit the re-

quirments of the new industry. The public is demand-

ing more from us than they had demanded in the past,

People no longer just go to the movies—but they are

going to see a picture in greater numbers than ever'

before. In terms of our individual patron, we are nql
longer competing for his money-—we are competing foi

his time."

Well said, and Mr. Broidy's words were well received

by the delegates. He stated that his company is taking

cognizance of the exhibitor's new needs and will try tc I

meet them in the future. The delegates applaude<

hopefully.

For most of those assembled at that "little exhibitor:

convention" in Boston on October 5, 6 and 7, the higljfe

dramatic point of the meeting was the appearance oij

Spyros Skouras. His impassioned appeal to the ranll

and file exhibitors to embrace the technological develop

ments made the conventioners stir. "You can't sit thertl

with 21 ) and the same square screen that television offer

the public free and expect patrons to pay you for it
!"

The 20th Century-Fox president said that his com

pany, realizing that the industry must move forward t

meet its new challenges, has poured over $10,000,00

into CinemaScope. "We were convinced it had to b

done. Our sole aim was to help exhibitors, to aid then

in keeping their theatres open and to make a contribv

tion to the preservation of a great industry."

Lest there be those who believed that 20th Centur

might be determined to force only its own system on th

industry, Skouras declared : "CinemaScope is a succe:

today. What its future is, I don't know. I don't sa

CinemaScope is the answer to everything. But let somi

one else bring on something better, and we'll welcon

it. We want to stay in business."

With complete frankness, Skouras answered all tl

questions fired at him by the Allied members abo^

CinemaScope equipment and the company's futu

releasing plans. He made it clear that Fox is interesh

in making the equipment available to the maximu

number of theatres in the shortest possible time and
|

the lowest possible price. He also made it clear th

there will be no regular 2D release of the CinemaSco])

productions, because his company is convinced that tl

grossing potential of the wide-screen process is two

four times greater than it would be on a picture releasij

in the familiar proportions.

The independent theatremen gathered in Boston re

resented the core of the rank and file exhibitors. T

questions they asked Spyros Skouras, the questions thj

asked each other manifested their eager, almost despe

ate search for the answers to the question : How can'

assure my place in this industry in which I have so muj

stake? Those little exhibitors will find a way to rema

movie showmen. They like their business too much

quit.
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UNITED ARTISTS
1953-54 Features Completed (52) In Production (21

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Americano
Captain Kidd 4 the Slave Girl ICI

COMPLETED
Act of Love
Africa Screams 17?)
Assassin, The 190)

Bandits of Corsica. The 181)
Barefoot Contessa, The
Beachhead IPC)
Beat the Devil

Bwana Devil I3D) (Ans) 185) .

Camel Corps (3D) (PC)
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C)

Captain Scarlett IT) 175)

Crossed Swords
Donovan's Brain
Dragon's Gold
Fake. The 180)

Fort Algiers 178)
Free and Easy
Genghis Khan 178)

Gay Adventure 182)
Guerrilla Girl 181)

Gun Belt IT) (77)
I. the Jury I3D) 187) ..

It's in the Bag (87)
Joe Louis Story. The
Kansas City Confidential 198)
Limelight 1140)
Luxury Girl (94)
Magnetic Monsfer (75)
Man In Hiding (79)
Marshal's Daughter, The 171)
Melba ITI IH5I
vliss Hargreaves
vloon Is Blue. The 199)
Moulin Rouoe (Tl 1 1 181
vl y Heart Goes Craiy (70)
Neanderthal Man, The (78)
Jo Escape
9 River Street (83)
Mhello
hantom From Space 172)
aiders of the Seven Seas (T)
iders to the Stars
ed Planet Mars 187)
eturn to Paradise (T) IIOOJ
iver, The IT) (99)
abre Jet (C)
carlet Spear, The ITI
hark River
hoot First 1881
on of the Renegade (57) ... . .1
jng of the Land
teel Lady 1841

tranger on the Roof
lat Man From Tangier 188)
vonky, The 172)
ce Sguad 187)
'ar Paint (EC) IWS)
hen I Grow Up 190)
icked-Woman
itness. The
'itness to Murder
;sterday and Today

Cast
Ford-Kennedy
Dexter-Gabor

del. No. Rev.

_.K. Douglas-D. Robin 12-53
Beatty-Buck 4-15
Gregson-Grahame 4-22
Greene-Raymond 2-27
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
Bogart-J. Jones 1 1-53
Stack-Britton 3-13
Cameron-Dru

1891

Dexter-Hale, Jr
R. Greene-L. Amar
Flynn- Lollobrigida
Ayres-Davis
Archer-Brooke
O'Keefe-Gray
Yvonne deCarlo
Michaels-Egan
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont

. Dantine-Marianna
Montgomery-Hunter
Elliot-Castle
.Elliott-Castle

Wallace-Sims
Payne-Gray
Chaplin-Bloom
Stephens-Ferrero
Carlson-Byron
Henreid-Maxwell
L. AndersK. Murray ..

Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Marchand
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick ....

Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Welles-Cloutier
Seay-Nash
Payne-Reed
Carlson-Lundigan
Graves-King
Cooper-Hayes
Swinburne-Shields
Stack-C. Gray
Archer-Hyer
Cochran-Matthews
McCrea-Keyes
Carpenter-Irving
Documentary
Cameron-Hunter
P. Muni-J. Lorring
Asther-Coleman
H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
Robert Stack
Preston-Scott
Eagan-Michaels
Bergman-Brando
B. Stanwyck
Documentary

I 1-53
8- 12

10-30
9-30
10-16
9-25
7- 15

6- 12

8-21
1-23
7-24
8-53
7-53
9- 18

1-16
2-6

1-30
2- 18
10- 2

6-26
8-53

7-53
3-6

7-22
6- 19
9-1

9- 1

1

5-15
5-27
12-53
5-15
7-53
2-15
9-4

12-53
1 1-53
5- 15

3-27
1 1-53
10-9

1 1-53
5-8

6- 10

8-53
8-53

_ 4-20
12-53

8-24

Chap 11-3

6-15
12-29

Sml

Ren

7-27

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (51

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Carlson-Adams
Murphy-Bettger
Roman-Stewart
Payne-Blanchard
Curtis-Laurie
Wyman-Hudson

Rel.

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

ick Lanoon I3D)
urns Across the River (T)
r Country. The IT)
rt Laramie IE)
hnny Dark (T)

i^nificent Obsession IT)

OMPLETED
bott t Costello Go To Mars (77) Abbott & Costello

'bott and Costello Meet
)r. Jekyll i Mr. Hyde (75) Abbott-Costello
•ainst All Flags ITI 183) Flynn-O'Hara
• American The Curtis-Nelson
' I Desire I79'/j) Stanwyck-Carlson

k to God's Country IT) Hudson-Cochran
ck Castle. The 181) . McNally-Greene .. ..

v Beneath the Sea IT) 187) Ryan-Powers
Cumn South IT) 185) ........ Murphy-Evans
l ert Legion IT) 114) Ladd-Dahl
Operate Moment D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
't of Sumatra (Y)

_ Chandler-Maxwell

,

b,dd «" Curtis-Dru
I nci ? Covers the Big Town (86) Donald O'Connor

n
V

-"?L '!!• .
D Sheridan-J. Gregson

tls in the Night 1831 Holden-Farrell
G ss Web. The (3D) IT)

No. Rev

Robin son-Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson
Laurie-Hudson
Chandler- Domergue
Murphy-Drake

Gnn Miller Story. The IT)
tden Blade. The IT) 181)
t at Sioux Uprising, The (T) 180)
tismoke ITI 179) „
It ame from Outer Space (3D) (82) Carlson-Rush
Happens Every Thursday 180) Young-Forsythe

I

a "d Order IT) 180) Reagan-Malone
Hand IT) 180) McCrea-Hale

*and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
* and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175) Main-Kilbride
"and Pa Kettle Hit the Road Main-Kilbride

Apr

Aug
Dec
Oct
July
Nov
Dec
Mar
June
Apr

Oct

July

Feb
Nov

316

329
... 305

333
325
403

_. 304
308
320
315

334

324

311
401-2

Sept . 332
July 326
Mar 312
June 322-35
May 319
May ... 318
May 317

Apr

3-23

12-1

7-13

6-1
3-9

1-26

9-7

6-29
4-20

Man From the Alamo (T) 179) ... Ford-Adams
Meet Me at the Fair IT) (87) Dailey-Lynn
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198) Power-Laurie
Queen Is Crowned, A IT) 166) Documentary
Raiders, The (T) (82) , Conte-Lindfors ...

Redhead From Wyoming (T) (80) O'Hara-Nicol
Ride Clear of Diablo IT) Murphy-Duryea
Saskatchewan IT) . Ladd-Winters
Seminole (Tl 186) Hudson-Hale
Stand at Apache River IT) (77) Mc Nally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 1811 Sheridan-Hayden
Taia. Son of Cochise (3D) IT) Hudson-Rush
Titfield Thunderbolt, The (T) Holloway-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) ..Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) 1103) ... Stewart-Dru
Veils of Baadad (T) .... Mature-Field
Walking Mv Baby Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Wings of the Hawk I3DIIEOI8I) Adams-Heflin
Yankee Pasha (T) Chandler-Fleming

Aug
Jan
Feb

June
Nov
Jan

328
307 12-15
310 _ 1-12
323
301
30?..

Mar 313.
Sept 331
June 321

8-24

Dec
Aug
Nov
Dec

405
327
404
406

6-1

Sept 330-6

Day-Bolger 1-3.

P. Christian-P. Raymond 6-13
Laurence Olivier Special
Cooper-Stanwyck 10-17
Baxter-Conte 3-28

209
221
304
306
215

4-29

9-21
3-23

4-4

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel. No. Rev

A Star Is Born IT) Garland-Mason
Phantom Ape, The (3D)

lAII-media) IWC) Dauphin-Malden
Them

I 3D ) I All-media ) (WC ) ...... Gwenn-Whitmore
COMPLETED
April in Paris IT) 1101)
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (80)
Beggar's Opera (T) 194)
Blowing Wild 190)
Blue Gardenia, The 1901

Bounty, Hunter. The (3D)
I All-media) IWC. Scott-Dorn

Boy From Oklahoma, The (WC) Jlogers-Olson
By the Light of Silvery MoonlTI 1102) Day-MacRae 5-2 219
Calamity Jane IT) _ Day-Keel
Charge at Feather River
IWC) 13D> 194) Madison-Lovejoy 7-11 223 7-13

Danger Forward _ . Wilde-Cochran
Desert Sonn. The IT) 1 1 10) Grayson-MacRae 5-30 220 5-18
Dial M for Murder I3DI

(All-Media) IWC)
Diamond Oueen IEC) 180)
Hondo (3D! IWC)
House of Wax IWC) (3D) 188)
His Majesty O'Keefe (T)
I Confess 1951
Island in the Sky 1 109)
Jan Singer. The (T) (107)
Key Largo 1 1 0 1 ) I Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A IT) (88)
Man Behind the Gun IT) (82)
Master of Ballantrae ITI 189)
Moonlighter, The I3D) 177)
Plunder of the Sun 182)
(ear Guard (3D) (All-Media) IWC)
Riding Shotgun IWC)
She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)
She's Working Her Way

Through College IT) (101) Mayo-Reagan
So Big I 101) Wyman-Hayden
So This Is Love (T) I 101 1 Grayson-Abel
South Sea Woman 1991 Lancaster-Mayo
Stop. You're Killing Me (WC) 184) Crawford-Trevor
System. The 190) Lovejoy-Perrin
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) Powell-MacRae
Thunder Over the Plains IWC) Scott-Kirk
Treasure of Sierra Madre 1 1 24 1 Reissue Bogart-Huston
Trouble Alona the Way 1 1 10) Wayne-Reed

Milland-Kelley
Lamas-Dahl
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Robinson-Bogart
Cagney-Hale
Scott-Wymore
Flynn-Campbell
Stanwyck-Mac Murray
Ford-Lynn
Madison-Weldon
Scott-Weldon
Mayo-Cochran

7-7"; 8-24

4-25 218 4-28

2-28 213 2-9

?-S 301 8-24
2-14 212 1-24

1 1-7 309
10-3 305 9-21
1-31 211 12-2?
8-1 225 7-27
9-19 303
8-29 224 8-10

3-14 214 . 2-9

7-12 128
10-31 307 10-5
8-15 224 7-27
4-27 222 4-15
1-17 210 12-15
4-18 217 4-4

8 29
1 1-7 310
4-4 214 3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

314

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLAL1TE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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PRODUCTIO.n
« R€L€flS€ R€CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS
1953-54 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

65)

19)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Ghost of O'Learv, The ITI

Paris Bombshells

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo ITI
Bomba and the Golden Idol
Bowery Bloodhounds
Bowery Knights
Canyon Ambush 153)
Dragonfly Squadron (3D)
Fangs of the Arctic 163)
Fighter Attach
Fighting Lawmen
Hiawatha IC) 180)
Homesteaders. The { 62

)

Hot News
House In The Sea (3D)
Jack Slade
Jalopy
Kansas Pacific IC1 173)
Maze, The (3D) 180)
Mexican Manhunt
Mexican Silver
Murder Without Tears
Northern Patrol
Pride of the Blue Grass IC)
Riot in Cell Block 11

Roar of the Crowd
Rose Bowl Story (CI (Reissue)
Royal African Rifles. The IC)
Safari Drums
Son of Belle Starr
Tangier Incident (77) .

Texas City
Vicious Years. The 17?)
Vigilante Terror
White Lightning (61)
Squared Circle. The

— 1952-53 —
Cast

DeCarlo-Fitzgerald
Gorcey-Hall

Rei. No. Rev.

Oberon-Todd
Sheffield-Kimbell
Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall
Brown-Cortes
Hodiak-Britton
Kirby-Grant
Hayden-Page
Wayne Morris
Edwards-Dugay ...

Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
StevensMalone
Gorcey-Hall
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyoe
Stevens-Benedict
Grant-Chinook
Bridges-Miles
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar
Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Brown-Ellis-

n

Cook-Moore
Wild Bill Elliott

Clements-Bestar
Xi r kwood -G lea son

7-26

10-12

12-28
I 1-29
9-20
12-7
2-53

I 1-8

2-53
2-53

9-13

6-14
7-5

5- 31

9-6
9-27
6-21
6-53
2-53
12-30
2- 18

I 1-15
3-53

5244

5222

5202 .

5318
5302

7-13

5309
5316

5236

COLUMBIA
1953-54 Features

Serials

Completed (56) In Production (2)

Completed (3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Black Kniaht. The ITI Ladd
Mad Magician (3D) Price-Murphy

COMPLETED
All Ashore (T) (80) Rooney-Lawrence
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T) Derek-Hodiak
A Name For Herself Holliday-Lawford
Bad For Each Other Heston-Scott
Big Heat. The 1821 Ford-Grahame
Caine Mutiny. The IT) Bogart-Ferrer
Charge of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
China Venture 183) O'Brien-Sullivan
Combat Squad 172) ... Ireland-McCallister
Congo Bill McGuire-Moore
Conquest of Cochise (Tl [70) Hodiak-Stark
Cruisin' Down the River (T) 181) Haymes-Totter
Firefighters, Th e.._

Five Angels on Murder 188) ...

Flame of Calcutta 170)
Fort Ti IT) (DDI (73) Montgomery-Vors
49th Man, The 173) Ireland-Denning
5.000 Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) (88) Hayes-Healy
Four Poster, The (103) ...Harrison-Palmer
From Here to Eternity (118) . Clift-Lancaster
Glass Wall, The 180) ...Gassman-Grahame

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

534

10-53

9-53
10-53

Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles

Goldtown Ghost Riders 157)
Happy Time. The (94)
Hell Below Zero (T)

Her Wonderful Lie
Hot Blood
Invasion, U.S.A. (74)

...... Autry-Burnette
Boyer-Driscoll

..... Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth
Brando-Murohy
Mohr-Castle

Jack McCall. Desperado (T) (76) Montgomery-Stevens
Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene
Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek

Juggler, The (86)
Jungle Safari _
Last of the Comanches (T) (85)
Last of the Ponv Riders
Last Posse, The 173)
Let's Do It Again (Tl (95) Wyman-Milland
Man in the Dark (DDI 170) ... ... . O'Brien-Totter
Member of the Weddinq. The (91 )._. Waters-Harris
Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT) Hayworth-Ray
Mission Over Korea (86) Hodiak-Derek
On Top of Old Smoky 159) Autry-Burnette
One Girl's Confession 174 Moore-Haas
Pack Train 1571 Autry-Buttram
Paratrooper (T) Ladd-Andrews
Pathfinder, The IT) (78) Montogmery-Carter
Prince of Pirates IT) 1801 ...Derek-Rush
Prisoners of the Casbah (T) Graham-Romero ...

Problem Girls (70) ... Walker-Elliott
Renegade Canyon (T) (3D) Sterling Hayden

9-53
8-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
1-53
9-53
4-53
5-53
12-52

12-52
4-53
6-53

6-15

8-T6

506 6-30

2-53

7-53
7-53
4-53
3-53

8-53
3-53
4-53
7-53
••»—•-

3-53

4-53

2-23

6-29
4-20
12-29

528

516
524

3-23

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Da
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which i

Review appeared. There may be variations in the running ti

in States where there is censorship. All new productions «

or '952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of co
pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (

Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) A
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) Ea
man Color, (PC) PatheColor.
For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Sere

(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WS
ParaVision (ParV).

Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Saginaw Trail (56) Autry-Burnette
Salome (T) (103) . Hayworth-Granger
Savage Mutiny (73) Weissmuller-Stevens
Serpent of the Nile (TII8I) Fleming-Lundigan
Sky Commando 169) Duryea-Gifford
Slaves of Babylon 190) Conte-Christian
Siren of Bagdad ITI (72) Henreid-Medina 6-53
Strange Fascination (80) Moore-Haas 12-52
Stranger Wore A Gun ITII3D)I8I) Scott-Trevor .... .. 8-53
Target—Hong Kong 166)
Thunderhoof 177) (Reissue)
Untamed Breed 179) (Reissue)
Valley of the Headhunted 167)

'I. 54S
539 ::

9-53
Special 545

3-53
5-53
9-53
10-53

505

Denning-Loo 2-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Tufts Britton 9-53
Weismuller 8-53

Vatican, The IT)

War Cry IC)
142) - Documentary

Montgomery-Long
Special

435

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (16) In Production )

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

My Pal Shep

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Chaplin

Rel. No.

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) (76) ...

Bachelor in Paris (831

Bad Blonde 180)

Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Fiqhting Men. The 163 ...

Ghost Ship (69)
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) 173)
Iron Mask, The (Reissue
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) (70) ...

Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Robinson Crusoe (Reissue)
Norman Conquest (79)

Perils of the Jungle 163)

Project Moon Base (63)
Shadow Man
Sins of Jezebel (AC)
Slasher, The (751

Spaceways (761 .

Tall Texan. The (84)

Twilight Women (89)

Undercover A^ent
White Goddess (73)

Anna May Wong 5-22
Price-Auer-Vernon 4—17...

Payton-Wright 4-10.
Jsn Hall 7-1

Special Cast 10-9
Court-Walsh 6-12
Parker-Payton 7-17..

Fairbanks 9-18
Animation Feature 6-5..

George Raft-Cahale 10-16
Fairbanks 9-25
Conway-Bartok 9-11

Clyde Beatty 3-20
Martell-Ford 9-4

Cesar Romero 9-18
P. Goddard 10-2

Kenney-Collins .. 5-29
Duff-Bartok 8-7
Bridges-Cobb 2-13
Jackson-Ray 5-15.
Walsh-Court 10-2

Jon Hall 3-27

5215
5213
5211 L
5229
5222 L
5228
5221
5313
5205
5302
5314
5303
5214 ... _
5315
5316
5225 .

5218
5301
5207
5217 I—
5306 L.
5224 _

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYESI
1952-53 Features Completed (65) In Production !)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Rose Marie (T) (CSI - Blyth-Keel

True and the Brave IT) Gable-Turner

COMPLETED
Actress, The (90)

Affairs of Dobie Gillis 173)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)...

Arena (Ans! (3-D) 173)

Bad and the Beautiful. The (118)
Band Wagon. The 1112) IT)

Battle Circus 190)

Big Leaguer 171) - ...

Bright Road -

Code 2 (69)
Confidentially Connie (71)

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Dangerous When Wet ITI (95)

Desperate Search, The (71) — —
Dream Wife 199) -

Easy To Love (T)

Escape from Fort Bravo lAns)

Executive Suite - -

Fast Company 160)

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T)

Girl Who Had Everything, The(69)
Give A Girl A Break 1821

Great Diamond Robbery, The (69)

Gypsy Colt (Ans)
Half a Hero (71)

Hoaxters, The 136)

I Love Melvin IT) (77)

Invitation to the Dance IT)

Jeopardy (701 - —
Julius Caesar (121)

Kiss Me Kate I3DI IAO (T) 1 1091

Knights of the Round Table IT) (CS)

Rel. No.

Tracy-Simmons 9-53
Reynolds-Van 8-53
Taylor-Granger 11-53
Young-Bergen 6-53
..Turner-Douglas I —53
Astaire-Charisse 8-53
Bogart-Allyson 4-53
Robinson-Ellen . 8-53
Dandridge-Horton
Meeker-Forrest 4-53
Johnson-Leigh 4-53
Kelly-Richards _

Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas 7-53
Keel-Greer 1—53
Grant.Kerr 6-53
Williams-Johnson ...... 1 2-53..,

Holden-Parker
Holden-Allyson
H. Keel-P. Bergen
L. Turner-Angeli

403
346
407
337
315
345
321
347
326
329
322

-27

2-1

IM
-27

L_
-20

-2»

330
341

314
335
410
409

-It

2-1

Taylor-Lamas _.. 3-53
Champions-Reynolds
Skelton-C. Williams
Corcoran-Bond
Skelton-Hagen 9-53
Documentary 1-53

O'Connor-Reynolds ... 3-53

Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan 2—53
Brando-Mason
Grayson-Keel 1 1-53

R. Taylor-Gardner

332

3-1

401 ...MO

319
j

323 2-'

408

f
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Latin Lovers IT) I 1041

Lili ID <

«

1
•

., T . 1T .

Long Long Trailer. The IT)

Main Street to Broadway 198)

Miss Baker's Doien LAn^J
Mogambo IT) 1 1 161

Naked Spur. The IT) If 1

1

Ne »er Let Me Go H4)

Quo Vadis IT) 1168)

Remains To Be Seen 188)

Rhapsody IT)

Ride, Vaquero lAns) l?0)

Rogue's March 184)

Saadia (T)

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190)

Slight Case of Larceny 171

1

small Town Girl IT) (93)

Sombrero IT) 1103)

Story of Three Loves IT) (122)

Take the Hinh Ground ! Ans) I 101

)

Tenne-.see Oarno lAns)

Terror On A Train 172)

Torch Song ITI HOI
Young Bess IT) 1 1 12)

Turner-Montalban 8-S3 348 7-27
Caron-Ferrer 7-53 342 _
Ball-Arnai
All-Star 7-53........ 344
oarson-Ryan
Gable-Gardner 10-53 404 f-2

1

Stewart-Ryan 2-53
Gable-Tierney 5-53

...Taylor-Kerr
Ally son-Johnson 6-53
E. Taylor-Gassman
Gardner-R. Taylor 7-53
Lansford-Rule 3-53
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon 6-53
Rooney-Brac ken 6-53
J Powell-Granger 4-53
Montalban-Angeli 3-53
All-Star Cast 6-53
Widmark-Stewart 10-53
Winters-Martin
Ford-Vernon 9-53
Crawford-Wilding 10-53
Simmons-Granger 5-53

318
327
218
331

343
320

336
334
325
324
338
406

402
405
333

4-6
11-11
5-4

5-18
6-1

3-9

7-13
10-5
5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (3)

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

vbout Mrs. I eslie

.abrina Fair IWS)
Vhite Christmas IWSI IT)

COMPLETED
llaska Seas .

Arrowhead IT) 1105)

otany Bay ITI 194)

:addy. The 195)

asanova's Big Night IT)

ease Fire I3D) -

ome Back Lit*le Sheba (99)

ephant Walk IT)

ight to Tangier ITI (3D) 190)

jrever Female 193)

iris of Pleasure Island ITI 195)

reatest Show On Earth (T) 1151)
reen Gold of Nevada (T)

ere Comes the Girls ITI (78)
Dudini IT) 1105)

maica Run IT) 192)
tock on Wood ITI

ttle Boy Lost (951

s Alamos
st Treasure nf the Amazon I3DI IT)

3ney From Home IT) I3D)
iked Jungle The IT)

f Limits 189)

ny Express IT) 1 10 I

)

d Garters IWS) IT)

ad to Bali (T) 191)
man Holiday 1119)
ngaree IT) (3-D)
ared Stiff (108)
sne (Tl 1118)
ilag 17 11201
irs Are Singing, The 199) (T)
oge. The 1100)
ise Redheads from
battle (3D) (T) (90)
inder in the East (98)

'jfpie Zone (T) (94)
Jsses IT)

tiquishe.d, The (T) 184) ... ...

V of the Worlds ITI 185)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Booth-Ryan
Bogart-Hepburn
Crosby-Kaye

Rel. No. Rev.

Ryan-Heflin
Heston-Palance 8-53
Ladd-Mason 11-53
Martin & Lewis 9-53
Hope-Fontaine
I Korea I 11-53
Lancaster-Booth 3—53
Taylor-Andrews
Fontaine-Palance 11-53
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor 4-53
Stewart-Hutton 5-53
Payne-Morrow
Hope-Marton 12-53
Curtis-Leigh 7-53
Milland-Dahl 6-53
Kaye-Zetterling
Crosby-Dauphin 10-53
Barry-Carke ._

Lamas-Fleming
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney 4-53
Heston-Fleming 5-53
Clooney-Taylor
Hope-Crosby-Lamour 1-53
Peck-Hepburn 9-53
Lamas-Dahl 5-53
Martin-Lewis 6-53
Ladd-Arthur 8-53
Holden-Taylor 7-53
Alberghetti-Clooney 3-53
Martin-Lewis 3-53

5227
5307
5302

5308
5213

5306
5226
5215
5129

5309
5223
5220

5304

6-29
10-5
8-10

1-26

6-1
2-23
1-14

6-1
4-20

8-10

Fleming-Barry 10-53

Ladd-Kerr ...1-53
Reagan-Fleming 1-53

.

Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling 6-53
Barry-Robinson 10-53

5216
5217

5209
530 1

5230
5222
5225
5224
5214
5212

5305
5210
.5211

5221
5303

3-9

12-1
8-10
6-15
4-20
4-20
5- 18

1-12

10-5

11- 17
12-29

5-13
... 3-9

REPUBLIC
52-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (18)

Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 8)

In Production

In Production
In Production

( 1 )

(0)

(0)

Rel.

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

J my Guitar Crawford-Hayden

COMPLETED
Hits of the West Lane-Waller
Cmp For A Day Nicol-Totter
C That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Elaio Stampede Lane-Waller
D n Laredo Wav Allen- Pic kens
*; Wind to Java ITr) MacMurray-Ralston
Wit Nurse Leslie-Tucker
"Jlame Carroll- Powers

's Half Acre Corey-Keyes
If Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens
Ji.lee Trail ITr) Ralston-Tucker
Lw Wants Mink. The ITr) 192) Hussey-O' Keefe
Ljlhing Anne IT) Corey-Tucker
Mshal of Cedar Rock (511 Lane-Waller
P'ous Journey 190) Ralston-Brian

J
t Man, The (Tl (129) Wayne-O'Hara

«« Horuon Derek-Evans
y River Shore Allen
5' * ne Man Down ITr) (90) Donlevy-Tuc ker
^Antone 1901 Cameron-Whelan
«<)e Frontier Lane-Waller
I'ot Lost Ships Derek-Hendrix
-hiows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
-"Shines Bright 1901 Winninger-Whelan
"•thearts on Parade ITr) Middleton-Norman
'Merbirds 1981 Derek-Barrymore

No. Rev.

8-8
8-15
6- 12

8-25
7-20
4-28

5-8

3-5

5243
5211
5209
5244
5232
5207

5231

5205

2-1 5241
4-5 5206
9-14 5108

11-52 5202
2-15 5203
5-15 5242
8-53

5-18
8-19

11-3

6-53 5208
7- 12 5210

11-27 5201

5-18

Toughest Man in Arizona ITr) 190) Monroe-Leslie 10-10 5109

Trent's Last Case Wilding-Lockwood
tropical Heat Wave (74) _. Estenra-Hutton
Trouble in the Glen Margaret Lockwood
WAC From Walla Walla 183) Canova-Dunne
Woman of the North Country (90) Cameron-Hussey 9-5

Woman They Almost Lynched 190) Lund-Donlevy 3-20

10-

10-10

5126

5123
5107
5204

ICS)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Gatting Gun IT)

Gorilla At Large (3D) I EC)
Man In the Attic
Nioht People IT) ISC)
Prince Valiant ICS) IT)

River of No Return ICS) IT)

Three Young Texans IT)

We Believe in Love (T) ISC)

COMPLETED
Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT)

Blueprint For Murder 176)

Call Me Madam IT) 1117)

City of Bad Men IT) 182)
Dangerous Crossing (75)

Demetrius & the Gladiators ICS) (Tl

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi (T) 189)

Don't Bother To Knock 176)
Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) (87)

Farmer Takes A Wife. The IT) 181)

Gentleman's Agreement! 1 18) Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) 191)
Girl Next Door, The 1921 ITI

Glory Brigade 182)

Hell and Hign Water ICS) IT)

How to Marry A Millionaire IT) (CinS)
I Don't Care Girl (T) (78)
Inferno IT) I3D) 1831

Invaders From Mars (CI 178)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

King of the Khyber Rifles ICS) IT)

Kiss of Death 1991 IReissue)
Man On A Tiqhtrope 1105)
Miss Robinson Crusoe I EC)
Mister Scoutmaster 187)

My Cousin Rachel 198)
My Pal Gus (831
My Wife's Best Friend 1101)
Niagara (T) 189)

Night Without Sleep (77)
Pickup on South Street 180)
Pony Soldier IT) (82)
Powder River IT) 178)

President's Ladv. The (961

Road House 195) IReissue)
Robe. The ITI ICinSI I I 35)
Ruby Gentry (82)
Sailor of the King 1831

Silver Whip, The (73)
Snake Pit 1108) IReissue)
Snows of Kilimanjaro, The (T) (114)
Something For The Birds 181)
Star, The (89)
Taxi [77)

Thief of Venice 191)
Thv Neighbor's Wife (77)
Titanic 198)

Treasure of Golden Condor IT) (93)
Toniqht We Sing (T) (109)
Vickie [85)
White Witch Doctor. The IT) (96)

Cast
Johnson-Dru
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Peck-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Gaynor-Braselle
Webb-Peters

Wagner-Moore
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Wid mark- Monroe
Lundigan-Greer
Grable-Robertson
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Widmark-Darvi
Grable-Monroe
Gaynor-Wayne
Ryan-Lundigan ...

H. Carter-A. Franz
Dailey-Bancroft
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
deHavilland-Burton
Widmark-Dru
Baxter-Carey
Cotten-Peters
Darnell-Merril
Widmark-Peters
Power-Edwards
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
J. Jones-Heston
Hunter-Rennie
Calhoun-Robertson
DeHavilland-Stevens
Peck-Hayward
Mature-Neal
.Bette Davis
Daley-Smith
Montez-Christian
Haas-Moore
Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith
Pinza- Peters
Crain-Peters
Hayward-Mite hum

Rel. No.

12-53
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53

5-53
3-53
9-52
3-53
7-53
5-53
8-53
6-53
7-53

I 1-53
1-53
8-53
5-53
7-53

7-53
5-53
10-53
9-53
1-53

12-52
10-52
2-53
11-52
6-53
12-52
6-53
4-53
7-53
10-53
1-53
8-53
2-53
5-53
10-52
10-52
3-53
3-53
12-52
9-53
5-53
2-53
4-53

I 1-53
7-53

302
329
314
325

354
316

331
301
233
231
306
235
322
237
321
312
355

8-11

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (40) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

VUmrLCItU
TITLE— Running Time

Angel Face 1 9 1

)

Cast Rel
c }"3 J

No.
3 i

*>

Rev.

Appointment in Honduras IOJ iwbl
Below the Sohara 165)

•

c
D-

CI-3 i 32

1

DfacKDeard the Pirate (1) I
"7

J - -52 3C7 1
2-

1 5

Affair With A Stranger S'm mon s-M a ture 6--53 323

Carnival 1C)
oount tne riours i _.. 4.-53 3 1

6

2_ 23

Devi's Canyon I3D) (CI 189)

Follow the Fleet 1 Reissue ) 1 1 1 0)

Mayo-Robertson 7--53 402 8- 24

Astaire-Rogers 1
0--53 487

rrencn Line, ine iijiju) ....... Russell-Roland 1 1
- -

1 5

Hitch-Hiker The 171) 0 1

Br i en - Love joy 3--53 314 2-9

Isle of the Dead 172) Karloff-Drew 7--53 482

Jet Pilot IT) 1118) Wayne-Leigh .....

Mighty Joe Young 194) T. Moore-B. Johnson •53 481

Never Wave At A Wac 187)

No Time for Flowers 183)

Russell-Wilson 1--S3 371

Lindfors-P. Christian 2--53 313 12- 15

Out of the Past IReissue) 197) Mitchum Douglas 10--53 488
Peter Pan ITI 177) Disney-Cartoon Feature

Mature-Laurie
2--53 392 i- 26

Rangers of the North (Tl I3D)
Rob Rov IT) Todd-Johns 2--54

Sea Around Us, The IT) (61) Documentary 7--53 403
Sea Devils IT) 191 1 DeCarlo-Hudson _ 5--53 320
Second Chance ITI I3DI Darnell-Mitchum 7--53 401 11 7- 13

She Had to Sav Yes 189) Simmons-Mitchum 8--53

Son of Sinbad IT) _ Robertson-Forrest 8--53

Split Second 185) McNally-Smith 6--53 318
Staqe Door (Reissue) 191 ) Hepburn-Rogers- Ball 8--53 483

Suspicion (Reissue! 199) Grant-Fontaine 9--53 486
Sword and the Rose IT) 192)

Tarzan and the She Devil 176)
Top Hat IReissue) 181)

Todd-Johns
Barker-MacKenzie
Astaire-Rogers

8-

6-

-53

-53

5491
324

II 7- 13

10--53 485
Without Reservation ( Reissue ) 1 1 0 1

)

Colbert-Wayne 8--53 484

20th CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (8)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

332 8-10
311 3-23
33(1

330

319 5-18
313 3-9

..... 224 ... 7-28
317 2-23
307 5-4
352
326 7-13
320
323 6-29

1-12
8-24
4-20
8-10

4-6

12-29
12-15
9-22
2-9

5-4
11-17
5-18

303
327
309
353
247
238
316
305
304
333
318
308
310
334
324

9-21
12-2*
7-27

9-22
11-3

2-23

12- 1

5-4
2-23

7-27
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Cinemascope

THE ROBE
Color by TECHNICOLOR

it

MHBhMBNHRMH

TECHNICOLOR
IS THE REGISTERED TRADE-MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT T. KALMUS, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
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20th Century-Fox has everything

to fill your needs with these

great boxoffice attractions!

THERE'S NO BUSINESS

LIKE 2§1 BUSINESS!

Century-Fox



MR*

SCOUTMASTER
H storring CtlfTON WEBB

^

IJim ^^Ernest Hemingway's

THE SNOWS

u OF KILIMANJARO
Technicolor

starring GREGORY PECK

SUSAN HAYWARD • AVA GARDNER

H Directed by Henry Kingmm mg m mm Directed Dy nenry

"^^^
T.T*u.r I

" WHITE„C
... I I

WITCH DOCTOR
Technicolor

starring CLIFTON WEBB

BARBARA STANWYCK

Produced by Charles Brackett

RUBY GENTRY
starring JENNIFER JONES

CHARITON HESTON • KARL MAIDEN
A Bernhord- Victor Production

THY NEIGHBOR'S

WIFE
starring QEO MOORE • HUGO HAAS

ago Haas Production

: :

THE THIEF

OF VENICE

A Robert Hogging ProdurPtoduclion

C. S. Forester's

SAILOR

OF THE KING
starring JEFFREY HUNTER

MICHAEL RENNIE • WENDY MILLER



THE "BOMBER'
HITS...ANI

conn ects;
THE CHAMP OF CHAMPS' STORY IS HAILED AS I

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL AODIENCES! I

"UA has a sure-fire winner! Headed for b.o. wal-

lops among all kinds of audiences!" - variety

"A strong draw!" - showmen' s trade review

"Excellent! Smashing good motion picture enter-

tainment!" — M. P. HERALD

"Packs a powerful dramatic wallop, sure to be

enjoyed by all who see it! Fine for eveyone!"
- HARRISON S REPORTS

"Should draw vast attendance! Has considerable

b.o. potential!" -film daily

"Headed for b.o. glory among all kinds of audi-

ences!" — DAILY VARIETY

A BOXOFFICE
HAYMAKER!
2 SENSATIONAL WEEKS

DETROIT, BROADWAY-CAPITOL

NOW WATCH
NEW YORK!

NOV. 3-

HOLIDAY

THEATRE

THE JOE LOUIS STORY ».h paul stewart

HILDA SIMMS • JAMES EDWARDS • JOHN MARLEY

)0TTS JOHNSON and introducing COLEV WALLACE as JOE LOUIS

A,,' tp Chrysler li Presentation Produced by Stirling Silliphant Directed by Robert Gordon

Original Screenplay by Robert Sylvester - Music by George Bassman



\

What They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

They're talking about the courage shown by the

Brothers Warner in making so sudden an about-face

re CinemaScope and their own WarnerScope. < >y

record, almost irrevocably, as favoring a competitive

anamorphic process bearing their own highly prized

name, the Warner men proved themselves real big

leaguers by recognizing CinemaScope's merits and

publicly proclaiming their adoption of a system con-

trolled by a rival company. Thus as Major Albert

stated, are Warner Brothers contributing to "the best

interests of the business".

0 0

Insiders on the admissions tax fight will tell you

confidentially: Don't take a tax cut for granted! De-

spite the Presidential promise of a cut next year when

he pocketed the Mason bill, they see signs that it will

take a full scale battle to win relief at the forthcoming

session of Congress. First of all, the Secretary of the

Treasury is not a pal of our industry and he is more

interested in getting tax cuts for big business
;
second,

there is plenty of talk in Washington circles about the

Government's budgetary problems, which might make

cuts in excise taxes "difficult". The nation's theatre-

men had better gird themselves for a real tussle.

0 0

Some industryites profess to sense a significant asso-

ciation between Paramount's resistance to anamorphic

(wide screen ) systems and its interest in subscription

'I \ . They suspect that the company is playing it

"cozy" in keeping Paramount pictures within an aspect

ratio that will be useful on television screens, if and

when slot TV should become a practical proposition.

Paramount controls Telemeter, leader in pay-as-you-

see TV.

0 0

Si Fabian is talking about the threat of home

metered TV. lie urges exhibitors to fight it by ex-

panding theatre television. A mediocre attraction like

the Marciano-La Starza fight drew capacity crowds.

Fabian points out, and there are countless entertain-

ment attractions that could be brought to theatres via

closed-circuit television to boost grosses. If exhibitors

fail to meet the challenge of pay-as-you-see TV, he

says, "We shall have no one but ourselves to blame if

our business withers and dries up."

0 0

Exhibitors are talking about (and taking heart from )

the "comeback" of radio. Sales of sets are running

over two million ahead of last year, indicating a trend

away from TViewing and toward more hear-only re-

laxation at home.

0 0

The true impact of CinemaScope has been slow to

catch on in some trade quarters. Many exhibitors and

film men, too, once tossed it oft' lightly as "just an-

other wide screen system", but they are gradually

switching their line of thinking as they watch "The

Kobe" snowball into the greatest grosser of all time.

Granting that it would have been an outstanding at-

traction in conventional form, the doubting thomases

now freely admit that the 20th-Fox spectacle would be

doing about one-third less sans CinemaScope.

pmTrvS?!",
ure Trade Pdper P" bllshed every other Monday by Wax Publications, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATION-CLMIUKIAI OFFICES: 123? Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 4-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter New York Associate

ri i , ,',1 u
Newton, Business Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd Street, New York 1 9 N Y.

ome vcaJ V,
OOD OFFICE: 459 Havertord Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay Allen, Hollywood Ediior. Subscription Rates:<JNE YEAR. $3.00 in the United States; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50; Europe $9.00.
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OFFICE

CHAMPION

YEAR
• • • and still doing

smash business!

W koolc it ft

* Buy and
book it for your
best playing time!

your RKO
Exchange today!

3

Yl

r

PAN
color by TECHNICOLOR -"ESTJC.

Copyright Wall Disney Productions Distributed by RKO Rodio Pictures



2nd in a Series on

SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION

SLOT TV
Ihnv Ehn>s it II iti'li?

Cxclu^e BULLETIN feature

By Leonard Coulter

The one aspect of TV which has Hollywood in a

dither of expectancy is subscription television, which has

opened up to the front office figure boys new vistas of

dazzling' prosperity. In the last issue of film bulletin

we examined some of the claims put forward by the

three pay-as-you-see television organizations in their at-

tempts to win friends and influence people in Washing-

ton. Since Paramount is the most active of all film com-

panies in pushing the development of subscription TV,
through its controlling interest in Telemeter, we in-

vited Paul Raibourn, vice-president of Paramount Pic-

tures and president of Paramount Television Produc-

tions, to comment on the article. In his reply Mr. Rai-

bourn said, "After reading the article I went back and

re-read a speech I made on September 12th of last year,

before Cinerama had opened in New York; before 3D
had opened in Los Angeles ; before wide-screen had be-

come prevalent.

"I see no reasons to change its conclusions that the

theatre has many strings to its bow to meet anything

that happens in television, and that there are possibili-

ties of emotional effect in the theatre that do not exist

in the home . .
."

\\ hat was it that Paul Raibourn said in that speech

>efore the Communications Section of the Centennial of

Engineering Symposium? Its title was "Motion Pictures

ind the Future". Here are the salient extracts:

"Who among television set owners would not like to

>e able to see new Hollywood films on his television

creen? But there is an insuperable economic problem.
The present Hollywood 'A' pictures costs from $1,000,-

100 to $2,000,000, and the most television can at the

>rescnt time pay for such pictures would appear to be

120,000 to $30,000, Whereas the theatres in this country
till appear to be able to contribute anywhere from

1,000.000 to $10,000,000 for its use.

"Mere the television industry has an ace up its sleeve,

it now carefully ignores the existence of that act'. There
lave been dev eloped at least three systems of scrambled

television transmission by which television can collect

for the programs which are transmitted to the set owner.

The basic difference to the public between the three is

that one collects the money hours or days beforehand,

and could be called 'pay-before-you-see television'. One
collects the money as program comes on, and can be

called
4

pay-as-you-see television'. One gets its money
afterward and can, of course, be called 'pay-after-you-see

television". One of these developments will probably

serve to solve television's economic problem of cost of

programs. . .

"

The Producer's Dilemma

Mr. Raibourn went on to dilate upon the fundamental

issue of how slot-TV might affect the fortunes of the

motion picture exhibitor. Instead of putting that issue

directly before his audience, he posed it in reverse, by

acknowledging the film producer's dilemma: should he

show his pictures to the public on the movie screen, or

serve them up on subscription television?

The conclusion Raibourn reached was this: "It could

possibly be that, by a combination of situations to which
home reactions are adverse, and theatre reactions favor-

able, some Hollywood genius may make a picture which

will sell madly in the theatre and not be at all favorably

received in the home".

In other words, Paul Raibourn's thinking amount- to

(Continued on I'ngc 2r>

)

NATIONAL
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

A VISIT
WITH THE
MASTERS

THROUSH THE
LO8HIN0
0LASS

5^,

MAJOR
LtAOUCusuu

JOHN DOE
123 WILSON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

. 30 I0.1 10ih V'

SKIATRON'S SLOT TV CARD
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"Calamity Jane"

SutiKVM, 'Rati*? GOO
Doris Day, tip-top score, entertaining story will be wel-
comed by any type of audience. Toe-tapping tunes,

written especially for film, of Hit Parade caliber, should
be good for plenty of favorable word-of-mouth. Sophis-
ticated and family audiences will like it right to the end.

Doris Day has given Warners one of its best— if not
the best—musicals in years. Rowdy, bouncy, rough and
punching across tunes like a Marciano left, the Day gal
converts an ordinary story into topflight entertainment.
No mean assist is excellent musical score, Ray Hein-
dorf's musical direction and good supporting cast. Shin-
ing are AHyn McLerie and Howard Keel. But it's Day's
picture all the way as Calamity Jane, the Wild West
filly who rides, shoots and acts like a man until Wild
Bill Hickok (Keel) wins her heart. Script has Calamity
going to Chicago to bring back glamorous entertainer,
returns instead with her prey's maid (Allyn McLerie)
who earns applause on her own. Latter transforms Day
into beautiful woman, but engenders four-way romance
that resolves with Day paired with Keel and McLerie
with Philip Carey. Plenty of action and laughs go with
script, as well as musical high points. Technicolor pho-
tography fine. Barn

Warner Bros. 101, Minutes. Doris Day, Howard Keel, Allyn McLerie, Philip
Carey, Dick Wesson, Paul Harvey, Chubby Johnson, Gale Robbins. Producer,
William Jacobs. Director, David Butler.

"All The Brothers Were Valiant"

Scuutet*, 'Ratut? O O O
Lush production values, plus loaded Metro pre-selling

campaign assures good grosses, despite familiar plotting.

Returns will also be good in action houses. Attractive
marquee, action-romance, off-beat Technicolored settings

provide variety of exploitables.

Chief drawback of this adventure in the South Seas
on New England whaler is the well-worn and rambling
script. Provides plenty of dynamic action, however, at

a rapid-fire clip. Robert Taylor, in command of his first

vessel, sets sail with his bride, Ann Blyth. for the Pacific

on a whaling expedition. In the islands, Taylor*,
brother, Stewart Granger turns up after having been
believed dead. Taylor's honeymoon explodes as Granger
woos Blyth, and plots to take command of the ship.

Some hard-hitting action and romance is provided in

flash-back when Granger recalls period he is believed
dead. Highlights are sequences depicting a mutiny, and
harpooning of whales.

Battle of the brothers for the love of a woman and
Granger's affair with a beautiful native girl among mur-
derous pearl traders potent selling angles. Neil

M-G-M. 94 Minutes. Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth, Betta St.

John, Keenan Wynn, James Whitmore, Kurt Kaszner, Lewis Stone, Robert Bur-

ton. Producer, Pandro S. Berman. Director, Richard Thorpe.

"Kiss Me Kate"

'Rating O O O
Available for either 3D or standard showings. In any di-

mension, good b.o. returns in prospect for class and family

markets. N.G. for action houses. Typical Metro musical

extravaganza. Kathryn Grayson-Howard Keel marquee,

lavish production numbers, sock Cole Porter score pro-

vide exploitables galore. Best break the 3D process has

received to date for quality, big-name film. Where 30

still a draw, it's a potent selling angle.

This is the first top grade film available in the new

medium. Clarity, Ansco color (print by Technicolor),

and special effects are good. Could be important step in

restoring public's interest in 3D. Film itself a musical

riot of color, songs, dances, well-sprinkled with comedy,

romance and sex appeal. Lxcuse for this light-hearted

frolic is behind-the-scenes story of a Broadway musical

based on Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew". The

once-married Kathryn Grayson and Howard Keel are

starred in the show. Keel's efforts to win her back

parallel the Bard's famous play. Bulk of entertainment

stems from production numbers featuring Keel and

Grayson. Sprightly Ann Miller checks in with sdtne

torrid tap dances. In supporting roles, Keenan Wynn
and James Whitmore register solidly with comic soft-

shoe routine, "Brush Up Your Shakespeare." Neil

M-G-M. 109 Minutes. Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller, Bobby Van,

Keenan Wynn, James Whitmore, Tommy Rail, Kurt Kasznar, Bob Fosse. Pro-

ducer, Jack Cummings. Director, George Sidney.

"Flight In Tangier"

ScutHCM R<xtt*$ O O

Offered in either 2D or 3D, but this is a weak sister in any

form. Good cast wasted on unbelievably muddled story.

Will serve only as a dualler, and strong support is needed.

Best suited for action houses; weakest for class audiences.

After this Nat Holt production has been running fo;

half an hour, the spectator is completely in the dark a-,

to the purpose of the plot and the identity of the charac i

ters. After one hour, he finds himself in a state of uttei

confusion. None of the incredible events that occupjl

the last half hour serve to dispel the notion that "Flighl

to Tangier" is strictly for the indiscriminative actioi

fans; it will bore others. Pity that fine performers liki

Joan Fontaine and Jack Palance, as well as some cap

able supporting players, are wasted.

Fair exploitation values. Names, action elements ma;

get this off to fair start but unfavorable word-of-moutl

will quickly cut grosses. Phil

Paramount. 90 Minutes. Joan Fontaine, Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet, Robei

Douglas, Marcel Dalio, Jack Picard, Murray Matheson. Producer, Nat Hoi

Director, Charles Marguis Warren.

Gutine^ RatiHf 0OOO TOPS GOO GOOD Q Q AVERAGE © POOR
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MILK IT!
No wonder "Mogambo" is topping M-G-M's previous African adventure

Champ "King Solomon's Mines" and beats even famed big grosser

"Show Boat." Showmen are putting great campaigns behind a great

picture. When you play "Mogambo" remember that EXTRA EFFORT

means EXTRA DOLLARS! There's a wealth of circus-y, natural

showmanship in this phenomenal attraction. Get every last dime!

EXHIBITORS GIVE IT TOP PROMOTION!
IUNGLE BACKGROUND FOR "MOGAMBO" magnetizes
crowds and makes busy box-offices ! Fronts, lobbies and floats

sell big African adventure and wild animal thrills. Great
iemand by exhibitors for M-G-M's special line of display
iccessories. That 8 -foot Lobby Standee sells tickets.

1ATTLE OF THE SEXES (Gable -Gardner- Kelly) in ads,
publicity, and promotion gets results. Use the Ava Gardner
eopard-skin pose

!

WA'S OUTDOOR JUNGLE SHOWER-BATH widely used by
lewspapers, results in smash spreads. This still is combined
vith photos of other movie bath scenes from other hit pic-

;ures, very popular with editors.

JIGGEST DEMAND BY STORES AND DEALERS for stills

or local level merchandising — Dodge Trucks, Pepsi-Cola,
3. 0. A. C, and other travel outfits, Head Scarfs, Slave
\nklets, Cameras, etc.

MERCHANTS CASHING IN on M-G-M's National Tie-ups-
jUstre-Creme, Coro Jewelry, Madcap Millinery, Alfred
Shirts, Jan Irwill Sweaters, Chocolate Candy.

DISC JOCKEYS AND THEATRES use Jungle Platter before and
during engagements. Made on location—beat ofdrums, chants
of natives, etc. Also available is an M-G-M Records Art
Mooney recording, "Mogambo."

THEATRE ATTENDANCE MULTIPLIES with other M-G-M
Special Accessories; 6 Trailers including Teasers, Jungle
Background Paper, Fan Photos, Postcards, TV Slide or

"Telop," Jumbo Heralds, 8 x 10 Color Prints, etc.

KIDS GIVE "MOGAMBO" a rousing reception when their

imaginations are excited by "Mogambo Masks" and "Name
'Mogambo' Jungle Animals" in promotion and store
merchandising.

M-G-M REVITALIZES P. A. TOURS with unprecedented
American safari of mighty White Hunter, Frank ("Bunny")
Allen guide during production of picture. Literally a sensation

in 25 Key cities

!

AND THE DRUM BEATING GOES ON ! Above are just a few
ideas. Consult Press Book for many more

!

fHE COMING INDUSTRY EVENT! M-G-M's FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (Technicolor)



a Tornado"of Adventure from Warner Bros.

%j?m innii

'Don't go

out there

M)ave!
jPlease

[don't go

'out

there!"

^^^^

WITH m^*+*

LEX BARKER PHYLLIS KIRK f
WRITTEN BV DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

RUSSELL HUGHES • ANDRE DeTOTH • DAVID WEISBART

* Mas<

Carolina

Saturatin

THANKSGh 4G/

Trade S» w

NOV.

ALBANY
Warner Screening Room

110 N Peorl Si. • ( OOP

ATLANTA
20th CenluryFoi Screen) m
WWollonSt NW. • ) (

BOSTON
RKO Screening Room

12? Arlington SI. • 2 30

BUFFALO
Paramount Screening to

464 Franklin Si. ( 00

CHARLOTTE
20th Century-Foi Screen: m
308 S. Church St. • 2 00

CHICAGO
Worner Screening Room

1307 So. Wobosh »»e • Rt

CINCINNATI
RKO Rolace Th Screening i

Rolace Th Bldg E. 6th • FN.

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room

2300 Porne tee. ' IV

DALLAS
20th Centurr-Foi Screen «m

1603 Wood SI ' ?00t

DENVER
Roromount Screening Ro

2100 Stout St ' 2 00 P

DES MOINES
Raramounl Screening lo

1125 High St 12 (SI

DETROIT
n Eichonge Building

23IOCoss»«e. 200

INDIANAPOLIS
20th Centurr-Fox Scieer ocm

326 No Illinois St. '
1 «

JACKSONVILLE
Florida theatre Bldg Si

1 28 E Forsyth St. • 2< I

KANSAS CITY

20th CenluryFoi Scree loom

1 720 Wyondorte St. • IX.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Roon

202SS Vermont An 0 R H

MEMPHIS
20th Century-Fox Scree Row*

1SI Vance »»e. • 12 •

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screen oom

212 VY. Wisconsin «<e. 00 Rl

MINNEAPOLIS
Worner Screening Rooi

1000 Currie Ave. • 2 «

NEW HAVEN
Worner Theatre Projef Iwm

70 College Si. • 2:00

NEW ORLEANS
20th Cenlurir-Foi Sere. Root

200S libwrty St. • ! «

NEW YORK
Home Office

321 W 44lhSt. • 2:' l

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Foe Sen J

Re*B

10 North lee SI. • I
"

OMAHA
20lh CenluryFoi Scr 9

1502 Coventor! SI ' >'*

PHILADELPHIA

Worner Screening Ro^

230 No l3lhSl. • 1 "

PITTSBURGH

20th Cenhtiy-Foi Sti

1715 Blvd of Allies 0'"

PORTLAND
Stat Sc Urn.

92S N. W. 19lh »<' rV>n

SALT LAKE

20lh Century-Foe Sc *l

316 tost 1st South

SAN FRANCIS

Republic Screening I

221 Golden Cole «> 1!"*

SEATTLE

Modem Theotre

2400 Third Ave. 1 *

ST. LOUIS

Srenco Screening I

31 43 Olive St. • 1
*

WASHINGTON
Womer Theolre lui

1 31(1.1. Sit. «.*. »'*
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ALLIED ARTISTS

roidy To Urge Stock

icrease As Net Goes Up
THE OLD MONOGRAM CORP. IS

ie to vanish officially on November 12, when

eve Broidy petitions the annual stock-

llder's meeting to change the company's

lrporate name to Allied Artists Pictures

iorp. At the same time, he will propose an

urease from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 in the

nnber of authorized shares of one dollar

.r value capital stock of the organization.

Broidy will present his annual fiscal report

, the meeting, showing an increase of 22

r cent in the consolidated net profits for

e fiscal year ended June 27, 1953, over the

eceding year. The year's gross income

is $9,994,000—the second largest in com-

1
ny history.

Three pictures are currently in production

I: AA release—two at the studio, and one

i England. The latter, "The Ghost of

(Leary" (Yvonne De Carlo, Harry Fitz-

jrald, David Xiven), Technicolor, is being

pduced and directed by Mario Zampi. The

tiers shooting are: "Off the Record" (Barry

Hllivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary Beth

Iiighes)—Lindsley Parsons producer, War-
n Douglas director; and "Bitter Creek"

Wild Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland)—Vin-

cjit Fennelly producing, Thomas Carr

qccting.

Homeward Bound" was scheduled to

srt on October 20, but was postponed due

l\ casting difficulties. Producer Scott R.

lnlap announced that he was negotiating

fc two top names for the picture, but could

n| consummate the deals by that date, due

t( conflicting commitments which the un-

ii |iied stars had lined up previously.

One picture, "Paris Bombshells", the 32nd

cuedy in the Bowery Boys series, wound
oijOctober 18. William Bcaudine directed

,
til picture for producer Ben Schwalb.

COLUMBIA

B| Productions Hampered

B Casting, Scripting Snags
OLUMBIA'S AMBITIOUS PLANS
immediate production on a number of

'"ortant properties—some of them to be
''led in CincmaScope—have run up against
•s"l e serious snags.

Plans for CinemaScoping some of the Co-

lumbia product ran into trouble when a

curvey of the company's available story

properties revealed a lack of scripts suitable

to the process. What caused Columbia

toppers to change their minds about filming

" The Long Grey Line" in the 2.55 aspect

ratio was not disclosed.

Olivia de Havilland, who was slated to star

in " The Human Beast", starting on October

27, balked over casting of her leading man,

causing still further postponement in the

property originally slated for Rita Hay-
worth. Miss de Havilland notified the studio

that she would not go through with the

commitment, unless they could assure her

one of the five following leading men: Mar-

lon Brando, Robert Mitchum, Kirk Douglas,

Burl Lancaster or Montgomery Clift. As
FILM BULLETIN went to press, the

matter was deadlocked.

Two pictures now in production—and past

the troublesome stage afflicting the bigger

pictures—are: "Saracen Blade" (Ricardo

Montalban, Betta St. John), in Technicolor

—Sam Katzman producer, William Castle

director, and "Little Giant" (Mickey Rooney,

Diane Foster, Kevin McCarthy)—Joni Taps
producer, Richard Quine director.

Next to roll at the studio will be "The
Miami Story" (George Raft)—Sam Katzman
producer, Fred F. Sears director. An under-

world yarn, it's slated to start filming on

November 10.

During October, the studio picked up one

additional release via the independent pro-

duction route. This was Hugo Haas' sixth

inde venture, "Bait" (Cleo Moore, Hugo
Haas, John Agar).

Jules Schermer has returned to the lot

under a term producer pact. His first assign-

ment will be "The Killer Wore A Badge,"

from a Saturday Evening Post serial by
Thomas Walsh.

LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS

Foreign Deals to Net

Lippert 10 in Next Year

BEFORE RETURNING TO HOLLY-
wood, in late October, Robert L. Lippert

worked out final arrangements on an eight-

picture deal with lames Carreras' Exclusive

Films in London, plus smaller deals with two
D :rman producers for one film each.

The first of the eight pictures to be co-

produced under the Carreras deal, "Black-

out" (Dane Clark), is already Hearing com-
pletion.

The pacts with the German producers must

await approval of the German government.

However, if the deals go through, one of the

films will be "Dorothy in the Land Oz," to

be shot in West Germany. The other, not

yet titled, will be shot both in Germany and

Argentina.

Lippert's current top release, "Sins of

Jezebel" (Paulette Goddard), in wide screen

and Ansco Color, was launched with a big

premiere in New Orleans, on October 30.

Lippert has set a sizeable national television

advertising budget to exploit the "Jezebel"

release. The bulk will be spent in key city

situations, with Phoenix, Tucson, San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles scheduled to follow

the New Orleans preem.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Heavy Musical Production;

Two C'Scopes Being Rushed
MGM IS SWINGING BACK INTO

heavy tunefilm production, with the start

of three musicals scheduled for simultaneous

filming between now and the end of the year.

"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" (Jane

Powell, Howard Keel), tees off this stepped-

up schedule on November 3, to be followed

by "Brigadoon" (Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse),

on November 18, and "The Student Prince"

(Edmond Purdom, Ann Blyth) on December
1. All three will be in Technicolor and wide

screen, possibly CinemaScope. Final details

on the dimension will be settled later.

Another musical, "Invitation to the Dance"

(Gene Kelly) wound up in mid-October fol-

lowing 14 months of filming—one of the

longest schedules on record, Arthur Freed

produced the Technicolor film, with star

Kelly doubling as director.

Release of the studio's first two Cinema-

Scope productions is being speeded up to

capitalize on the current popularity of the

new process, and also to provide product for

theatres which have installed the Cinema-

Scope equipment. "Knights of the Round
Table" (Robert Taylor, Aya Gardner) will

be given a Christmas release, to be followed

early in the new year by "Rose Marie," on

(Continued on Page 12)
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which lensing was completed less than three

weeks ago.

Metro toppers have decided to make prints

of its 3-D Technicolor musical "Kiss Me
Kate," available simultaneously in 2-D, so

that individual exhibitors may select the di-

mension most advantageous to their own

particular situations.

Only one feature is shooting on the MGM
lot at the present time, although a second,

"The True and the Brave" (Clark Gable,

Lana Turner, Victor Mature) in Technicolor,

with Gottfried Reinhardt directing, is before

the cameras on location in Holland. The

home production is "Panther Squadron"

(Van Johnson, Dewey Martin, Walter

Pidgeon, Frank Lovejoy, Louis Calhern,

Kecnan Wynn, Dorothy Patrick, in Ansco-

Color and wide screen—Henry Berman pro-

ducing, Andrew Marton directing.

Long-time Metro directors continue to

check off the lot as their contracts expire

—

all with the understanding that they will re-

turn to handle an occasional picture on one-

shot deals. The latest to leave were Robert

Z. Leonard, who has been with the company

since its formation, and Sidney Franklin,

generally considered one of the town's top

"class" film-makers.

PARAMOUNT

Para Hits Top Production

For '53 With Five Shooting

PARAMOUNT IS IN THE MIDST OF
its peak production period for 1953, with five

films before the cameras.

They are: "White Christmas" (Bing Cros-

by, Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney, Vera-

Ellen, Dean Jagger), in Technicolor—Robert

Emmett Dolan producing, Michael Curtiz

directing; "Sabrina Fair" (Humphrey Bo-

gart, Audrey Hepburn, William Holden,

Walter Hampden)—Billy Wilder producing

and directing; "About Mrs. Leslie" (Shirley

Booth, Robert Ryan)—Hal Wallis producer,

Daniel Mann director; "Living It Up" (Dean

Martin, Jerry Lewis, Janet Leigh), in Tech-

nicolor—Paul Jones producing, Norman
Taurog directing; and "Legend of the Inca"

(Charlton Heston, Nicole Maurey, Wendell

Corey, Thomas Mitchell, Yma Sumac), in

Technicolor—Mel Epstein producing, Jerry

Hopper directing. All but "Mrs. Leslie" are

in wide screen.

Coming up next are two November
starters, "Conquest of Space," in Technicolor

—George Pal producing, Byron Haskin di-

recting, and Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Win-

dow" (James Stewart).

Unlike most major companies, Paramount

is not scrambling for Biblical stories, due

largely to the fact that it would be improvi-

dent to compete with their own C. B. De
Mille, and with 56 Bible features being pre-

pared in Hollywood, because of their adapt-

ability to wide screen filming—the market

stands to be saturated with religious pictures

by the middle of next year. Exhibitors and

the public will undoubtedly welcome a

change of pace when that time comes.

In response to the growing disregard for

.51), Paramount—which has been one of tin-

strongest holdouts for this type of produc-

tion—agreed to make all of its stereopix

available without the extra dimension. Stan-

dard prints of the two new features, "Flight

to Tangiers" and "Those Redheads From
Seattle" were made available upon release of

the films.

REPUBLIC

Republic O'seas Splurge

Has 6 For Foreign Lensing

REPUBLIC WILL GO IN HEAVILY
for foreign production during 1954, with an

estimated half-dozen features scheduled for

lensing in England, France, Italy and Spain.

Details on the overseas production splurge

are being worked out in Republic's front

office at the present time. Herbert Yates,

the company's prexy, is expected to leave

for the continent within the next couple of

months to finalize the plans. Preparatory

discussions were taken up during October

when Richard W. Altschuler, president of

Republic Pictures International, paid a two

week visit to the studio. Additional plans

were discussed with Herbert Wilcox who
co-produces with Republic in England.

The upward trend in the quality of Re-

public's production, is becoming evident with

the start of each new picture. Two features

are currently before the cameras—both

boasting casts and stories vastly superior to

the former Republic "norm". "Johnny

Guitar," for example, has Joan Crawford,

Sterling Hayden, Scott Brady and Mercedes

McCambridge heading up the cast—with

Nick Ray producing and directing. Dorothy

McGuire stars in "The Outcasts," which

William A. Seiter is producing and directing

from the Mildred and Gordon Gordon novel,

"Make Haste To Live".

Next to roll will be "The Shanghai Story,"

starting in mid-November, with Ruth Roman
starred, and Frank Lloyd producing and di-

recting. Originally, Lloyd had planned to

film the picture in the Far East, but has now
switched production to the Republic lot.

A new releasing pact was signed in late

October, calling for Republic to distribute

Hall Bartlett's production of "Crazylegs," a

dramatic story based on the life of football

star Elroy Hirsch. 500 prints of the picture

were rushed through for an October 26

national release, which will be backed up by

a $150,000 promotion campaign.

RKO

RKO Promises Activity

Four Due to Go By Jan. 1

THIS MIGHT BEAR THE PRECAU-
tion of crossing one's fingers, what with the

on-again, off-again production plans here,

but RKO now maintains that it will have

four pictures rolling on the Gower street

before the end of the year.

Two Dick Powell productions, "Notorir

Lady" and "The Long Wire," have ji

been added to the proposed slate of RK<
own "Susan Slept Here" (Debbie Reynok
and "The Big Rainbow". "Susan" is n

slated to start in early November, w
Harriet Parsons producing and Frank Ta
lin directing. "Rainbow," for which no Ci

has yet been announced, is scheduled fo

mid-November start with John Sturges

recting, as is Powell's "Notorious Lady,

Technicolor musical. The other Powell c

tribution, "The Long Wire," which is an r

door adventure story, will roll in Deceml

Production huddles have been underwa\
t

the long slumbering plant for the past i >

weeks, with James R. Grainger, How 1

Hughes and C. J. Tevlin perusing the fl ;

of properties in various stages of preparat

"Jet Pilot," which was completed in Ma 1

of 1951 has again been dragged out of e

files for tentative release. This time, pi s

call for it to go out either in Decembet r

January. John Wayne and Janet Leigh c

starred. Jules Furthman produced and Ji f

von Sternberg directed.

The King Bros., who have arranged n

RKO release on their recently compl'

d

"Carnival Story," are offering the comp y

first chance at "The African," story < a

diamond expedition. They plan to start n

location in Nairobi, British East Af a,

within the next few weeks. In view of RK 's

dwindling backlog, it seems altogether li
j

that the company will snap up the featun

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Morale Boost Lifts Studio

On Heels of Warners CS Dea

THE DEAL WITH WARNERS li'R

CinemaScope was like a shot in the ar to

the people on the 20th-Fox lot. While Mf
was undoubtedly assurance that C'Scope a<l

made its mark as a power in the indu ry,

the great bulk of smaller exhibitors' r ic-

tance to make the investment required b he

Fox anamorphic process, plus the lont; ins

expected of the CS pictures, indicated iat

production would be slashed drastically In

WB's sudden switchover to C'Scope fro its

formerly announced WarnerScope, \ « c li

used the old 2.66-1 ratio and separate find

track film, could be the go-ahead sign, for

thousands of theatres to order equipmet in-

dicating u market that would be able t ab-

sorb the C'Scope product.

It was seen as a triumph for Al Lich a",

who conducted negotiations with \\ a

as well as a great step forward in abatii the

confusion of the aspect ratios. With i ' nl

bia, MGM, Universal, United Artists, M
Artists and Disney already on the Cope

bandwagon, the WB jump virtually a ires

an ample supply of anamorphic pro< |—

all with identical specifications.

Mid-December now appears to 1'

(Continued on Pa 1 13)
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arliest possible date for the resumption of

)roductk>n at the studio. At that time, two

:inemaScope features are slated to roll:

Pink Tights" (Marilyn Monroe, Han

)ailey)—Henry Koster directing for pro-

ucer Sol C. Seigel, and "A Woman's

Vorld" (Susan Hay ward), which Claude

3inyon will produce.

In the interim, Fox is showing increased

iterest in independently produced 2-D pro-

uct which it can release en masse upon

ompletion. Two inde films were lined up

uring late October, and on November 9,

.eonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions

ill get back into full-scale production with

slate of six films set to roll during Novem-

er and December for Fox release.

One of the new independent films con-

acted for last month is "Cassie," an oil

.elds yarn to be produced by Joseph Bern-

ard, starting in mid-November. Vincent

herman will direct. The other new acqui-

tion is "Man Crazy", which Fox purchased

ltright from Security Pictures. It was made

st year by Philip Yordan and Sidney Har-

on.

Teeing off the new Goldstein slate will be

ustice Brown," to be followed Nov. 16 by
3rincess of the Nile," in Technicolor

—

armon Jones directing; and "The Raid"

id "Baton Rouge," on November 30. No
rector has been set for "The Raid," but

jenry Lavin will handle the chore on "Baton

ouge". December starters will be: "Matter

Life and Death" to be filmed in Spain

Ith Hugo Fregonese directing, and "Hawk
the Desert," to be filmed on location at

me Pine, Calif., Robert Webb directing.

UNITED ARTISTS

K Takes Over Lopert

hduct; To Sell 2 Yearly

UNITED ARTISTS WILL CO-FI-
ince and distribute two features per year

t be produced by Ilya Lopert, pioneer in

t:- field of foreign film distribution. In ad-

i ion, UA takes over the distribution of five

ieady completed foreign pix which were

ted for release through Lopert's distri-

tting company.

Lopert announced his intention of entering

0 a personal producing program in mid-

( tober, and was immediately snatched up
t the always alert UA execs. He will be

a.ociated with Robert Dowling in the ven-

t e.

The first two features, a highly promising

1 », which he will produce are "Time of the

Cckoo," which Arthur Laurents is adapting
f|m his own play, and "Beauty and the

hist," which S. N. Behrman is now writing.

Hie quintet of films which UA acquires

itnediately, includes: "Gilbert and Sullivan"
( obert Morley, Maurice Evans), Techni-
C'or; "Captain's Paradise" (Alec Guinness);
t new Carol Reed feature, "The Man
\ thin"; "La Belles Nuit" (Gerard Philippe)

and "Fan Fan the Tulip". The latter two

are French.

In addition to the Alec Guinness film in-

cluded in the Lopart deal, UA has just ac-

quired American distribution rights to "The
Malta Story," which the popular British

comedian made for J. Arthur Rank.

Paul Small has also delivered a new pro-

duction package to UA, which it will finance

and release. The story is "Witness to Mur-

der", written by Chester Erskine, who will

also produce. Barbara Stanwyck and George

Sanders will star, and Roy Rowland direct.

The first of six test runs on "Act of Love"
(Kirk Douglas), which Anatole Litvak di-

rected for Benagoss Productions, will be

sold on a road show basis, according to rep-

resentatives of UA, who hold the distribu-

tion rights. It is slated to open on December
20, and will be hypoed by a big advance cam-

paign.

Films now shooting for UA release are:

Moulin Productions' "Americano" (Glenn

Ford, Arthur Kennedy), in Eastman color

—

Robert Stillman producing, Budd Boetticher

directing; the Schenck-Kock Production,

"War Clouds" (Rory Calhoun, Peggy Castle)

in Widescreen and Eastman color—Aubrey
Schenck producing, Howard W. Koch di-

recting; and "Bronco Apache" (Burt Lan-

caster, Jean Peters), also in Technicolor and

widescreen — Harold Hecht producing,

Robert Aldrich directing.

"Vera Cruz", with Burt Lancaster and

Gary Cooper as co-stars, will be released by
Hecht-Lancaster productions. Filming will

begin in Mexico next February, in Techni-

color, with a $3,000,000 production budget.

It's one of the highest-budgeted productions

in UA history. The Hecht-Lancaster unit

also has purchased A. B. Guthrie, Jr.'s 1950

Pulitzer prize-winner, "The Way West" and
this may go to UA.

"Robinson Crusoe", first film version of

the Daniel Dafoe classic in 25 years, filmed

by Oscar Dancigers and Henry Ehrlich in

both English and Spanish, will go out under

the UA banner. In PatheColor, it is expected

to be a Christmas release here.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

U-l Ups 1954 Program;

34 Set, 22 in Technicolor

TWO WEEKS OF CONFERENCES
between home office top brass and studio

executives ended last week with the an-

nouncement by production chief Edward
Muhl that U-I will run counter to the gen-

eral trend at other major studios by increas-

ing its output of feature product for the next

fiscal year, which starts Nov. 1. A total of

34 features, two more than were made in the

past year, are scheduled for production. 22

will be in Technicolor.

There has been a marked pick-up in pre-

production work on the lot within the past

few weeks, indicating still heavier produc-

tion should be underway before the end of

the year. By and large, the story properties

acquired would indicate a swing toward big,

class pictures—with less emphasis on the

"folksy" type of programmers.

Among the big productions on the slate

are "Song of Norway", the musical biog of

composer Edvard Grieg, to be adapted from

the Broadway stage success; "Men of Iron",

Howard Pyle's historical novel of England,

and "Sign of the Pagan", story of Attila the

Hun.

Muhl declared that the studio will continue

its policy of signing outstanding stars on
participating deals for single projects.

Production reached a new high for the year

during the closing days of October, when a

half dozen pictures were filming simultane-

ously. Five of them are in Technicolor, the

sixth in 3D.

The line-up included: "Johnny Dark"
(Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie)—William Al-

land producer, George Sherman director;

"Magnificent Obsession" (Jane Wyman,
Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorhead)—Ross
Hunter producer, Douglas Sirk director;

"Black Lagoon" (Richard Carlson, Julia

Adams, Richard Denning) in 3D—William
Alland producer, Jack Arnold director;

"Drums Across the River" (Audie Murphy,
Lyle Bettger, Walter Brennan)—Melville

Tucker producer, Nathan Juran director;

"Tanganyika" (Van Herlin, Ruth Roman,
Howard Duff)—Albert J. Cohen producer,

Andre de Toth director; and "The Far
Country" (James Stewart, Ruth Roman,
Corinne Calvet)—Aaron Rosenberg pro-

ducer, Anthony Mann director.

Starting this week will be: "Wild Horse
Canyon" (Joel McCrea, Mari Blanchard,

Chill Wills) in Technicolor—John W. Rogers
producer, Jesse Hibbs director, and "Fire-

man, Save My Child" ( Abbott-Costello, Spike

Jones), in 3D—Howard Christie producer,

Charles Lamont director.

Universal is now down to a staff of nine

producers— it's lowest producer roster in

several years. Latest to leave the lot was
Richard Wilson.

With the home office toppers on hand,
U-l broke ground for a $350,000 building

program at the studio. First to go up will

be a two-story building to house the ad-pro-
motion departments. In a brief but pointed
dedication, Rackmil keynoted the building
program as a dedication of the confidence of

U-I executives in the future of their com-
pany and in the entire motion picture in-

dustry.

WARNER BROTHERS

WB Dumps 10 Days Shooting

On Garland Film in CS Switch

WARNER BROTHERS CAME UP
with quite a surprise in announcing that it

will junk nearly ten days of shooting on "A
Star Is Horn" (Judy Garland) in order to

make the top-budget musical in Cinema-
Scope.

It was further stated that a large per-

centage of Warner's future productions will

(Continued on Page 16)
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EDWARD SPIERS
Indianapolis

NATE DICKMAN
Albany

F. E. DYER
Charlotte

C. J. DUER
Denver

IRVING MARKS
Minneapolis

NAT FURST
New York

JOHN PAVONE
New Haven

W. E. FINCH
Dallas

JAMES MYERS
San Francisco

MILTON LIPSNER
Washington, D. C.

WM. CARMICHAEL
Oklahoma City

MILTON GURIAN
Cincinnati

ho; *D P

That's how one theatre owner, with a talent for putting a lot of mean

ing into a few words, describes the vital role the branch manager ca

play in the success story of the exhibitor.

We believe that this is especially true of the Allied Artists branch mar

ager, for he is encouraged to think of a film sale in terms of your need

...your profits... your good will.

He is about to demonstrate that policy of friendship—and you can too-

more convincingly than ever in the forthcoming Allied Artists Branc

Managers' National Championship celebration, from October 31, 195

to January 29, 1954. This unusual testimonial event has been designe

to give the honors, as well as the prizes, to your "best friend" in she

business. The sales drive in your territory will be given the name of yoi

Allied Artists branch manager. Likewise, the sales drives in all of \\

other branches will bear the names of their respective managers.

Allied Artists will be sincerely grateful for your support of our company

representative in your territory to help him win the national champio

ship. His genuine desire to merit your friendship will be backed by i

lineup of outstanding attractions which promise to yield more boxoffi i

revenue than any previous product in Allied Artists' exciting history.

Vice-President and General Sales Manager

ED CRUEA
Seattle

M. SCHWEITZER
St. Louis

BEN ABRAMS
Boston

m. J. e. McCarthy
Los Angeles

RAY COPELAND
Kansas City

NA NATHA

Chicoge



Y'RICHARD
Auphis

MAX GILLIS

Philadelphia

HENRY GLOVER
New Orleans

one of ihe Outsianding

e?ases Timed for

oir Branch

Unagers
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mark STEVENS

"JACK SLADE"
,h DOROTHY MALONE

"FIGHTER ATTACK" n Color sor ing

STERLING HAYDEN, JOY PAGE, J. CARROL NAISH

IDA LUPINO, HOWARD DUFF in "JENNIFER"

"DRAGONFLY SQUADRON" in 3-D

starring JOHN HODIAK, BARBARA BRITTON, BRUCE BENNETT

LOUIS HAYWARD m "The ROYAL AFRICAN RIFLES" Color

co-starring VERONICA HURST

RICHARD CONTE, JOAN BENNETT, WANDA HENDRIX

, "HOUSE IN THE SEA"

"THE MAZE" starring RICHARD CARLSON, VERONICA HURST

LEO GORCEY, HUNTZ HALL and THE BOWERY BOYS - "PRIVATE EYES"

"THE GOLDEN IDOL" stam„g BOMBA of the JUNGLE

played by JOHNNY SHEFFIELD

WILD BILL ELLIOTT WAYNE MORRIS

"VIGILANTE TERROR" "TEXAS BADMAN"

"The LITTLE RASCALS"
in The Funniest Shorts

in the World!

HC3S

Hon
ABE WEINER
Pittsburgh

SOL FRANCIS
Omaha

DON TIBBS
Salt Lake City

NAT LEVIN
Detroit

HARRY BERKSON
Buffalo

RAY TRAMPE
OLIVER TRAMPE

Milwaukee



studio size-UPS

(Continued from Page 13)

employ the CinemaScope process—indicating

that the company's own WarnerScope, also

an anamorphoscopic system, is being shelved.

The brothers Warner are to be congratulated

on their wisdom and broadmindedness in

adopting a competitor's system, which, in

their judgment, will best serve the interests

of the industry at large.

Major Albert Warner, in revealing the deal

with 20th Century-Fox, which controls Cine-

maScope, said: "We believe the industry can

best be served by leading producers colla-

borating and cooperating in technological ad-

vances for the best interests of the business.

We are therefore happy to pool our technical

and engineering know how with 20th-Fox in

an even greater development of the Cinema-

Scope system, which we feel is best suited

for many of the important productions wc
plan to bring to world audiences in the

future."

Among future productions slated for Cine-

maScope are: "Mr. Roberts," "Helen of

Troy," "The Talisman" and "Battle Cry".

Currently in production at the studio are:

"A Star is Born" (Judy Garland, James
Mason, Jack Carson), which will be avail-

able in standard as well as CinemaScope;
"Them" (Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore,
James Arness, Joan Weldon), in 3D, and

WarnerColor; and "The Murders in the Rue
Rogue" (Karl Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Pa-

tricia Medina, Steve Forrest, Allyn McLerie)
also in 3D and WarnerColor.

Several new contract deals have recently

been completed at Warners, which are

worthy of note. An agreement was inked in

late October, for example, for Warners to

release a number of pictures to be made by

the newly organized Martin Melcher Pro-

ductions. Melcher has acquired the rights to

an original screenplay, "Yankee Doodle
Girl," in which he hopes to star his wife,

Doris Day—a Warner contractee. Howard
Hawks signed a multiple picture independent

production deal, with "Dream of the Pharo-

ahs" as his first venture—with Warner fi-

nancing. Robert Wise also was handed a

new pact and assigned to direct "Helen of

Troy," which rolls in December on what is

reputed to be WB's all-time high budget.

INDEPENDENTS

Inde Shooting Slows Down

But Plenty Planning Activity

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION HAS
slowed down temporarily, with only a half

dozen films now in work. However, there is

heavy pre-production activity going on, in-

dicating an upsurge should again be under-

way within the next 30 to 60 days.

Inde films now shooting are: "Duel in the

Jungle" (Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain,

David Farrar), a Moulin-Associated British

Corp. feature, shooting in London—Marcel

Hellman producer, Tony Owen director;

"The Sea Demon" (Anne Kimbcll, Stuart

Wade), a Palo Alto production—Roger Gor-

man producer, Wyatt Ordung director; "The
Hlack Knight" (Alan Ladd, Patricia Medina)
a Warwick production, shooting in Spain

—

Irving Allen producer, Tay Garnett director.

Upcoming independent films arc: "Kerry
Drake" (William Lundigan, Arline Judge)—
Les Hafner producer, Jack W. Reynolds, di-

rector; "Blue Mesa" (John Agar), a Hal R.

Makelim production to be released by Make-
lim's Atlas Distribution Company: "New
Faces", an Edward L. Alperson production

—Berman Swartz producer, Harry Horner
director, in CinemaScope; "Crosscut" (Bruce
Bennett, Ellen Drew), to be produced by
Bennett and directed by Curt Siodmak;
"The Afairs of Anatol" (Paul Henreid), to

be produced independently by Henreid; a

"The Casket of Diamonds" (Margo Wood
to be produced by Wilfred Sherman
Switzerland.

Producer Dave Diamond has completei

co-production deal for six features w
Erros Films of London. He is in Engla
at the present time, completing plans to

the new slate underway some time n

spring.

The new Ingrid Bergman picture, her fj

in four years, will be titled "The Grea

Love" and has been set for a mid-Novem
release by I. F. E. It was formerly kn
as "Europe 51". Written and directed

Roberto Rossellini, with Alexander Knox
co-star, it was filmed in Rome with Engij

dialogue.

Jfhtreducing • • • •

THE NEW ADJUSTABLE

OUTSTANDING FEATURES • • • •
REVOLUTIONARY IN DESIGN
ADJUSTABLE TO MEET EVERY
QUIREMENT

OPTICALLY PERFECT
STRONG, BUT LIGHT IN WEIGHT
ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION

RE-

PRECISION MADE IN EVERY DETAIL
EASILY AND QUICKLY INSTALLED
AMAZINGLY LOW IN COST
MADE TO LAST A LIFETIME
DESIGNED FOR ERECTION ON STAGE
OR IN FRONTOF PROSCENIUM

This new screen frame is amazingly simple and can be easily installed by anyone in less

than an hour, yet it is revolutionary in design whereby the curve can be quickly and pre-

cisely set to the proper radius after the BOWLINE SCREEN FRAME is assembled on the

stage, making the screen optically perfect. The BOWLINE FRAME is also completely ad-

justable in height in order to obtain any aspect ratio, and any degree of tilt can be set

instantly. The BOWLINE FRAME is all metal construction, precision engineered and built

to last a life time.

See the Bowline Screen Frame at the Conrad Hilton Hotel

Chicago Illinois—October 3 I st to November 5th

T.O.A.—TESMA—TEDA Convention Booth No. 142

H. R. MITCHELL AND COMPANY
HARTSELLE ALABAMA

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL THEATRE SUPPLY DEALER
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Striking advance display at the New York Paramount for the opening of ff arners' "So Big" emphasizing fame of Ferber novels.

Dual TV Coverage For

Second C'Scope Premiere

Television cameramen were due for a live-

' time when "How To Marry a Millionaire"

ad its two-theatre premiere on Broadway,
let. 29, at the Rivoli and Globe. So did

auren Bacall, who, with Marilyn Monroe
nd Betty Grable, forms the high-powered

arring combo. Reportedly the first dual

lecast of a motion picture opening, bring-

g the event to millions of moviegoers, the

ila reserved seat invitational debut was

tught on the TV cameras, switching from

le theatre to the other to catch the klieg-

ghted celebrities. The star also shuttled be-

veen the two houses, lending her glamor to

e proceedings, talking to the press, on

dio and in newsreels, all of which covered

e affair.

Crime Does Pay, Ohio

Theatreman Discovers

'Mind you, we're not advocating breaking

e law, but here's a story about a theatre

imager who did, and learned that (if the

.linston office will excuse the expression)

jime does pay. Manager Hill Bachert of the

ar Theatre in Coshocton, Ohio, took the

'iportunity of his playing of Columbia's
'irom Here To Eternity" to institute a one-
lan safety campaign. In the still of the

ijht, Bachert stencilled 44 intersections

Vh the words: "Walk Safelj—It's Only a

Step 'From Here To Eternity'." The next

day, the magistrate, who is also the mayor

of Coshocton, hailed him into court and fined

him $10 for violating a city ordinance. After

doffing his official robes, however, hizzoner

congratulated Bachert, told him that more
than 60 people had called the city hall com-
mending the mayor on the new safety cam-
paign. The combination of grosses and

public acclaim of his slogan, Bachert reports,

made the ten-buck fine a pleasure.

$10 Fee For "Miss Universe"

Bob Wile reports that ITO of Ohio has

secured the right to the Miss Universe con-

test—always a sure-fire crowd-getter—for

any city or county in the state for the nomi-

nal fee of $10 per theatre. Universal, in co-

op sponsorship with Pan American Airways,

Catalina swim suits and the city of Long
Beach, Calif., will award contracts to selected

winners and make a short subject, as it has

so profitably before, of "The World's Most
Beautiful Girls." Notes Wiles: "This is fat-

better than the Miss America contest in

Atlantic City because it has more of a movie
angle." The $10 fee, he adds, is the only ex-

pense involved, aside from the costs of bring-

ing the winner to whatever Ohio city is

selected for the finals. That cost, obviously,

will be made up many times over in the pub-

licity accruing to the theatre, the film and
the contest.

WB PAL Co-op Aimed

At New & "Lost" Audience
The Police Athletic League co-op for the

Midwest premiere of Warners' "So Big"

throws the spotlight on the type of merchan-

dising that works so well not only for an in-

dividual picture, but also exerts a potent

influence on the moviegoers of tomorrow and

their parents, who may have lost the movie-

going habit. The pattern used by WB for

the opening at the Circle Theatre in Indi-

anapolis :

The city's mayor and police chief endorsed

the promotion tagged to a slogan, "Pal Is So
Big—But It Can Be Bigger" (Through Com-
munity Support). A PAL recruiting booth

was set up in thearte lobby in advance and

during run to sign up youngsters and to

interest adults in devoting time to PAL as

instructors, leaders or patrons. Warners
struck a "So Big" plaque to be awarded to

top recruiting sergeant. Newspapers lent

editorial support and community leaders suc-

cessfully solicited for endorsement and sup-

port of project.

The huge juvenile membership of PAL,
their elders and the civic and educational

leaders thus formed a massive walkie-talkie

exploitation force, not only for the picture,

but by drawing in every age and influence

group to the theatre and making them movie-

conscious.

There's nothing like a good picture to

make the boxoffice happy. But even the

(Continued on Page 18)
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'W&at t&e S&acvmm rf%e 'Dowqf BRIEFS
r Patricia Medina was in New !

Pressbook Award
Many theatrcmen are apt to take jor granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

"THE CLASS WEB"
Universal's practice of issuing

both 2D and 3D pressbooks on

their depth films is exemplified

strikingly in the manuals for

their 3D thriller, "The Glass

Web". They have earned the

everlasting gratitude of exhibi-

tors forced to cut apart mats if

they elect to play the film flat

and often forced to discard ads

they would have liked to use be-

cause they were not adaptable to

flat presentation. Note how easi-

ly the adaptation was done by

U-I's boxofficers in the two ads

at right. Sex, suspense and sin

are the key approaches in both,

with exploitation ideas in tin

same vein. You choose your

medium and your pressbook.

r rmMDfl C DfiDiucnu muu rnDrvTur

xtVfR

SltH

J'

EDWARD G ROBINSON JOHN fORSYTHE
ISRrJa HFNnFRMN v <itui cru unnucc rnu/non r tmoiucnu iwiu rniKVTur

(Continued from Page 17)

shiniest new Cadillac won't run unless there's

gasoline and oil to fuel it and keep it in

proper working condition. Current and long-

range showmanship, such as the PAL pro-

motion, are to the movie business what gas

and oil are to the car.

"La. Territory" News

Blanketing Seen Pattern

The "Louisana Territory" campaign in

New Orleans for the world premiere at

Loew's State was an excellent example of en-

listing big-scale newspaper coverage. An
essay contest, on the sesquicentennial cele-

bration of the purchase, in public and pa-

rochial schools brought a big splurge in the

New Orleans Item, Times-Picayune and

Evening States, both during and after the

contest—with picture and playdate receiving

prominent mention. Another contest, "Miss

Louisiana Territory", with winner Elsie Lee

participating in all activities brought forth

feature stories all N. O. Sunday papers. A
special section in the Times-Picayune fea-

tured the picture, with local merchants pay-

ing for co-op ads in the section.

It need not take a sescpuicentennial cele-

bration to grab the newspapers' attention.

Almost every town has a cause for an anni-

versary and the smart showman can select

the film best suited to fit in with that occa-

sion, particularly one depicting the locale in

which he is operating. From that point on,

it takes leg work and, perhaps, some of the

green stuff (for luncheons, screenings, etc.)

but it will pay off in publicity that couldn't

ordinarily be bought.
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GFWC Booms "So Big"
Warners' "So Big" was a big hit with the

toppers of the General Federation ot

Women's Clubs at a special preview in

Washington of the highly influential group.

According to Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards,

chairman (if the m.p. division of the Feder-

ation, they were "enchanted with this splen-

did filming of the Edna Ferber novel. Sever-

al said they had never seen a finer picture

and that this is the type of picture greatly

needed today." This opinion will filter

through to the millions of women who com-
prise the Federation, assuring a pre-sold

audience. Previews of this type of picture

for women's groups should be a must for

every showman, wherever possible.

in New York 1;

week to plug her Paramount starrer, "Bo
ny Bay," and assure a full house when s

appeared at the Mayfair opening, Oct. 29.

Anatole Litvak's "Act of Love", Ki

Douglas starrer for UA release, has a "sta

ing" budget of $500,000 for ad-publicity-<

ploitation, Francis M. Winikus reports. Tl
matches the promotion nut on "Mou
Rouge" and "The African Queen".

The Detroit world debut of "The j
Louis Story", sparked by Joe's p.a. and a It

promotion, gave the Broadway-Capitol
i

new boxoffice record, topping by 25 per a
the former high at the Motor City showca

Everett Callow, Stanley-Warner chain ;

publicity head, has Philadelphia truckers, l

connection with the current run at the St;|-

ley Theatre, toting this warning on the re :

Pass Left Do Not Pass Rij t

FROM HERE TO ETERNIT
That "Marie Wilson Laugh" kit RKO s

distributing to newspapers through field n i

and major theatre chains on "Marry e

Again" is a beaut. Excellent for features r

blurbs. Make sure you contact your d; y

for playdate mention when you book it.

Joan Fontaine and Binnie Barnes, star i

in RKO's "Decameron Nights", are be 2

kept busy by radio and TV appearances In

behalf of the film. Fontaine worked on e

Paul Frees ABC show in a "mystery voir

contest, did a stint on the Bob Hope sh

on "Your Claim to Fame" CBS-TV si

and the Shirley Thomas CBS network sh

as well as local appearances for the

Angeles Beverly Theatre opening. Bar

worked the Tiny Renier show and "Bach

Haven" on TV. Film also will receive pi ;s

nationally for a full month on the M S

"Queen for a Day" network show.

RKO is laying an early promotion grou 11

work for the re-issue of Walt Disney's "I n

occhio" to be released next February. 1

ready set are tie-ups with Whitman, I 1

Simon & Schuster and RCA for colorin; &

cut-out books, Golden Books (both Big td

Little), a medley of Pinocchio music, t s,

comic books and special reader records.

(Continued on Paged)

WB received two important m(/|a/

assists in their promotion of "T c/i

Song", Joan Crawford first Te< li-

color starrer. The G. Schirmer !\. >ii

Store window display devoted a la-

jor portion of space to the : 'et

music and the star's little-seen "

geous gams, featuring two of thi op

songs, "You Won't Forget Me"\nd

"Follow Me". Note the referen> to

theatre in center of display. At r ht.

the display card put out by M -M

records with the Crawford seifp-

apeal featured on cover of rt>rd

album. Although vocals are by rfia

Adams, the Crawford pose, her me

and cast-credits are the domMl

factors in both the cover and
l><

<' r



The BestWay to Sell i|oun

3-D ATTRACTIONS...
IN LOBBY, FOYER,

OUT FRONT
AND AWAY-FROM

THEATRE!
DISPLAY CARD

of your

COMING
ATTRACTION

1500

At***

tc<3
fW

on

DISPLAY CABINET
Here's the display that SELLS 3-D . . . by SHOWING 3-D

!

. . . Actual scenes from the picture ... in full color and

3 dimensional depth . . . permit the patron to sample the

motion pictures' new, thrilling dimension.

Three VIEW-MASTERS on each cabinet, show

seven scenes from your 3-D Attractions! You buy the

display at the low outright sale price of $24.50 and use

it on all your 3-D hits! Reels— set of 3, $1.85 . . .

Display cards— 60c each. Buy several and sell

3-D... BIG!

v_y matmw i

SERVICE
Of mi mousTRY



M-G-M's New York premiere of ''Main Street to Broadway" featured an Indiana hayride down the

Main Stem from Columbus Circle to the Astor Theatre. At left. Metro ad director Silas Seadler and

the Herb Shriners seem to have enjoyed the ride; right, wagon pulls up in front of the Astor with

Herb at the reins and several stage, radio and TV notables in the hay.

(Continued from Page 18)

"Millionaire" Ballys Run

Gamut of Promotion Stunts

Following the record program of window
and in-store displays, with 30 windows in the

Fifth Avenue shops already set, promotion

setups for 20th Century-Fox's "How To
Marry A Millionaire" keep expanding. Prior

to the dual Broadway premiere, the company
sponsored a "modern Cinderella" contest in

which one of New York's most glamorous

women was to fall heiress—for one night—to

a million dollars worth of diamonds, have a

date with a millionaire and be escorted

through police lines along with other celeb-

rities to be photographed, interviewed and

televised at the opening on Oct. 29. Her
wardrobe will include Dior's coronation

gown, Delman dancing slippers, Maximilan's

pastel mink, and, of course, the million bucks'

worth of gems from Harry Winston's fa-

mous collection. (Armed guards, it is ad-

vised, were assigned to keep an eye on the

fortune in diamonds, and the publicity didn't

hurt a bit.)

Another important co-op was set up with

the Nedick Food Shops, purveyors of hot

dogs and orange drinks in 105 strategically

located spots in 13 cities. All the stores will

display window cards, 14 x 20 scene stills

and appropriate go-see copy, along with

counter and wall decorations.

Another exploitation stunt will choose 12

members of the fair sex submitting the most

original letters telling "Why I'd Like to

Marry a Millionaire". Winners divide lavish

gifts from Lanvin (perfume), Opera (lin-

gerie), Helen Neushafer (cosmetics) and Sea

Nymph (swimsuits).

In The Mags
A record total of 29 national and fan maga-

zines have one or more of the three stars

(Monroe, Grable, Bacall) of the second Cine-

maScope production, "How To Marry A
Millionaire", on the cover in current and

forthcoming issues. Several of the publica-

tions have scheduled follow-up covers, as

well as feature stories. Look is spotlighting

Monroe for its second take on the film in the

Nov. 17 issue. Other November covers in-

The television camera grinds as Marie Wilson -

rives at Seattle-Tacoma airport for world premm
nf RKO's "Marry Me Again" at the Orpheii.

From left, Len Higgins. KTNY-TV
; co-produ r

Robert Fallon. Marie and Hamrick v.p. B. Com .

elude Sec, Screen Stories, Motion Pict' 2

Screen Life, and Screen World. Decern r

covers; Photoplay, Movie Life, Prev ,

Movie Pix, 3-D Movies, 3-D Stars and win r

editions of Film Stars Album and Muviek 1

Annual. Movie Time and Movie World i

January, and Movieland in February are t

as we"..

Class trade will be garnered for RK'

s

"Decameron Nights" with the Saturday

view's designation of the film as "an ac t

and witty triumph," among other laudat I

comments. The P>occaccio tales, for the f .t

time on film, were given even more sign-

cant praise, so far as the mass audiences

concerned, when Parents' Magazine revis-

ers—of all people—gave it a favorable i-

tique.

Look magazine gave "The French Li
:"

RKO's Jane Russell starrer, glowing pr .e

and a four-page layout. Copies are being I
tributed to exhibitors and RKO neldn.n,

and Look is using the striking layout bt

newsstand promotions.

Carl Ferruzzo, manager of Cincinnati's Keith Theatre, developed this striking front for Universal'

International's "The All-American" by using pennants of all major colleges and the city's high

schools. A loud speaker over the boxoffice played a continuous medley of college songs. Box-

office line evidences success of the display.
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The W'eissmullers meet Rashad Mourad, EM's

consul general, upon their return from ( '0.

Their visit, said Mourad, was greatest p >m

interest event of year.



7kU Me The tteuj/

TOA Standing Committee

Report to Convention

Shaping up as the greatest conclave in

TOA history, and perhaps the most crucial,

the 1953 convention and trade show opened

in Chicago. Of prime importance are the

Standing Committee reports scheduled for

presentation to the membership.

In reporting on the activities of COM P< >,

chairman Sam Pinanski urges that TOA en-

dorse recommendations of the COMPO ex-

ecutive committee which directed: (1) con-

tinuation of the present type of three-man

,
COMPO leadership; (2) continue the tax

repeal campaign, and (3) that an immediate

drive be held to collect new COMPO dues

both from exhibitors and distributors, the

latter to match the exhibitor dues dollar for

dollar.

Si Fabian, chairman of the Theatre Tele-

vision committee, recommends that every

effort be made to take advantage of the FCC
order which makes available certain frequen-

cies in order to transmit theatre television

programs. He reports that "we are faced

with a serious threat of home metered TV
. Unless we meet this challenge of home

TV by utilizing the grant given us by the

FCC, we shall have no one but ourselves to

alame if our business withers and dries up."

The Drive-In committee report, made by

'Tack Braunagel, presents these observations:

1(1) after the novelty of 3D wears off . . .

business falls off to below average; (2) suit-

ible screens are not available. The group

'ecommends that drive-ins who have not

ried 3D hold back installations until screen

airfaces being developed are perfected.

In regard to wider screens and Cinema-

scope, the committee reports that some thea-

'res have tried new dimensions, and lighting

las been favorable with screens up to 110

eet in width. CinemaScope, however, can

>e afforded only by the larger drive-ins at

resent. The problem of stereophonic sound

eniains unsolved.

Elmer C. Rhoden, Public Relations chair-

lan, reports that COMPO still offers the

est means in developing sound all-industry

ublic relations. It should be "acknowledged
nd supported as the Voice of the Industry

3 a renewed and continuing effort to build

ublic confidence and respect for the motion
icture industry."

Exhibs Tackle Technical Woes
Allied Theatres of Illinois has set up a

jmmittee to study the advantages of group
luipment purchasing with immediate em-
"lasts on wide screen and stereophonic
)und equipment. If necessary, a technician
ill be hired to advise members on require-

ents for wide screen projection. ATI feels

;it exhibitors' wide-screen problems can be
'Ked through intelligent counseling, and
us save theatre owners costly and unneces-
ry experimentation.

Decrees Ended Trust Action

Dates On Limitations Set

An anti trust suit brought by the Leonia

Amusement Corp. of New Jersey against the

major film distributors, produced a ruling by

Federal District Court Judge Sylvester Ryan

that the date of the final decree in the con-

sent judgments governs the statute of limita-

tions in anti-trust suits.

Ryan ruled that under the Clayton act, (1)

the statute of limitations is suspended during

the period the government suit is pending;

(2) the suspension remains in effect during

the interim consent decrees, (3) statute of

limitations resumes upon entering of final

decree.

The decision also set the dates on which

the action was ended for the following de-

fendents: Universal, United Artists and Co-

lumbia on April 8, 1950, when the period for

tiling an appeal from the Feb. 8, 1950 decree

expired; 20th-Fox, Warners and Loew's on

Oct. 16, 1950, when the appeal on the Feb.

8, 1950 decision was denied, and Paramount,

April 21, 1949 when that company was

severed from the action.

INDUSTRY MOURNS
H. M. RICHEY, C. LEWIS
The industry mourns the death of

two of its prominant leaders, Hender-

son M. Richey, director of exhibitor re-

lations and sales promotion manager

for M-G-M, and Charles E. "Chick"

Lewis, editor and publisher of Show-

man's Trade Review, and executive

vice president of the Variety Clubs'

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.

Richey, 59, died suddenly of a heart

attack while at his desk in the home
office last Monday (Oct. 26). During

his colorful career, he was a newspaper

reporter and editor, and was general

manager for Allied Theatres and Co-

operative Theatres of Michigan.

Richey became director of exhibitor re-

lations for RKO in 1939, moving over

to the same post at M-G-M in 1940.

Lewis, 57, also died unexpectedly

from a heart attack at his home on

Oct. 22. He entered the industry in

1909 as a studio boy for IMP and was
later with the Carl Laemmle organi-

zation. In 1915, Lewis switched to ex-

hibition, joining the K. C. Booking Co.

He later served as a circuit and di-

vision manager in both New York and
New England. He joined the stall' of

Motion Picture News in 1928, and five

years later founded Showman's Trade
Review. Lewis played an important

role in the direction of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, holding his execu-

tive post since 1949.

Chas. Skouras Calls On
Paramount For C'Scope Films
With the first CinemaScope production,

"The Robe," shattering boxoffice records in

every situation to date, National Theatres

president Charles P. Skouras called on Para-

mount Pictures to join the ranks of pro-

ducers making films in the anamorphic pro-

cess.

In a letter to Paramount production chief,

. Frank Freeman (a copy of which was
sent to other studio heads), Skouras said,

"The entire industry should strike while the

iron is hot. The exhibitor needs the best

efforts of your studio and all other studios."

The circuit executive based his appeal on

the fact that theatres in his circuit showing
" The Robe" are grossing "more than four

times their average grosses over the past

year." Skouras said his company is so im-

pressed with CinemaScope-type of produc-

tion and exhibition that during the next three

years National Theatres plans to convert 250

of the chain houses to C'Scope, at a cost of

about $5,000,000. By the end of 1953, 75

houses will be equipped for CS. He added
that eventually, as many as 75 theatres not

suitable for C'Scope will have to be closed.

Skouras emphasized that it is imperative

that the public be wooed away from their TV
sets if the film industry is to survive. It is

his belief that CinemaScope is the process

that can do the job.

WB Converts To C 'Scope

In Standardization Move
A major step in alleviating the confusion

in the movie industry's current technological

revolution seemed to have been taken with

Warners' announcement of CinemaScope
production. The disclosure of a deal with

20th Century-Fox, for the use of the latter's

anamorphoscopic process was made by
Major Albert Warner and closely was fol-

lowed by a statement from Spyros P.

Skouras hailing the WB decision. Both were
emphatic on the "confusion elimination" as-

pects of the arrangement.

Deal was arranged by Al Lichtman after

a series of confabs between the 20th distri-

bution chief and the Warner management. It

served to allay at least one fear: that the

most promising of the wide-screen processes,

demonstrated and proven a boxoffice stimu-

lant in its intial performance, mighl not be

secured in its present ratio of 2.55 to 1, with

a four-track sound system on the same film.

Both are now virtually an assured standard.

It also held promise of a sufficient supply of

CS product, since, in addition to 20th's 16

C'Scope films completed or in production,

WB became the sixth company to turn to

CinemaScope production, with six pictures

announced for CS filming.

Unanswered, however, in either announce-
ment was whether Warners would make the

anamorphic films available in standard ratio

(Continued on Page 27)
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

"Pickup" Girl In "Laura" Them*

\/icki SHE GOTWHAT SHE ASKED FO
f A Life Violently Lived! A Story Sensitively Told! Tender As A Caress . . . Brutal As A Black

<

:

excitement, reckless violence VICKI ...and th<

Jongerous step of the way! made her what sr

Jean Peters, the "Pickup on South Street" girl, and the memorable "Laura"'

theme form tin- nucleus of the exploitahles in "Vicki", Leonard Goldstein's pro-

duction for 20th Century-Fox. And the physical and emotional aspects are

caught spectacularly in the ads (below), lithos (22 x 2.S & 1-sheet, above) and

publicity as detailed in the press book issued by Charles Einfeld and his staff.

Setting the pace in art and copy is the Peters sex appeal. The curvesome

lass gets the full benefit of the artist's brush and the copywriters' imagination.

Leading the catchline parade are the words—"If Men Want to Look at Me . . .

Why Shouldn't The)' Pay For It!" and "She Had Everything a Man Could

Ever Want and Lived the Way No Woman Ever Should!" ( >r this one: "The
Violent World of Vicki and the Men Who Made Her What She Was! You'll

want to lean out of your seat—and kiss her! You'll want to reach out to the

screen—and choke her! You'll want t> sit back and thank heaven—you never

met a girl like Vicki
!"

The "Laura'Mike quality evolves

from the attempt to piece together facts

and people surrounding the meteoric

rise of a young beauty, who was mad"
a sensational night club attraction by

press agentry, after she is found mys-
teriously murdered. A theme suitable

for many theatres could be based on

this factor, such as "Remember
'Laura'? Then You Won't Forget

'Vicki'!" or "You haven't met anyone
like 'Vicki' since 'Laura' thrilled you!''

While the ads make no mention of this

aspect, it might be well for theatres,

especially those playing to class mar-

ket, to consider such use.

Basically, however, it is sex and vio-

lence that should sell "Vicki" and the

Fox admen have given the showmen
plenty to work with on both counts.

MYSTERY BALLY
The mystery surrounding "Vicki" rani

built into surprising proportions. In the f I

Jean Peters' rule as a former hash-slinl

who enjoys a sensational rise to fame as

darling of cafe society and is murdered at

peak of her career. The killer is finally fo I

as clues are pieced together in flashb:

Using this premise, a contest for lot

newspaper or handbill based on previlfc

Peters roles should pick up plenty of at

tion, particularly if free tickets are ofTerc

winners of the title contest. Idea is to ti

the earlier roles that by their nature wc

suggest an end for each characteriza

similar to that which comes to "Vic

Central figure in the display would b

blowup of Peters similar to that shown!

other page. Surrounding would be stills f I

the other pictures. If used in lobby, tl 't

should be entry blanks and a ballot boxp
or near the display.

The implications of mystery in the n; le

could serve as additional fodder. Spo
;

'.d

alone on street stencils, car cards, handt s.

posters, postcards, etc., should stir plent of

interest.

Trailer and radio-TV selling also worllp

this end. The teaser-mystery angle is woipfl

to a turn in these media as detailed in lie

prcssbook.

TALENT HUNT
Tied in excellently with the film storyte

suggested Singing Waitress contest and/la

search for a waitress to become the "Dang
of Cafe Society" for a day. Both open ii
outlets for plugs and co-ops with such 1 !t*-

chants as restaurants, beauty parlors, m ic

shops, fashion stores, jewelers, etc. It a

natural for newspaper publicity, incluiiig

co-op ads, and f< r a running feature or ic

spread.

IF *EH

was*
THEY WW
FOR ft

^3
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The fright of an innocent girl caught in a web of circumstantial evidence that

points to her being the murderess of her sister is captured in the above still.

The terrified Jeanne Crain finds the net tightening under grilling by the homi-

cide chief. At left, Jean Peters as "Vicki"
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"..andfor

CHRISTMAS..,

Please

have

Everybody

help the

CHRISTMAS

SALUTE
...it's for the Will Rogers Hospital

where everybody in show business

can get free tuberculosis treatment.

But I guess you know about that—

You must have started it!"

It's your Hospital!
The Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Me-
morial Hospital is owned by every-

body in the Amusement Industry.

Anyone in the industry who needs

TB attention can get it here AT NO
COST... families included.

The Hospital is supported by every

employee in our industry through

contributions to the Christmas Sa-

lute. Everybody's protected—Every-

body should share. Employers, get

everyone in your organization to

contribute. Employees, sign the Sa-

lute Scroll, and contribute at least

"an hour's pay".

Variety

cil WillKogersMemorialHospital
National Office: 1501 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y. Saranac Lake, New York

The Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contribution of artwork, and plates by United Artists Corp., and of the space by this publisher.
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SLOT TV
(Continued from Page 7)

this: the one factor which prevents Hollywood from

selling films to television at present is the financial one.

The only consolation Mr. Raibourn offers to the ex-

hibitor is "the possibility of further technical develop-

ment to heighten response in the theatre in ways which

cannot be followed in the homes"—things like Cinema-

Scope, stereophonic sound, Cinerama and 3D.

As we have pointed out already, Hollywood's pro-

ducers are drooling over the prospects of big money held

out to them by the slot-TV companies—International

Telemeter (controlled by Paramount), Phonevision

(controlled by Zenith Radiol and Skiatron. At first they

were inclined to regard the slot-TV* revenue "guessti-

mates" as completely unrealistic. What helped them

change their minds was the Phonevision test conducted

in 1951 under the auspices of the National Opinion Re-

search Center of the University of Chicago.

For this first test of subscription television the Uni-

versity selected 300 Chicago families, representing a

cross-section (in income, social standing, family compo-

sition, etc.) of the community. The guinea-pig families

were of wide range—from doormen to directors. Zenith

bought a $600,000 transmitter from the General Electric

Company, put in a special switchboard at one of the ex-

changes of the Bell Telephone Company, and lent a

special TV set to each of the 300 families chosen for the

test. For a fee of one dollar these families could stay

home and see a movie which, on receipt of a telephone

call, was "unscrambled" on their TV screen.

After 90 days the results of the Phonevision experi-

ment were analysed, with seemingly startling results.

All of the 90 pictures used in the test were old. Some
dated back ten years. The newest had been two years

out of the can. Yet the Phonevision families spent 3}^

times more at their fireside movies than the average

weekly attendance at motion picture theatres through-

out the U. S. Whereas, at that time, the average movie-

goer was paying to see .47 movies a week, the Phone-

vision families paid for 1.73 a week. That this test

reached into the "lost audience" was made obvious by

the discovery that although all the 90 pictures run on

the test had been generally released years earlier, only

about two out of each ten participating families had seen

them before.

No wonder some of the film producing companies,

scornful and sceptical at first, began making lightning

(Continued on Page 26)

HOW TELEMETER WORKS
The six drawings below show how Telemeter subscription television operates from the time a show is picked up, transmitted

over the air and received by home TV set. The system is designed to handle programs costing from 5c to $2.00 in multiples of 5c.

e
A regular TV camera is trained on a fight in

the usual way (for example, Channel 5). No
extra or special TELEMETER equipment used in

this step.

The TV broadcasting station picks up the fight,

an engineer directs it through the TELEMETER
transmission equipment, which is located in the
station, and from there the show is sent to the
broadcasting tower in the usual way.

At the broachasting tower the fight picture is

sent out over the air in a distorted fashion to

all TV set receivers within the range of that par-

ticular station.

I The TV receiver within range and tuned to
Channel 5 will receive an unintelligible picture
of the fight. If that receiver doesn't have a
TELEMETER attachment it will be impossible for
that set to receive a clear picture of the fight
on Channel 5 until the TELEMETERED show of the
fight is over.

The TV receiver with a TELEMETER will receive
a clear picture land the fight will be shown
without any interrupting commerciall the instant
the required amount of money has been paid
into the TELEMETER. If the price is 85c for the
fight, the box can take nickels, dimes, quarters
or half dollars in any combination that adds up
to 85c.

At regular intervals TELEMETER service man

comes to the house and takes out a part of the

box which contains the magnetic tape as well as

the money that has been paid in during the past

month. He then inserts a new part containing a

fresh tape and an empty coin box.
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SLOT TV
(Continued from Page ?.S)

calculations. On the basis of the Phonevision tests, the

figures worked out something like this: a typical film

included in the group used by Zenith earned about $6,-

000,000 gross. If made available on the same percentage

of the country's present 25,000,000 TV sets, as was the

case in Chicago, with the producer sharing the proceeds

50-50 with the television company, a producer would

earn close to $6,000,000 from only three performances

—

and probably far more if it were a new picture.

Some of the cooler heads among the film executives

refuse to swallow the Slot-TV figures hook, line and

sinker. They wisely point out that a test, with its com-
plete exclusiveness, and with the curiosity of the par-

ticipants whetted by the "pioneering" aspect of the ven-

ture could easily produce results far out of line from

results in day-by-day operations on a competitive basis.

Nevertheless, with this kind of arithmetic being

kicked around, Hollywood is bound to be keenly in-

terested in the test of Paramount's Telemeter pay-as-

you-see system at Palm Springs beginning this month.

There is little doubt that it will yield results similar to

those achieved by Phonevision, and it will undoubtedly

cause another flurry of excitement.

How The System Works

All three existing TV systems operate similarly,

though there are minor differences between them. The
show which is being televised, whether it be a film from

a theatre or a big fight from an arena, is photographed

by an ordinary television receiver and transmitted from

the TV station in the same way as a normal sponsored

program, except that the electronic image is scrambled,

making it merely a jumble of lines when it reaches the

TV set. The subscriber to slot-TV can unscramble the

picture, and make it intelligible, by using a special at-

tachment.

In the case of Telemeter the unscrambling is achieved

by dropping the appropriate fee into a coin box affixed

to the receiver. The user looks into a window indicating

the cost of the show, drops the appropriate coin into the

slot, and thereby sets the unscrambling device into

motion. In another window an automatic coin counter

keeps tally on an electronic tape of the sum spent. At
the end of each month a service man comes to the house,

checks the coins in the box against the amount indicated

on the tape, empties the coin box and inserts a new tape.

The system used during the Phonevision test in 1951

involved sending a decoding signal to the telephone ex-

change. On receiving a request from a subscriber that

the picture be unscrambled, the decoding signal was
transmitted by telephone into the TV set. Collections

under this method would be by monthly billing, the

amount involved being recorded at the telephone ex-

change. Zenith has, however, two other methods which
could be used satisfactorily, it claims. The decoding

signal could be broadcast over the air by the same trans-

mitter sending out the scrambled program. Using infor-

mation on a small card purchased from a vending ma-
chine, the Phonevision subscriber would "tune in" his

set, just as one unlocks a safe by setting the knob to the

correct combination. In this case program cards would

be sent out by mail some time ahead of the broadcast

giving the subscriber advance notice of the entertain

ment offered.

Phonevision's third method is the same as Telemeter':

—a coin box attached to the TV set. The cost of each

program would be advertised in the newspapers and ji

TV program guides. One of the reasons why Phone
vision has developed these alternative ways of unscram
bling a picture is that some homes may not be fitte.

'

with telephones, or may be in rural areas where th{

nearest vending machine might be miles distant.

I'nder the Skiatron system a family w ith a subscriber

vision account would receive each week a control can
(like the punched cards used in tabulating machines)
Program notations are printed on the card, giving th

times of various shows. The subscriber wanting to set

say, a feature movie, would drop the electronic card in .

slot on the top of the decoder attached to his set. an<

push the button opposite the spot marked on the can

for the film program. This would complete the elec

tronic circuit, the distorted picture being automatical!

unscrambled. The card could, of course, be re-used whei

desired for the other programs indicated on it, paymen
being made only for programs ordered, on the basis o

the punch-holes made on the card by the decoder.

They All Want Movies

All three companies have evolved slightly differin;

ideas of commercial operation. They are uncertai:

about advertising; i.e., whether to plan for sponsors o

not. One of them dreamed up a scheme by which coin

for unscrambling a distorted picture could be give;

away as a premium by a soap manufacturer. Anothe

school of thought argues that slot-TV should be de

veloped in direct competition with free TV, and on th

same lines, except that, because the viewer would pa

for his programs, the advertiser could buy time muc!

more cheaply than he can purchase it from the network;

But while there may be divergencies of view on ho\

Slot-TV should work, and who should foot the hi!

there is no disagreement on one point : all the companie

concerned in this new industry make great play in thei

propaganda of the value of the "current movie" for pr<

gramming purposes. Obviously they see films as th

very basis of their existence, and to that extent, n

matter how plausible are their arguments, they hav

placed themselves unmistakeably in competition wit

the theatre exhibitor as purveyors of film entertainmer

to the public.

It is from that point of view—and that alone—that w

urge all connected with the theatre end of our busines

to ponder for themselves the significance of the tren

towards coin-in-the-slot TV. If only half of the promist

made by its sponsors were honored, it could yield

fortune to the theatremen of this country. Otherwise

could spell their doom. This much we should add: u

to now, television has proved itself a serious menace,

is difficult to see how TV, in any other form, could pei

manently benefit the exhibitor. For everyone know

that it is just as easy to televise a film from a studio ci\

it is from a movie theatre.

NEXT ISSUE: THE SUMMING-UP
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/Continued from Page 21)

and possibly in 3D. Questioned about this

factor of the deal, WB distribution chief Ben

Kalmenson told FILM BULLETIN that the

Warner C'Scope productions will be filmed

in conventional medium as well. As to dis-

tribution policy, Kalmenson refused to make

any commitment on films that have not yet

been produced. He said, that the arrangement

with Fox was purely for use of the Cinema-

Scope process.

In his original disclosure of WarnerScope,

lack L. Warner announced that the six films

lamed for the anamorphic treatment would

also be shot in 3D and in conventional ratio.

20th-Fox has insisted on its C'Scope films

leirrg distributed only in that medium. It

Was on this issue that Skouras was most

leartily applauded at the recent Allied con-

ention when he expressed his willingness to

est C'Scope and conventional presentation

it the same film in key cities, and let the

xhibttors judge the grossing potential and

>erformance.

While Maj. Warner did not make mention

if the company's abandonment of its former-

y announced WarnerSuperScope process, it

eemed inevitable that such would be the

ase. Both CS and WSS are virtually identi-

al; sole major exceptions are the single film

nage and sound, and the WSS 2.66-1 ratio

ompared with the 2.55-1 of C'Scope.

"We are adopting CinemaScope", said Maj.

Varner, "in an effort to clarify and stan-

ardize for the exhibitors and the public a

ingle process, thus eliminating any possi-

ility of confusion." He said that WB would

pool" their technical and engineering "know-

ow" with 20th to develop C'Scope.

The same six stories announced for WSS
ere named by Jack Warner: "A Star Is

urn" (already in production), "Helen of

roy", "Rear Guard", "Mr. Roberts", "The
alisman" and "Battle Cry".

Skouras praised Warners for "eliminating

mfusion" by adopting the C'Scope process.

Warner Bros, has spent a great deal of

loney and effort in research and now, to-

ether, we can accomplish greater things

lan ever before."

Memos
Bruce Trinz, general manager of the Clark

icatre in Chicago, has been selected to

ach a course on motion pictures at the Uni-

rsity of Chicago. The series of lectures

ill be entitled, "Pictures, Popcorn and

rofits," and will deal with both Hollywood

id foreign films ... A. Brattleboro, Vt.,

otel is advertising "free movies" with each

•"in. The rooms are wired to pick up sound
"in the drive-in, next door, whose screen is

early visible from the windows . . . The
mual convention and trade show of the

otion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkan-
s, Tennessee, and Mississippi will be held

Memphis on Dec. 7, 8, and 9.

Four Films Monthly During

UA's Year-Long Celebration
With exhibitor concern over product

shortages growing everyday, United Artists

may provide the storehouse which will save

many theatremen if the anticipated film

famine develops. In conjunction with UA's

year-long world-wide celebration of the 35th

anniversary of its founding, v.p. Max E.

Voungstein announced not less than four

pictures a month would be released.

UA prexy, Arthur B. Krim, in launching

the 12-month program, said "We feel the

35th anniversary of United Artists is an

event of major importance not only to our

company, but to the entire industry. For the

continued existence and growth of United

Artists over so long a time reflects the con-

tinued health and growth of independent film

production, the continued faith of exhibitors

throughout the world in independently-pro-

duced films and the unflagging interest of

the public in the motion picture industry."

TAX FIGHT DEADLINE
December 1 is the deadline for ob-

taining pledges of support from Con-

gressmen and Senators in the new Tax
Campaign for elimination of the admis-

sions levy. A letter from GOMPO
co-chairmen Col. H. A. Cole and Pat

McGee stated, "The present Washing-

ton situation makes it imperative that

we push ahead immediately with our

Congressional contacts so that we will

know how they stand now. In view of

the changing conditions our thanks for

past support must be followed up or

combined with new assurances."

Tent Topics
Addressing the annual election meeting of

Philadelphia Tent 13, Variety Clubs Inter-

national Chief Barker Jack Beresin said that

"Before the year is out, there will hardly be

a capital in Europe that won't have a tent."

In his first public appearance in the U. S.

since his trip abroad, Beresin told the group

that "Variety in Europe is a real, living,

vibrant force."

He predicted that tents will be established

in West Berlin and Frankfurt within six

months. There was even a chance that the

1955 international convention would be held

in London. He added that there will be a

dozen delegates from the London unit com-
ing to Dallas for the meeting next March.

A gold life membership card in Variety

Clubs International and a plaque were pre-

sented to H. Neal East for his efforts as

chairman and president of the Blind Babies

Foundation, San Francisco Tent #32 charity-

project. The testimonial, attended by 250

exhibitors, distributors and civic notables,

also honored East on his promotion to Para-

mount assistant western division manager.

He was formerly San Francisco branch man-
ager. (Continued on Page 28)

TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENTS
Wide Screen With Mirrors
When they say it's being done with

mirrors, the reference now may be to a new
wide screen process currently being shown
in Hollywood to studio executives. Ted Bris-

kin, president of Revere Camera Co., who is

demonstrating the process while negotiating

for U. S. rights with a Dutch optical firm

claims that any aspect ratio can be achieved

through curved mirrors used in photography

and in projection. Cost is about one-third

that of CinemaScope, Briskin averred, and

C'Scope reels can be projected with the

mirror setup. Another advantage cited was
that color remains truer and distortion held

to a minimum with the Dutch system.

So far, Briskin said, executives from 20th-

Fox, M-G-M and Paramount have viewed

the demonstrations. Mirrors used for the

showing use a 2.55-1 ratio, same as C'Scope.

Ampex Produces Sound Gear
The Ampex Corp., equipment producers

of Redwood City, Calif., has climbed on the

stereosound system bandwagon and an-

nounces it is prepared to take orders from

any and all theatres on a 30-day delivery-

basis. Holding demonstrations on its sys-

tem at the N. Y. Rivoli Theatre, Ampex
states the set-up is avaiilable in five sizes

at a price ranging from $4,500 to $10,000.

According to the company, their button-on

magnetic soundhead fits all modern projec-

tors without interfering with the present

optical soundhead when standard sound

tracks are used. Speakers, designed by the

Lansing Corp. and built by Ampex, are used

in the system.

Ampex has signed an agreement with

Altec for the installation and servicing of its

stereosound equipment.

Glowmeter Seeks New Fields
Glowmeter, manufacturers of the Magni-

glow Astrolite screen approved for Cinema-

Scope, have launched a new products di-

vision for the development and production of

Astrolite, Telefire (for projection TV) and

Skyfire (for outdoor theatres) screens.

Headed by Lloyd D. Washburn, the division

will aim at new fields, tailoring the screen

surface to fit the new uses. The company

has also revealed that factory trained experts

are now available to consult with exhibitors

on screen problems. Sales manager William

.B. Russell wants it known that these men
will function purely as service personnel and

are not salesmen.

Giant Screen to Music Hall
The world's largest screen—120 feet wide

and 48 feet high—will be installed in Radio

City Music Hall. Manufactured by Glow-

meter and distributed by Radiant Corp., it

will be a Magniglow Astrolite screen, and

actually will be two screens, one 70' x 33' for

use in standard projection, the other for the

CinemaScope ratio.
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wQUOT€S" What the Newspaper Critics Sag About New Films

Critics . Ipphiud *So Kifj*
While most of the New York critics tag Warner's "So Bit;" as "dated'' and "familiar"

they rind a number of elements upon which to recommend it as good film entertainment.

Performances arc applauded, with Jane Wyman given particular credit for producing a

memorable characterization.

Writes Bosley Crowther in the Times, "Despite the fact that the story is 'dated', that it

offers a familiar theme . . . there is still a great deal of solid substance." He feels that

"for the better part of the picture, we are largely indebted to Jane Wyman . . . the char-

acter she sets throughout the first part stands firm amid the flow of glycerin tears."

"Naive in the most popular style, a cut above the radio serial," says the Herald Tri-

bune's Otis L. Guernsey. "Prettied up for the matinee trade," he continues, "it is so home-
spun, so hopeful and so wise that it never seems to touch on anything as common and or-

dinary as American life."

'The Post's Archer Winsten gives the film a Good Movie Meter Rating penning, "A
record so inspiring, acted out with the quiet, glowing heroism of Miss Wyman, cannot fail

to touch an audience." In his opinion the film is a "half-classic of the past generation,

now re-done honestly and well."

"Miss Wyman has tried harder to be saintly than to he credible, which leaves an

otherwise rugged and earthy picture with a tilt toward the stilted side," observes Alton

Cook of the World-Telegram & Sun. Cook types the picture writing, "this is one for the

handkerchief brigade, the ladies who enjoy sitting down to a good cry."

Rose Pelswick of the Journal-American finds the movie a "tear-provoking film drama."

Jane Wyman, she believes, "contributes a strong and moving characterization."

'BLOWING WILD'
Warner Bros.

"Labeled cheap from the very beginning,

when it has some difficulty making up its

mind whether it is imitating 'High Noon' or

''Treasure of Sierra Madre'."—Guernsey, N.

Y. Herald Tribune

"No lack of action . . . Cooper's right at

home in his role of a rugged, hard-bitten ad-

venturer."— Pelswick, N. Y. Jourrnal-Ameri-

can

"'This sort of brawling melodrama with

heavy interludes of passion has been thrown
on too many screens to retain any degree of

freshness."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"In this sort of picture, stamina is the main
acting gift . . . Everything seems authentic,

all right, except the story."—Cook, N. Y.

World 'Telegram & Sun

"Marks of obvious 'borrowing' from
former hit films . . . Script is a loose mis-

cellany of random actions. And so, as a con-

sequence, is the film."—Crowther, N. Y.

Times

'THE BIG HEAT'
Columbia

" Tense and eventful crime show . . . For
those who like violence, it's fun."—Crowther,

N. Y. Times
"Has everything a good crime melodrama

should have . . . Rough, tough and fascinat-

ing."— Pihodna, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Hard-boiled rough and tumble . . . Likely

to be little peace and quiet anywhere around

the Criterion, including the boxoffice."

—

Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun
"Old thriller stuff . . . screened with skill,

fury, and plenty of action."— Winsten, N. Y.

Post

"Fairly crackles with excitement . . . You'll

find it forceful, hard-hitting entertainment."

—Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

'TORCH SONG'
M-G-M

"Joan Crawford has another of her star-

sized roles . . . aimed straight at the sensi-

bilities of her particular fans."—(iuernsey,

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Not precisely a bright new kind of story

. . . Some sparkling, contemporary lines . . .

It is Miss Crawford's show and she plays it

to the hilt."— Weiler, N. Y. l imes

"Joan still dances with her old vivacity

and headlong grace . . . Her followers should

turn out in happily weeping and admiring

droves."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram &
Sun
"Movie Meter Rating—Good . . . Slick,

professional and handsome in its Techni-

color. Its weakness ... is in its story, which

is essentially an old formula not very in-

terestingly redecorated."—Winsten, N. Y.

Post

'CITY OF BAD MEN'
20th Century-Fox

"Routine Western mixture . . . Makes a

lot of threats and kills a lot of people, but it

misses the big excitement."—Guernsey, N. Y.

Herald Tribune

"Will divert and impress the youngsters

. . . but those wdio are somewhat more know-

ing of facts and realities will find this a hard

hunk to swallow."—Crowther, N. Y. 'Times

"Fair plus (Movie Meter Rating) . . . Real

honest-to-goodness fight event as back-

ground. 'This places it among the original

plots in a field where originality is almost

non-existent."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Dale Robertson and his producer faith-

fully follow the formula, including plentiful

punctuation by gun fights."—Cook, N. .

World- Telegram & Sun

"Robust out-door yarn in 'Technicolor that

comes up w ith a new angle in mesquite melo-

drama."— Pelswick, X. Y. lournal-American

TkU tflade The %u

J

(Continued from 1'iigf 27)

Schaeffer Sues Gunzburg, N
Splituo between Milton L. Gunzburg

George J. Schaeffer in the Natural Vi:

Corp. boiled to a $3,500,000 damage sui |n

Los Angeles Federal Court last week. Ac

was filed by Schaeffer, charging hrcacr^f

contract by Gunzburg in forming other

porations, giving stock to relatives and t

allegedly depriving the plaintiff of his
j
1

share of what Schaeffer claimed was n

equal profits arrangement.

Co-defendants with Gunzburg were

wife, two brothers and his mother, and ie

Natural Vision Corp., Natural Sound C
and Natural Vision Theatre Equipment C

Money Talk
Columbia Pictures showed a net p it

(unaudited) of $942,000 for the 52-v I

period ended, June 1953. Profit for ie

similar period of 1952 was $803,000. I

profit before taxes was $2,149,000, for ie

1953 stanza, against last year's $2,246 0.

Earnings per share of common stock ((
',-

436), was .99c. Columbia recently inform

the Securities and Exchange Commis >n

that the company's indebtedness had l,;n

reduced from $11,000,000 to $9,000,000 'r-

ing the month of September. Columbia »o

told the SEC that v. p. Abe Montague r-

rendered 11,227 common stock purchase 'jr-

rants issued him by the company. No n-

sideration was involved, Columbia saiclin

the cancellation.

American Broadcasting-Paramount T t
tres reported an estimated net earning of

$7,559,000 for the first nine months of '. >3.

Earnings for the similar 1952 period N

re

$5,435,000. The earnings reported for 53

reflect a profit in the theatre operations i

a loss from the broadcast division. Commy
president Leonard Golden son reported \1X

theatre earnings in 1953 are running a .ail

of those for the like 1952 period.

People In The News
Leon Goldberg is UA's veep in charg of

finance. Goldberg was formerly with fli-

versal as treasurer and member of the b rd

. . . David A. Lipton, U-I ad chief, is in A.

for several weeks to meet with home t|f

executives . . . RKO sales topper Chjles

Boasberg announced the promotions of fey-

mour Borde and Lloyd W. Krause to br>ch

managers for Los Angeles and Cinch iti.

respectively . . . Carl Siegel, Stanley Wiw
Service prexy, has taken over the come 05

management of all C inerama theatres iibd-

dition to the houses in the S-W chain ,

Ernest L. Scanlon resigned as treasur of

Cinerama Productions Corp. He will rc W
with the company as a special consultan .

Fox publicist Edward E. Sullivan is to Hi

company exchanges abroad . . . Jack Cpn,

president of the Motion Picture Pior|«,

named MPP executives Harry J.
Tjff.

Marvin Kirsch, Ted Sullivan, CharleslW

coate, Jack Levin, Don Mersereau, rrry

Joe Brown and (iil Joesphson to head iw
mittees for the Pioneers dinner at the .

Hotel, Nov. 12 .
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'RODUCTIOn
t R€L€flS€ R€CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS

953-54 Features

Westerns

Completed
Completed

(66)

(19)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

In the Release Chart. "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
or r 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen
(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

H PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim»

host of O'Learv. The IT)

tter Creek
ff the Record

OMPLETED
ffair in Monte Carlo ITI

>wery Bloodhounds
iwery Knights
agonfly Squadron 130)

qhter Attack
ghting Lawmen
olden Idol. The
jmesteaders. The 1621

jt News
5use In The Sea I3D)

ck Slade
lopy -

,nsas Pacific IC) 173)

aie, The I3D) 1801

;xican Manhunt
sxican Silver —
jrder Without Tears ..

>rthern Patrol

ris Bombshells

de of the Blue Grass ICI .

,t in Cell Block li

ar of the Crowd
se Bowl Story IC) IReissue)

yal African Rifles. The IC)
Fari Drums
i of Belle Starr
lgier Incident (77)

l as City

*ious Years, The 1791 ..

''lilante Terror

^ lite Lightning 161)

Ijared Circle, The

Cast
DeCarlo- Fitzgerald
Elliott-Garland
Sullivan-McGraw

Oberon-Todd
Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall
Hodiak-Britton
Hayden-Page
Wayne Morris
Sheffield-Kimbell
Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
Stevens-Malone
Gorcey-Hall
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Grant-Chinook
Gorcey-Hall
Bridges-Miles
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar

...Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Brown-Elliscn

..Cook-Moore
Wild Bill Elliott

Clements-Bestar
. .Kir kwood-Glea son

Rel.

7-26

1 1-29
9-20

2-53

I 1-8

2-53
2-53

9-13

6-14
7-5

No. R«v. Prisoners of the Casbah ITI 1781

Problem Girls 170)
Renegade Canyon IT) (3D)
Riders ot the Whistling Pines
Saginaw Trail 156)

Sa.ome IT) 1103)
Savage Mutiny 173)

Serpent of the Nile (T) (81)

Sky Commando 169)

Slaves of Babylon 190)

Siren of Bagdad IT) 172) ... ... ...

Stranqer Wore A Gun IT) I3DI 181 )

Target—Hong Kong 166)
- Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue)

Untamed Breed 1791 IReissue)
Valley of the Headhunters (67)

53|8
Vatican, The IT) (42)

5302 ZZZZ "

Graham- Romero 1 1--53

Walker-Elliott 4..53

Sterling Hoyden ,.

Autrv-White
Autry-Burnette 9--53

Hayworth-Granger Spec ial 545 ... 4-6
Weissmuller-Stevens 3--S3 539
Fleming-Lundigan 5--53 5-4
Duryea-Gifford ... 9--53

Conte-Christian ....... 10--53

Henreid-Medina 6--53 6-1
Scott-Trevor . 8--53 8-24
Denning-Loo 2--53

Foster-Stuart 6--53
Tufts-Britton 9--53

Weismuller 8--53

Documentary Special

7-13

5-3

1

9-6
9-27
6-21
6-53
2-53
12-30
2- 18

1 1-15
3-53 5236

5309
5316

COLUMBIA
53-54 Features

Serials

Completed (57)

Completed { 3)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

I PRODUCTIONii

TITLE—Running Tim*
B:k Knioht The IT)

L * Giant
Sicen Blade IT)

C MPLETED
A Ashore IT) (80)
Ajush at Tomahawk Gap (T)
B' For Each Other

M Bi Heat. The 1821
Cie Mutiny. The IT)

Crqe of the Lancers IT)
C a Venture 183)
C ibat Sauad 1721
C go Bill

C;uest of Cochise IT) 1701
Ci sin' Down the River (T) 181)
Fi ighters, Th e _

Fi Angels on Murder (88)
Fi e of Calcutta (70)
Fc Ti IT) (DDI (73)
49 Man, The 173)
5,1) Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188)
FH Here to Eternity ( I 18)
Sis Wall, The 1801
G< town Ghost Riders (57)
Gi Fury IT) (3D)
He Below Zero IT)

HeWonderful Lie
He Blood
It ould Happen To You
Ja McCall. Desperado IT) 176)
Ju'ler, The 166)
Juie Safari
U'of the Comanches IT) (85) .

Ld'of the Ponv Riders
!*! Posse, The 173)
Lei no It Aaain (T) (95) ...

MaiMaqician (3D)
Ma in the Dark IDDI 170]
M e>er of the Wedding. The 191)...
^I' Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T)
Mit>n Over Korea 1861
Ne'iskan, The
On >p of Old Smoky [591 ......Z

, ..
On .Girl's Confession (74 .. ...
'*< Train 1571
Par-ooper IT)
p ar Model 181)

tx:i iPriA 0 f Pirates IT) (80)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Ladd
Rooney-Foster
Montalban-St. John

Rel. No. Rev.

Rooney- Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Heston-Scott
Moore-Haas
Ford-Grahame
Bogart-Ferrer
Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan
Ireland-McCallister
McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors
..Ireland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Cliff-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Autry-Burnette
Hudson-Reed
Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth
Brando-Murohy
Holliday-Lawford
Montgomery-Stevens
.Douglas-Vitale
Weissmuller-Greene
Crawford-Hale
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
Wvman-Miiland
Price-Murphy
O'Brien-Totter
Waters-Harris ....

Hayworth-Ray
Hodiak-Derek
Carey-Haynes
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Autry-Buttram
Ladd-Andrews
Maxwell-Goddard
Derek-Rush

3-53
5-53

534

10-53

9-53
10-53

9-53
8-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
9-53
4-53
5-53

I 1-53

4-53
6-53

2-53
I 1-53
7-53
7-53

4-53
3-53

8-53
I 1-53
3-53
4-53
7-53

I 1-53
3-53

6-15

8-10

6-29

4-20
12-29

528

524

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

My Pal Shep

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) (76) ...

Bachelor in Paris 183)

Bad Blonde 180)

Danger Point
Eyes of the Jungle I 79)
Fighting Men. The 163

Fortune in Diamonds
Ghost Ship 169)
Great Jesse James Raid IACII73)
Hollywood Thrill-Makers
Iron Mask, The IReissue
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) 170)
Limping Man
Lost Wives
Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Robinson Crusoe IReissue)
Norman Conquest 179)

Perils of the Jungle (63)
Project Moon Base 163)
Shadow Man
Sins of Jeiebel (AC)
Slasher, The (75)
Spaceways 176) - -,

Tall Texan, The 184)
Terror Street ....

Twilight Women 189)
Undercover Acent
White Goddess 173)

1952-53 —
Cast Rel. No. Rev.

ChjDlin

Anna May Wong 5-22 5215
Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17 5213
Payton-Wright 4-10 521 1

Warrick-Travis 12-10 5320
Jan Hall 7-1 5229
Special Cast 10-9 5222
Brady Castle 1 1-20 5317
Court-Walsh 6-12 5228
Parker-Payton 7-17 5221
J. Gleason 12-17 5321
Fairbanks 9-18 5313
Animation Feature 6-5 5205
Bridges-Castle 1 1-27 5318
Bish :>p-Denning 12-3 5319
George Raft-Canale 10-30 5302
Fairbanks 9-25 5314
Conway-Bartok ...... 9-1

1

5303
Clyde Beatty 3-20 5214
Martell-Ford 9-4 5315
Cesar Romero 9-18 5316
P. Goddard 10-2 5225
Kenney-Collins 5-29 5218
Duff-Bartok 8-7 5301
Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207
D. Duryea 1 1-13 5304
Jackson-Ray 5-15 5217
Walsh Court 10-2 5306
Jon Hall 3-27 5224

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (66) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runnina Time

Panther Squadron (AnsO(WS) ...

True and the Brave IT) ....

COMPLETED
Actress, The 190)
Affairs of Dobie Gillis 173)

All the Brothers Were Valiant IT)

Arena (Ans) [3-D) 173)

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon. The 1112) IT)

Battle Circus 190)

Big Leacuer 171)

Bright Road
Code 2 (691

Confidentially Connie (71)

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Dangerous When Wet ITI 195)

Desperate Search, The 171)
Dream Wife 199)

Easy To Love IT)

Escape from Fort Bravo lAns)
Executive Suite

Fast Company 1601

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) IT)

Girl Who Had Everything, The (69)

Give A Girl A Break 1821

Great Diamond Robbery. The 169)

Cast
Johnson-Martin
Gable-Turner

Rel. No. Rev

Tracy-Simmons 9-

Reynolds-Van 8-

Taylor-Granger I I-

Young-Bergen 6

Turner-Douglas .... I-

Astaire-Charisse 8-

Bogart-Allyson 4-

Robinson-Ellen 8-

Dandridge-Horton
Meeker-Forrest 4-

Johnson-Leigh 4-

Kclly-Richards
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas 7-

Keel-Greer I
-

Grant.Kerr 6-

Williams-Johnson 12-

Holden-Parker
Holden-Allyson
H. Keel-P. Bergen
L. Turner-Angeli
Taylor-Lamas
Champions-Reynolds
Skelton-C. Williams

403
346
407
337
315
345
321
347
326
329
322

8-24

7-27
2-9

2-9
7-27

4-20
1-26

330
53 341 5-18
53 314 12-1

53 335
53 410

409

ZZZ" 332ZZ.ZZZL'

-53 3-9
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Gypsy Colt (Ansl
Half a Hero (71)
Hoaxters, The 134)
I Love Melvin (T) 177)
Invitation to the Dane* IT)
Jeopardy (70)
Julius Oesar (1211
Kiss Me Kate I 3D I I AC I I Tl 110?)
Knights of the Round Table ITIICSI
Latin Lovers (T) (104)
Lili (T) (81) ...
Long, Lono Trailer The (T)
Main Street to Broadway (98)
Miss Baker's Dozen (AnC)
Mogambo (T) 1116)
Never Let Me Go 194)
Quo Vadis (T) (148)
Remains To Be Seen 188)
Rhapsody (V)
Ride. Vaquero (Ans) 190)
Rogue's March (84)
Rose Marie (Tl ICS)
Saadia IT)

Scandal At Scourie IT) (90)
Sliqht Case of Larceny (71)
Small Town Girl IT) 1931
S»ory of Three Loves (T) (122)
Take the Hich Ground lAnsUlOlT
lenne:see Champ lAns)
Terror On A Train (72)
Torch Song (T) (90)
Voung Bess IT) (112)

Corcoran-Bond
Skelton-Haqen

. ?•-S3 401 8-10
Documentary

1 -S3 319 1-12
O'Connor-Reynolds ... 3 -S3 323 . ... 2-9
Kelly-Youskevitch
itanwyck-Sullivan 1Z3-S3 .... 317
Brando-Mason 4-15
Grayson Keel

1

1

-S3 408
R. laylor-Gardner
TurnerMontalban 8 -S3 348 7-27
Caron-Ferrer 7.-S3 342
Ball-Arnaz
All-Star 7--53 344
Oar son Ryan
Gable-Gardner 10-53 404 9-2 1

Gable-Tierney 5--53 327 4-4
Taylor-Kerr 218 1 1-19
Aliyson-Johnson
E. Taylor-Gassman
Gardner-R. Taylor

4--53 331 5-4

7--53 343 4-29
Lansiord-Rule 3-•53 320 1-12
Blyth-Keel
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon 4--53 334 5-18
Rooney-Bracken 4--53 334 4-1
J. Powell-Granger 4--53 325
All-Star Cast 4- 53 338
Widmark-Stewart 10-53 ... 404 9-21

intarc. Kyi j .

.

»t iiiiei s- ivi a r T 1 n

Ford-Vernon
Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger

9--53 402 7-13
10-

5-

-53

53
405
333

10-5
5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production

IN PRODUCTION
au JITLE—Running Time
About Mrs. Leslie
Legend of the Inca IT) (WS)
Livinn !t lip IT) IWSI
Sabnna Fair IWS)
White Christmas IWSI ITI

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Booth-Ryan
Hest^n-Maurey
Martin-Lewis
Bogart-Hepburn
Crosby-Kaye

Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED

i£wh.
S

.V*.T) (,05) H
y
e

a

st

n

o
He

p"i
n

Come Back Little Sheba (99)
Elephant Walk IT)
Flight to Tangier (TM3D)(90)
Forever Female (93)
Girls of Pleasure Island (Tl (95)
Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151)Green Gold of Nevada (T)

ason
Martin & Lewis

ine
(Korea)
Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Payne-Morrow

j.m.k, .„„ ,Tij,ii ss^a,Knock on Wood (T)

L
^.e Bov L„st (?S) ..: :: C^by-D

T

a
e
U
'Kaye-Zetterling

Crosby Dauphin
Barry-Carke

Los Alamos

MnL
T

,

re
c
SUre

°J
,he Amazon I3DIIT) Lamas-Fleming

Shane (T) ||| 8 ) Firfrt a .h

Stars^Are S"' « H^fer
S

S

tooge
A

T
e

he
S,

MTor ^ 19,1
'
Tl A'bergh.t?l.Cloon.y

Those Redheads from
.... Mart.n-Lew.s

Ul;:s
a

e

t

s

t,e

| T
l

,

3D),™ 90, Fleming-Barry

Vanquished, The (T) (84) ' pZ^l'^r" 9 *" 0
War of the Worlds ! T 1 (85) B^£D^

8-53 5227 4-29
1 1-53 5307 10-5
9-53 5302 r_i n

1 1-53 5308
3-53 5213 1-24

1 1-53 5304
5224 4-1

4-53 5215 2-23
5-53 5129 1-14

12-53 5309
7-53 5223 4-1
4-53 5220 4-20

10-53 5304 8-10

4-53
5-53

V-S3
5-53
4-53
8-53
7-53
3-53
3-53

5214
5217 3-9

5301
5230
5222
5225
5224
5214
5212

10-53 5305

4-53
10-53

5221
5303

8-10
4-15
4-20
4-20
5- 18

1-12

10-5

5-13
3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed (18)
Completed ( 0)

Completed ( 8)

In Production
In Production
In Production

(2)

(0)

(0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running

Johnny Guitar
Outcast. The

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West
Champ For A Day
City That Never Sleeps
El Paso Stampede
Down Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java (Tr)
Flight Nurse
Fortune Hunter, The
Geraldine
Hell's Half Acre
Iron Mountain Trail
Jubilee Trail (Tr)
Lady Wants Mink, The
Laughing Anne (T)
Marshal of Cedar Rock
Perilous Journey (90)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Time Cast
Crawford-Hayden
Dorothy McGuire

Rel. No. Rev.

Lane-Waller
Nicol-Totter
Young-Powers
Lane-Waller
Allen-Pickens
MacMurray-Ralston
Leslie-Tucker
Derek-Evans
Carroll-Powers
Corey-Keyes
Allen-Pickens
Ralston-Tucker

ITr)(92) Hussey-OKeefe
Corey-Tucker

151) ... Lane-Waller
Ralston-Brian

8-15
4-12
8-25
7-20
4-28

I 1-53

5243
521

1

S209
5244
5232
5207

5-8

3-5

5231

5205

2-1
4-5

5241
5204 5-18

Red River Shore
San Antone 190)
Savage Frontier
Sea of Loit Ships
Shadows of Tombstone
Sun Shines Bright 190)
Sweethearts on Parade (Tr)
Toughest Man in Arizona (Tr) (901
Trent's Last Case
tropical Heat Wave (74)
Trouble in the Glen
Woman They Almost Lynched 190)

Allen
Cameron-Whelan
Lane-Waller
Uerek-Mendrix
Lane-Waller
Winninger-Whelan
Middleton-Norman
Monroe-Leslie

Estelita-Hutton
Margaret Lockwood

7-1 C

d— 1 b 5242
f n i j
1 U—l i

... ...... ..

5213

4-53 5208 c

7-12 52 10
10-10 5 1 09
9-22 5212
10-1 5124

3-20 5204

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (40) In Production (

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE— Running Time

Angel Face (91)
Appointment in Honduras

'.CI IWS) 179)
Below the Sahara
Affair With A Stranger (87)
Carnival (Cl
Count the Hours 174)
Devi's Canyon (3D) IC) 1891
Follow the Fleet (Reissue) 1 110)
^"ch Line. The ITI (3D) Russell-Roland
H.tch-Hiker. The 1711 ... O'Brien-Loveioy
Isle of the Dead (72) Karloff-Drew
Jet Pilot IT) I I 181
Marry Me Aoain (72)
Mighty Joe Young 194)
Out of the Past IReissuel 197)

1771
.

North IT) I3DI

Cast
Mite hum- Simmons

G. Ford-A. Sheridan
1451 Documentary

Simmons-Mature
Baxter-Cochran
Wright-Carey
Mayo-Robertson
Astaire-Rogers

Rel. No.

Peter Pan IT)

Ranqers of the
Rob Roy IT)

Sea Around Us, The (T) (41)
Sea Devils ITI 191)
Second Chance (Tl I3DI
She Had to Say Yes 189)
Son of Sinbad (T)
Split Second 185)
Stage Door IReissue) 191)
Suspicion (Reissue) 199)
Sword and the Rose ITI (92)
Tarzan and the She Devil (74)
Top Hat IReissuel (81

1

Without Reservation (Reissue) 1 10 I ) Colbert-Wavne

Wayne-Leigh
Cumminns-Wilson
T. Moore-6. Johnson
Mitchum-Douglas
Disney-Cartoon Feature
Mature-Laurie
Todd-Johns
Documentary
DeCarlo-Hudson
Darnell-Mitchum
Simmons-Mitchum
Robertson-Forrest
McNally-Smith
Hepburn-Rogers- Ball
Grant-Fontaine
Todd-Johns
Barker-MacKenzie
Astaire-Rogers

2-53 312

10-53 404
5-53 321
4-53 323
12-53
4-53 314
7-53 402
10-53 487
12-53
3-53 314
7-53 482

10-53 . 404
7-53 481
10-53 488
2-53 392

2-54
7-53 403
5-53 320
7-53 401
8-53
8-53
4-53 318
8-53 483
9-53 484
8-53 5491
4-53 324
10-53 485
8-53 484

: i

7 ;

20th- CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production {

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Gatting Gun IT)

Gorilla At Large (3D ) (EC)
Man In the Attic
Night People IT) (SO
Prince Valiant ICSI ITI
River of No Return ICS) (tj ...

Three Young Texans (T)
We Believe in Love IT) (SO
COMPLETED
Yank in the R.A.F. 1 97) I Reissue I

Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) (CS)
Blueprint For Murder 174)
Call Me Madam (T) 1 1 17)
City of Bad Men IT) (82) ...

Dangerous Crossing (75)
Demetrius & the Gladiators ICS) (T)
Desert Rats 188)
Destination Gobi ITI 189)
Down Among Sheltering Palms(T) (87)
Fallen Anoel 1971 IReissuel
Farmer Takes A Wife. The (T) (81)
Forever Amber ( 1 40 )( Reissue )

Gentleman's Agreement! I 18) Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (T1I9I)
Girl Next Door, The (92) IT)

Glory Brigade (821
Hell and Hiqn Water ICS) (T

j

How to Marry A Millionaire (T) (CinS)
Inferno (T) (3D) (83)
Invaders From Mars IC) 178)
Ke ep of the Kingdom

I l37MReissue!
Kid From Left Field. The 180) .

King of the Khyber Rifles (CS) IT)
Kiss of Death 1991 IReissuel
Man Crazy
Man On A Tightrope (105)
Miss Robin Crusoe (.EC

)

Mister Scoutmaster (87)
Niagara (T) (89) _
Pickup on South Street (80)
Powder River IT) 178)
President's Ladv. The (94)
Road House 195) IReissue)
Robe. The IT) ICinS I 1 1 35

1

Sailor of the King 1831
Silver Whip, The (73)
Snake Pit 1 108) IReissue)
Star. The 189)
Taxi 177)
Thv Neighbor's Wife 177)
Titanic 1981
Treasure of Golden Condor (T) (93)
Tonight We Sing (T) (109)
Vickie (85)

White Witch Doctor. The (T) (94)

Cast
Johnson-Dru
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Pec k-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Gaynor-Braselle
Webb-Peters

Rel. No.

Power-Grable 11-53
Wagner-Moore 12-53
Cotten-Peters 9-53
Merman-O'Connor 4-53
Crain-Robertson 9-53
Crain-Rennie 8-53
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton 5-53
Widmark-Taylor 3-53
Lundigan-Greer 3-53
Faye-Andrews I 1-53
Grable-rtooertson 7-53
Darnell-Wide 11-53

332
311

330
330

319
313
317 2 I

307

Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Widmark-Darvi
Grable-Monroe
Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz
Peck-Mitchell

5-53
8-53
4-53
7-53

352
324
320
323

7

6

11-53
8-53
5-53
1-54

329
314

Dailey-Bancroft 7-53 . 325
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature 7-53 354
Brand-White 12-53
March-Moore 5-53
Blake-Nader 10-53
Webb-Dee . . 9-53
Widmark-Dru .12-52
Widmark-Peters ... 4-53
Calhoun-Calvet 4-53
Hayward-Heston 4-53 _.

Widmark-Lupino .... 7—53
Burton-Simmons 10-53
Hunter-Rennie 8-53
Calhoun-Robertson 2-53
DeHavilland-Stevens 5-53 ._
Bette Davis .....3-53

Daley-Smith _ 3-53
Haas-Moore 9-53
Webb-Stanwyck 5-53
Wilde-Smith 2-53 .„

Pinza-Peters 4-53
Crain-Peters 11-53
Hayward-Mitchum . 7-53

314

331

233 ...

322
321
312

355

327
309...

353
314
305 .

333
318
308
310
334
324

12

Is I

2

10

...7
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UNITED ARTISTS
1953-54 Features Completed (53) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
IITLE—Running Time

Americano
Bronco Aoache !T) (WS)
War Clouds IEC) IWS)

COMPLETED
Act of Love
Africa Screams (7?)

Assassin. The 1901

Bandits of Corsica. The 181)

Barefoot Contessa, The
Beachhead I PC)
Beat the Devil

8wana Devil I3D) lAns) (85)

Camels West I3D) IPC)
Captain John Smith

and Pocahontas IPathe C) 175)
Captain Kidd & the Slave Girl IC)
Captain Scarlett IT) 175)

Crossed Swords
Don 5van's Brain 181)

Dragon's Gold
Fake. The 180)

Fort Algiers 178)

Genghis Khan 178)

Gay Adventure (82)

Gun Belt IT) 177)

I,
the Jurv I3D) 187)

it's in the Bag (871
loe louis Story. The 188)
vUrshal's Daughter, The 171)
Melba ITI II 151

vliss Hargreaves
vtoon Is blue. The 199)
Moulin Rouae ITI 1 1 181

vly Heart Goes Crazy 170)
-leanderthal Msn, The (78)
-I") Escape 176)
9 River Street (83)
Mhello
hantom From Space (72)
aiders of the Seven Seas IT)
iders to the Stars
ed Planet Mars (87) .

eturn to Paradise (T) (100)
iver. The ITI 199)
lobinson Crusoe !PCI
abre Jet ICI 196)
Icarlet Spear, The (T)

hark River (80)
hoot First (88)

.on of the Renegade 157)
ong of the Land (71 I

teel Lady 184)

tranner on 'hi Prowl (82)
\at Man From Tangier (881
vonky, The 1721

ce Squad 187)
'ar Paint (EC) IWS) 189) ....

hen I Prow Ud 190)
'icked Woman (77)

'itness, The
'itness to Murder
;sterday and Torlav f>7)

Cast
Ford-Kennedy
Lancaster- Heters
Calhoun-Castle

Rel. No. Rev.

K. Douglas-D. Robin
Beatty-uucK
Gregson-Grahame ...

Greene-Raymond
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
[iogart-J. Jones
.Stack-Britton

Cameron-Dru

12-53
4-15
4-22
2-27

I 1-53
3-13

Dexter-Hale, Jr. I 1-20

Dexter-Gabor
R. Greene-L. Amar 8-12
Hynn-Lollobrigida 10-30
Ayres-Davis 9-30
Archer-Brooke .

10-16
O'Keefe-Gray 9-25
Yvonne deCarlo 7-15
M. Conde-E. Reyos 6-12
B. MeredithJ. Aumont 8-21...

Montqomery-Hun;er 7-24
Elliot Caste 8-14

..Elliott-Castle 7-53
Wallace-Sims 9-18
L. Anders K. Murray 6-26.
Munsel-Morley 8-7

Katherine Hepburn
Holden-Niven 7-53
Ferrer-Marchand 3-6
S. Field-G. Gynt 7-22
R. C-hane-D. Merrick 6-19
Ayres-Steele 9-1

Pa/ne-Keyes 9-11
Welles-Cloutier
Seay-Nash 5-15
Payne-Reed 5-27
Carlson-Lundigan 12-53
Graves-King 5-15
Cooper-Hayes 7-53
Swinburne-Shields . 2-15
D. O Herl hy 12-25
Stack-C. Gray 9-4
Archer-H>'er 12-53
Corhran-Matthews 11-13

McCrea-Keyes 5-15
Carpenter-Irving 3-27
Documentary I 1-27
Cameron-Hunter 10-9

P. Muni-J. Lorinn I 1-2

Asth ?r-Coleman 5-8
H. Conried-G. Blondell 6-10
E. G. Robinson 7-31
Robert Stack 8-53
Preston-Scott 4-20
E^gan-Michaels ............... 12-4
Bergman-brando
B. Stanwyck
Documentary

8-24

10-19

6-i5
12-29

Sml

Ren

Man From the Alamo IT) 179) ... Ford-Adams
Mississippi Gambler 111 IVbi Power-Laurie ...

Queen Is Crowned, A IT) (66) Documentary
Ride Clear of Diablo IT) Murphy-Duryea
Saskatchewan IT) Ladd-Winters
Seminole IT) 186) Hudson-Hale
Stand at Aoache River IT) (77) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 181) Sheridan-Hayden
Taza. Son of Cochise I3D) IT) Hudson-Rush
Titfield Thunderbolt, The IT) Hollowa'.'-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) .. Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) (103) Stewart-Dru
Veils of Bagdad IT) (821 Mature-Field
Walking Mv Babv Back Home IT) U v-onnor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Wings of the Hawk (3D) IEC) 181) Adams-Heflin
Yankee Pasha (T) Chandler-Fleming

Aug 328
reo J i u l-l^

June 323

Mar 313
Sept 331 8-24
June 321

De(.

Aug 327 6-1

Nov 404 10-19

Dec 406

Sept 330-6

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (3!

RILEASS CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

A Star Is Born IT)

Murders in (he Rue Moroue, The
I3D) (WO (All-Media)

Th^m (3D) (All-media) (WC)

COMPLETED
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (80)
Begqar's Opera IT) (94)
Blowing Wild 190)

Blue Gardenia. The 190) ...

Bounty. Hunter. The 130)
(All-media) (WC>

Boy From Oklahoma. The IWCI
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) 1 102)
Calamity Jane ( T ) ! I 0 I I

Charge at Feather River
IWCI (3D' 196)

Danger Forward
Desert Son?, The (T) 1110)
Dial M for Murder 1 3D)

(All-Medial IWCI
Diamond Oueen IEC) 180)

Hondo I3DIIWC)
House of Wax IWC) (3D) (88)

His Majesty O'Keefe IT)

I Confess (951
Island in the Sky I 109)

Jazz Singer. The IT) (107)
Kev Largo 1 101 ) (Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A (T) 188)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 1891

Moonlighter, The (3D) 177) ,.,

Plunder of the Sun (82)

*ear Guard (3D) (All-Media) (WC)
Ridinq Shotgun IWC) ...

She's Back on Broadway (WC) 195)

So Big (101)
So This Is Love IT) ( 10!

)

South Sea Woman (991

System. The 190)
Three Sailors and A Girl IT)

Thunder Over the Plains (WC)
Treasure of Sierra Madrell26)Reissue
Trouble Alonci the Way (110)

Cast
Garland-Mason

Maiden-Dauphin
Gwenn-Whitmore

No.

P. Christian-P. Raymond
Laurence Olivier
Cooper- Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel

Madison-Lovejoy
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae

Milland-Kelley
Lamas-Dahl
Wayne-Page
Price-Loveioy -

Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Robinson-Bogart
Cagney-Hale
Flynn-Campbell
Stanwyck-MacMurray
Ford-Lynn
Madison-Weldon
Srott-Weldon
Mayo-Coc hran
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Lovejoy- Perrin

Powell-MacRae
Scott-Kirk
Bogart-Hustcn
Wayne-Reed

5-2
I 1-14

7-1 I

5-30

7-25

4-25

2-28
9-5

2-14
I 1-7
10-3
8-1

9-19
8-29

219
311

223

220

218

213
301

212
309
305
225
303
224

Rev

6-13 221 6-29

Special 304
10-17 306 9-2 1

3-28 215 3-23

7-13

5-18

8-24

4-23

2-9
8-24 i

1-26/

9-21
7-27

8- 10

3-14 214 2-'

10-31 307 10-5

8-15 226 7-27
6-27 222 6-15
4-18 217 4-6

8-29
1 1-7 310
4-4 216 3-2 3

UNIVERSAL
952-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (5)

RELEASH CHART
— 1952-53 —

PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

ick Lacoon I3D)
jms Across the River IT)
' Country, The IT)

I't Laramie IE)
inny Dark ITI

I rjnificent Obsession IT) ....

li^anyika !T)

OMPLETED
'bott & Costello Go To Mars (77)
/bott and Costello Meet
)r. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde (75)

t American. The
/ I Desire I79 l/z)

"

E k to God's Country IT)

<v Beneath the Sea IT) 187)
C umn South ITI 185)
Cert Leqion IT) 186)
Operate Moment
Et of Sumatra (T)
bidden
c.ncis Covers the Big Town (86)
Gievieve IT)

3« in the Night 1831

<j ss Web. The I3DI IT)
Gnn Miller Story, The IT)
Gden Blade. The IT) 181

1

Gat Sioux Uprising, The IT) 180)
G smoke IT) 179)
It ame from Outer Space (3D) 182)
Happens Every Thursday 180)
L and Order ITI 1801
LJl Hand IT) 1801
Vand Pa Kettle in Waikiki
* and Pa Kettle on Vacation 1751
••'and Pa Kettle Hit the Road

Cast
Carlson-Adams
Murph-/-Bettger
Roman-Stewart
Payne-Blanchard
Curtis-Laurie
Wyman-Hudson
Hef lin-Roman

Abbott & Costello

Rel. No.

Abbott. Costello
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
Ryan-Powers

,

Murphy-Evans
Ladd-Dahl
D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
Chandler-Maxwell
Curtis-Dru
Donald O'Connor
D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
Holden-Farrell
Robinson-Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson
Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue
Murphy-Drake
Carlson-Rush
Young-Forsythe ...

Reagan-Malone
McCrea-Hale
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride

Apr 316

Aug 329
Oct 333
July 325
Nov 403
Mar 308
June 320
Apr 315

Oct 334

July 324

Feb 3 1 1

Nov 401-2

Sept 332
July 326
Mar 312
June 322-35
May 319
May 318
May 317

Apr 314

Rev.

3-23

7-13

6-1
3-9

1-26

9-7

6-29
4-20

Your Sorvics — Our Responsibiii
t

y

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW !

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!

A prompt order tvill reserve your POLAIATE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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ONE OF THE BEST

DETECTIVE

WRITTEN

k—

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

MICHAEL MARGARET

starring

ORSON JOHN

I

MILE:

WILDING - L0CKW00D -WELLES - McCALLUM • malleo

Screen play by PAMELA BOWER • Based on a story by E. C. BENTLEY

Produced and Directed by HERBERT WILCOX • A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION
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S. F>. EAGLE
presents

PATRICE MUNSEL

in MELBA
^ Color by Technicolor 4

with Robert Morley

Screenplay by Harry Kurnitz • A Horizon Pictures

Production • Directed by Lewis Milestone

WILLIAM HOLDEN

DAVID NIVEN

MAGGIE McNAMARA

THE MOON
IS BLUE

Produced and Directed by Otto Preminger

Written for the screen by F. Hugh Herbert

A Preminger Herbert Production

GARY COOPER ,„

RETURN TO
PARADISE
Colo i

Directed by Mark Robson • Produced by Fheron

Warth • Screenplay by Charles Kautman • Based

upon the book by James A Michener • Director

of Photography, Wmton C. Hoch, A SC. • Music

composed and conducted by Dimitri . Tiomkin

An Aspen Picture

VICTOR SAVILLE
presents

MICKEY SPILLANE'S

I, THE JURY
^ in 3-Dimension 4

introducing

BIFF ELLIOT as Mike Hammer
with Preston Foster • Peggie Castle

Written for the screen and Directed by

Harry Essex • A Victor Saville Production

starring

Robert Stack - Coleen Graff

Richard Arlen • Julie Bishoi

Leon Ames

Produced by Carl Krueger • Directed

King - Screenplay by Dale Eunson and

Albert • Story by Carl Krueger • Music
(j

and Conducted by Herschel Burke
j

GUN BELT
Color by Technicolor 4

starring

George Montgomery

Tab Hunter

Directed by Ray Nazarro • Screenplay by Richard

Jchayer and Jack DeWitt • Story by Arthur Orloff

A Global Productions Presentation

THE JOE LOUIS
STORY

with

Paul Stewart • Hilda Simms • James Edwards

John Marley • Dotts Johnson

and introducing

Coley Wallace as Joe Louis

A Walter P. Chrysler, Jr. Presentation • Produced

by Stirling Silliphant • Directed by Robert Gordon

Original Screenplay by Robert Sylvester

EDWARD SMALL preserl

JOHN PAYNE -EVELYN El

n 99 RIVERI

STREET

Brad Dexter • Frank Faylen • Peggie

Directed by Phil Karlson • Screenr

Robert Smith Story by George Zud

YVONNE DeCARLO

CARLOS THOMPSON
i n

FORT ALGIERS
'roduced by Joseph N. Ermolieff • Directed by

.esley Selander • Screenplay by Theodore St.

ohn • Associate Producer Edward L. Alperson, Jr.

SOL LESSER presents

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

PAULETTE GODDARD

VICE SQUAD
with K. T. Stevens • Porter Hall

Produced by Jules V. Levy and Arthur

Gardner • Directed by Arnold Laven

Screenplay by Lawrence Roman

AUBREY SCHENCKJ

WAR PAIN
<

Robert Stack • Joan Tayli

Charles McGraw

A K B Production • Produced by Howai V.

Screenplay by Richard Alan Simmons t
Berkeley • Directed by Lesley Sellc*

THE BIG ONES



MsjD TOMORROW

ACT OF LOVE
natole Litvak's production starring Kirk Douglas. Screer

lay by Irwin Shaw, from Alfred Hayes' bestseller.

"Girl on the Via Flaminia".

ALEXANDER THE GREA

BEAT THE DEVI

BRONCO APACH

Academy Award winner Robert Rossen's production.

Spectacle on an impressive scale.

John Huston's production starring Humphrey Bogart,

Jennifer Jones, Gina Lollobrigida.

Burt Lancaster's first for U.A. An adaptation of Paul

Wellman's best-selling western, in color by Technicolor.

CROSSED SWORD Errol Flynn stars in a swashbuckling adventure story.

Filmed in spectacular Pathecolor.

PERSONAL AFFAI

STAR OF INDI

THE BAREFOOT CONTESS

a
Gene Tierney, Leo Genn and Glynis Johns are starred in a

drama of great suspense.

:

I

Cornel Wilde and Jean Wallace in a Widescreen, color by

Technicolor adventure.

THE GOLDEN WARRIOR

Joseph L. Mankiewicz' eagerly awaited production - his

first for U.A. A romantic drama with an all-star cast.

Elia Kazan directs this S. P. Eagle production of Budd

Schulberg's original screenplay.

HE MILLION POUND BANK NOT

THE PURPLE PLAI

THE STORY OF WILLIAM TEL
1

regory Peck stars in an adaptation of Mark Twain's

immortal story, in color by Technicolor.

Another Gregory Peck starrer, in color by Technicolor,

based on E. H. Bates' best-seller.

Errol Flynn stars in this all-time favorite legend. UA's

first CinemaScope release, filmed in Pathecolor.

OME THRU UA



*• C HAPPY HOL

PREDICTION ABOUT
M-G-M's EASY TO LOVE !

M-G-M's Technicolor Super-Musical "EASY TO LOVE" filmed in Florida's Cypress

Gardens will play in hundreds of theatres this Christmas and New Years. We
predict that such headlines as shown above will appear throughout the trade press.

Do your Holiday Booking EARLY! Rush your campaign entry for M-G-M's

"Lucky 7" Showmanship Contest! Big Money Prizes!

M-G-M presents In Color By Technicolor "EASY TO LOVE" starring Esther Williams • Van Johnson • Ton:' Martin. • Screen
Play by Laslo Vadnay and William Roberts • Story by Laslo Vadnay Directed by Charles Walters • Produced by Joe Pasternak

THE COMING INDUSTRY EVENT! M-G-M's FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (In Color)

11 .



JOrf lr Allied £eeinf Ci/e-tc-Ci/e

EXHIBITOR RANKS ARE CLOSING

The recent Theatre Owners of America Convention

in Chicago gave firm indications that exhibitor ranks,

for over a quarter of a century divided into two often

divergent groups, might soon be welded again into

one national body.

This possibility was given impetus by the militant

tone of the TOA confab on such issues as product

shortages, high film rentals, over-extended runs, stan-

dardization of new techniques, availability of new

projection equipment to theatres.

As the meeting progressed, it became increasingly

evident that exhibition's needs and desires, no longer

colored and divided by affiliations with production-

distribution, might be fused into a hard, single-toned

core that would be tough for the film companies to

crack in the future.

It was a new Theatre Owners of America that met in

Chicago. True, most of the names were the same. The

hotel, the Conrad Hilton, with its 3000-room capacity

was the largest in the world. All the shindigs were

handled in super-deluxe style, the accoutrements were

sumptuous, the arrangements meticulous. There were

more theatremen and theatres represented in the 2000-

plus registration than ever before in industry history.

There were more exhibits by the myriad suppliers of the

stuff that makes the theatres tick—motion pictures,

equipment for displaying them, refreshments, furnish-

ings, than had been assembled in one building before.

Wondrous fairylands of the future were displayed in

flamboyant fashion.

But there was one new factor that made it a new

TOA. For the first time, all the elements that made up

TOA membership—and leadership—were separated

from their affiliations with production and distribution.

They were truly an exhibitors' association.

Perhaps the most virile expression underlining this

factor was contained in the closing paragraphs of key-

noter Leonard Goldenson's address to the huge assem-

blage, a note that sounded the organization's militancy:

" The producers cannot cut off these basic roots (the

small town theatres) and expect the trunk and branches

to remain strong and healthy ... If the producers will

not recognize these facts—if they will not act upon them

—ii they insist on being the ostrich which does not see

the danger and so hope to escape it— if they choose the

opportunistic road, there is no reason why the exhibitor

must join them in this hara-kiri ... It is the exhibitor

who has the greatest stake in this industry by approxi-

mately a ratio of four to one in money investment and, if

necessary, he must protect himself, whether it be by pro-

ducing pictures, by financing production or in some

other manner. I don't know of a better time to go into

production than presently when the demand for pictures

far exceeds the supply. I am sure new forces will be set

in motion to correct this imbalance unless the producers

correct it themselves within the near future."

This was the head of the mighty Paramount circuit,

with no mean proportion of "big" theatres in its ranks.

Yet this "big" theatreman was blasting substantially at

the same target as did Allied States Association—the

"little exhibitors" group—in Boston only a few weeks

before. A common link had been established. Now they

were all independent exhibitors.

Starr Warns of 'Vacuum'
If Goldenson's keynote put the capital letter on the

events that were to follow, president Alfred Starr's ad-

dress at the banquet that closed the convention added

the exclamation point. Production aimed at long top

runs with a resultant reduction of product will leave a

vacuum that "by the inexorable laws of economics will

be filled," he declared.

"Someone will come forward and produce the modest

ly budgeted pictures that are and always have been the

bread and butter of our prosperous industry. Let me

warn the movie-makers that while a successful big pic-

ture can earn a great deal of money in a short time, an

expensive failure can bring disaster to its producers. And
several in a row bring bankruptcy." Discounting of a

large segment of the public, the outgoing TOA presi-

dent warned, will force this great bulk of moviegoers to

seek their entertainment elsewhere, resulting in further

loss of the moviegoing habit. "The industry digs it ow n

grave if it ignores or neglects any .segment of its audi-

ence or its potential audience," Mr. Starr said.

(Continued on Page 6)
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TO A CONVENTION

Will St't'k A rbitrution Sus i <>nt
(Continued from Page 5)

I his theme was evident throughout the proceedings.

The same statements and actions that w ere- most vocifer-

ously applauded at the Allied Convention received the

biggest acclaim in Chicago—an end to the product short-

age, standardization of techniques to a point where thea

tremen could move with some assurance of meeting
their investment in new processes, the right of the exhibi-

tor to choose his equipment, exorbitant film rentals, and
so on right down the line.

Thus, it was hardly surprising that the rumors of a

merger between TOA and Allied were spawned anew as

the conclave progressed. Bulwarking the reports was
the appearance of top Allied leaders during the conven-

tion—A. F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper, H. A. Cole and True-

man Rembusch, as well as Chicago's own Jack Kirsch.

Pitches for a merger of the two national theatremen's

organizations were made by Starr, Si Fabian and several

others in the TOA organization, as well as distribution

heads ( among them Spyros Skouras )

.

In all matters except arbitration TOA maintained the

principals set forth at the Allied meeting. ( >n that issue,

however, the TOA Board maintained, in unanimous vote,

to pursue establishment of a system of arbitration with

distributors and "with all other exhibitor groups that

wish to join", and directed immediate action toward this

purpose. Thus, even in their major point of difference,

the door was left open for Allied's concurrence and pos-

sible affiliation, despite the latter's insistence that the

arbitration system must be flexible enough to deal with

film rentaK.

< )n other points, the Board voted :

To continue membership in COM I'' ) for one year and

reappointed Sam Pinanski its representative. Exhibitors

dues will be reduced by 25 per cent due to a $50,000 sur-

plus in the COMPO treasury from the previous collec-

tions. Distributors will continue to match dollar-for-

dollar exhibition's contribution. Decision was made
following a meeting of COMPO heads Al Lichtman,

Trueman Rembusch, Wilbur Snaper, Col. H. A. Cole, A.

F. Myers, Pat McGee, Robert Coyne and Pinanski.

To endorse the principles and purposes of the National

Exhibitors Television Committee (for theatre TV de-

velopment )

.

To plug for high moral standards in its theatre pres-

entations, to continue endorsement of the industry's

Production Code and endorse "mutuality of purpose"'

with those producers who subscribe to the Code.

Other highlights of the Goldenson keynoter

:

TELEVISION. "A competitor for man's leisure time;

but so is every other form of entertainment . . . TV
(Continued on Page 22)

Thetttrvwnen Look At thv New Processes
Texas' Bob O'Donnell kicked off the

New Processes and Equipment Forum
of the TOA convention before a packed

house in the huge Conrad Hilton ball-

room. The big turnout emphasized the

vital interest by theatremen in the

what's, the when's, the where's and the

how's that have perplexed the nation's

theatremen since Cinerama fired the shot

that started the technological revolution.

But for O'Donnell it was a "delightful

confusion." With typical Longhorn
aplomb—and a heavy cash reserve

—

O'Donnell called the new techniques "a

fantastic thing for us in Texas." Play-

ing each of them up as something "use-

ful and different," O'Donnell proclaimed

his belief in 3D, widescreen, stereo-

phonic sound, as important phases of

the variety that the movie business needs

to maintain its position in the entertain-

ment world. "Don't belittle any branch

of the industry that can create audience

excitement," he advocated. "Keep an

open mind and be prepared to present to

your public all the wonderful things that

are ahead of us."

The movie industry is not alone in tin

new techniques problem, the Texan said.

He cited the automobile industry, witli

its drastic and revolutionary mechanical

changes, which brought decisions to be

made between manufacturer and dealer

(in movies, between producer and ex-

hibitor). Despite much shaking of

heads, the final decision was made by
the public after they "saw it, liked it

and bought it."

A good cross section of the represen-

tatives of those companies described by

O'Donnell as the "experts . . . who have

already made big financial investments

as well as those whose assignments are

the future perfecting of the new pro-

cesses," made up the panel. With

Donald E. Hyndman, of Eastman Kodak

as moderator, the dais held equipment

experts J. Robert Hoff, Ballantyne Co.

and TESMA president; Ray Colvin,

TEDA executive director; J. R. John-

stone, National Carbon Co.; Jack

Turner, Polaroid; J. F. O'Brien, RCA;
Richard ( >rear, Commonwealth Thea-

tres; L. E. Pope, Fox Midwest; Jack

Servies, Nat'l Theatre Supply; J. C.

Skinner, Interstate; E. O. Wilschke,

Altec, and A. L. Trebow, Balaban &
Katz. For the New Processes, Earl

Sponable, 20th-Fox; Herbert Barnett,

Cinerama, and SMPTE president; Colin

Miller, Natural Vision; Roy Clapp, Nord

and Lloyd Dorson, Dorson Laboratories

( Panaphonic ).

The major casualties of technological

developments will be among the theatre

owners, Barnett candidly admitted. In

many instances, he said, "theatre owners

had to be right on their first investment.

There was no chance for a second."

Hyndman urged creation of an all-

industry research laboratory, to be com-

pletely independent and free from pres-

sure. The television industry, he noted,

pooled its technical talent to get a com-

patible system to present for FCC ap-

proval.

RCA's Ralph Heacock, in a historical

resume of the new techniques, illustrated

with slides, gave the theatremen on hand

a complete picture of the mechanics of

the various processes—many exhibitors

realizing for the first time the variations

and differences in each method. He
urged that exhibitors think of the dif-

ferent methods as they would of dif-

ferent cars. Some want one make, others

want another and each has its advan-

tages.

It was on this point that the allegory

was carried to its most pertinent con-

clusion during the panel discussion. Ex-

hibitor Jerry Silver wanted to know

(Continued on Page 24)
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Concluding Article in a Series on

SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION

SLOT TV
11 lust Is the Exhibitors Stake?

Cxdu^e ^BULLETIN Jeatun

By Leonard Coulter

Is Slot-TV a serious menace to the motion picture ex-

hibitor?

Is Hollywood succumbing' to its lure?

How can the exhibitor protect himself?

Si Fabian, a veteran exhibitor, can answer all three

questions. He told the TOA Convention in Chicago that

coin-box television represents "a serious danger" to ex-

hibitors' welfare.

Head of the assembled theatremen's television com-

mittee, Fabian said that unless exhibitors took adequate

steps to protect themselves, Slot-TV could have "dis-

astrous" consequences.

The threat was a reality, added Fabian. Program-

ming and broadcast facilities were now actually avail-

able.- "Unless we meet this challenge ... we shall have

no-one but ourselves to blame if our business withers

and dries up."

His suggestion for dealing with the threat is big

screen television, for which facilities have been granted

by the Federal Communications Commission. Fabian

refers, of course, to the order made by the FCC last

summer permitting applications for certain TV frequen-

cies for big-screen transmission on an inter-city, or intra-

city, basis.

Who, in your opinion, is right on this question : Simon

H. Fabian, who says Slot-TV is a real and immediate

danger, or Barney Balaban, President of Paramount Pic-

tures (which controls Telemeter)? Balaban has claimed

in a statement to film bulletin that, in his opinion,

there is no validity in the argument that a showdown

between exhibitors and the Slot-TV companies is in-

evitable.

The Paramount people, of course, arc anxious to w in

exhibitors' good will. They contend that the exhibitor

who ties in with them w ill find himself on a good thing.

Fabian evidently thinks otherwise, [lis remarks in Chi-

cago were obviously inspired by the Telemeter tests due

almost immediately at Palm Springs, California.

film bulletin Hollywood correspondent Jay Allen

was, therefore, sent to the Springs a few days ago to

scout the territory, and this is what he found.

"On the basis of current orders, Telemeter officials

expect to have between 75 and 100 subscribers for the

November 14 premiere.

"Earl Strebe, the local exhibitor who is co-operating

with Telemeter, will be the franchise agent. At his Plaza

Theatre he will present the world premiere of Para-

mount's 'Forever Female', the picture which will go out

to Telemeter subscribers in their homes.

"I was told that Strebe will charge theatre patrons

about $1.00 to see the film, whereas home-viewers will

have to pay $1.10 or $1.25.

"Carl Leserman (who developed Telemeter with

David Loew and Eugene Zukor) tells me that the big

pitch for subscribers wras made via mailed advertising to

all known TV set-owners in the area. Of 300 notices

sent out in the first mailing, nearly 90 per cent accepted.

Due, however, to the limited number of electronic Tele-

meters available, it will be impossible to fill all requests

in time for the premiere.

Exhibitors Wanted, But . . .

"He mentioned Paramount's 'Going My W ay' as a

possible future feature for Telemeter release—the in-

ference being that the company is not interested solely

in first-run pictures, but w ill also consider drawing on

backlog product.

"The production companies w ho will supply films for

the Telemeter tests have agreed to leave open the rental

prices, pending a more definite survey of the results. All

the money received from subscribers will be placed in

escrow, separated as to the individual pictures for which

the subscribers paid to see.

"I gained the distinct impression, in talking with

Leserman, that Telemeter would like to see theatremen

tie-in w ith them as franchise agents, but that it would
(Continued on Page I!)
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Report an Technical Progress &> Equipment
o

Bell & Howell—Fox Pact Set

For C'Scope Lens Production

The j c >int announcement by 20th-Fox

president, Spyros P. Skouras, and Bell and

Howell president, C. H. Percy, that B&H
will manufacture an improved anamorphic

lens for theatre projection, gives added im-

pact to the CinemaScope snowball which is

rolling up the most fabulous grosses in the

history of industry.

The pact is expected to expedite produc-

tion of CS lenses and whittle down the huge

backlog of orders, both here and abroad. To
be sold for $1900 a pair, the lenses will be

available in limited quantities in December.

Volume production is scheduled for early

1954, with the lens to be sold through theatre

supply houses.

Although Bell and Howell has manufac-

tured studio equipment for almost half a

century, this marks the company's entry into

the theatre supply field.

Claimed by the company to be the "sharp-

est anamorphic projection lens yet produced"

it has six elements to provide picture sharp-

ness and definition to the edge of the screen.

Twelve glass surfaces, accurately matched

to master test plates, give high resolving

power. A hard coating of magnesium fluo-

ride on all six "air to glass" surfaces trans-

mits brilliant light to the screen. Color

"banding and fringing" are eliminated by the

lens, which is completely "color corrected,"

i.e., reproduces each color in the spectrum

faithfully.

The new anamorphic lens will be available

in mount sizes to fit all existing projection

equipment. Two types will be manufactured:

one to be used with projection lenses from

four-and-three quarters to seven inches focal

length with f/1.8 or f/1.9 apertures in stan-

dard four inch barrel mounts; the other to be

used with three inch to four-and-three.

quarter inch focal lengths with f/1.8 or f/1.9

apertures in standard 2.781 (2-25/32) inch

barrel mounts.

Group-Buying Plan Studied

The board of directors of Allied Theatres

of Illinois, following a request of its mem-
bership, named a special committee to study

the advantages of group equipment purchas-

ing for members of the organization.

Jack Kirsch, president <>( Illinois Allied,

announced the following appointments: Jack

Clark, chairman; B. Charuhas, Robert V.

Harrison, Howard Lubliner, Sam C. Meyers,

and Kermit Russell.

Because of exhibitor concern over wide-

screen problems, the committee, according

to Kirsch, will call on manufacturers of

wide screen and sound equipment. They will

determine costs and receive information cm

the technical phases of installing equipment

most suitable for wide-screen projection.

0 o

Glowmeter Tests Screen

To Solve Drive-In Needs

In an effort to solve wide and 3D screen

problems for drive-ins, the Glowmeter Corp.

has been working on a screen for the open-

airers for two years. Glowmeter manu-
facturers the fabric for the Magniglow As-

trolite screens for indoor theatres being as-

sembled and sold by the Radiant Manufac-
turing Corp.

In cooperation with M. Pickrell, of Eas-

tern Theatre Supply Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

three sample outdoor installation sites have

been selected in the Buffalo area as proving

grounds for the new screens this winter.

These sample installations are being studied

with respect to erection methods. Magni-

glow reports that weathering characteristics

have been under test for about a year.

A joint statement, released by Radiant

president, Harry E. Eller, and Glowmeter

president, Agis I. Mihalakis, said that pro-

duction plans call for having the new screens

available for drive-ins by next spring.

The release reveals that the new screen,

called the Magniglow Skyfire, has been de-

signed after a careful study of outdoor thea-

tre problems. With its high reflection effi-

ciency, ease and economy of installation, it

is reported that no boost of amperages will

be necessary for 3D, wide screen or Cinema-

Scope projection.

Netter Sees Stereo Sound

For Small Theatre Situations

Altec sales chief, L. D. Netter, Jr., reports

that his company believes the next few

months will see the installation of many
smaller and less expensive stereosound sys-

tems in hundreds of small theatres far re-

moved from key situations.

Netter said the belief is based on Altec

records of installations, either completed or

underway, and the fact that "effective and

impressive results which have been achieved

by stereosound in a number of small houses."

Netter reports that it has been noted by

engineers and exhibitors that the audience

impact through the use of directional sound

in small theatres equals the results achieved

in the country's largest houses. He believes

that because of the smaller seating area the

feeling of participation and intimacy is en-

hanced.

Handbook For 3D Projection

A 14-page operator's handbook, presenting

a complete step-by-step guide for the pro-

jection of 3D films, has been prepared by the

Polaroid Corp. for free distribution to thea-

tre- requesting it. The booklet, extensively

illustrated, describes in detail the proper use

of the new synchronization and monitoring

equipment that Polaroid is making available

nationally as part of its recently announced

Technical Service Program.

0

3D Is Lively 'Corpse'

With some factions of the industry writin

olf 3D as a dead duck, the process is prcl

ing a pretty lively corpse as it enhances in
boxoffice returns of Metro's "Kiss Me Kate

In a six-city test engagement to demoij

strate audience acceptance of both 3D ai

standard projection, the film grossed 40 pe

cent more in the 3D version than in standa 1

21). "Kate" was held over in Dallas, Colur

bus, Houston, Rochester and Syracu<-

Rochester and Houston, which played tl]

first week in 2D, switched to 3D for tl

second stanza.

As a result, Metro sales chief, Charles
]J

Reagan, is urging exhibitors to play "Kat

in 3D, although prints in the standard versi<

are still available. The company is rushi-

orders on 300 3D prints in expectation

exhibitor demand.

Pola-Lite Sets Moropticon

One-Film 3D Demonstration

In an effort to cure some of the ills frc

which the much maligned 3D process

suffering, Pola-Lite chairman, Matthew Ft,

announced that plans for the first series

national exhibitor demonstrations of Mort •

ticon, are Hearing completion. Leading W
team which will spearhead key-city demd-

strations in theatres in the U. S. and Cana
,

are Dick Morros and Herbert Strasser.

Fox said that, "The Moropticon syst l

will be available without charge to exhibit >

who purchase a minimum monthly order f

2,500 of our 3D glasses for a period of < e

year, or 30,000 glasses. Beyond this bj
(

C

minimum, we make no demands for exclme

use of any particular viewers."

Discussing Moropticon, Fox claimed t t

the system possesses the highest light fac r

of any 3D single track system and elimin; s

completely the old 3D projection boh

problems.

The Pola-Lite chief stated that the tl d

dimension process has suffered greatly fni:

(1) poor quality pictures, (2) faulty pro -

tion and (3) harsh but subtle propaga a

attack by proponents of other processes. \.t

said that "3D is having a solid re-birth, b; -d

on sound, scientific advances ..." lid

pointed to the success of Metro's "Kiss 16

Kate" in 3D, which Fox says, "demonstr
(

:s

that the public will support a fine 3D pic re

under conditions compatible with the hig -
1

scientific standards of this industry."

Rank To Make CS Equipmrt

CinemaScope in England was give ;<

boost with the announcement that th J.

Arthur Rank Organization will soon b i»

producing anamorphic lenses and Miij'le

Mirror Screens. British Optical and e-

cision Engineers will do the manufacture

and C. B. Kalee will handle distribu'n.

Both companies are Rank subsidiaries.
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PIN POINT REVIEWS
Crisp, Business-wise Analysis

of the New Films

"How To Marry A Millionaire"

gajcneJJ 1£*tu? Q Q Q O
Second CinemaScope production won't be very far be-

hind "The Robe" in grossing power. Comedy provides

conclusive answer to those who argued that wide screen

is not adaptable to intimate stories. "Millionaire" proves

that intimate scenes are more intimate in CS. Monroe,

Grable, Bacall share top billing. It has sex, glamour,

laughs and some spectacular Technicolor photography.

Despite sophisticated theme, it's clean as a whistle.

In one way, at least, this is a more important picture

than "The Robe", because it proves that CinemaScope

doesn't depend on biblical splendor or spectacular scenes

for its impressive effects. It shows that Marilyn Monroe

stretched out on a chaise lounge is just about as spectac-

ular as anything old Babylon ever saw. Without 'Scope

this would have been a smash ; with it, "Millionaire" be-

comes a potential record-breaker. Producer-author Nun-

nally Johnson's screenplay is immensely amusing and

director Jean Negulesco has utilized CinemaScope's ver-

satility to broaden all aspects of the story, comically and

scenically. Yarn has models Bacall, Monroe and Grable

renting a lush Manhattan apartment as bait for some un-

suspecting millionaire—or, possibly, two or three. Mon-

roe and Grable, however, eventually marry for love.

Bacall finally lands millionaire oilman William Powell,

but walks out on him just as the wedding march is

sounding to marry the guy she believes is a "gas-pump

jockey". Only when the three gals with their men repair

to a hamburger joint do they learn that Lauren's bear-

trap has been sprung after all. Her man, a willing

victim, is worth a mere $200 millions! Acting honors

are distributed all over the lot. Monroe is hilarious as

the near-sighted beauty. Bacall is hard and humorous.

Cameron Mitchell is attractively rich. Grable and David

W ayne deliver their share of laughs. Coulter

20th Century-Fox. 96 Minutes. Marilyn Monroe, Betty Grable, Lauren Bacall,

David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, Maeron Mitchell, Fred Clark, Alex D'Arcy. Pro-

ducer, Nunnally Johnson. Director, Jean Negulesco.

"The Fake"

Moderately interesting, slow-paced melodrama filmed in

England with American stars. O'Keefe name, UA cam-

paign may help raise it in action houses, where exploited.

Generally, just a so-so dualler. British tone, though aid-

ing authenticity, won't be welcomed in most houses, nor

will accents of large British supporting cast.

More interesting for its disclosure of techniques in

identifying and preventing theft of famous paintings

than for its melodramatics. Filmed in London's famous

Tate Gallery and other British locales with American

stars Dennis O'Keefe and Coleen Gray, suspense lies in

various suspects of thefting old masterpieces and

method of apprehending them. Pace, mildly interest-

holding, rarely goes beyond a trot. Performances good,

direction firm, photography of creditable caliber.

O'Keefe seen as American expert sent to prevent con-

tinued theft of famed Da Vinci paintings. When an-

other is stolen, he follows tangled trail of suspects until

he gets his prey, who has committed murder to prevent

discovery.

UA pressbook is angled at the action market with the

cover's "spotlight on thrills !" keying the tack. Recalls

O'Keefe's original click in "T-Man" with art depicting-

battered face and fists flying: "The Famous T-Man's
Biggest Racket-Busting Adventure !" Phil

United Artists. 80 Minutes. Dennis O'Keefe, Coleen Gray, Hugh Williams, Guy
Middleton, John Laurie. Producer, Steven Pallos. Director, Godfrey Grayson.

"Thunder Over The Plains"

Guiuteu Rati*? O O O
Rating applies to action market. Better-than-average

story treatment and characterizations make it a sleeper

for general runs where it could realize fair-plus-to-good

business. Least in class sports. Randolph Scott on mar-

quee will draw the action fans. Realistic handling given

familiar Western theme should key exhibitor selling cam-

paigns in general situations.

The story of a post-Civil War state being exploited by

carpet-baggers has been dusted oft" again. This time,

however, it's been given the benefit of astute direction,

smart screenplay, good performances and striking War-
nerColor photography. Durable Randolph Scott is a

Union Cavalry captain who is torn between maintaining

marshall law in his home town, and standing by while

his life-long friends are cheated and robbed by self-seek-

ing politicians. Additional impact is provided by rivalry

between Scott and hell-for-leather cavalry officer Lex

Barker, who cares little for the problems of the citizenry,

but a lot for Scott's wife, Phyllis Kirk. Pace is fast and

.gun-fist action is geared to reality.

Pressbook ads feature a "High Noon" type of selling

with, "This was the moment he had to count his bullets

. . . because he couldn't count on his friends!" and the

line, "Thunder in his heart . . . Lightning in his

holsters." Neil

Warner Bros. 82 Minutes. Randolph Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk, Charles

McGraw, Henry Hull. Producer, David Weisbart. Director, Andre de Toth.
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7kti Me Ike %m!
Industry Policies Harbinger

Legal Strife, Warns Myers
"Unless blind selfishness is laid aside and

the whole industry can join in a grand march

to better business, I can see only strife, frus-

tration and probably disaster for everyone,"

Allied States general council Abram F.

Myers warned in an address before the con-

vention of Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana.

Lashing out with the heat of a flame-

thrower, Myers emphasized that "indepen-

dent exhibitors will not suffer themselves to

be excluded from this business by the selfish

machinations of the film companies, the

major circuits, or by any comhination of

those elements."

Acknowledging that 2()th-Fox has done a

"tremendous job" in exploiting CinemaScope,

Myers lauded the film company for shaking

the public out of its movie-going apathy. "I

was at first apprehensive concerning the

vigor of their tub thumping. I was afraid

their claims were so exaggerated that, as in

the case of 3D, that the public would be

resentful at being deceived . . . But with a

great story to bolster it, CS got off to a

splendid start, and the publicity brought the

innovation forcibly to public attention."

In the next breath, however, Myers took

the Fox president to task stating, "No more
lethal blow was ever aimed at the motion pic-

ture art than Spyros Skouras' present at-

tempt to reduce it to a single medium ... If

all pictures are to be made and exhibited by

your CinemaScope method, then that will be

an end to the kind of pictures that will at-

tract and hold the kind of audiences the in-

dustry must have in order to recover and

prosper."

In his opinion, "The business needs variety

more than ever before and it needs the facili-

ties of every theatre than can possibly be

kept open. It needs CinemaScope for the

pictures that best lend themselves to that

treatment and it needs conventional pictures,

for stories and action of the intimate type

that can only suffer from the billboard treat-

ment."

Myers called on Skouras to make CS
equipment and films available "to all classes

of exhibitors at prices and upon conditions

within their means." Specifically, he asked

Fox to: (1) Clear the way for increasing the

production and reducing the price of ana-

morphic lenses; (2) Not insist that exhibitors

who have installed new screens of suitable

size shall tear them out in favor of Miracle

Mirror or Astrolite screens, if they will

reasonably serve the purpose; (3) Forget

about stereophonic sound with its four chan-

nels and auditorium speakers for medium
size and small theatres, and (4) Consider the

plight of the drive-ins and theatres so con-

structed that they cannot be adapted to Cine-

maScope.

Turning to distribution trade practices,

Myers said that the companies, "Notwith-

standing the avalanche of litigation that en-

gulfs them as the result of their past trans-

gressions, they are bent upon paving the way

for another round of lawsuits . . . There is

for example, the question whether in their

anxiety to favor the circuits over the inde-

pendents they are not violating the require-

ment that pictures shall be offered theatre by
theatre, without discrimination. And that

old devil conspiracy will again raise its ugly

head if the other companies producing CS
pictures also impose on the independent ex-

hibitors the restrictions and condition that

stigmatize 20th Century-Fox's present

policies."

RKO Theatre Stock Sale

Howard Hughes unloaded his interests in

RKO Theatre Corp., selling 929,020 shares

of stock to a group headed by David J.

Greene, for $4,412,845. Hughes received

$4.75 a share. On the day of the sale, the

stock closed on the New York Stock Ex-
change at $3.87^ a share.

The RKO pictures topper had originally

bought the stock on May 10, 1948, from the

Atlas Corp., before the divorcement decree.

When Radio-Keith-Orpheum separated its

theatres from distribution-production, on

Dec. 31, 1950, Hughes placed his RKO thea-

tres stock in trusteeship.

Greene has been a director in the RKO
Theatre organization since Dec. 6, 1951 and

is a member of the New York Stock Ex-
change.

Phila. Poster Trust Suit

Won by NSS, Distributors

National Screen and distributors won the

four-year old anti-trust suit pending against

them when Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, of

the Federal Court in Philadelphia, threw out

the complaint of Lawlor and Pantzer, doing

business as the Independent Poster Ex-
change Co. He granted judgment for the

defendents.

NSS president Herman Robbins stated:

"I am gratified by this legal vindication. For

over a quarter of a century. National

Screen has prided itself on a policy of fair

dealing and good will which it has estab-

lished with thousands of exhibitors through-

out the country . . . we pledge a continuation

of these policies for the future."

Tent Topics

At a special meeting of the directors of the

Will Rogers Hospital, president Abe Mon-
tague announced that an executive com-
mittee, composed of industry members,
would be named to take over operating de-

tails once handled by the late Chick Lewis.

The board also directed the north wing of

the hospital will be hereafter known as the

Chick Lewis Memorial Wing.

FILM BULLETIN'S complete re-

port on the TOA convention is carried

in the article, "Exhibitor Ranks Clos-

ing" on page 6.

Daft Cites Importance of

Advertising on World Market
The improvement of the world market was

emphasized by Alfred E. Daff, Universal exl
ecutive vice-president, at the second session

of 12 lectures of the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers Showmanship school at tin

Hotel Aslor. He said that 39 percent of thd
industry's income is realized from foreigr

countries.

The Universal exec believes that Americar
motion picture advertising sets the standard!

for foreign markets and that "if there is dl

let-down in this country in the selling ancj

promotion of pictures, there is a very notice!

able reflex of this condition seen around tin

world."

People in the News
UA exec, Max E. Youngstein, is abroad t<

set European plans for the company's globa

35th Anniversary celebration and sales drive

. . . Universal comptroller, Eugene F. Walsh
veteran of more than 28 years with the or!

ganization, was elected vice-president an<

treasurer of the company . . . Columbia ap

pointed Arthur Levy to the post of con

troller, succeeding C. B. Wikoff, who re

signed recently . . . Mort Freedgood, autho

and specialist in the history of the motioi

picture industry, has been retained by UA aj

director of research for the company's 35tl

anniversary commemoration . . . Electei

national president of the Warner Club, Incj

was Karl G. MacDonald, Warner Inter

national veep . . . Robert W. Lea, forme

Johns-Manville prexy, is a new member o

the board of Decca Records . . . Fred C

Matthews, executive veep of Motiograpl

was elected president of TESMA, succeed

ing Iiallantyne topper, J. Robert Hoff . .

United Cerebral Palsy chief, Leonard Goi

denson, announced that the Ford Mofi

Company's William Clay Ford has accepte|

the post of volunteer national chairman c|

the 1954 UCP campaign . . . Republi

treasurer John Petrauskas, Jr., became th

proud father of a daughter, Diane Joan, bor

last Wednesday (11th) at New York's Ml

Sinai hospital.

Memos
Universal has slated 11 features (eight i

Technicolor and two in 3D) to be release

during the first four months of 1954 . .

Marking the highest total of earnings d

livered to a distributor by any theatre for

7-week period, National Theatres' Dick Die'

son presented a $1,000,000 check, coverir

the Roxy rental on "The Robe", to 20th-Fc

distribution chief Al Lichtman . . . Sana
Goldwyn is dusting off his Academy Awa
winner, "The Best Years of Our Lives" wi

major city engagements scheduled for Febr

ary ... A record-breaking attendance of 61

members of the Motion Picture Pioneers m
at the 15th annual dinner at the Astor bono

ing Barney Balaban as the Pioneer of 195
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SLOT TV
(Continued from Page 7)

just as readily co-operate with a druggist or anyone

whose 'know-how' would come in handy.

"Leserman said, 'We feel that any enterprising ex-

hibitor will grab at the chance to utilize Telemeter, it

offers the best solution I know for solving his current

problems.'

"Telemeter won't do its own programming, according

to company officials, who, presumably, are hopeful that

co-operating exhibitors will accept that responsibility.

"In the I 'aim Springs test Karl Strebe has not yet, he

declares, entered into an ironclad agreement with Tele-

meter as to how profits from the first few showings will

be divided. Under pressure, however, Leserman did tell

me that the exhibitor's share could run as high as 75 to

80 per cent of the gross.

"The exhibitor and the International Telemeter Cor-

poration will share the cost of advertising, though the

exact proportions haven't been worked out yet.

"Receipts from the Telemeter coin boxes will go to

the exhibitor, who will pay the distributor a rental or a

percentage of the gross, according to the arrangement

made between them. Telemeter will take its fee before

turning the slot receipts over to the exhibitor, or will

expect the latter to make payment out of the gross slot

receipts.

"Leserman's main point is that exhibitors will profit

not only from the audiences in their theatres, but from

those who see the Telemetered picture in the- privacy of

their own homes.

Why Palm Springs Was Chosen

"As to why Palm Springs was chosen for the experi-

ment, Leserman's explanation is that it was because,

TY-wise, it is a closed-circuit community, most set-

owners being served by a community antenna. Such a

community had to be selected, presumably, because the

FCC at present forbids charging a consumer for a broad-

cast, on the premise that the air is 'free'.

"Nevertheless, Leserman admitted to me that Tele-

meter is working on plans to try the system out some-

time next spring in Glendale and Burbank, California,

and in an eastern area which he is not prepared to

identify yet.

"Earl Strebe of the Plaza Theatre, Palm Springs, gave

me the impression that he is delighted with his part in

the test. Because Telemeter needs some exhibitor to

pave the way, he is getting the best of the bargain.

Locally great emphasis is being placed in the publicity

blurbs that the coin-slot tests are being promoted by
Strebe, and not by Telemeter. His house has a seating

capacity of 800, and he says he is happy to have a home
audience—strictly additional to that which he gets in his

theatre—without any installation cost to himself."

These are the bare facts uncovered by Allen in I'alm

Springs. They speak for themselves, and direct com-
ment is called for in only one aspect of Carl Leserman's
remarks—his reference to the enthusiastic response re-

ceived from the original invitation mailed to Palm
Springs residents to participate in the test. That re-

sponse, we would say, is not necessarily an indication

that the public, which has so far enjoyed free TV, is

now anxious to pay for it. The novelty factor must have

been important.

Is the Air Free?

Ah, you may say, but present-day TV doesn't offer

first-run movies. No, it doesn't, thank heaven. If Slot-

TV is to do so, exhibitors may as well give up the at-

tempt to win audiences back to the theatre, sell their

equipment, turn their property over to the local super-

market, and move into some new field of endeavor.

Fortunately, however, the exhibitor is not without

weapons with which to resist this new challenge. Unless

and until the Federal Communications Commission can

be persuaded by the metered TV sponsors to alter its

view that the air is "free", the Slot-TV companies will

have to operate through a go-between, such as the thea-

treman, who, by the nature of his business, is entitled to

charge for the entertainment he provides. If exhibitors,

as a body, were to withhold their co-operation, holding

that coin-in-the-slot television represents a serious threat

to their livelihood, and would endanger their substantial

capital investments, it is difficult to see how this infant

industry could survive.

That such a possibility has already occurred to the

Slot-TV companies is obvious from their literature. They

will use the exhibitor to purvey their wares, if they can,

but if he won't play there are other possibilities. Thus,

one of the arguments advanced in favor of pay-as-_voii-

see television is that it would enable the provision of

first-rate entertainment in the home without advertise-

ments or "commercials". For that, if for no other reason,

it is said, millions of people would be willing to pay a

TV subscription.

This, however, is tongue-in-cheek stuff. The Skiatron

Electronics and Television Corporation, for instance,

states that subscriber-vision entertainments would "not

be interrupted by advertising commercials". Why, then.

(Continued on Page 15)

Jay Allen, FILM BULLETIN Hollywood Corres-

pondent, is on the spot in I'alm Springs for the

Telemeter subscription TV trial. He reports:

• Telemeter officials shy away from applying the word "test"

to the Palm Springs demonstration. They insist they're in

business.

• Bars are barred; so are clubs, hotels, etc., obviously because

community viewing in public places would "unscramble" the

economic egg of Slot-TV—unless Telemeter could evolve

(and sell) some system of charging, say, $15 or $20 for

Slot sets installed for community viewing.

• Anyone wanting a coin- slot fitted to their TV set will have

to pay for the privilege. It will cost between $15 and $50

—probably $30.

• Collectors who call to empty the coin slots every month will,

it is proposed, also act as repair servicemen able to make
on-the-spot adjustments.

• Telemeter and Paramount are spending $75,000 on the Palm

Springs spree.

• The test is big news locally—if only because, until a year

ago, there was no TV of any kind in the Springs. Since

then, however, television has been relayed to various homer>

via a community antenna. This makes the area particularly

adaptable for Telemeter.

• Total of sets in the town is now about 450.
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TELEMETER S L O T - A D V E R T I S I N G PLAN
STEP I: Point of sale

advertising will fea-

ture FLUFS TV show

and the fact that if

you buy a box of

FLUF you will receive

a token which will en-

title you to see this

show for free.

STEP 2: The FLUF
package will feature a

replica of the FLUF
premium token—a free

ticket to the 10-STAR

show. The token itself

will be the siie and

weight of a nickel lor

a dime as the case

may bel.

STEP 3: The family
who buys the product
will be able to see the

TV show without cost,

all that will be neces-
sary will be to drop
the FLUF token in the
Telemeter coin slot

the Telemeter
price indicator will be
asking for 5c.

STEP 4: The family
who wants to see the

show, but who didn't
buy the product will

have to pay 5c other-
wise the show will be
scrambled. Every min-
ute their set is turned
to that channel the
barker will be calling

attention to the fact
that the FLUF 10-STAR
show is now on 1he air.

TO THE FLUF CO.
STEP 5: All money
and tokens put into

the Telemeter will be
the property of FLUF.
The cash can be ap-
plied against produc-
tion and time charges

. . of course the
Telemeter charges will

be most reasonable.

SLOT TV
(Continued from Page 14)

did James M. Landis, who is connected with the com-

pany say at a Philadelphia meeting on October 7 of this

year' "It will open up and keep open many additional

telecasting channels for advertising sponsors, to be used

when they want them or need them" ?

What a Prospect!

The same policy is followed by Zenith Radio Corpor-

ation in its pitch for Phonevision. It says: "The best

economists in broadcasting believe national advertisers

will not be able to buy more than the top 100 to 125

markets for their network shows. This leaves the small

broadcaster with the problem of programming his entire

TV station at costs far greater than local advertisers

can supply • • • But by adding the income from Phone-

vision's home boxoffice to the income from locally spon-

sored programs, television stations could profitably oper-

ate in hundreds and hundreds of small markets that

otherwise would remain relatively out of reach of TV".

The Telemeter people also say that acceptance of

commercials on Slot-TV programs is improbable, and

then proceed to let the cat out of the bag. One document

thev have put out includes this statement: "Assume

that Telemeter passes its tests at Palm Springs and is

affixed to several million TV sets before the next elec-

tion. Equipped with two simple keys, one labelled 'yes'

and the other 'no' it would enable you to respond from

your living room to direct questions concerning candi-

dates and issues. Or consider Telemeter's influence on

mail-order business. A manufacturer shows an article

on your TV screen and invites you to push the 'yes'

button if you want it. No telephoning or writing. Just

push a button. A few days later, a man picks up the tape

and your order is delivered."

What a prospect

!

But Telemeter goes even farther. In a document pur-

porting to tell "The Story of Telemeter" the company

writes the following question and answer: " 'Will There

Be Any Advertising on Telemetered Programs?' 'It is

highly questionable that the public will accept advertis-

ing on a program for which they are paying'."

The "Fluf" Example
No advertising, eh? Yet, in another document, also

issued by the company, and addressed to the broadcaster

and advertiser, Telemeter suggests a "new way" for ad-

vertisers to use the system. They won't drop in com-

mercials as we know them today, but they will use Tele-

meter for selling their products. Thus: The manufac-

turer of, say, "Fluf", advertises in his store and window

displays, and on his cartons or containers, the fact that

buyers of his product will receive a token entitling them

to see a Telemetered show "for free". (See above.)

The "come-on" to the exhibitor is that, even if Slot-

TV empties his theatre, he will still get his share of the

coin recepits. But for how long is he likely to benefit, if

advertisers adopt Telemeter's token premium idea?

In its explanation of the "Fluf" technique of mer-

chandising, quoted above, the Telemeter Corporation

admits that such an advertiser would recoup himself for

the cost of his 10-Star Revue by receiving "all money
and tokens put into the Telemeter . . . The cash can be

applied against production and time charges ... of

course the Telemeter charges will be most reasonable".

All the companies—Telemeter, Phonevision and Skia-

tron—talk also about putting on sporting events which

advertisers could not normally afford to broadcast, or

presenting Broadway first nights, or operas. They all

believe first-run movies could be made to pay off hand-

somely to Hollywood producers—more handsomely

than is possible with present-day methods of exhibition.

W^ay out in Palm Springs Earl Strebe, now so delight-

ful with the deal he has made with Paramount's Slot-

TV organization, is possibly unaware of some of the

factors in the situation, as outlined above, and of others

we have no further space to record here. Movie business

has varied from indifferent to just plain bad for a long

time now, but is that any reason why—with new pro-

jection techniques bringing audiences back—the exhibi-

tor should line himself up behind a system designed to

provide the television industry with a new source of

revenue and influence?

It just doesn't make sense to us. How about you?
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EXHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

MORE ON FILM SHORTAGE
North Central Allied

I would be less than frank if I did not

confess that I came away from the (Boston)

convention very pessimistic. The film com-

panies are cutting down production and this

cutback will cause a shortage of pictures. I

learned from this and other information, that

the attitude of the distributors can best be

described as an attempt to turn this business

from mass entertainment to class entertain-

ment. If they succeed, they will sentence

many hundreds and, possibly, many thou-

sands of theatres to death. This is not a

bright picture, but I know you want the

truth and I am giving it to you.

This desperate situation is a result of the

film companies' shortsightedness. I am sure

that it will kick back at them with a force

that they never anticipated. The film com-

panies' premeditated plan to create a short-

age of pictures which will enable them to

seek higher film rentals, will undoubtedly

cause many small theatres to close. This will

create a clamor on the part of the public to

make this industry a public utility, a public

servant if you please, and force the distribu-

tors to deliver all good motion pictures to all

small theatres on a live-and-let-live basis. I

have preached these facts to the exhibitors

and distributors for the past two years,

knowing full well what the distributors were

up to. I am positive that the distributors, in

the long run, will not be permitted by the

public to force the closing of small town

theatres in their effort to channel pictures to

the bigger towns and thus cut print costs and

distribution costs. The distributors make

their plan sound good when they advance it

in theory, but they will find that it is a dif-

ferent story in practice. The people in the

small communities are not going to stand

idly by and see their Alain Streets darkened

and the theatres closed by a heartless mo-

nopoly. The film companies have been play-

ing games long enough, and the public is

fully aware of how their vicious monopoly

works.

Before we are finally forced to the wall. I

urge exhibitors to give my thinking their

serious consideration. Perhaps it is now
time to urge our legislators, Senators and

Congressmen, to enact legislation which will

make the distribution of motion pictures a

public utility, thus forcing the distributors to

deliver all of their good pictures to every

theatre in every town at a price the exhibitor

can afford to pay. They have the moral obli-

gation to do so even now, but you know
what they think of moral obligations. Let's

make it legal

!

'KATE' 3D CAMPAIGN
ITO of Ohio

"Kiss Me Kate" opened at Loew's Ohio in

Columbus this week in 3-D. Besides the

usual excellent campaign put on by this thea-

tre, the Council for 3-D Film Progress, Inc.

took ads in the local papers and so did the

Polaroid Corp. Opening day, the former's ad
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was 290 lines and the latter's 480 in the same

paper, in addition to very large space on the

theatre page probably partly paid for by

MGM. These organizations also had field

men in town to help put the engagement

over. Of course, they have much to gain

from its success. It is to be hoped that the

same heavy campaign was put on for the 2-D

engagements. Only in this way can it be

determined whether the public wants 3-D or

not. Opening day's business was good—not

sensational. The Ohio is issuing two types

of glasses; one is Polaroid's new adjustable

type and the other is a clip-on type for eye-

glass wrearers. The doorman hands the

proper type to each patron as he enters.

Publicity on the new glasses appeared in the

papers.

USE CLOSED HOUSES
Wallace Theatres, Inc.

Television hit our area about one year ago,

the shortage of good product also hit our

circuit at about the same time along with a

confused state in the exhibitor field due to

new processes, 3-D and wide screens. As if

this was not enough to give any exhibitor

ulcers, and fits, we have been under the

strain of a drought and a definite shortage

of money in all our farm situations. There is

no need to state, but we will, what all of this,

at one time, did to our business. It closed

down six of our theatres almost immediately.

Closed theatres in any town gives a deteri-

orating effect on the town and the business

neighborhood. This was recently proven by

the National Association of Real Estate

Board's Economic Committee. But what the

committee did not say was how adverse the

effect was on the remaining open theatres in

the town.

To overcome some of this adverse pub-

licity and to maintain our goodwill in the

town as much as was possible, we of the

Wallace Theatres have found it a good

policy to loan these closed theatres to church

organizations. We found that many churches

in our area were crying for additional space,

for services, bible classes, and church organi-

zation meetings. We made some good con-

tacts and have loaned these empty theatres

to these organizations in most cases for the

cost of clean-up and utilities.

We found that once these churches began

to use these buildings they became reluctant

in giving them up and sought to purchase

the buildings and the fixtures. We have not

as yet sold any of our buildings, but we
believe wo have created a market hi them

should we desire to sell.

Our present position is that the situation

is temporary and with the advent of new

technique in our industry we will once again,

in perhaps a year or two, be "blowing and

going" just like the good old days. In the

meantime we have taken care of a temporary

situation.

— S. J. Neyland, Jr.

SMALL THEATRES & C-S
Allied of la., Neb., & Mid Central

CinemaScope has come in for some great

claims and some sober asides in the past fev]

weeks. Spyros Skouras said that his com!
pany had went all out for CinemaScope be

cause it was the thing that was going t<|

save the industry. He stated that no theatr

could survive unless it offered the best in thJ

way of picture presentation and that smal

theatres could buy CinemaScope througl

liberal credit from its suppliers. I jus

wonder if Mr. Skouras realizes that the cos

of CS equipment—as he insists on selling i

—is as great in some cases as the value of th

whole theatre in many small situations. Anl

as for CS being the only system that wi

keep the theatre alive—let's have a look a

some other industries and see just how log

cal this idea is. First, for the sake of argi

ment, let's assume that CS is the best thei

is. (There is room for argument here.) How
ever, there is Wide-Screen (giving almo:

identical effect), plain flat 2-D, 3-D in var

ous styles and there is promise of even moi

radical things in the future. Now, how abot

shoes. Florsheim is pretty damn good sho

But not everybody can afford them, so a 1<

of people walk around on Tom McAnn's an

Freeman's—and the shoe industry still got

on. The Cadillac is a pretty damn good ca

but most of us have to drive Chevvy's ar

Fords and the car industry still goes o

What many of us and Mr. Skouras has

keep in mind that we can't become canniba

to keep from starving to death. It's nice

keep up with the Jones's, but we have

consider that our all in many cases a'

wrapped up in these one-man theatres. Tl

best is whatever your public will accept

best and keep you in business. We are de

nitely all for progress—but let's talk in ten

we can all cope with. Actually, CS is n

just around the corner for us small townel

anyway. If we could afford it now it wou

be a long ways off in supplying equipme

and product. When product is sufficient

available prices will have no doubt beco^

adjusted to supply and demand.

EXHIB STOCK IN PRODUC,
ITO of Ohio

You probably read in the trade papers tl

an effort will be made to purchase enou

stock to obtain representation on the Boa

of Directors of one or more of the distrib'

ing companies for exhibitors. If successfl

there is no reason why such a representat

:

would do other than act in the best inter

of the company. However, at the same tn I.

he could acquaint the directors with the pot

of view of the exhibitor who is, after all, V

company's customer.

Several exhibitor have notified us that th'

already hold stock in some of the distrib

ing companies. Altogether it is amazing 1

note in Ohio, this office knows of nea;

10,000 shares held by exhibitors, in vari*

companies.



MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

The three stars of "How To Marry A Millionaire" as they appear, individually, in the one-column teaser ads. Copy reads: This

is Betty Grable calling. Come and see me with Marilyn Monroe and Lauren Bacall in "How To" etc., with names switched, of

course, for each of the teasers. Below, one of the striking display ads, available in four and six column sizes, patterned

on the highly successful advertising featured for "The Robe," with the added inducement of the figure in the foreground.

'How to Marry a Millionaire"

Debut Draws Glitter Crowd
The 20th-Fox debut of its second Cinema-

:ope production, "How to Marry a Million-

re ' at the two Broadway houses, Loew's

ate and Brandt's Globe had to be seen to

1 believed. Traffic was stopped as far as

e eye could see along the Alain Stem as

*e crowds jammed Broadway for blocks to

ew the galaxy of luminaries from show

isiness, civic, business, social and political

irlds. Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands

\'wed the proceedings at home on TV. Tex

.cCrary, hovering overhead in a helicopter,

(light both theatres' crowds for the TV
alienee in and on (or over) the spot "live"

iow. Wife Jinx was at the State for inter-

vws and Dennis James at the Globe. In

! dition to the telecasts, radio's Pat & Bar-

Ira Barnes and Fred Robbins handled the

I iceedings for re-broadcast over their

htual shows. Among the high spots were
t- appearance of Lauren Bacall, who planed

f|m Hollywood for the festivities and a

g axy of personalities that would have taxed

t Blue Book of society and the entertain-

On! world; also the winner of the special

fnderella" contest, author-actress Doris
I ly, garbed in a million dollar wardrobe
al escorted by a New York millionaire, who
S 11 here remain anonymous.

Preparatory to the debut, 20th-Fox set up

a record 41 window and in-store displays and

fashion promotions to make every shopper in

town aware of the opening weeks in advance.

To keep the ball rolling, last week, more and

more displays were going up along Fifth

Avenue. Coty's display drew ah's with its

display around the famous Emeraude scent,

retitled "The Million Dollar Emeraude Per-

fume."

i the entire world occloimr. theA
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the omoiing Ar,«rno»phi< l«rt»
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Tie-Ins Making Big Business

Out of Back-Scratching
The growing importance and scope of tie-

ins between movie studios and other indus-

tries was pointed up in a front-page Wall

Street Journal (Nov. 6) that will be an eye-

opener to most industryites. Pegging the

story on "platoons of stars and starlets" from

six studios who appeared at Hollywood's

Pan-Pacific Auditorium before 1500 visiting

Lincoln-Mercury dealers to help do a selling

job to the franchisemen and to the public

via being photographed in the cars. Ford

Motor Co. received the services of the stars

in return for supplying new cars and trucks

free to the six studios for use in films and

may sponsor ads showing the stars in the

cars.

"Such mutual back-scratching has become

so common," says the Journal, "that all the

big studios now maintain tie-in departments.

There's also a colony of Hollywood firms

whose principal activity is 'planting' clients'

l
'i nduct in films and arranging mutual adver-

tising deals between manufacturers and

movie makers." The manufacturers get eye-

catching glamor, the movie get free pro-

motion and cut high prop costs.

Long a bone of contention among exhibi-

tors, who have fell that they are left out in

the cold, despite the fact that it is their

I

screens that carry the product plugs, inde

j§y (Continued on Page 18)
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'W&at t&e Showmen rfie ^awyt
(Continued from Page 17)

producer Tom Gries feels that this resent-

ment is declining. "Theatre men used to pro-

test against commercial tie-ins, but they now

realize tie-in ads can boost their boxofhce

receipts materially."

Just how important it is to the manufac-

turers is illustrated in the report of the W. J.

Voit Rubber Corp., manufacturers of the

swim fins, those rubber gadgets attached to

the feet for underwater propulsion. Sales of

the fins were less than $1 million until Voit

teamed up with 2()th-Fox's "The Frogmen."

In the year after the picture appeared, with

Widmark featured in the ads, sales zoomed

to $5 million.

Much of the same has been found in sales

of autos, soap, cereals, swimsuits, refriger-

ators, radios, soft drinks (both Pepsi-Cola

and Coca-Cola have special men assigned to

do nothing but get their product into films)

and houndreds of other products, including

ole debbil whiskey.. Using "plants" in dia-

logue as well as props the Journal records

how "press agents still chuckle when they

recall how movie heroes used to all order

Scotch and soda until some American whis-

key distillers gently hinted to movie writers

—with the aid of cases of bourbon—that

American heroes should ask for bourbon and

water in this scripts." Up went the sales of

bourbon.

The tie-in has become big business, virtu-

ally an industry of its own, with its biggest

take in the movie industry. It is one of the

most valuable means of putting a picture

into the public's consciousness—that very

important "know-about"—via national ad-

vertising. It slices production costs. It helps

publicize new stars. And the manufacturers

fight for the privilege of doing all this with-

out cost to the movie industry.

"So Big" H'wood Premiere Uses

Real Props to Highlight Debut

When Warners' "So Big" had its "Car-

riage Trade" premiere at the Hollywood
Paramount, no less than 23 of the oldest, but

—in their time—most elegant automobiles on
the West Coast were used to transport stars,

celebrities and dignitaries along Hollywood
Boulevard. The unusual parade, while done
to a turn in the Hollywood premiere, is not

unfeasible for any town playing the film. Or
for that matter any film with a turn of the

century locale. It's unlikely that any area

couldn't dig up old cars for such a parade to

ballyhoo a "horseless carriage" film. It

should certainly attract attention, and very
possibly newspaper illustration and copy.

Execs and slurs arrive jor Washington premiere

oj Republic 's "Sea of Lost Ships". From left:

Victor McLaglcn. 11. J. Yates. Vera Ralston,

If anda Hendrix. Richard Jaeckel, James V.

CTGara. On steps, C. Bruce ISewbery and J. Flax.

Band Wagon Technique Gives

"Kate" Same Radio-TV Bally

The success of the "Band Wagon" contest

among radio disc jockeys and station man-
agers has spurred Metro to a similar pro-

motion for "Kiss Me Kate". A special

manual prepared by Donahue & Coe, ad

(Continued on Page 19)

Viewpoints

Oakley Appruacli

There's always a good tip or two on showmai

ship from Iowa-Nebraska Al lied ' s membershi

bulletins. It's something we rarely see in oth<

exhibitor organization bulletins—and surprising

so since so many ideas, conceived and succes

fully executed by individual exhibitors, can I

applied to the mutual benefit of all in the grou

The Iowa sheet notes, for example, that Wilfre

Smith encloses a pair of passes in each en

ploye's envelope on payday to do with wh.

they will. It turned out to be a powerful aid ;

inter-theatre relations. When the bulletin-writ.

(Charlie Jones) tried it in his house, he report

the help was thrilled, and he will make it a reg

la r practice.

On this subject, a peculiar quirk of the hum;

animal, we've found, is the lengths to which thi

will go to attend a show for free that others a

forced to pay for or are barred without speci

invitations. Those who wouldn't shell out a bin

to take the wife to a neighborhood movie

couple of blocks away will shave, get dolled u

get into the car (or take a cab), pay parkii

fees or walk several blocks to get a spot, and i

the other difficulties involved in an in-town tr

—all because they receive a pass to a sne.

preview, or even an everyday show.

Obviously, abuse of the free pass privilege

profligate and injudicious issuance would be us

less, if not actually detrimental. But the emplo

passes, the press, radio and TV Annie Oakle>

the various opinion-forming group shows, t

wise selection of individuals or groups to be i

vited to a movie that would garner publicity th

couldn't be bought—these are a showmansr

fundamental too often forgotten by theatrem

in the press of operating problems.

Making people happy by giving them the c

portunity to be entertained, letting others kn<

about your entertainment by eliciting word-(

mouth or the sacred printed word or the S£

crosanct voice on the airwaves or your clerc

man—or your employee—that's showmansl

that doesn't show in your budget but gives

helluva boost to your boxoffice—and to yc

public relations.

United Artists and the Broadway Criterion went all out jor the premiere of "Sabre Jet", as evidenced by some of the displays and stunts above, enginee

by manager Milton Schwartz, UA Special Events director Ligc Brien and Criterion publiciteer Jerry Sager. At left, lobby display using cutaway model'

a jet engine, supplied by the Air Force. Center, illuminated street float, complete with shapely models, which toured the Times Square area. Rim

actual jet plane open to public inspection in Union Square.
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agency handling the campaign, includes an

album incorporating all the hit tunes from

the film, to be played at selected periods

designated by I' & C. Both listeners and sta-

tion people will receive cash prizes. Listen-

ers will name five popular titles containing

one of the three words in the title, plus an

intermediate line in the rhyme: "I'm going

(

to see Kiss Me Kate ... I understand it's

simply great." Record albums and tickets

for the local showing go to other winners,

with a total of 43 prizes in each city. Disc

jockeys get their award on the basis of mail

[received, and station managers' prizes range

from a $500 U. S. Savings Bond to a $100

Bond for each airwaver.

/. F. E. Earmarks yA Million

For Bergman Film Promotion

The up-and-coming I. F. E., with Jonas

Rosenfield, Jr., former 20th- Fox advertising

lirector, at the helm, has set its most am-

Ditious ad-publicity-exploitation program for

he new Ingrid Bergman film, "The Greatest

Love". A quarter of a million dollars has

)een earmarked for its promotional launch-

ng, with regional ad campaigns, TV, radio,

lewspaper, billboard, Sunday supplement,

blus a special promotion field force under

xploitation manager Bernard Lewis to back

ip the point-of-sales campaign. Film will

'day off in saturation bookings in each of the

jollowing areas: Northeast, Far West, Mid-

Vest, Southeast and Central. A special

•Honda "in season" mass playoff has been

let, also.

G-M's world premiere of "All The Brothers

ere Valiant" at the State Theatre in New Bed-

rd. Mass. made a big splash when Ann Miller

me in for a p.a. At top. star is shown with

iv England's oldest whaling captain. Lower,

eeial float brought in by M-G-M : it will tour

all of New England.

Black Hills "Calamity Jane"

Debut Gives S. D. Gala Time

The Black Hills area of South Dakota,

long a favorite locale of the movie western,

was treated to a full-scale world premiere of

Warners' "Calamity Jane". Perhaps never

since the real thing was whooping it up there

in the last century were such shenanigans

(adequately covered by five radio stations,

one TV station, newspapers and the AP &
UP wire services) seen in the once wild

Indian country. Mayors and Chamber of

Commerce heads in Rapid City, Lead, and

Deadwood, proclaimed the first week in No-
vember Calamit Jane Week. Each city

selected its own Black Hills Queen to repre-

sent them at kick-off showings in Rapid City

and Lead. Wild West parades with stage

coaches carrying the Queens, buckboards,

trick riders, cowboy bands and civic officials

in early western garb made the gala affair a

memorable one for the townspeople. Whole
thing was climaxed with the original Dead-
wood stage coach being put back into action

on its famous run taking dignitaries of Dead-

wood to Lead for the premiere because

there's no theatre in Deadwood since the old

one burnt down. After this shindig, bets are

being taken that a new theatre will go up

any time now.

N. Y. Town Adds Marilyn

For Day-Long Celebration

A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity happened

to a New York town and they took ample
advantage f it. The opening of "How To
Marry a Millionaire" in New York City

started it off. Seems theres' an upstate town
of Monroe. The Fox publicists got busy and
all the town bigwigs fell over themselves to

cooperate. So here's what happened. Mayor
Charles Knight proclaimed Thursday, Nov.

5 a special day and changed the town's name
to Marilyn Monroe, N. Y. Special banners

were rigged across Main Street; newsreels

were at city hall for the ceremony making
the name change official; all mail leaving the

town on that date was specially decorated

witii an inked stamp; bands paraded down
Main Street as crowds lined the sidewalks.

Up to this point it was a swell gag. But it

became truly sensational when on one side of

of the town the Chamber of Commerce had
a sign: "Leaving Marilyn Monroe, New
York, 40 mile to New York City" and on the

other, "Entering Marilyn Monroe, N. Y."

BRIEFS
Bell & Howell, newly pacted to manu-

facture of the CinemaScope anamorphic
lenses, is going all-out to publicize C'Scope
generally and " The Robe" in particular. All

R & H equipment ads appearing nationally

during November will praise the new process

and give pictorial and editorial credits to the

film . . . When Walt Disney's "The Living

Desert" opened at the Sutton on Nov. 9,

At the Black Hills "Calamity Jane" premiere,

Deadwood Stage Coach takes celebrities to Rapid

City for debut. Lower, permanent citizen Col.

Rinchart joins parade in vintage Cadillac.

orchids flown in from Hawaii by the Orchids

of Hawaii association were presented to

members of the committee who participated

in arrangements for the Damon Runyon

benefit opening . . . There will be more than

200 black and white stills, plus 50 color

photos, available to exhibitors playing the

new Paramount Danny Kaye starrer, "Knock

on Wood". It's the biggest order placed by

the company since "Shane". Many of the

stills, incidentally, are special comedy lay-

outs originated and posed for by the star,

who spent four days exclusively making

stills . . . Warners will choose a city-bred

counterpart of "Calamity Jane", as portrayed

by Doris Day, for the Paramount opening,

(in Broadway. Prizes will be given to top

three contestants, who will also appear on

several TV shows, and all contestants will

be guests of the Paramount on opening night

. . . Martin & Lewis are going on an eight-

city p.a. tour in Texas beginning January 15,

ending up for a two-week stand at the Copa-

cabana night club . . . Hal Kanter, co-scripter

of Bob Hope's "Here Come the Girls", won't

miss an opening to plug the film on his stint

as a panel regular on Los Angeles' KHJ-
TV "Scoop the Writers" show, as evidenced

in bis last two Thursday night programs . . .

Paul Townsend, ad manager of the Midwest,

Oklahoma City; Aronld Gould, Capitol, Jef-

ferson, Mo. and Jesse L. Marlowe, Van
Croix, Melbourne, Fla. were the three top

winners in M-G-M's second Lucky 7 show-
manship contest, featuring campaigns on

"Torch Song." In addition to their cash

prizes, bills for entire campaign each of them
outlined will be footed by Metro . . . Joan
Leslie joined C. Bruce Newbery, Republic's

director of sales at the Washington premiere
of "Flight Nurse", attended by top-ranking

Air Force Dignitaries.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

USAF All-Out For 'Flight Nurse
War Pic Has Valued Fem Angle

Republic has had singular success in enlisting- full-fledged Armed Services

support for its films depicting one of the branches.- The Marines had the situ-

ation well in hand with "Sands of Iwo Jima" and the Air Force did a big job

with "The Wild Blue Yonder". In "Fligiht Nurse", the USAF has been called

upon again and responded nobly. An Air Force directive has alerted every unit

to offer complete co-operation in all showings of the Herbert J. Yates produc-

tion—to offer personnel and material for civic celebrations, including bands,

equipment, displays and virtually everything at their disposal to help put the

picture over. It's the number one assist of the year by an arm of the Armed
Forces.

The door is wide open for salutes to the Air Force and nurses, both mili-

tary and civilian, that should make audiences aware of the film and add a hefty

portion of good will and importance to the movie theatre. From the premiere

celebration, the attention-getting features are there in abundance. Parades,

stage salutes to airmen and flight nurses; newspaper, radio and TV interviews
;

civic proclamation honoring the Flight Nurses, veterans' organizations, pack-

age collections for vet hospitals, are just a few of the opportunities.

Another important factor is the special attraction for the women, an angle

often lacking in a war picture. The film presents the heroic and vital work done

by the female of the species in wartime—their calming influence, their perilous

work under fire on the ground and in the air-borne crates that might at any

time succumb to the elements or to enemy fire. And, of course, the eternal

battle of the sexes. Whether it's the nurse first and the woman afterwards, or

vice versa, there is enough of each to make it interesting on both counts. Re-

public has seen to it that its advertising and accessories make the most of this

factor.

Stars Joan Leslie and Forrest Tucker make an attractive marquee two-

some. The former's portrayal was characterized by the Flight Nurse who was
technical advisor on the film as one that "has the kind of personality the Air

Force looks for in its nurses." She vouches, also, for the film's overall authen-

ticity.

NEWSPAPER
ADSUP TO HER NECK IN

UP TO HER HEART IN

The big bertha of all Republic

newspaper ads on "Flight Nurse"

is the romantic angle, tied in

with the danger and excitement

that surrounds the heroines of

the skies and the front-line air-

fields. The ad at left, available

in two-column and four-column

sizes, points up the Love-and-

Danger emphasis. Catchlines on

some of the other ads, with

similar art: "Flying Headlong

into Battle-Torn Skies . . . while

her heart longs for that game

guy up front!"; "She's the Sweet-

heart of the Service . . . giving

her smile to every man in danger

. . . keeping her heart for the one

man she loves!". Leaning heavily

on the romance is "Her Heart

Was Set On a Sky Guy ... But

she couldn't decide which one!'"

DISPLAYS
A display that calls attention is the one pi

tured above. Simple, effective, it can be a

ranged with help of your Air Force contac

Various military hats and caps with "hand

in salute to a blow-

up of the Flight
Nurse; hands can be

silhouette blow-ups

of one in still, paint-

ed flesh color and af

fixed to headwear,
brims flat to wall.

Others suitable
could be an equip-

ment display, show-
ing items used by
nurses and in their

training; special

medical displays,

plane models or res-

cue equipment. Your
local Red Cross could

augment this with
first-aid equipment.

You can also stir up
a lot of local interest

by displaying photos

of POW's and/or

returned servicemen,

captioned: "The Flight Nurse helped bri

them back!"

Good for front and lobby are a special set

five stills, ordered from National Screen, inclu

ing insert card photo (above), designed I

blow-up purposes.

Another lobby display, tied in with bl<>|

bank contributions, performs double service

to hypo donations, plug picture. Two sti

above showing star with nurse and plasma, a

a scene from the film highlight display, can

tied in with Mobile Blood Bank and free pass

to donors.



EXPLOITATION

PICTURE
of the issue

he hazards of the Flight Nurse in battle zones can be gleaned from this example. Here, nurse Joan Leslie and pilot Forrest Tucker rush for cover.

FLIGHT NURSE
The heretofore unfilmed story of the U. S. Air Force's

Flight Nurse Corps is brought to the screen by Republic's

Herbert J. Yates in a tale that follows the adventures of a girl

in search of her guy in Korea. As it unfolds, the girl becomes

a woman of heroic and responsible stature while she is hard

ened in a crucible of suffering and danger that is part of the

job of the Flight Nurse.

Joan Leslie, a Flight Nurse in the USAF, asks to be as-

signed to Korean War duty to seek her sweetheart (Arthur

Franz), an Air Rescue helicopter pilot. In her first mission,

she gets an inkling of what the men and women in the Air

Force are up against when she sees the antiquated C-47's the

Air Evac service has to use, meanwhile being ribbed by the

seasoned pilots. But the real meaning of the war hits her when
she sees the thousands of homeless Koreans, and the plane-

loads of wounded. Working under fire, she forgets her original

purpose in coming to Korea, becomes thoroughly integrated

into her job. Performing heroic work when an ambulance

plane is forced down in the sea, she and her pilot, Forrest

Tucker draw closer together. Finally, on the verge of cracking

physically, she gets the opportunity to go home with her

long-sought guy, but chooses instead to stay with the Nurses

as long as there are wounded to be taken care of.

Man LeMay wrote the screenplay; Allan Dwan directed.

Consolidated Film Industries supplied the striking optical

effects.

Flying in antiquated boxcars, the Flight Nurse's job is

doubly tough, never knowing whether the danger is from

the enemy, the elements or the plane itself. Here, tragedy

is narrowly averted as the plane door swings open, just

missing earring men and nurse to death.



TOA CONVENTION

Thetttrv TV Anstvvr to Slot TV-
(Continued from Page 6)

will no more put motion pictures out of business than

home cooking—good as it may be—has put restaurants

out of business." Statistics proving that in most heavily

saturated TV areas, people are returning to the theatres.

It is an ideal medium for selling motion pictures.

TECHNICAL CHANGES. Have brought resurgence

of moviegoing. "Heartily in favor of a standardization

which will enable us to do cheaply what we are now
doing expensively . . . But I am just as heartily opposed

to a standardization which will result in the motion pic-

tures settling down into another rut for another 20

years." Have broadened movies scope, but in the final

analysis, the script and story will be "the most important

fourth dimension" in retaining movies dominant position

in entertainment world.

FILM SHORTAGE, HIGH RENTALS. Balance of

bargaining power between production and exhibition

weighted heavily in favor of former. Artifically created

shortage resulted in exorbitant film rentals, over-ex-

tended playing time. "Up to now this is as far as the

vicious chain has progressed, but from the exorbitant

film rentals can follow deterioration of the theatres as

physical properties." Result: "less patrons, less money,

less theatres and so less production, and therefore, self-

destruction."

Theatre TV
Theatre television is a potent factor in the future of

the motion picture industry, and the only way to lick

the threat of home subscription TV, S. H. Fabian told

the TOA exhibitors. It will some day develop to the

point where "we will look at it as a main attraction", not

merely as an adjunct to a program, or an occasional

novelty, he predicted. "It hasn't even scratched the sur-

face" of its potential, he added, and "when we have color,

we'll really have something".

Mitchell Wolfson, co-chairman with Fabian on the

Theatre TV committee, urged theatremen to gear up for

theatre TV presentation of operas, famous shows, sports

attractions, etc. "We have a responsibility to the public

and to the industry to bring these great attractions to

Main Street in a comfortable, convenient hall which we
call the motion picture theatre," he said. "If the (Feder-

al Communications) Commission should change the

present system of broadcasting—and I have my doubts

—

what happens to the motion picture theatre? First-run

movies are going to be on boxoffice television in the

home. Is there any place then for the theatre?"

Marcus Cohn, counsel for the National Exhibitors

Television Committee, made up of members from TOA
and Allied, as well as unaffiliated theatremen, told the

convention of some of the problems connected with thea-

tre TV. If special channels are to be alloted to theatre

TV, he said, they must be taken from other outlets that

are seeking them.

Fabian pointed out that he showed the Marcian-La
Star/.a fight in H> theatres and all made a profit. Busi-

ness in other theatres held up on fight night where it

was limited to theatre TV. Where a major fight was
carried on home TV, theatre business dropped drastical-

ly. He old of a 1000-car drive-in where the heavyweight
bout was presented at $14.40 per car. It was filled t>»

capacity, had 200 cars outside, with people standing all

over the cars looking at the fight on a 53 ft. wide screen.

The take was $21,000 in admissions, and concessions for

the night, equalling a months' ordinary gross for a single

performance.

Nat Halpern, head of Theatre Network Television,

declared that it is inevitable that there will be some form

of boxoffice in television. Not only will be public be

willing to pay to see outstanding attractions, but it is

possible and practical for theatres to present these with

profit. In the Marciano-La Starza fight, 90% of theatres

showed a profit.

Keen interest was evidenced in Boxoffice Television's

plan offered by executive vice-president William Rosen-

sohn for a regular theatre TV program. Presenting the

same program offered at the Allied meeting last month,

Rosensohn stressed that once sufficient equipment is in

the hands of exhibitors, an ample supply of attractions

will be available. He urged that theatre TV be used

primarily as a supplement to regular film attractions,

and, wherever possible, away from Friday, Saturday and

Sunday evenings. Incoming president Walter Readc

bolstered Rosensohn's argument when he noted that

football telecasts (BOT has the Notre Dame games

lined up) did excellent business during the afternoon

without affecting Saturday night trade.

The BOT plan, briefly, offers a minimum of 20 attrac-

tions next year, with the larger theatres renting RCA
equipment paying deferred-plan installation charges plus

$100 per attraction: smaller houses pay no installation

charge and $50 per attraction. BOT will pay all long

lines, local channels charges and will require no advance

or guarantee. Their take will be a flat 50% regardless of

gross.

Skouras On C'Scope
Spyros Skouras, never one to shy away from a tilt

with his exhibitor customers, as most recently evidenced

when he entered the lion's den in Boston, drew the SRO
sign for his featured speaker appearance at a luncheon

that stretched into what was to have been the Thursday

afternoon (and final) business meeting. The 20th-Fox

president took the offensive immediately, but, like a

father speaking to an errant offspring, he first castigated

the theatremen's laxity in helping themselves and their

persistence in sticking to the old ruts. But then he em-

braced them and told them that their only salvation lay

in presentation of type of program that could not be

offered on television or other competitor's for the

public's entertainment needs.

His voice choked with emotion, the white-haired

champion of CinemaScope told the TOAers, as he had

Allied, that no theatre, indoor or outdoor, could expect

(Continued on Page 24
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CHRISTMAS...

Please

have

Everybody

help the

CHRISTMAS

SALUTE
...it's for the Will Rogers Hospital

where everybody in show business

can get free tuberculosis treatment.

But I guess you know about that—

You must have started it!"

IVs your Hospital!
The Variety Clubs -Will Rogers Me-
morial Hospital is owned by every-

body in the Amusement Industry.

Anyone in the industry who needs

TB attention can get it here AT NO
COST . . . families included.

The Hospital is supported by every

employee in our industry through

contributions to the Christmas Sa-

lute. Everybody's protected—Every-

body should share. Employers, get

everyone in your organization to

contribute. Employees, sign the Sa-

lute Scroll, and contribute at least

"an hour's pay".

Va

til WillKogersMemorialHospital
National Office: 1501 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y. Saranac Lake, New York

The Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contribution of artwork, and plates by United Artists Corp., and of the space by this publisher.
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Fox' CS pictures in standard projection, without stereo-

phonic sound or an approved screen. So far, still only

the Miracle Mirror and the Astrolite screens are accept-

able, he said. Once again he offered to bend every effort

to help any exhibitor finance CS installations and gave

his solemn promise that any manufacturer would be

offered all of Fox's facilities and information to acceler-

ate the production of suitable equipment for CS show-

ings.

The $64 question to many exhibitors, who had

watched one company after another jumping on the CS
bandwagon, was posed to Skouras during the discussion

session following his address : "Will the other distribu-

tors who make CinemaScope pictures be limited by the

20th-Fox requirements on CS exhibition?"

Answer: "20th Century-Fox has no voice in other

companies' policy."

While it settled one point, it brought up another: If

Fox limits its CS showings to its rigid requirements on

equipment, how would it compete with other companies

that might license their CS product to theatres that do

not meet the 20th-Fox standards?

Skouras scored heavily on cost of installation when
he was confronted by an Oregon exhibitor who com-
plained that it would require $20,000 for a small house to

install CS. He listened carefully to the question, turned

to Al Lichtman, his distribution chief, and asked if the

exhibitor who had made the installation in a 729-seat

house was in the room. The theatreman rose, declared

that he had equipped his theatre for a little over $8000
— and expected to find the ultimate cost around $7500,

after certain adjustments.

Lichtman followed up with a promise that any exhibi-

tor playing "The Kobe" would be guaranteed a 10 pet

cent profit. < )n the question of the requirement to raisd

admissions, the exhibitor sets his own price, he said!

When the room tittered, Lichtman grimly reminded that

no distributor can by law set an exhibitor's admission

price and cited a St. Louis theatreman who decided to

charge regular admissions for "The Robe"—and played

the picture.

Drive-Ins
The drive-in forum, sparsely attended, but spurring

lively discussion, was centered on the effect of the new
processes. With Jack Braunagel as moderator in the

panel of drive-in experts—Joseph Rosenfield, Charles

Maestri, George Kerasoates and E. B. Martin, general

feeling was that 3D was successful in initial showings,

but declined rapidly in popularity. Widescreen was

more kindly received, but here the problem of stereo-

phonic sound, particularly with CinemaScope, had the

theatremen shaking their heads.

( )n widescreen and stereosound, the dominant note

was a go-slow attitude. Widescreen, it was felt, was not

too important for drive-ins as yet. Drive-in operators

were advised to wait until new developments cry-tall ize

before making expensive installations.

Slate of officers for the next year: Walter Reade, presi-

dent ; Alfred Starr, chairman of the board and of the ex-

ecutive committee; E. B. Martin, Albert M. Pickus.

Myron Blank. John Rowley, Pat McGee, Roy Cooper

and A. Julian Brylawski, vice-presidents; Robert R.

Livingston, secretary; S. H. Fabian, treasurer; Herman

M. Levy, general counsel. Charles P. Skouras was

named an honorary board chairman.

IXvtv Processes
(Continued from Page 6)

"how many cars I have to buy. My
garage is too little to handle all these

cars. And how many chauffeurs will 1

have to have?" First, he said, "I bought
a Model A for "House of Wax'; now 1

need a Cadillac to go to Jerusalem."

Needless to say, the majority of exhibi-

tors knew he spoke of "The Robe" and

CinemaScope.

Brought out at the panel question and

answer period

:

SPONABLE. There is now a large

stockpile of CinemaScope lenses avail-

able (Comment from questioner Sidney

Lust—"Will you tell that to your sup-

pliers, please. ") If magnetic head sound

goes off, the present optical system will

not carry sound. Present heads should

last up to 4yi million feet of film and
current modifications planned to enlarge

life to indefinite wear. C'Scope "can be

projected on any screen" but it must

meet qualifications set up by Fox to pre-

vent devaluation of process by faulty

presentation. Where a higher CS pic-

ture is held down by proscenium width,

suggest possibility of moving screen out

ahead of proscenium to take advantage

of auditorium width. CS ratio should

never be brought lower than 2-1.

O'BRIEN. Feel it is feasible to put

stereophonic sound in a car. RCA is

now working on this problem. Hoff re-

affirmed, adding that Ballantyne has de-

veloped a 3-speaker panel, but it is still

in experimental stage.

HYNDMAN. In response to whether
anything is in prospect that will make
present new processes equipment obso-

lete, assured that, while "we are always
working for improvement," the engine-

ers are constantly aware of economic

problems. Doubts that there will be any
changes in the next six months. (Interim

suggestion offered by Dorset with Pana-

phonic sound, system, primarily for

small theatres, used to give stereophonic

effect to present single sound systems).

Predicted that theatremen will "be sur-

prised at the number of pictures to be

released in the next 4-8 months with

four-track sound."

WILSCHKE. Stereosound is "even

more effective in small theatres." Have
experimented successfully with channel-

ing all four tracks into single speaker.

(Sponable added that C'Scope can be

shown with this method, but refused to

say whether Fox will agree to such a'

procedure.)

Immediately after the new processes

forum, it was revealed that Fox has

licensed Bell & Howell to manufacture

an improved 35mm anamorphic lens de-

veloped by B & H with the assistance

of Fox engineers. Listing at $19()(» per

set of two, limited quantities will be

available next month, with volume pro-

duction set for early 1954. It will be

available in mount sizes and focal

lengths to fit all existing projection

equipment.
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R6CORD
ALLIED ARTISTS

953-54 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

(66)

(19)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

ihost of O'Learv, The (T)

itter Creek
)ff the Record

COMPLETED
iffair in Monte Carlo (T) ....

owery Knights
ragonfly Squadron I3D)
iqhter Attack
ighting Lawmen
.olden Idol, The
lomesteaders. The 142)

lot News
louse In The Sea I3D]

ack Slade
alopy
lansas Pacific IC) (73)

/laze, The I3D) 180)

Mexican Manhunt
Mexican Silver

/lurder Without Tears
lorthern Patrol

aris Bombshells
'ride of the Blue Grass IC)
rivate Eyes .

:iot in Cell Block I i

[oar of the Crowd
lose Bowl Story IC) (Reissue)
loyal African Rifles. The IC)
atari Drums
ion of Belle Starr
angler Incident (77)

exas Bad Man
exas City
icious Years, The 1791
'igllante Terror
Vhite Lightning 161 )

quared Circle, The

Cast
D eCa r I o- Fitzgerald
5lliott-Garland
Sullivan-McGraw

Rel. No. Rev.

Oberon-Todd
Gorcey-Hall
Hodia k-Britton

Hayden-Page
Wayne Morris
Sheffield-Kimbell
Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
Stevens-Malone
Gorcey-Hall
Hayden-Miller
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict
Grant-Chinook
Gorcey-Hall
,3ridges-Miles
Gorcey-Hall
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar
.Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Wayne Morris
Brown-Ellison
Cook-Moore
Wild Bill Elliott

Clements-Bestar
Xirkwood-Gleason

7-26

12-27
I 1-2?
9-20

2-53

I 1-8
2-53
2-53

9-13

6-14
7-5

12-6

5-31
9-6
9-27
6- 21

6-53
2-53
12-20
12-30
2- 18

I 1-15
3-53

5318
5302

7-13

5309
5316

5236

953-54 Features

Serials

COLUMBIA
Completed (57) In Production (3)

Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

M PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

ack Knight The IT)

ttle Giant
aracen Blade IT)

OMPLETED
II Ashore IT) 180)
mbush at Tomahawk Gap IT)
id For Each Other
lit

g Heat. The 182)

sine Mutiny. The IT)

harqe of the Lancers IT)

lina Venture 1831
jmbat Squad 172)
)ngo Bill

>nquest of Cochise IT) 170)
uisin' Down the River (T) 181) ...

'efighters, Th e
/e Angels on Murder (88)
ime of Calcutta (70)
rt Ti (T) (DD) 173)
th Man, The 173)
100 Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188)
hm Here to Eternity (118) ... ....

ass Wall. The 180)
ildtown Ghost Riders 157)

' n Fury ITI (3DI
M Below Zero IT)

I r Wonderful Lie
It Blood
I n Glove. The IT)
I Should Happen To You
:k McCall. Desperado ITI (76)
•jgler, The (86)
-igle Safari
I t of the Pony Riders
I t Posse, The 173)

U's Do It Again IT) (95) ...

'd Maqician (3D)
I n in the Dark (DD) (70)
Kssacre Can«on IT I

kmber of the Weddinq. The 191)...
s Sadie Thompson (3-D) IT)

>> sion Over Korea 1861
^raskan, The
C Top of Old Smoky 1591
C; Girl's Confession (74
p k Train 157)
p l'rooper IT)

Cast
Ladd
Rooney-Foster
Montalban-St. John

Rooney-Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Heston-Scott
Moore-Haas
Ford-Grahame
Bogart-Ferrer
Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan
Ireland-McCallister
McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter
Williams- Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors

...'reland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Clift-Lancaster
Gassman-Grahame
Autry-Burnette
Hudson-Reed
Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth
Brando-Murohy
Stac k-Thiess

Holliday-Lawford
Montgomery- Stevens
.Douglas-Vitale
...Weissmuller-Greene
Autry-Burnett
Crawford-Derek
Wyman-Miiland
Price-Murphy
O'Brien-Totter
Carey-Totter

.

Waters-Harris
. Hayworth-Ray
Hodiak-Derek
Carey-Haynes
Autry-Burnette
Moore-Haas
Autry-Buttram ....

Ladd-Andrews

Rel. No. Rev.

3-53
5-53

10-53

534

9-53
10-53

9-53
8-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
9-53
4-53
5-53

I 1-53

4-53
6-53

I 1-53
7-53
7-53

4-53

3-53

8-53
I 1-53
3-53
4-53
7-53

6-15

8-10

6-29

4-20

12-29

528

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

or '952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WO WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen
(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

Paris Model 181)

Prince of Pirates [TI 180)
Prisoners of the Casbah IT) 1781
Problem Girls (70)

Renegade Canyon IT) (3D)
Riders ot the Whistling Pines
Saginaw Trail 1 56

)

Saiome IT) (103)
Savage Mutiny (73)
Serpent of the Nile (TI 181 )

Sky Commando (69)
Slaves of Babylon 1901

Siren of Bagdad (T) (72)
Stranqer Wore A Gun IT) (3D) (81)
Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue)
Untamed Breed 179) I Reissue

)

Valley of the Headhunted (67)

Vatican, The (T) 14?)

Maxwell-Goddard 11-53
Derek-Rush 3-53
Graham-Romero I 1-53
Walker-Elliott 4-53
Sterling Hayden
Autry-White
Autry-Burnette 9-53
Hayworth-Granger Special
Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53
..Fleming- Lundigan - 5-53
Duryea-Gifford 9-53
Conte-Christian 10-53
Henreid-Medina 6-53
Scott-Trevor 8-53
Foster-Stuart 6-53
Tufts Britton 9-53
Weismuller 8-53
Documentary Special

.524

3-23

545 4-6
539

5-4

6-1
8-24

1952-53

LIPPERT
Completed (16) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel. No Rev.

My Pal Sheo Chaplin, Jr. 1-54 5322

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights [Reissue) (76) Anna May Wong 5-22 5215
Bachelor in Paris (831 Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17 52 1 3

Bad Blonde (80) Payton-Wright 4-10 521 1

Danger Point 12-17 5320
Eyes of the Jungle 1 79) Jon Hall 7-1 5229
Fiqhtinq Men. The 163 Special Cast 10-9 5222
Fortune in Diamonds Brady-Castle 1 1-27 5317

Ghost Ship 169) Court-Walsh 6-12 5278
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) 173) Parker-Payton 7-17 5221
Iron Mask The 1 Reissue ) 1 73 1

Fairbanks 9-18 5313
Johnny the Giant Killer IT) 170) Animation Feature 6-5 5205
Limping Man Bridges-Castle 12-3 53 18

Lost Wives Bishop-Denning 12-10 53 19

Man From Cairo, The George Raft-Canale . .11-13 5302
Mr. Robimon Crusoe I Reissue ) 1 70

)

Fairbanks 9-25 5314

Norman Conquest 179) Conway-Bartok 9-1 1 5303

Perils of the Jungle (63) Clyde Beatty 3-20 5214
Project Moon Base (63) Martell-Ford 9-4 5315
Shadow Man Cesar Romero 9-16 5316
Sins of Jezebel IAC) 174) P. Goddard 10-23 5225
Slasher, The 175) Kenney-Collins 5-29 5218

Spaceways (76) Duff-Bartok 8-7 5301

Tall Texan. The 184) Bridges-Cobb 2-13 5207
Terror Street D. Duryea 1 1-20 5304
Twilight Women (89) . Jackson-Ray 5-15 5217
Undercover A.ent 169) Walsh-Court 10-2 5306
White Goddess 173) Jon Hall 3-27 5224

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (66) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast

Panther Sruadron 8 (AnsCI IWS) Johnson-Martin
True and the Brave ,The IT) Gable-Turner

Rel. No. Rev.

COMPLETED
Actress, The 190)

Affairs of Dobie Gillis 173)

All the Brothers were Valiant (T) ( 94 (Taylor-Granger II

Arena lAns) (3-D) 1731 Young-Bergen 6-

Bad and the Beautiful, The 1118) Turner-Douglas I-

Tracy-Simmons 9-

Reynolds-Van

Band Waqon. The 1112) IT)

Battle Circus 190)
Big Leaquer (71)

Bright Road
Code 2 169)
Confidentially Connie
Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted 180)

Dangerous When Wet IT)

Desperate Search, The
Dream Wife (99)

Easy to Love IT) (96)

Astaire-Charisse
Bogart-Allyson
Robinson-Ellen 8-

Dandridge-Horton
Meeker-Forrest 4-

Johnson-Leigh 4-

Kelly-Richards
Gassman-Sullivan
Williams-Lamas 7-

(71) Keel-Greer I-

Grant. Kerr 6-

Williams-Johnson 12

(71)

403
346
407
337
3IS
345
321
347
326
329
322

195)

Escape from F^rt Bravo (AnsC) 198) Holden-Parker

330
341

314
335
410
409

8-24

I 1-2

7-27
2-9

2-9
7-27

4-70
1-26

5-18
12-1

Executive Suite

Fast Company 1601

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T)

Girl Who Had Everything, The ( 69

)

Give A Girl A Break 182)

Great Diamond Robbery, The 1691

Holden-Allyson
H. Keel-P. Beraen
L. Turner-Angeli
Taylor-Lamas 3

Champions-Reynolds
Skelton-C. Williams

332

-53 3-9
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Gypsy Colt lAnsI
Half a Hero 1711
Hoaxters, The 136)

I Love Melvin ITI (77) _
Invitation to the Dance IT) —
Jeopardy (70) ..

Julius Caesar 1121) _

Kiss Me Kate I3D1 (AC) IT) I 109)

Kniqhts of the Round Table (T) (CS)
Latin Lovers IT) (104)
Lili IT) (81) ___
Long. Lona Trailer. The (T)

Main Street to Broadway (98)

Miss Baker's Dozen (And
Mogambo IT) 1 1 16)

Never Let Me Go 194)

Quo Vadis (T) (168)
Remains To Be Seen (88)

Rhapsody (T)

Ride, Vao.uero (Ans) (90)

Rogue's March 184)
Rose Marie (T) ICS)
Saadia IT)

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190)

Slight Case of Larceny (7!)

Small Town Girl IT) 193)
Story of Three Loves (T) (122)
Take the Hich Ground < Ans) ( 101 ) ...

Tenne:see Champ (Ans)
Terror On A Train (72)
Torch Song ITI 190)

Young Bess ITI 1 1 12)

Corcoran-Bond
Skelton-Hagen
Documentary
O'Connor-Reynolds

. Kelly-Youskevitch .

.

Stanwyck-Sullivan
Brando-Mason
Grayson-Keel
R. Taylor-Gardner
Turner-Montalban
Caron-Ferrer
Ball-Arnaz
All-Star
Garson-Ryan
Gable-Gardner
Gable-Tierney
Taylor-Kerr
Allyson-Johnson
E. Taylor-Gassman
Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansiord-Rule
Blyth-Keel
Wilde-Gam
Garson-Pidgeon
Rooney-Bracken
J. Powell-Granger
All-Star Cast
Widmark-Stewart
Winters-Martin
Ford-Vernon
Crawford-Wilding
Simmons-Granger

9-53
1-53
3-53

2-53

I 1-53

8-53
7-53

7-53

10-53
5-53

6-53"

7-53
3-53

6-53
6-53
4-53
6-53
10-53

401
319
323

3I>

408

348
342

344

404
327
218
331

343
320

336
334
325
338
406

8-10
1-12
2-9

6-15
1 1-2

7-27

9-21
4-6

11-19
5-4

6-29
1-12

5-18
6-1

9-21

9-53
10-53
5-53

402
405
333

7-13
10-5
5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (51

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

About Mrs. Leslie Booth-Ryan
Legend of the Inca ITI IWS) Heston-Maurey
Living It Up IT) IWS) Martin-Lewis
Sabrina Fair IWSI Bogart-Hepburn
White Christmas !WS) (Tl Crosby-Kaye

COMPLETED
Alaska Seas Ryan-Heflin
Arrowhead IT) 1105) Heston-Palance
Botany Bay IT) (94) Ladd-Mason
Caddy. The 1951 Martin & Lewis
Casanova's Big Night (T) Hope-Fontaine
Cease Fire (3D) Documentary
Come Back Little Sheba (99) Lancaster-Booth
Elephant Walk ITI Taylor-Andrews
Flight to Tanaier IT) (3D) (901 Fontaine-Palance
Forever Female (931 Rogers-Holden
Girls of Pleasure Island (T) (95) Genn-Taylor
Greatest Show On Earth IT) (151) Stewart-Hutton
Green Gold of Nevada IT) Payne-Morrow
Here Comes the Girls ITI 178) Hope-Marton
Houdini IT) 1105) Curtis-Leigh
Jamaica Run IT) (92) ... Milland-Dahl
Jivaro !3D) IT) Lamas-Fleming
Knock nn Wood ITI Kaye-Zetterling

Rel.

Crosby-Dauphin
... Barry-Carke

1 3D ) Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker

_ Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming

„ Clooney-Taylor
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahi
Martin-Lewis

Little Boy Lost 195)
Los Alamos
Money From Home IT)

Naked Jungle The (T)
Off Limits (89)
Pony Eypress (T) 1101)
Red Garters IWS) IT) .

Roman Holiday (119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D)
Scared Stiff (108)
Shane IT) 1118) Ladd-Arthur
S?a'ag 17 (120) ... Holden-Taylor
Stars Are Singinq, The 199) (T) _ Alberghetti-Clooney
Stooge. The (100)..... Martin-Lewis
Those Redheads from

Seattle (3D) (T) (90) Fleming-Barry
Ulysses (T) Douglas-Mangano ...

Vanquished, The IT) (84) ... Payne-Sterling
War of the Worlds IT) 185) Barry-Rob ; nson

8-53
I 1-53
9-53

I 1-53
3-53

1 1-53

4-53
5-53

12-53
7-S3
6-53

10-53

No.

5227
5307
5302

Rev.

6-29
10-5
8-10

5308
5213 1-26

4-53
5-53

9-53
5-53
6-53
8-53
7-53
3-53
3-53

10-53

6-53
10-53

5306 11-2
5226 6-1

52 15 2-23
5129 1-14

5309
5223 6-1

5220 4-20

5304 8-10

5216
5217 3-9

5301 8-10
5230 6-15
5222 4-20
5225 4-20
5224 5-18

.5214 1-12

.. 5212

5305 10-5

5221 5-13
.5303 3-9

REPUBLIC
952-53 Features

Serials

Westerns

Completed
Completed
Completed

18)

0)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast Rel

Johnny Guitar Crawford -Ha yd en
Outcast, The Dorothy McGuire

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane-Waller
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Crazy Legs Hirsch Nolan
El Pato Stampede Lane-Waller
Down Laredo Wav Allen-Pickens
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) Mar Murray -RaUtrtn
Flight Nurse Leslie-Tucker
Fortune Hunter. The Derek-Evans
Geraldine Carroll-Powers
Hell's Half Acre Corey-Keyes
Iron Mountain Trail . . Allen-Pickens 5-8
Jubilee Trail ITrl Ralston-Tucker
Ladv Wants Mink. The ITrl 192) Hussey-O' Keefe 3-5
Laughing Anne IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock 151) . Lane-Waller 2-1

No. Rev.

8-8 5243
8-15 5211
6- 12 5209
11-15 5224
8-25 5244
7-20 5232
4-28 5207

I 1-53

5231

5205

5241

Perilous Journey
Red River Shore
San Antone 190)
Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships

190) Ralston-Brian 4-5 5206
Allen
Cameron-Whelan 2-15
Lane-Waller 5-15
Derek-Hendrix 10-22
Lane-Waller _.„___ 9-28

5-1

Shadows of Tombstone
Sun Shines Bright 1901 Winninger-Whelan 6-53
Sweethearts on Parade ITrl Middleton-Norman 7-12
Trent's Last Case Wilding-Lockwood 9-22
Trouble in the Glen Margaret Lockwood
Woman They Almost Lynched 190) Lund-Donlevy 3-20

5203
5242
5213
5233
5208
5210
5212

5204

5-1

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Featu res Completed (40) In Production (0

RELEASE CHART

COMPLETED
TITLE— Running Time

Angel Face 191)
Appointment in Honduras

IC) IWS) (79)
Below the Sahara 1651
Affair With A Stranqer 187)
Carnival ICl
Count the Hours 174)
Devi's Canyon I3D) IC) (89)
Follow the Fleet (Reissue) ( I 10)
French Line. The (T) I3DI
Hitch-Hiker, The 171)
Isle of the Dead 1721

Jet Pilot IT) 1118)
Marry Me Again 172)
Mighty Joe Young 1941

Out of the Past IReissue) 197)

Peter Pan ITI 177)

Rangers of the North ITI I3D)
Rob Roy IT)

Sea Around Us, The (T) (61}
Sea Devils (T) I9D
Second Chance ITI (3D)
She Had to Say Yes (89)

Son of Sinbad (T)

Split Second 1851
Stage Door IReissue) 191)
Suspicion (Reissue) 199)
Sword and the Rose IT) (92)
Tarzan and the She Devil (76)
Tod Hat IReissue) 181)
Without Reservation IReissue) 1101)

— 1952-53 —
Cast Rel.

Mitchum-Simmons 2-53

G. Ford-A. Sheridan .. 10-53
Documentary 5-53
Simmons-Mature - 6-53
Baxter-Cochran 12-53
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mayo-Robertson 7-53
Astaire-Rogers 1 0—53
Russell-Roland 12-53
O'Brien-Lovejoy 3-53
Karloff-Drew 7-53
Wayne-Leigh
Cummings-Wilson 10-53
T. Moore-6. Johnson 7-53
Mitchum-Douglas 10-53
Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53
Mature-Laurie . 1-54
Todd-Johns 2-54
Documentary 7-53
DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53
Simmons-Mitchum I 1—53
Robertson-Forrest 12-53
McNally-Smith 6-53
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine 9-53
Todd-Johns 8-53
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53
Astaire-Rogers . 10-53
Colbert-Wayne . 8-53

No.
312

. 406
321
323

I 316
402
487

314
482

404
481
488
392

Rev

2-;

8-;

_ 2-

I O—l

i-:

403
320
401

318
483
486

5491
324
485
484

7-

lOth^ CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (39) In Production (8

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Gatting Gun ITI

Gorilla At Large 13D) (EC)
Man In the Attic _

Night People IT) ISC)
Prince Valiant ICS) IT)

River of No Return ICS) IT) ._

Three Younn Texans IT)

We Believe in Love IT) ISC)

COMPLETED
Yank in the R.A.F. 1 97) I Reissue

)

Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)
Blueprint For Murder 176)

Call Me Madam IT) (117)

City of Bad Men (T) (82)
Dangerous Crossing (75)

Demetrius & the Gladiators (CS) (T)

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi (T) 1891

Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) (87)
Fallen Angel 197) IReissue)

Farmer Takes A Wife. The IT) (81)

Forever Amber ( 140) (Reissue)
Gentleman's Agreement (M8)Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) 191).
Girl Next Door, The 192) (T)

Glory Brigade 182)

Hell and Hiqn Water (CS) IT)

How to Marry A Millionaire (T) ICinS)
Inferno (Tl I3D) 183) _
Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Keep of the Kingdom 1 1 37 1 ( Reissue

)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

King of the Khyber Rifles (CS) (T)

Kiss of Death 199) IReissuel
Man Crazy „

Man On A Tightrope 1105)
Miss Robin Crusoe (EC)
Mister Scoutmaster 187)

Niagara IT) (89)
Pickup on South Street (80) .__
Powder River (T) 1781

President's Ladv, The (96)

Road House 195) IReissue) „
Robe. The IT) ICinS) 1 135)

Sailor of the King 183)

Silver Whip, The (73)

Snake Pit 1 1081 IReissue)
Star, The 189)
Taxi (77)
Thv Neinhbor's Wife (77)

Titanic 1981 -

Treasure of Golden Condor IT) 193)

Tonight We Sing (T) 1109)
Vickie (851
White Witch Doctor, The IT) [961

Cast
Johnson-Dru
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Peck-Gam
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Gaynor-Braselle
Webb-Peters

Power-Grable
Wagner-Moore
Cotten- Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Lundigan-Greer
Faye-Andrews

Rel. No. Re-

340

I 1-53
12-53
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53

367
337

332
311

330
330

5-53
3-53

_ 3-53
I 1-53

Grable-Robertson 7-53
Darnell-Wilde I 1-53

Peck-McGuire 5-53
Russell. Monroe 8-53
Raver-Dailey 6-53
Mature-Moore 7—53
Widmark-Darvi
Grable-Monroe 11-53
Ryan-Lundigan 8-53
H. Carter-A. Franz 5-53
Peck-Mitchell _ 1-54

Dailey-Bancroft 7-53
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature .

7-53

Brand-White 12-53

March-Moore 5-53
Blake-Nader 10-53

Webb-Dee . . . 9-53
Widmark-Dru _ 12-52

Widmark-Peters 6-53
Calhoun-Calvet ._ 6-53
Hayward-Heston 4-53
Widmark-Lupino 7-53

Burton-Simmons 10-53
Hunter-Rennie 8-53
Calhoun-Robertson 2—53

319
313
317
365
307
366
352
326
320
323

336
329
314

DeHavi Hand-Stevens
3ette Davis
Daley-Smith
Haas-Moore
Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith
Pinza-Peters

5-53
3-53

_ 3-53
9-53
5-53
2-53
4-53

Crain-Peters I 1-53

Hayward-Mitchum 7-53

. 325

354
339
316

338
331

233 .

322

321
312
355
335
327

309..

353 .

316.
305 .

333
318
308
310
334

324

IC
Jl'
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UNITED ARTISTS
953-54 Features Completed (53) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

N PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

merlcano
ronco A.oache (Tl IWS)
lar Clouds IECI (WS1

IOMPLETED
ct of Love _
srefoot Contessa, The
jachhead IPC)
>at the Devil

amels West I3DI IPC)
aptain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C) 175)

aptain Kidd & the Slave Girl (C)
aptain Scarlett IT) 175)

aptain's Paradise. The 177)

rossed Swords
onovan's Brain 181 )

•agon's Gold
pke. The 180)

in Fan the Tulip

>rt Algiers (78)

enghis Khan 178)

ay Adventure 182)

ilbert & Sullivan 1105) IT|

olden Mask IT)

un Belt IT) 177)

the Jury I3DI 187)

's in the Bag 187)
>e Louis Story. The 188)

an Between. The _

an In Hiding 17?)
arshal's Daughter, The 171)

elba IT) II 151

iss Hargreaves
oon Is Blue, The 19?)

y Heart Goes Craiy (70)
eanderthal Man, The (78)
ight Beautied
0 Escape 1741
1 River Street (83)
thello

rsonal Affair (82)

liders of the Seven Seas (T)

ders to the Stars
iturn to Paradise IT)

ibinson Crusoe IPC)
Ibre Jet (CI 194)

arlet Spear. The (T)

ark River (80)
oot First (88)

ng of the Land (71)
eel Lady 184)

'anger on the Prowl 182)
at Man From Tangier (88)
onky. The 172)

e Squad 187)

lace. The 1981

ir Paint IEC) IWS) (89)
eked Woman 1771

tness, The
tness to Murder
sterday and Today 157)

Cast
Ford-Kennedy
Lancaster-Peters
Calhoun-Castle

Rel. No. Rev.

1100)

„K. Douglas-D. Robin 12-23
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy 1-54
Bogart-J. Jones 1-54
Cameron-Dru 2-54

Dexter-Hale, Jr. I 1-20

Dexter-Gabor
R. Greene-L. Amar 8-12
Guiness-de Carlo 10—53
rlynn-Lollobrigida 10-30
Ayres-Davis . 9-30
Archer-Brooke .

10-14
O'Keefe-Gray 9-25
Fhilipe-Lollobrigida 10-53
Yvonne deCarlo 7-15
M. Conde-E. Reyos 6-12
B. Meredith-J. Aumont 8-21
Morley-Evans 10-27

Hef lin-Hendrix
Montgomery-Humer 7-24
Elliot-Caste 8-14

..Elliott-Castle 7-53
Wallace-Sims 9-18.
Mason-C. Bloom
Henreid-L. Maxwell 10-2

L. Anders K. Murray . 6-24
Munsel-Morley 8-7

Katherine Hepburn
Holden-Niven 7-53
S. Field-G. Gynt 7-22
R. Shane-D. Merrick 4-19
Phillipe-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Steele 9-1

Payne-Keyes 9-11
Welles-Cloutier 1-54
Tierney-Genn 1-54
Payne-Reed 5-27
Carlson-Lundigan 12-11
Cooper-Hayes 7-53
D. OHerlihy 12-18
Stack-C. Gray 9-4
Archer-Hyer 1-54
Cochran-Matthews 11-13
McCrea-Keyes 5-15
Documentary I 1-27
Cameron-Hunter 10-9

P. Muni-J. Loring I 1-2

Asther-Coleman 5-8
H. Conried-G. Blondell 4-10
E. G. Robinson 7-31

J. Justin-E. Dahlbeck 10-23
Robert Stack 8-53
Eagan-Michaels 12-4
Bergman-Brando 12-4

B. Stanwyck
Documentary 12-2

8-24

10-19

4-15

Man From the Alamo IT) 179)
Mississippi Gambler IT) 198)
Queen Is Crowned, A IT) 144)
Ride Clear of Diablo IT)

Saskatchewan IT)

Seminole IT) 184)
Stand at Apache River IT) 177)
Take Me to Town IT) 181)
Taia. Son of Cochise (3D) IT)

Titfield Thunderbolt, The (T)

Tumbleweed IT)

Thunder Bay IT) 1103)
Veils of Bagdad IT) 1821
Walking Mv Babv Back Home IT)

War Arrow (T)

Winqs of the Hawk (3D) (EC) 181)
Yankee Pasha (T)

Ford-Adams
Power-Laurie
Documentary
Murph/-Duryea
Ladd-Winters
Hudson-Hale
Mc Nally-Adams
Sheridan-Hayden
Hudson-Rush
Holloway-Relph
Murphy-Nelson
Stewart-Dru
Mature-Field
O'Connor-Leigh
O' Hara-Chandler
Adams-Hef lin

Chandler-Fleming

Aug 328
ret. 310 1-12

June 323
3-54
3-54
Mar 313
Sept 331 8-24
June 321
2-54
Oct 387
Dec . 405
Aug 327 4-1

Nov 404 1 0-1

9

Dec 404
1-54
Sept 330-4

. 4-54

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (43) In Production (41

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

A Star Is Born IT) ICS) Garland-Mason
Lucky Me ICS) Day-Cummings
Murders in the Rue Morgue, The

(3D) IWCI (All-Media) Maiden-Dauphin
Them 1 3D I I All-media ) IWC ) . Gwenn-Whitmore

Rel No.

COMPLETED
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (80)
Beqqar's Opera IT) 194)
Blowing Wild (90)
Blue Gardenia. The 190)

Bounty. Hunter. The (3D)
lAII-media) (WCi

Boy From Oklahoma. The (WC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon IT) (102)
Calamity Jane (T) (101)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) (3D' (94)
Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT) I I 10)

Dial M for Murder (3D)
AIL Media 1 (WC)

Diamond Oueen (EC) (80)
Hondo (3D) (WC)
House of Wax (WC) I3D) (88)
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess (95)
Island in the Sky 1 109)
Jan Sinqer. The IT) 1 107)
Key Largo ( 101 1 (Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A IT) (88)
Master of Ballantrae IT) 189)
Moonlighter, The (3D) (77)
Plunder of the Sun 182)
*ear Guard I3D) (All-Media) IWC)
Ridinq Shotqun IWC)
She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)
So Big (101)
So This Is Love IT) (1011
South Sea Woman 199)
System. The 1901

Three Sailors and A Girl (T)
Thunder Over the Plains I WC I 182)
Treasure of Sierra Madre 1 1 24) Reissue
Trouble Alono the Way 1 1 10)

P. Christian-P. Raymond 4-13 221
Laurence Olivier Special 304
Cooper-Stanwyck 10-17 . 304
Baxter-Conte 3-28 215

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel

5-2
1 1-14

Madison-Lovejoy
Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae

Milland-Kelley
Lamas-Dahl
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Robinson-Bogart
Cagney-Hale
Flynn-Campbell
Stanwyck-Mac Murray
Ford-Lynn .........

Madison-Weldon
Scott-Weldon
Mayo-Cochran
Wyman-Hayden
Grayson-Abel
Lancaster-Mayo
Lovejoy-Perrin
Scott-Kirk
Scott-Kirk
Bogart-Huston
Wayne-Reed

7-1

1

5-30

7-25
I 1-28
4-25

2-28
9-5

2-14
1 1-7
10-3
8-1

9-1?
8-29

3- 14

10-31
8-15
4-27
4-18
12-12
8-29
I 1-7
4-4

219
311

223

220

312
218

213
301
212
309
305
225
303
224

214
307
226
222
217
313

310
216

Rev.

6-29

9-21
3-23

4-6
I 1-2

7-13

5-18

8-24

4-28

2-9
8-24
1-24

9-21
7-27

8-10

2-9
10-5
7-27
6-15
4-6

3-23

UNIVERSAL
152-53 Features Completed (41) In Production (51

RELEASE CHART

I PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

B:k Lagoon (3D)
Cms Across the River IT) ...

F Country, The (T)
Ft Laramie (E)
I nny Dark IT)

><3nificent Obsession IT) ...

r.janyika IT)

C MPLETED
* ott & Costello Go To Mars 177)
^ oft and Costello Meet

r. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde 175)
A American. The
A I Desire l79'/} )

•«i to God's Country IT)
Bcler River !TI

Pi Beneath the Sea (T) 187)
3< mn South (T) (85)
)< rt Leqion IT) 186)
^derate Moment

of Sumatra (T)
Fo idden
^rcis Covers the Big Town (86)
^'jvieve IT)
Si. in the Night 1831
GIs Web. The I3DI IT)
SI n Miller Story, The (T)
S< en Blade. The IT) 1811
Gut Sioux Uprising, The IT) (80)
Si moke (Tl (79)
9 me from Outer Space (3D) (82)
it appens Every Thursday 180)
La and Order IT) 180)
Lo Hand (T) 180) ...

M.ind Pa Kettle in Waikiki
MJmd Pa Kettle on Vacation (75)
M<md Pa Kettle Hit the Road

— 1952-53 —
Rel. No.

3-54

4-54

Cast
Carlson-Adams
Murphy-Bettger
Roman-Stewart
Payne-Blanchard
Curtis-Laurie
Wyman-Hudson
Heflin-Roman

Abbott & Costello Apr

Abbott-Costello Aug
Curtis-Nelson Oct
Stanwyck-Carlson July
Hudson-Cochran Nov
McCrea-deCarlo . 1-54
Ryan-Powers .... Mar
Murphy-Evans June
Ladd-Dahl Apr
D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
Chandler-Maxwell Oct
Curtis-Dru 1-54
Donald O'Connor July..
D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
Holden-Farrell Feb
Robinson-Forsythe Nov
Stewart-Allyson 2-54
Laurie-Hudson Sept
Chandler-Domergue July .

Murphy-Drake Mar
Carlson-Rush June
Young-Forsythe May
Reagan-Malone May
McCrea-Hale May
Main-Kilbride
Main-Kilbride Apr 314
Main-Kilbride

314

329
333
325
403

308
320
315

334

324

311
401-2

332
324
312

322-35
319
318
317

Rev.

3-23

7-13

4-1
3-9

1-24

9-7

4-29
4-20

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW?

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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HERBERT J. YATES
presents

SEA of

LOST SHIP
starring

JOHN DEREK • WANDA HENDRIX

WALTER BRENNAN
with RICHARD JAECKEL

TOM TULLY

BARTON Mac LANE
ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE

BEN COOPER
Story by NORMAN REILLY RAINE

Screen Play by STEVE FISHER

Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

1
mi /%

1%»- IDLIV



rO HER NECK IN

rO HER HEART IN

The real life story

tof Footyr
1

Yankee

Doodle

Playing ti
;

record crowds
everywhere!

START WITH 350
SATURATION DATES!

AN ALL-AMERICAN

GUY... AND THE CUTEST

COED ON THE CAMPUS..

IN A GAY LOVE STORY THAT

ALL AMERICA WILL CHEER!

HALL BARM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

presents

V

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

JOAN LESLIE • FORREST TUCKER
.h ARTHUR FRANZ • JEFF DONNELL • BEN COOPER

Written by ALAN LeMAY • Directed by ALLAN DWAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

an til

y

Bi

lib <^*> "A

)0$>

Written and Produced by Hall Bartlett

Directed by Francis Lyon

A REPUBLIC PRESENTATION



The Happiest Exhibitors
Are"Millionaire" Exhibitors



PRODUCT

FOR 1954?

Hill There

\viuullni Be

A. Shortage?

Fears of a product shortage, resulting from the

swing to CinemaScope, and other factors, plague

thousands of rank-and-file exhibitors. They suspect

that recent long-run boxoffice successes are serving

to convince some film companies that there is as

much, or more, profit to be realized from production

of a limited number of big pictures as was made
formerly on a full and varied program of releases.

Are the theaetremen's fears real or fancied? We
have endeavored to learn and to present herein as

much definite information as is available at this date

on 1954 releasing plans of all principal film com-

panies. Of necessity, the data is not complete, only

because the plans of certain companies are still in-

definite, but the summary contained on these pages

should be useful to exhibitors who are trying to make

their plans for the next year.

The old man, supposedly lying on his deathbed, had

his entire family gathered around him. There was much
weeping- and wailing among the progeny until suddenly

one noticed that the feeble patient's eyelids and lips were

quivering. Out of the overpowering silence that awaited

his first words since he had sunk into a coma came the

barely discernable query

:

"Is Leo here?"

"Yes, poppa," breathlessly.

"Jack ?"

"Yes, poppa."

"Howard?"

"Yes, poppa."

"Barney?"

"Yes, poppa."

"Spike?"

"Yes, poppa."

I laving gone down the list of his offspring, the old

man opened one 70 per cent bloodshot eye and roared

:

"So who's minding the store ? ! !

!"

An old story, true, but certainly appropriate to the

situation today in which thousands of exhibitors believe

themselves to be facing death from product malnutri-

tion. The choice steak pictures, theatremen claim, are

too high and too few. The bread-and-butter films, they

moan, on which the bulk of movie houses have always

depended to keep operating on a year-around basis are

disappearing from the market. Charges of a deliberately

created product shortage, fewer pictures at higher prices,

demands for extended playing time, milking of pictures

in pre-release and first-runs—all these and more have

been hurled at the film companies in recent weeks. No-

body is minding the store, exhibitors say, and they sec

their business going to pot.

Ever since Spyros Skouras announced that 20th

Century-Fox would make films only in CinemaScope, re-

quiring equipment and installation costs that go into

five figures, the shortage butterflies in exhibitors'

stomachs were stirred to wild flutterings. With other

companies jumping on the CinemaScope bandwagon,

climaxed by Warners' recent announcement of even

more C'Scope pictures than 20th-Fox had scheduled for

1954, the jitters have been aggravated to a state of hys-

teria.

W hat are the facts? Are the fears of exhibitors justi-

fied? Are the film companies trying to squeeze out the

small exhibitor by cutting off the life-line of product?

Are they attempting to narrow the market from a mass
entertainment medium to one adapted to serve only a

limited number of theatres?

There is a school of thought that believes the salva-

( Continued on Pose 2'2>
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KICKS OFF SATURATION REGIONAL BOOKING]

HUNDREDS OF ENGAGEMENTS ZOOMING IN!

j

THEN WATCH THESE KEY CITY DATES COMING UP:

LOS ANGELES (Loyola, Uptown, Iris, Los Angeles); PORTLAND, ORE.

(Liberty); SAN FRANCISCO (United Artists); MILWAUKEE (Palace);

DETROIT (Broadway-Capitol); NEW YORK (Criterion).

Gala opening with coast-to-coast television, radio and press coverage!

GRAY ntwnARLEN i»c BISHOP uwAMES
starring OTA 01/

ROBERTOl AUlV COLEENURHI RICHARDHIXLLM JULIE DIORUT LEON

Amanda BLAKE • Reed SHERMAN -Michael MOORE • Lucille KNOCH • Produced by Call Kmeger - Directed by Louis King • Screenplay

by Dale toon and Katherine Albert • Story by Carl Krueger • Music Composed and Conducted by Herschel Burke Gilbert • Associate Producer Henry Spitz
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WALL STREETERS are astir over the high pressure

performances of the Big Board's new Gold Dust Twins:

20th Century-Fox and RKO Theatres . . . While many
of the old standby blue-chippers are zagging, these two

irregulars persist in zigging . . . Bullish murmurings, in

fact, are being heard throughout the entire listing of

motion picture issues . . . Extent of market interest is

manifest in the day to day volume figures of the New
York Stock Exchange . . . Although the Gold Dust pair

has been anchored in the "Most Active" group for some

weeks now, several other companies have been showing

up there with more and more frequency over the last

fortnight, led by Columbia, which was acting jet-pro-

pelled through the latter part of last week ... In view

of the generally sluggish tone of trading activity over

the preceeding six months, the activity in film and thea-

tres issues portend some highly encouraging earning

statements in the coming months.

0
IT'S NO SECRET that some of the investment sages

are red-faced over 20th-Fox's inspired market move. The

dip in this stock immediately following the premiere of

"The Robe". It was difficult to understand why Wall

Streeters disputed the enthusiastic critical and public

response to the first CinemaScope production, but resist

it did, with the result that a sharp sell-off was recorded

for a week or two after the Roxy opening. However,

the setback was temporary and record-breaking grosses,

as well as the swing to CinemaScope by other film com-

panies, quickly braced the stock and brought about a

rally that saw 20th-Fox common reach its year's high-

water mark last week. It was pushing up near 20. Now
market men are saying 20th is under-priced !

Net earnings for the 39-week period ended September

26 surpasses the similar period in 1952 by $155,769. Net

per share climbed from 46c to 52c. Temper of recent

trading in 20th stock indicates that the market is dis-

counting anticipated high grosses to be realized from

"The Robe", "How To Marry A Millionaire" and other

CinemaScope productions . . . But one investment source

expresses the view that current gains do not so much
reflect confidence in Fox's '54 earnings from film rentals,

as belief that CinemaScope will eventually enjoy mass

industry use.

0
RKO TRADING excitement may well be due more to

the departure of Howard Hughes than to the character

of the new control . . . Insiders have long contended that

the erratic absentee Texan was more of an encumbrance
to President Sol Schwartz than a business aid.

Albert A. List is no stranger to the movie industry,

despite report to the contrary . . . For the past 18

months, he has held the largest single block of RKO Pic-

tures stock outside of Hughes . . . W hile his background

in trade operations may be limited, there can be little

doubt of his sagacity on the subject of motion picture

finances.

Speculation once rife that the List acquisition may be

but the stepping stone to another deal is dying down in

light of the new board chairman's announcement that

his first concern is in gleaning a complete picture of

company operations and in acquainting himself with

management.

Mr. List is a prudent investor. The simple fact of his

capacity to undertake this transaction proves he could

not be otherwise. What we like best is his bullish dis-

position toward the trade. He deems RKO Theatres a

sound long term investment, and in so proclaiming

sounds the horn of hope for the industry at large . . . Mr.

List takes the view that good pictures will continue to

attract the public, and that he has no fear regarding the

future of the movie theatres . . . This is no off-hand

recital of duty for the cause, but, rather, a carefully con-

sidered expression of judgment—backed up to the tune

of nearly $5.6 million.

0

COLUMBIA PICTURES got spectacular attention last

week climbing to its year's high in heavy trading on

Thanksgiving Eve and continuing on up Friday to 18^.
Traders have good reason to be bullish about this com-

pany. W hat with the sensational grosses being rolled

up on "From Here To Eternity", and with such promis-

ing films as "Sadie Thompson" and "The Caine Mutiny''

on tap, Columbia's 19'54 earnings should rank with the

very best in the company's history.

0

ACCUMULATED film industry dividends for ten

month period of 1953 far behind ten month total of 1952,

$15,501,000 to $21,405,000. October distributions totaled

$1,244,000 compared with $2,894,000 in the same month
last year.

0
CHARLES P. SKOURAS, president of National Thea-

tres has been quietly augmenting in his holdings in the

stock of that company. October purchases numbered
2,700 shares, bringing his total ownership of National's

common stock to 45,010 shares.

0

WHILE TV SET MANUFACTURERS have been

breezing through 1953 with higher earnings than .^2,

more than a few have their tails dragging. Sale of re-

ceivers is running 10% to 15G behind figures of last

year. Best explanation: Public is sitting on its hands,

awaiting developments in the field of color sets. Softness

in the TV issues is apparent in the low-water positions

of virtually every major in the industry,

FILM BULLETIN November 30, 1953 Page 7
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ALLIED ARTISTS

Studio To Use Top Names

In Aiming For Major Status

ALLIED ARTISTS WILL MAKE ITS

strongest bid for major studio status during

the next year, according to well-informed

Hollywood sources who are in a position to

know what AA prexy Steve Broidy and his

associates are currently plotting. Big-scale

pictures, using top-name producers, directors

and stars, are to be stepped up to an un-

precedented high for the company, with at

least six films to be in color.

The plunge into top-bracket production

probably will not take place, however, for at

least two to three months, inasmuch as there

are a limited number of low cost sage-

brushers on the old schedule still to be dis-

posed of. The distribution coffers are stocked

with the heaviest backlog of completed films

in the company's history.

Among the class features on the upcoming

schedule are: "The Black Prince," to be

made in CinemaScope and Technicolor in

England, and "The Annapolis Story," in

Technicolor. A third Technicolor commit-

ment has been secured for the high-budget

western, "Wichita," which rolls in mid-sum-

mer of '54. "Annapolis Story" is slated for a

January start, with "The Black Prince" to

follow in May. Other color films coming—

the exact process yet to be determined—are:

"The Green Hills of Idaho," a Spring pro-

duction; Walter Wanger's "Hajji Baba," and

"The Persian Gulf." All three of the Tech-

nicolor features will be personally produced

by exec producer Walter Mirisch.

As to the aspect ratio which the company

will adopt, it appears that the 1.85 to 1 di-

mension is most likely. To date, AA has

wound up a total of 15 pictures in this di-

mension for wide screen projection. Of these,

two curren tly are in release, "Mexican Man-

hunt" and "The Royal African Rifles," with

the balance awaiting distribution.

Popularity of Allied Artist's current re-

lease, "Jack Slade," has prompted the front

office to schedule a sequel, "The Return of

Jack Slade," which will go before the

cameras in late May. Warren Douglas, who

authored the original, will screenplay the

sequel, with Lindsley Parsons again produc-

ing. Inasmuch as Mark Stevens, the star of

the original, was killed off in the closing

scenes, another actor will be signed for the

new film.

Only one picture is now in production,

"Ghost of O'Leary" (Yvonne De Carlo,

Barry Fitzgerald, David Niven), in Techni-

color—Mario Zampi producing and directing.

Scheduled for filming in December are:

"Cheyenne Crossing" (Wayne Morris) —
Vincent M. Fennelly producing; and "The
Forty-Niners" (Wild Bill Elliott)—which

Fennelly also will produce.

COLUMBIA

Product Outlook Bright As

Studio Acquires Top Talent

WHILE QUALITY OF COLUMBIA'S
production, for the present, at least, is not

living up to the expectations which were

hoped for from the company, as a result of

such films as "From Here to Eternity,"

"Caine Mutiny," "Miss Sadie Thompson"
and a few others of such calibre, the outlook

is brightening again.

For one thing, Columbia has obtained the

services of Betty Grable and Marge and

Gower Champion to star in "The Pleasure

Is All Mine," which, according to those who
have seen the screenplay, has great possi-

bilities. Further enhancing the outlook, is

the prospect that Jean Negulesco may be

borrowed from 20th-Fox to direct the film.

The always-magical name of Bryan Foy

also lends a hopeful glimmer in the Colum-

bia outlook. According to a studio announce-

ment, Foy has just signed a two-picture

deal, including "Those Reported Missing,"

a POW story to roll in January.

The half-dozen productions either now
before the cameras, or scheduled to roll

within the next 30 days, aren't of particularly

outstanding potential. Of the three now
filming, perhaps the most auspicious is the

inde "Fire Over Africa" (Maureen O'Hara,

Macdonald Carey, Kieron Moore), a Hemis-

phere production in Technicolor, on location

in England and Spain—M. J. Frankovitch

producing and Richard Sale directing; the

other two are "The Miami Story" (Barry

Sullivan, Adele Jurgens, Luther Adler)

—

Sam Katzman producer, Fred F. Sears di-

rector, and "The Wood Hawk" (Robert

Francis, Donna Reed), in Technicolor —
Lewis J. Rachmil producer, Phil Karlson

director.

A surprise decision was reached this month

on the release of Stanley Kramer's recently-

completed, "The Caine Mutiny," which it

was decided to withhold from distribution

until next August. The purpose of the long

delay, reportedly, is that Columbia wants to

spread distribution of its "big" pictures over

a longer period.

Rita Hayworth's last Columbia feature,

"Miss Sadie Thompson," will be released in

3D only, for key situations, starting at

Christmas time. It will go out later for

standard screens and wide-screens up to a

ratio of 1.85 to 1, with stereophonic sound
optional.

Pictures scheduled to roll in December—
none of which has been cast—include: "The
Human Beast"—Lewis J. Rachmil producer,

Fritz Lang director; "The Killer Wore A
Badge"—Jules Schermer producer; and "The
White Stall ion**—Wallace McDonald pro-

ducer.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

C'Scope Slate Increased;

Metro Lab to Process CS Film

WITH THE ADDITION OF "THK
Student Prince" and "A Bride For Seven

Brothers" to the MGM CinemaScope slate,

the Culver City lot now has a total of seven

features either already completed or ear-

marked for filming in the anamorphic pro-

cess. The studio has completed "Knights of

the Round Table," with "Empress of the

Dusk," "Brigadoon" and "Rose Marie" also

set to go in that system.

Metro's color lab is being converted to I

process all of the studio's CinemaScope film

—both dailies and release prints. When the

conversion is completed within the next tew

weeks, studio technicians say the lab will

have a capacity of 1,000,000 feet of film week-

ly. "Knights of the Round Table" will be

rushed through for a Christmas holiday re-

lease.

Three films are in front of the cameras at

the present time, with four more slated to

roll within the next 30 days. Now lensinp

are: "The True and the Brave" (Clark Gable,

Lana Turner, Victor Mature), in Techni-

color, shooting in Holland—Gottfreid Rein-

hardt director; "Beau Brummel" ( Elizabeth

Taylor, Stewart Granger) shooting in Eng-

land—Sam Zimbalist producing, Curtis Bern-

hardt directing; and "Valley of the Kings"

(Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker), in East-

man Color—Robert Pirosh director.

Coming up between now and the end of

the year are: three CinemaScope productions.

"A Bride for Seven Brothers (Jane Powell,

(Continued on Page 9)
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Howard Keel, Jeff Richards, Russ Tamblyn,

Marc Piatt), in Technicolor, Jack Cummings

producer, Stanley Donen director, "The Stu-

dent Prince" ( Edmund Purdom, Ann Blyth,

John Ericson, Betta St. John, Edmund

Gwenn), also in Technicolor, Joseph Paster-

nak producer, Richard Thorpe director, and

"Brigadoon" (Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse, Van

Johnson), in Technicolor, Arthur Freed pro-

ducing, Vincente Minnelli director. A fourth

film, "POW Story" is not yet cast, Henry

Herman producer, Andrew Marton director.

PARAMOUNT

Activity At Eight-Year Peak

With Six Pics In Production

PARAMOUNT IS OPERATING AT
absolute capacity, with all 18 of its sound-

stages in use, plus a rehearsal stage, two

dubbing stages, and two of its tanks filled in

for use as outdoor sets. This is the first time

in eight years that there has not been some

portion of the vast Paramount physical lay-

out which was idle.

The fact that there are now six pictures in

production, plus one more in preparation, is

responsible for this crowded condition.

Moreover, it makes Paramount the busiest

lot in town, with two more pictures shooting

:han its nearest competitor.

Now before the cameras are: "White

1'hristmas" (Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye,

Rosemary Clooney, Vera-Ellen), in Techni-

olor — Robert Emmet Dolan producing,

dichael Curtiz directing; "Sabrina Fair"

'Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn, Wil-

iam Holden, Walter Hampden) — Billy

Vilder producing and directing; "About

Irs. Leslie" (Shirley Booth, Robert Ryan,

dex Nicol)—Hal Wallis producer, Daniel

lann director; "Living It Up" (Dean

lartin, Jerry Lewis, Janet Leigh, Fred

lark, Edward Arnold), Technicolor—Paul

)nes producer, Norman Taurog director;

legend of the Inca" (Charlton Heston,

icole Maurey, Robert Young, Thomas Mit-

i ell, Yma Sumac), Technicolor—Mel Ep-

ein producer, Jerry Hopper director; and

tear Window" (James Stewart, Grace

elly)—Alfred Hitchcock producing and di-

eting.

Rolling this week will be "Conquest of

!>ace", which George Pal will produce and

I'ron Haskin direct. Casting had not been

cmpleted at this writing.

Unlike most studios, who have been buy-

i
[ either originals or taking plots from

I iperties in public domain — Paramount

citinues to invade the best-seller market.

\ thin the past three weeks, Don Hartman
li; authorized the purchase of two best-sell-

ii novels—Andre Maurois' "Lelia" and
1 nri Troyat's "The Mountain". The former

wich is the biography of George Sand has

te tatively been placed on William Wyler's
si e, while the latter, an adventure novel

W i an Alpine setting, is earmarked for Mel
tein. Both are planned as major pro-

ditions for 1954.

REPUBLIC

Crawford, McGuire Starrers

Keynote New Class Policy

REPUBLIC SEEMS DEFINITELY
set in favor of the more costly type of fea-

tures which will attract top boxoftice talent

from other lots. The western traditionally

associated with the Republic label, is ap-

parently on its way out.

Four top films will be in production by

Thanksgiving Day: "Johnny Guitar" (Joan

Crawford, Sterling Hayden, Scott Brady,

Mercedes McCambridge), Nick Ray produc-

ing and directing; "The Outcast" (Dorothy

McGuire, Stephen McNaly), William A.

Seiter associate producer-director; "The Hot
Heiress" (Judy Canova)—Sidney Picker pro-

ducer, Charles Lamont director; and "Shang-

hai Story" (Ruth Roman, Edmund O'Brien)

—Frank Lloyd producer-director.

Coming up in December will be: "Trouble

in the Glen" (Margaret Lockwood, Forrest

Tucker, Victor McLaglen)—a joint produc-

tion of Republic and Herbert Wilcox to be

filmed in Scotland; "Brother Van" (still to

be cast)—Joseph Kane to produce and direct

and "Home in Texas" (Rex Allen), the lone

western entry—Rudy Ralston associate pro-

ducer.

Screen rights were purchased this month

for another property, "Timberjack", which

will be made into a major Republic produc-

tion. The novel, by Dan Cushman, is cur-

rently being scripted, and will be produced

by associate producer Robert Kane, starting

early next year.

Two new talent contracts were signed at

the studio this month. The first assured the

services of William Witney as a director, for

another long-term period; the other involved

a long-term deal with Edward Ludwig to

come on the lot as an associate producer-

director. His first year calls for three pic-

tures, with "Rebel Island" as the probable

initialer, in January.

RKO

Casting Delays Hamstring

Production, Costs Zoom
THE COSTLY DELAYS IN CASTING

up-coming RKO pictures—often involving

big salaries to stars borrowed from other

studios, who are eventually returned without

ever going before a camera—can be con-

sidered a prime factor in the company's high

operating costs.

Dale Robertson, as an example, was on

salary at RKO for 18 weeks to play the male

lead opposite Jane Russell in "The Big Rain-

bow," only to be returned to 20th Century-

Fox on the contention by Howard Hughes
that he was too young to play the role. The
same thing happened in the case of Lori

Nelson, who was borrowed from Universal-

International for the same picture—only to

be returned after collecting several weeks'

salary for doing nothing.

"Susan Slept Here," is another property

which has been tied up for weeks with cast-

ing snarls, Robert Mitchum repeatedly re-

fused to play the male lead opposite Debbie

Reynolds, who, in turn, has been borrowed

from MGM at a cost of $50,000. For nearly

four weeks, Miss Reynolds has done nothing

but rehearse dances on the RKO lot.

Dick Powell finally was assigned to star in

"Susan," which now should get underway by
the end of this week. Harriet Parsons will

produce the long-delayed opus, with Frank

Tashlin set to direct.

Nothing else is shooting or scheduled to go
before the cameras in the immediate future.

The slate of pictures on which Dick Powell

has been working, under the terms of his

new producer-director pact, will undoubtedly

get priority. Nevertheless, they will have to

be pigeon-holed until after he completes his

acting role in "Susan," meaning additional

delays.

The film industry needs a company like

RKO, especially in these days of product

demand. The continued procrastination may
well develop into a disastrous situation, both

for exhibitors and the film company.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Lot Shifts Into High

Four Set To Roll In Jan.

THE BIG UPSURGE IN PRODUC-
tion, long-awaited, is due to get underway at

this studio in January, when four pictures

are slated to roll. They are: Zanuck's per-

sonal production of "The Egyptian" (Marlon

Brando), which Michael Curtiz will direct;

''There's No Business Like Show Business"

( Ethel Merman, Yan Johnson, Donald

O'Connor, Mitzi Gaynor, Johnny Ray), Sol

C. Seigel producer, Walter Lang director;

"Desiree" and "The Racer". For the latter

two films, both assigned to producer Julian

Blaustein, will receive casting announcements

very shortly.

As of now, "Garden of Evil" (Gary

Cooper, Susan Hayward, Richard Widmark)
is shooting on location in Mexico—Charles

Brackett producing, Henry Hathaway direct-

ing. On December IS, the big CinemaScope
musical, "Pink Tights" (Dan Dailey, Marilyn

Monroe, Frank Sinatra) gets going at the

studio—Sol C. Seigel producing, Henry
Roster directing.

Other pictures scheduled for filming early

in 1954 include: "Untamed," "Prince of

Players," "A Man Called Peter," "Saber-

tooth and "A Woman's World".

Zanuck, back from Europe, says there will

be a total of 12 to 14 pictures produced by

the company during 1954—all in Cinema-

Scope, and carrying an over-all budget of

$30,000,000.

Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Pictures

company which supplies Fox with its non-

CinemaScope releases will be in full-scale

production during tin- next month, with four

pictures set for filming. "Princess of the

Nile" (Debra Paget, Jeffrey Hunter, Michael

Rennie), is already underway — Goldstein

producing and Harmon Jones directing, in

Technicolor. December starters will be:

"The Raid" (Van Hcflin)—Robert Jacks

producer, Hugo Fregonese director; "Justice

Brown" (George Winslow)—Goldstein pro-

(Continued on Page 10)
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ducing, Oscar Rudolph directing and "Baton

Rouge" (Dale Robertson) — Robert Jacks

producing, Henry Levin director.

UNITED ARTISTS

More Top Inde Films

Slated For UA Banner

TWO IMPORTANT INDEPENDENT
productions now before the cameras are al-

ready set for United Artists release, and at

least two more features slated to go out

under the UA banner will get underway

before the end of the year.

Now shooting are: "Bronco Apache" (Burt

Lancaster, Jean Peters), a Harold Hecht-

Burt Lancaster production in Technicolor

and wide screen—Hecht producing, Robert

Aldrich directing; and "Witness to Murder"

(Barbara Stanwyck, George Sanders, Gary

Merrill) — Chester Erskine producer, Roy

Rowland director.

Filming gets underway in England this

week, on David Miller's "Twist of Fate'
:

(Ginger Rogers, Jacques Bergerac), which

Miller will both produce and direct. Later

in the month, Andrew Stone will roll "Tar-

antula," for which he has been filming back-

ground scenes in Honduras for several

weeks. Only Grady Sutton has been cast for

the picture, which Stone will both produce

and direct.

In January, Joseph Manckiewicz will

launch his high-budget inde, "The Barefoot

Contessa" in Rome. Manckiewicz has se-

cured a topflight cast for the production, in-

cluding Ava Gardner, on loan-out from

MGM, Humphrey Bogart and Edmond
O'Brien.

Another important production which UA
will release, is "Waterfront" (Marlon Bran-

do), which Sam Spiegel will produce and

Elia Kazan direct. The film was originally

slated to go into production in mid-Novem-

ber, but financing snarls have caused a delay.

Current prospects are for an early January

start.

Following the completion of "Khyber

Pass" (Richard Eagan, Dawn Addams), Ed-

ward Small Productions, which constitute

UA's largest single contributor of films, sus-

pended all operations until early in 1954. In

his combined operations, Small has partici-

pated in the filming of 11 pictures this year

—all but one for UA. In late January, he

expects to resume production with two films:

"Case File, F.B.I.", which is being put into

shape by Jules Levy and Arthur Gardner,

and "New York Confidential", being readied

by Clarence Green and Russell Rouse.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Four Near Completion

Seven To Roll In Dec.

BARRING LAST MINUTE CASTING
snarls which might stall production, Uni-

versal-International figures to be the busiest

lot in town during December. In all, there

should be seven pictures perking by Christ-

mas time—ranging all the way from an his-

torical spectacle based on the life of Attila

the Hun, to a "gold rush" western.

At the present time, four films are shoot-

ing at the studio, with two of them due to

be canned within the next few days. On the

verge of completion are "Black Horse Can-

yon" (Joel McCrea, Mari Blanchard ), in

Technicolor — John W. Rogers producer,

Jesse Flibbs director; and "Tanganyika''

(Van Heflin, Ruth Roman, Howard Duff),

also in Technicolor—Albert J. Cohen pro-

ducer, Andre de Toth director.

More recent starters, which will carry

through most of December are: "Playgirl"

(Shelley Winters, Colleen Miller)—Albert J.

Cohen producer, Joseph Pevney director;

and "Fireman Save My Child" (Hugh
O'Brien, Buddy Hackett, Spike Jones Or-

chestra)—Howard Christie producer, Leslie

Goodwins director. The latter originally was
intended for Abbott and Costello, but, after

Costello's severe illness, it was decided to

build up a new young comedy team with

O'Brien and Hackett.

Next to roll will be "Men of Iron" (Tony

Curtis, Janet Leigh), which Robert Arthur

will produce and Rudy Mate direct. "Sign

of the Pagan," which is the picture based on

the life of Attila, will follow immediately

afterward—or as soon as producer Albert J.

Cohen can secure the cast he wants. Other

I )ecember starters, still to be cast, include

"Nevada Gold," on producer Ross Hunter's

slate and "Panama" which Howard Christie

will produce.

Joe Newman was signed earlier this month

to direct two pictures at U-I, starting with

"This Island Earth" which Newman brought

to the studio as part of the deal. Based on a

novel by Raymond F. Jones, the picture rolls

early next year.

Eleven releases have been slated by the

company for the first four months of 1954.

In January: "Forbidden," "War Arrow" and

"Border River". February: "The Glenn

Miller Story" and "Taza, Son of Cochise".

March: "Saskatchewan," "Ride Clear of Di-

ablo" and "Black Legion". April: "Ma and

Pa Kettle At Home," "Yankee Pasha" and

"Fort Laramie".

WARNER BROTHERS

Minimum Of 16 Features

To Be C'Scoped For 1954

WARNER BROTHERS WILL MAKE
a minimum of 16 features in CinemaScope

for release during 1954, according to Jack L.

Warner, who has just wound up a series of

studio conferences. All of the CinemaScope

features will be either in WarnerColor or

Technicolor.

First of the Warner CinemaScope produc-

tions to reach the screen will be " The Com-
mand" (Guy Madison, Joan Weldon, James
Whitmore), now being scored by Dimitri

Tiomkin. Present plans call for an early

February release.

Five of the CS films are in work. They
are: "A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland, Jack

Carson, James Mason)—produced by Sid

Luft and directed by George Cukor; "Lucky

Me" (Doris Day, Nancy Walker, Phil

Silvers, Robert Cummings)—Henry Hlankc

producer, Jack Donohoe director; "The
Talisman" (Rex Harrison, George Sanders)

—Henry Blanke producer, David Butler di-

rector; "King of Fear" (Clyde Beatty, Pat

O'Brien, Mickey Spillane)—Robert M. Fel-

lows producer, James Edward Grant direc-

tor; and "The High and the Mighty" (John

Wayne, Claire Trevor, Laraine Day, Robert

Stack, Jan Sterling, Robert Newton) —
Robert Fellows producer, William A. Well-

man director. The latter two productions

are Wayne- Fellows productions.

CinemaScope features in preparation are:

"Battle Cry," from Leon Uris' best seller, to

be produced by Henry Blanke, directed by

Raoul Walsh; "East of Eden," John Stein-

beck best-seller, produced and directed by

Elia Kazan; "Mr. Roberts," based on the

Broadway hit; "Helen of Troy," directed by

Robert Wise in Rome; "Giant," Edna Ferber

best-seller, producer by George Stevens;

"Land of the Pharoahs," produced and di-

rected by Howard Hawks; "The Silver

Chalice," Thomas Costain novel, produced

and directed by Victor Saville; "Daniel and

the Woman of Babylon," a Biblical story;

"Sea Chase" (John Wayne), John Farrow

director; "The Miracle," from the Max Bern-

hardt theatrical production; and "Moby
Dick" (Gregory Peck), produced and di-

rected by John Huston.

INDEPENDENTS

Inde Production Slows

Awaiting Process Trend

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION HAS
tapered off considerably during the past 30

days, with less than a dozen such films in

work. Moreover, the trend is not expected to

turn upward again until after the first of the

year, by which time aspect ratios and ana-

morphic processes are expected to approach

some sort of standardization. Unlike major

production companies, the indes feel they

cannot venture heavy investments in a

property until there are more conclusive

findings as to the type of process or dimen-

sion the public prefers.

Those currently shooting are: "Duel in

the Jungle" (Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain.

David Farrar) a Moulin-Associated British

production in Technicolor—Marcel Hellmai'

producer, George Marshall director; "The

Good Die Young" (Gloria Grahame, Johr

Ireland, Richard Basehart),a Romulus Film-

production—Lewis Gilbert director; "Thi

Long Wait" (Anthony Quinn, Gene Evans

Charles Coburn, Peggy Castle) — Lesser

Samuels producer, Victor Saville director

"New Faces" (Ronny Graham, Ertha Kitt

Robert Clary), a National Pictures Corp

production, in CinemaScope and Eastniai

Color — Berman Swartz producer, Harr;

Horner director.

Scheduled to start within the next 15 day

are: "Kerry Drake" (William Lundigan

Martha, Vickers, Arline Judge), a Les Hat

ner production which he will personally pro

duce, with Jack W. Reynolds directing; an>

"Target—Earth" (not yet cast), an Abtco

production in wide screen—Herman C ohe

producer, Sherman A. Rose director.
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"Easy to Love"

SuUhcm Katun? OOO
Familiar Esther Williams vehicle, with plus values in Van

Johnson and Tony Martin. Good business in prospect for

deluxe first runs and naborhood houses catering to family

market. Weak for action situations. All the usual Wil-

liams' selling angles. Climactic Technicolored water-ski

spectacle is the high spot.

The H20-plus-Williams formula is repeated again in

the colorful settings of Florida's Cypress Gardens. Usual

flimsy story has Van Johnson the owner of the Gardens,

w ith Williams the star attraction. She's in love with

Johnson, who is a confirmed bachelor. Tony Martin, a

Broadway singing star, shows up to complete the tri-

angle and W illiams uses him to make Johnson jealous.

Plot is merely light-hearted by-play to frame the highly

entertaining water carnivals, and scenic shots of the

colorful backgrounds. Martin adds considerably to the

genial atmosphere singing, "Look Out! I'm Romantic".

"Didja Ever", "Coquette", "That's What A Rainy Day

Is For" and the Cole Porter title song, "Easy to Love".

In addition to the usual William's exploitables is a

bountiful supply of bathing beauties that inhabit Cy-

press Gardens.

Pressbook offers nothing distinctive. Usual pattern

sells the eye-appeal of Williams, the Gardens and the

mass water skiing spectacle. Phil

M-G-M. 95 Minutes. Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin, John Brom-

field, Edna Skinner. Producer, Joe Pasternak. Director, Charles Walters.

"Little Fugitive"

Rating will be higher for art and class houses. Elsewhere,

it will serve only in lower slot on dual bills. Complete

naturalness of child star, remarkable capture of scenes

familiar to almost everyone, gives "shoestring" produc-

tion its principal values. Critical acclaim should help.

Winner in the Venice Film Festival, Joseph Burstyn

release is a natural for the art trade. Carries appeal also

to mass of regular moviegoers and may prove a surprise

hunk of entertainment in many situations, except the

action spots. Boxofficewise, it will need strong support

in all but the select class houses. Story is virtually non-

existent. Camera follows a seven-year-old, who, panic-

stricken when made to believe he has killed older brother

by pranksters, runs off and winds up in Coney Island.

Anything a kid ever dreamed of happens to him there in

two days and a night. But the big factor is the star,

young Richie Andrusco. Seemingly oblivious of the

camera, the lad is responsible for countless laughs and

an overflowing pathos. Great credit to novice producer-

directors Morris Engel and Ray Ashley; also Eddy Man-

son, whose harmonica provides background. Barn

Joseph Burstyn. 75 Minutes. Richie Andrusco, Rickie Brewster, Winnifred

Cushing, Jay Williams. Producer-director, Morris Engel, Ray Ashley.

"Tumbleweed"

ScuinetA 'Rati*? OOO
This is for action houses. Rating will be lower elsewhere.

Will serve satisfactorily in all but the deluxers as a top

dualler. Plenty of rough stuff, fine Technicolor, plus heart

elements in relationship between man and his horse, lift

it above average in general runs.

Compact, actionful Technicolor western. Fast pace,

plenty of gun- and fist-play, and a few unusual human
interest angles, added to good production and excellent

Technicolor make it suitable attraction for all but the

carriage trade in the upper slot, with best results in the

action houses, where Audie Murphy name adds to draw.

Familiar, but sure-fire tale has Murphy suspect of

cowardice when wagon train he is guarding is mas-

sacred by Indians while he attempts ai pow-wow with

redskins' chief for safe passage. Escaping a lynching at-

tempt by irate families of survivors, Murphy, aided by a

goatlike nag, finally proves his innocense via the dying

chief, uncovers real treachery by white renegade. Neil,

Universal-International. 7? Minutes. Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson, Chill Wills,

Madge Meredith, Russell Johnson, Ralph Moody, Roy Roberts. Producer, Ross

Hunter. Director, Nathan Juran.

"Prisoners of the Cashah"

Sutitate K*tiH$ O O
Mediocre Oriental Technicolor costumer in the Sam Katz-

man tradition. Fair b.o. prospects as dual filler on basis

of Grahame sex, other exploitables, where audiences take

to flamboyant swashbucklers. Not for discriminating

audiences. OK for the kiddies and on lower half of dual-

lers, especially in action spots. No asset elsewhere.

As hackneyed as its title, "Prisoners of the Casbah"

has been done, with slight variation, so many times be-

fore, even the Oriental costumer addicts may wince. In-

credible—and foretellable—script, stock performances,

routine direction are principal drawbacks in tale of plot-

ting and intrigue in old-time Algiers. Principal char-

acters are Gloria Grahame as princess; Turhan Bey,

dashing Captain of the Guards, and Cesar Romero as

plotting Grand Vizier with eye on Grahame as means to

power. "Casbah" angle comes in when Bey hides out in

thieves' quarter, lures Romero to climactic battle there

and wins Gloria's hand. Sole credit is amount, if not

quality, of action, especially in latter portion. Produc-

tion values, color quality good enough for film of this

type.

I'ressbook concentrates on lurid aspects
—"The Cas-

bah ! Sin-Capital of the World !", and Grahame allure

—

"Dazzling, Desirable . . . and Deadly!" and such copy as

"Tantalizing Kisses Inspired the Crime that made the

Casbah gasp !" Phil

Columbia. 78 Minutes. Gloria Grahame, Cesar Romero, Turhan Bey, Nestor

Pa i va , Paul E. New I a n , Lucille Berkley, Philip Van Za n d t . Produ c er, Sam Ka tz-

man. Director, Richard Bare.

1
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

EXHIBS SPLITTING RANKS
ATO of Indiana

If you think that this bulletin is jeering at

Fox or making mock of all the new tech-

nology—it aint so. Fox deserves all credit

for awakening a new interest in the public

for the movies. "The Robe" is a great pic-

ture with all the ingredients for success. It

was preceded with marvelous publicity. 3D,

C'Scope, Wide Screen, and Stereophonic

Sound have not only awakened interest but

have enhanced the movie medium. The only

reason for our little commentary is that we
are disturbed to find exhibitors aligning

themselves into two different camps: those

that think they are being led to the guillotine

and those that think they are just about to

march into the promised land. We'd like to

chase away the evil spirits for one and joggle

the other out of some of his day dreams.

A tragic error that can be made is for the

theatre that can afford "the works" in equip-

ment to think that they may stand to gain

by the elimination of those theatres that can-

not stand the frightful cost. Figures prove

that 80% of the business done by a theatre

simply vanishes when the theatre closes.

Remaining theatres cannot hope to garner

over 20% of that business. Cutting down the

number of retail outlets and making the

movies less accessible to the public can only

result in ever constricting business and few

and fewer movie patrons to support the

larger houses.

Equally faulty and dangerous is the think-

ing of any small exhibitor that the increased

business done by the larger runs can only

come from the source of the small exhibi-

tor's patronage. It can and does largely

come from 75% of the people who seldom

go to the movies and now are nobody's cus-

tomer. Success begets success. Figures prove

that first runs playing against strong oppo-

sition do better than when playing against

weak opposition. All the new techniques

that have started the public to talking about

the movies will benefit every theatre in time.

The new patrons being created will discover

the fine entertainment there is in a good pic-

ture and will become customers for pictures

they want to see in any well-run theatre with

adequate presentation that keep up with pro-

gress only to the extent of its means and
good business judgment. And good pictures

will keep these new patrons coming back.

Fox should not be permitted to foster this

suicidal thinking by withholding Cinema-
Scope product from any theatre after suf-

ficient protection of "approved" epuipment
accounts.

STEREOSOUND VOLUME
Western Theatre Owners

The Robe has proven two things. First the

public likes both CinemaScope and Stereo-

phonic sound. I congratulate Fox for using

The Robe for their first CinemaScope pic-

ture. It's a great picture, in any medium,
but greater still because of CinemaScope and
Stereophonic Sound.
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One hears many comments from the

public after viewing The Robe and I believe

their comments should be heeded. The uni-

versal complaint, so far, is that the sound is

too loud. Let's not ruin Stereophonic sound

by running the pictures at too high a sound

level. Any sound that's not comfortable is

not good sound, and it would be a shame if

the public began to thing of Stereophonic

sound as 'blasting, irritating and unintellig-

ble' . . . remember what happened to 3D?
Those two letters now mean 'a lousy picture'.

Let's not ruin the word "Stereophonic."

INFLUENCE OF MOVIES
ITO of Ohio

The movies still give people something to

talk about. And interest is still widespread.

For instance, after having been off the best-

seller list for some time Lloyd Douglas'

novel "The Robe" is back on again. Several

other books recently made into pictures are

shown prominently on the racks of the 25

cent reprints. And this is not necessarily be-

cause an exhibitor asked that they be put

there.

Observe the number of other companies in

other industries now latching onto 3-D.

Before us are two ads from totally different

businesses. The Southern Railway System

has ad headlined "Land of 3-D for Industry".

The other is a woman's girdle being adver-

tised as a 3-D girdle. We are unable at first

hand to advise whether this is practical or

desirable; it is cited only to show you that

the movies are still being talked about.

Comic books for kids are being issued witli

glasses enclosed for viewing comics in 3-D.

As a father we can only regret this because

they cost 25 cents; as the secretary of this

association it is something to be elated about.

HE WHO HESITATES . . .

ATO of Indiana

Day to day trade paper stories are proof

that the business is still a long way from

final determination on any system. First re-

ports on"Kiss Me Kate" indicate that the

public may still accept the concept of 3D
even though they have been unhappy about

past presentations. Vectograph, Nord and
Moroptican are snigle strip 3D systems in

the offing that seem to guarantee perfect

alignment, exact synchronization, light bal-

ance and elimination of jiggling. 2 to 1 an-

amorphoscopic lenses and running film

through cameras and projectors horizontally

are under consideration. Even pictures on

magnetic tape. Full stereophonic sound is

still being debated and Loews' theatres have
not yet installed any auditorium speakers.

Rut even the smallest exhibitor cannot

just wait for ever for the developments of

the future. On the same theory we'd all he

driving model T's and no one would own a

black and white TV set. We haven't heard

of anyone disappointed with their boxoffice

results after even the simplest wide se n ( ti

installation and, of course, CinemaScope re-

turns are phenomenal. Now seems to be the

time for decision to do something without

going overboard in high cost equipment. Our
guess—which is no better than yours—is that

almost all situations can at least go for a

wide screen. Precede the opening with an

advertising build up and continue to keep

your short subjects and news reels on the old

1.33 ratio in no larger dimensions that at

present.

WINTER WOES
Allied Caravan of la., Neb. & Mid-Central

By wiping the dust off our crystal ball

with an old popcorn kettle cloth we've been
able to part the curtains of haze just enough
to look ankle deep into 1954. In predicting

lower grosses, more theatre closings and
more distracted exhibitors between now and
"next grass" we consider the up-coming
basketball season, the Holiday Doldrums
and the "dropsicd" thermometer with its

customary ice and snow.

It is only weeks until it's going to be much
easier to sit home and watch the ads to TV,
or if you're old fashioned to tune on the

radio while the North wind whistles through

your "No Draft" speaking tube or freezes

the feet of the popcorn girl every twenty
minutes when a customer walks in. We will

admit that we're not very phophetic in all

this—just going by past history. Bitter days

are coming, but the thing to remember is

that they come like this every year and that

by gritting our teeth, careful booking, ex-

ploiting and giving it all you got we usually

last through the winter. Make up your mind
to it now.

FREE AD MEDIUM
ITO of Ohio

The Romar-Vide Company offers an ex-

cellent method of advertising for small and

medium sized towns and neighborhood thea-

tres in cities. They will supply 12 stainless

steel frames with glass covers. Each has a

thermometer. At the top is a merchant's ad

which Romar-Vide sells. At the bottom is

the name of your theatre and a space 14 by

28 inches (window card size). All that the

exhibitor is required to do is furnish two

passes per week per board and change the

display as often as he wishes. Romar-Vide
does the selling. The company sends the

exhibitor the boards after it has placed them :

together with screws required to put them

into the masonry of a building and a check

for $18.00 ($1.50 per board) to cover instal-.

lation costs. Rornar-Vide will replace broken

glass, etc. After the first year, Romar-Vide
will pay the exhibitor $10.00 per year for

each board retained.

If you would like this service, please ad-

vise this office and we will have Romar-

Vide's local representative call upon you.

M



Tests prove Best!

New York Testing Laboratories, Inc.

POLA-LITE in a comparative test with

another important competitor excelled

in optical specification standard for

light transmission for 3-D viewing

according to latest tests conducted by

the New York Testing Laboratories.

And now, not only can you get these superior

all-plastic 3-D glasses that are proven best by

exhaustive tests conducted by N. Y. Testing Labora-

tories, but in addition, POLA-LITE announces an

arrangement to provide every exhibitor with the

revolutionary new MOROPTICON Single Projector,

Single Track 3-D System . . . absolutely FREE!

MOROPTICON is the long awaited, history-mak-

ing method of projecting 3-D on a single film

strip. It is an attachment that can easily and

quickly be adapted to any conventional projector.

How to Order MOROPTICON: We will furnish the exhibitor

with the complete MOROPTICON one-film-strip projection

system absolutely FREE of charge. The only provision

required is that the exhibitor purchase 30,000 pair of POLA-
LITE all-plastic glasses in a period of one year, at the mini-

mum rate of 2,500 pair per month. A $500 deposit will apply

against the last two months commitment.

CO.

MOROPTICON eliminates the outmoded two-pro-

jector system, expensive handling, time-consuming

changeovers, etc. MOROPTICON permits 3-D to

be as simple and as low-priced to run as 2-D!

Switch From 2-D To 3-D In Two Minutes!

Yes, the amazing compact Moropticon unit can be

attached or detached from your regular projector

in two minutes!

TRADEMARK

19 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.

ORDER YOUR MOROPTICON
ONE-STRIP SYSTEM NOW!

Applications filled

in order of receipt.

Pola-Lite Is Distributed
Through All Branch Offices

Of National Film Service

ft0

GIT YOUR PATRONS THE NEW LOOK IN 3-D AND THE A BEST GLASSES TO SEE IT WITH!
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New RKO Theatres' Chief

RKO Theatres' new boss, Albert A. List,

obviously doesn't share the pessimism that

has been clouding many exhibitors' thinking.

To wide-eyed theatremen who watched him

take $4,000,000 out of Government securities

and sink it into the theatre chain because he

felt "RKO Theatres can do more for me"
than Uncle Sam's gilt-edged bonds, the feel-

ing was that there was a catch to it. Rumors
had it that List, who had an interest in a

realty company, and had previously rid him-

self of some textile companies after acquir-

ing stock control, was going to do the same

with the theatre chain.

The new board chairman and RKO Thea-

tres president Sol Schwartz lost no time in

squelching such ideas. Of the 90-theatre

circuit, less than six might be disposed of be-

cause they were losing money, it was made
clear. Moreover, Schwartz noted, between

55 and 60 theatres would be equipped for

CinemaScope by the end of the year. Hardly

the prospect of liquidation there, apparently.

For a clincher on his confidence in the

theatre business, List, who had acquired

709,909 shares from Howard Hughes, offered

to purchase another 400,000 shares at $4.50

per from present stockholders. In addition

to the 198,000 shares he had held, List's total

holdings would come to about one-third of

all RKO Theatres stock outstanding, or an

investment of somewhere around $6,000,000.

List's statement that he would take an

"active interest" in the affairs of the company

brought forth one of the high spots of the

press meeting. President Schwartz quipped:

"It will be a new experience to have the

owner of a large block of stock in the com-

pany available to management."

Paramount Finances

Paramount earnings after taxes were up

$127,000 for the third quirter and $333,000

for the nine months ended last Oct. 6, Barney

Balaban reports. Earnings do not include

Paramount's net interest in combined undis-

tributed earnings of partially-owned non-

consolidated subsidiaries. Latter netted the

company $115,000, for the 1953 third quarter

(compared with $123,000 in '52) and $594,000

for the nine months ($340,000 for the '52

three-quarters).

On the company's TV activities, the presi-

dent stated that International Telemeter

Corp., in which Paramount has a majority

interest, would follow the launching of its

home subscription television on Nov. 28

("Forever Female", a first-run film) in Palm
Springs with a series of other attractions, in-

cluding current films from other studios, as

well as sports and cultural attractions. He
also disclosed that Chromatic Television

Laboratories, Inc., in which Paramount has

a half interest, has licensed its large size

Chromatron color TV tube to Crosley for

manufacture and is negotiating with other

prominent TV set manufacturers for licenses

to produce the tube.

'Robe' Shatters Record
"The Robe," now in its 11th week at

the Roxy, has shattered a host of ex-

hibition records for the period. The
gross of over $1,800,000 to date, repre-

sents the highest revenue total in the

26-year history of the Roxy. It is also

the first picture to play the theatre for

11 weeks, where it established a world

mark of $317,286 in its first stanza.

This first CinemaScope production has

already earned more than one fourth of

its production cost in the single en-

gagement.

Memoranda
RKO Radio's "The French Line", Jane

Russell starrer, goes out in both 3D and con-

ventional form immediately following the

Texas Christmas pre-release engagements.
"Strong audience reaction" following screen-

ings prompted the depth releases in the

Interstate chain bows, says RKO sales chief

Charles Boasberg. "However, in view of the

fact many exhibitors were asking for films in

standard dimensions," he added, "RKO offi-

cials deemed it advisable to make 2-D prints

available."

Universal's entire sales and promotion ex-

ecutive staff, will be huddling Dec. 7-11 at

the U-I studios on distribution plans for

next year's product. President Milton R.

Rackmil, executive v. p. Alfred E. Daff, v.p.

& general counsel Adolph Schimel head the

group of execs from the East Coast. From
the studio will be board chairman N. J.

Blumberg, production chief Edward Muhl,
ad-publicity v.p. David A. Lipton. Attend-

ance encompasses division and district top-

pers as well as branch managers.

"From Here to Eternity" became the long-

est-running film in the New York Capitol's

34-year history when it entered its 16th week
at the Loew's showcase.

UA's 35th anniversary sales drive honor-

ing president Arthur B. Krim got underway
Nov. 16 to kick off the year-long global cele-

bration of the company's founding. Cam-
paign continues through May 15, promoting
the more than 50 releases included in the '53-

'54 schedule. Distribution v.p. Bill Heineman
deems it "fitting that, in its 35th year, United
Artists should be able to assure exhibitors of

its part in preventing any product shortage

by releasing a record schedule of top pro-

ductions."

Here's what Mr. Exhibitor will be paying

for COMPO's services next year following

the 25% cutback:

For four-wall theatres, up to 500 seats,

$7.50 yearly; to 750, $11.25; to 1000, $18.75;

to 2500, $37.50; over 2500, $75.00. For drive-

ins, up to 300 car capacity, $7.50; to 500 cars,

$11.25; to 600, $18.75 over 600, $37.50.

All exhibitor dues will he matched dollar

for dollar by distribution.

Tent Topics

The two-day mid-winter conference of

Variety Clubs International in Washington,
D. C, was attended by 100 delegates from
every state, Canada and Mexico. Chief

Barker Jack Beresin told the group that,!

"This country has exported many great

things to Europe, but the greatest export of

all was exporting the religion of the VarietyJ

Clubs to the showmen of the British Isles

and the continents."

Highlight of the gathering was the Hu-
manitarian Award dinner for Dr. Selman
Waksman, Rutgers scientist who discovered

streptomycin. Jane Froman was given tin

Washington tent's annual award for the

"Show Business Personality of the Year."

People

As expected, M. L. "Mike" Simons", who'

been doing yeoman work as the late Hender
son M. Richey's assistant director of MGM'
customer relations, succeeded "Rich" in th.

post on Nov. 16 . . . Ira S. Stevens succeed

E. L. Scanlon as Cinerama Production

Corp. treasurer. Irving N. Margolin wa
named assistant treasurer . . . Fred M. Mohr
hardt, 61, treasurer and board member o

Paramount Pictures, died at his Larchmoni

N. Y., home following a long illness. He ha<

been with Paramount for 34 years . . . Arthu

Mayer takes over the job of the late Chic

Lewis as head of the Will Rogers Hospital'

new executive committee, now composed c

Fred Schwartz, Sam Rosen, Bill Germar

Herman Robbins, Dick Walsh, Murra

Weiss and Abe Montague, president of th

Hospital . . . Odeon Theatres accepted wit

"regret" the resignation of the chain's ac

publicity-exploitation director Larry Grabur
1

. . . L'PT's Leonard Goldenson was re-electe

for his fifth term as president of Unite

Cerebral Palsy . . . Raymond M. Mile

former ass't controller, succeeds Eugene ]

Walsh controller and assistant treasurer <

Universal. Walsh earlier had been name

vice-president and treasurer of the compar
1

. . . Al Horwits, former U-I studio publici

director, has become a partner in the Lc

Smith organization, inde press and p.r. cou

sel . . . Wolfe Cohen, president of Warn

Bros. International, is touring the compain

branches in South America . . . G. Rowlar

Collins was elected a director of Loew's, Ir

to succeed Henry Rogers Winthrop, resign'

. . . Van A. Nomikos, v.p. of Allied Theatr

of Illinois, has been appointed by prexy Jai

Kirsch to act as general chairman of Alliec

23rd anniversary celebration to be held D<

21 . . . Robert W. Coyne, COMPO spec'

counsel, announced the appointment of

five-man committee to recommend a pr

gram of expanded press relations to the thr

co-chairmen of COMPO. They are: Osc

A. Doob of MGM, Maurice Bergman of Ui

versal, Harry Goldberg of Stanley-Warn

Theatres, Harry Mandel of RKO Theati

and Art Arthur of the Motion Picture Indt

try Council of Hollywood.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

"Kate" Results in 3D vs 2D

Stress Promotion Push

The importance of showmanship, albeit

somewhat in reverse ,was pointed up in an

ITO of Ohio bulletin penned by Bob Wile.

Reporting on "Kiss Me Kate" business in

Columbus, which warranted a holdover in

the 3D showing, Wile feels that "this was

not a fair test (compared with 2D showing)

since the Polaroid Company and the Council

for 3-D Film Progress, sponsored by the

Polalite Company, spent a lot of money on

the picture. A fairer test," he feels, "would

be to have two sub-runs of equal calibre play

the picture simultaneously, one in 2-D and

the other in 3-D. Let each exhibitor exploit

the picture in the usual way. Then let's see

which does the most business." While Bob

gets at it from the underbelly, the precept of

showmanship—that a potential fizzle can be

transformed into a moneymaker, that a good

picture can be made better, and that even

what many consider boxofhce poison can be

freed of its toxicity and made palatable and

profitable with proper treatment—once again

flexes its muscles.

Cashiers, Candy Girls

Aid to Theatre Surveys

Charlie Jones, Allied of Iowa-Nebr.-Mid

Central sec'y, suggests utilization of cashier

or concession girl to conduct "your own

"oindlinger' " to get an audience cross-

section. Age groups; male-female; number

of couples, singles and family groups; re-

actions to types of pictures—these can all be

determined either by observation or by a few

brief questions. Albert Sindlinger has right-

fully castigated moviemen for knowing so

little about their own business—less, he said,

than any other industry he's encountered. A
Sindlinger can give you a composite picture,

but it's up to the individual theatreman to

get to know his own customers, the flux of

changing tastes, what kind of selling is most

effective, etc. Without this information, no

theatreman can be an adequate showman.

Names in Ads Promote

Newspaper Reader Interest

It's surprising how many old ideas have

been lying dormant. At the Allied conven-

tion, Trueman Rembusch recalled the gim-

mick of spotting, say, a half dozen names,

picked at random, in various merchant ads in

the local newspaper. Persons mentioned call

.
in that store for free passes to a given pic-

ture. Makes for better and closer relations

with business, newspapers like it because it

hypoes readership of the ads, and often

plucks a homebody from the TV set and

into the movie.

Metro "Lucky 7" Winners

For "All The Brothers" Named
Winners in the fourth of M-G-M's "Lucky

7" showmanship contests, for campaigns on

"All the Brothers Were Valiant," were

spread out over the country. In the over-

100,000 population group, Matt Saunders,

manager of the Bridgeport (Conn.) Poli

Theatre took the $500 award; J. B. White,

Georgia Theatre, Columbus, Ga., copped the

$250 prize in the 10,000 to 100,000 category,

and Ted Irwin, owner of the Electric Thea-

tre, Larned, Kans., grabbed $100 for his cam-

paign. In each case, the winning campaign's

costs were footed by M-G-M. Last three

films on the septet are "Kiss Me Kate",

"Escape from Fort Bravo" and "Easy to

Love".

Buffalo "Joe Louis" Campaign

Runs Promotion Gamut
Buffalo Center Theatre manager Leon

Serin didn't miss a trick in his promotion on

UA's "The Joe Louis Story," working in

contests, window displays and tie-ins, and a

heavy schedule of radio and TV plugs to

feature the campaign. Contest on best letters,

'Why Joe Louis Is My Favorite Boxing
Champ", with the 12 top entries receiving a

set of boxing gloves and a pair of tickets to

the film, with additional passes to runners-

up. A Police Athletic League competition,

spot announcements at sporting events; free

plugs on radio and TV via distribution to

disc jockeys of the M-G-M musical score

(Continued on Page 16)

ELKINS' PUBLIC RELATIONS
Just what constitutes good public relations?

Of the men in the movie industry who have made

a career of this field, so vital to successful oper-

ation, few have expressed its fundamentals so

concisely as RKO's Leon Bamberger when he told

Canadian exhibitors; "Good public relations is

only good personal relations on a big scale."

How this p.r. is activated is brilliantly exempli-

fied in the case described by Bamberger of the

El kin brothers, operators of two theatres in Aber-

deen, Miss., a town of 6000 population, and

seat of a county with 37,000 people.

Operating on the principle that "the patron

is first in our minds", the Elkins have made their

theatre a community center available to all

groups. They have built up such a firm con-

nection between the theatre and the community

that it is next to impossible for them to do bad

business. The integral role of the theatre in the

community is their insurance against loss of the

movie-going habit. And as active working mem-

bers of many organizations, they not only

strengthen their communal standing, but are

always in a position to plug the theatre and its

product among opinion builders.

Look at some of the things they do:

Each year the county's y?ung farmers clubs

parade down Main Street winding up at the

theatre and are entertained with a special pic-

ture. Result: good will all over the county, in-

stilment of the moviegoing habit among those

who will become regular customers. Same with

the Boy Scouts who are given an annual party at

the theatre for presentation of merit badges.

Scouts are admitted free, but parents, relatives

and friends, pay.

Thrice annually, theatre is rented to farm

equipment companies on "Farmer's Day". Prac-

tically every farmer in the county is present.

Professional men (doctors, dentists and attor-

neys) use the theatre for district meetings at no

charge. Thus, added prestige to the house.

Any candidate running for office has the thea-

tre during off hours available during election

years for speeches. Church services are held in

the house whenever the church itself is unavail-

able.

Each Spring, the Elkin lobby houses a flower

show. Admission to lobby is free, but many,

coming from several miles, buy tickets to attend

the movie. A cotton style show is another annual

feature on the stage. This is free; no picture is

shown. All clergymen receive annual passes to

theatres. (None has ever been asked to an-

nounce a picture from the pulpit, but have often

done so voluntarily.) Over the year, several

churches are permitted to sell homemade candies
in the lobby, despite the temporarily adverse

effect on the theatre's own candy stand, which
does a landoffice business.

Sch ool bus drivers are admitted free when
they bring a crowd to the show. Special shows
are put on around Easter and Christmas with

special souvenirs for the kiddies.

An impressive list, even though partial. But

to show how firmly the Elkins are entrenched,

both in their town and in showmanship funda-

mentals, note this: When a carnival or tent show
hits town—and the small town theatreman knows
how this customarily knifes into his boxoffice

during the "intruder's stay—the brothers call on

the show officials and invite them to "come up
and make yourselves at home." The tent show
band plays in front of the theatre; the next day's

th eatre attraction is announced during the carni-

val s'iovv.

"Wo want our townspeople to know we don't

fear opposition," Elkin told Bamberger. "Our
thought is to keep the people constantly show-

minded. We don't ever want our patrons to get

the habit of staying home at night."

When Leon Bamberger says "you can be a

great showman in a small town as well as in a

metropolis," he is, if anything, understating the

case. A great many "big" theatre operators can

take lessons from the Elkins and their ilk.
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(Continued front Page 15)

album; tie-ups with local business concerns

and retailers; a sports page co-op ad; libra-

ries had special bookmarks, imprinted with a

list of right booking's and playdate and a

special advance screening for sports writers,

and radio-TV commentators. Serin lured the

feminine trade with an opening day gift offer

of the record albums to the first 50 women
patrons.

M-G-M's "Knights" Ride

In Macy's Turkey Day Parade

First of Metro's CinemaScope films,

"Knights of the Round Table" was off to a

well-ballyhooed start with the impressive

show put on in the world-famous Macy's

Thanksgiving Day Parade. Scorning just

the customary float, M-G-M had 15 Knights

in full regalia riding prancing steeds in a

spectacular brigade escorting the Queen of

Hearts float. Armor, shields, trappings and

all other costuming were the authentic repli-

cas created for the production in England

and Ireland. A "regiment" of King Arthur's

bowmen, also fitted out with trappings culled

from the movie wardrobe, added to the dis-

play, viewed personally by some 2,000,(1(10

natives and visitors and countless millions

throughout the country via TV, newsreels

and newspapers, and heard on network radio.

A subsequent tie-up with Macy's includes a

merchandising of British goods in connec-

tion with the film.

UA's Youngstein Whips Up
Continental Zest for Drive

The same vitality that characterizes Max
Youngstein's handling of the United Artists

promotion here was evident in the v.p.'s

whirlwind 10-day European visit to set pro-

motion and sales plans for the company's

global 35th anniversary drive. Youngstein

hit England, France, Germany and Italy to

coordinate the heavy roster of activities, con-

ferred with key sales execs, overseas produc-

duction heads and puhliciteer Richard Con-

don on the latter's 90-day survey of publicity

and promotion operations for continental

production. With Mr. Youngstein at the

promotional helm, those 50-plus pictures that

UA has announced for the new season loom

big on the theatreman's horizon, so darkened

by product shortage talk.

King-Size Aquarium Plugs

Detroit "Sea Around Us" Run
An aquarium seven feet long and eight

feet tall was a real eye-catcher for RKO's
Oscar winner, 'The Sea Around Us," at the

Madison Theatre, Detroit. The series of

tanks was provided (without charge) by the

Home Tropical Fish Co. The outfit not only

set up the tanks, but also arranged for illu-

minating, heating and caring for the fish.

Theatre painted backgrounds and printed

signs for the fronts of the tanks. News-
papers blew it up w ith stories about the dis-

play and a special screening was held for

Pressbooli Award
Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that in-

valuable aid to showmanship—the pressbook. For

that reason, we devote this space in each issue of

FILM BULLETIN to recognize those pressbooks that

best serve the needs of theatre s.'ioivmen. In this

issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

DONOVAN'S BRAIN

UA's pressbooks are usually masterpieces of show-

manship, whether the picture be an epic or a modest

programmer. The one concocted for "Donovan's

Brain" is in the same tradition. Some of the most

striking ads we've seen this year are set up in start-

ling fashion, with concentration on stark black-and-

whites to catch the eye. At left, one of the ads is used

as part of a lobby display, as illustrated in the press-

book. The startling effect of the eyes, the skill and

the provocative theme is accented with a clay model

i >f the human brain, placed in a tropical fish tank with

water, aerated by the usual agitator apparatus. The

whole thing gets an eerier effect with a PA system

device that gives instructions to the murderer to "kill

. . . kill . . . kill". Here's one pressbook you can't

i ll'. ird to do without.

Two solid citizens of Des Moines receive copies

from a pert Martian maid of the DES MOINES
RIB UNE, scare-heading the invasion of Iowa by

Martians. Bill Han i, manager of the Paramount,

and Dave Friedman. Paramount fieldman. engine-

ered the stunt for "War of the W orlds".

zoological, scientists and educators. Added

assists came from bookstores with special

window displays tying in the Rachel Carson

best-seller, and a film clip over George

Pirou's "Science and Adventure" TV pro-

grams.

"Pinocchio" Reissue Due

For "Snow White" Treatment

Remember the treatment RKO gave Walt

Disney's "Snow White and the Seven

Dwarfs" in its reissue two years ago? The

same will be accorded the re-release of

"Pinocchio" in the New England area next

February. Scheduled for a saturation area

premiere, three Disney touring groups of

"Chalk talkers"—cartoon artists entertainers

(Continued on Page 18)

Even the dry cleaning stores in Vniontown. /'«

were utilized for the "Mogambo" promotion b\

manager Ken Woodward. Above, two of thest

window displays, featuring stills and playdate
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APPA IIEL
99.2% INCREASE

HOUSE
FURNISHINGS

105% INCREASE

FOOD
141.4% INCREASE

TilLATHE
EXPENSES
98.9% INCREASE

FUEL
47.6% INCREASE

RENT
42.4% INCREASE

Those smoke signals on the horizon . . . are signs of

rising eosts ... signalling "profits in distress'*.

They are sparked by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics report that your cost-of-living has increased

92.8% from 1939 to 1953... with the cost of FOOD
puffed up 141.4% ...HOUSE FURNISHINGS 57.9% and

RENT 42.4%.. These sparks are fanned by the Exhibi-

tors Digest findings that costs of THEATRE EQUIPMENT

and SUPPLIES have risen 98.9% in the period from

1940 to 1952! Pretty good reasons for distress.

However, you can take some encouragement
from a further examination of the record ... which

will reveal the negligible increase, IF ANY, you've re-

ceived from NSS during this same period.

Yes, compare all your costs with the LOW
COST, Service-With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby!

wmm\\c/em service
\_J p/uzfB*ir of mr/ooi/sTm



Manager Sheldon Mandell (at top, right) and

Everglades guide Bill Walsh milk the deadly

rattler he holds for UA's "Shark River" engage-

ment in Jacksonville's St. Johns Theatre. Below,

Mandell with the huge stuffed alligator featured

in the lobby display.

(Continued from 16)

— will cover the Northeast. They'll appear

in schools, talk with newspapermen, radio

and TV commentators, and be tied in with

local functions. The 800 stores of the First

National food chain have been enlisted in

the campaign and will distribute more than a

million Pinocchio cut-outs, plugged by huge
window banners, counter cards, and the

chain's sustaining radio-TV programs. Not
to mention, of course, the big line of "Pi-

nocchio" merchandise and the music.

BRIEFS
Orchids to UA for the facts folder detail-

ing the company's forthcoming films, both

completed and in production. No frills, no

fuss, just facts. Exhibitors should find it a

valuable aid in making their product lineup

. . . Metro's first C'Scope film, "Knights of

the Round Table," gets the "Quo Vadis"

treatment for its four Xmas-Day pre-release

engagements in St. Louis, Kansas City,

Pittsburgh and 'Frisco. Ad-publicity v.p.

Howard Dietz has set up the campaigns,

with local M-G-M fieldmen and Loew's

Theatres executives tailoring the drives in

their respective areas . . . The third annual

"Miss Universe" beauty pageant will unveil

the bevy of international beauties at Long

Beach, California, between July 15-25. A big

exploitation item for Universal-International,

co-sponsor of the pageant, with Catalina

Swim Suits and the City of Long Beach, as

evidenced by the b.o. returns on the last two.

Great gimmick for Warners' opening of

"Calamity Jane" in Denver's RKO Orpheum
was the appearance of Sioux Indian chief

Dewey Beard, one of the few survivors of

Custer's last stand. The imperturbable patri-

arch, invited to the premiere by Governor

Gordon Allot, despite the fact that he doesn't

speak a word of English, made such a splash

in the newspapers after a TV appearance

that he was deluged with more offers for

video shows. At the last counting, he was

scheduled to appear on six of them . . . Peter

Lorre made the rounds on TV and radio

shows last week to ballyhoo the new John

Huston film, "Beat the Devil" . . . Anthony
Mann, director of U-I's "The Glenn Miller

Story", did a similar stint the last 10 days

. . . Heavy demand for Allied Artists' free

It's doubtful that so many cauliflowers were ever displayed as these in the lobby ceremonies featur-

ing the New York premiere of UA's "The Joe Louis Story." The guy directly under the "0" is Joe

himself, under the "L", star Coley Wallace. See if you can pick out some of the others, who include

Jimmy Braddock, Barney Ross, Abe Simon, Jake LaMotta, Gus Lesnevich and Rocky Grazino.

Stunts in two cities for Warner's "Calamity Jant

have (top) Ed McGlone. Cincinnati RKO Pakt

manager interview patron via tape recorder ft

later radio presentation ; lower, N. Y. Paramow
executive director Bob Shapiro with the winner

the contest for closest resemblance to Doris Dt

as she appears in the film.

TV trailers on "Jack Slade" has prompU
the company to make it a permanent policl

for all of its future top-bracketers.

One of the heaviest TV saturation car

paigns in UA history backed the 68-theat.

naborhod send-off of "The Moon Is Blue"

New York. Video barrage blanketed the fi

boroughs Long Island and Westchester wij

round-the-clock spots, co-op plugs and e(|

torial boosts . . . What next? A 24-karat go,

opera petticoat, worn by Marilyn Monroe
"How to Marry A Millionaire," was au

tioned off on CBS-TV's "I'll Buy Th?

show. Stunt kicked off the promotion of t
(

garment in leading department stot

throughout the country, which is also f(,

turcd in trade and consumer ads, store dl

plays and special mailings.

Co-ops are going fast apace. UA lias

pair of national ad tie-ups for "Wick 1

Woman" with Playtex Girdles and Ron;;

Meal Bread that should reach over 50, OC

000 readers monthly. They've also arrant;

counter and window displays with so

20,000 Playtex dealers, and with Ron

Meal's 8000 bakers. A similar deal has b<

set with both companies on "Riders to

Stars". RKO and the Star Theatre in Je;-

erette, La., are cooperating with the are <

schools via a special school contest

"Louisiain Territory". Students are askedi

write, in 100 words or less, "What I beli'

'

to be the greatest advantage obtained by

purchase of the Louisiana Territory" v\

trophy cups to winners. Newspapers plug!

I

the competition and added info for the s

dents by providing a synopsis of the picti
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REPORT ON TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Reviving 3D
M-G-M's experiment with a 3D version of

"Kiss Me Kate" lias given a new lease on

life to the depth-dimension process. Box-

office reports from all sections of the country

show the 3D engagements running well

ahead of 2D showings.

Of the single-strip 3D processes on the

market, Matty Fox's Moropticon system ap-

pears to be outstripping the field. Moropti-

con is currently being demonstrated national-

ly via a series of exhibitions in a number of

cities throughout the country.

Two major circuits, Texas fnterstate and

Malco Theatres of Memphis, have signed for

installation of Moropticon equipment in

many of their houses. These are the first

major circuits to be so equipped. In explain-

ing the process to exhibitors, Fox points out

that "in i degree of mechanical synchroniza-

tion can attain the constancy of image pos-

sible through the projection onto the screen

of both images from a single light source

from one projection machine."

Theatremen will receive the Moropticon

units without charge with the purchase of a

minimum of 2500 new Pola-Lite glasses per

month for 12 months.

The development of better glasses is an-

j
other important factor in the survival of 3D.

Pola-Lite produces three models, to tit

children as well as adults. They are the Hi-

Lite model, the Juvenile and the Clip-On, for

persons wearing spectacles.

Fox-Technicolor Deal

Twentieth Century-Fox who has been up

to its ears lately in wide screens, anamorphic

lenses, and stereo-sound reproducers, is tying

!the whole bundle in a few million feet of

(Technicolor film. A 20-year pact has been

signed with Technicolor, Inc., whereby Fox
subsidiary De Luxe Labs will print films

using the technicolor process.

Terms call for Fox to put up $1,500,000

printing plant wheh Technicolor will equip

to produce a minimum of 170 million feet of

film a year. Technicolor is also slated to

supply the personnel to get production

started, and will collect a royalty on all film

processed.

Briefs

Metro is making "Quo Vadis" available,

icginning with the Christmas season, with

orints adapted for wide-screen projection . . .

Mlied of Illinois' group purchasing com-
nittee conferred with representatives of

<CA, Altec, Motiograph and Ballantyne to

letermine what additional equipment is re-

luired for wide screen and stereosound in-

tallations in Allied theatres. A survey form
s being prepared by Jack Clark, committee
hairman, for use by the service and equip-

lent companies in making recommendations
. . Polaroid Corp., encouraged by the effec-

tiveness of its 3D Sync Units installed in

theatre's showing "Kiss Me Kate", has ar-

ranged for Altec engineering crews to super-

vise all future installations of the sync unit

. . . Film processing companies, Pathes Lab-

oratories, Inc., and Denham Laboratories,

Inc. of London (J. A. Rank subsidiary) have

signed a two-year contract for the exchange

of facilities. Pathe will process English films

for release in the Western hemisphere and

Production Notes

Republic Pictures marked its entry into

the TV film production field when its sub-

sidiary, Studio City Television Productions,

began rolling on "Billy the Kid". This is the

first in the series of 52-half-hour films to be

known as "Outlaws of the Century". Jim

Davis, star of Republic's newly completed

feature film, "Fortune Hunter," headlines

the, series, with company veterans Edward

J. White, producing and William Witney,

directing. Republic exec, Morton W. Scott,

heads the TV unit.

United Artists Television has completed

production on the first three of the new

series of 13 "Cowboy G-Men" TV films, with

producer Henry Donovan now shooting the

next trio. All thirteen are due to be com-

pleted by the first of the year. ABC-TV has

purchased the series, which stars Jackie

Coogan and Russell Hayden.

Motion Pictures for Television, Inc. has

inked an agreement with Drew Pearson for

a 26-weeks series of 15-minute telefilms,

under the title of "Drew Pearson's Washing-

ton Mery-Go-Round." The series will be

ready for programming by January 8.

MPTV will also release 117 half-hour dra-

matic shows to be filmed in color in Paris.

Edward D. Madden, general manager of

MPTV, announced the films will be released

during the next three years under the title,

"Paris Precinct" and will be based on true

stories of the French police. Louis Jourdan

and Claude Dauphir, who obtained release

from contracts with 20th- Fox and Warners,

respectively, will be starred in the series.

Produced by Andre Hakim and written by

Joe Eisinger, the telefilms are scheduled for

September, 1954 release.

Madden stated that the series will be filmed

exclusively for syndication sales to national

spot, regional and local advertisers.

TV Film Market
Apparently the TV market still isn't ripe,

economically, for even the older films from

top producers. After a four-week analysis in

New York of the grossing possibilities on

TV of a dozen or so of his vintage films,

Samuel Goldwyn took off for Hollywood

without making a deal. The block of pictures

Denham will reciprocate by processing

American movies to be shown in Europe . . .

Orders for Magniglow Astrolite Screens,

pouring in from all parts of the U. S. and

many foreign countries, have put the Radiant

Manufacturing Corp. on a six-day, round-

the-clock schedule. Radiant president, Harry
Eller, reports that this full-time production

makes possible one-week delivery service on
orders.

in question was turned over to Mrs. Goldwyn
as a gift by her husband. The films are being

handled by Howard Corp., of which Mrs. G.

is the head.

Goldwyn's action followed the example of

Selznick and Disney, both of whom con-

sidered a similar TV deal but discarded the

idea after ascertaining the comparatively

small TV income and weighing it against the

risk of exhibitor resentment.

Sagging TV Sales

If the advent of color TV has given the

movie industry some sleepless nights, tele-

vision set manufacturers has been doing

some floor-pacing of their own. Don G.

Mitchell, chairman of Sylvania Electric Pro-

ducts, predicts that sales of black-and-white

receivers in 1954 will drop at least one mil-

lion sets behind the total of six-and-a-hali

million indicated for 1953. Mitchell blames

recent color TV publicity for the slump.

Current developments back up Mitchell's

forecast. Sale of TV sets in September were

14 percent less than the same month of 1952.

This was a sharp break in the trend which

had ballooned total sales for the first nine

months of 1953 38 precent higher than the

same 1952 stanza. In the face of this sales

drop, a number of companies have begun to

tighten their belts.

RCA announces that it will close its Cin-

cinnati plant for three weeks in December,

laying off 1200 workers. The company has

already idled 750 workers at its Camden,
N. J. and Indianapolis factories. G. E. re-

leased 350 workers at its Syracuse and Au-
burn, N. Y. plants; Sylvania dropped 200

workers at its Buffalo factory; Raytheon

Manufacturing Co. nicked its payroll by al-

most 20 percent; and the Crosley Division

of Avco Manufacturing Co. released 500

workers, representing almost a quarter of

the production staff at its Cincinnati factory.

To keep inventories moving, and avoid

production cutbacks, Westinghouse sliced

prices on its line of 21 -inch screen models

from 28 to 40 percent. Also making price-

cuts were Hallicrafters-Chicago, Inc. and

Raytheon Manufacturing Corp. RCA and

Philco say they don't intend to lower prices

for the present, at least.

TV & RADIO
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

UA GETS A "LOLLAPALOOZA
New Star Sparkles in Flynn Film

Errol Flynn swashbucklers ever si ice he made his screen mark with "Cap-

tain Blood," have never lacked for fem nine beauty, daredevil adventure, gore

or passionate romance. In United Artists' "Crossed Swords", they're all there

again—only more so. Filmed in Italy in Pathecolor, Flynn has the advantage

of authentic costumes and backgrounds to color this tale of medieval Italy, with

its dash, intrigue, flashing swords and hot romance. In the latter department,

not one, but three well rounded beautie , handle the love chores, a happily varied

situation. It is co-star Gina Lollobrigid 1—often pronounced "Lollapalooza" and

fast earning the reputation of "Italy's Marilyn Monroe"—who makes the big

news for showmen. This 25-year-old It ilian heat wave, recently voted Italy's

most popular actress, has given the UA boxofficers all they need to peg the

campaign with an angle.

A sure interest-grabber is the "Italy's Monroe" gimmick, carried under

Gina's name in each of the ads—and from every indication, the lithe, busty bru-

nette is destined for big things in the American movie scene. She has already

been cast opposite Humphrey Bogart i 1 "Beat the Devil", not only substanti-

ating her appeal, but assuring an additional flood of ballyhoo buildup.

A composite of various ideas for theatrefront, lobbies and stunts features the inside

cover of the pressbook, as shown below, with each explained in detail in the ensuing pages.

(1) Wall banner and decorative pennants; (2) Pair of fencing artists atop marquee doing

their stuff during peak traffic hours, a stunt that can be worked inside lobby or in depart-

ment store window; (3) Transparencies from poster cut-outs or art still enlargements;

(4) Fluorescent valances; (5) Door panel displays; (6) Front or lobby stunt, with usher

dressed in costume, awards free tickets to those who pin the sword on cross-mark; (7)

Contest idea for lobby front.

FLYNN

Crossed
Swords

ERROL GINA

FLYNN LOLLOBRIGID*

CROSSED SWORDS
PATHECOLOR W

• *»

CROSSED

1() CASTLE WALL
rOO STRONG...

No BOUDOIR
WINDOW TOO HIGH

Give Me A
Fortra, To Win
And A Wench

Woo!"

NEWSPAPER ADS
Errol Flynn plays second fiddle to the

voluptuous Gina Lollobrigida in the ads

shown above, and in most of the others

whipped up by United Artists for "Crossed

Swords". In virtually every case, the line

"Italy's Marilyn Monroe" (note arrows) is

carried directly below the new star's name.

The adventure and romance are the bi.»

factors in the copy.

STUNTS
In addition to the two stunts pictured at

left, below, (marquee fencers and pin-the-

sword-on-Flynn), the pressbook suggests an

inquiring reporter gimmick for newspapers,

radio or TV, based on the legal premise in

the film requiring men over 20 to be married.

Plenty of provocative answers should be

forthcoming, especially from the ladies.

Guest tickets could be offered for most in-

teresting replies.

A pair of lovelies, it is suggested, dressed

in sweaters, shorts and black plumed hats,

carrying swords, should have no trouble dis-

tributing heralds plugging Flynn as "The

World's Most Famous Lover" and Lollo-

brigida as "Italy's Marilyn Monroe."

The fencing stunt could be embellished by

a sword display, either from a museum or

costume house. Free tickets could be offered

to individuals lending their swords to dis-

play.

Lollobrigida's debut in an English-speak-

ing picture opens vistas for a "star is born''

bally. Suggested are a beauty contest lot

those most resembling the star; another for

a most descriptive moniker for "Italy's Mari-

lyn Monroe (" The Lollopalooza" has already

been suggested); fashion and hairstyle

angles and "A Star Is Born" display.



of the issue

A sample of the sword-

play that runs rampant

through the film is

shown in the scene

above as Errol Flynn is

backed up against the

wall by expert swords-

man Roldano Lupi. At

left, Gina Lo 1 1 o brig id a

represents the paradox

of lovely youthful in-

nocense jnd exciting

voluptuousness that

has made her Italy's

most popular actress.

CROSSED SWORDS
Writer Milton Krims, in his first directorial assign-

ment, has taken what has come to he known as a "swash-

buckler" and has worked some old and, if not new, at least

unusual, tricks of the trade into its celluloid presentation.

The star, Errol Flynn is the most heroic portrayer of derr-

ing-do heroes since Douglas Fairbanks ; his vis-a-vis is an

Italian voluptuary, Gina Lollobrigida. known only to

Americans who patronize the foreign films, but soon

destined to make a splash on the American photoplay

market ; sets and scenes were shot on the spot where such

action might be taking place.

The tale starts on a provocative note; two confirmed

bachelors ride into the land and smack into a decree that

holds that any man past the age of 20 must marry or suffer

imprisonment. < )ne is the son of the Duke. Cesare Danova,

the other a reckless daredevil. Flynn. Both cherish their

liberty more than a dukedom. The succession of romantic

and adventurous escapades promises highly diverting

entertainment.
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PRODUCT FDR 1954

"Fewer & Bigger** Vs. ''Adequuie Flow"
( Continued from 5)

tion of our industry lies in a voluntary limitation on the

number of pictures produced, and the making of bigger

and better ones. Spyros Skouras has argued fervently

and persuasively that our strongest answer to the avail-

ability and the mediocrity of television is in such a

policy. CinemaScope, Skouras avers, gives the movie

great added scope, and if this is matched with bigger

productions the public will be made increasingly con-

scious of the smallness and cheapness of video. The 20th

Century-Fox president is not alone in this view.

Against this school stands a predominant section of

the exhibition branch, which contends that the rank and

file theatres must have a supply of films each season that

will enable them to operate 365 days per year. At least,

they argue, a larger supply than what seems in prospect

is required for the year 1954, during which thousands of

theatres will be making the conversion to CinemaScope.

Most Will Match Output

With a few exceptions the major film suppliers have

estimated that next year they will approximately meet

—and, in some cases, surpass—the number of releases

this year. And even among the exceptions, it appears

likely that the 1954 quantity will not be far below this

year's output.

In terms of the needs of the rank and file exhibitors,

the most serious factor will be the decreases in the pro-

grams from 20th-Fox and Warner Bros., by whom a

total of 28 to 30 CinemaScope features are planned for

next year. Assuming that thousands of theatres will not

be equipped to show these films in 1954, such a drop in

the product available from two of the foremost studios

certainly does pose a difficult problem for the great bulk

of exhibitors. Will this gap be filled by other sources?

A check of the 1954 releasing plans of the principal

film companies reveals some highly interesting facts.

Beyond Fox and Warners, plans for CinemaScope pro-

ductions are few. There are areas of indecision, con-

ditioned, no doubt, by a desire of some companies to

watch developments before commiting their studios to

any hard and fast schedule. One senses this indecision

particularly in M-G-M, which already has altered its

plans for next year several times, and in Paramount,

which has announced no set schedule and merely pro

fesses to be completely flexible in its programming.

As far as FILM BULLETIN has been able to ascer-

tain, these are the plans of the various distributors:

20th Century-Fox anticipates approximately 30 fea-

tures in 1954, of which 12 to 14 will be in CinemaScope,

as against a 1953 program of 40, three in C'Scope. Of
the company's standard features next year, ten will come
from Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Corp., and four to

from outside producers.

M-G-M estimates a program of 30, with two or three

in CinemaScope for its 1953-54 fiscal year, which runs

from September 1 through next August. For its past

season the company released 40.

RKO expects to release 30 or 31 features during 1954,

approximately the same as for the current year. Cinema-

Scope plans are still in a nebulous stage.

Warner Bros', only official word on next year's pro-

duct was that there would be 16 CinemaScope pictures

in 1954, but sales head Ben Kalmenson was unwilling to

comment on the total of releases. In the company's fiscal

year ended last August there were 29 features.

Paramount, whose studio is currently working at peak

volume, hasn't been any more definite than the generality

contained in a recent statement by Barney Balaban

:

"We have absolutely no limitation on the number of pic-

tures to be made—and I doubt whether any other studio

has." Decrying implication of any "deliberate" shortage,

he said the instructions to the studio are to "produce

every good picture that can be made upon which we can

have reasonable expectations of getting our money back

and, hopefully, a profit."

The prospect of a big flow of CinemaScope pictures

for release in 1954 that had thrown exhibitors into such

panic seems, from the foregoing, to be not quite so

frightening as it was at first. The all-CinemaScope pro-

gram originally seen from 20th-Fox is now half-C'Scope.

The talk about seven pictures from M-G-M in CS, re-

solves itself into a total of only two or three for the '53-

'54 program. Warners' first CS film won't be released

until February so that the 16 anamorphic picture an-

nouncement would also indicate a production, rather

than a release figure. Meanwhile, on WB's new season's

program begun last September, and up to January 2,

1954, 10 conventional films and one 3D picture, are

scheduled with definite release dates. Neither RKO nor

Paramount seem to be in the C'Scope picture at all at

this stage.

Full Programs for '54

Other majors apparently are proceeding with full pro-

grams for 1954. The companies that have always been

looked to by exhibitors for a steady flow of product ap-

parently have no intention of altering their course at

this stage. United Artists, Universal and Columbia have

set programs that match or better their 1953 schedule.

Republic and Allied Artists have announced increases in

their quality product, with reductions only in the num-

ber of westerns.

Let us take a look at the plans of these companies.

United Artists will have by far the highest output of

any of the majors. In 1953, UA had 49 features plus two

reissues, whereas in 1954, 56 features are on the agenda.

Of this program, one is to be a CinemaScope production,

with possibly more to be added, and four are to be in

3D. There is a promise of many first-rate attractions

from a number of foremost independent producers in the

(Continued on 23j
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PRODUCT FDR 1954

f7-# Hps Schedule, Bodes JVew Exptmsinn

(Continued from Page 22)

field. United Artists should contribute a great share to

alleviation of any product shortage that may complicate

exhibition's problems in '54.

Universal-International expects to deliver a program

of 34 films, and one or more CinemaScope productions,

compared with 33 in the past year. < )f the 34, 22 will be

in Technicolor. Releases have been set for eight picture

of top quality through December, January and February.

Such films as "The Glenn Miller Story" ( James Stewart,

June Allyson), "Forbidden" (Tony Curtis), "Saskatche-

wan" (Alan Ladd, Shelley Winters), "Walking My
Baby Back Home", and others will warm winter box-

offices. The recently undertaken huge construction pro-

gram at the Universal studios indicates that the com-

pany intends to expand its production activities. There

would hardly seem to be any reason for fear of a short-

age of product at U-I.

Columbia reports an estimated 40 pictures to he de-

livered during 1954. While the past year's releases

totaled 47, these included westerns that are apart from

the 40 features approximated for next year. At most.

Columbia exec Paul Lazarus told FILM BULLETIN,
the '54 schedule may be a "couple of pictures" below the

past year's quantity, but with considerably higher quali-

ty. A glance at some of the forthcoming pictures
—"Miss

Sadie Thompson" (Rita Hayworth. Jose Ferrer, AMo
Ray) ; "The Caine Mutiny" (Bogart, Ferrer, Van John-

son, Fred MacMurray) ; "It Should Happen to You"
(Judy Holliday) and "Paratrooper" (Alan Ladd) indi

cates this seems no idle boast.

Republic, sales head C.J. Newbery advises, is increas-

ing its top category pictures from this year's 14 to 20 in

1954. Twelve of these have already been completed,

clearing the way for fulfillment of this program and an

early start on the l''.
:

5 production. Decision on next

year's western release and production program is wait-

ing on soon-to-be-held policy meetings between produc-

tion and distribution. The fourteen in the current year

were augmented only by the oaters and reissues, so that

the 1954 product situation here indicates a definite im-

provement. Neither CinemaScope nor 3D are contem-

plated in the Republic lineup as of now, according to

Newbery.

Allied Artists will step up its schedule to 35. including

one in CinemaScope, two more than for 1953. President

Steve Broidy promised that should a situation develop

that product becomes tight, "we are in a position to ad-

vance release of these pictures, and to produce an addi -

tional group to replace them." There was also an em-

phasis on quality product w hen Broidy, upon the occa-

sion of the official change of name from Monogram to

Allied Artists, said the action was motivated by the fact

that "our company in its current type of production has

gone far beyond that operation, profitable though it was.

for w hich Monogram originally was established."

Thus we see that part of the gap left in the total out-

put of conventional films for 1954 will be filled bv these

producers of the so-called "bread-and-butter" pictures.

\1 E. DafT, world distribution chief of Universal-Inter-

national, prefers to call such product "caviar" pictures,

and in l
u54's constricted market they will undoubtedly

taste more than ever like caviar to hungry exhibitors.

(Continued on 24)

/ niversal-International recently announced its full winter schedule.

pictures. Scenes from seven are shown here.to dub them, "caviar'

Glenn Miller Story", "Saskatchewan". Lower, "War Arrow

with eight bread-and-butter, or us sales chief Al Dull prefers

Top, from left, "Walking My Baby Hack Home". "The

Forbidden "
. "Border River ". "Taza, Son of Cochise".
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PRODUCT FDR 1954

Stereosountl Tests Will influence # /«»»»

(Continued from 23)

For those operators of smaller theatres who are in the

"twilight" stage of considering CinemaScope installa-

tions, there is another factor to be considered. Only 20th-

Fox is insisting upon stereophonic sound as a "must",

and it is well within the realm of possibility that even

this company will soon relinquish its attitude on this

point. M-G-M will meet this week to discuss its policy

re stereo sound and it is quite likely that the option of

employing either 4-track or single-track sound will be

granted the exhibitor.

Stereosound Scare Easing

It was the stereophonic sound issue that threw the big

scare into exhibitors, with stereosound equipment and

installation representing about two-thirds of total Cine-

maScope cost. Without the requirement for stereo-

phonic sound, it becomes apparent that the market for

C'Scope films will be hugely expanded and installations

speeded up. Thousands of exhibitors who have held off

CS installations undoubtedly will be encouraged to

plunge ahead. The more than 3000 drive-ins that have

thus far been ruled out by directional sound would be-

come a major market for C'Scope films.

Prominent in Columbia's 40-picture program for next year ivill

be big-name, big-time films, such as those shoivn on this page:

"The Caine Mutiny (Bogart-Ferrer-Johnson) and "It Should

Happen to You' (Holliday-Lawjord) . Left, "Miss Sadie

Thompson" (Hayivorth-Ferrer) and "Paratrooper" (Ladd).

Whether stereophonic sound enhances a film's value

to the point of exclusion of these panting markets will be

tested by 20th Century-Fox beginning next January.

"The Robe", fitted with a single track, will be tested in

competition with stereosound showings. While 20th-

Fox is not dedicated, on the basis of the tests, to change

its adamant course on the four-track system, it would

seem that such tests would certainly influence its de-

cision—and that of the other film companies. It could

well be the turning point in Spyros Skouras' dream of

every theatre equipped with anamorphic lenses.

Perhaps the ending of the story that began with the

old man on his supposed deathbed is going to get bit of

a switch. Perhaps, upon opening his other eye, he may

find that the members of the family are all eager to re-

More him to health, because they need him to keep the

business going, lie may find that he had been having

nightmares and that all of them have been minding the

store. After all, it's their bread and butter, too.
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ALLIED ARTISTS

1953-54 Features

Westerns
Completed
Completed

(68)

(19)

In Production ( I )

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Ghost of O'Learv. The !T)

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo IT)

Bitter Creek
Bowery Knights
Dragonfly Squadron (3D)
Fighter Attack
Fighting Lawmen
Golden Idol. The
Homesteaders. The 162)

Hot News
House In The Sea (3D)
Jack Slade
Jalopy
Kansas Pacific IC) 173)

Maze, The (3D) (80)

Mexican Manhunt . ..

Mexican Silver
Murder Without Tears
Northern Patrol

Off the Record
Paris Bombshells
Pride of the Blue Grass (C) ..

Private Eyes
Riot in Cell Block li

Roar of the Crowd
Rose Bowl Story IC) IReissue)
Royal African Rifles. The IC)
Safari Drums
Son of Belle Starr
Tangier Incident (77)

Texas Bad Man
Texas City
Vicious Years. The 1791
Vigilante Terror
White Lightning (61)

Squared Circle, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
DeCarlo-Fitigerald

Rel. No. R.«.

Oberon-Todd
Elliott-Garland

..Gorcey-Hall
Hodia k-Britton
Hayden-Page
Wayne Morris
Sheffield-Kimbell

...Elliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
Stevens-Malone ...

...Gorcey-Hall
Hayden-Miller

..Carlson-Hurst
George Brent
Wilson-Clyde .

Stevens-Benedict
Grant-Chinook
Sullivan-McGraw
Gorcey-Hall
Bridges-Miles
Gorcey-Hall
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley
Thompson-Miles
Hayward-Hurst
Sheffield-Bestar

...Larsen-Castle
Brent-Aldon
Wayne Morris
Brown-Elliscn

..Cook-Moore
Wild Bill Elliott

Clements-Bestar
..Kirkwood-Gleason

7-26

12-27
1 1-29
9-20

2-53

I 1-8

2-53
2-53

9-13

6-14
7-5

12-6

5-31
9-6
9-27
6-21
6-53
2-53
12-20
12-30
2- 18

I 1-15
3-53

5318
5302

7-13

5309
5316

5236

COLUMBIA
1953-54 Features Completed (59) In Production (3)

Serials Completed ( 3) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

(T)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Black KnioM. The IT)

Fire Over Africa IT)

Wood-Hawk, The IT)

COMPLETED
All Ashore IT) (80)
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap (T)
Bad For Each Other
Bait

Big Heat. The 182)
Caine Mutiny. The IT)

Charqe of the Lancers
China Venture 183)
Combat Squad 172)
Congo Bill

Conquest of Cochise (T) 170)
Cruisin' Down the River IT) 181)
Drums of Tahiti IT) (3D)
Firefighters, Th e
Five Angels on Murder 188)
Flame of Calcutta (70)
Fort Ti (T) IDD) 173]
49th Man, The (73)
5.000 Finqers of Dr. T. The IT) (88)
From Here to Eternity (118)
Glass Wall. The 180)
Goldtown Ghost Riders (57)
Gun Fury IT) (3D)
Hell Below Zero IT)

Her Wonderful Lie _ _

Hot Blood
Iron Glove, The IT)
It Should Happen To You
Jack McCall. Desperado IT) 176)
Juggler, The (86)
Jungle Safari
Killer Ape 168)
Last of the Pony Riders (59)
Last Posse, The (73)
Let's Do It Aoain IT) (95)
Little Giant
Mad Maqician (3D)
Man in the Dark IDD) 170)
Massacre Canvon IT) ........

Member of the Wedding, The 191)...

Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T) .......

Mission Over Korea (86)
Nebraskan, The IT) (3D) 168)
On Top of Old Smoky 159)
One Girl's Confession 174
Pack Train |57)

Cast
Ladd ...

O'Hara-McCarey
Reed-Francis ....

Rel. No. Rev.

Rooney-Lawrence
Derek-Hodiak
Heston-Scott
Moore-Haas
Ford-Grahame
Bogart-Ferrer
Goddard-Aumont
O'Brien-Sullivan
I reland-MeCa Mister

McGuire-Moore
Hodiak-Stark
Haymes-Totter
O'Keefe-Medina
Williams-Reynolds
J. Kent-D. Bogarde
Darcel-Knowles
Montgomery-Vors
Ireland-Denning
Hayes-Healy
Clift-Lancaster .....

Gassman-Grahame
Autry-Burnette
Hudson-Reed
Alan Ladd
Kiepura-Eggerth
Brando-Murohy
Stack-Thiess
Holliday-Lawford
Montgomery- Stevens
.Douglas-Vitale

3-53
5-53

534

10-53

9-53
10-53

9-53
8-53
12-53

3-53
7-53
6-53
6-53
8-53
9-53
4-53
5-53

I 1-53

4-53
6-53

6-15

8-10

J. Weismuller 12-53
^try-Burnett 1 1-53
Crawford-Derek 7-53
Wyman-Milland 7-53 6-29
Roonev-Foster
Price-MurDhv _

O'Brien.Totter 4->;i 4_?n
Carev-Totter
Waters-Harris 3-53 12-29
Havworth-Rav _

Hodiak-Derek 8-53
Carey-Haynes 12-53
Autry-Burnette 3-53
Moore-Haas 4-53 528

7-53

In the Release Chart, "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are

on f 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.

For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen
(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

Paratrooper IT) Ladd-Andrews
Paris Model 181) Maxwell-Goddard - 11-53
Prince of Pirates IT) 180) . Derek-Rush 3-53
Prisoners of the Casbah IT) 178) Graham-Romero 11-53
Problem Girls 170) . Walker-Elliott 4-53
Renegade Canyon (T) (3D) Sterling Hayden
Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Saninaw Trail 156)

Salome IT) 1103)
Saracen Blade (T)

Savage Mutiny 173)

Serpent of the Nile (TI (81)

Sky Commando 169)

Slaves of Babylon 190)

Siren of Bagdad IT) (72)
Stranqer Wore A Gun (T) (3D) 181)

Thunderhoof (77) (Reissue)
Untamed Breed 179) IReissue) . Tufts Britton

Valley of the Headhunters 167) Weismuller
Vatican, The (T) 147) Documentary

Autry-Burnette
Hayworth-Granger
Montalban-St. John
Weissmuller-Stevens
Fleming-Lundigan
Duryea-Gifford
Conte-Christian
Henreid-Medina
Scott-Trevor
Foster-Stuart

9-53
Special

3-53
5-53
9-53

. 10-53
6-53

. 8-53
6-53
9-53
8-53

Special

524

545

539

3-23

4-6

5-4

6-1
8-24

1952-53

L I P P E R T
Completed (16) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim* Cast Rel.

My Pal Shep Chaplin, Jr. 1-54

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights (Reissue) 176) Anna May Wong 5-22
Bachelor in Paris (83) Price-Auer-Vernon 4-17
Bad Blonde 180) Payton-Wright 4-10
Black Glove A. Nicol 1-15

Danger Point Warrick-Travis 12-17
Eyes of the Jungle I 79) . Jon Hall 7-1

Fiqhtinq Men. The 163 Special Cast ., 10-9

Fortune in Diamonds Brady-Castle 11-27

Ghost Ship 169) Court-Walsh 6-12
Great Jesse James Raid (AC) (73) Parker-Payton 7-17
Iron Mask The I Reissue ) 1 73 ) Fairbanks 9-18
Johnny the Giant Killer (T) 170) . Animation Feature 6-5
Limping Man Bridges-Castle 12-3

Lost Wives Bishop-Denning 12-10

Man From Cairo, The George Raft-Canale 11-13

Mr. Robin:on Crusoe I Reissue ) 1 70 1 Fairbanks 9-25
Norman Conquest 179) Conway-Bartok 9-11

Perils of the Jungle 163) Clyde Beatty 3-20
Project Moon Base (63) Martell-Ford 9-4
Shadow Man Cesar Romero 9-16
Sins of Jezebel (AC) (74) P. Goddard 10-23

Slasher. The 175) Kenney-Collins 5-29

Spaceways 176) Duff-Bartok 8-7

Tall Texan. The 1841 Bridges-Cobb 2-13

Terror Street D. Dur/ea 11-20

Timberlake Chaplain. Jr. -Dean l-l

Twilight Women (89) Jackson-Ray 5-15
Undercover A;ent (69) Walsh-Court 10-2

White Goddess (73) Jon Hall 3-27

No Rev.
5322

5215
5213
5211
5305
5320
5229
5222
5317
5228
5221
5313
5205
5318
5319
5302
5314
5303
5214
5315
5316
5225
5218
5301
5207
5304
5322
5217
5306
5224

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1952-53 Features Completed (67) In Production (2

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE— Running Time

Beau Brummel (T)

True and the Brave ,The IT)

COMPLETED
Actress, The 190)
Affairs of Dobie Gillis (73)

All Brothers were Valiant IT) (95)

Arena (Ans) 13-D) (73)

Bad and the Beautiful, The (118)
Band Wagon. The 1112) IT)

Battle Circus 190)

Big Leaguer 171)

Bright Road -

Code 2 (69) ... .

Confidentially Connie 171)

Crest of the Wave
Cry of the Hunted (80)

Dangerous When Wet ITI 195)

Desperate Search, The 171)
Dream Wife 199)

Easy to Love IT) (96)

Escape from Fort Bravo lAnsC) 198)

Executive Suite
Fast Company (60)

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) (T)

Girl Who Had Everything, Thel69)
Give A Girl A Break 1821

Great Diamond Robbery, The (69)

Cast Rel. No. Rev.
Taylor-Granger _

Gable-Turner

Tracy-Simmons 9-53 . 403 8-24
Reynolds-Van 8-53 346
Taylor-Granger 11-53 407 11-2
Young-Bergen 6-53 337 7-27
Turner-Douglas 1-53 315 2-9
Astaire-Charisse 8-53 345
Bogart-Allyson 4-53 321 2-9
Robinson-Ellen 8-53 347 7-27
Dandridge-Horton 326
Meeker-Forrest 4-53 329 4-20
Johnson-Leigh 4-53 322 1-26
Kelly-Richards
Gassman-Sullivan 330
Williams-Lamas

7-53

. 34 1 . 5-18
Keel-Greer 1-53 314 12-1

Grant.Kerr 6-53 335
Williams-Johnson . 12-53 410
Holden-Parker 409
Holden-Allyson
H. Keel-P. Bergen . 332
L. Turner-Angeli
Taylor-Lamas 3-53 3-9

Champions-Reynolds
Skelton-C. Williams
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IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

About Mrs. Leslie
Legend of the Inca IT) IWSI
Living It Up ITI IWS)
Rear Window |T)

Sabrina Fair IWSI
White Christmas IWSI (T)

COMPLETED
Alaska Seas .

Arrowhead IT) 1105)
Botany Bay IT) (94)
Caddy. The 1951

Casanova's Big Night |T]

Cease Fire I3DI
Come Back Little Sheba 1991
Elephant Walk IT)

Flight to Tanaler IT) I3D) 1901
Forever Female 193)
Girls of Pleasure Island (T) (95)
Greatest Show On Earth (T) (151)
Here Comes the Girls IT) 178)
Koudini ITJ 1105)
Jamaica Run IT) (92)
Jivaro !3DI (T)

Knock on Wood (T) ... ...

Little Boy Lost (95)
Los Alamos ....

Money From Home ITI (3D)
Naked jungle The IT)
Off Limits (89)
Pony Express (T) (101)
Red Garters IWSI (T)
Roman Holiday 1119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D)
Scared Stiff (108)
Shane IT) 1118)
S^alag 17 1120)
Stars Are Singing, The (99) (t)
Stooge, The (100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle I3DI IT) 190)
Ulvsses IT)

Vanguishe.d, The (Tl 184)
War of the Worlds (Tl 185)

Cast
Booth-Ryan
Heston-Maurey
Martin-Lewis
Stewart-Kelly
Bogart-Hepburn
Crosby-Kaye

Ryan-Heflin
Heston-Palance
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
Hope-Fontaine
Korea G. I .'

s

Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor

.
Stewart-Hutton . -

Hope-Marton
Curtis-Leigh
Milland-Dahl
Lamas-Fleming
Kaye-Zetterling
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry-Carke
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney
Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahl
Martin-Lewis
Ladd- Arthur
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

Rel. No.

8-53
I 1-53
9-53

1-54
3-53

I 1-53

4-53
5-53
12-53
7-53
6-53

10-53

4-53
5-53

V-53
5-53
6-53
8-53
7-53
3-53
3-53

5227
5307
5302

5213

5306
5226
5215
5129
5309
5223
5220

5304

5216
5217

5301
5230
5222
5225
5224
5214
5212

Gypsy Colt (Ansl
Half a Hero (711 Skelton-Hagen 9- 53 . 401 8-10
Her Twelve Men (AnCI Garson-Ryan
Hoaxters, The 136) Documentary ZIX- 53 319 1-12

1 Love Melvin (T) (77) O'Connor-Reynolds 3--53 323 . 2-9
Invitation to the Dance IT)
Jeopardy 170)

..Kelly-Youskevitch
Stanwyck-Sullivan

*

. z 2-53
Julius Caesar 1 12 1

1

Brando-Mason 6-15
Kiss Me Kate (3D) IAC) 1 109) Grayson-Keel i i- 53 408 1 1-2

Knights of the Round Table IT) ICS)
Latin Lovers (T) (104)

R. Taylor-Gardner
Turner-Montalban

...........

-53 348 7-27
Lili (T) 181 ) Caron-Ferrer 7--53 342
Long, Long Trailer. The (T) Ball-Arnaz
Main Street to Broadway (98) Ail-Star 7--53 344
Mogambo IT) II 16) Gable-Gardner 10--53 404 9-21

Never Let Me Go 194) Gable-Tierney 5--53 327 4-6
Panther Squadron 8 (AnsC) (WS)
Ouo Vadis IT] (168)
Remains To Be Seen (88)

Johnson-Martin
Taylor-Kerr 218 . ll-l?
Allyson-Johnson T..T--53 331 5-4

Rhapsody 1 i

)

E. Taylor-Gassman
Ride, Vaquero (Ans) 190)
Rogue's March 1841

Gardner-R. Taylor
Lansford-Rule

7-

3-

-53

-53
343
320

4-29
1-12

Rose Marie (EC) ICS) Blyth-Keel
Saadia IT) Wilde-Gam
Scandal At Scourie ITI 190)
Slight Case of Larceny (71)

Garson-Pidgeon
Rooney-Bracken

Z.6-
6

-53
-53

336
334

5-18
6-1

Small Town Girl IT) 193) J. Powell-Granger 4 -53 ... 325
Story of Three Loves IT) (122) All-Star Cast 6--53 338
Take the Hich Ground (Ans)IIOI) Widmark-Stewart 10 -53 406 ... 9-21
Tennessee Champ lAns) Winters-Martin
Terror On A Train 172) _ Ford-Vernon -53 402 7-13
Torch Song (T) 190) Crawford-Wilding 10 -53 405 10-5
Young Bess ITI 1 1 12) Simmons-Granger 5 -53 333 5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (46) In Production (6)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

6-29
10-5
8-10

1-26

1 1-2
6-1
2-23
1-14

6-1
4-20

3-9

8-10
6-15
4-20
4-20
5- 18

1-12

Fleming Barry
Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Rob'nson

10-53 5305 10-5

6-53
10-53

5221
5303

5-13
3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features Completed (18)

Serials Completed ( 0)

Westerns Completed ( 8)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Johnny Guitar
Outcast, The
Shanghai Story

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West
Champ For A Day
City That Never Sleeps
Crazy Legs
El Paso Stampede
Down Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java ITr)
Flight Nurse
Fortune Hunter, The
Geraldine
Hell's Half Acre
Iron Mountain Trail

Jubilee Trail ITr)

Lady Wants Mink. The ITr) (92)

Laughing Anne (T)

Marshal of Cedar Rock (51) .......

Cast Rel. No. Rev.
Crawford-Hayden
McGuire-Mc Nally
O'Brien-Roman

Lane-Waller ., 8-8 5243
Nicol-Totter 8-15 5211
Young-Powers 6-12 5209
Hirsch-Nolan 11-15 5224
Lane-Waller 8-25 5244
Allen-Pickens 7-20 5232
MacMurray-Ralston 4-28 5207
Leslie-Tucker 11-53 5301
Derek-Evans
Carroll-Powers
Corey-Keyes
Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Ralston-Tucker
Hussey-O'Keefe 3-5 5205
Corey-Tucker -

Lane-Waller 2-1 5241

Perilous Journey 190) Ralston-Brian
Red River Shore Allen
San Antone 1901 Cameron-Whelan 2-15
Savage Frontier Lane-Waller 5-15
Sea of Lott Ships Derek-Hendrix 10-22

4-5 5206 5-18

Shadows of Tombstone Lane-Waller
Sun Shines Bright 190) ............ Winninger-Whelan
Sweethearts on Parade ITr) Middleton-Norman
Trent's Last Case Wilding-Lockwood
Trouble in the Glen Margaret Lockwood
Woman They Almost Lynched (90) Lund-Donlevy

9-28
6-53
7- 12

9-22

5203
5242
5213
5233
5208
5210
5212

5-18

3-20 5204

RKO RADIO
1952-53 Features Completed (40) In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

COMPLETED
TITLE— Running Time

Angel Face 191)
Appointment in Honduras

!C) IWSI 179) .

Below the Sahara 165)
Affair With A Stranger (871
Carnival ICl
Count the Hours (74)
Devil's Canyon I3D) IC) 189)
Fake, The 180)
Follow the Fleet (Reissue) 1 1 101

French Line. The ITI I3DI
Hitch-Hiker, The 171)
Isle of the Dead 172)
Marry Me Again 1721

Mighty Joe Young (94)

Out of the Past (Reissue) (97)

Peter Pan (T) 1771

Rangers of the North (Tl (3D)
Rob Roy IT)

Sea Around Us, The (T) (611
Sea Devils ITI (91 )

Second Chance ITI I3D)
She Had to Say Yes 1891

Son of Sinbad (T)

Split Second 185)

Stage Door i Reissue! 191)

Suspicion (Reissue) (99)
Sword and the Rose IT) (92)
Tarzan and the She Devtl 176)

Tod Hat (Reissue) 181)
Without Reservation I Reissue I 1 1 0 1

1

Cast
Mitchum-Simmons

Rel.
2-53

No.

G. Ford-A. Sheridan 10-53
Documentary 5-53
Simmons-Mature 6-53
Baxter-Cochran 12-53
Wright-Carey 4-53
Mayo-Robertson 7-53
O'Keefe-Gray 9-25
Astaire-Rogers 10-53
Russell-Roland 12-53
O'Brien-Lovejoy 3—53
Karloff-Drew 7-53
Cummings-Wilson 10-53
T. Moore-8. Johnson 7-53
Mitchum-Douglas 10-53
Disney-Cartoon Feature ... 2-53
Mature-Laurie 1—54

Todd-Johns 2-54
Documentary 7—53
DeCarlo-Hudson 5-53
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53
Simmons-Mitchum 12-53
Robertson-Forrest 12-53
McNally-Smith 6-53
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine 9-53
Todd-Johns 8-53
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53
Astaire-Rogers - 10-53
Colbert-Wayne .

8-53

312

406
321
323

Rev.

316
402

487

314 2-9
482
404 . 10-19

481
488
392 1-2*

403
320
401 7-13

318
483
486

5491
324
485
484

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Garden of Evil IT) (CS)
Princess of the Nile IT)

COMPLETED
Yank in the R.A.F. (97 1 I Reissue

)

Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)
Blueprint For Murder 176)

Call Me Madam (T) (117)

City of Bad Men (T) 182)

Dangerous Crossing (75)

Demetrius & the Gladiators (CS) IT)

Desert Rats 188)

Destination Gobi IT) 189)

Down Among Sheltering PalmsIT) (87)

Fallen Angel (97 1 I Reissue I

Farmer Takes A Wife. The IT) 181)

Forever Amber ( 1 40 )( Reissue)

Gentleman's Agreement! I 18) Reissue

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (TII9I)
Girl Next Door, The (92) (Tl

Glory Brigade 182)

Gorilla At Large (3D) (EC)
Man In the Attic

Hell and Hign Water ICS) IT)

How to Marrv a Millionaire

IT) ICS) 196) -

Inferno IT) (83)

Invaders From Mars (C) 178)

Keep of the Kingdom I 1 37 1 ( Reissue

)

Kid From Left Field. The 180)

King of the Khyber Rifles (CS) (T)

Kiss of Death 199) (Reissue)

Man Crazy -

Man On A Tightrope 1105) -

Miss Robin Crusoe (EC)
Mister Scoutmaster (87)

Niagara (T) (89) -

Night People IT) ISC)
Pickup on South Street 180)

Powder River IT) 178) ....

President's Lady. The (96)

Prince Valiant (CSI IT)

River of No Return (CSI (T)

Road House 195) IReissue)

Robe. The IT) ICinS) 1 1 35) -

Sailor of the King (83)

Siege at Red River, The
Silver Whip, The 173) _
Snake Pit (108) (Reissue)

Star, The (89) - -
Taxi (77) - —
Three Young Texans IT)

Thv Neiohbor's Wife 177)

Titanic 198)

Treasure of Golden Condor (T) (93)

Tonight We Sing IT) (109)

Vickie (851 -
We Believe in Love IT) ISC)
White Witch Doctor. The (T) 1961

Cast
Cooper-Hayward
Hunter-Paget

Power-Grable
Wagner-Moore
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie
Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Widmark-Taylor
Lundigan-Greer ....

Faye-Andrews
Grable-Sobertson
Darnell-Wilde
Peck-McGuire
Russell. Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Widmark-Darvi

Grable-Monroe
Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Franz
Peck-Mitchell
Dailey-Bancroft
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature
Brand-White
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
Widmark-Dru
Peck-Gam
Widmark-Peters
Calhoun-Calvet
Hayward-Heston
Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
Hunter-Rennie
Johnson-Dru
Calhoun-Robertson
DeHavilland-Stevens
3ette Davis
Daley-Smith
Gaynor-Braselle
Haas-Moore
Webb-Stanwyck
Wilde-Smith
Pinza-Peters
Crain-Peters
Webb-Peters
Hayward-Mite hum

Rel. No.

I 1-53
12-53
9-53
4-53
9-53
8-53

5-53
3-53
3-53

I 1-53
7-53

I 1-53
5-53
8-53
6-53
7-53

367
337
332
311
330
330

319
313
317
365
307
366
352
326
320
323

340

7-53 355
10-53 335
8-53 327

9-53 333
5-53 318
2-53 . 308
4-53 310
11-53 . 334

7-13

20th/ CENTURY-FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (47) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

8-10
3-23

5-18
3-9

2-23

5-4

7-13

6-2?

11-53 336 1 1-16

1 1-53 329 8-24

S-53 314 4-20

7-53 325 8-10

1-54
7-53 354
12-53 339
5-53 316 4-6

338
9-53 331

12-57 233 12-15

6-53 322 5-<

6-53 321 5-18

4-53 312

7-27

2-53 309 —
5-53 353

3-53 316 2-23

3-53 305..

...
5-4

2-23

7-53 324

1
0— 1

9

7-21
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UNITED ARTISTS
1953-54 Features Completed (55) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Adios Texas
Bronco Apache 1TI (WS)
Long Wait, The
Million Pound Banknote IT)

Million Dollar Diamond I3DI

Overland Pacific (C)

Ring Around Saturn 130) (WS) ( EC •

COMPLETED
Act of Love —
Americano
Barefoot Contessa, The
Beachhead I PCI
Beat the Devil

Camels West I3DI IPC)
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas IPathe C) 1751

Captain Kidd & the Slave Girl ICI
Captain Scarlett IT) 175)

Captain's Paradise. The (77)

Crossed Swords I PCI
Donovan's Brain 181)

Dragon's Gold
Fake, The 180)

Fan Fan the Tulip

Fort Algiers (781

Genghis Khan 178)

Gay Adventure (82)

Gilbert & Sullivan (1051 (T)

Golden Mask 1TI

Gun Belt (T) 1771

I. the Jury (3D) 1871

It's in the Bag (87)
Joe Louis Story. The 1881

Man Between, The ( 101 I

Man In Hiding (791

Marshal's Daughter, The (71) ...

Melba IT) 1115) ...

Miss Hargreaves
Moon Is Blue, The (99)

My Heart Goes Craiy (70)
Neanderthal Man, The 178)
Night Beautied
No Escape 1761

99 River Street (83)
Othello
Personal Affair 18?)

Raiders of the Seven Seas IT)
Riders to the Stars
Return to Paradise (T) 1100)
Robinson Crusoe I PCI
Sabre Jet ICI 1941

Scarlet Spear, The ITI

Shark River 180)
Shoot First 1881

Song of the Land (71)
Steel Lady (841

Stranger on the Prowl (82)
That Man From Tangier 188)
Twonky, The 172)

Vice Squad (87)
Village. The 198)

War Clouds I EC) (WSI
War Paint (ECI IWSI 189)
Wicked Woman 177)

Witness, The
Witness to Murder
Yesterday and Today (57)

Cast
George Montgomery
Lancaster-Peters
Quinn-Castle
Heck-Griffiths
O'Keefe-Gray
Mahoney-Castle

Rel. No. Rev.

K. Douglas-D Robin
Ford-Kennedy
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
Bogart-J. Jones
Cameron-Dru

Dexter-Lawrence
Dexter-Gabor
R. Greene-L. Amar
Guiness-de Carlo
rlynn-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Davis
Archer-Brooke
O'Keefe-Gray
Fhilipe-Lollobrigida
Yvonne deCarlo
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Morley-Evans
Hef lin-Hendrix
Montgomery-Hunier
Elliot-Caste
.Elliott-Castle
Wallace-Sims
Mason-C. Bloom
Henreid-L. Maxwell
L. Anders K. Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Holden-Niven
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Phillipe-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Welles-Cloutier
Tierney-Genn
Payne-Reed
Carlson-Lundigan
Cooper-Hayes
D. O'Herlihy
Stack-C. Gray
Archer-Hyer
Cochran-Matthews
McCrea-Keyes
Documentary
Cameron-Hunter
P. Muni-J. Loring
Asther-Coleman
H. Conried-G. Blondell
E. G. Robinson
J. Justin-E. Dahlbeck
Calhoun-Castle
Robert Stack
Eagan-Michaels
Bergman-Brando
Stanwyck-Sanders
Documentary

2-54
12-23
2-54

I 1-20

8- 12

12-18
10-30
9-30
10-14
9-25
10-53
7- 15

4-12
8-21
10-27
2-54
7-24
8- 14

7-53
9- 18

I 1-18
10-2

4-24
8-7

7-53
7-22
6- 19

9- 1

9- 11

1-54
1-54
5-27
12-1

1

7-53
12-18
9-4
1-54

I 1-13
5- 15

I 1-27
10-9

I 1-2

5-8
6- 10

7-31
10-23

8-53
12-4
12-4

12-2

8-24

10-19

6-15

Sml

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (47) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runnina Time

Black Horse Canyon IECI
Fireman Save My Child
Tanganyika IT)

COMPLETED
Abbott & Costello Go To Mars
Abbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jekvll & Mr. Hyde (75)
All American. The . _

All I Desire I79'A)
Back to God's Country IT)

Black Lagoon (3D)
Border River ITI

City Beneath the Sea IT) (87)
Column South IT) 1851
Desert Leqion ITI (86)
Desperate Moment
Drums Across the River (T)

East of Sumatra IT)
Far Country. The (T)
Forbidden
Fort Laramie (El
Francis Covers the Big Town 186)
Genevieve (T)

Girls in the Niaht (83) .

Glass Web, The I3D) IT)
Glenn Miller Story, The (T)
Golden Blade. The IT) 181)
Great Sioux Uprising, The IT) 180)
Gunsmoke IT) (791
It Came from Outer Space I3D) (82)
It Happens Every Thursday (80) .

Johnny Dark (T)
Law and Order ITI 180)
Lone Hand IT) 180)

Cast
McCrea-Gentry
O'Brien-Hackett
Heflin-Roman

Rel. No. Rev.

(77) Abbott & Costello Apr 316 3-23

Aug
Oct
July
Nov
3-54
1-54
Mar
June
Apr

Abbott-Costello
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
Carlson-Adams
McCrea-deCarlo
Ryan-Powers
Murphy-Evans
Ladd-Dahl
D Bogarde-M Zettering
Murphy-Bettger
Chandler-Maxwell
Roman-Stewart ...

Curtis-Dru
Payne-Blanchard
Donald O'Connor
D Sheridan-J. Gregson
Holden-Farrell
Robinson-Forsythe Nov
Stewart-Allyson 2-54
Laurie-Hudson Sept
Chandler-Domergue July
Murphy-Drake Mar.
Carlson-Rush June
Young-Forsythe May
Curtis- Laurie
Reagan-Malone May
McCrea-Hale . May

329
333
325
403

415-16
409
308
320
315
386

7-13

6-1
3-9

Oct

1-54
4-54
July

Feb

334

407

324
481
311

401-2
412

...... 332
326
312

322-35
319

1-26

9-7

6-29
4-20

Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation(75) Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle At Home Main-Kilbride
Magnificent Obsession ITI Wyman-Hudson
Man From the Alamo IT) (79) ... Ford-Adams
Mississippi Gambler IT) 1981 Power-Laurie
Queen Is Crowned, A IT) (661 Documentary
Ride Clear of Diablo ITI Ivlurphy-Duryea
Saskatchewan (T) Ladd-Winters
Seminole (T) 186) Hudson-Hale
Stand at Apache River IT) 177) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 181) Sheridan-Hayden
Taia. Son of Cochise I3D) IT) Hudson-Rush
Titfield Thunderbolt, The IT) Holloway-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) (103) Stewart-Dru
Veils of Bagdad ITI 1821 Mature-Field
Walking Mv Baby Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) O'Hara-Chandler
Winqs of the Hawk 1 3D) ( EC) (81) Adams-Heflin
Yankee Pasha (T) Chandler-Fleming

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time

A Star Is Born IT) ICSI
High and Mighty, The (CS)IWCI
Ring of Fear ICS) IWCI
Lucky Me ICS)

COMPLETED
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms 180)
Regqar's Opera IT) (94)
Blowing Wild (901
Blue Gardenia, The 190) ...

Bounty. Hunter. The (3D)
lAII-media) IWC/

Bov From Oklahoma, The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon ITI 1 102)
Calamity Jane IT) 1101)
Charge at Feather River

(WC) 13D> (96)

Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT) 1 1 10)

Dial M for Murder I3DI
(All-Media) IWCI

Diamond Oueen (EC) 180)
Hondo I3DIIWC1I84)
House of Wax (WC) (3D) 188)
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess 195)
Island in the Sky 1 109)
Jazz Sinqer. The IT) 1 107)
Key Largo 1101) (Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A ITI 188)
Master of Ballantrae ITI 189)
Moonlighter, The I3D) 177)
Murders in the Rue Morgue The

(3D) IWCI (All-Media)
Plunder of the Sun 182)
*ear Guard (3D) (All-Media) IWC)
Ridinq Shotqun (WC)
She's Back on Broadway (WC) (95)
So Big (101)
So This Is Love (Tl 1 101

1

South Sea Woman (99)
System, The 1901
Them 1 3D I (All-media ) IWC

)

Three Sailors and A Girl IT)
Thunder Over the Plains IWC) 182)
Treasure of Sierra Madrell26)Reissue
Trouble Along the Way 1110)

Cast
Garland-Mason
Wayne-Trevor
Beattie-Spillane
Day-Cummings

P. Christian-P. Raymond
Laurence Olivier
Cooper-Stanwyck
Baxter-Conte

Rel. No.

Scott-Dorn
Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel

Wilde-Cochran

Milland-Kelley
Lamas-Dahl
Wayne-Page
Price- Lovejoy
Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter
Wayne-Nolan
Thomas-Lee
Robinson-Bogart
Cagney-Hale
Flynn-Campbell
Stanwyck-Mac Murray

7-25
I 1-28
4-25

2-28
9-5

2-14
I 1-7
10-3
8-1

9-19

312
218

213
301

212
309
305
225
303

Maiden-Dauphin
Ford-Lynn . 8-29
Madison-Weldon
Scott-Weldon
Mayo-Cochran 3-14..

Wyman-Hayden 10-31

Grayson-Abel 8-15
Lancaster-Mayo 6-27
Lovejoy-Perrin 4-18..

Gwenn-Whitmore
powell-McRae 12-26

Scott-Kirk 12-12
Bogart-Huston I 1-7

Wayne-Reed 4-4

224

214
307
226
222
217

314
313
310
214

3 1

4

Apr 418

Aug Jit)

reb 3 1 0 1-12
June 323
3 HA 4 1 3

3-54 414
Mar 3 1 3

Se pt 3 3 1 8-24
32 1

2—54 4 1 1

Oc t 387
Dec . 405
Au cj 327 6-1

404 10-19

Dec 406
1 CA1—34 408
Sept 330-6
4-54 417

WARNER BROTHERS
1952-53 Features Completed (45) In Production (4!

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev

4-13 221 4-29

Special 304
10-17 304 9-21

3-28 215 3-23

5-2 219 4-4
1 1-14 311 1 1-2

7-1 1 223 7-13

5-30 220 5-18

8-24

4-28

2-9
8-24
1-26

9-21
7-27

8-10

2-9
10-5
7-27
6-15
4-6

I 1-16

3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

318
317

ORDER NOW !

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLAL1TE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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LET'S TALK THINGS OVER"
A timely report by M-G-M that will pay you to read carefully

There's plenty of business to be done with good product enthusiastically promoted.

And we're happy to find that our exhibitor friends go along with us all the way in

cooperative teamwork that's getting results.

VALIANT" WORK!
Take a look at the business being done with our Technicolor adventure spectacle "ALL THE
BROTHERS WERE VALIANT." Exhibitors are using these press book angles: 24 -sheet cut-out; the

8-foot standee in their lobbies; the big National Prize Contest, 4 all-expenses-paid round-trips to

Jamaica; the colored lobby stills; the ticket-selling ads; action-packed fronts; lively lobbies; the power-

ful TV trailers; selling of the stars Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth. Valiant work gets

"Valiant" grosses.

BRAVO FOR "BRAVO"!
We urge you to send for the promotion-packed Press Book right now on the powerful color adventure-

romance "ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO"! The trade reviews are enthusiastic. The "Curtain of

Arrows" scene is something the folks will go out and talk about and it's just one spectacular part of

this picture, rich in showmanship angles. Plus star-power: William Holden, Eleanor Parker, John

Forsythe and a cast of thousands.

MOGAMBOXOFFICE"!
"MOGAMBO " continues to clean up. We've had a wonderful response from our recent trade paper

ad on its promotion. Theatre men are getting every last dime from this great Clark Gable and Ava

Gardner showmanship attraction.

KATE" GREAT IN 3-D!
Many showmen are presenting "KISS ME KATE" in 3-D as a result of its success. M-G-M's big

color musical delights the fans and critics state that the famed stage hit is even better on the screen.

It's the first quality picture in 3-D.

WIDE-SCREEN "QUO VADIS"!
For Christmas, spectacular "QUO VADIS" in Wide Screen is a NEW, terrific entertainment.

Better than ever in the new medium. A Perfect holiday offering.

EASY" DOES IT!
Read the rave trade press notices. See for yourself M-G-M's Technicolor Super-Musical "EASY TO
LOVE" the Esther Williams -Van Johnson -Tony Martin Big Show, filmed in the Lovers' Paradise of

Cypress Gardens, Florida. It is the industry's Top Attraction for Christmas and New Years.

YOU AND M-G-M!
Gentlemen, we've got the product. We've only talked about a few of the many. Share our enthusiasm

for the promotional possibilities of the Big Pictures we're making. Success is a partnership. Let's

work together ! ^

P. S. And watch for the next great industry event, M-G-M's First CinemaScope

Picture "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (In Color Magnificence)
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Ihave seen
two more
great completed

C|NemaSc
productions

Beneath The
Y/*»N\\ \ \ i

s

i i

••••••

TECHNICOLOR

In "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," Cinema-

Scope for the first time takes you under the sea,

twenty fathoms down to the domain of the killer-

shark and the giant octopus and the manta ray.

The marvel of CinemaScope's stereophonic

sound engulfs you in excitement you've never

known as the CinemaScope anamorphic lens

captures a spectacular undersea kingdom in a

manner unique to the prowess of CinemaScope.

It is a remarkable human drama, combin-

ing a love story centering around Robert Wag-

ner and Terry Moore with a heartwarming

father-and-son relationship between Wagner

and Gilbert Roland. They evolve as unforget-

table themes in a photographic symphony, an

entertainment honestly and stirringly acted by

its entire cast, superbly produced by Robert

Bassler, expertly directed by Robert D. Webb.

It is, too, a breathless adventure in movie-

making, filmed entirely on location at Nassau

and off the West Coast of Florida in the throb-

bing heart of the sponge-fishing country.

King Of The
Khyber Rifles

technicolor!

"King of the Khyber Rifles," which stars

Tyrone Power, Terry Moore and Michael

Rennie, emerges as the first sweeping adven-

ture entertainment in CinemaScope. It trans-

ports you to the deserts of India, to the strong

holds of the untamed Afridi horsemen, the

colorful bazaars of Peshawar, and the terror

filled "Night of the Long Knives" as the hill

tribes and Afridi lancers join forces in startling

battle scenes.

It is a picture that stuns with its tumultu

ous action, its fabulous fight sequences anc

panoramic range. Brilliantly painted on tht

mighty canvas only CinemaScope can provide

"King of the Khyber Rifles" catapults you int<

the midst of the pomp and glory and the stir

ring adventures that nourished the perilous

course of empire. 1

There are truly great performances by al

the principals and a tender romance betweer

Tyrone Power and Terry Moore. Frank P

Rosenberg has produced "King of the Khybei

Rifles" on a grand scale and Henry King ha;

done a masterful job of direction.



Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King of the Khyber Rifles

are fresh and exciting new experiences in the ever-increasing

wonders of the CinemaScope process. Having seen these pictures,

far different from each other in story and locale and far different,

too, from the themes of the first two CinemaScope presentations,

I am convinced that there is absolutely no limit to the versatility

and range of this gifted new medium, no end to its qualities

of enhancement.

tradition of their CinemaScope predecessors,"The Robe" and "How
to Marry a Millionaire," which have swept the imaginations of the

ticket-buying public and are bringing back in historic fashion large

numbers of the audiences which made our industry great. I firmly

believe that "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King of the Khyber
Rifles" are destined to bring business in every way comparable to

their predecessors.

In the next few weeks, these two productions will have their

world premiere engagements at the Roxy and Rivoli theatres,

respectively, in New York. I predict that these engagements, and

engagements everywhere of "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King

of the Khyber Rifles," will serve to reaffirm the position of Cinema-

Scope as the hallmark of quality that will identify all future pro-

ductions made in this process.

are in every way outstanding attractions in the glorious





R. J. O'DONNELL PAINTS SOME

SILVER LININGS EOR EXHIBITORS

OPTimiSm -Texas Styl

In this era of movie downbeat, the occa-

sional showman like Robert J.
O'Donnell of

Texas is particularly refreshing. While the

theme of so many exhibitors today is the

moan and the groan, Bob O'Donnell goes

about the showmanlike business of painting

his own silver linings.

Not that he's a dreamer—O'Donnell is

a hard-headed business man. It's just that he

understands that there can be no real show-

manship without enthusiasm—and in show

business enthusiasm pays off.

At a recent convention of the Theatre

Owners of Oklahoma, the Texas theatreman

delivered a talk that struck some upbeat

chords for theatre business. He stirred the

hopes of some 250 assembled delegates and

other industryites with his discussion of the

bright side of movie business problems.

Want to know something about mag-

netic tape, Telemeter, television and Texas

brand showmanship? Want to see a silver

lining Listen to what 'Texas Bob' O'Donnell

has to say.

—

Editor's Note.

Highlights of O'Donnell's observations are as follows:

Predicated on the estimated

gross of $1,225,000,000 represented

by a weekly audience of approxi-

mately 55 million people in 1953, the

motion picture industry can look for-

ward within the next two to three

years to a saving of $165,000,000 an-

nually.

R. J. O'Donnell The saving will be affected

through both production and distribution, and it will

be up to us, the exhibitors, to demand and get our share.

This saving will come as a result of the revolutionary

new magnetic tape, which will replace the expensive,

burdensome film of today. Tests have shown that not

only sound, but sight and color, can be recorded on an

inexpensive metallic tape which can be electronically

erased and re-used again or can be discarded after use

and save the return postage.

As a result of the use of this new magnetic tape, you
can readily see the vast savings involved in the produc-

tion, but particularly in the distribution of motion pic-

tures.

By utilizing the new electronically recorded tape,

transportation and distribution costs can be practically

eliminated, since the tape will be compact and light

enough to be shipped parcel post. Actually, the tape will

be small enough to carry in a coat pocket.

Another interesting facet of this magnetic tape is that

it can be used immediately after the picture is taken,

since it requires no processing, developing, or laboratory

work. Moreover, numerous savings will be effected by

the elimination of film inspectors, checkers and shippers

in the exchanges. This technical improvement will

necessarily result in some labor adjustments which our

overall economy can absorb. This means that personnel

in the distribution offices can be reduced by 75 per cent,

or 3,125 employees will be able to handle distribution

where there are now approximately 12,500 employees.

To use an illustration, in Oklahoma City each com-

pany would need a branch manager, secretary, bookers,

salesmen, and an accounting department to operate. Dis-

tribution for the entire Oklahoma area could operate ef-

ficiently in a room the size of the one we are now meet-

ing in today.

W ith the advent of the magnetic tape, film transpor-

tation costs will be practically eliminated. The average

22 million dollars spent each year in transporting film

can be reduced to less than a million dollars by shipping

parcel post.

The use of the magnetic tape is a foregone conclusion,

and beyond that I predict that the industry will go
further and record a feature length picture and the com-

plete program of sight, sound and color on a spool of

magnetic wire which could be carried in a vest pocket.

This technical achievement plus smart analysis of pic-

ture selling can be the solution for the motion picture

industry. Our future has never appeared brighter.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Q'DDNNELL'S OPTIMISM

Cites Television's Troubles
(Continued from Page 5)

Another development is Telemeter. In my opinion

and based on the current available facts and information,

1 feel that Telemeter can either become a tremendous

boom or a tremendous danger to the motion picture in-

dustry. If our exhibition controls Telemeter and we pro-

duce special events and added attractions for Telemeter

consumption, then we can expect the boom. Conversely,

i: our feature films are released simultaneous!)' for Tele-

meter and theatre screen, then we can expect the serious

hazard. Again, in my opinion, our feature films should

not be released to Telemeter without a definite avail-

ability date.

0 Donnell then entered into a discussion oj TV, and stated:

It is a tested and proven fact that TV hurts motion

picture theatres in a community when it first starts oper-

ating in the area. It continues to reduce our gross box-

office business for a period of approximately 11 months.

At this point the TV listening audience begins to decline

gradually. At the end of an eight month period it is

down 43 per cent from its saturation peak. We, as ex-

hibitors, must start a progressive campaign to get this

particular audience back into our theatres.

It has been demonstrated in many instances during the

past year that television, if intelligently used, is a sound

and great media for selling our product.

Capitalize TV Talent
It has been alleged by many of our prominent exhibi-

tors that television is burning up too much of our crea-

tive talent. If television can make it more attractive

than our vast motion picture industry facilities, then we
deserve to lose this vital asset. We not only can recap-

ture the talent we have lost to television but develop our
own and capitalize on the talent being developed by TV.
Make no mistake about it, television has its troubles

too. It is reliably estimated that there will be no more
than 300,000 sets sold to new TV listeners in 1954 as

against 4,500,000 in 1953. for the reason that the stau-

ration peak of 27,;00,000 sets was reached in October of

1953. As a result, television manufacturers have set up a

big advertising campaign to sell new models to present

owners of television sets. Of course, color TV will be a

replacement boom to their industry, but here again the

sales will merely be replacements of the older and more
obsolete television sets.

This problem of audience saturation is verified by
recent reports that the major producers of television sets

have laid off approximately 4,750 technicians and work-
ers w ithin the past month, and have closed two of their

larger plants.

It is also a matter of record that sales on low priced

sets have also skidded drastically downward, and the

leading producer of these low cost sets has laid off 450

employees and closed a plant.

Let's all stop talking about television putting us out of

business. We have the creative manpower to offset this

competitor.

Out of an increase of 24 million population since 1946

there are 17 million additional potential customers for

our theatres. Even with the many competing forms of

amusements that there are today, such as professional

and college football, bowling, etc., we must get our share

of this new potential audience as patrons for our

theatres.

Recent technical innovations, such as wide screen.

CinemaScope, 3-D, Stereophonic Sound, etc., are expen-

sive and coupled with the rise in our operating costs

have caused consternation, but they are essential if we

are to progressively present motion pictures to an audi-

ence that today demands nothing but the finest for their

amusement dollar.

There is a great deal of talk about a shortage of pro-

duct. True, there are not as many pictures being pro-

duced, but the product we are getting is the best ever

made.

Fewer but superior pictures will do the job for us pro

vided we do the proper selling that is necessary. Com-
paring advertising figures of our industry with other in-

dustries we find that we have gradually decreased our

advertising since 1946 while other industries have shown

a steady increase in their budgets. It is my opinion that

we will see our mistake and make the coming year's ad-

vertising the highest in our history, since we are cer-

tainly going to have the product to merchandise.

Texas Campaigns
To prove this point, Texas COMPO has designed two

campaigns for the coming year. The first campaign is

planned to make the month of April, 1954, the largest

theatre attendance month in the history of the motion

picture industry in Texas. The second campaign will be-

to make the month of August even bigger than the April

attendance to prove a point further still.

The last two weeks in March will be devoted to indoc-

trinating the employees. Each theatre manager will be

required to have a photograph made showing his em-

ployees taking a pledge of allegiance to the motion pic-

ture industry. Too many employees are reflecting the

attitude of their employers and talking nothing but

downbeat, whereas the pledge commits them to support

the theatre, the product and the industry in general.

Appropriate indoctrination material will be furnished

every individual associated with the industry in Texas.

We feel it is highly important for our own people to get

right before the campaign is spread to the public.

During the month of April, and as a part of the cam-

paign, each theatre employee will be given the responsi-

bility of bringing one new patron a day into the theatre.

These people w ho are brought in especially by the em-

ployees will be given an insignia indicating that they in

turn have made a personal pledge to talk only in the

highest terms about theatre personnel and the industry.

Naturally, we shall arrange to have only the top pro-

duct available, and we shall capitalize in every way on

(Continued on Page 20)
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By Philip R. Ward

Y( )TJ CAN LOOK FOR sweeping re-evaluations in film

financing and production budgets once the new photo-

graphic tape process is dressed up for commercial usage

. . . Viewed solely as a substitute for raw film stock, tape

will effect savings of at least 10% in ordinary feature

picture cost . . . But greatest economies will be realized

in the reduction of the time charges incurred in current

shooting schedules . . . Number of days in production

regulates the size of the really heavy cost items, such as

talent salaries, stage and technical crew salaries, and the

overhead charges for stage rentals, lighting, and depart-

mental service . . . By paring days and sometimes weeks

from filming timetables, producers might well save up

to 30% and higher.

CHIEF BENFFICIARY of the swing to cinema-tape

will be the financially hard-pressed independents . . .

Lower all-around production budgets might very well

send a Mock of TV him makers to Hollywood for a fling

at the theatre-pic mellon . . . Bank credit will likely

loosen, but more important will be the availability oi

private capital for all concerned.

FEAR OF LABOR CUTBACKS is unfounded, despite

lowered operating budgets . . . Slack will be easily ab-

sorbed in the multiplicity of product that should follow

. . . It is the opinion of this observer that while a work-

able tape process is still several years away, it has far

more important application to motion picture financing

than the medium for which it was originally conceived.

DRAWBACK TO EXHIBITOR ACCEPTANCE of

cinema-tape is already heavy capital investment in pro-

jection booth . . . Swing to new screen devices will have

bitten into bank balances still further by the advent of

T-Day . . . For the rank and file, it'll mean Mama's
bracelot back in hock again for retooling . . . But it

should be worth it.

O
IN THE MEANTIME on the Big Board, trading in

RC A issues was electronically charged, as the stock

bolted up close to three dollars in wake of tape demon-

stration and dividend announcement which included an

extra 20 cents . . . Despite this activity in RCA, the

balance of the TV-radio group continued as listless as a

cotton-picker at 6 a.m. with the entire listing mired down
near its year-long lows.

O
TO MAKE MATTERS WORSE—TV set makers, who
have long contended that there is nothing to fear but

fear itself, found a tangible worry in the Dun & Brad-

street report on estimated retail business failures, by

industries, for 1953. At the top of the list : television

and radio.

WHILE RCA J I'M FED THE GUN with its Princeton

tape show, it is by no means the only laboratory to ex-

periment with this intriguing process . . . Eastman-

Kodak, General Electric, and others have been working

behind locked doors for more than a year, and may yet

beat General Sarnoff's company to the wire with a com-

pletely workable product before the two year period

RCA claims is needed to refine its own development . . .

Research departments, the electronic industries over

will feel the whip ... A dark horse in the race is Bing

Crosby Enterprises, w hich has a near commercially ac-

ceptable tape at this time, but lacks color.

0
TECHNICOLOR, which has been behaving red-hot on

the American Exchange, suddenly sputtered and then

sold off sharply in the week of the big RCA news. It is

far too soon to speculate whether the market is discount

ing the adverse effect of eventual color tape competition

on this company . . . Best opinion is that Technicolor

was subject to ordinary profit-taking, having recently

risen to its year high, combined with an attitude of

caution by investors in waiting to learn how the two

techniques will accomodate themselves to each other.

O
STRONG MARKET POSITION of 20th Century-Fox

is supported by fact that this will be the biggest gross-

ing year in the company's history. It is regarded as a

certainty that 50% cuts made in top echelon executive

salaries at the beginning of '53 will be paid out. Slashes

affected those receiving from $500 up weekly . . . Fox
will spend one million on its Deluxe Film Laboratory

plant in New York to provide for the handling of Tech-

nicolor prints. This will give it a big edge over other

film companies.

O
CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT AT UNIVERSAL
became a fact with the declaration of an extra 25 cents

in addition to the usual semi-annual dividend of 50 cents.

No extra was voted last year . . . Company is earning

about $2.20 per share annually after paying out, at best

estimate, 80 cents per share in excess profit tax . . . Stock

would be one to benefit strongly upon repeal of E. P. T.

and is regarded as a solid capital gain and income bet

for those believing the tax will be repealed.

0
ANOTHER HOT-TIM ER on the American Exchange

is Allied Artists, selling under its old Monogram name

. . . Bouncing like a brawny baby boy at its year peak ot

four and three quarters, company reported a net profit

of $98,990, or 12 cents a share for the first quarter of its

fiscal year, ended September 30. Gross income climbed

half a million dollars over similar period last year.
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TAKE A PEEK INTO THE FUTURE

5 Steps To

StellarVision
A Semi-Scientific Frolic Dated 1964!

WBy Leonard Coulter

ITH the year 1963 ending on a note of uncertainty

for the picture industry, there is some consolation to be found

in the fact—that in the past ten years we have experienced far

gloomier times.

For instance, take 1953—a mere decade ago—six years

before Professor Kuttner made his first historic landing on

the Red Planet and brought back his report on the stone-eat-

ing Martians. What confusion then existed: wide screen,

stereophonic sound, 3D. high taxation, the prospect of metered

TV, a threatened product shortage in Hollywood. All of these

things plagued the exhibitor and clouded his future.

Today, thank heaven, we have reached a position of com-

parative stability in which the motion picture theatre has once

more come to occupy its rightful place in the community as

the source of popular entertainment.

The revolution which brought this about began in 1952

when a name named Fred Waller introduced to Broadway a

new form of film presentation called Cinerama. It set off a

series of innovations which has a chain-reaction of nucleonic

magnitude. For, by stimulating research within the industry,

Waller indirectly engineered the first real fusion of art and

science within our business—a marriage which has now
resulted in the development of that phenomenal principle

known as StellarVision.

The first step leading to StellarVision was Cinerama. The

second was Twentieth Century-Fox's CinePhor. The third was

a development in which MGM and the Polaroid and Techni-

color Corporations played the major role, and whose collabo-

ration brought about the Elextronic Screen. The fourth step

was a Universal project called SensaSound, and the fifth was

an invention which came from outside the film industry—the

PictoMeter pioneered by the National Bureau of Standards in

Washington, D. C. From these basic discoveries sprang

StellarVision, with its near-miraculous capacity for automati-

cally turning human thought into visible images.

Decline of TV
Because the pattern of the past may shed some light on

our future course, it may be profitable at the dawning of the

year 1964 to indulge in a little retrospect and to refresh our

memories as to precisely how the motion picture industry was

reborn and brought to its present peak of prosperity.

In the late summer of 1953 Twentieth Century-Fox offered

a wide screen presentation based on the use of an anamorphic

lens, and which it called CinemaScope. A number of other

major studios, and many prominent independent producers,

realized its enormous potentialities and contracted for use of

the system.

As a direct result, the motion picture industry found itself

in possession of an instrument with which to challenge tele-

vision as a medium of entertainment, because, as soon became

evident, wide screen motion picture of high artistic qualitv

rapidly created dissatisfaction with the limited screen size

of home television receivers which even the introduction of

color TV in 1954 failed to remove. The television industry

made desperate attempts to remedy the position by marketing

Projector Sets—home instruments whose image could be pro-

jected through a system of prisms on to a reflective screen.

But the resultant loss of light was so pronounced on screens

exceeding 2 ft. in height that the new type sets failed to arouse

more than temporary curiosity.

Meanwhile, as a result of the television industry's decision

to abandon black and white in favor of color transmissions,

early in 1955 Earl Sponable, Fox's technical magician, had

been pressing on with research in connection with Twentieth's

big screen television color system—Eidophor. One of the

early troubles with Eidophor was that, owing to the intensity

of the light needed for satisfactory projection in a large

motion picture theatre, some form of refrigeration plant was

necessary in the booth.

3D Without Specs
While wrestling with this task Sponable hit upon some-

thing new in electronic circuitary—the germanium transistor,

which had emerged from the laboratory stage only five years

previously. The first commercial use of germanium crystals

was in the manufacture of tubeless hearing aids in 1953, fol-

lowed immediately by a demonstration by RCA at Princeton,

New Jersey of a whole series of devices, including a portable

public address system, a transistor-powered personal radio

little larger than a matchbox, a toy piano which Chopin could

have carried in his pocket and have used for concert purposes,

and a portable television receiver.

Thanks to the germanium crystal, a greyish-white metal-

lic element derived from various sources, including coke waste,

Earl Sponable was able to remodel Eidophor by dispensing

with the carbon arc lamp. He replaced il with a single electric

lamp. This light. Sponable found, could be amplified 1>\ the

(Continued on Page 10)
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.7 Steps to Stellar Vision

(Continued from Page 9)
f

power given off by the transistors. Thus all the illumination

needed for projection could be obtained without generating

much more heat than a lighted cigarette. Wide Screen Eido-

phor promptly became a practical possibility, and was intro-

duced with stunning effect under the name CinePhor for the

world premiere of Cole Porter's Broadway triumph "A Girl

for You".

Sponable's discovery that the carbon arc—so long an es-

sential part of booth equipment—could be dispensed with was

not, however, exclusive. MGM's research department, in co-

operation with Polaroid and Technicolor, had for some time

been conducting secret experiments at the Hollywood studios

using an entirely new form of picture transmission. In the

Spring of 1955 this system was successfully demonstrated in

Los Angeles, where the Elextronic Screen made its bow before

an astonished audience. The new screen I really a series of

screens in depth, angled one behind the other ) achieved what

optical experts had for years said was impossible.

Using an electronic circuit, a series of different frames

was fed to each separate screen, thus building up a dimension-

al picture which could be seen without the viewer having to

wear polarizing glasses—3D without '"specs". The principle

behind this remarkable invention was so ridiculously simple

that it is surprising it had not been employed before: the pic-

lure intended for the right eye was thrown on to the front

screen, and that for the left eye on the backscreen or one of

the intermediate screens (depending on the degree of depth

desired) each picture traveling at a different speed towards

the eye. Thus, the right eye picture could be seen by that eye

a fraction of a second before that "aimed" at the left eve.

fusion of the two occurring in the mind.

By these and similar technological advances the motion

picture industry, by the beginning of 1956, was making such

a concerted assault upon the emotions of the moviegoer that

several large commercial corporations, long since angered by

the soaring costs, and declining value, of television as a

medium for advertising made overtures in Hollywood for the

production of feature films which thev could "sponsor" in the

theatres.

The spark which fired this idea, however, was the success

of coin-in-the-slot (or pay-as-you-see) TV. Early attempts to

establish Slot-TV had failed dismally when is was found that

the new forms of motion picture presentation, and big screen

theatre TV in color, had so thinned home audiences that the

metered television companies, forced to bolster their revenues,

began to accept commercials on their shows and rapidly found

the public unwilling to pay for programs no better than they

could get on their standard television sets "for free".

Universal's SensaSound
It remained, however, for I niversal Pictures to bring

into being the most startling advance, as far as emotional im-

part is concerned, linder the impetus of Milton Rackmil. I s

President, who had for many years been associated with the

Decca Company, Tjniversal in 1957 launched SensaSound.

which threw into discard almost overnight all previous sound

and stereo-sound systems. The latter had been merely direc-

tional in effect. SensaSound. however, was, in some ways,

similar in effect upon the human senses of "smellies" long

the subject of comedians' jokes. It has been known for cen-

turies that, properly directed, sound can profoundly affect the

mind. Two analogies spring instantly to mind: the unnerving

effect on a captive individual of the constant sound of dripping

water, and the mental stimulus provided by classical music or

hot jazz.

In the case of SensaSound, however, the important notes

and phrases carried over the ConvectaSound system are of

such a high frequency as to be inaudible to the human ear.

They play, not upon the ear-drums, but upon the nerves, and

so can be made in the average person to produce strong re-

actions to such emotions as love, fear, hate, suspicion, anger,

and so on.

President Greets the Pioneers
With these and similar devices the motion picture indus-

try had by 1960 soared to new heights, and was commanding

such vast and responsive world audiences that the President

of the I nited States, attending the Motion Picture Pioneers'

annual banquet that winter, had this to say:

"No industry has achieved an iota of what yours has ac-

complished in the past few years in leading mankind to a new

daien of hope and of world understanding. You, gentlemen,

ore the Heralds of Happiness, the Pioneers of Peace."

Oddly enough, however, it was the President's personal

encouragement which, two years after his address to the

MPPA, enabled one of his own officers, the Secretary of Com-

merce, to disclose that the National Bureau of Standards in

W ashington had evolved the most powerful peace weapon of

all— StellarVision. By adapting for inter-space use a high-

speed electronic computing machine originally designed for

the Air Force, the Bureau had found it possible to relay ideas

in pictures and speech through the ionosphere at hitherto un-

dreamed-of speeds. This PictoMeter equipment, fitted to

rocket-heads traversing the orbits of Earth, Moon and Mars

at 17.000 miles a minute, now enables us to transmit messages,

news and entertainment to any pick-up point in the world

fitted with an Anodiode from one central send-out station.

The Outlook
Now. at the start of 196 1. only one dark cloud lingers on

the horizon: will Congress approve a reduction in the admis-

sions tax? In view of the technological advances achieved by

our industry in the past ten years, and the contributions they

have made to the world's welfare, there is no valid reason why

we should not be given relief from the wearying burden we

have carried for so long. The Chief Executive declares that

observations from the Navy's Space Ships indicate that prepa-

rations are being made by a hostile power in Outer Space to

launch a military attack on Earth. In the circumstances, he

says, it is imperative that our defenses be maintained in a

constant state of readiness, and that this is not the moment for

a series of tax concessions which would unbalance an already

strained budget.

We find no fault with the President's logic, but it is

saddening to have the motion picture theatre continue to be

regarded as a luxury in the class of the mink coat. We urge

the leaders of our industry to continue their attempts to win

justice, for if. indeed, this world is in danger, this is the very

time when our people need relaxation such as we. and we

alone, can provide.
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By JAY ALLEN

Production in Hollywood for the first half

of December is running well behind the cor-

responding period of '52, which was unusu-

ally heavy for the pre-holiday season. The
established studios show a total of 27 fea-

tures on the stages and on location, with

several more independent projects in various

stages of production. An encouraging factor

is the large percentage of top drawer product

currently before the cameras.

Other highlights of the Hollywood scene:

Stanley Kramer moves from Columbia to

United Artists . . . 20th-Fox and M-C-M both

slate imposing releasing schedules for the

first quarter of '54
. . . There is greatly

heightened activity in the independent field,

which promises to take up much of the slack

created by cuts in production schedules of

some major companies.

Veteran film people were interested, but

rather shocked, by Paramount's pushing of

Telemeter . . . Universal announces two

CinemaScope vehicles . . . Republic lines up

two more inde units.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Search for Star Names

Holds Up Production Plans

ALLIED ARTISTS HAS COME TO A
virtual standstill in its production depart-

ment, with no new films slated to get under-

way until the first of the year. The next pro-

duction to go before the cameras will be

"Wanted By The FBI", a John Rich pro-

ject, to be filmed almost entirely on location,

starting around mid-January.

AA execs have encountered casting diffi-

culties on some of their other properties,

which is largely responsible for the present

lull. Inasmuch as the company is committed
to the use of top name personalities on its

new slate, such delays are inevitable since

the company has no stellar names under
term contract.

The big exploitation campaign on "Riot In

Cell Block 11", which is just netting under-

way, calls for an expenditure of $150,000 for

radio and TV advertising aloni—a new high

for tin company. Twelve field exploiteers

have been hired to plug the picture, which
goes into release February 28.

A world premiere, preceding the national

release, has been slated for February 11.

throughout the entire Interstate circuit of

Texas. In addition, nearly 10(1 other Texas

theatres will participate in the premiere

showings.

From all accounts in Hollywood, Walter

Wanger has come up with one of the year's

real sleepers in "Riot". Executives of the

company confidantly predict that it will be

their biggest grosser of recent years.

"The Forty-Niners" (Bill Elliott, Virginia

Grey, Henry Morgan) is completed and
ready for editing. Vincent M. Fennelly pro-

duced the picture, Thomas Carr directing.

COLUMBIA

Kramer Departs, Leaves Big

One for Columbia in "Caine"

THE STANLEY KRAMER COMPANY
is closing shop upon completion of "The
Caine Mutiny" and "The Wild One," mov-
ing off the Columbia lot within the next two
weeks to set up a unit within the United

Artists orbit.

At the time the Columbia-Kramer deal was
set almost three years ago, it was looked

upon as one of the most important indepen-

dent tie-ups ever made in the industry. Origi-

nally, the pact called for Kramer to deliver

30 pictures over a five-year period. However,
the contract was revamped a few months
ago when both sides agreed that it was not

panning out financially. Nevertheless, there

remains a strong possibility that the books

eventually will be balanced, after the release

of "The Caine Mutiny", which should have a

heavy boxofnee potential.

Meanwhile, Columbia is launching one of

its heaviest production splurges in over a

year, in volume, at least. Four pictures are

before the cameras at the present time, with

seven more scheduled to roll during the next

four weeks. Now shooting are: "The Wood-
hawk" (Robert Francis, Donna Reed. Phil

Carey, May Wynn), Technicolor feature

—

Lewis J. Rachmil producing, Phil Karlson

directing; "Fire Over Africa" (Maureen

O'Hara, Macdonald Carey), also in Techni-

color—M. J. Frankovich producing, Richard

Sale directing; "Jungle Man-Eaters" (Johnny

Weissmuller, Karen Booth)—Sam Katzman
producing, Lee Sholem directing; and "The

Human Beast" (Glenn Ford, Gloria Gra-

hame, Broderick Crawford)—Lewis J. Rach-

mil producing, Fritz Lang^ directing.

Coming up during the next month are:

"Tlie Killer Wore A Badge" (Fred Mac-
Murray)—Jules Schermer producer; "The
Pleasure's All Mine" (Betty Grable, Marge
and Gower Champion), in CinemaScope and

Technicolor—Jean Negulesco directing, Jonie

Taps producing; "The Gilded Rooster" (not

cast)— Kill Fadiman producing; "A Nice

Place to Visit" (not cast)—Fred Kohlmar
producing; "Mary Magdalene" (not cast)

—

Buddy Adler producing; and "High Com-
mand" (not cast)—Lewis Rachmil produc-

ing. In addition the Antf'rifSm Pictures inde

production of "The Great Green „Og" (Lex

Barker, Eva Gator, Robert HutPbn) gets

underway on January -I—Albert Zuusmith

producing, Alfred Green directing.

(Continued on Page' '12)
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METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

Production Up With Five

Set for December Shooting

THREE MGM PRODUCTIONS ARE
before the cameras at this writing, with two
more scheduled to roll this week. In pro-

duction are: "Valley of the Kings" (Robert
Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson),
in Eastman Color, on location in Egypt

—

Robert Pirosh directing; "A Bride for Seven
Brothers" (Jane Powell, Howard Keel), in

CinemaScope and AnscoColor—Jack Cum-
mings producer, Stanley Donen director;

"Brigadoon" ((iene Kelly, Cy'd Charisse,

Van Johnson), CinemaScope and Techni-
color, Arthur Freed producer, Vincente Min-
nelli director.

The two new productions slated to roll

this week are: "Student Prince" (Ann Blyth,

Edmund Purdom), in CinemaScope and
AnscoColor—Joseph Pasternak producing,

Richard Thorpe directing; and "P. ( ). W.
Story" (cast not final at this writing)

—

Henry Berman producing, Andrew Marton
directing. "Student Prince" is the project

originally intended for Mario Lanza. Metro
believes it has a great replacement in Pur-
dom, but he'll have to go some to match
either Lanza's vocal or drawing power.
Mervyn LeRoy is leaving Metro, with the

completion of "Rose Marie". One of the

studio's top directors since 1938, LeRoy gave
no inkling that he was considering a change
until the announcement was made. He will

probably enter independent production in the

early Spring.

MGM will usher in 1954 with a releasing

slate of ten features for the four-month
period from January through April. Of that

number two will be in CinemaScope, seven

will be in color.

The schedule is as follows: January re-

leases — "Knights of the Round Table"
(Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Mel Ferrer),

CinemaScope and Technicolor; "Give A Girl

A Break" (Debbie Reynolds, Marge and
Gower Champion), and "The Great Diamond
Robbery" (Red Skelton). Februarj—"The
Long Long Trailer" (Lucille Ball, Desi

Arnaz) and "Saadia" (Cornel Wilde, Mel
Ferrer, Rita Gam). March—"Rose Marie"
(Ann Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando
Lamas), CinemaScope and Technicolor,

"Tennessee Champ" (Shelley Winters,

Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn). April —
"Flame and the Flesh" (Lana Turner, Pier

Angeli, Carlos Thompson), "Gypsy Colt"

Donna Corcoran, Ward Bond, Frances Dee)
and "Rhapsody" (Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio

Gassman ).

PARAMOUNT

Balaban, Goldwyn Statements

On Telemeter Startle H wood
HOLLYWOOD WAS STARTLED

and somewhat shocked by the remarks of
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Barney Balaban and Samuel Goldwyn in

connection with the Telemeter slot TV test

at Palm Springs. Balaban said: "Paramounl
will make available all its motion pictures to

Telemeter!" Goldwyn said: "Paid TV is the

coming thing!"

Veteran industryites believe that the re-

puted plan to include theatre owners in on

the Telemeter scheme is a temporary ex-

pedient and one designed to lessen exhibitor

resistance to Paramount for sponsoring slot

'i "v . Most film people to whom this reporter

has talked take the view that subscription

television, if it should prove feasible, would
prove to be the death-knell of the exhibitor

branch of the industry. Well, time will

answer that one.

Whether intended for theatres or for Tele-

meter, Paramount has the biggest volume of

features currently before the cameras. Five

are presently shooting.

Recent starters are: "Rear Window"
(James Stewart, Grace Kelly, Wendell Corey,

Thelma Ritter)—Technicolor—Alfred Hitch-

cock producing and directing; "Conquest of

Space" (Eric Fleming, William Redfield), in

color—George Pal producing, Byron Haskin

directing; "The Bridges of Toko-Ri" (Wil-

liam Holden, Mickey Rooney)—a Perlberg-

Seton production.

Previous starters that are still in work
are: "White Christmas" (Bing Crosby, Vera-

Ellen, Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney),

Technicolor— Robert Emmett Dolan produc-

ing, Michael Curtiz directing; "Living It

Up" (Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis Janet Leigh,

Fred Clark), Technicolor—Paul Jones pro-

ducing, Norman Taurog directing.

"Sabrina Fair" (Humphrey Bogart, Aud-
rey Hepburn, William Holden, Walter

Hampden), which was presumably completed

two weeks ago, has gone back on the stages

for some re-shooting.

When Alfred Hitchcock completes "Rear

Window ", he will immediately start prepa-

rations on another Paramount film, "Catch

A Thief" (Cary Grant), planned as one of

the company's top pictures for 1954. John
Michael Hayes is writing the script from the

David Dodge novel, which deals with a re-

tired French criminal who works with the

police.

REPUBLIC

Two New Inde Projects

Signed for Republic Release

FOLLOWING THROUGH ON HIS
announced plan of offering financing and

studio facilities for independent product,

Herbert J. Yates has completed negotiations

with two more independent companies which

have projects scheduled for starting early in

'54.

The two features are Dudley Pictures'

"Tobor" and Mickey Rooney Enterprises'

"The Mighty Melvin". The former, to roll

on January 5, will be produced by Richard

Goldstone, who collaborated with Philip

McDonald on developing Carl Dudley's

original story. It has a science-fiction theme.

Maurice Duke will handle production reins

of "The Mighty Melvin," which is tentatively

slated for March filming. It is an original

comedy by Blake Edwards, who is a likely

candidate for the director assignment.

Two new features went into production

earlier this monthJ"Shanghai Story" (Ruth
Roman, Edmond O'Brien, Richard Jaeckel)
— Frank Lloyd producing and directing; and
" The Hot Heiress" (Judy Canova, Donald
"Red" Barry, Chick Chandler) — Sidney

Picker associate producer, Charles I.amont

director.

Orson Welles has been signed to co-star

with Margaret Lockwood, Forrest Tucker
and Victor McLaglen in "Trouble in the

Glen," the second picture to be made by
British producer-director Herbert Wilcox
under his joint agreement with Republic.

Filming is slated to get underway in Scot-

land early in January.

Shooting on "Johnny Guitar" (Joan ( raw-

ford, Mercedes McCambridge, Sterling Hay-
den, Scott Brady) wound up during the first

week of December. Republic people have
very high hopes for this one.

RKO

Shooting Still Slow, But

Ed Grainger Promises Pick-up

ALTHOUGH THIS COMPANY HAS
been forced to fall back on more reissues to

fill its distribution schedule, production chief

Edmund Grainger is quoted as repeating

that RKO is on a sound footing financially,

and ready and able to launch a big produc-

tion drive within the next few weeks.

Two long-postponed features actually did

get underway this month, and Grainger as-

sures FILM BULLETIN that Dick Powell

will have two more ready to roll in a very

short time. In addition, Grainger says that

RKO has 15 stories ready to roll.

The two features which went into work,

breaking the long shut-down at the studio,

are: "Susan Slept Here" (Dick Powell, Deb-

bie Reynolds)—Harriet Parsons producing,

Frank Tashlin directing, and "The Big Rain-

bow", which is engaged in pre-production

filming of backgrounds on location in Ha-

waii. Stars Jane Russell and Gilbert Roland

are due to arrive in Hawaii this week to join

director John Sturges and the rest of the

crew.

The two Powell productions being pre-

pared for early filming are: "The Long

Wire" and "The Conquerors".

The company ran into censor troubles this

month on "French Line," which was denied

a production code seal of approved. How-
ever, certain changes have been made in the

picture to meet the Breen office demands,

thereby making it possible to have prints

ready for a late January release.

A new anamorphic lens with an aspect

ratio up to three to one is being tested at

RKO, with an eye toward possible adoption

for at least a portion of the future slate. The

lens was developed by Joseph and Irving

Tuskinsky, with RKO's assistance. Accord-

ing to the brothers, it is capable of showing

any aspect print, including CinemaScope.

The process will be made available to the

entire industry, although RKO, for its co-

operation will be given the first license.

(Continued on Page 19)
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20TH CENTURY-FOX

Nine Releases Set Thru

March, Four in CinemaScope

TWENTIETH-FOX IS STEPPING UP
it releases for the four-month period starting

in December and running through March.

A total of nine films will go out during the

period, four of them in CinemaScope and

seven in Technicolor. Included in the re-

leases are the first four pictures turned out

by Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Produc-

tions.

The December releases are: "Beneath the

12-Mile Reef," CinemaScope and Techni-

color; "Man Crazy," produced by Sidney

Harmon and Philip Yordan; and Panoram-

a's "Man in the Attic".

January releases are: "King of the Khyber

Rifles," CinemaScope and Technicolor, and

Panoramic's "Three Young Texans," in

Technicolor.

February: "Hell and High Water," in

CinemaScope and Technicolor, and Pano-

ramic's "The Seige at Red River," in Tech-

nicolor.

March: "River of No Return," Cinema-

Scope and Technicolor, and Panoramic's

"Gorilla At Large," available in either 2D or

3D and Technicolor.

There has been heavy trading in the talent

market, this month, indicating that Darryl

Zanuck and Company are thoroughly con-

vinced of the future of CinemaScope. Among
the new talent pacts signed this month are:

a seven-picture, seven-year deal with Richard

Burton; one with Kirk Douglas for three

pictures, starting with either "The Egyptian"

or "The Racer"; one with Gregory Peck,

calling for him to star in five features over a

three-year period; with a five-year straight

contract with John Justin, the British actor

who recently completed "King of the Khy-

ber Rifles".

Three pictures are in production at the

present time: "Garden of Evil" (Gary

Cooper, Susan Hayward, Richard Widmark,
Cameron Mitchell, Hugh Marlowe), Charles

Brackett producing and John Sturges direct-

ing, and two Panoramic productions, "Prin-

cess of the Nile" (Debra Paget, Jeffrey Hun-
ter, Michael Rennie), in Technicolor—Leon-

ard Goldstein producing, Harmon Jones di-

recting; and "The Kid From Outer Space"

(Charles Coburn, George Winslow)—Leon-

ard Goldstein producing, Oscar Rudolph di-

recting.

Three CinemaScope productions are sched-

uled to start at approximately 30-day inter-

vals, during the period January 1 through

March 30. They are: "The Egyptian," which

will star either Marlon Brando or Kirk

Douglas—Darryl Zanuck personally produc-

ing, and Michael Curtiz directing; "Broken
Lance," for which Spencer Tracy has been

borrowed from MGM—Sol C. Seigel to pro-

duce, Edward Dmytryk to direct; and
"Desiree" (still to be cast)—Julian Blaustein

producing, Anatole Litvak directing.

UNITED ARTISTS

Kramer Return Hypoes

Growing UA Producer List

CHALK UP ANOTHER IMPORTANT
entry in UA's fast-growing stable of top-

flight producers. As expected, Stanley Kra-

mer, upon termination of his contract with

Columbia, returns to this company, for

which he formerly made such outstanding

hits as "High Noon", "Champion" and

"Home of the Brave". His last project for

Columbia was the forthcoming "The Caine

Mutiny".

Returning to what he regards as "the hap-

piest working conditions for me", Kramer
said his experience has taught him that "I

am happier when making one picture at a

time, following it through from start to

finish."

At the present time, Kramer owns no

properties, having relinquished his share in

two scripts which he owned together with

his former partners, Sam Katz and George
Glass. However, he is known to be negoti-

ating for an important property as his first

UA project.

Only one production is now shooting for

a UA release. This is "Bronco Apache" (Burt

Lancaster, Jean Peters), in Technicolor

—

produced by Harold Hechet, directed by
Robert Aldrich.

Filming was completed only last week on
Chester Erskine's production of "Witness to

Murder" (Barbara Stanwyck, George San-

ders)—Roy Rowland directing.

UA's release of London Films' "The Cap-
tain's Paradise" (Alec Guiness) has run into

censorship troubles, the Breen office having

denied it a Production Code Administration

seal of approval on grounds that it violates

code restrictions in the treatment of bigamy.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Two Spectacle Films Set

For U-l CinemaScope Lensing

RECENT TOP ECHELON EXECU-
tive meetings at the U-I studio resulted in a

decision to move forward on the company's
first two CinemaScope productions within

the next week.

First to roll last week was "The Black

Shield of Falworth", starring Tony Curtis

and Janet Leigh, with Robert Arthur pro-

ducing, Rudy Mate directing. Originally

titled "Men of Iron", this is a tale of Eng-
land in the days of Henry IV. Universal's

second C'Scope feature will be "The Sign of

the Pagan", story of the Roman Empire, to

star Jeff Chandler. Albert Cohen will pro-

duce, Douglas Sirk will direct. Start is set

for this week.

Two other features are before the cameras,

in addition to "The Black Shield". They are:

"Playgirl" (Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan)

—Albert J. Cohen producing and Joseph

Pevney directing, and "Fireman Save My
Child" (Spike Jones, Buddy Hackett) —

Howard Christie producer, Leslie Goodwins
director.

U-I will be the first major company to re-

lease a feature in both the conventional 3D
and the Moroptican one-strip projection pro-

cess. The feature is "Taza—Son of Cochise",

which is now being edited for early 1954 re-

lease.

WARNER BROTHERS

Report William Goetz

May Produce For Warners
WITHIN THE PAST TWO WEEKS,

Warners has taken over the distribution of

two independent productions: "Duel in the

Jungle" (Dana Andrews, Jeanne Crain)—

a

Moulin Production co-produced by Marcei

Hellman and Tony Owen, directed by

George Marshall; the Herman Swarttz-

Walter Doniger inde, "Duffy of San Quen-

tin" (Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly, Joanne

Dru) —Swarttz producing and Doniger di-

recting.

Several other independent deals are pend-

ing, as Warners continues to tighten its own
production activity, while, at the same time,

expanding its inde tie-ups. One distinct pos-

sibility, is a possible tie-up with William

Goetz, ex-production head at U-I. Despite

all of the talk that Goetz is all set to form

his own company at Paramount, FILM
BULLETIN is reliably informed that War-
ner Brothers actually has the inside track on

his future productions.

Four pictures are in production at War-
ners at the present time—all in Cinema-

Scope and WarnerColor. They are: "A Star

Is Born" (Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack

Carson)—Sid Luft producer, George Cukoi

director; "Lucky Me" (Doris Day, Phil

Silvers, Robert Cummings, Nancy Walker)

—Henry Blanke producer, Jack Donohoe di-

rector; "Ring of Fear" (Clyde Beatty,

Mickey Spillane, Pat O'Brien)—a Wayne-
Fellows production, Robert Fellows pro-

ducer, James Edward Grant director; and

"The High and the Mighty" (John Wayne,
Claire Trevor, Laraine Day, Robert Stack,

Jan Sterling)—also a Wayne-Fellows pro-

duction—William A. Wellman directing.

Next to roll will be "The Talisman" (Vir-

ginia Mayo, George Sanders, Rex Harrison),

also in CinemaScope and WarnerColor —
Henry Blanke producer, David Butler direc-

tor.

Warner Brothers is once again consider-

ing a major production for Cinerama, ac-

cording to well informed sources. The exact

property under discussion, if one has been

singled out, was not divulged, nor were any

details available on how the project would

be financed. Warners had discussed such a

production a few months ago, but dropped it

after adopting CinemaScope for its own pro-

gram of top-budget features.

Cartoon production resumes here on Janu-

ary 4. Edward Selzer, head of WB cartoons

studio, set arrangements with Jack L. War-
ner to deliver between 25 and 30 subjects

in 1954.

(Continued on Page 20)
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DONNELL'S OPTIMISM

Urges Appeul To II ««»«•#»

(Continued from Page 6)

the Academy Awards, especially since the Academy
Award presentation is being televised the same as last

year. We shall further capitalize on all the Academy
Award pictures and take full advantage of national

radio, newspaper and magazine publicity.

I am not going to reveal the details of the second cam-

paign until we have proven our first point. The special

campaigns will be made available to you if you want to

theatre and I know that it will pay enormous dividends

for the money spent. Since you are our sister state, the

campaign will be made available to you if you want to

use them, and we hope you will.

We of Interstate Theatres in Texas have dedicated

ourselves in 1954 to fulfill a program of exhaustive mer-

chandising and better housekeeping which is essential

to stimulate the expanding public. We are confident of

our program through the two major projects, namely,

exhaustive use of advertising and selling campaign for

each picture, plus, and this is a big plus—a complete re-

modeling of our housekeeping methods.

Women rule both the house and the purse strings

—

their standards are high and we must maintain them in

the operation of our theatres. Yet, we have failed shame-

fully, but not hopelessly, by ignoring this fact. The in-

filtration of indifference to women is so apparent and

pronounced in the case of this single industry that it

would seem to have almost become a policy.

The automobile industry is high on the list of those

who have consistantly catered to the woman car owner.

Each new car has brought the last word in comfort,

safety and ease of driving for the woman. In addition,

the new model cars are changing in color from the

browns, black and greys to the pastel shades to dear to

milady's heart.

The merchandising of food and supplies is today

something to behold. The super markets are really super

in their appeal to the housewife. She selects her choice

from the finest in foods including scientifically and at-

tractively wrapped meats, vegetables and staples in a

shop that is impeccably clean and air conditioned,

brightly lighted and attractive in the smallest detail ; in

many instances she knows the manager and the staff

and they are interested in her orders and courteous in

their attention.

Too often the reverse happens when she goes to the

theatre with her family. The odor is offensive and the

rest rooms dirty. The picture from the projection ma-

chine hits everything but the screen. The sound is too

loud and the carpets worn. In general, the atmosphere

is depressing, with sullen, arrogant, untrained and

understaffed personnel to make the conditions even

worse. This is one of the vital reasons for our declining

boxoffice.

We can look forward to elimination or certainly a re-

duction of the 20 per cent Federal Admission Tax. This

is one more of the many bright spots on our horizon

for 1954.

r
STUDIO SIZE-UPS

(Continued from Page 19)

INDEPENDENTS

Product Need Spurs New

High For Inde Production

The independent skyrocket is about to

burst over Hollywood with a galaxy of high-

budgeted, star-studded productions, fired by

the threat of a product shortage.

At least a half-dozen new independeni

companies have been set up within the past

month, with new ones being announced

every day. Moreover, the companies repre-

sent some of Hollywood's top talent—both

stellar and executive.

The outfit attracting most attention is Wil-

liam Goctz Productions, which has already

slated two films. First to roll will be the

life story of Maurice Chevalier, with Danny
Kaye set for the starring role. This will be

followed by "Dawn in the Sky," an outdoor

action melodrama in Technicolor, with James

Stewart starred.

George Sherman, a director at Universal-

International for the past seven years, is an-

other newcomer to the ranks of indepen-

dents. He plans to turn out one inde pro-

duction per year, starting with "File 246"

which will star Shelley Winters and Van
Heflin. He expects to get the film rolling

around the first of April, on location in Rome.
Dick Powell and June Allyson have also

started legal arrangements to set up an inde

outfit, to go into production just as soon as

Powell fulfills his current commitments at

RKO. He will produce and direct, with Miss

Allyson starring in some of their films.

Charlton Heston is another from the actor

ranks who has set up an independent pro-

duction. He plans to team up with Jerry

Hopper, who directed his latest starrer for

Paramount, "Legend of the Inca".

Earle Lyon, who produced and co-starred

in "Dieppe Raid", has formed Enterprise

Cinema Productions, and plans to make
three pictures annually. Director Alfred

Werker is readying an inde production of

"Strong Arm", the story of corruption in a

big U. S. city, as his initial entry into the

field, and Charles Feldman, president of Fa-

mous Artists Agency, is readying a package

on the life of King Farouk, which will star

Gregory Ratoff.

Among the established independents, the

following projects have been revealed for

1954: Abner Greshler—a biopic of the late

Neville Chamberlain, prime minister of Great

Britain; James Woolf of Romulus Films

—

"The Wine and Etna," a screenplay by Max
Greene and Roy Miller; Howard C. Brown
Productions—"Turmoil," a story about Trap-

pist monks; Moulin Productions—"Moby
Dick," to be directed by John Huston; Allan

Dowling Productions — "Hurricane Road,"

to be filmed on location in the Bahamas; and

Eugene Frenke and Rene Williams—"Heav-
en Knows Mr. Allyson", based on the

Charles Shaw novel, and starring Kirk

Douglas.

On the more immediate production agen-

da are: "Kerry Drake" (William Lundigan,

Martha Vickers, Arline Judge)—a Les Haf-

ner production; "New York Confidential"

(not yet cast)—a Clarence Greene, Russell

Rouse production set to roll on January S;

"A Bullet Is Waiting" (Jean Simmons, Rory
Calhoun, Steve McNally)—a Welsch Pro-

ductions, Inc. project, to be filmed in color

for wide screen, starting later this month;

"The Story Of A Cop" (Ida Lupino)—

a

Filmakers production, to roll January 4.

Two independents have just wound: "Trea-

sure of the Untamed" (John Agar, Rose-

marie Bowe)—an R-K production filmed in

Haiti, directed by Joel Judge; and "The

Long Wait" (Anthony Quinn, Gene Evans,

Charles Coburn, Peggy Castle)—a Parklane

production, Lesser Samuels producing, Vic-

tor Saville directing.
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PIN POINT REVIEWS
Crisp, Business-wise Analysis

of the New Films

"Hondo" (3D)

Scctitete 'Rati*? O O O
Good Wayne western with strong grossing potential.

Superior 3D, but gimmick effects are again held to mini-

mum. Should acquit itself favorably in all situations, best

returns in action houses.

Technically one of the top 3D films. John Wayne cast

in tailored role as lone U. S. Cavalryman who hefriends

young mother and her little son, becomes involved in

Indian warfare. Good WarnerColor, plenty of action

and human interest, as well as deft comic touches. Depth

registers well, but one is aware of light loss in the 3D
projection, which doesn't add much in the way of gim-

micks to compensate for darkened screen and need of

glasses. Indian torture scenes make for strong melo-

drama. Fine photography of western backgrounds adds

to enjoyment. Wayne fans will eat it up, audiences gen-

erally should find it satisfactory entertainment, even

among the more discriminating. Pressbook is especially

good, utilizing the Wayne name and a "High Noon" ap-

proach for class to lift it above the usual outdoor ad-

venture. Phil

Warner Bros. 84 Min. John Wayne, Geraldine Page, Ward Bond, Lee Aaker,

Michael Pate, Leo Gordon, Rudolfo Acosta. Producer, Robert Fellows. Direc-

tor, John Farrow.

"Give A Girl A Break"

Routine Technicolor musical. Best suited to program fare

in family market, weakest in action situations. Debbie

Reynolds, Champions marquee, frivolous story treatment,

will appeal chiefly to 'teeners. Champion dance routines

and lavish production best saleable items.

Film delivers entertainment when principals are danc-

ing and singing their way through musical numbers,

but suffers from formula treatment. Roof-top dance se-

quence by the Champions best of lot. Story of three

girls trying out for the lead in a Broadway show lacks

freshness in approach and treatment. Marge Champion,

Debbie Reynolds and Helen Wood compete for the star-

ring role in show directed by Gower, when the feminine

lead walks out in a burst of temperament. Situation is

complicated when first one then the other seems assured

of the part. Reynolds finally wins out. Romantic and
comedy elements are weak. Neil

M-G-M. 81 Min. Marge Champion, Gower Champion, Debbie Reynolds, Helen
Wood, Bob Fosse, Kurt Kasnar, Richard Anderson, William Ching. Producer,
Jack Cummings. Director, Stanley Donen.

"Money From Home" (3D)

3u4i*te44 7£*ti*? O O O
Rating for early runs based on Martin & Lewis popularity,

but unfavorable word-of-mouth will lower grosses in sub-

sequents. Best for small towns where the M & L names

register most strongly.

Trite comedy will have to depend on Martin & Lewis

draw for b.o. power. Color and technical values good,

but opportunities to capitalize 3D effects for comedy are

muffed almost entirely. Taken from Damon Runyon
tale that has been told in variations countless times,

about a horseplayer in debt who calls on his whacky
cousin, a veterinary hospital interne, to fix a race in

order to recoup. Lewis scores in a few sequences, as

when he impersonates a British steeplechase jockey in a

hectic race, or his misadventures in a harem. But its not

enough to carry the picture. Musically, Lewis gets

chuckles with the "Be Careful Song", and Martin lyri-

cizes "Love Is the Same". Pair also do a takeoff on the

Cyrano de Bergerac balcony scene that is good for

laughs. Hal Kanter screenplay is a mish-mosh of non-

sense. Comics' names should make it a good attraction

in the primary spots before the unfavorable talk gets

around. Neil

Paramount. 99 Min. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Marjie Miller, Sheldon Leonard,

Richard Haydn, Romo Vincent, Pat Crowley. Producer, Hal B. Wallis. Direc-

tor, George Marshall.

"Three Sailors and a Girl"

Scuuteu IZattH? GOO
Rating could be higher where filmusicals click. Handi-

capped by oft-told backstage story. Musical numbers

keep things moving fast. Must depend on selling to climb

above average. Star names should draw younger group.

Technicolored musical comedy is strong enough on

the musical end, but commonplace in its story and

humor. Young Miss Powell, in some whistle costumes

and delivering a few provocative lyrics, works hard.

Gordon MacRae does passably well in the singing rou-

tines, Gene Nelson manages the dancing chores, with

Miss Powell offering able assists in both departments.

Tale has three gobs, MacRae, Nelson and Jack Leonard,

as investment representatives of a submarine crew with

accumulated savings of $50,000. They sink their dough
in a show starring Miss Powell, which first flops then

turns out to be a smash hit. Returns in family spots and

where exploited may edge above the norm
;
elsewheiv,

ordinary grosses or low er. Phil

Warner Bros. 98 Min. Jane Powell, Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson, Sam
Levene, George Givot. Producer, Sammy Cahn. Director Roy Del Ruth.

ScuiHcte &<tt£*t Q Q Q Q tops . OOO good o G average G POOR
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FRANCES LANGFORD
PHIL REGAN

in

I'LL REACH
FOR A STAR

Re-edited from

"THE HIT PARADE"

GALLANT

THOROUGHBREDI
Re-edited from

"SOMEONE TO REMEMBER"
with

MABEL PAIGE
JOHN CRAVIN

DOROTHY MORRIS

JOHN CARROLL
SUSAN HAYWARD

in

Re-edited from
'HIT PARADE OF 1943"

with

GAIL PATRICK
EVE ARDEN

Re-edited from "BRAZIL'

Co-starring

TITO GUIZAR
VIRGINIA BRUCE

featuring

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
Guest star

ROY ROGERS

Re-edited from

"MURDER IN THE MUSIC HA

starring

VERA RALSTON
WILLIAM MARSH.

in
Re-edited from

"EARL CARROLL'S SKETCHBOOK"

starring

CONSTANCE MOORE
WILLIAM MARSHALL

with BILL GOODWIN



STARDUST and

SWEET MUSIC
Re-edited from "CALENDAR GIRL"

starring

JANE FRAZEE
WILLIAM MARSHALL

GAIL PATRICK
KENNY BAKER

VICTOR McLAGLEN

DO

331
Re-edited from

THE RED MENACE"

with

ROBERT ROCKWELL
HANNE AXMAN
ETTY LOU GERSON

LOST PLANET

AIRMEN
Re-edited from

"KING OF THE ROCKET MEN"

featuring

TRISTRAM COFFIN
MAY CLARKE

FLAME OF

SACRAMENTO
Ke-edited from

"IN OLD SACRAMENTO"

starring

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

CONSTANCE MOORE

JAMES DUNN
MONA FREEMAN

DENNIS O'KEEFE

CONSTANCE MOORE
in

in

TOUGH GIR1
Re-edited from

"THAT BRENNAN GIRL"

co-starring

WILLIAM MARSHALL
JUNE DuPREZ

ROMANCE

MOONSTRUCK
MELODY

Re-edited from

"EARL CARROLL VANITIES"
featuring

EVE ARDEN

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

JOHN CARROLL

CATHERINE McLEOD
in

M
Re-edited from "HIT PARADE OF V

starring

KENNY BAKER • FRANCES LANGFORD
HUGH HERBERT • MARY BOUND
ANN MILLER W j th patsy keliy

PHIL SILVERS • STERLING HOLLOWAt
and featuring BORRAH MINEVITCH and

HIS HARMONICA IASCALS

Re-edited from "THE FABULOUS TEXAN
with

ALBERT DEKKER • ANDY DEVI!

KING OF THE

RACETRACK
Re-edited from Frank Borzage's

"THAT'S MY MAN"

starring

DON AMECHE

CATHERINE McLEOD

VERA RALSTON

Re-edited from "LAKE PLACID SERENADE"
featuring

EUGENE PALLETTE • VERA VAGUE
ROBERT LIVINGSTON • STEPHANIE BACHELOR

Guest Star

ROY ROGERS

le-edited from "OLD LOS AN(

starring

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

JOHN CARROLL
CATHERINE McLEOD
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT



Newspaper Strike

The New York newspaper strike had not

nearly so bad an effect on midtown theatre

grosses as was feared by theatremen, but it

hit hard at the subsequent run houses. While

a few of the top film houses were adversely

affected, (Radio City Music Hall advertising

was caught with its Christmas Show coming

up, had to answer countless queries by cus-

tomers on its program, slowing up business)

the bulk of the Manhattan filmeries were do-

ing business as usual, drawing the huge

walk-by trade with their impressive fronts.

Subsequent runs, however, with nabe houses

depending largely on amusement page ads

to let their patrons know about pictures they

want to see, were down.

The big houses counteracted much of the

damage done by the strike by switching to

radio and TV advertising, an ad outlet closed

by economic handicaps to the smaller thea-

tres,

Tax Repeal Hopes Up
Undersecretary of the Treasury Marion

Folsom's statement that his department in-

tends to correct "serious inequities" in the

tax structure gave rise to new hope of early

repeal or reduction of the 20 per cent admis-

sions tax. Folsom, addressing the National

Ass'n of Manufacturers declared that while

the Administration couldn't "afford as much

revision as we would like immediately," the

Treasury would recommend proposals aimed

at "stimulating productivity and growth and

towards removing serious inequities."

Meanwhile, COMPO members who had

conferred with Folsom earlier, met in Wash-
ington to consolidate plans for the forthcom-

ing industry tax repeal campaign. Huddling

with Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of the

COMPO tax committee were Sam Pinanski,

one of the triumvirate heading COMPO, and

special counsel Robert W. Coyne.

Knights" Record Campaign

Metro is heading for one of the biggest

campaigns for its first CinemaScope film,

"Knights of the Round Table". Ad-publicity

chief Howard Dietz, assisted by his aides,

studio publicity topper Howard Strickling,

ad head Silas F. Seadler, publicity manager

Dan Terrell and the other exploiteers in

Leo's den, is aiming the promotion "with

novelty of approach and a determination for

reaching the greatest audience ever." Film

will bow at the Los Angeles Egyptian on

Dec. 22.

There was a sour note for Metro, from

Chicago, where "Knights" was due to open

in a Balaban & Katz theatre. Federal Judge

Michael Igoe denied M-G-M unlimited run

rights for the film in a R&K first-run thea-

tre because the chain has that prerogative

for "The Robe," now playing at the State

Lake. Another house, though, can petition

for the unlimited run under the Jackson

Park decree.

'Moon Ban Off in Md., N. J.

The Baltimore City Court rescinded

the ban by the Maryland State Censoi

Board on showing of United Artist's

"The Moon Is Blue".

Calling the Maryland Board's action

"arbitrary and capricious", City Judge

Herman M. Moser stated: "If the Pro-

duction Code were law, it would bt

plainly unconstitutional."

Showing of "Moon" in New Jersey's

Hudson County was cleared also when

a Jersey City Grand Jury returned a

verdict of "no bill" against the Stan-

ley, charged with "possession of an ob-

scene film". Other N. J. cities had

been playing the film.

Aid, Not Panacea
Innovations in the movie industry "may

make a good picture better, but they will

never make a bad picture good," TOA presi-

dent Walter Reade, Jr., warned a meeting of

theatremen in Kansas City. Don't forget the

"basic principles" that made movies' the

world's greatest mass entertainment, he

counseled, calling for "self-inspection" to in-

sure a "beautiful and comfortable showcase,

sound operation, good pictures and the

proper merchandising of those pictures."

"This is one investment that we know will

pay dividends and one that is not likely to

be affected by innovations in screens, sound

and projection," Reade said.

Feldman a V. P.

Universal's Charles Feldman, with the

company since 1929, was elevated to vice

president at the company's national sales

executive conference in Hollywood. The
revelation of Feldman's v. p. status was made
by president Milton R. Rackmil, who traced

Feldman's service in the industry from his

beginnings with UA in the twenties, his as-

sociation with Universal in '29 as branch

manager in Sioux Falls, thence through a

series of branch and district managerships

and his appointment as general sales manager

in 1951.

Memos
Paramount Film Distributing president A.

W. Schwalberg named six pictures for re-

lease during December, January and Febru-

ary. Films are headed by Christmas release,

"Here Come the Girls," followed by "Jivaro",

"Cease Fire" and "Forever Female" in Janu-

ary, and "Money from Home" and "Alaska

Seas" in February. "Money From Home" is

being shown New Year's Eve in a limited

number of keys as a pre-release.

The WB cartoon department, long in-

active recalled its art and production

people to resume production of the animated

reels. After a session with studio head Jack

L. Warner, cartoon chief Edward Selzer re-

vealed a program that contemplated between

25 and 30 cartoons for 1954.

Tent Topics
The national convention of Variety Inter-

national in Dallas next March bodes a record

turnout. Executive director Bill McGraw ad-

vises that several Tents are arranging special

events to raise money for traveling expenses

for any Barkers who may need financial help

in making the trip. McGraw spotlights the

section of the Convention Journal containing

the Clubs' Heart reports, urges the individual

chairmen to send photos and copy on the

Tent's charity work . . . Delegates will be

treated to a special tour of the Dallas Tent's

leading charity, Boy's Ranch.

People
Warner exchange operations supervisor

Bernard Goodman has taken over the duties

handled by I. F. (Mike) Dolid, who left the

company Dec. 11 to reside in Florida. Good-
man's added chores embrace supervision of

sales contracts and coordination of field sales

activities with the Home Office . . . Metro
v.p. Howard Dietz huddled with his promo-
tion department heads last week to map
plans for the forthcoming CinemaScope pro-

duction "Knights of the Round Table" and

the "30th Anniversary Jubilee" to kick off

Leo's show-selling activities for the first half

of 1954, which will see 10 pictures go into

release . . . Universal's big brass was as-

sembled in Hollywood last week, with gen-

eral sales manager Charles Feldman presid-

ing over the series of meetings to set plans

for the 1954 releases. Top execs who ad-

dressed the meetings included president Mil-

ton R. Rackmil, board chairman N. J. Blum-
Berg, executive v.p. Alfred E. Daff, produc-

tion chief Edward Muhl, ad-publicity head

David A. Lipton and general counsel Adolph
Schimel . . . United Artists reports a "bar-

rage" of mail and wires pledging exhibitor

support for the company's 35th Anniversary

Drive honoring president Arthur B. Krim.

One exhibitor, UA reveals, citing the com-

pany's role in lessening the product shortage

threat, deemed it a "privilege to be able to

participate in a drive in honor of this man."

. . . Richard A. Harper is back with Metro

as assistant to distribution chief Charles M.

Reagan and ass't general sales manager Ed-

ward M. Saunders. He had left the com-

pany last year to join Jamestown Amuse-
ment Co. . . . Richard G. Yates was named

vice president of Hollywood Television Ser-

vice in charge of Eastern sales for the Re-

public Pictures subsidiary . . . UA board

chairman Robert S. Benjamin and Stanley

Warner general manager Harry Kalmine will

co-chairman the Amusement Division of the

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New
York . . . W. C. (Wanie) Tyers succeeds

Larry M. Graburn as ad-publichy head of

the Odeon chain . . . Kenneth C. Adams was

upped to Universal sales manager in Min-

neapolis, supervising the Northern Minne-

sota-Wisconsin territory . . . Universal's

Maurice Bergman will head COMPO's com-

mittee to draft a proposed press relations

program.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Newspaper Strike No Bar

To "Easy To Love" Opening
The New York newspaper strike spurred

the Metro and Radio City Music Hall press

departments to new heights. Unable to

make the customary splash on the amuse-

ment pages for the opening of "Easy to

Love" at the Music Hall, Metro ad-publicity

chief Howard Dietz stepped up his radio

and TV budget. Florida's Citrus Queen was
rushed north to appear on nine video shows
in the costume worn by star Esther Wil-

liams. She distributed the Tony Martin al-

bum of songs from the film to disc jockeys,

attended a lavish banquet for Floridians fea-

turing Gen. Tames Van Fleet and Florida

Governor Charles Johns. The TV stations

and news commentators were flooded with

special art stills that flashed from the TV
screen to home viewers. But here's the pay-

off: Even though there were no newspapers
on Friday, the day after the opening, MGM
got the reviews from the Herald Tribune

and the Daily News, just as they would have

appeared in print, and serviced them to all

radio and news commentators. Not just a

free press—a reasonable one, too.

Special Reel to Plug
CScope Films In Advance

Theatremen playing forthcoming Cinema-
Scope films from 20th Century-Fox are in

for an extra promotion bonus. The (''Scope

houses will be provided with a short filmed

progress report and a special recorded intro-

Since 20th-Fox is characterizing "How to

Marry a Millionaire" as money in the bank

for exhibitors, what better way to prove

their point than using a bank window to

plug the film? Here's the way they

worked it at the Franklin Savings Bank in

New York, tieing it in with the money

store's own "million-dollar" savings bank.

duction to run before each showing, detailing

the qualities and magnitude of C'Scope. Fol-

lowing this will be the voice of a top star of

stage or screen, a critic or other outstanding

personality to describe the wonders of Cine-

maScope in the darkened auditorium. The
complete package will be available before

the end of this month to be used with such

films as "How to Marry a Millionaire," "Be-

neath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King of the

Khyber Rifles".

Maine House Uses

"Lucky Buck" Gimmick
The popular "Lucky Buck" gimmick has

spread to theatres. The Allied unit in New
England advises that one of its members,
Frank LePage, of the Millinocket Theatre,

Millinocket, Me., is printing a list of serial

numbers of one-dollar bills on the back of

his weekly program. Holders of the bills

with the number redeem them at the box-

office and receive a two-dollar bill for each

"Lucky Buck." Total cost, with five serial

numbers printed each week, $5. Result:

Many times that amount of interest, "know-

about" of films playing the house and, of

course, tickets sold.

Record 18 Trailers From MGM
For "Knights of Round Table"
M-G-M is producing no less than eighteen

individual trailers to herald its first Cinema-
Scope picture, "Knights of the Round Table".

Metro's Howard Dietz is going all-out to

plug every facet of the picture's pulling

power. One of the trailers will trace MGM's
parade of big hits, beginning with "Ben
Hur". Others will feature the epic propor-

tions achieved in the CinemaScope presenta-

tion. There will be a group of half-minute

teasers adaptable for video use. Three
special trailers have been designed for the

international market. The number of trailers

for "Knights" becomes even more impressive

when you consider that previous highs in

this department from Metro were four each

for "Quo Vadis" and "Ivanhoe".

Roxy's "J-B" Plan
On Sunday, Nov. 29, the Roxy's ad for

"The Robe" in the New York newspapers
called attention, teaser fashion, to its "J. B.

Plan", with details to follow in the next day's

papers. The following day, nary a line ap-

peared—the city's papers were not published

because of the engraver's strike. Obviously,

no true approximation of the idea's value

was possible because of the newspaper
strike, but its details might start showmen's
initiative working elsewhere. The Roxy's
David Katz, sensing the unusual interest in

"The Robe", sent letters and cards detailing

what he called a "Junior Budget Plan" to

(Continued on Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 25)

some 35,000 organizations—clubs, schools,

colleges and religious groups—under which

groups of youngsters up to 16 years of age

would be admitted at a top of $1, despite the

$2.50 regular top. The card carried a special

phone number to facilitate reservations in

advance. Groups that paid in advance were

admitted at the Executive Door.

The Roxy's Isabelle Austin advises that

"the response to date has been most gratify-

ing and since we have added the special

'personalized service' of permitting groups

to pay in advance and bring their parties to

the Executive Door for immediate admit-

tance, we feel that we have made many new
friends."

Try it, and by all means, make sure you

have a sample show time schedule on the

card, as the Roxy did. The new friends

you'll be making are the moviegoers of to-

morrow.

"Act of Love" Contest

Will Keep Mailbags Warm
Letter-writing contests worked around a

picture's title aren't new, but the one for

UA's "Act of Love" should inspire some

sizzlers. Moviegoers will be asked to write,

in 150 words or less, the most inspiring, un-

selfish or courageous Act of Love the writer

has ever known, to be judged by a board of

motion picture trade publication editors.

Winners (four couples) will receive a two-

week luxury vacation at the Empress Hotel

in Miami Beach with round-trip transporta-

tion to Florida from their homes anywhere

in the U. S. Contest backing the UA release

will be launched with the film's debut, ten-

tatively set for Christmas Week, and will be

a key feature of every subsequent engage-

ment. Promotion will be plugged with

counter displays and entry blanks in travel

agencies, apparel shops and department

stores throughout the country. Special ex-

hibitor aids include lobby posters, window
display materials and heralds, as well as still

layouts, features and stories for newspaper

and the mags.

Fox & Roxy Set Big

Air Campaign for "Reef"
20th-Fox's air campaign for the formal

world premiere of the CinemaScope "Be-

neath the 12-Mile Reef" embraces six top

New York TV and radio stations, including

the National and American network video

flagships. As of now better than 200 TV and

350 radio spots, ranging from 20-second to

1 -minute messages, are due to be beamed to

millions on an around-the-clock schedule

during the week preceding the opening, Dec.

16, at the Roxy.

The ABC-TV campaign is the biggest film

promotion to date on the station, capped by

Pressbook Award

Many theatremen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

HONDO
Another honey of a pressbook is forthcoming

from the brothers Warner for their latest 3D

production, "Hondo". On a par with such fine

campaign manuals as those on "House of Wax",

"Beast from 20,000 Fathoms" and "Charge at

Feather River," this one, too, features an out-

size display in the big splash of showmanship
offered for exhibitors. As pictured at left, the

display is a two-sided board, 10 feet high, 3^
feet wide, in full color, with two metal gromets

at top for suspension from lobby ceiling or mar-

quee. As with previous WB-created displays, it

costs far less than exhibitors would pay their

own sign shops for the same thing.

Among the other high spots in the pressbook

are: A full page, illustrated, with stunts geared

to openings in any situation; how to arrange

cutouts from the posters for lobby displays;

book promotions, and a series of ads geared to

capture the same interest that "High Noon" did.

Only two themes predominate—Wayne as the

man they called "Hondo", and variations of the

pictured display, with the provocative words:

"First She Was Afraid He'd Stay—Then She

Was Afraid He Wouldn't." A similar approach

is taken in the lithos.

,V

Proportionately correct, anyway, these gobs not

only got to see Warners' "Three Sailors and a

Girl", but had the added thrill of escorting these

lovelies at the Paramount in New York. That's

executive manager Bob Shapiro hosting.

the televising of the premiere as a special

"live" news show. A thousand leading super-

markets are being supplied with 14 x 22

posters by NBC for window, counter and

wall displays to remain on display through

the film's opening week. NBC has sched-

uled a 15-minute TV program devoted ex-

clusively to the production. The network

will also film and tape interviews at the pre-

miere for later broadcasting. On the air, the

saturation schedule will be accelerated for

the 3-day period preceding the preem.

WNBT's big electric sign with 12-foot high

letters, at 42nd St. & Seventh Ave. will flash

a message every six minutes, from 7 p.m. to

1 a.m. for the pre-opening week.

Wide Screen Sold

By Direct Mail
A pair of good stunts are passed on from

Allied of Iowa-Nebraska. Bob Krueger

sends a mimeographed letter to his patrons

inviting them (if accompanied by a paying

customer) to view his new wide screen in-

stallation. It means, usually, that two seats

that would have normally been empty, are

filled. The following week there may be two

paying customers, instead of one.

From New Jersey, Wilfred Smith uses the

patrons' birthdays as a special gimmick. He

gives everybody who comes into the theatre

on his or her birthday a pass (after they've

entered) and tells them it's his birthday gift

to them. Mr. Smith is casting his bread on

waters that will bring him back a fruitful

harvest. Says Iowa-Nebraska's Charles

Niles: "Try flooding your patronage (with

passes) sometime—they won't all come back

on one show.

(Continued on Page 28)
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sit down sweetie you're

rockin"

THE GOBS COME IN WITH A WAD OF
DOUGH AND BACK A DREAMBOAT

IN A BROADWAY SHOWI

SCREEN PLAY BY

ROLAND KIBBEE & DFVERY FRFFMAM .
U
^' C sS,aged and Musical Direction produced by directed byU

'
N,DDtt & UtVtKY FREEMAN Directed by LeRoy Prinz • by Ray Heindorf ' SAMMY CAHN • ROY DEL RUTh
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(Continued from Page 26)

Ad Aimed At Elders

Great Institutional Stunt
John Goodno, who runs the Palace Thea-

tre in Huntington, W. Va., had a honey of

an ad in the newspaper. Headlined "Thank

God for the older folks . .
." it represents

one of the best pieces of institutional adver-

tising and appeal to a very valuable segment

of our "lost audience" we have yet come
across. The ad copy, in part: ".

. . Any crisis

in our economy or politics invariably seeks

an older person, rich in wisdom and experi-

ence, coming to our rescue. Every business

man in Huntington realizes and appreciates

the great contributions a former generation,

now perhaps inactive, has made to our wel-

fare and progress. We've decided to do

something about it and really show our ap-

preciation. Twenty-seven years ago the Pa-

lace Theatre was born ... a customer then

38 years of age is now 65. To each and every

one of those wonderful, loyal fans and

friends we extend the courtesy of the Palace

Theatre tonight—you're going to be our

guest—yes, and your wife, too. We have

made arrangements with the 'Senior Citizens

of Huntington' who will act as our official

host tonight at 7:15—just sign the register

and walk in."

There's one any theatre can use to great

advantage.

Britain Blanketed For

"Rob Roy" Promotion
RKO has arranged for promotion blanket-

ing of all of Britain for the New Year gen-

eral release of Walt Disney's "Rob Roy, the

Highland Rogue". There'll be plenty of talk

about the wide range of merchandise tie-ins,

which include free distribution by the manu-
facturers to their full customer lists and sug-

gestions for building up local campaigns,

national and localized advertising, posters

and billboards, free star stills for window
displays, etc. Obviously, the U. S. has no

monopoly on showmanship.

Trailer Manufacturers Back
M-G-M's "Long Long etc"

Metro's co-op with the widespread Mobile

Homes Ass'n Nat'l Conference got the ad-

vance ballyhoo for "The Long Long Trailer"

off to a flying start with the 3500 trailer

manufacturers, dealers and suppliers at their

convention in Cleveland. Company flew a

special work print to the convention, screened

it exclusively at Loew's State, arranged for a

Hollywood hookup with Lucille Ball and

Desi Arnaz, the film's stars. The long-

distance conversation was mostly concerned

with the promotion potentialities of the

M-G-M production, due for February re-

lease. Obviously, Metro wasn't going to let

an important co-op like this one fizzle out

due to lack of interest by the trailer-men. Re-

action to the stunt was a virtual assurance of

all-out effort on behalf of the film by the

trailer people.

Metro floats were prominent in the Thanksgiving

Day Santa Claus parades. In New York (top)

some 2,000,000 watched "Knights of the Round

Table", in authentic costumes from the film, ride

down Broadway. (Lower) A million and a half

Philadelphians viewed the impressive float for

"All the Brothers Were Valiant."

Panoramic Trade Mark
Sold in Goldstein Letter

Panoramic Productions is giving exhibi-

tors throughout the country a "sneak pre-

view" of its trade mark. The Leonard Gold-

stein outfit, releasing through 20th-Fox, has

sent a clever letter, with a cutout picturing

on film the new trade mark and a selling

message noting: "Webster defines Panoramic

as: 'A mental process of a series of events.'

We have gone Webster one better by mak-
ing Panoramic a visual process of a series of

events—the events being motion pictures

covering the widest range of screen enter-

tainment." Goldstein goes on with a list of

pictures that are finished ("when 1 say

finished, I mead ready"), naming four in the

can and noting an additional six shooting.

-Mm

Mobile blood bank unit was parked in front of

the Granada Theatre in Spokane, Wash, during

the run of Republic's "Flight Nurse". Stunt

netted good return for both theatre and bank.

Is The Ad-Man Expendable?
Leave it to Max Youngstein to endow even an

address on showmanship with showmanship.

Scheduled to speak before the AMPA Showman-

ship School on "the distribution and promotion

of independently produced pictures", the United

Artists executive departed from his prepared

script to let loose a devastating blast against

the "ingratitude, shortsightnedness, stupidity and

appalling underestimation" that characterizes

the motion picture industry's attitude toward its

ad-publicity personnel.

"When things are going poorly," Youngstein

declared, "advertising and publicity methods are

to blame; but when business is good, the adver-

tising and publicity forces are completely

ignored." Production-distribution executives

"seem to consider it their prerogative to take

entire advertising and publicity campaigns and

completely destroy them, without offering a

single constructive thought of their own. What's

more, they do so without any real knowledge of

advertising and publicity, yet consider them-

selves experts."

The men and women in the ad-publicity de-

partments, in Youngstein's words, are "as fine a

reservoir as exists for future executive manpower

in all phases of our operations—including pro-

duction and sales operations." Yet, he notes,

when cutbacks and resultant waves of firings

occur, the first to go are these valuable people.

Youngstein quoted the brochure issued by

AMPA for its Showmanship School: "The phi-

losophy behind the new program reflects AMPA's

belief that advertising and publicity personnel

should be thoroughly informed on the structure

and operations of the industry in all its ramifi-

cations." The UA executive suggested that "it's

time to turn that quotation around" and halt the

"whipping boy" approach to their ad-publicity

staffs.

Max Youngstein's explosion, it would seem,

should echo into the producer-distributors' ivory

towers. When it does, let's hope the cotton is

out of their ears.

Fifth & Sixth Contest

Winners Announced by MGM
Winners of the fifth and sixth film cam-

paigns in Metro's "Lucky 7" Showmanship

contests indicate that showmen abound west

of the Mississippi. Five of the six winners in

the competitions for "Kiss Me Kate" and

"Escape from Fort Bravo" came from that

area.

In the "Kate" contest, the $500 cash award

in the "over 100,000 population group" went

to Wayne Sweeney, State Theatre, Omaha;

the $250 prize (10,000-100,000) to James M.

Wren, Strand, Waterloo, la., and the $100

note to Mrs. Elaine S. George, Star, Hepp-

ner, Oregon.

"Bravo" winners, in the same categories

and order, were Robert H. Anderson, Roxy,

Tacoma, Wash.; John Eberhard, Franklin,

Saginaw, Mich., and the lone "rebel" Fred E.

Godwin, Wollston, Warner Robins, Ga. In

all cases, complete cost of the campaigns

were footed by Metro.
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6XHIBITORS fORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

WHAT'S STEREOSOUND?
ITO of Ohio

Last week "The Robe" opened at a small

theatre in Parkersburg, West Virginia. It is

significant that the critic of the Parkersbnrg

paper, although he glowingly reviewed the

picture made no mention of the wide-screen

or Stereophonic Sound. His sole reference

was to "a new process". Several theatremen

from Ohio talked to patrons leaving the

theatre and asked them how they liked

Stereophonic Sound. "What's that?", was

the rejoinder.

We contend that Stereophonic Sound can

add to the enjoyment of a picture in a

large theatre. True, this might offer some ad-

vantage to the larger theatres over the

smaller ones. Most exhibitors are willing to

take that risk. If the public wants Stereo-

phonic Sound, it will pay the extra price

necessary in the downtown theatres in the

big cities. If people do not think it is es-

sential they will patronize the neighborhood,

small town and drive-in theatres which offer

the same optical illusion but one-track sound.

Let it be remembered by the policy-

makers at 20th Century-Fox that it costs the

small theatre just as much to install Stereo-

phonic Sound as a large one. The big thea-

tre can get its cost back in a short time; in

the extreme case of the Roxy in New York,

one week; the small theatre would not get

this cost back in several years.

CS "WITHOUT CLASSES" AD
Allied Caravan of la.-Nebr.

It's probably because we are a little bit

snailish upstairs that we don't catch things

quite as quickly as other people. There is

virtue in this however, as we don't rankle

quite so quickly either. Rut we're a bit

rankled now about the hidden intent of the

advertisers of CinemaScope, when they keep

repeating in their ads: "You can see it with-

out glasses". That's a cutie, isn't it? Just

what is it that's so miraculous that the public

can see without glasses? Depth? Hell, No!

But I leave it to the most impartial and gul-

lible reader to decide if that isn't what the

advertiser intends them to believe. The
public is 3-D conscious and they hate the

glasses, so in advertising CS the coy little

"You can see it without glasses" is slipped

in to continue the "now you see it, now you
don't" shell game atmosphere that domi-

nates advertising in the picture industry.

|
All this is not of the utmost importance,

and we are not the only industry that ad-

vertises by implication, but it is a prime ex-

imple of misleading advertising, just slight

?nough to sow curiousity but reaping disap-

)ointment. It does neither the industry, nor

inemaScope in the long run, a bit of good.

\Ve have pulled so many cuties in our adver-

ising throughout the years it is small won-
ler the job of convincing the public on the

rue entertainment value of a given picture is

too frequently taken with the proverbial

grain of salt. One reaction to the "You can

see it without glasses" was, "Hell, yes! You
can see anything without glasses if your

eyes are O. K.". After all, that's all you see

in CinemaScope—just another, but bigger

picture. The implication that is hidden about

depth is just so much polarized eyewash, and
the public is quick to detect it. But you can

get 'em once with it. Usually once isn't

enough.

On the exhibitor level, it seems to this

one, advertising gains its best long range

offect by building confidence in its sincerity.

BOX OFFICE TELEVISION
ITO of Ohio

This is really going to work and it's going

to come very soon. The writer takes pride

in informing the membership that we have at

last found something worthwhile which can

be made available to members and denied to

non-members. Box Office Television has

gone along with this because we have ob-

tained enough interest in theatre television

from among our members to justify their

use of this office as their sole selling agents

in the state.

Furthermore, Ohio will be one of three or

four states at most which will be in on the

beginning. We do not know when the initial

telecast will take place. It is hoped that it

can be Feb. 1. The telephone company is

now making surveys to determine the feasi-

bility and the cost to Box Office Television

of opening local loops. It is uneconomical to

do other than start everyone at once. Ad-
ditional outlets can be added later, of course.

Among the other events now contemplated

are the Roy Rogers and Gene Autry rodeos;

next year's all star baseball game, a definite

possibility if enough outlets are obtained

since Box Office Television can outbid

broadcast television; championship fights;

The Radio City Music Hall Easter Show;
the floor show at the Copacabana Club in

New York.

There is still time for you to get in on this.

You have a right to ask that it be given ex-

clusively to you in a certain area. In every

case, so far, these requests have been granted.

Some of the best brains in this business

foresee that the future of theatre television is

bright. A jest which might prove prophetic

was the opinion expressed by one exhibitor

that he could make money enough from thea-

tre television and let free television have old

movies.

TESTS ON "THE ROBE"
ITO of Ohio

Some of our members are under a misap-

prehension about the forthcoming tests of

"The Robe" with one-channel sound. While

we would like to see everyone given the op-

portunity, nothing like this was ever

promised. Spyros Skouras at the Boston

Convention said that one or two theatres in

each exchange area would be selected to

make the tests.

If they prove the efficiency of showing

"The Robe" with a CinemaScope Screen and

one-channel sound, then we are in a position

to ask that other theatres be granted the

same privilege. If they do not, for any

reason, we will then have to take up the

argument again afresh. Meanwhile, in all

fairness to Mr. Skouras, we do not wish to

take undue advantage of his offer. It is too

bad that everyone cannot have a test engage-

ment. Let us watch those that are made.

EVERYBODY WHO IS ANYBODY IS GOING TO THE

FIRST ANNUAL

Celebrity Ball
NEW YEAR'S EVE

SERT ROOM, WALDORF ASTORIA

Midnight Supper • Gala Entertainment • Dancing • Gifts For A!l

for the benefit of the

Entertainment Industry's Own Charity

VARIETY CLUB FOUNDATION TO COMBAT EPILEPSY

140 West 58th Street, New York 19, N. V.

For Reservations Contact Women's Committee At Above Address
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Happiness Is Word For 'Walking
A pair of bright young stars, a batch of some of the best

songs of the '20's, entertainers from radio, television, night

clubs, and a happy, sprightly tale of an Army lad's attempt

to set up his musical future—all tied up in a beautifully

Technicolored bundle—are the ingredients that make up

Universal-International's "Walking My Baby Back Home".

What's more, 100 million readers of magazines and Sunday

supplements will be made aware of this happy film in U-I's

national campaign, more millions via Donald O'Connor's

television appearances on the Colgate Comedy Hour.

O'Connor and Janet Leigh, his co-star, are favorites

with the young set. Their as-

sets are used to excellent ad-

vantage in the film and both

should get a further boost in

popularity with this one. Other

selling points in the cast to in-

trigue musical enthusiasts of all

ages are the Dixieland jazz

piano maestro, Scat Man Cro-

thers (left), the popular radio-

TV vocal groups, The Sports-

men and The Modernaires, and

Buddy Hackett, night club fa-

vorite, adding a hefty quota of comedy to the film.

Displays built around the stars and the light-hearted-

ness of this musical frolic should be utilized to the fullest.

One suggested by U-I is shown below, using hanging cut-

outs of O'Connor and Leigh (blow-ups from special exploi-

tation stills) on merry-go-round horses feature in one of the

big production numbers.

.Make sure you check also with your local NBC-TV
outlet for possible spotting of picture-playdate plugs im-

mediately after O'Connor's Comedy Hour show. Tie-ups

with bands, music groups, disc jockeys are, of course, natur-

als. It is suggested that a contest to select the best band in

town, or in any one category—jazz, swing, bop, etc.

The ads, such as those at right, all have that same

frolicsome spirit. They'll be a welcome sight to moviegoers

surfeited with rouqh stuff.
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iLiirLUlTAi lUJN nUTUttiii of the issue

WALKING

MY BABY

BACK HOME

Musicals megaphoned by Lloyd

Bacon have always been character-

ized by a zippy, happy tone ever

since the eminent director made his

fimusical bow with "Forty-Second

Street". His latest, Universal-In-

ternational's "Walking My Baby

Back Home," is no exception. Fea-

tured in the top roles are the bouncy,

talented Donald O'Connor and the

fast-rising Janet Leigh, whose lovely

face and figure are on a par with her

musical and thespic talents. In sup-

port are such performers as Brook-

lyn's gift to the night club circuit,

Buddy Hackett ; the fabulous Scat

Man Crothers, jazz virtuoso; O'Con-

nor's TV partner, Sidney Miller; the

Modernaires and The Sportsmen.

No less than twelve musical num-

bers, including such old favorites as

the title song, "Honeysuckle Rose".

"Glow Worm", "Camptown Races"

and others, as well as a trio of new
numbers, keep the film jumping

throughout.

Tale on which they are strung has

O'Connor finding his attempt to

form a band composed of his ex-GI

buddies hamstrung by his family and

a will that directs his musical talents

to success on the concert stage. Un-
able to make a go of a barnstorming

tour, O'Connor, inspired by his pi-

anist's success of setting off a jazz

mania, forms a Dixieland symphony,

winding up with a master jazz re-

cital that meets the will's terms,

clears the way for his own type of

musical future.

Donald O'Connor, with Buddy Hackett

at the piano, makes clarinet overtures

to Janet Leigh in one of the film's big

production numbers.
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REPDRT DN TECHNICAL PROGRESS ltU»Uh*i,«*4k

New Pola-Lite Sales Plan
The Moropticon-Pola-Lite Company is

launching a new sales policy to assure ex-

hibitors in every situation immediate instal-

lation of the company's one-strip 3D projec-

tion system. Al O'Keef, v. p. in charge of

distribution, reports thai the previously an-

nounced policy, which committed exhibitors

to a minimum of 30,000 Pola-Lite glasses

over a one-year period, is being made more

flexible with three individual plans.

Plan A: Exhibitors are furnished a com-

plete Moropticon system under a contract

for 30,000 pairs of Pola-Lite glasses over a

one-year period, at a minimum rate of 2500

a month. A $500 deposit must accompany

the order and will apply against the last

5000 pairs of glasses furnished. Agreement

can be renewed from year to year as desired.

Plan B: The system is furnished with a

payment of $500 and commitment of 12000

glasses at a minimum rate of 1000 a month

for 12 months. The exhibitor will retain the

equipment for five years.

Plan C: Outright lease of the equipment

for two years with no commitment for

glasses. A $500 deposit accompanies the

order and a payment of $62.50 a month must

be made, with the deposit applying against

the last $500 due under the terms of the

agreement. Total rental for two years is

$1500.

M Tape
The hullaballoo set off by RCA's demon-

stration of its electronic photographic pro-

cess may be looked upon with a jaundiced

eye by a lot of movie men already satiated

with technical developments calculated to

"revolutionize" the industry. The magnetic

tape recordings of TV pictures is not, after

all, exactly new. Bing Crosby Enterprises

demonstrated their version of the process al-

most a year ago.

RCA's magnetic tape system, however,

came up with startling evidence that the

days of present film photography methods

are numbered. Unlike the Crosby system,

RCA's M-tape records color pictures as well

as black-and-white. Electrical signals from

the video camera are recorded on the tape

in much the same way that sound alone is

now recorded. As in sound recordings, these

signals require no further processing and

can be played back immediately.

Advantages claimed for M-tape are: (1)

the costs of recording a color telecast would
be one-twentieth of those required by present

film methods: (2) an unlimited number of

copies of the tape can be made; (3) the tape

can be "wiped off" and reused; (4) no chemi-
cal processing is required and pictures can

be viewed instantly. Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
v.p. of RCA Labs, said that copies of a half-

hour black-and-white TV show could be re-

corded for about $15. Copies of a color show
would run about $20.

The tape itself is paper-thin plastic, one-

half inch wide, magnetically coated, and re-

sembles the tape used in present sound re-

corders. It costs more per minute of pro-

gram time than 35mm color film, but makes

up for this cost because it needs no process-

ing.

Applied to Hollywood film production, the

M-tape process opens a new realm of possi-

bilities. It would: (1) enable a scene to be

played back immediately after shooting,

thereby eliminating "rushes". (2) make ob-

solete present methods of film printing,

perhaps eliminating film altogether.

Comments on M Tape
RCA-NBC chairman Brig. Gen David Sar-

noff said, "We are confident that it is only a

matter of time, perhaps two years, before the

finishing touches will bring the system to

commercial reality."

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, progenitor of

Technicolor, voiced his opinion on the pro-

cess saying that within two years it will

"reduce the amount of photographic film

that will be used in the television business."

He feels the adaptation of magnetic tape in

motion picture studios shouldn't have any

great effect on Technicolor's business, be-

cause solutions of electronic problems of

theatre TV are probably 10 or 15 years away.

Eastman Kodak v.p. Edward Pack Curtis

considers "a laboratory demonstration that

was extremely interesting," but opinions

there is much to be done before the process

is commercially practical.

Spot- News
RCA reports that 50 additional theatres

throughout the country have ordered RCA
stereoscope sound equipment preparing for

early CinemaScope programming . . . MGM
plans to film its next three C'Scope produc-

tions in Ansco color. Daily rushes of the

films will be processed in the studio's new
color laboratory, which can turn out a

million feet of film weekly. Films slated for

Ansco are "A Bride for Seven Brothers,"

"Brigadoon," and "Student Prince".
* * *

Beginning January 2, Paramount news-
reels will be shot for release in an aspect

ratio of 1.66 to 1. Oscar A. Morgan, short

subjects and newsreel manager, said that

shooting in the new dimension will not pre-

vent theatre showings in the standard 1.33 to

1 ratio.

* * *

Harry Thomas, veteran distributor, has

been named West Coast sales chief for Mor-
opticon, the single-film 3D projection sys-

tem. Pola-Lite v.p. Al O'Keefe reports that

Thomas will headquarter in the Hollywood
Guaranty Building and will coordinate sales

campaigns by National Film Service and
Pola-Lite-Moropticon distributors.

* * *

R. M. Savini, and John C. Feys, president

and v.p. T Astor 3D Films, respectively,

report the perfection of a 3D filming system
which requires one camera for the produc-
tion of both 3D and wide screen films. The
"Astor 3D Single Camera Optical Unit" is

claimed to feature a single film, camera and
lens, and projection by a single or double
projector setup.

Permits for the construction of six com-
mercial and two educational TV stations

have been granted by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, bringing to a total of

502 the number of stations the Commission
has approved since it lifted its freeze on new
construction in April, 1952. The new com-
mercial permits went to: Winston-Salem
Broadcasting Co., Richmond, Va.; Pioneer

Gulf Television Broadcasters, Clearwater,

Fla.; KOVO Broadcasting Co., Provo, Utah;
WMIE-TV, Inc., Miami; Dixie Broadcasting

Co., Jackson, Tenn., and Great Northern TV,
Inc., Bloomingdale, N. Y.

* * *

The Fox Movietone News-General Tele-

casting film series will hit the video lanes

soon. Sponsored by General Tire & Rubber
company dealers, the series has been com-
piled from the Movietone library and made
into 26 quarter-hour shows dealing with his-

toric events and personalities. It will be

shown in approximately 50 cities under the

General Tire banner. Advertisers not com-
peting with General can sponsor the series in

other areas.

* * *

Columbia Pictures TV subsidiary, Screen

Gems, has completed sales deals for extend-

ing telecastings of its "Your All-Star Thea-

tre" series into 15 more cities. With the

acquisition of new sponsors, the program
will be seen in El Paso and Midland, Tex.;

Albuquerque, N. M.; Peoria, Rockford, and

Green Bay, 111.; Rochester, York, Bakers-

field, Baltimore, Fresno, Medford, Ore.;

Wheeling, W. Va.; Columbus, Ga. and

Charleston, S. C.
* * *

The Bell System added 19 stations in 18

cities to its TV network in November. The
AT&T also revealed that applications have

been filed with the FCC for permits to pro-

vide additional TV channels between Albany
and Buffalo, N. Y. and to construct an ad-

ditional section of a microwave route be-

tween Boston and Bangor, Me.
* * *

United Productions of America has ended

its two-year sales franchise pact with Screen

Gems, under which SG served as sales rep-

resentative for UPA's one and two-minute

TV spots. UPA, which won the Academy
Award with "Gerald McBoing-Boing" and

produces the Mister Magoo cartoon series,

will continue its current non-exclusive deal

for entertainment cartoons with Columbia
pictures. Stephen Bosustow, UPA prexy,

said the company will handle its own sales

under the direction of Don McCormick and

William Bernal in NYC.
* * *

NEW APPOINTMENTS: Richard G.

Yates, former assistant sales director of Re-

public Pictures, has been elected v.p. of

Hollywood Television Service, Inc. in charge
of Eastern sales. The company is a subsidi-

ary of Republic Pictures . . . Succeeding
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, Sylvester L.

Weaver, Jr. has been appointed president of

NBC. Weaver was formerly in charge of

TV operations. Sarnoff will retain his chair-

manship of the NBC board.
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Mow to Keally Stijoy

Zhis CHRISTMAS...

When Christmas dawns you'll awaken

with a glow of genuine happiness that

comes from having given the greatest

gift of all to those who need it

most—The gift of help in healing to

those in your industry who are

afflicted with tuberculosis.

It's your gift to the CHRISTMAS

SALUTE to "our own"

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.

Jt's your hospital!

Every employee in the

Amusement Industry

"owns a share" in Will

Rogers Hospital.

Everybody shares the

protection, the glory

of healing, and

the responsibility.

CHRISTMAS
SALUTE
1953

Sign the Salute Scroll

at your office, and

give to fight TB

in your industry . .

.

give at least

"an hour's pay."

v£- Will Kogers Memorial Hospital
NATIONAL OFFICE-. 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. SCMMUC £(lkC, JtfCW ]/0fk

Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contributions of ad production by M G-M and space by publisher of this magazine
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PRODUCTIOD
& RELEASE R6CORD

ALLIED ARTISTS

1953-54 Features Completed (69)
Westerns Completed (19)

In Production ( 1 )

In Production (0)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Forty-Niners, The

COMPLETED
Affair in Monte Carlo (T)

Bitter Creek
Bowery Knights
Dragonfly Squadron (3D)
Fighter Attack
Fighting Lawmen „
Ghost of O'Learv, The IT)

Golden Idol, The
Homesteaders. The (62) ..

Hot News
House In The Sea I3D)
Jack Slade
Jalopy
Kansas Pacific IC) 173)
Maze, The I3D) 180)

Mexican Manhunt
Mexican Silver

Murder Without Tears
Northern Patrol

Off the Record
Paris Bombshells
Pride of the Blue Grass (C) ..

Private Eyes
Riot in Cell Block 11

Roar of the Crowd
Rose Bowl Story IC) IReissue)
Royal African Rifles. The IC)
Safari Drums
Son of Belle Starr
Tangier Incident 177)
Texas Bad Man
Texas City
Vicious Years, The (7?)
Vigilante Terror
White Lightning (61)

Squared Circle, The

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast
Elliott-Grey

Rei. No. R.v.

12-27
I 1-29
9-20

2-53

Oberon-Todd 7-26
Elliott-Garland
Gorcey-Hall
Hodiak-Britton
Hayden-Page
Wayne Morris
DeCarlo- Fitzgerald
Sheffleld-Kimbell
.Slliott-Vallin

Clements
Conte-Hendrix
Stevens-Malone I 1-8

...Gorcey-Hall 2-53
Hayden-Miller 2-53
Carlson-Hurst
George Brent . . 9-13
Wilson-Clyde
Stevens-Benedict 6-14
Grant-Chinook 7-5
Sullivan-McGraw
Gorcey-Hall
3ridges-Miles
Gorcey-Hall 12-6
Brand-Meyer
Duff-Stanley 5-31
Thompson-Miles 9-6
Hayward-Hurst . 9-27
Sheffield-Bestar 6-21

...Larsen-Castle 6-53
Brent-Aldon 2-53
Wayne Morris ... 12-20

Brown-Ellison 12-30.
...Cook-Moore 2-18
Wild Bill Elliott I 1-15

Clements-Bestar 3-53..

...Kirkwood-Gleason

5318
5302

7-13

5309
5316

5236

COLUMBIA
1953-54 Features

Serials

Completed (60)

Completed ( 3)

In Production (3)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Cast

O' Hara-McCarey
Brando-Saint

Rel. No.
IN PRODUCTION

TITLE—Running Time
Black Kniqht. The (T) Ladd
Fire Over Africa tT)

Waterfront

COMPLETED
All Ashore (T) (80) Rooney-Lawrence 3-53 534
Ambush at Tomahawk Gap IT) Derek-Hodiak 5-53
Bad For Each Other Heston-Scott
Bait Moore-Haas
Big Heat. The 182) Ford-Grahame 10-53
Caine Mutiny. The IT) Bogart-Ferrer
Charqe of the Lancers IT) Goddard-Aumont
China Venture 183) O'Brien-Sullivan 9-53
Combat Squad 1721 Ireland-McCallister .

10-53
Congo Bill McGuire-Moore -

Conquest of Cochise (T) (70) Hodiak-Stark 9-53
Cruisin' Down the River IT) 181) Haymes-Totter 8-53
Drums of Tahiti IT) (3D) O'Keefe-Medina 12-53
Firefighters, Th e Williams-Reynolds
Five Angels on Murder (88) J. Kent-D. Bogarde 3-53
Flame of Calcutta 170) Darcel-Knowles 7-53
Fort Ti (T) IDDI (73) Montgomery-Vors 6-53
49th Man, The 173) Ireland-Denning 6-53
5.000 Fingers of Dr. T. The IT) 188) Hayes-Healy 8-53
From Here to Eternity (118) Cliff-Lancaster 9-53
Glass Wall, The 180) ..... Gassman-Grahame 4-53
Goldtown Ghost Riders 157) Autry-Burnette 5-53
Gun Fury (TI (3D) Hudson-Reed 1

1 -S3
Hell Below Zero (T) .......Alan Ladd
Her Wonderful Lie Kiepura-Eggerth _
Iron Glove. The IT) . Stack-Thiess
It Should Happen To You Holliday-Lawford
Jack McCall. Desperado IT) 176) Montgomery-Stevens 4-53
Juggler, The 186) Douglas-Vitale 6-53
Jungle Safari Weissmuller-Greene
Killer Ape (68) J. Weismuller 12-53
Last of the Pony Riders 159) . Autry-Burnett 11-53
Last Posse, The (73) Crawford-Derek 7-53
Let's Do It Again (T) (95) Wyman-Miiland 7-53
Little Giant Rooney-Foster
Mad Magician (3D) . Price-Murphy
Man in the Dark IDD) (70) O'Brien-Totter 4-53
Massacre Canvon IT) Carey-Totter
Member of the Wedding, The (91) Waters-Harris 3-53
Miss Sadie Thompson (3-D) (T) ... Hayworth-Ray ..........

Mission Over Korea 186) ... Hodiak-Derek 8-53
Nebraskan, The IT) (3D) 168) Carey-Haynes 12-53
On Top of Old Smoky (59) Autry-Burnette 3-53
One Girl's Confession (74 Moore-Haas 4-53 528
Pack Train 157) Autry-Buttram 7-53
Paratrooper (T) Ladd-Andrews
Paris Model 181) Maxwell-Goddard 11-53

Rev.

6-15

8-10

6-29

4-20

12-29

In the Release Chart. "Rel." is the National Release Date.
"No." is the release Number. "Rev." is the issue in which the
Review appeared. There may be variations in the running time
in States where there is censorship. All new productions are
on f 952-53 programs unless otherwise noted. Listing of color

pictures follows immediately after title: (T) Technicolor, (C)
Cinecolor, (SO Supercinecolor, (TR) Trucolor, (AC) Ans-
color, (NO Natural Color, (WC) WarnerColor, (EC) East-

man Color, (PC) PatheColor.
For the new processes Three Dimension (3D); Wide Screen
(WS); CinemaScope (CS); WarnerSuperScope (WSS);
ParaVision (ParV).

Prince of Pirates IT) 180) Derek-Rush 3-53 524
Prisoners of the Casbah IT) (78) Graham-Romero 11-53 11-30
Problem Girls (70) Walker-Elliott 4-53 . 3-23
Renegade Canyon IT) (3D) Sterling Hayden ,„

Riders of the Whistling Pines Autry-White
Saginaw Trail 156) Autry-Burnette 9-53
Salome (TI 1103) Hayworth-Granger Special
Saracen Blade (T)

Savage Mutiny 173)
Serpent of the Nile IT) 181 )

Sky Commando 169)
Slaves of Babylon 190)
Siren of Bagdad IT) (72)
Stranger Wore A Gun IT) (3D) 181

)

Thunderhoof 177) IReissue)
Untamed Breed 179) IReissue) ...

Valley of the Headhunters 167) Weismuller
Vatican, The IT) 142) Documentary
Wild One. The Brando-Murohy
Wood-Hawk, The IT) Reed-Francis

Montalban-St. John
Weissmuller-Stevens 3-53
Fleming- Lundiga n

Duryea-Gifford
Conte-Christian
Henreid-Medina
Scott-Trevor
Foster-Stuart
Tufts-Britton

545

539

4-6

5-53
9-53

. 10-53
6-53

. 8-53
6-53
9-53
8-53

Special

5-4

6-1
8-24

1952-53

L I P P ERT
Completed (16) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Fanns of the Wild

COMPLETED
Ali Baba Nights IReissue) (76)
Bachelor in Paris (83)
Bad Blonde (80)
Black Glove
Eyes of the Jungle! 79)
Fighting Men. The 163

Ghost Ship !69)
Great Jesse James Raid IAC) (73)
Iron Mask. The IReissue) 172)
Johnny the Giant Killer IT) 170)
Limping Man
Lost Wives
Man From Cairo, The
Mr. Robin:on Crusoe ( Reissue I 1 70

)

Norman Conquest 1791
Perils of the Jungle 163)
Project Moon Base 163)
Shadow Man
Sins of Jezebel (AC) (74)

Slasher, The 175)
Spaceways 176) ....

Tall Texan, The (84)
Terror Street
Timberlake
Twilight Women (89)

Undercover A;ent (69)

White Fire

White Goddess (73)

Cast
Chaplain, Jr

Anna May Wong
Price-Auer-Vernon
Payton-Wright
A. Nicol
Jon Hall
Special Cast
Court-Walsh
Parker-Payton
Fairbanks
Animation Feature
Bridges-Castle
Bishop-Denning
George Raft-Canale
Fairbanks
Conway-Bartok
Clyde Beatty
Martell-Ford
Cesar Romero
P. Goddard
Kenney-Collins
Duff-Bartok
Bridges-Cobb
D. Duryea
Chaplain, Jr. -Dean
Jackson-Ray
Walsh-Court
Brady-Castle
Jon Hall

Rel.
1-8

5-22
4-17
4- 10

1 — 15

7- 1 .

10-9
6- 12

7- 17 .

9-18
6-5

12-11
12-10
I 1-27
9-25
9- 1 I

3-20
9-4

10-16
10-23
5-29
8-7

2- 13

1 2—4
1-8

5-15
10-2

I 1-27
3-27

No
5322

Rev.

5215
5213
521

1

5305
5229
5222
5228
5221
5313
5205
5318
5319
5302
5314
5303
5214
5315
53 16

5225
5218
5301
5207
5304
531 I

5217
5306
5317
5224

METRO- COLDWYN-M A YER
1952-53 Features Completed (67)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Runninq Time Cast

A Bride for Seven Brothers (T) ICS) Powell-Keel
Beau Brummel IT) Taylor-Granger ...

Betrayed IT) Gable-Turner
Valley of the Kincs 1EC) Taylor-Parker

COMPLETED
Actress, The 190) Tracy-Simmons
Affairs of Dobie Gillis (73) . Reynolds-Van
All Brothers were Valiant IT) (951 Taylor-Granger
Arena lAns) [3-D) (73) Young-Bergen
Bad and the Beautiful, The (118) Turner-Douglas
Band Wagon. The 1 1 12) IT) Asfaire-Charisse
Battle Circus (90) _ Bogart-Allyson
Big Leaguer (71) . Robinson-Ellen

Bright Road Dandridge-Horton
Code 2 169) Meeker-Forrest
Confidentially Connie (71) Johnson-Leigh
Crest of the Wave Kelly-Richards
Cry of the Hunted 180) Gassman-Sullivan
Dangerous When Wet IT) 195) Williams-Lamas
Desperate Search, The 171) Keel-Greer
Dream Wife 1991 ....Grant-Kerr

Easy to Love (TI 196) Williams-Johnson
Escape from Fort Bravo (AnsCI 1981 Holden-Parker
Executive Suite - Holden-Allyson
Fast Company 160) H. Keel-P. Bergen .

Flame and the Flesh (Italy) IT) L. Turner-Angeli
Girl Who Had Everything, The(69) Taylor-Lamas
Give A Girl A Break 182) Champions-Reynolds
Great Diamond Robbery, The 1691 Skelton-C. Williams

In Production (4)

Rel No. Rev.

9-53 . 403 8-24
8-53 346
11-53 407 11-2
6- 53 337 7-27
1-53 315 2-9
8-53 . 345
4-53 321 ..... 2-9
8-53 347 7-27

326
4-53 329 4-20
4-53 322 1-26

330
7-53 341 5-18
1-53 314 12-1

6-53 . 335
12-53 410 11-30

40?

332 IZZ
4-54
3-53 3-9
1-54
1-54
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Gypsy Colt lAns) .4--54

Half a Hero (71)

Her Twelve Men (AnC)
Skelton-Hagen . 9- 53 . 401 8-10
Garson-Ryan

Hoaxters The 136) Documentary 1--53 319 1-12

1 Love Melvin IT) 177) O' Con nor- Reynold s 3--53 323 2-9

Invitation to the Dance (T) ..... ..Kelly-Youskevitch
Jeopardy 1 70

)

Stanwyck-Sullivan ZZ5--53 317
Julius Caesar 1121) Brando-Mason 6-15

Kiss Me Kate 1 3D) 1 AC 1 1 1 09

1

Grayson-Keel i i- 53 408 1 1-2

Kniqhts of the Round Table IT) ICSI
Latin Lovers IT) 1104)

R. Taylor-Gardner i--54

Turner-Montalban 8--53 348 7-27

Lili (T) 181) Caron-Ferrer 7--53 342
Long, Lond Trailer. The IT)

Main Street to Broadway 198)

Ball Arnjz 2--54

All-Star 7--53 344
Mogambo (T) 1116) Gable-Gardner 10--53 404 9-21

Never Let Me Go 194) Gable-Tierney 5--53 327 4-6
Paniher Sr-.uadron 8 (AnsCI IWS)
Quo Vadis (T) 1168)
Remains To Be Seen (88)

Johnson-Martin
...Taylor-Kerr 218 . . 11-19
Allyson-Johnson "I"I"J--53

'

331 5-4
Rhapsody IT) ... E. Taylor-Gassman 4--54

Ride, Vao.uero (Ans) (90) Gardner-R. Taylor 7--53 .... 343 6-29
Rogue's March (84) Lansford-Rule 3--53 ... 320 1-12

Rose Marie IEC) ICS) ... Blyth-Keel 3--54

Saadia IT) ..Wilde-Gam 2--54

Scandal At Scourie IT) 190) ... . Garson-Pidgeon 6--53 .. 336 5-18
Slight Case of Larceny 171) Rooney-Bracken 6--S3 334 6-1

small Town Girl IT) 193) J. Powell-Granger
All-Star Cast

4--53 325
Story of Three Loves (T) 1 122) 6--53 338
Take the Hich Ground (Ans) HOI) Widmark-Stewart 10--53 406 9-21
Tenne:see Champ (Ans) _ Winters-Martin 3--54

Terror On A Train 172) _ Ford-Vernon 9--53 402 7-13
Torch Song (T) (90) Crawford-Wilding 10--53 . 405 10-5
Vnnnn D»c< ITI III?) ^immnm-firAnflpr 5.-53 333 5-4

PARAMOUNT
1952-53 Features Completed (49) In Production (4)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Connuest of Soace (EC)
Living It Up (T) (WS)
Rear Window (T)

Sabrina Fair IWS)
White Christmas (WS) ITI

COMPLETED
About Mrs. I eslie

Alaska Seas
Arrowhead IT) 1105)
Botany Bay ITI 194)

Caddy. The 1951

Casanova's Big Nioht IT)

Cease Fire LID) (75) (SSI
Come Back Little Sheba (991
Elephant Walk ITI

Flight t? Tangier IT) I3D) ISS) (90)
Forever Female (931
Girls of Pleasure Island IT) 195)
Greatest Show On Earth IT) 1151)
Here Come the Girls ITI 1781
Houdini IT) 1105)
Jamaica Run IT) 1921
Jivaro '.3D) IT)
Knock nn Wood (T)

Legend of the Inca ITI IWS)
Little Bov Lost 195)
Los Alamos
Money From Home (T)I3DIISS)II00I
Naked Jungle The (T)
Off Limits 189)
Pony Evpress IT) (101)
Red Garters (WS) IT)
Roman Holiday 1119)
Sangaree (T) (3-D)
Scared Stiff (108)
Shane IT) 1118)
Stalag 17 1120)
Stars Are Singing, The 199) (T)
Stooge, The 1 100)
Those Redheads from

Seattle '. 3D I IT I I SS ) 1 90

)

Ulysses ITI

Vanquished, The (T) 1841
War of the Worlds (Tl (SS) (85)

Cast
Flemin^-Redf ield

Martin-Lewis
Stewart-Kelly
Bogart-Hepburn
Crosby-Kaye

Booth-Ryan
Ryan-Heflin
Heston-Palance
Ladd-Mason
Martin & Lewis
Hope-Fontaine
Korea G.l.'s
Lancaster-Booth
Taylor-Andrews
Fontaine-Palance
Rogers-Holden
Genn-Taylor
Stewart-Hutton
Hope-Marton
Curtis-Leigh
Milland-Dahl
Lamas-Fleming
Kaye-Zetterling
Heston-Maurey
Crosby-Dauphin
Barry Carke
Martin-Lewis
Heston. Parker
Hope-Rooney

Rel. No. Rev.

2-54
8-53

I 1-53
9-53

1-54
3-53

1 1-53
1-54
4-53
5-53
12-53
7-53
6-53
1-54

5313
5227
5307
5302

5308
5213

5306
5226
5215
5129
5309
5223
5220

6-29
10-5
8-10

1-26

1 1-2

6-1
2-23
1-14

6-1
4-20

10-53 5304 8-10

2-54

Heston-Fleming
Clooney-Taylor
Peck-Hepburn
Lamas-Dahi
Martin-Lewis
Ladd-Arthur
Holden-Taylor
Alberghetti-Clooney
Martin-Lewis

9-53
5-53
6-53
8-53
7-53
3-53
3-53

5310

5216
5217

5301
5230
5222
5225
5224
5214
5212

Fleming-Barry
Douglas-Mangano
Payne-Sterling
Barry-Rob'nson

10-53 5305

6-53
10-53

5221
5303

3-9

8-10
6-15
4-20
4-20
5- 18
1-12

10-5

5-18
3-9

REPUBLIC
1952-53 Features Completed (20)

Serials Completed ( 0)
Westerns Completed ( 8)

In Production (2)

In Production (0)

In Production (0)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time Cast

Hot Heire?:. The ... Canova-Barry
Shanghai Story O'Brien-Roman

COMPLETED
Bandits of the West Lane-Waller
Champ For A Day Nicol-Totter
City That Never Sleeps Young-Powers
Craiylegs Hirsch-Nolan
El Pa 10 Stampede Lane-Waller
Oown Laredo Way
Fair Wind to Java (Tr) ....

Flight Nurse
Fortune Hunter, The
Geraldine

Rel. No. Rev.

8-8 5243
8-15 5211
6-12 5209
11-15 5224
8-25 5244

Allen-Pickens 7-20 5232
MacMurray-Ralston . 4-28 5207
Leslie-Tucker 1 1-53 5301
Derek-Evans
Carroll-Powers 12-15 5302

Hell's Half Acre Corey-Keyes
Iron Mountain Trail Allen-Pickens 5-8 5231
Johnny Guitar Crawford-Hayden
Jubilee Trail (Tr) Ralston-Tucker
Lady Wants Mink, The (Tr) (92) Hussey-O' Keefe 3-5 5205.
Laughing Anne IT) Corey-Tucker
Marshal of Cedar Rock (51) _ Lane-Waller 2-1 5241

Outcast, The McGuire-McNally

Perilous Journey 1901
Red River Shore
San Antone 190)
Savage Frontier
Sea of Lost Ships
Shadows of Tombstone
Sun Shines Bright 190)
Sweethearts on Parade ITr)
Trent's Last Case
Trouble in the Glen
Woman They Almost Lynched (90)

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE— Running Time

Bin Rainbow, The (Tl

COMPLETED
Angel Face 1911
Appointment in Honduras

IC) (WS) 179)
Below the Sahara 165)
Affair With A Stranger (87)
Carnival ICl
Count the Hours (74)
Decameron Ni;hts 187)

Devil's Canyon I3D) IC) 189)

Follow the Fleet I Reissue ) 1 1 1 0

1

French Line. The ITI I3DI
Hitch-Hiker, The 1711

Isle of the Dead 172)

Louisiana Territory 165)

Marry Me Again 1721

Merry Mirthquakes (601
Mighty Joe Young 1941

Ninht Without Stars (73) ...

Out of the Past (Reissue) (97)

Peter Pan ITI 177)

Rangers of the North ITI

Rob Ro/ IT) 187)

Sea Around Us, The IT) 161}

Sea Devils IT) 191 )

Second Chance ITI I3D)
She Had to Sav Yes 189)

Son of Sinbad (T) _

Split Second 185)

Stage Door IReissue) 191)

Suspicion (Reissue) (99)

Sword and the Rose IT) (921

Tarzan and the She Devil 176)

Top Hat IReissue) (811

Without Reservation ( Reissue ) ( 1 0 1

)

Cast
Russell-Roland

Mite hum- Simmons

Rel. No.

2-53

I3DI

G. Ford-A. Sheridan 10-53
Documentary 5-53
Simmons-Mature 6-53
Baxter-Cochran 12-53
Wright-Carey 4-53
Fontaine-Jourdan 11-53
Mayo-Robertson 7-53
Astaire-Rogers 10-53
Russell-Roland 12-53
O'Brien-Lovejoy 3-53
Karloff-Drew 7-53
Documentry 10-53
Cummings-Wilson 10-53
Liberace & selected shorts 6-53
T. Moore-6. Johnson 7-53
Farrar-Gray .... 5-53
Mitchum-Douglas 10-53
Disney-Cartoon Feature 2-53
Mature-Laurie 1-54

.

Todd-Johns 2-54
Documentary 7-53
DeCarlo-Hudson . 5-53
Darnell-Mitchum 7-53
Simmons-Mitchum 12—53
Robertson-Forrest 12-53
McNally-Smith 6-53
Hepburn-Rogers-Ball 8-53
Grant-Fontaine 9-53
Todd-Johns 8-53
Barker-MacKenzie 6-53
Astaire-Rogers 10-53
Colbert-Wayne 8-53

312

406
321
323

316
461
402
487

314
482
405
404
325
481
322
488
392

403
320
401

318
483
486

5491
324
485
484

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Garden of Evil IT) ICS)
Kid from Outer Space. The
Princess of the Nile IT)

COMPLETED
Yank in the R.A.F. (97) (Reissue)

Beneath the 12-Mile Reef IT) ICS)
Blueprint For Murder (76)

Call Me Madam (T) (117)

City of Bad Men IT) 182)

Dangerous Crossing 175)

Demetrius & the Gladiators ICS) IT)

Desert Rats 188)

Fallen Angel 197) (Reissue)

Farmer Takes A Wife, The (T) (81)

Forever Amber ( 140) IReissue)
Gentleman's Agreement (1 181 Reissue
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes IT) (91).

Girl Next Door, The 192) (T)

Glory Brigade (82)

Gorilla At Large (3D! (EC)
Man In the Attic

Hell and Hign Water ICS) IT)

How to Marry a Millionaire

IT) ICS) 196) -

Inferno IT) (83) - -

Invaders From Mars IC) 178)

Keep of the Kingdom ( 1 37) ( Reissue)

Kid From Left Field. The (80)

King of the Khyber Rifles (CS) IT)

Kiss of Death 199) IReissue)

Man Crazy -

Man On A Tiqhtrope 1105)

Miss Robin Crusoe IEC) -

Mister Scoutmaster 187)

Niagara IT) 189)

Cast
Cooper-Hayward
Coburn-Winslow
Hunter-Paget

Rel. No.

Power-Grable
Wagner-Moore
Cotten-Peters
Merman-O'Connor
Crain-Robertson
Crain-Rennie ....

Mature-Hayward
Mason-Burton
Faye-Andrews
Grable-Robertson
Darnell-Wilde
Peck-McGuire
Russell-Monroe
Raver-Dailey
Mature-Moore
Bancroft-Mitchell
Palance-Smith
Widmark-Darvi

11-53 367
12-53 337
9-53 332
4-53 311...

9-53 330
8-53 330

5-53 319
11-53 365
7-53 307

I 1-53 366
5-53 352
8-53 326
6-53 320
7-53 323

340

Night People IT) ISC)
Pickup on South Street 180)

Powder River IT) 178)

Prince Valiant ICSI ITI

River of No Return ICSI IT)

Road House 1951 IReissue) .

Robe The (TMCinS) 1 135)

Sailor of the King (83)

Siege at Red River, The
Silver Whip, The 173) —
Snake Pit 1 108) (Reissue)

Taxi [77)
Three Young Texans IT)

Thy Neiohbor's Wife (77)

Titanic 198)

Tonight We Sing IT) 1109) ...

Vickie (85) .

We Believe in Love (T) ISC)
White Witch Doctor, The (T) (96)

Grable-Monroe
Ryan-Lundigan
H. Carter-A. Frani
Peck-Mitchell
Dailey-Bancroft
Power-Moore
Widmark-Mature
Brand-White
March-Moore
Blake-Nader
Webb-Dee
Widmark-Dru
Peck-Gam
Widmark-Peters
Calhoun-Calvet .....

Wagner-Leigh
Monroe-Mitchum
Widmark-Lupino
Burton-Simmons
Hunter-Rennie
Johnson-Dru
Calhoun-Robertson
DeHavilland-Stevens
Daley-Smith
Gaynor-Braselle
Haas-Moore - -

Webb-Stanwyck
Pima-Peters
Crain-Peters
Webb-Peters
Hayward-Mitchum

I 1-53 336.
I 1-53 346
5-53 314
1-54
7-53 . 325
1-54
7-53
12-53
5-53

9-53
12-52

354
339
316
338
331

233 -

6-53
6-53

322
321

2-53
5-53
3-53

9-53
5-53
4-53

I 1-53

7-53

309
353
305

333
318
310 .

334

324

Ralston-Brian t1-5 5206 5-18
Allen 12--15

Cameron-Whelan 2--15 5203
Lane-Waller 5--15 5242
Derek-Hendrix 10--22 5213
Lane-Waller 9--28 5233
Winninger-Whelan 6--53 . 5208 5-18
Middle ton- Norman 7--12 5210
Wildinq- Lockwood 9--22 5212
Tucker-Lockwood
Lund-Donlevy 3--20 5204

RKO RADIO
19 52-53 Features Completed (40) In Production (I)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

2-23

8-24

2-9

10-19

1-24

7-13

7-13

20th CENTURY- FOX
1952-53 Features Completed (47) In Production (3)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

Rev.

8-10
3-23

5-18

5-4

7-13

6-29

1 1-16

8-24
4-20

8-10

12-15

5-4

5-18

7-53 355
10-53 335
8-S3 327 7-27

5-4

10-19

7-27
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UNITED ARTISTS
1953-54 Features Completed (60) In Production (II)

RELEASE CHART~
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

Adios Texas
Bronco Apache [Tl IWS)
Million Pound Banknote IT)

Million Dollar Diamond I3D)
Overland Pacific IC)

COMPLETED
Act of Love
Americano - - ...

Barefoot Contessa, The
Beachhead IPC)
Beat the Devil

Camels West I3DI IPC)
Captain John Smith
and Pocahontas (Pathe C) 175)

Captain Kldd t the Slave Girl IC)
Captain Scarlett IT) I7S)

Captain's Paradise. The 177)

Crossed Swords IPC)
Donovan's Brain 181)

Dragon's Gold
Fake. The 180)

_

Fan Fan the Tulip
Fort Algiers 178)

Genghis Khan (78)

Gay Adventure 182)

Gilbert & Sullivan 1 105) IT)

Gog
Golden Mask IT)

Gun Belt IT) 177)

I, the Jury I3D) 187)

It's in the Bag 187)

Cast Hal.
George Montgomery
Lancaster-Peters
Peck-Gritfiths -

O'Keefe-Gray
Mahoney-Castte

No. Rev.

K. Douglas-D. Robin
Ford-Kennedy
James Mason
Curtis-Lovejoy
Bogart-J. Jones
Cameron-Dru

Joe Louis Story. The 188)

Long Wait, The
Man Between, The 1 101)
Man In Hiding 17?)
Marshal's Daughter, The 171)

Melba IT) 1 1151

Miss Hargreaves
Moon Is Blue, The 19?)
Moulin Rouge III?)
My Heart Goes Crazy 170)
Neanderthal Man, The 178) .....

Night Beautied
No Escape 1761

?? River Street 183)
Othello . ...

Personal Affair 187)
Raiders of the Seven Seas IT)

Return to Paradise IT) ( 1 00

J

Return to Treasure Island
Riders to the Stars
Ring Around Saturn I3DIIWSIIEC)
Robinson Crusoe IPC)
Sabre Jet IC) 1941 .

Scarlet Spear, The IT)

Shark River 180)
Shoot First 188)

Song of the Land 171)
Star of India IT)

Steel Lady 184)

Story of William Tell IPC)
Stranger on the Prowl 182)
That Man From Tangier 188)
Twonky. The 172)
Twist of Fate
Vera Crux
Vice Squad 187)
Villace. The l?8l

Volcano 1 1 06)
War Clouds (EC) IWS)
War Paint (EC) IWS) 18?) ...

Wicked Woman 177)
Witness, The
Witness to Murder
Yesterday and Today (57)

Dexter-Lawrence
Dexter-Gabor ...

R. Greene-L. Amar
Ouiness-de Carlo
Flynn-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Davls
Archer-Brooke -

O'Keefe-Gray
Khilipe-Lollobrigida
Yvonne deCarlo
M. Conde-E. Reyos
B. Meredith-J. Aumont
Morley-Evans
H. Marshall-C. Dowlinc
Heflin-Hendrix
Montgomery-Hunter
Elliot-Caste

.Elliott-Castle
Wallace-Sims
puinn-Castle
Mason-C. Bloom
Henreid-L. Maxwell
L. Anders K. Murray
Munsel-Morley
Katherine Hepburn
Holden-Niven
Ferrer-Gabor
S. Field-G. Gynt
R. Shane-D. Merrick
Phillipe-Lollobrigida
Ayres-Steele
Payne-Keyes
Welles-Cloutier
Tierney-Genn
Payne-Reed
Cooper-Hayes
Addams-Hunter
Carlson- Lundigan
Puppets
D. OHerlihy
Stack-C. Gray
Archer-Hyer
Cochran- Matthews
McCrea-Keyes
Documentary
Wilde-J. Wallace
Cameron-Hunter
Fl.'nn-B. Cabot
P. Muni-J. Loring
Asther-Coleman
H. Conried-G. Blondell
G. Rogers-J. Bergerac
G. Cooper-Lancaster
E. G. Robinson
J. Justin-E. Dahlbeck
Magnani-Brooks
Calhoun-Castle
Robert Stack
Eagan-Michaels
Bergman-Brando
Stanwyck-Sanders
Documentary

2-54
12-23
2-54

1 1-20

8-12
12-18
10-30
?-30
10-14
?-25
10-53
7- 15

4-12
8-21
10-27

2-54
7-24
8- 14

7-S3
?-l8

8-24

1 0-1?

1 1-18
10-2
4-24
8-7

7-53

7-22
4-1?

4-15

?-l
?-l I

1-54
1-54
5-27
7-53

12-1 I

12-18
9-4
1-54

1 1-13

5-15
I 1-27

10-?

I 1-2
5-8

4-10

7-31
10-23
4-5

8-53
12-4
12-4

12-2

Sml

UNIVERSAL
1952-53 Features Completed (49) In Production (2)

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Time

Fireman Save My Child
PI a- Girl
Tanganyika IT)

COMPLETED
Abbott and Costello Meet

Dr. Jekvll & Mr. Hyde (75)
All American. The
All I Desire 1 79 'A I

Back to God's Country IT)

Black Horse Canyon IEC)
Black La?oon (3D)
Border River IT)

Column South IT) 185) ....

Desperate Moment
Drums Across the River (T)

East of Sumatra (T)
Far Country. The (Tl
Forbidden
Fort Laramie (E)
Francis Covers the Big Town 184)
Genevieve (T)
Glass Web, The (3D) IT)

Glenn Miller Story, The (T)

Golden Blade. The IT) 1811
Great Sioux Uprising, The (T) (80)
It Came from Outer Space (3D) (82)
It Happens Every Thursday (80)

Cast
O'Brien-Hackett
Winters-Sullivan
Heflin-Roman

Rel. No. Rev.

Abbott-Costello
Curtis-Nelson
Stanwyck-Carlson
Hudson-Cochran
McCrea-Gentry
Carlson-Adams
McCrea-deCarlo
Murphy-Evans
D. Bogarde-M. Zettering
Murphy-Bettger
Chandler-Maxwell
Roman-Stewart
Curtis-Dru
Payne-Blanchard
Donald O'Connor
D. Sheridan-J. Gregson
Robin son-Forsythe
Stewart-Allyson
Laurie-Hudson
Chandler-Domergue
Carlson-Rush
Young-Forsythe

Aug 32?
Oct 333
July 325
Nov 403

3-54 415-14
1-54

June

Oct

1-54
4-54
July

Nov
2-54
Sept
July

409
320
384

334

407
419
324
481

401-2
412

.. 332
324

7-13

4-1

June 322-35
May 319

9-7

4-29
4-20

Johnny Dark IT) Curtis-Laurie

Law and Order IT) 180) Reagan-Malone
Lone Hand (T) 180) McCrea-Hale
Ma and Pa Kettle in Waikiki Main-Kilbrloe ...

Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation 175) Main-Kilbride
Ma and Pa Kettle At Home Main-Kilbride
Magnificent Obsession (T) Wyman-Hudson
Man From the Alamo (T) 17?) .... Ford-Adams
Queen | s Crowned, A IT) 144) Documentary
Ride Clear of Diablo IT) Murphy-Duryea
Saskatchewan (T) Ladd-Winters
Stand at Apache River IT) 177) McNally-Adams
Take Me to Town IT) 181) _ Sheridan-Hayden
Taxa. Son of Cochise I3D) (T) Hudson-Rush
Titfield Thunderbolt, The (T) Holloway-Relph
Tumbleweed IT) (7?) Murphy-Nelson
Thunder Bay IT) (103) Stewart-Dru
Veils of Bagdad IT) 182) Mature-Field
Walkinq Mv Baby Back Home IT) O'Connor-Leigh
War Arrow IT) ......O'Hara-Chandler
Wings of the Hawk ( 3D) (EC) (8 1 ) .... Adams-Hef lin

Yankee Pasha (T) Chandler-Fleming

May 318
317

Apr . 314
Aor 418

328
323

3—54 4 1

3

3-54 414
I Sept 331 Zl -24

June 321
2-54 411
Oct 387 .........

Dec . 405 -30
Aug 327 4-1

Nov 404 10-19
Dec .. 404
1-54 408

. ... Sept 330-4
4-54 417

WARNER BROTHERS
1 952-53 Features Completed (45) In Production (41

RELEASE CHART
— 1952-53 —

IN PRODUCTION
TITLE—Running Tim*

A Star Is Born IT) ICS)
High and Mighty, The ICSI(WC)
Ring of Fear (CS) IWC)
Lucky Me ICS)

COMPLETED
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms 180)
Beggar's Opera IT) (?4)
Blowing Wild 1SS) (?0)
Blue Gardenia, The l?0)

Bounty, Hunter, The (3D)
lAII-media) (WO

Boy From Oklahoma, The IWC)
By the Light of Silvery Moon(T) 1102)
Calamity Jane (T) ISS) 1101)
Charge at Feather River

IWC) I30> l?4)
Danger Forward
Desert Song, The IT) (110)
Dial M for Murder (3D)

(All-Media) IWC)
Diamond Oueen (EC) 180)
Hondo (3D) IWC) (83)
House of Wax (WC) (3D) 188)
His Majesty O'Keefe IT)
I Confess l?5)
Island in the Sky ISS) 110?)
Jail Sinqer, The IT) 1107)
Key Largo 1 1 0 1 ) I Reissue
Lion Is In The Streets. A IT) (88)
Master of Ballantrae ITI 18?)
Moonlighter, The (3D) (771
Murders in the Rue Morgue, The

(3D) (WC) (All-Media)
Plunder of the Sun (82)
Rear Guard (3D) (All-Media) (WC)
Ridinq Shotqun IWC)
She's Back on Broadway (WC) (?5)
So Big (101)
So This Is Love ITI 1 101) ...

South Sea Woman (??)
System. The l?0)

Them 1 3D I I All-media ) IWC)
Three Sailors and A Girl IT) (?8)
Thunder Over the Plains IWC) 182)
Treasure of Sierra Madre 1 1 24) Reissue
Trouble Alono the Way 1 1 10)

Cast Rel. No.
Garland-Mason
Wayne-Trevor
Beattie-Spillane
Day-Cummings

P. Christian-P. Raymond 4-13 221

Laurence Olivier . Special 304
Cooper-Stanwyck 10-17 304
8axter-Conte 3-28 215

Scott-Dorn
.Rogers-Olson
Day-MacRae
Day-Keel

5-2
I 1-14

21?
311

I IMadison-Lovejoy 7

Wilde-Cochran
Grayson-MacRae 5-30

Milland-Kelley
Lamas-Dahl
Wayne-Page
Price-Lovejoy ...

Lancaster-Rice
Clift-Baxter 2-28
Wayne-Nolan ?-5
Thomas-Lee 2-14
Robinson-Bogart - I 1-7

Cagney-Hale 10-3

Flynn-Campbell 8—1
Stanwyck-MacMurray ?-l?

223

220

I 1-28
1-2

4-25

213
301
212
30?
305
225
303

Maiden-Dauphin
Ford-Lynn 8-2?
Madison-Weldon
Scott-Weldon
Mayo-Cochran 3-14
Wyman-Hayden . 10-31

Grayson-Abel 8-15
Lancaster-Mayo 4-27
Lovejoy-Perrin 4-18
Gwenn-Whitmore
Powell-McRae 12-24

Scott-Kirk 12-12
Bogart-Huston . - 1 1-7

Wayne-Reed 4-4

214
307
224
222
217

314
313
310
214

Re«

4-2?

?-2l
3-23

4-4
1 1-2

7-13

5-19

302 8-24
312

218 4-28

2-9
8-24
1-24

9-21
7-27

8-10

2-?
10-5
7-27
4-15
4-4

1 1-14

3-23

Your Service — Our Responsibility

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member Nat'l Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila. 7, Pa. — LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable!
A prompt order will reserve your POLALITE
glasses and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, INC.
Phila., Pa.: LOcust 4-0100 Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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"Go away
Santa and
let me ^
take

over."

"You're the

one to

WtiC. leo!"

M-G-MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

M-G-MONEY
NEW YEAR!
A wealth of great enter-

tainment for all needs.

BIG PICTURES NOW
and lots of BIG ONES
on the way. Year after

year after year THE
FRIENDLY COMPANY
is the DEPENDABLE
COMPANY

!

V

"EASY TO
LOVE"

The BIG Musical!

(Technicolor)

Esther Williams

Van Johnson
Tony Martin

Greofer 1U

(Te^co/or)

Robert Ta\
Deborah h\

Leo Genu
j

Peter Usti><

William Holden

Eleanor Parker

John Forsythe

All THE
BROTHERS

WERE VALIANT
B'Ginhere! (r^j

Robert Tay

Stewart Gr g
Ann Blyth

Marlon Bran

James Mason
John Gielgud

Louis Calhern

Edmond O'Br

Greer Garson

Deborah Kerr

*'S* A,*
Kathryn Grayson

Howard Keel

Ann Miller

THE BIG INDUSTRY EVENT!

AI-G-AI Brings NEW Scope To

CINEMASCOPE
KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE"

Robert Tay

Ava Gardt

Mel Ferrer

HI

(In Color Magnificence)
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rauer for 1954

, Grant that the light of wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the world that

they may guide Mankind upon the road to Peace. Grant us an era of tranquility

in which freedom can flourish and in which men will build, rather than destroy.

Give us the reason to understand what is right and the courage to heed the

dictates of our conscience.

Grant thai the people of the earth may come to know what Love is God s

blessing upon those who love, hate his curse upon those who hate.

Breathe into our hearts the spirit of Good Will, that we may always and for-

ever do unto others as we would have them do unto us.

Preserve, in Thy infinite wisdom, the bounties with which Thou hast en-

dowed our wonderful land, and, above all else, perpetuate the greatest of these

bounties, our Freedom.

Grant that the people of the earth may come to know that Love is God's

responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors of this wondrous medium

of entertainment and enlightenment. Reveal to the makers of motion pictures the

ways by which they may pursue their art with good taste and integrity. To those

w hose theatres provide enchantment upon silver screens, show the way to conduct

their business with dignity.

Grant that the motion picture flourish this new year, while earning applause

for the happiness and surcease it brings to the people of the world.

Amen

^^^^^^^^^^
<{X To All Our Friends and Readers <{X

FILM BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper published every other Monday by Wax Publications. Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher. PUBLICATION-
EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., Rlttenhouse 4-7424; Barney Stein, Managing Editor; Leonard Coulter, New York Associate
Editor; Richard N. Newton, Business Manager; Robert D. Lauder, Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 35 West 53rd
Street, New York I?, N. Y., Circle 6-9159; HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 659 Haverford Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif., EXbrook 5-5949; Jay Allen, Hollywood
Editor. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, $3.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $4.00; Europe, $5.00 TWO YEARS: $5.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $7.50; Europe, $9.00.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
by MR. SPYROS P. SKOURAS 1

President, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation

regarding screens for projection

of CinemaScoPE pictures
We cannot overemphasize our belief and convic-

tion that CinemaScope is the only remedy to combat

the ravages of television at the box office and re-

capture lost audiences. CinemaScope must be safe-

guarded to the end that superior entertainment,

|

which is so much needed to attract audiences to

theatres again will do what it is capable of doing.

CinemaScope is a complete new process engineered

to provide a whole new form of entertainment.

:

CinemaScope is not merely a lens, or a screen, or

stereophonic sound, or a new size, or a new aspect

ratio. CinemaScope involves the proper use of all

these components as an entirely new system designed

to tell a story in a new and more dramatic fashion.

The results obtained from the first two Cinema-

Scope productions are ample proof of the soundness

of our position as to the way CinemaScope should be

exhibited. CinemaScope demands a bigger story,

more action, whether outdoor or indoor or intimate.

It requires more material, for instance when Darryl

Zanuck produced the second CinemaScope picture,

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE, he com-

bined two great Broadway stage plays—THE
GREEKS HAD A WORD FOR IT, by Zoe Akins,

produced on the stage by William H. Harris, Jr.,

and LOCO, by Dale Eunson and Katherine Albert.

Exhibitors know that the public wants to see only

great pictures, and since CinemaScope requires big-

ger and better pictures, this system represents to the

theatre man the answer to the box office drop.

We have conducted many tests on screens other

than Astrolite and Miracle Mirror and while we find

the manufacturers of these other screens have re-

cently made improvements in their screens to meet

our CinemaScope requirements it is our feeling that

they have not yet made a reflective screen which will

distribute the light evenly over the full theatre area

as is accomplished with the Miracle Mirror and

Astrolite. The Astrolite and Miracle Mirror screens

contribute substantially to this superior entertain-

ment in nroviding clearer and sharper pictures with

improved color brilliancy.

The exhibitor must keep in mind the dramatic

qualities of CinemaScope and that the action no

longer is restricted to the center but occurs on both

sides of the screen as well. Therefore, this could i

very disturbing to the theatre patron who does nt

see both sides of the screen with equal brillian<

.

While one outstanding picture like THE ROBE m i

have so much appeal as to outweigh this disadvanta :

still in the long run an inadequate screen could ha t

a destructive effect on the whole CinemaScope pi-

gram. It is comparatively easy to make a sere i

bright in the center but it is extremely difficult j

maintain brilliance and effectiveness clear to t \

edges of CinemaScope's enlarged area of effect! j

action.

In order that there will be no misunderstandii *

of our attitude we still feel the Miracle Mirror ail

Astrolite screens are superior in the distribution f

light equally to all seats in the theatre. Especial'

is this so in a wide theatre with balcony and hiji

angle projection where we are of the definite opiniu

that other screens are not adequate although irl

provements are promised. The Hollywood demo
strations of CinemaScope were directly responsit:

for providing an entire new market for screen man
facturers and afforded them new opportunities

prosperity, and they were further aided by the a

nouncement of other producers of their intention

make CinemaScope pictures. We have encouragi

many screen manufacturers and promised our fulle

cooperation to improve the quality of their screei

to meet the exacting CinemaScope requirements.

The exhibitors in the case of the larger theatr

of the country have appreciated the importance

a proper screen and there have been installed

the larger houses approximately eighteen hundn
Astrolite or Miracle Mirror screens. As to the larg

and first run houses, of which nearly all have bet

equipped with either Miracle Mirror or Astroli

screens, we must continue to insist that they use

screen providing equivalent results for our Cinem

Scope productions. We are presently concerne

primarily with the medium sized and small hous

Believing that every exhibitor has a responsibilil

to eive his patrons the very best in CinemaSco[

exhibition we therefore have determined that henc

forth we will leave to the exhibitor in the case of tl

narrow and small theatre to choose whatever maj-

or type of screen he desires to use.



'54-YEAR OF BIG PICTURES!
^urileif etf Product in HcitifUtccdA Vaults

All in all, 1954 migl

year in the life of la Dame Hollywood. Look-

ing her over quite carefully in recent weeks,

your FILM BULLETIN reporter on the pro-

duction scene found much promise for the

coming months. Her larder is stocked with

an imposing array of outstanding films and

others equally impressive are in work on the

stages. Whatever her past frivolities, Holly-

wood today is serious, hard-working and de-

termined to meet the test of the times by

producing bigger and better motion pi

than ever before.

True, there will be fewer films, but even

the extent of the cut-back in production will

be less acute than many felt it would be. To
take up the slack created by reductions in

the output of certain major studos, there is

growing evidence that 1954 will witness a

great revival of independent production. The
emphasis in most quarters will be on quality,

and that is all to the good for the future of

movie business.

—

Editor's Note.

By JAY ALLEN

Hollywood is a beautiful but very vain woman!

She typifies all of the weaknesses of her sex. Prone to

hysteria, slow to make up her mind, jealous of competition, a

little on the fickle side, she nevertheless has winning wiles that

make people love her.

Hollywood has now reached middle age, always a trouble-

some period in any woman's life. Having celebrated her

fiftieth birthday less than four weeks ago, she faces all of the

frustrations that have accompanied the passing of this land-

mark since time immemorial.

She's unduly jealous of the new youngster that is threaten-

ing to steal the world's affection from her—the brassy young

upstart Television. Feeling a sense of insecurity, as is usually

the case with women in this dilemma, she has bought herself a

whole new wardrobe. She's clothed herself in some fancy new

garments bearing such labels as CinemaScope, Three Dimen-

sion, and similar trademarks. And she's wearing less and less

of the drab black and white ensembles, supplementing them

with raiment of a more vivid hue.

But little by little the compensations of maturity are be-

ginning to be felt. She's getting perspective—an asset of

which youth seldom enjoys. She's mellowing and is acquiring

more depth. And with it all should come the respect which is

always reserved for the mature.

Hollywood is entering her fifty-first year with greater

hopes for lasting happiness and self-satisfaction than ever

could have been true in her growing years.

Without probing much beyond the immediate future, as

represented by the product now resting in the studio vaults

and what is actually in production, we shall review the high-

lights of what early 195 1 will have to offer.

20th Century-Fox and MGM will definitely offer fewer

releases than in the past. Fox studio officials claim that the

overall budget of the reduced '54 program will equal, if not

surpass, those of past years, when approximately twice as

many films were produced. M-G-M, likewise, is planning a

greater number of big films than were undertaken in its rather

disappointing 1953 program.

Columbia. I niversal-International and Warner Bros, will

release close to the same number of pictures as in recent

seasons, with a substantial portion of the Warner program

set for CinemaScope filming. United Artists, fast acquiring its

old glory as the home of the best independent producers, will

deliver much in quality, as well as quantity.

Companies like Allied Artists and Republic also are

girding for bigger and better product, with the prospect that

the distinct line between the major and minor studios will be-

come far less pronounced. Republic is reaching out into the

held of independents to hypo its prestige, offering financial

backing and the use of the studio's facilities. Allied Artists is

investing more heavily in upper bracket story properties,

stellar talent and glossy production trappings.

There are prospects that RKO, too, will shake off its

lethargy and come into its own in '54. The two Graingers,

Jimmy and Fd, may succeed in making this company the

source of a steady, first-rate supply of product.

CinemaScope will play an important role in 1954 pro-

duction, although there appears to be no serious threat of a

(Continued on Papc 8)
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YEAR OF BIG PICTURES

Robert Mitckum disarms the unglamorous Marilyn Mon-

roe in 20th-Fox's CinemaScope "Rivei of No Return".

Sal/marine captain Richard W idmark has a tough time with

(Cameron Mitchell in Fox's "Hell and High It ater" in C'Scope.

(Continued from Page 7)

shortage in non-anamorphic type

product. On the basis of an exhaus-
tive survey of production schedules

at all studios by F R's Hollywood
office, we estimate that approxi-

mately 40 of the 1954 releases will

.be in CinemaScope process. This
represents about 15 per cent of the

total films slated to go into produc-

tion during they year.

Contrary to earlier evaluations, it

appears that the three-dimension

type of film will also be in marked
evidence on most of the company's
release slates. On the basis of recent

returns on MGM's "Kiss Me Kate"
and Warner's release of the Wayne-
Fellows production, "Hondo", many
Hollywood executives are beginning

to revise their earlier opinion that

the process was only a passing

fancy. At the present time there

are upwards of twenty 3D features

scheduled for 1954 distribution, with

a strong possibility that more will

be added later.

How much important product

will each of the film companies have

for the world's theatres in early '54?

Let us see.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
20th Century-Fox has set ex-

tremely high standards for itself by

adoption of CinemaScope for its

entire "home lot" output, and by the

outstanding quality of the first

two anamorphic productions, "The
Robe" and "How To Marry a Mil-

lionaire". It will take some doing to

match those two, but Darry Zan-

uck has grandiose plans for the 12

to 14 CinemaScope features on the

1954 program.

Already completed and ready for

release in the early months of the

new year are these C'Scope, Tech-
nicolor productions: "King of the
Khyber Rifles" (Tyrone Power,
Terry Moore), "Hell and High
Water" (Richard Widmark), "River
of No Return" (Marilyn Monroe,
Robert Mitchum), " The Gladiators"

(Victor Mature, Susan Hay ward),

"We Believe in Love" (Clifton

Webb, Jean Peters, Dorothy Mc-
Guire), "Prince Valiant" (James
Mason, Robert Wagner, Janet

Leigh) and "Night People" (Rita

Gam, Gregory Peck, Broderick

Crawford). Another presently be-

fore the cameras is "Garden of H\ i!"

(Gary Cooper, Susan Hay ward).

In addition to its CinemaScope
spectacles, 20th-Fox will present ten

conventional features from Leonard

Goldstein's Panoramic (why that

title?) Productions and another four

to six from other inde sources.

UNITED ARTISTS

United Artists, which will prob-

ably lead all companies in number
of features, figures to pick up mo-
mentum as the year goes on. Dur-

ing the latter part of 1953, this com-
pany was busy bringing into its fold

some of the most important inde-

pendent producers extant.

Meanwhile, the first part of '54

will see such promising UA releases

as: "Act of Love" (Kirk Douglas,

Dany Robin), rated as one of the

most powerful love dramas of recent

seasons; "Beat the Devil" (Hum-
phrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones, Gina

Lollobrigida, Peter Lorre); "The

Man Between" (James Mason,

Claire Bloom, Hildegarde Neff); an

intriguing science-fiction yarn,

(Continued on Page 12)

Root again the licinus Caligula in Fox's C'Scope sequel l<> "The Robe". Susan Hayward fright) is co-starred with Victor Mature,
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Columbia's Executives & An Investor

In wild and woolly 1953, some of the wooliest doings in

the movie world were seen issuing from the supposedly staid

chambers of stockholders' meetings. There was a time when

the rowdy moments of such gatherings were confined to fra-

ternicidal strife among shareholders actually conversant with

the affairs and language of the industry. But in a year of

< hanges. this corporate orthodoxy has vanished, to be replaced

by the wrangling and importuning of druggists, trolleymen

and cloak-makers.

Most recent of the rhubards to be engendered by stock-

holding interests from outside of our industry, occurred at the

annual meeting of Columbia Pictures Corporation last week.

Treasurer A. Schneider's happy mission was to report a whop-

ping 18 million gross for the last quarter, a fact which ordi-

narilv would be enough to warm even the heart of a scrooge.

Notwithstanding Columbia's bright prospect, agitation

developed from one Lester P. Martin. President of Consoli-

dated Textile Co., and owner of some 60,000 shares. Essence

of a proposal made by Mr. Martin was that a new corporation

be set up to which Columbia's inventory of old films would be

assigned. The new company would then be free to profit from

the sale or lease of this film library to television.

Thus, Lester Martin, like Charlie Green, the 20th Century-

Fox stockholder, before him, conducted himself like a typical

investor in raising issues pertaining soley to the implementa-

tion of his current stock market and profit positions. In so

cioing Messrs. Martin and Green show one strikingly common

characteristic, a short view of the company's long term health.

This distinguishes the motion picture investor from the motion

picture executive. The former, by nature, thinks exclusively in

terms of his next dividend, capital appreciation and tax write-

offs. The conscientious executive, on the other hand, tempers

his judgment with regard to the long range prosperity of his

company and the welfare of the industry at large. This vari-

ance is aggravated by the inclination of outside interests to

apply their own industry's standards of business conduct to

the motion picture business.

Mr. Martin strikes us as a rather sophisticated man of

commerce. I ndoubtedly. he knows his textiles as well as the

Cohns of Columbia know their movies. But, should Jack Cohn

show up at a Consolidated Textile meeting with a plan for

disposing of last year's pillow cases. Mr. Martin might very

properly ask : "What do you know about pillow cases, my
friend?"

Mr. Martin is. for the time being, of less moment than the

issue he raises, and it must be conceded that his point merits

some examination.

If Columbia were to adopt this proposal and sell its

library of features to television, it would become first of the

major film makers to open up traffic with "the enemy". This

action almost certainly would precipitate similar moves

throughout the entire rollcall of the studios. Even among the

more temperate heads, the pressure by stockholders would

probably become unbearable, and the sad conclusion is that

the whole bloody affair would be justified. For it would

amount to nothing more or less than self-defense. With the

dike thereby broken, the resulting flood of product would

quickly bring about a condition of oversupply in which profits

would be cut to the price of a grilled cheese sandwich. It

would also bring joy to the TV people, licking their chops over

the sudden and unexpected buyers' market. This almost in-

evitable result would be above and beyond the disastrous

effect on the movie theatre. Hollywood's historic market. A
public up to its ears in free, topflight product of yesterday

v\ould certainly be tough to sell on tomorrow's theatre fare at

sixty cents a head and up.

There is another horn of the dilemma upon which Mr.

Martin's proposal might impinge Columbia. Suppose the

other film companies, in their wisdom, were to have Columbia

go it alone. What reactions would follow? The exhibitor's

position would be quite clear and unequivocal. He must re-

taliate. He rates not one red mill from the Columbia sale. In-

stead, he sees his future doomed to be a downhill rat race, in

which his nightly marquee has to be infinitely better than the

movie titles on the TV page. Whv feed the guv who feeds the

guy who is beating your brains out ?

It is as true today as it was ten. twenty and thirty years

ago, that what's good for the exhibitor is good for the pro-

ducer. The interests of the two have always been interwoven

and complementary. The exhibitor represents a known and

tested quantity, while television is an unknown and uncertain

institution as a source of film revenue.

What makes Mr. Martin's scheme doubly invalid at thi>

time is the redoubtable improvement of virtually all phases of

the cinema world (Columbia very notabl\r among them ) in

recent months. The entire issue strikes us as anachronistic. It

comes as we see increasing evidence that our industry is climb-

ing back up. Hardly a day passes without some encouraging

news, record grosses on pictures, mounting recoveries on the

books.

All this is not to say that the sales of its inventories by

Hollywood is forever unwise or totally without merit. The

issue has raged from pillar to post over the entire dimensions

of the trade. Such a course ultimately may be undertaken.

There might, conceivably, come a time when the physical face

of motion pictures will have so changed that it and television

will belong to two different spheres of entertainment, with a

distinct and clearly marked place for each. Until that time, it i>

clearly to our industry's own self-interest to resist the perfectly

understandable pleadings of dividend-hungry stockholders.
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The opening gun of M-G-M's 30th Anniversai

Jubilee in January is the column on th

page. We point with pride to this advertisin

service that M-G-M has given FREE to exhib

tors, but at great cost to us, for 15 consecuth

years, starting in 1939. No other company do<

it— and this is but one of our continuing assis

to theatres. It is fitting that our Anniversai

starts with M-G-M's First Great CinemaScoj:

production, and as the column states:
ff
T/

Anniversary would be notable for KNIGHTS 0

THE ROUND TABLE alone. But there are mat.

big pictures ready to be played in this crownin

anniversary year.

"
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By Philip R. Ward

LIKE MARC ANTHONY, Wall Streeters last year were more

inclined to bury the movie business than praise it. But they

forgot one thing which any self-respecting grave-digger knows:

when you cover the body don't let the ghost escape ! This they

did. and the resulting shenanigans has sent many an erudite

tape-watcher scurrying to his text on the Mortuary Sciences.

Here's what happened : Motion picture stocks, as of Oc-

tober 31, were among the leaders in market advance, gaining

over two percent. And this, mind you. does not account for

some inspiring upward moves by key movie issues in the past

few weeks ... A breakdown of stock market results over the

preceeding 12 months shows that movie issues placed eighth

among some 50 business categories whose securities were

traded publicly. To further underscore the improved fortunes

of the trade, it can be noted that these gains were registered in

a year of marked overall sluggishness in trading activity. Un-

easy tones have been evident almost the year long and narrow

advances ruled. Only 25 stock categories showed any increase

over the previous year.

0

LIVELIEST OF THE CORPSES have been 20th Century-

Fox. Columbia, Universal and Allied Artists, all of which

proved to be strong stretch runners, closing with a rush in the

final quarter of 1953 . . . Oddly enough these four were con-

spicuously neglected in early year investment forecasts by

several major New York houses.

O

THE REAL SLEEPERS have been Columbia and Allied

Artists . . . Former is armed with a major league inventory of

product for early '54 at least, and shows better than adequate

finances. Improved all around condition spurred recent decla-

ration of 25 cents extra as well as 21/2 percent stock dividend,

each payable on both the common and Voting Trust Certfi-

cates. Gross for first fiscal quarter totaled a healthy 18 million,

and you can look for even further gain in the next operating

period.

0

ALLIED ARTISTS continues to soar, currently enjoying

record grosses in some 200 early-run location on its "Jack

Slade" effort, which bids well to surpass the company's top-

mark rung up by "Flat Top". Earnings potential appears

solid for '54. This studio is a neat, tight operation on both the

books and in the cutting room.

0

THE OLD DARLINGS of the financial fraternity have not

measured up to expectations . . . Loew's, long regarded as

closest to a "blue-chip" investment in film ranks, has per-

formed listlessly all year. A below-par product and high studio

costs have hardly been good weapons with which to combat

public resistance ... A widely circulated survey of the trade

issued in March, cited Paramount Pictures and Warner Bros,

as superior choices of the speculative industry on the basis of

their financially stronger positions and their previous produc-

tion performance . . . Paramount then appeared especially

favored by virtue of its interests in various phases of television

development . . . Key to investment thinking is that diversifi-

cation in operations other than movie production lessens risk

in the issue. Fact of the matter is that Paramount currently

sells two and a half dollars under its price at date of the

survey, bogged down near year-long low. and thereby reduces

the entire industry average.

The Warner story figures to get brighter in harmony with

growth in income and net profit apparent in second half of '53

operations after the split in production-exhibition activities

. . . Per share earnings equal 63 cents, with 30 cents dividend

payable in February. Large scale adoption of CinemaScope

augurs well for Warners in 1951. Plans include 16 wide-

screen productions.

0

LIFE WAS FAR FROM BEAUTIFUL for television and radio

issues as that group slid off close to 11 per cent over 1952.

Only bright spot was RCA, which at year end looks to earn

about $2.25 a common share, up from $2.10 in 1952. Favor-

able acclaim for its TV color system by the FCC and the in-

triguing electronic photography (tape) process quickened

interest in this listing.

0

THE PRESSURE UPON COLUMBIA by Lester Martin, an

important minority stockholder, to set up a separate corpor-

ration under old ownership for the purpose of assigning its

library of old films for TV purposes, has other non-industry

stockholders considering similar proposals. This technique is

a tax escape, and has been employed for years by major rail-

roads with prominent oil holdings, and other companies owing

assets from which income cannot be quickly developed.

0

POLAROID CORP. has made some three-dimensional gains

since the announcement that it proposes to make a whopping

50 per cent stock dividend. Stock sprinted up six points in a

hurry. Earnings rose 116 per cent in pre-3D first half of 1953.

Gl imbed to 183 per cent in second half of year, which in-

eluded 3D earnings.

O

SPEAKING OF 3D, it is now being blamed for the instability

in film workers' pay, which the California Department of In-

dustrial Relations says fluctuates between $107 and $118 in

average weekly earnings ... It seems that stage hands and

technicians can't tell anymore whether it'll be baked beans or

baked Alaska one week to the next.

0

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE TO KNOW what the men on the

in.-ide are buying. Hai ry Colin. Columbia Pictures presidenl

land director) has purchased another 1000 share- ol his com-

pany's common stock. Cohn is beneficial owner of more than

10 per cent of this class of stock, and now has total holdings

of 130,236 shares.
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Kirk Douglas and striking newcomer Barbara Laage in

the Anatole Litvak production for UA, "Act of Love".

Jennifer Jones. Gina Lollobrigida and Humphrey Bogart in the

John Huston Suntana production for UA. "Beat the Devil".

Burl Lancaster makes friends with tribal chief Abraham

Siifui-r in U B's "His Majesty O'Keeje" as Joan Rice frowns.

YEAR DF BIG PICTURES

(Continued from Page H)

"Gog", and "Crossed Swords"

(Errol Flynn, Gina Lollobrigida).

And that Lollobrigida gal is sonic-

thing to behold

!

Later on in the season United

Artists will present: Katherine Hep-
burn in "Miss Hargreaves", Ginger

Rogers in "Twist of Fate", Barbara

Stanwyck and George Sanders in

"Witness to Murder", Gary Cooper,

Hurt Lancaster in "Vera Cruz",

James Mason in "The Barefoot

Contessa", among others.

M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer did not

experience one of its happier years

in 1953. The overall product was

below par, but prospects are look-

ing up for '54. Production chief

Dore Schary promises that of the

22 feature program, some 18 will be

big scale productions, many of them

with all-star casts, seven filmed in

CinemaScope. If the "big ones"

live up to expectations, this could

be Metro's comeback year.

On the M-G-M horizon, com-
pleted or near completion, we see:

"Knights of the Round 'fable"

(Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Mel

Ferrer), the studio's first Cinema-

Scope production, in a new color

process; "Rose Marie" (Ann Blyth,

Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas),

second C'Scope film, in Kodacolor;

"Flame and the Flesh" (Lana
Turner, Pier Angeli), Technicolor,

"Saadia" (Cornel Wilde, Mel Fer-

rer), Technicolor; "Rhapsody"
(Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gass-

nian), Technicolor; "The Lonfi,

Long Trailer" (Lucille Ball, Desi

Arnaz), AnscoColor; "Beau Brum-
mel" (Stewart Granger, Elizabeth

Taylor), "The True and the Brave"

(Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor

Mature).

Deeper in '54, the Metro studio

will deliver among its top drawer

production: "The Student Prince"

(Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdon) with

the voice of Mario Lanza, in Cine-

maScope and AnscoColor; "Valley

of the Kings" (Robert Taylor, Elea-

nor Parker); "Brigadoon" (Gene
Kelly, Cyd Charisse, Van Johnson),

another in CinemaScope and Ansco-
Color, and the all-star production,

"Executive Suite" (William Holden,

Barbara Stanwyck, June Allyson,

Frederic March, Walter Pidgeon,

Shelley Winters).

WARNER BROTHERS

Warner Brothers, at this stage,

aims to keep its production plans for

1954 in a fluid state. No definite

number of features has been set, but

plans call for 16 CinemaScope pic-

tures. Either in the vaults or before

the cameras at the present time are

twelve features, best looking of

which are these: "His Majesty

O'Keefe" (Burt Lancaster) in Tech-
nicolor; "Them", a science-fiction

thriller about giant ants, in 3D and

WarnerColor; Alfred Hitchcock's

"Dial M For Murder" (Ray Mil-

land, Grace Kelly) 3D and Warner-
Color. In CinemaScope and color:

"A Star Is Born" (Judy Garland,

James Mason, Jack Carson), "High
and Mighty" (John Wayne, Claire

Trevor), "Lucky Me" (Doris Day,

Robert Cummings, Phil Silvers),

"Ring of Fear" (Mickey Spillane,

Clyde Beatty Circus) and "The
Talisman" (Rex Harrison, Virginia

Mayo, George Sanders).

Slated, but due later in the year,

are these big ones, all in Cinema-

Scope: "Helen of Troy", to be made
in Italy on a reputed $6,000,000

budget; "Mr. Roberts" (Marlon

Brando), from the great stage hit;

" The Giant", from Edna Ferber's

novel, with George ("Shane")

Stevens producing and directing;

"Trilby" (Kathryn Grayson) and

"Battle Cry", from the current best-

seller.

UNIVERSAL

Universal-International plans a

total of 34 features during '54, 22 in

Technicolor, and it will be a diversi-

fied program employing all of the

new filming technicpues. Story

sources will range from "Ma and

Pa Kettle at Home" to the spectacle

"Sign of the Pagan" in Cinema-

Scope.

Ready in the U-I vaults are: "The

Glenn Miller Story" (James Stew-

art, June Allyson); "Saskatchewan"

(Alan Ladd, Shelley Winters;

"Magificent Obsession" (Jane Wy-
raan, Rock Hudson); "The Far

Country" (James Stewart, Ruth Ro-

man) and "Tanganyika" (Van Hef-

lin, Ruth Roman). All of these are

in Technicolor. In 3D there will be

"Creatures from the Black Lagoon''

(Richard Carlson, Julia Adams), all

about a monster that is half man,

half fish.

Later in the season exhibitors can

anticipate: "The Black Shield of

Falworth" (Tony Curtis, Janet

Leigh) in CinemaScope and Tech-

nicolor; "Foxfire" (June Allyson,

Jeff Chandler); "Sign of the Pagan"

(Jeff Chandler, Jack Palance) in

CinemaScope & Technicolor; "Song

of Norway" and "The Galileans",

another pair tentatively slated for

( "inemaScoping.

(Continued on Page 19)
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JANUARY 3 THROUGH MAY 2, 1954

DEMONSTRATING U.-I.'s

t's a Happy Boxoffice New

Year for you, Mr. Exhibitor,

with U-I's "Golden Dozen"

for the Charles J. Feldman

Annual Drive.

Never in this company's

history has there been a strong-

er group of pictures released

in sequence.

Again it demonstrates

U-I'sconfidence inour Indus-

try . . . RESPONSIBILITY to you,

the Exhibitor, to keep on

delivering our present high

number of releases . . . and

reliability of entertainment

to please your patrons and

keep them coming.

Confidence . . . Responsi-

bility . . . Reliability!

The Charles J. Feldman

Annual Drive gives these

words more meaning (mean-

ing more profits) for you than

ever before!

Join us for your happiest

boxoffice New Year.

Universal-International

infidence, responsibility

and reliability
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JJ'S "GOLDEN DOZEN" FOR THE 1

CHARLES J. FELDMAN ANNUAL DRIVE I
JANUARY 3 THROUGH MAY 2, 1954

DONALD O'CONNOR
JANET LEIGH

Walking My Baby
Back Home

color byTechnicolor
with BUDDY HACKETT

LORI NELSON • SCAT MAN CROTHERS

THE MODERNAIRES • THE SPORTSMEN

TONY CURTIS

IAAMMC riDIIJUANNt UKU

co starring LYLE BETTGER

with MARVIN MILLER

jeff chandler 1

maureen o'hara 1

War Arrow 1
color byTechnicolor

co-starring SUZAN BALL
with JOHN MclNTIRE • CHARLES DRAKE

DENNIS WEAVER • NOAH BEERY

JOEL McCREA

YVONNE DE CARLO

BORDER RIVER
color byTechnicolor
co starring PEDRO AR'MENDARIZ

with HOWARD PETRIE • ERIKA NORDIN

ROCK HUDSON
BARBARA RUSH

TAZA, SON OF
COCHISE

color byTechnicolor
with GREGG PALMER • BART ROBERTS

MORRIS ANKRUM • JOE SAWYER

Available in both 2-D and 3-D

JAMES STEWART

JUNE ALLYSON

GLENN MILLER STORY

color BYTechnicolor
with CHARLES DRAKE • GEORGE TOBIAS

and Guest Stars

FRANCES LANGFORD • LOUIS ARMSTRONG
GENE KRUPA • BEN POLLACK

THE MODERNAIRES

alan ladd

shelley winters

Saskatchewan
color byTechnicolor

with ROBERT DOUGLAS J. CARROLL NAISH

HUGH O'BRIAN • RICHARD LONG

LOWELL GILMORE

RICHARD CARLSON

JULIA ADAMS

tw CieaTU/ie fncmi

ike Wack Jaqoon

with RICHARD DENNING • NESTOR PAIVA

ANTONIO MORENO • WHIT BISSELL

Available in both 2-D and 3-D

AUDIE MURPHY
DAN DURYEA

SUSAN CABOT

ABBE LANE

RIDECLEAROFDIABLO

color BYTechnicolor

jeff chandler

rhonda fleming

Yankee Pasha
color BYTechnicolor

with LEE J. COBB • MAMIE VAN DOREN
BART ROBERTS

and the MISS UNIVERSE BEAUTIES

MARJORIE MAIN

PERCY KILBRIDE

MAcPA KETTLE
AT HOME

with ALICE KELLEY • BRETT HALSEY

ALAN MOWBRAY

JOHN PAYNE

MARI BLANCHARD

DAN DURYEA

PORT LARAMIE
color BYTechnicolor

with JOYCE MacKENZIE

BARTON MacLANE
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"Miss Sadie Thompson"

SuAitete Rati*? OOO
Rita Hayworth cavorting on a desert island in 3D and

Technicolor. Story based on Somerset Maugham play

"Rain". Strong sex element and fine pictorial values in-

dicate strong boxoffice values. Added values in Jose

Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Strictly for adult trade. No gimmicks.

Hayworth gives sexy oomph to part of a brazen

nightclub singer marooned on a Pacific atoll occupied by

U. S. Marines. She runs foul of a Bible-spouting planter,

played by Jose Ferrer, and falls in love with Marine

Sergeant Aldo Ray. All this gives Rita a chance to dis-

play her charms, physical and vocal. She takes full ad-

vantage of the opportunity. After slow start, story

warms up considerably towards the finish, when the

sanctimonious planter, having "reformed" La Hayworth,

tries to seduce her and finally commits suicide, leaving

her to go off with her beau to Australia. Jerry Wald
production is first-rate ; direction by Curtis Bernhardt

so-so. Dimensional effects are good, but without any

gimmicks. Coulter

Columbia. 91 Minutes. Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Producer,

Jerry Wald. Director, Curtis Bernardt.

"Rob Hoy, the Highland Rogue"

3u4i*te&4 ^<zti«ty OOO
Rating will be higher in class houses. Authentic treatment

of characterizations and Technicolored backgrounds make

it top fare for discriminating adult audiences. Good
action-fan appeal. Something for everyone—action,

humor, drama, romance done with meticulous attention to

detail. Lack of marquee names necessitates strong ex-

ploitation. Subsequents will benefit by word-of-mouth.

Historical drama set in Highlands of Scotland.

Colorful photography, authentic atmosphere of life in

the Highlands and scenes of Scot warriors in action are

plus values in a fine production. Opens fast with bellow-

ing, sword-swinging battle between English soldiers

and wild Highlanders. Story moves leisurely in dealing

with capture of Scot leader Richard Todd, his eventual

escape and marriage to Glynis Johns. Tempo picks up

when Todd and his clan again make war on the English

to avenge murder of Todd's mother.

Best selling angles: the Disney name, off-beat set-

tings of the Scottish Highlands, story of Scottish war-

rior who defied the King of England to save his clan

and his woman. Neil

RKO-Disney. 84 minutes. Richard Todd, Glynis Johns, James Robertson

Justice. Producer, Perce Pearce. Director, Harold French.

"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef"

^cabtMi. TZati*? ©GO
Rating based on CinemaScope draw and exploitables.

Panoramic views of undersea thrills help offset story that

would be classified as ordinary in conventional dimension.

Big screen lends pictorial excitement. Grosses will not

approach first two CinemaScope productions.

Visual, aural assets are pitted against a banal tale.

CinemaScope must be credited with whatever boxoffice

power this developes. Shows promise in early reels, with

underwater scenes magnificent in wide-screen medium
and incisive performance by Gilbert Roland carrying

story through half the film until he is killed off. Pace

slows considerably until climactic battle between octo-

pus and diver. Filmed off Florida Coast and Bahamas,

story centers on Greek sponge-fishers Roland, son

Robert Wagner, latter's romance with Terry Moore,

daughter of rival sponge-fisher and battle between the

clans. Roland, veteran diver, dies beneath the treacher-

ous reef in attempt to reach more lucrative sponge field,

Wagner takes over, gains his manhood in battle with

fish and man. Sporadic clashes supply the action, in-

cluding sponge-boat hi-jacking, some violent fist-play

and the underwater battles with reef and octopus. Bam

20th Century-Fox. 102 minutes. Gilbert Roland, Robert Wagner, Terry Moore.

Producer, Robert Bassler. Director, Robert D. Webb.

"Man In The Attic"

Su4Ut€dd 1R<Ztc*U? O O
Good promise for action and ballyhoo houses, especially

where Jack Palance has made his mark. Can get boost

from smart "Jack the Ripper" bally. Weak in family spots.

Those who remember "The Lodger" (1944), tale of

London's notorious Jack the Ripper killings, which

made a star of the late Laird Cregar, will get a good idea

of what can be expected from this remake. Story has

Balance as mysterious boarder who makes night forays

to murder beautiful girls. Suspense is maintained in

Constance Smith's attraction to the mystery man
throughout film and when he'll get to her. Denouement

has his knife at girl's throat, but he cannot follow

through, runs off to his death in the Thames. Leonard

Goldstein's Panoramic Productions captures squalor of

London night fog, realistic settings, is aided by Hugo
Fregonese's capable direction, good performances. Good
exploitables in Palance name. Ripper notoriety, pretty

victims. Phil

20th Century-Fox. 82 min. Jack Palance, Constance Smith, Byron Palmer, Rhys

Williams, Frances Bavier. Producer, Robert L. Jacks. Director, Hugo Fregonese.

I
&«4tHt4A 1Z<tfi*t OOOO TOPS OOO GOOD O O AVERAGE O POOR
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Censorship To High Court

The censorship story, always with the in-

dustry boiled up with new promise in the

last fortnight with the Supreme Court's

decision to view two films banned by State

censors—"La Ronde" in New York and "M"
in Ohio. Both bans were upheld by lower

courts. Public interest in these decisions

was evidenced in a New York Times story

on the subject with a lead: "One of the first

things the nine justices of the Supreme Court

will do after they return to the bench on Jan.

4 will be to go to the movies" to help deter-

mine their decisions. Considering that the

Court has 154 cases to handle on the docket

as of now. the importance of the decisions

assumes especial proportions. Counsel for

the French-made "La Ronde", Florence

Shientag, will be using the first and four-

teenth amendments as basis for elimination

of movie censorship "in advance". The

movies, she holds, "are not so different from

the press and radio as to warrant censorship.

Motion pictures do not go into the home of

the viewer without invitation, as does the

censor-free television program. The irony is

that 'La Ronde' could be shown on television

in New York and not in a theatre for which

admission has to be paid."

Reade Asks Joint Confab
Joint meetings between exhibitor and dis-

tributor were proposed by TOA president

Walter Reade, Jr. to iron out trade problems

and discuss product. Reade suggested regu-

lar confabs be held by a special exhibitors

committee and the sales managers committee

of the MPA A. The proposal was seen as an

interim action until—and if—arbitration is

accomplished.

TOA's program for 1954: Elimination of

the admissions tax; research work; theatre

TV; efforts to relieve the product shortage

(December product shortest in years, he

said); new processes, including stereosound

requirements, a project to expand the MPAA
children's library of films.

Memos
If there was any doubt about the boxoffice

possibilities of "Miss Sadie Thompson," for-

get it—it's been banned by Lloyd Biriford,

an almost certain stamp of b.o. success. The
octogenarian shook his head about exposing

the people of Memphis to the shady heroine

of W. Somerset Maugham's famed novel, as

portrayed by Rita Hayworth in the Colum-
bia 3D film. The neighboring town of West
Memphis, Ark., out of Binford's jurisdiction,

always chortles when the bans come. They
receive the Memphis moviegoers.

COMPO's tax repeal campaign got going

again in old-time style with the red, yellow

and blue scorecards noting legislators who
have registered pro, con and uncommitted.
So State and Congressional tax repeal com-
mitteemen won't have a chance to mistake

last year's records for the cur-rent weekly
reports, listing are on a bright yellow sheet,

with only the new commitments shown.

The T< >A mid-winter meetings of the ex-

ecutive committee and hoard of directors

have been set for the Mayflower Hotel in

Washington, beginning January 31. Agenda
includes arbitration, 16mm anti-trust suit,

subscribtion TV, mandatory stereosound and

specified screens, film rentals and the admis-

sions tax repeal campaign.

UA is rushing out "Act of Love" into a

Los Angeles release to qualify the Anatole

Litvak production for Academy Award
recognition. Film opens at the Ritz Theatre

on Dec. 24, marking the third year in a row
that UA has dashed into the Oscar derby

—

last year with "Moulin Rouge", and in '51

with "African Queen," both opening in L. A.

two days before Christmas.

Universal will release its "Golden Do/en"

during the Charles J. Feldman Annual Sales

I >rive, which begins Jan. 3 and goes through

May 2. Nine will be in Technicolor, two in

3D. Some $35,0(10 in prizes will be going out

to the men in the field; all but the division

managers are eligible for the lucre.

Hill Heineman and Bernie Kranze report

a "tremendous increase" in billings through-

out UA branches since the opening of the

35th Anniversary drive, November 15. Over-

seas tabulations are paralleling the domestic

pace.

Metro's "Julius Caesar" topped the Na-

tional Board of Review's selections for best

picture in 1953, with Paramount's "Shane"

and Columbia's "From Here to Eternity"

runners-up. "Caesar" production also copped

award for best performance with James

Mason's Brutus.

People

Republic's Steve Edwards was named

chairman of MPAA's Advertising and Pub-

licity Directors' Committee at the Associ-

ation's meeting Dec. 16. He succeeds Rodney

Bush, 20th-Fox exploitation manager . . .

Trueman T. Rembusch can't get away from

his COMPO duties. The Indiana Allied ex-

hibitor head, whose theatre duties forced him

to leave the COMPO triumvirate, has ac-

cepted chairmanship of the COMPO's Tax
Repeal Campaign committee for the Hoosier

State . . . Clarence A. McGeary, RKO ass't

western sales approval department manager,

died at 53, after a brief illness . . . Jack

Kirsch, Illinois Allied president, was pre-

sented with a plaque by National Allied

board chairman A. F. Myers at the 23rd an-

niversary shindig of the unit for the Chi-

cagoan's years of service, including his na-

tional presidency in 1946-47 . . . Republic

Boston branch head Herbert J. Schaefer was
named "Man of the Month". It's a new
award to be presented monthly to the out-

standing branch manager by sales director

C. Bruce Newbery . . . Newbery has raised

three of the staff to his executive assistants

—

John A. Alexander, contract head; Albert E.

Schiller, in charge of branch operations and

Frank A. Soule, general administration . . .

Hugh McGuire, Paramount New Haven
salesman, was upped to Philadelphia sales

manager.

Col. Considers Old Pics

Columbia's directorate decided to take

"under advisement" stockholder Lester H.

Martin's proposal to form a corporation to

dispose of old pictures. The films in question

are now carried on the books at $1 each. The
market intended for their "disposal" is ob-

viously television. Columbia secretary

Charles Schwartz, who presided at the an-

nual stockholders meeting, claimed that the

company had already considered such a pos-

sibility, and that it was still under discussion.

Other developments from the meeting:

Nate B. Spingold, vice-president in charge of

advertising and publicity, will go on a semi-

active basis when his contract expires March
2; Vice-president and treasurer Abe
Schneider sees an all-time high $20,000,001)

gross for Columbia's second quarter; an-

other minority stockholder, Y. H. Mardfin,

urged a policy of general reorganization,

with cumulative voting, election of two di-

rectors representing the small stockholders.

Production Items

Studio head Fdward Muhl says that the

production budget for the 34 pictures in the

coming year will be highest in I'niversal's

history. The two CinemaScope films set, as

well as others coming up in anamorphic pro-

cess, it was pointed out, will be available in

all ratios.

Alfred Hitchcock's tie with Paramount
(he's currently doing "Rear Window" there)

was strengthened with a three-picture con-

tract. First will be "Catch a Thief" with

Cary Grant starred. The studio, incidentally,

is at capacity operation, with seven films tak-

ing up all 18 sound stages, as well as re-

hearsal and dubbing sets.

Robert Siodmak will direct the first film

with American stars to be made by Rome's

Titanus Studios, following conclusion of a

deal with C. I. Productions' Dr. Paul Ilton.

A filmization of llton's original, "The Last

Days of Sodom and Gomorrah," the biblical

drama will begin in March, with American

distribution scheduled for next Fall.

2()th-Fox has set up a new department to

produce short subjects in CinemaScope and

Technicolor. Utilizing C'Scope's enhance-

ment of scenic wonders, the group will fea-

ture travelogues. Producer Otto Lang heads

the new department.

Warwick Productions, first British inde to

use CinemaScope, has concluded a pact with

Fox for another pair, "The Cockleshell

Heroes" and "The Prize in Gold". Both will

be filmed in Technicolor.

With pacting of Julian Lesser's "The

Saint's Girl Friday," RKO sales head Charles

Boasberg claims the company's enjoying its

strongest production surge in 18 months.

Earlier, Boasberg had announced a deal with

Independent Artists' Frederick Brisson for

production of "The Girl Rush" (Rosalind

Russell) and for W. Lee Wilder's "Killers

From Space," a science-fiction thriller. As

of now, three pictures are shooting and 15

are in preparation by the studio's seven pro-

ducers.
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THE SCREEN'S

HOTTEST NEW
BOXOFFICE
PERSONALITY ..in the year's

most unusual
entertainment

thrill!
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YEAR DF BIG PICTURES

Mel Ferrer as King Arthur hears the kneeling Lancelot (Robert

Taylor) accused of stealing Queen Guinevere's love in M-G-M's

first CinemaScopc production, "Knights of the Round Table".

Van Johnson questions skipper Humphrey Bogdrt's orders

during typhoon in scene from Columbia's "Caine Mutiny'".

(, math close in on insurgent prisoners in

tilled Artists' "Riot in Cell Block 11".

The gun-totin gals in this scene from RKO's "The

French Line" are Mary McCarty and Jane Russell.

Gambling-house mistress Joan Crawford and her aides,

Ernest Borgnine, Ben Cooper, Frank Marlowe. Royal

Dano and Scott Brady in Republic's "Johnny Guitar".

Errol Flynn and Roldano Lupi in dueling

scene from United Artists' "Crossed Swords".

(More About 1954's BIG PICTURES on Page 22)
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YEAR DF BIG PICTURES

Musical highlight of "The Glenn Miller Story" is the all-

star jam session, with James Stewart as the title character.

Louis Armstrong. Cozy and Gene Krupa also are present.

(Continued from Page 12)

COLUMBIA

Columbia will be at or near the

top of the list in volume next year

and, spurred on by the success of

"From Here To Eternity", this or-

ganization is striving for Quality

with a capital Q. On the completed

list are:

"The Caine Mutiny" (Humphrey
Bogart, Jose Ferrer, Van Johnson,

Fred MacMurray), Stanley Kra-

mer's Technicolor production; "It

Should Happen To You" (Judy
Holliday, Peter Lawford); "Para-

trooper" (Alan Ladd), Technicolor;

"Hell Below Zero" (Alan Ladd),

Technicolor; "Indiscretion of an

American Wife" (Jennifer Jones,

Montgomery Clift), made in Italy

by Vittorio Di Sicca; "The Mad
Magician" (Vincent Price) in 3D &
Technicolor; Elia Kazan's "Water-

front" (Marlon Brando, Karl Mai-

den, Lee J. Cobb), and Kramer's

"The Wild One" (Brando).

Columbia will present later in the

season its first CinemaScope effort,

"The Pleasure Is All Mine" (Betty

Grable, The Champions); "West
Point" (Maureen O'Hara) and "The
Story of Mary Magdalene", both

probably in CinemaScope, as well

as Technicolor.

PARAMOUNT

Paramount, at this point, does not

shape up as one of the safer bets

for early 1954. Volume and quality,

both, will be low, especially for the

first two months.

Most promising of the early re-

leases appear to be: "Knock on

Wood" (Danny Kaye), Techni-

color; "Elephant Walk" (Elizabeth

Taylor, Dana Andrews) Techni-

color; "Naked Jungle" (Eleanor

Parker, Charlton Heston), Techni-

color, and "Ulysses" (Kirk Douglas,

Silvana Mangano), produced in

Italy. This studio is a holdout

against CinemaScope thus far.

REPUBLIC

Republic, fast shedding its repu-

tation as a studio devoted to wes-
terns and programmers, has sched-

uled a program of 20 features for

1954, many of them top budgeters.

Among those completed are:

"Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford,

Sterling Hayden, Scott Brady) in

Trucolor; "Hell's Half Acre"
(Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes);

"Jubilee Trail" (Vera Ralston, For-

rest Tucker) in Trucolor; "Woman
in the Fog" (Dorothy McGuire,
Stephen McNally); Herbert Wil-

cox's "Laughing Ann" (Wendell

Corey, Margaret Lockwood, Forrest

Tucker) in Technicolor.

Among '54's toppers will be John
Ford's "The Big Whisper".

RKO
RKO expects to have 35 features

for release this coming year. Top-
ping those already completed are:

Howard Hughes' "Jet Pilot" (John

Wayne, Janet Leigh), "Son of Sin-

bad" (Dale Robertson, Vincent

Price) in 3D & Technicolor; "The
French Line" (Jane Russell, Gilbert

Roland) in 3D & Technicolor, and

"Dangerous Mission" (Victor Ma-
ture, Piper Laurie). Two outside

productions are ready for release:

Disney's "Rob Roy" (Richard

Todd, Glynis Johns), in Techni-

color, and King Bros.' "Carnival

Story" (Ann Baxter, Steve Coch-

ran).

ALLIED ARTISTS

Allied Artists, having dropped the

old Monogram banner, is embark-

ing on its most ambitious program.

Already completed for 1954 are

Walter Wanger's "Riot in Cell

Block 11", exploitation special; "Ar-

row in the Dust" (Sterling Hayden,

Colleen Gray), Technicolor; "Dra-

gonfly Squadron" (John Hodiak,

Barbara Britton) in 3D, and "The
Ghost of O'Leary" (Yvonne De
Carlo, David Niven, Barry Fitz-

gerald).

Left. Marlon Brando makes a pilch at waitress Mary Murphy in "The Wild Otic". Stanley Kramci's film for Columbia "I an outline gang of motor-

cyclists. Right, Judy Holliday gets a shocking idea while dancing with Peter Lawford in Columbia's "It Should Happen To You".
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YEAR DF BIT, PICTURES

"Night People". Buddy Ebsen and Rita Gam wait for results. James Mason and Charles Bickford listen to director George

Cukor explain a scene for Warners'' "A Star Is Born".

Lana Turner and Carlos Thompson are the romantic feud-

ists in Metros Technicolor "The Flame and the Flesh".

J \
Danny Kaye in a comic number in Paramount's "Knock on Wood .
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Four teaser ads on "Miss

Sadie Thompson" each 2

cols, by 110 lines, are at

left, to be run in the se-

quence shown. Variations

on the placement can be:

On a one-a-day basis on

the movie page, leading up

to the big display ads; off

the movie page, using

same space each time, on

succeeding even number

pages; a series of teaser

mailing pieces, printed on

postcard stock.

MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Pressbook Award

Let *Sadie 3 Stills Show
Rita on the Prowl!

Many theatrcmen are apt to take for granted that invaluable aid to showmanship—the pressbook.

For that reason, we devote this space in each issue of FILM BULLETIN to recognize those press-

books that best serve the needs of theatre showmen. In this issue, the Pressbook Award goes to—

MISS SADIE THOMPSON

It would be hard to remember when the sultriness and sex angles of a film have been

captured to better effect than in C olumbia's press book on "Miss Sadie Thompson". From

the cover, featuring "Rita in 3D", through the provocative inside cover, the ads, the ex-

ploitation, the publicity, the campaign manual makes the most of the star and the sex-

laden W. Somerset Maugham story. Even the cast and credits page is piquantly calculated

to direct the selling into the

theme that dominates the pro-

motion: Entertainment is her

business . . . and yours, ex-

ploited with art that shows

star Rita Hayworth lifted into

the air by a Marine as the

climax of her big dance num-
ber, "The Heat Is On".

How to use the stills, with

special exploitation angles is

another feature as shown
(left) in the tear sheet from

the pressbook. The showmen,
going through the hot load of

stills made up for "Sadie",

virtually finds the ideas pop-

ping like corn in a fryer.

Other features of the press-

book play up the musical

angles, South Sea angles,

.Arthur Murray tie-ups, and a

host of other co-ops clearly

and concisely explained in the

manual.

Each Hayworth picture make* it-. II known bv n- distinctive -nil- but

never before bave -nil- -..I.I a picturr like the lulu- Rita came up with

for "Mis;. Sadie Thompson." Study the ones on this page, and then rush

out and put them to work i- suggested below! All stills, of course, are

available at your National Screen Service exchange.

ART STILLS:
Slitt N.

"Miks Sadie Thump

miphl 1-r wed rfici-i
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Suggestion* foi Still Ni
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f ol I Willi
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the tCHM-r ad- on page* Cta and 7< of Ihr adtertiMiig set ion

iMtil No An 3 belongs alop your theatre marquee and a.* a

center pior on your overhead board 1
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\
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tinging Kits u

Hi a hidden r

eveiy lamp po*t leading 10 and
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Hie bin again. I lamp pMtt in key
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> .tl Si

di.tr i but ion

led a» tin fJMKH H1I.1

tn *»ith poaaj Iron ba
J'lani ihr MIM kind ol

> included in DM

t Ml lot blankel

wn tnlutgcd lo

lilf »w. they're the MM IkkI thing lo

haviri|t Kila Iherr ID ptTMH Hunt them,

plu- ad ropy and credit., in merchant.'

vtindov... on .lore counter*, out front arid

m.idr raw theatre Make "Sadie" thf

As for the ads, wear asbes-

tos gloves when handling the

mats.

Warners In Unique Talent

Search For "Giant" Casting

In a unique casting search, Warners is do-

ing a canny publicity job as well for the

forthcoming production of "Giant". Henry
Ginsberg and George Stevens, who are pro-

ducing the Edna Ferber novel for WB re-

lease, worked out a plan with the Warner
talent department to send copies of "Giant"

to all leading agents so that they can read or

re-read the book and determine what per-

sonalities will be best suited to play the roles.

"By making copies of 'Giant' available to the

various agents," Ginsberg explains, "we hope

to encourage every agent in town to assist

and cooperate with the Warner Bros, talent

offices, both in New York and California, in

finding the most ideal prospects to fill all the

important roles. Agents in every field of

entertainment, including stage, TV and radio,

as well as the movies, were contacted.

Imagine scurrying around to seek out the

talent, with each trying to make his pitch for

a star. A lot of it is going to find its way into

print and on the airwaves and TV screens.

"Decameron" Stripped In

Canada Stunt Announcement
Want to know how to capitalize smartly

on a book to publicize a film? Take a leaf

from the promotion for RKO's "Decameron

Nights" for the dual opening at the Univer-

sity and Eglinton Theatres in Toronto. Six

copies, amounting to 3000 pages, of Boccac-

cio's "Decameron" were stripped. On each

page, an announcement of the opening of the

picture was imprinted and the sheets were

distributed through the book department of

Eaton's department store.

Another unique promotion by RK<> was a

scented letter, written in Spanish, with a lip-

stick imprint to all disc jockeys. Follow-up

(Continued on Page 24)
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74/fat me S&omueti /tie *Dawa!

Dramatic Broadway front at the Victoria in New York. Size of the huge display can be gauged by

the store fronts and heads of the figures beneath. Car pictured in the sign has illuminated headlights

and operating windshield wipers to add flash.

(Continued from Page 23)

was a Spanish speaking model who trans-

lated the letter, actually an invitation to

come and see the picture.

Another angle taken by RKO is a stress

on college town bookings. Given a campaign

at the Varsity Theatre, Chapel Hill, home of

the University of North Carolina, the run

was so successful, rolling up a higher gross

than any other film to play the house in

years, that a special campaign was evolved

for collegiate areas. Campaign includes dis-

plays in and around the campus and letters

to the students.

Holiday Award for "Eternity"

Columbia's "From Here to Eternity" took

first place honors in Holiday Magazine's an-

nual poll, and no new processes films made

the top ten. "The really big news of the

year," pointedly said movie critic Al Hine,

"has been the quality of the individual pic-

ture, not technical discoveries and improve-

ments." Others included "Roman Holiday,"

"Shane," "The Bandwagon," "Mogambo,"

"The Moon Is Blue." "Lib," "Stalag 17,"

"Tanga-Tika" and "The Little Fugitive".

Six Book Jackets For

"Knights of Round Table"

Metro has set up deals with 25 manufac-

turers and distributors for national tie-ups

for "Knights of the Round Table," working

through both the studio and the home office.

Grosset and Dunlap got out four different

jackets to publicize the film, taken from the

immortal story of King Arthur. Dodd, Meade
Co. and World Publishing Co. issued special

jackets; Dell Publishing Co. worked up a

special comic book, featuring Robert Taylor

as Lancelot on the cover, while Classics Illu-

strated has a special color cartoon book for

chain store distribution. Other tie-ups in-

volve jewelry, valances & streamers, t-shirts,

toys, lingerie and even a membership card in

the "Knights of the Round Table" club for

the youngsters.

Special Kid Show By S-W
For Cinerama "Dead Time"
An exclusive Saturday morning children's

party to view Cinerama was tossed by the

Stanley Warner Boyd in Philadelphia and

turned out to be, literally and figuratively, a

roaring success, with hundreds having to be

turned away at the 1500-seater. Kids from

( Continued on Page 26)

Viewpoints

A FINE EXAMPLE

DF PUBLIC RELATIONS
How the "Woman's Home Companion" spon-

sored a drive on behalf of the Heart Fund

should give movie showmen interested in public

relations plenty of food for thought. Here's how

they did it:

They approached Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned

Washington, two of Hollywood's top song

writers, who had already won Oscars for their

"High Noon", and got them to pool their talents

again for a special new Christmas song. The

idea was to devote a I 2-page section of the

Companion to a feature, "A Family Celebrates

Christmas," tied in with the Heart Fund of the

American Heart Association so that the charity

would benefit from sale of records and sheet

music. The percentage going to the Fund will

continue for as ong as the copyright lasts. Re-

cordings, sheet music and suggestions for an-

nouncements were sent to every radio station in

the country, with Jill Corey, recently on the

cover of Life, for the vocal, and Mitch Miller,

head Artists and Repertoire man for Columbia

Records, for narration. There was also a special

transcription available at cost to the station.

The Companion combined charity, good will

and an interesting feature to win acclaim of its

I 5,000,000 monthly readers. Every week, more

than 50,000,000 people go to the movies, or

better than 200,000,000 a month. If a magazine

that approaches fifteen million can do a public

relations job like that, what infinitely great op-

portunities are there for a medium that works

with 50,000,000, has an unsurpassed fund of

talent, and the ability to keep its audience's

eyes constantly on its subject matter. What a

wonderful opportunity the industry has to do

good for everyone—including itself—with its

great public relations potential.

Striking parachute display was used in lobby of Malso Theatre in Memphis to ballyhoo Republic's

"/'light Nurse" by W. Watson Davis in co-op with the Air Force and Nat W'yse. Republic Memphis

brunch manager. Added feature had a man test life raft on lake in Riverside Park for three days.
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FOOD
141.4% INCREASE

house
i minimum,

s

105% INCREASE

APPAREL
99.2% INCREASE

THEATRE
EXPENSES
98.9° 0 INCREASE

FUEL
47.6% INCREASE

RENT
42.4% INCREASE

There are quite a few reasons to feel pain every time you touch a Cost-

of-Living item . . . and find it hurts you where it counts ... in your

pocketbook!

The diagnosis of "why". . . can be found in the Bureau of

Labor Statistics report . . . showing an increase in your rent of 42.4' < :

your food of 141.4%; your apparel of 99.2% and your fuel of

47.6% . . . from 1939 to 1953! By examining the Exhibitors Digest

report you'll find a rise of 98.9% in your theatre equipment and

supplies since 1940! Ample reasons indeed for you to be hurtin in

your profits!

You'll feel a sense of relief however, when you look at the

negligible increase, IF ANY, you've received from NSS during this

same period !

Compare all your costs, with the LOW COST, Service-With-

A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby!

mwmit \ciee/i SERVICE



(Continued from Page 24)

32 public schools were at the house, but no

adults were admitted, not even teachers. The

show was arranged by Cinerama publicist

Bill Brooker, with the Board of Education

giving full cooperation, the kids getting in

at about one-third the regular price. Result

has encouraged the Boyd and the Board to

arrange similar early morning weekend

showings. Management of the Boyd, un-

doubtedly with its heart in its mouth because

of the "no-adults" gimmick, and the thought

of the kids running wild, was delighted with

the behavior of the youngsters. Loud, but

no rowdyism.

And what are YOU doing with your "dead

time" ?

Airwavers
For the opening of 20th Century-Fox's

CinemaScope "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef",

there were no less than 350 TV and 580

radio spot announcements. Heavy schedule

continued throughout the entire first week of

the film's engagement at the Roxy in New-

York.

RKO Radio hit the frequencies jackpot in

its British air promotion. The company,

which has been far in front of all others in

exploiting its pictures over the Government-

controlled BBC, is expected to reach its peak

during the Christmas period on behalf of

Disney releases. On Xmas eve, a 45-minute

program of excerpts from "Snow White and

the Seven Dwarfs" was aired; then on Yule

Day, at what is Britain's peak listening

period—between 5 and 6 p.m.—a full-hour

Disney show was held (boxoffices were not

affected adversely since all "cinemas" are

closed on Christmas Day), and the big day

following, Boxing Day, an hour-long show

featuring Disney's Royal Performance film,

"Rob Roy, The Highland Rogue" entertained

the British radio fans. With families at home
for Xmas festivities, an estimated 50,000,000

heard the RKO plugs for Disney.

United Artists went on an air binge for

"The Conquest of Everest," in cooperation

with the Grape-Nut Corp. The extensive air

promotion is being worked nationally over

Keefe Brasselle, star of "The Eddie Cantor Story"

in one of his TV appearances on p.a. tour to plug

the film. He is shown here with Tom Haley in

Cleveland's WNBK video station.

New York lingerie shop window at Broadway &
49th carries appropriate trimmings to too?/

MGM's Esther Williams starrer, "Easy to Love".

the CBS network and locally via a lecture

tour by Sir Edmund Hillary, one of the expe-

dition's leaders. We're a bit perplexed by

one sentence in the UA release, however,

which brought us this item: "The plug is

built around the use of Grape Nuts by such

champions as the members of the Hunt-

Hillary-Tensing expedition to Everest." For

real?!! . . . Premiere of WB's "Eddie Cantor

Story" will be telecast live Dec. 29 from the

Warner Beverly Theatre over the ABC net-

work. To make sure that there won't be any

hitch in the programming, the studio has set

up a limousine shuttle service to deliver stars

from parking lots to the theatre entrance.

Holiday Bookings Tops

In MGM's History

M-G-M's groundwork for bookings during

the holiday season is paying off. An all-time

record for Christmas-New Year's dates will

launch the company's 30th Anniversary

Jubilee with end-of-year premieres of the

CinemaScope "Knights of the Round Table",

following the world debut at the Egyptian in

Los Angeles, Dec. 23. Seven more Yule

openings are set—Cleveland, Detroit, New
Orleans, Kansas City, St. Louis, Atlanta and

Pittsburgh with additional preems in Mem-
phis, Indianapolis, Houston, San Francisco

and several other cities immediately follow-

ing. "Julius Caesar" and "Quo Vadis" will

be kicked off with Xmas and New Year

openings in the major cities. With "Easy to

Love," "Kiss Me Kate," "All the Brothers

Were Valiant" and "Escape From Fort

Bravo," as other opening attractions, it

marks the longest list of holiday bookings in

Metro's history.

"Glenn Miller" Kicked Off

In Hero's Birthplace

Clarinda, Iowa, birthplace of Glenn Miller,

will be brought into the nation's spotlight

with the premiere of Universal's "The Glenn

Miller Story" on January 13. The invitation-

al showing celebrities, headed by Governor
William Beardsley, will feature a contingent

of Iowa disc jockeys from all over the State,

with Ray Starr of Waterloo's KWWL head-

ing the platter-spinners. Star James Stewart

will come to Clarinda to help the city pay

tribute to its native son, with a network

radio show carrying an account of the events.

Clarinda showing paves the way for the

triple Miami premiere on Jan. 19 at the

Miami, Carib and Miracle Theatres.

BRIEFS
The full-page on "Heidi" worked up by

United Artists and the Little Carneige Thea-

tre is a beaut. Done in storybook style, it

has a provocative quality in the text and art

that pours out appeal in big doses . . . Tak-

ing advantage of the Cantor trademark, War-
ners has issued a brochure on "The Eddie

Cantor Story" that's a real interest-grabber.

The eyes are a pair of black buttons boun-

cing around in white containers, with white

gloves at each side; no mistaking that impli-

cation . . . The invitational preview Universal

tossed for "The Glenn Miller Story" at the

RKO 86th Street Theatre in New York had

3000 on hand, including top personalities of

movieland, stage, radio & TV, the music

world and press. Universal took the house

for the night to carry off the affair . . . The
new 20th Century-Fox "Dynamo", edited by

Roger Ferri, is worth going out of your way

to get, with its detailing of CinemaScope

product that will be forthcoming. If you

haven't received yours, there's still a good

chance to get it—20th has printed up 35,000

copies to make sure of adequate distribution

. . . Two CinemaScope films "Beneath the

12-Mile Reef" and "King of the Khyber

Rifles," got the full klieg-light treatment

within one w:eek, with black-tie invitationals,

stars, top personalities in society, entertain-

ment, politics et al. Both were well covered

by radio and TV, both before and during

. . . Debut of "The Eddie Cantor Story" at

the Paramount in New- York also brought

out the notables in an all-reserved seat open-

ing.

Robert Wagner and Terry Moore fans greet the

stars on their arrival at LaGuardia airport for

p.a.'s on behalf of "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef

and "King of the Khyber Rifles".
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Report on

Technical Progress
Color Television & The Movies

Now that 20th Century-Fox is allowing

the exhibitor who operates "small and nar-

row" theatres to choose whatever make or

type of screen he desires to use, there is

much speculation in industry that Fox will

also relax its specifications on stereophonic

sound. Allied's president Wilbur Snaper and

general counsel Abram F. Myers released a

joint statement which said that Allied "hopes

the company now will take the next logical

Step and make stereophonic sound optional."

Pressure is also being exerted by the Cine-

matograph Exhibitors Association in Eng-

land. They have also adopted a resolution

requesting Fox to test single track sound

presentations of "The Robe" in small houses.
# * *

The Nord Corp., makers and distributors

of a single film 3D projection system,

entered into a deal to distribute the Polaroid

corporation's new line of 3D glasses. Nord

has a similar pact with Magic Viewer. The

company plans to make their projection

equipment available to exhibitors without

cash investment on a pay-as-you-go basis.

Columbia Pictures is already committed to

making its 3D product available in the Nord

process.

The success of CinemaScope and influx of

quality 3Ders, "Kiss Me Kate", "Hondo",

"Miss Sadie Thompson"—has been a real

hypo to sales of equipment. RCA reported

orders from five circuits and over a hundred

individual theatres for its stereophonic sound

equipment during one month to meet open-

ing dates on C'Scope and other films with

directional sound. The company is doing

"everything possible" to help exhibitors meet

deadlines, said A. J. Piatt, manager of RCA
theatre equipment sales. RCA is making de-

liveries direct from the factory in Camden,

N. J. to the midwest and northeast.

In answer to a number of requests from

exhibitors, Technicolor corp. has clarified

the credits "color by Technicolor" and "print

by Technicolor". Color by Technicolor is

applied to film which has been photographed

on film supplied or developed and its release

prints produced by Technicolor. Print by

Technicolor is applied to a picture photo-

graphed on film not supplied or developed by

Technicolor, but the release prints of which

were produced by Technicolor.
* * *

SPOT NEWS: Altec Service corp. has

signed contracts for servicing theatres in the

following circuits: Storey chain, Atlanta,

I

Ga. (10); St. Louis Amusement co. ; Central

States Theatre corp. (20); and Kallet Thea-

tres, Oneida, N. Y. (28) . . .E. O. Wilschke,

Altec operating manager convalescing from

surgery, will take an extended vacation re-

turning to his desk on March 1 . . . R. Wil-

liam Dassow has been appointed sales man-

ager for the theatre and TV screen division

of Radiant Manufacturing corp. The com-
1 pany reports that the position was created

I because of the increase in sales of their As-

trolite screen.

The sword that has been hanging over the

film industry in the form of color TV, finally

dropped. But from all indications, the blow

—if that's what it is—will be a long time

falling. Most set-makers agree it will be at

least 1956 before mass audiences will be see-

ing joe Friday, Jackie Gleason, or John's

Wife's Other John in multi-colored hues.

Meanwhile, if the movie industry is doomed

to suffer headaches with the coming of TV
color, TV moguls, themselves, may be ac-

quiring a perpetual migraine.

While the FCC approved RCA's com-

patible color TV system, at the same time it

wagged an admonishing finger at the high

costs of receiving and transmitting equip-

ment. The commission also warned that be-

cause of "complicated techniques" of the

system "it is reasonable to anticipate that

receiver failures and service adjustments will

be more frequent. Similar difficulties may
also be anticipated at the studio and trans-

mitter."

The report stated that "the additional sus-

ceptibility of the color receiver to inter-

ference and the possibility of causing inter-

ference to other services . . . must be given

close attention by the receiver manufac-

turerers."

Agreed these defects will probably be

ironed out within a reasonable time after the

system goes into operation, still, even the

uninitiated would suspect that it won't be all

clear sailing for the wielders of the cathode

l ay.

Adding to their woes, TV stations are

now faced with huge expenditures for new
equipment to handle color telecasts. First

estimates place the cost of equipment to

transmit network colorcasts at $187,500 for

one station alone. And, of course, these out-

lays will eventually be passed on to adver-

tisers who are already staggering under

monumental budgets. On top of this, the

public is asked to shell out $700 to $1000 for

the first color TV sets.

It will be interesting to see what effect

The TV production firm Kling Studios

Inc. has leased the Chaplin studios for a 10-

year period. Production on TV commercials,

syndicated films and features is due to start

immediately. Last summer, Kling unsuc-

cessfully offered $600,000 to buy the studios

outright. Under terms of the present lease

Kling will pay over $1,000,000 during the

next decade.
* # *

The Eagle-Lion studio in Hollywood, pur-

chased from Chesapeake Industries Inc. for

a reported $1,100,000, will be devoted ex-

clusively to making films for television. A
syndicate headed by Edwin W. Pauley,

bought the plant which is to be renamed
First National Studios, Inc. Bernard Procter,

TV producer who owns the shows "The Big

Story" and "Treasury Men in Action" will

head production. The company plans to rent

some space to outside television film pro-

color will have on the entertainment potential

of TV programs. Without doubt, the variety

shows will benefit most, because musical

comedy presentations are just naturally as-

sociated with brilliant colors. Even some of

the better drama shows will be enhanced by

a tinted presentation. But, as every movie
exhibitor knows, when an over-ripe script

smells bad, or the acting is stagnant, gang-

rene sets in and not even the rainbow itself

will help. Call the surgeon! The play is still

the thing, even in TV, and, judging from the

"quality" of the stuff we occasionally catch

on the little screen, plenty of it requires

drastic surgery. It is our guess that color

will be a bigger boon to the advertisers than

to anyone else. Just imagine those beautiful

packages in all their multi-hued magnifi-

cence!

No matter how you slice it though, it is

fair to assume that color TV is going to pro-

duce a let-down in the movie business. Thea-

tre operators will find competition for audi-

ences stiffen as more and more color sets

find their way into homes. But there are a

number of pertinent factors to consider.

Set-makers say they will produce less than

100,000 units in 1954, and in 1955 they figure

the output of color tubes won't top 1.5 mil-

lion. Since there are over 27 million black-

and-white receivers now in use it would ap-

pear that theatres won't really feel the strain

until at least 1956— if they ever do.

Meanwhile, the movie people have several

aces in the hole. Since the exclusiveness of

color has been taken away from them, pro-

ducers and theatre operators will have to

play t heir trump cards, CinemaScope, stereo-

phonic sound and 3D, to the hilt. And, of

course, more than ever, the film industry

must give the public a type of entertainment

they can't get in their living rooms. If Holly-

wood works hard to achieve its potential,

and theatres take advantage of the new tech-

nical advances, the movie business can mini-

mize, perhaps even nullify, the effiects of

color video on available audiences. NEIL

ducers, but most of the space and facilities

will be utilized by National for its own pro-

duction. Renovation of the studio is due to

start in January.

* * *

The Raytheon Manufacturing Co. has al-

ready began shipping color television sets to

its dealers. Because it makes its own parts

and picture tubes, the company has been in

production for a number of months awaiting

only the FCC's approval of the RCA com-
patible color television system.

* * *

RKO Theatres, Inc. has leased its house
at 81st Street and Broadway to CBS to be

converted immediately into a studio for pro-

ducing color TV programs. Capacity of the

theatre is 2,000, but will undergo extensive

alterations under provisions of the long-term
lease.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

'Jolson' Skolsky Makes Another
'Cantor Story' Uses Same Method

There are more selling angles to "The Eddie C antor Story" than that famed

entertainer has daughters. Working from the title on, the Sidney Skolsky pro-

duction for Warner Bros, has a wealth of ballyhoo values, and the WB press-

book details them to exhibitors' advantage, angling the exploitables at all ages

and audiences. One facet, however, is understandably neglected, obvious as it

is: the great success of the Skolsky Columbia production, "The Jolson Story",

a factor that will undoubtedly enhance the attraction of the new Warner film.

Comparison, of course, will be inevitable and whichever way it goes, the talk

should encourage business. Association of the two films, emphasizing the same

techniques and that both producer and director are the same as for "Jolson",

will lend both prestige and a want-to-see interest.

There is plenty to sell on its own—the inspiring story of Cantor's rise from

the East Side to fame as what is generally excepted as the greatest living enter-

tainer, heart interest, pathos, beautiful girls, music, laughs, and of course, the

songs that Cantor made famous—"If You Knew Susie", "Margie", "Making

Whoopee", "Ida", "Now 's the Time to Fall in Love" and all the others that

have become his trade mark.

There is also every indication that what "The Jolson Story" did for Larry

Parks, "The Eddie Cantor Story" will do for young Keefe Brasselle. Brasselle's

delivery of the Cantor-sung musical numbers, the amazing resemblance to Can-

tor in both appearance and mannerisms, is sure to unleash the kind of talk that

gives boxoffices the shot in the arm that no amount of canned or printed pub-

licity can match, (jive this newcomer a big splash to hypo anticipation.

Kids! Wear Eddie Cantor's Famous 'Banjo Eyes'

A One-in-a-Million Entertainment About America*! One-in-a-Million Guy!

WARMER BROl

"THE Eddie Cantor story
KEEFE BRASSELLE -MARILYN ERSKINE

cows byTECHNICOLOR
INSTRUCTIONS Simply tut out, mount on cotdboord ond olto.h tiring through tmoll hole, Indi.ot.d

ADS, MUSIC, TIE-UPS
Warners' high-powered pressbook is cram-

med with useful ideas and sparkling ads. The
latter, as sampled below at left, show the two

main themes used—Eddie Cantor of the

Follies with his usual bevy of beautiful girls

around him, and the famous banjo-eyes cari-

cature. None of the ads fails to carry the

Follies girl angle, most use a headline built

around a title of the great number of songs

Cantor brought to fame. Teaser ad carries a

caution note in the pressbook to substitute

name of own theatre for that carried on mat.

Capitalizing cleverly on the banjo-eyes

caricature is the novelty herald suggestion

shown above. Mat in full mask-size is im-

printed locally. Ad or merchant co-op is on

reverse side.

While tie-ups with music stores, are, of

course, a natural, this one has a special asset

in Capitols' record album from the original

sound track. Capitol is giving it its own
special campaign, with 18" album cover

blowups, stand-up counter cards, stills, ad

mats and free sample albums to be distri-

buted by the record company's representa-

tives to radio stations, critics, etc. Typical

music store window, using some of the ma-

terial, is shown below.

Among stunts offered are: free passes to

families with five daughters; search for

town's most tireless charity worker; amateur

contest for Cantor impersonators.
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EXPLOITATJON
PICTURE

of the issue

THE EDDIE CANTOR STDRY
A Hollywood columnist, Sidney Skol-

sky, made a picture in 1946 for Columbia

with an innovation that boomed the film

into the top attraction of the year. Using

an unknown, Larry Parks, as his visual

star and the voice of Al Jolson <>n the

sound track, Skolsky performed a miracle

of impersonation that caused a sensation

among movie audiences and the critics.

Now it looks as though he has done it

again for Warner Bros.—and possiblj

even more strikingly.

Using the same technique, Skolsky has brought the heartwarm-
ing story of another great entertainer, Eddie Cantor, to the screen.

It's the Cantor voice with another comparative unknown, Keefe

Brasselle, as the star. Since Cantor's mannerisms and his immortal
banjo-eyes are so well known to everyone, it was mandatory to

have the star match the original's appearance, as well as Ins voice.

REAL EDDIE

Looking at Brasselle normally, it would have been difficult to pic-

ture this youngster as Cantor. But in long and secret sessions with

Skolsky, Brasselle perfected every gesture, voice inflection, and

with the aid of makeup magic, was presented to the Warner execu-

tives. He got the role without even a screen test. How closely he

resembles the real Eddie in the picture is graphically illustrated in

the scene above.

But still Skolsky was taking no chances on anything going

wrong. Having written the original Cantor saga, he combined with

ace writers Jerome Weidman and Ted Sherdeman for the screen-

play. He garnered Alfred E. Green, who handled " The Jolson

Story," for the directorial chores, got veteran LeRoy Prinz to

stage and direct the musical numbers.

Few will have to be told the story of the great entertainer's

rise from New York's Fast Side, his discovery by Cms Edwards,

teaming with Jimmy Durante, his success in the Ziegfeld Follies,

the fabulous Ida and the five daughters, his fight against illness, the

innumerable charities he fostered and aided. There is every promise,

that thcy'l love recalling them in "The Eddie Cantor Story".
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6XHIBITORS FORUm
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

Would you like

in send a r: p y of

3D AND THE FUTURE
ITO of Ohio

Pete Harrison, in the Dec. 12 issue of Har-

rison's Reports says that while there has

been an improvement in the quality of pho-

tography, projection and glasses, he is not

optimistic about the future of 3-D. He also,

points out that no producing company is

either making a 3-D film or has one sched-

uled for production. There are, however,

several which have been completed and are

awaiting release.

Latest reports are that Westerns which

are quite ordinary in 2-D are doing very well

in 3-D. No one seems able to explain it

except to say that Western fans like 3-D. As

the father of two youngsters, I can only

point out that they love Western pictures

and they avidly buy and read 3-D comics. It

follows naturally that they like 3D Westerns.

Incidentally, Paramount is releasing

"Money From Home", the Martin and Lewis

3-D picture in 2-D for New Year's Eve and

then in 3-D about Feb. 1. If the prints are

used in 2-D, what good will they be in 3-D

later? They'll be out of sync and the public

will get a bad reaction.

MORE ON C'SCOPE
North Central Allied

CinemaScope has come in for some great

claims and some sober asides in the past few

weeks. Spyrous Skouras, who talked at

length at the Boston meeting said that his

company had gone all out for CinemaScope

because it was the thing that was going to

save the industry. He stated that no theatre

could survive unless it offered the best in the

way of picture presentation and that small

theatres could buy CinemaScope through

liberal credit from its suppliers. We just

wonder if Mr. Skouras realizes that the cost

of CS equipment—as he insists on selling it

—is as great in some cases as the value of

the whole theatre in many small situations.

And as for CS being the only system that

will keep the theatre alive—let's have a look

at some other industries and see just how
logical this idea is. First, for the sake of

argument, let's assume that CS is the best

there is. (There is room for argument here.)

However, there is Wide-Screen, (giving al-

most identical effect), plain flat 2-D, 3-D in

various styles and there are promises of even

more radical things in the future.

Now, how about shoes? Florsheim is a

pretty damn good shoe. But not everybody

can afford them, so a lot of people walk

around on Tom McAnn's and Freeman's

—

and the shoe industry still goes on. The
Cadillac is a pretty damn good car, but most
of us have to drive Chevvy's and Fords and
the car industry still goes on. See the

analogy?

What many of us, and Mr. Skouras, have

to keep in mind is that we can't become can-

nibals to keep from starving to death. It's

nice to keep up with the Jones', but we have

to consider that our all in many cases is

wrapped up in these one-man theatres. The
best is whatever your public will accept as

best and keep you in business. We are

definitely all for progress—but let's talk in

terms we can all cope with. Actually, CS is

not just around the corner for we small

towncrs anyway. If we could afford it now,
it would be a long ways off in supplying

equipment and product. When product is

sufficiently available, prices will have no

doubt become adjusted to supply and de-

mand.

'JEZEBEL' A SLEEPER
All ied Caravan of la., Neb. & Mid-Central

Letter of recent date from Ozark Oscar

(Jeff Jefferis) praises the Lippert pic "Sins

of Jezebel". Jeff says it's a mighty fine pic-

ture, but like many another, has a bad title.

Strictly a well made bible picture with excel-

lent appeal to the church group. Made for

wide screen and has a terrific opening. Ad-
vises playing it for all it's worth. You will

have to convince the churches that it's not a

sin picture, but an excellent bible picture

—

true, according to Jeff. Jeff says he missed

the boat on it by not believing the salesman

and offers the reason for not believing him

that over the period of years (30 some) he

has had reason to doubt their veracity about

quality of pics. Jeff, you have some mighty

queer salesman calling on you. All our boys

up here have G. Washington stamped on

their brief cases. Seriously, Jeff advises play-

ing the picture and riding it with a good

campaign. It's OK and good—better than

most biblical pics.

INSTITUTIONAL STUNT
Allied Caravan of la., Neb. & Mid-Central

From the Ohio Allied Bulletin we reprint

an ad which was written by John Goodno,

Palace Theatre, Huntington, W. Va. The ad

follows: "Thank God for the older folks

—

America has too long regarded our older

people as a liability and a problem. Social

Security is a help—but that's not the com-

plete answer. Any crisis in our economy or

politics invariably seeks an older person,

rich in wisdom and experience, coming to

our rescue. Every business man in Hunting-

ton realizes and appreciates the great contri-

butions a former generation now perhaps in-

active, has made to our welfare and progress.

We've decided to do something about it and

really show our appreciation. 27 years ago

the Palace Theatre was born. A customer

then 38 years of age is now 65. To each and

every one of those wonderful, loyal fans and

friends we extend the courtesy of the Palace

Theatre tonight—you're going to be our

guest—yes, and your wife, too. We have

made arrangements with the 'Senior Citizens

of Huntington' who will act as our official

host tonight at 7:15—just sign the register

and walk in."

In the midst of the present ruckus about

lousy press-books we'd say the book makers
could take lessons from Mr. Goodno.

BULLETIN
to someone in the trade

with your compliments?

FILL OUT THIS FORM,
MAIL IT TO US, AND
WE WILL DO THE REST.

Publication office:

1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Penna.

Name

Theatre

Address

City Zone State

If possible send the issue

of 19

Sender

Theatre

Address

City Zone State

YOUR SERVICE—OUR RESPONSIBILITY

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers

250 N. Juniper Street

Philadelphia 7, Pa. LOcust 7-4823

ORDER NOW!

Expendable 3-D Glasses

that are adjustable

A prompt order will reserve your

POLALITE glasses

and insure delivery for future bookings.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES, INC.

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-0100

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200

Member National Film Carriers
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCTKnow Your Product,

Mr. Exhibitor. This New
Film Bulletin Feature Is

Designed to Give You All

The Vital Details on
Current &)Coming Features

ALLIED ARTISTS
November

FIGHTER ATTACK Sterling Hayden, Joy Page, J. Car-
roll Naich. Director Lesley Selander. Producer Wil-
liam Calihan, Jr. War melodrama. Shot down in Italy

during WW II, American flyer joins guerillas. 80 min.

JACK SLADE Mark Stevens, Dorothy Malone. Director
Harold Schuster. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Western
melodrama. U. S. Marshal uses badqe to become ruth-

less killer, is finally killed in gunfight with former
friend tryinn to brine him to trial. 90 min.

VIGILANTE TERROR Bill Elliott. Director Lewis D. Col-

lins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Sheriff,

suspected of being brains of a gold-robbing gang,
turns outlaw to unveil real culprit. 70 min.

December
PRIVATE EYES Bowery Boys. Director Edward Bernds.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Comedy melodrama. When one
of the Boys develops mind reading power, the others
form a detective agency to capitalize on the gift, un-
cover a fur theft gang. 44 min.

TEXAS BADMAN Wayne Morris. Director Lewis D. Col-
lins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Young
sheriff tracks down outlaws, finds leader is his father,
who later sacrifice: hi; life to save son. 62 min.

WORLD FOR RANSOM Dan Duryea, Gene Lockhart,
Patrick Knowles. Director Robert Aldrich. Producers Ber-
nard Tabakin and Aldrich. Suspense melodrama. Adven-
turer foils kidnap plot involving nuclear scientist. 80 min.

January
HOUSE IN THE SEA Richard Conte, Joan Bennett,
Wanda Hendrix. Director Nathan Juran. Producer
William F. Broidy. Suspense melodrama. Hitch-hiking
ex-Marine becomes involved in murder, becomes object
of a five-state manhunt. 80 min.

MR. POTTS GOES TO MOSCOW George Cole, Oscar
Homolka, Nadia Gray. Producer-director Mario Zampi.
Comedy, British plumber mistakenly carries brief case
containing atomic secrets into Russia, becomes prey
of spy network. 93 min.

OFF THE RECORD Barry Sullivan, Dorothy Malone, Mary
Beth Hughes. Director Harold Schuster. Producer Lind-
sley Parsons. Comedy drama. Bank teller, $50,000
short in his accounts, tracks down phony bank ex-
aminer, recovers loot and job. 78 min.

February
RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11 Neville Brand, Leo Gordon,
Carleton Young. Producer Walter Wanner. Director
Don Sie^el. Prison melodrama. Jail riot spreads until

Governor and State Militia are called in to quell
the prisoners. 80 min.

THE GOLDEN IDOL Johnny Sheffield. Producer-Direc-
tor Ford Beebe. Jungle melodrama. Bomba, acciden-
tally in possession of a valuable statue, fights motley
group seeking the treasure. 71 min.

YUKON VENGEANCE Kirby Grant, Monte Hale. Pro-
ducer William F. Broidy. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. Disguised Canadian Mountie uncovers
mystery mail robberies committed by trapper using
trained jiant bear. 68 min.

March
CHEYENNE CROSSING Wayne Morris. Director Lewis
D. Collins. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.

PARIS PLAYBOYS Bowery Boys. Producer Ben Schwalb.
Director William Beaudine. Comedy. Huntz Hall is

sent to Paris believed to be a French scientist, concocts
a formula that proves even more potent than the
original scientist's. 66 min.

PRIDE OF THE BLUE GRASS Lloyd Bridges, Vera Miles.
Director William Beaudine. Producer Hayes Goetz.
Racetrack drama. Ambitious racehorse trainer goes big
time, comes to earth when kid jockey rides horse
trainer had saved to victory.

Coming
ARROW IN THE DUST Technicolor. Sterling Hayden,
Coleen Gray. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
Hayes Goetz. Western melodrama. Would-be deserter
dons dying Major's uniform to lead wagon train through
hostile Indian territory, is regenerated. 80 min.
BITTER CREEK Bill Elliott. Director Thomas D. Carr.
Producer Vincent M. Fennelly. Western. Out to avenge
death of his murdered rancher brother, Elliott picks
up friends and sweetheart who save him in the
showdown battle. 72 min.

DRAGONFLY SOUADRON John Hodiak, Barbara Brit-
ton, Bruce Bennett. Director Lesley Selander. Producer
John Champion. War drama. Rigid disciplinarian takes
over Korean airfield before invasion, is wounded in air
attack, but his trained flyers come to the rescue. 80 min.

THE GHOST OF O'LEARY Technicolor. David Niven,
Yvonne de Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald. Comedy. Irish
fantasy with comic flavor. 80 min.

COLUMBIA
November

GUN FURY 3D Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Donna Reed.
Director Raoul Walsh. Producer Lewis J. Rachmil.
Western melodrama. Civil War veteran sets out to find

fiancee, kidnapped by a Texas gang after a holdup.
Four way romance complicates matters. 83 min.

LAST OF THE PONY RIDERS Gene Autry. Director
George Archainbaud. Producer Armand Schaefer. Wes-
tern. Former Pony Express rider Autry fights the die-

h3rds holding back the stage and the telegraph. S9 min.

PARIS MODEL Marilyn Maxwell, Paulette Goddard, Eva
Gabor. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Alfred E.

Green. Comedy drama. Four episodes based around
newly designed dress, "Nude At Midnight," detailing
amorous adventures of girls who wear creation. 81 min.

PRISONERS OF THE CASBAH Technicolor. Gloria Gra-
hame, Cesar Romero. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
Richard Bare. Costume melodrama. Intrigue in Algiers,

culminating in a wild battle in the Casbah. 78 min.

December
DRUMS OF TAHITI 3D Technicolor. Dennis O'Keefe,
Patricia Medina. Director William Castle. Producer
Sam Katzman. Cottume melodrama. Americao in Ta-
hiti is persuaded to smuggle in rifles to overthrow
French rule. Marriage of convenience turns out to be
real thine, despite hurricanes and volcanic eruptions.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Di-
rector Spencer G. Bennet. Jungle melodrama. Jungle
Jim tangles with mad scientist drugging animals. 68 min.

MISS SADIE THOMPSON 3D Technicolor. Rita Hay-
worth, Jose Ferrer, Aldo Ray. Director Curtis Bern-
hardt. Producer Jerry Wald. Melodrama with music.
From the Somerset Maugham story of "entertainer" on
a tropical island who becomes involved with a batch of
Marines and fanatical, hypocritical missionary. 91 min.

THE NEBRASKAN 3D Technicolor. Phil Carey, Roberta
Havnes. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
F. Sears. Western. Army scout tries to get fair trial
for Indian pal accused of murdering chief. 68 min.

January
BAD FOR EACH OTHER Charlton Heston, Lizabeth Scott.
Director Irving Rapper. Producer William Fadiman.
Drama. Young doctor out of Army is misled into an
easy life as a society medico by wealthy spoiled di-
vorcee, but mine explosion uncovers his true worth when
he risks his life to save trapped workers. 83 min.

EL ALAMEIN Scott Brady. Director Fred F. Sears. Pro-
ducer Wallace MacDonald. War melodrama. An Ameri-
can with Montgomery's forces returns to El Alamein to
relive in flashback the great victory won there and find
the girl he had loved. 67 min.

PARATROOPER Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Leo Genn. Di-
rector Terence Young. Producers Irving Allen, Albert
R. Broccoli. War melodrama. Training of Paratroopers
in Britain climaxed by attempt to take German strong-
hold in Africa. Interwoven is love story between Ladd
and newcomer Susan Stephen. 87 min.

Coming
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER Technicolor. George Mont-
gomery. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katz-
man. Western drama. Spit and polish officer tries to
run fort in hostile Indian territory by the "book". After
learning what real fighting is, he succeeds in arranging
peace with cunning redskin leader.

CHARGE OF THE LANCERS Technicolor. Paulette God-
dard, Jean Pierre Aumont. Director William Castle.
Producer Sam Katzman. Romantic adventure. Lancers,
aided by new cannon, take supposedly impregnable Rus-
sian naval base at Sebastapol during Crimean War.

FATHER BROWN Alec Guiness, Joan Greenwood. Di-

rector Robert Hamer. Producer Vivian Cox. Comedy
drama. British made, with Guiness as whimsical priest
in the G. K. Chesterton stories who runs a haven for
ex-convicts, using it for some unorthodox crime-busting.

HELL BELOW ZERO Alan Ladd. Director Mark Robson.
Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Sea adventure.
Murder and the elements combine to make complica-
tions for x-Navy skipper in the Antarctic.

INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE Jennifer
Jones, Montgomery Clift. Director Vittorio de Sica.
Producers David O. Selznick and de Sica. Drama. Made
in Italy, ("Bicycle Thief" ) de Sica's first English
language film.

IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU Judy Holliday, Peter
Lawford. Director George Cukor. Producer Fred Kohl-
mar. Comedy. Girl, yearning for fame, invests her
savings to have her name in lights on Broadway sign.
Resultant fame and furor disillusions her, drives her
into arms of young idealistic photographer. 87 min.

JESSE JAMES VS. THE DALTONS 3D Technicolor. Brett
King, Barbara Lawrence. Director William Castle. Pro-
ducer Sam Katzman. Western melodrama. Supposed
son of Jesse James becomes involved with Dalton gang,
out to get the loot of the notorious bandit. In show-
down battle, Daltons are wiped out and money turns
out to be Confederate bills.

MASSACRE CANYON Phil Carey, Douglas Kennedy.
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred Sears.
Western melodrama. Army sergeant detailed to bring
shipment of rifles to outpost completes his mission de-
spite harrassing by Apaches, treachery and romance.

SPEEDY SHANNON Mickey Rooney. Director Richard
Quine. Producer Jonie Taps. Drama. A pint-sized auto
mechanic is inveigled into a holdup gang by a pretty
girl. Girl repents as she falls in love with the guy, aids
him in breaking up the gang.

THE CAINE MUTINY Technicolor. Humphrey Bogart,
Van Johnson, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Robert
Francis. Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Stanley
Kramer. Sea drama. From the famed best-seller by
Herman Wouk, of a mutiny aboard a U. S. Navy de-
stroyer. Bogart plays a neurotic captain, Johnson the ex-

ecutive officer, MacMurray is the prissy Keefer, Ferrer
the defense attorney for the mutineers and newcomer
Francis the Princeton lad who gets a ship of his own.

THE IRON GLOVE Technicolor. Robert Stack, Ursula
Thiess. Director William Castle. Producer Sam Katz-

man. Historical adventure drama. Swashbuckler built

around Stuarts and Windsors battle for British throne.

THE MIAMI STORY Barry Sullivan, Adele Jergens. Pro-

ducer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears. Melodrama.
Ex-gangster, now respectable, uses his past experience
to expose crime syndicate.

THE MAD MAGICIAN 3D Technicolor. Vincent Price,

Mary Murphy, Eva Gabor. Director John Brahm. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Horror melodrama. Illusion genius,

prevented by his boss from using his creations as a

stage magician, murders, him, assumes his identity.

THE SARACEN BLADE Technicolor. Ricardo Montalban,

Betta St. John. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil-

liam Castle. Costume melodrama. 13th century swash-

buckler with Montalban in a vendetta to avenge his

father's murder, going to the Holy Land in Crusades.

THE WILD ONE Marlon Brando. Director Laslo Benedek.

Producer Stanley Kramer. Melodrama. Band of hot-

rodders terrorize town until indicant citizens force law

to clamp down. Eventual regeneration of ringleader

comes through love and innate decency. 79 min.

METHD-GDLDWYN-MAYER
November

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT Technicolor

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth. Producer

Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic

Sea Saga. Two brothers fight for the love of a woman
while on whaling expedition in the South Seas. 95 mm.

KISS ME KATE 3D Ansco Color. Kathryn Grayson,

Howard Keel, Ann Miller. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director George Sidney. Musical comedy. Play-within-

a-play dramatization of a Broadway show based on

Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew". 109 mm.

December
EASY TO LOVE Technicolor. Esther Williams, Van John-

son, Tony Martin. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director

Charles Walters. Aquatic Musical. Romantic triangle

in Cypress Gardens amid colorful swimming and

water-skiing productions. 96 min.

ESCAPE FROM FORT ERAVO Ansco Color. William

Holden, Eleanor Parker. Producer Nicholas Nayfack.

Director John Sturges. Western melodrama. Adventure
in Civil War period dealing with rebel prisoners in a

Union stockade located in the desert. 98 min.

January
GIVE A GIRL A BREAK Technicolor. Marge and Gower
Champion, Debbie Reynolds. Producer Jack Cummings.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical comedy. Three young
actresses fight for starring role in Broadway musical

when the name star wall's out. 82 min.

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE CinemaScope Color
Magnificence. Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner. Producer
Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard Thorpe. Historical

adventure drama. Tale of King Arthur's ascension to

the throne of England, his turbulent reign and eventual

death, complicated by his wife Guinevere's love

for the knight Lancelot.

THE GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY Red Skelton, Cara
Williams. Producer Edwin H. Knopf. Director Robert

Z. Leonard. Comedy. Young diamond cutter dreams
of locating his long lost family and getting chance to

cut a fabulous diamond. Phony family materializes and
tricks the diamond cutter into stealing the gem. 69 min

February
ROSE MARIE CinemaScope-Kodacolor. Ann Blyth,

Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas. Producers Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. and Lawrence Weingarten. Director
Mervyn LeRoy. Musical outdoor drama. Romance and
murder in the Canadian north woods involving a beau-
tiful girl, a trapper and a mountie.

SAADIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita

Gam. Producer-director Albert Lewin. Costume melo-
drama. East-meets-West story of love and violence
in t^e Morrocan desert.
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TE.NNEG;:: CHAMP Ansco Color. Shelley Winters,
Dewey Martin, Keenan Wynn. Producer Sol Baer Field-
ing. Director Fred M. Wilcox. Comedy. Prize fighter
who believes the Lord is in his corner and his slick
manager become involved with a blond bombshell along
thi Mississippi river-front.

THE LONG, LONG TRAILER Ansco Color. Lucille Ball,
Desi Arnaz, Marjorie Main. Producer Pandro S. Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Comedy. Trials and tribu-
lations of family life in a trailer. 94 min.

A pril
FLAM2 AND THE FLESH Technicolor. Lana Turner,
Pier Anneli, Carlos Thompson. No other information.
GYPSY COLT Ansco Color, Donna Corcoran, Ward
Bond, Frances Dee. Producers William Grady, Jr. and
Sidney Franklin Jr. Director Andrew Marton. Drama.
A spirited black colt refuses to accept separation
from the little r;irl who raised him.

RHAPSODY Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gass-
non. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director Charles
Vidor. Love story. A beautiful woman in Europe holds
the lives and music careers of two young artists in her
hands. Background of classical music.

Coming
CIEST OF THE WAVE Gene Kelly. Producer-Directors
John and Roy Boulting. Science melodrama. Anglo-
American temperaments cet a workout during the de-
velopment of a new torpedo explosive.

EXECUTIVE SUITE William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck,
June Allvson, Frederic March, Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Douglas. Other information not available.
NCR TWELVE MEN Ansco Color. Greer Garson, Robert
Ryan. Producer John Houseman. Director Robert Z.
Leonard. Comedy-romance. Sole woman teacher in a
boys' school copes with the problem of sharing her
living room with !3 males.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,

Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kell/. Ballet. Four episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of *he dance.

JULIL'S CAESAR Louis Calhern, Marlon Brando, James
Mason, Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr. Producer John
Houseman. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Historical
drama. A:sassination of Caesar wi;h friend Antony
wreaking vengeance on Brutus, Cassius et al. 121 min.

PARAMOUNT
November

BOTANY BAY Technicolor. Alan Ladd, James Mason,
Patricia Medina. Producer Joseph Sistrom. Director
John Farrow. Historical adventure. American aboard
British ship bound for Australian colonization foments
conflict to remove tryanny of cruel captain. 94 min.

FLIGHT TO TANGIER 3D Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,
Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet. Producer Nat Holt. Di-

rector Charles M. Warren. Action melodrama. Soldier
of fortune outwits international black market oper-
ators in Tangier. 90 min.

December
H2RE COMES THE GIRLS Technicolor. Bob Hope,
A.-lene Dahl, Tony Martin, Rosemary Clooney. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Claude Binyon. Comedy-musical.
The oldest chorus boy on Broadway accidently becomes
a star when leading man drops out because of a mur-
der threat, thus becoming object of killer. 78 min.

JIVARO Technicolor. Fernando Lamas, Rhonda Flem-
ing. Producers Pine-Thomas. Director Edward Ludwig.
Adventure-drama. A pretty American girl goes to find

her sweetheart in the Amazon jungle, is aided by jungle

trader wilh whom she falls in love after learning

of death of fiance.

January
CHASE FIRE 3D. Gl's in Korea. Producer Hal Wallis.

Director Owen Crump. War drama. Patrol action in

final day of fighting in Korea. 75 min.

FOREVER FEMALE Ginger Rogers, William Holden,

Paul Douglas. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Irving

Rapper. Comedy. Maturing stage actress fights to

keep her hold on youth by playing young roles. Her
ex-husband producer hopes to remarry her, but plans

are complicated when she falls for playwright. 93 min.

February
ALASKA SEAS Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling. Producer

Mel Epstein. Director Jerry Hopper. Adventure drama.
Salmon fishermen plagued with thieves robbing their

traps, break the gang when the sweetheart of the fish-

ing fleet becomes involved with one of the thieves.

MONEY FROM HOME 3D Technicolor. Dean Martin,

Jerrv Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director George
Marshall. Comedy. Horseplayer becomes heavily in-

debted to a boo!:ie hinc. Ordered to fix a race to

pay off he calls in veterinary interne pal who blows

up plot. 100 min.

Coming
CASANOVA'S BIG NIGHT Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Joan Fontaine. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman
McLeod. Comedy. Hope, mistaken for the lover Cas-
«-nova is hired to test the faithfulness of another
man's fiancee.

ELEPHANT WALK Technicolor. Elizabeth Taylor, Dana
Andrews. Producer Irving Asher. Director William
Dieterle. Drama. Girl married to tea plantation owner
in Ceylon, falls in love with his foreman and plans to

run away with him. Plague strikes, her lover dies, and
in crisis she finds she still loves her husband.

KNOCK ON WOOD Technicolor. Danny Kaye, Mai
Zetterlinq. Producers and directors Norman Panama
and Melvin Frank. Comedy. American ventriloquist in

Paris undergoes psychonanalysis to overcome a fear of
marriage finds the female psychiatrist has same com-
plex, becomes involved in spy plot and murder.
NAKED JUNGLE Technicolor. Eleanor Parker, Charlton
Heston. Producer George Pal. Director Byron Haskin.
Adventure drama. South American plantation owner
considers his mail-order wife too elegant for rough
jungle life. She proves herself when plantation is at-

tacked by hordes of soldier ants.

RED GARTERS Technicolor. Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Carson, Guy Mitchell. Producer Pat Duggan. Director
George Marshall. Western musical comedy. Fanciful
yarn revolves around Mitchell's arrival in California
town to avenge death of his brother. Killer turns out
to be best friend of Mitchell.

ULYSSES Technicolor. Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Produced by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Mario
Camarini. Adventure Spectacle. Homeric feats of
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey.

REPUBLIC
November

CRAZYLEGS Elroy Hirsch, Lloyd Nolan, Joan Vohs.
Producer Hall Bartlett. Director Francis Lyon. Sport
drama. Life of Ail-American "Crazylegs" Hirsch from
his high school football days up to his present starring
role with the Los Angeles Rams. 87 min.

FLIGHT NURSE Joan Leslie, Forrect Tucker. Director
Allan Dwan. War drama. Air Force nurse, assigned to

Korean duty, at first more interested in locating her
sweetheart than in doing her duty, is molded by war
into woman of heroic and responsible stature. 90 min.

December
GERALDINE John Carroll, Mala Powers, Stan Freberg.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springsteen.
Comedy with music. Tin Pan Alley publicity girl dis-

covers youn? college music instructor with golden
voice, interested only in folk songs, eventually interests

him in popular music and a marriage license. 90 min.

RED RIVER SHORE Pex Allen. Producer Rudy Ralston.

Director Harry Keller. Western. Allen discovers a re-

spected rancher is plotting a swindle by reporting a

fake oil discovery cn his ranch and selling shares
to fellow-citizens.

Coming
HELL'S HALF AC3E Wendell Corey, Evelyn Keyes,
Elsa Lanchester. Associate producer-director John H.
Auer. Mystery melodrama. Woman goes to Honolulu
to check on husband reported killed at Pearl Harbor
in 1941 but his crime-ridden past destroys hope for

the revival of marriar.3.

JOHNNY GUITAR Trucolor. Joan Crawford, Sterling

Hayden. Associate producer-director Nicholas Ray.
Western drama. Woman gambling-house owner learns

love of gunman who helps her against group of anti-

railroad ranchers is worth more than money she

dreamed of making if railroad crossed her land.

JUBILEE TRAIL Trucolor. Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie,

Forrest Tucker. Associate producer-director Joseph I.

Kane. Outdoor drama. California trader meets and
marries Eastern girl takes her West. Romantic com-
plications when she learns he has a son by unmarried
Soani:h ~'r!.

LAUGHING ANNE Technicolor. Wendell Corey, Mar-

garet Lockwood, Forrest Tucker. Producer-director Her-

bert Wilcox. Drama. Respectable schooner captain

tries to save girl and illegitimate son from degrading
life with beachcomber. When she is murdered Captain

avenges death and claims boy.

THE FORTUNE HUNTER Trucolor. John Derek, Joan

Evans. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director Bill

Witney. Western. Young westerner wages range war
against unscrupulous uncle to recover stolen heritage.

WOMAN IN THE FOG Dorothy McGuire, Stephen Mc-

Nally. Associate producer-director William Seiter.

Drama. Woman newspaper owner is confronted with

hidden past when husband turns up after serving prison

term for murder. She could have saved him and he

plans to get revenge by ruining life of their daughter.

RK0
November

DECAMERON NIGHTS Technicolor. Joan Fontaine,

Louis Jourdan. Producers M. J. Frankovich and Wm.
Szekely. Director Huco Fregonese. Costume comedy.
Boccaccio, in love with beautiful woman whose memory
of her late, aaed husband prevents new romance, at-

tempts to win her love through his stories. 87 min.

December
FRENCH LINE 3D Technicolor. Jane Russell, Gilbert

Roland. Producer Edmund Grainier. Director Lloyd

Bacon. Musical comedy. Jilted at the altar because

she has too much, money, Texas millionairess takes

cruise cn 1 iberte. Incognito, she sets out to find hus-

band who will Icve her for herself alone.

February
BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES IGoldwyn Re-release).
Myrna Lo". Frederic March Teresa Wright, Dana
Andrews. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Wil-
liam Wyler. Drama. 170 mins.

PINOCCHIO IDisney Re-release) Technicolor. Cartoon
feature. 87 mins.

Coming
DANGEROUS MISSION 3D. Victor Mature, Piper
Laurie, Vincent Price, Wm. Bendix. Producer Irwin
Allen. Director Louis Kin-;. Melodrama. Girl, after
witnessing a murder, hides out in Glacier National
Park to escape killer. Chase results with police trying
to find her before killer does.

KILLERS FROM SPACE Peter Graves, Barbara Bestar.
Producer-director W. Lee Wilder. Science fiction.

Nuclear scientist prevents the conguest of Earth by
invaders from another planet.

SHE HAD TO SAY YES Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons.
Producer Robert Sparks. Director Lloyd Bacon. Come-
dy. Poor-little-rich-girl learns people in Arkansas iown
saved her life when she was a baby. Her secret money
gifts to townspeople disrupts their barter-system
economy. 89 mins.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
November

A YANK IN THE RAF IReissue) Tyrone Power, Betty
Grable. Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director

'

Henry
King. War drama. 97 min.

FALLEN ANGEL IReissue) Alice Faye, Dana Andrews,
Linda Darnell. Producer-director Otto Preminger. 97 min.
FOREVER AMBER IReissue) Linda Darnell, Cornel
Wilde, George Sanders. Producer William Perlburg.
Director Otto Preminger. Romantic melodrama. 140 min.

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE CinemaScope Tech-
nicolor. Marilyn Monroe, Betty Grable, Lauren Bacall.
David Wayne, Rory Calhoun, Cameron Mitchell. Pro-
ducer Nunnally Johnson. Director Jean Negulesco.
Comedy. Three penniless models rent ultra swank
penthouse to capture rich husbands with resultant
comedy of errors finding and marrying for love. 94 min.

INFERNO (Also 3D) Technicolor. Robert Ryan, Rhonda
Fleming, William Lundigan. Producer W. Bloom. Di-
rector R. Baker. Drama. Rich wastrel, left to die in
desert by scheming wife and her lover, becomes a
man in struggle to survive and leaves plotters to
ravages of conscience. 83 min.
THE ROBE CinemaScope Technicolor. Richard Burton.
Jean Simmons. Victor Mature. Producer Frank Ross.
Director Henry Koster. Biblical drama. Story of the
Roman tribune who performed the Crucifixion and how
the robe Christ wore to Golgotha and his conscience
converted him to a Christian. 133 min.

December
BENEATH THE TWELVE MILE REEF CinemaScope Tech-
nicolor. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Robert Bassler, Robert D. Webb. Adventure-
Drama. Perils of sponge divers interwoven in story of
father-son relation:hip. clashes between sponge-fisher-
men, and young romance. 102 min.

MAN CRAZY Neville Brand. Christine White. Producers
S. Haromn. P. Voran. Director !. Lerner. Other in-

formation not available.

MAN IN THE ATTIC Jack Palance, Constance Smith,
Byron Palmer. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Hugo
Fregonese. Mystery melodrama. Psychopathic boarder
commits nicht murders, with pretty women as his vic-

tims. About to kill a girl he has fallen in love with,

the twisted mind uncoils and he takes his own li.'e.

January
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM IReissue) Gregory Peck, Vin-

cent Price, Roddy McDowall. Producer Joseph Man-
kiewicz. Director John Stahl. Drama. 137 min.

KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES CinemaScope Techni-
color. Tyrone Power. Terry Moore. Producer Frank
Rosenberg. Director Henry King. Adventure drama.
Half-breed British officer in ! 9th century India becomes
a deserter to demonstrate his right to equality in the

Army and in romance with General's daughter. 99 min.

THREE YOUNG TEXANS Technicolor. Mitzi Gaynor,
Jeff Hunter, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Leonard Gold-
stein. Director Henry Levin. Western drama. Friend-

ship between pair of cowboys and cirl becomes im-

periled when one is suspected of train robbery. Turns

out other is guilty, is killed after repentance.

February
HELL AND HIGH WATER CinemaScope Technicolor.

Richard Widmark, Bella Darvi, Cameron Mitchell, David
Wayne. Adventure drama. Touch captain and motley
crew of ex-U. S. sailors use submarine on special

mission to thwart a conspiracy to start World War
III by an atomic bomb incident.

THE SEIGE AT RED RIVER Technicolor. Van Johnson,

Joanne Dru. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director

Rudy Mate. Civil War drama. Robbery of a Union

cavalry troop train sets off net of intrigue and heroism

involving Confederate who turns out to be Union spy.

March
GORILLA AT LARGE 3D Technicolor. Cameron Mitchell,

Anne Bancroft. Lee Cobb. Producer Leonard Goldstein.

Director H. Jones. Murder melodrama. Carnival

gorilla used as murder weapon by beautiful trapeze

artist, finallv carries her atop roller coaster and both

meet their death.

RIVER OF NO RETURN CinemaScope Technicolor. Mari-

|v n Monroe. Robert Mitchum, Rory Calhoun. Producer

Stanley Rubin. Director Otto Preminger. Outdoor ad-

venture romance. Barroom entertainer Monroe, ex-

convict Mitchum and his young son are forced to guide

a raft down a treacherous mountain river, battling the

rapids, Indians and the elements.
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UNITED ARTISTS
November

CAPT. JOHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS Pathecolcr.
Anthon.' Dexter, Jody Lawrance. Producers Aubrey
Wisberq, Jack Pollexfen. Director Lew Landers. His-
torical drama. Based en the famous incident wherein
the Indian princes saves 'he life of British captain,
then i: instrumental in preserving Jamestown from
annihilation. 75 min.

SHARK RIVER Color Corp. of America. Steve Cochran,
Carole Matlhews. Producer-director John Rawlins. Ad-
venture melodrama. Cha:e through the Everglades in
post Civil War days with murderer and his brother
as the prey. 80 min.

SONG OF THE LAND Color Corp. of America. Nar-
rated by Marvin Miller. Documentary. Filmed by
naturalists, tells of ife of the nearly extinct California
condor and evolution of our pLnet which caused
his extermination. 71 min.

STRANGER ON THE PROWL Paul Muni, Joan Lorring.
Melodrama. Stowaway lands in Italy, becomes mur-
derer in quest for food. Attachment wilh young boy,
whom he saves from death, leads to his doom. 82 mini

December
EEAT THE DEVIL Humphrey Bcgart, Jennifer Jones,
Gina LoMobrigida. Producer-director John Huston.
Drama. An assorted croup on tramp steamer become
involved in in*ric:ue. murder and romance in search for
uranium. Filmed in Mediterranean area. 82 min.
RIDERS TO THE STARS Super-Cinecolor. William Lun-
digan, Herbert Marshall, Richard Carson. Producer
Ivin Tors. Science-fiction adventure. Other infor-
mation not available.

THE CAPTAIN'S PARADISE Alec Guinness. Yvonne de
Carlo. Producer-director Anthony Kimmins. Romantic
adventure drama. Sea captain dividing his romance
between his wife in Gibraltar and girl in North Africa,
ends double life when storm shows him the futility
of his course. 77 min.

WICKED WOMAN Beverly Michaels, Richard Egan.
Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse.
Melodrama. Loose woman takes iob as bargirl, induces
owner to leave his boor;> wife and run off with her.
When plans are upset, she makes new setup. 77 min.
YESTESDAY AND TODAY Narrated by George Jessel.
Producer-director Abner J. Greshler. Documentary.
History of the movies from "flickers" of 1893 and the
progress made to toda;'. Includes too stars of film
history. 57 min.

January
ALGIERS (Reissuel Charles Boyer, Hedv Lamarr. Pro-
ducer Walter Wan-er. Director John Cromwell. Ro-
mantic drama. 95 min.

GILBERT AND SULLIVAN Robert Morley, Maurice
Evans, The D'Oyly Carte Ooera Company. Producers
Frank Launder, Sidney Gilliatt. Director Sidney Gil-
liatt. Musical biography. Story of the famed operetta
team, their beginnings and differences. 105 min.

GO, MAN, GO Dane Clark, Harlem Globe Trotters.
Producer Alfred Palca. Sports drama. Story of the
famed Negro basketball team.

PERSONAL AFFAIR Gene Tierney, Leo Genn. Producer
Antony Darnborough. Director Anthony Pelissier.
Drama. Small town British teacher is accused by his
wife of having affair with school girl. When latter dis-
appears, teacher is suspected of murder. 82 min.

THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST Technicolor. Documentary.
Depiction of the 1953 expedition under Col. Hunt that
scaled Mt. Everest. 78 min.

February
CEACHHEAD PatheColor. Tony Curtis, Frank Loveioy,
Mary Murph'.'. Producer W. Koch. Director Stuart
Heisler. Action drama.

CAMELS WEST PatheColor. Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru,
John Ireland. Producer Edward Small. Adventure drama.

THE GOLDEN MASK Technicolor. Van Heflin, Wanda
Hendrix. Producers Aubrey Baring, Maxwell Setton.
Romantic adventure.

THE MAN BETWEEN James Mason, Claire Bloom, Hil-

degarde Neff. Producer-director Carol Reed. Suspense
drama. Spie:, secret police and innocent pawns in-

volved in plot to stem flow of refugees from western
sector of Berlin to Allies' area. Mason, used by Reds,
overcomes blackmail threats to rescue kidnapped
British girl.

THE SCARLET SPSAR Technicolor. Morasi, John Bentley,

Martha Hyer. Producer Charles P.eynolds. Directors

George Breakston, Ray Stahl. Adventure drama.

March
ACT OF LOVE Kirk Douglas, Dany Robin. Producer-
director Anatole Litvak. Drama. French refugee girl
is compromised by American occupation soldier; they
fall in love, are separated by police; girl, mistakenly
believes American has forsaken her, goes to her death.

GOG CoIt Corp. of America. Richard Egan, Con-
stance Dowling Herbert Marshall. Producer Ivan Tors.
Director Herbert L. Strock. Science-fiction drama.
HEIDI Elsbeth Sigmund, Heinrich Gretler. Producer
Lazar Wechsler. Director Luici Comencini. Drama.
T-iken from famed childrcn'st story by Johanna Spyri
of 'ho l-ve between a little Swiss girl and her grand-
father. 98 min.

April
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE PatheColor.
Din O'Herlihy. Producers Oscar Dancigers, Henry
Fhrlich. Director ! uis Bunuel. Adventure drama. From
Daniel Defoe's classic of the sh'pwrecked sailor and
the native wh a become his man Friday.

CROSSED SWORDS PothcColcr. Errol Flynn, Gina
LoMobrigida. Producers J. Barrett Mahon, Vittorio
Vassarotti. Director Milton Krims. Period adventure
drama. Adventure: of pair of very eligible bachelors
returning to Italian dukedom where decree has been
established that a!! males over 20 must be married.

MALTA STO~iY Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Pro-

ducer Peter De Sarigny. Air-war drama.

OVERLAND PACIFIC SuperCineColor. Jock Mahoney,
Peggie Castle. Producer Edward Small. Western.

UNIVERSAL-INTL
November

BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Steve Cochran. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Joseph Pevney. Outdoor melodrama. Schooner cap-
tain and wife harrassed in the frozen North by thieves
triyng to steal fur cargo. 78 min.

THE GLASS WEB 2D 3D. Edward G. Robinson, John
Forsythe. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Jack
Arnold. Murder mystery. Whodunit set against back-
ground of television studio. 81 min.

THE VEILS OF BAGDAD Technicolor. Victor Mature,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director
George Sherman. Costume adventure. Chempion of
Ottoman empire fights again:t despots from Bagdad
attempting to con-uer the land. 82 min.

December
TUMBlEWeED Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson,
Chill Wills. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Nathan
Juran. Western. Murphy, accused of cowardice when
wagon train he is guarding is massacred by Indians,
overcomes onus. 79 m'n.

WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME Technicolor. Donald
O'Connor, Janet Leigh. Producers Ted Richmond-
Leonard Goldstein. Director Lloyd Bacon. Musical
comedy. Young clarinetist :tands to inherit fortune if

he becomes operatic star, makes his mark instead
in concert ball jazz. 95 mm.

January
BOEDER RIVLR Technicolor. Joel McCrea, Yvonne De
Carlo. Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director George
Sherman. Western drama. Confederate officer steals
gold from Union mint to buy supplies in Mexico for the
Southern army, causing bloodshed. 8! min.

FORBIDDEN Tony Curtis, Joanne Dru. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Rudolph Mate. Melodrama. Rac-
keteer goes to Macao to find a slain hoodlum's widow
who has evidence of gang'eader's crimes. 85 min.

WAR ARROW Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, Jeff
Chandler. Producer Jchn W. Rogers. Director George
Sherman. Western. Cavalry officer sent from Wash-
ington to put down Indian uprising finds the tribes are
being led by supposedly dead cavalryman. 78 min.

February
TAZA. SON OF COCHISE 2D-3D. Rock Hudson. Pro-
ducer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas Sirk. Western.
Apache chief i: forced to fight other redskins trying
to bring peace between his people and the white men.

THE GLENN MILLER STORY Technicolor. James
Stewart, June Allyson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg.
Director Anthony Manin. Biopic with music. High-
lights of *he life of the late, creat bandleader lost in

an air accident over English Channel.

March
CREATURE FROM THE CLACK LAGOON 3D. Richard
Carlson, Julia Adams. Producer William Alland. Di-

rector Jack Arnold. Fantasy melodrama. Geologist
discovers creature which is half man. half fish and
forms an expedition to capture it.

RIDE CLEAR OF DIABLO Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Dan Duryea. Producer John W. Rogers. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Western. Murphy returns home to avenge
murders of his father and kid brother.

SASKATCHEWAN Technicolor. Alan Ladd, Shelley

Winters. Producer Aaron P.osenberg. Director Raoul
Walsh. Outdoor drama. Canadian mountie rebels
against h :

: commanding officer to save survivors of

Indian attack.

A pril
FORT LARAMIE Technicolor. Jchn Payne, Dan Duryea,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Ted Richmond. Director

Jesse Hibbs. Outdoor drama. Trouble-shooting soldier

is sent to Wyoming Territory to clear work stoppage
on construction of railroad.

MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME Marjorie Main, Percy Kil-

bride. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles La-

mont. Comedy. Kettles leave ultra-modern home, go
back to dilapidated farmhouse so that oldest boy can
win contest on typical farm life.

YANKEE PASHA Technicolor. Jeff Ch-ndler, Rhonda
Fleming. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Coitume adventure. Frontiersman Chandler
fights half-way around world to save woman he loves.

Coming
DRUMS ACROSS THE RIVER Technicolor. Audie Mur-
phv, Walter Brennan. Producer Mel Tucl-er. Director
Nathan Juran. Western. Trouble when g~'d miners
break treaty with Indian: to obtain ore-beating ground.
JOHNNY DA3K Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie.
Producer William Alland. Director George Sherman.
Drama. Young automotive designer develops sport car
to save failing auto company, succeeds when he wins
cross country race.

MA & PA KETTLE AT WAIKIKI Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride. Producer Leonard Goldstein. Director Lee
Sholem. Comedy. Kettles go to Hawaii where Pa
takes over the running of his rich brother's fruit
processing plant.

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION Technicolor. Jane Wym :n,

Rock Hudson, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Playboy atones for
death of one man and the blindness of a woman by be-
coming a doctor devoting himself to humanity.

TANGANYIKA Technicolor. Van Heflin, Ruth Roman.
Producer Albert J. Cohen. Director Andre De Toth.
Outdoor drama. !n forests of Africa, two lumbermen,
beleaqured by hostile natives, put down uprising by
killing renegade whiteman who incites the savages.

THE FAR COUNTRY Technicolor. James Stewart, Ruth
Roman, Corinne Calvet, Walter Brennan. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Anthony Mann. Outdoor
drama. Driving a herd of cattle up to Alaska, Stewart
plays tag with gold, love and sudden death.

WARNER BROTHERS
November

CALAMITY JANE Technicolor Stereosound. Doris Day,
Howard Keel. All . n McLerie. Producer William Jacobs.
Director David Butler. Musical western. Fabulous Ca-
lamity Jane, in friendly feud with Wild Bill Hickok,
brings back famed entertainer's stage-struck maid as
the real thing, is transformed into pretty girl, ends up
marrying Wild Bill. 101 min.

KEY LARGO IReissue) Humphrey Bogart, Edward G.
Robinson, Lauren Bacall, Lionel Barrymore. Producer
Jerry Wald. Director John Huston. Drama. !0! min.

THE DIAMOND QUEEN Color. Fernando Lamas, Arlene
Dahl, Gilbert Roland. Producer Frank Melford. Direc-

tor John Brahm. Romantic adventure. Pair of French-
men in India to get diamond for Louis XIV's coronation
go through perilous and romantic adventures to ac-
complish mission. 80 min.

TREASURE OF SIERRA MAD1E (Reissue) Humphrey
Bogart, Walter Huston. Producer Henry Blan L e.V Di-

rector Jchn Huston. Drama. 126 min.

December
THR;E SAILORS AND A GIRL Technicolor. Jane Powell.

Gordon MacRae, Gene Nelson. Producer Sammy Cahn.
Director Roy Del Ruth. Musical comedy. Three gobs,
designated by submarine crew to invest $50,000, plunge
into show business, manage to bring flop show into

Broadwav hit. 98 min.

THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Lex Barker, Phyllis Kirk. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Andre de Toih. Western. Union Cap-
tain harrassed by carpet-bag politicians on side of

law, takes action when friends and his wife are put

in peril. 82 min.

January
HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFE Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,

Joan Rice. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Byron

HasHn. Action drama. Victim of a mutiny, sea cap-

tain is iet adrift, lands cn South Pacific island, be-

comes white ruler using democratic methods to

unite warrinr. factions. 92 min.

HONDO 3D WarnerColor. John Wayne, Geraldine

Page. Producer Robert FeHows. Director John Farrow.

Western drama. Lone U. S. Cavalry scout, unhorsed

in Indian battle, comes to Western town, befriends

widow and young son, paves way for romantic and
dramatic complications. 84 min.

THE EDDIE CANTOR STORY Technicolo.. Keefe Bras-

selle, Marilyn Erskine. Producer Sidney Skolsky. Direc-

tor Alfred E. Green. Musical biography. Life of Eddie

Cantor from his beginnings as entertainer at 13, suc-

cess in the Follies, eventual recovery from illness to

entertain for charity. !!4 min.

February
THE BOY FROM OKLAHOMA WarnerColor. Will
Rogers, Jr., N3ncy Olson. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Michael Curtiz. Western comedy drama. Young
cowboy seeking to be lawyer unwittingly becomes
Sheriff, humbles Silly the Kid, captures outlaws, finally
leaves for law apprenticeship.

THE COMMAND WarnerColor. Guy Madison, Joan
Weldon, James Whitmore. Producer David Weisbart.
Director David Butler. Western drama. Young doctor
takes over command of troop train in Wyoming terri-

tory, brings it to safety through raids and disease.

March
CRIME WAVE Sterling Hayden, Gene Nelson, Phyllis
Kirk. Producer Bry^n Foy. Director Andre de Toth.
Crime melodrama. Record of reformed convict involves
him in holdup plot, but with aid of understanding de-
tective, and innate honesty, is freed from past.

DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN Louis Hayward, Paul Kely,
Joanne Dru, Maureen O'SulIivan. Prison drama.
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE WarnerColor. Karl
Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina. Producer
Henry Blanke. Director Roy Del Ruth. Murder melo-
drama. Series of murders in turn of the century Paris
with beautiful girls as victim of sadistic zoologist study-
ing "animal" reflexes.

Coming
DIAL M FOR MURDER WarnerColor. Ray Mllland,
Grace Kelly. Robert Cummings. Director Alfred Hitch-
cock. Murder melodrama. Husband plots death of
wife whom he married for money. Original plan back-
fires when wife kills her would-be murderer. Husband
makes. self-defense killing look like premeditated murder.

RIDING SHOTGUN WarnerColor. Randolph Scott.

Wayne Morris. Producer Ted Sherdeman. Director
Andre de Toth. Western. Stagecoach guard, victim of

odd circumstances, clears his name, wipes out outlaws

THEM Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, Joan Weldon.
Producer David Weisbart. Director Gordon Douglas
Science-fiction melodrama. Ten-foot ants terrorize the
Southwest until (heir nest is discovered and wiped out.
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